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PREFACE

This volume of Decisions of the Department of the Interior covers
the period from January 1, 1979 to December 31, 1979. It includes the
most important administrative decisions and legal opinions that were
rendered by officials of the Department during the period.

The Honorable Cecil D. Andrus, served as Secretary of the Interior
during the period covered by this volume; Mr. James A. Joseph
served as Under Secretary; Ms. Joan Davenport, Messrs. Robert
Herbst, Guy Martin, Larry Meierotto, Forrest Girard served as As-
sistant Secretaries of the Interior; Mr. Leo Krulitz, served as Solici-
tor. Ms. Ruth R. Banks, served as Director, Office of Hearings and
Appeals.

This volume will be cited within the Department of the Interior
as "86 I.D."

Secretary of the Interior.
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ERRATA:

Page 3-Right col., line 2, correct to: Stat. 189, 224),
Page 30-Right col., 4th line from bottom of page, correct date to read: Aug. 4,

1976,
Page 257-Left col., headnote 2, the first line is not included. Headnote should

start with: Application by the State of Alaska for lands under the
Page 295-Left col., par. 1, line 4, correct to read: 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.
Page 302-Footnote 14, para. 2, line 4, correct to read: 92 Stat. 3206 Nov. 9, 1978.
Page 362-Left col., par. 1, lines 8 & 9, correct to read: 34 Stat. 197 as amended

-by
Page 435-Right col., 4th par. (2nd quoted par.) delete 4th sentence so it will

read: [U]nder Section 349 [25 U.S.C.] it is obvious that the Secretary of the
Interior patent in fee simple to a trust allottee ought to be satisfied not only
that the allottee is competent and capable of managing his or her affairs, but
also that it would be to the best interest of the allottee for the allottee to
become emancipated from the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States and
become subject to the laws of the state in which he resides.

Page 629-Right col., 2d para., line 26 & 27, correct citation to read: Solicitor's
Opinion, 74 I.D. 285 (1967)

Page 688-Left col., 4th line from top of page, correct to read: history of 28
U.S.C. § 131 (1976)
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CUMULATIVE INDEX TO SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF DE-
PARTMENTAL DECISIONS PUBLISHED IN INTERIOR DECISIONS

The table below sets out in alphabetical order, arranged according
to the last name of the first party named in the Department's decision,
all the departmental decisions published in the Interior Decisions,
beginning with volume 61, judicial review of which was sought by one
of the parties concerned. The name of the action is listed as it appears
on the court docket in each court. Where the decision of the court has
been published, the citation is given, if not, the docket number and
date of final action taken by the court is set out. If the court issued an
opinion in a nonreported case, that fact is indicated; otherwise no
opinion was written, Unless otherwise indicated, all suits were com-
menced in the United States District Court for the District of Colum-
bia and, if appealed, were appealed to the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Finally, if judicial re-
view resulted in a further departmental decision, the departmental de-
cision is cited. Actions shown are those taken prior to the end Qf the
year covered by this volume.

Adler Construction Go., 67 I.D. 21 (1960) (Reconsideration)
Adler Construction Co. v. U.S., Cong. 10-00. Dismissed, 423 F. 2d 1362P

(1970); rehearing denied, July 15, 1970; cert. denied, 400 U.S. 993 (197Q);
rehearing denied, 401 U.S. 949 (1971).

Adler Construction Co. v. U.S., Cong. 5-70. Trial Commr's. report accepting
& approving the stipulated agreement filed Sept. 11, 1972.

Estate of John J. Akers, 1 IBIA 8; 77 I.D. 268 (1970)

Dolly Cusker Akers v. The Dept. of the Interior, Civil No. 907, D. Mont.
Judgment for defendant, Sept. 17, 1971; order staying execution of judgment
for 30 days issued Oct. 15, 1971; appeal dismissed for lack of prosecution,
May 3, 1972; appeal reinstated, June 29, 1972; aff'd, 499 F. 2d 44 (9th Cir.
1974).

State of Alaska, Andrew Kalerak, Jr., 73 I.D 1 (1966)
Andrew J. Kalerak, Jr, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-35-66, D.

Alaska. Judgment for plaintiff, Oct. 20, 1966, rev'd, 396 F. 2d 746 (9th Cir.
1968); cert. den., 393 U.S. 1118 (1969).

xxIII
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Appeals of the State of Alaska & Seldovia Native Ass'n, Inc., 2
ANCAB 1, 84 I.D. 349 (1977)

Theodore A. Richards & Judith Miller v. The Secretary of the Interior d
Seldovia Native Ass'n, Inc., Civil No. A78-170-CIV, D. Alaska. Suit pending.

George S. Rhyneer, Walter M. Johnson, David Vanderbrink, Vivian Mac-
Innes, Bruce McAllister & Alan V. Hanson v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the
Interior, Seldovia Native Ass'n, Inc., Cook Inlet Region, Ine., Robert
Leresche, Comm'r. of Natural Resources of the State of Alaska, Civil No.
A78-240 CIV, D. Alaska. Suit pending.

Allied Contractors, Inc. 68 I.D. 145 (1961)

Allied Contractors, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 163-64. Stipulation of settle-
ment filed Mar. 3, 1967; compromised.

American Coal Co., 84 I.D. 394 (1977)

American Coal Co. v. Department of the Interior, No. 77-1604, United
States Ct. of Appeals, 10th Cir. Dismissed on motion of Petitioner, Nov. 23,
1977.

ArnPco Steel Corp., 84 JD. 454 (1977)

United M3ine Workers of America v. Cecil D. Andrus, No. 77-1839, United
States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

Atlantic Richfleld .Co. Marathan Oil Co., 81 I.D. 457 (1974)

Marathon Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al,
Civil No. C 74-180, D. Wyo.

Atlantic Richfield Co. & Pasco, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of
the Interior, Vincent B. McKelvey, Dir. of Geological Survey, & . J. Curtis,
Area QOG Supervisor, G peologica Survey, Civil No. C74-181, D. Wyo.

Actions consolidated; judgment for Plaintiff, 407 F. upp. 1301 (1975);
aff'd, 556 F. 2d 982 (10th Cir. 1977).

Leslie N. Baker et al., A-28454 (Oct. 26, 1960). On reconsideration
Autrice C. Copeland, 69 I.D 1 (1962)

Autrice Copeland Freeman v. Stewart L. Jdall, Civil No. 1578, D. Ariz.
Judgment for defendant, Sept. 3, 1963 (opinion); aff'd, 366 F. 2d 706 (9th
Cir. 1964) ; no petition.

Phil Baker, 84 I.D 877 (1977)

Phil Baker v. Department of the Interior, No. 77-1973, United States Ct.
of Appeals, D.C. Cir, Aff'd in part & rev'd in part, Nov. 29, 1978.

Max Barash, The Texas Co., 63 I.).51 (1956)

Max Barash v. Douglas McKay, Civil No. 939-56. Judgment for defendant,
June 13, 1977; rev'd & remanded, 256 F. 2d 714 (1958) ; judgment for plain-
tiff, Dec. 18, 1958. Supplemental decision, 66 I.D. 11 (1958) ; no petition.
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Barnard-Curtiss Co., 64 I.D. 312 (1957) ; 65 I.D. 49 (1958)
Barnard-Curtiss Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 491--59. Judgment for plaintiff, 301

F. 2d 909 (1962).

Eugenia Bate, 69 I.D. 230 (1962)

Katherine S. Foster & Brook H. Duncan II v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.
5258, D.N.M. Judgment for defendant, Jan. 8, 1964; rev'd, 335 F. 2d 828 (10th
Cir. 1964); no petition.

Robert L. Beery et al., 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)
J. A. Steele et al. v. Thomas S. Kleppe in his capacity as Secretary of the

Interior, U.S., Civil No. C76-1840, N.D. Cal. Aff'd, June 27, 1978; no appeal.

Sam Bergesen, 62 I.D. 295 (1955)
Reconsideration denied, IBCA-11 (Dec. 19, 1955)

Sam Bergesen v. U.S., Civil No. 2044, D. Wash. Complaint dismissed Mar.
11, 1958; no appeal.

Bishop Coal Co., 82 I.D. 553 (1975)

William Bennett, Paul F. Goad & United Mine Workers v. Thomas S.
Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, No. 75-2158, United States Ct. of Appeals,
D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

BLM-A-45569, 70 I.D. 231 (1963)

New York State Natural Gas Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2109-63.
Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil No. 2109-63.

Judgment for defendant, Sept. 20, 1965; Per curiam decision, aff'd, Apr. 28,
1966; no petition.

Melvin A. Brown, 69 I.D. 131 (1962)
Melvin A. Brown v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3352-62. Judgment for de-

fendant, Sept. 17, 1963; rev'd, 335 F. 2d 706 (1964) ; no petition.

R. Cl. Buch, 75 I.D. 140 (1968)

R. C. Buch V. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 68-1358-PH, C.D. Cal. Judgment
for plaintiff, 298 F. Supp. 381 (1969) ; rev'd, 449 F. 2d 600 (9th Cir. 1971)
Judgment for defendant, Mar. 10, 1972.

Bureau of Land Managenent v. Holland Livestock Ranch et al., 39
IBLA 272; 86 I.D. 133 (1979)

Holland Livestock Ranch, a Co-Partnership composed of Bright-Holland
Co., Marimont-Holland Co., Nemmeroff-Holland Co., & John J. Casey v.
Uc.S., ecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Edward Roland, Cal. State
Director, BLM, d. Edward Hastey, Nevada State Dir., BLM, et al., Civil No.
R-79-78-HEC, D. Nev. Suit pending.

The California Co., 66 I.D. 54 (1959)

The California Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 980-59. Judgment for de-
fendant, 187 F. Supp. 445 (1960); aff'd, 296 F. 2d 384 (1961).



SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

In the Matter of Cameron Parish, Louisiana, Cameron Parish Police
Jury c Cameron Parish School Board, June 3, 1968, appealed by
Secretary July 5,1968,75 I.D.. 289 (1968)

Cameron Parish Police Jury v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil No. 14-206,
W.D. La. Judgment for plaintiff, 302 F. Supp. 689 (1969); order vacating
prior order issued Nov. 5, 1969.

James W. Canon et al., 84 I.D. 176 (1977)

Mark B. Ringstad, William I. Waugaman, William N. Allen I, Nils
Braastad, Elmer Price, Dan Ramras, d Kenneth L. Rankin v. U.S., Secretary
of the Interior, & The Arctic Slope Regional Corp. Civil No. A78-32-Civ, D.
Alaska. Suit pending.

Canterbury Coal Co., 83 I.D. 325 (1976)

Canterbury Coal Co. v. Thomas S. Kleppe, No. 76-2323. United States Ct. of
Appeals, 3d Cir. Aff'd, per curiam, June 15, 1977.

Carbon Fuel Co., 83 I.D. 39 (1976)

United Mine Workers of America v. Thomas S. Kleppe, No. 76-1208, United
States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

Carson Construction Co., 62 I.D. 422 (1955)
Carson Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 487-59. Judgment for plaintiff,

Dec. 14, 1961; no appeal.

Chargeability of Acreage Embraced in Oil and Gas Lease Offers, 71
I.D. 337 (1964), Shell Oil Co., A-30575 (Oct. 31, 1966)

Shell Oil Co. v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulation of dismissal filed
Aug. 19, 1968.

Chemi-Cote Perlite Corp. v. Arthur C. W. Bo'wen, 72 I.D. 403 (1965)

Bowen v. Chemi-Cote Perlite, No. 2 CA-Civ. 248, Ariz. Ct. App. Decision
against the Dept. by the lower court aff'd, 423 P. 2d 104 (1967) ; rev'd., 432
P. 2d 435 (1967).

Stephen H. Clarkson, 72 ID 138 (1965)

Stephen H. Clarkson v. U.S. Cong. Ref. 5-68. Trial Commr's report adverse
to U.S. issued Dec. 16, 1970; Chief Commr's report concurring with the Trial
Commr's report issued Apr. 13, 1971. 85 Stat. 331, Aug. 11, 1971, enacted
accepting the Chief Commr's report.

Appeals of COAC, Inc., 81 I.D. 700 (1974)

COAC, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 395-75. Suit pending.

Mrs. Hannah Cohen, 70 I.D. 188 (1963)

Hannah and Abram Cohen v. U.S., Civil No. 3158, D.R.I. Compromised.

Barney R. Colson, 70 I.D. 409 (1963)

Barney R. Colson et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 63-26-Civ.-Oc. M.D.
Fla. Dismissed with prejudice, 278 F. Supp. 826 (1968) ; aff'd, 428 F.2d 1046
(5th Cir. 1970); cert. denied, 401 U.S. 911 (1971).
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Colusnbian Carbon Co., Merwin E. Liss, 63 I.D. 166 (1956)
Merwin B. Liss v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3233-56. Judgment for defend-

ant, Jan. 9, 1958; appeal dismissed for want for prosecution, Sept. 18, 1958,
D.C. Cir. No. 14,647.

Appeal by the Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead
Reservation, in the Matter of the Enrollmnent of Mrs. El'verna Y.
Clairmront Baciarelli, 77 I.D. 116 (1970)

Elverna Yevonne Clairmont Baciarelli v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No.
C-70-2200-SC, D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Aug. 27, 1971; aff'd, 481
F. 2d 610 (9th Cir. 1973) ; no petition.

Appeal of Continental Oil Co., 68 I.D. 337 (1951)
Continental Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall et a., Civil No. 366-62. Judg-

ment for defendant, Apr. 29, 1966; aff'd Feb. 10, 1967; cert. den., 389 U.S.
839 (1967).

Estate of Hubert Franklin Cook, 5 IBIA 42; 83 I.D. 75 (1976)
Leroy V. Roy H. Johnson, Marlene Johnson Exendine & Ruth Johnson

Jones v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. CIV-76-
0362-E, W.D. Okla. Suit pending.

Autrice C. Copeland,

See Leslie N. Baker et al.

E. L. Cord, Donald E. Wheeler, Edward D. Neuhoff, 80 I.D. 301 (1973)
Edward D. Neuhoff & B. L. Cord v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the

Interior, Civil No. .R-2921, D. Nev. Dismissed, Sept. 12, 1975 (opinion); aff'd,
July 17, 1978; no petition.

Appeal of Cosmo Construction Co., 73 I. .29 (1966)
Cosmo Construction Co. et al. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 119-68. Ct. opinion setting

case for trial on the merits issued Mar. 19, 1971.

Cowin & Co. Inc., 83 I.D. 409 (1976)
United Mine Workers of America v. Thomas S. Keppe, No. 76-1980,

United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

Estate of Jonah Crosby (Deceased Wisconsin Winnebago U'nallotted),
81 I.D. 279 (1974)

Robert Price v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Individually & in his official capacity
as Secretary of the Interior & his successors in offlce, et al., Civil No. 74-0-
189, D. Neb. Remanded to the Secretary for further administrative action,
Dec. 16, 1975.

John C. deArmas, Jr., P. A. McKenna, 63 I.D. 82 (1956)
Patrick A. McKenna v. Clarence A. Davis, Civil No. 2125-56. Judgment for

defendant, June 20, 1957; aff'd, 259 F. 2d 780 (1958) ; cert. denied, 358 U.S.
835 (1958).

H. R. Delasco, 39 IBLA 194; 84 I.D. 192 (1979)
Blanche V. White, 40 IBLA 152; 85 I.D. 408 (1979)

Stewart Capital Corp. et al. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. C79-123, D. Wyo. Suit pending.
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The Dredge Corp., 64 I.D. 368 (1957) ; 65 ID..336 (1958)
The Dredge Corp. v. J. Russell Penny, Civil No. 475, D. Nev. Judgment for

defendant, Sept. 9, 1964; aff'd, 362. F. 2 889 (9th Cir. 1966) ; no petition.
See also, Dredge Co. v. Biusite Co., 369 P. 2d 676 (1962) cert. den., 371 U.S.
821 (1962).

Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 82 ID.22 (1975)
International Union of United line Workers of America v. Rogers C. B.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior, No. 75-1107, United States Ct. of Appeals,
D.C. Cir. Dismissed by stipulation, Oct. 29, 1975.

Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 82 I.D. 311 (1975)
United Mine Workers of America v. Interior Board of Mine Operations

Appeals, No. 75-1727, United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Petition for
Review withdrawn, July 28, 1975.

Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 82 I.D. 506 (1975), Reconsideration,
83 I.D. 425 (1976), Aff'd en bane, 83 .D. 695 (1976), 7 IBMA
152 (1976)

United Mine Workers of America v. Cecil D. Andrus, No. 77-1090,
United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Voluntary dismissal, Apr. 4, 1977.

Appeal of Elklutna, Inc., ANCAB 165; 83 I.D. 500 (1976)

State of Alaska v. Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board et al., Civil No.
A76-236, D. Alaska. Suit pending.

David H. Evans v. Ralph C. Little, A-31044 (Apr. 10, 1970), 1 IBLA
269; 78 I.D. 47 (1971)

David H. Evans v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 1-71-41, D. Idaho.
Order granting motion of Ralph C. Little for leave to intervene as a party
defendant issued June 5, 1972. Judgment for defendants, July 27, 1973;
Aff'd, Mar. 12j 1975; no petition.

John J. Farrelly et al., 62 I.D. 1 (1955)

John J. Farrelly The Fifty-One Oil Co. v. Douglas McKay, Civil No.
3037-55. Judgment for plaintiff, Oct. 11, 1955, no appeal.

Milton D. Feinb erg, Benson J. Lamp, 37 IBLA 39; 85 I.D. 380 (1978);
On Reconsideration, 40 IBLA 222; 86 I.D. 234 (1979)

Benson J. Lamp v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, James L. Bur-
ski, Douglas E. Henriques & Edward TV. Suebing Administrative Judges,
IBLA, Civil No. 79-1804. Suit pending.

Foote Mineral Co., 34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

Foote Mineral Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Individ. as Secretary of the In-
terior, H. William Menard, Individ. & as Director, Geological Survey, 
Murray T. Smith., Individ. as Area Mining Supervisor, Geological Survey,
Civil No. LV-78-141 RDF, D. Nev. Dismissed without prejudice, Nov. 15, 1979,
no appeal.
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T. Jack Foster, 75 I.D. 81 (1968)

Gladys H. Poster, Executrix of the estate of T. Jack Foster v. Stewart L.
Udall, Boyd L. Rasmussen, Civil No. 7611, D.N.M. Judgment for plaintiff,

June 2, 1969; no appeal.

Franco Western Oil Co. et al., 65 I.D. 316, 427 (1958)

Raymond J. Hansen v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 2810-59. Judgment for
plaintiff, Aug. 2, 1960 (opinion) ; no appeal.

See Safarik v. Udall, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962) ; cert. denied, 371 U.S. 901 (1962).

Gabbs Exploration Co., 67 I.D. 160 (1960)

Gabbs Buploration Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 219-61. Judgment

for defendant, Dec. 1, 1961; aff'd, 315 F. 2d 37 (1963) ; cert. den., 375 U.S.
822 (1963).

Estate of Temens (Timens) Vivian Gardafee, 5 IBIA 113; 83 I.D.
216 (1976)

Confederated Tribes & Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation v. Thomas

Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, & Erwin Ray, Civil No. C-76-200, ED.

Wash. Suit pending.

Stanley Garthofner, Duvall Bros., 67 I.D. 4 (1960)

Stanley Garthofner v. Stewart L. Udall. Civil No. 4194-60. Judgment for
plaintiff, Nov. 27, 1961; no appeal.

Estate of Gei-kaun-mah (Bert), 82 I.D. 408 (1975)

Juanita Geikaunmah Mammedaty & Imogene Geikaunmah Carter v. Rogers

a. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. CIV 75-1010-E W.D. Okla.

Judgment for defendant, 412 F. Supp. 283 (1973) ; no appeal.

General Excavating Co., 67 I.D. 344 (1960)
General Excavating Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 170-2. Dismissed with prej-

udice Dec. 16, 1963.

Nelson A. Gerttula, 64 I.D. 225 (1957)

Nelson A. Gerttula v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 685-60. Judgment for
defendant, June 20, 1961; motion for rehearing denied, Aug. 3, 1961; aff'd,
309 F. 2d 653 (1962) ; no petition.

Charles B. Gonsales et al., Western Oil Fields, Inc., et al., 69 I.D. 236
(1962)

Pan American Petroleum Corp. Charles B. Gonsales v. Stewart L. Udall,

Civil No. 5246, D.N.M. Judgment for defendant, June 4 1964; aff'd, 352
F. 2d 32 (10th Cir. 1955) ; no petition.

James C. Goodwin, 80 I.D. 7 (1973)

James C. Goodwin v. Dale R. Andrus, State Dir., Bureau of Land Man-

ageai)cat, Burton I. Silcock, Dir., Bureau of Land Management, & Rogers

a; B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. C-5105, D. Colo. Dismissed.
Nov. 29, 1975 (opinion) ; appeal dismissed, Mar. 9, 1976.
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Gulf Oil Corp., 69 I.D. 30 (1962)

Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2209-62.
Judgment for defendant, Oct. 19, 1962; aff'd, 325 F. 2d 633 (1963) ; no
petition.

Guthrie Electrical Construction, 62 I.D. 280 (1955), TBCA-22 (Supp.)
(Mar. 30 1956)

.Guthrie Electrical Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. C1. No. 129-58. Stipulation
of settlement filed Sept. 11, 1958. Compromised offer accepted and case closed
Oct. 10, 1958.

L. H. Hagood et al., 65 I.D. 405 (1958)

Edwin Still t al. v. U.S., Civil No. 7897, D. Colo. Compromise accepted.

Raymond J. Hansen et al., 67 I.D. 362 (1960)

Raymond J. Hansen et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3902-60. Judgment
for defendant, June 23, 1961; aff'd, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962) ; cert. den., 371
U.S. 901 (1962).

Robert Schulein v. Stewart L. Udail, Civil No. 4131-60. Judgment for
defendant, June 23, 1961; aff'd, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962) ; no petition.

Billy K. Hat field et al. v. Southern Ohio Coal Co.,,82 I.D. 289 (1975)

District United Mine Workers of America et al. v. U.S. Dept. of Interior
Board of Mine Operations Appeals, No. 75-1704, U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C.
Cir. Board's decision aff'd, 562 F. 2d 1260 (1977).

Jesse Higgins, Paul Sower & William 0 ipson v. Old Ben Coal Corp.,
81 I.D. 423 (1974)

Jesse Higgins et al. v. Cecil D. Andrus, No. 77-1363, United States Ct. of
Appeals, D.C. Cir. Dismissed for lack of jurisdiction, June 20, 1977.

Kenneth Holt, an individual, etc., 68 I.D. 148 (1961)

Kenneth Holt, etc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 162-62. Stipulated judgment, July 2,
1965

Hope Natural Gas Co., 70 I.D. 228 (1963)

Hope Natural Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2132-63.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil No. 2109-
63. Judgment for defendant, Sept. 20, 1965; Per curiam decision, affd,
Apr. 28, 1966; no petition.

Boyd L. Hulse v. William H. Griggs, 67 I.D. 212 (1960)

William If. Griggs v. Michael T. Solan, Civil No. 3741, D. Idaho. Stipula-
tion for dismissal filed May 15, 1962.
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Idaho Desert Land Entries-Indian Hill Group, 72 I.D. 156 (1965),
U.S. v. Ollie Mae Shearman et al.-Idaho Desert Land Entries-
Indian Hill Group, 73 I.D. 386 (1966)

Wallace Reed et al. v. Dept. of the Interior et a., Civil No. 1-65-86, D.
Idaho. Order denying preliminary injunction, Sept. 3, 1965; dismissed,
Nov. 10, 1965; amended complaint filed, Sept. 11, 1967.

U.S. v. Raymond T. Michener et al., Civil No. 1-65-93, D. Idaho. Dismissed
without prejudice, June 6, 966.

U.S. v. Hood Corp. et al., Civil No. 1-67-97, S.D. Idaho.

Civil Nos. 1-65-86 & 1-67-97 consolidated. Judgment adverse to U.S.,
July 10, 1970; reversed, 480 F. 2d 634 (9th Cir. 1973) ; cert. denied, 414 U.S.
1064 (1973). Dismissed with prejudice subject to the terms of the stipula-
tion, Aug. 30, 1976.

Appeal of Inter*lHelo, Inc,, IBCA-713-5-68 (Dec. 30, 1969), 82 I.D.
591 (1975)

John Billmeyer, etc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 54-74. Remanded with instructions
to admit evidence, May 30, 1975.

Interpretation of the Subnerged Lands Act, 71 I.D. 20 (1964)

Floyd A. Wallis v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3089-63. Dismissed with
prejudice, Mar. 27, 1968.

C. J. Iverson, 82 I.D. 386 (1975)

C. J. Iverson v. Kent rizzell, Acting Secretary of the Interior &
Dorothy D. Rupe, Civil No. 75-106-Blg., D. Mont. Stipulation for dismissal
with prejudice, Sept. 10, 1976.

J. A. Terteling c& Sons, 64 I.D. 466 (1957)

J. A. Terteling & Sons v. U.S., Ct. CL No. 114-59. Judgment for defendant,
390 F. 2d 926 (1968) ; remaining aspects compromised.

J. D. Armstrong Co., 63 I.D. 289 (1956)

J. D. Armstrong, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 490-56. Plaintiff's motion to
dismiss petition allowed, June 26, 1959.

M. G. Johnson, 78 I.D. 107 (1971), U.S. v. Mensel G. Johnson, 16
IBLA 234 (1974)

Menzel G. Johnson v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior et al.,
Civil No. CN-LV-158, RDF, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant, Oct. 18, 1977;
appeal filed Dec. 5, 1977.

June Oil & Gas, Inc., Cook Oil Gas, Inc., 41 IBLA 394; 86 I.D. 374
(1979)

June Oil & Gas, Inc. & Cook Oil & Gas, Inc. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary
of the Interior, et al., Civil No. 79-1334 D. Colo. Suit pending.
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Estate of San Pierre Kilkakham. (Sam E. Hill), 1 IBIA 299; 79 I.D.
583 (1972), 4 IBIA 242 (1975), 5 IBIA 12 (1976)

Christine Sam d Nancy Judge v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the
Interior, Civil No. C-76-14, E.D. Wash. Dismissed with prejudice.

Anquita L. Kluenter et al., A-30483, Nov. 18, 1965

See Bobby Lee Moore et al.

Leo J. Kottas, Earl Lutzenhiser, 73 I.D. 123 (1966)

Bart M. Lutzenhiser and Leo J. Kottas v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil
No. 1371, D. Mont. Judgment for defendant, June 7, 1968; aff'd, 432 F. 2d
328 (9th Cir. 1970) ; no petition.

Ham L. Krueger, Vaughan B. Connelly, 65 I.D. 185 (1958)

Maas Krueger v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3106-58. Complaint dismissed by
plaintiff, June 22, 1959.

W. Dalton La Rue, Sr., 69 I.D. 120 (1962)

W. Dalton La Rue, Sr. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2784-62. Judgment
for defendant, Mar. 6, 1963; aff'd, 324 F. 2d 428 (1963) ; cert. den., 376
U.S. 907 (1964).

L. B. Samf ord, Inc., 74 I.D. 86-(1967)

L. B. Samford, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 393-67. Dismissed, 410 F. 2d 782
(1969); no petition.

Charles Lewellen, 70 I.D. 475 (1963)

Bernard B. Darling v. Steuwart L. Udall, Civil No. 474-64. Judgment for
defendant, Oct. 5, 1964; appeal voluntarily dismissed, Mar. 26, 1965.

Administrative Appeal of Ruth Pinto Lewis v. Superintendent of the
Eastern Navajo Agency, 4 IBIA 147; 82 I.D. 521 (1975)

Ruth Pinto Lewis, Individually & as the Administratix of the Estate of
Ignacio Pinto v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, & U.S., Civil
No. CIV-76-223 M, D.N.M. Judgment for plaintiff, July 21, 1977; no appeal.

Milton H. Lichtenwalner et al., 69 I.D. 71 (1962)

Kenneth McGahan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-21-63, D. Alaska. Dis-
missed on merits, Apr. 24, 1964; stipulated dismissal of appeal with preju-
dice, Oct. 5, 1964.

Merwin E. Liss et al., 70 I.D. 231 (1963)

Hope Natural Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2132-63.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil No. 2109-
63. Judgment for defendant, Sept. 20, 1965; per curiam dec., aff'd, Apr. 28,
1966; no petition.

Bess May Lutey, 76 I.D. 37 (1969)

Bess May Lutey et al. v. Dept. of Agriculture, BLM, et al., Civil No. 1817,
D. Mont. Judgment for defendant, Dec. 10, 1970; no appeal.
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Elgin A. McKenna Executrie, Estate of Patrick A. McKenna, 74 I.D.
133 (1967)

Mrs. Elgin A. McKenna as Exiecutric ol the Estate of Patrick A. McKenna,
Deceased v. Udall, Civil No. 2001-67. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 14, 1968;
aff'd, 418 F. 2d 1171 (1969) no petition.

Mrs. Elgin A. MeKenna, Widow and Successor in Interest of Patrick A.
McKenna, Deceased v. Walter J. Hickel, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. 2401, D. Ky. Dismissed with prejudice, May 11, 1970.

A. S. McKinnon, 62 I.D. 164 (1955)

A. G. McKinnon v. U.S., Civil No. 9433, D. Ore. Judgment for plaintiff,
178 F. Supp. 913 (1959) ; rev'd, 289 F; 2d 908 (9th Cir. 1961).

Estate of Elizabeth C. Jensen AclMaster, 5 IBIA 61; 83 I.D. 145
(1976)

Raymond C. McMaster v. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Secretary of the In-
terior Bureau of Indian Affairs, Civil No. C76-129T, W.D. Wash. Dis-
missed, June 29, 1978.

Wade McNeil et al., 64 I.D. 423 (1957)

Wade McNeil v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 648-58. Judgment for defendant,
June 5, 1959 (opinion) ; rev'd, 281 F. 2d 931 (1960) ; no petition.

Wade McNeil v. Albert E. Leonard et al., Civil No. 2226, D. Mont. Dis-
missed, 199 F. Supp. 671 (1961); order, Apr. 16, 1962.

Wade McNeil v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 678-62. Judgment for defend-
ant, Dec. 13, 1963 (opinion) ; aff'd, 340 F. 2d 801 (1964) ; cert. den., 381 U.S.
904 (1965).

Marathon Oil Co., 81 I.D. 447 (1974), Atlantic Richfield Co., Mara-
thon Oil Co., 81 I.D. 457 (1974)

Marathon Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. C 74-179, D. Wyo.

Marathon Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of Interior, et el.,
Civil No. C 74-180, D. Wyo.

Atlantic Richfield Co. & Pasco, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of
the Interior, et al., Civil No. C 74-181, D. Wyo.

Actions consolidated; judgment for plaintiff, 407 F. Supp. 1301 (1975);
aff'd, 556 F. 2d 982 (10th Cir. 1977).

Salvatore Megna, Guardian, Philip T. Garigan, 65 I.D. 33 (1958)

Salvatore Megna, Guardian etc. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 468-58. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, Nov. 16, 1959; motion for reconsideration denied, Dec. 2,
1959; no appeal.

Philip T. Garigan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1577 Tux., D. Ariz. Pre-
liminary injunction against defendant, July 27, 1966; supplemental dec.
rendered Sept. 7, 1966; judgment for plaintiff, May 16, 1967; no appeal.
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Meva Corp., 76 I.D. 205 (1969)

Meva Corp. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 492-69. Judgment for plaintiff, 511 F. 2d 548
(1975).

Duncan Miller, Louise Cuccia, 66 I.D. 388 (1959)

Louise Cuccia & Shell Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 562-60. Judg-
ment for defendant, June 27, 1961; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, 70 I.D. 1 (1963)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 931-63. Dismissed for lack of
prosecution, Apr. 21, 1966; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, Samluel W. McIntosh, 71 I.D. 121 (1964)

Samuel W. McIntosh v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1522-64. Judgment for
defendant, June 29, 1965; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, A-30546 (Aug. 10, 1966), A-30566 (Aug. 1, 1966),
and 73 I.D. 211 (1966)

Duncan Miller v. Udall, Civil No. C-167-66, D. Utah. Dismissed with preju-
dice, Apr. 17, 1967; no appeal.

Bobby Lee Moore et al., 72 I.D. 505 (1965); Anquita L. Kluenter et al.,
A-30483 (Nov. 18, 1965)

Gary Carson Lewis, etc., et al. v. General Services Administration et al.,
Civil No. 3253 S.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Apr. 12, 1965; aff'd, 377
P.2d 499 (th Cir. 1967) ; no petition.

Henry S. Morgan et al., 65 I.D. 369 (1958)

Henry S. Morgan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3248-59. Judgment for
defendant, Feb. 20, 1961 (opinion); aff'd, 306 F. 2d 799 (1962) ; cert. den.,
371 U.S. 941 (1962).

florrisoln-Knudsen Co., Inc., 64 I.D. 185 (1957)

Morrison-Knudsen Co. v. U.S., Ct. C. No. 239-61. Remanded to Trial
Comm'r, 345F. 2d 833 (1965) ; Comm'r's report adverse to U.S. issued June
20, 1967; judgment for plaintiff, 397 F. 2d 826 (1968); part remanded to the
Board of Contract Appeals; stipulated dismissal on Oct. 6, 1969; judgment
for plaintiff, Feb. 17, 1970.

Glenn Munsey v. Smitty Baker Coal Co., Ralph Baker, Sinitty Baker,
&P& pCoal Co., 84I.D. 336 (1977)

Glenn Munsey v. Cecil D. Andrrus, No. 77-1619, United States Ct. of Ap-
peals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

Navajo Tribe of Indians v. State of Utah, 80 I.D. 441 (1973)

Navajo Tribe of Indians v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the In-
terior, Joan B. Thompson, Martin Ritvo & Frederick Fishman, members of
the Board of La.nd Appeals, Dept. of the Interior, Civil No. C-308-73, D.
Utah. Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 4, 1979.
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Richard L. Oelsehlaeger, 67 I.D. 237 (1960)

Richard L. Oelschlaeger v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4181-60. Dismissed,
Nov. 15, 1963; case reinstated, Feb. 19, 1964; remanded, Apr. 4, 1967; rev'd
& remanded with directions to enter judgment for appellant, 389 F. 2d 974
(1968) ; cert. den. 392 U.S. 909 (1988):

Oil and Gas Leasing on Lands Withdrawn by Ececutive Orders for
Indian Purposes in Alaska, 70 I.D. 166 (1963)

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 760-63, D. Alaska.
Withdrawn, Apr. 18, 163.

Superior Oil Co. v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil No. A-17-63, D. Alaska.
Dismissed, Apr. 23, 1963.

Native Village of Tyonek v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil No. A-15-63, D.
Alaska. Dismissed, Oct. 11, 1963.

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-20-63, D. Alaska.
Dismissed, Oct. 29, 1963 (oral opinion); affd, 332 F. 2d 62 (9th Cir. 1964)
no petition.

George L. Gueker v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-39-63, D. Alaska.
Dismissed without prejudice, Mar. 2, 1964; no appeal.

Oil Resources, Inc., 28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

Oil Resources, Inc. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Civil
No. C-77-0147, D. Utah. Suit pending.

0d Ben Coal Corp., 81 I.D. 428, 436,440 (1974)

Old Ben Coal Corp. v. Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals et al.,
Nos. 74-1654, 74-1655, 74-1656, United States Court of Appeals for the 7th
Cir. Board's decision aff'd Jne 13, 1975; reconsideration denied, June 27,
1975.

Old Ben Coal Co., 82 I.D. 355 (1975)

United Mine Workers of America, v. U.S. Interior Board of Mine Operations
Appeals, No. 75-1852, United States Court of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Vacated &
remanded with instructions to dismiss as moot, June 10, 1977.

Old Ben Coal Co., 84 I.D. 459 (1977)

United Mine Workers of American v. Cecil D. Andrns, No. 77-1840, United
States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

Appeal o Ounalashka Corp., 1 ANCAB 104; 83 I.D. 475 (1976)

Ounalashka Corp., for & on behalf of its Shareholders v. Thomas Kleppe.
Secretary of Interior, & his sccessorg & predecessors in office, et al., Civil
No. A76-241 CIV, D. Alaska. Suit pending.

Jack W. Parks v. L & M Coal Corp., 83 I.D. 710 (1973)

Jack W. Parks v. Thomas S. leppe, No. 76-2052, United States Ct. of
Appeals, D.C. Cir. Voluntary dismissal, May 4, 1977.
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Paul Jarvis, Inc., 64 I.D. 285 (1957)

Paul Jarvis, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 40-58. Stipulated judgment for plain-
tiff, Dec. 19, 1958.

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co., 72 I.D. 415 (1965)

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. U.S., Ct. C. 129-66. Judgment for plaintiff,
May 24, 1968.

Curtis D. Peters, 80 I.D. 595 (1973)

Curtis D. Peters v. U.S., Rogers C. B. Morton, as Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. C-75-0201 RFP, N.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Dee. 1, 1975;
no appeal.

City of Phoenix v. Alvin B. Reeves et al., 81 I.D. 65 (1974)

Alvin B. Reeves, Genevieve C. Rippey, Leroy Reeves Thelma Reeves, as
heirs of A. H. Reeves, Deceased v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the
Interior, & The City of Phoenix, a municipal Corp., Civil No. 74-117 PIIX-
WPC, D. Ariz. Dismissed with prejudice, Aug. 9, 1974; reconsideration den.,
Sept. 24, 1974; no appeal.

Harold Ladd Pierce, 69 I.D. 14 (1962.)

Duncan Miler . Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1351-62. Judgment for de-
fendant, Aug. 2, 1962; aff'd, 317 F. 2d 578 (1963) ; no petition.

Pocahontas Fuel Co., 83 I.D. 690 (1976)

Howard Mullins v. Cecil D. Andrits, No. 77-1087. United States Ct. of
Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

Pocahontas Fuel Co., 84 I.D. 489 (1977)

Pocahontas Fl Co., Div. of Consolidation Coal Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus,
No. 77-2239, United States Ct. of Appeals, 4th Cir. Suit pending.

Port Blakely Hill Co.,71 I.D. 217 (1964)

Port Blakely Mill Co. v. U.S., Civil No. 6205, W.D. Wash. Dismissed with
prejudice, Dec. 7, 1964.

Estate of John S. Ransey (Wap Tose Note) (Nez Perce Allottee No.
853, Deceased),81 I.D. 298 (1974)

Clara Ramsey Scott v. U.S. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the In-
terior, et al., Civil No. 3-74-39, D. Idaho. Dismissed with prejudice, Aug. 11,
1975; no appeal.

Ray D. Bolander Co., 72 I.D. 449 (1965)

Ray D. Bolander Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 51-56. Judgment for plaintiff, Dee. 13,
1968; subsequent Contract Officer's dec., Dec. 3, 1969; interim dec., Dee. 2.
1969; Order to Stay Proceedings until Mar. 31, 1970; dismissed with preju-
dice, Aug. 3, 1970.
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Estate off Crawford J. Reed (Unallotted Crow No. 6412), 1 IBIA 326;
79I.D. 621 (1972)

George Reed, Sr. v. Rogers C. B. Morton et a., Civil No. 1105, D. Mont.
Dismissed, June 14, 1973; no appeal.

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 97; 79 I.D. 139 (1972)

Reliable Coal Corp. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
No. 72-1477 United States Ct. of Appeals, 4th Cir. Board's decision aff'd, 478
P. 2d 257 (4th Cir. 1973).

Republic Steel Corp., 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

Republic Steel Corp. v. Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals, No.
76-1041, United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Rev'd & remanded, Feb. 22,
1978.

Rich feld Oil Corp., 62 I.D. 269 (1955)

Riohfie7d Oil Corp. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3820-55. Dismissed without
prejudice, Mar. 6, 1958; no appeal.

Hugh S. Ritter, Thomas A. Bunn, 72 I.D. 111 (1965), Reconsideration
denied by letter decision dated June 23, 1967, by the Under
Secretary.

Thomas M. Bunn v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2615-65. Remanded,
June 28, 1966.

Estate of William Cecil Robedeaux,, 1 IBIA 106, 78 I.D. 234 (1971);
2 IBIA 33, 80 I.D. 390 (1973)

Oneta Lamb Robedeaux et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 71-646,
D. Okla. Dismissed, Jan. 11, 1973.

Houston Bus Hill v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 72-376, W.D. Okla.
Judgment for plaintiff, Oct. 29, 1973; amended judgment for plaintiff,
Nov. 12, 1973; appeal dismissed, June 28, 1974.

Houston Bus Hill & Thurman S. Hurst v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary
of the Interior, Civil No. 73-528-B, W.D. Okla. Judgment for plaintiff,
Apr. 30, 1975; corrected judgment, May 2, 1975; per curiam dec., vacated &
remanded, Oct. 2, 1975; judgment for plaintiff, Dec. 1, 1975.

Estate of Clark Joseph Robinson, 7 IBIA 74; 85 I.D. 294 (1978)

Rene Robinson, by & through her Guardian Ad Litem, Nancy Clifford v.
Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Gretchen Robinson, &6 Triai Lynn
Robinson Harris, Civil No. CIV-78-5097, D.S.D. Suit pending.

Rosebud Coal Sales Co., 37 IBLA 251; 85 I.D. 396 (1978)

Rosebud Coal Sales Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Frank
Gregg, Director, Bureau of Land Management, & Maria B. BohI, Chief, Land
& Mining, Bureau of Land Management, Wyo., Civil No. C78-261, D. Wyo.
Judgment for plaintiff, Oct. 17, 1979. No appeal.
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Richard W. Rofwe, Daniel Gaudiane, 82 I.D. 174 (1975)
Richard W. Rowe, Daniel Gaudiane v. Stanley K. Hathaway, in his offlcial

capacity as Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 75-1152. Judgment for defend-
ant, July 29, 1976.

San Carlos Mineral Strip, 69 I.D. 195 (1962)
James Houston Bowman v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 105-63. Judgment

for defendant, 243 F. Supp. 672 (1965); aff'd, sub nom. S. Jack Hinton et al.
v. Stewart L. Udall, 364 F. 2d 676 (1966) ; cert. denied, 35U.S. 878 (1966)
supplemented by M-36767, Nov. 1, 1967.

Seal and Co., 68 I.D. 94 (1961)

Seal & o. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 274-62. Judgment for plaintiff, Jan. 31, 1964; no
appeal.

Adninistrative Appeal of Sessions, Inc. (A Cal. Corp.) v. Vyola
0linger Ortner (Lessor), Lease No. PSL-33, Joseph Patrick
Patencio (Lessor), Lease No. PSL-36, Larry linger (Lessor),
Lease No. PSL-41, 81 I.ID. 651 (1974)

Sessions, Inc. . Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. CV 74-3589 LTL, C.D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 26,1976.

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al., Civil
No. CV 74-3591 MML, C.D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 26,1976.

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al., Civil
No. CV 74-3590 FW, C.D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 26,1976.

Steve Shapiro v. Bishop Coal Co., 83 I.D. 59 (1976)

Bishop Coal Co. v. Thomas S. leppe, No. 76-1368, United States Ct. of
Appeals, 4th Cir. Suit pending.

Shell Oil Co., A-30575 (Oct. 31, 1966), Chargeability of Acreage
Embraced in Oil & Gas Lease Offers, 71 .D. 337 (1964)

Shell Oil Co. v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulated dismissal Aug. 19,1968.

Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., 75 I.D. 155 (1968)

Sinclair Oil ci Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. 5277, D. Wyo. Judgment for defendent, sub nom. Atlantic Richfield
Co. v. Walter J. Hickel, 303 . Supp. 724 (1969) ; aff'd, 432 F. 2d 587 (10th
Cir. 1970) ; no petition.

Charles T. Sink, 82 ID. 535 (1975)
Charles T. Sink v. Thomas S. IKleepe, Secretary of the Interior-Mining

Enforcement & Safety Administration (MESA), No. 75-1292, United States
Ct. of Appeals for the 4th Cir. Vacated without prejudice to plaintiff's rights,
529 F. 2d 601 (4th Cir. 1975).

Southern Pacife Co., 76 I.D. 1. (1969)
Southern Pacific Co. v. Walter J. Hickel, Secretary of the Interior, Civil

No. -1274, D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Dec. 2, 1970 (opinion) ; no
appeal.
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Southern Pacific Co., Louis G. Wedekind, 77 I.D. 177 (1970) , 20 IBLA
365 (1975)

George C. Laden, Louis Wedekind, Mrs. Vern Lear, Mrs. Arda Fritz, &
Helen Laden Wagner, heirs of George H. Wedekind, Deceased v. Rogers C. B.
Morton, et al., Civil No. R-2858, D. Nev. On June 20, 1974, remanded for
further agency proceedings as originally ordered in 77 I.D. 177; Dist. Ct.
reserves jurisdiction; supplemental complaint filed, Aug. 1, 1975; judgment
for defendant, Nov. 29, 1976; appeal filed Jan. 27, 1977.

Southwest Welding c& Manufacturing Division, Yuba Consolidated
Industries, Inc., 69 I.D. 173 (1962)

Southwest Welding v. U.S., Civil No. 68-1658-CC, C.D. Cal. Judgment for
plaintiff, Jan. 14, 1970; appeal dismissed, Apr. 6, 1970.

Southwestern Petroleun Corp. et al., 71 I.D. 206 (1964)

Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5773, D.N.M.
Judgment for defendant, Mar. 8, 1965; aff'd, 361 F. 2d 650 (10th Cir. 1966)
no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of California et al., 76 I.D. 271 (1969)

Standard Oil Co. of California v. Walter J. Hickel et al., Civil No. A-159-
69, D. Alaska Judgment for plaintiff, 317 F. Supp. 1192 (1970) ; aff'd, sub nom.
Standard Oil Co. of Cal. v. Rogers C. B. Morton et al., 450 F. 2d 493 (9th Cir.
1971) ; no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of Texas, 71 I.D. 257 (1964)
California Oil Co. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 5729, D.N.M.

Judgment for plaintiff, Jan. 21, 1965; no appeal.

Janes K. Tallman, 68 I.D. 256 (1961)

James K. Tallman et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1852-62. Judgment
for defendant, Nov. 1, 1962 (opinion) ; rev'd, 324 F. 2d 411 (1963) ; cert.
granted, 376 U.S. 961 (1964); Dist. Ct. aff'd, 380 U.S. 1 (1965) ; rehearing
denied, 380 U.S. 989 (1965).

Texaco, Inc., 75 I.D. 8 (1968)

Texaco, Inc., a Corp. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 446-68. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, 295 F. Supp. 1297 (1969); a'd, in part & remanded, 437
F. 2d 636 (1970) ; aff'd in part & remanded, July 19, 1972.

Texcas Construction Co., 64 I.D. 97 (1957), Reconsideration denied,
IBCA-73 (June 18,1957)

Texas Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 224-58. Stipulated judgment for
plaintiff, Dec. 14, 1961.

Estate of John Thomas, Deceased, Cayuse Allottee No. 223 & Estate
of Joseph Thomas, Deceased, Unatilla Allottee No. 877, 64 I.D.
401 (1957)

Joe Hayes v. Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 859-581.
Judgment for defendant, Sept. 18, 1958; aff'd, 270 F. 2d 319 (1959) ; cert.
denied, 364 U.S. 814 (1960) ; rehearing denied, 364 U.S. 906 (1960).
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Thor-Westeliffe Development, Inc., 70 I.D. 134 (1963)
Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5343,

D. N.M. Dismissed with prejudice, June 25, 1963.

See also:
Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.

2406-61. Judgment for defendant, Mar. 22, 1962; aff'd, 314 F. 2d 257 (1963);
cert. denied, 373 U.S. 951 (1963).

Richard K. Todd et at., 68 I.D. 291 (1961)
Bert F. Duesing v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 290-62. Judgment for de-

fendant, July 17, 1962 (oral opinion) ; aff'd, 350 F. 2d 748 (1965) ; cert.
denied, 383 U.S. 912 (1966).

Atwood et al. v. Stewcart L. Udall, Civil Nos. 293-62-299-62, incl. Judg-
ment for defendant, Aug. 2, 1962; aff'd, 350 F. 2d 748 (1965) ; no petition.

Appeal of Toke Cleaners, 81 I.D. 258 (1974)
Thom Properties, Inc. d/b/a Toke Cleaners & Launderers v. U.S., Depart-

ment of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Civil No. A3-74-99, D. N.D.
Stipulation for dismissal & order dismissing case, June 16, 1975.

Estate of Phillip Tooisgah, 4 IBIA 189; 82 I.D. 541 (1975)
Jonathan Morris d Velma Tooisgah v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the

Interior, Civil No. CIV-760037-D, W.D. Okla. Suit pending.

Union Oil Co. Bid on Tract 28, Brazos Area, Texas Offshore Sale,
75 I.D. 147 (1968),76I.D.69 (1969)

The Superior Oil Co. et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1521-68. Judgment
for plaintiff, July 29, 1968, modified, July 31, 1968; aff'd, 409 F. 2d 1115
(1969) ; dismissed as moot, June 4, 1969; no petition.

Union Oil Co. of California, Ramon P. Colvert, 65 I.D. 245 (1958)
Union Oil Co. of California v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3042-58. Judg-

ment for defendant, May 2, 1360 (opinion) ; aff'd, 289 F. 2d 790 (1961) ; no
petition.

Union Oil Co. of California et al., 71 I.D. 169 (1964), 72 I.D. 313
(1965)

Penelope Chase Brown et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9202, D. Colo.
Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966) ; aff'd, 406 F. 2d 759 (10th
Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969) ; rev'd & remanded, 400 U.S.
48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., Mar. 12, 1971; judgment for plaintiff, 370
F. Supp. 108 (1973) ; vacated & remanded, Sept. 22, 1975; petition for
rehearing en bane denied; crt. denied, June 21, 1976; remanded to the
Dept. for further proceedings, Jan. 17, 1977.

Equity Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9462, D. Colo. Order to Close
Files and Stay Proceedings, Mar. 2, 1967.

Gabbs Exploration Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9464, D. Colo. Order
to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, Mar. 25, 1967.
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Harlan H. Hugg et at. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9252, D, olo. Order
to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, Mar. 25, 1967.

Barnette T. Napier et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 8691, D.
0olo. Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 054 (1966) ; aff'd, 406 F. 2d 759
(10th Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969) ; reyd & remanded, 400
U.S. 48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., Mar. 12, 1971; judgment for plaintiff,
370 F. Supp. 108 (1973) ; vacated & remanded, Sept. 22, 1075; petition for
rehearing en bane denied; cert. denied, June 21, 1976; remanded to the Dept.
for further proceedings, Jan. 17, 1977.

John W. Savage v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil 955, D. Colo. Order to Close
Files and Stay Proceedings, Mar. 25,1967.

The Oil Shale Corp. et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 8680,
D. Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966) ; aff'd, 406 F. 2d 759
(10th Cir. 1069) ; cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969) ; rev'd & remanded, 400
U.S. 48 (1970) ; remanded to Dist. Ct., Mar. 12, 1971; judgment for plaintiff,
370 F. Supp. 108 (1973) ; vacated & remanded, Sept. 22, 1975; petition for
rehearing en bane denied; cert. denied, June 21, 1976; remanded to the
Dept. for further proceedings, Jan. 17, 1977.

The Oil Shale Corp. et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9465, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings, Mar. 25,1967.

Joseph B. Upleby et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 8685, D. Colo.
Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966) ; aff'd, 406 F. 2d 759 (10th
Cir. 1969) ; cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (969) ; rev'd, & remanded, 400
U.S. 48 (1970) ; remanded to Dist Ct., Mar,: 12, 1971; judgment for
plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108 (1973) ; vacated & remanded, Sept. 22, 1976;
petition for rehearing en bane denied; cert. denied, June 21, 1976; re-
manded to the Dept. for further proceedings, Jan. 17, 1977.

Union Oil Co. of California, a Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9461,
D. Colo. Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings, Mar. 25, 1967.

Union Oil Co. of California, 71 I.D. 287 (1964)

Union Oil Co. of California v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2595-64. Judg-
ment for defendant, Dec. 27, 1965; no appeal.

Union Pacific R.R., 72 I.D. 76 (1965)

The State of Wyoming & Gulf Oil Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, etc., Civil
No. 4913, D. Wyo. Dismissed with prejudice, 255 F. Supp. 481 (1966)
aff'd, 79 F. 2d 635 (10th Cir. 1967); cert. denied, 389 U.S. 985 (1967).

United Mine Workers of America v. Inland Steel Co., 83 I.D. 87
(1976)

United Mine Workers of America v. Thomas S. Kleppe, No. 76-1377, United
States Ct. of Appeals, 7th Cir. Board's decision aff'd, 561 F. 2d 1258 (7th
Cir. 1977).

United Mine Workers of America, Local Union No. 1993 v. Consoli-
dation Coal Co., 84 I.D. 254 (1977)

Local Union No. 1993, United Mine Workers of America v. Cecil D. AndrUs,
No. 77-1582, United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.
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U.S. v. Alonzo A. Adams et al., 64 I.D. 221 (1957), A-27364
(July 1, 1957)
Alonzo A. Adams et al. Paul B. Witmer et al., Civil No. 1222-57-Y,

S.D. Cal. Complaint dismissed, Nov. 27, 1957 (opinion); rev'd & remanded,
271 F. 2d 29 (9th Cir. 1958) ; on rehearing, appeal dismissed as to Witmer;
petition for rehearing by Berriman denied, 271 F. 2d 37 (9th Cir. 1959).

U.S. v. Alonzo Adams, Civil No. 187-60-WM, S.D. Cal. Judgment for plain-
tiff, Jan. 29, 1962 (opinion); judgment modified, 318 F. 2d 861 (9th Cir.
1963) ; no petition.

U.S. v. E. A. & Esther Barrozvs, 76 I.D. 299 (1969)
Esther Barrows, as an individual as Bxecutrix of the Last Will of

B. A. Barrows, Deceased v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 70-215-CC, C.D.
Cal. Judgment for defendant, Apr. 20, 1970; aff'd, 447 f. 2d 80 (9th Cir.
1971).

U.s. v. J. L. Block, 80 I.D. 571 (1973)
J. L. Block v. Rogers Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. LV-74-9,

BRT, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant, June 6, 1975; rev'd & remanded with
instructions to remand to the Secretary of the Interior, Mar. 29, 1977; no
petition.

U.S. v. Lloyd W. Booth, 76 I.D. 73 (1969)
Lloyd W. Booth v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 42-69, D. Alaska. Judgment

for defendant, June 30, 1970; no appeal.

U.S. v. Alice A. d Carrie H. Boyle, 76 I.D. 61, 318 (1969), Reconsid-
eration denied, Jan. 22, 1970

Alice A. d Carrie H. Boyle v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the In-
terior, Civil No. Civ-71-491 Phx WEC, D. Ariz. Judgment for plaintiff,
May 4, 1972; rev'd & remanded, 519 F. 2d 551 (9th Cir. 1975) ; cert. denied,
423U.S. 1033 (1975).

U.S. v. R. W. Brubaker et atl., A-30636 (July 24, 1968); 9 IBLA 281,
80 I.D. 261 (1973)

R. W. Brubaker, a/k/a Ronald W. Brubaker, B. A. Brubaker, a/k/a Bar-
bara A. Brubaker, William J. Mann, a/k/a W. J. Mann v. Rogers C. B.
Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 73-1228 EC, C.D. Cal. Dismissed
with prejudice, Aug. 13, 1973; aff'd, 500 F. 2d 200 (9th Cir. 1974) ; no petition.

U.S. v. Henrietta & Andrew Julius Bunkowski, 5 IBLA 102; 79 I.D. 43
(1972)
Henrietta & Andrew Julius Bunkowski v. L. Paul Applegate, District Man-

ager, Bureau of Land Management, Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the In-
terior, et al., Civil No. R-76-182-BRT, D. Nev. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Ford Ml. Converse, 72 I.D. 141 (1965)

Ford Hl. Converse v. Stewart Udall, Civil No. 65-581, D. Ore. Judgment
for defendant, 262 P. Supp. 583 (1966); aff'd, 399 F. 2d 616 (9th Cir. 1968)
cert. dnied, 393 U.S. 1025 (1969).
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U.S. v. Alvis F. Denison et al., 71 I.D. 144 (1964), 76 I.D. 233 (1969)

Marie W. Denison, individually &- as Emecutrixi of the Estate of Alvis F.
Denison, Deceased v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 963 D. Ariz. Remanded, 248
F. Supp. 942 (1965).

Leo E. Shoup v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5822-Phx., D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, Jan. 31, 1972.

Reid Smith v. Stewart L. Udall, etc., Civil No. 1053, D. Ariz. Judgment for
defendant, Jan. 31, 1972; aff'd, Feb. 1, 1974; cert. denied, Oct. 15, 1974.

U.S. v. Everett Foster et al., 65 I.D. 1 (1958)

Everett Foster et al. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 344-58. Judgment for
defendants, Dec. 5, 1958 (opinion) ; aff'd, 271 F. 2d 836 (1959) ; no petition.

U.S. v. Golden Grigg et al., 82 I.D. 123 (1975)

Golden P. Grigg, LeFawn Grigg, Fred Baines, Otis H. Williams, Kathryn
Williams, Lovell Taylor, William A. Anderson, Saragene Smith, Thomas M.
Anderson, Bonnie Anderson, Charles L. Taylor, Darlene Baines, Luann &
Paul B. Hogg v. U.S., Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil
No. 1-75-75, D. Idaho. Judgment for defendant, Nov. 6, 1979.

U.S. v. Henault Mining Co., 73 I.D. 184 (1966)

Henault Mining Co. v. Harold Tysk, et a. Civil No. 634, D. Mont. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, 271 F. Supp. 474 (1967) ; rev'd & remanded for further
proceedings, 419 F. 2d 766 (9th Cir. 1969) ; cert. denied, 398 U.S. 950 (1970);
judgment for defendant, Oct. 6, 1970.

U.S. v. Charles H. Henrikson et al., 70 I.D. 212 (1963)

Charles H. Henrikson et al. v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil No. 41749,
N.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, 229 F. Supp. 510 (1964); aff'd, 350 F. 2d
949 (9th Cir. 1965) ; cert. denied, 384 U.S. 940 (1966).

U.S. v. Hunboldt Placer Mining Co. & Del De Rosier, 79 I.D. 709
(1972)

Humboldt Placer Mining Co. Del De Rosier v. Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. -2755, E.D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, June 12, 1974; aff'd,
549 F. 2d 622 (9th Cir. 1977) ; petition for cert. filed June 25, 1977.

U.S. v. Ideal Cement Co., 5 IBLA 235,79 I.D. 117 (1972)

Ideal Basic Industries, Inc., formerly known as Ideal Cement Co. v. Rogers
C. B. Morton, Civil No. J-12-72, D. Alaska. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 25,
1974; motion to vacate judgment denied, May 6, 1974; aff'd, 542 F. 2d 1364
(9th Cir. 1976).

U.S. v. Independent Quick Silver Co., 72 I.D. 367 (1965)
Independent Quick Silver Co. an Oregon Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil

No. 65-590, D. Ore. Judgment for defendant, 262 F. Supp. 583 (1966); appeal
dismissed.

V.S. v. Richard Dean Lance, 73 I.D. 218 (1936)

Richard Dean Lance v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil No. 1864, D. Nev.
Judgment for defendant, Jan. 23, 1968; no appeal.
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U.S. v. Willia'rm A. McCall, Sr., The Dredge Corp., Estate of Olaf H.
Nelson, Deceased, Small Tract Applicants Ass'n, Intervenor, 78
I.D. 71 (1971)

'William A. McCall, Sr., The Dredg.e Corp. & Olaf H. Nelson v. John F.
Boyles et al., Civil No. 74-68 (RDF), ID. Nev. Judgment for defendant,
June.8, 1976.

U.S. v. Willim A. McCall, Sr., Estate of Olaf Henry Nelson, De-
ceased, 7 IBLA 21; 79 I.D. 457 (1972)

William A. McCall, Sr. the Estate of Olaf Henry Nelson, Deceased v.
John S. Boyles, District Manager, Bureau of Land Management, Thomas
S. Kleppe, Secretary of Interior, et al., Civil No. LV-76-155 RDF, D. Nev.
Judgment for defendant, Nov. 4, 1977; appeal filed.

U.S. v. Kenneth McClarty, 71 I.D. 331 (1964), 76 I.D. 193 (1969)
Kenneth McClarty v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil No. 2116, E.D. Wash.

Judgment for defendant, May 26, 1966; rev'd & remanded, 408 F. 2d 907
(9th Cir. 1969) ; remanded to the Secretary, May 7, 1969; vacated & re-

manded to Bureau of Land Management, Aug. 13, 1969.

U.S. v. Charles Maher et al., 5 IBLA 209, 79 I.D. 109 (1972)
Charles Maher & L. Franklin Mader v. Rogers a. B. Morton, Secretary of

the Interior, Civil No. 1-72-153, D. Idaho. Dismissed without prejudice,
Apr. 3, 1973.

U.S. v. Mary A. Mattey, 67 I.D. 63 (1960)
U.S. v. Edison R. Nogueira et al., Civil No. 65-220-PH, C. D. Cal. Judgment

for defendant, Nov. 16, 1966; Rev'd & remanded, 403 F. 2d 816 (1968) ; no
petition.

U.S. v. Frank & Wanita Melluzzo, 76 I.D. 160 (1969), 32 IBLA 46
(1977)
Frank & Wanita Meluzzo v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. CIV 73-308

PIIX CAM, D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant, June 19, 1974; aff'd in part,
rev'd & remanded in part 534 F. 2d 860 (9th Cir. 1976) ; no petition.

Frank Wanita Melluzzo v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. CIV-79-282 PHX, CAM, D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant, May 20,
1980.

U.S. v. Frank & Wanita Melluzzo et al., 76 I.D. 181 (1969), Recon-
sideration, 1 IBLA 37, 77 I.D. 172 (1970)

WJM llining & Development Co. et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No.
70-679, D. Aiiz. Judgment for defendant Dec. 8, 1971; dismissed, Feb. 4. 1974.

U.S. v. Mineral Ventures, Ltd., 80 I.D. 792 (1973)

Mineral Ventures, Ltd. v. The Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 74-201,
l). Ore. Judgment for defendant, July 10, 1975; vacated & remanded, May 3,
1977; modified amended judgment, Sept. 9, 1977.
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U.S. v. G. Patrick Morris et al., 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

G. Patrick Morris, Joan B. Roth, EUse L. Neeley, Lyle D. Roth, Vera M.
Baltzor (formally Vera M. Noble), Charlene S. & George R. Baltzor, Juanita
M. Nellie Mae Morris, Milo Peggy M. Aoelsen, & Farm Development
Corp. v. U.S. & Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 1-75-
74, D. Idaho. Aff'd in part, rev'd in part, Dec. 20, 1976; rev'd Nov. 16, 1978.

U.S. v. New Jersey Zinc Co., 74 I.D. 191 (1967)

The New Jersey Zinc Corp., a Del. Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.
67-C-404, D. Colo. Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 5, 1970.

U.S. v. Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr., et al., 79 I.D.. 689 (1972), U.S. v.
Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr., Contest No. R-04845 (July 7, 1975), 29
IBLA 333 (1977).

Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr., Individually & as Ewecutor of the Estate of Ross
O'Callaghan v. Rogers Morton et al., Civil No. 73-129-S, S.D. Cal. Aff'd
in part & remanded, May 14, 1974. Judgment for defendant, May 16, 1978,
aff'd, May 8, 1980.

U.S. v. J. R. Osborne et al., 77 I.D. 83 (1970), 28 IBLA 13 (1976),
* Reconsideration denied by Order dated Jan. 4, 1977

J. R. Osborne, individually & on behalf of R. R. Borders et al. v. Rogers
C. B. Morton et al., Civil No. 1564, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant, Mar.
1, 1972: remanded to Dist. Ct. with directions to reassess Secretary's con-
clusion, Feb. 22, 1974; remanded to the Dept. with orders to re-examine
the issues, Dec. 3, 1974.

Bradford Mining Corp., Successor of J. R. Osborne, agent for various
persons v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. LV-77-218,
RDF, D. Nev. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Pittsburgh Pacifec Co., 30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)

Pittsburgh Pacific Co. v. U.S., Dept. of the Interior, Cecil Andrus, Joseph W.
Goss, Anne Poindexter Lewis, Martin Ritvo, State of South Dakota, Dept. of
Environmental Protection & Allen Lockner, Civil No. CIV77-5055, W.D.S.D.
Suit pending.

State of South Dakota v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. CIV 77-5058, W.D.S.D. Dismissed, Dec. 26, 1978.

U.S. v. E. V. Pressentin & Devisees of the . S. Martin Estate, 71
ID 447 (1964)

E. V. Pressentin, Fred J. Martin, Admin. of H. A. Martin Estate v. Stewart
L. Udall & Charles Stoddard, Civil No. 1194-65. Judgment for defendant.
Mar. 19, 1969; no appeal.

U.S. v. Ollie Mae Shearman et al., 73 I.D. 386 (1966)

See Idaho Desert Land Entries-Indian Hill Group.
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U.S. v. C. F. Snyder et al., 72 I.D. 223 (1965)

Ruth Sn'yder, Adm'r () of the Estate of C. F. S der, Deceased, et al.
v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 66-C-131, D. Colo. Judgment for plaintiff,
267 F. Supp. 110 (1967) ; rev'd 405 P. 2d 1179 (10th Cir. 1968); cert. denied,
396 U.S. 819 (1969).

U.S. v. Southern Pacific Co., 77 I.D. 41 (1970)

Southern Pacific Co. et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton et al., Civil No. S-2155,
E.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Nov. 20, 1974.

U.S. v. Clarence T. & Mary D. Stevens, 77 I.D. 97 (1970)

Clarence T. Mary D. Stevens v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 1-70-94,
D. Idaho. Judgment for defendant, June 4, 1971.

U.S. v. Elner H. Swan8on, 81 I.D. 14 (1974), 34 IBLA 25 (1978)

Elmer H. Swanson v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. 474-10, D. Idaho. Dismissed without prejudice, Dec. 23, 1975
(opinion).

Elmer H. Swanson & Livingston Silver, Inc. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary
of the Interior, Civil No. CIV-78-4045, D. Idaho. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Alfred N. Verrue, 75 I.D. 300 (1968)

Alfred N. Verrue v. U.S. et al., Civil No. 6898 Phx., D. Ariz. Rev'd &
remanded, Dec. 29, 1970; aff'd, 457 F. 2d 1202 (9th Cir. 1971) ; no petition.

U.S. v. Vernon 0. & Ina C. White, 72 I.D. 552 (1965)

Vernon 0. & Ina C. White v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1-65-122, D. Idaho.
Judgment for defendant, Jan. 6, 1967; aff'd, 404 F. 2d 334 (9th Cir. 1968)-;
no petition.

U.S. v. Frank Winegar et al., 81 I.D. 370 (1974)

Shell Oil Co. & D. A. Shale, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the
Interior, Civil No. 74-F-739, D. Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, Jan. 17, 1977;
aff'd, Jan. 25, 1979.

U.S. v. Elody-ae Zwang, U.S. v. Darrel Zwang, 26 IBLA 41; 83 I.D.
280 (1976)

Darrell & Elodymae Zwang v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. 77-1431 R, D. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff, Aug. 20, 1979.

U.S. v. Merle I. Zweifel et al., 80 I.D. 323 (1973)

Merle I. Zweifel et al. v. U.S., Civil No. C-5276, D. Colo. Dismissed with-
out prejudice, Oct. 31, 1973.

Kenneth Roberts et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton & The Interior Board of
Land Appeals, Civil No. C-5308, D. Colo. Dismissed with prejudice, 389 F.
Supp. 87 (1975); aff'd, 549 F. 2d 158 (10th Cir. 1977).

E. A. Vaughey, 63 I.D. 85 (1956)

E. A. Vaughey v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 1744-56. Dismissed by stipula-
tion, Apr. 18, 1957; no appeal.
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Estate of Cecelia Smith Vergote (Borger), Morris A. (K.) Charles &
Caroline J. Charles (Brendale), 5 IBIA 96; 83 I.D. 209 (1976)

Confederated Tribes Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation v. Thomas S.
Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior & Phillip Brendale, Civil No. C-76-199,
E.D. Wash. Suit pending.

Estate of Florence Bluesky Vessell (Unallotted Lac Courte Oreilles
Chippewa of Wisconsin), 1 IBIA 312, 79 ID. 615 (1972)

Constance Jean Ho len Bskra v. Rogers C. B. Morton et al., Civil No
72 C-428, D. Wis. Dismissed, 380 F. Supp. 205 (1974); rev'd, Sept. 29, 1975,
no petition.

Burt A. Wackerli et al., 73 I.D. 280 (1966)

Burt Lueva G. Wackerli et al. v Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil No.
1-66-92, D. Idaho. Amended complaint filed Mar. 17, 1971; judgment for
plaintiff, Feb. 28, 1975.

Estate of Miliward Wallace Ward, 82 I.D. 341 (1975)

Alfred Ward, Irene Ward Wise & Elizabeth Collins v. Kent Frizzell,
Acting Secretary of the Interior, et al., Civil No. C75-175, D. Wyo. Dis-
missed, Jan. 1, 1976.

Weardco Construction Corp., 64 I.D. 376 (1957)

Weardco Construction Corp. v. U.S., Civil No. 278-59-PH, S.D. Cal.
Judgment for plaintiff, Oct. 26, 1959; satisfaction of judgment entered
Feb. 9, 1960.

Estate of Mary Ursula Rock Wellknown, 1 IBIA 83; 78 I.D. 179
(1971)

William T. Shaw, Jr. et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton et al., Civil No. 974,
D. Mont. Dismissed, July 6, 1973 (opinion); no appeal.

Western Nuclear, Inc., 35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

Western Nuclear, Inc., a Del. Corp., authorized & doing business in the
State of Wyo. v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, & U.S., Civil No.
C78-129, D. Wyo. Suit pending.

Minnie E. Wharton, John W. Wharton, Ruth Wharton James, Carroll
Wharton, Iris Wharton Barty7, Marvin Wharton, Thomas Whar-
ton, Betty Wharton Zink, Faye Wharton Pamperien, & Samuel
Wharton, 4 IBLA 287; 79 I.D. 6 (1972)

U.S. & Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of The Interior v. Minnie E. 
John W. Wharton, Ruth Wharton James, Carroll Wharton, Iris Wharton
Bartyl, Marvin Wharton, Thomas Wharton, Betty Wharton Zink, Faye
Wharton Pamperien & Samuel Wharton, Civil No. 70-106, D. Ore. Judg-
ment for defendant, Feb. 26, 1973; reconsideration denied, June 4, 1973;
rev'd & remanded, 514 F. 2d 406 (9th Cir. 1975) ; no petition.
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Estate of Hiemstennie (Maggie) Whiz Abbott, 2 IBIA 53,80 I.D. 617
(1973) ; 4 BIA 12, 82 I.D. 169 (1975) ; reconsideration denied,
49IBIA 79 (1975)
Doris Whiz Burkybile v. Alvis Smith, Sr., as Guardian Ad Litem for

Zelma, Vernon, Kenneth, Mona & Joseph Smith, Minors et al., Civil No.
C-75-190, ED. Wash. Judgment for defendant, Jan. 21, 1977; no appeal.

FrankT Winegar, Shell Oil Co. & D. A. Shale, Inc., 74 I.D. 161 (1967)
Shell Oil Co. et al. v. Udall et al., Civil No. 67-C-321, D. Colo. Judgment

for plaintiff; Sept. 18, 1967; no appeal.

Appeal of Wisenak, Inc., 1 ANCAB 157; 83 I.D. 496 (1976)
Wisenak, Inc., an Alaska Corp. v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Individually & as Sec-

retary of the Interior & the U.S., Civil No. F76-38 Civ., D. Alaska. Remanded
to Department for further proceedings, July 9, 1979.

Estate of Wool-Kah-Nah, Comanche Allottee No. 1927, 65 I.D. 436
(1958)
Thomas . uff, Adm. with will annexed of the Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah,

Deceased, Comanche Enrolled Restricted Indian No. 1927 v. Jane Asenap,
Wilfred Tabbytite, J. R. Graves, Examiner of Inheritance, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Dept. of the Interior & Earl R. Wiseman, District Dir. of Internal
Revenue, Civil No. 8281, W.D. Okla. Dismissed as to the Examiner of Inheri-
tance; plaintiff dismissed suit without prejudice as to the other defendants.

Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah
v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2595-60. Judgment for defendant, June 5, 1962;
remanded 312 F. 2d 358 (1962).

State of Wyo'f'ming, 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

State of Wyoming, Albert E. King, Comm'r of Public Lands v. Cecil D.
Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. C77-034K, D. Wyo. Judgment
for defendant, Sept. 8, 1977; aff'd, July 18, 1979.

Zeigler Coal Co., 81 I.D. 729 (1974)

International Union of United Mine Workers of America v. Stanley K.
Hathaway, Secretary of the Interior, No. 75-1003, United States Court of
Appeals, D.C. Cir. Rev'd & remanded to the Board for further proceedings,
532 F. 2d 1403 (1976).

Zeigler Coal Co., 82 I.D. 36 (1975)
Zeigler Coal Co. v. Kent Frizzell, Acting Secretary of the Interior, No.

75-1139, United States Court of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Judgment for defendant,
536 F. 2d 398 (1976).
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30, 1960), 61-1 BCA par. 2872 477

Wildcat; United States v., 244
U.S. 111 (1917) -430

Willcox v. Penn Mut. Life Ins.
Co., 357 Pa. 581, 55 A. 2d 521,
174 ALR 220 (1947) -232

Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217
(1959)--- 687, 691

Williams v. United States, 138
1.S. 514 (1R1) ., n

.rage

Winegar; United States v., 81
I.D. 370, 394-98 (1974), re-
versed sub nom. Shell Oil Co.
v. KeIppe, 426 F. Supp. 894 (D.
Colo. 1977), aff'd (10th Cir.
1979) -318, 319, 672, 673

Winters v. United States, 207
U.S. 564, 577 (1908) -564,

568, 570, 571, 572
Wisenak, Inc., Appeal of, 1

ANCAB 157, 83 I.D. 496
(1976) -672

Witmer; Adams v., 271 F. 2d 29
(9th Cir.1958) -232

Womble; Castle v., 19 L.D. 455
(1894) -630

Woodbury v. United States, 170
F. 302 (8th Cir. 1909) -348

Woolley v. Wycoff, 2 Utah 2d
329, 273 P.2d 181, 183 (1954) 546

Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S.
(6 Pet.) 214,261 (1832) -688

WRB Corp. v. United States, 183
Ct. C1. 409 (1968) -80

Wycoff; Woolley v., 2 Utah 2d
329, 273 P.2d 181, 183 (1954) 546

Wyoming v. Hoffman, 437 F.
Supp. 114 (D. Wyo. 1977) - 413

Wyoming; Nebraska v., 325 U.S.
589, 611-16 (1945)- 568, 614

Wyoming Outdoor Coordinating
Council v. Butz, 484 F. 2d 1244
(10th Cir. 1973) -93, 102

Yankee Lode Claim, 30 L.D. 289
(1900) -541

Young; Cole v., 351 U.S. 536 556
(1956) -341

Young; Johnson v., 18 Colo. 625,
34 P. 173 (1893)- -- - 547

Young v. Juneau, Town of, 4
Alaska 372 (1911) -344

Zweifel; United States v., 11
IBLA 53, 80 I.D. 323 (1973),
sustained sub nom. Roberts v.
Morton, 549 F. 2d 158 (lOthCir.
1977), cert. denied sub nom.
Roberts v. Andrus, 434 U.S.
834 (1977) _
508 F. 2d1150 (1Oth Cir. 1975),

cert. denied, 423 U S. 829
(1 O7r)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR'

Volumes 1 to 86, Inclusive

Administrative Ruling (43 L.D. 293);
modified, 48 L.D. 97 (1921).

Administrative Ruling (46 L.D. 32);
vacated, 51 L.D. 287 (1925).

Administrative Ruling (52 L.D. 359)
distinguished, 59 I.D. 4, 5 (1945).

Administrative Ruling,.Mar. 13, 1935;
overruled, 58 I.D. 65, 81 (See 59 I.D.
69,76) (1945).

Affinity Mining Co., 5 IBMA 126, 82 I.D.
439, 1975-1976 OSH1 par. 19,992
(1975) ; set aside. Order of dismissal
below vacated and case remanded; 6
IBMA 193, 83 I.D. 236 (1976).

Alabama By-Products Corp., 6 IBMA
168, 1975-1976 OSHD par. 20,756
(1976) ; set aside, 7 IBMA 85, 83 I.D.
574 (1976).

Alaska Commercial Co. (39 L.D. 597)
vacated, 41 L.D. 75 (1912).

Alaska Copper Co. (32 L.D. 128) ; mod-
ified in part, 37 L.D. 674; 42 L.D. 255
(1913).

Alaska-Dano Mines CO. (52 L.D. 550);
overruled so far as in conflict. 57 I.D.
244 (1941).

Alaska Railroad, 3 ANCAB 273, 86
I.D. 397 (1979) ; affirmed in part,
vacated in part, 3 ANCAB 351, 86 I.D.
452 (1979).

Alaska, State of & Seldovia Native
Ass'n., 2 ANCAB 1,84 I.D. 349 (1977),
modified, Valid Existing Rights Un-
der the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, Sec. Order No. 3016, 85 I.D.
1 (1978).

Aldrich v. Anderson (2 L.D. 71),; over-
ruled, 15 L.D. 201 (1892).

Alheit, Rosa (40 L.D. 145) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 43 L.D. 342
(1914).

Alien Heirs (2 L.D. 98) ; overruled, 16
L.D. 463, 464 (1893).

Allen, Henry J. (37 L.D. 596); mod-
ified, 54 I.B, 4 (1932).

Allen, Sarah E. (40 L.D. 586); mod-
ified, 44 L.D. 331 (1915).

Americus v. Hall (29 L.D. 677); va-
cated, 30 L.D. 388. (1900).

Amidon v. Hegdale (39 L.D. 131) ; over-
ruled, 40 L.D. 259 (1911) (See 42
L.D. 557).

Anderson, Andrew (1 L.D. 1), over-
ruled, 34 L.D. 606 (1906) (See 36 L.D.
14).

Anderson v. Tannehill (10 L.D. 388);
overruled, 18 L.D. 586 (1894).

Applicability of Montana Tax to Oil and
Gas Leases of Ft. Peck Lands-Opin-
ions of Assistant Secretary (Oct. 27,
1966), is superseded to the extent
that it is inconsstent with Solicitor's
Opinion-Tax Status of the Produc-
tion of Oil and Gas From Leases of
the Ft. Peck Tribal Lands Under the
1938 Mineral Leasing Act, M-36896,
84 I.D. 905 (1977).

Archer, J. D., A-30750 (May 31, 1967)
overruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

Armstrong v. Matthews (40 L.D. 496)
overruled so far as in conflict, 44 L.D.
156 (1915).

Arnold v. Burger (45 L.D. 453); modi-
fied, 46 L.D. 320 (1918).

Arundell, Thomas F. (33 L.D. 76);
overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.
51 (1925).

1 For judicial modification and reversals see the Table of Suits for Judicial Review on
page XVII. Abbreviations used in this table are explained in the note on page LXXXIX.
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Ashton, Fred W. (31 L.D. 356); over-
ruled, 92 L.D. 215 (1913).

Atlantic and Pacific R.R. Co. (5 L.D.
269) ; overruled, 27 L.D. 241 (1898).

Auerbach, Samuel H. (29 L.D. 208);
overriiled, 36 L.D. 36 (1907) (See 37
L.D. 715).

Baca Float No. 3 (5 L.D. 705; 12 L.D.
676; 13 L.D. 624) ; vacated so far as
in conflict, 29 L.D. 44 (1899).

Bailey, John W. (3 I.D. 386) ; modified,
5 L.D. 513 (1887).

Baker v. Hurst (7 L.D. 457) ; overruled,
8 L.D. 110 (1889) (See 9 L.D. 360).

Barash, Max, 63 I.D. 51 (1956) ; was
overruled in part by Solicitor's Opin-
ion-Issuance of Noncompetitive Oil
& Gas Leases on Lands within the
Geologic Structures of Producing Oil
or Gas Fields, M-36686, 74 I.D. 285
(1967) ; overruled, Permian Mud
Service, Inc., 31 IBLA 150, 84 I.D.
342 (1977).

Barbour v. Wilson (23 L.D. 462);
vacated, 28 L.D. 62 (1899).

Barbut, James (9 L.D. 514) overruled
so far as in conflict, 29 L.D. 698
(1900).

Barlow, S. L. M. (5 L.D. 695) ; contra,
6LD. 648 (1888).

Barnhurst v. State of Utah (30 L.D.
314) ; modified, 47 L.D. 359 (1920).

Barteh v. Kennedy (3 L.D. 437); over-
i ruled, 6 L.D. 217 (1887).

Beery v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (41
L.D. 121)-; overruled, 43 L.D.I.536
(1914).

Bennet, Peter W. (6 L.D. 672) over-
ruled, 29 L.D. 565 (1900).

Bernardini, 'Eugene X. (62 -I.D.'23I);
distinguished, 63 I.D. 102 (1956).

Big Lark (48 L.D. 479) ; distinguished,
58 I.D. 680, 682 (1944.

Birkholz, John (27 L.D'.59) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 43 L.D. 221
(1914). 0 -, 

Birkland, Bertha M. (45 L.D. 104);
overruled, 46 L.D. 110 (1917).

Bivils v. Shelly (2 L.D. 282) ; modi-
fied, 4 L.D. 583 (1886).

Black, L. C. (3 L.D. 101); overruled,
34 L.D. 606 (1906) (See 36 L.D.
14).

Blenkner v. Sloggy (2 L.D. 267); over-
ruled, 6 L.D. 217 (1887).

Boesehen,: Conrad William (41 L.D.
309) ; vacated, 42 L.D. 244 (1913).

Bosch, Gottlieb (8 L.D. 45); overruled,
13 L.D. 42 (1891).

Box v. Ulstein (3 L.D. 143); overruled,
6 L.D. 217 (1887).

Boyle, William (38 L.D, 603); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 44 L.D.
331 (1915).

Braaseh, William C. and Christ C.
Prange (48 L.D. 448); overruled so
far as in conflict, 60 I.D. 417, 419.

Bradford, J. L. (31 L.D. 132); over-
ruled, 35 L.D. 399 (1907).

Bradstreet v. Rehm (21 L.D. 30); re-
versed, 21 L.D. 544 (1895).

Brady v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (5
L.D. 407 and 658) ; overruled, 20 LD.
259 (1895).

Brandt, William W. (31 L.D. 277);
overruled, 50 L.D. 161 (1923).

Braucht v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (43
L.D 536, 538); modified, 44 L.D. 225
(1915).

Brayton, Homer E. (31 L.D. 364) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D. 305
(1925). 

Brick Pomeroy Mill Site (34 L.D. 320)
overruled, 37 L.D. 674 (1909).

Brown v. Cagle (30 L.D. 8) ; vacated,
30 L.D. 148 (1900) (See 47 L.D. 406).

Brown, Joseph T. (21 L.D. 47); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 31 L.D. 222

(1902) (See-35 L.D. 399),.
Browning, John W. (42 L.D.;1); over-

rinled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D. 342

Bruns, Henry A. (15 L.D. 170); over-
ruled so far as in onflict, 51 L.D.

Bundy v. Livingston (1 L.D. 152);
overruled, 6 L.D. 280, 284 (1887).

Burdick, Charles W. (34 L.D. 345);
modified, 42 L.D. 472 (1913).

Burgess, Allen L. (24 L.D. 11) ; over-
, ruled so far as i con'flict, 42 L.D.
321 (1913).
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Burkholder v. Skagen (4 L. 166);
overruled, 9 L.D. 153 (1889).

Burnham Chemical Co. -v. United States
Borax Co. (54 I.D. 183); overruled
in substance, 58 I.D. 426, 429 (1944).

Burns, Frank (10 L.D. 365); overruled
so far as in conflict, 51 L.D. 454
(1926).

Burns v. Bergh's Heirs (37 L.D. 161)
vacated, 51 L.D. 268 (1925).

Buttery v. Sprout (2 L.D. 293) ; over-
ruled, 5 LU.D 591 (1887).

Cagle v. Mendenhall (20 L.D. 447);
overruled, 23 L.D. 533 (1896).

Cain v. Addenda Mining Co. (24 L.D.
18) ; vacated, 29 L.D. 62 (1899).

California and Oregon Land Co. (21
L.D. 344); overruled, 26 L.D. 453
(1898).

California, State of (14 L.D. 253)
vacated, 23 L.D. 230 (1896).

California, State of (15 L.D. 10)
overruled, 23 LD. 423, 31 L.D. 335
(1902).

California, State of (19 L.D. 585)
vacated, 28 L.D. 57 (1899).

California, State of (22 L.D. 428)
overruled, 32 L.D. 34 (1903). :

California, State of (32 L.D. 346)
vacated, 50 L.D. 628 (1924) (See 37
L.D. 499 and 46 L.D. 396)..

California, State, of (44 L.D. 118)
I overruled, 48 L.D. 97, 98 (1921).
California, State of (44 L.D. 468)

overruled, 48 L.D. 97, 98 (1921).

California, State of v. Moccettini (19
L.D. 359) overruled, 31 L.D. 335
(1902).

California, State of v. Pierce (9 C.L.O.
118) ; modified, 2 L.D. 854.

California, State of v. Smith (5 L.D.
543) ; overruled, 18 L.D. 343 (1894).

.Call v. Swain (3 LUD. 46) ; overruled,
18 L.D. 873 (1894).i

Cameron Lode (13 L.D. 369); overruled
so far as in conflict, 25 L.D. 518
(189t).

Camplan v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(28 L.D. 118) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 29 L.D. 550 (1900).

Case v. Church (17 L.D. 578) ; over-
ruled, 26 L.D. 53 (1898).

Case v. Kupferschmidt (30 L.). 9);
overruled so far as in conflict, 47 L.D.
406 (1920)..

:Castello v. Bonnie (20 L.D. 311) ; over-
ruled, 22 L.D. 174 (1896).

Cate v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (41
L.D. 316) ; overruled so far as in con-
flict, 43 L.D. 60 (1014).

Cawood v. Dumas (22 L.D. 585)
vacated, 25 L.D. 526 (1897).

Centerville Mining and Milling Co. (39
L.D. 80) ; no longer controlling, 48
L.D. 17 (1921).

Central Pacific R.R. Co. (29 L.D. 589);
modified, 48 L.D. 58 (1921).

Central Pacifid *.R. Co. v. Orr (2 L.D.
525) ; overruled, 11 L.D. 445 (1890).

Chapman v. Willamette Valley and
Cascade Mountain Wagon Road Co.
(13 L.D. 61) overruled, 20 L.D. 259
(1895).

Chappell v. Clark (27 L.D. 334); modi-
fied, 27 L.D. 532 (1898).

Chicago Placer Mining Claim (34 L.D.
9); overruled, 42 L.D. 453 (1913).

Childress v. Smith (15 L.D. 89) over-
ruled, 26 L.D. 453 (1898).

Christofferson, Peter (3 LD. 329)
modified, 6 L.D. 284, 624.

Claflin v. Thompson (28 L.D. 279);
overruled, 29 L.D. 693 (1900).

Claney v. Ragland (38 L.D. 550) (See
43 L.D. 485).

Clark, Yulu S. (A-22852) Feb. 20,1941,
unreported; overruled so far as in
conflict, 59 I.D. 258, 260 (1946).

Clarke, C. W. (32 L.D. 233); overruled
so far as in conflict, 51 L.D. 51
(1925).

Cline v. Urban. (29 L.D. 96); overruled,
46 L.D. 492 (1918).

Clipper Mining Co. (22 L.D. 527); no
longer followed in part. 67 I.D. 417
(1060).

Clipper Mining Co. v. Eli Mining and
Land Co. (33 L.D. 660) ; no longer
followed in part, 67 I.D. 417 (1960).
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Cochran v. Dwyer (9 L.D. 478) (See 39.
*L.D. 162, 225 (1910)).

Coffin, Edgar A. (33 L.D. 245) ; over-
ruled so far as in confict, 52 L.D. 153
(1927).

Coffin, Mary E. (34 L). 564); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 ID. 51
*(1925).

Colorado, State of (7 L.D. 490) ; over-
ruled, 9 L.D. 408 (1889).

Computation of Royalty Under Sec. 15,
51 L.D. 283 (1925), overruled,
Solicitor's Opinion-Response to Feb.
17, 1976, Request from the General
Accounting Office: Interpretation of
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, and
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act
Royalty Cause, M-36888 (Oct. 4,
1976), 84 I.D. 54 (1977).

Condict, W. C. (A-23366) June 24, 1942,
unreported; overruled so far as in
conflict, 59 I.D. 258-260 (1946).

Cook, Thomas C. (10 L.D. 324) (See
39 L.D. 162, 225 (1910)).

Cooke v. Villa (17 L.D. 210), -Vacated,
19 L.D. 442 (1894).

Cooper, John W. (15 L.D. 285); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 113 (1897).

Copper Bullion, and Morning Star
Lode Mining Claims (35 L.D. 27);
distinguished insofar as it applies to
es parte cases, 39 L.D. 574 (1911).

Copper Glance Lode (29 L.D. 542)
modified so far as in conflict, 55 I.D.
0348 (1935).

Corlis v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co: (23
L.D. 265); vacated, 26 L.D. 652
(1898).

Cornell v. Chilton (1 L.D. 153) ; over-
ruled, 6 L.D. 483 (1888).

Cowles v. Huff (24 L.D. 81); modified,
28 L.D. 515 (1899).

Cox, Allen H. (30 L.D. 90, 468) ; va-
cated, 31 L.D. 114 (1901).

Crowston v. Seal (5 L.D. 213); over-
ruled, 18 L.D. 586 (1894).

Culligan 4. State of Minnesota (34
L.D. 22) modified, 34 L.D. 151
(1905).

Cunningham, John (32 L.D. 207);
nndified. R2 TD 456 (l004\

Dailey Clay Products Co. (48 L.D. 429,
431) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
50L.D 656 (1924)..

Dakota Central R.R. Co. v. Downey (8
I.D. 115); modified, 20 L.D. 131
(1895).

Davis, E. W., A-29889 (Mar. 25, 1964),
no longer followed in part; 80 I.D.
698 (1973). . -

Davis, Heirs of (40 L.D. 573); over-
ruled,. 46 L.D. 110 (1917).

DeLong v. Clarke (41 L.D. 278); modi-
fied so far as in conflict, 45 L.D. 54
(1916).

Dempsey, Charles . (42 L.D. 215);
modified, 43 L.D. 300 (1914)1.

Dennison and Willits (11 C.L.O. 261);
overruled so far as in conflict; 26
L.D. 122 (1898). . I ;

Deseretjrrigation Co. v. Sevier River
Land and Water Co. (40 L.D. 463)
overruled, 51 L.D. 27 (1925).

Devoe, Lizzie A. (5 L.D. 4); modified,
5 L.D. 429 (1887).

Dierks, Herbert (36 L.D. 367);. over-
ruled by the unreported case of
Thomas J. Guigham, Mar. 11, 1909.

Dixon v. Dry Gulch Irrigation C. (45
L.D. 4); overruled, 51 L.D. 27
(1925).

Douglas and Other Lodes (34 L.D.
556) ; modified, 43 L.D. 128 (1914).

Dowman v. Moss (19 L.D. 526); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 82 (1897).

Dudymott v. Kansas Pacific R.R. Co.
(5 C.L.O. 69) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 1 L.D 345.

Dunphy, Elijah M. (8 L.D. 102); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 36 L.D.
561 (1908).

Dyche v. Beleele (24 L. D. 494); modi-
fied, 43 L.D. 56 (1914). '

Dysartj Francis J. (23 E.D. 282);
modified, 25 L.D. 188 (1897).

Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 3 IBMA
331, 81 I.D. 567, 1974-75 OSHD par.
18,706 (1974) ;, overruled in part by
Alabama By-Products Corp. (On
Recon.), 7 IBMA 85, 83 I.D. 574
(1976) ; overruled in part by Zeigler
Coal Co., 7 IBMA 280 84 I.D. 127
110Th7.,... Gil, I_ ... * Y \ Y , tIVR | } .
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Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 5 IBMA
185, 82..D. 506, 1975-76 OS D par.
20,041 (19T5); set aside in part on
reconsideration, 7 IBMA 14,- 83 1.1.
425 (1976).

Easton, Francis E. (27 L.D. 600); over-
rtled, 30 L.D. 355 (1900).

East Tintic Consolidated Mining Co.
(On Rehearing) (41 LD. 255); va-
cated, 43 L.D. 80 (1914).

Elliot . Ryan (7 L.D. 322); overruled,
S L.D. 10 (1889) (See 9 L.D. 360).

El Paso Brick Co. (37 L.D. 155) over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 40 L.D.
199 (1911).

Elson, William . (6 L.D. 797) ; over-
ruled, 37 L.D. 330.

Ekutna, Appeal of i ANCAB 190, 83
1.1. 619 (1976) modified, Valid Fx-
isting Rights under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, See. Order No.
3016, 85 I.D. (1978).

Emblen v, Weed (16 L.D. 28) ; modified,
i L.D. 220 (1893).

Epley . Trick (8 L.D. 110) ; overruled,
9 L.D. 360.

Erhardtj Finsans (36 L.D. 154); over-
fuled, 88 L.D. 406 (1910).;

Esping . Johnson (37 L.D. 709); over-
ruledj 41 L.D. 289 (1912).

Esplin, Lee J., 56 I.D. 825 (1938), over-
ruled to extent it applies to 1926 Exec-
utive Order to artificially developed
water sources on the public lands, by
Solicitor's Opinion5 M-36914, 86 .D.
553 (1979), Federal Water Rights of
the National Park Service, Fish &
Wildlife Service, Bureau of Reclama-
tion and the Bureau of Land Manage-
Went.

Ewing vi Rickard (1 L.D. 146); over-
ruled, 6 L.D. 483 (1888).

Falconer v. Price (19 L.D. 167) ; over-
ruled, 24 L.D. 264 (1897).

- Fargo No. 2'Lode Claims (37 L.D. 404);
hodified, 43 L.D. 128; overruled so
far as in conflict, 55 .13. 348 (1935).

Farrill, John W. (13 L.D. 713); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 52 L.D.
472, 473 (1928).

Febes, James II. (37 L.D. 210) ; over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 183 (1914).

Federal Shale Oil Co. (53 .D. 213);
overruled so far as in conflict, 55 I.D.
287, 290 (1935). 

Ferrell v. Hoge (18 L.D. 81); overruled,
25 L.D. 351 (1897).

Fette v. Christiansen (29 L.D. 710)
overruled, 34 L.D. 167 (1905).

Field, William C. (1 L.D. 68); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 52 L.D. 472,
473 (1928).

Filtrol Co. v.' Brittan and Echart (51
L.D. 649) ; distinguished, 55 I.D. 605
(1936).

Fish, Mary (10 L.D. 606) ; modified, 13
L.D. 511 (1891).

Fisher v. Heirs of Rule (42 L.D. 62,
64) ; vacated, 43,L.D. 217 (1914).

Fitch v. Sioux City and Pacific R.R. Co.
(216 L. and R. 184) ; overruled, 17
L.D. 43 (1893). ;

Fleming v. Bowe (13 L.D. 78); over-
ruled, 23 L.D. 175 (1896).

Florida Mesa Ditch Co. (14 L.D. 265)
overruled; 27 L.D. 421 (1898).

Florida Railway and Navigation Co. v.
Miller (3 L.D. 324) ; modified, 6 L.D.
716; overrsuled, 9 L.D. 237 (1889).

Florida, State of (17 L.D. 355) ; re-
versed, 19 L.D. 76 (1894).

Florida, State of (47 L.D. 92, 93) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D 291
(1925).

Forgeot, Margaret (7 L.D. 280); over-
ruled, 10 L.D. 629 (1890).

Fort Boise Hay Reservation (6 L.D.
16); overruled, 27 L.D. 505 (1898).

Franco Western Oil Co., 65 I.D. 316,
modified, 65 I.D. 427 (1958).

Freeman Coal Mining Co., 3 IBMA 434,
81 L.D. 723, 1974-1975: OSHD par.
19,177 (1974) ; overruled in part,
Zeigler Coal Co., 7 IBMA 280, 84 I.D.
127 (1977).

Freeman, Flossie (40 L.D. 106); over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 63 (1912).

Freeman v. Summers, 52 L.D. 201
(1927), is overruled; United States
v, Winegar, Frank W., 16 IBLA
112, 81 I.D. 370 (1974).

Freeman v. Texas and Pacific, Ry. Co.
(2 L.D. 550) ; overruled, 7 L.D. 13, 18
(1888).
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Fry, Silas A. (45 L.D. 20); modified,
51 L.D. 581 (1926).

Fults, Bill, 61 I.D. 437 (1954); over-
ruled, 69 I.D. 181 (1962).

Galliher, Maria (8 C.L.O. 137); over-
ruled, -L.D. 57 (1880).

Gallup v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (1nf-
published) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 47 L.D. 303, 304 (1920).

Gariss v. Borin (21 L.D. 542) (See 39
I,.D. 162, 225). 

Garrett, Joshua (7 C.L.O. 55); over-
ruled, 5 L.D. 158 (1886).

Garvey v. Tuiska (41 L.D. 510) ;modi-
fied, 43 L.D. 229 (1914).

Gates v. California and Oregon R.R.
Co. (5 C.LO. 150) ;'overruled 1 L.D.
.336, 342 (1882).

Gauger, Henry (10 L.D. 221); over-
ruled, 24 L.D. 81 (1887).

Glassford, A. W., 56 I.D. 88 (1937)
overruled to extent inconsistent, 70
I.D. 159 (1963)..

Gleason v. Pent (i4 L.D. 375; 15 L.D.
286); vacated, 53 I.D. 447; overruled
so far as in conflict, 59 I.D. 416, 422
(1947).

Gohrman v. Ford (8 C.L.O. 6); over-
ruled, 4 L.D. 580 (1886).

Golden Chief "A" Placer Claim (35
L.D. 557) ; modified, 87 L.D. 250
(1908) .

Goldstein v. Juneau Townsite (23 L.D.
417) ; vacated, 31 L.D. 88 (1901).

Goodale v. Olney (12 L. 324) ; dis-
tinguished, 55 I.D. 580 (1936).

Gotego Townsite v. Jones (35 L.D. 18)
modified, 37 L.D. 560 (1909).

Gowdy v. Connell -(27 L.D. 56); va-
cated, 28 L.D. 240i (1899).

Gowdy v. Gilbert (19 L.D. 17); over-
ruled, 26 L.D. 453 (1898).

Gowdy . Kismet Gold Mining Co. (22
L.D. 624); modified, 24 L.D. 191
(1897).

Grampian Lode (1* L.D. 544); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 495 (1897).

Gregg v. State of Colorado (15 L.D.
151) ; vacated, 30 L.D. 310 (1900).

Grinnel v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (22
L.D. 438) ; vacated, 23 L.D. 489
(1896).

Ground Hog Lode v. Parole and Morn-
ing Star Lodes (8 L.D. 430) ; over-
ruled, 34. L.D. 568 (See R.R. Rous-
seau, 47 L.D. 590 (1920)). 

Guidney, Alcide (8 C.L.O. 157); over-
ruled, 40 L.D. 399. (1912). I

Gulf and Ship Island R.R. Co. (16 L.D.
236) ; modified, 19 L.D. 534 (1894).

Gustafson, Olof (45 L.D. 456) ; modi-
fied, 46 L.D. 442 (1918).

Gwyn, James R. (A-26806) Dec. 17,
1953,' unreported; distinguished, 66
I.D. 275 (1959):.

Hagood, L. N., 65 I.D. 405 (1958); over-
ruled, Beard Oil Co., 1 IBLA 42, 77
I.D. 166 (1970).

Halvorson, Halvor K. (39 L.D. 456)
overruled, 41 L.D. 505 (1912).

Hansbrough, Henry C. (5 L.D. 155 );
overruled, 29 L.D. 59 (1899).

Hardee, D. C. (7-L.D. 1); overruled so
far as in conflict, 29 L.D. 698 (1900).

Hardee v. United States (8 L.D. 391;
16 L.D. 499) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 29 L.D. 698 (1900).

Hardin, James A. (10 L. 818); re-
voked, 14 L.D. 233 (1892). -

Harris, James G. (28 L.D.; 90); over-
ruled, 39 L.D. 93 (1910).

Harrison, W. R. (19 L.D. 299); over-
ruled, 33 L.D. 539 (1905).

Hart v. Cox (42.L.D. 592); vacated,
260U.S. 427 (See49.L.D. 413 (1923)).

Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. v. Chris-
tenson (22 L.D. 257); overruled, 28
L.D. 572 (1899).

Hausman, Peter A. C. (37 L.D. 352)
modified, 48 L.D. 629 (1922).

Hayden v. Jamison (24 L.D. 403); va-
cated, 26 L.D. 373 (1898).

Haynes v. 'Smith (50 L.D. 208) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 54 I.D.
150 (1933).

Heilman v. Syverson (15 L.D. 184)
overruled, 23 L.D. 119 (1896). 

Heinzman v. Letroadec's. Heirs (28
L.D. 497); overruled, 38 L.D. 253
(1909).

Heirs of Davis (40 L.D. 573); over-
ruled, 46 L.D. 110 (1917).

Heirs of Mulnix, Philip (33 L.D. 331);
overruled, 43 L.D. 532 (1915).
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Heirs of Stevenson v. Cunningham (32
L.D. 650) ; overruled so far as in con-
filct, 41 L.D. 119 (1912) ( See 43 L.D.
196).

Heirs of Talkington v. Hempfiing (2
L.D. 46); overruled, 14 LD. 200
(1892).

Heirs of Vradenburg v. Orr (25 L.D.
323) ; overruled, 38 L.D. 253 (1909).

Helmer, Inkerman (34 L.D. 341)
modified, 42 L.D. 472 (1913).

.Helphrey v. Coil (49 L.D. 624) ; over-
ruled, Dennis v. Jean (A-20899),
July 24, 1937, unreported.

Henderson, John W. (40 L.D. 518)
vacated, 43 L.D; 106. (1914) (See
44 L.D. 112 and 49 L.D. 484).

Hennig, Nellie J. (38 L.D. 443, 445)
recalled and vacated, 39 L.D. 211

* (1910).
Hensel, Ohmer V. (45 L.D. 557) dis-

tinguished, 66 I.D. 275 (1959).
Herman v. Chase (37 L.D. 590); over-

ruled, 43 L.D. 246 (1914).
Herrick, Wallace H. (24 L.D. 23);

overruled, 25 L.D. 113 (1897).
Hickey, M. A. (3 L.D. 83); modified, 5

L.D. 256.
Hildreth, Henry (45 L.D. 464); va-

cated, 46 L.D. 17 (1917).
Hindman, Ada . (42 L.D. 327); va-

cated in part, 43 L.D. 191 (1014).
Hoglund. Svan (42 L.D. 405) ; vacated,

43 L.D. 538 (1914).
Holbeck, Halvor F., A-30376 (Dec. 2,

1965) ; overruled, 79 ID. 416 (1972).
Holden, Thomas A. (16 L.D. 493)

overruled, 29 L.D. 166 (1899).
Holland, G. W. (6 L.D. 20)- overruled,

6 L.D. 639; 12 L.D. 433, 436 (1891).
Holland, William C. (M-27696); de-

cided Apr. 26, 1934; overruled in part,
5 I.D. 215, 221 (1935).

Hollensteiner, Walter, (38 L.D. 319)
overruled, 47 L.D. 260 (1919).

Holman v. Central Montana Mines Co
.(34 L.D. 568) ; overruled so far as
in conflict, 47 L.D. 590 (1920).

Hon. v. Martinas (41 L.D. 119); modi-
fied, 43 L.D. 196, 197 (1914).

Hooper, Henry (6 L.D. 624); modified.
O T.n Q 9 2 (1Q00I

Howard v. Northern Pacific: RB. Co.
(23 L.D. 6); overruled, 28 L.D. 126
(1899). -

Howard, Thomas (3 LD. 409) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225 (1910)).

Howell, John H. (24 L.D. 35); over-
ruled, 28 L.D. 204 (1899).

Howell, L. C. (39 L.D. 92); in effect
overruled (See 39 L.D. 411 (1910)).

Hoy, Assignee of Hess (46 L.D. 421)
overruled, 51 L.D. 287 -(1925). 

Hughes v. Greathead (43 L.D. 497);
overruled, 49 L.D. 413 (1923) (See
260 U.S. 427).

Hull v. Ingle (24 L.D. -214); overruled,
30 L.D. 258 (1900).

Huls, Clara (9 L.D. 401); modified, 21
1 L.D. 377 (1895).

Humble Oil & Refining Co. (64 ID.
5); distinguished, 65 I.D. 316
(1958).

Hunter, Charles H. (60 I.D. 395); dis-
tinguished, 63 I.D. 5 (1956)..

Hurley, Bertha C. (TA-66 (Ir.)),
Mar. 21, 1952, unreported; overruled,
62 I.D. 12 (1955).

Hyde, P. A. (27 L.D. 472); vacated,
28 L.D. 284 (1899).

Hyde, F. A. (40 L.D. 284); overruled,
43 L.D. 381 (1914).

Hyde v. Warren (14 L.D. 576, 15 L.D.
415) (See 19 L.D. 64 (1894)).

Ingram, John D. (37 L.D. 475) (See
43 L.D. 544 (1914)) .

Inman v. Northern Pacific RR. Co.
(24 L.D. 318); overruled, 28 L.D 95
(1899).

Instructions (4 L.D. 297) ; modified, 24
L.D. 45 (1897).

Instructions (32 L.D. 604) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 50 L.D. 628; 53
I.D. 365; Lillian M. Peterson (A-
20411), Aug. 5, 1937, unreported (See
59 I.D. 282, 286).

Instructions (51 L.D. 51); overruled
so far as in conflict. 54.I.D. 36- (1932).

Interstate Oil Corp. & Frank O. Chitten-
den (50 L.D. 262) ; overruled so. far
as in conflict, 53 I.D. 228 (1930).

Iowa Railroad Land Co. (23 L.D. 79).;
(24 L.D. 125); vacated, 29 L.D. 79
(loan'.
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Jacks v. Belard (29 L.D, 369) ; vacated,
30 L.D. 345 (1900).

Johnson v. South Dakota (17 L.D.
411) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 21, 22 (1912).

Jones, James A. (3 LD. 176); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 448 (1889).

Jones v. Kennett (6 L.D. 688); over-
ruled, 14 L.D. 429 (1892).

Kackmann, Peter (1 L.D. 86); over-
ruled, 16 L.D. 463, 464 (1893).

Kanawha Oil & Gas Co., Assignee (50
L.D. 639); overruled so far as in con-
flict, 54 I.D. 371 (1934).

Keating Gold Mining Co., Montana
Power Co., Transferee, 52 L.D. 671
(1929), overruled in part, Arizona
Public Service Co., 5 IBLA 137 79
I.D. 67 (1972).

Kemp, Frank A. (47 L.D. 560); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 60 I.D. 417,
419 (1950).

Kemper v. St. Paul & Pacific R.R. .Co.

(2 C.L.L. 505) overruled, 18 L.D. 101
(1894).

Kilner, Harold E. (A-21845) ; Feb. 1,
1939, unreported; overruled so far as
in conflict, 59 I.D. 258, 260 (1946).

King v. Eastern Oregon Land Co. (23
L.D. 579) ; modified, 30 L.D. 19
(1900).

Kinney, B. C. (44 L.D. 580) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 53 I.D. 228
(1930).

Kinsinger v. Peck (11 L.D. 202) (See
39 L.D. 162, 225 (1910) ).

Kiser v. Keech (7 L.D. 25) ; overruled,
23 L.D. 119 (1896).

Knight, Albert B. (30 L.D. 227) ; over-
ruled, 31 L.D. 64 (1901).

Knight v. Heirs of Knight (39 L.D. 362,
491) ; 40 L:D. 461; overruled, 43 L.D.
242 (1914).

Kniskern v. Hastings & Dakota R.R. Co.
(6 C.L.O. 50); overruled. 1 L.D. 362
(1883).

Kolberg, Peter F. (37 L.D. 453); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 181 (1914).

Krighaum, James T. (12 L.D. 617)
overruled, 26 L.D. 48 -(1898).

Krushnic, Emil L. (52 L.D. 282, 295);
vacated, 53 I.D. 42, 45 (1930) (See
280 U.S. 306).

Lackawanna Placer Claim (36 L.D.
36) ; overruled, 37 L.D. 715 (1909) .

La Follette, Harvey M. (26 L.D. 53)
overruled so far as in conflict, 59 I.D.
416, 422 (1947).

Lamb v. Ullery (10 LD. 528); over-
ruled, 32 LD. 331 (1903).

LargentyEdward B. (13 L.D. 397);
overruled so far as in conflict, 42 L.D.
321 (1913).

Larson, Syvert (40 L.D. 69) ; overruled,
43 LD. 242 (1914).

Lasselle v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Ry. Co. (3 C.L.O. 10) ; overruled, 14
L.D. 278 (1892).

Las Vegas Grant (13 L.D. 646; 15 L.D.
58) ; revoked, 27 L.D. 683 (1898).

Laughlin, Allen (31 L.D. 256); over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 361 (1912).

Laughlin . Martin (18 L.D. 112)
modified, 21 L.D. 40 (1895).

Law v. State of Utah (29 L.D. 623)
overruled, 47 L.D. 359 (1920).

Layne & Bowler Export Corp., IBCA-
245 (Jan. 1, 1961), 68 I.D. 33, over-
ruled in so far as. it conflicts with
Schweigert, Inc. v. United States,
Court of Claims, No. 26-66 (Dec. 15,
1967), and Galland-Henning Manu-
facturing Company, IBCA-534-12-65
(Mar. 29, 1968).

Lemmons, Lawson H. (19 L.D. 37);
overruled, 26 L.D. 389 (1898).

Leonard, Sarah (1 L.D. 41) ; overruled,
16 L.D. 463, 464 (1893).

Liability of Indian Tribes for State
Taxes Imposed on Royalty Received
from Oil and Gas Leases, 58 I.D. 535
(1943) superseded to extent it is in-
consistent with Solicitor's Opinion-
Tax Status of the Production of Oil
and Gas from Leases of the Ft. Peck
Tribal Lands Under the 1938 Mineral
Leasing Act, M-36896, 84 I.D. 905
(1977).

Lindberg. Anna C. (3 L.D. 95); modi-
fied, 4 L.D. 299 (1885).
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Linderman v. Wait (6 LUD. 689); over-
ruled, 13 L.D. 459 (1891).

Linhart v. Santa Fe PacificR.B. Co.
(36 L.D. 41) ; overruled, 41 L.D. 284
(See 43 L.D. 536 (1914)).

Liss, Merwin E., Cumberland & Alle-
gheny Gas Co., 67 I.D. 385 (1960) is
overruled, 80 I.D. 395 (1973).

Little Pet Lode (4 L.D. 17) ; overruled,
25 L.D: 550 (1897).

Lock Lode (6 L.D. 105); overruled so
far as in conflict, 26 L.D. 123 (1898).

Lockwood, Francis A. (20 L.D. 361)
modified, 21 L.D 200 (1895).

Lonergan v. Shockley (33 L.D. 238);
overruled so far as in conflict, 34 L.D.
314; 36 L.D. 199 (1907).

Louisiana, State of (8 L.D 126) ; modi-
fied, 9 L.D. 157 (1889).

Louisiana, State of (24 LD, 231)
vacated, 26 L.D. 5 (1898).

Louisiana, State of (47 L.L. 366) over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 LU.D 291
(1925).

Louisiana, State of (48 L.D. 201) over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.: 291
(1925).

Lucy B. Hussey Lode (5 L.D. 93) ; over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 495- (1897).

Luse, Jeanette L. (61 ID. 103) ; distin-
guished by Richfield Oil Corp., 71 I.D.
243 (1964).

Luton, James W. (34 L.D. 468) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 35 L.D. 102

(1906) .
Lyman, Mary 0. (24 L.D. 493); over-

ruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D.

221 (1914).
Lynch, Patrick (7 L.D, 33); overruled

so far as in conflict, 13 L.D. 711
(1891).

Mabel Lode, 26 L.D. 675 distinguished;
57 I.D, 63 (1939).

Madigan, Thomas (8 L,D. 188); over
ruled, 27 L.D, 448 (1898).

Maginnis, Charles P. (31 L.D. 222)
overruled, 35 L.D. 399 (1907).

Maginnis, John S. (32 L.D. 14);
fled (42 L.D. 472 (1913)).

Maher, John M. (34 LI, 342);
fled, 42 L.D. 472 (1913),

modi

modi

Mahoney, Timothy (41 L.D. 129) ; over-
ruled, 42 L.D. 313 (1913).

Makela, Charles (46 L.D. 509) ;. ex-
tended, 49 L.D. 244 (1922).,

Mlakemson v. Snider's Heirs (22 L.D.
511); overruled, 32 L.D. 650 (1904).

Malone Land & Water Ca. (41 L.D.
138); overruled in part, 43 L.D. 110
(1914).

Maney, John J. (35 L.D, 250); modified,
48 L.D, 153 (1921).

Maple, Frank (37 L.D. 107); overruled,
43 L.D. 181 (1914).

Martin v. Patrick (41 L.D. 284); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 536 (1914),

Mason v. Cromwell (24 L.D. 248)
vacated, 26 L.D. 368 (1898),.

Masten, E. C, (22 LD. 337) ; overruled,
25 L.D. 111 (1897),

Mather v. ackley's Heirs (15 L.D.

487) ; vacated, 19 LI. 48 (1894).

Maughan, George W. (1 ELD. 25) ; over-
ruled, 7 L.D, 94 (1888).

Maxwell and Sangre de Cristo Land
Grants (46 L.D. 301); modified, 48
L,D, 87, 88 (1921).

McBride r, Secretary of the Interior (8
C.LO. 10) ; modified, 52 L.D. 33
(1927).,

McCalla v. Acker (29 L.D. 203)
vacated, 30 L.D. 277 (1900).

McCord, W. E. (23 L.D. 137) ; overruled
to extent of any possible inconsist-
ency, 56 I.D. 73 (1937).

McCornick, Williams S. (41 L.D. 661,
666) ; vacated, 43 L.D. 429 (1914).

McCraney v. Heirs of Hayes (33 L.D.
21); overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (1912) (See 43 L.D. 196).

McDonald, Roy (34 L.D. 21); overruled.
37 L.D. 285 (1908).

McDonogh School Fund (11 L.D. 378):
overruled, 30 L.D. 616 (1001) (See 35
L.D. 399).

McFadden v. Mountain View Mining &
Milling Co.. (26 L.D. 530); vacated,
27 L.D. 358 (1898).

McGee, Edward D. (17 L.D. 285);
overruled, 29 L.D. 166 (1899).

McGrann, Owen (5 L.D. 10) overruled,.
.A T f ~fO I1O(17 :
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McGregor, Carl (37 L.D. 693) ; over
ruled, 38 L.D. 148 (1909).

McHarry v. Stewart (9 L. 344)
criticized and' distinguished, 56 I.D
340 (1938).

McKernan v. Bailey (16 L.D. 368)
overruled, 17 L.D. 494 (1833).

McKittrick Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific
R.R. Co. (37 L.D. 243) ; overruled sc
far as in conflict, 40 L.D. 528 (SeE
42 L.D. 317 (1913)).

McMicken,I Herbert (10 L.D. 97); 11
L.D. 96), distinguished, 58 ID. 257
260 (1942). 

McNamara . State of California (17
L.D. 296) overruled, 22 L.D. 666
(1896).

McPeek v. Sullivan (25, LU. 281);
.overruled, 36 L.D. 26 (1907).

Mead, Robert E., 62 I.D. 111 (1955)
overruled, Jones-O'Brien, Inc., 1 Sec
13, 85 I.D. 89 (1978).

Mee v. Hughart (23 L.D. 455); va-
cated,. 28 L.D. 209. In effect rein-
stated, 44 L.D. 414, 487, 46 LD. 434;
48 L.D. 195, 346, 348; 49 L.D.' 659,
660- (1923). '

Meeboer va. Heirs of Schut (35 LD.
835) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (1912) (See 43 L.D. 196).

Mercer v. Buford'Townsite (35 L.D.
' 119)' ;overrule'd, 35 L.D. 649 (1907).

Meyer v. Brown (15 L.307) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225 (1910)).

Meyer,. Peter (6 L.D.' 639):; modified,
12L.D. 436 (1891).:

Midland Oilfields Co.- (50 LD. 620);
overruled so. far. as in confict, 54
LD. 371 (1934).

Mikesell, Henry U., A24112 (Mar. .1,
1946); rehearing denied (June 20,
1946), overruled to extent inconsist-
ent, 70 ID. 149 (193).

Miller, U., 60 I.U. 16;oerue in
part, 62 I.D. 210. 

Miller, Duncan, A-760. (Sept. 18,
1963), overruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

Miller, Duncan, A-3074. (December 2,
1966), overruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

-Miller, Duncan, A-30722 (April 14,
1967), overruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

- Miller, Duncan, 6 IBLA 283 (1972)
overruled to' extent inconsistent,
Jones-O'Brien, Inc., 1 Sec 13, I.D.
89 (1978). '

Miller, Edwin J. (35 L.D. 411); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 181 (19i4).

Miller 'v. Sebastian- (19 LD. 288)
overruled, 26 t.D. 448; (1898).

9 Milner & North Side' R:. Co. (36 L.D.
488), overruled, 40 L.D. '187.

Milton . Lamb (22 L.D. 339); over-
L ruled, 25 L.D. 550 (1897).

Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western Ry.
Co. (12 L.D. 79-); overruled, 29 LD.
112 (1899).

Miner v. Mariott (2 L.D. 709); modi-
fied, 28 L.D. 224 (1899).

Minnesota & Ontario Bridge Co. (30
L.D. 77) ; no longer followed, 50 L.D.
359 (1924).

Mitchell v. Brown (3 L.D. 65); over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 396 (1912) (See 43
L.D. 520).

Monitor Lode (18 L.D. 358) ;' over-
* ruled, 25 L.D. 495 (1897).

Monster Lode (35 L.D. 493); overruled
so far as in conflict, 55 I.D. 848
(1935).

Moore, Charles H. (16 L.D. 204)
' overruled, 27 L.D. '481-2' (1898).

Morgan v. Craig (10 C.L.O. 234);
overruled, 5 L.D. 303 (1886).

Morgan, Henryl S.; 65 I.D. 369; over-
ruled to extent inconsistent, 71 I.D.
22 (1964). ". -I

Morgan 'v. Rowland (37 L.D. 90);
overruled, 37 L.D. 618 (1909). :

Moritz v. Hins (36 L.D. 450) ; vacated,
37 L.D. 382 (I909).

Morrison, Charles . -(6 L.D. 126)
modified, 36 L.D. 319 (1908). 2 3

Morrow v. State of Oregon et al.
(32 L.D' 54) rnmdified, 3 L.D. 101

Moses, Zelmer R. (36 L.D. 473); over-
ruled, 44 L.D. 570. '

Mountain Chief Nos. 8 and 9 Lode
C'aims (36 L.D. 100); overruled in
part, 36 L.D.'551 (1908).

Mountain Fuel. Supply Co., A-3I053
(Dec. 19. 1969) ; overruled, 79 I.D.
416 (1972).
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Mt.. Whitney Military Reservation. (.40
L.D. 315 (1911)), (See 4 L.1. 33).

Muller, Ernest (46 L.D._ 243); over-
ruled, 48 L.D. 163 (1921).

Muller, Esberne; K. (39 LD. 72);
modified, 39 L.D. 360 (1910).

Mulnix, Philip, E Heirs of (33 LID.
331); overruled,, 43 L.D. 532 (1915).

Munsey, Glenn, Earnest Scott and tAr-

nold Scott v. Smitty Baker Coal
Co., Inc. 1 IBMA 144, 162 (Aug. 8,
1972), 79 I.D. 501, 509, distinguished,
80 I.D 251 (1973).

Myll, Clifton Q., 71 I.D. 458 (1964) i
as supplemented, 71 I.D. 486 (1964),
vacated, 72 ID. 536 (1965).

National Livestock Co. and Zack, Cox,
I.GE.D. 55 (138), is overruled, United
States v. Maher,, Charles, 5 IBLA 209;
791I.D. 10.9 (1972).

Naughton, Harold J., 3 IBLA 237, 78
I.D. 300 (1971); Schweite, Helena
M., 14 IBLA 305 (Feb. 1, 1974) is
distinguished by Kristeen J. Burke,
Joe N. Melovedoff, .Victor Melove-
doff, 20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)_

Nebraska, State .of (18 I.D. .124)
overruled, 28 I;D. 358 (1899).

Nebraska, State of v. Dorrington (2
C.L.L. 647); overruled, 26 L.D. 123
.(1895y. -''

Neilsen v; Central Pacific R.R. CO. (26
L.D.- 252)-; modified, 30 L.D. 216
(1900). 

Newbanks v. Thompson (22 L.ID. 490);
overruled,: 29 L.D. 108 (1899).

Newlon, Robert C. (41 LD. 421)
overruled so far as in conflict, -43
L.D. 364 (1914j.

New Mexico, State of (46 L.D. 21T)
overruled, 48 L.D. 97 (1921).

New Mexico, State of (49 L.D. 314)
overruled, 54 I.D. 159 (1933).

Newton, Walter (22 L.D. 322) ; modi-
fied, 25 L.D. 188 (1897).

New York Lode '& Mill' Site (5 L.D.
513) ; overruled, 27 L.D.'373 (1898).

Nickel, John R. (9 L.D. 388); over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 129 (1912) (See 42
L.D. 313).

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (20 L.D.
191)- modified, 22. L.D. 234; over-
ruled so far. as in confliit, L.D.
550l (1900).

Northern Pacific R.R.- Co. (21 L.D.
412 23 L.I . 204; 25 L.D. 501);
overruled, 53 I.D. 242 (See 26 L.D.
265; -3 L.D. 426; 44 L.D. 218
(;1915); 1175 U.S. 435).

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Bowman
(7.L.ID. 238) ; modfied, 18LD. 224

.Northern,- Pacific R.R. Co. v. Burns (6
LID. 21); overruled, 20 L.D. 191
(1895s). :- ,;\i:; 

Northern Pacific R.R. Cb. v. LooImis
(21'L.D. 395) Overruled, 27 L.D. 464
(1895). - :~t 

Northern Pacific lR.R. Co.; v. Marshall
(17 L.D. 545) overruled, 28 L.D. 174
(1599) . \ T 

Northern Pacific R.R.- Co. v. -Miller (7
L.D. 100) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 16 L.D. 229 (1893). :

Northern Pacific R.R.' Co v. Sherwood
(28 L.D. 126) ; overruled so far as in
conflict,' 29 L.D. -550 (1900).,

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v.. Symons
(22 L.D. 686) ; overruled,. 28 L.D. 95

.-(1899). -::X
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Urquhart

(8 L.D. 365); overruled, 28 L.D. 126
(1899).

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. -v. Walters
(13 L.D. 230).; overruled so far as In
conflict, 49 L.D. 391 (1922).

Northern.Pacific;R.R. Co. v. Yantis (8
LD- 58) ; overruled, 12 L.D. 127
(1891). -

Northern. 'Pacific Ry. .Co. (48. L.D.
573) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
51 L.D. 196 (1925) (See 52 L.D. 58
*( 1927 ) ) .. --

Nunez, Roman C. &: Serapio (56 ID.
363) ; overruled so far asin conflict,
57 I.D. 213..

Nyman v. St. Paul, Minneapolis, &
Manitoba 'Ry. Co.g (5 L.D. 396)
overruled, 6 L.ID. 750 (1388).

O'Donnell, Thomas J. (28 L.D. 214);
I overruled, 35 L.D. 411 (1907). R

,,,,,,,1 
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Oil and Gas Privilege and tiensa Ta, Opiniol of Secretary, 75 LI. i47
Pt. Peck eservation, niider LaWs of (1908); vacated, 76 I.D. 69 (1969).
Montana, M-303i (Ot. 1j 1b5) O 6pinion of Solicitor, Oct. j31, 191
is perseded to tho extent that it is (D40462) : overruled so far asA n-
ibbn,4si9tehi with, Solicitor's Opin- consistent, 68 .13,: 85, 92, 96 (i942).
ion-Tax Status of the Production of Opinion of Solicitor3 Feb. :7, 1919
Oil and nas Proi tease of the Vt. (-44083) * Overruled, Nov 4, 1921
Peck 1Tribailtads Under the 1938 (M-6397) (See 8 I.D.; 158, i60
Mineral teasing Act, -36890, 84 (142)):
ID. 05 (1977). OpInion of Solilitor, Aug. , 933 (1M

Olson f7 Traver et Wl. (26 i;bD. 350, 27499); overruled so fat as in con-
028); ovirruled so far as ins onict, flictj 4 x.b. 402 (194).
29 .b. 480; 30 L.D. 852 (to). Opiion of Solicitor, June 5, 1984, (64

Opinion A.A.4. (36 L.I.; 27?), vacatedi I.P. 17 (193U4)) overrtuled in part,
36 tb. 342 (98) Veb. 3 11 1957 (46410).

Opinionl of Atifig Sliiltor, June 6, Opinio o Solicitor, Oct, 25, 16 4, 565
1941; overruled so ftr as iiconsist- LIb. i4, ovektuled so fat as iedw
ent, 60 I.. 883i (949). sistent1 77 I.D. 49 (i970).

Opinionh of Acting Solicitor, July 0, opinion of Solicitor-t5 Ii 466
1942, overruled so far as in cohifictj (1930) -tate of New Mexico, over-
58 .D. 331 (1948) (See 69 Ib. 346, ruled to extent it applies to 1926
350). l - ixebutive Ofder t atifically de-

Opinion of Associate Solicitor, Ot. 22, veloped water soutes on. public
1947 (M-34099) ; distinguished, 8 lands, by Solcitor's Opinion-
L. 433 (1961). A46914, 86 .0.- 553 (i979)-Vederan

Opinion ofi Associate Solicitor, M- Water Rights of the National Prk
86463 64 ID. 351 (195':) * overruied- Service, Fish & Wildlife Service
74 1.. 165 (1967). Bureai of Reclamation and antureau

Opinion of Associate Solicitor, M- of Land Management.
36512 (July 29, 1958) ; overruled to (pinion of Solicitor-M--28198 Jan. 8,
etent Inconsistent, 70 I.D. 159 1936, finding, inter ,11'ab that Indian
(1963). title to certain lands within the Fort

Opinion of Chief Oounsel, July 1, 4914 Yuma Reservetion has been ex-
(46 .D. 339) xplained, 68 I.D. 372 tinguished. is well founded and is
( 196) affirmed by Solicitors Opinion-

Opinion of Deputy Assistant Secretary M-368I6, 84 i.. 1 (1977)-Tite to
(bec. 2, 1966), alrming Oct. 2, Certain Lands Within the undafies
1966, is superseded to the extent that of the t. Yuma Indian Reservation
it is inconsistent with Solicitor's as stablished by the Executive
Opinion-Tax Status of the Produc- Order of Jan. 9, 1885-but overruiled
tion of Oil and Gas From Leases of by Solicitor's Opinion-M-3608, 86
the Pt. Peck Tribal Lands Under the L0. 3 (197) -Title to Certain Lands
1938 Mineral Leasing Act, M-36896, Within the Boundaries of the Port
84 I.D. 905 (1977). Yuma (Now Called Quechan) Indian

Opinion of Deputy Solicitor-M-36562 Reservation.
Aug. 21, 1959 (npublished)-over- Opinion of Solicitor, May 8, 1940 (57
ruled by Solicitor's Opinion-M- I.D. 124); overfuled n part, 58 ID,
36911, 86 I.D. 151 -(1979)-Effect of 562, 567 (1948I.
Public Land Order 82 on the Owner- Opinion of Solicitor, Aug. 31, 1943
ship of doastal Submerged Lands in, (M-33183), distinguished, 58 .D. 726,
Northern Alaska. 7291 (1944).
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Opinion of Solicitor, May 2, 1944- (58
I.D. 680) ; distinguished, 6 I. 141.

Opinion of Solicitor, M-34326, 59 I.D.
147 (1945) ; overruled in part, Solici-
tor's Opinion, M4-36887, 84I. LD- 72
(1977).

Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 22, 1947
l (V-34999) ; distinguished, 68 LD,7433

(1961).

Opinion 'of Solieitor, Mar. 28, 1949
* (M45093) ; overruled in part, 64 I.D.
70 (1957).

Opinion of the. Solicitor, 60 I.D .436
(1950) ; will not be followed to the

.extent that, it conflicts with these
views, 72 I.D. 92 (1965).

Opinion of Solicitor, M-36051 (Dee. 7,
1950), modified; Solicitor's Opinion,
M-36863, 79 I.D. 513 (1972).-

Opinion-of Solicitor, M-36241 t.Sept..22,
1954), overruled as far as inconsist-
ent with,-Criminal Jurisdiction on
Seminole Reservations in Fia.,

* M-36907, 85 I.D. 433 (1978).

Opinion of Solicitori Jan. 19, 1956

(M-36378) ; overruled to extent in-
consistent, 64 I.D. 57 (1957)..

Opinion of Solicitor, June 4, 1057

(M-36443); overruled in part, 65 I.D.

316 (1958).
Opinion of Solicitor, July .9, *-1957

'(5M-36442); withdrawn and super-

seded, 65.I.D. 386, 388 (1958).
Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 30, 1957, 64

* I.D.. 393 (-36429); no longer fo-

lowed, 67 I.D. 366 :(1960)..

Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 351 (1957)
overruled,' M-36706, 74 I.D.: 165

:-a(1967).: ;i :Ri - : 2:

Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 435 (1957)
will not be followed to the extentthat

it conflicts with these Views, -M-36456
(Supp.- (Feb.. 18, 1969),-76 I.D. 14

(1969)., ::e 

'Opinion of Solicitor, July..29, 1958

(M-36512); overruled to extent. in-
onsistent,'o L7ID. 159 (1963) .

Opinion of Solicitor Oct. -.27, 1958

(M-36531) overruled 69 I:D.- 110

(1962). ' 

Opinion, of Solicitor, July 20, 1959
(M-36531, .Supp.); overruled, 69 ID.
110 (1962).

Opinion of Solicitor, 68 I.D. 433 (1961);
distinguished and limited, 72 I.D).-245
(1965). 

Opinion of Solicitor,. -3677 (Nov..1,
1967) (supplmenting, M4-36599), 69
I.D. 195 (1962).

Opinion of" :Solicitor, M-36735; (Jan.: 31,
1968), is reversed and withdrawn,

-Relocation: of Flathead Irrigation
Project's Kerr ,,Substation and
Switchyard, M-36735 (Supp.), 83 I.D.
346 (1976).

Opinion of Solieitor-M-36779 (Nov. 17,
1969), Appeals of1Freeport Sulphur
Co. & Texas GQulf Sulphur. Co., dis-
tinguished with respect- to' appli-

--cability of exemptions (4) &s(9) of
FOIA to present value estimates and
.overruled with respect. .to appli-

eability of exemption (5) of FQIA to
presale estimates, Solicitor's pin-
.ion-M-3691-8,'86 I. 661(1979).

Opinion of Solicitor-M-368A1 (Nov. 9,
'1971), Appeal of Amoco Production
Co.-, distinguished with respect to
applicability of exemptions (4) & (9)
'of FOIA to the present value esti-
mates and overruled with respect to
applicability, of; exemption (5) of

- FOIA to-presale. estimates, Solicitor's
Opinion-M-36918, 86 T.D. 661

-(1979)5. -0d 
Opinion of Solicitor-M-36886, 84 I.D.

1 (1977)-Title to Certain Lands
Within Boundaries of -Ft. Y Yuma
Indian Reservation as Established
by Exec. Order of Jan. 9, 1885 is over-
ruled by- Solicitor's Opinion-

M-36908, 86 I.D. 3 (197)O-Title to
Certain Lands Within the Boundaries

- of. the. Ft. Yuma (Now Called. Que-

chan) IndianReservation.

Opinions-of Solicitor, Sept.15, 1914, and
-FTeb. 2, 1915;; overruled, Sept. O;. 919

(D-43035, May Caramony) (See 58
L- 149,-154 -156 (1942))-

Oregon and -California: RR. Co. v.
-Puckett (39 L.D. 169) ; modified, 53
I.D. 264 (1931). -
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Oregon Central Military Wagon Road
Co. v.i Hart (17 L.D.480) ; overruled,
18 1,.D. 543 (1894).

Owens v. State of California (22 L.D.
369; overruled, 38 L.D. 253 (1909).

Pace-v. Carstarphen (50 L.D. 369) ; dis-
tinguished, 61 I.D. 459 (1954).

Pacific Slope Lode (12 L.D. 686)
overruled so far as in conflict, 25 L.D.
518 (1897).

Page, Ralph, 8 IBLA 435 (Dec. 22,
1972), explained; Sam Rosetti, 15
IBLA 288, 81 I.D. 251 (1974).

Papina v. Alderson (1 B.L.P. 91)
modified, 5L.D. 256 (1886).

Patterson. Charles . , (3 L.D. 260)
modified, 6 L.D. 284-& 624.

Paul Jarvis, Inc., Appeal of (64 I.D.
285) ; distinguished, 64 I.D. 388

(1957).
Paul Jones Lode (28 L.D. 120) ; modi-

fled, 31 L.D. 359 overruled, 57 ID.
63 (1939).

Paul v. Wiseman (21 L.D. 12); over-
ruled, 27 L.D. 522 (1898).

Pecos Irrigation and Improvement Co.
(15 L.D. 470) ; overruled, 18 L.D.
168, 268 (1894).

Pennock, Belle L. (42 L.D. 315); va-
cated, 43 L.D. 66 (:1914).

Perry v. Central Pacific R.R. Co. (39
L.D. 5); overruled so far as in con-
flict, 47 L.D. 303, 804 (1920).

Phebus, Clayton (48 L.D. 128); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 50 L.D.
281; overruled to extent inconsistent,
70 I.D. 159 (1963).

Phelps, W. L. (8 C.L.O. 139) ; overruled,
2 L.D.-854 (1884). : . n ; f

Phillips, Alonro (2 L.D. 321); over-
ruled, 15 L.D. 424 (1892).

Phillips v. Breazeale's Heirs (19 L.D.
573) ; overruled, 39 L.D. 93 (1910).

Phillips, Cecil H., A-30851 (Nov. 16,
. 1967), overruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

Phillips, Vance W., 14 IBLA 79 (Dec.
11 1973) is modifled by Vance W.
Phillips and Aelisa A. Burnham, 19
IBLA 211 (Mar. 21, 1975)..- i - X

Pieper, Agnes C. (35 L.D. 459)'; over-
ruled. 4 L.D. 74 (1914)'.

Pierce, Lewis W. (18 L.D. 328) ; va-
cated, 53 I.D. 447; overruled so far
as in conflict, 59 I.D. 416, 422
(1947).

Pietkiewicz v. Richmond (29: L.D.. 195)
overruled, 37 L.D. 145 (1908).

Pike's Peak Lode (10 L.D. 200) ; over-
ruled in part, 20 L.D. 204, 48 L.D.
523 (1922).

Pike's Peak Lode (14 L.D. 47) ; over-
ruled, 20 L.D. 204, 48 L.D. 523
(1922).

Popple, James (12 L.D. 433) ; over-
ruled, 13 L.D. 588 (1891).

Powell. D. C. (6 L.D. 302); modified,
15 L.D. 477 (i892).

Prange, Christ C. & William C. Braasch
(48 L.D. 488) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 60 I.D. 417, 419 (1950).

Premo, George (9 L.D. 70) (See 39 L.D.
162, 225 (1910)).

Prescott, Henrietta P. (46 L.D. 486)
overruled, 51 L.D. 287 (1925).

Pringle, Wesley (13 L.D. 519); over-
. ruled, 29 L.D. 599 (1900).
Provensal, Victor H. (30 L.D. 616)

overruled, 35 L.D. 399 (190T).
Prue, Widow of Emanuel (6 L.D. 436);

vacated, 88 L.D. 409 (1905).
Pugh, .M. (14 L.D. 274); in effect

vacated, 232 U.S. 452.
Puyallup Allotment (20 .D. 157);

modified, 29 L.D. 628 (1900).

Ramsey, George L, Heirs of Edwin C.
Philbrick (A-16060), Aug. 6,1931, un-
reported; recalled and vacated, 58
I.D. 272,275,290 (1942).

Rancho Alisal (1 L.D. 173); overruled,
5 L.D. 320 (1866). 

Ranger uel Corp., 2 IBMA 163 (July
17, 1973), 80 I.D. 708 Set aside by
Memorandum Opinion and Order
Upon Reconsideration in Ranger Fuel
Corp., 2 IBMA 186 (Sept. 5, 1973), 80

I.D. 604.

Rankin, James D. (7 L.D. 411) ; over-

ruled, 35 L.D. 32 (1906).
Rankin, John M. (20 L.D. 272); re-

versed. 21 L.D. 404 (1895).
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Rayburn, Ethel Cowgill, A-28866
(Sept. 6, 1962) is modified by T. T.
Cowgill, 19 IBLA 274 (Apr. 6, 1975).

Rebel Lode (12 L.D. 683) ; overruled,
20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523 (1922).

Reed v. Buffington (7 L.D. 154); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 110 (1889) (See 9 L.D.
360).

Regione v. Rosseler (40 L.D. 93); va-
cated, 40 L.D. 420 (1912).

Reid, Bettie H., Lucille H. Pipkin (61
I.D. 1); overruled, 61 I.D. 355
(1954).

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 50, 78
I.D. 199 (1971) distinguished, Zeig-
ler Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 71, 78 I.D. 362
(1971).

Relocation of Flathead Irrigation
Project's Kerr Substation and
Switchyard, M-36735 (Jan. 31,
1968); is reversed and withdrawn,
M-36735 (Supp.), 83 I.D. 346
(1976).

Rialto No. 2 Placer Mining Claim (34
L.D. 44) ; overruled, 37 L.D. 250
(1008).

Rico Town Site (1 L.D. 556) ; modi-
fied, 5 L.D. 256 (1886).

Rio Verde Canal Co. (26 L.D. 381)
vacated, 27 L.D. 421 (1898).

Roberts v. Oregon Central Military
Road Co. (19 LD. 591) ; overruled,

31 L.D. 174 (1901).
Robinson, Stella G. (12 L.D. 443)

overruled, 13 L.D. 1 (1891).

Rogers v. Atlantic & Pacific R.R. Co.

(6 L.D. 565) ; overruled so far as in

conflict, 8 L.D. 165 (1889).

Rogers, Fred B. (47 L.D. 325); va-

cated, 53 I.D. 649 (1932).
Rogers, Horace B. (10 L.D. 29); over-

ruled, 14 L.D. 321 (1892).

Rogers v. Lukens (6 L.D. 111); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 110 (1889) (See 9 L.D.

360).
Romero v. Widow of Knox (48 L.D.

32); overruled so far as in conflict,

49 L.D. 244 (1922).

Roth, Gottlieb (50 L.D. 196) ; modified,

50 L.D. 197 (1924).

Rough Rider and Other Lode CLaims
(41 L.D. 242, 255); vacated, 42 L.D.
584 (1913).

St. Clair, Frank (52 LD. 597); modi-
fied, 53 I.D. 194 (1930).

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba Ry.
Co. (8 L.D. 255); modified, 13 L.D.
354 (1891) (See 32 L.D. 21).

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba Ry.
Co. v. Fogelberg (29 L.D. 291) ; va-
cated, 30 L.D. 191 (1900).

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba Ry.
Co. v. Hagen (20 L.D. 249); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 86 (1897).

Salsberry, Carroll (17 L.D. 170); over-
ruled, 39 L.D. 93 (1910).

Sangre de Cristo and Maxwell Land
Grants (46 LD. 301) ; modified, 48
L.D. 88 (1921).

Santa Fe Pacific R.R. Co. v. Peterson
(39 L.D. 442) ; overruled, 41 L.D. 383
(1912).

Satisfaction Extension Mill Site (14
L.D. 173 (1892)) (See 32 LID. 128).

Sayles, Henry P. (2 L.D. 88) ; modified,
6 L.D. 797 (1888) (See 37 L.D. 330).

Schweite, Helena M., 14 IBLA 305 (Feb.
1, 1974); Naughton, Harold J., 3
IBLA 237, 78 I.D. 300 (1971) is dis-
tinguished by Kristeen J. Burke, Joe
N. Melovedoff, Victor Melovedoff, 20
IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975).

Schweitzer v. Hilliard (19 L.D. 294)
overruled so far as in conflict, 26 L.D.
639 (1898).

Serrano v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (6
C.L.O. 93) ; overruled, 1 L.D. 380.

Serry, John J. (27 L.D. 330) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 59 I.D. 416, 422
(1947).

Shale Oil Co., overruled so far as in con-
flict, (See 55 I.D. 287 (1935)) 

Shanley v. Moran (1 L.D. 162); over-
ruled, 15 L.D. 424 (1892).

Shillander, H. E., A-30279 (Jan. 26,
1965), overruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

Shineberger, Joseph (8 L.D. 231); over-
ruled, 9 L.D. 202 (1889)).

Silver Queen Lode (16 L.D. 186); over-
ruled, 57 I.D. 63 (1939).

330-586 - 80 - 7
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Simpson, Lawrence W. (35 L.D. 399,
609) ; modified, 36 L.D. 205 (1907).

Simpson, Robert E., A-4167 (June 22,
1970) ; overruled to extent inconsist-
ent, United States v. Union Carbide
Corp., 31 IBLA 72, 84 I.D. 309 (1977).

Sipchen v. Ross (1 L.D. 634); modified,
4 L.D. 152 (1885).

Smead v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (21
L.D. 432) ; vacated, 29 L.D. 135
(1899).

Smith, M. P., 51 L.D. 251 (1925) ; over-
ruled Solicitor's Opinion, Response
to eb. 17, 1976, Request from the
General Accounting Office: Interpre-
tation of Mineral Leasing Act of 1920,
and Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act Royalty Clause, M-36888 (Oct.
4,1976), 84 I.D. 54 (1977).

Snook, Noah A. et al. (41 L.D. 428);
overruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D
364 (1914).

Sorli v. Berg (40 L.D. 259) ; overruled,
42 L.D. 557 (1913).

South Dakota Mining Co. v. McDonald,
30 L.D. 357 (1900), distinguished, 28
IBLA 187, 83 I.D. 609 (1976).

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (15 L.D. 460);
reversed, 18 L.D. 275 (1894).

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (28 L.D.
281) ; recalled, 32 L.D. 51 (1903).

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (33 L.D. 89)
recalled, 33 L.D. 528 (1905).

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Bruns (31
L.D. 272); vacated, 37 L.D. 243
(1908).

South Star Lode (17 L.D. 280) ; over-
ruled, 20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523 (1922).

Spaulding v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(21 L.D. 57) ; overruled, 31 L.D. 151.

Spencer, James (6 L.D. 217) ; modified,
6 L.D.1772; 8 L.D. 467 (1889).

Sprulli, Leila May (50 L.D. 549) ; over-
ruled, 52 L.D. 339 (1928).

Standard Oil Co. of Calif., 76 I.D. 271
1969), no longer followed, 5 IBLA
26, 79 I.D. 23 (1972).

Standard Oil Co. of Calif. v. Morton,
450 F. 2d 493 (9th Cir. 1971) ; 79 I.D.
23 (1972).

Standard Shales Products Co. (52 L.D.
522) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
53 I.D. 42 (1930).

Star Gold Mining Co. (47 L.D. 38)
distinguished by U.S. v. Alaska Em-
pire Gold Mining Co;, 71 I.D. 273
(1964).

State of Alaska and Seldovia Native
Ass'n., Inc., 2 ANCAB 1, 84 I.D. 349
(1977), modified, Valid Existing
Rights under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, Sec. Order No.
3016, 85 I.D. 1 (1978).

State of California (14 L.D. 253) ; va-
cated, 23 L.D. 230 (1896). Overruled,
31 L.D. 335 (1902).

State of California (15 L.D. 10); over-
ruled, 23 L.D. 423 (1896).

State of California (19 L.D. 585) ; va-
cated, 28 L.D. 57 (1899).

State of California (22 L.D. 428)
overruled, 32 L.D. 34 (1903).

State of California (32 L.D. 346) ; va-
cated, 50 L.D. 628 (1924) (See 37
L.D. 499 and 46 L.D. 396).

State of California (44 L.D. 118, 468)
overruled, 48 L.D. 97 (1921).

State of California v. Moccettini (19
L.D. 359) ; overruled, 31 L.D. 335
(1902).

State of California v. Pierce (3 C.L.O.
118) modified, 2 L.D. 854 (1884).

State of California v. Smith (5 L.D.
543) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
18 L.D. 343 (1894).

State of Colorado (7 L.D. 490) ; over-
ruled, 9 L.D. 408 (1889).

State of Florida (17 L.D. 355) ; re-
versed, 19 L.D. 76 (1894).

State of Florida (47 L.D. 92, 93) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D. 291
(1925).

State of Louisiana (8 L.D. 126); modi-
fied, 9 L.D. 157 (1889).

State of Louisiana (24 L.D. 231); va-
cated, 26 L.D. 5 (1898).

State of Louisiana (47 L.D. 366); 48
L.D. 201 overruled so far as in con-
flict, 51 L.D. 291 (1925).

State of Nebraska (18 L.D. 124) ; over-
ruled, 28 L.D. 358 (1899).
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State of Nebraska v. Dorrington (2
C.L.L. 467) ; overruled so far as in

conflict, 26 L.D. 123 (1898).
State of New Mexico (46 L.D. 217);

overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

State of New Mexico (49 L.D 314);
overruled, 54 I.D. 159 (1933).

State of Utah (45 L.D. 551) ; over-
ruled, 48 L.D. 97 (1921).

State Production Taxes on Tribal Roy-
alties from Leases Other than Oil and
Gas, A1-36345 (May 4, 1956), is su-
perseded to the extent that it is in-
consistent with Solicitor's Opinion-
Tax Status of the Production of Oil

and Gas from Leases of the Ft. Peck
Tribal Lands Under the 1938 Mineral
Leasing Act, M-36896, 84 I.D. 905
(1977).

Stevenson, Heirs of v. Cunningham (52
L.D. 650) ; overruled so far as in con-
flict, 41 L.D. 119 (1912) (See 43 L.D.
196).

Stewart v. Rees (21 L.D. 446); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 29 L.D. 401
(1900).

Stirling, Lillie E. (39 L.D. 346); over-
ruled, 46 L.D. 110 (1917).

Stockley, Thomas J. (44 L.D. 178, 180)
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NOTE.-The abbreviations used in this title refer to the following publications: B.L.P."
to Brainard's Legal Precedents in Land and Mining Cases, vols. 1 and 2. "C.L.L." to Copp's
Public Land Laws edition of 1875, 1 volume; edition of 1882, 2 volumes; edition of 1890,
2 volumes. "C.L.O." to Copp's Land Owner, vols. 1-18. "L. and R." to records of the
former Division of Lands and Railroads; 'L.D." to the Land Decisions of the Department
of the Interior, vols. 1-52. "I.D." to Decisions of the Department of the Interior, beginning
with vol. 53.-EDITOa.
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: i: DECISIONS OF THE,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIORt

ESTATE OF GLADYS MARIE BELL-
MARD. (RANDALL, PRESTON,
HARRIS) WILSON*

7 IBIA 111

Decided December 29,: 1978

Appeal from an administrative law
judge's order dismissing probate.

Affirmed and dismissed.

1. Indian Probate: Secretary's Author-
ity: Generally
Proceedings for the determination of a
deceased Indian's heirs in a ease over
which the Department had no jurisdic-
tion must be dismissed.

APPEARANCES: Evelyn Allen,
appellant, pro e.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADAIVIN-
ISTRATITE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR% BOARD OF IN-
DIAN APPEALS

Evelyn Allen, hereinafter referred
to as appellant,, has appealed Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Sam E.
Taylor's order of Oct. 6, 1978, dis-

*Not in Chronological Order. This is a 1978
decision.

missing probate proceedings in-
voving the above-captioned estate.

Gladys Marie Bellmard (Ran-
dall, Preston, Harris) Wilson, here-
inafter referred to' as the decedent,
died Sept. 22, 1976,' at the age of 73.

A hearing was duly held-and con-
cluded at Pawnee, Okla., on May 19,
1977.'Thereafter, on Jan. 27, 1978,
Judge Taylor issued an order disap-
proving will, determining heirs and
decreeing distribution.

Thereafter, by letter dated Mar.
6, 1978, the Acting Superintendent,
Pawnee-'Agency, Okla., submitted
the original last will 'and testament
of the decedent dated May 1, 1972,
which the agency had overlooked in
the preparation of the- probate file
used in the hearing of May 19, 1977.
The letter was accepted as a petition
for a rehearing by Judge Taylor.
Thereafter, the matter was sched-
uled for rehearing at the Pawnee
Agency on May 15, 1978, with all
interested parties, including appel-
lant, being advised thereof.

At the rehearing, with appellant
and Theodore Roosevelt Bellmard
present, the judge advised them that
on May. 1, 1978, he had received a

86 I.D. No. 1
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memorandum from Acting Rights
Protection Officer David E. Harri-
son, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D.C., indicating that
all of the decedent's property was
unrestricted, the restrictions having
been removed on Apr. 7, 1950, by
the Department at decedent's re-
quest. The judge further advised
the parties that he would subse-
quently issue a dismissal order re-
garding the proceedings.

From the evidence adduced at the
rehearing the judge on Oct. 6,1978,
among other things, revoked and
canceled the order disapproving
will, determining heirs and decree-
ing distribution dated Jan. 27, 1978,
and dismissed the proceedings for
lack of jurisdiction. It is from the
foregoing order that the appellant
has appealed. In support of her ap-
peal the, appellant alleges that dece-
dent was never notified of the re-
moval of restrictions on the prop-
erty in question; that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs failed to carry out
the Indian-United States Govern-
ment Trust Responsibility and that
the decedent had always considered
the property as restricted and tax
exempt. Moreover, the appellant,
because of the BIA's alleged negli-
gence in failing to advise the dece-
dent of the removal of restrictions,
urges the Office of Hearings and
Appeals to handle the probate of the
decedent's estate.
including certified Bureau of In-

An examination of the record,
dian Affairs' documents regarding
the removal of restrictions on the

decedent's property, clearly sup-
ports the judge's order dismissing
probate.

In view of the actual removal of
restrictions by the Department at
the decedent's request or applica-
tion, the allegations given in sup-
port of appellant's appeal are to no
avail.

[1] Proceedings for the deter-
mination of a deceased Indian's
heirs in a case over which the De-
partment had no jurisdiction must
be dismissed. Estate of Oh-ste-wat-
tah, IA-34 (Nov. 7, 1950).

Clearly, the decedent's unre-
stricted estate falls within the pro-
bate jurisdiction of the proper
State or Tribal court and not with
the Department. Accordingly, the
administrative law judge's order of
Oct. 6, 1978, should be affirmed and
the appeal herein dismissed.

NOW, THEREFORE, by vir-
ture of the authority delegated to
the Board of Indian Appeals by
the Secretary of the Interior, 43
CFR 4.1, the order dismissing pro-
bate dated Oct. 6, 1978, issued by
Administrative Law Judge Sam E.
Taylor is hereby affirmed and the
appeal herein is dismissed.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER HI. WILSON,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONoUR:

Wm. PR= HORTON,

Ad'ministrative Judge.
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TITLE TO CERTAIN LANDS WITH-
IN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE FORT
YUMA (NOW CALLED QUECHAN)
INDIAN RESERVATION

J-36908

January 2,1979

1. Indian Lands: Ceded Lands-
Statutory Construction: Generally

When interpreting Federal agreements
and statutes pertaining to Indian Affairs,
one must consider the legislative history,
as well as surrounding circumstances
and subsequent administrative practices
to determine what the parties intended,
and in particular, what the Indians un-
derstood the agreement to mean. Doubt-
ful expressions are to be resolved in the
Indians' favor.

2. Indian Lands: Ceded Lands-
Statutory Construction: Generally

Congressional intent to modify or abro-
gate Indian property rights must be clear
and cannot be lightly inferred.

3. Act of Aug. 15, 1894-Indian
Lands: Ceded Lands

The Agreement of Dec. 4, 1893, between
the Yuma (now Quechan) Indians and
the United States, ratified in the Act of
Aug. 15, 1894 (28 Stat. 286, 332) pro-
vided for a conditional cession of the
nonirrigable land of the Fort Yuma Res-
ervation. The conditions which included
allotment *and sale of surplus irrigable
land and the opening of nonirrigable
lands to settlement and entry, did not
occur during the decade following the
agreement and ratifying statute.

4. Act of Apr. 21, 1904-Indian
Lands: Irrigation-Statutory Con-
struction: Generally

Sec. 25 of the Act of April 21, 1904 (33
Stat. 189, 244), which authorized the ap-
plication of the 1902 Reclamation Act to
the Fort Yuma and Colorado River Res-
ervations, and which provided for the
allotment and sale of surplus irrigable
lands on those reservations, was unre-
lated to and was not intended to effect
the conditional cession provided for in
the 1893 agreement and the 1894 ratify-
ing statute.

This opinion overrules two previous
Solicitor's Opinions on the same sub-
ject: M-28198 (Ian. 8, 1936), fnding,
inter alia, that the Indian title to cer-
tain lands within the Fort Yuma In-
dian Reservation has been extin-
guished; and M-36886, 84 I.D. 1
(1977), Title to Certain Land Within
the Boundaries of the Fort Yuma
Indian Reservation as Established by
the Executive Order of Jan. 9, 1884.

OPINION BY
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

December •20,1978

TO: SECRETARY

FROM: SOLICITOR

SUBJTEcT: TITLE TO CERTAIN LANDS
WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF

THE FORT YuIIMA (Now CALLED

QUECHAN) INDIAN RESERVA-

TION

The Quechan Indian Tribe, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1 and the

1Memoo of Nov. 15, 1977, from Acting
Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs to
Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs.

3
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Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Interior and Insular Aff airs,2
have requested this Department to
reconsider the legal question of
whether the Quechan Tribe retains
ownership of approximately 25,000
'acres of nonirrigable land within
the boundaries of their 1884 Execu-
tive Order Reservation. This ques-
tion has been considered on twopre-
vious occasions by the Solicitor, re-
sulting in the issuance of opinions
in 1936 (M-28198), and 1977 (M-
36886, 84 I.D. 1), which have con-
ciuded that title to this land was
unconditionally 'ceded to the
United States by virtue of a negoti-
ated 1893 cession agreement 'and an
1894 statute, ratifying such agree-
ment. (28 Stat. 286, 332).

Prior to the' issuance' of the 1977
Solicitors 'Opinion, a draft Solic-
itor's Opinion to the opposite ef-
fect was: widely circulated.' That
Opinion concluded that the 1893
agreement and 1894 ratifying stat-
ute' provided for a conditional ces-
sion of the nonirrigable lands, that
'the conditions were not fulfilled,
and that the cession of the nonir-
rigable lands had therefore not been
effected. Department files on this
subject reveal that the draft opin-
ion was seriously considered, and
that extensive preparations were
made for the issuance of a decision
in favor of the tribe. The February
1976 decision by the Solicitor up-
holding the 1936 opinion was an un-
expected event. The Senate Sub-
committee on Indian Affairs held

2 iLetter of Feb. '8,. 1977, from Senator Henry'
Jackson to Honorable Cecll Andrus, Secretary
of the Dept. of the Interior.-:

hearings in May and June of 1976,
to air the controversy and learn the
legal basis of the 1976 decision by
the Solicitor. In those hearings, the
.Secretary agreed to direct the So-
licitor to prepare a written legal
opinion supporting the 1976 de-
cision. A written opinion, M-36886,
was published on Jan. 17, 1977.

The sharp and continuing di-
vergence in legal views with respect
to-this issue have persuaded me that
the matter merits reconsideration.
Accordingly, I directed review of
the Department's files and all pre-
viously prepared legal opinions to
provide an independent evaluation
of the Quechan claim to the 25,00
nonirrigable acres.

Having reviewed that evaluation,
I conclude that the 1893 agreement
and 1894 ratifying statute pro-
vided for a onditional cession of
the nonirrigable acreage. The' con-
ditions articulated in the agree-
ment, which included the allot-
ment and irrigation of irrigable
land to the Indians, the sale of sur-
plus to settlers under strictly pre-
scribed conditions, the construction
of an irrigation canal, and the
opening of, nonirrigable lands to
settlement, were not met by the
United; States. No lump sum, or
other form of compensation, was
provided for the land cession. Al-
lotment and irrigation did not oc-
cur on the reservation until Con-
gress passed a 1904 statute (33 Stat.
189) which applied the Reclama-
tion Act to the Ft. Yuma and Colo-
rado River Reservation. The 1904
Act appears to be totally unrelated
to the 1893 cession agreement, ex-
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cept for mention of it in the legis-
lative history as part of the
explanation ofthe continuing lack
of irrigation on the reservation. In'
short, the conditional cession in
1893 was never effected and the title
to the nonirrigable acreage, there-
fore, remains in the Tribe.

The records of this Department
reveals that the nonirrigable lands
wAere .administered as tribal lands
until the 1936 opinion of Solicitor
Margold. See footnotes 8 and 9, in-
fra, detailing the numerous occas-
sions on which actions were taken
by the Department during that
period on the basis that these were
Indian lands.

In the more than forty years
since this Department first. ruled
that the land in question did not
belong to the Quechan Tribe5 third
parties. have acquired various in-
terests such as easements, or rights
of way. Some of these interests ex-
isted prior to the establishment of
the reservation, some were granted
by Congress and still others were
granted by Bureaus in this Depart-
ment. My recognition of title in the
Quechan Indians is subject to these
valid third party interests. The
Quechan Indian Tribe has pre-
viously recognized' that their title
will be subject to each of-these-third
party interests and also- to lands
taken by the United States for rec-
lamation purposes.

Background-Facts
The Fort Yuiaa Reservation was

created by executive order -on Jan.

9, 1884. (1 Kappler,, Indian Af-
fairs-Laws and Treaties 832.) In
1893, the Quechan Indians sent. a
petition to the President and to
Congress in which they indicated a
willingness to cede their rights in
their reservation' in return for re-
ceiving allotments of irrigated land.
(S. Exec. Doc.' No. 68, 53rd Cong.
2d Sess. 14-16 (1894)). The In-
dians expressed belief that they
would improve economically if they
had smaller, individual units of ir-
rigated land, suitable for farming.
In 1893, an agreement was negoti-
ated providing for the allotment of
irrigable lands, the sale of surplus
irrigable lands' under strictly pre-
scribed' conditions, the holding' of
sale proceeds 'in trust for the tribe
and the opening of nonirrrigable
*acres; to settlement under the gen-
eral land laws of the United 'States.
There'was no other'provision for a
lump sun payment or for any iden-
tifiable' consideration.' The agree-
ment was ratified' by Congress in
1894 (28 Stat. 286, 332.). The rati-
fying -act further provided that
construction of an irrigation canal
(the right-of-way for which had
been granted in an 1893 statute)
would have to be commenced with-
in 3 years of the date -of passage
of the act or the right-of-way
would be forfeited. In addition,
each adult male was, to receive free
water for 1 acre of his allotment
over a 10-year period.
''During the following' decade, al-

lotrment did not occur, the President
did not' proclaim the nonirrigable
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lands a part of the public domain
and open to settlement, and the irri-
gation canal was not built. Then,
on June 17, 1902, Congress passed
the Reclamation Act (32 Stat. 388).
In 1904, mindful of the continuing
and unsatisfied need for irrigation
on both the Fort Yuma and Colo-
rado River Reservations, Congress
passed an Indian Appropriations
Act which extended the benefits of
the 1902 Reclamation Act to those
two reservations, and which pro-
vided for the allotment of irrigable
land to tribal members and for the
sale of surplus irrigable lands to
non-Indians (Act of Apr. 21, 1904,
33 Stat. 189, 224). The terms under
the 1904 Act for the sale of surplus
lands and for holding of proceeds
differed-significantly from those in
1893 agreement and 1894 ratifying
act. The 1904 Act was amended in
1911 to increase the allotments to 10
acres. (36 Stat. 1059, 1063.) Allot-
ment of irrigable lands was com-
pleted by 1912. The irrigable lands
were fully disposed of by.1949. The
25,000 nonirrigable acres were not
returned to the public domain,
opened to settlement and disposed
of. They are the subject of this
opinion. While the majority of
these lands continue to be nonirri-
gable, it is estimated that between
5,000 and 5,500 acres, the bulk of
which are in California, are "prac-
ticably" irrigable.

Legal AnaZysis-1893 Agreement
and 1894 Statute

The resolution of the title ques-
tion turns, I believe, on the correct
interpretation of the 1893 agree-

ment and the ratifying statute.
Case law establishes that when in-
terpeting Federal agreements and
statutes pertaining to Indian Af-
fairs, one must consider the legis-
lative history, as well as surround-
ing circumstances and subsequent
administrative practices, to deter-
mine what the parties intended,
and in particular, what the Indians
understood the agreement to mean.
In so doing, doubtful expressions
are to be resolved in the Indians'
favor. 3 Clearly, such interpretative
approach is appropriate in a case
such as this where the trustee is
examining and interpreting a trans-
action involving valuable assets of
its ward, and in which the trustee is
the other party to the transaction,
who stands to gain from the dis-
position of the assets other than to
the tribe. As stated in the case of
Navajo Tribe of Indians v. United
States, 364 F. 2d 320, 322, 323 (Ct.
C1. 1966):

Since the Department of the Interior
had an obligation to safeguard the
property of the Navajos when they were
dealing with third parties, it is clear that
an even greater duty existed when the
Department itself entered into transac-
tions with the Indians. * 3 $ Because of

3 enorinee Tribe v. United States, 91
U.S. 404 (1968) United States v. Santa Fe
PacS)?c B. Co., 314 U.S. 39 (1941); Antoine
v. Wenhington, 420 U.S. 194 (1975), Rosebud
Sioru' Tribe v. Kneip, 430 U.S. 584 (1977).
The conclusions of this opinion flow from
premises which differ from those in the 1936
and 1977 opinions in two fundamental re-
spects: (a) a finding that the documents,
rather than being clear, contain ambiguities
in critical areas; and (b) canons of construc-
tion applied here are those which are uniquely
applicable to controversies Involving Indian
rights as opposed to those which may apply to
controversies generally.
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this and because of the Government's spe-
cial duty toward the Indians, the various
dealings must be carefully scrutinized.

Neither the agreement nor the

ratifying statute is sufficiently clear

with regards to the cession of the

nonirrigable lands to compel one

interpretation over another. The

actual language of the cession Ar-

ticle is:'

Article I. The said Yuma Indians, upon
the conditions hereinafter expressed, do
hereby surrender and relinquish to the
United States all their right, title, claim,
and interest in and to and over the fol-
lowing described tract of country in San
Diego, California, established by execu-
tive order of January 9, 1884, which de-
scribes its boundaries as follows * .
(Italics added.)

The remaining articles of the

agreement provide for the allot-

ment of irrigable lands to Indians,
the sale of surplus irrigable lands

to settlers, the manner in which

such sale was to be conducted and

proceeds thereof handled, the issu-

ing of trust patents and the open-

ing of lands, not subject to irriga-

tion, to settlement.

In Article I, there is an apparent

conflict of meaning, with regard to

timing of the cession, between the

phrase, "upon the conditions here-

inafter expressed" and the phrase,

"do hereby surrender and relin-
quish." Also, the remainder of the

agreement. does not list conditions

or governmental duties, describing

them as such; this makes it difficult

to discern from the face of the doe-

ument, which of the, Articles con-
tain conditions or compensation
which might affect the relinquish-
ment. Article VI, the only article
specifically relating to the non-
irrigable lands, merely provides for
the future opening of such lands to
settlement-suggesting a cession in
trust, i.e., a cession solely for pur-
poses of permitting the United
States to act as broker with respect
to those lands. See Ash Sheep Co.
v. United States, 52 U.S. 159
(1920). The corresponding provi-
sion in the'ratifying statute pro-
vides that the- nonirrigable lands
shall become a part of the public
domain, and shall be opened to
settlement by Presidential proela-
mation. The language is in the
future tense and requires executive
action. Lastly, while the Article
providing for the sale of irrigable
lands provides for holding proceeds
for the tribe, there is no corre-
sponding arrangement expressed re-
garding the sale of nonirrigable
lands. This raises the question of
whether the same arrangement was
intended, or understood, for the
nonirrigable lands..

Under these circumstances the
language is not clear and unambig-
uous on its face. It is. not clear to
me, from the cited language, that
the Indians immediately ceded title
to all their reservation lands, for
no money whatsoever, and without
actual performance of certain acts
by the U.S. Government.

Because. the language of the
agreement and statute is not clear,

7
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it is necessary to resort to rules of
interpretation. I am aware of the
general principles of contract law
which favor the construction of pro-
visions of contracts as promises
rather:. than conditions, 3A A.
Corbin, Contracts, § 635 (rev. ed.
1960); 5 S. Williston, A Treatise
on the, Law of Contracts, § 665
.(W.H.E. Jaeger ed. 1961), and the
general principles of real estate
law which favor covenants over
conditions. See 2 R. Powell, The
Law of Real Property, §§ 187, 188
(1974); cf. I American Law of
Property,. §,2.8 (195); 5 id. §,21.3
(a). Technical rules of conveyance
should not be applied in the con-
struction of agreements between the
Indians and t he . Government.
Choctaw Nation v. Olahona, 397
U.S. 620 (1970). Rather, as noted
above, the focal point of such con-
struction is the intent of the parties
Thus, when; construing another
cession, agreement containing con-
ditional language, the Supreme
Court examined legislative history,
contemporary statements by tribal
members, actual benefits delivered
to the tribe (i.e., lump sum pay-
ment) and subsequent treatmnent of
the lands. DeCoteau v. District
County Court, 420 U.S. 425 (1975).
In finding that an immediate cession
was effected,in spite of seemingly
conditional language, 'the Supreme
Court relied heavily on the facts
that a sum certain was paid for the
lands and that there was no evi-
dence that the lands were subse-
quently administered as Indian
lands. (eCoteau, supra at 448).

Furthermore, the Court examined
numerous contemporaneous ac-
counts of the cession, which showed
that at least some Indians believed
they had sold their land.

The background information in
this case is quite different from that
in DeCoteau. The legislative history
'indicates that the main purpose of
the Agreement-from the stand-
point of the Indians who signed it 4

and the Congress that ratified it 5-

was to provide irrigation to the res-
fervation. Indeed, in the 1894 stat-
ute, Congress added statutory pro-
visions concerning the construction
of a canal requiring that it be com-
menced within 3 years or the right'
of way previously granted would be
forfeited. The Indians perceived

4
In a 'post-Agreement letter from the

Indians to the President and Congress, the
Tribe explained why they were willing to 'cede
their lands:

"We believe if furnished with a small tract
of land, with water to irrigate it, and with
'the means of cultivating, we could improve
'our fortunes to the extent of securing at.least
all the necessaries of life. We believe if the
land now embraced in our reservation could
be thrown open to settlement an irrigating
ditch would be built through the reser-
vation.' While ith water the soil is
fertile, nothing will grow without irrigation,
for there is no rain. Hence we want the ditch
built so that we can get water and have early
and large crops like our white friends. We are
willing to give up a large part of our reser-
vation because as it is it is worthless to us,
if we can have small tracts set apart 'for our
use.,
(Italics added).

53rd Congress, 2d Session, Senate Ex. Dc.
68 at 14-15.

s The paramount reason for the proposed
Agreement is found in'the proposition of the
Colorado River Irrigating Co. to furnish the
Yuma Indians with water for irrigation pur-
poses. 53rd Cougress, d Session, House Re-
port No. 1145, at 2. See also Senate Ex. Dc.
68, supra. Later legislative history affirms
this view of the 894 Act. 58th Congress, 2d
Session, Senate Report 1660.
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farming irrigated allotments as the
key to achieving their goal of eco-
nomic improvement and they of-
fered to cede their reservation in re-
turn for irrigated allotments, per-
haps-believing they had to do so to
entice Government action (since the
negotiation of cession-allotment
agreements was a prevailing prac-
tice .at that time). There is no evi-
dence that obtaining money as the
desired compensation was consid-
ered by the Indians.

Evidence of either the Govern-
ment's or the tribe's intent regard-
ing the nonirrigable lands is incon-
clusive. There is nothing to suggest
that the Government wanted to ac-
quire the nonirrigable lands. In the
negotiated agreement, the Govern-
ment did not specify any compensa-

tion for the nonirrigable lands,
whereas it did clearly provide com-
pensation for any irrigable lands
that would be removed from Indian
ownership. This is a particularly
troublesome point because the ces-
sion agreement was negotiated pur-
suant to the General Allotment Act
which authorized the Government
to negotiate for the cession of sur-
plus Indian lands, upon just and
equitable terms. (Act of Feb. 8,
1887, 24 Stat. 389, 5, 25 U.S.C.
§ 348 (1976). This failure of com-
pensation for the nonirrigable lands
seems a crucial "oversight" of the
agreement.

To be sure, Congress. could have
simply taken the nonirrigable lands
under Article VI of the Agreement

r

with no compensation.e However,
evidence of such intent is not ob-
vious. First, the Government had
proceeded by agreement with the
Indians. Secondly, the Agreement
and statute were intended to imple-
ment the General Allotment Act,
which authorized the Secretary to
negotiate with Indians for the ces-
sion of their lands only under such
terms as were "just and equitable."
Congress and the Department, it
seems, were acting more in their
guardianship capacity,' and not in
a confiscatory manner.

There is, moreover, nothing in the
history of that time indicating that
the Government had any particular
interest in acquiring the lands in
question. By contrast, in the case of
the cession agreement construed in
the DeCoteau case, supra, there was
evidence of strong pressure by non-
Indian settlers on the Government
to acquire particular Indian lands
so that the settlers could move in.
Not only is evidence of such pres-
sure totally lacking in this case, but
the Government's failure to ever
open the land to settlement strength-

e The courts have held that Congress (or
the executive, for that matter) could constitu-
tionally take the land of. an executive order
reservation even without providing the, tribe
any compensation. Sioux: Tribe v. United
States, 316 IS. 317 (1942) gHnes v. Grimes
Packing Go., 337 U.S. 86, 103-104 (1949). The
result of these cases, however, was not clearly
anticipated in 1904. Cf. 34 Op. A.G. 181
(1924); William P. Tucker, 13 L.D. 628
(1891); C. N. Cotton, 12 L.D. 205 (1890).
: 7 Shoshone Tribe v. United States, 299
U.S. 476 (1937), United States v. Creek
Nation, 295 U.S. 103, 109-110 (1935) ;Lane
v Pueblo of Santa Rosa, 249, U.S. 110, '113
(1919); United States v. Iynah, 188 U.S. 445,

462 (1903).
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ens the impression that no one was
very interested in, much less had
specific designs on, the land.

There is a similar lack of evidence
as to how the Indians understood
the agreement to affect the status
of the nonirrigable lands. It must
be remembered that Article VI of
the agreement did not refer to the
cession or sale of nonirrigable lands,
nor did. it state they were returned
to the public domain. It merely
stated they would be opened to
settlement. One might assume that
because the Indians expressed inter-
est in farming. irrigated land, that
the Indians were as disinterested in
the nonirrigable land as was the
Government. But, whether the In-
dians understood that they had
casually given away such land,
without any apparent compensation,
and without retaining any interest
therein, is a further assumption for
which there is simply no evidence
and, therefore, which we are not
justified in making. Belief that non-'
Indian settlement on such lands to
be a benefit to the. Indians and,
therefore, a condition of, or com-
pensation for the cession of such
lands, in strict technical sense, a
possible theory supporting an im-
mediate cession. However, it is not
clear that these Indians-who were
not versed in either the English
language or such a sophisticated
concept-understood that they
would be giving up valuable real
estate in exchange for the "privi-
lege" of having non-Indian settlers
as neighbors on their reservations.

In addition to the lack of pay-
ment, and the lack of evidence that

the parties intended the transfer of
the nonirrigable lands, this case clif-
fers sharply from that in DeCoteau
and in Rosebud Sioux T7ibe, supra,
in that the Department of Indian
Affairs continued to administer the
nonirrigable lands in trust for the
tribe in the granting of leases and
permits and in holding rents in trust
for the tribe.

The results of an intensive file
review, conducted in 1975 by staff
of the Solicitor's Office and detailed
below, show a clear and basically
consistent history of administration
of the nonirrigable lands by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs prior to
the 1936 Solicitor's Opinion. This
administrative history was ac-
knowledged in the 1936 Opinion.
Maps of the area issued between
1894 and 1936 include the Fort
Yuma Indian Reservation and de-
pict its boundaries as declared in
the 1884 Executive Order.8 The

8 E.g., U.S.G.S. map, "Colorado River from
Black Canyon, Ariz.-Nev. to Arizona-Sonora
Boundary," surveyed in 1902 and 1903 (Ex-
hibit RO-S, Quechaa Tribe v. United States,
Indian Claims Commission Docket No. 320
[hereinafter cited as Claims Exhibit-) 
U.S.G.S. map "Yuma Quadrangle, California-
Arizona," ed. of Apr. 1905 (BIA Files,
Phoenix); 1936 reprint of Apr. 1905 U.S.G.S.
map (Claims Exhibit RO-iS); U.S. Reclama-
tion Service maps of the Yuma Project in its
annual reports to Congress (e.g., Third Annual
Report: 1903-04, at 192-193 (2d ed. 1905)
Fifth annual Report: 1906, at 100-01
(1907)) U.S. Reclamation Service Map No.
16774 (an. 1916) (uma Project File 154-D,
A610158; 'File 154, "Lands-General,"
A609223); U.S. Reclamation Service Map No.
17471 (1917) (Yuma Project File 154,
"Lands-General," A609224, 2-328). The latter
two maps, which were produced after issuance
of the Indian trust allotment patents on Feb.
5, 1914, show the Indian Allotments (or
Indian Unit) and continue to depict the en-
tire area encompassed by the 1884 Executive
Order as the Yuma Indian Reservation. The
field notes, reports and official plat of survey
prepared by General Land Office Surveyor
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Bureau of Land Management's
plat records, as well as the original
documents signed at the Secretarial
level, show that all rights of way
issued by the Department across
the- nonirrigable lands (except
those which may have been issued
by the Bureau of Reclamation
within its own rights of way) were
issued under statutory authority
pertaining to Indian reservations. 9

P.N. S-Continued
John L. Warboys between 1931 and 1934, as
well as the underlying assignment instructions
(Special Instructions Group 264, Calif.) re-
peatedly refer to, affirm and adopt the "West
Boundary of the Yuma Indian Reservation" as
described in -the. 1884 Executive Order and
fixed by the Ingalls survey in 18953; and Gen-
eral Land Office Special Instructions Group
281, relating to T. 16 S., R. 23 ID., S.1.1f.,
dated Apr. 15, 1932, refers to "that portion
of the Fuma Indian Reservation lying between
the Reclamation- Levee and the abandoned
channel, of the Colora doRiver" (Claims Es-
hibit R - Iq, and, supporting -documents).
Additional maps,, recogni ing the continued
existence of th -reservation as described in the
1884 ExecutiFe Order are listed in note :9

"Map of the- Definite Location- of the
Southern Pacific Railroad in the Fuma Indian
Reservation, Calif.," G.L.O. no. 506131-1915,
surveyed Dec. 1906, submitted to the Indian
Agent, Yuma Indian Reservation, Mar, 13,
1907, and approved by Acting Secretary-of the
Interior George W. Woodruff on June 18, 1907,
subject to the provisions of the Act of Mar. 2,
1899 (30 Stat. 990, as amended, 25 U.S.C. §§
812-18 (1976)) (BIA Files, Phoenix)- (the

BLM plat records for sec. 36, T. 16 S., R. 22
B., Record issuance of another right-of-way
to the railroad under the 1899 Act, with uris-
diction in the BIA on July 29, 1926 (R. 1359;
S 3492)) ; "Map of the Definite Location of
the Inter Calif. Ry. in Yuma Indian Reserva-
tion, Calif.," received by Superintendent Egan,
Yuma Indian Reservation, Sept. 30, 1909, and
approved by the Department Feb. 10, 1910,
under the Act of Mar. 2, 1899, with the
schedule of compensation to the Indians re-
quired by that act being approved by First
Assistant Secretary Frank Pierce on May 14,
1910, pursuant to the recommendation of
Superintendent Egan and Commissioner of
Indian Affairs Valentine (BIA Files, Phoe-
nix) ; "Proposed Telephone and Telegraph
Line Crossing the Yuma Indian Reservation,"

The Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs issued trader's licenses to
occupy and use nonirrigable land
on the reservation, near the western
boundary until the issuance of the

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co., Right of
Way Map LA 011977, approved by First As-
sistant Secretary of the Interior A. A. ones
on July 3, 1913, pursuant to the Act of Mar.
4, 1911 (36 Stat. 1253, as amended, 43 U.S.C.
§ 961 (1970)), with the requisite finding for
Indian reservation lands of compatibility with
the public interest being made by the First
Assistant Secretary by notation on the July 2,
1913, memorandum from the Second Assistant
Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secre-
tary recommending approval, and with rental,
payable to the account of the Quechan Tribe,
being set at $8.66 for the first year (Claims
Exhibit RO-3) (related documents show the
rental fee was collected on behalf of the Tribe
for the full 50 year term of the right of way)
"Center.Line Location Map of Proposed High-
line Canal from Laguna Dam to Imperial Val-
ley and Location of Power Plant," dated June,
1915, showing the reservation boundaries as
established in 1884, submitted for the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to
sees. 18-21 of the Act of Mar. 3,- S91 (26 Stat.
1095, 1101-02, as amended, 43 U.S.C. § 946-
49 (1970)), sec. 2 of the Act of May 11, 1898
(80 Stat. 404, as ameiided, 43 U.S.C. 951),
and the Act of Feb. 1i, 1901 (31 Stat. 790, as
amended, 43 u.S.Ce § 959 (1970)), all of which
authorize rights of -way through Indian reser-
vations as well as public lands (BIA Files,
Phoenix-no indication as to whether the
right of. way was approved); Memorandum
dated June 6, 1917, from Assistant Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs Meritt to Commis-
sioner Tallman of the General Land Office.
responding to the latter's request for a report
on the application of the Coachella Valley Toe
and Electric Co. for a right of way for an elec-
trical transmission line across Yuma Indian
lands (all in the nonirrigable western portion
of the 1884 reservation), advising that "the
proposed right of way involves no Indian allot-
ments but crosses a portion. of the Fuma
Indian Reservation which is absolutely waste
desert land and upon which no Indians re-
side," and recommending approval of the ap-
plication with an annual charge of $35 pe mile
as compensation for damage to, the Yuma
Indian Reservation lands involved (BIA Files,
Phoenix) ; "Proposed State Highway Through
Yuma Indian Reservation," Calif. Highway
Commission, dated July 16, 1923, as amended
by maps of changes "A" through "V", dated
Sept. 28, 1923, through May 1924, approved

(Continued)
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1936 Solicitor's Opinion.?' Sand
and gravel leases were issued by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs on tribal
unallotted lands within the Yuma
Indian Reservation from at least
1929 to 1936 pursuant to sec. 26 of
the Act of June 30, 1919 (41 Stat.
3, 31, as a nded; 25 U.S.C. § 399
EN. 9-continued
by Assistant Secretary of the Interior John H.
Edwards on Oct. 10, 1927, subject to the pro-
visions of the Act of Mar. 3, 1901 ( Stat.
1058, 1084, 25 U.S.C. § 311 (1976)), and
amending the right of way as originally ap-
proved under the; same act on Nov. 9, 1917
(Claims Exhibit O-8; BLM Plat Records,
Sacramento): Order of withdrawal and reser-
vation of a right of way for a proposed Rec-
lamation Service "po*er canal from siphon
drop to Araz" across the Yuma Indian Reser-
vation, withdrawing and reserving 236.05
acres of reservation land, of which approxi-
mately 3.5 acres were allotted lands, recom-
mended by Director and Chief Engineer Davis
of the U.S. Reclamation Service on Apr. 15,
1918, concurred in by Assistant Commissioner
of Indian Affairs Meritt on the "understand-
ing that adequate compensation be assessed
and paid for damage to Indian lands involved,"
concurred in by Commissioner Tallman of the
General Land Office, and approved on June 17,
1918, by Assistant Secretary of the Interior S.
G. Hopkins under scs. 13 and 14 of the Act of
June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. .55,'858, 43 U.S.C.
§ 148 (1970), 25 U.S.C. § 352 (1976)) (Yuma
Project File 150, "Purchase of Lands-General
1909 thru June 1919 A606156, A606163,
A606167-68) ; "Southern Pacific Railroad
Station Grounds" map received by the Super-
intendent of the Yuma Indian Reservation
June 30, 1928, and approved by the Depart-
ment on Dec. 18, 1928, pursuant to the Act of
Mar. 2, 199, upns (Claims Exhibit RO-11;
BLM Plat Records, Sacramento). The Bureau
of Land Management plat records in Sacra-
mento, Calif., show three additional rights of
way issued under statutes governing Indian
reservation lands and noted as being under
the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs; a highway' right of way, R 2704,
issued Oct 24, 1930, under the Act of Mar. 3,
1901, supre, a telephone and telegraph line
right of way, S 3489, issued June 14, 1927,
under the Act of Mar. 3, 1901, supra, and a
transmission and telephone right of way, LA
040525, issued Mar. 23, 1927, under the Act of
Feb. 1, 1901, snpra.

1 Trader's License covering 0 acres in the
N/2 of the NW/2, sec. 25, T. 16 S., R. 21 E.,
S.B.M., issued to Robert l. Goebel Jan 1,
1928, to James H. Maxey Aug. 6, 1929, and
thereafter to Maxey and later his widow Mary
A. Maxey, through various renewals (BIA
Files, Phoenix).

(1976) ). The tracts which Were
described were all nonirrigable
lands in the western portion of the
reservation."

" Letter dated June 18, 1935, from the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs to Superintendent
Jolley, Fort Yuma Agency; Letters dated Dec.
13, 1939, and Apr. 6, 1943, from Superintend-
ent Gensler, Colorado River Indian Agency, to
the United States Fidelity and Guarantee Co.
Letter dated Mar. 29, 1943, from BIA Field
Agent Cox, Fort Yuma Sub-Agency, to Su-
perintendent Gensler; Letter dated Nov. 18,
1934, from H. L. Gardner to the Quechan
Tribal Council; Letter dated Aug. 3, 1934,
from H. L. Gardner to Superintendent Jolley,
Port Yuma Indian Agency; Notices of location
of placer mining claims by Rosa Lee Black and
Patsy Black on Feb. 26, 1935, filed with the
Fort Yuma Indian Agency on Mar. 18 and Apr.
2, 1935, within .60 days of location as required
by the 1919 Act (BIA Files, Phoenix, Claims
Exhibits RO-4, RO-12, RO-15).

There is no record of management of the
nonirrigable areas by the Bureau of Land
Management prior to 1936. Only ne doeu-
ment even hints at such managenient by the
Bureau of Reclamation. On Oct. 28, 1953, an
"Analysis of G.L. Account 271.22-Rental of
Farming and Grazing Lands" was prepared
to ascertain the portion of "Miscellaneous
Non-operating ncome-Other" attributable to
the rental of grazing and farming lands
covered into such account between 1910 and
1953. The entries are jumbled and clearly in-
accurate In places. The covering memorandum
states that "some of the income * was
from Mining and Gravel Leases, and still a
larger portion from lands lying outside both
irrigation divisions. Probably all of the Min-
ing and Gravel leases, as well as a sizeable
portion of the Grazing and Farming leases,
lie outside the two rrigation divisions." An
Inspection of the entries confirms that all of
the leases listed In the "Gravel and Mining"
column were on nonirrigable reservation
lands, except perhaps Lease I24r-358 issued
to Emil Frank. But all of them are entered
In the ledgers after 1940, and most, if not all
of them are almost surely the same sand and
gravel leases that were administered by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs prior to 1936. See,
e.g., leases I24r-417 and 124r-504 issued to
H1. L. Gardner and the leases issued to C. H.
Trigg and Emil Frank and compare them with
the BIA leases issued to the same persons as
described in the documents referred to In the
preceding paragraph of this note. Similarly,
all the leases except for one listed In the "Out-
side Area" column, although covering non-
irrigable portions of the reservation; were
entered in the ledgers after 1936. See, e.g.,
lease 124r-415 issued to Mary B. Maxey for
a gas station and lease I24r-456: Issued to
Callahan Construction Co. for a "Piece of
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In addition, to this formal evi-
dence of administration, there are
many informal recognitions of the
continued inclusion of the nonirri-:

FKN. 11-Continued
Ground at Pot Holes" (a site in sec. 25, T.
15 S., R. 23 E.). The. Mary E. Maxey lease,
inaccurately placed in T. 15 S. rather than
T. 16 S, of R. 21 E., Is undoubtedly a lease
for the same ground that was utilized by
Mrs. Maxey under a EIA trader's license
prior to 1936. See the documents referred
to in note 10 spra. The one exception is
lease D-30 issued to R. B. Whitmore and
S. H. Flood and listed as an "Outside
Area" between 1918 and 1924. However,
the land description (sec. 19, T. 16 S., R. 23
E. and sec. 35, T. 15 S., R. 23 E.) Includes
both irrigable and nonirrigable lands, and the
lease is actually listed (under Whitmore's
name) for the period from 1925 to 1927 and
again in 1928 in the "Reservation" Division
column, which covers the rrigable lands in
the Reservation Division of the Yuma Project.
The "Outside Area" listing was therefore,
probably an error. The term "Reservation
Division" described the irrigable lands and
project works of the uma Project on the
California side of the Colorado River, as
several of the maps referred to In note 8 supra
indicate. It did not cover the nonirrigable
reservation lands not. used for project works.
Hence the use of the "Outside Area" column
in the account analysis. A study of all of the
entries In the "Reservation [Division]"
column shows that all of them included
irrigable as well as nonirrigable lands, and
the leases were no doubt for a portion of the
irrigable lands. The land descriptions in the
analysis ordinarily give at most the section
in which the lease was contained, without pro-
viding any more precise description. Where
more precise descriptions are given, they refer
to specific lots or farming units in the Bard
area opened to non-Indian settlement in 1910.
See, e.g., leases r-372, L-14, and 4-11.
Other leases are in sections which are entirely,
or practically entirely, irrigable. See, e.g.,
leases I24r-202, 124r-305, 124r-307, I24r-354.
Leases I24r-409 was for a "track on levee In
Cal. in Res. Div." One lease whose land de-
scription defies accurate interpretation is the
lease originally issued to E. . Sanguinetti
under lease numinbr 124r-169 and described as
sees. 31, 36, 1, 6 in townships 15, 15, 16 and
ranges 23, 22R. It is not clear which sections
are to be matched with which townships and
which ranges. Some of the probable combina-
tions would Include sections which contain
only nonirrigable lands, but all of these would
also contain substantial project works, ex-
cept for sec. 6, T. 16 S., R. 22 B., which is
high up In the rocky mesa and useless for

gable lands within the Indian reser-
vation. Both the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs and the Director of
the Reclamation Service described
the Yuma Project as encompassing
only "the bottom Zands in the Yuma
Indian Reservation," 12 and the
chief officers of the two bureaus re-
peatedly referred to the nonirri-
gable lands as "Indian country
within the meaning of the law," 3

Indians lands * * * [which] are
not public lands in the ordinary
sense of the word," 14 and lands the
disposal of which "is primarily

farming or grazing. Considered as a whole,
however, the account analysis. supports BIA
jurisdiction over the nonirrigable lands prior
to 1936.

12FIfth Annual Report of the Reclamation
Service: 1906, at 100 1907) (italics added)
Letter dated Feb. 28, 1906, from the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs to the secretary
of the Interior (Yuma Project File 154-A,
"Indian Lands," A609694). A letter dated
July 18, 1913, from Reclamation Service Yuma
Project Engineer Sellew to supervising engi-
neer Hill enclosed three prints of a map show-
ing "the entire Indian Reservation," including
as one subdivision thereof "the area allotted
to the Indians, amounting to about 8,200
acres" (Yuma Project File: 154-A, "Indian
Lands, 1910 thru June i919," A609380,
A609382-84).

Letter dated Oct. 1905, from Acting Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs Larabee to the
Director, U.S. Geological Survey (in which the
Reclamation Service was originally located),
concerning police jurisdiction over. the non-
irrigable lands on the California side of the
Colorado River being used for construction of
the Laguna Dam (Yuma Project File 154-A,
"Indian Lands," A609664-65).

14 Copy of memorandum dated Mar. 21, 1925,
from Acting Chief Engineer Ctowe, Bureau of
Reclamation, to the Comimissioner of Recla-
mation, concerning an application by Southern
Sierras Power Co. for a right of way "west;
of the east line of Sec 19, F .16 S., R. 22 E.,

S.B.M.," which would be "across Indian lands
over which the Bureau of Reclamation has
proposed to construct certain works in con-
nection with the' All-American Canal to
Imperial Valley." (Yuma Project File 430,
"Acquisition of Lands, Indian Lands thru
1929").
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within the control of the Indian
Office." 15

More particularly, the nonirriga-
ble lands between the reservation
levee and the Colorado River are
expressly recognized as being reser-
vation lands subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the Indian Bureau, except
insofar as such lands were necessary
for the protection of; the levee. In a
letter dated May .28, 1906, District
Engineer Homer Hamlin advised
the Director of the U.S. Reclama-
tion Service that "[t] he jurisdiction.
over this land will probably always
remain with the Indian Bureau, as
it will not be reclaimed or sold as
a part of the cultivable area of the
Yuma Project." 16 In 1907, Super-
intendent Deaver of the Yuma Res-
ervation raised the question of the
status of these lands, as well as the:
"27000 'acres, of rough mesa and
mountainous land unfit for agricul-
tural purposes,". in light of the fail-
ure of Congress, in the Act of Apr.
21, 1904 (33 Stat, 189), to "provide
for the disposition of the balance of
the reservation that is not irriga-
ble." 17 The Secretary of the Inte-
rior directed Special Inspector Levi
Chubbuck of the U.S. Indialn In-
spection Service to investigate and
report on this and other matters.

15 Letter dated June 23, 1914, from Director
Newell, Reclamation Service, to U.S. Repre.
sentative Carl Hayden (Yuma Project File
154-A, "Indian Lands, 1910 thru June 1919,":
A609414).

X Yuma Project File 154-A, "Indian
Lands," A609709-11. See {d. A609702-13 for
related Secretarial level correspondence.

17 Letter dated Apr. 11, 1907, from Super-
intendent Deaver; Yuma Reservation, to the
Commissioner of Indian' Affairs, referred by
the latter to the Director of the Reclamation
Service on May 7, 1907 (Yuma Project File
154-A, "Indian Lands," A609721-28).

On Apr. 6, 1907, Inspector Chub-
buck reported to the Secretary, sug-
gesting that the strip of land be-
tween the levee and- the river "be
formally reserved by the Indian Of-
fice" and. that a parallel strip in-
side the levee which was not to be al-
lotted to Indians or disposed of to
non-Indians, as well as "other avail-
able places on the Yuma Reserva-
tion," be planted with fruit bearing
trees, "subject to such regulations as
the Reclamation Service desires to
impose for the protection of the lev-
ees and ditches, the Indians' rights
to the income from the products be-
ing recognized, in consideration of
the fact that the reservation as a
whole is theirs." 18 In 1919, the iDi-
rector of the Reclamation Service
implicitly recognized the right of
the Indian Office to irrigate "some
lands in Sec. 25, T. 16 S., R.: 22 E.,
which lie outside of our levee and
consequently are not included with-
in the proposed Yuma 'project."
And in a letter dated Oct. 20, 1929,
the General Land Office advised the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
that:

It is the opinion of this ofice that the res-
ervation boundary is defined by the cen-
ter of the abandoned channel [as it
existed prior to the avulsive change of
1920] * * *. The area between the levee
and the abandoned channel, constituting
the present Yuma Indian Reservation
boundary, appears therefore to be still in
public ownership and a part of the Indian
Reservation.

i8 Yuma Project File 154-A, "Indian Lands,"
A609734-39.

IgLetter dated Oct. 2, 1919, from Director
Davis, U.S. Reclamation Service, to the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs (Yuma Project
File 150, "Acquisition of Lands, Southern
Pacific Ry. Co."). 
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In fact, the jurisdiction of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs over the
rnonirrigable lands of the 1884 res-
ervation was not challenged, insofar
as the available documents show,
until July 15, 1935, during the final
stages of approval of the right of
way for the All-American Canal.
The canal was originally proposed
as a private project, passing
through the 1884 reservation from
the southwest corner to the north-
east corner, crossing allotted and
unallotted Indian lands, mostly
the latter. The entire right of way
route was considered to be within
the reservation, so that compensa-
tion would have to be paid to the
Indians for both the allotted and
mnallotted lands.20 When the Rec-
lamation Service decided to con-.
struct the canal itself, it shifted the
right of way slightly north so that
only tribal lands would be involved,
and, in a letter dated June 27, 1934,
requested the. General Land Office to
submit the proposed right of way
for the canal, which would involve
no Indian allotments but rather
"exceedingly rough territory along
the edge of the Yuma mesa," to the
Secretary of the Interior " (through
the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs) for approval under Sec. 13
of the Act approved June 25, 1910
(36 Stat. 85, 858, 43 U.S.C. §148

20 See, e.g., "Right of Way Plats of the All
American Canal. through Tribal and Allotted
Indian Lands of the Yuma Indian Reserva-
tion," dated Jan. 1928; "Schedule of Ap-
praisements Covering Right-of-Way Across
Yuma Indian Reservation, Etc.," covering un-
allotted lands therein, signed Apr. 27, 1928
(Claims Exhibits RO-7, RO-10).

(1970) ) ," an Act applying to "lands
within any Indian reservation," and
hence, as the Commissioner of the
General Land Office noted in his
transmittal letter to the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs dated July
5, 1934, administered by the Office
of Indian Affairs. The Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office
also stated that "the right of way
involves Indian lands." 21The Rec-
lamation Service's reversal of posi-
tion in 1935 seerms to have been
prompted by its receipt of a report
dated Mar. 12, 1935, making sub-
stantial claims for compensation
and consideration on behalf of the
Quechan Indians.22. The resulting
dispute led to the 1936 Solicitor's
Opinion.

Although Congress did not deal
with these-lands between 1894 and
1936 in any manner which would
reveal its understanding of their
status, there is a statement in the
Congressional Record 23 by Repre-
sentative Stephens of Texas -on Dec.
6) 1912, approximately two years
after Congress enlarged the allot-
ments to 10 acres, and near the time
when the canal constructed through
the reservation was completed, im-
plying that the "large amount of
land up on the mesa" (that is; most
of the "nonirrigable" lands which
are affected by this Opinion) was
in Indian ownership at that time.
And, during hearings in San Diego,

21 Claims Exhibit RO-7. See in addition the
Bureau of Reclamation document cited in note
14 supra.

2 2 Id
2 49 Cong. Rec. 748.

15
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Calif., on June 29, 1934, Chairman
Wheeler of the Senate Committee
on Indian Affairs referred to "the
All-American Canal constructed in
connection with the Boulder Dam
project and running across the
lands of the Indians down there [in
the Yuma Indian Reservation] i"
and told John Curran, a Yuma
Indian concerned about compensa-
tion for the right of way, "They
will have to pay you for it, if they
take your land." 24

( Solicitor Austin's 1977 Opinion
devotes much effort to, establishing
that the Department's administra-
tive practices with respect to these
lands were inconsistent at best.
After carefully reviewing his dis-
cussion, it seems clear that the iso-
lated deviations do not alter the fact
that this Department treated the
nonirrigable acreage as belonging
to the Indians.;

An example of why the 1977
analysis of administrative practices
is unpersuasive can be found on p.
29 of that Opinion where Solicitor
Austin quotes a 1903 letter from the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs on
the subject of the nonirrigable
lands. The quoted language, how-
,ever, is taken somewhat out of con-
text as can be seen from the re-
mainder of the Commissioner's dis-
cussion which is found in footnote
16. Taken as a whole, the Commis-
sioner's statement does not offer
strong support for the proposition
that the nonirrigable lands had

2 ASrvey of Conditions of the Indians in the
United States, Hearings before a u.bo. of the
Senate Comm. on Indian Affairs, pt. 33, 73d
Cong., 1st Sess. 17245 (1935). See id., pt. 2,
70th Cong., 2d Sess. 628-29 (1929) (reference
to lease of Quechan tribal lands).

been ceded. Secondly, Solicitor
Austin cited a series of letters by
government, officials, giving their
opinion of the effect of the 1893
agreement. However, such state-
ments appear to me to be more in
the nature of gratuitous comments,
rather than researched legal opin-
ions, and they do not deal with the
essential issue of how the lands were
administered. In fact, the comments
quoted appear to be confused on the
point of whether the nonirrigable
lands were public domain lands.
And, as. Solicitor Austin then
Stated on p. 31 of the 1977 opinion:
* * there is a great deal of adminis-
trative material that indicates that the
subject of non-irrigable lands were ad-
ministered as Indian lands or were, at
least, considered to be a part of the
Yuma Reservation subsequent to 1894. In
some cases, it will be noted that some of
the same officers who determined that
the Indians had ceded the subject lands
also dealt with administrative details
pertaining to those lands as though they
were Indian lands.

Thirdly, the 1977 Opinion relies
strongly on the Warboys' survey in
1928 as evidence of the Govern-
ment's view of the current reserva-
tion boundaries. However, it has
been pointed out that the surveyor's
notes 25 indicate that the surveyor
was not instructed to or attempting
to define the reservation boundaries,
as affected by the cession agreement.
Moreover, Warboys' comment, cited
by Solicitor Austin, only dealt with
the status of iDgabe lands and not
of, the nonirrigable lands. There-
fore, the survey does little to per-

:5 Field Notes of Survey executed by John L.
Warboys, under Special Instructions of May
14, 1928, Group No. 152.
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suade one that it reflected the Gov-
ernment's view of the continuing
status of the nonirrigable lands. A
last example of the unpersuasive
line of argument taken to discredit
evidence of administrative practices
is the statement that the cession of
the nonirrigable lands was not en-
tered on the tract books until the
1960's which'may explain why the
lands were administered as Indian
lands. The nonentry in the tract
books does more to suggest that the
Government did not consider the
nonirrigable lands' ceded than it
does to diminish'the impact of ad-
ministrative treatment as tribal
lands.

I am persuaded that the admin-
istrative treatment reflects what
must have been the prevailing view
that the lands had not been sepa-
rated from the reservation. Even-if
there were some inconsistency; such
inconsistency does not detract from
the legal significance of an unde-
niable pattern of administration of
the lands as tribal lands. In any
event, neither the executive nor the
legislative branches of the Govern-
ment -treated the 1893 Agreement
and 'the,1894 Act as having worked
an immediate cession of anyreser-
vation lands or termination of the
reservation.2 

'In conclusion then, it appears far
more likely than not, considering

20 In 1900, both the Dept. of the Interior
and the President felt it was necessary to issue
an executive order dated December 19, 1900)
to withdraw certain lands in the then Terri-
tory of Arizona 'from the reservation' by re-
voking the 1884 Executive Order as to those
lands.

286-814-2

the actual language of the docu-
ments, the stated purpose of the In-
dians, the circumstances surround-
ing the negotiation of the agree-
ment, the fact that the agreement
was negotiated under the authority
and therefore prescribed compensa-
tion terms of the General Allotment
Act, and the overwhelming evidence
of continuing treatment of the sub-
ject laids'as reservation lands, that
an immediate automatic cession of
the irrigable and'nonirrigable lands
was not intended by either party'to
the agreement. Rather, it seems
more logical that the cession of the
reservation lands' was contingent
upon what the Indians perceived as
adequate 'compensation-allotment
to them of 4 rrigable lands, sale of
their surplus lands under profitable
terms, the proceeds to be held in
trust for the Tribe, the construction
of an irrigation canal, and the open-
ing of the area to settlement. I can
find no legal or factual basis for
separating the nonirrigable lands
from the irrigable lands .and' decid-
ing that the nonirrigable lands were
not subject to fulfillment of such
conditions. Indeed, strong argument
can be drawn from the nonirrigable
acreage section that cession of those
lands was specifically tied to the
condition that the area be returned
to the public domain''by executive
order, opened to settlement and the
tribe compensated as the lands were
sold to settlers.2 7

9t Although the 1894 Act does not provide as
detailed a description of the various duties of
the Government as trustee as was the case in
Ash Sheep Co. v. United States, 252 U.S. 159
(1920), some form of trusteeship status may
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I believe that the foregoing inter-
pretation of the agreement comports
with the previously cited canons of
construction relating to Indian
agreements and statutes, in that it
considers all relevant circumstances
to determine what the parties in-
tended and it resolves what may be
ambiguous in the Indians' favor.
Moreover, this interpretation is apD
propriate in light of the well estab-
lished legal principle that Congres-
sional action terminating or alter-
ing Indian property rights is not to
be lightly inferred. Such Congres-
sional intent must be clear.28 In-
deed, this interpretation is so well
founded on the available informa-
tion that to espouse the opposite in-
terpretation, that the Indians. ceded
the nonirrigable lands for virtually
no consideration, would violate this
Department's obligation as trustee
to follow an ordinary fiduciary
standard in dealing with Indian

MN. 27-Continfled
be imputed to the Government over the Indian
land until the fulfillment of the stated condi-
tion. While the 1936 Opinion recognises that
the agreement can be construed as conditional,
Solicitor Margold concluded that the opening
of the nonirrigable land, was not a mnaterial
condition. But, the fact that the requirement
appears in the Agreement and is expanded in
the Act indicates its importance to the Indians
and to Congress. Otherwise, the parties could
merely have stated that the land was ceded to
the United States or placed n the public
domain. Second, one policy of the General
Allotment Act of 1887, 24 Stat 3S9, which
statute we have been recently told by the
Supreme Court is relevant to the understand-
ing of Indian legislation of the period (Hettz
v. Arsnett, 412 U.S. 481 (1978)), tas to
further the assimilation of Indian tribes into
the non-Indian community. The condition of
opening the lands to non-Indian settlement
was, then, essentially part and parcel of a
primary national policy with respect to In-
dians at the time.

28-Menominee Tbe v. usiteci States, 391
U.S. 404 (1968).

property rights, Seminole Nation v.
United states, 316 U.s. 286 at 297
(1942). 0 : X 0 m 

As the foregoing discussion of the
Government's intent regarding the
nonirrigable lands has demon-
strated, the. Government's intent
and subsequent administration of
the agreement and legislation cer-
tainly do not substantiate the in-
terpretation that Congress intend-
ed to take title to those lands. There
is. no room, moreover, for asserting
that the.conditions of the agreement
and ratifying statute were fulfilled,
in any way, during the decade fol-
lowing the enactment of the ratify-
ing statute. Therefore, no cession of
the reservation lands became effect
tive during that period.

The 1904 Act

The second legal issue on which
correctresolution of the title ques-
tion turns: is whether, as t the 1977
Opinion holds, the 1904 Act-provid-
ing: an: allotment and irrigation
scheme for both the Fort Yuma and
Colorado River Reservations, was
intended to implement the 1893
agreement and ratifying statute by
fulfilling the United States' obliga-
tions undertaken in that agreement.
The 1904 Act does not, as explained
below, evidence Congressional in-
tent to fulfill the conditions of the
cession agreement and 1894 statute
and to execute the cession of all'the
reservation lands, including the
nonirrigable acreage. The case is
more compelling, based on the lan-
guage of the Act, as well as its legis-
lative history, that Congress intend-
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ed to create an entirely new scheme
for the irrigation of the area under
which there was no cession of "non-
irrigable" lands. The language and
entire purpose of the 1904 Act were
restricted to allowing the "irriga-
ble" reservation lands to be de-
veloped under the Reclamation Act
of 1902 .and the Act should not be
interpreted as either a repeal or an
implementation of the 1894 statute.

The Act of Apr. 21, 1904, Sec.. 25,
33 Stat. 224, states:
That in carrying out any irrigation
enterprise which may be undertaken
under the provisions of the reclamation
Act of June seventeenth, nineteen hun-
dred and two, and which may make pos-
sible and provide for, in connection with
the reclamation of other lands, the recla-
mation of all or any portion of the
irrigable lands on the Yuma and Colo-
rado River Indian reservations in Cali-
fornia and Arizona, the Secretary, of the
Interior is hereby authorized to divert
the waters of the Colorado River and to
reclaim, utilize, and dispose of any lands
in said reservations which may be irri-
gable by. such works in like manner as
though the same were a part of the pub-
lic domain: Provided, That there shall
be reserved for and allotted to each of
the Indians belonging on the said reser-
vations five acres of the irrigabie lands.
The remainder of the lands irrigable in
said reservations shall be disposed of to
settlers under the provisions of the recla-
mation Act: Provided further, That there
shall be added to the charges required to
be paid under said Act by settlers upon
the unallotted Indian lands such sum per
acre as in the opinion of the Secretary
of the Interior shall fairly represent the
value of the unallotted lands in said
reservations before reclamation; said
sum to be paid in annual installments
in the same manner as the charges under

the reclamation Act. Such additional
sum per. acre, when paid, shall be used
to -pay into the reclamation fund the
charges for the reclamation of the said
allotted landsj and the remainder there-
of shall be placed to the credit of. said
Indians and shall be expended from time
to time, under the direction of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, for their benefit.

Th 1911, the statute was amended
to provide for 10-acre rather than
5-acre allotments. Act of March 3,
1911, 36 Stat. 1058, 1063.

As in the case of the 1893 agree-
ment and 1894 ratifying statute, the
face of the 1904 Act does not com-
pel any one interpretation concern-
ing the effect of the Act on the ces-
sion of the nonirrigable lands. The
language of the 1904 statute does
not refer to the 1893 Agreement or
to the status of nonirrigable lands.
Th fact, the statute does not limit
its focus to the Fort Yuma Reserva-
tion but includes the Colorado
River Reservation. The Act, more-
over, authorizes a substantial recla-
mation project intended to include
both Indian and. nonreservation
lands. The Act states that the Yuma
project would take place "in con-
nection with the reclamation of
other lands." Furthermore, the 1904.
Act, which does not refer to the non-
irrigable lands, provides for differ-
ent allotment and surplus land sa e
procedures from those agreed to by
the parties in 1893 and subsequently
ratified by Congress. 

The 1894 Act provided for the:
United States to bear the cost of
surveying and appraising the sur-
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plus irrigable lands and to sell the
lands at public auction with the
proceeds from sale of these lands
to be placed in a. fund, with interest
at 5% per annum, for the benefit of
the Indians. The 1894 Act also pro-
vided that the private canal com-
pany, which was given three years
to commence construction, must for
ten years provide free water for one
acre for each male adult Indian
utilizing that water for growing
crops. The canal company was also
to bear the cost of canal construc--
tion. The 1904 Act, by contrast,
made no provision for free water.
It also credited to the Indians only
that portion of the proceeds of sale
as surplus irrigable land reflecting
the value of the land before recla-
mation. Otherwise, the "surplus"
irrigable lands were simply opened
to settlement under the homestead
laws, rather than being sold by the
more favorable procedure of a pub-
lic auction. The only other charges
were for construction of the recla-
mation projects and these were not
payable to the Tribe. Moreover, out
of the amount the Tribe did receive
under the 1904 Act, there would be
taken the sum required to pay the
reclamation charges for 'the land
allotted to the Indians, a sharp con-
trast to the canal being constructed
free of charge in the 1894 Act. Any
balance remaining was' held in a
fund for the benefit of the Indians
without provision for interest, as
contrasted to the five percent inter-
est provided in the 1894 Act.

Reference to the legislative his-
tory is helpful and appropriate in

construing the scope of the Act. The
1904 Act was proposed by the De-
partment. The Senate Report rec-
ords in the letter of the Director of
the Geological Survey, also read
into the Congressional Record,'29 to
the effect that the 1893 Agreement
and 1894 Act had created a heme
for irrigationf which never was real-
ized, and that Congress was not to
be restricted by the prior Agree-
ment and Act, including the failure
of the canal venture. This letter
made specific reference to two con-
temporaneous Supreme Court deci-
sions establishing that Congress was
not bound by such agreements but
"has full power to dispose of the In-
dian lands in such manner as it may
consider best fitted for the benefit
of the Indians." 30 The Senate Re-
port then records a letter from the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
which states that:

The problem of providing these two res-
ervations with irrigation systems is one
which this office has thus far been unable
to solve, and it therefore gives its hearty
assent to the proposition of the Director
of the Geological Survey, and earnestly
recommends its adoption, believing that
it promises relief to these Indians."'

AI purpose, stated in the legisla-
tive history for bringing a reclama-
tion project to- the reservation w as
to construct a "portion" of a "gen-
eral" and comprehensive system of
utilizing the waters of the river to
the best possible advantage". 32

2a38 Cong. Rec. 2811. 1
a0 Cherokee Nation v. Hitchock, 187 .S. 294

(1902) and Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock, 187 U.S.
553 (1903), cited in 58th Cong. 2d Sess.,
Senate Report No. 1660 at 28.

a' Id. at 29.
"2id. at 38. 
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It appears that some material in
the legislative history might be sus-
ceptible of divergent interpreta-
tions. For example, the reference to
the Yuma Indians' having already
assented to allotments of five acres
each ties the 1904 Act to the 1894
statute. But, I think that does little
more than indicate what is already
clear, that is, that Congress was
aware of the 1894 statute. It does
not compel the conclusion that the
1904 Act was an implementation of
the prior act and cession agreement,
with all the ramifications thereof.
In addition, the letter from the Di-
rector of The Geological Survey, re-
ferred to above, might be inter-
preted as evidence of Congressional
intent to implement the Act and ces-
sion agreement. But, the discussion
in that letter is more susceptible to
the interpretation that Congress be-
lieved it did not have to take action
to acquire Indian land title before
disposing of such land. In other
words, effectuation of the cession
agreement was not at all necessary
for Congress to accomplish its
stated purpose in 1904, namely pro-
vision of irrigation on the reserva-
tion as part of a major reclamation
project involving the Colorado
River. When it is clear that Con-
gress knew it did not have to acquire
Indian lands by cession before it
could dispose of them, the burden of
proving that Congress intended to
effectuate a cession becomes more
difficult. This is particularly true in
the case of these nonirrigable lands

which were nowhere mentioned in
the Act or in the. Director's letter.

In addition to the legislative his-
tory, the administrative practices,
detailed earlier in this Opinion, sup-
port the interpretation that the title
to the nonirrigable lands was not
affected by this enactment.

In conclusion, interpreting the
1904 Act as an intended implemen-
tation of the cession agreement has
little, if any, support in either the
language, the legislative history, or
subsequent administrative practice.
Such interpretation would not con-
form with the applicable rules for
interpreting Indian statutes, 33 par-
ticularly the rule that the cession of
Indian property rights may not be
lightly inferred. I think the inter-
pretation which follows the lan-
guage and stated purpose of the
1904 Act most closely is that the Act
was not intended to implement and
give legal effect to the agreement
for the cession of the Fort Yuma
lands. Rather, the nonirrigable
lands were not affected in any prac-
tical way by that Act. Therefore,
the conditional cession of the non-
irrigable lands remained uneffected
and title to those lands remains in
the Quechan Tribe.

In the preceding discussion, I
have explained why I have con-
cluded that the Agreement and the
1894 statute must be construed as
providing for a conditional convey-
ance of the nonirrigable lands; the
1904 Act did not, contrary to the

33 See cases cited in footnote 3, siuera.
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1977 opinion of the Solicitor, im-
plement the 1893 Agreement and
ratifying Act. As a consequence,
that conveyance was not validly ef-
fected. The 1977 opinion is over-
ruled. Title to the subject property
is held by the United States in trust
for the Quechan Tribe. That title,
however, is subject to interests
which have vested in third parties
as noted above.

LEO KERLTZ X

I:IABLE K. FARLOW

(On Reconsideration after Hearing)

39 IBLA 15

Decided January II, 1.979

Reconsideration after hearing before
Administrative- Law Judge Ratzman
of decision of the Oregon State Office,
Bureau of LandXanagement, rejecting
color of title application O-12944.

Affirmed.

1. Color or Claim of Title: Generally-
Color or Claim of Title: Cultivation-
Color or Claim of Title: Improvements

To satisfy the requirements of a class 1
claim under the Color of Title Act, "val-
uable improvements" must eist on the
land at the time the application is filed,
or it must be shown that the land has
been reduced to cultivation. If land was
once cultivated, but is not cultivated at
the time the application was filed and
has not been cultivated for 10 years pre-
viously, the cultivation requirement of
the Act has not been satisfied.

2. Color or Claim of Title: Description
of Land

While the general rule is that a color of
title claim must be based on a deed or
other written instrument which on its
face purports to convey the land sought,
extrinsic evidence may be used to make
definite the description in a deed which
contains a latent ambiguity.

3. Administrative Procedure: Burden
of Proof-Color or Claim of Title:
Generally 

The burden of proving a-valid color of
title claim is on the claimant. Where it
cannot be said from the evidence pre-
sented that the grantors and grantees in
the claimant's chain of title acquired a
parcel of land with the bona fide belief
that the parcel included all the land
claimed, the color of title application
must be denied.

4. Color or Claim of Title: Description
of Land-Color or Claim of Title:
Good Faith

Where extrinsic evidence does not ade-
quately show that predecessors in a color
of title claimant's chain of title, whose
holdings must be tacked on to establish
the requisite 20 years holding for a class
1 claim. could have a bona fide basis for
believing that land described as lot 5,
shown on the official Government plat
on one side of a river4 included land on
the opposite side of the river, there could
not be a good faith holding under color
-of title.

APPEARAICES: Dennis C. Karnopp,
Esq,, and C. Montee Kennedy, Esq., of
Fanner, Johnson, Marceau, Karnopp &
Kennedy, Bend, Oregon, for appellant.
Robert H. lVemovich, Esq., for the
Bureau of land Management.

OPINION BY ADIINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE THOMPSON
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INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Mable M. Farlow filed applica-
tion OR-12944 under the Color of
Title Act, Dec. 22, 1928 (45 Stat.
1069), as amended, 43 U.S.C. § 1068
et seq. (1970) (hereinafter the Act),
on June 27, 1974, for certain land
west of the Deschutes River in sec.
12, T. 6 S., R. 13 E., Willamette
meridian, Wasco County, Oregon.
The deeds in appellant's chain of
title described lots 3, 4, and 5 of see.
12. On the official survey plat ap-
proved in 1883 these lots were
shown to lie on the east side of the
Deschutes River. That plat also
showed a lot .6 on the west side of
the river opposite lot 5. A dependent
resurvey by the Bureau found that
there'were omitted lands in sec. 12
on the west side of the river between
lot 6 and the river, and subdivided
them. It is the land now designated
as lot 8 by the resurvey which ap-
pellant claimed was covered by; deed.
descriptions of lot 5, based upon
certain maps and other information
apart from the official 1883 survey.
Appellant contended, in effect, that
such extrinsic evidence showed that
lot 5 straddled both sides of the.
river and gave a color of title to the
land on the west side of the river.
On Apr. 14, 1975, the Oregon State
Office, Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), rejected the application be-
cause no deed or written instrument
in appellant's chain of title de-
scribed land west of the Deschutes
River.

Appellant appealed the ELMI
decision to this Board. On June 7,
1977, we .set aside the decision and
ordered a hearing to consider "ex-
trinsic evidence V to establish
whether the deeds in her chain of
title were based upon plats, records
and other documents which can be
read together with the deeds as
creating a color of title beyond the
actual title shown on an official
federal survey plat," and whether
there has been compliance with
other requirements of the Act.
Mable Al. Farlow, 30 IBLA 320,
321, 84 I.D. 276 (1977).

As we stated; in our prior
decision:

This case arose because the 1882 sur-
vey, * * erroneously meandered the
Deschutes River as flowing 'through the
approximate center of the S /_ SE. Y4
of section, 12. By lot 5, the river actually
curves and flows closer to the east town-
ship boundary. 'A' 1972-73 dependent
resurvey established new meanders of
the river and subdivided the 'omitted
lands in section 12 which are west of the
river * e * [into lots 7 and 8]. The posi-
tion of patented lot 5 is also shown in
the SE Y/£ SE 4 [on the plat approved
in 1974] but east of the river and is
much smaller than shown on the 1883
survey plat.

Mable L. Farlow, supra, at 323.1

The hearing was held Apr. 26,
1978, in Redmond, Oregon, before
Administrative Law Judge Dean F.
Ratzman. His proposed findings
and recommended determinations
were made Sept. 18, 1978. In his
'recommended, decision at p. 4,

1 For a discussion of the rules governing
boundaries along a meandered watercourse see
the earlier decision, Maule M. Farlouw, 30
IBLA 320, 84 I.D. 276 (1977).

221
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Judge Ratzman sets out further
certain facts in this case:

The chain of title to properties in pri-
vate ownership begins with a 1904 patent
for land described as lots numbered 3, 4
and 5 in Section 12 according to the plat
of survey approved in 1883. That survey
plat depicts Lot 5 as containing land in
the S ys SE 14 of Section 12 east of the
river amounting to 30.96 acres. As has
been indicated, land in the S 1/2 SE 14
which is west of the river is designated
on the 1883 plat as lot 6. [The unpatented
portion of the E 12 of section 12 was
withdrawn from entry in 1908. In 1930,
Lot 6 was restored.]

Transfers during 1927-1943 continued
the reference to the conveyed lands as
Lots 3, 4 and 5. In 1946 Mr. and Mrs. Far-
low purchased Lot 5 for $50. The deed
recited that mineral right to any part or
parcel Iying west [east] of the river were
retained by the grantor. :

At present there are no improvements
on the claimed lands (Exs. 11, 11-A,; Tr.
92, 98). The property was utilized to some
extent for livestock grazing and raising
turkeys. Tr. 92. A portion of theiland was
cultivated for part of the period between
1953 and 1964 by a tenant. The tenant,
Mr. Johnson, paid $300 per year rent to
the arlows. He lived on ad'jaeent Lot 2
during this period of time. 'Tr. 92, 93.

Judge Ratzman concluded, at p.
9:

The 1908 withdrawal precludes approv-
al of Mrs. Farlow's application. The ap-
plicant has failed to show that the cul-
tivation or improvement requirement has
been met. She has, not substantiated the
assertion that the Farlows and their
predecessors in interest, held the lands
in good faith under claim or color of
title for more than twenty years. The
application should be denied.

Appellant and BLM were al-
lowed time in which to respond to

2 Judge -Ratzman mistakenly said "west"
here. The reservation was of rights ling east
of the river. 30 IBLA 323.

the recommended decision. Appel-
lant takes issue with Judge Ratz-
man's conclusions on three points.
First, appellant argues that the
land is open to entry and not with-
drawn. Second, appellant states that
she has met the ultivation or im-
provement requirement of the Act,
thereby raising an equity in her fa-
yor. Appellant's third argument is
that she has established good faith,
adverse possession for more than 20
years under claims or color of title.

Our earlier statement that "the
land west of the river is public land
subject to a color of title applica-
tion,"3 was predicated on an as-
sumption that the land was not sub-
ject to a withdrawal. The issue of
withdrawal was raised for the first
time at the hearing. Because of our
agreement with Judge Ratzman,
otherwise, that appellant has failed
to prove her color of title claim, it
is unnecessary to decide the effect of
the 1908 withdrawal'and 1930 resto-
ration of the ER1/2 of sec. 12 on the
omitted land.

[13 The Color of Title Act, 43
U.S.C. § 1068 (1970) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to issue a
patent

t * * whenever it shall be shown to his
satisfaction that a tract of public land
has been held in good faith and in peace-
ful, adverse, possession by a claimant,
his ancestors or grantors,' under claim or
color of title for more than twenty years,
and that valuable improvements have
been placed on such land or some part
thereof has been reduced to. cultiva-
tion, *

In 43 CFR 2540.0-5(b), a claim
under this provision of the Color of

, 3 Mabe r. Farlowe supra at 326.
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Title Act is called a "class 1" claim.
To be entitled to a patent, the claim-
ant must establish that each of the
requirements for a class 1 claim has
been met. Lawrence E. Willmorth,
32 IBLA 378 (1977); ;Jeanne Pier-
resteguy, 23 IBLA 358, 83 I.D. 23
(1976). The record in this case sup-
ports Judge iRatzman's conclusion
that appellant has not established
good faith possession under color of
title for more than 20 years, or
proved the existence of valuable
improvements or cultivation as re-
quired by the Act. 

On the issue of improvements or
cultivation, appellant offered evi-
dence that a small cabin was once
placed on the land but in the early
1940's had been moved to other land.
To satisfy the Act, the "valuable
improvements" must exist on the
land at the time the application is
filed. Lawrence . Willmort7,
supra; Lena A. Warner, 11 IBLA
.102 (1973); Arthur Baker, 64 I.D.
87 (1957). That there was once an
improvement on the land which was
removed many years prior to the ap-
'plication certainly does not suffice.
Id. There was also evidence that
appellant rented the land in "the
late 1950's and early 1960's" (Tr.
92) for $300 per year and the tenant
raised a crop of grain or* hay or
srmething for his horses" and also
"a large garden" (Tr.j 76). Appel-
lant asserts that this evidence raises
an equity in her favor. As Judge
-Ratzman points out at p. 8:

Buying land for $50 in 1946, and merely
collecting an annual rental of $300 for
several years while the renters made an

effort to cultivate does not develop an
equity-no facts have been provided as
to the area cultivated, yields of hay,
grain or vegetables, or any permanent
improvement to the land which resulted
from the cultivation. Reduction of the
land to cultivation in the sense intended
in the Act has not been shown.

IW agree. Generally, throughout
the public land law "cultivation" is
viewed as a continuing activity with
necessary efforts leading to the pro-
duction of crops. For example,
under the homestead laws where
cultivation for a period of years has
been necessary to meet the require-
ments for a patent, this Department
has consistently. ruled that there
must be a brealing, planting, -or
seeding and tillage for a crop to be
done in such a manner as to-be rea-.
sonably calculated to produce prof-
itable results.Acts which did not
demonstrate good faith efforts can-
not be considered "cultivation"
under the law. E.g., Clarence Ray
Mathis, 29 'IBLA 150 (1977)';
'United States v. Nelso6n (Spp.I),
28 IBLA 314 (1977); United States
v. rrett,A-31064 (May28,1970);
Jess H. Nicholas, Jr., A-30065
(Oct. 13, 1964). Here, appellant's
application was filed in 19{ 4. From
her own evidence, there is no indi-

cation of cultivation of the land for

at least 10' or more years prior to

the filing of the application. Thus,
even if we found that land had once

been cultivated by: appellant's ten-
*ants and that would have sufficed

under the Color of Title Act to be

cultivation at the time crops were

being produced, it cannot suffice

22]
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now. It cannot be said that land
"has been reduced to cultivation"
where there has been no effort at
tillage of the land or other efforts
made to produce a crop for at least
10 years. As we indicated that it is
necessary to meet the improvement
requirement at the time an applica-
tion is filed, it is also clear that the
Act envisages that the land "has
been reduced to cultivation" at that
time also. We need not decide here
whether any breaks in cultivation
activity could be accepted. It is suf-
ficient to rule here that where land
is not cultivated at the time the ap-
plication has been filed and has not
been cultivated for 10 years pre-
viously, the cultivation requirement
of the Color of Title Act has not
been satisfied.

[2] We have previously ruled in
this case that appellant's good faith
adverse possession under claim or
color of titlea for more than 20 years
must extend back to the 1939 con-
veyance from Fischer to Trout-
man.4 We also held that while the
general rule is that a color of title
claim must be based on a deed or
other written instrument which on
its face purports to convey the land
sought, Manley Rustin, 28 IBLA
205, 83 I.D. 617 (1976); James E.
Smith, 13 IBLA 306, 80 I.D. 702
(1973), "extrinsic evidence may be

4
At 30 IBLA 330 we held: "Appellant and

her husband learned of their defective title iD
1961 during a lawsuit brought by their grantor
to cancel the 1946 deed. Also in 1961, appel
lant's husband applied for a grazing lease on
the lands from the United States. Therefore,
appellant's 20-year period of good faith
possession must pre-date 1961 and must in-
elude the conveyances of Mar. 25, 1939, and
June 30, 1943." See Joe I. Sanchez, 32 IBLA
22S (1977).

used to make definite the descrip-
tion in a deed which contains a la-
tent- ambiguity * * *." Mable .
Farlow, supra at 329.

[3] The burden of proving a valid
color of title claim is upon the
claimant. Lawrence E. Willmorth,
supra; Jeanne Pierreste guy, supra.
The evidence presented at the hear-
ing failed to establish good faith
possession under claim or color of
title- for more than 20 years. Judge
Ratzman summarized the evidence
as follows:

The only map in evidence that unques-
tionably was prepared prior to 1965,
which shows Lot 5 as being on both sides
of the river, is a railroad map. Mrs. Far-
low had never seen a homesteading sur-
vey plat map of the type referred to in
the Statement of Reasons. Tr. 98. Mr.
Hunt testified as to blueprints of home-
stead entries but didn't know who pre-
pared them. He had given them away,
but indicated that they may have been
prepared by a government agency. Trt 43,
44.

Mr. Pat McLoughlin of Wasco Title
Company, stated in. an affidavit in sup-
port of Mrs. Farlow's application, that
maps of the County Assessor's Office and
other public records have shown for at
least 50 years that Lot 5 lies on both
sides of the Deschutes River. His testi-
mony at the hearing revealed that Mr.
McLoughlin. had not looked at Wasco
County Assessor's maps until 1960. Tr. 13.
He had no personal knowledge whether
the assessor's maps as of 1951 showed
Lot 5 as extending across the river. The
so-called "old assessor's map" was ex-
amined by McLoughlin for the first time
in 1962. Tr. 29.. It is his recollection that
it showed part of Lot 5 west of the river
at that time. :However, the map which
was attached to the Statement of Rea-
sons (Exhibit 1) ontains information
which was made available to the public

in 1965.
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An investigation by B.L.M. Realty
Specialist Champ Vaughan, including in-
quiries at the Assessor's Office, failed to
turn up assessor's maps older than 1965.
Tr. 131. He was unable to obtain any
specific information as to when any maps
first showed Lot 5 as being on both sides
of the river. Tr. 134. There is no evidence
that the railroad map or homesteading
survey plat aps were on file in the
county records. When he made his recent
investigation a 1933 Metsker map show-
ing Lot 5 to be entirely on the east side
of the river was on file in the office of the
County Assessor. Tr. 119.

County tax records prior to February
1961, showed the assessment either as
"Lot 5 EX. 1.20 A R1W 29.76 Acres"
(from December 1946 to February, 1961)
or as "Lots 3 4, 5 EX 9.27 A R/W 55.44
Acres" (this notation was used prior to
December, 1946). (Exhibits B through
B3). The 29.76 acres land area is the
same as the one shown on the 1883 sur-
vey map. The record made at the hear-
ing fully supports the following state-
ments in 30 IBLA 330-331.

"It was not until 1946 that Lot 5 was
severed from the entire parcel. From the
charts, plats and maps in the recor it
appears that the error in the placement
of the river by the 1883 survey did not
so greatly affect the total acreage of the
three lots [3, 4, and 51, which were all on
the east side of the river. In comparison,
the, change in the river's location now
shows the area shown on the 1883 plat
as lots 3 and 4 to be much larger, with
only lot 5 suffering a loss of acreage."

Exhibit B, a Wasco County tax rec-
ord covering entries from February, 961
through May, 1964, reveals that a change
was made during that period, incorpo-
rating a reference to a portion of Lot 5
lying west of the river. This change in
the tax and assessment document seem-
ingly was made. to reflect the fact that
the Farlows conveyed to Mr. Hunt a seg-
ment of Lot 5 lyIng east of the river.
Thus, it was not until 1961 that the tax
authorities gave any indication that they

considered part of Lot 5 to be west of the
river.'

Recommended Dec. 4-IS
Under the Act the lands must have

been held in good faith under claim or
color of title for more than twenty years.
Under the decision of the Interior Board
of Land Appeals, the good faith posses-
sion of Mrs. FarIow or her grantors,
under claim or color of title, must extend
back to March 25, 1939, when Gertrude
Fischer transferred Lots 3, 4 and 5 to
Dorothy Troutman (Exhibit A-3). Mrs.
Troutman's husband, A. E. Troutman, ac-
quired and sold land in the Maupin area
and was alert and careful in his business
dealings. According to his sister-in-law,
Mrs. Herzling, he made a careful check
before he entered into a business trans-
action. Tr. 57.

It is the contention of the applicant
that it should be presumed that because
of Mr. Troutman's habitual eare and pru-
dence in land transactions he was aware
of the railroad map or other documents
which may have shown part of Lot 5 on
both sides of the river, and believed that
part of the property was on the west side
when his wife acquired t in 1939. One
could speculate that he acted in that
belief when he arranged for the transfer.
However, there is as much reason to sur-
mise that by checking the Land Office
records, or *a Metsker map he learned that
the official survey showed that land tract
entirely on the east side of the river. It
is possible that Mr. Troutman made his
investigation in 1927 when he first ac-
quired Lots 3, 4 and 5-the 1939 Fischer
to Troutman transfer was a re-acquisi-
tion. It has not been established with
certainty that in 1927 the railroad map
depicted a portion of Lot lying west of
the river. With respect to 1927, the only
fact that can be stated with confidence
is that information regarding the 1883

5 1n any event, the mere paying of State
or local taxes on Federal land is not sufficient
to support a class I color of title-claim. See
Manley Eustin, spr.

22]
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survey was available. It has not been
proven that either Mrs. Troutman or Mr.
Troutmaii acquired Lot 5 in the belief
Donae dei that part of that lot was on
the west side. This is the single greatest
deficiency in Mrs. Farlow's case and it
requires rejection of the application even
if other inadequacies are ignored. [Italics
in original.]

Recommended Dec. 8-9.

From our review of the record in
this case, we find Judge Ratzman's
evaluation of the evidence and con-
clusion correct.

[4] To summarize then, we con-
clude that it was necessary for ap'
pellant's predecessors in her chain,

of title,, whose holdings must be
tacked on to! establish the equisite
20 years holding for a ckss 1 claim,
to have had a bona.fide basis for
believing that lot 5 included land
on the opposite side: of the river
from that shown on the official
United States plat of survey at the
time of .conveyances to- and from
them. Howeverte extrinsic evi-
dence produced at the hearing did
not adequately show that there was
another lot , different from- that
shin on the United States' plat of
survey, which was intended in the
conveyances discussed above. Thus,
there was not a good faith holding
under color of title for the time rte,'
quirecdby the Act.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority. delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the' Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the rec
ommended determination of Jud~e
iRatzman, so far. as consistent with
the views ekpressed herein, is ac-

cepted and the application is
Eenied.

JOAN B. THOMPSON,
Admiinistrative Tugqe.

WE CONCUR:

EDWARD, W. STUBBING,
Adninistrative Judge.

ANNE PoINDExTRm Luwis,
Administrative Judge.

COAL LEASING, PROGRAM-RE-
LATIONSHIP OF THE COST OF
SURFACE OWNER CONSENT TO
RECEIPT OF FAIR MARKET VALUE
FOR FEDERALLY OWNED COAL

M-36909

January 15, 1979

1. Coal Leases and Permits: Leases-
Mineral Leasing Act: . enerally-Sur-
face Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977: Surface Owner Consent.
The Secretary may, in computing the
fair market value of coal to be leased
competitively under privately owned
surface assume a limited surface owner
consent cost, based on losses and costs
to the surface estate and operation and
similar evaluations, regardless. of the
actual price paid or the amount which
a surface owner could otherwise demand
for consent.

Assumption of a limited surface owner
consent cost -to be used in place.of actual
cost in the computation of fair market
value. of coal to be leased competitively
is necessary to ensure receipt of fair
market value by the public as required
by 30 U.S.C. §201(a) (1976).

I n. the exercise of 'his discretion to
lease under the Mineral Leasing Act, the



25] COAL LEASING -PROGRAM-RELATIONSHIP OF THE COST OF
SURFACE OWNER CONSENT TO RECEIPT OF FAIR

MARKET VALUE FOR FEDERALLY OWNED COAL-
Jansary 15, 1979:

Secretary has authority to decline to, is-
sue a coal lease where surface owner
consent costs prevent the public from
realizing a fair return on the value of
the coal.

OPINION BY
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

TO: SECRETARY

FROM: SOLICITOR

SUBJECT: COAL LEASING PROGRAM-
RELATIONSHIP OF THE COST OF

SURFACE OWNER CONSENT TO
RECEIPT OF FAIR MARKET

VALUE FOR FEDERALLY OWNED
COAL

ISSUE

The question to which this memo-
randum is directed is whether the
Secretary, in computing the fair
market value of Federal coal to be
leased competitively under private-
ly owned surface, may assume a
ceiling cost of obtaining surface
owner consent based on losses and
costs-to the surface estate and op-
eration, thereby perhaps limiting
the amount which will be paid to
surface owners for consent to mine
the underlying coal.

SUMMARY

I have concluded that the Sec-
retary may, in computing fair mar-
ket value, assume a limited surface
owner consent cost based on losses
and costs to the surface estate and

operation or similar evaluations, re-
gardless of the actual price paid or
the price which a surface owner
could otherwise demand for consent.
Since the Department will set the
minimum acceptable lease bid on
the basis of this calculation, poten-
tial lessees. may be constrained by
competition to hold prices paid for
consent at or below the ceiling in
order to be able to pay the minimum
bid and still recover the coal profit-
ably. Thus, surface .owner consent
prices might be limited indirectly by
the structure of the leasing process,
without Departmental involvement
in private consent negotiations.

My conclusion rests on several
bases, principally these:

1. By law, the Secretary may lease
coal competitively only upon receipt
of a lease bid which is not less than
the; fair market value of the coal.
The method used must ensure that
the, full value of the coal in. place
is returned to the United States,
i.e., that even if a payment is made
to the surface owner in excess of
losses and costs to the surface estate
and surface operation, the Secre-
tary mnust still'get a fair payment
*for the value of the coal.

2. In the exercise of his discre-
tion to lease under the Mineral
Lands, Leasing Act, the Secretary
has authority to decline to. issue a
coal lease for many reasons, includ-
ing situations where surface owner
consent payments prevent the pub-

29
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lie from receiving a fair return on
the value of the public's coal.

3. Calculation of fair market
value as proposed or Secretarial re-
fusal to issue coal leases, because of
excessive surf ace owner consent pay-
ments, which may have the effect of
limiting surface owner consent
prices, is consistent with the intent
of Congress in enacting the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977.

The following discussion explains
in greater detail the circumstances
which raise the question and the
legal considerations which lead to
my conclusion.

DISCUSSION

Background

In the western states, a large por-
tion of the land overlying federal
coal is in private ownership. Origi-
nally, the acquisition of surface
owner consent was but one alterna-
tive method for a lessee of the coal
to obtain the right to mine. Its
absence did not preclude leasing or
mining, since the lessee was entitled
to enter and mine upon posting
bond or paying damages. 43 U.S.C.
§ 299 (1970). On most of these
split-estate lands, the surface owner
had the right to compensation only
for damages to improvements,
crops, and grazing values. 30 U.S.C.
§§ 54, 81 (1976) ; 43 U.S.C. § 299
(1970).

With the passage of the Surface
Mining Control, and Reclamation
Act of 1977 (SMCRA), Pub. L. No.
95-87, 91' Stat. 445 (to be codified
in 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328 (1976)),
Congress placed the surface owner

in a position of greater control, by
making the authority of the Secre-
tary to lease Federal coal under
privately owned surface subject to
the consent of the surface owner.

For persons who meet the require-
ments of a "surface owner," i.e., (1)
hold legal or equitable title to. the
land surface, (2) have their princi-
pal place of residence on the land
or personally conduct ranching or
farming operations on the land or
receive a significant part of their
income from ranching or farming
on the land, and (3) have met those
conditions for three years, the fol-
lowing limitation on leasing applies
(SMCRA § 714(c)):

The Secretary shall not enter into any
lease of Federal coal deposits until the

: surface owner has given written consent
to enter and commence surface mining
operations and the Secretary has ob-
tained evidence of such consent. * * *

SMORA does not limit the
amount which a surface owner can
receive for his consent. The conse-
quences of the absence of limitation
become apparent when sec. 714(c)
is read in conjunction with the
mineral leasing laws. Sec. 714(b) of
SMCRA provides that Federal coal
deposits under private surface shall
be offered for lease under sec. 2(a)
of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act
of 1920, 30 U.S.C. § 2 01 (a) (1976),
as amended. Sec. 2(a) as amended
by sec. 2 of the Federal Coal Leas-
ing Amendments Act of 1976
(FCLAA), 30 U.S.C. §201(a) (1)
(1976), Pub. L. No. 94-377, 90 Stat.
1083, Aug. 5, 1976, provides that,
in leasing Federal coal:

No bid shall be accepted which is less
than the fair market value, as deter-
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mined by the Secretary, of the coal sub-
ject to the lease. e * ;

If the price of surface owner con-
sent remains unlimited and the
Government makes no effort to
receive fair payment for its coal,
the cost of obtaining consent can
easily reduce the 'amount' which
lessees are able and willing to pay
to the Government for the oppor-
tunity to recover the coal. If the cost
of con sent is sufficiently large; bids
submitted for Federal coal leases
arguably would not provide the fair
return which Congress intended to
flow to the public from the develop-
ment of the coal. (See 123 Cong.
Rec. S 8009. (daily ed.. May 19,
1977t) ). Reading sec. .714(c) of
SMCRA in connection with sec. 2
(a) of the Leasing Act, then, the
question.arises whether the Secre-
tary may, in leasing Federal coal,
calculate fair market value of that
coal in such a way that the effect
may be to limit the compensation
paid to surface owners for consent.

Tentative' Policy Preferences

On IJune: 30, 1978, Secretary
Andrus stated his pref6rence that
the: Department limit payments to
owners of surface overlying Fed-
eral coal if necessary to' ensure that
the public' receives fair market
value Ior to prevent the consent cost
from raising coal prices to unrea-
sonable levels. On Sept. 15, 1978,
Under Secretary Joseph decided
that, subject to mytreview, the pre-
ferred alternative for accomplish-
ing this objective is to figure a: pre-

set level for the consent compensa-
tion costs in the fair market value
determination made in the leasing
process. If an amount greater than
the preset level is paid by a poten-
tial lessee to the surface owner, the
potential lessee will be economically
unable (unless he is willing to ac-
cept a return on investment lower
than that assumed by the Depart-
ment in computing fair market
value, or is able to alter other costs
or prices upon which the computa-
tion is based), to pay the minimum
bonus bid which the Department is
willing to accept to issue the lease.
Thus, basing the minimum accept-
able bonus bid partially on the
assumption of limited payment for
surface owner consent tends to limit
the prices of surface owner consent
lessees will be willing to pay.

Ca lculation of Fair Markeet Value

"Fair market value" is tradition-
ally defined as "the amount in cash
or on. terms reasonably equivalent
to cash, for which in all probability
the property would be sold b a
knowledgeable owner willing but
not obligated to sell to a knowledge-
able purchaser who desired but -is
not obligated to buy." Interagency
Land Acquisition Conference, /nil-
fomn Appraisal Standards for Fed-
eral Land Acquisition 3. (1973) 4
Nichols, Eminent Domain § 12.2[l]
(3d ed. 1977).

It, is worthwhile, at this point, to
interject a brief description of the
method by which the Department

31
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determines the fair market value of
leasable Federal coal.* The Geolog-
ical Survey makes the initial deter-
inination of the coal resource eco-
nomic value of a tract to be leased
competitively. This estimate is sub-
mitted to the Bureau of Land Man-

.agement which adds considerations
such as alternative land uses and
socioeconomic factors to arrive at
the fair market value of the tract.

When possible, the Geological
Survey uses a comparable sales ap-
proach to determine the mineral
value of a tract. An estimate of
value is made, according to this
method, by comparing recent land
transactions in the vicinity. Tracts
are rated for comparability on the
basis of location, time of the trans-
action, access to transportation fa-
cilities, highest and best use condi-
tions and other physical and eco-
nomic similarities and differences.
Of course, the unavailability of ade-
quate sales records or the absence of
reasonably comparable transactions
can render this approach useless.

'If comparable sales'data are un-
available, the Survey uses an in-
come approach with discounted cash
flow analysis. This method involves
the calculation of annual revenues
and costs resulting from develop-
ment of the mineral resource. An-
nual revenue is figured, by apply-
ing the market price of coal at the
point of shipment to the volume of
production scheduled for each year.

*This description of the Department's pro-
cedures is derived mainly from the Tract
Evaluation Issue Paper prepared by GS-BLM
Task Force 155 for the Office of Coal Leasing
(May 1978).

After expected capital and operat-
ing costs are deducted, the resulting
cash flow is discounted over time
using an established discount rate
to compute the net present value of
the resource.

Relationship Between Fair Market
Vakue and Surface Ownier Con-
sent Cost

In compluting the., fair market
value of the coal subject to the lease,
all costs of the coal recovery proc-
ess will be reflected. See 4 Nichols.
Eminent Domain § 13.22[2] (3d ed.
1977) ; 93.080 Acres of Land v.
United States, 169 F. Supp. 305
(W.D. Pa. 1959); Louis, 'Mineral
V 7aluation 6, 109-16 (1923). This in-
cludes the cost of obtaining surface
owner consent. This might suggest
that there is no inconsistency in al-
lowing unlimited consent costs and
recovering fair market value. This
is valid, however, only to the extent
that the price of surface owner con-
sent covers damages to the surface
estate and operation.

Payment of unlimited consent
costs would be consistent with re-
covery of fair market value only if
the statute referred to the fair ma r-
ket value of' the ease, for acquisi-
tion of the lease would not, equal
acquisition of the right to mine the
coal. As the cost of acquiring sur-
face owner, consent, increased,, the
amount which a lessee would be will-
ing to pay for the lease would go
proportionately lower, and the fair
market value of the lease would be
less...

But the statute requires that the
Secretary lease for the fair market
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value of the coal. This is the market
value to-the owner of the mineral in
place, which differs from the mar-
ket value of severed coal by the cost
of recovering the. coal. State v.
Nunes, 233 Or. 547, 39 P. 2d 579
(1963). The recovery- cost includes
damage to the surface caused by
mining. Of course, no part of the
value of the coal in place should be
deducted in computing the fair
market value of that coal to its
owner, the public. Yet, that is ex-
actly what could occur were the sur-
face- owner in a position to exact a
consent payment based on the value
of the coal itself-a payment in ex-
cess of losses and costs to the sur-
face estate and operation-and this
entire payment were included in
the value computation.

Assuming a limited consent cost
figure. in the fair market value cal-
culation would ensure that no lease
is issued in which the return to the
public is less than the fair market
value of the severed coal less all
legitimate recovery costs; payment
for the value of the coal in place is
not a legitimate recovery cost.

Assigning a value to the surface
estate which excludes value attribut-
able to the presence of underlying
Federal coal is entirely. consistent
with existing law. The mineral
estate and the surface estate have
separately ascertainable market
values. Eagle Lake Iprovement
Co. v. United States, 141 F. 2d 562
(5th Gir. 1944); United States v.
4.55.3 Acres of Land, 208 F. Supp.

127 (N.D. Cal. 1962). It is natural
and necessary that these distinct
values be identified in order to en-
sure receipt of the full market value
of the coal by the public. In deter-
mining the value of the surf ac, the
calculation must be limited to its
value for surface uses and nnist ex-
clude elements of value attributable
to minerals belonging to the United
States, or' others nhaiiced value
created by the Goverrnnent's need
for the' property. Soemaker v.
United States, 147 U.S. 282(1893)-;
United States v. iller, 317 U.S.
369 (1943); United States v. 158.76
Acres of Lakd, 298 F. 2d 559 (2d
Cil'. 1962).

Secretarial Discretion and Regula-
tory Authority

The: Secretary has broad discre-
tion "to prescribe necessary and
proper rules and regulations and to
do any and all things necessary" to
accomplish the purposes of the Min-
eral Lands Leasing Act. 0 U.S.C.
X 189; Udall v. Tallman. 380 U.S. 1
(1965). One'of the principal pur-
poses of the Act, as ae'nded by the
1976 coal leasing legislation, is to
provide for a fair -return to the pub-
lic from Federal coal leasing. S.
Rep. No. 296, 94th Cong., 1st Sess.
13 (1975) ; H.R. Rep. No. 681, 94th
Cong., 1st Sess. 17-18 (1975) ; 121
Cong. Rec. 14556 (daily ed.
July 31, 1975). As shown by the
above discussion of the interrela-
tionship between surface owner
consent prices and receipt of fair
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market value, indirect limitation of
surface owner consent prices is one
of the steps necessary to ensure fair
return on the public's coal.

In the exercise of his discretion to
lease under the Mineral Lands Leas-
ing Act, the Secretary is authorized
to refuse to lease where such action
would be contrary to the purposes
of the Act, and, in fact, is required
to refuse to lease where contrary to
the statutory objective of receiving
fair market value. 30 U.S.C. § 201
(a) (1) (1976). The exercise of Sec-
retarial discretion to decline to lease
when high surface owner consent
prices have the effect of reducing
the amount a potential lessee is will-
ing to pay the government for the
lease is, in effect, a decision that the
United States is not a willing seller
at the price offered. When this is the
case-that is, when, for lack of a
willing seller, fair market value has
not been offered-there is no doubt
that the decision not to lease is
proper.

Legislative Hitory of the Surf ace
Owner Consent Provision

Only after days of floor debate
and conference committee negotia-
tions did Congress arrive at the
final version of the surface owner
consent provision of the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation
Act. The history of the bill suggests
that a fair market value calculation
which could indirectly limit consent
payments would be consistent with
Congressional objectives.

The. principal purposes of the
surface owner consent provision are
to ensure that the livelihood of' res-
ident ranchers and farmers is not

interrupted without their approval
and to ensure that, when displaced,
those surface owners do not suffer
financially for the loss of the sur-
face estate and surface operations.
S. Rep. No. 128, 95th Cong., 1st
Sess. 102(1977); 123 Cong. Rec.
S 7999, 8003, S8006, 8008,
S 12436, S 12440, 117598 (daily ed.
May 19, July 20, 21, 1977). The idea
that surface owners would be in a
position to establish a price for con-
sent based on the value of the coal
underlying the surface was outra-
geous to Senators who opposed any
consent provision not tied to a limit
on compensation. 123 Cong. Rec.
S 7999, S 12429 (daily ed. May 19,
July 20, 1977) (remarks of Sena-
tors Johnston and Bumpers). The
danger foreseen was that the sur-
face owner onld, in effect, assert
through the consent provision an
Interest very much like a salable
property interest in the mineral es-
tate. This is an interest which the
surface owner has never had in Fed-
era] coal and which Congress did
not intend to transfer to the surface
owner, under sec. 714(g) of
SMIICRA:

Nothing in this edtion shall be construed
as increasing or diminishing any property

rights by the United States or by any
other landowner.

Congress made it quite clear that
the surface owner veto of surface
mining is absolute-that no system
for override of the veto was in-
tended. 123 Cong. Rec. S 7999-8012,
S 8123-30 (daily, ed. May 19, 20,
1977); H.R. Rep. No. 493, 9th
Cong., 1st Sess. 115 (1977). Since
the principal alternatives consid-
ered in the 1977 congressional de-
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bates were limitation of consent
prices through an override of non-
consent (by lessees upon payment
of damages into court) and the pro-
vision enacted which has no limita-
tion, there was no discussion of pos-
sible indirect limitations which
might result from policies under
consideration by the Department.
See 123 Cong. Rec. S 7997-8012,
S 8123-30, H 7591 (daily ed. Mlay
19, 20, July 21, 1977).

Despite the unwillingness of Con-
gress to directly limit payments
with an override of nonconsent,
there is a clear indication in the
Senate debates that Secretarial a-
tion to control consent prices would
be appropriate in instances where a
landowner attempts to "sell the
coal," i.e., demands a consent price
based not on the value of the surface
estate, but of the Federal mineral
estate. The following exchange be-
tween Senator Ford, a proponent of
either limited consent or an override
of nonconsent, and Senator Melcher,
a proponent of the measure that was
enacted, concerns, the possibility
that a surface owner may demand a
royalty interest in, the coal in ex-
change for consent:
MR. FORD. If he has the privilege of
denying or accepting the severance of
the coal, would he not then have the
right to say, "In lieu of so much per
acre, I want 25 cents per ton royalty
on the coal mined!' or, "I wvant 50 cents
per ton royalty"? Would he not have
that privilege. 
MR. MELCHER' I say, in answier to the
question, that the bill does not preclude
it; but the bill does not suggest it, nor

does the Mineral Leasing Act, under
which the leases are let, suggest it.

I might add that it would be contrary
to the public interest; and I am certain
that the Secretary, under no circuim-
stances, would favor it and if he knew
about it, would disallow it.

However, if the Senator from Ken-
tucky or any other Senator cares to
stipulate in the bill that no surface
owner may be recompensed on the basis
of royalty, I would be delighted to sup-
port the amendment. It simply is not the
practice and it is not done, nor was it
envisioned to be done. But I have no
objection to prohibiting it by an outright
ban.

123 Cong. Rec. S 8128 (daily ed.
May 20, 1977) (italics added).

This portion of the exchange
shows that at least one strong pro-
ponent of the consent provision
which emerged thought that the
Secretary has independent author-
ity to limit payment to the surface
owner and that exercise of such au-
thority would be consistent with the
provision he was supporting. 

Senator Melcher's views are -con-
sistent with the past practice of the
Department in limiting prices in
transactions involving minerals un-
der Federal lease; The Secretary has
previously issued regulations iiit-
ing the size of overriding royalties
for oil and gas and for other leas-
able minerals including coal. 43
CFR 3103.3-6, 3503.3-2(c). 1 - '
- The continuation of the above col-

loquy confirms our interpretation:
MR. FORD. The junior Senator from
Kentucky'is not a lawyer, but I would be
hard pressed to think-that the Secretary
could disallow- the agreement between the
surface owner and mining company-if
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we are saying that he has the right of conflict with the proposal under
turndown or acceptance. Would the See- consideration by the Department.
retary have the right to disallow the ar- The Department's proposal ac-
rangement whereby they could sever the
coal based on a 25-cent or 50-cent per complishes the congressional objec-
ton royalty? tive of avoiding consent payments
MR. AMELCHER. I think the marketplace based on the value of the Federal
has determined otherwise. It simply is coal, while maintaining the integ-
not done. The Secretary, in allowing the rity of the surface owner consent
lease to a coal company, is going to look, p 
first of all, at whether there is written provision by preservig the ulti-
consent. If he wishes to look into the mate right of the surface' owner to
circumstances as to how that written con- veto strip mining on his land.
sent is arrived at, he certainl?, may-and .

in te p~hii ineres, oa~iy~. iming- of C'onsent Acquisitioni te plic interest, robably would 0 T f 

123 Cong.. Rec. 8l28 (daily ed. 'Using appraised surface value
M ay 20, 1977) (italics added). rather than consent cost in the fair

This exchange supports Secretar- market value determination is the
ial action to control consent pay- ordinary and might, in some sitna-
nents to surface owners. Thereis no tions, be the sole way to compute

discussion which indicates an intent fair market value. The Senate Re-
to prevent the Secretary from con- port on SMCRA, in discussing the
trolling consent prices. I conclude, surface owner consent provision,
therefore, that the indirect limita- states: "It is anticipated that
tion of surface; owner consent negotiations will take place after
prices-through assumption of a the bids are opened, but before the
limited consent cost in the computa- lease is issued by the Secretary."
tion of the fair market value of the S. Rep. No. 128, 9th Cong., 1st
coal which must be bid before alease Sess. 102 (1977)
can be issued-would be completely Since the fair market value is
consistent with SMGRA. calculated prior to the opening of

"Those minerals * e * are the bids in order to set the minimum
people's minerals." 123 Cong. Rec. acceptable bid, the actual consent
S 8002 (daily ed. May 19, 1977) (re- price would be unavailable to the
marks of Sen. Haskell). Prevention Department at the time of the cal-
of unjust enrichment by Secretarial culation. It follows that, in the pro-
actions discouraging surface owners cedure contemplated by the Senate
from pricing consent on the basis Committee, an amount other than
of the value of the publicly owned actual consent cost must be used to
mineral estate was contemplated find fair market value. The natural
and suggested by Congress, as long method of computing this alterna-
as there is no -interference with the tive amount is appraisal of the sur-
surface owner's superior right to say face estate, its likely damages and
"no." This last caveat prevents ty- losses to the surface operation.
ing a limitation on consent prices to Determination of the losses and
a nonconsent override, but does not costs to be incurred by the surface
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owner due to the mining operation
is the economically sound method
of assigning a value to the consent,
and what we must conclude the
Senate Committee had in mind in
this scenario.

Contrary to the Senate Commit-
tee's expectation, the Department
proposes in most cases to hold no
lease sales unless consent has been
given. Yet the, preferred options
identified by Under Secretary
Joseph on Sept. 15, 1978, suggest
that 'some lease sales will be held
prior to acquisition of consent.
When that sequence envisioned by
the Senate Committee actually oc-
curs, the Department must, in com-
puting fair market value, asstme a
reasonable consent cost in place of
actual price. If this were to occur
in certain cases, while fair market
value were calculated in other
cases on the basis of actual consent
prices' which exceeded costs and
losses to the surface estate and
operation, the resulting variations
in minimum acceptable bonus bids
unrelated to variations in the value
of the Federal coal would not only
be inequitable, but clearly contrary
to the statutory policy embodied in
the fair market value requirement.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, having examined
both the coal leasing and surface
mining laws, their legislative his-
tories, and the policies behind them,
I conclude that the Secretary may,
to ensure a fair return to the public

from federally leased coal under
privately owned surface, use, as the
cost of surface owner consent, the
amount of damages resulting from
disruption of the surface estate or a
similar figure rather than the actual
payment which a surface owner has
received or may receive for his
consent.

I recognize that the surface estate
may have values to the surface
owner which cannot be measured by
the economic computation of the
Department. I hasten to add, there-
fore, that the limitation on the con-
sent price which may result from
this policy is only for the purpose of
computing the minimum lease bid
which the Department will accept
so the public will receive a fair re-
turn from sale of the coal. Nothing
in the approach being considered
by the Department will force the
surface owner to accept a payment
below the value of the land to that
owner, or will force a surface owner
to give consent. The surface owner
retains an absolute veto against
leasing Federal coal underlying his
surface, and the negotiation of the
consent price will remain a matter
between private parties; any
amount may be paid so long as the
IDepartment receives the fair mar-
ket value of the coal.

This opinion was prepared with
the assistance of John D. Leshy,
Associate Solicitor for Energy and
Resources, Robert J. Uram, Assist-
ant Solicitor for Onshore Min-
erals, 'Robert G. Berger and
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XTHUNDEREIRD COAL CORP.

OFYCE OF SURFACE MINING
RECLAMATION AND ENFORCE-
MENT

1 IBSMA 85

Decided January 18 1979

Cross appeals by Thunderbird Coal
Corp and the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement from; a
Sept. 12, 1978 decision of Chief Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Luoma, as to
Docket No,..NX-S-3--R, upholding in
part a notice of violation of 30 CYR
715A.17(a) issued in accordance with
sec., 521 (a) (3) of the Surface Mining
Control and: Reclamation Act of 1977.

Reversed.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Water Quality
Standards and' Effluent Limitations:
Discharges from Disturbed Areas*

Discharges from any portion of a per-
haitted area -that is disturbed in the
course of the permittee's mining opera-
tions,5 must comply with, the effluent
limitations contained in 30 Cll 715.17
(a) of the Departnent's initial regula-
tory program.

2. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Water Quality
Standards and Effluent Limitations:
Disturbed Areas: Sedimentation Ponds

A sedimentation pond is a "disturbed
area," as that term is defined for the

purpose of 30 CPR 715.17(a) of the De-
partments. initial regulatory program,
when any portion of the permitted area
vhich drains into the sedimentation
pond has been disturbed by the permittee
other than by the construction of other
sedimentation ponds, roads, or diversioi
ditches.

APPEARANCES: J. T. Begley, Esq.,
and John P. Williams, Esq., for Office
of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement; Samuel E. Davies, Esq.,
for Thunderbird Coal Corp.

OPINION BY THE INTERIOR'
BOARD OF SURFACE MINING

ANAD RECLAMATION
APEALS

Cross appeals have beei filed with
the Board by the- Office of Surface
Mining Reclamation and Enforce-
mient (OSm): and Thunderbird
Coal Corp. (Thunderbird) from an
administrative law judge's decision
upholding in part a notice -of viola-
tion issued to Tilndebird pur-
suant to see. 521(a) (3) of the
Surface Mining Control and Recla-
Ination Act of 177.' The principal
issue for decision by the Boa-rd is.
When drainage into the final sedi-
mentation pond in a permittee's
water' qhality control system is both
fron areas that have been disturbed
by the permittee and areas that have
not been so disturbed, does sec.
715.17 (a) of the. Department's
interim regulations require that the
discharges front the sedimentation
pond comply with the effluefit limi-
tations expressed 'therein? The
administrative law judge held that

1 2er Act of Aug. 3, 1977, 91 Stat. 445. 505
and 0 U.S.C.A. § 1271 (a )(3) (West Supp.
1978).
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only the percentage of discharges
derived from disturbed areas must
so comply. We hold that all dis-
chargesf from such a sedimentation
pond must comply with the effluent
limitations expressed in sec. 715.17
(a). We therefore reverse.

Facts

' The relevant facts in these ap-
peals are not disputed by the
parties. Thunderbird a Keentucky
corporation, .conducts its urface
coal mining operation under the
authority of Permit No. 6414-77, is-
sued by the dommionwealthlof Ken-
tucky. Much of the permitted area,
comprising 100 acres, was previ-
ously mined for coal at least 15 to
20 years ago. The excavations thus
created were not reclaimed and have
resulted in highly acidic surface
water drainage. Prior to the com-
mencement of Thunderbird's cur-
rent operation, the pH level of the
drainage from the previously mined
area was measured as 2.S and 3.2 at
two different sampling points.

When OSM issued its notice of
violation to Thunderbird, the coin-
pany had mined or otherwis& di-
rectly disturbed approximately 26;
acres of the permitted area. Before
completing its operation, Thunder-
bird anticipates that it will have
niined and reclaimed all but 10 to
12 acres of the permitted area. To
control the quality of surf ace water
drain age from its permitted area,
Thunderbird devised a mining plan
which includes the construction of
four sedimentation ponds. When
OSMA issued its notice of violation,

one of these ponds (Structure No. 1)
was completed, and a second ponl
(Structure No. 4) was completed
except for the final emplacement of
an emergency spillway (a tempo-
rary emergency spillway had been
constructed). Structure No. 4 has
the lowest topographical placement
of the sedimentation ponds pklanned
by Thunderbird; all surface water
drainage from the permitted- area
passes through Structure-No. 4.

On June 15, 1978, surface water
drainage into Structure No. 4 com-
prised; (1) treated discharges fromn
Structure No. 1 of drainage from
areas disturbed by Thunderbird;
(2) drainage from a small area. (less
than 1 acre) disturbed by Thunder-
bird which "bypassed Structure No.
1; aud (3) drainage front an area
not yet disturbed by Thunderbird
which also bypassed Structure Neo
1. OSM's inspectors sampled the
discharges from both Structure No.
1 and Structure No. 4, on the above
date. The pH level of the sample

from Structure No. 1 w as found to
be in compliance with the. effluent
limitation expressed in sec. 715.17
(a) of the Departmnent's interim
regulations; that from Structure
No. 4 was found to be 4.5, w-hich is
not within the range of 6.0 to .0
specified as the p level limitation
in sec. 715.17(a).2 On the basis of
the pH level measured for dis-
charges from Structure No. 4, OSM
issued a notice of violation to Thmn-
derbird, specifying a viodation of
sec. 715.17 (a) Thunderbird was di-
rected by OSMI to tieat the dis-

2 See 42 PR 62685 (Dec. 13, 1977) (to be
codified in 80 CFR 715.17(a)).
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charges from Structure No. 4, in or-
der to maintain the pH level of
these between 6.0 and 9.0. Thunder-
bird was to submit a treatment plan
for approval to the Commonwealth
of Kentucky by June 29, 1978, and
to implement an'approved plan by
July 27, 1978.

At the request of Thunderbird,
an informal conference was held at
its mine site on June 28, 1978. Be-

,cause OSM did not alter its position
zas a result of this conference, Thun-
derbird sought further review of the
Yiotice of violation and was granted
a hearing before an administrative
law judge, held on July 20, 1978.3
The administrative law judge's de-
cision of Sept. 12,1978, affirmed the

notice of violation "to the extent
that it applies to the 5 percent of
water coming from th e disturbed
area" which had not been treated
in Structure No. 1, but found that
"[the] Applicant is not responsible
for the condition of water which
flows from * * * undisturbed land."
Both Thunderbird and OSM made
timely appeals to the Board from
the decision rendered by the admin-
istrative law judged

Discussion

Sec. 715.17(a) of the Depart-
ment's interim regulations, which
controls the resolution of these ap-

3 This hearing was conducted. pursuant to
the authority expressed in 30 U..S.C.A. 1275
(West Supp. 1978) and 43 FR 4393-4 (Aug.
3, 1978) (to be codified in 43 CR 4.1160-
4.1171).

4 See 43 R 34398 (Aug. , 1978) (to be
codified in 43 CPR 4.1271). OSM flied its
notice of appeal with the Board on Oct. 10,
1978; Thunderbird filed its notice on Oct. 11,
1978.

peals, contains the following pro-
visions:

All surface drainage from the disturbed
area, including disturbed areas that have
been graded, seeded, or planted, shall be
passed through a sedimentation pond or
a series of sedimentation ponds before
leaving the permit area. Sedimentation
ponds shall be retained until drainage
from the disturbed area has met the
water quality requirements of this sec-
tion and the revegetation requirements
of § 715.20 have been met. * * * For pur-
pose of this section only, disturbed area
shall not include those areas in which
only diversion ditches, sedimentation
ponds, or roads are installed in accord-
ance with this section and the upstream
area is not otherwise disturbed by the
perWittee. * * Discharges from areas
disturbed by surface coal mining and rec-
lamation operations must meet all appli-
cable Federal and State laws and regula-
tions and, at a minimum, the following
numerical effluent limitations [italics
added]: 

* t * * : *

pH Within the range 6.0 to 9.0. [Taken
from Table.]

* * * *

* (2) The permittee shall install, operate,
and maintain adequate facilities to treat
any water discharged from the disturbed
area that violates applicable Federal or
State laws or regulations or the limita-
tions of paragraph (a).'

Thunderbird's position is prem-
ised on the fact that not all of the
drainage impounded in Structure
No. 4, on the date of OSM's inspec-
tion, derived from portions of the
permitted area that had been dis-
turbed by the company's mining
operations. Thunderbird argues
that the results of the tests per-
formed by OSM on discharges from

'42 PR 62685 (Dec. 13, 1977) (to be codi-
fled in 30 CR, 71.17(a)).
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Structure No. 4 thus do not satisfv
OSM's burden of proof in respect
of the notice of violations The ad-
ministrative law judge agreed with
the assertion that Thunderbird
should not be held responsible for
the quality of all drainage im-
pounded in Structure No. 4; how-
ever, the judge determined that the
notice of violation was validly is-
sued as to that drainage which was
shown to derive from an area dis-
turbed by Thunderbird and which
did not pass through and become
treated at Structure No. 1. The
judge did not specify the evidence
upon which he relied to support his
statement that the pH level of this
particular drainage was shown to be
in violation of the effluent limita-
tion expressed in sec.. 715.17(a).
Moreover, the Board's review of the
record has disclosed no such evi-
dence. The Board does not agree
with Thunderbird, however, that
this lack of evidence is dispositive
in these appeals. Instead, the Board
has determined that, under the cir-
cumstances disclosed by OSM's in-
spection, all discharges from Struc-
tur'e No. 4 are subject to the p1
level limitation expressed in sec.
715.T7(a).

[l, 21- Sec. 715.17 (a) requires that
the quality of discharges from areas
disturbed by a permittee must com-
play, at a minimum, with the effluent
limitations expressed therein. The
term "disturbed area" is defined,
generally, to mean "those lands that

605M has the burden of establishing a
prima facie case as to the validity of a notice.
of violation. See 43 FR 34394 (Aug. 3, 1978)
(to be codified in 43 CR 4.1171(a)).

have been affected by surface coal
mining and reclamation opera-
tions." 7 This definition is qualified
for the purpose of sec. 715.17(a),.
however, by the provision that "dis-
turbed area shall not include those
areas in which only diversion
ditches, sedinmentation ponds, or
roads are installed in accordance-
with [sec. 715.17(a)] and the up-
stream area s not otherwise dis-
turbed by the permittee" (italics.
added) .8 The purpose of this quali-
fication is clear. In its absence, di-
version ditches, sedimentation
ponds and roads would always con-
slitute disturbances of a permitted.
area, and drainage in a permitted
*area which might contact any of
these structure would be subject to
the effluent limitations expressed in
sec. 715.17(a). The Secretary has
relieved a permittee from the obli-
gation of maintaining the quality
of such drainage, however, when
(1) a diversion ditch, sedimentation
pond, or road is installed in accord-
ance with sec. 715.17(a), and (2)
that portion of the permitted area
which is upstream, in relation to any
such structure, is not disturbed by
the permittee other than to the ex-
tent, necessary for the installation;
of the structure. This means, for
example, that a permittee may con-
struct a sedimentation pond in an-
ticipation of mining coal on a por-
tion oft the permitted area which
drains into the pond, without
thereby becoming responsible for

742 PR, 62678 (Dec. 13, 1977) (to be codi-
fied in 30 CFR 710.5).

042 PR 62685 (Dec. 13, 1977) (to be codi-
fied in 30 CFR 715.17(a)).
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the quality of drainage that might
pass through the pond before the
-mining operations proceed further.

ABut, at such time as the operations
of the permittee disturb any portion
of the permitted area which drains
into the sedimentation pond, other
than as is necessary for the installa-
tion of other sedimentation ponds,
-oads, or diversion ditches, the per-
sunittee must assume responsibility
-1or the quality of all discharges
from that pond. This is because the
sedimentation pond thereby be-
comes a "disturbed area,": as that
term is defined for the purpose of
see. 715.17(a).9

As was previously noted, the rec-
ord reveals that Thunderbird has
disturbed portions of the permitted
area that drain into Structure No.
4, other than by the installation of
sedimentation ponds, diversion
ditches or roads.10 Thus, Structure
No 4 is, itself, a "disturbed area,"
and Thunderbird must maintain the
pH level of discharges from this
structure within the range 6.0 to
Z9.0. The company has not rebutted

D One of the purposes of the Secretary's re-
.quIrement that drainage from disturbed areas
ibe passed through sedimentation ponds is to
facilitate monitoring of mining operations.
,See Comment 8, 42 FR 62650 (Dec. 13, 1977).
A!he Board's Interpretation of sec. 715.17(a)
as consistent with this purpose. In contrast,
The interpretation of see. 715.17(a) suggested
by the administrative law judge would place
on OSM the burden of monitoring drainage
quality In the watershed area above a sedi-
inentation pond, whenever the drainage into
a sedimentation pond comprises drainage from
both disturbed and undisturbed portions of the
permitted area. Such a burden was clearly not
ntended by the Secretary to be imposed on

OSM.
1l See text, supra, at p. 39 Transcript of the

hearing before the administrative law judge
on Sept. 12, 1978, at 121-122; Hi. 2 

OSM's assertion that, on June 15,
1978, the pH level of discharges
from Structure No. 4 was 4.5, so the
Board must conclude that the notice
of violation was validly issued. 

We hold that Thunderbird was
responsible for the quality of dis-
charges from Structure No. 4, under
the circumstances disclosed by
OSI's inspection and described
above, rather than for only the qu al-
ity of untreated drainage into
Structure, No. 4 from disturbed
portions of the permitted area. The
administrative law judge's decision
is therefore reversed, and OSM is
authorized to take further enforce-
ment action consistent with this
decision.

So ordered.

IRALINE G. BARNES,

Adninistrative Judge.

WILL A. IRWIN,
Chief Adninistrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
MIRKIN DISSENTING:

The majority has issued a finely-
reasoned, cogently stated opinion
that informs the parties to the ap-
peal why the case has been disposed
of the way it has, and that advises
future potential parties who are
similarly situated the way similar
appeals will be treated. The opinion
is entirely consistent with both
national and departmental goals
concerning the environment.' The

'Secs. 101 and 102 of the Act, 91 Stat. 445.
447, 448; sec. 700.2 of the interim regulations,
42 FR 62675 (Dec. 13, 1977).
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problem before us, though, is
whether those goals have been im-
plemented i the manner asserted
by the majority. I agree with mLch
-of what the majority has said. All
that is required for my total agree-
1ileut is a prodigious act of interpre-
tation. I cannot perform that act.

For the purposes of this dissent,
-the important facts are that there
-were two sedimentation ponds (1
-and 4), neither of which was in a
site where actual excavation was
taking place.2 Surface water drain-
age from the disturbed area went
into pond No. 1 and was treated so
'that the pH level was satisfactory.
Water was then discharged from
pond No. 1 which flowed into pond
No. 4 where it comingled with
drainage from a disturbed area
whichI drainage did not pass

'through pond No. 1) and drainage
from an undisturbed area. Dis-
charges from pond No. 4 had an
unacceptably low pH level. No evi-
dence -was offered to demonstrate
the pIR level of either the untreated.
drainage from the disturbed area
or the drainage from the undis-7
turbed area before they entered
pond -No. 4. Nevertheless, the
majority has held that the sedimen-
tation pond itself constitutes a dis-
turbed area. In effect, then, this
means- that for a sedimentation
pond œot to constitute a disturbed

2 x. 3 is a map that was relied upon by
both parties. It delineates areas that were
disturbed 'in the past, areas' that have' been or
will be disturbed by Thunderbird, and un-
disturbed areas. All sedimentation ponds are
shown to, be In undisturbed' areas-at least as
'that term is understood by the parties.

D COAL CORP. V. I , V
,CLAMATION AND ENFORCEMENT
g18, 1979
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area, it must exist alone or, at best,
in anticipation of a surface mining
disturbance that is to be com'
menced at a later date. The Depart-
ment could have defined "disturbed
area" to be so encompassing. The
question then becomes whether
there is any evidence that it did so.

Sec. 710.5 of the interim regula-
tions defines "disturbed area." to
mean "those lands that have been
affected by surface coal mining and
reclamation operations." Taken
alone, this does not provide too
much guidance. However, the "sur-
face coal mining" referred to in sec.
710.5 is itself defined in sec. 700.5.'
That definition refers to a variety
of excavation activities and, in ad-
dition to those activities,

adjacent land, the use of which is in-,
cidental to any such activities, all lands
affected by the construction of new roads
or the improvement or use of existing
roads to gain access to the site of such
activities and for haulage and excava-
tion, workings, impoundments, dams,
ventilation shafts, entryways, refuse
banks, dumps, stockpiles, overburden
piles, spoil banks, culm banks, tailings,
holes or depressions, repair areas, storage
areas, processing areas, shipping 'areas
and other areas upon which are sited
structures, facilities, or other property
or material on the surface, resulting
from or incident to such activities.

42 FR' 62677 (Dec. 13,1977).
Immediately after this, "surface
coal mining and reclamation opera-.
tions" is defined as "mining opera-
tions and all activities necessary
and incidental to the 'reclamation of
such operations. " * *" 3 Although

These definitions track the ones In sec.
701 (27) and (28) of the Act, 91 Stat. 445, 518.
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not specifically defined in the in-'
teriin regulations, "resulting from
or incident to" is defined in the pro-
posed. permanent regulations to
mean "ca relation between two
events such that when one event
occurs the other event will, in the
natural sequence of events, also
occur." 

The catalogue of adj acent land
uses in section 700.5 which consti-
tute surface coal mining'. operations
is specific, not generic. "Sediinenta-
tion pond" is not in that number.

Indicative of the difficulties con-
cerning what sedimentation ponds
are to disturbed areas* and vice
ver~cla the Department felt it neces-
sary to comment on this relationship,
when questions were raised during
the comment pe riod after the pro-
posal of the interim regulations and
before their adoption. In its brief
to the Board, OSM presented the
following history of sec. 715.17'(a)

Section 715.17'(a) i the proposed rules
required the following:

"Discharges from the entire permit
area must meet all applicable Federal
and State water quality standards and
the following numerical effluent limita-
tions: * * ." (italics added), 42 Fed.,
Reg. 44,983 (1977). 

This is In sharp contrast to the lan-
guage of the final' rules, which required
the following.

"Discharges from areas disturbed by
.surf ace coal mining and reclamation op-
erations must meet all applicable Fed-
eral and State laws and regulations, and,'
at a minimum, the following numerical
effluent limitations: * * *' (italics add-
ed) 42'*Fed. Reg. 62,685 (1977).

The reason behind the change in lan-
guage was discussed in Comment No. 10:
of the preamble to the final rules:

Sec. 700.5, 43 R 41801 (ept. 18, 1978).

"In response to several comments, the.
regulations require application of the ef-
fluent limitations only to discharges from
the disturbed area and not to dischargea
from areas the permittee has not dis-
turbed through mining and reclamation
* * * Effluent limitations do not apply
to discha rges. from undistur bed areas."'
42 Fed. Reg. 62,651;(1977).

The majority interpretatioi,
nevertheless, by expanding the defi-
nition of disturbed areas, captures:
those activities which the Depart-
ment indicated in comment 10 it was
excluding from the substantive reg-
ulatory requirements of sec. 715.17
(a)., In the departmental analysis
of the scope and meaning of see..
816.42 of the proposed permanent
regulations the Department.* also
seems to be of the opinion that the
regulation is not yet all inclusive.
Sec. 816.42 is the analog of sec. 715.
17 (a) of the interim regulations.
The Department reaffirms comment
10 previously cited, and goes on to,
say,: "If necessary, however, the of-
fice will promulgate more stringent
limitations and requirements in the
future to protect water quality.'" 
The wvay to do this is by amendment
of the rules, not by construction by
this Board.

Indeed, the conduct amounting to
the alleged, violation could have
been regulated in a number of ways.
not requiring this extreme interpre-
tation of departmental regulations.
Had the discharge from the un-
treated disturbed area been tested
and found to be deficient, th,7 re-
sults of that test could have been
offered as evidence of the violation

'Brief of OSM, Nov. 17, 178, at pp. 6, 7.
f43 FR 41745, 41746 (ept, 18, 1978),.
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charged by OSM. No such vid
was offered. Had the activity
lated Kentucky law, as urge(
OSM, at the hearing and ir
brief, referral to the Kentucky
thorities could have solved the r
lem. E.P.A. regulations were als
serted to forbid the coming
of satisfactory and unsatisfac
waters if the overall result is
satisfactory.7 The miatter could:
been referred to E.P.A. for co:
tion. All I am saying is that del
mental regulations, as presently
stituted, are not sufficiently b:
to embrace the activity that is
subject of this appeal. As these
interim regulations and the Dej
ment is now in the process of
mulgating permanent regulat:
it has an ideal opportunity to 
precisely the scope' of its effol
regulate effluent discharges.

For these reasons I would rev
as to OSAM and grant the appe
Thunderbird.

MELVIN J. MIR:KIN,

Admninistrative Jud(

APPEAL OF STATE OF ALAS

3 ANCAB 129

Decided January 19,

Appeal of State of Alaska from
Bureau of Land Management Dec
Nos. AA-6685-B, A-050463--C, et

Remanded to the Bureau of I
Management for action. consistent
the decision.

-40 CFR Part 434.

oence 1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
vio- Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal

l by Board: Appeals: Summary Dismissal
its An issue in an appeal will be dismissed

au- for lack of diligent prosecution when a
rob- party fails to respond to an Order of
o as- this Board requiring a showing of cause
,,ing why an issue should not be dismissed.

tory 2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
un- Act: Administrative Procedure: Gen-

have erally-Alaska Native Claims Settle-
rrec- ment Act: Alaska Native Claims
)art- Appeal Board: Appeals: Generally
con- ANCAB is bound by statements of Secre-
road tarial policy contained in Secretarial

the Orders published in the Federal Register
are

part- 3. Alaska, Native Claims Settlement
pro- Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal

Board: Appeals: Generallyions,
state A timely appealed Bureau of Land Man-
't to agement decision does not constitute a

final Departmental decision as that term
is used in sentence 5, sec. 2 of S.O. 3029.

'erse
al of APPEARANCES: James N. Reeves,

Esq., Assistant Attorney General and
-Shelley J. Higgins, Esq., Assistant At-
torney General, on behalf of the State

re. of Alaska; Bruce Schultheis, Esq.,
Office of the Regional Solicitor, on
behalf of the Bureau of Land Manage-

KgA- ment; James D. Linxwiler, Esq., on
behalf of Cook Inlet Region, Inc.; and
Richard G. Encelewski, General Man-

9 ager, Ninilchik Natives Association,
Inc.

*the
ision OPINION BY ALASKA
c. NATIVE CLAIMS

Land APPEAL BOAi0D
with The Alaska Native Claims Ap-

peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority in the Alaska Native
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Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.
§§1601-1624 (Supp. IV, 1974), as
amended, 89 Stat. 1145 (1976), and
the implementing regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650, and Part 4, Sub-
part J (1975), hereby makes the fol-
lowing findings, conclusions and
decision.

On May 8, 1978, the State of
Alaska filed a Notice of Appeal and
Statement of Reasons for Appeal in
the above-entitled case. The State
:of Alaska alleged that there were
three issues subject to appeal. The
first issue was that the Bureau of
Land Management erred in its
treatment of certain third-party in-
terests held under A.S. 38.05.077,
which are also known as 'open-to-
,entry leases." The second issue con-
cerned the Bureau of Land Man-
agement's failure to reserve an ease-
ment for a road which lies in the S

N 1/2 of sec. 29, T. 4 S., R. 14 W.,
Seward meridian. The third issue
raised was that the Bureau of Land
Management erred in approving
for interim conveyance the E /Ž
NE 1/4 SW14 of see. 34, T. 1 S., R. 14
W., Seward meridian, also known
as the Ninilchik Highway Mainte-
nance site, on the grounds that the
State of Alaska holds title to said
parcel.

On May 10, 1978, this Board or-
dered the segregation of all lands
described by the State as being sub-
ject to dispute in this appeal.

On June 21, 1978, cook Inlet Re-
gion, nc. (CIRI) and Ninilchik
Natives Associations Inc. (NNAI),
replied to the State of Alaska's
'Statement of Reasons for 'Appeal.
,CIRI and NNAI requested that the

State's appeal regarding the open-
to-entry leases be held in abeyance
pending the reconsideration of Sec-
retarial Order 3016 (Dec. 14, 1977,
85 I.D. 1 (1978)) which concerned
Departmental treatment of the
open-to-entry leases. They also
stated that the issue of a road ease-
ment contained in para. 2 of the
State's pleading should be re-
manded to the Bureau of Land
Management with instructions to in-
clude it as an easement. As to the
third issue involving the property
more commonly known as the Ninil-
chik Highway Maintenance site,
GIRT and NNAI requested that the
State of Alaska submit evidence of
its interests of whatever nature in
such lands, and that the Board
thereafter establish a briefing sched-
ule on this issue.

The Bureau .of Land Management
also submitted an answer to the
State of Alaska's Statement of Rea-
sons for Appeal requesting the same
relief as CIRI and NNAI except
that the Bureau. of Land Manage-
ment requested that the, question on
the Ninilchik Highway Mainte-
nance site be remanded to the Bu-
reau of Land Management and the
State be given 30 days in which to
submit evidence of ownership of
such site.

On July 12, 1978, this Board sus-
pended all further briefing in. this
appeal with respect to the treatment
of open-to-entry leases in said BLM
decision pending the reconsidera-
tion of S.O. 3016. Since all parties
had agreed to the reservation of an
easement for the road which lies in
the S 1/i N /2 of sec. 29, T. 4 S., R

I46
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14 W., the Board ordered that such
be included by the Bureau of Land
Management as an easement in the
decision and interim conveyance.
The Board also ordered the State of
Alaska to submit to the Board, evi-
dence of its interests of whatever
nature in the E 1/2 NE 14 SW 14
of sec. 34, T. 1 S., R. 14 W., Seward
meridian, also known as the Ninil-
chik Highway Maintenance site.

On Aug. 14, 1978, the State of
Alaska submitted a document en-
titled "Statement of Interest," to-
gether with various exhibits. The
Statement of Interest alleged that
the State of Alaska received a quit-
claim deed dated June 30, 1959, to
the Ninilchik Highway Mainte-
nance site, pursuant to the Alaska
Omnibus Act, P.L. 86-70 (June 25,
1959), 73 Stat. 141. The exhibits
filed with this Statement include a
quitclaim deed from the Secretary
of Commerce, U.S. Department of
Commerce, to the State of Alaska.
This deed conveyed lands which
were described in three different
schedules, one of which was identi-
fied as Schedule C in the deed. Sub-
mitted along with the copy of the
deed was a photocopy of one page
of Schedule C which contained a de-
scription of air navigational site
withdrawal # 138, which is located
at Ninilchik, Alaska. Copies of sev-
eral public land orders submitted
by the State of Alaska show that
tbe E 1/2 NE 1t SW 14 of sec.
34, T. 1 S., R. 14 W., Seward merid-
ian, the land here in dispute, was
included within air navigational
site withdrawal : 138.

In light of this documentation
submitted'by the State of Alaska
purporting to show a conveyance to
the State of the E 1/2 NE 1/4 SW
1/4 of sec. 34, T. 1 S., R. 14 W.,
Seward meridian, this Board, on
Aug. 25, 1978, ordered Cook Inlet
Region, Inc., Ninilchik Natives As-
sociation, Inc., and the Bureau of
Land Management to show cause
why this land should not be ex-
cluded from the Bureau of Land
Management decision to convey on
the grounds that this land had been
previously conveyed to the State of
Alaska, and is not public land
within the meaning of § 3(e) of
ANCSA.

More than 30 days have elapsed
and neither Cook Inlet Region,
Inc., Ninilchik Natives Association,
Inc., nor the Bureau of Land
Management have shown cause
why the E 1/2 NE 1/4 SW 14 of sec.
34, T. I S., R. 14 W., Seward
meridian, should not be excluded
from the conveyance to the
Ninilchik Natives Association, Inc.
and Cook Inlet Region,; Inc.

[1] An issue in an appeal will be
dismissed for lack of diligent
prosecution when a party fails to
respond to an Order of this Board
requiring a showing of cause why
an, issue should not be dismissed.

The State of Alaska having sub-
mitted documentation which indi-
cates that they are the fee-title
holders of the Ninilchik Highway
Maintenance site, and Ninilchik
Natives Association, Inc., Cook In-
let Region, Inc., and the Bureau
of Land Management having failed

45]
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to respond to this Board's Order
to Show Cause why the Ninilehik
Highway Maintenance site should:
not be excluded; from the above-
referenced decision to convey on
the grounds that this land has been
previously conveyed to the State of
Alaska and is therefore not public
land within the meaning of § 3 (e)
of ANCSA and not available for
conveyance to the Ninilchik Na-
tives Association, Inc., pursuant to
ANCSA, this Board Orders that
this question be dismissed as an is-
sue in this appeal. This Board
further Orders that the E 1/2 NE
1/4 S W 1/4 of sec. 34, T. 1 S., R. 14.
W., Seward meridian, more com-
monly known as Ninilchik High-
way Maintenance site, shall be ex-
cluded from the above-referenced
decision to convey.

The only issue remaining in this
appeal is the allegation that the
Bureau of Land Management erred
in its treatment of third-party
leases held under A.S. 38.05.077
when it made the conveyance sub-
ject to these leases rather than ex-
cluding the leases from the convey-
ance. This very issue was ad-
dressed by the Secretary of the
Interior on Nov. 27, 1978, when
there was published in the Federal
Regiiter .0. 3029 (43 FR 55287)1
the subject of which was "Valid
Existing Rights Under the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act.
(ANCSA)." This Secretarial Order
No. 3029 became effective immedi-
ately, canceling previously issued
S.O. 3016 which concerned the same
subject- S.O. 3029 stated in part as
follows:

e * * * *

Sec. 2 Policy. By this Order I hereby-
adopt the Memorandum from the So-
licitor, dated. Oct. 24, 1978, (copy at-
tached), as the position of the Depart-
ment on the subject of valid existing
rights under ANCSA. I reaffirm my on-
elusion in Order 3016 that, if prior to the,
passage of ANCSA, lands which were ten-
tatively approved for selection by the
State of Alaska were (a) tentatively ap-
proved or patented by the State to mu-
nicipalities or boroughs; or (b) patented
or leased by the State with an option to
buy under Alaska Statue [sic] 3.05.07T
(the so-called 'open-to-entry' program)
then valid existing rights were created
within the meaning of ANCSA. I also
now conclude thatlands covered by such
open-to-entry leases from the State
should not be included in conveyances to
Native corporations. The Bureau of Land
Management should identify third party
interests created by the State, as reflect-
ed by the land record of the State of
Alaska, Division of Lands, and: serve no-
tice on all parties of each other's possible
interests, but this Department should not
adjudicate these interests. This Order is
not intended to disturb any administra-
tive determination contained in a final
decision previously rendered by any
duly authorized Departmental official.
The question of retroactive application
of this Order shall be addressed by the
Solicitor under procedures which shall be
announced by him within 30 days of this
Order's effective dale.

On Dec. 4, 1978, this Board ended
the suspension of action on this is-
sue in this appeal and directed the
parties t file within 30 days from
receipt of the Order, briefing on this
Secretarial Order. More than 30
days have elapsed since receipt of
this Order by all parties to this
appeal and, no. briefing has been
filed.

[2] The Board has previously
held that it is bound by the rules
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and regulations promulgated by the
Secretary of the Interior under
ANCSA. (Appeal of Eyak Corp.,
1 ANCAB 132, 83 I.D. 484 (1976).)
The Board has also held that it is
bound by Secretarial findings, con-
clusions, and statements of Depart-
mental policy where the Secretary,
pursuant to regulation, takes orig-
inal jurisdiction of a case and
renders a final decision. ( (Appeal of
Clifford C. Burglin, 2 ANCAB 134
(Aug. 5, 1977) ; Appeal of Clifford
a. Burglin (On Reconsideration),

3 ANCAB 37 (July 3, 1978).) Like-
wise, the Board is bound by state-
ments of Secretarial policy con-
tained in Secretarial Orders pub-
lished in the Federal Register. 

[3] One of the statements of
-policy in S.O. 3029 is that such
Order was not intended to disturb
.any final Departmental decision
-previously rendered. In the present
-case, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment rendered a decision on-the se-
Jlection application of Ninilchik and
-this was timely appealed to this
Board. Pursuant to 43 CFR Part 4,
Subpart A, § 4.1(5) and 43 CFR
-Part 4, Subpart J, § 4.901(a), this
Board decides finally for the Secre-
-tary, appeals under ANCSA. This
Board, having not rendered a final
,decision on the issue of treatment
"of the open-to-entry leases involved
in this appeal prior to the issuance
.of S.O. 3029, now finds that there
has been no final administrative de-
-termination of the third-party
"interests here under appeal as men-
-tioned in the fifth sentence of sec. 2
,of S.Q. 3029 that would preempt the

Secretarial policy set forth in sec.,
2 of S.O. 3029.

The decision from which this ap-
peal was filed identified certain
third-party interests created by the
State pursuant to A.S. 38.05.077 on
land which formerly had tentative
approval for selection by the State
but which was determined by the
Bureau of Land Management to be
properly selected by Ninilchik
Natives Association, Inc., under
ANCSA. The BLM decision did not
adjudicate such third-party inter-
ests but identified and treated them
as follows:

* *~ * * * -

The grant of lands shall be subject to:

* :* * . .* *

5. The following third-party interests,
if valid, created and identified by the
State of Alaska, asprovided by sec. 14
(g) of the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act of Dec. 18, 1971 (85 Stat. 688,
704; 43 U.s.C. 1601, 1613(g) (Supp. V,
1975)) :

a. Open-to-entry leases, including the
right of the lessee to exercise the option
to purchase the surface estate at a nego-
tiated price under the provisions of A.S.
38.05.77 [sic]

1. ADL 41028 located in the N4
NE'4 of sec. 30, T. 2 S., R. 12 W., Seward
Meridan.

2. ADL 41072 located, in the NW'4
SW'/ 4 of sec. 20, T. 2 S., ER. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

3. ADL 41073 located in the NW'/ 4
SW'4 of see. 20, T. 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

4. ADL 41074 located in the NWY1

SWi/g of see. 20, T. 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

5. ADL 41140 located in the N 4
SW1%4 of sec. 20, T. 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward -Meridian.

45] 49
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6. ADD 41146 located in the NW/4
,NE/4 of sec. 30, T. 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

7. ADL 44503 located in the SW /4
SWI/W of sec. 24, T. 2 S., R. 13 W.,
Seward Meridian.

8. ADL 47755 located in the NE'/4
SWW4 of sec. 20, T. 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

9. ADL 49086 located in the NEW
SEW" of sec. 19, T. 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

10. ADD, 52829 located in the NWN/A
SW' of sec. 20, T. 2- S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

11. ADD 53837 located in the SWJ4
SE%4 of sec. 20, T. 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

12.- ADD 53838 located in the SEW6
SEJ/4 of sec. 20, T. 2 S., R. 13 W.,
Seward Meridian.

13. ADD 55257 located in 'the NW '/
SEU of sec. 20, . 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian:.

14. ADLD 56033 located in the SE1,4
SE1Wo of sec. 19 and the NEWI, NE/4
of sec. 30, T. 2 S., R. 12. W., Seward
Meridian. -

* * h *:

'The record befor6 this Board in-
dicates that the language of all of
the above open-to-entry leases
states that they were entered into
prior to Dec. 18, 1971, the date of
passage of ANCSA.

Pursuant to the policy of the De-
partment of the Interior as set forth
in S.O:. 3029 and the Memorandum
of the Solicitor adopted by S.O.
3029 as the policy of the Depart-
nent, this Board finds that
the above-mnentioned open-to-en-
try leases identified in the Bureau

of Land Management decision here
under appeal, must be excluded
*from the conveyance to Ninilchik
Natives Association, Inc.

Basecl upon the above, this appeal
is hereby remnanded to the Bureau
-of Land Managemnent, and the
Bureau of Land Management- is
Ordered as follows:

1. To exclude from the convey-
ance to Ninilchik Natives Associa-
tion, Inc., those open-to-entry
leases identified in the decision to
convey;

2. To exclude frot the convey-
ance to Ninilchik Natives Associa-
tion, Inc., the El/2 NE1/4 SW'/4 of
sec. 34, T. 1 5., R. 14 W., Seward.
meridian also known as the Ninil-
chik Highway Maintenance site;

3. To iclude in the conveyance to
Ninilchik Natives Association, Inc.,
an easement for a road which lies in,
the S 1/2 N 12 of sec. 29, T. 4 S., r.
14 W., Seward meridian, which is in
existence and which provides access
to lands patented to the State of
Alaska.

This represents a unanimous deci-
sion of the Board.

JUDITH M. BRADY,

Chairperson, Alaska Native
Claimns Appeal Board,

ABIGAIL F. DUNNING,

Board Member.

LAVRENCE MATSON,

Board Member.
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HARVEY SHEEHANI
AITD

UAZEL HOLLAND MIJDON*

39 IBLA 56

Decided January 16, 1979

Appeal from decision of the South
Dakota Area Office, Bureau of Land
Management. apportioning lands be-
tween grazing lease applicants,
PXT 020-78-2.

Reversed and remanded.

1. Grazing Leases: Generally-Graz-
ing Leases: Apportionment of Land
An area manager's decision apportioning
lands between two grazing lease appli-
cants ordinarily will not be disturbed
where both applicants have equal pref-
erence rights, the apportionment is con-
sistent with the regulatory criteria of 43
CPR 4121.2-1(d) (2), and the decision is
not shown to be arbitrary. or capricious.
Ilowever, where a new statute, sec. 402
of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976, 43 U.S.C.A. § 1752(c)
(West Supp. 1978), dictates that in cer-
tain circumstances "the holder of the ex-
piring permit or lease shall be given first
priority for receipt of the new permit or
lease," the apportionment must be con-
formed therewith.

2. Grazing Leases: Generally-Graz-
Ang Leases: Apportionment of Land-
Regulations: Generally-Regulations:
:Interpretation-eguIations: Validity
In view of 43 U.S.C.A. §1752( c) (West
Supp. 1978), which dictates that in cer-
tain circumstances the present grazing
-user shall have a right of first refusal
for any new lease, 43 CFR. 4110.5 (43
FR 29070, July 5, 1978), must be read in
parie mat ria therewith and with 43

tNot in Chronological Order.

CPR 4130.2(e) (43 FR 29072) to be con-
strued as a valid regulation and must be
interpreted not to apply were the present
grazing user desires a new lease and
otherwise meets the statutory and regu.
latory criteria.

APPEARANCES: Charles M. Thomt-
son, Esq., Mlay, Adam, Gerdes &
Thompson, Pierre, South Dakota, for
appellant Harvey D. Sheehan; and
William J. Srstka, Jr., Esq., Duncan,
Olinger, Srstla, faher, & Lovald, P. X.,
for appellant Hazel Holland Nludon.

OPINION BY AD! INISTRA-
TIT7E JUDCE FISHiIAN,

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Hazel Holland Mludon and
Harvey Sheehan each separately
appeal from a decision of the South
Dakota Area Manager, Bureau of
Land Management (BLM), dated
May 24, 1978, by which an appor-
tionment of land was made between
two grazing lease applicants (ap-
pellants herein) for the same lands
within the South Dakota Resource
Area (MT-020-78-2).. The lands in
issue, located in Stanley County,
South Dakota, contain 280 acres
and are described as follows: T. 
N., R. 29 E., sec. 27, SW 14, W 1/2
SE1/4, SE 1/4 SE 1/4, Black Hills
guide meridian. Sheehan who, to-
gether with his predecessors in in-

* terest, had leased this land since
1960, filed application to renew his

lease on Mar. 2, 1978. Mudon's
grazing lease application for the
same land had been filed on Feb. 13,
1978.

288-716-T9- 1

1511

86 I.D. No. 2
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In his decision the area manager
stated that: a field inspection was
held on May 22, 1978; both appli-
cants were qualified property own-
ers and livestock operators; both
had a need for livestock forage;
both had an historical use of the
area; the topography was quite
rough with sharp draws and nar-
row-topped ridges; the Mudon
ranch would benefit from the use
of the-area for livestock movement
east to west; and a county road
allowed public access to the lands.
The area manager divided the land
between the two applicants as fol-
lows: Hazel Mudon was awarded
the W 1/2 SE 1,4, SE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec.
27 for a total of 120 acres. Harvey
Sheehan was awarded the SW 1/4

sec. 27 for a total of 160 acres. The
division was made subject to the
following conditions:

1. The fence on the northeast side of
the public lands * * * will be relocated
to the new-location * * * by Hazel Mudon.

2. All fence materials not used will
be stockpiled beside the county road in
the SW A/d SE 4.

3. The location of the new fence will
be as near as practicable to the I/, line
in the S 1/2 of sec. 27.

4. This fencing will be completed by
Sept. 30, 1978.

In his statement of reasons Shee-
han asserts that the division is un-
fair because the fence was con-
structed and paid for by the Shee-
hans; that Mudon has used the
land for grazing gratis for many
years, and that Sheehan has leased
the land for many years.

Mudon asserts in her statement of
reasons that the land was leased by
her predecessors in interest in 1948,

that this lease was terminated in
1956, when the U.S. Corps of Engi-
neers took the land for the Oahe
Dam pursuant to PLO 1312 (July 6,
1956). She points out that she ap-
plied: for, but did not obtain, a lease
to the land in 1968. She further
states that she owns land on either
side of the land in question and that
loss of part of the land would di-
vide; and cripple her ranch. She
asserts that there is a dam upon the
land in question which was built by
her predecessors in interest and that
due to the Sheehan lease she has
been deprived of use of this dam.

Sheehan denies that the dam on
the property was built by Mudon's
predecessors in interest. X

The file contains two memoranda
by the area manager, dated June 26
and July 14, 1978, which comment
upon several of the points raised
by the appellants and amplify the
decision appealed from.- The area
manager points out that:

a) Mudon's predecessors in interest
had a lease on the subject land from
Apr. 6, 1948 to Apr. 5,1958;

b) the fence, which was not authorized
by BLM. was constructed approximately
1961, when Sheehan held a lease on the
land:

c) the dam was not authorized and did
not enter into the decision appealed
from;

d) the NE 14 SE 1/ was withdrawn
for Oahe reservoir by public land order
1312 between Apr. , 1958 and Oct. 11,
1960, when the land was unleased.

The June 26, 1978, memorandum
concludes as follows:
Since 1962 W. K. Holland and Hazel
Miudon have tried to regain the public
lands leased in their 4/6/48 lease. This
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has caused hard feelings and consider-
able time and effort to be spent by all
parties concerned. As both applicants
have the same preference rights, the de-
cision to split this area was based on the
general needs of both applicants, and on
the topography of the area. They both
use the lands for grazing livestock and
have need of the forage produced on the
public land. The topography is rough
breaks and the ridges run north to south.
This decision would allow Mudon live-
stock easier movement along the Oahe
reservoir shoreline.

On Oct. 6, 1978, the Board issued
an order affording the appellants

an opportunity to make additional

showings in response to June 26 and
July 14 memoranda. Counsel for
appellant Mudon has submitted a

newspaper clipping from the Daily

Capital Jouna, Pierre, South Da-
kota, dated Aug. 18, 1978. The. ar-

ticle states that on Aug. 11, 1978,
"Title to approximately 34,000

acres of land * * e was transferred

from Harvey; Sheehan to Lowell:
Light and Associates of Wheeling,

Illinois for $4,565,000." -TNo addi-
tional submissions have been re-

ceived from appellant Sheehan.
[1] The decision appealed from

was based on 43 CFR 4121.2-1(d)

(2), which states the criteria for
determining the apportionment of

lands between conflicting appli-

cants for grazing leases:

The Authorized Officer will allocate the
use of the public land on the basis of any
or all of the following factors: () His-
torical use, (ii) proper range manage-
ment and use of water for livestock, (iii)
proper use of the preference lands, (iv)
general needs of the applicants, (v) to-
pography, (vi) public ingress and egress
across preference lands to public lands

under application * .* * (where access
is not presently available), and (vii)
other land use requirements. [Footnote
omitted.]

Cf. 43 CFR 4110.5 (43 FR 29070 of
July 5, 1978). The area manager
considered several of these elements
and the allegations presented on ap-
peal fail to show how his appor-
tionment of the land, including the
stipulations, was either arbitrary or
inequitable to either appellant. Nor
has Mudon, to whom the fencing
requirement applies, ohjected to
that aspect of the decision. Since no
convincing reason to disturb the
area manager's decision has been
offered, ordinarily the decision
would be sustained. JohAn Rattrcy,
36 IBLA 282 (1978) ; Wesley
Zeininger, 28 IBLA 93 (1976). Cf.
43 CFR 4.478 (b).

[2] However, see. 402(c) of the
Federal Land Policy and Manige-
ment Act of 1976 (FLPMA), Oct.
21, 1976, 90 Stat. 2773, 43 UT.S.C.A,
§ 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), dic-
tates that in certain circumstances
"the holder of the expiring permit
or lease shall be given first priority
for receipt of the new permit or
lease." The record does not reveal
that Sheehan fails to satisfy any of
the statutory conditions precedent
for that preference. H.iR. Rept. No.
94-1163 buttresses our conclusion
as to the meaning of the statute by
reciting that:

Subsection (c) specifies that upon ex-
piration of a least [sic] or permit exist-
Ing users would have a right of first re-
fusal for any new lease or permit, pro-
vided that grazing will be continued by

53fill
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the Secretary concerned and they are in

good standing and accept the terms and

conditions of the new lease or permit.

But 43 CfFR 4110.5 (43 FR
29070) 1 provides as follows:

4110.5 Conflicting applications.
When more than one qualified appli-

cant applies for livestock grazing use of

the same public land and/or where addi-

tional forage or additional land acreage

becomes available, the authorized officer

may allocate grazing use of such land or

forage consistent with the land use plans

on the basis of any of the following

jactors:
(a) Historical use of the public land

(see § 4130.2(d) );
(b) Proper range management and use

of water for livestock;
(c) General needs of the applicants'

livestock operations;
(d) Public ingress and egress across

privately owned or controlled land to

public lands;
(e) Topography;
(f) Other land use requirements

unique to the situation. (Italics
supplied.]

In the case. at bar, Sheehan as
the holder of the present lease, has
a right of first refusal if he other-
wise meets the other statutory cri-
teria. The regulation, 43 CFR
4110.5 (43 FR 29070), must be read
in pari Matenia with 4130.2(e) (43
FR 29072), which states:

(e) Permittees or lessees holding ex-
piring grazing permits or leases shall be

given first priority for receipt of new
permits or leases if:

(1) The lands remain available for

This appears In the Federal Register of
July 5, 1978.

livestock grazing in accordance with land

use plans (see subpart 4120)

(2) The permittee or lessee is in com-
pliance with the regulations contained

in this. part and the terms and condi-

tions of his grazing permit or lease;
and

(3) The permittee or lessee accepts

the terms and conditions to be included

in the new permit or lease by the author-

ized officer.

The apparent fact that there may
now be a successor to appellant
Sheehan's interest is beyond the
ambit of this decision; we hold only
that the decision appealed does not:
comport with the statutory criteria
of FLPAA and with 43 CFR
4130.2 (e) (43 FR 29072). The quali-
fications of Sheehan's successors as
grazing lease applicants are a mat-
ter for BLM's original jurisdic-I
tion.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deei-
sion appealed from is reversed and
remanded for appropriate action
consistent with 43 CFR 4130.2(e)
(43 FR 29072).

FREDERICK FISHMAN,

Administrative Judge.

VE CONCUR:

DOuIGLAS E. HENRIQUES,

Administrative Judge.

JAmES s. BRsKI,:
Administrative Judge.
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APPEAL OF RICHARD R.
ROBINSON*

3 ANCAB 140

Decided January 31,1979

Decision of the Alaska State Office,
Bureau of and Iffanagement AA-
6685-B, 43 FR 14545 (1978) reversed
in part.

1. Alaska ative Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Valid, Existing
Rights

Pursuant to the policy of the Department
of the Interior as set forth in Secretarial
Order 3029 (43 FR, 55287 (1978) ), open-
to-entry leases issued prior to the pas-
sage of ANCSA must be excluded from
lands conveyed to village corporations
pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act of December 8, 1971, 85
Stat. 688; 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1611 (Supp.
V, 1975).

APPEARANCES: Richard R. Robin-
son, pro se; Bruce E. Schultheis, Esq.,
Office of the Regional Solicitor, for the
Bureau of Land lanagement.

OPINION BY.

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS
APPEAL BOARD'

JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority in the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 43 TJ.S.C.
§§1601-1624 (Supp.. IV, 1974), as
amended, 89 Stat. 1145 (1976), and
the implementing regulations in 43

*Not in Chronological Order.

CFR Part 2650, as amended, 41 FR
14737 (1976) and 43 CFR Part 4,
Subpart J hereby makes the fol-
lowing findings, conclusions and
decision.

Pursuant to regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650, as amended, and
Part 4, Subpart J, the State Direc-
tor is an officer of the United States
Department of the Interior who is
authorized to make decisions on
land selection: applications involv-
ing Native corporations under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, subject to appeal to this Board.

DISCUSSION;

Ninilchik Natives Association,
Inc., filed selection application
AA-6685-B, for the surface estate
of lands located in the Ninilchik
area, under § 12(a) of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act of
Dec. 18, 1971 (85 Stat. 688, 701; 43
U.S.C. §§ 1601, 1611 (Supp. V.
1975)) (hereinafter ANCSA).

In the decision here appealed,
the Alaska State Office, Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) ap-
proved: conveyance of. approxi-
mately 70,659 acres of, the se-
lected land to Ninilchik Natives
Association, Inc.: This included
approximately 68,000 acres prop-
erly selected boyand tentatively ap-
proved in part to. the State of
Alaska unider the Alaska Statehood
Act of July7,1958 (72 Stat. 339-
340; 48 U.S.C. Ch. 2, Sec. 6 (b).
(1970)) (hereinafter the State-
hood Act). The tentative approval
previously granted to the State of
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iAlaska was rescinded, and the
State's selection applications were
rejected, because § 11 (a) (2) of
'ANCSA withdrew, subject to valid
existing rights, such tentatively ap-
proved lands within the townships
withdrawn by 11 (a) (1) for se-
lection by the Native village
corporation.

During the period between tenta-
tive approval of the State's land
selections under the Statehood Act
and enactment of ANCSA, the
State created certain third-party
interests in .the lands to which it
had received tentative approval.
These interests included open-to-
entry" leases, granted under a pro-
grain which permitted leasing of
recreational lands for specified
terms, and eventual purchase of the
surface estate in such lands at a
negotiated price under the provi-
sions of State law.. (A.S. 38.05.077)

The appellant holds a State Pat-
ent, No. 3423, described on its face
as follows:
Alaska State Land Survey No. 75-138,
located within Section 20, Township 2,
South, Range 12 West, Seward Meridan,
containing 5.00 acres, more or less, ac-
cording to the survey plat recorded in
the Homer Recording Office on Apr. 29,
1977 as Plat No. 77-30.

The patent was executed by the
Director of the Division of Lands
and Water Management, Depart-
ment of Natural Resources, State of
Alaska, on Oct. 13, 1977. :

Appellant received his patent
through the open-to-entry leasing

program. According to appellant's
statement in his notice of appeal,

uncontradicted on the record, his

father, William C. Roblinson, orig-
inally staked the land as an open-
to-entry lease (ADL 41074) on
Oct. 23, 1968 and gave the lease to
the appellant on Nov. 16, 1973. Ap-
pellant then had the land surveyed
in 1976 and, upon approval of the
survey, received the patent.

The decision appealed from
states:

4 :* * * *

The grant of lands shall be subject to:

: * * * * *

5. The following third-party interests,
if valid, created and identified by the
State of Alaska, as provided by section
14(g) of the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act of Dec. 18, 1971 (85 Stat. 688,
704; 4 U.S.C. 1601, 1613(g) (Supp. V,
1975)):

a. Opento-entry leases, including the
right of the lessee to exercise the option
to purchase the surface estate at a ne-
gotiated price under the provisions of
A.S. 38.05.77 [sic]:

*: * *f * :*

4. ADL 41074 jocated in the NW y4
SW / of section 20, T. 2 S., R. 12 W.,
Seward Meridian.

* * * *: *

Appellant protests conveyance of the
land comprising his, open-to-entry lease
and, presently his patent, to Ninilchik
Natives Association, Inc., subject to the
lease; he seeks to have the leased and
patented land specifically excluded from
the conveyance.

Departmental policy on third-
party interests as valid existing
rights was the subject of a SeCre-
tarial Order 3016 dated Dec. 14,
1977. The Order stated in pertinent
part:

Sec. 1 Purpose. The purpose of this Or-
der Is to resolve for the future certain
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specifie questions, which have arisen in
the implementation of that Act.

See. 2 Policy. By this Order I hereby
adopt the memorandum from the Solici-
tor dated Nov. 28, 1977 (copy attached),
as the position of the Department on the
subject of valid existing rights under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. I
conclude that if prior to the passage of
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
(ANCSA) lands which were tentatively
approved for state selection were con-
veyed by the State of Alaska to munici-
palities or boroughs, leased by the State
with an option to buy under Alaska Stat.
§ 38.05.077, or patented by the State un-
der Alaska Stat. § 38.05.077, valid exist-
lng rights were created within the mean-
Ing of ANCSA. I also conclude that land
covered by such a lease from the State
should be included in any conveyance to
a Native corporation, but the option to
buy will be enforceable by the lessee
against the Native corporation. The
Bureau of Land Management should
identify any third party interests created
by the State, as reflected by the land
records of the State of Alaska, Division
of Lands, and serve notice on all parties
of each other's possible interests, but
this Department should not adjudicate
these interests. This Order is not in-
tended to disturb any administrative de-
termination contained in a final decision
previously rendered by any duly author-
ized Departmental official. (Italics
added.)

However, at the time this appeal
was filed, the Secretary was in the
process of reconsidering the above-
quoted Secretarial Order and had
solicited briefs and memoranda
from numerous interested parties
for review and consideration.

On Nov. 20, 1978, the Secretary
of the Interior issued Secretarial
Order 3029, which canceled and

replaced Secretarial Order 3016 as
a statement of Departmental policy
on valid existing rights under
ANCSA. (43 FR 55287 (1978) ).

Secretarial Order 3029; in sec. 2
states:

4 * *

Sec. 2 Policy. By this Order I hereby
adopt the Memorandum from the Solici-
tor, dated Oct. 24, 1978, (copy attached),
as the position of the Department on the
subject of valid existing rights under
ANCSA. I reaffirm my conclusion in
Order 3016 that, if prior to the passage
of ANCSA, lands which were tentatively
approved for selection by the State of
Alaska were (a) tentatively approved or
patented by the State to municipalities
or boroughs; or (b) patented or leased
by the State with an option to buy under
Alaska Statue [sic] 38.05.077 (the so-
called "open-to-entry" program); then
valid existing rights were created within
the meaning of ANCSA. I also now con-
elude that lands covered by such open-to-
entry leases from the State should not be
included in conveyances to Native car
porations. The Bureau of Land Manage.
ment should identify third party in-
terests created by the State, as reflected
by the land record of the State of
Alaska, Division of Lands, and serve
notice on all parties of each other's possi-
ble interests, but this Department should
not adjudicate these interests. * * *

(Italics added.)

The Solicitor's Memorandum of
Oct. 24, 1978, referenced by the
Secretary, finds that protection for
third-party interests created by the
State is provided by ANOSA with-
out reference to common law prin-
ciples. The Solicitor in discussing
the definition of "valid existing
rights" quotes § 14(g) and § 22 (b)
of ANCSA, as well as regulations
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contained in 43 CFR 2650.3-1 (a)
;as follows:

Sec. 14(g) provides in pertinent part:
Where prior to patent of any land or

minerals under this Act, a lease, con-
tract, permit, right-of-way, or easement
(including a lease issued under sec. 6(g)
of the Alaska Statehood Act) has been
issued * * the patent shall contain pro-
visions making it subject to the lease
contract (etc.) * '

Sec. 22 (b) directs the Secretary "to
promptly issue patents to all persons who
have made a lawful entry on the public
lands in compliance with the public land
laws for the purpose of gaining title to
homesteads, headquarters sites, trade
and manufacturing sites or small tract
sites, and who have fulfilled all the re-
quirements of law prerequisite to obtain-
ing a patent."

43 CFR 2650.3-1(a):
Pursuant to sees. 14(g) and 22(b) of

the act, all conveyances issued under the
act shall exclude any lawful entries
which have been perfected under, or are
being maintained in compliance with,
laws leading to the acquisition of title,;
but shall include land subject to valid
existing rights of a temporary or limited
nature such as those created by leases
(including leases issued under sec. 6(g)
of the Alaska Statehood Act), contracts,
permits rights-or-way [sic], or ease-
ments.

The Solicitor notes "this regula-
tion makes a basic distinction be-
tween rights 'leadinig to acquisition
of title' and 'rights of a temporary
nature.' The former are excluded
from the conveyance, the latter are
included but protected for the du-
ration of the interest."

The Solicitor concludes that De-
partniental regulations have con-
strued valid existing rights under
ANCSA to include rights perfected

or maintained under State as well
as Federal laws leading to the ac-
quisition of title, noting that third-
party interests created by the State
can be considered to have been
cre'ated "under" the Statehood Act.,
which is a Federal Statute. The So-
licitor's memorandum further con-
tains the following discussion of
open-to-entry leases:

* *

b. Open-to-Entry Leasses.
The issue of whether or not "open-to-

entry" leases are valid existing rights
and how they should be processed by the
BLM has also been raised.

The State "open-to-entry" leasing pro-
gram, A.S. 38.05.077, provides for the is-
suance to qualified applicants a five-year
lease (renewable for five years) to not
more than five acres of State land classi-
fied as "open-to-entry."

It further provides:
" (4) Before a person may purchase the

parcel of land upon which he has entered
he shall have a survey made of the
entry * t

* * * e e

"(6) When the entry has been made
upon land that has been selected by the
State and-upon which the State has not
received tentative approval or patent, the
entry shall be approved only on the basis
of a renewable lease. When tentative ap-
proval or patent has been received by the
State, the lessee may relinquish his lease
and acquire patent to the entry by nego-
tiated purchase upon the terms and con-
ditions provided for in this section."

The program contemplated here is a
lease with an option to buy at a nego-
tiated price. It is a lease which could at
the election of the lessee lead to the ac-
quisition of title.

Under the analysis set forth above,
third party interests created by the State
are protected regardless of whether they
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are of a temporary nature or lead to the
acquisition of title. However, for the pur-
poses of 43 CFR 2650.3-1(a), it must be
determined whether land covered by an
open-to-entry lease should be excluded
from the conveyance, or whether it should
be included in the conveyance which
would be issued "subject to the lease."

After reviewing my original opinion
on this issue, I have now concluded' that
lands subject to open-to-entry leases
which were issued prior to Dec. 18, 1971,
and which are within a Native selection
should not be included in or counted
against lands conveyed to Native corpo-
rations. Under this procedure the State
continues to administer the program in
accordance with its laws. If the lessee
fails to exercise the option to purchase,
the affected Native corporation can
either have the land conveyed as part of
its original entitlement or, if the entitle-
ment is otherwise satisfied, then by ex-
change.

By excluding these lands from Native
conveyances, this procedure will be in
conformity with 43 CR 2650.3-1 (a),
which provides for the exclusion from
Native conveyances [of] entries which
are being maintained in compliance with
laws leading to the acquisition of title.
Contrary to the conclusion which was
drawn in my opinion of Nov. 28, 1977,
these open-to-entry leases are analogous
to entries made under the Alaska home-
stead, trade and manufacturing site,
homesite, and. headquarters site laws
which permit entrymen a certain period
of time (usually five years) to perfect
their notices of entry and thereby gain
title to the land. * Because we are
excluding from Native conveyances en-
tries which have been noted on the public
land records for homesteads, Native al-
lotments, trade and manufacturing sites,
and headquarters sites, but which have
not been perfected, lands under open-
to-entry leases which have been properly
issued by the State should likewise be
excluded from Native conveyances.

On Dec. 4, 1978, the Board direct-
ed the parties to file within 30 days
from receipt of the order briefing
on Secretarial Order 3029. More
than 30 days have elapsed since re-
ceipt of this Order by all parties to
the appeal and no briefing has been
filed.

In a companion case, Appea of
State of Alaska, 3 ANCAB 129, 86
I.D. 45 (1979), the State appealed
the inclusion by BLM of a number
of open-to-entry leases in the con-
veyance of Ninilchik Natives Asso-
ciation, Inc. Included in these leases
was ADL 41074, the subject: of the
present appeal, held by the appel-
lant's father William C. Robinson.

[1] In Appeal of State of Alas-
ka, s8pra, the Board found that
pursuant to the policy of te De-
partment of the-Interior s set forth
in S.O. 3029 and the Memoraiiduni
of the Solicitor adopted by S.O.
3029 as the policy of the Depart-
ment, open-to-entry leases issued
prior to the passage of ANCSA
must be excluded from lands con-
veyed to village corporations pur-
suant to the Settlement Act.

That ruling is dispositive of this
appeal. The Board hereby reaffirms
its ruling in Appeal of State of
Alaska, upra, that appellant's
open-to-entry lease, ADL 41074,
must be excluded from the convey-
ance to Ninilchik Natives Associa-
tion, Inc.

It is unnecessary to remand the
appeal to BLM for further action
because the remand covering the
same lease was ordered in Appeal of
State of Alaska, supra.

55]
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This represents a unanimous de-
cision of the Board.

JuDIrn M. BRtDY,
Mhairperson, Alaska Na-

ave Claims Appeal
Board.

ABIGAIL F. DUNNING,

Board Member.

LAwRENOE MATSON,

Board Member.

APPEAL OF JAMES E. BEDELL*

3 ANCAB 153

Decided January 31,1979

Decision of the Alaska State Office,
Bureau of Land Management AA-
6685-B, 43 PR 14545 (1978) reversed
in part.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Valid Existing
Rights

Pursuant to the policy of the Department
of the Interior as set forth in Secretarial
Order 3029 (43 FR 55287 (1978)), open-
to-entry leases issued prior to the pas-
sage of ANCSA must be excluded from
lands conveyed to village corporations
pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act of December 18, 1971, 85
Stat. 688; 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1611 (Supp.
V, 1975).

APPEARANCES: James E. Bedell, pro
se; Bruce Schultheis, Esq., Office of the
Regional Solicitor, for the Bureau of
Land Management.

*Not In Chronological Order.

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS
APPEAL BOARD

JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority ill the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.
§§1601-1624 (Supp. IV, 1974), as
amended, 89 Stat. 1145 (1976), and
the implementing regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650, as amended, 41 FR
147-37 (1976) and 43 CFR Part 4,
Subpart J hereby makes the fol-

*lowing findings, conclusions and
decision.

Pursuant to regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650, as amended, and
Part 4, Subpart J,: the State Direc-
tor is an officer of the United States
Department of the Interior who is
authorized to make decisions on
land selection applications involv-
ing Native corporations under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, subject to appeal to this Board.

DISCUSSION

Ninilehik Natives Association,
Inc., filed selection application AA-
6685-B, for the surface estate of
lands located in the Ninilchik area,
under § 12(a) of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act of Dec. 18,
1971 (85 Stat. 688, 701; 43 U.S.C.
§§1601-1611 (Supp. V, 1975))
(hereinafter ANCSA).

In the decision here appealed, the
Alaska State Office, Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) approved con-
veyance of approximately 70,659
acres of the selected land to Ninil-
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chik Natives Association, Inc. This
included approximately 68,000 acres
properly selected by and tentatively
approved in part to the State of
Alaska under the Alaska Statehood
Act of July 7, 1958 (2 Stat. 339-
340; 48 U.S.C. Ch. 2 Sec. 6(b)
(1970) ) (hereinafter the. Statehood
Act). The tentative approval pre-
viously granted to the State of Alas-
ka was rescinded, and the State's
selection applications were rejected,
because §11(a) (2) of ANCSA
withldrew, subject to valid existing
rights, such tentatively approved
lands within the townships with-
drawn by § 11 (a) (1) for selection
by the Native village corporation.

During the period between tenta-
tive approval of the-State's land se-
lections under the Statehood Act
and enactment of ANCSA, the
State created certain third-party in-
terests in the lands to which it had
received tentative approval. These
interests included "open-to-entry"
leases, granted under a program
which permitted leasing of recrea-
tional lands for specified terms, and
eventual purchase of the surface
estate in such lands at a negotiated
price under the provisions of State
law. (A.S. 38.05.077)

The appellant is the holder of an
"open-to-entry"' lease, ADL 55257,
on land located in the NW 14 SE V4
of sec. 20, T. 2 S., R. 12 W., Seward
meridian. The record indicates that
the lease was issued on Aug. 13,
1971.

Tie decision appealed from
states:

The grant of lands shall be subject to:

*: * * * :

5. The following third-party interests,
if valid, created and identified by the
State of Alaska, as provided by section
14(g) of the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act of Dec. S, 1971 (85 Stat. 688,
704; 4 U.S.C. 1601, 1613(g) (Supp. V,
1975)):

a. Open-to-entry leases, including the
right of the lessee to exercise the option
to purchase the surface estate at a nego-
tiated price under the provisions of A.S.
38.05.77 [sic]:

13. ADL 55257 located in the NW M4 SIR
'4 of see. 20, T. 2 S., R. 12 W., Seward
Meridian.

In the letter filed as his notice
of appeal, appellant states: "I hold
the O.T.E. Lease for ADL 55257
and have been fathfully [sic]
keeping up with the requirements
it entails. I intend to return to
Alaska and- follow my option to
purchase the land before Aug. I,
1981." This statement was filed May
19, 1978.

Departmental policy on third-.
party interests as valid existing
rights was at that time the subject
of a Secretarial Order 3016 dated
Dec. 14, 1977. The Order stated in
pertinent part:
Sec. 1 Purpose. The purpose of this Order
is to resolve for the future certain spe-
cific questions which have arisen in the
implementation of that Act.

See. 2 Policy. By this Order I hereby
adopt the memorandum from the Solici-
tor dated Nov. 28, 1977 (copy attached),
as the position of the Department on
the subject of valid existing rights under

67160]
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the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act. I conclude that if prior to the pas-
sage of the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act (ANOSA) lands which were
tentatively approved for state selection
were conveyed by the State of Alaska
to municipalities or boroughs, leased by
the State with an option to buy under
Alaska Stat. § 38.0-5.077, or patented by
the State under Alaska Stat. § 38.05.077,
valid existing rights were created within
the meaning of ANOSA. I also' conclde
that land covered by such a lease from
the State should be included in any con-
oeyance to a Native corporation, but the
Dption to buy will be enforceable by the
lessee against the Native corporation,
The Bureau of Land Management should
identify any third party interests created
by the State, as reflected by the land
records of the State of Alaska, Divisiol?
of Lands, and serve notice on all parties
bf each other's possible interests, but this
Department should not adjudicate these
interests. This' Order is not intended to
disturb any administrative determilfa-;'
tion contained in a final decision pre-
viously rendered by any duly authorized
Departmental official. (Italics added.)

* 8 * 8 : * :

However, at the time this appeal
was filed, the Secretary was in the
process of reconsidering the above-
quoted Secretarial Order and had
solicited briefs and memoranda
from numerous interested parties
for review and consideration.
Therefore, at the request of the 13u-
reau of Land Management, the
Board suspended action on this ap-
peal pending reconsideration of
Secretarial Order 3016.

On Nov. 20, 1978, the Secretary
of the Interior issued Secretarial
Order 3029, which canceled and re-
placed Secretarial Order 3016 as a
statement of Departmental policy

on valid existing rights under
ANCSA. (43 FR 55287 (1978) )

Secretarial Order 3029, in sec. 2
states:

Sec. 2 Policy. By this Order I hereby
adopt the Memorandum from the i So-
licitor, dated Oct. 24, 1978, (copy at-
tached), as the position of the Depart-
ment on the subject of valid existing
rights under ANCSA. I reaffirm my con-
elusion in Order 016 that, if prior to
the passage of ANCSA, lands which were
tentatively approved for selection by the:
State of Alaska' were (a) tentatively
approved or patented by the State to
municipalities or boroughs: or (b) pat-
ented or leased by the State with an
option to buy under Alaska Statue [sic]
38.05.077 (the so-called 'open-to-entry',
program) ; thenvalid existing rights wereI
created within the meaning of ANCSA.
I also now conclude that lands covered;.
by such opell-fo-entry leases from the
State should not be included in convey-
ances to Native corporations. The Bu-
reau of Land Managenent should iden-
tify third party interests created by the
State, as reflected by the land record of
the State of Alaska, Division of Lands,
and' serve notice on all parties of each
other's possible interests, but this De-
pertinent sould not adjudicate these in-
terests. * * * (Italics added.)

The Solicitor's Memorandum 'of
Oct. 24, 1978, referenced by the
Secretary, finds that protection for
third-party interests created by
the State is provided by ANCSA',
without reference to common law'
principles. The Solicitor in discuss-
ing the definition of "valid exist-'
ing rights" quotes 14 (g) and
§ 22 (b) of ANCSA, as well as regu-
rations contained in 43 CFR
2650.3-1(a) as follows:
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Sec. 14(g) provides in pertinent
part:

Where prior to patent of any land or
m inerals under this Act, a lease, contract,
permit, right-of-way, or easement (in-
cluding a lease issued under see. 6(g)
of the Alaska Statehood Act) has been
issued * * the patent shall contain
pro-visions making it subject to the lease
contract (etc.) * *

See; 22(b) -directs the Secretary "to
promptly issue patentsto all persons who
have made a lawful entry on the public
lands in compliance with the public land
laws for the purpose of gaining title to
homesteads, headquarters sites, trade
and manufacturing sites or small tract
sites, and who have fulfilled all the re-
quirements of law prerequisite to obtain-
ing a patent."

43 CFR 2650.3-1(a):

Pursuant to sees. 14(g) and 22(b) of
the act, all conveyances issued under the
set shall exclude any lawful entries
which have been perfected under, or are
being maintained in compliance with,
laws leading to the acquisition of title,
but shall include land subject to valid
existing rights of a temporary or limited
nature such as those created by leases
(including leases issued under see. 6(g)
of the Alaska Statehood Act), contracts,
permits rights-of-way [sic], or ease-
ments.

The Solicitor notes "this regula-
tion makes a basic distinction be-
tween rights 'leading to acquisitioln
of title' and 'rights of a temporary
nature.' The former are excluded
from the conveyance, the latter are
included but protected for the dura-
tion of the interest."

The Solicitor concludes that De-
partmental regulations have con-
strued valid existing rights under
ANOSA to include rights perfected

or maintained under State as well
as Federal laws leading to the ac-
quisition of title, noting that third-
party interests created by the State
can be considered to have been cre-
ated "nder" the Statehood Act,
which is a Federal Statute. The So-
licitor's memorandum further con-
tains the following discussion of
open-to-entry leases:

e *: * 4 &,

b. Opea-to-eatry Leases.
'The issue of whether or uot "open-to-

entry" leases are valid existing rights

and how they should be processed by the

BLM has also been raised.

The State "open-to-entry" leasing pro-

gram, A.S. 38.05.077, provides for the
issuance to qualified applicants a five-

year lease (renevable for five years) to
not more than five acres of State land

classified as "open-to-entry."

It further provides:

" (4) Before a person may purchase
the parcel of land upon which he has

entered he shall have a survey made of

the entry *

* - * * e *

"(6) When the entry has been made
upon land that has been selected by the

State and upon which the State has not
received tentative approval or patent, the

entry shall be approved only on the basis
of a renewable lease. INhen tentative ap-

proval or patent has been received by the

State, the lessee may relinquish his lease

and acquire patent to the entry by nego-
tiated purchase upon the terms and con-

ditions provided for in this section."

The program contemplated here is a

lease with an option to buy at a negot-

ated price. It is a lease which could at

the election of the lessee lead to the

acquisition of title.

Under the analysis set forth above,
third party interests created by the State

are protected regardless of whether they

63
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are of a temporary nature or lead to the
acquisition of title. However, for the pur-
poses of 43 CFR 2650.3-1(a), it must be
determined whether land covered by an
open-to-entry lease should be excluded
from the conveyance, or whether it
should be included in the conveyance
which would be issued "subject to the
lease."

After reviewing my original opinion on
this issue, I have now concluded that
lands subject to open-to-entry leases
which were issued prior to Dec. 18, 1971,
and which are within a Native selection
should not be included in or counted

-against lands conveyed to Native corpo-
rations. Under this procedure the State
continues t administer the program in
accordance with its laws. If the lessee
fails to exercise the option to purchase,
the affected Native corporation can either
have the land conveyed as part of its
original entitlement or, if the entitle-
ment is otherwise satisfied, then by ex-
change.

By excluding these lands from Native
conveyances, this procedure will be in
conformity with 43 CR 2650.3-1 (a),
which provides for the exclusion from
Native conveyances [of] entries which
are being maintained in compliance with
laws leading to the acquisition of title.
Contrary to the conclusion which was
drawn in my opinion of Nov. 28, 177,
these open-to-entry leases are analogous
to entries made under the Alaska home-
stead, trade and manufacturing site,
homesite, and headquarters site laws
which permit entrymen a certain period
of time (usually, five years) to perfect
their notices of entry and thereby gain
title to the land. * Because we are
excluding from Native conveyances en-
tries which have been noted on the public
land records for homesteads, Native allot-
ments, trade and manufacturing: sites,
and headquarters sites, but which have
not been perfected, lands under open-to-
entry leases which have been properly
issued by the State should likewise be
excluded from Native conveyances.

On Dec. 4, 1978, the Board ended
the suspension of action in this ap-
peal and directed the parties to file
within 30 days from receipt of the
order briefing on Secretarial Order
3029. More than 30 days have
elapsed since receipt of this Order
by all parties to the appeal and no
briefing has been filed.

In a companion case, Appea of
State of Aaska, 3 ANCAB 129
86I.D. 45 (1979), the State appealed
the inclusion by BLM of a num-
ber of open-to-entry leases in the
conveyance to Ninilchik Natives As-
sociation, Inc. Included in these
leases was ADL 55257, the subject
of the present appeal, held by Mr.
James Bedell.

[1] In Appeal of State of Alaska,
supra, the Board found that pur-
suant to the policy of the Depart-
ment of the Interior as set forth in
S.0. 3029 and the Memorandum of
the Solicitor adopted by S.O. 3029
as the policy of the Department,
open-to-entry leases issued prior to
the passage of ANCSA, must be ex-
cluded from lands conveyed to vil-
lage corporation's pursuant to the
Settlement Act.

That ruling is dispositive of this
appeal. The Board hereby reaffirms
its ruling in Appeal of State of
Alaska, supra, that appellant's
open-to-entry lease, ADL 55257,
must be excluded from the convey-
ance to Ninilchik Natives Associa-
tion, Inc.

It is unnecessary to remand the
appeal to 13LM for further action
because a remand covering. the
same lease was ordered in Appeal
of State of Alasla, supra.
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This represents a unanimous
decision of the Board.

JUIDITI M. BRADY,
Chairperson, Alaska Native

Claims Appeal Board.

* ABIGAIL F. DUrNiING,..

Board lMem7er.

LAWRENCE MATSON,
Board Member.

APPEAL OF WILLIAM- . BE3RGAN,
INC.

IECA-1130-11-76

Decided February,2, 1979

Contract No. C-3000-5-9009, Na-
tional Park Service

Appeal sustained in part.

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Actions of Parties-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Pay-
ments-Contracts: Disputes and Reme-
dies: Damages: Measurement-Con-
tracts: Disputes and Remedies: Equi-
table Adjustments
Where imponderables make it difficult
to arrive at an accurate measurement of
the amount of concrete placed under
water, the Board finds that the amount
represented by "paid for" concrete minus
the amount of concrete admittedly wasted
is the preferred method for determining
the amount to which the contractor is en-
titled for the concrete so placed.

2. Contracts:. Construction and Opera-
tion: Actions of Parties-Contracts:
Performance or Default: Release and
Settlement

Where a contractor voluntarily signs di-
rectives specifying the payments to be

made for the additional work ordered
without taking any exception thereto, the
unqualified acceptance of the directives
involved is found to be binding upon the
contractor to the extent of the direct
costs entailed in performance of the addi-
tional work.

3. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Drawings and Specifications-
Contracts: Disputes and Remedies::
Equitable Adjustments
Where the evidence clearly establishes
that the Government specifications were
defective in a number of respects but fails
to show that many of the costs claimed
are attributable to actions of the Govern-
ment, the Board-noting that it is impos-
sible to determine the amount to which
the contractor is entitled with mathe-
matical xactness-finds that the "jury
verdict" method of determining the
amount of the equitable adjustment is
the most appropriate method in the cir-
cumstances presented by the instant
appeal.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Melvin . Prim-
off, Attorney at Law, Pimoff & Prim-
off, New York, New York, for the ap-
pellant; r. E. Edward Wiles, Depart-
ment Counsel, Washington, D.C., for
the Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIV E JUDGE GILMORE

INTERIOR BOARD OF CON-
TRACT APPEALS

Contract No. CX 3000-5-9009
was executed. by appellant and the
National Park Service on Dec. 13,
1974, appellant's bid of $192,535
having been the lowest of those re-
ceived in response to an advertised
solicitation (IFB). The purpose of
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the contract was to stabilize the
Tonoloway Creek Aqueduct at the
C & 0 Canal National Historical
Park near Hancock, Maryland. One
hundred working days' were al-
lowed after receipt of notice to pro-
ceed for completion of the contract.
A preconstruction conference was
held on Jan. 14, 1975 (Exh. A_33).2
The notice to proceed was handed
to appellant Ofl Feb. 4, 1975, at the
initial site conference (AF Tab C).
The Government allowed appellant
30 days in which to order materials
before the official start of the con-
tract period. The first working day
charged was Mar. 11, 1975, al-.
though the work count started on
Mar. 7, 1975 (Exh. A-7). The time
count. was suspended from Apr. 24
through June 6, 1975, and on July
17 and 18, 1975 (Exh.. A-7). The
contract time was extended 50 days
under various directives given dur-
ing the contract period. The con-
tract time count was stopped on
Mlar. 23, 1976 the 158th day of -work
(Exh. A-8; AF Tab D).; Because
the contract ran 8 days beyond the,
allowed contract time, appellant
was assessed $2,000 in liquidated
damages (8 days at $250/day). Ap-
pellant filed various claims against
the Government by letter dated
May 28, 197 (AP Tab F). After a

w working day is defined at p. D-1 of the
contract, Special Provisions, see. 101-Deffsi
:nsas and Ter8et.

:2 Abbreviations used:
Exh.-Exhibits introduced at the hearing.
AF-Appesl File documents.
Tr.-Transcript of the hearing:
A63-Appellant's opening brief.

meeting and further correspond-
ence, the contracting officer issued
his final decision by letter dated
Oct. 8, 1976, allowing $92,208, a frac-
tion of the amount claimed for
Class S concrete, and denying all
other claims (AF Tab H). Appel-
lant timely appealed. The Board
will decide both entitlement and
quantum.

Pad-t I. ntroduction

The Tonolowav Creek Aqueduct
is an old stone "bridge" over a
creek. The bridge at one tine car-
ried the C & 0 canal. and a- tow-
path, over Tonoloway Creek. I-low-
ever, approximately 10 years had
taken its toll of the aqueduct (the
"bridge") and by 1974 the National
Park Service found that the banks
of the canal had collapsed and
fallen into the creek (Exh. A-3),
that many stones had cracked and
fallen out of the arch, that a stone
buttress had collapsed (AF Tab A,
Plan Sheet ), and that there was
a danger that the sides of the aque-
duct would collapse outward or the
arch would fall apart and cause the
entire structure to fall into the
creek.

Thus, the National Park Service
made a survey of the creek under
and near the aqueduct and hired
an1 engineering firm, Green Asso-
ciates, Inc., to examine and describe
the stones of the lower portions of
the abutments of the bridge (Site
Survey, Exh. A-l-). Fiially the
Federal Highway Administration
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prepared plans for the National
Park Service forthe "Stabilizationi"
of the bridge (AF Tab A). The sta-
bilization scheme was to spray shot-
crete (a mixture of sand and e-
ment), on that part. of the old stone
bridge where the buttress, had col-
lapsed, to put 12 big curved steel
"ribs" under the bridge to hold it
up, to construct a steel and wood
"cage" around the, whole structure
and fasten it to the steel ribs and
to tie the whole "cage'' around the
old stone bridge by drilling holes
through the bridge, putting tension
rods through the holes and bolting
together the rods, cage, and ribs.
Also new mortar would be put be-
tween the . old stones in certain
areas. Finally the old bed of the
canal would be repaired by the
placement of dirt and gravel be-
tween new timber walls or sides
which would replace the old stone
walls. The towpath on top of the
aqueduct would also be dismantled
and then put back together after
the canal bed . had been repaired
(AF Tab A, Plan Sheet 11). Dur-
ing the stabilization, process the
contractor would also build two
concrete pilasters. These were to be
half columns, or small buttresses, of
cast-in-place concrete which would
strengthen the north (upstream)
side of the bridge near the western
(lower) abutment, and each pi-
laster would contain the end points
of three tension rods which would
go through the stone bridge fron.
one side to the other to keep it from

288716-79-2

falling apart sidewise. The con-i
struction of these pilasters and the
supports for the ends of the steel
ribs required the use of two differ-
ent kinds of concrete, above ground
concrete hich was called "Iclass A,"
and underwater.concrete whichwas
called "class S."

The work to be performed under
this stabilization contract was de-
scribed (1) on certain drawings or
plans, (2) in certain "special pro-
visions," and (3) in.a book entitled
Standard Specifications For Con-
struction of Roads and Bridges on
Federal Highway Pro ects, FP-69
1969. The contractual provisions
were set forth in these three docl-
ments and various standard forms
for construction contracts, for ex-
ample, 23-A, Oct. 1969 edition.
Payment was to be made in accord-
ance with 15 pay items.

Part I. The first and fourth &tuses
of action (lass S cncrete).

The first and fourth causes of
action, also referred to as "claims,"
relate to the measurement and pay-
ment for class S concrete (concrete
used underwater), and the reten-
tion of contract monies by the Gov-
ernment upon completion of the
project.

Payment for class S concrete was
stated in the bid and contract to be
at the rate of $2,000 per 'cubic yard
(AF Tab A, p. E-2).

These two claims are made up of
various elements and amounts as
follows:
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Element No. Quantity Dollars Reference

I-___________ 1.104 c.y. ------- $2, 208 AOB p. 5 par. Bi (c.o. determined
0,that this amount was owed to

appellant for class S. concrete).
2- --------- 1.898 c.y. -_-___ 3, 796 AOB p. 39 (added concrete claimed

for west abutment and pilaster
No. 1).

3--------------------------- 500 AOB p. 5 par. B2, (withheld by Govt.
for unstated reason from Progress
Estimate 11).

4---------------------- 2, 000 AOB p. 5 par. B2 (retained by Govt.
from Progress Estimate 11 due to
assessment of $2,000 for 8 days
lateness).

Totals:
(1 & 2) 3.002 e.y. __ 6 6, 004 AOB p. 43 (for class S concrete).
(3&4) ------------------ 2,500 (withheld contract monies).

Findings and conclusions. Class S
concrete.

The appellant filed a claim by
letter dated May 28,1976, which in-
cluded a claim for $4,000 or 2 c.y.
of class S concrete (AF Tab F).
The contracting officer (.o.) in
his final decision dated Oct. 8, 1976,
said that the IFB estimated this
concrete at 8 c.y., that field meas-
urements d u r i n g performance
showed 8.79 c.y., and that the claim
was for 10.798 c.y., that project rec-
ords showed 11 c.y. ordered but
that some waste occurred. The 0.O.
upon obtaining more data, recom-
puted the amount used as 10.08
c y., an increase of 1.104 c.y. or
$2,208, and thereafter, in his final
decision, allowed $2,208.

On July 11, 1975, 11 c.y. of class
S concrete were delivered and 10.8

c.y. were placed in the form for the
west abutment shoring support
(Exh. A-30, paid bills and deliv-
ery receipts for 11 cy. class S con-
crete, H. B. Mellott Estate, Inc.;
Tr. III-69, 70). On Oct. 15, 1975,
1 c.y. of class S concrete was placed
for pilaster No. 1 (Exh. A-30, paid
bills and delivery receipts for 1 c.y.
class S concrete, H. B. Mellott Es-
tate, Inc.).

Mr. Bergan, appellant's presi-
dent, testified that of the 11 c.y. of
class S concrete delivered on July
11, 1975, 10.8 c.y. were placed in the
form.3 Of the 1 c.y. of class S con-
crete delivered on Oct. 15, 1975, the
entire cubic yard was placed in the
form without waste. Mr. Ralph

3Mr. Bergan testified that 2/10 cy. hrd.
ened in the tremie and was wasted (Tr. II-
103, 104).
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Wright, the Government's project
engineer, in his entry for Oct. 15,
1975, makes no reference to waste
with regard to placement of the
class S concrete (AF Diary #4;
Exh. A-24, delivery receipts).

[1] Sec. 109.01 of FP-69 entitled
"Measurement and Payment" sets
forth various provisions governing
payment of materials furnished and
work performed under the contract,
providing in general that "[t]he
methods of measurement and
computation *$* will be those gen-
erally recognized as conforming to
good engineering practice * en It
further provides that "structures
will be measured according to neat
lines shown on the plans or as di-
rected to fit field conditions." The
method of measurement for con-
crete is set forth on p. 241 of FP-69,
sec. 601.14 and specifies that " [c] on-
crete will be measured by the cubic
yard in accordance with the dimen-
sions shown on the plans or ordered
and accepted."

The evidence shows that the Gov-
ernment admittedly had difficulty in
taking precise and accurate meas-
urements of the concrete placed un-
der water,4 that the field measure-
ments failed to account for the
spaces between the stones (Tr. I-
105), and that the dimensions used
in the computations were based on

'See comment In contracting offtcer's final
decision (AP Tab H, p. 7) on the difficulty
of getting accurate field measurements of rock
face under water.

an average (Tr. 111-42). Because of
the imponderables which made it
difficult to arrive at an accurate field
measurement, we find that the
"paid for" concrete, minus the esti-
mated two-tenths cy. wasted, was
the preferable method of measure-
ment and payment for concrete un-
der the circumstances presented
herein, and thus should have been
the "directed" method of measure-
ment (compare note on page 35 of
Exh. A-9 regarding class A con-
crete). We, therefore, conclude that
appellant is entitled under bid item
601(7) to payment for 11.8 c.y. of
class S concrete at $2,000/c.y., or
$23,600. Appellant, having received
payment of $17,596 (Exh. A-9, Pay
Estimate No. 11, p. 3), is entitled
to $6)004 plus interest in accordance
with the payment of interest clause
of the contract.

The withholding of $2,000 of con-
tract monies by the Government as
liquidated damages will be dis-
cussed under Part IV, infra.

Part Ill. The third cause of action
(Directives and Additional Steel)

The third claim is for $1,249.48
(AOB p. 51) for the additional
costs in performing directives 1
through 5, and for additional steel
required to fabricate struts whose
lengths were allegedly changed by
the Government. From examining
schedules K through P of Eh.
A-34, the claimed amounts are as
follows:
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Amount
paid Schedule

under of Exh. Claimed
Directive directives A-34- balance

1. (drain pipe) -_----___--____ -___ $925. 80 K $89. 38
2. (pack joints) _------ _____- __-__-__- 5, 610. 00 L 119. 67
3. (remove rock) -_---- __--____-_-___ 669. 96 M 2.5. 8
4. (lower 'sides") - ------------------- 431. 99 N 11. 18
5. (blocking)… __-_----- ___-__-11, 346. 01 0 345. 82

No Directive for steel claim (struts) - _- _P 658. 35.

Total _- __ _----1, 249. 4&

These small claims require de-
cision of substantial legal issues:
the effect of accepting a force ac-
count document providing for a
'lump sum" or "unit price" pay-
ment (Directives 1 and 2), and the
interpretation of force account pay-
ment provisions.

The subject directives authorized
payment to be made under contract
pay item No. 109 (1), which. covers
"extra and miscellaneous work
(subsec. 109.06), contingent sum,
$20,000.'

Sec. 109.06 (of FP 69 at p. 63)
states that, "Whenever the bid
schedule contains a contingent sum
pay item or items, the work covered
thereby shall be performed only
upon written order of the Engineer
and payment will be made as pro-
vided in the order."

The "Special Provisions"' on page
D-6 of the contract, supplement
sec. 109.06 of FP-69 as follows:

109.06 is supplemented to provide that
work covered in the contingent sum pay
item will consist of the following de-
scribed work xvhich is not otherwise pro-
vided for in the plans and specifications
but which is necessary to complete the
improvement planned:

1. Temporary erosion control meas--
ures, subsection 107.12.

2. Additional stabilization of north-
west wingwall.

3. Foundation grouting at west abut-
ment.

4. Other minor items of work not
covered by regular items of the contract.

This work will be paid for under Item
109(1), Extra and Miscellaneous Work
(subsec. 109.06).

When appellant began work, rain

flowed along the old canal, onto the

aqueduct, and out of the spaces

where the stone walls of the aque-

duct had been before falling into

the creek (Exh. A-3). Water was

also running through the structure

itself (AF Diary #1, Mar. 19,

1975). It is clear that something

had to be done if work was to pro-

ceed on the contract.

The Govermulent decided to in-

stall 60 linear feet of 15-inch con-

crete pipe approximately 100 feet

west of the aqueduct (AF Diary

#1, Mar. 20, 1975). This work was

done Mar. 25-27, 1975 (Exh. A-35;

AF Diary #1, Mar. 25, 26, 27,

1975). On Apr. 1, 1975 the Govern-

ment issued "Directive No.- i'5 de-

scribing the work and providing
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'payment therefor in a lump sum of
:$925, and allowing 3 days increase
in contract time. On the next day
Mr. Bergan, appellant's president,
signed the directive where it said,
"Please acknowledge agreement to
this directive * * * (AF Tab B).

[2] Sec. 109.04 on p. 60 of FP-69
entitled Force Account Work speci-
'fies that force account ork "will
'be paid for at the unit prices or
lump sum stipulated in the order
authorizing the work, or the gov-
,ernment may require the Contrac-
tor to do such work on a force
account basis" (italics added) in
accordance with the subsecs. 109.04
(a) through (g). 

Payment for work performed
'pursuant to Directive No. 1 was to
be made in a "lump sum" paymnent
of $925 as stated on the face of the
directive (AF Tab B). By volun-
tarily signing Directive No. 1, with-
-out taking exception thereto,
-appellant is deemed to have uncon-
ditionally accepted the terms of the
directive. The re-cord clearly idi-
cattes that the directive' accurately
reflected the agreement and under-
,standing between the parties as to
the work to be performed, the
amount of compensation to be paid

,and the number of days allowed for
perforlance of the work.' Ae fid

-that both the project engineer who
issued the directive and the presi-
dent of appellant company who ac-

*cepted the directive had actual an-
thoritv to bind the Government and

5 Part IV will deal with claims for delays
wherein we find that overnment-caused

,delays occurred which were -not satisfied or
"released" by the various directives.

appellant, respectively; and that
appellant's unqualified acceptance
of Directive No. 1 was a binding
agreement as to the direct cost to be
paid for performing the additional
work.6

In addition ve question the claim
for payment of work under work
days June 20, and Apr. 8, 195j
noted in Schedule K of Exh. A-34
since appellant's president testified
that work under the directive had
been completed prior to his signing
the directive on Apr. 2, 1975 (Tr.
II-106, 107), and no record of the
work appeared in Engineer
Wright's diary (Exh. A-5). We
will not dwell on this point, how-
ever, since we find in any event that
the "agreement" encompassed all
work performed under the direc-
tive, whether completed before or
after acceptance of the directive by
the appellant. The Government,
having satisfied its obligations un-
der the directive, is not liable to the
appellant for the additional
amounts claimed. The claim under
Directive No. 1 for $89.38 is denied.

The parties fouid that there were
much deeper spaces between the
stones of the aqueduct than antici-
pated which made the originally
planned "pointing" of these spaces
excessively expensive (Tr. 2).
Thus, they agreed on a method of
"dry-packing" the spaces before do-
ing the "pointing," which would
achieve the same end result at a con-
siderable savings to the Govern-
ment.

0 Cf. Herritt-aOcprnan 1 Scott Corp., et. aZ.
v. United States, 198 Ct. Cl. 223 (1972).
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This work was performed. Mr.
Bergan agreed to Directive No. 2 at
a "unit priced per bag of cement.
The directive was signed by both the
Government and the appellant.7 For
the same reasons given in our dis-
cussion under Directive No. 1, ap-
pellant is bound by the agreement
and the claim under Directive No.
2 in the amount of $119.67 is denied.

Directive No. 3 was issued bv the
Government on July 21, 75, and
signed by appellant 2 days later. It
provided for the removal of rock at
the east abutment to allow place-
ment of the steel ribs. Payment was
to be on a force account basis per
"invoice prices" (AF Tab B). This
signified that the parties agreed
that payment for the force account
work would'be according to the pro-
visions set forth in PP-69, see. 109.
04(a) through (g).

The $25.08 difference between
payments made and the $695.04
claimed appears to be due to a
change by the contractor in its
equipment rental rate fron $1.05/
hour to $2/hour and a 15 percent
mark-up on equipment. (Compare
Exh. A7-6 and Exh. A-34, Sched-
ule M.)

We find that appellant and the
Government agreed upon 1.05/
hour for the rental rate of the Ford
van (see Exh. A-6, Daily Force Ac-
count Statements signed by author-
ized representatives of both parties)
and that appellant accepted pay-
ment for work under Directive No.
3 on the basis of that rate, no protest
having ever been voiced.,

IAP Tab B.
eAppellant signed the daily force accounts

statements which indicated the rental rate on

See. 109.04 provides that the
equipment rental rates shall be paid
at the rate agreed upon in writing
prior to the start of work. Although
no agreement was made prior to the
start of work, there was certainly an
agreement during the time of per-
formance as evidenced by the writ-
ten daily statements signed by the
parties. With regard to the claim of
15 percent mark-up for equipment,
see. 109.04 of FP-69 states that
"[njo percentage shall be added to
equipment rental rate * *."7~ The
claim for $25.08 under Directive No.
3 is denied.

There is nothing in the appeal
record indicating the basis for ap-
pellant's claim of an additional
$11.18 for work performed under
Directive No. 4. Because appellant
has failed to prove this claim, it is
denied.

With regard to the cost of work
performed under Directive No. 5
and the amendment thereto, appel-
lant has been paid $11,346.01 and is
claiming all additional $345.82.

The amendment to Directive No.
5 (signed by appellant's president
on Mar. 1, 1976) incorporates the
terms originally set forth in Direc-
tive No. 5 unless otherwise changed.
Appellant, by signing and acknow-
ledging acceptance of the amend-
ment was, in fact, accepting Di-
rective No. 5 in its amended form.
The legal implications of appel-
lant's failure to sign Directive No. 5
became a moot issue upon appel-

the face of the documents taking no eep-
tion thereto at that time, appellant took no
exception to this Item at the time of payment
under Pay Estimate No. 11, nor did appellant
include this in its initial claim to the contract-
ing officer.
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lant's acceptance of the terms in the
amendment.

The additional cost claimed ap-
pears to be due to the alleged rental
rate of $2/hour for the Ford van
and a 15 percent mark-up on equip-
ment. We find that appellant agreed
to the rental rate of $1.03/hour for
the use of the Ford van and is
bound by that agreement. As pre-
viously discussed under appellant's
Directive No. 3 claim, mark-ups on
equipment rental rates are not al-
lowable under the contract terms.
(See sec. 109.04 of FP-69.) The
claim under Directive No. 5 in the
amount of $345.82 is denied.

We find no liability on the part
of the Government for the cost of
additional quantities of steel used
by appellant on the project since ap-
pellant was aware on Apr. 22, 19Th,
when Change Order No. 1 was exe-
cuted (shop drawings were submit-
ted in Feb.) that the steel was being
paid for on a lump-sum basis and
not by unit prices as ordered. Ap-
pellant did not protest or complain
but accepted and signed Change
Order No. 1 on that basis, all facts
having been in at that time. (See
also Exh. A-i 5 dated Feb. 27,
1975.) Appellant's claim for $658.35
for additional steel is denied.

Part 117. The second cause of action
(Delay costs due to defective speci-
fications)

The major part of appellant's ap-
peal is the $71,706 claim in the sec-
ond cause of action. Here appellant
asserts that the plans and specifica-
tions were defective and misleading
(AOB pp. 6-37). Appellant alleges

that the following contract defects
caused the delay encountered in per-
formance of the contract:

(A) The drainage for the project
was inadequate (AOB p. 7).

(B) There was numerous errors
in dimensions and elevations in the
plans (AOB pp. 8 et seq.).

(C) The arch shoring (the con-
struction and placement of the steel
ribs) scheme was defective (seven
reasons cited) (AOB;p. 11).

(D) The scheme to place the dirt,
etc., on top of the aqueduct was dis-
rupted by the delays to the arch
support and the correction of, de-
fects in the plans for the "walls" or
bulkheads on the top of the aque-
duct and the imposition of a weight
restriction which: previously had
been ignored by the Government
(AOB pp. 29-31).

The Government's position, as
stated in the answer, is a general
denial plus the affirmative defenses
of lack of notice under clause 2 of
SF 23A (specifications and draw-
ings)g or clause 23 (suspension of
work).

The Government in some of its
evidence contests the appellant's
contention that work had to be per-
formed in a certain chronological
order; it also asserts that certain
work was done inefficiently or too
slowly with insufficient and poorly
organized personnel, that appellant
was delayed by its own inexcusable
failure to submit data that was a
prerequisite to necessary Govern-
ment approvals, that the Govern-

'"In case of discrepancy - * the matter
shall be promptly submitted to the Contracts
tug Officer e * S."
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ment timely approved appellant's
shop drawings for the steel ribs,
that appellant acted promptly on
verbal orders (which later became
DirectivelNo. 5) and later unrea-
sonably delayed work while insistŽ
ine on a written Directive No. 5
(blocking).

From the record on the whole, we
find that the contract was defective
and misleading in many instances.
First, the scheme for stabilization
neglected to control the water in the
canal. Secondly, the drawings con-
tained erroneous dimensions so that
field measurements necessarily took
longer than appellant reasonably
estinated from the bid package.
Thirdly, the bid package indicated
that the steel arches (ribs) would
be uniform in shape and elevation.
Fourth, the plans neglected to pro-
vicle for removal of part of the
ledge at the east abutment. Fifth,
the plans were defective as to the
construction of the bulkheads (or
"walls") and had to be corrected.
Sixth, the scheme as to diamond
drilling, the pilasters and the loca-
tion of the lagging was incomplete
and misleading and had to be cor-
rected. Seventh, the bid package
was erroneous as to the shape of the
stones of the west abutment and the
form for the. underwater, concrete
there had to be changed. Eighth, the
package was misleading as to the
necessary capacity of the tempo-
rary jacks. These, and the weather,
were the major causes of the delays
which extended the performance
period of this contract and eventu-
ally led to the. assessment of liqui-

dated damages. We will discuss
each of these separately.

The bid, and contract package
contained plans and specifications
for a scheme to fabricate 12 curved
steel ribs. Those ribs would then be
slid under the aqueduct and jacked
up by temporary jacks until they
were a few inches from the stone
arch. Then 2-inch by 4inch wooden
"lagging" would be placed between
the steel ribs and the aqueduct and
finally the ribs would be jacked up
as permanent support for the aque-
duct (AF dwgs. G-6580, G-6581).
However, as soon as the'appellant
came to the site to start work he
discovered that rain and other
water was flowing down the old
canal to the aqueduct and flowing
over and through the old structure
so that it was often impossible to
perform the contract work. This
constituted a type two differing site
condition1 The Government recog-
nized this problem and corrected it
by issuing Directive No. 1 which
was a supplemental agreement that
paid for the direct cost of correct-
ing the defect. We find that the
time extensions and costs allowed
under Directive No. 1 for correc-
tion of the drainage problem did not
include the costs incurred by appel-
lant with respect to delays incident
to that change. The delay costs of
which appellant complains were not
satisfied or "released" upon appel-
lant's signing of the directive. The
"Differing Site Conditions?' clause
does not allow recovery for pre-
change delays incident thereto.

l0 Phillips onstructlon Co., Inc. V. United
States, 14 Ct. C1. 249 (1968).
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Such costs are recoverable, how-
ever, under the Suspension of Work
clause."-

We find that appellant was
slightly delayed in its work prog-
ress prior to the change since the
evidence shows that the back-up of
water caused by the inadequate
drainage prevented appellant from
proceeding with the initial phases
of work. Boardslhave consistently
held that strict compliance with the
20-day notice provision is not
necessary where the; Government
was quite aware of the operative
facts giving rise to the claim.' 2Be-
fore Directive No. 1 was issued by
the Government, the project en-
gineer recorded in his project diary
several instances where work was
delayed due to the water problem
aend that appellant was paying its
laborers "show-up" time :(AF
Diary #1). We find that. appellant
is entitled to damages- stemming
from office and field expenses dur-
ing the delay.
. The contract contemplated, that

there would be :15 working days to
"Monitor arch" between nodes 2 and
5 on the CPM chart (Exh. A-17).
The parties intended that appellant
would "verify dimensions" for the
steel before ordering it (note on
G-6580), and as to MC 6 18 struts

n Clause 23, Standard Form 23-A (Oct.
1969 Ed.). The "Changes" clause as prescribed
for use in 1965 allows recovery for prechange
delays but only if the change was caused by
defective specifications. Delays connected with
other, types of changes are recoverable under
the "Suspension of Work" clause (32 R
1626S and' Appendix.)

12 See Hartford Accident gnd. Indemnity
Company, IBCA-1139-1-77 (June 23, 1977),
84 I.D. 296, 77-2 BCA par. 12,604.

the "contractor should verify
lengths in field before ordering ma-
terial" (G-6577), and note "dimen-
sions shown [on G-6575] of the ex-
isting structure [the aqueduct and
abutments] which affect proposed
new construction should be verified
in the field."

Appellant alleges that the follow-
ing errors were found in the
Government's dimensions:

(1) On Government drawing
G-6575 as compared to appellant's
shop drawing 2436-1 (Exh. A-11)

(a) an error of 41/4 inches in
the dimension from the keystone to
the west abutment

(b) an error of 51/4 inches in
the dimension from the keystone to
the ast abutment

(c) an error of .87 feet in the
elevation between the downstream
keystone and the. west springline

(d) an error of .425 feet in the
elevation between the downstream
keystone and the east, springlinie.

(2) On Government drawing G-7
6575 as compared to a later overn-
ment drawing'submitted t appel-
lant (Exh. A-iS):

(a) an error of .51 feet in ILie
elevbatiou of the downstreat. key-
stone '

(b) an error of .31 feet in the
height of the upstreain keystone
elevation as conpared to the c down-
stream keystone elevation

(c) the width of the strtdcture
at elevation 413.8 is .4 feet na rower
at the west end and .45 feet 'nar-
rower at the east end..

(3) On Government drawing G-
6580 as compared to' appellant's
shop drawing 2436-1 (Exh. A- 1):
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(a) an error of 1 foot, 94
inches in the radius of the west seg-
ment of the steel ribs

(b) an error of 2 feet, 93 4
incnes in the east segment of the
steel ribs (AOB, pp. 8, 9, 10).

The Govermnent does not refute
the alleged errors in the dimensions
asserted by appellant, but contends
that because appellant was required
by the contract to verify field meas-
urements, it was on notice that time
would be needed for this, that dif-
ferences would be found, and thus,
should have accounted for these con-
tingencies in its bid price.

Experience has dictated that some
degree of difference will more than
likely be found in any field measure-
ments taken by different persons t
different times. The issue, therefore,
is the degree of difference or toler-
ance which should be reasonably ex-
pected under the circumstances pre-
sented here. Any damages arising
from errors beyond the acceptable
tolerance are compensable under the
"changes" clause of the contract.'

In an analogous case, the Navy
supplied "guidance plans"- for the
construction of a ship, and the spec-
ification required the contractor to
check those plans and correct any
errors in them. But the ASBCA
held that the Navy had to pay for
the delay and disruption (and cer-
tain added work) caused by the dis-
covery of errors in the Navy plans.
(Rethelem Steel Co., ASBCA

s In H. W. Cahlfiell and Son, no., ICA-
824-2-70 (May 30, 1973), 80 I.D. 345, 73-2
Bc par. 10,069, the Board found for ap-
pellant where the Government required un-
reasonable tolerances n the specified grading.

13341 (Nov. 19, 1971), 72-1 BOA
par. 9186.)

Mr. Bergan, appellant's president
testified that, in this case, he con-
sidered "%o of a foot" to be the
acceptable tolerance (Tr. I-35),
adding on p. 44 of Tr. II that "you
can fluctuate by one digit of your
last numeral in the number." Mr.
Sanders, a civil engineer with the
Federal Highway Administration
who was responsible for the contract
plans, testified that although he
used fractions rather than decimals,
63/8 inches would, in his opinion, al-
low a variance of plus or minus an-
other eighth of an inch (Tr. III-
124). In this particular case, the
Board finds the reasonable toler-
ance to be plus or minus 1 inch, since
in most instances "inches" is the
smallest unit of measurement shown
on the Government plans.

We find that appellant was incon-
venienced and delayed as a result of
the many field verifications that
were made to secure the proper
measurements prior to ordering ma-
terials. The errors found by appel-
lant were beyond the tolerance this
Board considers to be reasonable.
The Government is, therefore, liable
for the added cost incurred as a
result of these defective specifica-
tions.

We find that Mr. Bergan reason-
ably interpreted language on draw-
ing G-6581 to mean that temporary
jacks need only exert 71/2 tons force
to properly place the steel ribs. Al-
though the jacking tonnage speci-
fied in the contract referred to the
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permanent acking,1 4 it was reason-
able for appellant to assume that
the temporary jacking would re-
quire less exertion than the perma-
nent acking since more structural
weight is shifted to the permanent
jack, which supplies the main
thrust to the ribs and the arch struc-
ture (Tr. 111-108). However, ap-
pellant found after several at-
tempts to perform the work as set
forth on the plans, that the 7/2 ton
capacity specified was not sufficient
(Tr. 1-117, Tr. II-145). Appellant
was delayed while it located 50-ton
jacks and used them in lieu of the
12-ton jacks which it had originally
obtained to use in the temporary
jacking process. The Government
introduced no evidence to show that
the capacity specified in the contract
was adequate. The Government ac-
quiesced in the jacking method
chosen by the appellant, and did not
provide the assistance and clarifica-
tion appellant had requested in this
regard (Tr. III-162, 163). We find
that appellant is entitled to damages
resulting from the delays. encoun-
tered in attempting to comply with
the Government plans as written
and in locating the jacks needed to
perform the work.

The Government plans were de-
fective in the arrangement of the
wooden walls (or bulkheads)
shown on G-6577. The Government
had to and did correct this defect
by issuing Directive No. 4 (AF
Tab B). This directive covered the

! See Suggested Soringc Construction Se-
quence at upper lefthand corner of drawing
G-5581 (AF Tab A).

change itself but did not account for
the delays which were incidental to
the change. We find that some delay
in the sequence of work and produc-
tivity occurred for which the Gov-
ernment is liable.

The Government scheme of con-
struction was incomplete as it re-
lated to the construction of the
pilasters, the diamond drilling
through the aqueduct and the se-
quence of construction of the steel
ribs, the lagging, the tie-rods, and
the heavy structures on top of the
aqueduct. For a substantial period
of time the Government did not en-
force the load limit set out in Spe-
cial Provision 105.13 "4no construc-
tion loads will be allowed on the
aqueduct in its present condition
* * *" It later restricted the loads
appellant could put on the aque-
duct. Further the' Government's
design was unclear as to the timing
and interrelationship between. the
construction of the pilasters, the
diamond drilling and the placement
of the wooden lagging. on top of the
steel ribs. The contractor had to
change the pilasters from class A
concrete to at least partially class S
concrete. The lower tie-rod had to fit
over the steel ribs between parts of
the lagging. The ends of the tie rods
had to be located within 2 inches of
a vertical line through their ends.
Thus it became necessary to locate
the bottom tie-rod when about one-
fourth of the lagging was done,
drill the holes with the diamond
drill, then omplete the pilasters
and the rest of the lagging. This
caused some change in sequence of
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work and lengthened the proper
performance time for the contract.
This was not .the fault of the con-
tractor. It resulted from the mis-
leading details in the Government's
design.

The Government's design was
also erroneous in its details of the
shaper of the foundations for the
west abutment (Dwg. G-6581). The
foundation was more complex in
shape than shown on the Govern-
ment plans and this complexity re-
quired appellant to build a bigger
form and pour more concrete than
it had reasonably estimated. Thus,
appellant had to. spend more time
than it had reasonably planned to
do this work.

Tile final iajor defect in the
Government design was the omis-
sion of wooden blocking needed to
support the aqueduct. Drawing G-
6578 sec. B-B states, "Blocking at
missig stones (6" x 8" min.)" with
an arrow pointing to a place where
a stone is missing. Likewise .daw-
ing G-6577, 1upper half, has a note
"Block out over rib at' - issing
stonework (6" x'8" min.)" and an
arrow pointing to a place, where
stonework is nissino. These notes
are sot related to the blocking Diat
was required aid was added by Di-
rective No. 5. The Government' had
to correct the omission of certain
blocking because of the; elevation
and twist of the aqueduct. This
blocking was ftecessarv to fit be-
tween the lagging 'and the aque-

duct. It was necessary so that the
steel ribs would support the aque-
duct.

The Government i s s u e d this
change order verbally on Oct 8,
1975 (AF Tab HI, C.O.'s final deci-
sion), but did not issue it in writ-
ing until Dec. 10, 1975. The Gov-
ernment complains that appellant,
although starting on the work in
November (Exh. A-6) did not
fully perform this added work pur-
suant to the verbal order but after
a certain period of time insisted on.
a written directive. We conclude
that the appellant's conduct was
reasonable under the circumstances.
It was the Government's design
that was defective. Thus, it was
the Government's duty to both pay
the costs caused by the defects and
to correct , t h o s e defects. The^
changes clause gives the Govern-
m e ll t the contractual right to
change the plans and specifications
and the contractor has no right to,
refuse such added work even though
it may be added work which it had
not; planned or scheduled. The Gov-
ernment if it chooses to exercise this
right should do so in accordance
with the Changes clause-issue a
change order in writing within a
reasonable time. certainly, a con-
tractor is not expected to continue
working indefinitely without writ-
ten authorization. The Govern-
ment's omission of this blocking
from its drawings and its, unrea-
sonable delay in issuing a written
-change order were major causes of
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delay to this project, for which ap-
pellant: should be compensated.'5

Appellant alleges that because of
-the various delays and interferences
caused by the Government, it was
-pushed into working during the
-winter where severe weather caused
it to suspend work on several occa-
slOls.

With regard to appellant's sus-
pension of work from Feb. 6,
through Mar. 14, 1976 (Exh. A-7),
we find that Government-caused
delays were the reasons the suspen-

.sion became necessary. Appellant
^could not, have contemplated at the
'time of bidding that the work
, would be prolonged to this extent.

-With regard to other delays alleg-
elly due to bad weather, they are
.denied since appellant has failed to
show that the weather encountered
was unusually severe. In any event,
it is clear that not all of the delays
can be attributed to actions of the
Government.'-

The Government has questioned
4the timeliness of appellant's delay
claims which resulted from the dis-

.covery and correction of defective
specifications. We find that appel-
lant was timely in its claim of dam-
ages in this regard since it was not
until very late in the contract that
appellant came to realize the detri-

T Luria Brothers and Co., Inc. v. Untted
,States, 177 Ct. Cl. 676 (1966).

1" The record shows that appellant exercised
unreasonably tight supervision over its work-
ers to the point that the project often slowed
down while workers waited for directions, that
on many occasions the ob was not adequately
manned, and that appellant often chose more
difficult and time consuming methods of per-
formance than was n ecessary.

mental effect such delays were hav-
ing on its performance. It was the
accumulation of these delays that
brought appellant to question their
effect on the project.17'

We find that appellant notified
the Government within a reason-
able time after ascertaining the na-
ture and extent of the claim. We
further find that the 20-day notice
provision set forth in the "Changes"
clause is not applicable to defective
speifcations.18

ElquitabZe Ad6justnent under
Part IV:

[3] With regard to the delay
damages under the second cause of
action, appellant has clearly estab-
lished that the Government's speci-
fications were defective in a number
of respects. It has failed to show,
however, that many of the costs
claimed are attributable to actions
of the Government (Exh. A-34 and
Exh. A-30). The record also shows
that (i) the causes of delay wvere
overlapping in many instances, (ii)
Government-caused delays were in-
tertwined with delays caused by the
appellant, (iii) on many days
claimed, work was "slowed" rather
than "stopped," and (iv) contrac-
tor inefficiency was not taken into
consideration by appellant.

The Board finds that unknown
factors and imponderables make it
impossible to determine with math-

17 "f. Power City Construction f E q ipinent,
Inc., IBCA-490-4-65 (July 17, 1968), 7 ID.
18, 68-2 BCA par. 7126.

" Standard Form 23-A, October 1969
Ed., ciause 3, par. (d).

65)
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ematical exactness the amount to
which appellant is entitled. Because
appellant did not show with defi-
nite certainty the exact amount of
loss due to these delays, and because
the "total cost" method is rejected
by this Board for the various rea-
sons stated above, we find that the
"jury verdict" method of determin-
ing an equitable adjustment is the
most appropriate under the circum-
stances presented herein. There is
some evidence which we deem suffi-
cient for this purpose.' 9

With regard to the assessment by
the Government of liquidated dam-
ages in the amount of $2,000, we
find that although the Government
was generally accommodating in its
extension of contract time due to
various excusable delays which oc-
curred throughout the contract, the
Government did not recognize some
of the delays, to which we have ad-
dressed ourselves above, as being
caused by the Government. A con-
tractor may not be assessed liqui-
dated damages arising from excus-
able delays including acts of the
Government.20 We find that the de-
lays for which the Government was
responsible amounted to 8 days be-
yond those time extensions previ-
ously allowed by the Government.

We find that under the second
cause of action appellant is entitled
to al equitable adjustment in the
amount of $20,000 and that the con-
tract time should be extended by 8
additional days.

WB Corp. v. TUited States, 183 Ct. CI.
409 (1968).

2OLarco-lnduZst~iar Patnting Corp., ASBCA
14647 et al. (Apr. 27, 1973), 73-2 BCA par.
10073.

Interest

The contract contains under its
provisions the clause entitled "Pay-
ment of Interest on Contractor's
Claims." In addition, terefore, to
the equitable adjustment, interest
should be paid thereon in accord-
ance with this clause.

Sumnary

Appellant is entitled to the mon-
ies withheld by the Government
upon completion of the contract, an
8-day time extension, the sum of
$6,004-for class S concrete (this in-
cludes the $2,208 determined by the
C.O. to be due but was not paid),
and the sum of $20,000 for delay
costs due to defective specifications.
All other claims are denied. The
question of interest is remanded to
the contracting officer for determi-
nation of the amount to be paid pur-
suant to the payment. of interest
clause.

BERYL S. GLMORE,
Administrative Judge.

I:CONPUrR: 0000 

WILLIAM F. MCGRAW,
Chief Administrative Judge.

LEE S. BIELSEI

39 IBLA 211

Decided February 8, 1979

Appeal from the decision of the New
Alexico-State Office of the Bureau of
Land Xanagement, dismissing appel-
lant's protest against the impending
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issuance of an oil and gas lease to the
second drawee (NH 30886).

Reversed and remanded.

1. Evidence: Generally-Oil and Gas
Leases: Applications: Generally
Where an oil and gas lease offeror fails
to respond within a prescribed period of
time to an order to submit specific In-
formation necessary to determine wheth-
er his offer is valid, it is appropriate to
reject the offer.

2. Administrative Practice-Evidence:
Glenerally-Oil and Gas Lease Applica-
tions: Generally
Where a protestant against the issuance
of an oil and gas lease supports his al-
legations that the lease offer is not quali-
fied with sufficient evidence to warrant
further inquiry or investigation by BUM,
the protest should not be summarily dis-

-missed for failure of the protestant to
make positive proof of his allegations.
Instead, the protest should be. adjudi-
cated on its merits after all available
information has been developed.

SAdministrative' Authority: Enforce-
ment of Criminal Violations-Office of
Hearings and Appeals
The Board of Land Appeals, in its ad-
judication of appeals to determine rights
of parties to receive or preserve inter-
ests in Federal lands, has a concomitant
obligation to preserve the integrity of the
process, and where it appears to the
Board that the administrative record of
a case contains strong evidence of multi-
ple violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001 (1976),
the Board will refer the matter with its
recommendation that an investigation be
initiated to determine whether criminal
charges should be brought.

APPEARANfCES: R. ugo C. Cotter,
Esq., Albuquerque, Iew IVexico, for
appellant.

OPI1ION BY ADA INISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE STUEBING

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

On May 23, 1977, the New Mexico
State Office of the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), conducted a
drawing of simultaneously filed oil
and gas lease offers. Four thousand,
nine hundred and two offers were
filed for one of the parcels included
in that drawing, i.e., Parcel NM-
704. Three drawing entry cards for
this parcel were drawn to establish
priority of consideration of the
lease offers represented by the re-
spective cards. The drawees, in or-
der, were:

(1): Tina A. Regan, 5000 Holly-
wood Blvd., Hollywood, FL 33021,

(2) Lucy Allen Dohn, 1888 Cen-
tury Park E., th Floor, Los An-
geles, CA 90067,

(3) Lee S. Bielski, 5035 Klincle
St., NW., Washington, DC 20016.

The Regan offer, having first pri-
ority, was rejected for the reason
that the card was improperly dated.
On appeal to this Board, the rejec-
tion was affirmed. Tina A. Regan,
33 IBLA 213 (1977). This cleared
the way for adjudication of the
offer filed by the number two
drawee, Lucy Allen Dohn.

However, on Mar. 22, 1978, R.
Hugo C. Cotter filed a formal pro-
test against the issuance of the lease
to Dohn. Cotter, an attorney, de-
clared that he had filed a card for
Parcel NI-404, although his card
had not been drawn. It was, and is,
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Cotter's contention that Dohn's card
falsely represented that she was the
sole party in interest-in the offer
and any lease issued pursuant there-
to that Dohn was in fact a client of
a leasing service, Leland Capital
Corp. (LCC), whose, contract with
Dohn provided for a "security in-
terest" in any lease Dohn might be
awarded "to secure payment of any
advance rentals paid by_ LCC on
Client's behalf"; that this invested
LCC with an "interest" in every
offer filed by LCC on behalf of its
clients, as defined in 43 CFR 3100.0-
6 (b) ; that the failure to disclose
this interest and file the statements
required by 43 CF1 3102.7 disquali-
fied the offer and mandated its re-
jection; that other LCC clients also
filed offers for parcel NM-704 in
which LOC had the same "security
interest," and therefore LCC had an
interest in multiple filings for that
parcel in violation of 43 CFR
3112.5-2, requiring rejection of all
cards filed for that parcel by LCC
clients, including Dohn's. Cotter
further asserted that, as LCC was
Dohin's agent, rather than a mere
amanuensis,, the failure to file the
separate statements required by 43
CFR 3102.6-1 was a violation of
that regulation.

In support of this protest, Cotter
submitted a blank copy of the con-
tract form allegedly in use by LCC
at the time Dohn contracted for
LCC's services. This specimen con-
tract contains the "Security Inter-
est" clause as its par. 3.

Subsequently, Lee S. Bielski, the
number three' drawee, adopted the
contentions argued by Cotter and

filed her own protest against the is-
suance of the lease to Dohn.

BLM responded to the Cotter/
Bieiski protests by calling upon
Doln to furnish additional evi-
dence. Action on the protests was
deferred. Dohn responded to the or-
der to spply further information
by stating that her business address
was % Leland Capital Corp. at the
corporation's office, that she had se-
lected the parcel which was the sub-
ject of her offer, that she had per-
sonally signed the drawi nig entry
card after the offer was formulated,
and that her card was dated by her
after the offer was ormulated. Le-
land Capital Corp., by its vice pres-
ident, submitted what purported to
be a machine copy of its notarized
contract with Philip H. Dohn, Jr.
find (Mrs.) Lucy Allen Dohn. ]•xe-
cuting the contract on behalf of Le-
land Capital was its representative,
whose signature appears to read
"Stephen Z. Flynn." The contract
is dated in its preamble "this 26th
day of April 1977." The contract is
acknowledged by one Deborah Lile,
Notary Public, who 'twice dated
her acknowledgement "April 26,
1977." VX b 

The machine copy of the contract
between Leland Capital and the
Dohns was on a different form than
the specimen contract submitted by
Cotter, and did not contain the "se-
curity interest" clause. The letter
transmitting the machine copy of
the Dohn contract to BLM was
signed by: Leland Cpital Vice
President Paul R. Colaceechi, and
asserted, Leland Capital Corpora-

IT,6 D.
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tion has% no interest in any leases
vwon by the clients." This letter is

dated May 10, 1978.
After BLMA's receipt of the Dohn

statements, the Colacecchiw letter
and the, machine copy of the pur-
ported 'service contract between
Leland, Capital and the . ohns,
BLM issued sepamate decisions
dated June 51, 1918, dismnisi
.the rotests of Cotter and Rielski.
Cotter, acting on behalf of both
protestants, then requested 'recon-
sideration of those decisions on
the ground that the information
furnished by: Leland. Capital and
Lucy Allen Dohn wasfalse and
fraudulent. His allegations at that
point are set out, verbatim, as
follows:

1. The Seirice Contract on which'the
Decision wasi based is False anid a Praud
on he i7iited States.

The- Leland' Capital Corporation Serv-
ice Contract which you used to arrive at
your decision, a copy of which is at-
tached, was: purportedly signed by the'
parties and notarized on April 26, 1977,
some 22 days prior to Dohn's smis-
sion of an' Entry Catd on the captioned
lease. It bedrs the ackh6wledgment of
California Notary Public Deborah Lile
who asserts that the Dbn's personally
appeared before her on April- 26:1977
and signed the contract. The notary's
seal shows that her Commission expires'
August 9, 1981. 'Under Section. 8204
(Government) of" the California Anno-
tated Codes, a copy of which is attached-
both in its original form and as, amended
a Notary's' commission has a trm of
four (4) years and' this has been' true as
you can determine from the copy of the
;statute at least since' 1934. This means
that Deborah Lile obtained her commis-
sion as a Notary Public on August lo,

:-285-716-79- 3--' 

1977, more than three months after she
allegedly .iwtarzed the Doh sigatures.
It cannot be argued that she may have
been a Notary Public on April 26, i7t,
under a previous commission since if
that were the case her seal would have
to show an expiration date in 1977 as pro-
vided in Section 9207 (Government), a,
copy of this statute as amended also be-
ing attached. It is indisputable that if
the Dohn's ever did actually sign the'
Service C6ntract sent to you, it had to be
after August 10, 977. Since Lucy Allen'
Dohn's entry card is dated May 18, 1977,.
the agreement sent to you could not have
been in 'effect at the time she made an
offer to lease. Since she did not within'
the prescribed time submit a copy'of her:
true agreement with Leland Capital 'she'
should be disqualified .on that ground
alone. The false notarization is a crime
in California and the attempted fraud
on any agency of the United States of
America' should bear investigation.

2. The Actual Service Cntract beL
tween Lucy Allen Dohn and Leland Capi-
tal orporation had to be executed on
the Form subtnittcd with mzy Protest.

Through March,- 1978 the only Service
Contract from [sic] supplied by Leland'
to its customers was the one attached-
to my protest. As late as March 13, 178,
it was the only such form of contract in
existence as more fully appears from the'
Affidavit of Billie Hall attached hereto:

3. Tat the Form of Service Contract
Falsely clainmed to have been signed by
Lucy' Allen Dohn on. April 26, 1977 was
not rintedtUntil alm 6sft one year later.

Dutihg the Spring of 1978 Joe Schutz
of Schutz.Abstract Company, Santa Fe,
New 'Mlexico, was employed by Leland
Capital to assist in the ,preparation and
review of a form of Service Contract
which did not violate sole party in inter-
est regulation and the result was the
form submitted to you as signed April 26,
1977, as more fully appears from my
affidavit attached hereto,

Lucy Allen Dohn has submitted to you
a false Service Contract, fraudulent on

80] 83
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its face without outside 
sary to show the fraud. B
of her submission must re
to be dismissed and the c
o ffered. to Lee S. Bielsk
holder. [Italics in original

In support of these
Cotter' supplied his o
concerning his interviE

Schutz, an affidavit b-
Hall, attesting that :Lel
has presented to her t
contract containing the

terest" clause on Mar. I
copies of California sti
ing to the term of thE
notary public.,

poni receipt of the
BLM vacated its disM
Cotter/Bielski protests
another decision. date(
1978, calling upon Iol
certain additional infori
decision, addressed to h4
fice of Leland Capital
cited the allegations ma 
in his motion for recons
his protests, and reqi
Allen Dohn.to submit tb
information:

1. Certified proof from
California that Deborah IA
tary Public on April 26, 197

2.. The date Deborah Lile'
expired, if it expired in 197i

3. The date it was rene,
next expiration date.

4. Explain how the contre
by the; offeror was in exis
time the offer was filed.

The statements must be
thirty (30) days from rec
Dedcsion. In the event, th(
are not filed within the time
offer to lease/application wi
ered finally rejected and clot

*: . * .; * :

vidence neces-
,econsideration
quire her offer
aptioned lease
i,; third party
.1

contentions

wn affidavit
ew with Joe
y one. Billie
land Capital
the form of
'security in-
.3, 178, and
itutes relat-

office of a

* foregoing,
issal of. the.

* The only response was a letter-
from an attorney, Gary E. Gleicher
whose law office letterhead bears the
same address as Leland 'Capital
Corp., the pertinent portion oif`
which is as follows:

I am writing this letter on behalf' of
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Dohn in response
to your request for additional informa-
tion regarding the- Service Contract be-
tween LUCY ALLEN DOHN. and LE-
LAND CAPITAL CORPORATION, here-
inafter "LELAND".

Mr. and Mrs. DOHN became clients of
LELAND on April 26, 1977. On that date,.
they executed a valid Service Contract
with LELAND and issued a check to LE-
LAND in the amount of $2,000.00 as con-
sideration for said agreement. A copy of'
said check is attached hereto for your

and issued reference.
On April.18, 1978, your office requested

: July 17, evidence of the Service Agreement be-
in to supply tween LELAND and LUCY ALLEN'
mation. The DOHN. A thorough search of .LELAND's:
er at the of- files revealed that the original contract

Corp., re had been misplaced. In an attempt to,
comply with the regulations and require-

le by Cotter ments of the Bureau of Land Manage-,
ideration of ment, on April26, 1978, a duplicate con-V
iired Lucy tract. was prepared, executed by the,
Le following DOHNs and notarized by Ms. DEBORAHI

LILE.
Due to a clerical error, the word "Du-

the State of plicate" was omitted from the prepared
le was a No- copy of the contract. Further, when, the
[7. .; . document was given to Ms. LILE -for.
s commission notarization, she nadvertently.. affixed

the date April 26, 1977 instead of April 26,.
wed and the 1978, the accurate date of notarization.

Coincidentally, the date of 'the original
tet submitted statement and the date of the notariza-
tence at the tion were exactly one (1) year apart,

which may explain why Ms. LILE inad-
filed within vertently affixed the incorrect date.

!eipt of 'this Mr. and Mrs. DORN and LELAND
statements have made every effort to- comply with

allowed, this the requirements of the Bureau of Land
.il be consid- Management, and, by this letter, it is my
sed.. intention to clear up-any confusion which
,, * has resulted in regards to this matter. In.
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iewing the facts, I find the above .to be of0 the appeal. was served Lucy
e and correct. -- :- Allen IDohn at her address of record
-* *.\: ' -i t: t 0 * * ; (the LCC address),. but she has not

!ot only is the foregoing totally responded. '
responsive to the requirement for Appellant's statement of reasons
: specific information called 'for is focused on the fact that-the BLM
BLM's decision of July 7, 1978, decision. of. July 17, 1978, required
regard it to be of extremely Lucy Allen DohnI to. submit four

bious credibility. . . specific items of information within
L copy of the Gleicher' letter was 30 days,. failing,. which her "ooferfr to
vided to Cotter by BLM. Cotter lease/application will be considered
ponded by pointing out' that finally rejected and losed" 7Appeir
icher's letter failed to provide lant points out that none' of-the- re
* of the information required, quired information was submitted
* did not dispute the sworn evi- that the reply from Dohn's attorney
ce previously submitted by Cot- was nonresponsive to the decision,
"that a different and defective and, that the time set by BLAT for

eement was.im use by Leland compliance has long since, expired.
)ital in 197:7." Cotter further Therefore, -appellant. contends,
stioned whether the explanation BLM should have implemented its
b the notary had "inadvertently" own decision, rejected Dohn's offer
Ced the date Apr. 26,' 1977, below and issued "the Ilease to her. We
signature also served to explain agree.
y that date had been typed in'the ' [1] Where an oil- and gas lease
Iy of her acknowledgement'as~ offeror fails to respond within a
.' Cotter also queried 'why, if prescribed period of time to an

icher was'the Dohn's lawyer, h order directing him to submit spe-
A not 'supply his own -clients' cific information necessary to deter-
y of 1977 contract, even if the mine whether his offer is valid, it is
xnd: .Capital copy had been appropriate,- to. reject.the offer.
splaced." .- ' Ricky L. Gifford, 34- IBLA 160, 163
'ertheless, by 'its decision of (1978). Even where 'the- Iease has

'6, 1978, BLM again dismissed issued, the 'epartment nay require'
Cotter/Bielski protest "on. the, the lessee to submit additional in-
s' that this office cannot accept formation to establish that he. Wa$
r statements as positive- proof' rightly entitled to have received' it,
he allegations made." - ' ' and if he fails. or refuses to respond,
ottei' has abandoned his protest the 'lease may. be canceled. Robert
lis own behalf in favor of assert- A. CMenoweth, 38 IBLA 285 (197),.
it. on- behalf of his client, Lee .S. annd cases, cited. therein. The State
ski. .In" that capacity he has Office had full authority to require
l this appeal from BLM's dis- the offeror to submit the additional'
3al of' Bielski's protest. A copy information it deemed necessar to

8s I
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determine the offeror's qualifica-
tions. Rick, L. ifford supra;
Evelyn Cha'mlers, '31 IBLA. 381
(1977),; D.E. Pack, 30 IBLA 166
(1977). Therefore, when ;Dohn did
not supply any of the information
she was required to submit within
the time prescribed, her offer should
havse been rejected, as the BLM
order indicated it would be.

[2] Moreover, the State Office
erred in dismissing appellant's pro-
test for the eason that his state-
maents and evidentiary submissions
,could not be accepted as "positive
proof of: the allegations made."
Perhaps the *State Office was led
into this error by our numerous
holdings to the effect that where
there is no evidence in the adminis-
trative record of a violation byi the,
offeror holding priority, the burden
is on the protestant attacking the
validity of the offer "to prove" an
accusation that there is a' disquali-
fying discrepancy. See, e.g., C7yde
,E. Frasier, 36 IBLA 141 (1978),,
where the verb "to prove"l appears
in the headnote in this context,' but
not'in text, 'which, at 36 IBLA 143,
'states only that "the burden is on
the protestant to submit material
evidence of an accusation * * *"

Virginia L. Jones, 34 IBLA 188,
193 (1978), requires a protestant
"to submit competent proof of an
sccusation * * ¶" as do a number
of earlier decisions. But in
Georgette B. Lee, 3 IBLA 171. 176
'(1971), we held simply that,
"[albsent an adequate showing of
disqualification, a protest alleging
disqualification is properly re-

jected." In Bruce E. Watkins, 36
IBLA 168 (1978), we said, "a suc-
cessful drawee * * will 'not be
disqualified * * * by reason of un-
substantiated allegations **

Admittedly, the burden of a
protestant in such cases has been
poorly and imprecisely defined.
But insofar as our research reveals,
we have never gone so far as to
hold a protestant must make "posi-
tive proof" of his allegation to
avoid dismissal of. his protest. We
think the rule should be that where
a protestant supports his conten-
tion with sufficient evidence to war-
rant further inquiry or investiga-
tion by BLM, the protest should
not be summarily dismissed, but ad-
judieated on its merits after all
available information has been
developed.

In this instance, Cotter not only
supplied sufficient evidence to in-
spire BLM to demand further in -
formation from. Dohn, he also
detected and pointed . out to: BLM
how the submissions from Dohn and
LCG were false, and buttressed his
contention that Dohn's evidence was
manufactured by supplying copies
of the relevant California statutes
relating to notaries public, and with
affidavits. This evidence was. the
basis of BLM's second demand on
Dohn, so it is apparent that BLA
recognized that Cotter's evidence
was adequate to create a justiciable
issue, which it became incumbent on
the Bureau to "resolve. But when
BLMi's further demand for-specific
material and relevant information
was fended off by Gleiher's unre-
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sponsive letter, BLM ;reacted by
summarily dismissing. the 'Cotter/
Bielski protest, presumably with
the intention of issuing the lease to
Dohn. This was clearly improper.

[31 This Board is of the opinion
that the administrative record
strongly indicates multiple viola-
tions of I8 U.S.C. §1001 (1976),
which provides:
§ 1001--Statements or entries generally.

Whoever, in any matter within the
jurisdietion of any department or agency
of the T'Thited. States'knowingly and will-
fully falsifies, conceals or covers up by
any trick, scheme, or device a material
fact, or makes any false, fictitious or
fraudulent statements or representations,
or makes or uses any false writing or
document knowing the same to contain
any false, fictitious or fraudulent state-
ment or entry, shall be fined not more
than $10.000 or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.
(June 26, 1048, ch 645, 62 Stat. 749.)

Two items of correspondence sent
by BLM to Dohn at the offices of
LCC contained express admonitions
that the statute, supra, makes it a
crime to ma-ke false, fictitious, or
fraudulent representations to a de-
partment or agency of the United
States. Moreover, the drawing entry
card used by Dohn also bears such
an admonition.

There can be no gainsaying that
the machine copy of the notarized
service contract between Philip H.
Dohn, Jr., Lucy Allen Dohn, and
Leland Capital Corp. 'was manu-
factured for the purpose of sub-
mitting it to BLM after receipt of
BLM's demand for a certified copy
'of the contract between them at the

time the Dohn. offer was filed. This
spurious document was then sub-
mitted to BLM by LCC, in response
to that order, in such a way that it
appeared to be a copy of the orig-
inal one in force when Dohn's offer
was filed.

Likewise, there can be no doubt
that the spurious contract was
falsely notarized. The text of the
notary's acknowledgment reads:
CoUNTY or Los ANGELES,
,State of Califorwia, ss:

On this day, April 26, 1977, before me,
.a Notary Public in and for the state of
California, Phillip and Lucy Dohn per-
sonally appeared and executed this doe-
ument. Witness my hand and official seaL

/sl Deborah Lile
Deborah Lile Notary Public
April 26, 1977 [Handwritten Ed.]
Date

Thus, the date "April 26, 1977,"
was entered twice by the notary;
once in the typewritten text* and
again in her own hand below her
signature. According to Gleicher's
"explanation," these entries are sim-

ply errors which, by fantastic coin-
cidence, just happen to agree with
the alleged date of the. original con-
tract, which date is also typed in the
first line of the text of the inanu-
factured specimen.

1 The typeface utilized in the notary's seal,
and the border around it, are not susceptible
to accurate reproduction, here.

Sol

OFFICIAL SEAL
DEBORAH LILEI

NOTARY PUBLIC-CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES COUNTY

My comm. expires AUG 9, 1981 1

I
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-The residence address of the
Dohns show n on thie spuriois
Copy of 'the contract to "be Atlanta,
'Georgia. This; -raises: the question
wvhether they journeyed to Los An-

.gjees, Calif., to sign the "duplicate"
46f their original contract n Apr.
26, 1978. If they did not do so,
;does-the notary's acknowledgement
VaTlsely'declare thiiat they personally
hppeared before her ? Could the
Dohns' signatures be forgeries? The
need to explore these questions is
increased by yet another startling
fact. Gleicher's letter states that the
duplicate" was executed 'by' the

parties and acknowledged by the
notary Qn Apr. 26, 1978, which
"coincidentally" happened to be the
first anniversay of the original con-
tract executed, allegedly, on Apr.
26, 1977, and through error and in-
advertence, all the dates on t.he 1978
r'dupIicate" were entered as Apr. 26,
1977, and'- thee word "Duplicate"
'was oiiiitted, so tat the. instrument
"appeared to be a copy of a contract
.executed in 1977, although it was
actually. done on Apr. 26, 1978.
That date, Apr. 26, 1978, also hap-
pens 'to be the same date tht BLM's
demand for' further evidence was

deliveted to the LCIC offices in Los
nAnels. BLM's order to produce

the; contract was dated Apr. 18
1978, and was'mailed'by'certified
nail, estricted delibery, to Lucy

Allen Dohn ::at her "business ad-
dress," at the officesof Lelarnd Cap-
ital. There it was received by'some-
one who signed the postal service's
return receipt card "Lucy -Allen
.Dohn by D...Wise,"J on' "426-78."

Thus, if we are to believe Gleicher's
e~xplantion,-onw' that same date (1)
Pa search was made for the. original
-1977 contract which could not be
found in the business offices of Le-
land Capital !Corp.;; (2) a' "dupli-
cate". was prepared; (3) Philip H.
D6hn, Jr. and (Mrs.) Lucy Allen
D'ohn, of Atlanta, Georgia, person-
allyV appeared in Los Angeles,
Calif., were they and the LCC
representative [Stephen Z. Flynn?]
executed the "duplicate"' in the pres-
fence of the notary public, Deborah
Lile. Lucy Allen Dohn also corm-
-pleted. aind signed a questionnaire
provided by BLM, in which she
made various s statements of fact
concerning the filing of her oer,
plus a third document, again signed
"(Mrs.) Lucy Allen Dohn," in
which she declared her "business
address" to be that of LWand Capi-
tal Corp.

If all of the foregoing events did
not occur on Apr. 26, 1978, then the
incredible c oincidence" of the. an-
niversaiy date; as described by
Gleicher, never occurred, and there
is. no "explanation" whatever for
the submission of a document hich
'purports on;its face to be-a machine
copy of another document allegedly
executed at east a year earlier, and
which did- not then exist, according
to the affidavits of Cotter and Hall.
I1terestingly, althouigh the spuriOus
copy of the contract was allegedly
prepared and executed, apparently
in great; haste on the very day
-BLM's demand was received, Apr.
26, 1978, its submission toBLM was
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delayed 'until transmitted by LCC
vice resident Colaceechims letter

lated May.10, 1978, and received by
_BLMon May 15,1978.

The oil and gas lease in-question
apparently is of substantial.,valuie,
as, indicated by. the. fact.that it at'
tracted 4,902 offers, and according
to a statement filed by Tina A. Re-
,gan at the time she appealed the re-
Jection of her first-drawn offer. The
information .and evidence which
BLM required was' material to its
-adjudication of which offeror would
be awarded the lease, as all con-
cerned were aware. In its adjudica-
-tion of appeals to determine the
Tights of parties to receive or pre-
serve interests in Federal lands, this
Board has a concomitant obligation
to preserve the integrity of the proc-
ess. We will not turn a blind eye to
such strong evidence of willful
fraud as' is presented by the record
in this case. Accordingly, it is the
recommendation of this Board that
an investigatfon be initiated to de-
termine whether criminal action
'should. be instigated. See ... United
States v. Weiss,'431 F.2d 1402 (10th

Gir. 1970).
Therefore, pursuant to the . au-

thority delegated to the Board of
Lands Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the dis-
missal of the Bielsid protest is re-
versed, the oil 'and gas lease offer
'N:M 30886 of Lucy Allen Doh is
Iiereby. rejected, and the case is re-
manded with instructions to the

-New Mexico State Office to consider
the offer of Lee S. Bielski. -

EDWARD W. STUEBING,
Adninistrative Judge.

We CONCUR:

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES,.

Administrative Judge.,

JAVIES l.. BURSKI,

Adsninistrative Judge.

INTERPRETATION OF SECTION 603
OF THE FEDERAL LAND POLICY
AND HANAGEHENT ACT OF
1976-BUREAU OF LAND NAN-
AGEIIENT (LM) WILDERNESS
STUDY

N-36910 February 13,1 979

1. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976: Wilderness

See. 603 requires the Secretary to study
all roadless areas of ,000 acres or more
and roadless islands with wilderness
characteristics, and report his recommen-
dations to the President as to the suit-
ability: or nonsuitability' for preservation
as wilderness.of each such area. The Sec-
retary may not make multiple-use
trade-offs in determining which public
land areas qualify for wilderness study
status.

2. Federal Land Policy and Nanage-
inent Act of 1976: Wilderness

For the purpose of BLM wilderness re-
view, the term "roadless" means the' ab-
sence of roads which have been improved

89
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and maintained, by mechanical sneans to
insure relatively regular and contikuous.
use. A way maintained solely by the
passage of vehicles does not constitute
a road.

3. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976: Wilderness :

Sec. 603(a) requires that the Secretary
report to the President by July 1, 1980,
his recommendations as to the suitability
for wilderness preservation of all form-
ally identified natural or primitive areas
designed prior to Nov. 1, 1975. Only. those
areas for which a notice of designation
was published in the Federal Register are
subject to this accelerated review and re-
porting requirement.

4. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
nent Act of 1976:: Wilderness

Sec. 603 of 'FLPMA does not apply to
those areas of the Oregon and California
and Coos Bay Wagon Road lands which
are being managed for commercial tim-
ber production. Sec. 603 does apply to
those areas not being managed for com-
mercial timber production.

5.' Federal Land Policy and Manage-

ment Act of 1976: Wilderness,

Prior to completion of the initial wilder-
ness inventory and identification of the
wilderness study areas, wilderness char-
acteristics must be evaluated before the
Secretary authorizes any new activities
which would destroy wilderness qualities.
;IDiscretionary- activities must be condi-
tioned to prevent impairment of an area's
potential for wilderness designation.

6. Federal. Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of .1976:. Wilderness

During the review of wilderness study
areas, and until Congress acts on the
President's recommendations, the Secre-
tarry must manage study areas to prevent
impairment of their suitability for wilder-
ness designation, with certain, limited
exceptions.

7. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976: Wilderness

Management of sec. 603 study areas
should be guided by the principle that
developmental activity must be carefully
regulated to insure it is compatible with
wilderness, or thatits imprint on wilder-
ness ,s temporary.

8. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976: Wilderness

Sec. 603 provides that mining, grazing,
and mineral leasing may continue in wil-
derness study areas in the .same manner
and degree as on Oct. 21, 1976& even if
impairment of an area's suitability or
wilderness results.

9. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976 Wilderness

The words "existing" and "manner and
degree" isec. 603(c) should be read in
conjunction with te words "mining and
grazing uses" to establish as. a benchmark
the physical and aesthetic impact a min-
ing or grazing activity was having on an
identified or potential' wilderness study
area on Oct. 21, 1976.

1O0. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976: Wilderness

The existing mining use exception for
mining and mineral leasing is limited
geographically by the area of active, de-
velopment, and the logical adjacent con-
tinuation of the existing activity, not nec
essarily the boundary of the particular
mining claim or mineral lease on which
the operation is located.

11. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976: Wilderness

When the impact from mining and graz-
ing activities on a wilderness study area
differs in manner and degree from the im-
pact from such activity on Oct. 21,1976,
the Secretary must regulate the activity
to prevent impairment of the area's suit-
ability for preservation as wilderness.
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12. ederal -Land Policy and Manage-
nt --Act of 1976': Wilderness
The word "existing" in sec. 603(c) modi-
ffes!"minWerl leasing" in the-same manner
as it modifies "mining and grazing uses."

13. ederal Lald PTliqy 'and Mstanage-
meit Act of 1976: Wilderness

The Secretary is vested with the author-
ity and responsibilitylto regulate all activ-
ities in wilderness -study areas to prevent
unnecessary and undue degraddtlon and
to afford- environmental protection.

14. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976: Wildernfss -

Areas under review for designation as
wilderness remain available for appro-
priation under the mining laws, unless
withdrawn for reasons other than protec-
tion of wilderness.

OPINION BY

OFFICE OF THE S aOL'ITOR

eptemheT 5, 1978

To: SECRETARY

lRoM: SOLICITOR

Su3JBjECT: 3LM- W1DEkNSS 2F RE-
Niw-S&c. 603 FhnmAL LA3r

- PoLICY ANlD MANAGEMENT ACT. -

. ' I. INTRODUCTION

The Federal Land Policy -and -
Manaoliielt, Act (FLPMA), 00
Stat. 2743, 43 US.C.A. 1701 et
sdq., (West Suipp 18) was en-
aded n: Oct, 21, 1976. Begin-n-ing
ii taSh 1977, .seveifal opinions in-

terpreting see.,' 603 of the Act, 43
U.S.&A. §1782 (West Supp. 1978),
have been written in the Office of
the Solicitor. This formal Solici-.
tor'sOpinion supersedes our previ-
ous ninterpretations of this provi-
sio-n.1 , f t ;, 

It does not, of course, answer all
the legal questions that are likely
to be raised about sec. 603. In par-
ticular, we Will -prepare a 0eparat
opinion on 'the relationship between.
sec. 603 and state. in lieu- or state-

I The original opinions were contained in
the folowing menoranda:

-Memorandum to the Director, LfM
from the Associate Solicitor, DER on
"Formally Identified Natural or Primi-
tive Areas,'" Mar. 22, 1977.

-Memorandum, to the Director, BLM
from the Assistant Solicitor, Lands on
"Applicability of Wilderness Act, Sec.
4(d) (3) to BLM, 'wilderness areas,"
May 4 1977.

-lemorandum to the Director, BLM
*fr6s the-Solicitor n 1"FLPMA-Inter-
pretation of Sec. 603-Wilderness,"
May 23, 1977.
MeraoranduIn to the Director, BLM
ffof` th'e Dejuty Solicitor on "Appli-
cability:of Sec. 603 of FLPMA to O&C
and Coos Bay -WagoA.h Road Lands,"
June 1 1977.
-Meorandum to the Assistant Secre-
tary, Land & Water Resources from
the Deputy -Soliitor oh "Interim Man-
Agetent: of Potentihl Wilderness

.A.Mts,"-July -
19

w0 i77.
-Memorandum* to the Assistant Secre-

tbay, lnd & Whter Resources from
the Solicitor -on "fleilnition of 'road'
'for. purpose- bf- detitfying roadless
_aye~5 -undei See. 605 of the Federal

-Land Pollb ) Yid Management Act of
1976 (FLPMA-) 4 U.S.C.A. §1782
(Sip. -1977)," ?Oct. 17, 1977.

* \-ernorandiuh .to the Director, BLM
from the Deputy Solicitor on "Applica-
tion of Miing nd Gt§azing Laws to
Areas ulider Review for Inclusion into
the Wilderness System: Sec. 603,
FLPMA," Jan. 9, 1978.

91
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hood selections of public land, and
between sec. 603 and Native selec-
tions under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement At, 43 U.S.C.
§§1601 et seq. (Supp., V 1975). But,
it does chart a general course for
interpreting this* section.2 

Sec. 603 of the FLPMA states:
(a) Within fifteen years after the date

of approval :of this Act, the Secretary
shall review those roadiess areas of five
thousand acres or more and roadless
islands of: the public lands,- identified
during the inventory required by, [sec.
201(a)] of this Act as having wilderness
characteristics described in the Wilder-
ness' Act of September 3, 1964 (78 Stat.
890; 16 U.S.C. 1131 et seq.) and shall
from time to time report to the Presi-
dent. his recommendation as to the suit-
ability or nonsuitability of each such
area or island for preservation as wilder-

ness: Provided, That prior to any recom-
mendations for the designation of an
area as wilderness the Secretary shall
cause mineral surveys to be conducted by
the Geological, Survey and the Bureau
of Mines to determine the mineral values,
if anny, that' may be present in such areas:
Provided further,- That" the Secretary
shall report to' the! President by July 1,
1980, his recommendations on those areas
which the Secretary has prior to Novem-
ber 1, 1975, formally identified as natural
or primitive areas. The review required
by:this subsection shall be. conducted in
accordance with the procedure specified
in. section 3 (d) of. the Wilderness Act.

(b) The President shall advise the
President of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House' of Representatives of his
recommendations with' respect to desig-
nation as wilderness of each such area,
together with a map thereof and a defi-
nition of its boundaries. Such advice by
the President shali be given within two

S For convenient reference, the. following is an outline and table of the contents of this
opinion: - Page

L Introduction ------ I _--_--_________ -________-___ -=91
II. Review Procedures_ _- _____._._.____ …------- ----------________ 94

A. "Roadless" -- …-- _ -…-- _- --- _ --- __ _93
B. "Wilderness Characteristics" _- ___-----_-------__-_-__-_-__- 95
C. "Suitability" - ------------------------------------------- 96
D. Report to Congress…98 _____ -1 - ---- --------- __ 96

: E 13. "Instant" Study Areas _____--_______.- _________-___-____-___…_ 96
F. Special Exemptions and Exceptions- -------------------------- 97

1. Islands …-------- ------------------------------------------ 97
2. O&C Lands-- _- __ 97
3. OCS Lands…______ _ ___ 99

III. Interim Management-of Potential Wilderness Areas __ I-- -… - -___ 99
A. Managemenit of Areas Pri6r to Inventory …… ---------- -_-__- … 99
'B.. Grazing Mining and Mineral Leasing in Areas Under Review… … _____ 102

1. lInterim Management-FLPMA and Wilderness Act- 102
a. Legislative History … _________ _----___---- ___…-…----- _____ 103
b. Discussion ._ ____ ___' ……… 105

2. "Inpairment" of the Suitability of an Area for Preservation as Wilder-
ness ___10 ___ -----------------------_______ ------- __ 109

3. Existing Uses. …………____ -_---
a. Mining and Grazing ------------- _____-______- _____-_- _ 111

(I) Mineral. assessment work…_ --- -- _-___ 113
b. Mineral Leasing - _ ---------- _____-____-__ 115

(i) Preference right leases …- ----------------_ - 115
4. "Manner and Degree" … ______ __5
5. "Valid Existing Rights"__ _- -- ____ - - 11
6. Preventing "Unnecessary or Undue Degradation" and "Afford[ing] En- -

- f : vironmental Protection" ……_______-__-_-___-_-_______-___-__-___ 118l
7. Appropriation of: Lands under the Mining Laws… … _1 _
8. Assignment ……… __ _ _ = _ _ _ _ 122
9. Other Authority -_-- _-- ___----__----_---__ _____ 122

C. Access to Private Lands ……… - _________________ __________________ 122
D. General Effect of § 603(c)_----_1_----_ _____-----_-------------- 122
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yea'rs of the receipt of each report from
the Secretary. A .reeommendation of the
President for designation as wilderness
shall become effective only if so provided
by an Act of Congress.

(c) During the period of review of
such, areas and ntil Congress has d-
termined otherwise, the Secretary shall
continue to manage such lands acrd-
ing to his authority under' this Act and
other applicable law in'a manner so as
not to impair the suitability of such areas
for preservation as. wilderness, subject,
however, to the continuation of eisting
mining and grazing uses and mineral
leasing in the manner and degree in
which the same' was being conducted
on the date of approval of this Act:
Provided, That in managing the
public, lands the Secretary shall by
regulation or -otherwise take any
action required' to prevent unneees-
sary or undue degradation of the
lands and their' 'tsources or to afford
environmental protection. Unless -pre-
viously withdrawn from appropriation
under the mining laws, such lands'
shall continue ' to be subject top such
apptopriation during the period of
review unless withdrawn by the See-
retary under the procedures of section
204 of this Act for reasons other than
preservation of their wilderness char-
acter. Once an area has been designated
for preservation as wilderness, the pro-
visions of the Wilderness Act which ap-
ply to natirnnal forest wilderness areas
shall apply with respect to 'the admin-
istration ad -use of -such designated
areas,- includinig mineral surveys re
quired by section 4(d.(2) of the Wilder-
ness.Act, and, mineral development, ac-
cess, exchange of lands, and ingress
and egress for mining claimants and
oceupahts.;:

-Theljegislative history . reveals

that the wilderness review provision
was icluded in FLPMA to further

r 1979V - ; 4R

the purpose underlying the ildem'
ness Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1131 et seq.
(1,970), by mandating ay.eview of
the public lands for wilderness
values and giving Congressan op-
portuty to, act to, protet appyo .
priate. areqs..of tie public lan .

The Wilderness Act itsel f speci-
fically directed the Forest Servie
to- review only those. areas previ-
ously classified as. primitive areas
or contiguous to existing prilitive
areas.3 It was silent onreview of
Forest Service. roadless areas out-
side, of. primitive areas. The-Secre-
taryof Agriculture thereafter di-
rected the Forest Service to insti-

ite an inventory of all its lands to
identify other areas suitable for in-
clusion in the National Wilderness
Preservation system.4 The first Eo
est Servce ioadless. area review
(RAPE I) began in 1967 and ended
in 1073. Ths review generated con-
siderable controversy and some
litigation about apprbpriate wilder-'
ness review criteria and'procedures.5-
A second'review (RARE lW) was'
instituied in 197t and"is e'{aring
comple-tion. Athogh' th& Forese
Service's RARE provides a back-`
drop for the wilderne§§' reviW' -pro--

3
See pirker v. United States, 309 F. Supp..

593 (D. Colo. 1970), &tI. 44S F. 2d 793 (10th
CIr. 1971), ert. den. ash nom Kaibab IsZda-_
tries Vs. :Prker, 405 U.S. 089: (1972).

dsee MeClos ey, "The -Wilderness Act of
1964: Its Background and Meaning," ,,4
Oregon L.Rev. 25-19Q66).

G.Sikrra cla v. Butz,-.Civill No. C-72-1455 ;
3 Er'90.. L. Rep.,-20011 (N.f. Cal. 19723
Wyoming Outdoor ounet'v. Buts, 44 F. 2.
1244 (l0th Cir. 1973). ee Robinson, "'Wilder-
ness: The Last Proutier," 59 Min. ;. 1ev. 1
(1974).
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vision of FLPMA, it is plain from
sec. 603 that Congress intended to
vest BLM with a distinct review
obligation of its own.
* The introductory language of the

Wilderness Act refers to all Fed-
eral lands. T he Act itself, however,
establishes wilderness review re-
quirements only for Department of
the Interior-managed lands within
National Parks, Wildlife Refuges,
and Game Ranges.", Despite the
lack of express statutory authority,
the Secretary set aside by adminis-
trative action .certain public lands
as "primitive areas," and manage-
nment of these areas.was virtually.
the same as for lands formally a
part of the National Wilderness
Preservation System. At least one

such primitive area designation
was challenged as invalid because
of the lack of an affirmative statti-
tory base, but the court never reach-
ed the merits.8

Congress' response to the recog-.
nized. need for. a comprehensive
puiblic' lands: wilderness review is
FJLPMA's sec. 603. It supplies the
affirmative statutory base. for re-
view and protection of BLM-man-
aged lands suitable for designation
as wilderness, in accordance with
tlhe provisions of the Wilderness

Act. 9 The review it mandates is de-
signed to'furthe the objectives of.

616"U.S.C. 1132(5),and (e) (1970).
¢-See .43 CRPart.2070 and Subpart 6221;

Poster, '"Buieau of and Management Primi-
tive Areas-Are They Counterfeit Wilder-
ness." 16 Natural Resources J. 621 (1976).

. tf olte.Lcand & Lumber Co. v. Keppe,
Civ% No :7-136-M (D: Mont., June 10, 1977).

O See S. Rep.; No. 583, 94th Cong., 1st Sess.,
44 (1976).

the Wilderness Act itself, 16 .S.C.
§ 1131 et seg. (1970). Yet there is
neither a substantial overlap, nor a
substantial inconsistency, between.
the evie'w mandated by sec. 603
and the Wilderness Act. Specifical-
ly, although. the -latter contains a
limited review provision, it is prin-
cipally concerned with the manage-
ment of wilderness areas once they

have been designated by Congress.
It does not deal directly with the
obligations addressed in sec. 603-
the review of BLM lands for wvil-
derness values. And its own limited
review provisions do not spell out
in nearly the, detail .that sec. .603

does the review procedures to be
followed, and the management pro-
tections BLM must provide for
areas being inventoried and studied
for possible Congressional protec-
tion as wilderness. Therefore, while
we are aided by the Wilderness Act
and the.history of its impIlementa-
tion in our search for the proper.
interpretation of see. 6.03, it goes
without saying that it is the Ian-
guage and legislative, history of sec.:
603 itself, enacted 12'years after the
Wilderness Act, which must ulti-
mately control.

If. BEVIE PROCEDURES

The wilderness review mandated
by sec. 603 of FLPMA is basically
a two-step process. The first step is
an identification of roadless' areas
of. 6,000 acres or more and roadless
islands having wilderness charac-
teristics through the inventory
process mandated by se. .201 of the
Act. The Act envisions a p rofes-
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sional review of all BLM lands to
determine which areas meet the
three -threshold criteria for wilder-
ness areas-roadilessness, wilderness
characteristics and size. This re-
view is to be based solely on the
roadlessness and wilderness charac-
teristics of the land, not on multi-
ple-use trade-offs and variables.
Full formal wilderness studies are
required only on inventoried areas
of the required size identified as
roadless and of wilderness charac-
ter; that is the Department does
not have.to report to Congress on
areas which do not meet* the basic
criteria.

A. "Roadless"
The House Report on the Act 'O

states: "The word roadless' refers
to the' absence of roads which have
been- improved and maintained bv
mechanical means to insured rela-
tively regular and continuous, use:.
A way maintained solely by the
passage of vehicles does not consti-
trite a road." This is the principal
recorded guidance in the legislative
history about the meaning of road-
less."1 Congress clearly did not want

1OH R. Rep. No. 1163, 94th Cong., 2d Sess.
17 (1976).
" The transcript of the House Committee

markup session reveals that Congressman
Steiger of -Ariz. suggested the definition of
"road" which appears in the House Report.
Ariz. is an arid state where "ways" can be
created and used as roads merely by the
passage of vehicles, and Congressman Steiger
took some pains to draw the distinction be-
tween a way" and: a "road" for wilderness
purposes.' The latter, he insisted, was 'sany
access route improved or maintained in any
-way, such as by grading, placing of culverts,

to preclude 'consideration of an
area for wilderness solely. because
of tracks created by the repeated
passage of vehices alone, and, this
expression must uide BLM`s de-'
termination of roadlessness as part
of the inventory.

B. "Wilderness ChlaacKterstic&'
The meaning of "wilderness

characteristics" is not discussed in
the legislative history, but the 'text
of sec. 603 itself refers to "having
wilderness characteristics described
in. the Wilderness Act' * * iS

Sec. 2(c) of that Act' 3 defines a
wilderness as follows:

A wilderness, in contrast with 'those
areas: where mall and his own works
dominate the landscape, is hereby recog-
nized as an area where. the earth and its
community of life are untrammeled by
man, where man himself is a visitor who
does not remain. An area of wilderness
is further defined to mean in this Act 'an
area of undeveloped Federal land re-
taining its primeval character and in-
fluence,. without permanent improve-
ments or human habitation, which is
protected and managed so as to preserve
its natural conditions and -which (1) gen-
erally appears to have been affected pri-

making of bar ditches, etc. His express intent
was to draw a distinction between what the-
BLM should do and what te: Forest Service
had done under the Wilderness Act of 1964',
and Congressman (now Senator) MIelcher of
Montana invited him to submit language for
the Committee Report to make the Committee'l'
intent clear. See Transcript of Proceedinsga
Subcomnittee on.Public Lands of House Oow-
mittee on Interor and I55'6ior Affairs, Sept.
22,A1975, pp. 329-33.

1543 U.S.C.A. § T02(i) (West Supp.' 1978):,.
which defines "wilderness" as it is nsed ini
§ 603 as having "the same meaning as-itdoes
in sec. 2(c) of the Wilderness Act ea 5

1316 U.S.C. § 1131(c) (1970).i
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marily by the forces of nature, with the D. Report to Congress
imprint of man's work substantially un- t sa
noticeable; (2) has outstanding oppor-
tunities for solitude or a primitive and Secretary reports to the President
unconfined type of recreation; (3) has at his recommendation as to the "suit-
least five thousand -acres of land or is of ability or nonsuitability of each
sufficient size as to make practicable its such area * ** for preservation as
preservation and use in an unimpaired

condtion and(4) ay aso ~wilderness.":"" The President incondition; and (4), may also contain echo ;:.B
logical, geological or other features turn must advise Congres of his
scientific, educational, scenic, or histori- recommendation on each such area,
cal values. within two years of- receipt of the

'C. t4uitability" u recommendation of the Secretary.' 7

Following completion of the in- Essentially, the Secretaiy and the
entory, sec. *03(:a) next requires- President merely advise Congress,

'the Secretary to study the suitabil- since only Congress can designate
ty of the inventoried rbad less areas ~wilderness areas.' 8 Reports must be

for inclusion in the Wilderness Sys- made to Congress both on areas rec-
tern. At this point, multiple-use ommended for inclusion -in the wil-
trade-offs addressed by the 33LM derness system and on areas viewed
planning system; come i nto play. as unsuitable and therefore not rec-
Congress envisioned that an area ommended for inclusion.
with' all of the necessary wilderness E. "Instant" Study Areas
Characteristics might not be suit- Sec. 603(a) requires that- the Sec-
akle. forinclusion in the Wilderness retary report to the President by
system because of its higher value July 1, 198O, his recommendations
for some other use, such as commer- on areas which were -formally iden-
cial forest management or mineral tified as natural or primitive areas
development 'In fact, before the prior'to Nov. 1, 1975. This accel-
Secretary can recommend that an erated review provision is derived
area be included in the Wilderness from the House version of FLPMA.
System, Congress directed the Sec- The House Report 9 lists 13 for-
retary to "cause mineral surveys to mally designated primitive and nat-
be conducted by the Geological Sur- ural iareas. In fact, the Bureau has,

Iy and the Bureau of Mines to de- through withdrawals, classifications
termine the mineral values, if any, and other means, created- approxi-
ht may be present in such areas nately 147 natural areas; Fifty-six

* *: K7714 The formal wilderness of these areas were created by pub-
sjuitability study must also be con- lishing a final notice in the Federa
ducted in accordance with sec. -3(d): -- - -. --- -

o the: Wilderness ct, 16 U.S.C. 1 i603(a). -
608(b).--§ 1132 (d) (1970), regarding public 5 The last sentence- of § 603 (b) states: "A

;articipation.'
5

recommendation of the President for designa-
- - -0 - tion as wilderness shall become effective:-only

- -- : If so provided by. an act of Congress."
14 603(a), firstprotiso; -T I 11.R. Rep. No. 163, 94th Cong., 2d Sess.-

z5 § 603(a), last sentence. -- 17-18 (1976) . -
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Register with natural areamanage-
ment as the' stated purpose, objec-
tive or title.

According to BLM procedures
for designation of primitive and
natural' areas, publication of notice
in the Federal Register completes
the process of formal designation.
(BLM Manual, Part 2070) There-
fore,; only natural and primitive
areas for which a Federal Begister
notice was published will be con-
sidered "formally identified" for'the
purpose of accelerated - wilderness
review.2 0

F. .Speial: E wenptions and Excep-
tions

The ' wilderness review; require-
ments of 'sec. 603 do not or may not
uniformly apply' to all BLM-
managed lands.

'1. Is1ands. Although sec. 603 (a)
generally requires that only road-
less areas .5,000 acres or larger be
studied, it also requires that all
roadless islands, no matter what
their' size, must -be studied. Even
though there are over 5,000 public
land islands in the East and Mid-
west, most of which average only
an acre in size, each one which is
roadless must be evaluated to deter-
mine: whether it has 'wilderness
characteristics..

2. O&C Lands. Sec. 603 has lim-
ited application to the Oregon and
California Railroad and Coos Bay

0 ApplyingA'this standard, the natural and
primitive areas' subject to the accelerated re-
'view requirement are listed in Appendix A to
this opinion.E

Wagon Road revested lands (the
so--calle'd "O&G Lands"). This ex-
ception is created by sec. 701 (b) of
FLPMA, which; Provides as fol-
lows:

(b) Notwithstanding any provision of
this Act, in the event of conflict with or
inconsistency between this Act and the
Acts of August 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 874;
43 U.S.C. ll1la-1181j), and May 24,1939
(53 Stat. 753), insofar as they relate to
management of timber resources, and dis-
position of revenues from lands and re-
sources, the latter Acts shall prevail.

The legislative history of
FLPMATA sheds little light on the
reason for the inclusion of this spe-
cific reference to the O&C Act of'
Aug. 28, 1937, in this section.2 1

21 The language first appeared in Committee
Print No. 5 of H.R. 5441 (93d Cong., 2d
Sess. 1975), but was not discussed during the
Committee mark-up of the print. The lan-
guage was retained in HLR. 3777 when it was
introduced in the 94th Congress. S. 507, the
Senate bill which ultimately became FLPMA,
made no reference to resolution of inconsisten-
cies between FLPMA and the O&C Act. Al-
though the House provision was included in
the Conference Committee print, it was, not
discussed during meetings of the Conference
Committee, nor mentioned in its report. H.
Rep. No. 1724, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976).

The effect of this provision was discussed
by members of Congress and the Department
during consideration of earlier proposals. The
Dept. of the Interior, in both letters and testi-
mony at Subcommittee hearings, sought to
assure the Oregon delegation that the 1L31
Organic Act would' not affect the funding
formula or management of.the O&C lands. See
Hearings on S. 424 before the Subcommittee
on Public Lands of; the Senate Committee-
on Interior and Insular Affairs, 93d Cong., Ist
Sees. at 44-45 (1973) and letter from Asst.
Secretary Loesch to Senator Hatfield, Sept. 15,
1972. It is not clear, however, whether the
language first included in the 1975 version
of the House bill derived from this earlier testi-
mony and correspondence.
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But the terms. of see. 701 (b) are
clear; wilderness review and identi-
fication under sec. 603 of the Act are
applicable to the 0 & C lands only
to the extent that wilderness review
and management of O&C lands for
wilderness is consistent with the
0 & C Act of Aug. 28,1937. Sec. 1 of
the 0 & C Act provides as follows:
Notwithstanding any provisions in the
Acts of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218), and
February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), as
amended, sch portions of 'the revested
Oregon and California Railroad and re-
conveyed Coos Bay Wagon Road grant
lands as a re or may hereafter come under
the. jurisdiction of the Department of the
Interior, which have heretofore or may
hereafter be classified as timberlands,
and power-site lands valuable for timber,

lha. be bc msanaged, except as provided in
section 1181c of this title, for.permanent
forest production, and the timber thereon
shall be sold, cut, and removed in con-
formity with the principal [sic] of sus-
tained yield for the purpose. of providing
a permanent source of timber supply, pro-
tecting watersheds, regulating stream
flow, and contributing to the economic
stability of, local communities and indus-
tries, and providing recreational facilties
[sic]. X X ; 

(43 U.S.C. 01181a (1970), (Italics
added.)

This Act mandates dominant use
mailagement of the Oi& C lands for
commercial forestry.22 Rather than
allowing equal consideration.of all
land uses, tlle 0 &: C Act requires
that-the.lands suitable for comrner-
cial forestry be managed princi-
pally for that purpose. Other uses,

2 See, s., 5olicitor's Opinion M-30506. Mar.
9.; 1940 (holding that O&C lands could not be
withdrawn for inclusion in Oregon Caves Na-
tional Monument); see.also Instruction of the
Asst. Secretary, Aug. 25, 1941 (holding that
the Mining Law of 1872 did not apply to O&C
lands).

*such as recreation, are allowed only
when subordinated to commercial
forest management.

In order to determine whether
wilderness review and management
is consistent with the 0 & C Act, we
must determine whether dominant
commercial forest management is
consistent with the mandatory
wilderness review, required by sec.
603 of FLPMIA. It. is settled that
timber may. not be harvested on
lands, under review for. wilderness
designation except- in very: limited
circumstances. Parker v. United
Stateq, 448 F. 2d 793 (th Cir.
1971); see also 36 CFR 293.
(1976). If sec. 603 applied to the
O & C lands, timber could not be
harvested until the wilderness re-
view. of qualifying roadless areas
was completed. Wilderness review
of areas on the 0 & C lands which
are managed for commercial timber
production is inconsistent with the
O & C Act and, therefore, the O &( C
Act must prevail where the manda.-
tory wilderness review provision of
sec. 603 would prevent commercial
timber management on the 0 & C
lands. -
* Congress has recognized, how-

ever, that some 0 &. C lands-might
be unsuitable-for timber production.
Sec. 701 (b) of FLPMA requires the
wilderness review provisions of
FLPMTA.to yield only to the extent
they are .inconsistent>with the man-,
agemnent for parmanent forest pro-
duction provided for in the 0 & C
Act.This.. means that; the Bn'u"ini
not authorized: to take an action
which would destroy the wilderness,
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quality of an area, in advance of re-
viewing the area's wilderness po-
tential, if the action contemplated-
for example, constructing a fish
hatchery, campground, or road for
recreational purposes-is not in an
area managed for commercial tim-
ber production. If roadless areas
unsuitable. for commercial forest
management are identified on 0 & C
lands, they must be reviewed, pur-
suant to sec. 603.

3. 0S Lands. Lands on the
Outer Continental Shelf are not
considered public lands under
IFLPMA, band thus the wilderness
review provision does not apply to
them. 43 U.S.C.A. §1702(e) (1)
(West Supp. 1978).

III. NTE.RIM MANAGEMEATT
OF POTENTIAL WILDE R-
NESS AREAS

One of the- more difficult judg-
ments required in the wilderness
review, process is deciding what
activities are authorized on lands
being evaluated under section 603
prior to final Congressional action
either adding them to. the Na-
tional Wilderness Preservation Sys-
tem or returning them to ordi-
nary -multiple use management.
Congress addressed this problem
in sec. 603:(c) of FLPMA. quoted
on page 93 :above.

The language of sec. 603 (c). re-
fiects Congress' concern that wilder-
ness review interfere with ongoing
multiple use management activities

2S8-716-79 4

only to the extent necessary to pre-
vent impairment of suitability for
preservation as wilderness. It al-
lows all management. activities to
continue, subject only to those con-
straints necessary to, prevent im-.
pairment until potential areas- are
determined not to-be roadless or not
to have wilderness characteristics,
or, for roadless areas with wilder-
ness characteristics, until Congress
provides otherwise.23

It is worth emphasizing that sec.
603 (c) provides onily interim: mci-
agement-direction to the' Secretary.
'Once the review of BLM-adminis-
tered lands is complete and Con-
gress determines the ultimate man-
agement objectives for the lands
which are roadless with. wilderness
characteristics, sec. 603 (c) does not
restrai* tle' Secretary~s general
authority, to manage BLM lands,
except to the extent BLM lands are
included in a statutory wilderness
area. Thus, any regulation required
by sec. 603 is only temporary, pend-
ing further Congressional action.
An appreciation of the interim na-
ture of sec. 603 is important to a
proper understanding of the pro-
vision.

A. Managemnt of Areas Prior to
inventory 

A threshold question which must
be addressed regarding sec; 603(c)
is what kind of interim man'age-
nent restrictions Should apply to

See H. Rep. No. 94-1165, 4th Cong. 2d
Sess. at 17-18 (1976).
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areas which couild Possess, but have
not yet been determined to have,
roadlessness or wilderness cliarac-
teristics. That is, to qualify forfor-
mal studyj an area must (a) be an
island or contain 5,000 acres or
more; -(b)' be radless; and (c)
have "4wilderness characteristics."4
The question- is whether develop-
ment which would impair the suit-
ability of: an area for preservation
as wilderness can be permitted in an
area before it. is determined to be
roadless and to have or not have
wilderness char acteristics.

To state- the issue somewhat dif-
ferently, there is no; question that
the sec. 603 (c) restrictions apply to
the. identified wilderness review
*areas.It is also clear that once road-
less areas with wilderness charac-
teristics are identified,' those areas
which ack such characteristics are
'not subject to the interim manage-
ment restrictions. The remaining
question is how to manage public
lands prior to the completion of the
initial inventory.25

The first sentence of sec. 603 (a)
says that the review applies to road-
less areas "identified during the in-
ventory required 1by section 201 (a)
of this Act as having :-wilderness

3& These determinations need not be made
separately and discretely; that Is, the presence
of 'wilderness characteristics" connotes the
absence of "roads." Of course, a deteruina-
tion that roads exist n the area will eiminate
the need for further.inquiry into the presence
or absence of wilderness characteristics.

25
The inventory process itself is to have no

effect on BLM olicies. See. 201(a) states, in
pertinent part. "The reparation and nain-
tenance of such nventory or the identification
of Sitch' areas shall not, of itself, change or
prevent change of the management or use of
'public lands." - --- -

characteristics- , *.S"The inven-
tory required by-sec. 201(a) is a
continuous process, in the words of
the Act, to be "kept current so as to
reflect changes in conditions and to
identify new and emerging re-
sources and other values." The
question thus becomes how to merge
this continuing inventory require-
ment with sec. 603's requirement to
study potential wilderness areas for
possible congressional protection as
wilderness. How, in other words, is
the inventory process to be carried
out in connection with see, 603 ?

. If the area covered by the pro-
posed action has already been iden-
tified in the inventory process as
having (or not having) roads or
wilderness characteristic, tilen there
is no 'prblem in applying sec. 603.
If the area has not been inventoried
for roads and wilderness character-
istics, then the question is how to
mesh the inventory process with.
sec. 603.

If the BLM contemplates taking
or allowing actions which could im-
pair the suitability of an area for
preservation as wilderness without
having previously determined
whether the area is roadless or-has
wilderness characteristics, it is o-
vious that the whole purpose of the
wilderness review could be defeated.
The agency must: make those

6 I 201(a); 43 U.S.C.A. 1711 (West Spp.
1975). Congress.recognized'that'the BLM had
for years been conducting inventories of the
public lands and their resources, and the
§ 201(a) iventory requirement wes designed
to be folded into the existing BLM land use
planing 'sstern. See, e.., 202(d), g3
-U.a.,A. 1712(d) (West Supp. 197 8), refer.
ring to land use plans in effect at enactment
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-threshold determinations 'bef ore
taking actions which coild' make
subsequent inventory meaningless.
In short, the agency cannot permit

-the possible wilderness characteris-
-tics to be destroyed before those
characteristics have been deter-
mined to exist. Otherwise, the ob-
jective of sec. 603 would be defeated.

This conclusion finds strong sup-
port in a decision involving the
Wilderness. Act itself. In Parier v.
United States, 309 F. Supp. 593 (D.

,Colo. 1970); ad.. 448 F. 2d 793
(10th Cir. 1971), cert. den. sob norn
Ifaibab Industries v. Parlee'r, 405
U.S. 989 (1972), the land at issue
-adjoined -the Gore Range-Eagles
Nest Primitive Area int Colorado.
The Forest Service had by contract
sold the timber on this . adjacent
land to a private company for
harvesting.27 As noted earlier in
-this opinion, the Wilderness A~ct did
-not expressly mandate a wilderness
study of this land; the Act required
-the Forest Service to study only
'the primitive area itself and make
a report to the President. But the
Act also stated that:
Nothing herein- contained shall limit the
President in proposing, ** the altera-
-tion of existing boundaries of primitive
.areas or recommending the addition of
.any ontiguous&area of national-forest
lands predominantly of wilderness value.
*16U.S.C. -1132(-9) (1970). -

27 The original decislonby the Forest Service
--to harvest the timber in this area was made
-prior: to enactment of the Wilderness Act of
.1964;. See 309-F. Sunm At 596.:-

The Court of Appeals began by
emphasizing that the 'general -pur-
pose of the Wilderness Act w-as-to
acknowledge "the necessity of pre-
serving one: factor of our naturalen-
vironment from the progressive, de-
structive and hasty inroads of man,
usually commeicial in nature; '*:
448 F.2d at 795. The Codrt went
on to hold that because the -intent
of the Wilderness Act was that the
President and Congress should have
a meaningful opportunity to add
contiguous: areas predominantl of
wilderness value to existing primi-
tive areas," performance- of the tim-
ber sale contract should be enjoined
to preserve the area ,for':Executive
and Congressional consideration for
wilderness preservation.28 -. -:

V Whenever the BLM contemplates
taking or allowing actions which
could impair an area's suitability
*for preservation as wilderness then,
it must first determine whether that
area is roadless. and has wilderness
characteristics. If it does, then the
action should be evaluated to deter-
mine whether it will necessarily
impair -the area's suitability- for
preservation as wilderness, or
whether, is can b modified or con-

28-Id., at 7. The Court noted that the
language'and legislative history of the Wilder-
ness Act reflect a "constant reassurance to
lumber, grazing and other such iuterests",that
the Act do6s not affect their legitimate inter-
ests. But the: Court -pointed out tat these
,assurances were directed to statutorily desig-
nated wilderness areas rather than to the
study of other-areas for possible Inclusion. in
the system. Id., at 796. . - '
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ditioned, o as to avoid such impair-
ment. (See discussion at pp. 102I22
,below.) If impairment cannot: be
avoided, then the action cannot pro-
ceed until the. 603 study is complete
and Congress has acted on the Pres-
ident'srecommendation. .

I should emphasize that no delay
in decisionmaking should result
from.this. conclusion. In. most cases
BLM would have to prepare an en-
vironmental analysis . record
(EAR) and an environmental im-
pact statement (EIS), if required,
on the proposed action.29 The see.
201(a). inventory of roadless areas
with wilderness characteristics re-
ferred to in sec. 603: can simply be
integrted into. th'o NEPA proc-
esses. The EAR/EIS should spe-
cifically consider whether the .area
affected by the proposed action
lacksiroads and has wilderness char-
oteritics and therefore.should be
formally studied for Protection as;
wilderness. If that determination is
made, the Secretary must study and
make recommendations to the Presi-
dent on the suitability or nonsuita-
bilitv of the area for preservation
as required, and the interim man-
agement- guidelines of` sec. 603 (c)
then come intoplay.

If the inventory process slows
that the area in question has roads

See, e.g.,; Minnesota Pu.lic nterest Re-
search .Group v. Dut, 498 F. 2d 1314 (8th
Cir. 1974) Wyoming Outdoor Coordinating
Voruncii V. Butz, 44 F. 2 1244 (10th Cir.
1973); Test irginid Highlands Conservancy
v. slaz& Greek Coal Co., 441 P. 2d 232 (4th
air. 1914). In each of. these cases, the Courts
of' "A*P',' feuj~i'ed. om-the groumd' activities
which threatened to inipair or destroy wilder-
nets characteristics, prior to the preparation
of an BIS.

or does not have wilderness char-
acteristics, then no formal wilder-
ness study is required and the area,
is free for ordinary multiple use
management. Sec. 603 ceases to have
any. meaning for these areas fro
the moment that the BLM inakes a.
determination that the area is not.
roadless or lacks wilderness char-
acteristics.

B. Grapn, in andA 1
Leasing in Areas Under Review

1. Interim Hacnageme.t-
FLPI1IA and the lilderness Act.
Congress provided in sec. 603 (c)
that, during the wilderness review
process, and until Congress has pro-
vided otherwise:
[T]he Secretary shall continue to man-
age such lands according to his authority
under this Act and other applicable law
in a manner so as not to impair the suit-.
ability of such areas for preservation as
wilderness, subject,,however, to the con-
tinuation of: existing mining and grazing'
uses and mineral leasing in the manner-
and degree in which the same was being
conducted on the date of approval of'
this Act: * * *a

Congress also provided, in the
last sentence of sec. 603(c), that:'

Once an area has been designated for
preservation as; wilderness, the provi-
sions of the Wilderness Act which apply
to national forest. wilderness areas shall
apply -with respect to the administration
and use of such designated areas, includ-
ing mineral. surveys required by section
4(d) (2) of the Wilderness Act, and min-

2943 U.SC.A. 4 1782(c) (West 'Supp. 1978),
90 Stat. 2743, 2785. The subsec. continues:
"Provided, That In managing the-public lands.
the.Secretary shall by regulation or otherwise-
take any aetion required to prevent unneces-
sary or undue degradation of the lands andf
their resources or to afford environmental pro.-
tection."
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eral development, access, exchange of
lands, and ingress and egress for mining
claimants and occupants.

The initial question is how to in-

terpret and integrate these two

standards-the first of which gov-

erns management of areas while

they are being studied for possible

preservation as wilderness, and the

second of which governs manage-

ment of areas after they have been

designated as wilderness.

a. Legislative History. The "no
impairment" langge. anl., the,

grandfather clause which permits

impairment for "existing uses" be-

ing conducted in the same "manner

anwd degree" subject to the Secre-

tary's other regulatory authorities,

were inserted into the Act by the

Subcommittee on Public Lands of

the House CoRmittee on Interior

and Insular Affairs in'1975, during

the -second session of.-the-93rdCon-.

gress. At the time, the Subcommit-

tee was reviewing both H.R. 5441

(the Administration's bill) and a

draft bill prepared by the Subcom-

mittee.. Neither H.R. 5441 nor the

seventh version of the draft.Sub-

committee bill contained the "man-

ner and degree" language. 3 1- Sec.

312 of the seventh draft bill, cap-

tioned "Bureau of Land Manage-

ment Wilderness- Study" simply

stated at, "[dj uring the periodof

review of such areas, the Secretary

3'The previous. six versions of the Subcom-
mittee bill had been amended, revised and in-
corporated into the seventh version of the
draft Subcommittee bill.

shall continue to administer 'such'
lands according to his existing au-
thority."32 Sec. 312 of the. eighth
version of -the draft bill. (Sept.
1974) contained the wilddekoss
mianagement language basically as
it appeared in the subsequent law.
The additional language was in-
serted at the instigation. of. Con-
gressman Dellenback, who ex-
plained:-

* * * the gentleman from Alaska had
raised the question what' could be done
on lands setasiede.for w dernesW pr-
poses. I would proposed ' * this addi-
tional phrase: During the period of -re
view of such areas, the Secretary shall
continue to administer such lands in a
manner so as to preserve the wilderness
character of each such area; subject onliy
to the continuation of existing mining
and grazing uses in the manner and de-
gree in which the same had been con-
ducted.

We are trying to keep the static; [sic]
trybingto keep the Secretary from chang-
Ing. anything. That is,whatI-hadain -mind
with, this particular- language.=

The language. was expanded to

read "existing mining-and grazing.

uses and sMineral Zeasing in the
manner and degree in which the

same was being conducted on the

date of. the approval of this Act

a° The draft bill continues "Once an area
has been designated for preservation as Wi-
derness, the provisions of the Wilderness Act
shall apply with respect to te administration
and use of such designated area, including
mineral development, in. the manner as they
apply to national forest wilderness areas."

S1 Hearings on H.R. 5441 before the Sub-
committee on Public- Lands of the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs, U.S. House of
Representatives, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess., Sept..
12, 1975 at 1324.
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* * 8" (italics added) on Sept. 22-,
1975 by an amendment to sec. 312"
of the. draft Subcommittee. Print
No. 2.iThere was no. discuss.ion con-
ceriing.the'.addition of the teri
"mineral 'ieasing.".,4 - :

The language of isec.' 603(c)
adopted by the Ilouse was described
in a later H ouse Commites report
as fllows:
Wkile tracts are under, review they are
to be managed in a manner to 'preserve
their wilderness character, subject to

~onitinu~ation of, exi sting grazing and
ine.qra4 uses and appropriation, under

the mining laws. The .Secretary will
continye, to have., authority to prevent
unnecessTary and, undue degradation of
thelands, including installation of mini-
mum ,lmprovements, g such. as wildlife
habitat: and livestock control improve-
ments,. .,whaere yneeded for protection or
maintenance of te lands and their re-
sources ad for. continuation o author-
ized u ses..

The Senate bill, S.,507, as re-
ported from Ste Senate Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs one
year pvidlusly was m arkedly dif-

It: 'sould ::be poted that wheh- "minerat'
leastng" was added, the remainder, of that
phrase was changed from the plural "had been
conducted" to the singular was- being con-
ducted," One;could inferfrom, this that Con.
gress meant the "manner. and degree" limita-
tloi' to apply only. ,i' mineral leasng, 'and- not
to existing mining and grazing uses, so that
the latter arguably could still be allowed even
If they 'hanged n:"manner!'or "degree." This
inference ;is not, however, consistent with the
legislative- .i'tory of .rsee 603(c), snce
"mineral leasing '-was added teithe 'manner
and degree' language. was insertedin the see-
tion,' and there was no sggestion'that-a severe
limitation n the "iffanner and degree" f6rmla):
was intended. The' better: reading: is to":at-
tribute it to inadvertent grammatical error.

- I. Rep. No. 94-Aii-4th Cng., 2dSess.'
(1976), . 17. -

ferent from the House bill with,
respecit to the direction and author-
ity given to the.Secretary. to man-
age. MLM lands, under, review for-
inclusion into the Wilderness Sys-
tem. Unlike the .House bill, . 07'
contained no separate BLM wilder-
ness, review section., Instead, S. .50.
did not require the Secretary tox
change his management of BLM
administered lands under study for-
po~sbe wilderness -designation : 
Areas containing wilderness character-
istics as described shall -be dentified'
within five years of enactment of this-
Act * * * the.idestification of suc a'reaws
shall not, of itself, change' or prevent'
ehange in the managemet or use of na-,
tional resources: 'lad`s-.:

'Sec. 103 of S. ;567, captione&
"Land 'UseC P1ans'; discussed the'
Secretary's management authority-
during the' reviewirocess in iden--
tical terms:
Areas identified pursuant to section 102-
as having wilderness characteristics
shall be' reviewed within fifteen years of
enactment of' this Act pursuant to the
procedures set forth in [the Wilderness
Act, 78 Stat. 800. 892-8933 .:. Provided,
however,, that uck review hall.not, of'
itself, either hange or prevent hange
in the management of use of the national
resource lan'ds.w'

The discussion. of these sec-
tions i the Senate Cofimittee Re-
port i'ndicated a concern ' with
avoiding arbitrary termination of
existing activities and allowing new
uses, as well as a desire to prevent

# 102 of S. 507, entitled JInventory,"
(94th Cng., lst-98ss:) (talics 'added.)

§ 103(d), S'. 5OV"(94th "ong., 1st ess.)
(Italics added.) . . -'. : :.
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the foreclosure of wilderness desig-
nation by uses prior to comple-
tion of the inventory and iden-
tification process:
Elquity.demands that activities of users
not, be arbitrarily terminated or that the
Secretary not be barred from consider-
ing and permitting new uses during the
lengthy' inventory and identification
processes * m *. The Committee . fully
expects that the Secretary, wherever pos-
sible, will w make management decisions
which mwilZ insurethat no future use or
combination of uses which might be dis-
covered as appropriate in the inventory
and identification processes-be they
wilderness, grazing, recreation, timber-
ing, etc.-will be foreclosed by. any use
or combination of uses conducted after
enactment of S. 507, but prior to the com-
pletion of those processes. :

The Senate version's general
grant of ordinary discretionary in-
terim management authority to the
Secretary is in sharp contrast to the
more specific proscriptions sup-
ported by the House.39 The Confer-
ence Committee discussed the con-

W9S. Rep: No. 94-583, 94th Cong, 1st Seas.
pp.. 44-45 (1970) (Italics added.)

'm As 'noted above (see Note 25, spra),
language slmllar t that In sec. 103 of S..
507 stating that the review "shall not, of t-
self, either change or prevent change in the
management" of the public lands, eventually
found its way into FLPMA's ec. 201(a). The
language' in '201(a), however, refers~ to- the
inventory process for all public lands rather
than to the review of wilderness study areas,
which Is* how It was used In sec. 103 of S.
507. The general reference in sec. 201(a) to
the entire 'inventory must be read as modified
by the specific guidance Congres's gave the
Secretary regarding wilderness review in sec.
6o3g(c). Otherwise, the first sentence of Es.
603(c) has no meaning. See also pp. loS-il,
infra.

flict between the. House and Senate
bills at some length.40 The Confer-
ence Committee ultimately adopted
the wilderness language contained
in sec. 311 of the House bill. The-
Conference Report does not explain
why' the conferees- selected the
House language and no debate. on
the provision occurred :after the
Conference in either House.

b. Discuision. The Wilderness Act
continues the" mining and mineral
leasing laws in statutorily desig-
nated wilderness areas through Dec..
31,1 983. Such mining actiities are;.
however, subject to "such reasonable
regulations governing ingress and
egress * * ' consistent with the use
of the land for mineral location alid
development and exploration * * *
and rstoration as ear as practica-
ble of the surface of the lands ' 

as soon as they have 'rved their
purpose."' Moreover, the' mineral
leases, permits' and licenses must
contain "such reasonable stipmla-
tions * * * for the protection of
the wilderness character of the land

iO For example, Senator Haskell noted, "We
don't want people going in [to areas under re-
view for wilderness classification] 'and increas'
Ing the activity during the study period, do'
we?" Transcript of Proceedings, U.S. Senate
Conference Committee on S. 507 at 665 (Sept.
20, 1976). And later during the meeting, Sena-
tor Haskell set forth his preference for the
House version: "I am in favor of protecting
all existing uses [on federal lands under re-
view for wilderness. classficationi, but not
6xpanding them or adding new ones * '." Id.
at 68. For adiscusin n te' Coiference Com-
mittee on' what became sec. '603(b), see pp
45-71 of the Transcript of Proceedings, UT.S,
Senate Conference C6nmittee on S. 507 (Sept.
20, 1976). ' '
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consistent with the use of the an,
for the purpose for which they wer
leased, permitted, or licensed.
Starting Jan. 1, 1984' all such land
are withdrawn from the mining an
mineral easing laws, subject ti
valid ex ing right. 41,

t should be noted that, it BL2
lands are added 'to' the Niational
Wilderness Preservation System b3
Congress, the 1984 withdrawal in
the Wilderness Act will apply to
them as 'wef1,42 although Congress
can decide to apply a different cut-
off;'date for each area, or even ban
all'mining in them from 'the outset.

Because mininig claims nay be lo-
cated and mineral leasing may:con-
tinu e for a limited period after land
has been designated as wilderness,
canI we reasonably infer that Con-
.gress in sec. :603 (c) intended to reg-
ulate mining and mineral leasing
,differently during the review period
prior to Collgressional action? The
.answer to this question is not a sim-
,ple one although, as will be dis-
cussed 0in orle: detail below (pp.
100q-I11), there may be no signifl-
tcant differences in fact between
-standardsto be applied during the
twfo periods in question.

Tle leading judicial guidanceon
the8 sbect, the Parker case, dis-
cussed: above at pages 101-402,
stands ffor the proposition that an
;agency's obligation to rotect lands

:'i'o-it:'.C § iisg(d)(s)0 (1970).-
'The last sentence of 603c) provides:

"Once an area has been designatedfor-preser-
vatIon as wilderness. the. provisions- of the.

fWilderness Act g * shal a:apply. in-
.Cluding V ' mineral dvelopsnent, access, ex-
'chnge of lanas, and ingress and egress for
nining'claimants and occupants." :

d during the review process must be
e viewed separafte'lv -from the agency's

-obligation to manage lands which
s are already part of the National
IWilderness Preservation Syste-
o . Bforeover, where Congress in 1976

has established a different standard
f or allowing control 'during thie in-
terim period, its directions iust be
:carried out even 'if subsecuent Con,
gressional designation of an area
as wilderness may actually change
the restrictions.

!It is worth noting tat Congress
has twice recently created "wilder-
ness study areas". on the National
Forests, 'in the eastern United
States and in Montana."4 These
Acts directed the Secretary -of
Agriculture to review 'particular
designated areas to determine their
"suitability or nunsuitabilitv for
preservation as wilderness * * *"
and make recommendations to the
President who forwards: his or ler
own recommehdations to the Con-
gress. Congress' provided, as 'in
FLPMA, tat- the wildeness-areas
ereateT by that Act woulld be mal-
aged in accordance with the pirovi-
sions of the Wilderness Act. -

In creating these ,wilderness
study areas, however, Congress also
provided that they were to be man-
aged "so as to maintain their pres-
ently existing wilderness character
and potential for inclusion in the
National Wilderness Preservation
System u Il Congress has der-

42 See Public Law No. -93-622, 8 Stat.:2090,.
16 U.S.C. § 1132 Note ,January 3, 1975),
designating wilderness areas and creating
seventeen- wilderness study areas in the east-
ern half~of. te.country.;, and. Public RLaw No.
95-150, 91 Stat. 1243, 16 U.S.C. §1132 Note
(Nov. , 1977) § 3.
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mined, otherwise * * *." Unlike
FLPMA, Congress made no excep-
tion for existing uses, but simply
flatly- commanded that the areas''
present character be preserved.44

When compared to these Acts
passed the year before and the year
after, FLPJMA embodies a less re-
strictive approach to interim man-
agement, expressly protecting exist-
ing mining and grazing uses and
mineral leasing. Yet all three stat-
utes could be contrasted with the
Wilderness Act, which says nothing
of interim protection and allows
new mining and mineral leasblg to
occur, subject to appropriate regu-
lation, until. 1984 in statutory wil-
derness areas.

The legislative history of sec. -603
shows that Congress had the clear
opportunity to incorporate the min-
erals management language of the
Wilderness Act into sec. 603 (c).
The Senate-passed version of -in-
terim management restrictions ac-
corded wide discretion to the Secre-
tary tof allow maining, grazing, and
other uses, possibly incolpatible
with wilderness, during the review
process. The Conference Committee,
and ultimately- the Congress, re-
jected this approach, and instead
adopted the wholly-new interim
wilderness protection proposed by
the House. This should be compared
with sec. 603(a), which' expressly
incorporates the review procedure

'4 The Montana 'Act went on to provide that
this interim- wilderness protection mandate
was "subject to valid existing rights." : .

of see. 3(d) of the Wilderness Act
regarding public participation.

Another persuasive' indicator of
Congress' intent is FLPMA's sec.
302 (b), the last sentence of which
provides, in pertinent part:

Except as provided in * * * section 60
* * * and in the [following sentence], no
e * section of this Act shall in any way
amend the Mining Law of 1872 or impair
the rights of any locators- or claims under
that Act, including, hut not limited to,
rights of ingress and egress. In manag-
ing the public lands the Secretary shall,
by regulation or otherwise, take any ac-
tion necessary to prevent unnecessary or
undue degradation of the lands.

The plain import of this partial
disclaimer is that sec. 603 might to
some degree, "amend" the Mining
Law or "impair"I the rights of'
claimants under that Act.45 Sec. .302
(b) thus underscores the meaning
of sec. 603 by expressly recognizing
that mining claimants are subject
to regulation to carry out. the pur-
poses of sec. 6OO apart from-what-
ever operations may be- allowed
once an area becomes a tatutory

wilderness area.4 9 X

a The reference to "Impairment" of claim--
ants' rights, of course, must be read 'against
§ 701(h), which makes all actions of the
Secretary, under the Act subject to valid
existinr rights." 48 .S.C.A. §1701, Note'
(West Supp. (1978)). ;

4' It should also be observed that Congress
expressly recognized that the last- sentence of
§ 302(b)-referring to prevention of unneces-
sary and undue degradation-also may' wort
an amendment to the Mining Law or an-
impairment of claimants' rights under that-
law. That sentence is very similar, although
not identical, to the proviso in -the first
sentence of § 603(c), discussed at pp. -11-1198.

hiara. , .
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It should alsoe be noted that in a,
little more than five years (Dec. 31,
1983), no new mining claim may be
located -or mineral lease issued in;
statutory wilderness areas. Because
BLMI has until 1991 to complete the
sec. 603reView, we must be careful
in comparing the effect of the two
Acts. Specifically, Congressional
action on the Executive's recom-
mendations for BLM wilderness
may not- come in many, if not most
cases until after the cutoff date
under the Wilderness Act. Thus
Congress' directive in the last
sentence of sec. 603(c) to manage
statutorily designated BLM wilder-
ness areas under the Wilderness Act
will probably' not mean that new
mineral leasing or location of min-
ing claims will be allowed in BLM
wilderness areas. Finally, it must
be remembered that Congress can,
in creating new wilderness areas by
statute, require more or less strin-
gent restrictions for any particular
wilderness area than exist in the
Wilderness Act itself. 47

It has been suggested that Con-
gress must have intended mineral
exploration to continue in wilder-
ness study areas unrestricted by see.
603 because Congress needs to know
whether an: area is valuable for
minerals in deciding; whether to
create a wilderness area. This ig-
nores the plain requirement of sec.

* 7 For example, the Eastern Wilderness Act
speelfically -authorizes the Secretary of Agri-
culture to purchase or consider "such lands,
waters, or Interests therein as he determines
-re necessary or desirable" to further the man-
agement of the areas as wilderness. See PL.
No. 93-622,. I (b); 16 UiS.C.: § 1131. (1970),
Note.

603 (a) that, "prior to any recom-
mendations for the designation of
an area as wilderness," the Secre-
tary must have the USGS: and Bu-
reau of Mines make-mineral sur-
veys "to determine the mineral val-
ues, if any, that may be. present in
such areas." 4 The Congresshas in
effect demanded that it be inform-
ed through these surveys about the
mineral character of every study
area before it makes a decision
whether to protect the area as wild-
erness. If the surveys show mineral
potential exists, for example, Con-
gress can order more study to
gather more information about
mineral potential, or rejeat the area
as wilderness; and mineral surveys
must be made on a planned, re-
curring basis" once an area is desig-
nated as wilderness. Congress re-
tains the opportunity to withdraw
statutory protection for wilderness
if substantial mineral potential is
subsequently determined to exist.
(Of course, minerals information
gathered through minerals explora-
tion activity carried out consistent
with interim management regula-.
tion will also be considered by Con-

48This requirement In 603(a) follows the
requirement of § 4(d) (2): of the Wilderness
Act, that statutory wilderness areas be "sur-
veyed on a planned, recurring basis consistent
with the concept. of wilderness preservation
by the Geological Survey and the Bureau of
Mines to determine the mineral values, if any,
that 'may be present; and the results of such
surveys shall be made available to the public
and submitted to the President and Congress."
16 U.S.C. §113M(d)(2) (1970). This 4(d)
requirement Is Itself expressly incorporated
into § 603 (e), which provides that the Wilder-
ness Act shall govern once BNM areas are
designated as wilderness, "including mineral
surveys.requirediby §4(d)(2) of the Wilder-
ness Act *" -
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gress in making decisions on each
area.)

Given .these explicit mechanisms
in secs. 603 (a) and .603 (c) for gath-
ering, minerals information, it is
obvious that the grandfather clause
in 603(c)'s interim protection pro-
vision has nothing to do with en-
couraging mineral .exploration so
Congress can be.,better informed
*when it decides whether to protect
an area. Rather,, as we shall see be-
low, the orandfather clause in sec.
603 (c) has only to do with fairness
to those who are currently active
in. drilling or other forms of min-
ing development. (as well as graz-
jug) ., , 

The conclusion is inescapable
that Congress deliberately chose. in
sec. 603(c) to direct, the Secretary
to conform to a specific standard in
deciding whether and on what basis
to allow, development of mining
'claims and mineral leases in areas
being considered for. possible pro-
'tection as wilderness. The treat-
-ment of minerals activities in statu-
tory .wilderness areas under the
Wilderness Act itself provides only
limited guidance to the Secretary
-for . interim management. As- we
'shall see in the. next section, how-
*ever, there may, not be muc h differ-

ence" between' interim management
of a study area' and management
of a statutorily designated area.,

2. "IZpaiwment":of the "uita6il-
ity" ? of an 'Area foen P erva
as TMiderness. The-general guid-
ance given to the Secretary for in-

terii management is found, in the
first sentence of sec. 603(c); name-
Iy, that the study areas areto 'be
managed "so as not to impair the
suitability of such. areas' for preser-
vation as wilderness * * *. '

Several things can be said about
this language. First, clearly any ex-
isting or new activity is.permissible
in a study area if that activity, does
not impair the suitability of the
area for preservation as wilderness.
Second, the Wilderness Act. itself
recognizes that.. certain activities
are incompatible with the-preserva-
tion of wilderness characteristics,
and prohibits .these activities in
wilderness areas (16 U.S.C.
§1133(c-) (1970) ):

Except as specifically provided for in
this chapter, and subject to existing pri-
vate rights, there shall be no commercial
enterprise and no permanent road with,
in any wilderness area designated by
this chapter and, except as necessary to
meet minimum requirements for the ad-
ministration of the area for the purpose
of this chapter (including measures re-
quired in emergencies. involving the
health and safety of persons within the
area),: there shall be no temporary. road,
no. use of, motor vehicles, m. motorized
equipment or motorboats; no landing. of
aircraft, no, other form of mechanical
transport, and no structure or installa-
tion within any such area.

Many of,-the activities described
can occur during the study period
if they can be- effectively termi-
nated without impairment upon a
final deignation of -the:' area as
wilderness; e.g., temporary. use of
mot6rized-vehicles, landing of air-
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craft, etc. However, the provision
also gives guidatnce to, deteriining
activities Which will impair the
suitability for- wilderness designa-
tion because such activity would be
inconsistent with ultimate wilder-
ness management, and its eects
cannot be eliminated easily upon
designation of the area as wilder-
ness; e.g., construction of perma-
nent roads.

Third, it should be noted that the
Wilderness Act's definition of wil-
'deznessincorporated into FLPMA
by sec. .603 (a), alloWs some human
intrusions into the wilderness land-
scape, so long as they are not perma-
nent, and the area "generally- aop-
pears to have been affected primar-
ily bv the forces of nature, with the
imprint of man's work substantially
unnoticeable 9* * The BTL
should be guided in part b the
kinds of intrusions and activities
which occu rred in areas before they
were placed by the Congress in the
National Wilderness Preservation
System,

Fourth, as we have seen (se P.
105; .supra), in ellacting the Wilder-
ness Act in 1964, Congress coltem-
plated that mineral development
could take place in some circum-
stances in statutorily designated
wilderness areas.50 Almost byT defini-

16 u.S.C. § 1131 (c) (1970).
W' Although the Wilderness Act contem-

plates continued mineral leasing and mining
claim location in statutory wilderness areas, it
is a generally acknowledged fact that mineral
development n statutory wilderness areas has
been rather limited. One could only speculate
about the principal cause of this, possible
causes include poor mineral prospects, strin-
gent regulation of proposed mineral opera-
tions, and the reluctance of the mining in-
dustry to risk adverse public reaction by
opening miajor mining, operations in wilder-
ness areas.

tioll this activity could adversely
affect wilderness character to some
degree,51 yet Congress has decided
that it may be compatible with all
area's suitability for preservation as
wilderness.

Although Congress has not flatly
considered that all developmental
activity impairs the suitability of
an area for wilderness preservation,
it is difficult if not impossible to give:
meaningful illustrations of types of'
activities which will or will not im-
'pair Ithe- suitability of an area for
wilderness preservation. For ex-
alnple, commercial timber harvest-
ing has been held to impair 52 and
not necessarily to impair 's wilder-
ness. The nature of the area and the
extent of the proposed activity are
the controlling factors, and a wise
exercise of jmloment of land man-
agement professionals and Depart-
mental decisionmakers will be re-
qUired.

Management of see. 603 wilder-
ness study areas should, therefore,

,In Izaak Walton League of America v.
St. cioir, 353 F. Supp. 98 (D. Blinn. 1973).
rev'd 497 F. 2d 49 (th Mr. 1974), crt.
denied 419 U.S. 1009 (1974), the district
court' held that mineral development is by
definition inimical to wilderness. The Court of
Appeals reversed, holding that the district
court should not have reached the question
until the Forest Service had made a decision
on defendants' application for a prospecting
permit.

5a See Parker v. U.S., discussed supra, p. 101.
55See Minnesota Pblic Interest Researcb

Group, v. But, 541 . 2d 1292 (8th r.
1976). This case involved a special section of
the Wilderness Act dealing with the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area (WCA) which provided
that "the primitive character of the area" a
to be maintained "without unnecessary restric-
tions on other uses, including that of timi-
ber * * e" ee 16 U.S.C. § 1133(d) (5)
(1970). Because of this special provision, the.
court found that the BWCA occupied a "unique
niche"-in the National Wilderness System. Sea
541 F. 2 at 1298.
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be guided by. the principle that, de-
velopmental activity must -be care-
fully regulated to insure it is com-
patible with wilderness. Congress
has, in. see. 603 as in the Wilderness
Act, provided for thle continuation
of certain developmental activities
within wilderness study areas. Such
development proposals. must be
carefully regulated to prevent im-
pairment, however, and it is possi-
ble that in some circumstances de-
velopinent must be prohibited
where impairment cannot be pre-
vented or restored. To. the extent
that activities and their imprint on
wilderness are temporary and can
be carried on in a manner calculated
to nmlillinize interference with
wilderness, these activities pose less
of a. threat to an area's suitability
for wilderness preservation than do
activities with long-term impact
and low rehabilitation potential.

3. Existzinq Uses. The gralndfather
clause of see. 603(c), "for existing
mining and grazing uses and min-
eral leasing," will actually have
quite limited applicability Most
existing mining uses, for example,
already involve roads or such intru-
sions on the landscape as to destroy
an area's wilderness characteristics.
Consequently, such areas would not
be included --in a study area toa begin
with. Therefore, te grandfather

E L The term "grandfathe" in this context
refers t6 protection of * existing uses in the
"subjeet,: however, to the continuation of"
clause. As vill be discussed below, it does
not exempt even existing uses front any regu-
lation, because of the proviso immediately
following. See pp. 116-119, infra.

cl ause will probably apply to. a rela-
tively small number of situations.

And it should also be noted again
that an activity which does not fall
withinithe ambit of the grandfather
clause-e.g., because it is a. "new"
rather than an "existing" use-may
nevertheless ;be permitted: to take
place if its intrusionis. in to 'an area
can be mitigated so as not to impair
the suitability of the area for.pres-
ervation as. wilderness. Failing to
qualify for the grandfather clause
does not necessarily spell. the end
of the activity in a wilderness study
area.

In what follows, I set forth what
I believe to be the, proper:-interpre-
tation' of each. key phrase in the
clause.

a. "Mining as grazing" I con-
clude that "existing mining and
grazing uses" means only activities
actually taking place as of the date
of the passage of FLPMA. Indeed,
any other reading is difficult given
the employment of the' word "use"
rather than "entitlement to use" or
"right to' use." 55 Any other inter-

pretation would also be inconsistent
with the. adjective "existing,"' and
the verb .was being'.onductedll

5The dictionary defines- "use" in several
ways, including "the act or practice- of using
something * method' or manner of using
something ' ': * a habitual or customary. prac-
tice * * * a privilege or benefit of using some.
thing " * * the ability or power to use some-
thing (as a limb or a faculty) * ' 'the legal
enjoyment of property that consists in its
employment, occupation, exercise, or' prac-
tice * j . the quality of being; suitable for
employment." Ree Webster's Third ew Inter-
national Dictionary (Unabridged) (G. & C.
Mferriam Co., 1961).

111
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and is also inconsistent with they
legislative history of the section.

Also, if. there was no "use" ac-
tually being made of a lease or claim
as of the date-of enactment, there
is simply no benchmark of compari-
son of the "inannr -and 'degre" of
the postFLPMA use'with the use
as of enactment. Expressed another

ay, the, "manner and dree" of
pre-FLPMA 'use, if there were

none, means that any new use is not
of the same "manner and degree"
and Mtst be regulated so as ndt to
impair suitability for preservation
as wilderness. In this sense, then,
"existing use" and cmanner and de-
green dovetail 'and point 'toward
actual use.'

It conclude, then, that'Congress'
intent was' to grandfather- afudl
uses of a particular area- as they ex-
isted on. the date of passage of the-
Act, ratheri- thait to protect uses
initiated or expanded after the Act
passed without egard to their- im-
pact on 'wilderness. Expressed an-
other- way, its objectivei was to
protect- actual, ongoing -activities
from curtailment solely for wilder-
ness protection' purposes, rather
than to grant a blanket exemption
for. particular kinds or categories
of uses or; egal entitlements.
- This means specifically that if a
mining claim Was pren' usly located 
in a wilderness study area, but was'
not being actively worked (except
for annual assessment work), work
cannot be initiated 'or resumed
after- passage of FLPMA-without'
being- subject to 'such' regulations
as the Secretary deems. necessary to

protect 'the. area's :wilderness char-
acteristics from impairment. Simi-
larly, a mineral lease on which there
was 'no on-the-ground ae'tivity
could not qualify for'the "existing
use" grandfather. It' is, in' other
words, the actual use of the area,
and not the existence of some pre-
sumed entitlement for use, which
is controlling.

Following imilar reasoning, I
believe the existing' mining use ex-
ception for mining and 'mineral
leasing is' limited geographically
by the area of active development,
and the logical adjacent continua-
tion of the existing' activity. This
is not necess'arily the boundar of
the particular mining claim or min-
eral lease embracing an' actual min-
ing operation. More than one-min-
ing claim or mineral lease may be
included under the umbrella' of
"existing use" if they are embraced
in an actual operations as of the
date of the passage of FLPMA.
Nonadj acent activitiesi on claims
or leases would not qualify as
part of the same' "existing us."
Any cain's or leases not actually
being worked or' not logicall a
continuation of an ongoing opera-
tion are subject to regulation' in
order to protect the area's wilder-
ness characteristics.

a In determining what is adlacent activity,
as in other determinations made in imple-
mentIng f Io3, -a- "rule of. reason" must be
followed. For example- an oil or gas vell
drilled a quarter-mile away from an area im-
pacted by the existing development could be
considered "adjacent," -while' a well drilled
live miles from the area Impacted by' theexist-
ing well site would ordinarily not' be. oi
course,- topography and other' site-specfie
characteristics, would ultimately control.
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I, note that this conclusion is
somewhat different from the con-
elusion stated by the Deputy Solici-
tor in his Jan. 8, 1978 opinion, at'
p.. 9, which stated that the existing
use is limited geographically by the
boundary of a particular mining
claim embraced in an actual mining
operation. Upon further reflection,
I have determined that the legal
boundary of a claim or lease should
not control what Congress meant by
an "existing use." Instead, I believe
Congress intended to allow existing
operations to' continue across lease
or claim boundary lines onto im-
mediately adjacent claims or leases
if' (a) operations were actually
being conducted when FLPMA
became law, and (b) the operations
continued in the same, "manner and
degree" as before.

(i) Mnieral 'assessment work
The Mining Law of 1872 requires

that a mining claimant perform an-
nual assessment work .on his. un-
patented mining claim.1 7Failure to
perform assessnent work causes.the
claim to be subject to relocation
by "another.58. It 'also constitutes
grounds. for an action to' cancel by
the United States.5 9

It seems obvious that the neces-
Sary assessment iwork can and
should be-considered an "existing
mining* * -use"': entitled to con-

"R.S. § 2324, 30 U.S.C. 28 (1970).
.S. §,2324, 30 U.S.c.: 128 (1970).

43 CFR 3851.3(a) . ee R'ickel V. Oil Shale
Corp., 400 U.S. 48 (1970).

tinuation.e°e It is. of course, subject
to-regulation both to 'the 'extent it
differs' in ;7"manner. and' degree"
from howl it. was: being conducted
on the date of approval of the Act
(discussed at pp. 114-L15, below)
and to the extent it unnecessarily or
unduly degrades the lands or rV
sources involved, or the 'environ-
ment (diseussed at pp. 16-119, be-
low). The extent of the Secretary's
power to regulate in this context
will- be discussed in more detail be-
low (pp. 8-122). -

.b. "Minera Leazing". Congress'.
reference to "mineral leasing" in
sec. 603(c) is ambiguous.

Viewed in one literal way, Con-
gress has provided for the "contin-
uation of * * * mineral leasing in
the manner and degree in which
[it]. was being conducted"i at
enactment. Although this '1 it pos-
sible reading of the phrase, its effect
would be to'repeal the Secretary's
traditional statutory discretion' to
lease minerals,61 and instead man-

eOf ourse, where no assessment work hs
been done in: the past (which makes the claim
voidable but not void), the "existing use" ex-
ception would not apply, since there was no
existing use. When- a claimant proposes to
do assessment work when it had not been done
when' FLPA' 'became law, the assessment
work itself- is subject to regulation so as not'
to Impair the suitability of the area for.preser-
vation as wilderness.

e"Numerous., cases shave emphasized the
plenary authority of the Secretarfy to refuse
toiAssue'leases when he'con's'ders'such Issuance
contrary to 'the public lnterestSee, e.f., Udail
v. Tallman, 880 U.S. 1, 4 (1965); Duesfngy Y..
Udall, 350 . 2d 748 (D.C. Cir. 1965); -T.1 R.
Yotug, Jr., 20 IBLA- 333 (1975). 
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date mineral easing in wilderness
study areas presumably at the rate
and on the same terms ("manner
and degree") as had been done at
enactment. The Secretary. would
have no authority to. refuse to issue
or renew such leases either to pre-
serve an area's wilderness suitabil-
ity or for any other reason-except
where. renewals or issuance of new
leases differ in "manner and degree"
fronm, prior leasing.

There is no indication in the
legislative history that this. rather
extraordinary result was in-
tended.62 Furthermore, . .Congress
expressly provided that FLPMA
work-s no "repeals by implika-
tion.'?63 Therefore, I conclude.that
Congress did not intend to strip the
Secretary of the discretion.it has
traditionally accorded him with re-
spect to-mineral leasing.0

This conclusion does not solve all
the ambiguity in the "mineral leas-
ing" reference. Even assuming that
Congress was .referring tomineral
leases rather than a continuing pat-
tern of mineral leasing, the question
then. is. whether -Congress meant to
grandfather the leases themselves,
regardless. of whether operations
were being conducted on them on
Oct. 21, 1976, or only to grand-
father those' operations actually be-
ing conducted on Oct. 21, 1976 on
those leases.

On the one hand, the separate
reference in.'sec. 603 (c) to "mineral
leasing" aswell as to "mining uses"

a See p. 103-104, supra, esp. Note 33.
See § 701(f), 43 U.S.C.A. 1701 (West

Supp 1978) note.

suggests that Congress intended to
:grandfather the leases ther-
selves-rather than simply the oper-
ations on those. leases.

On the; other hand, the .House
Committee Report on the Hlolse
version, which eventually became
sec. 603 () in the final billdescribes
'Congress' intent as toi gtrandfatter
"existing mineral uses" rather
than all activities on existing inin-
eral leases, regardless. of. whether
they were underway by Oct. 21,
1976, when FLPATA became law.64

Specifically, the Committee Re-
port's reference to "existing min-
eral -uses," as well as "a9ppropriati6n
under the mining: laws," strongly
suggests that te separate reference
to "mineral leasing" was added to
sec. 63 () simply to, clarify that
"exi sting mining * uses" covered
activities carried out under the min-
eral leasing laws' .as well as under
the mining laws. The mere issuance
of a mineral lease has no impact on
an area's wilderness .characteris-

tics-it is operations conducted pur-
suant to a lease.'which can im pair
the suitability of' an area for preseir-
vation as wilderness.

At bottom the question reduces it-
self to a determination, whether
Congress used the words "mineral
leasing" as a use aetually' taking
place on the public lands, or- more
broadly. as a legal entitlement -by
which a lessee would be allo'ed to
conductlminingopertions on;the
land irrespectivq; of whetfl.e ror not
the operations would impair the

4R See m R). No. '94-1162, 94th Cong.,' 2d
Sess., p. 17 (1976), discussed at p. 104, eupra.
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suitability, of- the area ifor wilder- (i) Preference right leases
ness. designation. - I .have already Preference right leases pose no
concluded that;."mining * use" special problem. A preference right
refers to actual operations, rather lease applicant who maakes the nec-
than.a legale-n-titlement. I conclude, essary: statutory . showing 96 and
the C ongress, intended the same re- otherwise complies with statutory
sult for-mineral leasing. requirements ,67 isentitled to a pref-

Limiting the grandf ather. clause?s erence, right lease.68 Yet the Secre-
operation to drilling and other op- tary concededly has wide discretion,
erations actually taking. place on and la duty, to include lease terms
mineral leases on Oct. 21, 1976, does, adequate to protect the environ-
not mean. thatadditional.activity on ment-, ::The lease terms must in-
existing mineral leases is--prohibited. dude; appropriate measures to pre-
Rather, exploration and- develop- vent impairment of the area's suita-
ment operations can continue in the bility . for preservation as wilder-
manner and degreejthat -such ac- ness. See also Part I1(B) (0)_at
tivity. was being conducted on Oct. pp. 118-419,-below. --

21,. 1976,^ including. the drilling of :4. "ilicte.and Degyee`. The next
new -wells within the guidelines dis- question is how to interpret .the
cussed above at pp. 109-113, and, of phrase -"manner and degree." I.be-
course, increased -activity can Occur lievethis is properly read in tandem
subject to regulation by the Secre. with the word "existing," to qualif y
tary -to <the extent necessary to pre- the. Secretary's authority-to manage
serve.the.area's suitabilityfor res- the public lands under review in or-
ervation aswilderness.. - -. der: to preserve their. wilderness

Similarly, existing leasesmay be: characteristics That is, "existing"
renewed or new ones issued so long and "mann r and degree" estabish
asthey- are made subject to appro- as a benchmark the physical (in-
priate -,regulations, -lease tipula- eluding aesthetic 70) impact a mlin-

tions and other safeguards designed , , , e - -

to prevent, operations under; the "Comnercia1 quantities" of coal, or a: -- - ; "valuable deposit" of phosphate and other
lease from impairing the area's leasable, minerals., See.48 CFR .320.1-1

suitability for preservation as 6 1977),,
65 -- -~ ~ ~ ~~~ S7ee., 84._I.D.. 442,, T 11) : '"unclqjied6wilderness.s .- ^ . undeveloped" opinion). .- .

-;'For the Department's, view on an
analogous -issue involving wilderness study
areas in National Forests, see EAsdras K. Hart-
ley, 238 IBLA 102 (1975) where the Board
of Land Appeals held that the BLM must make
a case-by-case review of whether and under
what conditions mineral easing is appropri-
ate in such a wilderness study area.

2S5-71679-5

. hee AvRuu -v. fferichfla, - Fi. Supp. 
(D.D.C. .1978) appeal pending, No. 78-1757
(D.C. Cir.).. .,

55 Ibid . -- -g ; 
'
0

.The. "manner: and, degree" language must-
be read against, the baclidrop of the definition
of wilderness1 in the Wilderness Act, which
Congress specifically incorporated into. § 603
(a). See -pp. -94-96,. Bpra. That definition

(Continued)
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ing or grazing activity existing on
Oct. 21, 1976 was having on the area
in question on that date. Any change
in use or uses, or any change in the
rate of use, which would alter the
physical impact on the area is ub-
ject to regulation in order to pre-
serve wilderness characteristics.: Of
course, it is only the physica2-aro
aestietic inpact: caused by the tse
and iot'the use itself which need be
measured, for it is the uses impaet
on the land which could imhpair the
suitability- of an area for wildtr-
ness.7 1 In assessing- the physical imf-
pact of existing uses, a rule of ret'-
son must be followed.7 2 It bears rei
teration that it-is the physical im-
pact on a study area by' all uses it
eluding mining or grazing, which
sec. 603 directs the Secretary to
regulate.

Except for the proviso regarding
unnecessary -or undue degrada-

tion" -and environmental protec-
tion;" the Secretary is directed un-
der sec. 603 to regulate only those
uses that may impair wilderness
chara6teristics of lands under re-
view. In this regard, the "manner
and degree" qualification on the

F.N. 70-(Continued)
sneaks of the aesthetic of wilderness; e.g.,
"ountrammeled by man." "primeval character

or influence," "generally appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature, with
the imprint of. man's work substantially un-

noticeable."
'a Thus extracting 5 tons of ore by pick,

shovel and mule should have far less impact
than extracting the same amount by bulldoz-
ing, blasting and, trucking. Similarly, extract-
ing 5 tons of ore per year. has far less impact
than extracting 500 tons per year.

'
5
2Thus the difference between 135 and 40-

cows grazing, or between 190 and'200 tons of
ore being extracted,: would ordinarily be in-
significant.

Secretary's authority does not, for
example, neeessarily fix as an upper
limit the exact number of cattle cur-
rently grazing in an area. If more
cattle could graze there without
having any more impact on an area's
wilderness suitability, or without.
unduly or unnecessarily degrading
the land or, resources, or harming
the environment,' then sec. 603
would permit the Secretary'to allow
the additional cattle to graze. If the
physical iimpact is increased, how-
ever, the activity must be regulated
to the extent necessary to prevent
impairment of the area's wilderness
suitability.- '

5. 'TVa Eaisting Rights.?' Sec.
701 (h) of LPMA, 43 U.S.C.A.
-rl 01 (h) (West Supp. 1978), states

tbat, "All actions by the Secre'tary
concerned under this Act shall be
,,ubject to valid existing rights."
Mineral leases, mining claims and
grazing permits all gant varying
rights and privileges and these
rights and' privileges ' cannot be
taken pursuant to sec. 603 or any
other section of FLPIMA The de-
gree to which sec. 603 authorizes
regulation of valid existing rights
to protect wilderliess suitability is
thus bounded bvthe fact that these
rights i'lust not be condemned or
taken.

The degree to which FLPMA al-
lows regulation of the exercise of
these rights and privileges without
"taking" them in the constitutional
sense is a complex one which can be
addressed only in concrete cases. We
can, however, discuss the pertinent
line of inquiry. The first question is
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the nature of the "right" held by
the lessee, permittee 'or mining
claimant. A lease may contain an
absolute right'to develop or a quali-
fied right. . -

An.A absolute right to develop is
not subject to defeasance by sec.
609 (e), or anything else. Yet such
absolute: rights are rare, if they
exist at- all. Most permit and
mineral leases, especially those is-
sued in" recent years, qualify the
holder's right to develop in variols
ways.

Mineral leases typically issued by
the Department in modern., times,
for example, '.require the lessee to
comply with 'the Department's rules
and regulations in effect on the date
of the lease, an those. whicl' are
duly adopted thereafter. Th is is a
major limitation on the right of the
lossee, and accordingly, limits the
protection provided by; sec. 701 (h).

As noted earlier, holders of pros-
pecting permits. under the Mineral
Leasing Act.also have a right to a
lease under certain circumstances. 7 8

Yet that right is subject to compli-
ance with applicable. regulations
and the Secretary may make the
lease itself subject to appropriate
terms and conditions to carry out
his overall duty to manage public
resources in the. public interest, as
well as his specific duties under such
statutes as' FLPMA, and particu-
larly sec. 603.

"S See p. 114-115, supra.

Similarly, the right of the holder
of a mining claim is subject to the
Secretary's power to issue regula-
tions to govern operations on these
claims,74 and the Secretary's au-
thority pursuant to sec. 302(b) of
FLPMA to regulate operations on,
and access to, minin* claimis, ,aind
to "prevent unnecessary or undue
degradation" of the public 'lands75

A-tnd finally,. a mining claim isrobvi-
ously a valid "right" only if it is a
valid, properly maintained 'mining
claim.

The rights of-grazing permittees
are also .qualified by the- terms of
the permit and the Secretary's reg-
ulations on the subject..--

It is, then, impossible to geii-
eralize about the effect of sec. 701
(h) on regulation to protect wilder-
ness suitability. under sec. 603(c).
Each: claim, permit-or lease must
be exaimined to. determine the na-
ture of the rights conveyed by the
United States, and the nature 6f the
impairment of that, right proposed
to protect an area's wilderness
suitability.

Finally,it deserves emphasis that
the exercise of a right may be reg-
vlated without the right being
"taken" in* a constitutional sense..
That is, although property rights
may not be taken under the Fifth
Amendment to the United States
Constitution without. compensa-
tion, the United States Supreme

7'See 30 U.S.C; § 22 (1970).
75 See pp. 118-119, nfra.
7d See 43 CFR Part 4100.
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Court has made clear on m any oca- directs 'he Secretary to regulate ex-
sions that the exercise of such ri-ihts ui ' ies of BL -administered
may be regulated and to some extent lands under review in order to pre-
impaired in furtherance of a proper serve their .Wilderness charauteris-
governmental purpose without.f- tics. To take a simple example,-a
fecting a constitutional. "taking," miner who was using a pickax and
requiring compensation.77 Sec. 701 burro on Oct. 21, 1976 to extra
(g), then, must be read[as prohibit- one ton of ore a year may.not begin
ing the Secretary from taking using a bulldozer and explosives
"valid existing rights," but not thereafter to extract 100 tons a year
from regulating the exerciser of that in a wilderness study area. unless
right in. order to carry out sec. 603's these activities are subject to: ap-
purposes. propriate regulation, assuming thatt

G. PreventinqJ "Un'neee~sc~ri/ or the greater activity. might impair
Undve Degradainh std "Afford the suitability, of the area for
ring] Environmentao P"otection'. wilderness. .
The grandfather clause relating to Sec. 603 (c) contains a proviso
existing mining and grazing uses stating:
and mineral leasing is an exception That, in managing the public lands the
from the general direction: in c Secretary shall by regulation or othr-
tion 603 to manage wilderness c wise take anyunnecessary or nu~erdtqote
didate lands '"s6 as not to impair lands and thr undnedegradation o He
the suitability of such areas for environmental protection.
preservation-as wilderness." T * rovi o bh prX-.. - - *.- . .~~This, 9~wzomodifies bothne.I t is clear , then, that if the level cedin ci ts ls - hsi tceth
ofphysicalimpairmentcausedtoan cedin n iauses of .the sentence the
area by mining:and grazing differs the exist exm
in manner and degree" from the mpairment. : 
existing level of physical impact, it f su b no edth t
must be regulated to the extent Pr7 does not refe t
necessary to prevent impairment of wilderness rtcto ofWilernss'characteristics. Rather,
the area's wilderness suitabhility, it refers to degradation of the lands,
Except for that specific qualifica- resources, and "environmental pro-
tion imposed on the Secretary's au- *ecti T p 

th it both d i i tectlon.The pzrovv~o~ s, ho ever,thoriy bythe ords"xsin"ad part of the same~ sentence'as, anid
'-manner and degree," sec. 6 03 therefore qualifies, the grandfather

77 See, e.g., Penn Central ransp. Co. v. 7 A nearly identical sentence appears earlier
City of New York, us. , 98 S. Ct. In LPMA, in g 302(b), ee 43 U.S.C.S.
2646 (1978) : Eutcid. v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 § 1782(b) (west Spo. 1978): "In, managing
U.S. 365 (1926), Sax, "Takings and the the public lands the Secretary shall, by: regu-
Police Power," 74 Yale L.J. 36 (1963) Mich- lation or otherwise. take any action necessary
elman, "Property, Utility and Fairness: Com- to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation
ments on the Ethical Foundation of 'Just of the lands." The sentence in 603(c) adds to
Compensation' Law," 80 Ears. L. Rev. 1165 this the words "or their resources or to afford
(1967). environmental protection.",
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clause for existing mining and graz-
ing uses and mineral leasing.-

The elfect of the proviso on .he.
grandfather clause is therefore un-
clear; Lie., how. should the Secretary'
carry -out his mandates, of protect-.
ing the' lands .and- resources from
unnecessary and.. undue degrada-.
tioii;- and protecting: the environ-.
ment, ' consistent with: theL grand-
father clause:

.I, believe that the proviso author-
izes regulation of activities-'fofi'rea.-
sons other than theirimpact -on wil-
derness' suitability. -That, is, -I coi-
elude that if: an existing miiiing' or-
gr'azing use'is already impairig' an
area's wilderness qualities, this pro-
.- -so does't 'su-p-l t he Secretary
with' autit to-re-gulate it sol'
to preserve wilderness suitability. It
dces, lowever, vest the-' S66retart-y'
with 'authrity to regulate'tnesc ac-'
tivities to p'revent unnecessar'y and'
undue degradation 'and:' to prot6et
thle'environment. '"'

To take a specifie example,' if on,
Oct. 21, 1976 a miner was' using
motorized vehicles, eplsives, and
drilling equipment to explore for
handrock minerals: on a articular

mining claim; the Secretary m-ay'not
now restrict the m'anner and dgree'
of the miner's-activities'solely in
order to preserve wilderness chara,
teristics. But if the blasingor; bther-
activities-being conducted are caus-
ing undue or'unnecessary degrad'-
tion to the lands, they can.-be regu-,
liated tj prerent that lind;iof degra-

288-716-79-6

datioi That kind of reglation can
not be undertaken to protect an
area's' 'suitability';f1or wilderness
preservation, although' the effect of
the regulation may incidentally'
help preser've that suitability.

It may be a fine a'nd perhaps in
possible line to draw 'between' pre-
venting ' environmental; dag or
undue or unnecessary degradation
of the' public lands iand re'sources on
theone hand' andallowing oighoing
aciites to contintueT despite wil
derness impairment on the other.In:
some -cases, 'i i fc the 'purposes
may" overlap.' In', *:such' -cass9
I"LPA' ~t-.s a> whole- stahids~ fo'ur--'
s~iuare 'fo''the noion thatuses of
the 'piilic hnds 'nd resorces shofil&'
be'reit'ed- to'protect th evir6i
met and prevent unue or uineces-
sary daage.; Amine, for xtm'mpi
does not have the right t'"tinue'
to engagei'n 'poor mining or reclaL
nimation pr-actices which ca-use, -ftrl
exa mple,' 'un'neces'sary degradation'
or .polluti~oi if thats~vat he wa~
,doing: on Oct. 21,S 1976. -The grand-
father-clause cannot be. construed to.
extend that far.,-

p'. propiazin of ; La#ds Under
tkAe ' i aws.As I pointed'out
eairlier, elsewhere in FI A Co'n-'
gresg ii effect amended the'Mining'
Law so that' the Secretary 'could
discharge his obligations under sec.
603.' That section states', in app -'
priate part:

BEcept ag provided je * i * section 60S
* * 4 no * e section of thisAct. shal
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In any way amend the Mining Law of
1872 or impair the rights of any locators
or claims under the Act, including,'but
not limited to, rights of ingress and
egress. - -

U,.nder the Mining Law, the Sec-
retay has the authority to regulate
the conduct of operations on mm-
ing claims,, but the specific authori-
zationin the portions of 302(b)
quoted.. above and .603 (c) clot
FLPMA4 makes it clear that he can
regulate, activities carried put pur-
suant to, those claims for the soles
purpose of -..protecting wilderness
characteristics (except for existing
uses).

But, while directing the Secre-
tary to regulate mining uses, Con-
gress at the same time prohibited
the .Secretary from withdrawing
any of the wilderness study lands-
from appropriation underthia.3in-'
ing, Law of 1872, solely: to ,preserve.
wilderness characteristics. Sec. 603
(c) states:
Unless previously withdrawn from ap-1
propriation under the mining laws, such
lands hall continue to be subject -to. such
appropriation during the period of re-
view unless withdrawn by the Secretary
under the procedures of section 204 of
thisAet for reasons~other than preserva-
tion of their wilderness character

Although this sentence deprives
the Secretary of authority to with-
draw wilderness review lands from:
appropriation -under the mining
laws in.-order to protect their wi]ll
derness characteristics, sec. 603 (c)
clearly. directs the Secretary to, reg-
ulate' how activities undertaken

43 t.S.C.A.. § 1i32(b) (West Supp. 1970).
(tais-added.'

purs~uant to, the mining laws are
carried out. 0

' In order to consider in more de-
tail' the impact of sec. 603 on min-,
eral assessme t work, we must
examine more closely the phrase
"appropriation 'under the mining
laws" as it is used' in sec..603 (c)'.
Prior administrative decisions of
this Department suggest that ap-
propriation includes more than lo-
cation of. a mining elaim by staking:
and monumenting. The filing of a,
location notice under other public'
land law 'statutes without actual
settlement or oc'upancyinitiatesno
rights in the location,. 'Donald B.
Glittenberg, IS IBLA 165 (1974),
Peter Pan Seafoods, Ine. v. Shinm
menx 72 I.D. 242 (1965). 'Conversely,
use and occupancy without, a. filing
of a notice of location gives the loca-,
tor no right to purchase., Ken'ecott
Copp ei" Corp., 8 IBLA. 1 (1972).
If. land is open, settlement and, im-
provement establish rights which
the Department will recognize if
proper notice is timely filed.. Ver-
nard E. JoYIW8, 76 I.D. 133 (1969).

The term "appropriation"as it
has been used under these other pub-
lie land law statutes. envisions'not
only the creation of a right but: the
maintenance 'of the right as' Well.'

6Q Unlike- the -specifc -prohibition n'.sec. 603
precluding the Secretary from withdrawing
wilderness review lands from approprlation
under the mining laws, no provision in ec.
603 prevents the Secretary from prohibiting
newr grazing uses if such a usewould' inpair'
an area's wilderness characteristics. Sec. 603
therefore directs the Secretary to regulate
and, If necessary, prohibit" new 'grazing 'uses
If required in order to preserve the wilderness
characteristics of the land. Issuing grazing
permits and mineral leases is discretionary
with the Secretary; thus, they are easier to
regulate under 603(c) than mining claims.
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See, generally, ffargaet Klatt., 23
IBLA 59 at 70-46 (dissent) (1975)..
'To create a. right to a mining claim,
the claimant must comply with Rev.
Stat. -sec. 2324, 30 U.S.C. C 28
(1970), with regard'to location. To
maintain that right, the claimant
must also, among other things, per-
form annual assessment work.8 '
Failure to perform such work
causes the ground to be in effect,
"unappropriated" public domain
-and subject to relocation by another,
Rev. Stat. sec. 2324, 30 U.S.C. § 28
(1970), as well as subject to. an. ac-
tion to cancel by the. United States,
43 CFR § 3851.3 (a).

As we have seen above (p. 113),
the Secretary's wilderness protec-
-tion res]ponsibilities extend to the
regulation of assessment work.
;Where.-assessment work on mining
claims located, in wilderness ..study
-areas is -causing impacts which-do
not exceed the manner and degree
-in which those. impacts were oc-
curring on Oct. 21, 1976, -then. the
Secretary may regulate under sec.
'603-(c) only to insure' that assess-
ment. work will not cause unneces-
Sary.and undue degradation of the
involved lands and their resources
,or to protect the environment. Im-
pacts. exceeding the: manner and
degree of impacts on Oct. 21, 1976;

.aRev. Stat. 2324, 30 U. S.C. 1 28 (1970).
A mining claimant must also record a notice
of location and file an affidavit of assessment
work or notice of intent to hold under § 314
of FLPMA; otherwise the caim 'is deemed
abandoned. See .43 US.C.A. 11744(a) (1)
(West Supp. 1978).

will be regulated in accord with a
stricter standard, i.e., to- guarantee
that the area's suitability' for inclu-
sion within the wilder ness system
will not be impairedia2X

'Interim wilderness sttdy. .area.?
regulations are currently in prep-
aration in the Department. They
probably will require' that a mining
claimant submit a pan' of opera-
tions to' BLA in advance of engagr-
ing in new work. The authorized of--
ficer will scrutinize the claimant's
proposed activities on-: the mining
claim (including ssessment work)
to. determine: theirs' compatibility
with the Secretary's duty:to pro-
tect the area. from impairment of its
wilderness suitability, from unnec-
essary and. undue degradation. If
the proposed activities are incom-
patible, the authorized BL .officer
willdisapprove the plan of- opera-
tions and require the. claimant,. to
provide a plan, outlining alterna,
.tive meth ds to conduct operations.
I expect-that most, if not all, ofthe
conflicts between the need to -per-
form. assessment work and manage-
ment under FLPMA see. 603can be
resolved at this stage. For -example,
the authorized officer could require
use of existing roads or. ways or
other frms of access, and could re-

:- 1 believe this standard is at least 'theo-
retically more strict because it is $-oasihle to
conceive of a situation where, in order to per-
form assessment rk and aintain his or her
claim, a mining claimant could cause neces-
sary and due" degradation which would con-
stitute an impairment of wilderness character-
istics. .

121
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quire mitigating measures along
with revegetation and other restora-
tion requirements.

8. Assignment. The identity of the
person -carrying out the use is not
important. Congress focused on the
impact rather than the use. An in-.
dividual, therefore, who was mining
i claim on Oct. 91, 1976 can, assum-
ing the assignment is otherwise
valid, assign his claim to another
person and; the assignee may on-
tinue to mine under sec. .603, if his
operations are conducted in: the
same "manner and degree". as those
of the assignor on Oct. 21, 1976. The
same: result would obtain, with .a
mineral lease, or grazing permit as-
signment.

9. 0ther Authority. The Secre6tary
under sec. 603 is not prevented from
acting pursuant to other parts of
FLPMA and other statutory au-
thority in order to regulate existing
mining and grazing activities so
that a land use management objec-
tive other than the preservation of
an area's wilderness characteristics
can ble met. For example, under the
Taylor Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C. § 315
(b) .(1970), the Secretary may re-
voke a grazing.permit if he deter-
-mines that a particular range -an
no longer support a certain number
of animals due to. drought. Sec. 603
should not be read to prohibit such
a revocation in a wilderness study
area if justified for reasons other
than wilderness protection. Sec. 603
does not, in other words, freeze uses
at their existing levels if, for rea-
sons unrelated to wilderness protec-
tion, the 'Secretary determines they
must be curtailed in order. to carry
out his other statutory responsibili-

ties. And one of these statutory re-
sponsibilities is, as noted above, the
direction in sec. 603(c) (which is
also repeated in sec. 302(b)) to
"preventmuiecessary or undue deg-
radation of the lands." 8 -

C. Section 603(c)'s Effect on, Ac-
cess to Private Lands

In general, access across puDlic'
lands can only b6-grantedUnder
Title V of FLPMA, and' the grant-
ing of any right-of-way is disere-
tionary with the SecretarPr. Sec. 60'
limits the discretionary authbrity
ofthe 'Secretaiy' by allowing him to
grant access only if it will not im-
pair the suitability of the "area un-
der'review for wilde ress'despigwa-
tion.4' -

Currently, the SolicitorsOffice
is preparing a memorandum in-
volving the Secretary's authority to
regulate acess to and from mining
claims. Regading existing access
across wildess study lands to
private propety, any legal opinion
is best given~after reviewing each
separate fac~tual, situation in ight
of the criteria in sec. 603.

D.-Gemeral Effet of Section 603(c)

It should be emphasized that see.
603(c) does not'limit mining and
grazing activities to' the precise
level at which they were occurring
on Oct. 21, 1976. It allows for ex-
pansion or curtailment of these..ac
tivities so long as the wilderness
characteristics of the? land under
review are not impaired..

53 As noted above, 603(c) goes on to refer
to "resources" as well as lands, and expands-
the Secretary's authority to:"afford environ-
mental protection."

See Leso 302(b), 43 U.S.CA. 1782(b)
(West Supp. 1978), discussed at pp. 117
8Pra.
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It should also be reemphasized This opinion was prepared with
that sec. 603's restrictions are in- the assistance of Frederick N. Ferg-
terim only,.until 5 roadless area as uson, Deputy.: Solicitor, John D.
been determined not to have wilder- Leshy, Associate Solicitor for En-
ness characteristics, or until' Con- ergy and. Resources, David Gray-
gress hasprovidedotherwise. son, Assistant Solieitor for Land

In summary,- Congres it~idedmInng an-g(don s actities to Use, Larry McBride, and Carolyn
i grazing Osolinik of the Division of Energy

continue on BLM-administered'
lands under-review 'for wilderness ,,and Resources. Gail Achterman
suitability.t but-subjeet (except fo-r- and-Robert Crotty, formerly attor-
existingmining' 4nd grazing activ- neys in the Division of Energy and
ities conduted i' the same manner Resources, -also worked. on this
and degree as were occurrminfg on the opinion during their period of em-
date oipassageof FLPMA) toreg- ployment. with the Department.
ulation sothat they Aiould not im-'
pair an area s wilderniess character-- LEo ERULITZ
istics. Solicitor.

APPENDIX A'

INITIAL WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS
BUREAU OF LAND ANAGEMENT

Groui, No. A t'i' ie' ,imiv Areas-- : :/opNo. A: Established Pwi tie Areas' 
Area/Stte:.

Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona ----------
Paria Canyon, Arizona-------------
Paiute, Arizona- _ ___- __-_____
Chemise Mountain, California-
Powdefiorn, Colorado _- _-_
Centennial, Montana 7 __- _
Humbug Spires, Montana __,_
Beartrap Canyon, Montana _-__-_-_-_
Dark Canyon, Utah _-_- _
Grand Gulch, Utah_-----_-_-__
Scab Crek, Wyoming _:

ederal Register Ctationi

(36 FR 643; 8461)
(34 FR 642)
(40 FR 44168)
(40 FR 44341)
(38 FR 23427)
(40 FR 32848)
(37 FR 18573).
'(-7 FR 18573)
(35 FR 18337)
(35 FR 14859)
(40 FR 26721)

Group No. B: Established Natural Areas

Devil's Garden, Utah -__- _-_--- (35 FR
Escalante Canyon, Utah -_- _-_ (35 FR
North Escalante Canyon, Utah -- _ (35 FR
Phipps-Death Hollow, tah -(35 FR

19530)
19529)
19529)
19530)
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APPE NDIX A-Continued .

Group No. B: Established Natural Areas-Continued

Area/State-Continued Pederalt Refister Citation:

'he Gulch, Utah -------- _- _- ----- (35 FR 19529)
Vernaillion Cliffs, Arizona- - ___ _ (34 FR 642)
'Big Sage, Arizona _--_-__-__-_-_-- (37 FR 20731)
Birds of Prey, Idaho _-__-_ -(36 FR 2028)
El Malpais New Mexico____ _- - (39 FR 17451)
Rare Lizardand Shake; Colorado -_-_-_- (30 FR: 1194)
High Mesa Grassland, Colorado -_--- (30 FR 1194)
Sand Dune, Colorado - __-__-___-__-_-(30 FR 1194)
Book Cliffs, Utah (33 FR 15914)
'Mountain Meadow, Nevada_-__---- _ (30 FR 1194)''
Bristlecone, Nevada _ ------- (30- -R1- 1194:)'
Pygmy Sage, Nevada _____'(30 FR1194)
Pinyon-Joshua Pine, Nevada -- (30 FR 1194)
Goshute Canyon, Nevada -------- (35 FR 19367)'
Swamp Cedar, Nevada - --- '(3 5 FR 19367)
Shoshone Ponds, Nevada ___ _ '(35 FR 19367)
Turbinella and Gambel, Arizona ----- __ (30 FR 899)
Pine Creek Canyon, Nevada --_-_-_-_ (30 FR 1194)
Sunrise Mountain, Nevada -- _ ___(35 FR 14850)
Virgin Mountain, N'evada- _ (35 FR 9864)
Joshua Tree, Utah…_…_ _ _ (35 FR 9864)
Baker Cypress & Lava Rock, California-- (30 FR 1194)
Bitterbrush, California (30 FR 18224)
Lahontan-Cuthroat Trout, Nevada - (39 FR 6747)7

*Negit Island, Caifornia (37 FR 18224)'
Piute Cypress, California- - _ I (30 FR 1194; 7900)'
San Benito, California- - _(36 FR 16122)-
Chiiia Cup Butte, Idaho (30 FR 1194)
Grassland Kipuka, Idaho __ -(30 FR 1194)
HalibutCove Natural -__ _ '(28 FR 1048)'
Forest- Study Area, Alaska _-__ --
Square Butte, Montana __ …__ (37 FR 18573)
Mathers, New Mexico…' _(---- 35 FR 13670)
Guadalupe Canyon, New Mexico-_ '(36 FR 1451)
Link Ftatsj Utah --- ----- --- __ (33 FR 15915) 
Brewer Spruce, Oregon ___-_-_- .'(30 FR 1194)
Douglas Fir, Oregon… -(30 FR 1194)
Little Sink,.Oregon -(3-------- -8 FR 211-) '
Western' Juniper, Oregon- - __ __ -(28 FR 2279)
Lost Forest,: Oregon… _- ____-'----(38 FR 10825)
Needle Rock, Colorado-_ - _ __-- '(37 FR 17499).
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-APPEAL O . A. LAPORTE, INC.

-IBCA-1146--77 :

Decided February 14, 1979

Contract No. CX 500031057,: National
Park Service

- ~On Reconsideration, the equitable
adjustment-is recomputed. -

1. Rules of Practice: Appeals: Recon-
sideration-Rules of Practice: Ap-
peals: Timely Filing
When an appellant files a timely. mo-
tion for reconsideration asking that an
an equitable adjustment be ncreased,
the effect is to prevent; finality from
attaching to the original decision and the
Board has jurisdiction to consider a Gov-
ernmient response asking that the equita-
ble allowance be reduced, even though
the response was not filed within the go-
day period allowed for initial filing of a
motion for reconsideration.

2. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Equitable Adjustments-Rules. of
Practice: Appeals:- Reconsideration

When arguments advanced in a motion
for reconsideration--convince the Board
that the formula used in determining an
equitable adjustment was not the most
accurate method but where neither party
submits a better method, the Board will
vacate its original finding regarding-the
equitable adjustment and make a re-
computation based on the evidence of
record.

APPEARANCES: r. Dillard C.
Laughlin;, Attorney atf Law, Phillips,
-Kendrick,> Gearhart & Aylor,; -Arling-
ton,- Va., for the appellant; -.Mr. Donald
M. Spillman, Department, Counsel,
AtIanta,- Ga.; for the Government V

OPINION BY, ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE PACKWOOD,

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CO NTRA CT APPEALS

Appellant's timely motion -asked
the Board to reconsider its decision
of July 6, 1978 (78-2 BCA par.' 13,-
306). That decision allowed an equi-
table adjustment of $230,000 for a
change i the: captioned contract
and; appellant alleges' that the
amount of the equitable adjustment
should be increased to $496,080. -

[1] The Government responded
.to the merits of appellant's inotion
and than, in the nature of a cross-
'motion,:alleged that the equitable
adjustment should be reduced. The
Government's response was not filed
within the 30-day period allowed by
the Board's rules- for the filing of a
:motion for reconsideration. Since
the effect of the filing of appellant's
'timely motion was to prevent final-
ity' from attaching-to the Board's
original decision', the Board has u-
risdiction to reconsider all matters
in the original decision, including
the portion of the decision that was
favorable to the party who filed the
timely motion for reconsideration.
TWas7y Contrucdon Co. ASBCA
Nos. 19875, 20501 (June 17, i977),
77-2 BCA par. 12,6E32; F. W. Biss
Co., ASBCA Nos. 9489 et at. (June
28, 1968) 68-2 BOA par. 7119.

Tbhe Board has given careful con-
sideration to the arguments ad
-van-eed by each, paty:,and to the
6eidefce on which the pa tiest relyr.
For reasons which will -be discussed

125
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in detail later in this decision, the increased costs. An examination of
Board now concluiles that a better the: evidence' on which' aellant
method o cdnpti ng the equitable bases the arguments discloses that
adjustment can be derived from the all three arguments' are " ilawed'y
evidence of record. Accordingly, a fundamentalImisinterpretation of
the Board's original decision that the evidence and ,by certain assump-
appellant is entitled, to an .equitable tions" which have no. basis..in the
adjiistment of $230,000 is hereby record.
vacated. ..: Appellant assumes that the testi-

m'';' ony f itsconsulting engineer es
-A:~ppeZants Aruments ;i tablishes that its total- pumping

In:.m ovn oving .for re considdrion, costs., were, increased first by 13.3
-appellant advances a number of ai- percent far'increased pumpig time
guments under five general, head- and then by an addtonal 15 per-
ings. Under. the first heading,. ap- cent for increased maintenanie or
pellant argues. that te ,.equitabIe down time, all because of the change
,adjustment allowed by the Board *the Gnve mnt. T evidence
.is inadequate because the..as-o .does not support such assumtons.
pumping costs exceededi the bid -,s Wi: ,rspe-t to the increase in
timate.. by $786,665.42.1 _evere, -pumping time, appelant'si. consult-
the mere fact that appellant's costs -ingengineer introduced-exhibit Aa:4
increasedy .,a substantial amount 'n w hich he dttec the; teoretical

ot proof that, the, overnre nt amo, of tilme that would .have
was responsible for.. the.- increase. been spent pumpng,, at each 100-
Absent a showing. that the.Governr foot location along the 10,200-foot
.Ment caused the increase, or -some length of the beach, to achie-e an
portion of it,.the increase in costs 'even -di ti on''of the contract
may have indicated only that the quantity of 1,250,000 c-ubic yards of
bid estimate. was too low. Appel- -sand. This theoretical computation
lants argument does emphasize the resulted in an estimate'`'that-even
desirability of finding .a method of distribution 'could haVe 'been

computing the, equitable adjust- achievad in 2424.64'hours of pump
ment which does not use the bid ,ing tini'.Apellant's consulting
estimate as a starting point. ' 'eiiineer then plotted a curve based

-Appellant's argumnts: under on appellant's actual pumping rec-
headings two, three, and four at- ords whichindicated that a total of
tempt to establish the extent of the 2748.40 hours of pumping. time
Government's responsibility for the were required to complete the con-

-_-_______. tract. This second curve 'showed
"The igure used by appellant for- the in- where the Government's directions

crease n pumping costs is derived by reduc- led to deviations from the even dis-
Ing the total contract costs by the amount of
the bid estimate for mobilization costs. As tribution contemplated y the con-
discussed later, the bid estimate for mobiliza- tract. No sand was pumped on the

tion does not represent an accurate estimate of
actual costa. See footnote 3. .beach south of location 223400 ini
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the area nearest to the borrow pit.
This deficiency was made up- by
pumping additional quantities to
various locations farther north on
the beach and farther from the bor-
row pit. According t appellant's
exhibit A-4, the only measurable
effect of the change on appellant's
operations was that the; factual
puimping time of 2748.40 hours was
323.76 hours more than the. estimate
of 2424.64 hours for even distribu-
tion.V

Using the estimate' .of increased
pumping time as a starting point,
appellant's consulting engineer con-
verted it to a percentage increase
of 13.3.The calculation is mathe-
matically correct but irrelevant to
the process of determining an equi-
table adjustment for the: change.
Appellant's engineer, testified that
roughly 5Z00 000 cubic yards of sand
were involved in the change, leaving
the , remainder of .750,000 cubic
yards-placed as required by the con-.
tract. Sincean equitable, adjust-,
ment fora change can take into con-
sideration only the costs of the.
changed portion of the contract
the Board specifically rejected ap-
pellant's attempt to relate the
change. to the total 'puinping.. time
which included both- changed and
unchanged. work.

After-discussing the basis for the
computation of the increased pump-
int time, appellant's engineer was
asked (II Tr. 136): "Q. Now,:in.
addition to that 13.3 'percent in-
crease, would you project any addi-

sDale ngram, Inc. r. United States, 201
Ct. Cl. 56, 71 (1973).,

127. LAPORTE, INC.
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tional increase and, if so, what was

the basis for that?" Appellant's en-,
gmeer gave an, extende answer
(II Tr. 136, line 24, to p. 140, line
24) in which he stated that the addi-
tional pumping time nade it neces-
sary to add timefor repairs and.
additional greasing. He, did not
quantify his estimate of the addi-,
tilonal time for these two operations.
Instead, he discussed 'at length the,
problem appellant had with critical
velocity in' the 24-inch pipeline-
which made it necessary to open up-
the fuel racks to nject more fuel,
into, 'the cylinders so the engines
would develop more horsepower for;
the pumps. The engineerstated that
appellant had anticipated a prob-
lem with critical velocity only on.
the maximum line and had expected
that the operation, would improve
when ,pumping over shorter lines;
but the problem remained for the.
entire job. ,

'Apparently recognizing . that
most of this answer related to job
problems that could not be attribu-
ted to the Government, appellant's
counsel interrupted' the answer to
ask if the engineer had an opinion
as to the additional increase in time
required because of the change by'
the Governninet." The.. witness did
not respond directly to the question
but answered as, follows (II Tr.
141) : "A. I realize it is very diffi-
cult to assign a value on this, but
I estimate he. spent 1 percent
longer on the job because he was
pushing all of this'machinery as'
hard as he, was pushing it."
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It is. significant that the engi-
neer attributed the additional time
to pushing the machinery hard and
that he did not attribute the neces-
sity for pushing the machinery to
the Government. It must be remem-
bered that, as a result of the change,
appellant pumped sand only to
those locations where he was re-
quired to pump sand by the original
terms'of the contract. If appellant
had a problem with the critical ve-
locity of the sand in the 24--inch
line for the entire northern two-
thirds of the designated beach area,
as his engineer testified, then the
problem was inherent in the pump-
ing machinery and would have ex-
isted even without the change.

A reexamination of the evidence
on which appellant relies discloses
that the only factors relevant to a
deterrination of an equitable ad-
justment which may be gleaned.
fromi the testimony of appellant's
engineer are that the actual pump-
ing time was 323.76 hours more
than'his original estimate and that
those additional hoursof pumping
time were performed at a higher
cost than originally estimated.

At p. 7 of the motion for recon-
sideration, appellant suggests. that
the omputation. of his increased
costs shouldt De 'as follows:,

Total actual asdone costs $1, 874;, 165. 42
Less Mobilizaton.n--- 150, 000.0.0

As-done pumping eostg_ 1, 724, 165. 42
Divided by 1.15 for in-

creaed down time. - , 4=- 

Actual as-done costs n-
creased for additional ,
pumping ------ 1, 499, 274.2(W

Divided by 1.133 for in-
creased as-bid pump-
ing

Actual as-bid costs. - 1,328,278.20
Adjustment for increased

pumping ------------- 175,996.00
Adjustment for increased

down time -_----_ 224,891.22

Total Increased-
costs _----__

Rounded by using 30% to
$397,884.33 __- __

400, 887.22

(.30295)

The computation is erroneous in
each of its steps, beginning with the
cost. of, mobilization .Appellant's
president testified that his book-
keeping yielded only total job costs.
and did. not separate mobilization
costs and pumping costs. 3

Since mobilization costs were in-
volved along with the total cost, it
cannot b.e-assumed.that the bid esti-
mate of: $150,000 for mobilization
was.the actual cost. The two cost
items for pumping and mobilization
are indistinguishable due to appel-J
lant's recordkecping -and in these
circumstances we can- only assuime
that both costs rose proportionally.'

'"Q. There was a eparate item in the bid
for: mobilization, was there not.

"A.,Yes, there was.
'"Q. What was the amount' of that?
-"A. My bid was. $150,000.00 for. mobiliza-

tion and demobilization.
"Q. Is there any way that you could break

out of those costs you~hve tendered to the
Court here the mobilisanon and dernobiliza-
tion:- costs?

"A. It would be quite difficult. It was c - 4

a lot of it was Involved along with the total
cost. We did not, what I mean is that we did
not: make a separte- [sic] item in our normal
bookkeeping of mobilization costs and pump-
ing eosts. We just had total job cost.

"Q. Do you expect some profit in your
mobilization hid? '

"A. Normally, not very much." (II Tr. 4T).
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An estimate of the actual mobili-
zation costs may be, deduced from
the evidence of record. Appellant's
bid estimate of pumping costs for
1,250,000 cubic yards, based on testi-
mony of appellant's presidenst (II
Tr. 26) was $937,500. Adding the
bid estimate of $150,000 for mobili-
zation, the total estimated costs were
$1,087,500. The total as-done cost
for the contract of $1,874,165.42 rep-
resents a 72-percent increase over
the bid estimate. Seventy-two per-
cent of $150,000 is $108,000, bring-
ing the total estimate of mobiliza-
tion costs to $258,000.

,The estimated as-done pumping
costs then becomes $1,616,165.42
($1,874,165.42 minus $258,000.00),
instead of $1,724,165.42 as computed
by. appellant.

The next step in appellant's comn-
putation, dividing the as-done
pumping costs-by 1.15 for increased
down time, is erroneous for two
reasons,. As discussed above, 'the
testimony of appellant's engineer
was-that it took 1 percent longer.
to perform the job because the ma-
chinery was being pushed so hard.
Pushing- the machinery was re-
quired to overcome a critical veloc-
ity problem. in the line and was
not caused by the Government.
Secondly, even if the increase in

time could be attributed to the' Gov-
ernment, the evidence of record
does not support a conclusion th.t-
a 15-percent increase in total per-
formance time translates directly
-into a 15-percent increase in costs.:

It is apparent that fuel costs de-
clined or ceased during periods-

when the pumping operation was
shut down so it cannot be assumed
that anincrease in total time spent
on the contract because of shutdown
resulted in a commensurate in-
crease in. costs. Further, the correct
correlation between, increased per-.
formance time because of shut-
downs and increased costs cannot. be
determined in view of the testimony
of appellant's president that his
bookkeeping yielded only total.
costs.

The final step in appellant's com-
putation uses the percentage rela-
tionship between the estimated in-
crease in pumping time and the
total actual pumping time despite
the;,testimony of appellant's engi-
neer that only about 40 percent of
the work was changed. 

The entire calculation suggested
by appellant is so filled with errone-
ous interpretations -of the evidence
and unwarranted assumptions that
it offers no reasonable basis for
conputation o the equitable ad-.
justment to which appellant is' en-
titled as -a -result of the Govern-:
ment's change. -

.In. the original. decision on the
amount of the equitable adjustment,
the Board used the estimates of-ap-
pellant's engineer that ro itgily 40
percent -of the work was changed
and -that the contract coul d. have'
been performed in- 2424.64 hours -of
pumping time to compute that the
changed work could. have been
pumped in 969.86 hours (40'pereent
of 2424.64). ID -argument. number
four,- appellant alleges that the
work which was changedcouldhIaver

-12]
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been performed in 743.73 hours of
pumping time without the change,
citing the pumping calculations
which were used in plotting the even
distribution curve ill exhibit A-A.
While ' these figures show that
B00,(00 cubic yards at the south end
of i'the beach could have been
pumped in an estimated 743.T3
hours, not all of those 500,000 'cubic
yards were displaced as a result of
the change. Appellant's exhibit A-4
shows that more than 100,000 cubic
yards from locations 223400 't6
222500 were placed where the con-
tract required. The exhibit, also
shows that additional displacements
further-.'north amount to less'than
50,000 cubic yards.4

This examination of exhibit A-4
in' conjunction with the pumping.
calculations cited in appellant's
inotion leads inescapably to the'con-
clusion that the estimate by appl-
lahlt's engineer that roughly 40 per-
cent of the work was involved in te
change was a very rough estimate
indeed. His own chart' shows that
less than' 450,000 cubic yards were
changed rather than 500,00Q (40
percent of 1,250,000).

[21 Aceordingly, the Board is
now of the opinion: that its reliance
on the estimate of appellant's en-,
gineer, regarding the number of,
cubic yards involved in the change,
was unwarranted. -

The scale used: In appellant's exhibit .A-4
and the nature of the' curves do not permit'
a precise determination of the cubic yardage
pumped at each location. An estimate can be
made fromn the fact that 13,586.97 cubic yards'
would have been pumped at each location es-'
cept for transition areas In order to achieve
even distribution as called for in the contract.

The Board also followed appel-
lant's method of calculating that the
percentage, of increase in perform-
ance time due to increased main-
tenance and down time resulted in
the same percentage of increasea in
costs. As 'indicated above in the dis-
cussion-of appellant's calculation of
its estimated increase in costs, this
approach failed to take into account
the absence of any fixed relationship
between additional time required
for performance and* additional
costs attributable to the changes.'

Finall:y, the Board applied the
percentages of increased pumping
time and increased maintenance to
appellant's bid estimate of pumping
costs for the changed work as :'a
starting point for the calculation of
the equitable' adjustment. We are
now persuaded by appelIant'S argu-
iment No.1 that the'bid estimate was
unreasonably low and should not be
used in such calculation.

It is upon 'the basis of the fore-
going analysis- that the Board has
vacated its finding with respect to
the aniount of the equitable' adjust-
m ent.

The Goveriiment's cross-motion
for reconsideraticn to reduce the
amount of the equitable adjustment
submits a calculation (in.item 10 of
the motion) based on the contract
price. This calculation does nottake
into consideration the increased.
costs resulting from the change and
cannot constitute a proper basis for.
determination; of the equitable ad-
)ustment.. On oral argument, the
Government further,-suggested that
only 303,612 cubic yards of sand.
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were displaced in the .change and
that use of that figure in the Board's
formula would reduce the amount
of the equitable: adjustment. Gov-
ernment :Exhibit - GX-2, from
which: the figure was derived, is
,based on the measurement of sand
removed from the borrow pit and
is not sufficiently correlated with
the discharge points on the beach to
enabler a 'determination of the
amount of sand involved in the
change..

For the reasons stated above, the
Board has determined that the for-
mula it used in' the original compu-,
tktion of thle equitable adjustment
was not as accurate a measure as is
availablae ::for determining the
amount of excess costs properly 'at-
tributable to the change. Neither
appellant nor the6 Government; has
offered an acceptable method of de :
teirmining such costs. The evidence
of record provides a basis for such
deternination, however.

': 'discussed above, a reasonable
estimate of appellant's total pump-
ing costs is $1.616,165.42. It follows
that the total' pumping time re-
quired for completion of the con-
tract, 2748.401 hours, was performed
at-a cost. of $588.04 per hour. This
computation includes all of the ad-
ditional costs' of maintenance neces-
sary to perform the hours of pump 7
ing, without resorting to the use of
percentage estimates.

In our eariler decision, we found
that the estimate of 323;76 increased
pumping hours: as a result of the
change was accurate since it was

based on appellant's experience
with. the same equipment in per-
forming a prior contract utilizing
the same borrow pit. Our reconsid-
eration discloses no reasons; for
overturning that finding. We there-
fore find that the increase in pump-
ing hours caused by the chane was
performed at a cost of $190,383.83
($588.04 x 323.76)..

On the, basis of the testimony of
appellant's counsulting engineer,
the increased costs involved in per-.
forming the original estimate *of
2424.64 pumping hours cannot be
attributed to the Government since
they were the result of pushing the
machinery hard to overcome a criti-
cal velocity -problem in the 24-inch
line-; which persisted throughout
the performance of the contract.
Such increase would have. occurred
whether or-not the contract was
changed. WVhen the Government-
directed change caused additional
hours of pumping in a high cost
area, the Government is obliged to
pay for those costs at the rate actu-
ally being experienced by appellant
at the time of the change.5 Payment,
at the unit prices specified in thee
contract would not. be adequate,
compensation in view of the, mal

The proper method of computing an euii-
table adjustment is the reasonable cost of. the
extra work and materials plus profit. Bregand
Construction orp., ASBCA No.. 15020 (Apr.
13, 1972), 72-1 BA par. 94111 at p 43,718.
Actual costs incurred by the contractor are
presumed to be reasonable and establish a
prima facle case for recovery. Ocean Teeltnol.
ogy, inc.,'ASBCA No. 2363 (Apr. 2 1978)i

78-1 BCA par. 13204. Although the presump-
tion is rebuttable, the Government did not
audit appellant's costs and has not otherwise
overcome the presumption.
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terially increased costs attributable
to the change. Accordingly the
Board finds that appellant is en-
titled to the full cost of performing
the, additional hours of pumping
caused by the change in the sum of
$190,383:.83. -- - .<

AppellanVt argues onp. 9 of its
6tion' that the limitation of 15 per-
cent of actual necessay costs for
profit contained in General Provi-
sioii No. 32 of the contract should
not apply sifrce the preferred meth-
od of pricing a change under that
provision is a stated ltmp sum price
negotiated in: advance between the
contractor and the contracting oi-
cer. The lump sum, in appellant's
view, would not hiave lifited profit
to 15- percent. lGoxtrary to -appel-
lant's, assertion, General Provision
No. 32 gives the contracting officer
the election, for any reason,-to use
either the lump stum method: or ac-
tair necessary costs plus 'a fixed -fee
6tot:exceedingi lS percent. for profit.
FurtheP, appellant did not recog-
sizer until: mnost of the -contract had

been perforned that the Govern-
ineAt's' directions as; to-l th&0e place-
ment of the sand had caused a
ehangeC consequently, the contract-
-g officer did not have the oppor-
tunity: to negotiate a lump- sum in
advance and had no choice but to

ect to follow the second method
for: determiing costs atnd pro. 

In its original'-deeision on the
'amount of the equitable adjustment,

0 Appellant frst notified the contracting offi-
cer of his claim for a.cbangeby letter of Aug.
15_,1973 (Appeal ile xh. 19).,Performance
of the contract .was substantially complete
on Sept. 19, 1973 (A.pei aFile 12th. :4.

the Board found the 15-percent lim-
itation to be binding and. no valid.
rTeason has been advanced for a-
different result. We therefore com-
pute the:. profit as 15 percent of
$190,383.83 or $28,557.57. The total
equitable adjustment to which ap-
pellant is entitled is, therefore the
su m $218,941.40.

With. respect to interest, appel-
lant asserts in its argument No. 5
that the Board should determine the
interest instead of returning the
matter to the contracting officer.
The payment of interest clause
which the Board found applicable
provides that interest shall. run
from the date of the written appeal
to the date of mniling to the con-
tractor of a contract -modification
carrying out the decision of _,the
Board:.7 As the Board cannot deter-
mine in-advance when the contract-
ig officer will implement this de-
cision: by mailing such modification,
the duration of -the period. for
which interest runs must necessarily
be determined bythe action of the
contracting officer. .

tontelusion-

On reconsideration,- the Board
finds that appellant entitlemd 'to
an equitabe adjustment in the
amountt of $218,941.46 and remands
the-matter to the contracting officer
for determination of the amount of
interest Ito be:-paid from Dec. 27,
1973, to the date of maling a on-

- -See fn. 6 to the Roardsi decision ofu plyO,
1978. -The parties stipulated that.-1nterest
should 'run frm Dec; 27, 1973 (I Tr: 17).
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tract modification implementing
this decision, pursuant to the appli-
cable payment of interest clause.

G . HEnT PAOXWOOD, .

Adm nistratiVe Jug.

:WE Co NcGR:'

WiTAmjr F. MoGRAw, ..
Chif Administrfative Judge..

RUSSELL* C.YNCHa 
Adrninistrativ& Jidge.
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Decided Februwry15,1979

Appeals from decisions, by Cief lAd-
ministrative Law Judge, L. 33 Luoma
(California27 `-l (SC)) and Admiiis-
trative Law- Idge Harvey'C. Sweitzer
(California 2-75-2 (SC)) fnding ap-
pellants liable forwillful and repeafed
grazing trespasses and;-reducing ap-
pellants' grazing privileges.,

.Calfornia 2-77<-1(SC) is affirmed as
modlied; California 2-75-2(0) is
alflrmed as modufted, t 

1. Administrative 3 Procedure- Burden
of Proof-Administrative Procedure:

S Administrative Judge George S. Steele, Jr.,
who parh iciated in the; Board's: decision of
July 6, 19T8, is no 1onger'.a member 'of theHoard.~~~~~~~~~~~J.

Deeisions-Admiiistrative Procedure,
Hearings-Administrative Procedure:
Substantial Evidence-Evidence: -ur-
den of Proof-Evidence: Sufficiency

After holding a hearing:pursuant to'the
Administrative: Procedure Act, an ad-
ministrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grav-
ing trespass if that fnding is: in: accord-
-ance with- and supported by reliable,
probative and substantial evidence.

2. Evidence. Generally-Grazing:Per-
mits and Licenses: Trespass-Rules of
Practice: Evidence-Trespass: Neas-
.ure of Damages
Where the evidence as to speciic tres-
pass indicates that of a-number of cattle
counted some were. located on private
intermingled land, but there were no bar-
riers, either natural or artificial, which
would have pretented the cattle fon pri-
vate land, from going. onto the: public
land, it is proper to find that all cattle
-counted' would 'tend to onsu=6 forage
at a rate proportiohal to the 'ratio df
.forage availabe on' privkte ad puble
lands.

3. Estope-Federal Employees and
offliers. Authority. to Bind.Govern-
ment-Grazing Permits and Licensesi
Generally
Estoppel to preclude a charge of trespas
is not invoked against BLM where BLM's
partially completed fences on. Federal
land do not restrain cattle and. there is
no' evidence 'that BBM agreed to con
struct 'and/or maintain said fences fo
the benefit of, the grazer, and such gri
sier was -at all, times awbare of these
facts.

4. Estoppel-Federal- Employees -and
Offisz:, Authority to ,Bind Govern-
inmnt-Grazing Permits and icenses:
Generally -

133
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The grazing regulations (43 CPR 4140.1
(b) (1),. inter alia) (formerly 43 CFR
A4112.3-1 (a) and,.(b)) place the responS
sibility of controlling eattle squarely on
the grazier, and Governmept-range man-
agement policies as implemented. under
acts of Congress cannot be' asserted to
bar sanctions where trespasses have been
,proved, or to -estop -BLM from alleging
trespasses.,

5. Grazing Permits and Licenses: Gen-
,erally-Grazing Permits and Licenses:
Cancellationi: or R6&idloin razing
.Permits and Licenses: .. 'Trespass .

An' adminitrative law judges 'finding
-thati-- trespaskse were- willful, grossly
negligent, and repeated'will not be dis-
turbed., on appeal where the record
alnply: supports, such, finding., 

-6.Grazing Perrnits and Licenses: Gen-
erally-GrazingPerlnits and Licenses,:
-Cancellation or Reduction-Grazing
Permits and Licenses: Trespass

Where penalties imposed bytwo admln-
istrative law judges for trespasses are
supported .by the. records- and,,com port
with the proscriptions of the regulations
they will not be modified on appeal. ex-
cept insofar as they conflict with respect
to a particular grazier-in a'particular
grazing district. -

APPEARANCES: Jack D.Dwosh, Esq.,
and Robert R., Lee,. Esq.,: Covey and
Covey, P.C., Los Angeles, Calif., for
appellants; ryce. Rhodes, Esq., 'Haw-.
kinsl Rhodes, Sharp & Barbagelata,
Reno, Nevada, for intervenor John
Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.;

Burton T. Stanley, Esq., and James E.
Turner, Esq., U.S. Ilepartmet of the
Interior, Office of the Regional'Solici-
'tor, Sacramento, Calif., fr the Bureau
of Land Management.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE FISHMAN

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

These are onsolidated appeals
from'separate decisions by Chief
Administrative Law Judge Le K.
Luoma (California 2-77-1, June 13,
1978), and -Administrative Law
Judge.,Harvey: C. Sweitzer (Cali-
fornia 2-75-2, Aug. 4, 1978), find-
ing appellants iabie for mni6etary
damages for' w~illful and repeated
grazing trespasses, and reducing
appellants' grazing privileges.

The decision jin 2-75-2 involves
the Susanville and Winnemucca.
grazing districts. The ! Su"an.- v lle
District is mostly in California but
extends. into Nevada, abutting on
the Winnemucca District in- Ne-
vada. A fence )vith several, gates
partialy divides the8J two areas.'-
The trespasses in- 2-75-2were al-
leged to occur in both-grazing dis-
tricts within the Cal-Neva Unit in
tlhe Susanville; District, and -the
Buffalo Hills Resource Area of the
Winnemucca District. Appellants
own, lease or control areas of priN
vate land in both districts which are
intermingled with public' an ds,
JTohn J..;Casey,'appellants' control-
ling owner,' held a license to graze
cattle in the Cal-Neva Unit (Susan-
ville). through Feb. 28, 1975. At

I Holland Livestock Rtanch 18 a co-partner-
8hip composed of three corporations: Bright-
Hlland: Co.. Maremont-Holland Co., and
Nemeroff-Hol d Co. John J. lasey owns
controlling interest 1n nll three.
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times pertinent to the decision in 2-'
77-1 Mr. Casey held no license in
the Cal-Neva Ihit. At)all tines rel-
evant to the proceeding in 2-75-2;
Casey held a license to graze cat-
tle in the. Buffalo Hills Resouarce
Area (Winnemucca).

The proceeding in2-75-2 involves
15 alleged trespasses in the Susan
ville District and, 10 alleged tres-
passesX i the 'WinfiemucdaSDistriicL:
The trespasses, as t~numb-er ofi cat-
tle invoived, periods -of time, AUMw
consumed, and location are'sumlula7
rized in a table on pp. -- S of Judge

Sweitzres decisiot. ' -=- --

The proceeding in- 027+1 mg -
cerus three trespasses, alh.alegd -t
have occurred in the Susa nville Dis-
trict. iigs : t f-:l'l

In oth proceeds, 'the coi
mercial rate-for forage used (.b6th
grazing districts) -was $$.50 ..per.

The issues, as stated by atppafts
in their opening briefs and ackoil-
edged by the Bureau of Land Man-
agement (BLM), are essentially as
follows:
* °A. Whether the evidenca was suf-

ficient to show the physical locationi
of thitee ratledlgedly in tresp.ai.0

B. 'Whether cattle i-ay be consid-
ered to be in trespass whilie located
on private,-unfenced land because-of
unrestrained aecess to public lands;

C. Whether BLAV[ should be
estopped to allege trespass bqcause
it failed .to construct and maintain
certain fences, and becauase of its

management policies on the Federal
range-;

0D. Whether the element of wil-
fulness was proved; and

An: additionaI suggestion
made by BLM in its brief is that
one.of he sanctions; (reduction-of
grazing; privileges) imposed by
Judge; Swveitzer in 2-75-2; was not
sufficiently severe. .

VEach of these issures wrill be dis-
cussed- in turn having reference, to
the fimdings and conclusibns of the
decisions appealed fromt and to the
P1TU1 nts navde. -in J11 parties'
briefs.; : - :

A.-

Appellants contend that the
m-th&Ths-eMplcyed bv BLM o de-
termine that cattle w*ere trespass-
ing were fraught with errors and
irregularities;as a result it was not
Xaceurately" shdi tlat cattle were
in fact trespassing in any specific
instance. Appellants do, not. enu-
merate -specific: iastaiees. Thev base
this general argument on tftesti
mony of Mr. Simpson, a- licensed
land- surveyor who stated that the
planning unit maps used by BLMAI
to ascertain tlie locations of cattle 
were not acurate. However, -ir
-Simpson also testified that no bet-,
ter maps were available and that if
a survey- were not.: available -he
vould use the maps to determine
trespass. Moreovr, e could:-ide-n-

no specifiq inaccuracies in the
maps. .
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As stated in Judge Luoma's de-
cision, BLM employees also ob-
served trespassing cattle from an
airplane and from horseback. They
ascertained the location of the; ani-
mals by sighting geographical fea-
tures of the terrain; used U.S. Geo-
logical S u r ve Y (USGS) topo-
graphic maps and: planning unit
maps, checking land status against
master title plats. In addition cattle
were identified by brand. Judge
-Luoma found that. BLM's methods
'"entailed more than- a cursory- in-
spectioh of the- animals" and that
the "aerial surveys supplemented
by ground -counts and brand in-
speotions were sufficient to estab-
lish the fact and duration of the
trespasses" (2-7-1, p. 6).

Judge Sweitzer made the follow-
ing findings as to this issue at p. 16
of his decision in 2-752:--
Although It may very well be that these
agents of the BLM can and do make mis-
takes in estimating. distances on the
ground, I find from' their-testimony that
they are experienced map readers and I
accept their estimation as sufficient In
determining the cattle's approximate lo-
cations. Respondents have failed to prove
or even introduce evidence to show that
the cattle were not,' in fact, found where
agents of the Bureau of Land Manage.
iment testified that they were found.

Judge Sweitzer gave'the following
summary and evaluation of MNr,
Simpson's testimony:,
f1[1e testified that 'to determine whether
a particular parcel of land was, in fact,
private or public land, he would Initially
consult the deeds at the local courthouse
of the cunty In which' the land' is
located. Apparently this information
would give Mr. Simpson a sufficient legal
description of the area concerned. Then

he would utilize local maps of the area,
including U.S. Geological Survey maps,
county maps, road maps, and other maps
of record, to commence actual search for
original section corners established by
the U.S. Government Land Office sur-
veys of the late 1800s.' Then, through
surveys, he would lay out the actual
boundaries of the land In question. He
also testified that master title plats are
useless in determining actual locations
on te ground. Apparently, this is be-
cause the master title plats may give in-
dications of ownership on the public
domain in terms of sections; however,
knowing the ownership of a particular
section does not assist in determining
where that section 'is located. HIe- ex-
plained the physical location- of any
given section can only be affirmatively
established by a survey working from
well-established section corners. He
stated' that the location of sections on
the planning unit maps could be as much
asal mile off from their' truelocations.
Despite this, Mr. Simpson did not testify
as to whether any given section ound-
ary on the Susanvllle and Winnemucca
maps is, In fact, 'as' mnuch 'as a mile off
from its true location. The most he would
say about the accuracy of these maps for
determining section boundarIes' were
that they provided' "a general indication
of "the areas distinction between private
and'public lands."'

2-45-, p. 16,
Judge Sweitzer's conclusion is as

follows:.
Although I do not question Mr. Simpson's
testimony regarding the procedures that
a professional surveyor would undertake
to establish boundaries on private lands,
I do question the necessity for sucb. a
procedure In order to determine the loca-
tioa of trespassing animals. I find that
such a procedure as he described to be
unwarranted and unnecessarily expensive
and time'-consuniing for ' purpaoes' of
proper-range management;-and that the
method described by agents of the Bureau
of Land Management is sufficient to es-
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tablish a prima facie 'case as to whether
cattle are found, on public or' private
lands. Although respondents have at-
tempted to cast-doubt upon the-accuracy
of such a method; no evideice was intro-
duced 'which shows, in fact that the
agents of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment had erred in" their determinations.
Therefore,: absent contrary probative
evidence, I accept the governnient testi-
mony as to'whether cattle were found on
public or private lands. The results of
this finding with respect to each 'trespass
is shown in the Conclusions section of
this decision.

2- 5-, p. 17.

[1] The decisions 'appealed from

set forth in detail the evidencere-

lied upon to substantiate the indi-

vidual trespasses found 'by the ad-

ministrative law Judges to have oc-

Curred ,The contentions presented

to the Board ,by appellants were

fully considered by the judges. On

appeal,,appellants. suggest in addi-

tion that the quantum of evidence

adduced to support the alleged tres-

passes may not have been "substan-

tial" as required- by the- Adminis-

trative Procedure Act, 5 .S.C.

§ 556;(d) i:'(1976), which reads in

part; "A. 'anct~ion may not be im-

posed or rule or order issued.except

on consideration.of the whole rec-

ord or thoseparts thereof cited by a

party and supported-by and in a-

cordance with the reliable, proba-

tive,: and substantial 'evidence." Sub-

stantial evidence has been described

as the kind of evidence a -reasonable

mind might accept as adequate to

support a conclusion. JoAn T.

McGrath Corp. v. Hughes, (C.A.
N.Y. (1959)),264F.-2d314(2dCir.

1959) ert.: denied, 360 U.S& 931
(1959). InlBureait of La ndfanaqe-
gnent v. Ross Baboo7, 32 IBLA 174,
183-4, 84 I.D. 475, 479-80 (1977),
the Board, stated with respect to
sufficiency of evidence:

In a hearing held pursuant to the Ad-
ininistrative Procedure Act, a- decision
must be in, accordance- with -and sup-
ported: by reliable, probative,, and sub-
stantial evidence, but the decision need
not be supported by. so much evidence as
would dispel, all reasonable doubt. 5
T.S.C. § 556(d). (1970). Therefore, an
Administrative Law Judge may properly
find a grazing trespass has,,been com-
mitted where there is reliable,-probative
and substantial evidence of, the trespass.

Both decisions below' more than
mieet this test and appellants' chal-
lenges fall short of demonstrating
error therein. Accordingly, wefind
no reason to disturb the- findings
and conclusions of either deeision
with respect 'to the issue o Suf-
ficiency of' evidence to prove cattle
in trespass.,

V: .7 ni S. B . . .- . ,.

Weturn now to the second issue
-which is whether cattle may -be con-
sidered to be in trespass when-they
have unrestrained access to the'pub-
lie lands. Judge Luoma so ruled in

277-1. tHowever, Judge Sweitzer
in 2-75-2 distinguished B-abcock,
supa, where the Board held that in
some cases cattle'found and'counted
on unfenced private lands may. be
presumed ,to obtain portions of
their forage from the pvblic lands,
as follows':

First, Babcock's lands were jtotally- un-
fenced, thereby allowing more freedom
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for cattle to drift across private land
boundaries. In the present case, the evi-
dence -shows some fencing, albeit with
gaps, which would tend to decrease the
chances of drifting. Secondly, the facts
in Babcock suggest that appellant there
could utilize his lands only in conjunc-
tion with a federal license, whose terms
he violated by turning the cattle out early
without effective restraint. Here, re-
spondents have no license in the areas
of the alleged trespasses within the Su-
sanville District, and it is not apparent
that federal lan'ds must be utilized in
order for them to' utilize their own lands.
This factor was an important considera-
tion in Nick Chournos, 'A-29040 (Nov.'2,
[6] I962), a case'cited by the Board.to
support its holding in Babcock. Moreover,
although there-is no indication in the de-
cision ofthe' size of the parcels of land
In Babcock, the areas of land involved
could have a bearing on the validity of
the presumption that cattle considered as
a whole, would obtain a percentage of
their forage from the public lands. In the
Instant case,: respondents control exten-
sive holdings in the Cal-Neva Common
Allotment and the effect of a strict appli-
cation of the rule in Babcock. could con-
ceivably have a devastating impact- on
the use of respondents' private lands. For-
example, if but one cow of a herd of sev-
eral hundred should stray through a
break in a fence surrounding a large pri-
vate ranch, the government might con-
sider the fence as ineffective-and'trespass
the entire herd. There is no evidence in
the record as to the total number. of
Casey cattle grazing on private lands.
hence the reasonableness of the use of
the presumtiWon, is difficultf to, assess. in
this case.'

Many factors other than fences (such
as the quality and quantity of. forage,
salt licks, availability of water, and ter-
rain features) may limit the movement
of cattle, from private to public lands. In
this, case, the government has generally
failed to present any evidence other than
the poor fence conditions to show tres-
passes of those cattle-counted on private

lands. Presumptions against the respond-
ent3 in a case of alleged trespass should
be used with care and. I am unwilling to
apply so strict a presumption on the basis
of the evidence presented here. Thus, as
applied to this case, I find that only cattle
observed on the federal range may be
counted as in trespass absent reliable,
probative and substantial evidence that
cattle found on private land would tend
to consume-forage at a rate proportional
to the ratio of forage available on private
and public lands.. A review of the record
on the whole does not provide such
evidence.

2-75-2,pp. 10-11.
BLM has appealed Judge Sweit-

zer's holding, contending that the
facts addued'in 245-2 fit squarely
within 'the Babcock ' rule.; BLM
asserts that'in '-virtually every case
where cattle were counted on priv-
ate lands, there were no fences or
barriers, artificial or natural, which
would' in any way impede the cattle
from entering the, -public land.
BLM cites several transcript refer-
ences where the question was asked,,
whether there was any physical
barrier which would in any way
inhibit "tile coW that you observed"
from walking: onto land owned by
the United States. In each case, the
answer was -in the negative.2 BAIt
concedes that appellants did have
certain fences which were not in
"excelknt shape" but' asserts that it
didnot tespassttle fouhd' ithin
such fenced areas. It states that the
trespasses for which it sought dam-
ages were; for cattle' uniformily -
cated on-private intermingled lands
'where no barrier whatsoever, either

'The transcript references are: 2-75-2 pp.
1-571, 1-840, 1-704, 2-27, 2-60.
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natural or artificial, would have
prevented the cows from entering
the public lands.

Judge Sweitzer (2-75-2, p. 17)
accepted the Government's: testi-
mony as to whether cattle: were.
found on public or private.lands,.
and this finding 'is 'reflected. in. the
conclusory. section of his decision,
with respect to. each trespass liti-
gated. On p." 23, the judge stated:
"Cattle counted on private lanlds
have been deducted from.the num-
hers testified, to by government
employees.?'. .

[2] We believe that; Judge
Sweitzer's refusal to count cattle
located on private lands,, but with
access to public 'lands, is in error,:
and we modify his decision with re-
spect to each, of five trespasses in
which he deducted cattle found on
private lanhs. We have correlated
each of these trespasses to the tran-
script, citations given by BLM anid
we base our modification of the deci-
sion on the unrefuted testimony that
in each instance nothing would have
prevented the animals from going
onto 'the public land. The Board
stated in MidlanddLivestock Co., 10
IBLA 389, 402: (1973), 5'[]s the'
boundaries between the. federal
range and private lands were of a
legal rather than a physical, nature
it strains credibility to believe that
the animals grazing would respect
the same." .

The five: trespasses in question are
Nos. 142,173. 176,177,:'and 178, all'
in the Susanville grazing district..

The judge's disposition of these
trespasses is found on pp. 2 5 - 2 7, of
his. decision; (2475-2).. We .adopt

here in the judge's method of cab
culating damages which is. as. folb
lows (p. .23): .The animal unit-
months of. forage consumed is the
product. of. the .number of- cattle
found ini.trespass and the number of
days ofitrespass. This product is
divided by 30 (number of days per.
month). The number of cattle
designated as in trespass during a
term of days in which a count is not,
made is. the lesser number-of either
the beginning count or the ending
count when the trespass was terni-
nated by a subsequent. count. The
amount of forage Ilconsumed is fur-
ther adjusted by. multiplying .the.
total AUMs by the ratio which the
forage, on public lands bears to the
total available forage in. the two
separate. districts. The result is then
multiplied by twice the stripulated.
commercial rate for forage, $7 per,
AUM. A fractional XAUM is.
rounded up to the next wl
number.

Tres pass No.. 1442 (Tr. 1-522,
5.71). The judge -deducted 13. cattle.
from a total. of 55 beause 13 were'
found on private land. He found 42,
cattle in trespass for7 days. In the-
second portion of this trespass, he.
found 15 cattle in trespass for 6
days having deducted one animal
which was counted on private land.
The judge's:.result is a total of 11.
A;UMs a~m6unting to. $77 in -damb 
ages. Including the cattle, counted
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on private land, we reach a result
of 16 AUIMs amounting to $112 in
damages.

Trespass. No. 13 (Tr. 1-640).
The judge deducted 22 cattle from
a total of 67 because 22 were found
on private land. Thus he calculated'
that 45 head were in trespass for 4
days resulting in 6 AUMs and dam-
age.s of $42. Including the 22 head
counted on private land, we reach
a result of 9 AUMs and $63 in
damages.

Trespas8 No. 176 (Tr. 1-704).
The judge deducted 4 cattle from a
total of 46 because 4 were found on
private land. The judge found 42
cattle in trespass for 14 days. Of
these 42, 5 were removed by appel-
lants and 37 remained in trespass
for 31 days. He calculated 50 AUAes
for damages of $350. Including the
cattle counted on pri'vate lands gives
64JATs for $448 in damages.

Trespass N o. 177 (Tr.' 2-27).
The judge deducted 4 cattle from a
total of 10 because 4 were counted
on private lands. He found that 1
head were in trespass for 2 days. He
also deducted 4 cattle from 3 be-'
cause 4 were counted on private
lands, finding that 26 were in tres-
pass for 14 days. He calculated 11
AUMs and damages of $77. Ad-
justingf for the cattle found on
private lands we obtain 15 AUMs
for $105 in damages-

Tresass: o. 178 (Tr. 2-60). The
judge deducted 13 cattle from 120'
findih& that 107 were in trespass'
for 1 day. He also found that "pO
were in' trespass "for 11 days. The
judge' calculated' 32 AlUhs and'

damages at $224. We calculate 38
AUMs for damages of $266.

For violations in the Susanville'
grazing district, Judge Sweitzer
assessed a total of $1,239. We
add $224 (additional damages, as,
hereinabove calculated for cattle-
counted on private lands) for a.
total of $1,463.''

Judge Luoma in 2-77-1, p. ,
stated with respect: to the access
trespass issue: "I find that the tres-
pass notices for animals found on
unfenced private land were valid.
because 'the animals were free to°
drift and graze onto the Federal
range, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment v. Ross Babcock, 32' IBLA 175
(1977)." Cf. Midland Livestocok
Co., supra. :

Appellants assert that BLM
should be estopped from alleging
the occurrence of trespasses because
BLM failed to construct and/or
maintain certain fences. One fence
in qucStion is the Susanville/Win-
nemucca grazing district division.
line fence which was incomplete so
that the two districts were not in
a 'separated. Appellants assert
that because the fence Iwas incom-
plete it had no maintenance re-
sponsibility, no division line ex-
isted, and 'any license to graze upon
one district constituted a license to
graze, both 'districts. Appellants
proffer the same arguments' with
respect to two other fenceg which,
because of their states of com-
pletion or repair, were ineffective
to' restrain cattle. Appellaits also'
suggest that BLM's range'inanage-

:140. :
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ment practices had the effect of in-
creasing the population of wild
horses and burros which in turn
caused a loss of forage and destruc-
tion of cattle control devices.

Judge Sweitzer's disposition of
these arguments (pp. 12-13, 2-75-
2) is as follows:

The short answer to these contentions
is that estoppel is- generally not appli-
cable against the government. See Fed-
erol Crop Insurance Corp. T. Merrill, 332
U.S. 380 (1947). Despite the Merrill case,
however, many circuit court cases have
applied the doctrine of equitable estoppel
against the government where "justice
and right require it." See Davis, Admin-
istrative Law of the Seventies, § 17.01
(1976). However, .in those eases which
have held the government estopped, cer-
tain elements have been proved to in-
voke the defense. The Supreme Court
hasheldthat:..

"As a general rule laches or neglect of
duty on the part of officers of the Gov-
ernment is no defense to a suit by it to
enforce a public right or protect a pub-
lie interest. U * "' Utah Power d Light
Co. v. U.S., 243 U.S. 389,409 (1917).

The court has since left open the ques-
tion of whether affirmatisve misconduct
(rather than neglect) on the part of the
government might estop it. Montana v.:
Kennedy, 366 U.S. 308 (1961). There is
no allegation in the argument of respond-
ents that the acts here complained of are
a result of affirnative misconduct and
the estoppel claim must -fail on that
ground alone.

Additionally, the Ninth Circuit in U.S.
v. Wharton has outlined the' elements of
estoppel [3] that must be proved to estab--
lish the defense.

"(1) The party to be estopped must
know the facts; (2) he must intend'

t. Union Oil Co. of Cahfl. 'v.' Mortot'52'
F.2d 743, 743 (9th Cir. 1975).

that his conduct shall be acted on or must
so act that the party asserting the estop-
pel has a right to believe it is so in-
tended; (3) the latter must be ignorant
of the true facts; and (4) he must rely
on the former's conduct to his injury.

514 F; 2d 406, 412 (9th Cir. 1975).

Even if the facts alleged are true, re-
spondents' conduct in allowing their
cattle to graze on the federal range can
in no way be said to be based on igno-
rance of the true facts, i.e. that the fences
were not constructed or properly main-
tained or that wild horses and burros
were" tearing down' fences. Respondents
knew or. should have known the condi-
tions complained of at .the time cattle
were placed on the range and cannot be
said to have justifiably relied on any
promise of action on the part of the gov-
ernment. The government may be in some
small part responsible for conditions
which would tend to make prevention of
trespasses by respondents more difficult,
but the allegations of respondents do not
approach the requirements for invoking
estoppel as a defense.

Responding particularly to the
judge's statement' of the law on es-.
toppel, appellants concede that they
"knew the facts surrounding the
failure to construct the division
fences" but assert that BLM "ad-
duced no evidence whatsoever sug-
gesting that at the time the agree-
me nts were entered into that appel-
lants' had. anvy Tnowledge whatso-
ever of the true course of conduct
that would be followed by [BL-II
(Brief pp.15-16). Appellants state
that their reliance and injury are
amply demonstrated.

In. its brief. BLM states that no
trespasses. were cited because of in-
adequate fences, that it is the re-
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sponsibility of the cattle operator to
keep his cattle where they belong,
and that the record contains no evi-
dence of the "agreements" referred
to by appellants. BLMI further
states that the Zinited States is-not
obligated to fence the public lands
for proper range management anl
that wild horses are on the, public
range because of an act of Congress,
18. .S.C. §§'1331=1340 (1976):.

[3,4] It is our view that all of ap'-
pellants' contentions concerning- bs
toppel lack nierit and were properly
disposed. of by Judge Sweiz~r._-

::A grazing trespass exists where
livestock are grazed on Federal pub-
lie land in excess of the authorized
permit. use, or' without an;. appro--
priate permit or- license. Eldon
Bri-nkerhoif, 24 IBLA 324,-83 I.D.
185 (1976); E=Edo L. Smith, 8;
IBLA 86 (1972). Goernmentranage
management policies as cirred out
under the FederalRange. Code"
(Taylor Grazing Act of June, 28,
1934, 48 Stats 1269, as amende, 43
1.0C. § 315 (1976), and reg ns.
promulgated thereunder) cannot be
asserted to bar theimplementation
of prescribed sanctions where tres-
passes have been proved..

43 CFR 4112.3-14 ins force and
effect at all times pertinent to this
decision, provides, that:

'The new regulation, 43 CFR 4140.1-(b) (1).
(Cir. No. 2433), provides that:

"Allowing livestock on- or driving livestock
across these lands. without a permit or lease.
or in violation of the terms and conditions of
a permit or lease, either by exceeding the num-
ber: of livestock authorizedj, or by. allowing
livestock to be on these lands in an area or
-at a time different from that designated.;" are,
prohibited acts.

,(a). Grazing livestock upon, allowing
livestock to drift and graze on, or driving
livestock, across the. Federal range,. in-
ciuding stock driveways, without an ap-
propriate license or permit, regular or
free-use, or a crossing permit.

(b). Grazing livestock upon or driving
livestock -across the Federal. range, in-
cluding stock driveway, inviolation of the
terms of a license or a permit, either by
eiceeding the number 'of livestock per-
mitted, or by allowing livestock to be on
the Federal range in an area or. at a time
different from that designated, or in any
other manner.

are prohibited acts. The regulatio
plaes~the responsibility of control-.
ling cattle squarely on the cattle. op-
erator and the case law-is to .the
same effect. Cesar and Robert Siard,
26 IBLA '29 (1976) ; . B. Britain,
A-259 62(Jan. '24,1951). :

Appellants point out that Judge
Luoma did not comment on estoppel
in 277-1. Our discussion of the
nonapplicability' of estoppel to the
facts herein involved needs no.fur-
ther emendation.,.-, , :.-

,i, a ,D . .|0>;. 

ApXpellants1 contend, that both
judgeserred in findingthe trespass
to be.willfuL. They assert that tres--
passes were beyond their c6ntrol be-
cause there 'Were br'okei fences and
because gates were opened by others..
Appellants state thatthey made ef-
forts to round up cattle which, had.
crossed division, lines -to rebuild
damagedAfences, and to add new
fences. They' further state that they
acted to remove cattle when notice
of trespass was'-. actually received.
Appellants also appear to argue
that they, as grazing licensees, were
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ssomehow-. -deprived, of a property
-right without due process of law.

As appellant --themselves point
outJudge Sweitzer, in 2;5-2, con-
sidered -mitigai 'cir tanes

.but .was compelled- -- to ;conclude
that they' were outweighed by
ievid3ence demonrai willfulness.
W\~e . quote, Judge ._Z dz's
thoroughnayss of this issi (pp.

,;e. :Interior; Bard of L and Appeals
.hafs formulated--the followingstandard
regarding. wil.ulness" ,n wthe. coetext 
.of grazingtrespass-:,

'Al thougJ. 'willfl-ness"? isbasically .a
.subjective standard, of the trespagser's in-
-tent, it may ,be pr~ved,,by Qbjective facts.
T.9hus, in eterninlng o.whether sgrazing
ttespasses :are "wi>,l 'kintent.sificient

.to,,-establish willfulness Iaay-be show.wn. by
Kevidence wiCch 0bjeetively-ib ows;that
the circumstances did not comport with
.the,.notion that theArespassecr aeted in
good. faith 'orinnoent-mistake, or that
.his-oiduct -was so- lacking in reasona ble-
'najess or. responsibility--that it-,becamereck-
less or- negligenbt."-' -(citationsi emitted)

-EMdon Brinerhioff, -sfpra at 191. -.

Mr..OCasey`s state~f '-mind reflecting on
the willful nature of the actions involved

.is disclosed by^ several factors. First;. de-
spite -his iextensivei, land holdings. and
large number of cattle, he employed only
-two..persons- duringthe period of' time
involved to control the cattle in--the Su-
'sanville and, Winnemucca Districts. Mr.
Brunson' worked for Casey for approxi-
:mately six months and Mr. -Syriac's duties
were unspecified and the length of time
In which he worked for Mr. Casey is
not disclosed on the record. Further, Mr.
.Casey's testimony indicates that he spent
only minimal time on his properties in-
volved In this proceeding.-It is thus ap-
parent that Mr. Casey has willfully failed
to provide sufficient manpower to control

cattle on his ranc This factor is. com-
pounded by the. poor conditions of the

.fences-surrounding his private lands in
the Susanville District. Te reeord is
-replete with testimony an, photographs
that detail the. extent, of $he poor fence
conditiows. Further, it, is, apparent from
r. C.Gasey's testimony. that e was aware

-.io}f. the poor, condtions in several of 'the
,areas. concerned respite kowle' of

othe cnditions of the fene; he testdied
-that.A bem) ema~dt
,tloat,.he<,i : ride Parts of the
tfences- very, in. onths (with ome

tprtsS,.rnore .often (T'X. "P. 4r307). Al-
though he testified' that the condition of

,the fene erin par, c auvsed Sby factors
b.qyo,nd,, his controj, .ti't;I depredation
,byeltber wild orses or hunters or
±ou'rsts. the, aea, such tigting fa-

j.t ,or~s, are of itte Ihelp ,to respondentsab-
seat speeivceaidene', to the'time an

:-piacejWn ~thdepredatin. leading to spe-
ifc, .trespasses_, invovlved (see J6.s
rfbbZe ,4.IBLA,134,,13,7 (1971)).
MraJ.?avid.E. Iyon, a' rancer in the

.WVinr,:mucc<a itr,,Jit s, fit fed that in
the latter part of July of 195 heob-

-servedM.a r. Lawson 'open a gate and fead
:C.ayttlen, nto the public range withii the
,-losurearea.,esurnaised that r.-aw-
sosndiso toprevent the approimatel y
40' head b breking' through a fenie
'surrounding his private lands to obtain
tvater (Tr. p. 4-244). He' testifiedithat a
fee served' as a boundary of the clo-
sure area and that Itt had the t of
preventing cattle access to water (Tr.
p. 4-247). Mr. Iveson also testified that
he personally opened the gate to allow
cattle to get water in mid-August, 1975
(Tr. p.253). ' 

Although:'- both' of these incidents
might, in an applicable case, be sufficient
to mitigate an otherwise willful trespass,
neither incident helps respondents-in this
case. The gate was described as being on
the east side of the closure area and- the
cattle would get their water south 'of the
drift fence and on the eastern side of
the closure area. The only cattle counted
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as being in trespass in July and August;
1975, on the closure area, were threeto
six miles west of. the gate. Thus, from
Mr. Iveson's testimony, the cattle count-
ed in trespass were not likely to be the
same cattle as those led through the
closure area fence.

Further evidence of Mr. Casey's' will-
ingness to allow his cattle to ttespass is
his testimony as to his operation regard-
ing the placement of cattle on the western
boundary of the, Winnemucca 'District
(where he had a license) with apparent
kinowledga thatthe cattle would drift

across the District boundary' to. the
Susanville District (where her ha no
license). (See Tr. pp. 4-181, i82 and
4-307). -

Another indication of Mr. Casey's men-
tal state is reflected in his apparent dis-
regard of the conditions of his licensed
use on the federal range. He evidently
* could not remember whether or not he
had a license to grazeA in"the Cal-6Nevaf
planning unit of the Susanvllle District in
1975 Tr. p. 400). Another more bla-
tant example of his cavalier attitude to-
ward public land management policy is
his apparent disregard of the terms of
his licensed use in the Winnemucca Dis-
trict. In defense of the trespasses ithin
the closure area, Mr. Casey claimed that
cattle drifted from an area licensed to
his use west of the closure area. That
area was licensed for winter use only
0(l4trict .Manager's decision dated-May

17, 1968), yet most of the trespasses
occurred during the summer and fall of
1975. When questioned about .grazing
west of the closure during a time not
,authorized by the license, the following
dialogue occurred:-

"Q (by Mr. Stanley). Isn't is [sic]
true that the area is restricted to winter
use only?

"A (by Mr; Casey).. No, it is not., It Is
the intention of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement that it isj but is the contention
of me that it isn't.

"Q. You are aware of a 1968 decision-
"A.' Yes, I am, which has never been

followed,- enforced or had anything else
to do with this deaL" (Tr. p. 4-325).

i Mr. Casey's proclivity Is shown to be
,one of. ignoring range practices or rules

not comporting with his personal con-
cepts. He has either willfully permitted
his cattle to trespass,. or bas -wllfuly
failed to restrain themfrom trespasstng,
or both.

In addition to being willfiul in nature,
tlh'etrespasses are clearly "repeated." As

fI have previously held, past settlements
;or trespass damages may be considered
in, determining the. repeated nae of
respondents' acts. The record shows that
Mr. Casey'has a long-history of trespass
violations commencing in 1956 (Ex. 2)
extending through. the present case.
These actions resulted in decisions being
rendered after hearing, -and monetary
settlement Without hearing, involving 74
citations or warning letters against- re-
spondents. Exs. 26, 6a). -Moreover,
'even if the previous actions, were not
-considered, I findthat facts of the instant
case considered., alone would more BEDa
meet this requirement of being repeated.
-Brinkerh-off's thirdrequirement, that the
trespasses occur overta fairly long period
of time is also met by lthese numerous
trespasses. ;
* Brinkerho if'8 second requirement to
justify, severe sanctions is that the. tres-
passes involve "fairly large numbers of
-animals." The rinkerhoif -case. itself
concerned-4 violations involving-a total
of 88 cattle in 1973 and 3 violations in-
volving; 17 cattle in 1974,- (plus some
violations involving. failure; tol'comply
with eartagging requirements) totaling
21 AUMs\s (Briakerhoif,- 9upra,. at 186,
191) which was characterized as consti-
tuting "fairly large numbers.". Examin-
ing the trespasses set.out in the C5oneiu-

-sions sectionof this opinion, I have'found
21 violations totaling 351 -aniinal unit
months. This very clearly etablishes
that this requirement of Beinkerloff has
been met.

Concerning BrinXkerhoff'si' mention re-
garding failure to' take prompt remedial
action, I observe the following. Testimony
diselosed that.Mr. Casey ued 2905L.Vir-
ginia Street, Reno, Nevada; as his official
address for-.correspondence from' BLM.
His employees at that address were in-

[ 86 LD.
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structed to hold the correspondence.-until
Mr. Casey. picked it up (Tr. pp' 4-178,
353). Mr. Casey testified that: he runs
ranching operations in Mohtana and con-
-sequently -returns to Nevada--only on. a

. periodic basis. -Accordingly, it: may be
severaLdays or weeks until actual .notice
of, trespass is. received by respondents
(Tr. p..- 4_177). Thus, under this. mode of
operation, prompt remedial actiolt.to re-
move cattle-from the range -is impossible.
Mr. Casey. testified to -the use -of two em-
*ployees over unspecified periods of time
but their: duties -were vague. -(Tr. pp.
4-205 through 20.7). The two, employees
were not called as witnesses and hence
their responsiveness in-taking prompt re-
medial: ation is left: in considerable
doubt. Positive evidence of lack of prompt
remedial action is -shown by the length
and frequency of the-trespassesshown in
the cmpaiant; Some trespasses extended
over a period of severaI v weeks and were
terminated upon recounts of cattle and
not pon notification: or removal. (See
c.g., Trespass Nos-. 86A, S6B, 85). I find
froin these circumstances that respond-

* ents Iave generally failed to take prompt
remedial action Concerning abatement of
the trespasses. :

I therefore find -that the trespasses,
wvhere proven, are willIful in nature, and

repeated, and are shown to contain all
the elements necessary to justify sanc-
tions, including severe reductions, as
permitted by 43 CFR 9289.3-2 as con-
tenplated by the Brinkerhoff decision.

Judge Luoma's summation of the
evidence leading him to conclude

--that the trespasses were willful, is
,as -follows (2-77-1, pp. 6-8): -

Respondent -employed three persons,
some of whom worked part time, toisu-
pervise operations in the Susanville and
Winnemucca 'Districts (Tr. 311, 314).
When served with notice No. 195, Re-
spondent called an employee and toldhim
to rec'tify the problem, however, nothing
was done to abate the trespass (Tr. 3-19-

15, 1979

322). Others; who had received trespass
notices. rode with Complainant, and
claimed- their cattle.: All those involved,
including Respondent, were invited to'ac-
company Complainant when -the- -cattle
were rounded up (Tr. 148).. Respondents
cattle, alone, were impounded. --

'The fences along the north sid eof- the
Rush Creek Ranch were in' bad- shape,
were. down -in many spots, and espond-
ent's cattle wandered in and out' of-the
fenced area (Tr. 180181) Notliwith-
standing, [sic] Respondent left livestock
in the Rush Creek Ranch and did not re-
pair the fence. The catte which were-in-
volved in the trespass for'which notice
No. 203 was issued came from the Rush
Creek Ranch (Tr. 326). -

The three trespasses which are the sub-
-ject of this decision were first noticed by
Complainan't -in -April 1976. The trespass
for which notice No. 180 was issued 'was
terminated, because of -the turnouts'- by
users, and the trespass for which notice
N o. 195 was issued was initiated at the
end of the summer graing season when
all users were to be off the range (Tr.

-96, 97, 159). In fact, Respondent stated
that November 1 was a fair date to start
the trespass investigation :for -which
notice No. 195 was issued (Tr. 159). In
all, 238-cattle were in. trespass at times
-relevant to this -proceedlng. -
: Respondent checked. some gates in the
Winnemucca District fence- two or three
times a year,. however, Respondent -did

not check all- gates. This was notwith-
standing that maintenance of the fence is
the responsibility of the users (Tr. 29,
327) Respondent concedes that some cat-
tle were found out of, fenced 'fields at va-
rious times during the year (Tr. 304,
306). - -

Respondent did not alleviate the tres-
pass for which notice No. 180'-was
written (Tr. 318). The trespass for
which notice No. 203 was written' was
terminated because Respondent prom-
ised that the cattle in trespass would be
rounded up, yet -Respondent introduced
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no evidence that such a roundup- was
conducted. In general, Respondent took
little action to. alleviates thei subject tres-
passes once notified of. them (Tr 31)..

Although a subjectiveldetermination .of
.ntent, ,willfulness. :may. be shown ,by
,evidence, that the, trespasser did not- act
,,in good,.fath or through innocent- mis-
take, or that.his conduct-was:so lacking
-in reasonableness,or responsibility thatit
,)ecame. reckless. or negligent, Zdon
B4n4ce0Zo', 24 IBLA 324. i L83 .D..185]
.(1976).., > ,;! :. i.l:s -

,Ifin4 thatthe subject. trespasses were
.w~llfu because, Rpondent exercised
lttle control over 'his cattle, and a large

.nuber of- cattle were in trespass. Upon

.n~otficationof the. trespasses R espondent
-did-no hin~g-tozAbateilhe condition. Re-
spondent's cattle had been foundj-1ntres-
pass ,repeatedly since 1956, many times
in .the. Susanville District.. The.Ruh

.Creek. fenee was n,(-disrepair,.and.-gates
.in the Winnemueca. fence.were 'left open,
.even Athough It isthe duty of.the users
in tose areas surrounding the Susanville
Grazing District,-of which 'Respondent
was one, to maintain the fenees. In effect
Respondent, did not act in good faith in
Amaintaining fences or in managing hs
cattle and ,the ,trespasses ,were .the result
of Respondent's negligence.,

[5] Appelants' arguuients faii to
demonstrate' error; in.. either: ,deci-

.sion, and we perceive none :therein,
concerning-the- issue of willfulness.
Appellants' contention 'with respect

'to being deprived of a property
right without due process is, dia-
phanous, at best. In any event, it has
been.held :that grazing permits is-
sued und'er section 3 'of the Taylor
,Grazing Act do not create property
rights. United States v. FPtZuer, 409
U.S. 488 (1973). Cf. 43 U.S.C.
§1 752(a) (1976).

Judge Sweitzer's final order in
2-45-2 reads as follows:

The District Manager of the Susan-
ville District Is directed to Issue no au-
'thorization;to1Respondents'to'graze live-
'stock in said District, until, money dam-
..agesof $1,2S9 'a-re pai'.. :y' ;.;-.

.The -District Manager, of, the Winne-
.mucca Dlstrict'is directed to issue" no
' .authorlzation, to Respondents .to graze

'livestock in 'said District .until money
:damages-of $4,159.05, ($1,218 for trespasS
and $2,941.05 tfor 'impoundment .:costs)
'are paid.. .

Each District. Manager ls' directed to
thereafter issue' no. licnse.ior-permit -to
graze. m'ore than' sixty' percent.- (60%)
of the'authorized- active" use attached to

Respondents' base properties: in each
'District..

The ,-o uding potlonS f Judge
Luoma's decision (2-7-). are as
follows ..: ' :-

PAST HISTOR'Y QF THE
* .:.-tt:.T.RE'APASSE'S'.

On Jan.'13,' 1 56, Respondent' grazing
:licenseIn the Nevada Grazing District
No. 3 wfas su'spended for 3 moaths (Elxh.
22). ,On Nov. 23 i96, Respodent's 1i-
ceases wme ,again, ,revoked and future
licenses were denied to Respondent in
that district, (Exh. 23)., 4.continuoua
series of 14 trespass citations a warn-
Ing, letters issued to Respondent for the
Susavilei District, beginning with 1960
and extending into 1968, were noted and
;itemized in -a decision issued on Sept. 4,
196,9(EIxh. 24)'. Nine trespass citations,
issued in 1989 for the Susanville Dis-
trict, resulted- in -a suspension, of Re-
spondent's. grazing privileges for 5 years.
Thirty-five additional trespass citations
resulted in additional show cause orders
which: were either closed through offer
of settlement or by a Nov. 17, 1971, agree-
ment between: Complainant and Re-
spondent (Exh. 25)..Three trespass cita-
tions, issued to Repondent in December
1972 and January 1973,' were closed
through a monetary settlement at twice
the commercial rate. Four trespass cita-
tions resulted in a decision Issued on
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Jan. 7, 1974, which, assessed 'monetary,
settlement against Respondent at twice
the commercial rate. (Exh. 26,28 ). Nine-
teen trespass citations wereissued from
Jan. -17, 1975, throughi Mar., 19,1976, in
the Susanville and Winnemucca Districts,.
an4d one impoundment action was initi-
ated in the Winnemucca District which,
resulted in a. hearing on May 4,- 1976.
These faets were alleged in. Complain-
ant's. show: cause order andI -findthat,
they constitute, the, record of -Respond-:
ent's past trespasses.. - : 

DAMfAGBS, AND.- PENALTIES ,.

Where a grazing trespass is not clearly
willful, damages tare computed at the-rate
of $2 per!'AUM of -Federa1-fdurage con-
sumied, '- or the -commercial rat, whic-
ever s greater. Wihere a- trespassseerom-
mits-irepeated grazing trispasses, 'a fine
of tkie the comiercial: rate is- wai-
ranted. Where a- grazing -trespass s will
ful, or grossly- negligent, suspension, re-'
duction, revocation, or denial of rnewa
of a grazing license may be warranted.
Regulatory -factors,; together with any
mitigatinlg cire~staudes,' hioweve- are to
be considered in determining theextent of
disciplinary ction, 43 CRF F9239.3-2.
- To justify a complete revocation of Re-
upondent's grazing privileges -the tres-
passes must be both willful and'rebeated,
involve fairly- large numher& of anials,
and the trespasses must occur over-a fair-
ly long period of time. Finally, Respond-
ent must have failed.- to take -prompt

remedial action upon notification of the
trespasses.

Since the trespass violations were re-
peated; the damages must be'assessed -at
twice- the commercialrate. The parties
establishedby stipulation that the com-
mercial- rate for grazing in the area is
.$3.50 per AUAI (Tr. 156). Accordingly,
damages will be calculated on the basis of
$7 per AUM, as follows: 
[For the sake of consistency,: -we have
rounded off fractional AUMsito the next

highest AUM :and adjusted. Judge
Luoma's figures accordingly.]

Trespass No. 180, 
51 cattleX.467 mo. (4/84/21) X90%.
F.R.= [22]. AUMsX$7= [$154]

Trespass No. -195
85 tattleX.533 mo. (1.1/1-11/l6) X90%
r.Rj.=117] AUMsX$7=[$119]
80 cattleX.566 mo. (11/1-11/17) X90%
-. R.=[41] AUMsX$7-= [$287] ,
29 cattlex.600 mo. X(il/1-1118) X90%
-?.R.= [16.]AUMsX$7#[$1123
4 cattlex.633 mo. (11/1-11/19) X90%0
F.R.=.[3] AUM sX$7,-[$21j

Trespass NTo. 2 3
39- cattleX .233 mo. (1/28-2/3)'X-90%-
-F.R.= [9]" AlUMsX$7= [$63] 2.-..i~ .t:

Total:,damages [$756]

Respo dent's cattle comprised 93- per
cent-of the cattle which were rounded
up, I find, t therefore, that, 93 percent ofi
the. total impoundment costs..should ,be.
paid by7 Respondent.' Total impouifdmln
charges- were ^$5,992.74 andi covered' the

tosts for truckiug, auction yard' expen-
ses, brandinspections, horse xental, per
diem and salaries for the employeeswho

went on the roundup, and advertisement
costs.8Accordingly, the !ppropriate pro-
portion chargeable to Riespondent is
$5,573.25' (- h.20). , -
,:Fn1ally, 1 must ,conclude with full

recognition of the. severity of suchsanc,
tion, that Respondent's. grazing privi-
leges attached to each of the base prop-
erties in the Susanville Grazing District
-should be permanently revoked. -The
trespasses were both willful and re-
peated, involved large numbers of- ani-
mals, and the trespasses occurred over a
long period of time. Respondent's actions
evidence, no mitigating circumstances
upon -which a lesser sanction can be
based.

ORDER

''The Distriet Manager is directed to
permanently refusew to issue Respondent

147-,
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any license or permit authorizing, the
grazing of livestock upon the Federal
range 'in the Susanville Grazing District.
Respondent is directed to pay' to Com-
plainant, within 30 days from the date of
this decision, total damages of [$7561
for forage consumed while Respondent's
cattle were in trespass. Respondent is
further directed to pay to Complainant,
within 30 days, $5,578.25 as the propor-
tionate share of impoundment charges.

[6] It is obvious that with respect

to the Susanville grazing district

the penalties imposed by the two

Judges conflict. The decision in

2-77-1 directs the permanent revo-

cation of grazing privileges in that

district, whereas 2-7 5-2. directs a 40

percent reduction of such privileges.

Idd'oder-to resolve the conflict, we

affirm. Judge Luoma's order and set

aside so much of Judge Sweitzer's

order as concerns appellants' reduc-

ion' of grazing privileges 'in 'the

Susanville grazing district. We be-

lieve this result is warrated in.:

light of appellants' conduct as dem-

onstrated by both proceedings and

the many, many other trespass pro-

ceedings involving. Casey.,

The situation is different with re-

spect'- to the Winnemucca District.

ISere,-BLM has urged that Judge

Sweitzer "did not go far en h"

in, that he reduced rather than re-

voked appellants' grazing. privi-

leges. The applicable regulationl 43

CFR 9239.3-2 states in relevant

part as follows:

A grazing license or permit may be sus-
pended, reduced, or revoked,- or renewal
thereof denied for a clearly established
violation of the terms or conditions of the
license or permit, or for a violation of
the act 'or of any of the provisions of this
part;'or of any approved special rule.

In Brinkerhof, spra, at 337, the
Board stated with respect to the im-
position: of sanctions:

Generally, the Department has limited
-severe reductions of a licensee's or per-
mittee's grazing privileges to cases involv-
ing the following elements: (1) the tres-
passes were both willful and repeated;
(2) they involved fairly large numbers
of animals; (3) they occurred over a fair-
ly long period of time; and (4) they often
involved 'a failure to take prompt reme-
dial action'upon notification of the tres-
pass. United States v. Casey, 22:IBLA 358,
369, 82 ID. 546 (1975); see John E. Wal-
ton, 8 IBLA 237 (1972); Eldon L. Smith,
8 IBLA 86 (1972); Alton Morrel and
Sons, .supra [72 I.D. 100 (1965)1; L; W.
Boberts, A-29860 (April 23, 1964) ; Clar-
ence S. Miller, 67 I.D. 145. (1960) ; Eugene
Miller, 67 I.D. 116 (960) ; J. Leonard
jyeal, 66. I.D. 215 (1959). A severe reduc-
tion may be a permanent loss of grazing.
privileges or a temporary loss of signif-
cant privileges for a period of years.
[Italics in original.]

In our view, the:, regul gad

the case law are so flexible as to per-
mit alternative sanctions of vary-
ing-degrees of- severity. 'We have
previously quoted that' portion bf

Judge Sweitzer's decision in,.which
he set forth his rationale (referring
to Brinkerhof) . for imposing; his
sanctions. Webelieve that- the -re-

duction, rather than revocation of

grazing. privileges ordered by him
was well within his .discretion un-
der the circumstances and comports
with the-regulation. We point out
again that the regulation offers"'dr-
ternatives; it does not, dndate rev-
ocation rather than reduction of
privileges uinder a particular set of
facts.. .BLM's urging that Judge

Seitzer's'decision "did not go far
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enoughl" in this respect,, is, in the
absence of specific error, insufficient
reason. for the Board to substitute
its judgment for that of Judge
Sweitzer as far as the Winnemucca
grazing district is concerned.

Conchoi: 

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority' delegated to theBoard of.
Landc.Appeals-.by theSecretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 41:

a) The chief administrative law
judge's decision in 2-77-1 is, af-
firmed, except that. the damages
figure for trespasses- is modified
from $735.70 to $756.

b)} ,.The administrative law
judge's decision in 2775-9 is. modi-
fied, with respect to the Susanville,
grazing district in that- thedistrict
manager of said district'is directed
to prmanently refuse to issue ap-
pellants any license or permit au-
thorizing the grazing of livestock
m said district.

c)' The administrative law judge's
decision in 2-75-2 is further modi-
fied to reflect a total of $1,463 in
monetary damages, due for tres-
passes in the Susanville District.

d) The remaining' portions of
Judge Sweitzer's order in 2-75-2
are affirmed.

FREDERICK FismN,
Administrative Judge.

I cuaCurt:

DoGIrAs E. HIENRIQUEs,
Administrative Judge.

149

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
STUEBING CONCURRING:

:While I concur fully in the ma-
jority opinion, including the modi-
fication of Judge Sweitzer's decision
insofar as he allowed a deduction
for those cattle which were observed
on private lands with access to near-
by public land, I would like to com-
ment further on this point.-

Judge Sweitzer noted-:

[T]he areas of land involved could have
a bearing on the validity of the presump-
tion that cattle considered as a whole,
would obtain a percentage of their for-
age from the public lands. In the instant,
case, respondents control extensive hold-
ings in the Cal-Neva Common Allotment
and the effect of a strict application of
the rule in Babcoc)k could conceivably
have a devastating impact on the use of
respondents' private lands. For example,:.
if but one cow. of a. herd of several hun-
dred should stray through a break in a
tense surrounding a large private ranch,
the government might consider the fence
as ineffective and trespass the entire
herd. .j * . . . . -

Many factors other than fences (such
as- the quality and quantity of forage,.
salt licks, availability of water, and, ter-
rain features) may limit the movement of
cattle from private to public lands.

I regard this as a cogent observa-
tion, and an important considera-
tion to be taken into account in all
such cases. Certainly it is not our
intention to interdict or inhibit the
legitimate use of private land for
grazing.

When cattle are turned out on
private land with access to public
land, the question of whether they
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do or do not derive some of their
sustenance from foraging in''tres--
pass on the public land becomes a
question of probabilities, as reveal-
ed by the. evidence. Cattle seem
unable, to; comprehend even: the
rudimentary concepts of the laws
relating to real property, and have
a notorious penchant for preferring:
their neighbor's grass.1, So, if the
evidence does, not show that. there
are factors which miake it unlikely
that they rang ebeyond their on
boundaries, it-. must, be- presumed
.that they do.

' same factors iht cb o-'
sideed in uvalfiatin what pra-
portion of -.their monthly forage -i-s
consumed in trespas. 'For example,
if there'is a' terrainbili r a-'sh-ort'
distance beyond, the,' b ., ary o.
the F~edera lan,, it shhuld not b.
presumed that the, trespass extendsi
beyond it.: Or,. if: there is' water in
the center' of a largetract f pril-
vate h, and'non '
Federal land, theranging ras of.
cattle around, their water-source, asx
established by the evidence, should
indicate wiether, or-tot what' e:xtent,
the cattle could be expectd' to in-
trude on the ederal land. Th

" The grass s always greener on, the other
slde of the fence".:Anon.

same factors might also be consid-
ered in determining whether a
trespass was willful. For example,
if despite the presence, of physical
i pedments, large numbers of cat--
tle are found deep in Federal land,
far beyondi where they would nor-
mally range of their owvn accord, aE
presumption arises that they were
probably driven there.

The purpose of this disserta-
tion is' to dispel an;y notion that the
mere presence of catle on0 a parcel
of' unfenced or pooly fenced pr-P
vate land is, of itse'lf,.cnIclusiv6
eidei'ce' that cattle derive a
p ortion of their sustenace by graz-
ing''ini'respass ohadj acent land.
'o-ver, in' this instanceI :ami

notpersuaded by the evi ta
th& Casey cl e pserv~ d onp
v"' Id'nwere' eelylii-ted
t fr wnpte'r , and that
the'erwhelning '''pablity is
thatthe did in'fact d'erive sn
their ~sustenance bygrazing in tres-,
pass., ,or. this reason,. ,with'full
re''ect for Judge': Sivitzer,', ra
tionale I concur in the majoritys
modification of his hodin 'on. his
point,.,

:EDWARD. W. SiING,
Ad,- -nistat 0 v~e Judge,.
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Withdrawals and Reservations: Effect
of

Public Land Order 82, issued in 1943,
which withdrew from "sale, location, se-
lection and entry" certain described "pub-
lic lands" in the Territory of Alaska,
could include coastal and inland sub-
merged lands, if such were the intent of
the Order.

Withdrawals and Reservations: Effect
of

Where the language of a withdrawal Or-
der is unclear as to whether' submerged
lands were included in the Order which
withdrew certain lands in the Territory
of Alaska from "sale, location, or entry,"
the withdrawal should be construed to
carry out its intent and purpose.

Withdrawals and Reservations : Effect
of.

Where the description in the withdrawal
Order affecting lands:inthe Territory of
Alaska is ambiguous, but: can be inter-
preted to excludelX coastal submerged
lands, and where other evidence exists
which tends to indicate that coastal sub-
merged lands were 'not intended to be in-
cluded in the Order, the Order will be
construed to exclude coastal submerged
lands.

Withdrawals and Reservations: Effect
Of

Where evidence exists that a withdrawal
of certain lands in the Territory of Alas-

"Not in Chronologlcal Order.

ka intended to include inland' submerged
lands, and such submerged lands are not
specifically excepted from the 'with-
drawal, the withdrawal will be construed
to include inland submerged lands.)5

Withdrawals and Reservations: Effect
of-Submerged Lands Act: Generally

Where submerged lands were included in
a withdrawal Order in Alaska, which was
in effect at the time the State entered the
Union, even though such submerged lands
were not specifically described in the
withdrawal Order, such submerged lands
would not pass to the State at Statehood
pursuant to sec. 5(a) of the Submerged
Lands Act.

Withdrawals and Reservations: Effect
of-Submerged Lands Act: Generally

The subsequent revocation of a with-
drawal of submerged' lands' which pre- 
vented the State from acquiring title: to
such lands at Statehood pursuant to sec.
5(a) of the Submerged Lands Act, has
no effect on the ownership of the lands
contained in the withdrawal.

Withdrawals and Reservations: Effect
of-Submerged Lands Act: Generally

Where the coastal submerged lands in
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge were
segregated by an application for a with-
drawal filed by the Fish' and Wildlife
Service in January 1958, one year before
Alaska statehood, such application op.
erated as an express retention of the
lands at statehood under the Submerged
Lands Act, and prevented passage of title
of the coastal submerged lands to: the
State.

This Opiznion overrules Opinion of
Deputy Solicitor, Aug. 21, 1959:
M-36562.

86 I.D. No. 3
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OPINION BY OFFICE OF
THE SOLICITOR

To: SECRETARY

FRcn!: SOLICITOR

.SuBJECT: THE EFFECT OF, PUBLIC
LAND ORDER 82 ON THE OWNER-
:SHIP OF COASTAL . St1BMERGED

LANDS IN NORTHERN ALASKA

I. INTRODUCTION AND; 
SUMMARY;

This inemorandum discusses the
impact of Public Land Order 82
(Jan. 22, 1943), published in 8 FR
1599 (Feb. 4,1 943) (hereafter PLO
82},'on the current ownership of
(1) offshore 'submerged lands I and
(2) inland subinerged lands:2 in

northern Alaska.
:Current ownership depends on

(1) whether PLO 82 withdrew
lands in either category; (2) if so,
whether this withdrawal effectively
Prevented transfer of federal own-
ership to the. State of Alaska upon
statehood 3 ; and, (3) if so,.whether

'."Offshore submerged lands" as discussed
in this opinion .prefers to those submerged
lands underlyIng the waters of the Arctic
Ocean off northern Alaska, including the lands

dtclerlying the. bays and capes. below the
mean high tide line on the actual or physical,
as opposed to constructive or legal, coastline.

'The only inland submerged lands in issue
here are those underlying navigable waters.
There is nb question that the beds of non-
navigable waters: remained in United States'
ownership at the time of statehood. See Davis,
State..Owners7ifp of SBeds of Inland Waters-
A SwusmarV and Reexamination, 57 Neb. L.
Rev. 665-66 (1978).

The Submerged Lands Act of 1953, 43
U..S.C. Fk 1301-:t3l5 (1t970), exempted certain
chtegories of lands frot the general grant it
made of; lands to the state. The Submerged
Lands Act applies to Alaska pursuant to the
Alaska Statehood Act, July 7, 1958, Pub.. L.

revocation of PLO 82 in 1960
vested: ownership of the lands in
the State. This memorandum con-
siders these questions in order.

The question of the impact of
PLO.. 82 is of substantial impor-
tance. The mineral wealth-espe-
cially oil and gas-ofthe coastal
submerged lands is thought and to
some extent known-to be consider-
able. On the assumption that it Las
title to at least some of these, lands,
the, State of Alaska has leased some
of the reserves, notably in Prudhoe
Bay and its environs, to private en-
ergy companies for development. If
the Federal Government owns these
lands,. then these leases: are .ultra
vires State action, and consequently
wit-hout effect to the extent incon-
sistent with federal wnership. d

The, basic issue of. the. extent of
the withdrawal made by PLO 82
and its effect, on State ownership
has been acknowledged inside the
Department of the Interior for sev-
eral years.4 The issue involving

No. 85-508, 72 Stat. 339, 48 U.S.C. note pre-
ceding,§ 21. This issuerIs discussedIat pp. :170-
172,. below. Alaska was admitted to the:Union
on Jan. 3. 199, Proc.. No. 3269,. 24 R 1.

4 The matter frst surfaced in the context, of
whether the State's selection of lands in the
bed of the Colville River (which Is. within the
area withdrawn) should be charged against
the State's entitlement under the Statehood
Act. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
In fact did so. The question was also discussed
internally in the Department in connection
with a dispute between the Department. and
the State concerning the coastal boundary of
the Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4.

Since PLO 82 was revoked, the State of
Alaska has made selections under the Alaska
Statehood Act of submerged lands underlying
the bed of the Sagavanirktok River, near its
mouth where it is generally conceded to be
navigable. On the other hand, the State has
not selected submerged lands under the waters
of Prudhoe Bay, apparently on the, rationale
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coastal submerged lands has been
raised in connection with a pro-
posed sale of oil and gas resources
in submerged lands in the Beaufort
Sea off northern Alaska., which
would be a joint sale 'coidufted by
the Department and the. State. Tlhe
neecl to clarify the status of the
ownership 'i n connection with this
proposed joint 'sale has been the cat-
alyst: which has prompted -this
opinion.

Based on the following' discus-
sion, I have conlcluded' that' the
coastal submerged lands were not
withdrawn by PLO 82. Conseq'ient-
ly, the lands 'passed to the State' of
Alaska upon statehood piirsuant to
the' Subllerged Lands Act: and the
Alaska' Statehood Act, with the ex-'
ceptions noted below."I have aIso:
determined that, in'contrast to the

F.N.4L-Contiaued
that title to that submerged land passed to
It at statehood by operation of the Submerged
Lands Act.

The question of PLO g2's effect on sub-
merged lands under inland navigable waters is
-also currently pending before the Department's
Alaska Native' I Claims ' Appeal 'Board
(ANCAB), in 'connection with the State's
challenge of a Departmental conveyance of
certain lands in the bed of the Colville River
to the Kuugpik Village 'Corp. under the Alaska
Native Claims 'Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.
§§ 1601 et seq. (Supp. V, 1975) (ANCSA). 'The'
Department argues that the land was properly
conveyed because PLO '82 effectively reserved
it to federal ownership- upon 'statehood.
Alaska, however, claims that PLO 82 did not
validly reserve title to such lands and, there-
fore, they passed to the State at statehood
(Appeal of Alaska, ANCAR #VLS 78-32)
(This position appears inconsistent with the
State's selection of lands underlying inland
navigable waters, because there is. obviously
no need to select what is already' in State
ownership.)

coastal submerged lands, the inland
submerged lands were withdrawn
by PLO 82, did not pass to the State
of Alaska at statehood ,and remaili
in federal onership despite the
revocation of PLO 82 in, 1960, ex-
cept where the State of Alaska has
selectedl the submllerked 1'ands in'
questioln 'and thle Federal Govern-
ment has approved tese slections.5
Offshore submerged lands which
did not pass to the State npon states.
hood are those submerged lands re-
served b ExecutivefOrder 3797-&
dated Feb. 23, 1923, with regard td
the Petroleum Reserve No.:4, and
those submerged' lands segregated
by the Bureau of Sport isheries
and Wildlife Application dated
Jan.' 4, -4958, with regard to the
A:rctic; National Wildlife"Range.'

II. THE MEANING6 OF PLO: 8,

On Jan. 22, A1943, Ating Secre-
tary -of the Interior Fortas' issued
PLO 82. (A copy is attachedas Ex .
hibit A.) It withdrew fr4mn "sale.
location, selection, and entry" cer-
tain described "public lands" in the
Territory ' of Alaska, and. also "re-.
served," the minerals in these lands.
The Order was made subject only
to "valid existing rights."

The Order reads in relevant part,
as follows:

Because these lands are north of the so
called PYK"' line, the President mst ap-
prove these selections before they are effective.
See § 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act;'48
U.S.C. Note preceding § 21.

153
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WITHDRAWING PUBLIC LANDS
FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH
THE PROSECUTION OF THE WAR

By virtue of the authority vested in
the President and .pursuant to. Executive
Order No. 9146 of, April 24, 1942, It is
ordered as follows:
* Subject to valid existing rights, (1)

ra1l public lands,.including allpublic lands
in the Chugach National Forest,. within

Athe following described areas are -hereby
-withdrawn from sale, location, selection,
-and entry under the public land laws of
the United States, including ithe mining
laws, and from leasing under the mineral-
leasing laws, and, (2) the 'minerals in
such lands are hereby reserved under the
jurisdiction of. the Secretary of the In-
'terior, for use in connection with the
,prosecution of the war:

NORTHERN ALASKA

All that part of "Alaska lying north of
a line- beginning at a point on the'bound-
ary between the United States and
'Canada, on the divide between the north
and south forks.of Firth River,' approxi-
mately latitude 68 degrees 52'N., longitude
.141 degrees 00'W., thence westerly, along
this 'divide, 'and the periphery of' the
watershed northward to the Arctic
Ocean, along the erest of portions of the
Brooks Range:'and the- De Long Moun-
tains, to Cape Lisburne.

The area described, including both
public and nonpublic lands, aggregates
48,800,000 acres.,

:t~~~~~ ' ,:t a: * :.*0:ffec o mdfyC ............. * 
This order shall not afect or modify

existing reservations of any of the lands
involved except to the extent necessary
to prevent the sale, location, selection, or
.entry of .the above-described lands under
the public land laws, including the min-
ing laws, and the leasing of the lands
under the mineral-leasing laws.

o. Maning of "Public Lands" in

0 .Alask 

PLO 82 expressly withdrew "all
pTublic lands * * e in the following

described area * * . The geo-
* graphical extent of PLO 82 should
be governed by the contemporane-
ous intent of the Department in
withdrawing and reserving "public
lands". See,' Udall v. OelscAlaeger,
389 F. 2d 974 -(D.C. Cir. 1968);
Hynes v. Grimes Packing Co., 337
U.S. 86 (1949). Because PLO 82
itself expressly withdrew only 'puZb-
lie lands, and the minerals in those
lands, we must consider whether
this term -was intended to limit, or
in fact limited, the effect of the
order to the uplands.

* 1. Status of ubnerged Lands
Pr"or to PLO 82 in 1943

'Historically, under' the common
law, submerged lands have been
treated differently from uplands.
As successors to the English Crown,
the thirteen original states acquired
title to the beds of navigable rivers.
Martin v. Waddell, 41 U.S. 367
(1842). In federal territories, how-
ever, the United States held title to
such lands in its capacity as terri-
torial sovereign. 'O0regon e rel.
State Land Bd. v. Corvallis Sand
& Gravel Co.,.429 U.S. 363 (1977).
Once the state entered the Union,.
title to lands beneath navigable
waters was held to vest in the state.
S'ively v. Bowlby, 52 U.S. 1,49-50
(1894). Thus, lands beneath navi-
gable waters in states were not sub-
ject to grants -by the United States.
Barney v. kEeokuk, 94 U.S.324
(18T6).

In: SiiveZy, which concerned a
private- party's claim that' he had
been granted a portion of-the bed
of the (navigable) Columbia River
by the United States while the area
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was a territory, the' Court acknowl-
edged that -the United States had
the constitutional authority to make
such grants of land beneath navi-
gable waters to private persons
while the area was in, territorial
status:

By the Constitution, as is now well
settled, the United States having 'right-
fulyacquired the Territories, and being
the only government which can impose
laws upon them, have the entire dominion
.and sovereignty, national and municipal,
Federal and state, over all the Terri-,
tories, so long as they remain in a ter-
'ritorial condition.' V

Concerning the precise point at
issue here, the validity of a reten-
tion of submerged lands underlying
inland navigable waters for a fed-
eral -reservation, as -against -the

claims of a subsequently created
state, was specifically recognized in
Montana Power Co. v. Rochester,
127 F. 2d-'189- (9th Cir. 1942). Cit-
ing Shively, the court stated that

MThid. See also Goodtitne v. Kibe, 9 How..
471, 478 (1s49). The Court in Shively went
on, however, to observe that the United States
had never undertaken:"'by general laws" to

eispose of such lands to private parties. 152
U.S. at 48-50, 58. Shively represented a depar-
ture from earlier decisions of the Supreme-'
Court whichhad suggested that the United
States had no -power to grant away these tide-
lands to individuals -during the territorial
period prior to admission of a state. See 152
U.S. at 47. Once the Court made clear in
Shively that Congress had the power to make
grants of these lands during the territorial
period, claimants were quick - to seize upon
the provisions -of the general land- laws as'
congressional authority -for -their; tidelands;
claims. Such clalinswere rejected in Mann v.
Tacoma Land o., 153 U.S. 273 (1894)-
morris v. U.S., 174 U.S. 196 (1899) Scott v.
Carew, 196 U.S. 100 (1905); Boraxc Consol-
dated, Ltd. v. Los Angeles, 296 U.S. 10 (1935).

[cjlearly, the United States in the exer-
cise of its sovereign power had the right
to deal with the lands below high water
mark as it sawl-fit, * * * and the treaty
leaves- no, room for doubt that. the gov--
ernment chose to hold the ntire area,
submerged lands no less than uplands in
trust for the Indians rather than for the
future state to be. carved out- of the:
region.

Id. at 191. The case' of' United
Statesv. HoltlState Bank, 270 U.S.
49. (1926). is not inconsistent with
this. There the Supreme Court held

that there was no intention on the,
part of the United States to reserve

the bed of a navigable lake in a.

territory for the benefit of the;

Chippewa Indians; therefore, the

bed of the lake-passed to the state

upon statehood. See 270 U.S. at 58.'

Thus, it was well settled that the

submerged land during the terri-.

torial period was property of the -

United States, subject to retention

or disposal by Congress. U.S.

Const., Art. IV., Sec. 3,0 Cl. 2.

2. Effect of Withdrawals of Pub- b
ic: Lands 'i n Alaska on Sub-

mierged l nds Prior to. PlO
82 n 1943

Although Congress had not, up,

to the time of PLO 82, enacted

generaZ legislation which. treated

submerged lands as ublic lands,.a.

eO'Congress had, of course, enacted the.
Mineral Leasing Act in 1920. At the time PLO
82 was issued, it had not. been finally de-
termined by the Department or the courtsi
whether this authorized the issuance of leases
for submerged lands. See p. 159, infr. The De-
partment had in fact issued permits for
coastal submerged lands under this Act.
See p. 167, inra. -
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'we must examine whether public the authority of the United States
lands in Alaska had ever included to dealwith these waters, the Court
submerged lands.: There are twq noted (referring, in dictum, to ad-
items of relevance here. The first is jacent subnerged land as well as
a" 1918 Suprem Court, decision waters):
: .whch, in dicte~umnw and generial ap- That Congress had power to make the
proach, might be construed as reservation inclusive of the adjhceht
suggesting that 'publjc lands" in- waters and submerged land as welln as,
e lude submerged lands. Thle second,! the upland, needs little more than.state-
-nd more es 'i poin.. .. s. Rt, is: :--thef: ment. All were the property of the United

States and within a district where the
1937 Slicitor's Opinion hich con,- entire dominion and sovereignty reted in
cluded (citing that earlier Supreine the:United. States and over which Con-
Court decision) that water and gress had complete legislative authority.
submerged lands might be- resprved. 248 U.S. at 87. Lo6king to Congres-'
in. ,Alaska under a statulte authoriz- sional intent, the 'Court found that
inde: the reservation. of "public aimajor purp'os o'fthe Act was to
' las, 4o" ..dn o 'Es no'. _, ' t _, ' .. e,;E.. lan:s" f 0 ~ort; Indians b0 o~r Esimos.: makthe Metlaia la-nsself-sustain-

'Threse willfbe discussed in' turn. ing. Fii~ding tlat the Indians could.
n 1918, twenty-five yetrs.before not sustain them'selves from the use.

PlO 82,' the Sup'reme' ourt 'on-. of the uplands alone, the Court
'sidered whether aii Act of CongresS foui that the Congress ittnded
setting aside "the ''body Iof 7am ds "the body of lands known a s An-
:n3wn; 00f as Annette: Islanlds" nette Islancs" to include tie' sir-
(Itacic sadded) in- Alaska ,included r iundi-A- waters.-Adtsea Pacc

wters Qoverlying c luheries v. U.S. 248 'US 78, 89
fie'rged lands. The Congessional, (1918).
Oifhdravwal. had been'for the beefit: Although the ey question was
of' the Mketlakatla, Indians who- the intenti of Conigress in making
were peculiarly deplendent on the the designation of a "body of lands,"
fisheries: in the adjacent waters of and the Court's holding went only
the Pacific Ocean., Subsequently an to adjacent waters, AZas7a Pacifio
extensive fishtrap, designed to catch Fisheries could be construed as con-
about 600,000 salmon, was erected tainina suggstioi.t'o'the drafters.
by Alaska Pacific Fisheries, a Cali- of PLO 82 that they had authority
fornia corporation, in the naviga- to inclpde coastal submerged lands'

yie raters off Ithe coastf. thf e in the "public lands"' of northern
islands. The question before the, Alaska b~eing;'withdrawn by PLO 82'
Court was whether Congress in . to prevent interference with federal
: te'nded to embrace onlytire uplands: oil andcgas explorationand develop-
of the islands or whether it in- ment.
tended also to include adjacent ' Nineteen years later, the Depart-
waters (over' the coastal subme-rged ment's Solicitor issued an opinion on
ld)., for the Indians.Concerining the -authority obf the -Seretary to'

:i - . i . f f 7 \ . . -. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ E . .. tsr~~~~~~~o pr ar . 6:. : :z.
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"reserve waters: in connection with,
and independently of, land reserva*-
tions for Alaskan Natives under the
Act of May 1, 1936." 56 I.D. 110
(1937). The 1936 Act had extended
the Indian Reorganization Act to
Alaska, and authorized the Secre-
tary to reserve, among other things,
"public lands' adjacent to lands pre-
viously, reserved for Indians or Es-
kimos, or other "public. lands"
actually, occupied by Indians or
Eskijmos.

The Solicitor, whose opinion was
approved by the Secretary, decided
that the Act authorized the reserva-
tion, of water adjacent to. any lands
alread- reserved or -being reserved- . ,- ,. - .. ' . . .. - I I 

for,-the Natives. The opinion cited
the decision of the Supreme Court
inz Alaska -Paoiflc Fisheeies, and
olbserved::; 0-:;::; :i
The termn:"public lands" is synonymous
with the term "public, domain," and the
tidewaters of the territories of the United
Statesand the lands under them have
been lassified as part of the public do-
main, since they belong exclusively to the
United States Government and are sub-
ject to its disposition.:

This decision, coming six years
before PL082, provides reasonably
direct support on1 which the drafters
ofPLO 82 coul. have relied in re-
serving 0fboth the inland and -the
coastal submerged lands in north-
ern Alaska as "public lands." .

76 ID. 'at 114. The Solicitor cited Alaska
Pacific; Fisheries and Shivelyj v.: Bowlby' for
this roposition.

3. Sumary of Status of "Pubiao
* Lands" as IRoluding oastal.
and Inland. Submerged Lands.
i. 1 .}t943 ,.\. -. 

The above' discussion shows that-
the courts have long recognized an
inherent sovereign power of the
Unite& States over' land in terri-
tories, including submerged lands.
A' published Solicitor's opinion had
concluded that' "public lands" in
Alaska did, in the specific crctum-'
saances studied, include'subinArerd
lands and the waters -over 'those
lands.'

The commonm Departmental -F
derstanding in 1943 regardmig
Alaska is wlat we nust'assess, and-
it was entirely possible for the'
drafters of PLO 82 to-assume that
4p'iblic lands" included coastal sub-
merged lands and submerged land,
under inland navigable waters, es-
pecially if that: cdnstruction would
have furthered the; purpose of 'the
withdrawal. The 0'purpose- of the
withdrawal is discussed below-at pP.
164-169. :W :----..;.: .

4. Sumrwry of Events ReZatin-
to the Issue After 1943

Judicial decisions and- Cong1res--
sional action after' 1943 -obviously-
could not 'have affected what; was
intended to be withdrawn by PILO;
82 in 1943. Yet as these subsequent
actions interpret the limitations
posed by the use of the term "public' 
lands ," these actions are relevant to
the* power of the:Secretary to in-'

y 
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elude submerged lands as "public
lands," and I will discuss them
briefly.
--In Hyfes . Grimese Packing Co.,

337 U.S. 86 (1949), the Court was
concerned with the Secretary's des-
ignation of an Indian reservation
for the use and benefit of the native
inhabitants of Karluk, Alaska. The.
reservation included certain lands
and "waters adjacent thereto ex-
tending 3,000 feet from the shore.
line." The 1936 statute under which
the reservation was made authorized
the Secretary of the Interior to des-
ignate as an Indian reservation and
to add "additional public lands ad-
jacent thereto, within the Territory
of Alaska, or any other public lands
which are actually occupied by Indi-
ans or Eskimos within said Ter-
ritory." 

The Supreme' Court found that
the Secretary wa acting under sec.
2 of the Act of May 1 1936 and
under Executive Order 9146 in mak-
ing the withdrawal. Both authori-
ties are restricted to "public lands."
see 337 U.S. at 101. The Court listed
five 'reasons for deciding that the
Secretary was authorized to include
coastal submerged lands in the
Withdrawal of public lands:

Taking into consideration the impor-
tance of the fisheries to the Alask-a na-
tives, the tenporary character of the res-
ervation, the Annette Islands case, the
administrative determination, the pr-

* act of May 1, 1930, 49 Stat. 1250-51. This
section of the 1936 Act as the one the
Solicitor had Interpreted in 1937 to allow
reservation of water adjacent to lands re-
served for the Natives. see 56 i.D. 110 (1937),
discussed! at pp. 150-157, sspta. The Supreme
Court in fact, cited the Solicitor's Opinion in.
its discussion. See 37 U.S. at 114.

pose of Congress to assist the natives by
the Alaska amendment to the Wheeler-
Howard Act, we have concluded that the
Secretary of the Interior was authorized
to include the aters in the reservation.
Nc injunction therefore may he ebtained
because of the invalidity of Order No.
128.

337 U.S.- 116
Some of these reasons were equal-

ly applicable to -the withdrawal of
coastal submerged lands in PLO 82.
For example, the importance of
possible oil resources 'in' the. sub-
merged lands to the war effort could
have been considered ( pp* 16t-
169, infra) and PLO 82 was itself a
temporary reservation. And the
Court cited and reaffirmed the pre-
PLO 82 Aaska Paoific Fisheries
holding (the; "Annette Islands
case"). Overall, this case is signifi-
cant in manifesting a continuing at-
titudeby the Supreme Court not-to
accord talismanic significance to the
words "public lands," but instead to
recognize in some instances that the
term "public lands? as used in Ex-
ecutive Order 9146 (the legal basis
for PLO 82) can include sub-
merged lands.

Twenty-one years later, the Ninth
Circuit considered the; effect of Ex-
ecutive Order No. 8979, issued by
President Roosevelt on Dec. 6, 1941
which created the Kenai National
Moose Range. U.S. v. A aka, 423 F.
2d 764 (9th Cir. 1970). The Order
refers to "hereinafter-described
areas of land and water of the
United States," rather than to "pub-
lie land." The State of Alaska
arguedthat the-withdrawal was in-
effective as to navigable water of
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the Moose Range, but 'the Court
pointed out: that failure to with-
draw-vwater or landunder the water
would'nullify the purpose of the
Order because the. moose depended
on the waters within the Range for
their existence.X

The Court found' the intent to
'withdraw both" waters and, lands
underlying Lake Tustumena to be
very:' plain. In reaching its conclu-
sion, the"'Court observed: "In con-
struing the pertinent Alaskan stat-
utes, the courts have consistently
held that the Words 'public domain',
'public lands' and 'lands', include
land under water." 423 F. 2d at 766.
As noted, the Order itself refers to
both "land and water of the United
States." 'This case also makes clear
thatsubmerged lands can' be "with-
drawn and retained in federal own-
ership for a governmental purpose
in a context not involving the gov-
ernment's: trust responsibility to
Indians and Eskimos.

No post-1943 development has
suggested that the public lands do
not include the beds of inland, navi-
gable waters. There we're, however,
post-1943 developments which es-

,9 "Appellees would have the male' and female
of this semi-aquatic animal find each other
and mate in dense woods and thickets, and
on precipitous mountains and liffs, rather
than in or around the tranquil walters of thelir
native habitat. President Roosevelt never in-
tended such a result, nor did he envision the
balls and cows of this noble group standing on
the shores of streams and lakes and there
extending their necks to giraffelike proportions
in order to enjoy the aquatic vegetation 'so
essential to their continued existence."t 423
P. 2d at 767.

'tablished the principle that Con-
-gress, had not generally extended
the public lands to include coastal
submerged lands adjoining states.
See, e.g., 60 ID. 26 (1947), a So-
licitor's Opinion holding that the
Mineral Leasing.Act of 1920 does
not authorize the issuance of oil and
gas- leases with respect to the sub-
merged lands off the coasts of the
United States. This opinion -was
upheld by the Court of Appeals in
Justh9eim v. McKay, 229 F. 2d 29
* (D.C. Cir. 1956), cert. dn. 3.51 U.S.
933 (1956). See . also Solicitor's
'Opinion M-36084 (June 2S, 1951)
holding that selections of coastal
ubmerged" 'lands under various

types o land scrip must be rejected
in part bcause "public lands'as
.used in the federal statutes author-
izing selections based on such scrip
does not include coastal submerged
lands.

From this review of post-PLO 82
developments, it. is apparent, that
the question- of whether the public
lands in Alaska could include in-
land or coastal submeged lands has
continued to turn on the language
and purpose of 'the specific with-
drawal at issue. It is that language
and purpose which we' must now
examine in more detail.

B. PLO 82's Description7 of the V
Area Wit dcrawn

1. CoastaZ Subnered 'Landg

The language of the Order in 
question does not specificalli -de-
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scribe the north boundary of the waiershed whkih iruns northward to
area withdrawn. The seetion is cap- the Aretic; i.e., the southern lineis
tioned simply "Northern Alaska," fixed at that point where water runs
without, stating a northern limit. northxrather than south.If the lan-
The portion of the text which con- gua gewere meant to limit the with-
cerns the extentof .the public lands drawal,. todthe watersed lying
withdrawn reads as follows : "northward to- the Arctic Ocean.",
All that part of Alaska lying north of a the limitation would need toncome
lne beginning at a point on the boundary at the beginning. orend of the with-

* between the United States and Canada drawal langage to be.correct gra-
** a thence westerly along this divide, matically, and not in the middle of
ahd -.thle Eperiphery- of~ Thieb watershed ; ,thes definition of the.: southern
:'northward to the Arctie Ocean, along ho
the.crest of lortions of the Brooks Range ounualy:
and the -DeLIong Mountains, to Cape The language "north-ward to the
Lisburne. p . Arctic Oceau" appears to. be used

The'operative part of the:erip- o :nly inthe context of defining the
tion says the li'ithdrawal overs southern boundary hue. It is possi-
"'[al thepublic lands 10 in] that ,ble, hoywever, to ronclude that the

part' of 'Alaska lying north of [the language in fact described the in-
'line drawn in the order.'''(Italics tended northern boundary as well
-addd.)'Tirhis. lanuage ' is broad . (at: the, shoreline of'. the; Arctic
enough' to dCo~er;: the coasta~l sub- Ocean)- even though such a con-
merged lands, assuffing that pfb- -struction would be grammatically
lic lands" in des uhnerged lands, incorrect. It is worthy of note that
an issue which is discussed a bove in the lanlulge is the o ly referete in
terms of legal a-uthority (PartLA) the order that potentially fixes. a
and which is discussed below u northern boundary, other'than the
ternmsof Departmientalintent (Part -boundary of U.S.' ownership under

.0)r ' '-; international law.'1

The descrrption goes on to define - The westem 'end' of the soulhern.
the southern boundary line of the boundai 7 ' is described aS. "to Cape
withdraw,7al area as" 'eginning on Lisburne" (italics added). Cape

b n i e nni Lisburne ends by definition at w;a-the Canadian border' and. running
thenlce'westerly alonlgf thlis divide, ters edge. This language mPight sug-

and the periphery of the watershed gest that the withdrawal did not
northwalrd to the Arcti6 Ocean * * ,* extend beyond land's end and tb at
fo Cape Lisburne." (Italics add- 1

The entire federal ownership as of 1943

ed) -This; language defines the was somewhat unclear. The United States had
historically claimed ownership to, at least thieesouthern boundary in terms of the m.les of.shore It was not until the Truman

declaratiou in 1945 that the United- States
10 This part of the Order merely refers to formally asserted jurisdiction and control over

all that part of northern Alaska; however, the the entire Continental Shelf. See Exec. Proc.
beginning of the Order states that it. with- 2667, Sept. 28, 1945, 10 E.R. 12805; see alseo
draws "all public lands * * ' in the following United States v. Clif., 332 U.S 19: at 3.v,4
ddscrihe'd areas, *... .59:t" -:'0 - ' Q: ... . (1947).
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coastal submerged lands were .not
included.-Biit.'Ca'.pe Lisburneisthe
western; not the northern boundary,
afd i is the- northern boundary
which is in question. Because the
coastline -extends directly south and
east: fromn Capo: Lisburne, -and be-
cause the- Order withdrew "ail that
part of Alaska" extending north- of
the line- which terminates at Cape
Lisburne, there. is not- neeessarily a
gap betwveen Cape Lisburne and the
boundary- of the coastal siihnerged
lands. From Cape Lisburne, in other
words, the boundary of the coastal
subinerged lands -extends due north.

Other parts of PLO 82 withdrew
public lands on -the Alaska -'Penin-

sula and in the ;Katalla-Yakataga
area. Regarding the- Alaska Penin-
sula :withdrawal, the Ordert 'de-
scribes- the marine boundary, in per-
-tinent part, as; "along the -Pacific

cean * *- * along the: south shore
of Tuxedni Bayf [and] along * :* *

the' shores of Kuie hak Bay and
Bristol Bay *.* *." (Italics, add-
ed.) '

-The- description of the' Katalli-
:Yakataga' area -reads, in- pertinent
part: " * * :to the Gulf of Alaska
* * * Land] along the- Gulf of

-Alaska.' * * "- Although this
description is more ambiguous than
in the case of the Alaska Penin-
sula because it does not -expressly

refer to "the shore of" the Gulf of
Alaska, it does establish a limit
"alohg the Gulf. ** * :

Express placement of the bound-
ary along the shore and the Gulf

suggests, -where this expression is
not -used. ai- intention to include
"coastal suebmeiged lands.'

The descriptive laiiii'age' of PLO
82.f: might- be.. construed broadly
enough to include coastalI sub-
'mergecl''ands in- the norhern'
Alaska withdrawal, assuming that
the term: "public lads". includes
coastal submerged lands.. Such.
lands we-re specifically exeluded in
other parts of the order. But the
.order can be read ("northward to
the. Arcic. cean"), to limit the
withdrawal ito the . coastline of tho
Arctic Ocean. Bteause the descrip-
tive language of the .area with-
drawn is . somewhat ambiguous
.however, I must examine other evi--
*denceof the drafter's intent.

A search of the Department's files
for a map and other direct evidencew
of 'the, area intended to be with-
drawn hs not yie]del. conclusive
results., A, map indicating the three
areas withdrawn was foJnd in a e-
partment -file folder 2; which in-
cludes several PLO 82-related

-.documents- bearing dates -between
. 1940 and' "1960. :It is a 1940 Map of
Alaska showing the three 'areas
withdrawnicby PLO' 82'in' yelloiw.
The yellow coloring does not idi-
cate that any of the submerged
lands off northern - Alaska -were

-included. The yellow coloring
on -this map ' appears to, be
rathern imprecisely done,, however.

12 This folder was found in, BLM File
#1941468.
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For example, coastal I sumrged as extending beyond the coastline
lands underlying Icy Bay n ~t e t.o, include coastal submerged lands.
Katalla-Yakataga are indicated in Another piece of evidence to be
yellow, as are most (but iot all)- of considered is the 48,80000 aere fig-

: the submerged lands beneath lakes. ure cited in PLO 82 for the north-
The memorandum found,in,.:the, ern Alaska withdrawal. This acre-
same folder as the map provides no age figtre includes both ".ublici-and

assistance in the matter,. 'and we non-public lands," and thus' cannot
have been unable to determine be used by. itself to determine the
whether that map was the .one used acreage of "public, lands"'.'which

:in- connection 'with the decision' to " Werd withdrawn; however, the fig-
fi ssue PL( 82. On the :other hand, -ure may. be. useful in determining

the map does reflect theunderstand- whether the perimeter of PLO 82
,ug of someone, in the Department included coastal submerged lands.
:that ofshore submerged lands were At the' request of my office,. the'
excluded aind onshore submerged 'Cadastval-Survey of the Bureau of
lands were generally included in the* Land Management. recently' per-
withdrawal. formed the following' analyses,

-' -' In 'the same file, however, thef sg three diferent maps of Alas--
- is a.lso a 1957 mapshowing theaea : the1940 map with yellow Color-
withdrawn which was used in con- ing found in the BLM file, the 1942
nection with a proposed modifica- Geological Survey map of Alaska,
tion of PLO 82. The map appears and, for sake of further comparison,
to include: the northern coastal sub- a- 1954 Geological Survey map of

,-.merged lands in 'PLOx 82. The map Alaska (even though the 1954 map
. was prepared, of course, more than - 'was published f eleven years after

a; decade :after- PL 82 was'issued'in PLO 82 was issued). The 1942 map
1943, and does; not necessarily re- 'was the largest and 'best available
flect the Departments' understand- USGS map' at the time PLO 82 was
.ing of the'effect: of; PLO 82 when: issued and is probably the most like-
it 'was issued. ' ly one to have been used in prepar-

Finally, , the Department pre- ing PLO 82-(eventhough we have
pared and published in July 1958 a uncovered no evidence that it, or any
large book of existing land with- "other map, for that 'matter, was ac-
drawals and reservations in Alaska. tually'used).
Alaka, Federal Withdrawals and 'To create the southern boundary
Eand Reservations. Obviously pre- .as described in PLO 82, lines were
pared in connection with statehood drawn on each map connecting
deliberations (and published by the peaks of the Brooks Range and the
Government Printing fOfice in De Long Mountains to Cape Lis-

'bound form the same month that :burne. Three 'different northern
Congress completed action on the boundaries were used (a)' the up-
Statehood Act), it shows PLO 82 'lands to the actual coastline; (b)
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the .uplands to the, coastline, but
closing the bays along .the shore to
include the area in the. bays with
the uplands; and (c) the uplands
and coastal submerged lands to
three miles offshore. A Wang Digi-
tizer -then determined the included-
acreage between the southern
boundary and the three different
northern boundaries.

The derivation of the acreage
figure used in PLO 82 is not known.
The technology .now used to make
such estimates was not, available in'
1943. The Cadastral Survey cau-
tions that even today, determining
acreage from maps by planimetering
is subject to such variables as map

accuracy, scale, projection and sta-.
bility, as well as planimeter accur
racy and operator efficiency.

:Because.;none of the maps used
are topographical, the . southern_ -
boundary had to be drawn freehand
through the spot elevations and be-;

tween the river headwaters referred -

to in PLO 82. Moreover, judgment

had. to be exercised in determining

the coastal boundary around. the

fringing islandsf and across the.

capes on the northern coast.. For

these reasons, Cadastral Survey be-
lieves that its estimates are "prob-

ably" subject to an error of 55 .

The following tablel shows the;

results:

Area covered Map Acreage
(millions)

'Uplands to actual coastline ; -

Uplands to coastline plus bays -; _. :
I : i : :t ht -: : : 70.::: : !: : .,: 

Uplands I and coastal submergedlands- -

,, 1940
I . .: ` 1942
: 0~ S . 00 1954 

-- I 01940-
:- . :1942,

~ ~1954
-__ :S 1940
: : t 19420:

19, a-l54:

53. 7
0 ,-i52. 1 0t

52. 5
54. 4:
52. 6:
53.3

5.9 -
55. 8-
56. 7

I The uplands includes 2l subrerged lands, whether under navigable or noh-navigable waters. Most of the:
thousandsofwaterbodiesinnorthernAlask-ahavenotyetbeen determinedtobe navigableor not.

None of the acreage figures for difficulties in using: currefit tech-
any map or. area measured: shows a niques to make such measurements,
correlation with the 48,800;000 acre the lack of technology in 1943 to
figure, used in PLO 82. Given the make such measurements, the lack
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of large, detailed maps in 143 of
northern Alaska, and the complete:,
absence of information about how
the PLO, 82acreage figure ivas'de-'
rived,: and :whether any map was
used, I can only cocl ue that the
acreage figure 'used in PLO 82 was
an educated guess,' and that current
:measurement techniques applied' to'-
old niaps cannot measurably assist
our' inquiry.

In sum,, although" 'the- face of
'LO) 82' is ambiguu's"regarding

whether' coastal; subm e'rged- lands
were ";'il lutded, 'and the': key

:language' of 'the 'Order ("to 'Cape
LIslsturne"; -and '"to .''the Arctic
(Ocean") can be read either way, on
balance, I '-believe the better in-
terpretation is that coastal sub-
merged lands were excluded.

2. Inland'Submeeried Lands: :
. c 

As noted in t precedin'g discus-
sion, the'portion of PLO 82 which
describes the area withdrawn is
captioned "Northern Alaska."'The
specifi- description of the extent of
the area' withdrawn begins with tle
phrase "[a]llf tha -part o fAlaskae'.
and then proceedsto specifically-
describe the southern boundary of'
the withdrawn area. Becauise of'the
sweeping language'used to describe
the area withdrawn,-a strong argu-
'ment exists that 'in order to con-
strue PL,0 82 as- excluding inland
submerged landsf from the' with-
drawal, a specifically-worded ex-
ception to that effect would have to
be apparent from the' face of the'
Order.}3 'Other than the Order's

"dThe eonclusson foliows fron 'the rule of
construction"R foir federal reservations that:

concession to "valid existing
rights," no exceptions from the area
withdrawn are stated in PLO 82.
The' 1940 md'b also provides some-
in'difect evidekice that inland sub-
merged lands were intended to be
included. There' is n o evideince
whatsoever to the contrary.'

C. Intent and Puwpose of PLO -80:

'Public 'Land Orders, like Presi-
dential' and ongressional 'with-
drawals, should- be" construed to0
carry out the intent and purpose
in making the withdrawal. See, e.g.,
Hyes v. riie& Pac,g o, 337
U.S. 86, 115 (1949)'; U 'v. State
of Alaska, 423 F.. 2d 764, '67 (9th
Cir. 1970) see also 7aska 'Paoifc'
Fishier6es v, U.S., 248 .S- 78, 87
(1'918 ).' The essential inquir was
described by the'Supreme Couwt in
Alaska PacifiFishoeies, slpra, re-
garding withdrawal of "interven-
ing and surrounding aters.aswell
as the uplands" for the benefit of
Indians, as follows:

As an appreciation of the circumstances
in which words are used usually is con-
ducive and at times essential to a right.
understanding of them, it is important,
in approaching a solution of the question
stated, to have in mind the circumstances
in which the reservation was created-
the power of Congress in the premises, the
location and character of the islands, the
situation and needs of the.Indians and
the object to be obtained.14

Therefore, we 'must analyze the
intent and purpose behind: PLO 82

ordinarily all lands within the metes and
bounds of the reservation perimeter (includ-
ing lands underlying navigable waters) are.
intended to be 'included in the reservation.
Choctaw' Nation v. Oklahoma. 397 U.S. 20
(1970 ) . ..

'248 U.S. 78 at 87.: :S 
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to see whether there was an intent Leasing Act,the Federal--G 0overn;-.'
to include coastal submerged lands. ment: was considering engaging in

in the withdrawal an oil and gas explorationprogram

P.LO 82 was an administrative ac- in an attempt to secure. a source of

tion taken by Acting Secretary For-, oil for the;armed forces. In order to,

tas pursuant to the Presidential del- protect. the .potential .exploration,

egation of power contained in* Ex- area from interference by private

ecutive Order 9146.'5 Since PLO 82 claimants and lessees, it was consid-.

was an administrative .ac'tion, the ered necessary.. to.. ithdraw:the

cbntemporaneous intent of' the D-: lands .for exclusivefederal use. Con--

partment of the Interior is the reI- sequently, the lands were withdrawn.

evant' inquiry. And being a 35-year- from sale, location, selectionand en-
old administrative'- action, there isa try under the. public land laws. (in-.

fairly meager record from, whichto chiding the mining laws),'and from

glean intent ljeasing under the mineral leasing

As its, caption inlicates ('With- laws.

draaing Public .Lands :for. Use in The Nov. 20, 1942 memorandum

Connection with' the Prosecution of from the Commissioner of, theGen-

the War"), PLO'82 'was directly' re- eral Lnd Cffieto the Secretary cx-,

lated to prosecution of WorldWar plains PLO 82. thjisway: '

I. See Exhibit B, attached,which ,-The strategic position of la with

is a Nov. 20, 1942 '"Meorandum for relationto the war effort has' 'utipled,
the Secretary" from. the IGeral many fold the need for exploration forthe purpose~ of loaigaddevelojdng a'

Land Oice 'Commissioner. The supply of oil, and gas within the territory.
inemoranduf- states that explora- Notwithstanding ,theextrem ly favorable.

tidn and developmet of an Alaskan terms which are accorded to private oil

oil and gas supply were nee-ded for operators under "the oil and' gai Ieasing
the war effort. As private industryt %actboth as originally approved in 1920.war efort' As rivae indstry and as. amended in -1935, 'there is no corn-'
hadl not: developed an; oil and .gasf mercial oil or gas well. iu Alasa at 'ths 

field n Alaska. under the- Mineral time. Furthermore, the possibility of any.

immediate operations in 'the. area by pri-

'r Exec. Order 9146 transferred Presidential vate concerns is 'slight :
authority to withdraw or reserve the "public' Consideration is being given o th'e pos-
lands of the United' States" to the Secretary- sibility of exploration by the Government"-
Presidential authority at that time. sprang
from, among others, the Pickett Act, June 20 with a view to the.possible discovery of.
1910, 36 Stat. 847 (43 U.S.C. .§§141, 142 a source of oil for the-useof the armed,
(1970)) and implied executive powers. dee Op. forces. It is hik~ey that any such explora-
Atty. Gen. 78 (June~ 4, 1941). The hounds of tion 'f it is undertaken,. would be' subject
delegated authority that existed at the time'
f: PLO 82 brings us back to the meaning of' to interference on the part of nuieroius'

"public lands," as discussed above. ee also private claimants, lessees,; etc., unless the.
the discussion of the Secretary's authority land were first withdrawn from explora-.
under Exec. Order 9146 in Hi~nes v. rimes tion y te pulc.- -
Paeking Co., 337 U.S. 86, 101, 116, conclud- T i
ing that the term "public lands" in Exec. ;This Withdrawal-is proposed a f'
Order 9146 could Include submerged lands. fective means of reserving the land tq per-
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mit of the perfection of the necessary
arrangements and of the completion of
any exploration program that may be
undertaken.

TheNovember 1942. memorandum.
does not specifically address itself to
the coastal submerged lands. It does,
however, refer tothe fact that 64 oil
and gas leases coverng some 137,000,
acres existed in the area proposed to
bek-ithdrawn, as well as 105 oil and:
gas lease applications covering some

:84,00.0 acres. We have Teen unable. to
determine, whether any of these
leases. or lease applications included
any submerged lands. The, memo-.
randum also-refers to the "strategic

position of Alaska" 'and the need to
develop a supply of oil -and gs

"withiin the terrtory." The Terri-
tory of Alaska: at that time, of
course, included both inland > and:

coastalrsubred ands. 

The Director of the Geological

Survey, in a Nov. 16, 194 memo-
ran um Exhiblt C copy, at-
tached), expressed doubt about the
need for the northern Alaska with-

drawal:: ; :-..... . :: .0; .... ,
'In response to.your memorandum of

November 13 to. Mr. Deeds in which you-
propose a withdrawal from all forms of
entry, but really, I understand, for the.
protection from exploitation of any con- 4
tained oil, of three great tracts of public
land in Alaska which you designate as
Northern Alaska, Alaska Peninsula, and
Satalla-Yakataga:

-Your Northern- Alaska. proposal eon-
stitutes an enlargement of existing Naval t
Petroleum neserve No. 4. Naval Reserve
No 4 as now described; includes, with a
wide margin of safety, the seepages at
Cape Simpson, the chief and practically
the only direct evidence of the existence O
of the oil in this remote area. The bound- d

aries of Naval Reserve No. 4 include not
only :the lands that are most hopeful for
exploration in this part of Alaska, but
far more land than can conceivably be
explored for' oil, by drilling, during -the
present emergency. I see no present neces-
sity for enlarging Naval Reserve No. .4
and, therefore,' do' not advise the. with-.
drawal that you describe under the cap-
tion."Northern Alaska.-

This point of view:notwithstand-
ing,-' Secretary Ickes. decided to

-withdraw the three. areas in, ques-
tion.1G If oil and gas were believed
to exist in the inland and/or coastal.
submerged lands and if technology.
existed for its development, the ad-
ministrative. withdrawal of sub-
merged lands would'have been de-
sirable in. 1943. I

In fact, the 1923 proclamation
creating Naval Reserve iNo.4 did in-
clude some submerged lands. The
Order begins by -noting the exist-.
enceoft "large seepages of petro-
leum alongS thte Arctic c/oast of :
Alask and 'onditions favorable to.
the occurrence of- valuable petro--
leum fields on the Arctici Coast."
(Italics - added.) .The Order in-
cIuded-"all the public lands', not
only along the coast to, the highest
higiwater mark, but also within a
line drawn along the
ocean side of the sandspits and islands
forming the barrier reefs and extending
across small lagoons from point to point
where such barrier reefs are not over'
three miles off shore, except in the ease
of Plover Islands where it. shall be
%e highest highwater mark on the outer
shore of these islands and the sandspits.
it either end. Ineases where the barrier

" See the handwritten note at the bottom
f Exhibit C, which indicated the Secretary'
ecision. - -
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reef is over three miles off shore the
boundary shall be the highest highwater
mark of the coast of the mainlands 7

This; order has remained in effect
to the present day, and in fact Con-
gress has enacted detailed instruc-
tions for managing this reserve, in-
Cluding transferring management
of. it to the Department of the In-
terior. 'See Naval Petroleum Re-
serves Production Act of 1976,;
Apr. 5, 1976, 90 Stat. 303, 42
U.S.C.A.' 6501 et seq. (est Supp).
1977). That the area withdrawn in
1923, including coastal submerged
lands, remains in federal ownership
is not and -cannot be seriously
disputed.'

Nearly two-decgdes .before PLO
82 was signed, the Department had.
issued some prospecting permits,.
under the Mineral Leasing Act.for.
Oil, and gas which included sub.-
Emerged lands in.the Arctic Ocean
in the vicinity of Smith Bay.'8 All
of these permits had been can-
celled orhad expired by about 1932,
12 years before PLO 82. We have
found no evidence that drilling oc-
curred on any of these permits, but
the fact that such permits had been.
issued could have raised concern
that submerged lands in northern
Alaska were subject to private e-
ploitation and should be with--
drawn. There is, however, no direct
evidence that this possibility was

"I See Exec. Order No. 3797-A (Feb. 23,
1923).

- These permits' are on file in the ELM
office In Anchorage.

291-215-79-2

actually considered by the drafters
of PLO 82.

.The oil industry had begun a seri-
ous move into the marine environ-
ment before World War II. In~fact-
oil wells were drilled off the coast of
California in 1896. As ea.rlyas 192.
bayous, swamps, alnd bays in Texas.
-and Louisiana were being drilled.
From 1938 to 1942, twenty-five
wells were drilled just beyond the.
coastlines.of Louisiana and. Texas..
Following- World ar II. oil ex-
ploration onf he continental shelf.
was resumed with 53 wells, drilled
between 1945 .and 1949.,1 Offshore
development .during this early. pe-
riod always or nearly always fol-
lowed development of the :'area .im-
mediately ashore. There wasnoon-
shore development i this areaof
northern Alask a at this time.'

No contemporaneous assessment
of the possibility o f'hydroon
producetion, from the; continental
shelf north of Alaska has been un-
covered. It might well have been re-
garded.as too specuative. to merit
serious attention. The Arctic en-
vironment is not particularly hos-
pitable to drilling in: submerged.
lands principally because of ice floes.
and other problems related to the
harsh climate. On the other hand,.
the waters overlying coastal sub-
merged lands are quite shallows
often ranging in depth from 4 to 10
feet. 
' "Petroleum's Bright crescent," Tie'

Flimljle Way, 9-20 May-June 1949. his ac-
count notes the difficulty, cost, and- uncer-
tainty of the venture.. C ,
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The Department had some reason aple. of the kind of threat to fed-
to fear interference with a federal ,eral mineral management for the
oil and gas explora tionand develop- war effort that PLO 82 was de-

et 'program.' Ihiave alre*a' dis- signed to forestall, although I
cussed the 1937 Solicitr's Opinion hasten to add;there is no evidence

olding 'that "public lands"old that the drafters of PLO 82 con-
i'nclude'' coastal submerged lanIs sidered it.
There was' also a 1941t pinion of 'inally, it mighi be observed that
the Attorney ' Geiralwich equiated' the draffers' of PLO' 82 need 'not'
the words "public ilomain" in the have foreseen federal development
Mineral'-' Leasing 'Act to "public efforts directly on or' over the sub-
land." 2 0 Moreover, as we have seen, merged lands in question in order-to
the Dep~rten had issuned-prots- withdraw them. Rathr.the' pur-
p'ecing permits for 'oi exsloretion pose was to prevent private activity"
i'nSffith` Bayf in Alaska in the anywhere in the general areafi'om
1920's, 'which' included somne sub- interfering with proposed' federal
mergfd lands.i 'These'Ppermits 'Were activity. (The Nov. 20, 1942 Mem-
issue' der' the 'Mineral' Leasig orandtu'm for the Secretary, attached
AC apparently 'nhtle theorythat as' Exhibit C,'simply points out that
the 'A Leasing Actt nded any'federal activity would' be s'ub-
to submerge lands,'at l'east in tern- ject to interference on the' part of
to ries.'iTiis 'pogition was not over- numerous' private caimats,e' les-
rid' 'util' 1947,- ''in an Opinion sees, etc., unless 'the and were first
dealing ' ' with ''coastal,'me'rgted: widwn* * i."3 'Such private
hiids adjoining states. ' ' i' activity on or near inland sub-

Tre is' one other piece of e'vi- merged-lands might well havp posed[
denc; indicati ng that ithdiaal of com plications- to proposed fOdera'
thre sinbmere'.d-lands'Alaskfr aity onthe~su d lands or
thie' 'operation :Xof the; public l iand on adjacent uplands; It would have
l'a'ws woul'd not havebeenmeaning- been unwise to stop:the'withdrawal
less. Congress extended the applica at the boundaries of inland waters.,
tion of certain mining laws to-:Aas This is esp'ecially so since the inland
ka in 19.0,'and provided that citi stbmerged lands would have in-
zens or persons ifntending to be- eluded' those under, non-navigable
come citizens "shall have the right as well as navigable waters. There
to dredge and. mine for gold or. was no reason to distinguishl be-
other precious metals in said waters tween the two'at the time, especially
below TIwov tide` * *: . See Act of in light of PLO 82's purpose. .Inter-,

June' 6, 1900, 31 Stat. 321, 329; see ferenice from activity on adjacent
as30 U.'S.C. § 49a (1970) 'oThis land might have been a little harder
legal- authority to mine submerged to foresee were coastal suibmerged
lands mht ,be 'regedrded 'as'an ex- landinvol ed, but such interference .
..._________: .f..j. .Q; :-, .:- - could be imagined. Rights-of-wa

240 op. Att. Gm. o (1941). for 'transportation access, for Ox-.
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ample, might have been required. unrelated to the current isue be-
over lands adittedly covered by: fore it- was revoked. With one ex-
PIl~o0 820 in order to get to coastal ception, -these sub'sequent inodifica-
submergedlands. ', tions shed no light on -whether PLO

Given the state of technology, I 82 einluded; submerged lands.
-believeB it was reasonable. for the Where they mention the.,area With-
.drafters of PLO 82 to perceive some drawnby PLO 82, they:merely par-
-threa tof interference to drilling in rot the description set forthin
the uplands, including in an.d PL 82.

.around inland waters, but mch less -The one -exception is- PLO 1621,
-reasont to perceive a threat of inter- which- -modified.P LO,82 to permit,
ference fromit private drilling in in the- area of "Northern.. Alaskla"
.coastal submerged lands. To this.x- with-drawn by PLO 2, entries un,
-tent,, given, the urgency of the -war der the mining laws and issuance of
.e o and the, purpose of the 1943 mineral liases p'~rsuant to the-Mli-

-withdrawal. to . protect federal eralLeasiing Act of 1920. PL 1621
petrol(eum.iexplditation, i. believe it expressly disclaimed any effect ,on -
would have been reasoinable for the the - "following-described lands".
-draftersof.PLO 82 toperceive some which were reserved by Eecuive
threat. of interfe rence. tdrilling in Order in- '123& upon thai eation :of
the beds of inland navigable waters, Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4. As
nd therefore conclude that, to ef- disc-ussed, earlier, these. ."follwing-!.

-fectuate fully theimportantpur- described: lands'.' inc4luded -coastai
-ose of the.Orderinland submerged submerged lnds. (See pp. 166-167,
lands were intended ,to be. included. -upra.) Therefore,, PLO 1621 re- 
-On the other hand, because: offshore flects the Iepartment's understand-
-drilling technology was, in relative ing in 1958- that PLO .2 cluded
infancy, untried and unproven in coastalsubmerged lands. - - - -

Aostile -environmentssuch. as the , . : .
Arctic, and because the threat of in- ?the coast See PLO 169 Sept. , 1948, 11

P.M . 8366 (Aug.~2 2, 1946). ("Nhrthwesterly,
terference from private activity was with the 5 fathom line around, Ocean Cape",).
~less, I: believe it was less reasonable The PLO was issued on the authority of a

statute providing for the creations of national
-to assume the drafters ntended to forests, 16 U.S.C. 473 (1970), was entitled,

include.coastal submerged lands. "Withdrawing Public Lands for se of the
War Dbepartment .for' MAilitary. iPurpioses.".
Originally classified confidential, it was made,

D9. Sbseque t M~oclicatiom 'of public pursuant to a letter of the Secretary
PLO 82- 06) 21, | 2 of War dated July 31, 1946. The jurisdiction it
PLO 8:' ° , ., 2 1 g created expired: in accordance with terms of

:- - the Order six months following termination of
After it was issued, PLO 82 was the unlimited national, emergency then: in-

modified several times, for purposes t. e have not found an ecplapetion for
- .. this unusual wi~thdrawal], hut "because it j

.. : pressly included coastal area, the failure to
At least one nearly contemporaneous: do so in PLO 82 could be seen as an inten-

-Public Land Order explicitly mentioned areas tion not to withdraw such an- area;'
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PLO 82 was revoked on,.Dec. 6, Imergd lands off the mainlanxd in
1960 by PLO 2215,.22 The revoca- -much the same fashion as NPR-4.
tion order provides insight into the Specifically, the northern boundary
common understanding of PLO 82 of the range was described asx
inside the pepartment: during this follows:
period. It no only revoked PLO Beginning at the intersection of the In-
82, but aso described and discussed ternational Boundary line between 'Aias-
the 1923 Withdrawal of lanids for ka afid Yukon Territory Canada, with the
Naval Petroleum Reserve- No. 4. As line of extreme low water of the. Arctic
we -haveseen earlier, NPR 4 in-' Ocean * * * thence westerly aon, thesaid line of etremne owe-'water, including,
cluded s'ome' submlerged; lands be- al offshore batrs re~s 1 Id islands to a
tween the sandspits and islands point 'of land on 'the Arctic seacoast
forming the barrier reefs and the known as Brownlow Point *** '
mainlanld.' Before describing the hs lhuh ohPO21

boun/rie9 ~~~~ ThsR ~og2b us, although both P1:O0:2214boundriesof NIR4,PLO 2215 and 215 provide no, help in ascer-
nakes 'the following statemlient: .' tainig the Secretary's intent in
'The following-described lands n 1943, and although bth include
withn tle eterior ldared of the only some submerged lands now at
area described-in-paragraph 1 [that is,- -. -, - : .
the land withdrawn by. PLO 82] are th- (those withi the barrier
trawnr by Executive Order No. 87A: islands), they do-along with the
creating NPR-4] ,23 - m prepared and published by the

I t sees pain that the drafters of Department in July 1958 (see p. 162,
?LO -2215 regarded PLO 82 as in-- sUPa)-inicate the u hnderstanding
luding; submerged lands off the of.theextentofPLO 8attetime
oastalmainland.' it wasrepealed.
-This inference is also. supported

by PLO 2214, issued: the same day
as PL 2215. This Order formally
created the 'Arctic National: Wild-
life Range, and- it included sub-

~ii3Ecept for certain lands. of the'Arctic:
Wildlife Refuge and for Naval Petroleum Re-
serve No. 4, PLO 2215 opened the lands to
settlement and to (a) fling of applications,
selection- and location allowable on unsur-
veyed lands under the nonmineral public land
laws, the bo6nestead and Alaska homesite
laws; and (b) selection by the state under 
the Alaska Statehood Act. It also validated
certain preference rght claims. -

25 25 FrR 12599 (Dec. 9, 1960). (Italics
added). ; I I I i , 

g'PLO -2215 stated that the area' with-
drawn by .PLO 82 "contains approximately
48,000,000 acies." This- is 800,000 acres less
than the estimnte contained in PLO 82. There
Is: no indication of the derivation of this
estimate.

II. THE IMPACT OF THE
SUBMERGED LANDS
ACT AND THE ALASXA
STATEHOOD ACT

PLO 82 preceded by ten years the
passage of the; Submerged Lands
Act, May 22, 1953, .67 Stat. 29, 43
U.S.C. §1301 et; seq.,: (1970),
which, among other things, granted
to states then existing the: sub-
merged lands lying off their coasts.
Sec. -6:(m) of the Alaska Statehood
Act of 1958, 48 U.S.C. Prec. § 21,
made this provision applicable to
Alaska:

25 25 R 12598 (Dec. 9, 1960). (Italics
added.)
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The Subimerged Lands Act of 1953 shall -prevent the federal executive from
be applicable to the State of Alaska and arguing that-lands havebeen tre-
the said State shall have the same rights taiied merely by operation of the
as do existing-States thereunder.,

doctrine that the Ited States had
Except for sec. S (a) of the Sub- paramount title to the land. For ex-
merged Lands Act, the coastal sub- ample,- the debate on the -Senate
merged. lands. or those underlying floor miade clear that this provision
inland navigAblewaters would un- allowed the: Federal Government to
questionably: have passed to the reserve "areas * * * used: by: the
State upon its admission to the government-in its governmental ca-
Union. H6owever, sec. (a) (43 pacity. for'one or more,of its gov-
U.S.. §1313(a) (170)), excepts ernmental purposes." 26 Fo'llowing
from the grant toStates this reasoninag,. any, formal.with
all lands expressly retained by, * e drawal like PLO 82 for a plain
the United States when the State entered governmental purpose would qual-
the tiiion (otherwise than by a general ify as an "express retention" -

retention * * * of lands underlying the fThe courts have so interpreted
marginal sea) * and any rights the
United States has in lands presently and sec. -(a)* In the 190 case of Chiited
actually occupied by the .United States States v. Stat of Alaska; discussed,
under claim of right. above, the--Court of Apeals held

If either' of these- exceptions to thatthe land' underlying Lake Tus-
the broad statutory grant applies,tuena did not pass to the Stae ofthe applies, ~~~Alaska upon statehood4 because of
the Submerged Lands Act is pre- a
vented from operating through the thii section. The court; noted that
$tte~hood Act to rlinanish the suh- the .
merged lands to Alaska.

The first 'exception in the Sub.
merged Lands Act refers to lands
expressly retained by the. United
States when :the State entered the
Union other than by a general re-
tention of lands underlying 'the
marginal sea. The issue is whether
PLO 82 qualifies as epressZy re-

* taining the submerged lands for the
United States when Alaska entered
the Union in 1958.

The legislative history of this sec-
tion of the Submerged Lands Act
shows that Congress' intent was-to

language of the Order is sufficiently clear
to withdraw the water of .:the: lake and
the sub'merged land, [and thereforel. the
state's rights, if any, are subsequent in
time and inferior in right to those of the
appellant. 

423 F. 2d at 768.
The court deemed the language

"all of, the hereinafter-described
areas of land'and water" an express
retention of those lands underlying
Lake Tustumena.

The State of Alaska case teaches
that, in order to qualify as ex-

99 Cong. Rec; 2619 (1953) (Remarks of
Sen. Cordon).
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pressly retained" under see131 Sof second exceptionn sec. 5(a); viz..

theu neged Lands Act, the sub- whether the United States has "any

merged land need not be specifically rights * * * in lands presently anct

:de'scribed ii 'the withdrawal order.2 7 actually occupied by 'the United.

-PLO 82 withdrew "all the public States under claim of right" Ex--

lands '*,-* '* within the following cept for the Arctic National. Wild--
described areas," includinig "all that life:: Range, discussed below at-

:part' of Alaska lying north of a pages 175-177, there is scant evi--

[specific] line." Thisl description is dence that the United States actu-'-

as precise as that held to be' an ex- ally' occupied these- coas'tal :sub-

'p'ress retention'iin' the State of 'merged lands at statehood. The-

Alaska cease. This,' plus the analysis Su6preme Court has also receltly il--

in Section II of this opinion,:leads dicated that this exception shoild

me--to concude>that PLO* "82x- be 1naroway. onstirued. See UiAited'
pressly retained the lands 'it with- States v. Califonia, 436 -U.S. 32'
drew foi the' Uited' States.:~The (.1978). Therefore, I hold hath the
fact that PLO 892 was issued for seeond exception does not applV.2 5

a particular purpose-protectioll of
those lanrds 'Ifrom private exploita- IV. -RULES OFt CONSTRUC-

tion-adds'force to the argument : ON OF FEDERAL
that they were not merely "gener- GRANTS
'ally retaincd&"" See; also United
States '. Gity of Atelorape, State ;: I have considered, in reaching my

of Alaska' 437 F. 2d 1081 (9th Cir. colusions herein, the applicable
1971).'' i: n ; k;; :X-: ;02 ruls of construction for orders

::Iteefrcthe such as PLO ':82. Ole well-estab-I theriefore concluide that ex-
t presslyt retained" exception in sec. lished prinellple is that grants by

5(a) of the Submerged Lands Act the F'ederal GoIernment must be
would have prevented title to :te construed favorably to the govern-

submerged 'lands withdrawn by *nment and * ** nothing passes bt
PLO' 82 from passing to the' State what is conveyed in clear and ex-

'upon statehood. . plicit language-inferences being

On the other hand, because de- resolved not. against but for the'

termine herein that the coastal sub- government." 29 This 'doctrine ap-
-merged, lahds were not withdrawn
by PLO 82, I must consider the A respectable argument might be -made-

-lvin,.,, co : :: - ; that the coastal submerged lands in the-

Arctic National Wildlife Range. are protected

2 TheJoint Resolution on sec. 5 of the:Sub- in federal ownership as a result of this "claim'
merged Lands 'Act shows that the term 'Of right" exception. Because I conclude below

"speeifically described" as modifying "tracts that these: lands were. expressly retained at
or parcels of land" wvas included in-an erlier statehood, (see pp. 175-177), there is no need'

:-draft but: later deleted. The explanation of to consider this argument further at this

the deletion' was that It was for "perfecting" time.
purposes. 1953 U.S. C6de and Admin. News, f9 CaldceU v' United States, 250 US. 14
1490, 1496. This indicates an intent 'to make :(1919> ;. yShielgr v. BoivlbV, 152 U.S. 1, '10'

'lthe'phrase, syimetrlcar with later references (1894); reat Northerst Ry. Co.' v. Zunited'
in the section to "lands." - - ' tes 315'U.S. 262 (1942).- -
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plies to-grants to,.states as well as stead, the, only, question is 4he.ther
grants to private. parties.30 ..This these submerged lands were re-
means that section 5(a) of the Sub- served to the United States rather
merged Lands Actimust beread to than disposedof tothird parties.In
resolve ambiguities in favor of the fact insofar PLO 82 sought to
Fedaeral.QoIernment, .which,..in .prevent private mineral, developers,
turn means that PLO 82 prevented from, accruing. rights on, the lands,
transfer of title, to the State; of reserved, it, furthered the interests.
Alaska upon statehood, of the sub- of the. future State of, .Alaska. by
merged lands that I have.eter- proteting the la ultiately for-

et -pyote thelnd.utm
mined it withdrew. selection'- by. the State, upom

There are, caes holding that statehood.
lands under navigable waters in Second and more ipirtant I
territories are held by .the Federal believe that a definite intelltion can
Government for the ultimate bene- be found.in PLO 82,to reserve.te
fit of future states, and. are not inland; (but not the coastal) sub-
disposed of bytihe 'United States merged lands, .as one was, found in
"save in exceptional circumstances another. Alaska, withdrawal creat-
when impelled to particular dis- ing the Kenai.M oose Range, U'Uitd-
posals by. some international duty States v. State of Alksa, 423.F. .2d
or public deigency.". See t 7jnited 764. 767 (9th 'Cir. i270). 
States v. olt State Bak, 270 U.S. Finally, Holt State Bank, andl
49, 5 (1926) ;. Sliively v. 'Bow hy, Sively v..Rowiby both refer to the-
'152 U.S.. 1, 49, 57t-58 1894)-. There- right and responsibility of. the'
fore, disposals by the United States United States to dispose. of the pub-
are "not lightly to be inferred, and lie lands in a .territory to mtqeet some
should not be regarded as intended :'.international. duty or public exi-
unless the intention wase definitely gency.'.' PLO 82's direct relation-
declared. or otherwise made very ship to the prosecution of World'
plain." United States v. Holt State
Bank 270 U.S. at 55.

There are several reasons, why
these; cases might not be apposite
here.: First, there is t'rguably no
"disposal": of, the public land here,
to the derIogation of. the. future
state's possible ownership.s In-

" Dbuque: and Pacific RR.. Oo; . Litch-
iel(l. 64 U.S. (28 How.) 66 (1859). :-
: P' The Secretary's construction. of a public
land "disposition"i as relating to' those. acts

which convey or lad to the conveyance of-
title by the United States-. such as grants or"
allotmets-was upheld by the Supreme Conrt
in Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S. 1. 1a 23 (19fi).
That holding admittedly did not concern a
reservation of public lands from conveyance-
to a state, but rather withdrawing lands from
mineral leasing; nevertheless, it sheds some
light on the term "disposition." Although the"
"Holt State Baik case, sipra.f appears to treat
an alleged reservation of. submerged lands to-
fulfill a treaty, .obligation with, an Indian
Tribe oas :a."disposal," see: 27'0U.S. at5, 6S,
that case- ultimately 'turned' on the;%Court's
holding that. thesubmerged lands were no't-
intended. to be reserved. .- ,' . '
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War II-a "public exigency" -section (a) of the Submerged
beyond challenge-allows ample- Lands Act, which exempts from
room for arguing that, even if PLO transfer "[a]1i lands expressly re-

'82 is a "disposal" of public lands, it tained by *' * the%'United. States
is sufficiently plain to fall within 'when the- State' entered the Union
the exception these cases recognize. * ' 43 U.S.C. §'1313-(-a) (1970).
See' United States v. Cty of An- (Italics added.) The exception op-
:chorage, 437 F. 2d 1081,'1085 (9th erate:at a fixed point in time;
Cir. 1971) , where the Court of 'namely, upon tatehood. The inclu-
Appeals described 'the establish- vsion of this clause Implies that if
lment of the Alaska Railroad as one this exception is-'applicable at the
of those "exceptional instances" time of statehood, it constitutes a
which' fell within: the exception to permanent retention by the United
the general rule of Holt State.Ba'ni States of those submerged lands.
and Si'Vely, and found sbmerged Thus, the subsequent revocation of
lands were withdrawn even though PLO 82 did not divest the United
there' was' no- express reservation. States of title to the submerged
As tile Supre' 6Court said most lands withdrawn by PLO 82. The
recently in Cotaw' V7ation v. revocation of PLO 82 might allow
OkEahorna,' 397 U.S. 620, 634 thee State of Alaskato 'select these
'(190': ' t: f00~:: ' ' submerged lands as part ofthei'r en-
[NJ Ahing in the Holt State Bank case or titlement under the Statehood Act,
in the' policy underlying its rule of con- subject to federal approval as re-
struction '- * *:9: requires that corts quired: by that' Act. B But' mere
blind themselves to the ircumstances of revocation of the" Order could not
the grant in determining the intent of have automatically transferred title

the rantor, : X a-to the State.34
Andfrher.: 0 -0S - - ; 90 i

IJt-seems well settled that the; United
States can dispose, of lands underlying
navigable waters just as it can dispose
of other public lands. * * * [T]he ques-
tton is whether the United States in-
tended [to do so]. 

V. THE EFFECT OF REVOCA-
TION OF PLO 82 IN 1960

The finall question, is whether the
State automatically gained title 'to
the lands. upon revocation' of PLO
82 in 1960, one'year after statehood.

The short and complete answer to
this contention is 'that it: is' fore-
dlosed by the express language of

i -397 U.S. at 633.

VI. CONCLUSION

For the reasons. set forth above,
I conclude that PLO 82 expressly
reserved the submerged lands un-

:3 See note 4, eupra. The Statehood Act
authorizes the State to select certain kinds
of "public lands." Whether the phrase "public
lands" in this context Includes submerged land
requires an inquiry similar to that set forth
In Part II.A above, and I have not conducted
such an inquiry In preparing this opinion.

' This conclusion is reinforced by section 4
of the Alaska Statehood Act, which provides
that the State "forever disclaim[s] all right
and title to any lands * *-not granted or
confirmed to the State *.by or under the
authority of this Act, the right or title to
which is held by the United States or is sub-
ject to disposition by the United States e *
48 U.S.C. Note Preceding 21.
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derlying inland navigable waters
within the area it withdrew in
northern Alaska, and that therefore
such lands did not pass to the State
of Alaska under the Alaska State-
hood Act, by operation of the; Sub-
merged Lands Act,and did not pass
to the State upon revocation of
PLO 82. I also find, however, that
PLO 82 stopped at the ocean's edge,
and. did not withdraw; the' coastal
submerged lands. Therefore title to
these lands passed to the State upon
statehood.

Finally, as noted'earlier, the face
of PLO 82 itself suggests, on bal-
ance, that the withdrawal extends
to the actual coastline. If, as I be-
lieve, the better argument is that
the withdrawal stopped at. the
water's edge, there is nothing to
suggest that the drafters intended it
to extend to the legal: or eonstruc-
tive as opposed to the actual, physi-
cal coastline. Therefore, I believe
the intent is best served if we in-
terpret PLO 82 as withdrawing
only to the actual coastline.

VI. EFFECT OF CONCLU-
SION ON BOUNDARY OF
-ARCTIC NATIONAL
WILDLIFE RANGE

Because I have concluded that
PLO 82 did not reserve the coastal
submerged lands, there was no
formal 0 completed withdrawal
which reserved the coastal: sub-
merged lands -in, the' 'Arctic Na-
tional Wildlife Range area prior to
Alaskan statehood in: 1959. The

land ultimately included in the
Range had, however, been described
in an application for a withdrawal
filed by the Fish and Wildlife
Service in January 1958, one year
before statehood. See 23 FR 364.

hi der the regulations then in ex-
istence, 43 CFR 295.11.(a) (1959
Supplement), the application oper-
ated by itself to segregate the land
from all' forms of disposal under
the public land laws, to the. extent
that' the withdrawal applied' for
would, if: finally executed, prevent
such forms of disposal. This segre-
gative effect remained until final
action was taken on the application.
This fact was noted and given added
momentum in .PLO .1621 signed
Apr. 18, 1958, eight months before
statehood. See p. 169 -supTa.
a -Because ultimate placement of

<these 1lands in. the, Wildlife ange
prevented their disposition to the
State, it is obvious that the segrega-
tive effect of the withdrawal appli-'
cation was, under the regulations in
effect at that time, effective against
passage of title of submerged lands
to the State upon statehood.

The only fact that could lead to
doubts about.-this conclusion is a
brief opinion signed by the Deputy
Solicitor in 1959 regarding the ef-
fect of a pre-statehood application
for a withdrawal of coastal sub-
merged lands for a proposed Aleu-
tian Islands National Wildlife Re-f-
uge upon passage of title to the
State. See M-36562 (Aug. 21, 1959).
This opinion concludes that thelseg-
regation of the coastal submerged
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lands bv the withdrawal applica-
tion is not sufficient to prevent title
from passing to the State at state-
hood by- operation' of, 'the Sub-
merged Lands Act nade applica-

'bte to Alaska by the Statehood Act.
Unfortunately, this opinion con-

tains' almost no reasbnihg to sup-
port its, conclusion. Mosti partieu-
larly,-. it, does not even onsider the
meffeet of'sec. 5 (a) of the Siibinrged
Lands Act, excepting ron transfer
to the .State those lands expressly
'retained. bv the United States,-o r
"'presently and adtualy occupied by
'the Unite' States undcr claim- of
r igt' The: core issue tliat' thopin-
idn should have 'addressed, but in-
"sead ignord, ;was whether asegre-
.gation I (by "'apiaton) qualified
'under sec'0$.'(a) to prevent passage
bf title at: statehod...

As I 'have discussed rlier, it is
plain that a completed withdrawal
.of lands qualifies asan express re-
4enti6n under'the Submerged Lands
Act. The D'epartniental regulations
an effect at that'time gi vean 'iden-
;;tical effect to, an application-it 'seg-
.regated the lands from disposal to

-te same 'ctent that the withdrawal
.aplied- for- would, if' finally; exe_
cuted, have done.; The puirpose of
'the regulation is elear': -The. filing:
s-of, an: application 'prevented any-
thing. from happening, prior to as

'dlecision ..on the, applicationl, which
,vould.,have' rendered,,a favorable

-decision on the application impos-
rsible. Now the Secretary might well
have d~cided in his discretion .to re-
,j ect .'apreviously-filed application
'because of statehood,. and instead
.let the' S9tate- select tle submerged
.lands .includied in' the, application.
IBut to allowv statehood by itself to

override the segregative effect of
withdravwal applications provided
for in the regulations substantially
vitiates the meaning; of the: "ex-
pressly retained" proviso in the
Submerged Lands Act.35, That be-
ing the case, I have no difliculty in
overruling the Deputy Solicitor's
opilion, and finding that the pre-
statehood- application for a with-
drawal operated as an express re-
tention. of the: lands at statehood un-
der the Submerged Lands.Act 'and
.prevented passage of title of, the
'coastal submerged lands to the
State.

Therefore,' my opinion that PLO
82 did not withdraw:the.coastl sub-
imerged lands in Mnorthern ' Alaska
(includikg those eoastal submerged
lands ultimately included' in- th
Ardtic'National Wildlife Range)
does not mean that tie coastal sub-
merged laids in the Range passed
to'thetiate a' stateho'd. Inst'ead,
the 1958 application by the Bureau
of -port :Fieries and Wildlife and
tle management 6f those lands for

n It also substantially vitiates the meanin-
of § 6(e) of the Statehood Act, whichiexcepts
from transfer to the State "lands withdrawn
or- otherwise set apart as refuges or reserva-
tions for the protection of ildlife * e

(Italics, added) This proviso was very briefly
considered by the Deputy Solicitor in-his 1959
opinion. In the last sentence of that opinion,
he observed that he could "ifind nothing" in
that proviso to support a conclusion that the
withdrawal application1 prevented passage of
title to thefState. This ignored the plain impli-
cation of the underlined language in §6(e);
i~e., lands may not only be uithdraw7n for
wildlife protection but also "otherwise set
apart"fof such purposes. Although the mere
filing of the application did not create a
formal "refuge" within the language of sec.
6(e), the application for a withdrawal f or
such purposes under then-existing regulations
operated in-fact to set the lands i the. ap-
plicat or apart and reserve them for possible
use for the protection of wildlife until the
application could be ruled on.
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wildlife purposes operated to re- between the north and .south forks
tain the lands' in federal ownership, of Firth River, approximate lati-
where they remain. tude 68O52' N., longitude 141°00':

W., thence westerly, along this di-
-Lo KRULITZj vide,.and the periphery of the wa-

.;::- SotoT,. tershed northward to the Arctic
Ocean, along the crest of portions of

EXHIBIT A the Brooks Rangeandthe Dejong

IPUBLIC LAND- ORDERt 82] Montaus, to Cape 'Lisburne...
The area described, including

-: ;ALA..SKAe V . . 0 R-both public and non-public lands,

WITIIDRWINg p U B t Id c aggregates 48,800,000 acres.
LANDS FOR USE IN CON- ALSK PENINSULA
NECTION~ WITHT THE PROS-
BCTJTION OF THE WARti i t Beginning at the highest point on'

*- -t. niamnof-approximate lati-
By virtue-of the auth6rity-vested tule '5G013' N., longitude 159)24

In" thle' Presidlent; and puxstant. to. r , -:.X v-.iU: 0 , 
Executive Order No. 9146 of April South, approimately 24 miles, to
24, 194.2; It rdered' as fo~a'ws:f a- point on the north shore of

Sub j'eot to valid existing. ights, ''-Ivanof Bay;'
(1) all public lands, including all 'N'orthe'asterly, approximatel 400
public lands in the Chugach Nation- ' ' mJiles; along the Pacific O.ean,
.a1 Forest, within the fllo'vih& de-: "'' Shelikof fta.t and Cook'inlet
scribed areas are herebSr withdirawn to Tuxedni Bay,-
from sale, lo'cation, selection, ';nd ''othwesterly, approximately 46
'entry under the public-land lis of '; mies, along the south hore of
'the, United 'tate§, including tim ' Txednin Bay, to'the headwa-
mining laws, and from lea-sing. un-m - ters of .the principal stream en-
,Ler the mineral-leasing as and : Btering Tuxedni' Bay 'from the
(2) the minerals' in-such lands are . west,acr6ss the AleutiandRange

'hereby reserved under the jurisdic- ' of -ountains to the most north-
tion of the Secretary of the Interior, erly point of Little Lake Clark;
for use' in connection with the pros-, Southwesterlyapproximately 340r
ecution of thewar: ' '. miles' along the easterly:shore%

NOTHR ALASKA ;' '..: . of ittle Lake Clark Lake
* "NORTHEIlRN -ALASI:-4 -- T'A :'-:-;''- Clark and Sixmile Lake. to.

All that. part of Alaska lying Newhalen .iRiver, downstream-
north of a line beginning at apoint ' along'the lft bank. ofNe.wha-; -
on the boundary between tbe 'United - len- River to Iliana Lke
States and Canada, on the divide southerly along te noth
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and west shores of Iliamna
Lake to Kvichak River, down-
stream along the left bank of
Kvichak River, and the shores
of Kvichak Bay and Bristol
Bay, to a point due north of the
point of beginning;

South approximately 22 miles, to
the point of beginning.

The area described, including
both public, and non-public lands,
aggregates 15,600,000 acres.

X KATALLA-YAKATAGA

Beginning at Cottonwood Point,
at the mouth of Copper River, ap-
proximate latitude 60017' N., longi-
tude144055'W.; 

Northerly, approximately 18
miles upstream along the left
bank of Copper River to a point
.on the North boundary of the
Chugach.National Forest;-

Easterly, approximately 32 miles,
alongThe- orth boundary of
the;ChugahNational.Forest to
the east, boundary of: the na-
tional forest;

East, approximately 10OOmiles, to
the boundary between the
UnitedStates and Canada;

South, approximately 16 miles,
along the International Bound-
ary to Mt. St. Elias;

South, approximately 38 miles,
across Malaspina Glacier, to the
Gulf of Alaska;

Westerly, approximately 140
miles, along the-Gulf of Alaska,
to the point of beginning.

The area described, including
both public and non-public lands,
aggregates 3,040,000 acres.

Thei total area ,described in' the
three tracts," aggregates 'approxi-
mately.67,440,000 acres.

This-'-order shall not. affect, or
modify existing reservations of. any
.of the lands involved except to the
extent necessary to prevent the sale,
location, selection, or entry of the
above-described lands under the
public-land laws, including the milu-
ing laws, and the leasing of the
lands under 'the mineral-leasing
laws.

ABE FORTAS,
.Acting Secretary of the hzter7ir.

JANuARY 22, 1943.
[F.R. Doc. 43-1796; Filed, Febru-

ary 3, 1943.; 9 :45 a.m.]
.[8 FR p. 1599, 2/4/43]

EXHIBIT B
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

GENERAL LAND OFFICE
WASHINGTON

Nov. 20, 1942.
MEMORANDUM for the Secretary.

The, attached, draft of a public land order would withdraw, subject to
valid existing rights, the described lands from sale, location,- selection or
entry' under the public land laws including the mining laws, and from
leasing under the: mineral leasing laws, and reserve the minerals in the
lands':for use in onnection with the prosecution'of the war. There are'
also attached, a'letter to the Attorney General, and a letter to the Director,
Bureau'of the Budget.'
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IN NORTHERN ALASKA

December 12, 1978

There are in the areas described in the proposed order approximately
360 patented entries embracing about 3,000 acres,: 64 oil and gas leases em-
bracing approximately 137,006 acres, and about .105 oil and gas lease
applications embracing approxiimately 84,000 acres. If and when this
order is signed, the lease applications will be rejected.

The strategic position of ;Alaska with relation to the war effort has
multipled many :old the need for exploration for the purpose. of locating
and developig a supply of oil. and gas within the territory. Notwith-
standing the extremely, favorable terms which are faccorded to private oil
operators under the oil and gas leasing act, both as originally approved
in 1920 and as amended in 1935,.there is no commercial oil. or gas well in
Alaska at this time. Furthermore, the possibility of any, immediate opera-
tions in the area by private concerns is slight. 

Consideration is being given to the.. possi ility of exploration by the
Government with .a view to the possible discovery of a sovrce of oil for
the use of the armed forces. It is. likely that any such exploration if it.is
undertaken, would be subjeet to interference on. the part, of numerous
private claimants, lessees,- etc., unless the land were first withdrawn rom
exploration by.the public. .

This withdrawal is proposed as an effective means of reserving thel and
to permit.of the perfection of thenecessary arrangements and of the com-
pletion of any exploration prograrn that may be undertaken.

It is: recommended that you sign the attached -letters to the Attorney
General and the Director, Bureau of the Budget.,

- Fnr:D W. JonENsN, 
- ;mm s ioner.

EXHIBIT 0

UNITED STATES -

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

- : .WASHINGTON
Nov. 16; -1942.

MEMORANDIIJM for Mr. Havell: -
In response to your memorandum of November 13 to Mr. Deeds in

which you propose a ;withdrawal from all forms of entry, but really, I
understand, for the protection from exploitation of any contained oil, of
three great tracts of public land in Alaska which you designate as
Northern Alaska, Alaska Peninsula- and Katalla-Yakataga

Y Your Northern Alaskan .proposal constitutes an enlargemeiit of existing
Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4. Naval Reserve No. 4 as now described
includes, with a wide margin of safety, the seepages at Cape Simpson,
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the chief and praqtically the only direct evidence of the. existence of oil
in this remote area. The boundaries of. Naval Reserve No. 4 include not
only the lands that are most hopeful for exploration in this part of Alaska,
but far more land than can conceivably be explored for oil,"by drilling,
during the present' emergency. I see no present necessity for enlarging
Naval Reserve No. 4 and, therefore, do not advise the withdrawal that
you describe under the caption "Northern Alaska.": ''

Your proposed' Alaska Peninsula withdrawal covers the known favor-
able structures in that part of the Territory with their accompanying
seepages, together with the areas that have been drilled. While the pro-
posed -withdrawal is abundantly generous, the difficulties of segregating
by detailed description'the areas within' it that-contail potentialities, are
recognized. If a withdrawal is deemed advisable, despite the fact that the
Secretary now has the power to reject all applications for oil rights 'under
the oil land leasing act, then this is an area in which such action is
justified 1.

For similar reasons your proposed withdrawal of the Katalla-Yakataga:
area, is not..objected to, even though it includes a vast terrain that is
covred with. glaciers and intisely' folded mountain regions that are il-
possible from the point of view of oil content or recoveiy.

, The justificatibn of the withdrawal of-the Alaska Peninsula area, in so
far as it rests upon the possibility of. oil content in the land is that, the
southeastern border of that area' contains definitely recognized and
mapped structures which, so far as.such features alone are concerned, are
favorable tot'the' trapping of any oil present. The structural evidence is
fortified in a 'measure by' khown oil seepages and the revelationlin some
shallow wells that have been drilled of minor and thus far non-ommerciaI
quantities of oil.,

Te justification for the Katalla-Yakataga withdrawal lies in the fact
that i the.Katalla area a mallj.yield of high-grade oil was obtained for
a num~lnber of years from a group of shallow wells. No oil is now produced
in this, area bit additional oil probably can be produced in small quanti-
ties. The Yakataga portion of .the area contains,.funtested, apparently
favorable structures. Testing by drilling appears to be justified.

Consideration of course will be given in your office to the effect of any
proposed withdrawals upon, existing Forest Reserves, Military or Naval
reservations, Fish Band Wildlife protection, and similar matters of which
thie Survey has noespecial cognizance.

W. C. MENDENIHALL,.

Direotoi'.

11-48-42.
NOTE:: I disc6ussed with Secretary Ickes and he instructed that we pro-

ceed'with the withdrawal of the three (3) areas.,
[T'i~s :nwte was handwritten] ' ' ' '7 i 73 ; 00 i 0 rWoLtsoIN- .



1811 TAX<: STATUS OF THE PRODUCTION OF OIL AND GAS: FROM 18
JICARILLA APACHE TRIBAL LANDS UNDER THE 1938

INDIAN MINERAL LEASING ACT

March 2, 1979:

TAX STATUS OF THlE PRODUCTION Peck tribal lands under leases made
OF OIL AND GAS FROM JICAR-ILLA pursuant to the 1938 Indian Mineral
APACHE TRIBAL LANDS UNDER Leasing Act, 52 Stat. 47, 25 U.S.C.
THE 1938 INDIAN MINERAL LEAS- ;§§396a-396f (1970) ,.are not taxable
ING ACT .. by the.State ofA Montana. You have

now requested.. my opipon as to
MI-36896 (Supp.) .. whether.alike condusi u isapplica-

MarAc 2,1X £, ble to tribal royalties- from leases of

Indian Lands: Leases anld.Permits: oil Jicarifla Apache tribal lands, with
and as i respect to taxation by the State of

New Mexic.
Tribal royalties from leases f Jicarilla . The State of;Montana asserted
Apache tribal lands cannot be edby autorty tolevy taxes on pyoauc-

the State of New Mexico. tion from the Fort Peck lands under
Indian Lands: Taxation . . purported sanction' of 25 U''.S.C.
The .taxation, proviso, contained in. 257 § 398 (1970). (Act .Of May29,124,
U.S.C. § 39Sc (1970) does not apply to 43Stat.24), which hadauthorized
leases entered into under the 1938 Leas- taxation of production from tribal
Ing Act (25 U.S.C. §§ 396a-396f (1970))- lands Ileased. under 2 .S. 39.7
States -eannotl tax tribal royalties from (1970) t of Feb 28 1891,20
such leases..

Stat. 795), that is, ,bought andpaid
Mineral Leasing Act: tenerally. for" tribal lands. I co'ncludd that
Oil and gas leases of Indian lands entered the 1938 Leasing Act wcon
into under the 1938 Mineral Leasing Act tained a comprehensive mineraI
(25 U.SC. §§396a-396f (1970)) are not leasing scheme but whic did not
subject to the taxation proviso contained contain: a provision authorizing
in 25 U.S.C. § 398c (1970).: statetaxationfproion,didhot

OPINION BY OFFICE OF THE ] mtcrporate th e tvision in the 1924 ct 25 U.S.C.
SQL J6-'.s.OlITOR;0..: :?-000; §.398), and' thattherefOre §398 did

Febm'ary 2, 1979 not authorize taxatibn of royalties
from production under leases made

To: ASSISTANT SECRETARY-INDIAN pursuant to the 1938 A I also
.gALFFAIRS, 0 te m 0 -th .t .AFRAIS Enoted inthat opinion, that there is

no other tatutU -which might grant
SUBJECT: TAXS STATUS6 OF T PRO- authority for state taxation of In-

DUCTION OF: OIL AND GAS FROMT dian royalties from such leases.
JICARILLA APACHE TRIBL LANDS. The Jicarilla Apache Reservation

I advised you by a Nov. 7, 1977, is distinguishable from Fort Peck in
opinion (M-36896, 84 I.D. 905 that it is an Executive Order ,es-
(1977)), that tribal royalties from ervation, and N-ew Mexico ;,taxes
production of oil and gas on Fort production of. oil and. gas thereon
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under purported authority of 25
U.S.C. § 398c. That section, worded
similarly to the taxing proviso in
§ 398, was part of the Act of Mar.
3 1927, 44 Stat. 1347, 25 U.S.C.
§§ 39sa-398e, which authorized min-
eral leasing on Executive Order re-
servations. Both that Act and its
legislative history made clear that
Congress intended the leasing au-
thority for tribal lands on Execu-
tive Order reservations and the
policy of permitting the states to tax
production thereon to be the same
as that applicable to "bought and
paid for" reservations

As discussed in the 'Nov. 19t77,
opinion, the 1938 Act replaced the
earlier fractionated leasing author-
ities -(including §§ 398a-398e) wit
a comprehensive' and uniform
scheme for all reservations, with a
few specific exceptionS.2 Sec. 398c
cannot be distinguished from § 398
in this regard. Both were enacted
prior to the 19380 Act, and the effect
of the 1938 Act was the same on
both. Thus, if 'the taxing proviso in
§ 398 was, not incorporated into the
1938 Act, as I earlier concluded,
neither was the taxing proviso in
§ 398c. Accordingly, it is my 'con-
clusion that taxation of production
on Jicarilla Apache tribal lands
from leases made under the 1938
Leasing Act is not authorized by
§ 398c. Absent specific statutory-per-
mission, New Mexico lacks author-
ity to tax Indian property. (Solici-

I See, e.g., S. Rep. 1240, 69th Cong. 2nd
Sess. (1927) ; S. Rep. 768, 69th Cong., 1st
Sess. (1926).

2 The speelfic erceptions are named In O
of the 1938 Act, 25 U.S.C. § 396f.

tort's Opinion, A1-36896 at 84 I.
10 (1977)) Thus, New Mexico may
not tax royalties received by the
Jicarilla Apache Tribe from 1938
Act leases.

LEO murtnz,

Solicitor.

NIELSONS, INC.

IBOA-1126-9-76

Decided March 8, 1979

Contract No. MOO C 1420 6159, Bureau
of Indian Affairs.

Sustained.

1. Contracts: Foration and Validity:
Bid Award

Where the contractor's bid Is accepted
during an extension of the bid'acceptance
period conditioned upon the contractor
not being prejudiced by changes resulting
from energy related shortages, the Board
finds that the contractor's conditional ac-
ceptance of a change order increasing
prices for asphaltic materials to a cer-
tain date continued the bid qualification
in effect and does not preclude recovery
of asphaltic price increases thereafter.

2.' 'Contracts: Construction and
Operations: Actions of the Parties-
Contracts: Performance or Default:
Release and Settlement

Where the Govermnent has accepted a
bid conditioned upon the contractor not
being prejudiced by. changes resulting
from energy related shortages and the
parties agree in a change order to an
increase in price for asphaltic materials,
the Board finds the agreement does not
constitute an accord and satisfaction pre-
cluding fuither price increases where the
evidence. shows there was no meeting
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of the minds and this was evident to the
contracting officer prior to execution of
-the change order.

.APPEARANCES: Mr. Douglas M.
Carnival, Attorney at Law, O'Connor &
Hannan, Washington, D.C., for appel-
lant; Mr. William Back, Department
Counsel, Window Rock, Arizona, for
-the Government.

,OPINION BY ADHINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE LYNCH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

Appellant seeks to recover addi-
.tional costs of $80,558.41 (plus in-
terest) attributable to successive
price increases in asphaltic mate-
rials during performance of a road
construction contract. The contract
was, awarded after appellant had
-conditioned an extension of the bid
acceptance period "on the basis it
does not prejudice any action re-
quired by us in the event of un-
reasonable delay, description or
change occurring in the work as a
-direct or indirect result of energy
shortages and/or energy related ma-
terial shortages." By agreement
of the parties during the hearing
held on July 31, 1978, only the issue
of entitlement is presented in this
appeal (Tr. 91).

BACKGRO UND

Appellant was the apparent low
bidder on a project for the building

1 AF-A. All references herein will use the
-following abbreviations: appeal file=AF, tran-
:script=Tr., appellant's exhibit=AX, and
Government exhibit= GX.

of approximately 151/2 miles of
roadway between Whitehorse and
Pueblo Pintado, New Mexico. The
bid was opened by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) on Nov. 14,
1973. By its terms the bid was sub-
ject to acceptance within 60 days
after opening. In an exchange of
letters dated Jan. 11, 1974, the BIA
requested and appellant granted a
30-day extension of the bid accept-
ance period with the above-quoted
qualification. The BIA accepted
appellant's bid under the qualified
extension on Feb. 8, 1974, awarding
a contract for $3,132,074.76.

By reason of a stipulation be-
tween the parties accepted by the
Board as Board Exhibit 1, the
parties do not dispute the following
facts and sequence of events.

The contract required the use of
large volumes of emulsified asphalt,
grade CSS-lh under Item 312(2)
and asphalt cement, 120-150 pene-
tration under Item 403(2). Appel-
lant placed a purchase order on
Feb. 8, 1974, with Chevron.2 Chev-
ron rejected the purchase order on
Mar. 23, 1974, advising that the
quoted prices could not be honored
because of the long delay between
the quote and award, and that the
prices that would apply to
asphaltic materials would be those
in effect at the time of delivery. Ap-
pellant notified the BIA of this
resulting uncertainty of asphaltic
material prices on Mar. 29, 1974.
The changes in price of these ma-
terials per ton during the contract

AFO.

291-215-79-3

1821
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period is shown

Item Item
Date 312(2) 403(2)

emulsified asphalt
asphalt cement

Nov. 14, 1973_. _ 52. 18 57. 88
Mar. 23, 1974 -- 63. 00 63. 00
Sept. 13, 1974._ 68. 00 68. 00
Jan. 30, 1975 73. 00 73. 00
Mar. 21, 1975 82. 02 82. 02
June 18, 1975__ 84. 02 84. 02

At the request of appellant, rep-
resentatives of the BIA, appellant
and Chevron met on Aug. 2, 19T74,
to discuss the price increases of
asphaltic. materials. Subsequently
on Aug. 6, 1974, the BIA issued
Change Order No. 2 increasing the
unit prices of Items 312(2) and
403(2) to reflect the increased cost
of asphaltic materials. The total
contract price was increased by
$189,000.30. By letter dated Aug. 7,
1974, appellant accepted Change
Order No. 2 "with the condition
that should the costs of the bitumi-
nous materials increase over the
current prices due to scarcity, fluc-
tuating market and/or the national
energy crisis we have the right to
claim reimbursement for the addi-
tional cost inyolved to purchase
these bituminous materials." 3

By letter dated Sept. 23,1974, ap-
pellant advised the BIA of an ad-
ditional increase by Chevron (on
Sept. 13, 1974) in prices of asphal-
tic materials and requested another

aAP-D.

meeting to be scheduled.4 The BIA
responded by letter of Oct. 2, 1974,
to appellant's letters of Aug. and
Sept. 23, 1974. The response ad-
vised that the contract contained no
provision to pay increased costs for
the stated reasons and that if ap-
pellant intended to file a claim, it
should be done when the project is
completed.

Thereafter, as the prices of
asphaltic materials used on the
project were increased, appellant
notified BIA. On Aug. 25, 1975,
after completion of the road proj-
ect, appellant made a formal claim
for an additional payment of 45,
917.54 for such increases.' The
claim was rejected by the contract-
ing officer by letter dated Aug. 16,
1976.1- Appellant timely appealed
the adverse decision on Sept. 13,
1976. The amount of the claim was
increased to $80,558.41 at the
hearing by amendment of the
complaints

Discussion and Findings

The Government contends (1)
that the extension of the bid accept-
ance period did not cause appellant
to lose its asphalt supply commit-
ment because Chevron's quote ex-
pired in 15 days rather than 60

S AT-B.

7Quantum was not presented at the hear-
ing; however, Rule 4.108 permits the Board
to allow either party to amend pleadings on
conditions just to both parties. Noting that
the appellant's release of claims did not re-
serve a specific amount, the amendment is
allowed as nonprejudicial to the Government
Appellant must still present convincing proof
of the actual price increase involved to the
contracting officer.

performance

[St I.D.
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,days; (2) that Change Order No. 2
constitutes an accord and satisfac-
tion as to appellant's entitlement
to reimbursement for delay in
-awarding the contract; and (3) that
the Government is not bound by

-declarations of its representatives
-at the Aug. 2,1974, meeting because
the representatives lacked authority
to bind the Government.

Appellant contends that the con-
dition attached to the extension of
the bid acceptance period was a con-*
tinning one covering the entire per-
formance period and that Change
Order No. 2 was intended only to
recognize cost increases up to
Aug. 2, 1974, without limiting ap-
pellant's right to additional reim-

/bursement if prices for asphaltic
materials continued to rise.

The Government's first argument
rests on evidence presented that the
-Chevron quotation on which appel-
lant bid was based was verbal, and
-that a Mar. 1, 1974, letter from
Chevron to appellant indicated a
15-day acceptance period on tele-
phonic quotes. The only documen-
-tary evidence supporting a 60-day
-acceptance period on Chevron quo-
-tations is a letter dated July 5,
1977, from the area sales manager
of Chevron. 9 The Government
challenges the value of this evidence
which was discovered just prior to

-the hearing, 'and contends the con-
-temporaneous evidence shows that
appellant was not confronted with a

>change increasing his cost or time
-of performance because the Chev-

GX-Q. -

9 AX-I.

ron quotation had expired 45 days
before the end of appellant's bid ac-
ceptance period. The inference is
that had the Government accepted
appellant's bid prior to the end of
the 60-day acceptance period, ap-
pellant would have been in the same
position respecting an uncommitted
source of asphaltic materials as he,
in fact, was when appellant's bid
was accepted during the qualified
bid extension period.

The obvious conflict in the evi-
dence over the length of time the
Chevron quotation remained open
for appellant's acceptance need not
be resolved. The Government was
not in a position to award the con-
tract to appellant until after both
appellant's and Chevron's (whether
15 or 60 days) acceptance periods
would lapse.1o Therefore, we are
not concerned with determining the
rights and obligations of the parties
in the circumstances of an award
having been made during the orig-
inal bid acceptance period. It may
be that a timely acceptance of ap-
pellant's bid would have resulted in
Chevron's refusal to honor its quo-
tation beyond 15 days. However,
upon requesting and accepting ap-
pellant's qualified extension of the
acceptance period, the Government
assumed a new obligation toward
appellant regarding liability for
the then existing uncertainties re-
garding the prices for asphaltic
materials.

10 AV-Al the BIA letter dated Jan. 11,
1974, requesting a 30-day extension of ap-
pellant's bid advises 'that National Park Serv-
ice clearance to use the Pueblo Pintado Pit #1
as a material source had not been obtained.

A1821
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The asphaltic price uncertainties
may have existed with or without
appellant's knowledge prior to the
end of the acceptance period, but it
is clear that appellant was aware of
such uncertainties when asked to
extend the bid acceptance period be-
cause it qualified the extension to
avoid the potential losses due to
the uncertain asphaltic pricing sit-
uation. Appellant could have re-
fused to extend the bid period and
thereby been protected against such
potential losses. Instead, appellant
granted the extension with a quali-
fication to afford protection against
the potential losses. Clearly, there
is a significant difference between
appellant's position prior to exten-
sion of the bid acceptance period
and the extended qualified accept-
ance period. Even if Chevron's bid
had expired 15 days after the bid
opening on Nov. 14, 1973, as indi-
cated by the Government, there was
nothing to require appellant to give
a bid acceptance extension on the
same terms as the Government en-
joyed during the original accept-
:ance period. Whether or not appel-
lant was in a position of risking
great losses during the last 45 days
of the original acceptance period,
appellant had the right to refuse
to extend the acceptance period or
to attach conditions to the extension
it did grant.

We find that the qualification of
appellant's extension of the bid ac-
ceptance period was proper and ac-
cepted by the Government upon
award of the contract during such
extension.

The Government's second and
third arguments will be treated to-

gether since the negotiations for
Change Order No. 2 which is
claimed to constitute an accord and
satisfaction were conducted by the
representatives whose authority to
bind the Government is disavowed
in the third contention. Mr. Ward
and Mr. Dzick were the representa-
tives for the BIA area office as-
signed to meet with appellant on
Aug. 2, 1974, to consider the first
post award price increase for as-
phaltic materials. Appellant claims
that the purpose of the meeting was
to negotiate an open ended contract
agreement to cover past and future
price increases in asphaltic materi-
als (Tr. 44). The Government con-
tends that the meeting was to nego-
tiate a single price increase for as-
phaltic materials that did, upon
appellant's acceptance, satisfy com-
pletely the qualified bid acceptance;
and that, to the extent that either
Mr. Ward or Mr. Dzick may have
indicated otherwise, their lack of
authority to bind the Government
makes such declarations a nullity.

'Change Order No. 2 does not con-
tain clear language helpful to reso-
lution of the issue. The explana-
tory paragraph preceding the au-
thorization of a price increase of
$189,000.30 under the changes
clause states:

Reference is made to your oontract No.
NOO C 1420 6159 dated February 8, 1974
covering construction of 15.474 miles of
roadway west of Whitehorse to Pueblo
Pintado, New Mexico and to our meeting
of August 2, 1974 in regards to the in-
creased costs encountered by you because
of the delay in making award.

The Change Order is signed by
"Henry Wright, Acting 'Chief,
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Branch of Contracting and Pro-
curement Services.". Mr. Wright
did not attend the meeting of Aug.
2, 1974. The :Change Order was ac-
knowledged and accepted by appel-
lant on Aug. 7, 1914, and returned
to the BIA with a transmittal let-
ter 11 of the same date stating: 

As per our, discussions 'and verbal
agreement at the meeting of August 2,
1974, attended by Mr. Walter Dzick, Mr.
Eddie Ward, Mr. Cal . Rickel, Mr. Wil-
11am Nielson and Mr. Edward Cook, we
accept the enclosed signed Change Order
No. 2 with the condition that should the
costs of the bituminous materials in-
crease over the current prices due to scar-
city, fuctuating market and/or the na-
tional energy crisis we have the right to
claim reimbursement for the additional
costs involved to purchase these bhitumi-
nous materials.

At the Aug. 2 meeting, Mr. Ward
and Mr. Dzick represented the BIA.
Mr. Rickel and Mr. Nielson repre-
sented appellant 'and Mr. Cook
represented' Chevron. Mr. Ward
testified that the intent of the
meeting, according to his inistruc-
tions from the contracting officer,
was to get the price for asphaltic'
material that day (Tr. 96-100). Mr.
Nielson (Tr. 83) and Mr. 1Riokel
(Tr. 42) testified that' they sought
to discuss'the means to be reim-
bursed for future increases in
asphaltic materials. The current
price for the asphaltic materials
was easily determined since Mr.
Cook of Chevron was present.
However,' agreement could' not be
reached on future. increases. Mr.
Rickel (Tr. 45), Mr.: Nielson (Tr.
80-81), Mr. Ward (Tr. 133), and

nAI-D.

Mr. Dzick (Tr. 151-2) all testified
to collaborating in the drafting of
a letter to address appellant's con-
cern about future price increases.
The resulting letter became the ap-
pellant's letter of Aug. 7, 1974,
transmitting the signed Change
Order No. 2. The change order con-
tained a price adjustment based
only on the prices for asphaltic
materials on Aug. 2, 1974. Mr.-
Dzick testified that the standard
procedure is that the contractual
document would be prepared, sent
to the contractor for signature, and
then signed by the contracting
officer when the contractor's signed
copy was received (Tr. 150).

[1] The Government argues that
Messrs. Ward and Dzick did not
have the authority to bind the Gov-
ernment to any agreements as to'
future increases and that the right
to claim reimbursement as used in
the letter of Aug. 7, 1974, is differ-
ent than a right to reimbursement.,
Whether the. BIA representatives
at the Aug. 2 meeting had authority
is' not necessary to decide. They
were the representatives sent to,
determine the effect that .the price
of as'haltic material on that. day
would have on the'contract. They'
determined'this to be $189,000.30..
Additionally, they'heard the appel-
hant's concerns expressed at the

meeting that future price increases
would need' to be reimbursed and
participated in drafting a letter for
appellant's use i that' regard. The
contracting officer chose' these
representatives as his instruments:
of communication with appellant in

182] 187
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the meeting to resolve the qualified
acceptance of the bid. Whether they
reported back all that occurred at
the meeting or just the contract
price increase necessary to adjust
the contract to current asphaltic
material prices is not conclusive.
The remainder of the meeting re-
sults were communicated to the
contracting officer in the Aug. 7
transmittal letter of Change Order
No. 2, advising of appellant's con-
ditions for acceptance of Change
Order No. 2.

The transmittal letter clearly
states the appellant's conditional
acceptance of the Change Order
based on the meeting of Aug. 2 and
the expectation that additional
price increases beyond that date
could be claimed. Therefore, re-
gardless of the authority of the
BIA representatives at the meeting,
the complete results of the meeting
were reported to the contracting
officer before he signed Change
Order No. 2, i.e., the current cost
impact of price increases and the
appellant's expectation that any
additional increases would provide
the basis for a claim for reimburse-
ment. Consequently, a fully in-
formed contracting officer signed
the Change Order conditioned by a
contemporaneous letter and ac-
cepted continued performance of
the contract for 2 months before his
letter of, Oct. 2, 1974, in which he
denies responsibility for additional
price increases.

[2] Under these circumstances,
the Government's claim. that
Change Order No. 2 constituted an

accord and satisfaction must fail.
There was a failure at the Aug. 2
meeting to have a meeting of the-
minds on the issue of whether the-
agreed upon increases were to cover-
increases to date or the entire con--
tract because of the limited author--
ity of the BIA representatives to,
consider anything other than in-
creases to that date. Lacking a
meeting of the minds, there could
not be a new agreement of accord,
and satisfaction to replace the prior
agreement of the parties regarding-
future price increases.

Additionally, upon signing-
Change Order No. 2, the contract-
ing officer was fully aware that ap-
pellant had not agreed that the-
price increase in that document wasr
sufficient to provide for the uncer--
tain price fluctuations that might
occur in the future. Neither appel--
lant nor the Chevron representative
were even asked to project the cost
impact of asphaltic price increases,
over the contract period. It strains-
credulity to believe that the con-
tracting officer would consider that
a contract price adjustment based.
only on prices on Aug. 2, 1974,,
would be acceptable when the prices
of these materials would be the
prices in effect at the time of de--
livery and the bulk of such mate-
rials would not be delivered to the-
project until later stages of the con-
tract performance. In this instance,
we cannot agree with the contention-
of the Government that both par-
ties must be presumed to have in-
tended or recognized a distinctive-
difference between the phrases-
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"right to claim reibursem and
-"right to reimbursement." It is clear
that only the Government consid-
ered the language to give the right
to summarily deny claims for actual
price increases in asphaltic mate-
rials after Aug. 2,1974.

Therefore, we find the Change
Order No. 2 was only conditionally
accepted by the contractor and was
therefore not an accord and satis-
faction. We further find that the
effect of the contracting officer sign-
ing and processing the Change Or-
der without taking any exception to
the terms outlined in the transmit-
tal letter of Aug. 7,1974, for a pe-
riod of 2 months, was to acquiesce
in such terms as the basis for pay-
ment of future price increases for
asphaltic materials.

DECISION

The parties having agreed to
limit the presentation of the instant
appeal to the question of entitle-
ment, we find that appellant is en-
titled to an equitable adjustment
for price increases in materials pro-
cured for Items 312(2) and 403(2)
after Aug. 2, 1974, plus interest
pursuant to Clause 37, "Payment of
Interest on Contractors' Claims,"
from the date of appeal of the con-
tracting officer's adverse decision on
Sept..13, 1976.12

The appeal is remanded to the
contracting officer for a determina-

12 AP-N. The date that interest commences
under Clause 7 is "from the date the con-
tractor furnishes to the contracting officer
his written appeal under the disputes clause
of the contract."

tion of the amount of the equitable
adjustment and interest.

RUSSELL C. LYNCH,
Administratve Judge.

AVE CONCUR: 

BERT S. GMoRE, 
Administrative Judge.

WILLITA F. McGRnw,
Chief Administr ative Judge.
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Appeal of Raymond A. Kreig, from the
Bureau of Land Management Decision
#:F-14912, dismissed Mar. 9, 1979.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Valid Existing
Rights
Preference rights to purchase set forth
in Public Land Order No. 1613, Apr. 7,
1958, that were outstanding, as of the
date of the passage of ANCSA, are valid

:-existing rights protected by ANCSA.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Valid Existing
Rights-Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally

.Valid existing rights held by third parties
that lead to acquisition of title, must be
identified in the conveyancing document
and the land covered thereby excluded
fro the conveyance to the seleeting Na-
tive corporation.

APPEARANCES: Raymond A. Xreig,
pro se; M. Francis Neville, Esq., Offlce
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"right to claim reibursem and
-"right to reimbursement." It is clear
that only the Government consid-
ered the language to give the right
to summarily deny claims for actual
price increases in asphaltic mate-
rials after Aug. 2,1974.

Therefore, we find the Change
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therefore not an accord and satis-
faction. We further find that the
effect of the contracting officer sign-
ing and processing the Change Or-
der without taking any exception to
the terms outlined in the transmit-
tal letter of Aug. 7,1974, for a pe-
riod of 2 months, was to acquiesce
in such terms as the basis for pay-
ment of future price increases for
asphaltic materials.

DECISION

The parties having agreed to
limit the presentation of the instant
appeal to the question of entitle-
ment, we find that appellant is en-
titled to an equitable adjustment
for price increases in materials pro-
cured for Items 312(2) and 403(2)
after Aug. 2, 1974, plus interest
pursuant to Clause 37, "Payment of
Interest on Contractors' Claims,"
from the date of appeal of the con-
tracting officer's adverse decision on
Sept..13, 1976.12

The appeal is remanded to the
contracting officer for a determina-

12 AP-N. The date that interest commences
under Clause 7 is "from the date the con-
tractor furnishes to the contracting officer
his written appeal under the disputes clause
of the contract."

tion of the amount of the equitable
adjustment and interest.
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Administratve Judge.
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Administrative Judge.
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Rights
Preference rights to purchase set forth
in Public Land Order No. 1613, Apr. 7,
1958, that were outstanding, as of the
date of the passage of ANCSA, are valid

:-existing rights protected by ANCSA.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Valid Existing
Rights-Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally

.Valid existing rights held by third parties
that lead to acquisition of title, must be
identified in the conveyancing document
and the land covered thereby excluded
fro the conveyance to the seleeting Na-
tive corporation.

APPEARANCES: Raymond A. Xreig,
pro se; M. Francis Neville, Esq., Offlce
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of the Regional Solicitor, on behalf of
the: Bureau of Land Management;
Elizabeth S. Taylor, Esq., on behalf of
Doyon, Ltd.

OPINION BY

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS
APPEAL BOARD

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority in the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.
§§1601-1624 (Supp. IV, 1974), as
amended, 89 Stat. 1145 (1976), and
the implementing regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650, and Part 4, Subpart
J (1975), hereby makes the follow-
ing findings, conclusions and de-
cisions dismissing the appeal from
'the Decision of the State Director,
Bureau of Land Management # F-
14912.

On July 27, 1978, appellant filed
a Notice of Appeal from the above-
referenced decision. Appellant al-
leges that he has an interest in lands
~between the boundary line of U.S.
Survey 2911 and the centerline of
the Alaska highway which are lo-
cated in Sec. 29, T. 15 N., R. 19 E.,
.C.R.M. This land claimed by appel-
lant has een approved for convey-
ance to Northway Natives, Inc.,- and
Doyon, Ltd., pursuant to ANCSA.
Appellant claims he has a right to
purchase this highway frontage
pursiiant to the preference rights
provision of Public Land Order
1613 of Apr. 7, 1958. The history of
this parcel of land has been set forth
as follows by the parties.

On Aug. 10, 1949, PLO 601 was
enacted which reserved for highway

purposes the public lands in Alaska
within 300 feet of each side of the
centerline of certain highways, in-
cluding the Alaska highway. On
May 5, 1954, Nell Kelley, appellant's
predecessor in interest, received
patent to U.S.S. 2911 which was ad-
jacent to the Alaska highway re-
serve. On Apr. 7, 1958, the reserva-
tion set out in PLO 601 was revoked
by PLO 1613. Public Land Order
1613 was issued by the Secretary of
the Interior pursuant to legislation
which permitted the Secretary to
dispose of the land withdrawn for
highway purposes after revocation'
of the withdrawal and after reser-
vation of an easement for the high-
way. While this legislation permit-
ted the Secretary to sell such forim-
erly withdrawn land and reserve as
easement for the highway, the legis-
lation stated that the Secretary was
to give an appropriate preference
right to adjoining land owners and
persons with valid unperfected en-
tries. This legislation has been codi-
fied in 43 U.S.C.A. § 971a through
e (West Supp. 1978). (70 Stat. 898,
Aug. 1, 1956.) Sees. 971a and 971b
which are relevant to the instant ap-
peal state as follows:

§ 971a. Alaskan lands within highway,
telephone, and pipeline withdrawals;
disposal; amendment of land description
of elaim or entry on adjoining lands.

Upon revocation of a withdrawal for
highways, telephone lines, or pipelines, in
Alaska, the lands involved shall be sub-
ject to disposal only under laws specified-
by the Secretary of the Interior, subject
to easements as established by the Secre-
tary. Notwithstanding any statutory lim-
itation on the area which may be included
in an unpatented claim or entry, the Sec-
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retary may permit the amendment of the
land description of a claim or entry on
adjoining. lands to include the restored
lands.

Aug. 1, 1956, c. 848, 1, 70 Stat. 898.
§ 971b. Same; sale; preference rights;

consent of Federal agency.
The Secretary may sell such restored

lands for not less than their appraised
value, giving an appropriate preference
right to the holders of adjoining claims
or entries and to owners of adjoining pri'
vate lands. If such lands are under the
jurisdiction of a Federal department or
agency other than the Department of the
Interior, any sale thereof shall be made
only with the consent of such department
or agency.
Aug. 1, 1956, c. 848, § 2, 70 Stat. 898.

Pursuant to this statute, the Sec-
retary issued. PLO 1613 which re-
voked the withdrawal of certain
highway reserves in Alaska, and in
paragraph 7 of such order set forth
preference rights of adjoining land
owners. This paragraph states as
follows:

The lands released from withdrawal by
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this order, which,
at the date of this order, adjoin lands
in private ownership, shall be offered
for sale at not less than their appraised
value, as determined by the authorized
officer of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, and pursuant to Section 2 of the act
of August 1, 1956, supra. Owners of such
private lands shall have a preference
right to purchase at the appraised value
so much of the released lands adjoining
their private property as the authorized
officer of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment deems equitable, provided, that or-
dinarily, owners of private lands adjoin-.
ing the lands described in paragraph 1
of this order will have a preference right
to purchase released lands adjoining
their property, only up to the centerline
of the highways loeated therein. Pref-

erence right claimants may make appli-
cation for purchase of released lands at
any time after the date of this order by
giving notice to the appropriate land
office of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. Lands described in this paragraph
not claimed by and sold to preference
claimants may be sold at public auction
at not less than their appraised value by
an authorized officer of the Bureau of
Land Management, provided that prefer-
enee claimants are first given notice of
their privilege to exercise their prefer-
ence rights by a notice addressed to their
last address of record in the office in the
Territory in which their title to their
private lands is recorded. Such notice
shall give the preference claimant at
least 60 days in which to- make applica-
tion to exercise his preference right;
and if the application is not filed within
the tinie specified, the preference right
will be lost. Preference right claimants
will also lose their preference rights if
they fail to pay for the lands within the
time period specified .by the authorized
officer of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, which time period shall not be less
than 60 days.

Thus, as of Apr. 7 158, the effec-
tive date of PLO 1613, the reserva-
tion of the lands between U.S.S.
£911 and the centerline of the Alas-
ka highway was revoked. Nell Kel-
ley could have made application to
purchase such formerly reserved
lands which adjoined US.S. 2911,
pursuant to PLO 1613. There is no
evidence that Nell Kelley ever made
such an application.

On Dec. 18, 1971, the Alaska Na-
tive Claims Settlement .Act was
passed by Congress. Sec. 11(a) of
this Act withdrew certain public
lands within Alaska, subject to val-
id existing rights, from all forms of
appropriation under the public
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land laws including mining and
mineral leasing laws and from se-
lection under the Alaska Statehood
Act. Included within this with-
drawal were those lands located
within Sec. 29, T. 15 N., R. 19 E.,
C.R.M., which were withdrawn for
the benefit of Northway Natives,
Inc., and Doyon, Ltd.

Pursuant to § 12(a) of ANCSA,
Northway Natives, Inc., filed a vil-
lage selection application for those
lands in Sec. 29, T. 15 N., R. 19 E.,
and on June 26, 1978, the Bureau of
Land Management issued a decision
for interim conveyance approving
for conveyance to Northway Na-
tives, Inc., the surface estate to Sec.
29, T. 15 N., R. 19 E., C.R.M., ex-
cluding U.S.S. 2911, Native Allot-
ments F-12950 and F-14316, Parcel
B, Chisana River, Nabesna River,
and Tanana River. The subsurface
estate was to be conveyed to Doyon,
Ltd.

On July 27, 1978, appellant filed a
Notice of Appeal with the Board. In
this document appellant stated that
he was currently buying all of the
land in U.S.S. 2911 and that as soon
as the purchase documents could be
recorded he would be making appli-
cation for the land between U.S.S.
2911 and the Alaska highway, pur-
suant to PLO 1613.

From documents filed with the
Board it appears that on Aug. 23,
1978, a personal representative's
deed was signed by the Executrix of
the estate of Nell Kelley conveying
to appellant all land within U.S.S.
2911. The file indicates that on Sept.
5, 1978, appellant filed his applica-
tion'with the BLM to purchase the

land between U.S.S. 2911 and the
Alaska highway.

Appellant has alleged that he has
a valid existing right to the lands
in question pursuant to PLO 1613
and that he is seeking these lands in
order to have access from U.S.S.
2911 to the Alaska highway.

The Bureau of Land Management
argues that the preference rights set
forth in PLO 1613 do not have an
expiration date, have not been ex-
tinguished, and therefore persons
such as appellant who are owners
of land adjoining the former Alaska
highway withdrawal have a valid
existing right to those purchase
lands mentioned in PLO 1613.

Doyon, Ltd., the Native Corpora-
tion which is to receive the subsur-
face estate of land selected by
Northway Natives, Inc., has alleged
that appellant has no valid exist-
ing right to the land in question.
They state that on Dec. 18, 1971,
Congress withdrew these lands
from "all forms of appropriation"
under § 11 of ANCSA. At this timie
no application for purchase under
PLO 1613 had been filed by appel-
lant or his predecessor in interest
and in fact was not filed until after
Northway Natives, Inc., received a
decision to convey these lands.
Doyon contents that appellant and
his predecessors, having failed to
exercise their preference right prior
to withdrawal and selection by
Northway, and having failed to ini-
tiate a lawful entry prior to Aug.
31, 1971, as is required by § 22(b)
of ANCSA, lost whatever prefer-
ence right they might have had
under PLO 1613.

[86 I.D..
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The issue to be resolved in this
appeal is whether the preference
rights created in PLO 1613 are
valid existing rights protected by
ANCSA.

Nothing in either ANCSA or its
implementing regulations specifi-
cally mentions PLO 1613 or the
legislation from which it arose.
ANCSA does, however, protect
valid existing rights. Sec. 11 of
ANCSA, which is entitled "With-
drawal of Public Lands," states in
§11(a)(1) that:

The following public lands are with-
drawn, subject to valid existing rights,
from all forms of appropriation under
the public land laws, including the min-
ing and mineral leasing laws, and from
selection under the Alaska Statehood
Act, * * *

Furthermore, § 14 of ANCSA,
which is entitled "Conveyance of
Lands," states in-subparagraph (g)
in part as follows:

All conveyances made pursuant to this
Act shall be subject to valid existing
rights. Where, prior to patent of any land
or minerals under this Act, a lease, con-
tract, permit, right-of-way, or easement
(including a lease issued under section
'6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act) has
been issued for the surface or minerals
covered under such patent, the patent
shall contain provisions making it sub-
ject to the lease, contract, permit, right-
of-way, or easement, and the right of the
lessee, contractee, permittee, or grantee
to the complete enjoyment of all rights,
privileges, and benefits thereby granted
to him. * * e

In interpreting what interests are
included within the meaning of the
term "valid existing rights" under
ANCSA, the Secretary of the In-

terior has determined that certain
rights of purchase held by third
parties which were outstanding but
unperfected as of the date of pas-
sage of ANCSA constitute "valid
existing rights." Secretarial Order
3029 of Nov. 20, 1978 (43 FR 55287,
Nov. 27, 1978), entitled "Valid
Existing Rights Under the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act" ad-
dressed in part the question of
whether or not leases created by the
State of Alaska on land tentatively
approved to the State but made se-
lectable for Native corporations
under ANCSA, and the purchase
rights to the land created by A.S.
38.05.077, were valid existing rights.

In discussing valid existing rights
under ANCSA, the Solicitor's
Opinion adopted by Secretarial
Order No. 3029 as the position of
the Department on the subject of
valid existing rights, stated in part
as follows:

A fundamental principle of ANOSA Is
that "[a]ll conveyances made pursuant to
this Act shall be subject to valid existing
rights." In addition, the sections with-
drawing land for Native selection (Sec-
tions 11(a), 1(a).) expressly provide
that the withdrawal is "subject to valid
existing rights." The revocation of prior
reserves created for Natives is also "sub-
ject to valid existing rights." (Section
19(a)).

Although the phrase "valid existing
rights" is not specifically defined in Sec-
tion 3 "Definitions", both the statute and
the legislative history offer guidance asto
its meaning.

Section 14(g) provides in pertinent
part:

"Where prior to patent of any land or
minerals nder this Act, -a lease, con-
tract, permit, right-of-way, or easement
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(including a lease issued under section
6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act) has
been issued * * * the patent shall con-
tain provisions making it subject to the
lease, contract (etc.) * *

Section 22(b) directs the Secretary "to
promptly issue patents to all persons who
have made a lawful entry on the public
lands in compliance with the public land
laws for the purpose of gaining title to
homesteads, headquarters sites, trade and
manufacturing sites or small tract sites,
and who have fulfilled all the require-
ments of law prerequisite to obtaining a
patent."

Section 22 (c) protects persons who
have initiated valid mining claims or loca-
tions in their possessory rights if they
have met the requirements of the mining
laws.

By regulation the Department has con-
strued Sections 14(g) and 22(b) and pro-
vided the mechanism for implementing
them. 43 CFR 2650.3-1(a) provides:

"Pursuant to sections 14(g) and 22(b)
of the act, all conveyances issued under
the act shall exclude any lawful entry
or entries which have been perfected
under, or are being maintained in com-
pliance with, laws leading to the acqui-
sition of title, but shall include land sub-
ject to valid existing rights of a tempo-
rary or limited nature such as those
created by leases (including leases issued
under section 6(g) of the Alaska State-
hood Act), contracts, permits rights-or-
way [sic], or easements."

* * * * *

* * * I do not believe the listing of
the rights to be protected was intended
to be limiting, but rather was ejusdem
generis. The regulation already quoted
(43 C1R 2650.3-1(a)) precedes its list
with "such as those created by * *
indicating clearly that the list is not ex-
haustive. Furthermore, there is not longi-
cal [sic] reasons why Congress would
have intended to protect rights of mu-
nicipalities or individuals which lead to
the acquisition of title under such Fed-
eral laws as the Townsite Act or the
Homestead Act, but did not intend to

protect the same municipality or indi-
vidual when the law under which the
rights are being perfected is a State law.

It is my conclusion, therefore, that the
department's regulations have construed
"valid existing rights" under ANCSA to
include rights perfected or maintained
under State as well as Federal laws lead-
ing to the acquisition of title. (Italics

added.)

This Solicitor's Opinion then.
concluded that leases issued by the
State of Alaska under its "open-to-
entry" leasing program prior to the
passage of ANCSA, together with
the outstanding right to purchase
set forth by State statute, were valid
existing rights which were to be ex-
cluded from the conveyance to the
Native corporations.

It is clear from this Secretarial
Order that valid existing rights are
not limited to leases, contracts, per-
mits, rights-of-way or easements
mentioned in § 14(g) of ANCSA,
but include other interests whether
or not they are specifically set forth
in ANOSA. Included within the
meaning of the term valid existing
rights are interests which are of a
temporary or limited nature and in-
terests which lead to the acquisition
of title. Furthermore, if such inter-
ests were created prior to ANCSA
they are to be considered valid exist-
ing rights if they have been per-
fected or if they are being main-
tained in conformance with the law
under which they were created.

The purchase rights granted to
the State issued open-to-entry
leaseholders in A.S. 38.05.07 are in
many way analogous to the prefer-
ence rights to purchase here under
consideration. The purchase rights
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associated With the open-to-entry
leases were rights granted 'by stat-
ute. The preference rights provision.
of PLO 1613 was issued pursuant to
Federal statute. The purchase rights
set forth in A.S. 38.05.077 which are
protected as valideexisting rights are
associated with a leasehold interest
granted tothird parties -by the State
of Alaska prior. to ANOSA. Secre-
tarial Order 3029 did-not require the
holder of the lease to assert the right
Df purchase within a' time frame
prior to ANCSA. The preference
rights provision of 'paragraph 7. of
PLO 1613 which is here under .con-

sideration is associated with lands
-transferred to "private ownership
prior-to the passage of ANCSA and
had no set date required for perfec-
tion. Both the purchase rights -set
forth in A.S.-38.05.077 and the pref-
erence rights-of purchase set forth
in PLO .1613 were outstanding
rights -as of the date of passage, of
ANCSA. Furthermore, -as of this
date neither the purchiaserights set
forth inA.S. 38.05.07.7 nor the pref-
erence rights.of PLO 1613 have ever
been terminated.
-. Besides A the above-quoted lan-
guage of ANCSA and Secretarial
:Order -3029 'there is further lan-

guage in ANCSA which indicates
that Congress intended to protect
rights, such ,as those. preference
-rights set forth .in, PLO 0 1613.
Throughout ANOSA, Congress
recognized and gave protectionhfo
various rights of access. Sec. 17(b)
(2) of the Act provides that the
Federal-State Land Use Planning

291-215-79 4.

-Commission is to identify certain
public easements across Native land.
While most of the language in this
section deals with easements for
public use, paragraph 2 of thfis sec-
tion mentioned other rights. of ac-
cess. This: paragraph. states as
follows:

In dentifying public easements the
Planning Commission shall, consult with
appropriate State and;Federal agencies,
shall review proposed tansportation
plans, land shall receive and review state-
ments and -'ecommendations from inter-
ested organizations and individuals on
the need for and proposed location of
public: easements: Provided, That ay
valid exi'sting right redobnize'd by -' s Act
ahaZ continue to have 'whatever' ight of

.access-as-is now provided'for under exist-
* ing law and this-subsection shall not op-
erate-in ay way to diminish or Emit.
,such right of access. (Italics added.)

The appellant in the present case
has alleged that he. is seeking to
*exercise the preference rights of
paragraph- 7 of PLO '1613 in order
to provide<'access from the property
he owns to the Alaska highway.
Prior to the issuance, of PLO 1613,
the property owned by. appellant

* adjoined the Alaska highwy. and
had direct access to the highway.
With the issuance of PLO .16131 the.
land between appellant's property
and_,the centerline of the Alaska
highway reverted to an unreserved
status andappellant no longer had
,direct access to the highway. It ap-
pears from PLO 1613 and the legis-

latioln-from which it arose,that the
preference rights of adjoining land
holders to purchase land between
such privately held land and the
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centerline of the Alaska highwa)
was intended, -at least in part, tc
prevent' such privatey: held' land
from beingdenied access; to the
Alaskahighway.

[1, 2] Based upon languiage in
ANCSA and its implementing reg-
,ulations, and the policy, of the lDe-
partment of the nterior: as set
forth in Secretarial Order 3029, the
Board finds -;that the preference
rights to purohase set f6rth in para-
grap., of PLO, 1.613 tlattwefre out-

;:.stancling as of the date of: the
passage of ANCSA and thatt are

,.:beinig maintained in. conformance
with the requirements.of PLO 1613,
are valid existing rights protected
.-,by ANCSA even jthougll sucll
rights lead to the* acquisition of
.title. Pursuant to 43 QFR- 2650,3-
1(a), nd Secre,arial .Order 3029,
Such- rigltswellh lead to the acqui-
sition of title must: be identified in
the' onveyancing doeinment- and
land covered thereby excluded from

the :conveyance tO. the selecting
Natirve, corporation.;- . .:.- ,- 
s .The allegations by .Ioyon, Ltd.,
that.appellant's rights cannot be a
"CvalidWexisting. right' .because he

-: has -not c complied with. § 22 (b) of
ANTCSA, is. without merit. - Sec.
22 (b) of ANCSA pedficaJly deals

:ith Akuirin- titlIeto hofihstads,
trade and -manufatuirig -sites,
lieadq rtars sites an'd snall tract

sites. Appellant is not:'claiming that
:his rights arise from any of these
four specific a'las and 'therefcore
§ 22(b) is Aot dispositive of the
issue in this pal. . ' *

7 The preference right given to the
owner of U:'.S. 2911 by-paragraph

s: 7 of PLO 1613 had not been ex-
I 'tiniguished and was outstanding as

of the: date of passage of ANCSA.
Appellant, as the owner of U.S.S.
2911, has an appiication-pending
before.th6 Bureau'of Land Manage-
ment to purchase land pursuant to
PLO 1613. At the present time
there has been'. no adjudication by
the Bureau of Land Management
on appellaut's' application. The
Board, having found that the out-
standing preference rights created
N ;in PLO 1613.: are, valid .:existing
rghts as that term is used in
ANOSA, herveby finds that the land
covered by appellant's applito
must be identified and excluded
from tle conveyance to Northway
Natives, Inc., pending the adjudica-
tion of tap claim apellant.

Pursuant t the above findings,
-the. Board hereby segregates-from
the above-referenced decision.-.to
convey those lands lying"! between
Ui.S.S. 2911 adi" the enterline of

'Xthe Aiaska' hi~gh~for wTh''ap-
pellant has made aplication', and
remands: such land to the Bureau of
Land Man'ige ent fo' a determina-
tiom: oni Xpelt's " appli'tio iled'
pusuant to PLO, 16,13. Based upon

'the reasoning set: forth ih Sec;e-
tarial Ordler 3029, oth'se lands which
,.the: Breau of Land. Manaemient
determines ..ar . to..be conveyed."to
appa puruant to paragmaph 7
*of- PLO 1613,, if, any,are to be ex-
clud:edfrom~conveya nce toNort'h-

,way ! Natives, Inc., and the renain-
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ing.lands conveyed to Northw ay
.-Natives, Inc.-

This represents a unanimous de-
cision of the Board.

0 JUITH M . ]3 mxn:r (; .
ChairperIA -Al as a Natve .
i 0:Caims: Appeal Board.:.

:;;AEIOAm F. DUNNING, D 
024 ~i :| BoardMmeri.

LAIWENCE MATSON,-

Board- Mevbet.

APPEAL OF YOSEITiD PARK AN)
CURRY COMPANYt

I B C -123 2-1 2-7 -& ; - X d-- :;

b March16,D e 1e9 H79

ContractX . NPS-WAlSO-IX-63-,; 
NationaI Par Service.

Government Xotion to lisnaiss
Gianted., -

1. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Juridition-Rul o-of Protiece Ap.

. elai byg aeoncessioner under-a Na-
tional Park Service Coftract iS dspnissed
as beyond the purview o the Board's
iurisdiction where the contract !ontains
no Disput'es clase rand biy its eipress
term's the Contfaet fDispups:Act ofp 178
is not appliable t. trhe claim asserted.

APPEAXAICES: Messrs~. Richard' A.
Solomon and lDennis Lane, Attorneys
at'Law, Wilnei!-&E Salielner; Washing-
ton, ThU.,' for appellant; MI!; a h S.

lnun, fleparttent Co unsel;- San
Franisco, Calif., fort the- Govermnent.

OP INI ON .CH. - , BY C E AD
:STRATi JUDGE McGO A

LATERIOP HbOARD OF COl-
TRACT APPEALS

Thie Governmnent h'as fl:Ied a mo-1
tion toh dismiss the instant apeai
fori laek- -of jurisdiction on O1 ' the
grounds that the contract'con'tains
neither -an equitable adjustmhenlt
provisionnor a Disputes clause. The
appellant has filed at opposition to

:the motion. The cmplaint ahldthe
answer have been filed. N l itler
partyr: has requested a teAring on
the jurisdictional - question pre-w
sented? -; - - - - '- 

The contract here- ihi issue was
entered into under date -May 9)

19I63;j for' a term of- 39 0:years com-
mencing Oct.- 1,963, 15rovidedcer-
tainr conditions were- satisfied. U n-.
.der thecontract terms the cohces-
sioner (hereinafter -referred t -as
the contraector) was comnitted- to.
expendinolg not-less than -speciIed
stms upon capitalimprovemhents by.
specific timeg Wvith a view hio pro-

-viding te public Visitg Yosemite
National Park with acco!mmodation
facilities; a-n: services at reasonable
raites under the sn-pervisioa .and rag
uationof the osecretary. .t-ric
- o, the most. pat, the electricity
require•I -for the- accomodations

- and ,other failiies furnisled Itothe
&isito~rs to the park appears to.have

!; E le appellant filed -xlth the eloard onPeb.
- 26, 979, a: d'6ument entitled. "Application

for, Oral jUedtng-Ari To-iConVene Prebear-
ing/Presubhiession Copifrence.' The apph'ca-
tion presupposes our reteiion' of jrisdlietion..

-197
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been obtained at approved rates
from electricity sold to the contrac-
tor by Pacific Gas and-Electrkc Co.'
and by the Southern California Ed-
ison Co. According: to the eoCm-
plaint, however, a' substantial por-
tion of- the electric: power and en-
ergy supplied: the park's visitors is
generated at. the. National Park
Service own hydroelectric facili-
tiesjlocated, in. the park. The grava-
men of. the, complaint is that the
contractor is being charged exces-
give. rates for the- portion of the elec-
tricity supplied from the National.
Park Services own generating f fa-
cilities.

2

The following is quoted from
contract provisions: relied: upon by
the parties:

:REO. S. Pant, Personnel, andRates. v .

(b) (1) All dratesuand prices charged
to the public by the Coneessioner for ac-:
eommodations;: services, or goods fur-

-nished or sold hereunder shall be subject
to regulation and approval by the Secre-
taty, not inconsistent with a opportu-
nity for the Concessioner: to make a fair,
profit from the total of its operations

.' Addressing itself to the merits of the ap-
peal, the Government states:
* "In effect the Company in: its Appeal' is.
seeking an.order compelling the Government to
subsidize it by selling It power at a below-
market rate while charging its custoers
market rates for services and accommodations
in the Park. * S *

"It is the position of the Government-that
the 'value .-to the recipient' of. electric power

provided the Company at Yosemite is the price
which the Company would: 'necessarily have
had to pay for power if power had not been
provided to it by the Government. That price
is 'determined by looking 'to. the 'rates' for
power tinder comparable' conditions "outside
Yosemite National Park's boundaries. That ls
precisely how Government electric rates are
determined' at Yosemite' today."- 

(Government Answer, pp. 5 and 6.)

hereunder. In determining fair profit for
this pur oe,: eonsiderationshalli be.given

ito the rate of return required to encour-
age the.investment of private capital and
to justify the risk assumed or the hazard
attaching to the eniterprise; the cost and
current. sound value of capital assets
used in the voperation.; the rate of profit
on investment and percentage of profit in
gross revenue considered normal in the
type of business involved; the financial
history and the future prospects of the:
enterprise ;.the efficlency of management;
and other significant factors.

(2) Reasonableness of rates and prices
will be.judged primarily by comparison
with those currently charged for com-
parable accommodations, services, or
goods furnjshed.or sold: outside of ;the
areas administered by the National Park
Service under similar con'ditions, with
due allowance for length of season, provi-
sion for peak loads, aerage pecentage
of occupancy, accessibility, availability

d' cost ofrlabor ad materials, type of
patronage, and other conditions custom-
ar.ily.:sonsidered;.in determinidng eharges,
:but due regard may lsoibe given to such'
other factors as the Secretary may deem
signiiaht.0. -? 0: . .:-- :': 

SEC. 6. Utilites. (a) The Secretary
shall furnislk iftilities to the- oncession-
er, 'when available, and .at reasoniable.:
rates to be fixed by the Secretary for. use-
in connection with the operations author-
ized hereunder. :

kC. 2.. Gneral ProvsionT.a,'b..e
3 . f\. 22.G~cne~i P~~o~a.(a).. Op-'

eratiofis under this contract siall be sub-
ject to the laws of 'Congress governing
the park and the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder, whether now in
force or hereafter enacted or promul-
gated.

(b) Reference in this contract 'to the
"Secretary" shall mean the:Secreta-iy of
the Interior, and the term: shall include
his. duly authorized epresentatives.

The appellant opposes'. the grant-
ing of the Government's motion to
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dismiss on the grounds (i) that the
motion is based upon a narrow.read-
ing of the contract and applicable
regulations; (ii) .th-at the Board'
-has jurisdictiOn over a dispute if
there are factual questions to be re-
solved; and (iii) that the motion
overlooks the fact that- the guide-
lines 5 which the Government pur-

I The appellant does not contend that the
Contract Disputes Act of 1978 is dispositive of
the jurisdictlional question presented but
rather contends that both the purpose for
which the Act was passed, as well as its legis-
lative history provide: support for a liberal
Interpretation of the .Board'sw .authority.
(Answer to Motion to Dismiss, p. 4, fn. .)

' Apparently with- a view to supporting this
position, the appellant quotes the following
passage -from our decision on reconideration
in A erican- Cement- Corp.,- IBCA-496--5-65
and IBCA-578-7--66 ,(an 10, 1967-), 74 ID.
15, 24-25, 602, BCA pat. 6,065; at 28,070: 

"Claim No. 5 as presented is unquestionably
a claim for- losti profits. Over such claims we
have no jurisdiction. either in thie ;earlier
proceedings'nor in cnnection with the present
motion -has the -Governient -shown that the.
claim, 'as stated, is cognizable under the 13tras
clause; the Changes clause or any other.clhuse
contained -n the! contract; tot has the Gov-

ernment shown that there are any facts in
.dispute -hich col- confer Jfrlsicticti $t 't ed

(Italics added -by appellant; footnotes
omitted.) '
(Answer to Motion to Dismiss, p. 5).

'Even when read literally, the underscored
language in the above quote doces not support
the view that simply because there are facts in
dispute the Board 'will assume jurisdiction.
That was not the basis for retaining jurisdic-
tion over some- of the claims asserted in the
Ameiccen' Cenent case; nor are we aware .of
any such decisions by this Board. There are
cases, of course, where hearings are held to re-
sblve disputed factual questions where a find-
lng favorable to one of the partiesiwould pio-
vide'a basis for granting relief. (E.g. a claim
filed under the Changes clause where itheap-
pellant assertsand the Government denies an
order to accelerate performance was ssues~j

E-The guidelines are identified in appellant's

oppoiion as an NP5 Menmorandum. dated
Jan. 10, -1974, furnished to all concessioners
as the policy governing the establishment of
electric rates from which the following is
quoted:

"Subject: Restatement of policy and guide-
lines for establishing rates for utility services

ported to apply in fixing the rates
for utility* service to the contractor
and in rejecting the contractor's re-
quest for relief expressly provida
fr anS appeal to the Director, NPS
"through channels,"..anld.other gov 4

erning regulations f make clear that.
such channels involve an appeal to
this Board (Answer to Motion to
Dismiss,.p. 1).

In support of granting the motion
the Government eites the- decisions
rendered in the cases of United
States v. Utah Construction and

:Mining Co., 384 U.s. 394 (1966):.
Anierican Cement Corp., IBCA-
495-5-65 and IBCA -78-7-66
(Sept. 21, 1966), 73 1.:I.266, 66-20
BOA par. 5,849,. affirnjed Ofil econI
.sideration'!, 74 I.D. 15, 66r2 BOA.
par. 6,065 (1967); Pirates C.ove
Marina, IBCA-1018-2-74 (Feb.

25, 195), 75-1. BOA par. 11,109
(Motion to Dismiss, p. 2).:

Afterd delineating: what it consid-7
ers must be shown before the Board
may exercise:jurisdiction, the Gov-
ernmient states:

furniished to concessioners and other non.
federal users.

"3. The appraisal team must provide an
opportunity for local participation by park
management and the concessioners. Final rate
determination-will be made and dscnssedi dur-
ing the appraiser's field visit and will become
effective subject only to appeal, through chan-
nels, to the Director."
(Answer to Motion to Dismiss, p. 2). -

6 The governing regulations are identified
as 4.3 CFR 4.1(1) from which the following is
quoted:

"(1) Board of Contract Appeals. The Board
'onsiders and decidestfinally for the fDepart-:

meat appeals to the head of the Department:
from findings of fact or decisions by contract-
ing officers of any bureau or office of the De-
partment, wherever situated, or any field
installation thereof S * *"

(Answer to Motion to Dismiss, p. 3).

199
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The foregoing jurisdictional require-
ment9hav& not been modified as-applied
to this'!Appeal by the Contract Disputes
Act of 1978 41FU.S.C. §§'601, t seq.. ;,92
Stat. 2383). The Contract Disputes Act
applies by its terms only to procurement
contracts and to contracts for the dis-
-Posal of personal property (41: U.s.C.

602:). 'Contract No. XPSWASO I3-
2 falls under neither of these categories.
It-is a concession contract, slbject to the
provisions of Public Law 89-249 (16
U.S.C. § 20 et seq. ;79 Stat.'969).

(Governmer

not contain a Disputes clause 9 and
since by its terms i l'the Contract
Disputes Act of 1978 does not apply
to-the claim here asserted, the 'Boa'rd
i§ x'ithout autliority ll1- to,remedy the
wrong 'alleoed.12 Accordingly, the
'appeal is disnissed.'

WNTILLIAMU F. MCGRAW,
C.ief Adviin srative Judge.

.1 A: .. ~-R;-, , .......TiVt .

J[1]It is undisputed that the con-
tract-in issue does not contain a' Dis-'
p vte cltau-se. ,Review of the contractG
disdloses that it does not contain a
"Clianges" clause, v "4Differing Site
Conditions" clanse or any other pro-
Vision -for equitable adjustRent.
rE'en if- the contract contained a
i)isputs-clause, we would still be
without jurisdiction in this matter
where, as here'tlhe eontract fails to
include aln -.equitableI adjustmnent
proivision.s Since th conract does

-t E'nderthe caption "lEfective Date of Act,".
.t'e -contrat Disputes Act of 19f8 (P.. 95-
863,' '92- Stat. 2383, 239i) provides 

"Sec. 16. ThIs Act shall apply to contracts
entered into one hundred twenty days after
the date; of enactment. Notwithstaiding any
provision. in a contract mjade before' the efc
tive date. of- this Act, the cntractor may, eec
~O: roceedzili nder this At with respect to

an-v claim pendingltben before the contracting
effcer or initiated thereafter."
(4 1.S.C- § 601'note). ' "' ' "

Placer Cownt,- Calf.,1-1 IBCA-7'7i-5-69
pr. 85 ,1971), 78 I.D. 113, 71-,1 BCA par.

8,S01 l oke Cleanere, IB&A-100-10-73 (avy
10, 1974) ,81 I.D. 258, 74-1 BA par. 10,638;
Pirate .Cave Marine, IBCA-1o18-2-74 (Feb.
-5, 19f8), '78-1 BCA par. 11,109. -

RuSSELL CA. YNCir 4 
crni,?nisfrtigve Jtge.. : 

\ See Brent L. Sefllic, GSBCA No. 4912
(Apr. 26, 19'78), -81 "BCAOA>par. .13,197.
C7cer Van Storage. of Oakland, Inc.,
ASBGA No. 11,081 (Apr: 1, 1968);-'Idi-
par. 6,991 at: 2.830 ("Oar iurisdictipn is con-
tractual. and it is based on the provisions 'of
the Disputes. Clause. . *

'lote . supra-. The claim involved here is
not being asserted under a- contract entered
into.:on or after. tbe..eieetive.,date of aNgr. 1,
199. It was neither-pending then before the-
cortracting officer, nor was It Initiated there-
after. .

1 In, making the argument that the gide-
lines' (note 5, supra) expressly provide'for an
appeal through-channels to the Director and
that other governing regulations (note 6,
supra) make clear that such channels ivolve
an appeal to this Board, the appellant appears
to have over6ooked the fact that it is the
Secretary who is the head of the Department
and for 'whom the' Board acts, in adjudicating-
contract disputes, as fully and finally as he:
might.- (See 43 CFR 4.)'As evidenced by- his
signature on the copy of~thef contract attached
to the Complaint, the then. Director of the-
National Park Service signed the' 'confract
here in issue 'as. the contracting ofcer. - :

L Since we are dismissing the claim for lack
of 'jurisdiction, we' express no opinion' on the-
merits of: the controversy. See Caino. Con-

= oof (eCo. v. United tate8, 194 Ct. Cl.
5;9, 573 (1971) ("IncIdental and gratuitous.
findings not relevant. t6 a dispute over wvhic&.
the board had jurisdiction 'would have n.
finality w%,(,hatsoever'." (ootnote omitted.)-

it Answer p. 3)-7 : - *
Dl-.hD DOANr

Decision ~Adthrnnirativo it-dge.
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Decided Marcu, 1979

Appeal by the Offlce of Surface Mining
Reclamation- and Enforcement from
those parts- of an initial decision by
Administrative Law Judge Tom. M.
Allen (in Docket Nos. CHS-12-R and-
CH9-4-R), - dated Nov. 28;-" 1978;
vacating three notices of violation
issued by appellant under the pro-.
visions of the Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act of 1977..

Remanded.-:

1. Surface Mining Control and Btecla-
niation Act of 1977: Admixisirative 
Procedure: Vindings'

The administrative law judge may
frame findin gsof fact in any. of a
number' of acceptable ways,. -but,
hoWever 'tley are arrived=-at, fnd
ings must be sufficiently comprehen-
Sive and pertinent, to forn a basis
for decision when 'measured against
the 6vidence.

APPEARANCES: Billy Jack Gregg,'
Esq., Offlce of the Field. Solicitor

Charlest~on), Miehael: Kurnia, .Esq.,.
Office' of the Solicitor, Marcus P. Mc-
Grdaw, Esq< tAssistant ;:Solicitor 'for.
Enforcement, all for appellant Office
of Surface ] li'ing Xeclarnation and
Enforcement; 'L. Thomas Galloway,
Esq., aenfid icard L. Webb, Esq., of thei
Center for Law and Social P~olicy for
intervenors Council of the 'Southern:
Mountains, Inc., The Environmental
Policy Institute, and the Appalachian

Coalition; and. David R1. Wobley, Esq.,0
of, Appalachian Research and Defense.

hund, Inc., for. intervenors The 'Tug
Valley Recovery Cent&, In1109 and- Save-
Our Mountains.

OPINION BY THE INERIOR

B OARD ,OF SURFACEMIAZLINVG

AND RE CLAMATION
APPEALS -

Faetual and Procedural
*; . 0:Background

Acting oA-the basis of a citizens'
complaint, Office of Surface 
AMiniig Reclaination andEnforce--
ment (3OSM) Inspector Ronniet
Vicars visited the Deanf Trucking
Company'7s (D3ean} -surfae~itining'
operation in Big Stone &ap, Vir-
ginia, on Aug. 3 and Aug.10,1978,
for the purpose of conducting an
inspection nndebr the Surface M-
ing Control and rceclaatiioh Act
of 1977 (Act).1 On the latet date.
the inspector issuied a 'violation no-
:ice (designcad 78-1-18-3) carg- 0
ing Dean with thre? separate viola-
Dions of the. Act. and' its regula-
tions-(1) failure to pass all: mine
lrainage through a sedimentations
pond; (2) failure to, erect perimeter
narkers; ad (3)J inprhper con-.
;triction of a vulley fill. Ultimately
Dean abated the first two alleged
violations. 1-Iowever, Dean refused
to accept the validity o tha notice
in respect of the alleged valley fill
'egulation violation- (§15.15(b),

'Act of Aug. 3, 1977, P.L. 95-87, 91 Stat_
4 .

201] . . : | .C I201.
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42 FR 62683-4 (Dec. 13, 1977))
and the inspector returned on tw
occasions,: Aug.. 29 and Sept. 2
1978, each time wriiting a separati
notice for Dean's additional allegec
violations. of that regulation.

'On Sept. 5, 1978, Dean filed an ap-
plication for review of the three vio-
lations allegd inI theAugust 10 no-
tice as well as the violation charged
in the August 29 notice. Later, Dean
separately applied for review of the
September notice, and OSM moved
for consolidation of the three notices
(five alleged violations) for pur-
poses of the hearing. The Admin-
istrative, Law Judge (Judge)

:tgranted. that motion and onvened
ahearing on Oct. 24, i978, toreview
all of the alleged violations.

At the: hearing it became clear
that there was no serious challenge
to, the allege violations regarding
failure to. erect perimeter markers
and failure to. construct a sedim-
tation pond. Dean has not appealed'
the Judge's ruling infiavor of'OSM'
on these. violations. Regarding the
alleged valley fill, regulations viola-
tions, however, Dean argued that in
order to prove such violations OSI'T
must sow that the alleged offend-
ingstructure'is a valley oread-of-
hollow fill asf defined in see. 0.5 of
the regulations (42 FR 62678 (DIec.
,13, I977)),:and that OSM'did not
do so. OSM failed, accordiig to
Dean, to prove that the questioned
structure 'did' "encroach upon or ob-
struct" a natural stream channel
which proof is necessary before a
structurev will be deemed a fI for
purposes of the regulation.

The first sally of Dean's attack
was to contradict OSM's factual

, case by offering testimony of wit-
o nesses which disputed, the testimony

of OSM witnesses. OSM witnesses
3 said that they could tell from what'
i they saw in August and September

that there had been a natural stream
channel at the site before Dean
began mining thes area, the previous
year!; Dean witnesses testified that

l there had; never been a natural
stream channel at-that. site during
the entire course of their operations..

Dean's next assault was that even
assuming that there had, been anat-;
ural. stream, channel. before Dean,
began its; operation,. there was no
such channel when the Act and reg-
ulations became effective on. May 3,
19.78. According to this line of argu-
m'ent,.Dean filledin the area before'

.May 3 in 'accordance.with the then-
applicable Law anid permit ondi-
tidlss'othat thereno loger was any
,"natural streaI channeP' "when the
Act- became ectivei~ Thus, Dean
argued. that 0SM could not prove

,the existence of the channel on May.
3- and that therefore, its, spoil dis-
posal' operation was;botlbefore and
:after May 3, within the.c onfines of
the law.

,At' the" conclusion 'of the hearing
a number of omments were made
that contribute substantially to the

:action that will be taklen by the
Board. First, the' Judge announced:
"[Dean] constructed a valley fill
without approval of the 'regulatory 
authority and not in compliance
with section 715.15(b) * *' *(
150). Then, he stated :
I. believe that, there were in fact viola-
tions, but I do not believe that all of'the
violations were of the type that would
require any civil penalty, and I'm not
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satisfied with remedial actions as [sicj
least as to the hollow fill situation, -and I
wish to leave the eeord open for thirty
days to provide the mine .ow'ner and .OS
and the state authorities the opportunity
to determine whether or not remedial
means can be taken to eliminate the
problem or problems in the future.

(Tr. 151).
Counsel' for Dean then asked

whether this was a final ruling. The
Judge said it as not. Counsel
replied that the reason he had in-
quired 'was to. mak6e certain his
appeal time would not rn. The
Judge responded that that was why
he said he would keep the record
open. The hearingw was then con-
cluded upon the Judge's statement
to counsel that "you arestill invited
to* submit proposed findings of fact
.and conclusions of law" (Tr. .152) 2

Over the next 30 days the parties
met on various occasiohs but failed

to agree on any remedial actions
(letter- .of Nov. .20, .1978, from
counsel for OSM to Admninistrative
Law .Judge). OSX also submitted
proposed findings and conclusions.

In an opinion .:dated Nov. 28,
1978, .the Judge; with his 'inde-
pendent findings, vacated the
notices on the ground that OSM
"has not carried the burden 'of
showing the existence of a violation
under the Act. or 'the interim regu-
lations, for reasons that the notice

2 Previous to the foregoing quotations, the
Judge had told 'counsel that they had 'the
right to submit proposed findings along with
a brief and argument. He stated his-reluctance
to rule from the bench and explained why.
After the explanation, both counsel said they
were prepared to take his rling without brief-
ing or argument. (Indeed, counsel 'for ;Dean
said he had no intention to submitany brief
(1r. 146).)

of violation 'specified 'construction
of a valley fill' and' the evidence
does not establish the area as a
valley" (Decision at p. 4).

On Dec. 11, 1978,' OSM filed its
notice of appeal from -that decision.
On Jan. 16, 199, five organizations
petitioned the Board for, leave to
intervene in, the case.3 B .order
dated Jan. 18, 1979, 'the Board
granted the ,five leave to intervene
in order to file a joint brief. Both
OS; I and the intervenors have now
timely- fied briefs. Dean has filed
no brief.'

Coiitentio'ns on AppeaZ and
.Dicusston -

OSM and the intervenors argue
that the holding of the Administra-
tive Law.Judge is: errone us, that
his findings'are inadequate, andl thiat
.the Board shouldconsiderthe mat-
ter de novo. Because the Board
agrees that the findings-are inade-
q uate,it is not prepared to agree or
disagree'that the holding is incor-
rect. The Board declines to exercise
any power it mayhave to consider
matters de novo in an appeal where

one of the parties is unrepresented. 4

The' organizations are Council of the
Southern Mountains, Inc.,' The'Environmental

'Policy Institute, The Appalachian Coalition,
The Tug Valley Recovery 'Center, Inc., and
Save Our 'Mountains.

4 Some observations 'by the late Lon 'Fuller
concerning judges and advocates might prove
Illuminating. ' '

"The Law pers Role a Advocate in Open
Court'

t * *0 -, 0j * 0 0* *

"In an very real sense it-may besaid that the
.ittegrity of -the adjudicative process itself
'depends nupon the participation of the advo-

.cate. :This becomkes pipparent when we contem-
.plate the nature of the tasl Qssumed by any
arbiter? !who attempts" to decide a dispute

203 201] 
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The Administrative Procedure
Act reqlires that opinions rendered
pursuant to it contain findings of

FN.4-Contnied
wstlccut the aid of partisan advocacy. [Italics
supplied. ]D

-"Sch an arbiter:must undertake, not only
the role of judge, but that of representative
for both of the litigants. Each of these oles
iust be played to the full without being muted
by qualifications derived from the others.
When be is developing for each side the most
efective statement of its-case, the arbiter
must put aside his neutrality and permit him-
self to e moved by: a sympathetic identifica-
tion sufficiently intense to draw from his mind
all that it is capable of giving,-in analysis,
patience and creative power. When heresumes
his hneutral positionl he must be ablerto view
with distrust-the fruits of this identification
and be ready to rect-the products of his-own
best mental efforts. The difficulties of this un-
dertaking are obvious. If it is true that a man
in his time must play many parts, it is scarce-
ly given to him to play',them all at once.

"It Is small wonder, then, that failure gen-
erally attends the, atempt to dispense with
the distinct roles 'traditionally implied in ad-
judication. ^ .* .

'"5 * ., It Is only.through the advocate's
participation that the hearing may remain in
fact what it purports to.be in theory: a public
trial of the facts and Issues. Each advocate
comes to the hearing prepared to present his
proofs and arguments, knowing at the same
time that his arguments may fail to persuade
and that his proofs may be 'rejected. as in-
adequate. It is ~a part of his role to absorb
these possible disappointments. 'The deciding
tribunal, onthe, other hand, comes to the
hearing uncommitted. It has not represented
to the Public that any fact can- be proved, that
any argument is sound, orthat any particular
way of stating a litigant's case is the most
effective expression of its mer~its.. --- '

*| a -' * :if..-.* . .-^ * :

"These,, then, are the reasons for believing
that partisan advocacy plays a vital and
essential role in one of. te' ffost fundamental
procedures of a democratic society. But if we
were to put all of these detailed considerations
to one side, we sduld still- be confronted by
the fact that, In whatever form adjudication
may appear, the experienced judge or arbitra-
tor desires and actively 'seeks to obtain an
adversary presentation . of the Issues. Only
when he has had the benefit of intelligent and
vigorous advocacy on both sides can he feel
'fully confident of his decision.

"Viewed in this light, the role of the lawyer
as a partisan advocate appears' not as a teret-
table necessity_ but as an idispensablW'part
of a larger ordering of affairs. * * *

- "when advocacy is thus viewed, It becomes
clear by what principle limits must be set to

fact and conclusions of law. 5 Al-
though; the decision Iof the' Judge
Contains a heading' entitled "Dis-
cussion, Findings of 'Fact, and Con-
elisidus of Law" it' is not possible
to ascertain those essential, ultimate
facts which formed' the framework
against which the appropriate law
is tote applied. Thetranscript does

partisanship. The advocate plays his role wellf
when ' ceal for his client's cause ptomotes a
wise and informed decision of the case. I15
plays his role badly, and trespasses against the'
obligations of professional responsibslity,
when his'.desire to. win leads him to muddy'
the headwaters of decision, -shen, instead of
lending a needed perspective to a controversyv.
he distorts and obscures its true natut.."
L. 1,. Fuller, The Ferms and Limits of Adibsf-'t
cation, 92 Harv. L. Rev. 353, 382-984 (19,8) 
quoted-section originally published as L. L
Fuller and . D. Randall, Professional Re-
spoeinstlttp: iReport 'of the Joinit Confereunce,
44- A.B.AJ. 1159 (1958). -

None of this Is to Indicate that either
counsel' Was inadequate.; Indeed, it is because
the record indicates otherwise-that we have
chosen to bring up this important point at tai
tibie counsel for D'ean' told the administrative
law judge'that Dean was not going to submit
proposed; findings or a brief (Tr, 146). The'
court did not order 'but merely invited hi' to
do so (Tri.' 152). Dean, perhaps-for reasons of'
economy, chose not to participate in an appeal
brought by OSf. For that we cannot fault'
him, either. If our role:were. solely to pro-
nounce a judgment which.would affect only the
parties, we would not-be so troubled. But that'
Is not the case; n addition 'to judging, we
also explicate the existing policy of the De-
pertinent. That explication has precedental
value.) For that reason'alone,. we require inorq

-than a "devil's advocate" from our own num
ier to argue the other side. What we ighe
-state in Dean will create joy or sorrow-in a va-
riety. of households that have an interest, not
in Dean's particular business, but in the busi-
-ness of surface mining in generai. 

OSI has been represented from the begin-
ning. Intervenors joined it at the appellate
level and, essentially, supported the position

-of 'OSA . Nobody, party or intervener, has
represented the interest held by Dean before

.the' Board. .z 1 e X D :
-Although the right to intervene is not auto-

matica we refer interested persons to the
generous intervention provisions: of the regula-
tions governing participation before the Hear-

'i ngs Division. and this Board (43 CR
4.1110). V

655 ILS.C. 557 (1970).
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not help either, for as was 'noted Act allows conduct othe
earlier, the Judge there indicated hibited:by-the Act? And
findings that are totally inconsistent. so, does the state permit
with sne that are indicated in the the Act.
wvrtten opinion. 0 V +, j , In regard to the statei

In remanding this case to the 9 of the decision that OS:
-Iearings Division, the Board is not' carried the burden, of sI

telling the Judge that there is only exitence of a violatio:
one way to arrive at and frame find- Judge-referring to the "'I
ings. There are many. But however forth ini43 CFR 4.1171,
findings are arrived at, they are the vides that "OSM shall ha
Judge's responsibility and they den of going forward t
must be. sufficiently cornprehensive a prima facie case'. while
.and pertinent to form a asis for timate burden of persu:
lecision wlien n'easurec against the rest with the applieant' f

evidence. - or is some other "burc
Further. the'Board is not limit- invoked'

-ing the Judge to drafting findings, ' ORDER-
nor does it intendto interfere with
whatever power he possesses to re- Therefore,,it islheret
open' therecord or 'reconsider .the that the above-captioned
decisio. The Board"does require, nded to the Hearng
at a minimum, that the findings in- for, further action not il
dicate whether or not there was a with this opinion.
valley or, head-ofl1ollow on Aug.' - ': i
2, 1977, and on May 3, 197, and at C wJ .
any timne -after -May 3, 1978, and A- -ni:t'rati'v
wlether such finding is based on the I GNE.C. BAR
existence or nonexistence 'of evi- Aintrativ

lence. If there was a valley or head-
f*hol6iow on any of those dates, had C HIEF ADINISTRATIN

,it been filled and to what extent IRWN CNCUI3RING:
Again, is that 'finding based' on :
-the existence or nonexistence of : agree with what my
evidence? Also, does the Judge iold have said and done in t
as a matter 'of law that a' permit only* want to add that
issued bv the Cormonwvealth ' pened here: is -what tro
Virginia before the passage of the Justice Harlan in Unitei

:- 0- t ; T K 7 -Ptzt i7f/r-zr.:

6See Hill, & Range Songs, Inc. v, Fred 1uose
MU81i, Inc., 413 F. Spp. 967; '97 (.D..Tenn.

196) aff'd, 570 P. 2d 554 (6th Cir.J1975), for
A comnplete listing of cases concerned-with tle
"proper" way of preparing ndings. 

7 ScSzflZing v. Scliwitzer-Ounins Co., 42
F. 2d 82 (App. D.C. 1944).

JZ' I 4U LVC11brufat cru'O

376 U.S. 651,- 663 (196)-
iaclk i this case is that t
Court wrote llO Oplin'L
forth the reasoning unde
of the subsidiary findin
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puted issues of fact or connecting
the subsidiary findings with its u-
timate determination * *

WILLA. IRw$I,-
Chief Administrative. Judge.

APPEAL. 0F GNERAL CONSTRUC-
TION CORPORATION OF AXERICA
:BY FINANCIAL INDEMNITY Co.,

:ITS SURETY

IBCA-11782-78

Decided March 29, 19%0

Contract No. 14-16-0004-458,: Fish.
and Wildlife Service.

Appeal Denied.

1. Rules of Practice: Appeals: Stand-
ing to Appeal--
This Board approves the nIle that a
surety may prosecute. and appeal in its
own name when it enters into a takeover
agreement to complete performance of a

defaulted contract, but in the absence of
fsuch an agreement, the-surety may ap-
ipeal tnder the defaulted contract only
in a representative: capacity with the con-
sent of its principly the. principal con-
tractor on the defaulted contract.

: Ctracts: Disputes and- Remedies:
Termination for Default: Generallv-:
Contracts: Disputes, and-, Reedies:
Damages: iquidated:Damages.
Where the evidenceshows no meeting of
the minds between a- completing surety
andthe Government on the matter of the
surety's liability for liquidated damages,
the Government does not waive the rlght
to assess liquidated damages-under a no-
vation' theory, merely by allowing the
surety, otherwise liable : for liquidated
damages: under the 'contract, to eomplete

performance of the contract terminated
for. default. . .:

APPEARANCES: Xr. Erest R. Dros-
dick, Att orneyat iav, Lowdes, Dros-
dick & Doster, Orlando, floida, for
appellant; Mr. Donald 1W Spillman,
DepartmentCounsel, Atlanta, Georgia,
for the vernent.

OPINION BY ADMJIS7 flTS-
:IVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
-CONTRACT APPEALS

* Factual and Procedural
Background

On July 23, 1974, Contract No.
14-16-0004-458 was awarded by the
Fish and Wildlife Service of the
Department of the: Interior (Gov-
ernment) to General Construction
Corporation of America (contrac-
tor).* This was a construction con-
tract executed on Standard Form 23
for the construction of an observa-
tion tower, a boat launching ramp,
and parking, facilities at the St.
Marks National WIldlife Refuge,
St. Marks, Florida. The contractor
furnished a standard performance
bond in the penal sum of $114,743
which was duly executed on behalf
of Financial. Indemnity Company
(surety) as the corporate surety.
, The contractor received written

notice to proceed with the work on
Aug. 19, 1974. Work wasf begun on
or about Aug. 20, 1974.. By letter

In this opinlon the following abbreviations
shall have -the meanings. ascribed: means
Appeal File; (.A 213. eans Item 21 of the
Appeal ile; Tr. means Traniript; (Tr. 41)1
means Transcript at page 41.

[86 I.D.
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dated. Dec. 17, 1974, and received
Dec. 24, 1974, the contractor in-
formed the contracting officer of its
financial inability to completethe
contract and that the surety would
do so with:the suretyls".-local agent
in charge. Notice of termination for
default was sent by letter to the con-
tractor on Jan. 13, 1975, with a copy
to the surety.

Although, both prior and subse-
quent to the notice of termination,
considerable negotiations took place
between the attortneys for the surety
and the contracting officer in an at-
tempt to. accomplish a takeover
agreement, nione was ever consum-
mated HoVever, the surety did, in
fact, talie over and did complete the
contract on Sept. 30, 1975, without
such an agreement. Completion oc-
curred 99 days after June 23, 1975,
the last day of the 308 calendar days
of performance time allowed under
the contract and change orders. The
contract.' specified .that liquidated
damages were assessable against the
contractor' and its ureties at the
rate of '$100 per day .for each calen-
dar 'day of delay. As a-consequence,
the' contracting officer assessed
$9,900 liquidated damages against
the surety. t t contractin

In' its claim- to the:eontracting
officer for'relief from the assessment
of liquidated damages, among other
things, the.sirety argued: (1) that
the delay was the fault of the. Gov-:
ernment because of its 1 failure .to
promptly terminate:the contract;
and (2) that since there was no take-

29, 1s9 : :7--:::9:-V :; 

over agrenement reached, as a matter
of law.the Government has no right
to assess liquidated damages against
the surety.2 Byhis. Findings of Fact
and ..Decision the contra g officer
redued the assssment by 30' days.
or $3,000, because of rainy weather.

He rejected, however, the specifio
arguments. set- forth above and. sus-
tained-the assessment of liquidated
damages for 69. days, totaling
$6,900.

-An appeal .from. tiat decision by

the surety in its o name ensued.
: .7if .t ow :-,

* .Issues Presented on AppeaZ

On appeal: to the Board, the
surety contends that it shoulda be
relieved 'from liquidated -damages
on three counts: (1) that for a 75-
day' period; 'from Oct. 31, 1974, to
Jan. 13,'1975', the suiety was ready,
willing and able to take over-per-
formance of the contract, and but
for the 'inordinate delay; caused by
thet Government's Whilure ' to
promptly terminate the., ontract,
would- have done so; .(2) that be.
cause the contract provided that the
work was .toecom mence. within 10
days afterreceipt: of writtennotice

2 We note, however,. that the cases, cited to
the contracting officer to support.the "matter'
of law" argument were old cases which' con-
strued a contract clause pertaining to termina-
tion for default and the matter- of- liquidated
damages which is far different from the clause
on those' subJects contained n the 1969:'re-
vision of general contract 'form 23A which Is
pertinent to this case. Apparently this is the
reason why the appellant, in:his posthiearing
brief; switched from' the "matter, of law"
theory to the "novation" theory, discussed
infra.-

207
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to proceed, which was received'on
Aug. 19, 1974, the date for com-
mencement of the computation of
performance time should have been
Aiug.29, 1974, and not Aug. 20,
1974, thus entitling surety to 10
days or0$1,000 reduction in. liqui-_
.dated damages; and (3) that the
provisions of the contract'for as-
sessment of liquidated damages are
unenforceable against the surety
'because by' allowing the: surety to
comrplete thtle' work under the con-

tract without <a takeover, or com-
pletion, agreemnent, 'the Government
W. aivdthe provisions for liquidated
darnages under the contract.-

9: T-he Goverfment, o 'the other
:Fand, in addition to denying the al-
leations of the surety, ontends on
appeal that, as a mittter-o lawpr-
suant to 41 u.S.C.)§2a (1976) ,2
the Board iS without. jurisdiction'to
remit liquidated damages and that
oily the Comptroller; General is
empowered to do so iunder: a. Gov-
ernment contract. 'Als at the hear-
i ng, theGovernfment' noved to dis-

:miss on the 'ground that the appel-
:lt , Financial Indemnity, had no
standing to prosecute this appeal
Under the rule laiddown in Sentry
k.1sumance Co., ASBCA No. 21918

:3Sec. 25.Oa of. Title 41, United States Code,
We ds as follows: .

: u.45 256a. Waiver' of liquidated dalages..:
'Whenever any contract made on behalf:of

hb-'dovernment by the head of 'any Federal
A ncy, or by officers athorized bY bim an ts o

d4,g i'cludess. a provision for liquidgted dam-.
zigai for 'delay, 'the Comiptioller General upon
retommehidation of; such:. head d is aulthorized
and'empowered to remit the whole or any part
of 'st'ch' damages as in: his discreton sulay' be
just'm-sd]'equitable. '(:Sept; 19 0 h..849,
::§, '(a},. 6iS Stat. 591.) "

(Aug. 5,' 1977), 77-2 BCA par.
12,721. Ruling on the motion was
reserved at the hearing. Thereafter.
the m'otion was renewed duriing t-he-
posthearing briefin gperiod dandsub-
sequently ruledupon byan'opinion
and order of the Board, asi'more
particularly hereafterdiscussed.'

0 -0 V i X ;Decision,- ; S

Although we reject the conten-
tions of the Government with re-
spect to jurisdiction, and standing,
we hold, for the reasons more par-
ticularly discussed below, that the
appellant has not sustained its bur-
:den of proving excusability from
the: payment of liquidated damages
required by the contract. We prefer
to discuss first the issues of'. juris-
.dlction and standig.

V D; f -;JurisdictionS 

By asserting the truism that the
Board is-, without. Jurisdiction to
remit -liquidation. dam ages, .the
Government: exposes a misconcep-
tion of the' tieory of. appellant's
case. Although counsel for appel-
lant did refer to the.''remission" of'
iquidated damages iln htis' brie'f, le

~is actually: seek:ing relief from the
assessment of liquidated' damages.

4 See John Martn o., Inc, IBCA-316
.(-Sept. 21, 1962), 1962 BCA par. 3,486;
'Monarch eLmber o., IBCA-21T (ay 18,
1960), .67 *D..'195, 60-2 BCA par. 2 74;
Samuel . Zarpas, Inc.. IBCA-24 (an. 4,
196), 63 I-D. 1, Q`l, 6 CC'par. 61, 76.

'In Zarpas the Board said: "Whether the'
contractor is,, entitled to the remission of
liquidiited darnages .involves eqfiitable con-
siderations which are not for the Board to

consider, since It is not authorized to make
recommendations to the, Comptroller General
with reference thereto." ,
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In otherr words, appellant, is 'con-
Aending that the assessment was
<:wrongfully made, and wants that
jssue,, adjudicated'on themerits.'

One of the first casesto lay down
n;the', fundamental principle upon
-which a contractor may be relieved
:1 rom liquidated damages was
.United states v. United Engineer-
ng and Coitracting. Co,' 234 U.S.

236, 243 (914) ,where the Supreme
Court qutioted with approval the rul-

--ing of certain old English cases7 as
-follows:
[Wlhere performance of a condition has

,been renderedl impossible b' the act of
the grantee 'him self, the grantor is exon-

".erated fromperformance of it. * *- * This
p inciple is. applicable not to building
-,ontracts only, but to all contracts. If a
-man agrees to do something by a' partic-
ular day or in, default to pay a sum of
,noney as liquidated 'damages, the other

-party to the contract must not do any-
thing to prevent hir fromdoing the''thing

...ontrated 'for within the speeified time.

If this oard were to sustai the
*iGovernment's position that: this an-
peal^should be di'smissed simply be-

.".tuse tlhe Board is wiAt jurisdic-
tion to remit liquidated damages, we

- would be closing ouri eyes to a vast
,bI-ody of public contract cases where
-this Board, other Boarcls, and the
:-ourts have granted 'relief to: appel-
1 illt contractors wh ll e et the
required criteria for the application
- 'the modern doctrine of excusa-
blecause for delay." See, e.g., Ad-
.dison Construction Co., IBCA-
4064 13-Th (Sept. 29, 1'96),_83 I.D.

,53i: 76-2 BCA par. 12,118; -G.C7olbe

133t16uet C o., ASBCA :No.
1~3316(Sept. 10, 1971), 71-2 BCA
par. 9123;- and Hirsch v.i US., 94
C(t. Cl. 602 (1941). We refuse to
ignore this firiily established doc-
trine and old~ the Government's re-.

mission theory to be inapplicableto
the facts of 'this case.

STANDING

I1] We disposed of. the Govern-
ment's second contention. tlhat the
suretyNn .wvas witholut: standing, t.o
proseeute this appeal, by our order,
dated Nov. 29, 1978. In. that orcler
wve held that the surety, in compli-

ance: with Sentry Insurnce CO.,
supra, had furnished to thi Board,
withill the 20 days allowed, after ad-
journment of thle hearinlg,an ade-
quatewritten consent from tlhe con-
tractor, perm) itting, its representa-
,tion by the surety i tis, appeal.
We, therefore,, denied the Govein-
monit's, motion to dismis, but order-
ered ,that, since the surety did not
enter into a takheover agrement, the
style of tllis appeal mftst be chang
to: "Appeal Of General Construe-
tion Corporation 'of America, by
financial' I n'deiity Company, 'its
Snret-y." We hlereby reconfirn our
approval of Sentry insurance Co.,
,suplta which, as we stated in our
opinion accompanying bhe aforesaid
order, stands -for' the fl ing
proposition:- A surety. mlay prose-
cute;aAaptpeal in' its own name when
it enters into a takeover ageenent
to complete perfrmance ofade-
f~aulted. contract,-but il thle .asenlee

209fJZHI
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of such an agreement, the surety
may appeal under the defaulted
contract' only in a representative
capacity wi'th the conseiit of its
principal, the princial contraetor
on the defaulted contract. Inter'na-
tio'a7 Fiddlity' Insurande: Co., ;A'S
BCA'No. 22309 (Mar.l , 178), T8-
'I BCA. par. 13,060.

We turn now, to onsideration of
the specific claims of appellant.

'Ddsy in Termnination 'for Default

First, it is claimed that the Gov-
ernmnent wrongfully delajed, for a
75-day period, the termination of
the' contract after' knowledge that
the surety was ready, willing, and
able to take over perforance. At
the hearing, the ":appellali t called
Mr. John H. Shugart, the:contract-
ing officer, as an adverse witness.
His testimony- included the follow-
ing : that alth,6ough the work per-
*formed by the` contractor during
the' period from November 15 to
ID)6'mber 15 was generally unsatis-
'factory' (Tr.' 17-19) ; 'and '116 knew,
by virtue' of a telephone conversa-
'tion with an attorney for the surety
on Nov. 11, 1974,' that the surety
wanted the contractor to 'be' de-
faulted (Tr. 240), the inspection
reports reflected, as of Nov. 15,1974,
tllat '4.4: percent of: the work had
been completed with only 28.5' per-
cent of the completion time expired
(Tr. 25); that this; provided no

'basis for default (Tr. 25'); that he
receivedi the' notice from the con-
tractor of its inability to perform-
on IDec. 24, 1974, and sent notice of;
termination on Jan. 13, 1975, which

was not an unreasonable length of
time (Tr. 43, 44).

Mt. Shugart was th- only witne~s
testif~iing at the hearing and ap-
pellant oIfered no other evidence to
establish itst contention of undue
dday in terminating for defatult.
This evidence is not sufficient to
convince us that the Government

* wrongfully delayed the termina-
tion. Therefore, the' first count of
appellant's claim cannot, be sus-
tained.

* Comptation .of Perfoornane Tiew

Secondly, appellant claims that
the assessment of liauidated dm-
ages should be redlced by'$1,Q0.O
because the Government incorrectly
computed the performance time.
Appellant contends, that- since the
contract provides that the work was
to commence within 10 days after
receipt of written notice to proceed,
the Government erred in. commenc-
ing to count the performance tiime
on the'first daJy.after receipt in-
stead of 10 days after receipt of the
notice to proceed.

At the hearing, the contracting
officer testified that the notice to

* proceed was dated Aug. 14, 1974,
was sent by certified mail and re-
ceived by the contractor Aug. i9
1974 (Tr. 46). This was verified by
Item' 6 of the AppealiFile which
was the notice to roceed. Item I of
the Appeal File includes Stanldard
Form 20, Invitation 'for Bids (Con-
Istruction Contract) from which the
following. is quoted: "The under-
signed agrees, if awarded the con-
traot, to:commence work within tez
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(10)- calendar days, after the-date
of receipt of noticej to proceed, and
to'i complete the: work:, withi Two
Hundred.,& Forty (240.) calendar
days after date of receipt .of. notice,
to proceed." M-r.. Shugart explained
(Tr. 27-49) that the purpose of the
10 days -is to. give-: the. contractor
time to .mobilize,:rmove on, and get;
the work started; that the contrac-
tors are well aware of this; and that-
tle.: 10. days, is. allowed- before the
contractor is questioned regarding
his progressorlack of progress.

The express language of the con-
tract is unambiguous and clearly
indicates that the 240-day comple-
tion time starts, to, run on the first.
day after, receipt by the contractor,
of the Notice to Proceed.

Again appellant offersano. other
evidence except'the-adversetesti--
mony of the contracting officer and.
cites no legal authority to support
its position on the computation of

the eiformance- time. The appel-
lantclearly has not, sustained .its,

burden of proof with regard to the
secondcount.

iWai'ver of Li~qdted :Dama2ges: : 
by A-ovation

For the' third count in its com-
plaint,-appellant asserts. that the
provisions of the contract for assess-
ment of liquidated damages-are un-
enforceable, against the surety as a
result of: a waiver of liquidated
dages bGy overnment in allow-,:
ing the surety to complete the work:
under the contract without the exe-

291-215-7---5
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cution of acompletion, agreement0 _
In its brief (p. 8) appellant con-
tends that the surety - and. the
Government entered into an en-
tirely new oral agreement which
constituted a novation wherein the
surety agreed to undertake the com-
pletion of .the .,project and. the
Government agreed to pay over to
the.. surety the. undisbursed. con-
struction funds as work progressed.
However, appellant . contends:
(Brief,:p. 9), that the assessment of
liquidated dampaages was not. contem-
plated by the oral agreement and
not agreeable. to the surety.

By way of affirmative defense il
:its answer. the Government alleges:
(1) that the surety did proceed with
the work, even though. no takeover
agreement.was signed; (2)- that., the
surety was not delayed by :any.
action ~of the; Government and' re-
ceived payrnts. jointly with the
contractor; (3) that under, Federal
Procurement Regulations, §1-18.
803-6 (c) , a decision on whether t>
enter into a takeover agreement.
with a'surety lies, within the discre-
tion. of the contracting officer; and
(4) the rights' and obligations- of
the surety when no takeover agree-
ment is executed are the same as if,
one had been executed.

1 2]i We are.not persuaded that-
the circumstances of-this case fit
into the required criteria for a no-

S vation. .First 'of all, as- appellant-
points out on page 9 of its brief,
one of the elements required for a:
novation is a meetingof the minds.
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As indicated ;above, the appellant
Vadrnits there ae no ieetifg of thle
,mins Withg a.d the assesment

.off lNiquidated dana es- for delay,
rovided- fr t eofitract, and

we so' Tnd.2S'e- e accoring to
ic. 42t, zt4ii o th8Ldw of
Contracts, blsheod y the Ameri-
can Law in stitute., a novation is a
.Confract itat (a) discharges imnie-
diatdy a previious contractual duty

for a uty -to. 'make.' eomnppsation,
Rnd (b) creates -a 'new eontractua]
duty, and (.) c Inudes as a- party
.one-&Vho ifher 'owed, the previous,
dut' -nor .:,wvas. 'entitled to itsf per-
formance. 1eret -ppelIant has not"
ShownL: that-an* '.revious contract-:
iial du-ty 'with vregard to eompletion
,of the pjr ject -&r Ahe payment :.of
Liquidated damages 'was discharged.
by thle 'oral agreement 'between- the~
.suiety and. the Goverment. -Also,
tppellant 'has-'nnethe'rSadduced evi-,
knlee 'to pove 'nor-providethle ei-.

-tatioii o 'leg a'hrities to' sup--
port tfelpropositiondthat the surety
lere was -not -a 'party owing.a duty
Under the contract. As indicated in
the Findings of 'lFact and Decision
ef the contractinig -ffie'r.(AF, 38),
liquidated damages -are provided.
-for inparagraphjh 5 of the. General
?P ovxsions of the -contract,isec. 27' of

h~e- General 'Condit-ions ;.and pare'-
-graph of. fhe Spedal :onditions,
and taken-together. not tnyi author-
ize,' but.-reqiir* the -assessment- of
liquidated damages for. failure to
,Cmpt tlie 6,wotkWithin the speci-
Ied timfe; Se.' 7of the Gneral

C~ohitiof ,a'n " keOIl yprt od the

* contract, and entitled, "Liquidated
Darnages " reads pertinent -part
as follows: "Whatever sums may be'
due ad [sic]- liquidated, !danages5-
may be deducte-d from payment•
due'the -Cont r may b; eoI

- W; e hold, therefore,). that .no no--
vation hasbeen established in the-
circumstances of this case and that-
appellant, has failed to sustain its-
burden of showing entitlement to-
relief froim the 'liqiildtted dafhages-
assessed. Accordingly, the appeal ig:
denied. , .' V , , -

9- ; ' -3:VI OANeEj y
- --- A danistratwze udge. ''-

: ~o~-: : :-

Cit -ief AdministrAtisve Juge.-

G. HEIBERT PACWE0OOn, :
Adrpi'4stratis Jde. ,-.,.;;z ;

5 FederalJ Procutement legulation I -
18.808' ,! is etititled; "Effect of--termninationt
for default` and.provides:,

"if a contractor's right to. proceed is terml--
nated for defaullt, the Government may take
over and 'compTete the otrk or cause it to be't
completed, -and- the contractor-and his suretiese
shall be -liable to the Government for any in-'
creased costs caused thereby. If the contract
contains the elduse-set forth in 1 5 09-1 ,
the -contrattor -ndhis -s-sueties; shall in addi-.
tion Stbcreased cos§ts in' eompletingfthe Work,
be-liable for liquidated damnages ifiliquidated
daniages are provided in the contract, or for'
actual-damages.if liquidated damages are not'
SQ proyided.,'

*We note that the contract Gxoes contain the' -
clause set forth In § 1 8.709-1. We also point; -
out that, paragraph 5 of the Special Condi-
tions'- of the';-conttact~ reads' as-' follovws"
"LIQUIDATD DAMAGES (See- Sec...27 of'
General Conditions) THE RATE OF LiQUI.
DATADP DAMAGS for failure to complete the -
Worl; within the Time Specified will be ONE-,-,
H&NkRED DOLLARS' ($O0fo6oo) PER -DAY'
FOR E ACH CALENDAR DAY-OY DELAY.'7
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' ESTATE' OF 'ARO-D RUM1 Y

I IBIA 118- 

0 Decided M 2£9, 1979

: Appeal from an-order' denyini'g petition
f or., 'li-'-'i' aft-. hea,ring, ,:upon
a-eope n i ng.r-R 

Reversed. ' ! ' 

1. Indian Probate: Divore: Indian
*.iustom: Qenerally .. , ,..,

A divorce in accordance with Indian'or
tribal custom has long been recognized
'by the Congress,. the courts, and the
3Department.

2. Indian Probate: Divorce:'Indiazi
Custom: Generally

qhe courtsi .hat.e recognized Indlian-cus-.
tomr divorces so long as the Indians con-
tinue in tribal relations.,

:3. Indian Pobate:' Divorce': Indian
Custom: Generally

In recognizing te validity of Indian-
-custom divorces, foe stinion 'iJs "nJiad'e
in the kind of ,parriage.whieh -such di-
"orce dissolves so long as the parties.eon-
itracting the marraage and effecting the

etdivorce are Inid wards f the' Goveri-

meat andl:'1ivings in tribal relations.'

4. Indian-, "rFeobtDivore: 'Indian
eustom: General '

A divorce-y 'Indian ecustom may'.be ac-
conplished 'uilaterally by either of the:

parties to themarriage.,

5. Indian . robate 'Divorce: India n

~Custom: G'fenerally , '- ' 

"f lie validity. e'f 'ndian-custom divoree 0
lepends on vwhetlher the. parties,.vere.1iv-
-ing. in. tribal relations ad whether it was:

air accepted aiid recog nized custom of the

trilbe'inv'olvet'

A-PPEARAN.CES.:I .Jaek .E. *Robison.
Esq., of Johnson .and Olson, 'for appel-
lant, Ethelyn lurphy Humpy; -Theo-
doret . .Schroeder, Esq,,: of .Sinaii
OhIson,' Schroeder .and Specohio, for
appelleeLorraine Kizer., z ,.-,

OPINION- BY aCIEW AD3IAV-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE JWIL SON.

INTEIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEAL-S:

Ethelyn Murphy Humpy, herein-
after- referred 'tol -s'- appellant,.
through 'her attorney,. Jack H. Rob-
ison of Johnson and Oison, -has ap-:
pealed Administrative Law JTudger
William E.- Hammett's order ofu
Jutly 5, 18, denying'petition fo
rehearin' .afterl hearing upon. re-'.

opening.-
.Harold- nIlumpy, hereinafter re-:
ferred to' as. the decedent, 1an urftal-.
lotted, Shoshone ,Indian of the Du Duck
Valley Indian Rcservati'oi. of Nel-
vada, died iitetate; 'near Fort: all,
Idaho, on Mfar. $, -972, possessed dof
trust propertysituated in the Stats
of Idallo ' '

Hearings -ere held on Oct. '5,
1972, and: Apr. -2.9, 1975, at.- Fort%
Hall,Idaho, and Stewart,"Nevada,

forthe P.urwpose of- asertaining the
heirs. at'aw of-the decedent There-
after,no Junne30, 197, an, Order
Dete.rmining 'Heirs. 'was. issued
wherein Lorraine:Kizer' the. appel-
lee hereinj was determine-dto.be the-
decedent's daughter andA '-is sole
heir. ,n June' 1S 1976, this. Board
affirmed the said order-thusmaking
such determination final for the De-
partment (5: IBIA 132).

V213] ,
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On Nov. 18, 1976, the appellant,
through her: Attorney, Callis A.
Caldwell, -filed a Petition to Reopen
alleging she 'was the isurviving
spouse 'of ti decedent The peti-
tion was granted and the matter

heard in.Pocatello,-Ida'ho, on Apr.
7, 1977. From the evidence adduced
at the hearing, of.Api. 7, 1977, the
judgeon Apr-; 19, 1978, issued an
order- wherein he, among . other
things, found.the-marriage -between
the decedent and the appellant had
been terminated by n 'Indian-
custom divorce and tiat the deced-
ent died unmarried. 'Accordingly
he affirmed his' Order Determining
IHeirs -of June 30, 19,75.

'The appellant on June 16, 1978,
petitioned the judge for a rehearing
stating as basis therefor: :

1. The finding of the administra-.
tive. law Judge that : Harold and
Ethelyn Humpy were divorced by
an Indian 'custom -is :improper.: The-
Indian custom-relied upon by the
administrative law 'judge has. not.
been shown.to apply to the tribe of
which this' husband" and wife were
members, nor has it been shown that;
this custom applies 'to.-nonmeniber
Indians living on the Fort Hall In-
dian Reservation.

2. That the3 administrative .law
judge failed to apply State law gov-
erning the divorce of a nonmember
Indian couple on the Fort Hall In-
dian Reservation. The. circun-
stances of this case indicatelit must
be determined what law is' applica-'
:bleto nonrmember Indians living'-on
the Fort Hall Reservation The de-'
cision, of the administrative law
judge failed to take 'into considera-
tion the Code o ederal Regula-.

:tions which the claimant asserts as
the applicable' law' based upon re-
view of the various sources of law
which may apply.

The~judge Q July 5, 1978, deniedI
the petition for the following rea
sons:

.1. That Jack.-'I. Robison, attor--
ney for petitioner, was not.an ag-
grieved party under 43 CFR 4.241,
in that the petition did not have' the-
signature of Ethelyn M. Hupy.

2. That the petition fbr reheaing
did not raise any issues iot raised
by th e-evidence:adduced at the
hearing or iii the posthearing biie
filed by the -petitioner.

Thereafter, on Sept. 1, 1978, the-
apPelant fled a notice of appeal. It-
is, the contention of the appellant
that-the administrative law judge's
finding that Harold`? and Ethelyn
Eumpy were divorced by Indian,
custom is:improper in that () the
custom relied upon by the judge has-
not been shownfto applyto the tribe-
of which- this' husband and. wife
were -mem-bers nior (2) has it 'been
shown that this custom applies to
nonmember Indians.. living -on the'
Fort Hall Indian Reservation.

Before addressing the appellant's-
contentions regardin her appeal.
the matter of the appellee's motiom
to dismiss dated Oct. 6, 1978 ,re--
quires consideration. The bases for
the appellee's motion to dismiss are"
set forth as follows:

1. That the appellant, Ethelyn'
Humpy, was' not,- in fact, the real,
party in interest.

2. That appellant has not given
her. approval to the appeal in view.
of her whereabouts being unknown..
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'3. That the appeal is merely an ex-
jpression of harassment .;by, previous
appellants,., or their relatives,: or
their attorney.

4. That the:notice of. appeal al-
qegedly filed by the appellant on

_Sept. 1,.1978, is signed only by her
attorney therebyi indicating lack of
approval thereof by the appellant.

The motion to dismiss must be and
is hereby denied in view of the affi-
davit, dated- Oct. 16, 1978, filed by
appellant's attorney evidencingthe
fact that. appellant approved and
authorized the notice of' appeal
dated Sept. 1, 1978, and that she is,
in fact, the real party in interest..In
addition, 43 CFR 4.291 authorizes a
notice of appeaI to be signed by an
attorney.:.

From a review of the record and
briefs filed. by the parties the onily
issue to be resolved is. whether the
marriage. between. .the decedent and
the appellant was terminated by an
Indian-custom divorce.

[1] There. appears to be no ques-
tion that 'a divorce in accordance
with Indian ;'or tribal custom 'has
long been-reeognized by the Con-
gress, the courts,: and the Depart-
ment. See Estate: of Noah Brdell,
53 ID. 78 Apr. 12, 193), and cases
cited therein. :

[2] Regarding such divorce , the
courts 'have'held that so long as the
Indians continue in tribal relations,
their domestic affairs are controlled
by their Peculiar customs. RBrede7l,
'up'ra. : tX i

13] In recognizing the validity of
.such divorces, nodistincton is made
in the kind of marriage which such

divorce dissolves so long as the par-
ties contracting, the marriage, and
effecting. the divorce are Indian
wards of the Government and living
in tribal relations. BredeN, s8pra.

[411 Moreover, a divorce by
Indian custom may be accomn-
plished unilaterally by either of the
parties to the marriage. Eistdt& "of
Huggh (Wi7liam) Soa, IA-74
(:Apr.10, 1952):.- ' 

[5] From the authorities herein-
above cited it is; quite evident that
the validity of Indian-custom di-
vorce- depends on whether 'the par-
ties were living in tribal relations
'and whether it was an accepted and
recognized. cstom of the tribe
involved.

In the case at bar, the decedent, a
Shoshone Indian of theI Duck
Valley . Reservation, Nevada, pur-
portedly married' the: appellant, a
member :of the Goshute ' Reserva-
tion, Utah, in 1951. The.,marriage,
according: to- the record, was per-
formed 'by" a' tribal: judge 'of the'
Duck Valley, Reservation, in
Owhy'ee, -Nevada, in 'accordance

with the Shoshone-Paiute' Domes-
tic 'Relations Code. 1' Subsequent
thereto, the couple moved to the
Fort Hall Reservation in the State

1 Chapter 3-Domestic Relations, Sec. 2
xariae and Divarce.

"All marriages, shall be on authority of
licenses, either tribal issued' by the clerk of
the Shoshone-Paiute, Indian Court; or State
Issued by the County Clerk, and the ceremony.
shall be performed, in the case 'of.a tribal
iicense, by the Judge of the IShoshone-Paiute
Indian Court,' or in the case of -a State license,
by any person qualified by State law to per-
form such ceremonies, or in either case, by
the ,Missionary.":

.'215
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of Idaho where they resided from designate the customs that are to be.
1952 until theseparate-in 1956. given' recognition in regulating

The appellant's main cotitention matters that affect:the'internal and.
as we-see it, is that Administrative social relations rests with each 'tribe,
Law Judge' Hamnett's fnding that as an incident of its sovereignty..
the decedent andthe appellant'ere US. 'v.' Ma.rie, 419 U.S. 54
divorced by Indian customwas im- (1975).

:proper in that the cdustom't relied In the absence of a finding of am
upon by" the judge -has. not been accepted or recognized' Indian cus-
shown to apply to thetribe of which tom regarding, divorce among the
the parties were members. Shoshone-Paiute tribes of the

The Shoshohe-Paiute law and Duck Valley Reservation,. we holct
order code of the Duck Vally that the decedent's marriage to th
Reservation, Nevadai while, setting appellant could'not have been termi-
'forth how. marriages areo. to be nated by tribal or Indian custom.
solemnized, makes.no provision as Accordingly, as* 'the:' surviving
to. how marriages are to be ateri- spouse, appellant is entitled to share
nated.2 Moreover, a review of' the in the decedent's estate. The jidge's
record 'indicates I the absence 'of decision to the contrary must be re-
evidence'to- substantiate an existing versed.' -
or recognized Indian custom re- Since we are in agreement. with
garding divorce on the Duck Valley the appellant's main contention that
Reservation. n fact,' the evi nce the Judge's finding" of' an. Indian-
tends to indicate that divorce could custom divorce 'was. improper, -we,
only 'be effected through 'the courts. see no necessity for. considering ap-
In the absenco of a recognized pellant's other contentions regard--

hSohoiio-iiPaiute tribal custom re- 'ing the applicability of Indian cus-
gardi n divorce, it is ratherdifficult tom and usage to nontmember Indi-
to support the judge's finding that ans living on' the F'rf Hall eser-
the decedent's marriage to appel- vation.-
lant ' had' been' terminated by; 'an NOW, TIEREFORE, by virtue
Indian-custom divorce. Presum- of the authority delegated to 'the
ably such finding. may have been 3oard" 6f I6ndian Appeals' 'by' the
based on some theory of a-universal Secretary of the Interior, 43 C'FR
Indian-custon divorce. 4.1, the order confirming Order De-

A review of BredeZi, supra, and termining Heirs after Reopenilg,
the authorities, cited therein, in- dated Apr. 19, 1978, issued by Wil--
.dicates quite clearly that the liam E. Hammett, is hereby re-
.validity and recognition of Indian- versed and the matter is'remanded'
or tribal-custom. divorces must. be to Judge Hammnett fr the purpose.
based on; the custom and usage of of entering an appropriate order t
each tribe- involved. The right to carry out the dictates of the Boarc!

2 See: Fo'tnote , . . - as set forth, herein.
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This-Aecision iS final J
Vartment..

0,-4LEXANDER H. Wnf

: :Chief Admnistrt

WE CONCUR:

MITCHEL. J. SABA-I,
,Admini.vtratve? Jufg e.t

March

for the; De-
: n-I , g

30, 1979

2. Alaska Native 6I1imvr Settemnt
Act: ELnrollment: ltetla~aai atives
No person enrolled in the Metiakatla In-

,SON, ; , .; dian Community. of-the Anuette Islande
'e Judge. R eserve as of Apr. 1. I ItY7 salil be eli-

gible for enrollment under the Act.

3.. Alaska Native Claiins, £ettle
Aet: Renunciation of Enrolment. iu
IVMetlakatla Indian. Comnunity.

W;\rI. Pu11.I' HOi.Toi, -; -- 
Adnr7nist'atike- Jug e. 0~4 - ' 

HENRY SAM LITTLEFIELD,-JR.,

I IBIA 128 .

' Deded March 30, i.9Z9

Appeal from ideoision of Administrative
: Law -Judge:'declaring :that- cointestee

:wasE -ineligible- forf eiuollment. ,under:
.certain provisions of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act.

Reversed.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act:. Disenrollment: Computation. of
-Time for Filing and Service
Ex -cept as otherwise provided by law, -In
comlputing any period of time prescribed

o:for filing and serving a docuaent,;the day
-upon which the decision or document to
be appealed from or answered was served

or the day of any other event afterv vhich
the designated period of time begins to
run is not to be included, unless it is: -a
.Saturday,.Sunday, Federal legal holiday,
.or other nonbusiness day, in which event
the-period runs until the end of the next
day which is not a Saturday, Sunday,
'Federal;-legal holiday, or other nonbusi-
ness day.

The right of renunciation or: lg.patria-
.tion is:the natural and erent right of
the individual..

4. Alaska Native Claims Settlement:
Act: Renunciation of Zt 1m a u
.Metlakatla Indian Cemuiy
Any member of any Indialn tibe is at ful
-iberty to termninate his tribal' relation-
ship whenever -he so chooses, although t
has been said that such termin'atfoa wilt
not be inferred "from light and' trifi'n
circumstances."

ABPEARANCES: Diane F.:Thompson,

Esq.,. Legal Services Program, Seattle P
Indian Center., Inc.,. Seattle, Wmsh-
ington, --for, appellants; - Bvue E-
Schulthei.s, Esq., Qffce of the Regio#a-
Solioitor, - Anchorage, - Alask fx
appellee.

OPIVION BY ADMINISkywA-
T1E1 JUDGE SABAIG6 -

- The Enrollment Coordinatorr
Alaska Natiive Enrollment Office,

Bureau of Indian Affairs, filedl a
complaint Oil Apr. 1, 1977' alleging

that contestee -Henry am Little-

field, Ji, was iihproperly e6lled

uhnder secs. 3, 5, and 19 of the Alaska
Nati-ve Claims ettlement Act, Dec
18, 19I71, 85i Stat. 688 (43 U.S.C.

1ffO-et eq. (1976)), ard frther

that the contestee is enrolled as a

-2:17Oil C -
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-Member of the Metlakatla Indian
Comm unity) of. Annette' Islands
Reserve.

The contestee applied for mem-
'bership in the Methakatla Indian
ComMunity onAug. 9,1958, and his
application -was accepted on Oct. 22,
1963. H~e married Carolyn Ialdane
on July 2, 1959, in Metlakatia,
Alaska. They 1had two children. In
October 1968, Carolyn Ialdane Lit-
4lefield and the children left Met-
lakatla and went to live in Seattle,
Washington. The cntestee joined
.his family- in Seattle in November
1968.:The contestee lived with his
family in Seattle'-from November
1968 to January 1970, then went to
Los Angeles, California, where he
stayed for 8 or 9 months. From Los
LAngeles the contestee went to Sitka,
Alaska, where he stayed 'for ap-
proximately year and thenc e-re-
turned to Seattle, Washington,
where he remained until sometime
after Thanksgiving 1972. The con-
'testee returned to Metlakatla on or
'about December 1972 to visit his
parents. He died at the Ketchikan

,General Hospital, Ketchikan,
Alaska, on Jan. 5, 1973. Prior to his

-death and on May 10, 1972,'Mr.
Littlefield (contestee) applied for

--enrollment as ani Alaskan Native
-and was subsequently enrolled.

On Apr. 4, 1977, the Enrollment
Coordinator, Alaska Native Enroll-
ment: Office, Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, Anchorage, Alaska, filed a
complaint with the Office of. Hear-
-ings and Appeals, alleging in sub-
>.stance the;contestee was not eligible
for enrollment under ees. 3, 5, and

19 of the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act, supra, because he was
an enrolled member of the Metla-
katla Indian co munityon Apr. 1,
1970. The matter was referred to
Administrative Law Judge E. Ken-
dall Glarke at Sacramento, Cali-
fornia, for hearing.

After the hearing held on Nov. 29,
1977, Administrative Law Judge
E. Kendall Clarke fouid on Sept. 8,
1978, that the contestee was enrolled
in the Metlakatla Indian Commu-
nity as of Apr. 1, 1970; that his con-
tinued absence did not result in the
ternination of his membership in
said community until Nov. 1, 1970;
and that therefore he was enrolled
in the Metlakatla Indian Commu-
nity as of Apr. 1, 1970. Judge
Clarke concluded that the contestee

*was 'not. eligible for; enrollment
undersecs. 3, 5, and 19iof theAlaska,
Native Claims Settlement 'Act.

An appeal Was filed ~on Oct. 10,
1978, with the Director, Ofice of
Hearings and Appeals. 'Under au-
thority of 43 'CFR 4.1010 and 43
CFR 4.704, the Director ordered the
Board of Indian Appeals to deeide
this case on anad hoc'basis.

'The appellant contestee alleges
that:

(I) The enrollment, coordinator.
did not meet its burden of pr o'of of
showing that contestee was ever a
-member of the Metlakatla Indian
Community.

(2.) The administrative law judge
was in error in concluding that con-
testee was a member of the Metla-
:katlaIndian Community on Apr. 1,
1970.
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* (3) Even if thecontestee had been
a Tember of the Metlakatla Indian
Community on Apr. 1, 1970,.he wa's
entitled to enrollment under the
Alaska Native Claims,, Settlement
Act if he-was-not a member of the
Metlakatla Community o Dec. 18,
1971, the, date on which the Act was
passed by Congress.

, (4) .The-adminiistrative law judge
was incorrect in concluding, that
membership in the Metlakatla. Coin-
amunity 6n an alleged ineligible date:.
subj ects anindividual automatically
to disenrollment. proceedings.

The appellee, enrollment coordi-
nator alleges:

(1) The appeal was not timely
filed.

(2) The appellant (contestee):
was ineligible under the Alaska ,Na-
tive Claims Settlement Act because:
he was an enrolled member of the
Metlakatla Indian Community on
Apr. 1, 1970.

[1]. Sec 4.22 (e), of Title 43 of the
Code of. Federa2 Reguations pro-.
vides that:.
Comptation of time for filing and serv--
ice. Except, as otherwise provided by law,-.
in computing any period of time pre,
scribed for filing and serving a document,
the day upon which the decision or docu-
ment to be' appealed from' or answered
was served or theday. of any other event
after which the designated period of
time beginsto run is not to be ineluded.
The last day of the period so computed 
is to be included, unless it is a Saturday,-
Sunday, Federal legal holiday, or other
nonbusiness day, in which event thei
period runs until the end of the next day -
which is not a Saturday, Sunday, Fed-
eral legal holiday, or other nonbusiness
day * *

The record shows; that- Judge
Clarke rendered his decision on.
Sept. 8, 1978, and, that the appeal
was received on- Oct. 10, 1978.-

Ordinarily. Oct...9j 1978, would
h.ave constituted.the cutoff date for
filing under Departmental regula-
tions. However,. October 9 -was a
Federal legal holiday (Columbus-
Day celebrated) making, the end of
the next day Oct. 10, 1978, the next.
business day, the cutoff date for fil-
ing an: appeal..

,We, therefore, find the appeal to.
havebeen timely filed, o '

.Remaining is the issue of whether
or. not the contestee is entitled to-
enrollment under the Alaska Native 
Claims Settlement Act.

[2] At the outset we hold that
membership in the Metlakatla In-
dian Community on Apr. ', 1970,
presents a bar to enrollment under
the Alaska, Native Claims Settle-
ment Act. See P.L. 92-203, ap-
proved Dec. 18, 19.71, sec. .5 (b) ; 25-
CFR 43h.11 (41 FR 32423 Aug. 3, 
1976) ; U.S. V. James Eward Sott
&C Robert Charkes Scott, Docket:.
No. AL 77-135 D: and AL 77-136
D, decided Dec. 4, 1978.

The Metlakatla Indian Commu-
nity Constitution and' By-Laws.
which -was approved Aug.:23, 1944,.
provides in sec. 6,:page 2, that "Con-
tinuous 'absence from Annette Is-
iands 'Reserve for two years 0or-
longer, unlessthe'member so absent
shall notify the Council in writin'g,
within 'such two year period, of his.
intention to return, shall constitute-
forfeiture of membership in the-
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Community. Such person may be also upon the action of the individual
rfadmitted to membership in the cpncerned. Any member of any Indian
Comm1.unity, as provrided in Section tribe is at fill liberty to terminate histribal relationship. whenever he so
4 'of this Article." - e - t chooses although it has been said that

Were we to conclude that forfeit- such .termination: 'ill nOt be inferred
ure is the only way to terminate a "from. ligl4 and trifling circumstances.".
tribal relationship; the Board would Handbook, of Pederal Indian Law by F.
be constraijned to find the contestee Cohen a p 185.
ineligible for enrollment under the Ai iani' right to withdraw
Alaska Native Claims Settlement' from. tribal memberslip' was, up-
Act since le was not absent from held in Reed v. U.S. .Nationcal Bank
Metlakatla. for a period of' years' of Portland, 213 :E. SuPP., 919 (D.
oP Apr. 1, 1970."' " i' ' '0 ' '- ''- i- V Ore. 1963). See.also 42 CJS Indi-

[3, 4] However, forfeiture is not ans § 10 (1978 Supp. at-p. 155).
the only way that a- tibaI relation- In the case: at bar, the facts point
ship may be terminated. As noted to the conclusion that the contestee
b'y the jijinient Indian law scholar, t 'e'la- in November 1968
V elix S'. Chen, a'in Indian may ter- with the intent to make Seattle,,
hinate a tribal relationship though Washington, hk permanengt place

iation of meimbership' or ex- of abode and his actual home or
renuniaionlil r.ohnsae* domicile.2 ,1~maio. Mr; Cohea states: f . lel

T1, -s-taCAPQ> 1-Tf 2-l~
It isof course recognized throughout the
Cases tatial mIembership is a bilat-

era1 reiationl,: depending for its existence
ni~i-t only uponR Jhe aetion: of the tribe but

'*Co hen.Alefihes expatriation in;Indian law
as "the giving up of membership in a tribe.
l:iinidbobk '6f4,deral Indian-La Lat p. T n
86; H-istorically, Cohen, notes that tba term
W as aisociated with the flight of oppressed
Inliians from belligerent tribes See Handbook
at .177 178 ..citing. the landmark Federal case
of btaited States' ex re7 Standing ear v
crook, 25 -.Fed. as. :-No. .14891 (c c ,.Neb:'
1879), In his concluding analysis, however,
Cohen observes:

"The right of eittlation established 'by
the Standing Bear case remains a significant
hauman uright, even-where iIndian tilies..are'
'moving iii an organized ay toward the ideal
-of freedom fr Indian:Bureau supervision-
It would be remarkable if the degelopment oi
Indian self-government failed to give rise to
'dissatisfied individuals and minority.. groups
'who-considered their tribal status a misfortune.

,istory shows that nations lose in strength
hen they seek. to, preveilt such unwitting

fuhrccts from renouncing allegianice " At p.
1M8.

Metlakatla in October 1968 and,
moved to Seattle, Washinglton. One
month later the contestee followled
his family t o Seattle. f Tle family
continued to -- remain .:'in Seattle,
Washington.,. In or about January
1970 the contestee went to; Los
Angeles wh"ere he reiaied' 'for' 8
or 9' months. From Los Angeles he
went to Sitka, Alaska,. where he
stayed. for approximately 1 year
and returned to Seattle, Washing-
ton, where his family was still liv-
ing, ancl remained in Seattle Pntil
shortly after Thanksgiving 1972

. See. 4h.1:(k) of Title 2, 'Code, of Federa?
Reqlatfione. in part defines ."permanent. resi-
dence": as the, place of domiciie on Apr. 1,
1970, which is the location of the permanent
place of abode intended by the applicant to be
his actual hone.- . :- . . .
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w-he h.le decided' to, go back to
imletlak atlato visit is parents. He
died on Jan. 5, 1973, at the Ketchi-.
lhan General; Hospital, Ketchikan.
Alaska. At thetine of his death tle
,costee was- still": married "to','
40arolyn H.aldane ittlcfield' ad
sle and the: family still resided in
Seattle, Washington. Prior to his
death, the contestee on* 3ay 1},
19T2. applied for enrollment as an
Alaska Native and vas subsequentL!
i efirolled. -

Based on-tho'foregoing and otier
faets of-record in-tlis case,:we hold
that thle ontese -renouice 'his-
mnembership in the fetlakatla In-
'dian-:Commmunity prior to Apr. 1,'
1970. -

NOi , THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated- to tlihe
Board and pursuant to 43 C1FR:
4.704, IT IS' HEREBY 0R-

DERED thatVthe determinationl
minade by Administrative Lawv Judge
E. Kendall Clarke, to the effect that i
the contestee is- not eligible for en-'

Trolilnt under sees. 3, 5,. aund 19 of
the Alaslka Native Claims Settle-
-ment Act (43 U.S.C. § 1601 et seq.
(1976)) be, and the .sanie is RE-:

YVERSED.
IT IS TURTHER ORDERED

Sand adjudged that the contestee'
Ilenry Sam Littlefield, Jr., is prop-:
berly enrolled under'the Alaska Na-
tive Claims Settlement Act. and thus

bentitled to al benefits thereunder.
KThe Bureau of: Indian Affairs is di-

-rected, within 30 days' of the issu'-
sance of this decision,.to restore all.
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benefits to which the contestee and/
or his heirs at law may be entitled.
This decision is final for the Depart-
ment.

M .ITCHELLi J. SABAGI,.
Administrative Judge.

WEi CONCIJ:; 

WM. PH IP HORTON,
A'drnilist2'ative Judge.. ,0 'CT': ''

ALEXANDER H. iLSON,
Chief AdinistratvedJude. : -

.C & K COAL: COMIIANY
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Decided March :30 ,'179

Certification of an interlooy uling
by- Chief Administrative. aw- Iudge
Lauriei K. -luoma' (in Doeket No. CH
9-11-P) dated Feb. 1,' 1979, denying
ak'notion to'dismiss'filed by;the'Office
of; Surface -Mining 'Reclamation and
E',nfoeent iii a petion fort review of
a civil penalty proceeding under the
provision's of the 'Surface lvining Con-
trol and Reclamation Act of 1977.

Reversed and remanded.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla.
mationdAct of 1'977: Civil enalties:
Hearings Procedure-
The filing. of. an application for review of
a notice of 'violation does not'suspend the
running of the period withi n which a
petition fr irevew of a proposed assess-,
ment of a civil penalty must be filed.
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APPEARANCES: Billy ack Gregg,
Esq-.; &ffice -of the Field Solicitor
(Charleston), Michael Kurman, Esq.,
Offiee of the Solicitor, and: Marcus P.
XcGraw,: Esq., Assistant Solicitor for
Enforcement, all for Respondent
(Xovant on Certification) Office of
Surface Mining Reclamation and En-
forcenent; Brao6 A. Muscatello, Esq.,
of Brydon and Stepaniai;--3 tler, PA,
for Applicant C & K Coal Company.

OPINION BY THE INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE MIN-
IVGr AND RE CL2AMHA TIOA
APPEALS'

Factual and Procedural

This case presents a question cert-
ified to the Board from a proceed-
ing to -review a proposed civil pen-
alty, assessment under- the Surface
MKnin, Control and. Reclamation
Act of 1977 (XAct).1The petition
was; filked by .C & ;Coal Company
:(0 & J:o on Dec. 18, 1978, and the
proposedssessment was for three
notices of violation issued by the
Officv of Surface Mining Reclama-
tion and Enforcement. (OSM) to C
& K on June 28,..1978. Earlier, on
Tov. 17, 1978, Chief Administrative

Law Judge Luoma (Judge) had

issued a decision on C & K's appli-

h Th regulatlon coverlng certlflcatlon' is
found at sec. 4.1124 of 'the procedu'rarieguia-
tions (48 PR: 34390 (Aug. 3, '1978) (to e
codified in43 CFR4.124)). Petitions for re-
view of elvii penalties are covered by part 723
of the interim regulations (42 PR 62702 (Iec.
13, 1977 ' (to te codified in 30 CFR Part 723)).
T'he statutory basis for the regulations cover-
ing reviewof a civil penalty assessment s
sec. 51S of the Act (Act of Ang. 3, 1977, P.L.
95-87, I Stat. 445, 499).

cation for review of the notices of
violation themselves in'which he af-
firmed two of the notices entirelv
and the third in part. On Jan. 8,
1979, 0 & K delivered to the Office
of Hearings and Appeals a check
in the amount of the proposed as-
sessment to -be placedr in: escrow,
purportedly in accord with the reg-
ulations (42 FR 62704 I(Dec. 13,
1977) :(to be codified in .30 CFR

23.18) ).-. - -:: 
: O:0SM filed an answer to the ap-
plication on January 1 and simul-
taneousy fIed a motioni. t dismiss.
The basis of the motion was that as
C & K h ad not requested a confer-
.ence-(under sec. 7'23.17 of the in-
terim regulations, 42 IFR 6703-4
(Dec. 13, 1977)), it had to file its
petition for review of the proposed
assessment within 30 daysof receipt
thereof or be barred from complain-
ing (according to sec. 518 (e) of the
Act). Since December.18 (the date
the petition was filed) was far more
than 30 days beyond service of`the
proposed assessment (July 29), C
& K was said to have lost any enti-
tlement it had to request a hearing
on the assessment. The untimeliness
of the request was worsened, accord-
ing to 0S21's motion, by the fact of
even later delivery of the assess-
ment amount into escrow.

On February 1, the Judge denied
the motion on the grounds that the
request was filed. timelysince it was
mied within 30 days of the issuance
of his decision on the applicatior
for review (apparently concluding
that the review proceeding sus-
pended the 30-day* filing require-
ment for review of the assessment).
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Regarding the. tine f filing -the
zchec, 'the- Judge. said that receipt
.o-, the hebk-was. .merely,.aj"proce-
dural consideration" and that re-
eipt .'of the.: check; on January 8,

"perfected" the pleading of. Decem-
ber J8 (nd apparentl referred
back to it) (Order of February 1,
denying Motionto Dismiss)..

OSM. moved the Judge for
certification.of his rulingon Febru-
ary.27, and the -Judge granted that
motion on March 2. On March 6,
the Board;issued7a-n order schedul-
i ng -biiefing' for 'the two parties.
Both filed. an initial brief, but only
C. & K filed a reply brief. The Judge
has scheduled a hearing on 'the pe-
tition for review of the:proposed as_
sessmeiit for April 4.

';' .' , . ':Disussion , ': ;0 ':

,'Our:task is to search the appli-
,cable, povisions' f the inteim reg-
ulations.- and -Act. The governig
'relaton 'is 'sec. 723.18 (42' 
f62704 (Dec. 13, 197) ). It provides:;

(a) Within 30 days from receipt of
the proposed assessment, the permittee
may request a hearing before the Office
-of Hearings and Appeais by filing a pe-
-tition and tendering full payment of the
proposed assessment to be. held in escrow.

(b) The timely filing of a request for
a conference under § 723.17 of this Part
suspends the running of the 80-day pe-
riod for requesting a hearing. The sus-
pension shall continue until the comple-
'tion of the conference, which shall be
held within 60 days from the date of the
request for the conference. The permit-
'tee shall have 15 days after completion
of the conference or after any disap-
dproval by the Director or his designee

under - 723.17(e), whichever- occurs
later, to request a public hearing.

- - R * - . : I I. . . :

It is not necessary to consider the
implications or raifications of
subparagraph (b) which provides
for a Suspension of the time speci-
fied in subparagraph (a). 'No re-
quest for the ."ference which trig-
,gers such a suspension was made by
C & K.2 Therefore, we are left with
subparagraph (a)-.-not to coustrue,
because its reanin g i clear, but to
determine whether -there -was
.compliance.'

Sec. 723.1-8 has to requirements
which must beme't for a hearing to
be held on the amount of ' pro-
posed. assessment:.

(1) -that the petition for-a hear-
ing befiled within 30 days from the
-receipt of the 'proposed assessment;
and

(2) 'thatfull payxment of the pro-
posed sasssmenit be tendered into
'escroiv.'" i- 'f- )r0"'
There is no authority for the op-
bsition' advanced by C&X that'an
application for review of a notice of
violation itself suspends either of
these requirements.

The Irecord indicates that C & K
failed both to petition fora hearing

'See. 723.17 of the lnterim regulations (42
FR 62703-4 (Dec. 13, 1977) (to be codified
in 3o CPR 723.17)).

Even If this language were .not. clear in
itself, sec. 51s(c) of the Act, which this regu-
lation implements, requires that the person
contesting "the amount of the penalty or the
fact of the violation, forward the proposed
amount to the Secretary for placement in an
escrow account F * t. Failure to forward the
money to the Secretary within thirty days
shall result in a waiver of all legal rights to
contest the violation or the amount of the
penalty."
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within 30 days of its July 29 receipt
of the proposed assessment (peti-
tion filed on Dec.'18, 1978) and to
tender payment within that same
30--day period.4 In fact, C & K did
not even pay its money into escrow
within 30 days of the Judge's No-
vemher 1decision'affirming the no-
tices oqf vioiation (paiymtnit o es-
crow on Jan. 8, 1979).' OSM' has
raised these failures before the
Hearings Division and this Board.
The Board cannot ignore them.

We are not unmindful'of the'eco-
nomic tifficulties that might occur
as a result of the application of the
principle: enunciated lere.5 ,How-

'Whether. or not "tender" is, synonymous
witlh actual payment, it requires more than an
undisclosed intention to pay up at some in-
definite time. See Kerr v. United States,.1O8'
F. 2d 585 (App. D.C. 1939.)- Allithat C&I did;
within the time specified was to tile an.appli-
cation for.-review of lthe violation under. sea.
525 of the Act.

5 Any 'aodification of a regulation or- the
statute lies, with the Secretary and the Con-
gerss, not this Board. In that respect, what-
ever the reason, it is clear that Congress did
not include see. 518 (c) of the Act by inadvert-
ence or oversight. As originally Introduced,
the bill (HIt. 2) did not require the: assess-
ment be paid; in order to, preserve appeal

ever, the case as presented leaves no
alternative. The Board finds the ap-
plicable law requires that the mo-
tion to dismiss filed by OSM on Jan.
17, 1979, should have been granted.

Therefore, the decision on the
OSM Motion to Dismiss is reversed
and the case is reminddd. 'to the
Hearings Division frt further ac-
tion not inconsistent herewith.P,

MELVIN J. MImRIIN 
Administrative Judge.

IRALINE, G. BARNEs,
Administrative Judae..

W..t A. .,Thw . .
Chief Adminisrqtite Judge.

rights. See. 518a(c)ns it, now reads, is an
amendient by thiio~se Coinnittee on Inofr-

*ir and Insular.Affairg. mome discussion of why
it might have been done may be found in S.
Rep. No. 95-128,95th Cong., 1st sess., 58-59
(1977).

The Board recognizes its holding:appears
dispositive of this matter. However, as the
case came to us by way of certification of an
interlocutory ruling, we are of: the opinion
that the best procedure is for us to remand to
the':,Hearings. Division for final, formal dis-

0posio.0 
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APPEAL OF STATE OF ALASKA

3 ANCAB 196

Decided April Xi,. 1979

Appeal of State of Alaska from
Decision of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement AA-6701-B, AA-76701-D and
A-050903.

Dismissed.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals: Standing
Where the State of Alaska has not se-
lected lands within the lands in dispute
in an appeal, thei State cannot be found
to claim a property interest in such lands,'
within the meaning of standing regula
tions in 43 CFR 4.902, by reason-of a
prior selection.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals: Standings
The test of standing to appeal'under 43
CMF 4.902 is not whether a person is an
"aggrieved party," but 'Whether' a person
"claims a' property interest in land af-
fected by a determination from which an
appeal to ANCAB is allowed.";

3. Alaska Native: Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals.: Standing:
'While a "property interest" sttfficient to
confer standingunder 43 CFR 4.902 need
not be a' vested interest, it may not be
completely speculative.

4. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska, Native Claims' Appeal
Board: Appeals: Standing '

Where the State's "interest" in a par-
tieular tract of land is based only on the

292-925-79-1

possibility of a decision, at some future
time, to select such land in preference to
other land under the Statehood Act, the:
State's "interest" is too speculative to
constitute a "property interest" under 43
OFR 4.902.

APPEARANCES: James Reeves, Esq.,
and Shelley I. Higgins, Esq., Office of
the Attorney General, on behalf' of the
State of Alaska; Francis Neville, Esq.,
Office of the Regional Solicitor, on be-'
half of the Bureau of land Manage-
ment; A. Robert Hahn, Esq., and Stan
Stanfill, Esq., on behalf of Seldovia
Native Association, Inc.;' Joyce .'
Bamberger, Esq., on behalf 'of Cook
Inlet Region; Inc.

OPINION BY
ALASKA NATI VE. CLAIMS

APPEAL BOARD'

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board; pursuant to' delegation
of authority in the! Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 43. U.S .C
%§'1601-1624 (Supp. IV, 1974), de
amended, 89 Stat. 1145 (1976),. and
the implementing regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650, and Part 4,- Sub-
part J (1975), hereby makes the fol-
lowing findings, condlusions and de-
cision dismissing the appeal fom.
the, decision of the State Direcdr,
Bureau of Land Management, AA-
6701-B, AA-6701-D, and A-
050903.

PROCEDURAL
BACKGROUND

The State of Alaska appeals a
decision of the Bureau of Land

86 I.D. No. 4

225]
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Management (BLM) published
Apr. 6, 1978, covering land selec-
tions under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C;
§§1601-1624 (Supp. IV, 1974))
(hereinafter ANCSA) by Seldovia
Native Association, Inc., (AA-
6701-B and AA-6701-D and under
the Alaska Statehood Act (72 Stat.
339 (1958)) (hereinafter Statehood
Act) by the State of Alaska (A-
050903).

BLM previously adjudicated the
same land selections in a decision
dated Oct. 6, 1975, on the State's
selection A-050903, and in a second
decision dated Oct. 9, 1975, on Sel-
dovia's selections AA-6701-B and
AA-6701-1>. Both decisions were
timely appealed to the Board.
Docketed respectively as ANCAB
VLS 75-14, and VLS 75-15, they
were consolidated for decision and,
after extensive briefing, were de-
cided June 9, 1977. The issues in-
volved the status, as valid existing
rights under ANCSA, of third-
party interests created by the State
on lands tentatively approved for
selection under the Statehood Act,
and then approved for conveyance
to Seldovia Native Association un-
der ANCSA. Certain easement ques-
tions were .also presented. The
Board found that valid existing
rights protected under ANCSA
must be specifically identified in a
BLM decision to convey lands, and
that easements reserved in a deci-
sion to convey must be described
with specificity as to use and loca-
tion. The Board remanded both ap-
peals to BLM or action consistent
with the. decision, including the

processing of easements according
to a recently developed easement
identification system.

On Apr. 6, 1978, BLM published
new decisions reflecting their action
on the remand. All lands covered
by this April 1978 decision were
previously included in the deci-
sions of October 1975. BLM in-
cluded in the 1978 decision a stand-
ard appeals paragraph stating that
the decision could be appealed to
the Board. The present appeal re-
sulted, despite the fact that the
State had previously appealed:
BLM's decision on the same land'
selections in VLS 75-14 and VLS
75-15. However, in the present ap-
peal, the State challenges BLM's-
decision to convey on grounds not
previously raised.

BLM's decision of Apr. 6, 1978,.
states:

A portion of the lands described are
located within 2 miles from the boundary
of the first-class city of Seldovia as it-
existed on December 18, 1971. Seldovia
Native Association, Inc. is organized by
the Natives of Seldovia, constituting the
first-class city. Therefore, those lands
within the 2-mile limit are considered
available for conveyance to Seldovia Na-
tive Association, Inc. (See 43 CFR
2650.6 (a):).

The State asserts that BLM erred
in determining that lands within
two miles of the boundary of the
first-class city of Seldovia were
available for conveyance to Sel-
dovia Native Association, Inc.
under ANCSA, because:

1. the regulatory exception in 43
CFR 2650.6(a) to §22(1) of
ANCSA is contrary to the statute
and therefore invalid;
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2. even if valid, the regulatory
exception was not properly invoked
by BLM because BLM's decision to
convey lacks an adequate finding of
fact supporting use of the excep-
tion; and

3. BLM violated basic constitu-
tional principles in invoking the ex-
ception in that it failed to give the
State of Alaska notice and an op-
portunity to present evidence'and
argument on the issue of whether or
not the exception should be invoked.

Sec. 22(1) of ANCSA provides:
Notwithstanding any provision of this

Act, no Village or Regional Corporation
shall select lands which are within two
miles from the boundary, as it exists on
the date of enactment of this Act, of any
home rule or first class city (excluding
boroughs) or which are within six miles
from the boundary of Ketchikan.

The regulation challenged by the
State provides, in 43 GCFR 2650.6:

(a) Notwithstanding any other provi-
sions of the act, no village or regional
corporation may select lands which are
within 2 miles from the boundary of any
home rule or first-class city (excluding
boroughs) as the boundaries existed and
the cities were classified on December 18,
1971, or which are within 6 miles from
the boundary of Ketchikan, except that
a village corporation organized by Na-
tives of a community which is itself a
first class or home-rule city is not pro-
hibited from making selections within 2
miles from the boundary of that first
class or home-rule city, unless such se-
lections fall within 2 miles from the
boundary of another first class or home-
rule city which is not itself a Native vil-
lage or within 6 miles from the boundary
of Ketchikan.

(b) Determination as to which cities
were classified as home rule or first class
as of December 18, 1971, and their bound-

aries as of that date will be made in
accordance with the laws of the State of
Alaska.

All parties have stipulated that
the boundary of the City of Sel-
dovia is undisputed, and is as de-
picted on a map filed by BLM
entitled "Surveyed Township 8
South, Range 15 West of the Se-
ward Meridian/Surveyed Town-
ship 8 South, Range 14 West of the
Seward Meridian, Alaska." The
parties have also agreed that the
only lands within the 2-mile limit
which are being conveyed to Seldo-
via Native Association by the BLM
decision here appealed are de-
scribed as follows:

Lots 1 and 2 of U.S. Survey 4752, situ-
ated on a spit on the northwest shore of
Seldovia Bay.

Containing 7.72 acres.

T. 9 S., R. 15 TW.

sec. 1, excluding lot 1, U.S. Survey 317,
U.S. Survey 954, U.S. Survey 2869,
and Native allotment AA-7233;

sec. 2, N1A_, El/2SWI/4, El/2NW1ASW4,
NW'ANW/4SW¼4, NESW'/ASWW,

SE4;

sec. 11, E½NE'/4, NW'/ANE¼4, E2-
SW'/4NE'/ 4 , NW/4SWYNE%, E-
NEY4 NWW, NW/4NEYINW1/4, E-
NE/4SEl/, NWW/NE/ 4SE¾/;

sec. 12, NE1/4 (fractional), excluding
U.S. Survey 958 and U.S. Survey
3632; NWY4, N1 1 4, NE/4SW'4-
SW'/4, N/2SE/4SWA,/, SE¾;

Containing approximately 1,370 acres.

The BLM decision to convey re-
jects a land selection of the State of
Alaska, and rescinds tentative ap-
proval previously granted to the
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State of Alaska, as to the following
described lands only:
T. 7 S., R. 12 W., Seward Meridan

Sec. 2, all;

Sec. 1I, excluding U.S. Survey 1557 and
lots 1 and 2 of Tract B of U.S. Survey
3362;

Sec. 13, all;

Sec. 16, all;

'Sec. 17, all;

Sec. 19, all;

Sec. 20, all,

-Sec. 21, all; L - ; 

' Sec. 22l excluding U.S. Survey 3606;

Sec. 23 to 28, inclusive, all;

Sec. 31 to 36, inclusive, all.

Containing approximately 8,465 acres.

The decision then approves convey-
ance of the same lands t Seldovia
Native Association. None of these
lands, denied to the State and
granted to Seldovia, are within the
2-mile limit; the lands effectively
'tiansfered',from the State: to Seldo-
via by this decision-are entirely
within T. 7 S., ]&. 12 W., Seward
meridian, while the only lands with-
in the 2-mile limit as stipulated by
-the parties are within T. 9 S., R. 15
W. and lots 1 and 2 of U.S. Survey
4752 which are in T. 8' S., R. 15 W.

STANDING OF APPELLANT

Regulations governing the stand-
ing of parties before the Board are
contained in; 43 CFR 4.902 (1977)
which provides:.

Any party who claims a property in-
terest in land affected by a determination
from which an appeal to the Alaska Na-
tive Claims Appeal Board is allowed, or

an agency of the Federal Government,
may appeal as provided in this subpart.
However, a regional corporation shall
have the right of appeal in. any case in-
volving land selections.

The State appeals conveyance to
Seldovia Native Association. of
lands within 2 miles from the
boundary of the City of Seldovia.
However, the State's appeal is not
based on rejection of State. land se-
lections within this 2-mil. limit,
and the State. has not in fact :se-
lected any lands within 2 miles of
the City of Seldovia. Therefore, be-
fore reaching the, substantive ques-
tions raised. by this appeal, the
Board must first decide whether or
not the State has standing to appeal
pursuant to, the' regulations con-
tained in 43 CFR 4.902.

The parties were given the oppor-
tunity to brief this point, after a
conference held Oct. 2,'11978. The
memorandum of conference'states:
The. Board raised the point that the de-
cisions appealed in ANCAB # VLS 78-
42 arise from Seldovia Native Associa-
tion's selection applications AA-6701-B
& D and the State of Alaska's selection
application A-050903.
It appears from the record that the lands
within two miles of the City of Seldovia,
granted- to Seldovia Native Association
in decisions based on AA-6701-B & D,
are located within Townships 9 South,
Range 14 West; 9 South, Range 15 West;
8 South, Range 14 West; and 8 South,
Range 15 West, S.M., while the lands
rejected in the State's application A-
050903 are entirely within Township 7
South, Range, 12 W., S.M. The State se-
lection does not appear to be within two
miles of the City of Seldovia. Therefore,
the Board questions whether the State
has standing to raise issues involving
lands within the two-mile limit in this ap-
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peal since the State does not appear to
claim a property interest in lands within
the two-mile limit adjudicated in the deci-
sion being appealed.

The State. responded that their
Application A-050903 did not cover
any lands within the 2-mile limit
but contended they nevertheless had
a property; interest sufficient for
standing, because under the Alaska
Statehood Act, SUp4 the, State
might in the future select lands
within two miles of the City of
Seldovia.

In appeals from administrative
findings on village eligibility, the
Board ruled that the State had
standing as a "party aggrieved,"
pursuant, to 43 CFR 4.700 (1973),
based on similar rights of future
selection under the Statehood Act.
This ruling was upheld by the
courts and is now cited by the
State. In. 1975, sec. 4.700 was
superseded by sec. 4.902 (40 FR
33172 (1975)), the regulation now
in effect, which grants standing
to "[a]ny party who claims. a
property interest in land affected
by a determination from, which
an appeal to the: Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board is al-
lowed ' * *" -

The State argues that its right
to select land, which made it a
"party aggrieved" under 43 CFR
4.700, also makes it a party "who
claims a property interest in land"
under 43 CFR 4.902; in'particular
the State asserts their right, under
§ 6 (a) of the Statehood Act,' to se-
lect 400,000 acres of landadjacent
to communities for prospective com-

munity and recreation, purposes.
Most of~ the' State's entitlement
under § 6 (a) has not yet been seX
lected. If land within two miles of
the City of Seldovia pass to Seldo-
via Native 'Association, Inc., they
will no longer be available for State
selection.

Finally, since the State does have
a property interest in selection
A-050903, which was rejected by
the decision here appealed, the State
asserts standing under 'the express
language of 43 CFR 4.902,; even
though the rejected State land selec-
tion is not within two miles from
the City of Seldovia and is com-
pletely unrelated to an appeal
grounded i n allegations of BLM
error in administering the 2-mile
limit.

Seldovia responds that standing
regulations in 43 CFR 4.700 are no
longer applicable' and this appeal
is governed by regulations in sec.
4.902. Since Seldovia. is a village
certified by the Secretary of the In-
terior for benefits: under ANCSA,
the State has no right to select lands
within two miles of Seldovia be-
cause such lands have been with-
drawn under the provisions of
§ 11 (a) (1); "therefore the State is
neither "an aggrieved party" under
sec. 4.700 or a party "who claims a
property interest in land" under sec.
4.902.

It is the position of BLM that the
State must claim a property interest
in land within 2 miles of the bound-
ary of Seldovia in order to have
standing. The State's reliance on
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Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 80 F. 2d
'601 (D.C. Cir. 1978), is misplaced
-n that the issue before the court

'1was the standing of the State as a
"party aggrieved" under 43 CFR

'4.700, not as a party claiming a
'"property interest" under 43 CFR
4.902. Sec. 4.902 confers automatic

1standing upon Federal agencies and
-regional corporations regardless of
whether these entities claim a prop-
erty interest in land affected by the
decision appealed; if the Board
adopts the State's position that its
possible future land selection option
under the Statehood Act constitutes
a property interest, the State will
also have automatic standing to ap-
peal all land selection decisions,
which exceed the clear language of
the regulation.

DISCUSSION

The standing requirement in 43
CFR 4.902 focuses on an interest in
land claimed by an appellant, and

,on the relationship between that in-
;terest and the "determination" be-
ing appealed. That "determination"
rnay be a decision to convey to a Na-
ive corporation its entire entitle-
minent of land, or it may be a finding
eontained in such a decision, which
affects only a small part of the land
approved for conveyance. It is the
Board's policy to segregate lands in-
volved in each appeal, releasing the
remaining, naffected lands from
adjudication and allowing them to
be conveyed without delay.

With the agreement of the State
and Seldovia Native Association,
approximately 1,370 acres of land

located in T. 9 S., R. 15 W., Seward
meridian and 7.2 acres of land lo-
cated in T. 8 S., R. 14 W., Seward
meridian, lots 1 and 2 of U.S.
Survey 4752 have been so segre-
gated from the remaining lands in-
volved in the decision appealed.

The only determination here
under- appeal is that Seldovia Na-
tive Association was entitled to con-
veyance of lands located within two
miles from the City of Seldovia.
The lands segregated, described
above, ae clearly affected by that
determination because they are lo-
cated within that 2-mile limit.

[1] The Board now focuses on the
nature of the interest claimed by
the State of Alaska in such lands.
The State's claim is not based on
the State's selection of such lands
nor the State's receipt of tentative
approval for the selection of such
lands under the Alaska Statehood
Act, supra. The State has filed no
land selections within the lands in
dispute in this appeal. Therefore the
State cannot be found to claim a
property interest in such lands by
reason of a prior selection.

The State asserts that their right
under the Statehood Act to select
lands throughout Alaska, consti-
tutes a property interest in the dis-
puted lands, within the meaning of
43 CFR 4.902.

[2] Regulations in 43 OFR 4.902,
conferring standing on "any party
who claims a property interest"
were promulgated in August of
1975. The Board has since ruled
that the appropriate test of stand-
ing to appeal is not whether a per-
son is an "aggrieved party," but
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whether a person "claims a prop-
erty interest in land affected by a
determination from which an ap-
peal to ANCAB is allowed * *

(AppeaZ of Samn E. McDowell, 2
ANCAB 350 (Mar. 28,:1978)).

The court's ruling in Koniag,
Inc. v. Andrus, supra, is not Con-
trolling because it construed the
earlier regulatory requirement that
a party be "aggrieved" in order to
have standing, rather than the pres-
ent requirement of a "property
interest."

Judge Bazelon, in his concurring
opinion, emphasizes this point by
comparing the two standards. After
concluding that "* * * judicial and
administrative standing are con-
ceptually distinct * * *", in Koniag,
Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F. 2d 601, 614
(D.C. Cir. 1978), he states:

The starting point in determining ad-

ministrative standing should be the lan-
guage of the statutes and regulations

that provide for an administrative hear-

ing, appeal or intervention. To be sure,

these sources frequently provide no cri-

teria for determining standing, or speak

in vague terms of persons "aggrieved,"

"affected," or having an "interest"-in

which case they are of little assistance.

On occasion, however, the applicable

statutes and regulations do supply spe-

cific criteria for determining standing, in

which case they should of course be

controlling.

An example of a regulation supplying

relatively precise standards is 43 C.F.R.

§4.902 (1976), part of the new regula-

tions on ANOSA hearing procedures pro-

mulgated after the hearings in the instant

-cases were completed. This section

provides:

"Any party who claims a property in-

terest in land affected by a determina-

tion from which an appeal to the Alaska
Native Claims Appeal Board is allowed,
or an agency of the Federal Government,
may appeal as provided in this subpart.
However, a regional corporation shall
have the right of appeal in any case
involving land selections."

This regulation quite clearly establishes
three classes of persons who have stand-
ing: those asserting a property interest in
land, federal agencies, and regional cor-
porations. in land selection cases. It thus
provides fairly objective criteria that can
be applied without recourse to a more
refined analysis.

[Footnotes omitted]

The question is whether the
State's right, under the Statehood
Act, to select lands within 2 miles
from the boundary of the City of
Seldovia,. at some indefinite time in
the future, if in fact the State de-
cides to do so, constitutes a "prop-
erty interest in land?' as contem-
plated by 43 CFR 4.902.

The Board concludes that it does
not.

In cases involving BIA decisions
on village eligibility, appealed to
the Board under the "party ag-
grieved" standing requirement, pro-
cedural regulations implied that
the State had standing. The Court
noted in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580
F. 2d 601, 608 (D.C. Cir. 1978):

The regulations provide that the BIA
decisions are to be served on the village
affected, all villages within the region,
all regional corporations and the State
of Alaska, 43 C.F.R. § 2651.2(a) (2), (4),
(8). We interpret this requirement as
evidence that the Secretary regarded
these parties as potentially aggrieved if
a village were wrongfully determined to
be eligible or ineligible. We agree with
the District Court that the interest of
Alaska in these two cases is conjectural
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at best but we emphasize we are not deal-
ing. with Article III. considerations here;
rather, the inquiry is whether the Secre-
tary has violated his own regulations. In

. light of the broad reading which the Sec-
retaryi has given the term "party ag-
grieved" we cannot say, that permitting
Alaska to appeal in the cases of Solomon
and Alexander Creek was a plainly erro-
'neous interpretation of the regulations

-jn ; . , , .., hJ3.:' , ' ' 

Regulations requiring publication
" of BLM decisions on land selections
do not require service of BLM deci-
sions on the State m all cases, al-
though service is required on the
appropriate regional corporation
and Federal agencies of record:
§ 265O.7 Publication

(d) For all land selections made under
the act, in order to give actual notice of
the decision of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement proposing' to convey lands, the
decision shall be served on all known

.parties of record who claim to have a
property interest or other valid existing
right in land affected by such decision,
the appropriate regional corporation, and
any Federal agency of record. *

; These regulations do not imply
that the State automatically claims
.a property interest in all selectable
lands within the, State, whether
selection rights have been exercised
*.or not. .

To have standing to bring an ap-
.peal before this Board, an appellant
other than a regional corporation or
an agency of the Federal Govern-
ment must make a claim of prop-
erty interest in and affected by a
determination appealable to this
Board. (Appeal of Eois A. Mayer,
.3 ANCAB 77 (Aug. 17, 1978) ) .

The term "property interest" is
not defined in applicable regula-

tions and does not have a single pre-
. cise meaning..

'Not every interest in a particular
object is necessarily a property in-
terest, although such an interest
'may be a Valuableiright. Whether a
claimed 'right can be considered a

'"property interest" depends "on the
nature of the right.

"Property" has been defined as
"the right and interest which a man
has in lands and chattels 'to the ex-
clusion of. others." (Ralston SteeZ
Car Co. v. Ralston, 112 Ohio St 306,
147 N.E. 513, 516, 39 ALR 334:
(1925.)). ' :.I 

The common law concept of prop-
erty is the right of any person to
possess, use, enjoy and dispose of; a
thing. (Willcox v. Penn Hut. L.
Ins. Co. 357 Pa. 581, 55 A. 2d, 521,
174 ALIR 220 (1947).).

It is well settled that a. mining
claim is a property right, 'which
may not be declared invalid with-
out' due pro6ess of law. (United
States v. Keith V. O'Leary, 63 I.D.
341 (1956),;. Adams v. Witmer, 271
F. 2d 29 (9th Cir. 1958)).

A soldier's additional homestead
right is a property right and may be
assigned (Webster v.. Luther, 163
U.S. 331. (1896)).. However, in
order to be a "property right" the
right to a soldier's additional home-
stead must be asserted in relation to
lands properly classified as suitable
for selection for this purpose; thus
applicants for land selected under
the soldier's additional homestead
laws are not entitled to a hearing
under the Administrative Proce-
dure Act where the right of the ap-
plicant to select an additional entry
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is recognized, and the sole issue is.
-whether,: the land selected can be
properly classified-as suitable for
selection. under the Act.. (Ferie F., \: .e th, Ac (.V,.e -, .- .. 

Boothe, 66 I.D. 395,.398 (1959)).
Similarly,. the Department has

frequently deniqdthe right of a,
mining claimant to. a hearing to
determine the propriety of a with-
drawal of land from. iineral entry-.
made prior to his first attempt to
make a location on. the withdrawn
land. (Dredge Corp., 65 I.D. 336,
338--339 (1958)). 0- 

A noncompetitive oil' and gas
lease is clearly a'property interest.
However, it has beeni'held repeat-
edly that a mere offer for a non-
competitive oil and gas lease creates
no property interest in the appli-
cant. (Arctic Sope/WTeetern, Are-
tic Slope Eastern/Central,
ANCAB RLS 76-11(A)-(.MM),
ANC AB RLS .76-12(A)-(O),
BL M F-19148, et al. (1976)).

The Board has ruled that mere
assertion of a recreational use of a
bank of a riveriby an appellant does
not by' itself constitute a claim of
"property interest" as required by
43 CFIR 4.902.. (Appeal of Sam E.
McDowell, supra, at 355.)

An assertion by an appellant that
a village corporation might alter its
selection pattern if an appeal of an.
entitlement determination is suc-.
cessful, is insufficient to show that
an appellant's property interest ink
land is affected. by a determination
appealable to this Board as required
by 43 .CFR Part 4, Subpart J Sec.-
4.902, when the village corporation
would be entitled to select the dis-'

puted land regardless of, the out-.
come of an appeal. from the entitle-
ment determination. (Appeal of
Omar: Stratman, 2 ANCAB 329
(Mar. 23, 1978.))

In. Appeal of State of Alaska, 3.
ANCAB 11, 85 LD. 219. (19 8), the
State, appealed a BLM decision to
convey certain lands to a Native vil-
lage, .corporation under ACSA.
The State asserted title to the dis-
puted. lands. Alternatively, the,
State claimed that the lands were
not public lands available for con-
veyance under ANCSA because
they were withdrawn for the benefit
of the Alaska Railroad and no de-
termination had. been made under

3 (e) of ANOSA, establishing the
smallest practicable tract needed by
the railroad. The' Board found that
the State did not have title. As to
the 3(e) issue, the Board found:

The final issue raised by the appellant
in the original brief involved the failure
of the Secretary to make a sec. 3(e) de-
termina tion of the lands in issue prior to
Eklutna's selection thereof. However, In
the absence of any interest in the lands in
issue the appellant has' no standing to
raise the necessity of a see. 3(e) deter-
mination.

3 ANCAB 11,.19, 85 I.D. 219, 224-225.

Similarly, where the Secretary
had found as a matter of law that
a noncompetiive oil and gas lease
offeror had no property iterest in
his offer, the Board'found that an
offeror for a noncompetitive oil and
gas lease did not have standing un-
der 43 CFR 4.902to appeal either a
BLM decision to reject his lease of-
fer, or a .UBT4, decision to .issue a

225] 233'
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conveyance to a Native corporation
under ANCSA. (Appeal of Jerry
Roach, 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26,
19}78.) )

[3,4] While a "property interest"
sufficient to confer standing under
sec. 4.902 need not be a vested inter-
est, it may not be completely specu-
lative. It is the Board's conclusion
that where the State's "interest" in
a particular tract of land is based
only on the possibility of a decision,
at some future time, to select such
land in preference to other land un-
der the Statehood Act, the State's
"interest" is too speculative to con-
stitute a "property interest" under
43 CFR 4.902.

Therefore, the Board concludes
that the State lacks standing to
bring this appeal, and the appeal is
hereby dismissed.

This represents a unanimous de-
cision of the Board.

JUDITn M. BRADY,
Chairperson, Alaska Native

Claimns Appeal Board.

ABIGAIL F. DNNING,
Board Member.

LAWRENCE MATSON,
Board Member.

MILTON D. EINBERG
BENSON . LAMP

(On Reconsideration)

40 ILA 222

Decided April 11,1979

Reconsideration of Board decision, 37
IBLA 39, 85 I.D. 380 (1978), revers-

ing a decision of the New Mexico State
Office, Bureau of Land Management,
dismissing a protest against the award
of any priority rights to the successful
drawees of one simultaneous oil and
gas lease drawing, and dismissing an
appeal from a rejection of an oil and
gas lease offer for failure to accompany
the drawing entry card with the
agency statement required by 43 CPR
3102.61. NIM 29826.

Decision reaffirmed.

1. Administrative Authority: Gen-
erally - Administrative Practice -

Bureau of Land Management-Oil and
Gas Leases: Applications: Drawings
Established and longstanding Departmen-
tal policy relating to the administration
of the simultaneous oil and gas leasing
system, premised, upon regulatory nter-
pretation, is binding on all employees of
the Bureau of Land Management, ntil
such time as it is properly changed.

2. Oil and Gas Leases: Applications:
Generally-Oil and Gas Leases. Appli-
cations: Drawings
The essential requirement of the simul-
taneous oil and gas leasing system is that
all properly filed offers be afforded equal
opportunity to obtain a lease. Where a
system effectively excludes a lease offer
from consideration, such a system is arbi-
trary and capricious.

APPEARANCES: James W. McDade,
Esq., McDade and Lee, Washington,
D.C., for appellant Lamp; David H.
Wiggs, Jr., Esq., and Darrell K. Wind-
ham, Esq., Kemp, Smith, White, Dun-
can & Hammond, El Paso, Texas, for
appellant Feinberg; William R.
Murray, Jr., Esq., Office of the Solici-
tor, for the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment.
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OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

B URSKI

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

On Feb. 8, 1977, a drawing entry
card (DEC), for one Benson J.
Lamp was drawn with first priority
for parcel No. NM 396 in the Bu-
reau of Land Management (BLM),
simultaneous oil and gas lease, draw-
ing in New Mexico. The offer was
assigned serial number NM 29826.
On Mar. 9, 1977, the New Mexico
State Office, BLM, issued a decision
requiring additional information as
a prerequisite to the issuance of the
oil and gas lease.

Certain entry cards, however, had
been excluded from the original
drawing, and another drawing had
been held on Feb. 15, 1977, which
included all of the entry cards. The
offer of appellant Milton D. Fein-
berg was drawn with first priority
at this new drawing. Under instruc-
tions from the BLM Director's
Office, appellant Feinberg was
given no priority inasmuch as his
card had not been one of those
originally excluded from the draw-
ing. On Mar. 2, 1977, appellant
Feinberg protested the issuance of
the oil and gas lease to appellant
Lamp, arguing that the results of
the second drawing should control
leasing priorities. On Apr. 6, 1977,
the State Office dismissed Fein-
berg's protest.

On that same date, appellant
Lamp submitted evidence in re-

sponse to the State Office decision
of Mar. 9, 1977. By decision of Apr.
27, 1977, the State Office rejected
Lamp's lease offer because the offer
had not been accompanied by the
statement required by 43 CFR
3102.6-1.

On May 7, 1977, appellant Fein-
berg filed a notice of appeal from
the April 6 decision dismissing his
protest. On May 12, appellant Lamp
filed a notice of appeal from the
April 27 decision of the State Office

By decision of Sept. 18, 1978, 3$
IBLA 39, 85 I.D. 380, this Boart.
reversed the decision of the Stati.
Office rejecting appellant Fein-
berg's protest and dismissed the ap-
peal of appellant Lamp. The
Board's decision was premised on
two discrete factors: (1) the proce-
dures adopted by the Director,
BLM, were contrary to longstand-
ing Departmenrtal policy and were
thus a nullity; and (2) even assum-
ing that the Director, BLM, was
vested with the authority to change
such policy, the drawing procedures
adopted by the Director were arbi-
trary and capricious.

On Nov. 10, 1978, counsel for ap-
pellant Lamp requested that the
Board reconsider its decision. Sub-
sequently, the Office of the Solici-
tor filed an appearance on behalf of
the Bureau of Land Management
and similarly requested reconsider-
ation of the Board's decision. By
Order of Dec. 13, 1978, the Board
granted the petition and afforded
all parties a further opportunity to
file briefs with the Board. Attor-
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neys for appellant Feinberg there-
upon filed a brief in support of the
original decision.A We have' care-
fully considered the mattes raised
fin the respe'ttive briefs 'and while
'we feel that some elaboration and
'clarification of our original decision
is necessary, we are nevertheless of
the opinion that our earlier decision
correctly decided the instant ap-
peal. Accordingly, we- reaffirm that
decision 'for the reasons: set out
below.
* Our decision of Sept. 18, 1978,
was grounded on' two separate
bases.'In order to fully-analyze the
arguments made on reconsideration
we will examine these justifications
seriatim.

[1] The first point of our origi-
nal decision was that prior Depart-
mentaZ policy required' that a new
drawing be held to establish priori-
ties where a drawing entry 'card had
been omitted from the drawing. Id.
at 42-43, 85 I.D. at 381-82. It hav-
ing been esablished Departgnfeftal
policy, the Board accordingly held
'that the Director, BLM, was with-
out authority to change this policy.

Both appellant Lamp and the
Solicitor attack this analysis for a
nuiber of reasons. Both admit that
'past practice required the holding
of a new drawing to establish prior-
ities where a drawing entry card

had been omitted from the original
drawing. Both argue, however, that
this was not Departmenta policy,
but rather was merely a Bureau
policy which was the subject of De-
partmental approbation, and was
.therefore amenable to change at the

Bureau level. As the brief for the
Office of the Solicitor contends:
"The redrawingprocedures were a
program dedision, iever' codified in
regulation, whii received legal ap-
proval at the Departimental-adjudi-
cation level.'.' Soicitor's Bnef at 6.

Appellant Lamp argues further
that both the Federal Land-'Policy
and- Management Act of 1976,. Act
of Oct. 21, 197'6s 90 Stat. 2744, 43
U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. (1976), and the
Departmental Manual (see 235 DM
1.1A), provide the BLM Director
with the authority to establish De-
partmental policy ;over matter
within his jurisdiction. Addition-
ally, appellant Lamp contends that
the- changes which the: Director,
BLM, sought to effectuate had been
recommended by the Office of Audit
and Investigation, and approved by
the' Assistant Secretary for Land
and Water' Resources.

'As regards these last contentions,
the Solicitor's Office expressly noted
its disagreement with the position
of appellantLamp: '

The lp petition suggests that the Di-
rector's' action here is beyond the juris-
diction of the Board..The Lamp petition
also argues that the. 'Board cannot re-
view procedures which are based on a
report of the Olfflcq of Audit and Investi-
gation (Al): This would give such
reports the status not only of'legal de-
terminations but also of Secretarial
decisions. Such, an interpretation is con-
trary, to Departmental policy. All legal
functions of the Department are dele-
gated to the Office of the Solicitor, the
Office of Hearings and Appeals and the
Office of ongressionall'and Legislative
Affairs. See Secretarial Order No. 3023.
The alleged silent endorsement of the
Assistant Secretary, Land and Water Re-
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sources, cannot elevate recommendations
of OAI to the status of Secretarial
decisions.

tSolicitor'si Brief at -6.,

Initially, we wish to make it clear
that we agree that not every' deci-
sion in which this Board affirms ac-
tions - of the" BLM establishes
Departmesital policy. There. are
'numerous areas in which BLM can
:properly select from a wide range
of possible. actions in attempting to
carry out a desiredpolicy. Affirma-

'tion by IBLA does not cement such
a free, policy choice into Depart-
mental. policy which. can only be

.:altered at the IDepartniental level.
It mtrely' represents appellate con-
currence that the selected option
was reasonable and not contrary to
law, or regulation.
* On the other hand, when the a-p-

.pellate Boards of O1A interpret
regulations, statutes and Depart-
mental..policies as requiring or pro-
hihitin~ certain actions scubi inter-

'pretation establishes Depatmental
policy which is fullyr bindingupon
the; Bureau until such timne as it is
altered by competent authority.

The crucial line of demarcation
-relates to the extent to'which the
Board's decision is premised on in-
terpretations of statutes,. regula-
tions, and Secretarial policy state-
ments, as opposed to consideration
of a range' of policy options,-any
one of which might be permissible.
'Our original decision failed to
explicate fully the original basis
for the various decisions which held

that the omission of a DEC neces-
sitate a new drawing. in which all
offers are. included to establish
priorities.

As such an analysis will show, the
Department's policy has always
been premised on the wording of
the regulations relating to simulta-
neous drawings. Moreover, the ap-
plicable regulations have not been
substantially altered since the origi-
nal d e cis ion s. : :

In Max H. CAristensen, A-29703
(Sept. 17, 1963), thed Assistant
Solicitor noted an Argument,
pressed by' the appellant therein,
that under the mathematics of
probability a successful ofleror in
a first drawinghas less chance to
be drawn first in the second draw-
ing than do 'other offerors. He re-
jected this argument,noting: "As
the Bureau has pointed out, regu-
lations 43 CFR 192.43 (e) and 295.8
expressly provide for a drawing to
-determine an applicant's priority
and not a series of drawings. Thus
the mathematics of 'probability
cannot control this situation since
the result would be a drawing pro-
cedure contrary to the regulatory
provisions." (Citations omitted;
italics supplied.) '

This position was restated in
Leonard' H. Treimas, A-29579
(October 4, 1963), wherein the A:s-
sistant Solicitor expressly declared:
"There may be other methods of
handling situations where offers are
omitted from drawings but Mi the
absence of a change 'in te regula-
tions they may not be applied to

2AI4 237
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drawings held under the existing
regulations." (Italics supplied.)

The regulation to which these
two decisions refer was originally
found at 43 CFR 295.8 (1963). The
Regulation provided, in relevant
jpart:

iJnless otherwise provided in a par-
:ticular order, or regulation, applications
which are filed simultaneously will be
processed in accordance with the follow-
ng rules:

f<a) All such applications received will
be examined and appropriate action will
be taken on those which do not conflict
in whole or in part.

(b) All such applications which cn-
flict in whole or- in part will be included
in a drawing which, except as provided
in paragraph (c) of this section will fix
the order in which the applications will
be processed.

(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of
paragraph (a) of this section, the priori-
Lies of all applications or offers to lease
made and filed in accordance with the
5 * [simultaneous procedures] of this
chapter will be determined by public
drawing whether or not they are in
conflict.

(cl. All applications included in the

drawing will be subject to any priority
to which any particular applicant may
be entitled on account of a preference
right conferred by law or regulations.
[Italics supplied.]

While various changes and re-
codifications have occurred since
1963, the essential thrust the
regulation has remained unaltered.
Thus, 43 FR 1821.2-3 (b) now
provides:

Whenever it is necessary, for the pur-
poses of the regulations in this chapter,
to determine the order of priority of
Consideration among documents which
have been simultaneously filed, such
order of priority will be established by

a drawing open to public view. [Italics
supplied.]

Thus, under well established prece-

dent, the nature of the redrawing

which occurs after the discovery of

an omitted card cannot be changed

absent remedial Departmental ac-

tion.1 

As regards the contentions of ap-

pellant Lamp relating to the action,

or nonaction, of the Assistant Secre-

tary, we feel that these arguments

were best answered in the portion of

the Solicitor's Brief set forth supra.

The Solicitor's Brief points out

that the past rulings of the Board

holding that omission of a drawing

entry card voids the drawing are

contradicted by two cases which

permitted a defective drawing to

stand after the discovery of an

omitted card. These two cases are

Esther Bosworth, A-30903 (Apr. 1,
1968), and John L. O'Brien, A-

30416 (Apr. 8, 1965). In the former

case, the individual whose card had

been erroneously excluded from the

drawing had failed to appeal from

the rejection of her offer, while in

the latter case the applicant had

' That such regulatory amendment was
contemplated is made clear in the comments
of BLM In response to the OAI report. After
discussing various changes which BLMI would
seek to implement, the following statement
appears: "We expect this change to require
publication of amended regulations which
cannot be accomplished in less than six
months. In the meantime, however, we intend
to instruct the State offices to, make this
change pending publication of the amended
regulations."

Thus, while recognizing the neeessity of
amending the regulations, LM nevertheless
sought to effectuate the desired result without
recourse to the proper procedure. This attempt
we hold to be a nullity. See Arizona Public
Service Co., 20 IBLA 120 (1975).
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subsequently withdrawn his offer.
In both instances the results of the
original drawing were validated.
The Solicitor therefore argues that
a defective drawing is not void but
merely voidable.

We need not decide this apparent
conflict because even were we to as-
sume that a defective drawing was
merely voidable the position of
BLM would not improve. As the de-
cision in Esther Bosworth, supra,
noted: "fI]t is only the omitted of-
feror's right to participate which
would require the first drawing to
be vacated. When he no longer has
a right to demand a new drawing,
there is no reason to vacate the old
drawing and hold a new one." Thus,
even if the old drawing is voidable,
it is voidable at the option of the
applicant whose cards have been
omitted. In the instant case, no
action of the applicant can be de-
scribed as waiving his right to a
new drawing. Indeed, a second
drawing was held in this case. Thus,
regardless of whether the first
drawing is termed void or voidable,
it is clear that subsequent actions
voided the first drawing. Accord-
ingly, we reaffirm our previous hold-
ing as herein explained.

[2] The second basis of our
earlier decision was that the new
method was arbitrary and capri-
cious. Both appellant Lamp and the
Solicitor attack this conclusion.'

2 The Solicitor's Office also requests that,
If we reaffirm our first holding ve should
vacate our second holding contending that it
"is not an interpretation of a regulation but

Appellant Lamp points out that
BLI intends in the future to use
blanks in place of actual cards and
thus the situation to which our orig-
inal decision referred will not occur.
The Solicitor's Office, for its part,
concedes that the new system is not
a perfect solution, but argues that it
does represent "the maximum fair-
ness to the most participants in the
drawing."

It is decidedly not the province
of this Board to substitute its judg-
ment in matters of policy for the
judgment of those to whom policy
formulation is entrusted. At the
same time, however, when this
Board had determined that a policy
achieves results that are arbitrary
and capricious, it is the duty of the
Board to delineate the area of our
concern. Upon reexamination of
this question, we remain firmly con-
vinced that the new procedures are
arbitrary and capricious.

In our earlier decision we hypoth-
esized a situation in which the re-
sults of a first drawing were as fol-
lows: 1-Smith; 2-Jones; 3-Doe.
We assumed that the DEC of Har-
ris was later discovered to have been
improperly omitted from the draw-
ing. A new drawing was thereupon

a construction of the Secretary's authority to
manage the oil and gas leasing program * i
The Board has considered neither the merits
nor deficiencies of alternate redrawing pro-
cedures as compared to either the old proce-
dures or the new ones." Our earlier decision,
however, was not premised on a weighing of
possibilities but an affirmative finding that the
specific procedure adopted by BLM was arbi-
trary and capricious. Thus, we decline to
grant the Solicitor's Office request.
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held in which the following priori- It is no answer to argue that the
ties resulted: 1-Jones; 2-Harris; individual whose DEC is eliminated
3-Doe. Wet noted that under the from priority is no worse off than
procedures advocated in the instruc- one whose DEC was not drawn in
tion memorandum the final priori- the first place. In the latter situa-
ties would be: 1-Smith; 2- Har- tion it is the luck of the draw which
ris; P 3-De. This we held to be has determined the result, but in the
improper becauset the effect of the former case it is the affirmative ap-
procedure was the essential exclu-p i a -.rsi placation of a procedure in an m-
sion of the DEC filed by Jones, whoV priority ven though herently unfair fashion which has

I oud have no priority en though ; .Iwu D a d e defeated an applicants priority.
his~ DEC as drawn second and Thrm

S ~There may wTell be a number offirst, respectively. We are unper- a w b a n
suaded by 'appellant Lamp or the procedures which adequately pro-
Office of the Solicitor that this anal- tect the rights of ad participants in
ysis is erroneous. S -0 a simultaneous drawing. This, how-

The basic predeterminate h of them.
second drawing Iis an assumption As regards the contention of ap-
that if the offer omitted in'the first pellant Lamp that BLM will, in
drawing had been included in that -the future, use blank cards rather
drawing it- w6uld have been drawn than the completed cards, it is suffi-
with the'priority it attained in the cient to note that this possibility
second drawing. Applying this does not alter the essential unfair-
principle to the above hypothetical, ness of: the procedure as described
when Harris is drawn second it is above, but operates merely to cloak
presumed that he would have been it.
drawn second in the first drawing Accordingly, pursuant to the au-

-but for the fact that his card had thority delegated to the Board of
been improperly omitted. However, Land Appeals by the Secretary of
-if Harris had been drawn -second i the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the origi-
the original drawing it would stll nal decision of the Board in the in-
have been possible ~for the DEC of stant matter, reported at 37 IBLA
Jones to have been drawn: third.
This possibility is totally destroyed
by the. fact that Harris' DEC sub- JAMs L. BuRSEKI
stitutes for, and thus cancels, that of - Administrative Judge.
Jones. These procedures are com- -

pletely unfair as they relate to the WE GONOuR:

opportunities. of an individual 
whose DEC is replaced by a DEC DorGLAs E. HENRIQUEs,
which has been omitted from the Administrative Judge.

-original drawing since, for purposes -

of priority, it; has virtually ceased EDWARD W. STUEBING
to exist. A Administrative Judge.
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DAYTON MINING COMPANY, INC.
AND PLATEAU, INC.
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Decided'April17, 1979

Appeal by the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement from a
Mar. 8, 1979, decision by Administra-
tive Law Judge David Torbett vacat-
ing the notice' of violation and accom-
panying civil penalty in Docket Nos.
Nx-9-3-ER and Nx-9-14-P.

Reversed and remanded.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Initial Regulatory
Program: Generally-
The Secretary of the Interior has inter-
preted the Surface Mining 'Control. and
Reclamation Act of 1977 through his
duly promulgated interim, program regu-
lations to exclude sec. 521(a) (1) of the
Act from having effect during the in-
terim. regulatory program.

APPEARANCES: Michael W. Boehm,
Esq., Gentry & .Boehm, Chattanooga,
Tennessee, for Dayton Mining Co.,. Inc.
and Plateau, Inc.; John Philip Wil-
liams, Esq., Office of the Field'Solicitor,
Knoxville, Tennessee; Michael J.
Kurman, Esq., and Marcus P. McGraw,

Esq., Office of the Solicitor, Washing-
ton, D.C.,- for the Office of Surface Min-
ing Reclamation and Enforcement;
L. Thomas Galloway, Esq., Richard L.
Webb, Esq., of the Center for Law and
Social Policy, Washington; D.C., for
intervenors,'Council of the Southern
Mountains;' Inc., The Environmental
Policy Institute, The Appalachian
Coalition, Virginia Citizens for Better

292-925-79-2

Reclamation, Save Our Cumberland
Mountains, and National Wildlife
Federation; David R. Wooley, Esq., 'of
Appalachian Research and Defense
Fund, Inc., Charleston, West Virginia,
for intervenors, The Tug Valley Re-
covery Center, Inc., and Save Our
Mountains.

OPINION BY THE BOARD OF
SURFACE MINING AND
RECLAMATION APPEALS

Factual anld Proceduial
Background

The Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement
(OSM) has appealed from 'an ad-
ministrative law judge's (AL's)
decision dated Mar.' 8,'1979, vacat-
ing a notice of violation and the ac-
compailying civil penalty. The basis
for the decision was the AL- J's con-
clusion that OSM had failed to com-
ply with sec. 521(a) (1) of the Sur-
face Mining Control and 'Reclama-
tion Act of 1977 (the Act), 30
U.S.C.A.: §1271 (a) (1) '(West
Supp. 1979), requiring notice to the
state regulatory 'authority. The
ALJ held 'that the 10-day' notifica-
tion period referred to in sec. 521
(a) (1) is a condition precedent to
the issuance of a notice of'violation
by OSM during the interim regula-
tory program.

On Sept. 13. 1978, Mine Area No.
5 of Dayton Mining Co., Inc., and
Plateau,Inc. (Dayton), in Hamil-
ton County, Tennessee, was in-
spected by OSM personnel. At the
conclusion of the inspection OSM
issued notie& of violation No. 78-
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II-6-5 to Dayton for four viola-
tions of the initial regulatory pro-
gram performance standards. 42
FR 62680 (Dec. 13, 1977), 30 CFR
Part 715. Dayton filed an applica-
tion for review of the notice pursu-
ant to sec. 525 of the Act, 30
U.S. C.A. § 1275 (West Supp. 1979).
Subsequent to receiving a proposed
assessment of a civil penalty for the
violations, Dayton filed a petition
for review of the civil penalty pur-
suant to sec. 518, 30 U.S.C.A. § 1268
(West Supp. 1979), of the Act. The
two proceedings were consolidated
for hearing, and following the hear-
ing, the ALJ issued his decision on
Mar. 8, 1979. OSM filed its notice of
appeal on Mar. 16, 1979. On Mar.
20, 1979, certain groups (as listed
in the appearances above) filed a
petition for leave to intervene pur-
suant to 43 CFR 4.1110. By order
dated Mar.. 22, 1979, the Board
granted the petition.

On Apr. 4, 1979, Dayton filed a
motion to dismiss the appeal on the
grounds that OSM failed to timely
file its brief, and that OSM failed
to remit the amount of the civil
penalty (plus interest) as ordered
by the ALJ. OSM filed a timely re-
sponse on April 6.

Dayton's motion to dismiss is
denied. Dayton has not established
that it was prejudiced by OSM's
filing. In addition, while the ALJ
ordered that the civil penalty (plus
interest) be remitted to Dayton,
the general regulations relating to
procedures and practice before the
Office of Hearings and Appeals, of
which this Board is a part, direct
that the "timely filing of a notice of

appeal will suspend the effect of the
decision appealed from pending the
decision on appeal." 43 CFR 4.21
(a). Therefore, the ALJ's order to
remit the civil penalty (plus inter-
est) in this case is suspended pend-
ing the decision of this Board on
this appeal.

Issue

The issue presented on appeal is
whether sec. 521 (a) (1) of the Act
requires OSM during the initial
regulatory program to notify the
state regulatory authority at least
10 days prior to issuing a notice of
violation.

Discussion

This Board looks first to the Sec-
retary's regulations for guidance in
disposing of appeals under the Act.
In this particular case the appli-
cable portion of the interim regula-
tions, 42 FR 62701-2 (Dec. 13,
1977), 30 CFR Part 722-Enforce-
ment Procedures, is silent as to any
requirement of prior notice to the
state regulatory authority. How-
ever, analysis of the regulations, as
discussed below, reveals that such
silence is not inconsistent with the
Act, but is, in fact, compatible with
the Secretary's determination,
based upon the Act and the legisla-
tive history, that sec. 521 (a) (1)
does not apply during the interim
regulatory program.

While we conclude that the ALJ
was in error and we reverse his de-
cision, we find it helpful to an un-
derstanding of our decision to set
forth an overview of the inspection
and- enforcement provisions of the
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Act and regulations as they relate
to the interim program.

In mandating the establishment
of an interim regulatory program
under sees. 501(a) and 502 of the
Act, 30 U.S.C.A. § 19251(a), 1252
(West Supp. 1979), Congress
directed the Secretary of the In-
terior to undertake a federal en-
forcement program to enforce the
initial environmental performance
standards pursuant to sec. 502(e) of
the Act. Sec. 502(e) states in per-
tinent part:

Within six months after the date of
enactment of this Act, the Secretary shall
implement a Federal enforcement pro-
gram which shall remain in effect in each
State as surface coal mining operations
are required to comply with the provis-
ions of this Act, until the State program
has been approved pursuant to this Act
or until a Federal program has been im-
plemented pursuant to this Act. The
enforcement program shall-

(1) include inspections of surface coal
mine sites which may be made (but at
least one inspection for every, site every
six months), without advance notice to
the mine operator and for the purpose of
ascertaining compliance with the stand-
ards of subsections (b) and (c) above.
The Secretary shall order any necessary
enforcement action to be implemented
pursuant to the Federal enforcement pro-
vision of this title to correct violations
identified at the inspections;

(2) provide that upon receipt of in-
spection reports indicating that any sur-
face coal mining operation has been found
in violation of subsections (b) and (c)
above, during not less than two consecu-
tive State inspections or upon receipt by
the Secretary of information which would
give rise to reasonable belief that such
standards are being violated by any sur-
face coal mining operation, the Secretary

shall order the immediate inspection of
such operation by Federal inspectors and
the necessary enforcement actions, if any,
to be implemented pursuant to the Fed-
eral enforcement provisions of this title.
When the Federal inspection results from
information provided to the Secretary by
any person, the Secretary shall notify
such person when the Federal inspection
is proposed to be carried out and such
person shall be allowed to accompany the
inspector during the inspection;

Sec. 502(e) was interpreted and
implemented in 42 FR 62700 (Dec.
13, 1977) (now codified in 30 CFR
721.11) which reads as follows:

The authorized representative of the
Secretary shall conduct inspections of sur-
face coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions subject to regulation under the
Act-

(a) On the basis of not less than two
consecutive State inspection reports in-
dicating a violation of the Act, regulations
or permit conditions required by the Act;

(b) On the basis of information pro-
vided by a State or any person which
gives rise to a reasonable belief that the
provisions of the Act, regulations or per-
mit conditions required by the Act are
being violated, or that a condition or prac-
tice exists which creates an imminent

danger to the health or safety of the pub-

lic, or is causing or can reasonably be

expected to cause significant, imminent

environmental harm to land, air, or water
resources; and

(c) On a random basis of at least one

complete inspection each 6 months. A com-

plete inspection is an onsite review of the

operator's compliance with all applicable

standards in these regulations within the

entire area disturbed or affected by

mining. 

Therefore, sec. 721.11 of the regu-
lations and sec. 502(e) of the Act
delineate three types of federal in-
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spections during the interim regula-
tory program-

1. routine inspections-sec. 502 (e)
(1) and 30 CFR721.11 (c);

2. inspections based upon state in-
spection reports-sec. 502(e) (2)
and 30 CFR 721.11 (a); and

3. inspections on the basis of in-
formation-sec. 502(e) (2) and 30
CFR 721.11(b).

Sec. 502 (e) s5eaks of a federal en-
forcement program: and it outlines
federal inspections to take place dur-
ing the interim program; however,
it does not enumerate the types of
enforcement actions which may be
undertaken pursuant to such inspec-
tions. Sec. 502 (e) (1) states that fol-
lowing routine federal inspections
the Secretary "shall order any neces-
sary enforcement action to be im-
plemented pursuant to the Federal
enforcement provision of this
title * * *." Federal inspections
arising pursuant to sec. 502(e) (2)
require "necessary enforcement ac-
tions, if any, to be implemented pur-
suant to the Federal enforcement
provisions of this title."

Enforcement, pursuant to interim
regulatory Federal inspections, is,
therefore, to take place in accord-
ance with the "Federal enforcement
provision" or the "Federal enforce-
ment provisions" of the Act.

Sec. 521 of the Act is entitled the
"enforcement" section. Sec. 521 and
the enforcement procedures of the
regulations, 42 FR 62701-2 (Dec.
13, 1977), 30 CFR Part 722, must be
read to determine the enforcement
actions which may be taken pursu-
ant to such federal inspections dur-

ing the interim regulatory pro-
gram.'.

In his analysis of the statutory
provisions the ALJ immediately
encountered a problem in attempt-
ing to interpret sec. 521 (a) (1) and
sec. 502(e) (1). He realized that the
routine inspection requirement of
sec. 502(e) (1) included, the lan-
guage "without advance notice to
the mine operator * * "The ALJ
stated that "from a practical stand-
point this provision would surely
also mean without advance notice to
the State." (ALJ's Decision at p. 3,
fn. 1.) To avoid a conflit with the
State notification provision in sec.
521 (a) (1), he found that the 10-day
notification period of that section
did not relate to preinspection
notice, but was, in fact, notice that
was required prior to the issuance
of a notice of violation.

ISec. 521(a) (1) relates to federal inspec-
tions and the Isssuance of notice to a state
regulatory authority. Sec. 521'(a) (2) pro-
vides for the issuance-of cessation orders for
imminent dangers and harms "on the basis of
any Federal inspection." Sec. 521(a) (3) pro-
vides for the Issuance of notices of violation
and orders of cessation for failure to abate
"on the basis of a Federal inspection which is
carried out during the enforcement of a
Federal program or ' * * Federal inspection
pursuant to section ,502 ***" Sec. 521(a) (4)
concerns the suspension and revocation of
permits "on the basis of a Federal inspec-
tion which is carried out during the enforce-
ment of a Federal program- or * * pursuant
to section 502 * * a. Sec. 521 (a) (5) concerns
the contents and service of notices and orders.
Sec. 52i(b) relates to substituted federal en-
forcement of an approved state program. Sec.
521(c) concerns civil actions in U.S. District
Courts for relief from noncompliance. Sec.
521(d) concerns the enforcement provisions
which must be incorporated by a state for an
approved state program. E

Consequently, except for Sec. 521(a) (),
the language, of the various, provisions of
Sec. 521 clearly discloses whether they are
applicable to both the interim and permanent
programs or only to the permanent program.
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In support of ] this conclusion- the
AIJ relied ipon the language of
:sec. 521 (a) (1) which states that:
U[T]he Secretaxy shall immediately
order Federalinspection of the sur-
face coal mining- operation at which
the.;alleged violation is,.occurring
urless' the information available to
the Secretary is a result of a previ-
ous Federal inspection of such
surface coal mining operation??
(Italics added.) The ALJ stated
that ' [t]his wording clearly says
that the ten-day notice requirement
may come into play after a federal
inspectici." (ALJU Decision at p.
3). While the ALJ evidently elt
that his theory provided a coisist-
ent interpretation of these sectibns
,of the Act,"further'aialsis reveals
conflicts which he 'app arently' did
not consider.

Pursnant to sec. 502(e) (1)' the
'Secretary "shall" order. any neces-
'sary enforceenent action in a routine
inspection situation to be imple-
mented under the federal enforce-
mentprovision. If a.violation were
found during such! an inspection and
the vidlatibrn warranted theissuafieI
of aifotice- of violation,- the ALM's
interpretation ,of see.., 521(a) (1)
would require that OSM give 10-
day. notice to the: state and that
OSM only take action if no State
authority 6xisted or the state fail-
ed' to take -appropriate action. The
'ALJ's interpretation, however,
fails to reconcile the contrary man-
-date of sec. 21 (a) (3) of the Act.2

Pursuant to the congressional direc-

2The pertinent language of see. 521(a) (3)
'reads as follows:

"When, on the basis of a Federal nspec-

ftionin :sec.,,521(a) (3), the Secre-
tary's interim regulations require
,that "pi] f an authorized representa-
,tive of the Secretary. finds ** *

violation which is not covered by
sec. 722.11 [imminent dangers and
harms] of this Part, the authorized
representative shall issue a notice
of violation fixing a reasonable time
for abatement.?' 42 FR 62701 (Dec.
13, 1977)', 30 GFR 722.12 (a'). This
language requireS the priompt issu-
ance of a notice f violation and di-
rectlye conflicts with any state noti-
fication prior'to such 'issuance.3 In
additions, the regulation *governing
service of notice of iolation'diring
the interimi program, 42 FR '62701
(Dec. 13 1977) 30 CFR 722.14'con-
templates the service of notice at the
time of the inspection.

Mlon * x e Pursuant toL section 502, W * *W the
Secretary or his authorized representative
determines. that: any permittee is 'in viola-
tIon th * the Secretary or authorized repre-
sentative shall issue a notice [of violation]
to the permittee I * I ."

5There is no question that the notification
requirement of sec. 521 (a) (1) does not apply
to the issuance of cessation orders for immi-
nent dangers or significant imminent environ-
mental harms. '

Support, for immediate issuance of notices
of violation is found in the legislative history
of the Act.' As stated in AR. Rep. No, 218,
95th .Cong., 1st Sess. 130 (1977)

"Where the Secretary is the regulatory
authority or Federal inspection is being con-
ducted pursuant to sections 502; 504 (b)Y or
subsection (b) of section 521, and a Federal
inspector determines that a permittee is vio-
lating the act or his permit but that the
violation Is not causing imminent danger to
the health or safety of the public or signif-
lcant, imminent, environmental harm, then
the inspector eust ssue a notice to the
peraittee setting a time. within which to cor-
rect the violation. * *

"The enforcement mec4anism of sec. 521
(a) (3) will be utilized by the inspector in the
great majority of compliance problems. It not

(Continued)
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[1] There is no indication in the
interim regulations that the Secre-
tary has interpreted sec. 521 (a) (1)
to be applicable during the interim
regulatory program. In fact, the
application of sec. 521 (a) (1) dur-
ing this period would be contrary
to the interim regulatory scheme
designed by the Secretary requir-
ing federal inspections and prompt
issuance of notices of violation. The
Secretary has interpreted the Act
through the interim regulations to
exclude sec. 521 (a) (1) from having
effect during the interim regulatory
program. The regulations are, in
light of the foregoing discussion,
clear and unambiguous on their face
and the Board is bound by the
Secretary's determination. See,
United Mine Workers of America
v. Inland Steel Co., 6 IBAMIA 71, 83
I.D. 87 (1976) ; Buffalo Mining Co.,
2 IBMA 226, 80 I.D. 630, 636-7
(1973). Thus, the only plausible
conclusion must be that sec. 521 (a)
(1) applies only to the permanent
regulatory program and the fact
that it does apply during that pro-
gram is evidenced by a state notifi-
cation provision being included in
the permanent program regula-
tions. 44 F 15457 (1979) (to be
codified in 30 CFR 842.11(b) (1)
(ii) (B).5

(Continued)
only enables the inspector to gain iinediate
control of the problem, but also provides him
with essential flexibility to appropriately deal
with minor as well as major violations.'
(Italics added.) See also S. Rep. No. 128, 95th
Cong., 1st Sess. 91 (1977).

5 This conclusion allows effect to be given
'to both secs. 5

21 (a) (1) and 521(a) (3). It Is

Further support for the conclu-
sion that sec. 521 (a) (1) only ap-
plies in the permanent regulatory
program may be found in the leg-
islative history. See. 502(e) (2) of
the 1977 House bill, H.R. 2 con-
tained a provision requiring no-
tification of the state regulatory au-
thority prior to any federal inspec-
tion; however, this provision was
deleted during the compromise
reached on sec. 502. H.R. Rep. No.
493, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 101
(1977).r- The compromise mani-
fested congressional intent that no
advance notification to the states of
federal inspections is necessary dur-
ing the interim regulatory program
.and, that the notice requirement of
section 521(a) (1) refers to prein-
spection notice rather than notice

a fundamental rule of statutory construction
that a statute be construed in a manner so
as to give meaning to all of its terms. Wein-
berger v. HGnson, Westoott, Ding, Inc.,
412 U.S. 609, 633 (1973); 2A, C. D. Sands,
Sutherland Statutory Construction, § 46.06
(4th ed. 1973).

6 It is clear that the House bill (H.R. 2)
contemplated notice to the states prior to
federal inspections both in the interim program
under sec. 502(e) (2) and under the permanent
program pursuant to sec. 521 (a) (1). As stated
in H.R. Rep. No. 218, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 89
(1977), in discussing the major citizen
participation provisions of H.R. 2:

"(a) During the interisa program, upon
receipt of any information which may be
furnished by any person, and which gives rise
to a reasonable belief that the interim stand-
ards are being violated, the Secretary is to
order the Immediate inspection of the alleged
offending operation. The person who provides
the Secretary with the information is to be
notified as to the time of the inspection. Under
the committee amendment, notice mast be
given to the State prior to such an inspection
(sea. 502(f)) [sic, should be sec. 502(e)].

"(b) A provision similar to that described
imrnediately above is operative after the in-
terim period (sec. 521):" (Italics added.)
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prior to the issuance of a notice of
violation.7

The Secretary's interpretation of
the Act is consistent with the intent
of Congress that the Federal Gov-
ernment maintain a strong over-
sight role during the interim pro-
gram. See S. Rep. No. 128, 9th
Cong., 1st Sess. 57 (1977). During
the permanent phase of regulation
the role of the Federal Government,
however, will be' minimized in states
with approved state prograns.
H.R. Rep. No. 218, 95th Cong., 1st
Sess. 129, 132 (1977). States with
approved state programs will con-
tinue to regulate surface coal min-
ing operations pursuant to enforce-
ment provisions no less stringent
than those in the federal enforce-

7 The ALU justified his conclusion that see.
521 (a) (1) notice meant notice prior to the
issuance of a notice of violation rather than
preinspection notice by citing the following
language of see. 521(a) (1).:

"[T]he Secretary shall immediately order
Federal inspection of the surface coal mining
operation at which the alleged violation is
occurring unless the information available to
the Secretary is a result of a previous Federal
inspection of such srface coaZ mining opera-
tion." [Italics added.]

As pointed out, supra, while this interpre-
tation resolved the conflict with the require-
ment of sec. 502(e) (1) that routine inspec-
tions be undertaken without advance notice,
it did not address the problems of interpreting
see. 02(e) (2), in relation to sec. 521(a) (1).
A much better explanation of the above-
quoted language in sec. 521 (a) (1) is that it
was intended -to refer to Inspections under-
taken pursuant to see. 517 of the Act. Such
inspections are to be made for the purpose of
overseeing an approved state program during
the permanent regulatory program. Informa-
tion gathered during such an inspection would
then provide the basis for notifying the state
pursuant to sec. 521(a) (1). Failure to act on
the part of the state or failure of the state
to show good cause for such failure would
trigger immediate federal inspection -unless
the information was a result of a previous
inspection.

ment provisions. See secs. 503(a)
and 521(d) of the Act. Therefore,
consistent with a- reduced federal
role, sec. 521 (a) (1) would only be
operative during the -permanent
program and the states would have
the first opportunity to take en-
forcement actions, except in the
limited circumstances relating to
imminent dangers and harms out-
lined in sec. 521 (a) (1).

While the ALJ indicated that the
state is the prime enforcer of the
Act during both the interim pro-
gram and under the federally ap-
proved permanent state program,
his conclusion is not supported by
the regulations, the Act, or the
above-cited legislative history. Day-
ton has also argued that the states
have primary responsibility for en-
forcement -of the Act under the in-
terim program. In support of that
contention Dayton cited 42 FR
62678 (1977) (now codified in 30
CFR 710.4(b) ) which reads in per-
tinent part: "The States are re-
sponsible for issuing permits and
inspection and enforcement on
lands on which operations are regu-
lated by a State to insure compli-
ance with the initial performance
standards in Parts 715 through 718
of this chapter." Dayton overlooks,
however, subsection (a) of sec.
710.4. Subsection (a) states that
the Director, OSM, acting under the
general direction of the Assistant
Secretary, Energy and Minerals, is
responsible for administering the
initial regulatory program estab-
lished by the Secretary. Subsections
(a) and (b) of sec. 710.4, therefore,
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establish that there is a dual fed- ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE MIRKIN
eral-state enforcement'role during CONCURRING:
the interim regulatory program.,

Thus, it is clear, that during the As I am ging. to concur with the
interim program Congress intended r:esult: of the majority, my concerns
that the Federal Government take, are more with matters of policy con-
an active role in the enforcement of cerningthe proper functions.of this
the interim program: performance Bard than with the ultimate doci-
standards. -Section 722.12 (a) of 'the sion. The majority has, stated .that
rdgulations expressly; .provides' that the issue on appeal is "whether sec.,
the authorized representative of the 521 (a) () of the Act requires: OSM
Secretary shall" issue a notice of during the initial. regulatory pro-
violation upon the observance: of a gram to nsotify the, state regulatory
violation during an inspection un- authority at least 10 days prior to
dertaken pursuant to sec ! 722.110 o issuing a notice of violation" (p.
the regulations. Sec.- 722.11 of the 242). It. then, while observing
regulations sets forth the types of that "[t]he regulations are * *

inspections to be undertaken during clear Sand ,unambiguous on their
the interim program. Thereis no face. ,* '(p. 246),,proceeds to
mention of the 10-day state notif- analyze and 'interpret the. various
cation in the interim regulations. statutes the, regulations were en-
The 1gislative history establishes acted to implement along with the
that state notification prior to in- legislative history'of those statutes.
spection' during the interim pro- Ibelevethe majorityhasdone not
gram was considered but was :not only more than this Board is x-
adopted in the Act. All these factors pected to do bui:more than it is en-
compel the conclusion that sec. 521 titled to do.
(a) (1) is not applicable during the The issue -on appeal is 'not what
interim regunlatory program.: , sec. 521 (a) (1) .of the Act requires,

but' what "the app lic, le law'"re-
ORDER quires.- If that applicable law re-

The, decision of the ,administra- , , i t 
The d.cision of the administr- 'Even- this, though, is premature. The first

tive lawjudgeis, therefore, reversed task would properly be to determine whether

and the case is remanded for fur- or-not Dayton has standing to interpose the
10-day prior notice failure as 'a 'defense to

ther proceedings. the alleged violation. As the majority does not
mention it and' the parties did not brief it,

WILL A. IRWIN, ' apparently only the ALJ and myself are con-
cerned with the' problem of permitting a

Chief Administrative Judge. statutory right that is granted in terms to a
State to be extended to an individuaL The

* PRALINE G;.: BARNES, D AtJ, sua sponte, concluded that it was so ex-
Judge tended and that Dayton could employ that

Administrative Judge. defense (ALJ Decision, p. 6). I do not find
the ALJ's reasoning convincing, but in the

8This concept' of duality of enforcement absence of briefing by the parties or a con-
during the interim regulatory program was sideration of the problem by my colleagues, I
evidenced by Congress in S. Rep. No. 128, would not care' to pursue that avenue any
95th Cong., 1st Sess. 57 (1977). further at this time.
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quires an embracingof the Act and
its legislative' provenance, all well
and good.' But thaf is something
that 'must be established, not as-
sumed. The applicable portion of
the interim regulatidns is 30 'CFRt
Part 722. It cohtains a number of
time limitations.2 There is no re-
quirement, however, of any 10-day
'prior notice to a state regulatory
authority.3 The regulations, as the
majority says, clearly cover the ac-
tivities with which.we are con-
cerned. And, OSM has apparently
done everything that Part 722 re-
quires itto do.- -:-

2 Maximum 90 day abatement period. Sec.
722.12 (d)

48-hour period within which to mail
copies of notice and order. Sec. 722.14;

30-day period to conduct informal hear-
ing. Sec. 722.15(a);

15 days within which to review order.
Sec. 722.15(e)

30-day period in regard to formal review.
Sec. 722.15 (f)

12-month period concerning violations by
same permittee. Sec. 722.16(c),(3).

8 The ALS found that since sec. 722.1 states
that Part 722 sets forth general procedures
governing orders and notices under sec. 521
of the 'Act, that the 10-day period notice re-
quirement of said see. 521 should, be read
into Part 722, as its omission was due to over-
sight or misunderstanding. of the law. That
the Secretary was aware of statutory require-
ments, as he understood them in promulgat-
ing the interim regulations, is best evidenced
by his statement in sec. 722,15(f) that the
rights of a person to request formal review
within 30 days under sec. 525 (a) (1) of the
Act shall not be affected by the interim regu-
lations. There is no such reference to the 10-
day prior notice provisions of sec. 521. The
fairest conclusion to draw is that the Secre-
tary, as he stated in the "Authority" pro-
visions of Part 722, felt that he was declar-
ing interim regulations pursuant to secs. 201,
501, 'and 502 of the Act. The Secretary's
awareness of an obligation -to apply the 10-
day prior notice requirement of sec. 521 of
the Act when the permanent program becomes
applicable is best demonstrated by the ex-
press statement to that effect in the permanent
regulations. 44 PR 15457 (1979) (to be codi-
filed as 30 CFR 842.11(b) (1) (ii) (B).

'Given the 'clarity'tof the'regula-
tions,''no: elaborateianal'y'sis of'the
Act or detailed account of the legis-
lative history will serve a purpose
other than eudition This:'Board
was' created"by' the Secretary to re-
view for him those matters properly
brought before'it. Weare, in a sense,
his voice on matters concerning the
meaning of' departmental policies

dealing with those2 matters regu-
lated by the Act. Although we have
nothing to do with thefr promulga-
tion,' those' policies- are ordinarily
declared' by enactment of regula-
tions.4 It'' is the funbtion of this

Board to explicate the'declared will
of the' S-ectetary 'by reviewing his
regulations. It is not normally our
business to determine'why Congress
has done 'whatever it has done.5 It
is not that congressional intent 'is
unimportant. It is very important,
but, where appropriate to inquire, it
is for one of the Secretary's other
agents, not us, to make the inquiry.
We" are his voice, not' his mouth-
piece.

There are exceptions to this op-
erational standard of confinement to
the regulations. When the Secretary
has not'mfde his will 'suffickntly
clear in the regulations, we are free
to employ all of the customary aids
tto construction-regulatory history,

4 Where the statute Is self executing, we
will look to it directly. Where an effective
date of a regulation is specified in the statute,
we will also go to it directly. This is only to
illustrate, not limit, the ways in which de-
partmental policy may be found beyond the
regulations themselves. 

SSee, United Mine Workers of Americ v.
Inland Steel Co., 6 RMA 71, 83 D. '87
(1976) ; Buffalo Mining Co., 2 IBMA 226, 80

I.D. 680, 636-7 (1973).,
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direct reference to the statutory
base,. legislative history, the Con-
stitution and, indeed if necessary,
invocation of the Great Charter it-
self. The purpose, though, is to
ascertain the intention of the Secre-
tary, not that of Congress, except
insofar as it illuminates the inten-
tion of the Secretary. It should go
without saying that it is assumed
that the Secretary's intention will
always be to comply with relevant
statutes. Therefore, the exceptions
to the general rule that we. confine
our interpretations to the regula-
tions Co not apply to this case.

By availing themselves of the
Act and its history, rather than lim-
iting themselves to the regulations,
the majority is doing the very thing
that led the ALJ into error., They
differ from. him only in their con-
clusions, not their methods. The im-
plications of the majority's ap-
proach are best seen in their first
paragraph nder Discussion (p.
242), where they say that analysis
of the regulations reveals no incon-
sistency with the Act but that, in
fact, they were based upon the Act
and the legislative history. In light
of the unambiguonsness of the regu-
lations, what if their analysis had
shown an inconsistency? Or that the
regulations were not based upon the
Act? Or that the regulations were
not supported by the legislative his-
tory? 6 This Board is not a court
of law; nor is it an independent re-
view board, such as the Mine Safety
and Health Review Commission
or the National Labor Relations

I see, iRnald E. Jordan, 35 IBLA 290
(1978).

Board. We are the creature of the
one whose policies we review. That
is not to say we are empowered or
expected to act in an arbitrary
manner. We are not. But we are
also not empowered to pass on the
wisdom of what we review. Nor are
we authorized to act as an appellate
court in reviewing what the Secrle-
tary has declared to be his policy.
It is our task to explain it, not to
justify its merits.

MELVIN J. MImKIN,
Adninistrative Judge.

CEDAR COAL COMPANY

1 IBSMA 145

Decided April,20, 1979

Appeal by Office of Surface Mining. Re-
clamation and Enforcement, from a
Nov. 17, 1978 decision of Administra-
tive Law Judge Allen, in Docket No.
CH8-17-R, vacating a part of Notice
of Violation No. 78-1-4-2, issued by
the Office of Surface Mining Reclama-
tion and Enforcement in accordance
with sec. 521(a) (3) of the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act
of 1977, which indicated a, violation of
30 CFR 715.14(b) (1) (iii) of the De-
partment's interim regulations.

Reversed iL part and. modified in
part.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Initial Regula-
tory Program: Performance Require-
ments: State Regulation

Compliance with State mining permit
conditions does not excuse noncompliance
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with the initial Federal performance re-
quirements.

:2. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Backfilling and
Grading Requirements: Previously-
mined Lands
The backfilling and grading requirements
of 30 CR 715.14 apply only to lands
which are used. disturbed, or redis-
turbed in connection with or to facilitate
mining or to comply with the require-
ments of the Act or Federal interim reg-
ulations, and do not apply to previously-
-mined lands on which no adverse physical
impact results from surface coal mining
and reclamation operations conducted
after the effective date of the Federal
initial performance requirements.

APPEARANCES: David M. Cohen,
Esq., of American Electric Power
Service Corp., Lancaster, Ohio, for
Cedar Coal Co.; Marye L. Wright, Esq.,
of the Office of the Field Solicitor,
Charleston, West Virginia; and Shelley
D. Hayes, Esq., Marcus P. McGraw,
Esq., and William M. Eichbaum, Esq.,
of the Office of the Solicitor, Washing-
ton, D.C., for the Office of Surface Min-
ing Reclamation and Enforcement;
Terence L. Thatcher, Esq., of Federal
Wildlife Federation, Washington,
D.C., for same; L, Thomas Galloway,
Esq., and Richard L. Webbh Esq., of
the Center for Law and Social Policy,
Washington, D.C., for intervenors,
Council of the Southern Mountains,
'The Environmental Policy Institute,
and The Appalachian Coalition; and
David R. Wooley, Esq., of Appalachian
Research and Defense Fund, Inc.,
'Charleston, West Virginia, for inter-
venors, The Tug Valley Recovery
Center, Inc., and Save Our Mountains.

OPINIOV BY THE INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURACE M1IN-
ING AND RECLAMVATION
APPEALS

An appeal has been filed with the
Board by the Office of Surface Min-
ing Reclamation and Enforcement
(OSTT) from an administrative law
judge's decision vacating violation
No. 3 of Notice of Violation No. 78-
I-4-2, issued to Cedar Coal Co.
(Cedar) on Aug. 25, 1978. In perti-
nent part, OSM cited a violation of
30 CFR 715.14(b) (1) (ii), 42 FR
62682 (Dec. 13, 1977) of the Depart-
ment's interim regulations. The
remedial action ordered by OSM
was that Cedar backfill and grade,
to the most moderate slope possible,
to eliminate a horizontal section of
orphaned highwall that is adjacent
to its mine permit area.

There are two principal issues
presented in this appeal. The first
is whether conditions contained in
Cedar's West Virginia mine permit
affect the applicability of the initial
regulatory program backfitiing and
grading requirements to Cedar's
operation. The second issue is
whether Cedar has disturbed an
orphaned highwall' located adja-

'The term "highwall" Is defined in 30 OFR
710.5, 42 FR 62678 (Dee. 13, 1977) of the
interim regulations to mean "the face of ex-
posed overburden and. coal in an open cut of
a surface or for entry to an underground coal
mine." The term "orphaned highwall" is not
defined in the interim regulations or Act. As
used in this opinion and In the proceedings
below, this term means a highwall which re-
mains from mining operations conducted prior
to those of Cedar Coal Co.

-2501 251
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cent to its permitted area so as to be
required to eliminate completely
any portion thereof in accordance
with sec. 715.14 of the Department's
interim regulations.

The . administrative' law. judge
held that Cedar's state mining per-
mit amounts to a "variance or modi-
fication of recovery plans for un-
mined property," and .that Cedar
"shall continue to reclaim the high-
wall in accordance with the permit
granted by; the State of.West Vir-
ginia" (Decision rendered Nov. 17,
1978, Docket No. C118-17-R, at 7).
The judge, also ruled that Cedar had
n6t distuibed the subject orphaned
Ihighwall in such a way as to violate
the performance requirements of
sec. 715.14. We hold that Cedar's
mine permit cannot serve to relieve
the company of its performance ob-
ligations under sec. 715.14. More-
over, while we agree with the judge
that Cedar has not violated the per-
formance requirements of sec.
715.14, we do so only on the basis
of the reasons set forth in this opin-
ion. Our decision, therefore, is to
reverse in part and modify in. part
that of the administrative law
judge.

Facts and Procedural Background

Cedar Coal Co., a West Virginia
corp., conducts a surface coal min-
ing, operation under the authority
of Permit No. 197-77, issued by the
Division of Reclamation, West.Vir-
ginia Department of Natural Re-
sources, on Nov. 29, 19t7 (Cedar's
Exhibit D). Cedar's permitted area
is bordered, on one side, by an or-

phaned highwall of 30 to 70 feet in
height (Tr. 10, 25) which is the re-
sult of a previous contour strip min-
ing operation (Tr. 51).- Cedar has
excavated the overburden2 at the
base of this orphaned highiwal to
facilitate its extraction of 'coal from
an underlying seam. This activity
has resulted in new high-wa expo-
sures, some of which have been
downward extensions of the or-
phaned .highwall (in that Cedar's
excavation has been, in part, flush
with the plane of the orphaned
highwall), and some of -which have
been located at a distance (ranging
to 10 feet) away from the orphaned
highwall (Tr. 40, 56-9). Cedar has
used all available spoil to eliminate
these new highwall exposures and
as much as possible of the orphaned
highwall (Tr. 35, 44-5, 56) Ac6ord-
ing to the terms of Cedar's state
mining permit, the company' is re-
quired to reduce the orphaned high-
wall only so much as is practical
with available materials '(Cedar's
Exhibit D).

Two O S0M inspectors visited
Cedar's permit area on Aug. 25
1978, and, on the basis of' their
inspection of Cedar's operation,
Notice of Violation No. 8-I-4-92
was issued. Five violations of the
Department's interim regulations
were indicated therein. In violation
No. 3 of this notice the OSM inspec-
tor noted Cedar's failure to elimi-
nate completely the orphaned high-

2 The term "overburden" is defined in 30 CPR
710.5, 42 FR 62678 (Dec. 13, 1977) of the
interim regulations to mean "material of any
nature, consolidated or unconsolidated, that
overlies a coal deposit, excluding topsoil."
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wall as a violation of sec. 715.14(b)
(1) (ii). The remedial action re-

quired of Cedar was that it
"[b]ackfill and grade to the most
moderate slope possible to eliminate
the highwall which does not exceed
the angle of repose or such lessor
[sic] slopes as is necessary to assure

stability." The time set for abate-
ment of violation No. 3 was Oct. 25,
1978.

On Sept. 25, 1978, Cedar filed an
application for review of violation
No. 3 pursuant to sec. 525 (a) (1) of
the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977 (Act), 91
Stat. 445, 511, 30 U.S.C.A. § 1275
(a) (1) (West Supp. 1979). A hear-
ing was set for October 31. After
receipt of, notice of this hearing
date, Cedar applied for temporary
relief (pursuant to 43 CFR 4.1260,
43 FR 34397 (Aug. 3, 1978) and re-
quested that a hearing on this matter
be condutedprior to Oct. 25, 1978.
OS did not object to this request
and a hearing was conducted on
October 23, at. the conclusion of
which the administrative law judge
granted 'temporary relief to Cedar
for a period of 90 days from October
25 '(Order' issued Oct. 23, 1978,
Docket No. CH8-17-R).3, Upon
agreement of the parties (Tr. 73),
no further hearing was held and the
issues in the case were' submitted to
the administrative 'law judge on
briefs and proposed findings of fact
and conclusions of law.

OSM appealed this order to the Board and,
on Jan. 5, 1979, the Board dismissed this
appeal. 1 IBSMA 83 (1979). S

On Nov. 17, 1978, the administra-
tive law judge issued a written de-
cision vacating and dismissing vio-
lation No. 3. OSM filed its notice of
appeal with this Board on Decem-
ber 13 (in accordance with 43 CFR
4.1271,43 FR 34398 (Aug. 3, 1978) ).
On Jan. 18, 1979, the Board granted
a petition for leave to intervene.4

All parties filed briefs with the
Board.

Disc'ussion

In its notice of violation' OSM
cited Cedar for violating sec. 715.14
(b) (1) (ii)' of' the interim regula-
tions. The' pertinent language of
that regulation is:

The requirements of this paragraph
may be modified by the regulatory au-
thority 'vhere the mining is reaffecting
previously mined lands that have not
been restored to the standards of this
section and sufficient spoil is not avail-
able. to return to the slope determined
according to paragraph (a) (1). Where
such modifications are approved, the
permittee. shall, as a minimum, be re-
quired to-

(ii) Backfill and grade to the most
moderate slope possible to eliminate the
highwall which does not exceed the
'angle of repose or such lesser slopes as is
necessary to assure stability.

30 CFR. 715.14(b) (1) (ii)', 42 FR
62682 (Dec. 13, 1977). From the
record before us it is clear that
Cedar did not seek, prior to OSM;'s

4 This petition 'was filed by the National
Wildlife Federation, Council of the Southern
Mountains, Inc., The nvironmental Policy
Institute, The Appalachian Coalition, The
Tug Valley Recovery Center, and Save Our
Mountains.
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issuance of the notice of violation,
a modification of its performance
obligations under sec. 715.14(b) .5
Thus, we find that OSM inac-
curately cited sec. 715.14(b) (1) (ii)
as the basis for the action ordered
to remedy violation No. 3 of Notice
of Violation No. 78-I-4-2. Cedar
has not raised this point, and it is
clear from the record that this error
has not prejudiced Cedar by dis-
tracting that party from the issue
of whether it has disturbed the
orphaned highwall so as to be re-
quired to eliminate, completely, any
portion thereof in accordance with
sec. 715.14. For these reasons, and
because we have determined that
Cedar's mining activities (as of the
date on which OSM. issued its
notice of violation), had not made
the company responsible for the
complete elimination of any por-
tion of the orphaned highwall, we
find OSM's error to have been
harmless in this instance.

[1] The administrative law
judge determined that "Cedar shall
continue to reclaim the highwall in
accordance with the permit granted
by the State of West Virginia, and

: OSM's notice of violation to Cedar could
not operate as an approval of a modification
of the general performance standards in sec.
715.14, because the "regulatory authority"
referenced in sec. 715.14(b) is "the depart-
ment or agency in [West Virginia] * *

which has primary responsibility at the State
level for administering the Act in the initial
program * ." 30 CFR 700.5, 42 FR 62676

(Dec. 13, 1977). Cedar's mine permit does not
evidence state authorization of such a modifi-
cation, because it contains no provision for
the complete elimination of any portion of
the orphaned highwall (see Cedar's Exhibit
D) and, under the terms of sec. 715.14(b) (1),
that is required, at a minimum, for those
portions of an orphaned highwall that a
permittee disturbs in the course of its mining
operation.

* * * that such a permit and plan
amount to a variance or modifica-
tion of recovery plans for unmined
property" (Decision issued on Nov.
17, 1978, Docket No. CH8-17-R, at
7). This ruling presumably was
intended to be responsive to Cedar's
argument that it is not subject to
the performance requirements of
sec. 715.14 because it conducts its
operation under the authority of a
state mine permit issued prior to
the effective date of the Depart-
ment's interim regulations (Cedar's
Application for Temporary Relief
filed Oct. 20, 1978). With this argu-
ment, and the judge's ruling there-
on, we must disagree.

Sec. 502(c) of te Act provides, in.
pertinent part:

On and after nine months from the
date of: enactment of this Act, all sur--
face coal mining operations on lands on
which such operations are regulated by
a State shall comply with the provisions
of subsections 515(b) (2), 515(b) (3),
515(b) (5), 515(b) (10), 515(b) (13), 515
(b) (15), 515(b) (19), and 515(d) of this
Act * * 9

30 U.S.C.A. § 1252 (c) (West Supp.
1979).6 Cedar's operation is a "sur-
face coal mining operation" (ee

definition at 30 U.S.C.A. § 1291(28)
(West Supp. 1979)) which is lo-
cated on state land and is regulated
by the State of West Virginia. The
fact that Cedar's state mine permit
does not contain a reference to the
grading and backfilling require-
ments of the Act or interim regula-

OCertain surface coal mining operations
were required to comply with the initial per-
formance standards on and after 6 months
from the date of enactment of the Act. 30
U.S.C.A. 1252(b) (West Supp. 1979); see
generally 30 CFR 710.11, 42 FR 62679 (Dec.
13, 1977).
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tions does not change Cedar's obli-
gations under federal law; compli-
ance with a state permit condition
does not excuse noncompliance with
the interim reglulations.7

[2] While we agree with OSM
that Cedar's operation is subject to
the performance requirements of
the interim regulations, we do not
accept OSM's argument that Cedar
has "disturbed" the orphaned high-
wall, within the meaning of sec.
710.11(d) (1), and is therefore re-
sponsible for that highwall's com-
plete elimination.8 In this regard,

7 Sec. 720.11 of the interim regulations pro-
vides that "n]othing in the Act or these
regulations shall be interpreted to preclude a
State from exercising its authority to enforce
State law, regulations, and permit conditions,
unless compliance with the State law, reguta-
tions, or permit condition will preclude com-

pliance with these regulations." (Italics
added.) 30 CFR 720.11, 42 FR 62700 (Dec. 13,
1977). See also 30 U.S.C.A. § 1255 (West
Supp. 1979); S. Rep. No. 128, 95th Cong., 1st
Sess. 57 (1977)

"Since practically all surface coal mining
operations covered by the initial regulatory
procedure are presently regulated by existing
State regulatory authorities (the major ex-
ception being operations on federal and
Indian lands), it is not the purpose of this
interim federal enforcement program to place
the Secretary of the Interior in the business
of issuing mining permits for operations on
lands within the jurisdiction of the States.
The bill imposes a duty upon the States to
review and revise existing permits to insure
compliance with the interim standards of see.
402 [sec. 502 of the Act], and obliges the
Ltates to issue new permits in accordance
with those standards. It is the view of the
Committee, however, that the Secretary would
be required to assure States' performance of
these duties and obligations, pursuant to the
federal inspection and enforcement provisions
of sec. 402(e)." (Italics added.)
- Sec. 710.11(d) (1) provides:

"The requirements of this chapter apply to
operations conducted after the effective date
of these regulations on lands from which the
coal has not yet been removed and to any
other lands used, disturbed, or redisturbed in
connection with or to facilitate mining or to

we are concerned only with the im-
pact of Cedar's mining operation on
a 1,500-foot horizontal section of the
orphaned highwall. This is the ex-
tent of the orphaned highwall along
which Cedar conducted mining
operation s between May 3, 1978 (the
date on which the initial federal
performance requirements became
applicable to Cedar's operation),
and Aug. 25, 1978 (the date on
which OSM issued the subject no-
tice of violation).

OSM acknowledges that there is
no definition of the term "dis-
turbed" specified in the Act or in-
terim regulations, but notes that the
phrase "disturbed area" is defined
in sec. 710.5 to mean "those lands
that have been affected by surface
coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions." 30 CFR 710.5, 42 FR 62678
(Dec. 13,1977). On the basis of this
definition, OSM argues that the
terms "disturbed" and "affected"
are synonymous, and that since
Cedar "affected" the orphaned high-
wall by "touching" it, the company
must eliminate the entire highwall
(OSM's Brief, at 14).

In the course of its mining oper-
ations, Cedar has removed over-
burden from the base of the or-
phaned highwall. This activity has
resulted in new highwall exposures,
part of which have been on the same
plane as the orphaned highwall and
part of which have been located at
distances ranging to 10 feet from
the orphaned highwall. There has

comply with the requirements of the Act or

these regulations."' (Italics added.) 30 CFR

710.11 (d) (1), 42 R 62679 (Dec. 13, 1977).
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been no showing that Cedar's re-
moval of overburden has resulted in
any adverse physical impact on the
orphaned highwall. Thus, we con-
clude that this activity has not
triggered any obligation; on the
part of Cedar to eliminate the or-
phaned highwall.X
;,The only eect on the orphaned

highwall that has been shown to
have resulted from Cedar's mining
operation is that the highwall has
been covered partially by the excess
spoil material backfilled Iagainst it
by Cedar. This is an incidental re-
sult of Cedar's reclamation of its
excavations, which reclamation has
not been shown, in itself, to be in
violation -of the performance stand-
ards of sec. 715.14. Moreover, as
there is no basis in the record for a
finding that 'the partial covering of
the orphaned high all has caused
any adverse physical impact. on the
remaining exposed portions of that
hiighwall such' as to satisfy our in-

terpretation of secs. 715.14 and' 710.
11 (d) (), we must 'conclude that
Cedar is not required to eliminate
completely any portion thereof. A
contrary holding on our parit tiwould
discourage coal mining' comlpanies
from performing reclamation activ-
ity that results in an improvement
in the preexisting environmental
condition of the area in which it op-

' Wee do not hereby accept the interpreta-
tion of the administrative law Judge (Decision
rendered Nov. 17, 1978, Docket No. CH8-17-
R, at 8): "(b) that 'disturbing' of an exist-
ing highwall, means either the cutting into
that highwall to such an extent that it
renders the highw'all a threat in some manner
to the public or to the environment, or: that
the highwall is attempted to be restructured
or resloped. to, a different degree in order to
facilitate' mining a *

erates when, as in this case, the com-
pany is not obliged to perform such
reclamation by virtue of its mining
impact on the area. This result
would clearly be, contrary to a
fundamental purpose of the surface
coal mining legislation.0

Wherefore, the decision of the' ad-
ministrative law judge is reversed
in part and modified, in part. So
ordered.

IRALINE G. BARNES,

Adinistratisve Judge.

WIL A. IRwIN,:
.C~hief Admintrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE XIRIN
CONCURRING IN RESULT:

It is only because of the ordering
of the questions that it appears that
the Board had to 'deal with the ques-
tion 'of whether- or not Icomplianee
with a state mining permit may op-
erate to excuse compliance with any
of the interim regulations. In deter-
*mining that the actions- complained
of were not violative" of 30' CFR
715.14y ;the Board effectively re-
versed the administrative law judge
and disposed of the appeal. It would
have been better to await a case in
which we found a violation of the
regulations in order to' determine

10500 sec. 102(h) of the 'Act, 'which
provides:

"It is the purpose of this Act to-
* .C * , : 

"(h) promote the reclamation of mined
areas left without adequate reclamation prior
to the enactment of this Act and which con-
tinue, in their unreclaimed condition, to sub-
stantially degrade :the quality of the environ-
ment, prevent or damage the beneficial use of
land or water resources, or endanger the
health or safety of the public." 30 U.S.C.A.
,31202(h) (West Supp. 1979).
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whether compliance with a state
permit was sufficient to relieve re-
sponsibility.

I do agree with the holding that
30 CFR 715.14 was not violated by
Cedar and I therefore concur in the
result.

MELVIN J. NIMKIRN,
Administrative Judge.
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Appeal from the Decision of the Alaska
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment F-14943-A, F-14943-B, dated
Aug. 16, 1976, rejecting certain land
selections of Tanacross, Inc., under
§ 12 of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-
1627 (1976), as amended, 89 Stat.
1145 (1976).

Dismissed.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Valid Existing
Rights

'Valid existing rights" protected by § 14
(g) of ANCSA include both interests of
a temporary or limited nature and inter-
ests leading to the acquisition of title,
when such interests were created prior
to ANCSA and are being perfected or
maintained pursuant to State or Federal
law.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Valid Existing
Rights

Federal Airport Act, and compliance with
such law leading to the acquisition of

292-925-79-3

title prior to ANCSA, is sufficient to
create a valid existing right in the State
of Alaska protected by §14(g) of
ANCSA.

3. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Valid Existing
Rights

Pursuant to regulations in 43 CER
2650.3-1 (a), interests protected, pursu-
ant to ANCSA which lead to fee title in
the State are to be excluded from con-
veyance to a Native corporation.

APPEARANCES:' Kenneth Thomas,
Jr., President, Reggie Denney, Vice
President, Larry A. Wiggins, Esq., for
Tanacross, Inc.; Robert Jenks, Presi-
dent, Interior Village Association;
John Burke, Esq. and Bruce Schultheis,
Esq., Office of the Regional Solicitor,
for the Bureau of Land Management;
Thomas Meacham, Esq., Assistant
Attorney General and Martha Mills,
Esq., Assistant Attorney General, for
the State of Alaska, Department of
Law; Martha Mills, Esq., Assistant
Attorney General, for the State of
Alaska, Division of Aviation.

OPIN7ION BY

ALASKfA NATIVE CLAIIS
APPEAL BOARD,

JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority in the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.
§§ 1601-1627 (1976), as amended,
89 Stat. 1145 (1976), and the in-
plementing regulations in 43 CFR
Part 2650, as anended, 41 FR 14737
(Apr. 7, 1976), and 43 CFR Part 4,
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Subpart J, hereby inak es the follow-
ing findings, conclusions and deci-
sion.

Pursuant to the regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650, as amended, and
Part 4, Subpart J, the State Direc-
tor is the officer of the United States
Department of the Interior who is
authorized to make decisions on
land selection applications involv-
ing Native corporations under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, subject to appeal to this Board.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

By Departmental Orders of Nov.
28, 1941, Jan. 5, 1942, Mar. 4, 194T
and Dec. 28, 1947, the lands encom-
passing the Tanacross airport were
withdrawn, enlarged and modified
as Air Navigation Site Withdrawal
No. 170.

On Nov. 6, 1950, the Natives of
Tanacross signed a petition asking
the Secretary of the Interior to es-
tablish a reservation for the exclu-
sive use and occupancy of the Tan-
across Natives. This was apparently
filed in 1951 with the Department
of the Interior. This petition in-
cluded a property description of the
land which the Tanacross Natives
used and occupied in the vicinity of
the Village of Tanacross. No res-
ervation was established.

On Aug. 17, 1959, the State of
Alaska, Division of Lands, sub-
.mitted to the Federal Aviation
Administration, a request for a con-
veyance to the State of Alaska of
lands at the Tanacross airport, pur-
suant to § 16 of the Federal Airport
Act. (49 U.S.C.A. § 1101 et seq.

(1963), 60 Stat. 170, 19, as
amended.) On Sept. 30, 1959, the
FAA transmitted the request to the
Bureau of Land Management.

On Feb. 7, 1061, Air Navigation
Site Withdrawal No. 170 was re-
voked by Public Land Order No.
2263 (26 FR 1215, Feb. 11, 1961).
This public land order recognized
the State of Alaska's application
for an airport conveyance, but did
not specifically reserve this land for
a conveyance to the State of Alaska
for airport purposes.

On Aar. 2, 1961, the State of
Alaska requested that the airport
lands be transferred to the State un-
der the Statehood Act rather than
under the Federal Airport Act.

Pending a decision on the State
of Alaska's requests, on Aug. 30,
1961, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment made note of the necessity for
the reservation of right-cf-way
which would cover 1,153 acres of
the airport land in the event the air-
port lands were conveyed to the
State of Alaska. This right-of-way
was to be reserved pursuant to au-
thority set forth in Inostmetions,
44 L.D. 513 (1916), for the benefit
of various agencies of the Federal
Government.

On Nov. 16, 1961, a Native pro-
test by the Tanacross Natives was
filed concerning the conveyancing
of land around Tanacross. From the
documents filed with this Board, it
appears that the protest was a re-
iteration of the claims of the Tana-
cross Natives made in 1950. In June
of 1965, a further protest was filed
by the Tanacross Natives reiterat-
ing their claims to lands the vi-
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cinity of Tanacross. The property
description included the lands
where the Tanacross airport is
located.

On Sept. 19, 1963, the Bureau of
Land Management issued a letter
to the State of Alaska in response
to the State of Alaska's request for
conveyance of lands under the Fed-
eral Airport Act, stating that the re-
quest for airport lands was not in-
consistent with its needs. The letter
made conveyance of the airport
lands to the State of Alaska con-
tingent upon agreement of the State
of Alaska to cover survey costs. By
a decision of the same date, the
State of Alaska was further ordered
to publish a Notice of Conveyance.

On Sept. 20, 1963, the Bureau of
Land Management rejected the
State of Alaska's application for
conveyance of the airport land
under the Statehood Act.

On Oct. 2 through Oct. 23, 1963,
notice of the proposed conveyance
to the State of Alaska under the
Federal Airport Act was published
by the State of Alaska. On Nov. 6,
1963, the State of Alaska agreed to
pay survey costs.

IOn Aug. 10, 1967, by way of a
letter to Alaska Governor Hickel,
Secretary of the Interior Stewart
Udall imposed an informal freeze
on land conveyancing in the State
of Alaska. In this letter Secretary
Udall stated that where actual con-
struction of a road, school, airport,
or other public facility was being
held up solely because of a transfer
of public lands, the Department of

the Interior would give such a con-
veyance ad hoc consideration.

On Jan. 16, 1968, the Bureau of
Land Management informed the
State of Alaska by letter that they
were not going to transfer title to
the airport lands at Tanacross un-
less a showing was made that air-
port construction was being held up
solely because of the Native protest.
This letter added that the convey-
ance would be subject to the reser-
vations, conditions, and limitations
of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, July 2, 1964, 78 Stat. 241,
252. On Jan. 19, 1968, the State of
Alaska executed a document cov-
enanting not to discriminate on the
grounds of race, color, or national
origin in the use of the airport
lands. The State never filed any
showing that construction was be-
ing held up because of the Native
protest.

On Jan. 17, 1969, PLO 4582 was
signed by the Secretary of the
Interior which withdrew all unre-
served lands in Alaska from appro-
priation. This Order was amended
on June 16, 1969, by PLO 4669, to
permit airport conveyances.

The Federal Airport Act was re-
pealed June 30, 1970. The Airport
and Airway Development Act of
1970, May 21, 1970, P.L. 91-258, 84
Stat. 219, 235, passed as successor
legislation, contained almost ex-
actly the same language relating to
airport grants.

On Mfar. 18, 1971, the Bureau of
Land Management reduced the size
of the right-of-way that was noted
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on Aug. 30, 1961, from 1,153 acres
to 123.39 acres.

On Oct. 27, 1971, the Bureau of
Land Management informed the
State of Alaska by way of letter
that the case file was ready for
transmittal for signing the convey-
ance, except for the Tanacross Na-
tive protest waiver.

On Dec. 18, 1971, the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act was
passed which withdrew public lands
in the townships where the Tan-
across airport is located from all
forms of appropriation subject to
valid existing rights.

On Sept. 5, 1974, Tanacross se-
lected lands under the Alaska Na-
tive Claims Settelement Act in sec.
32, T. 19 N., R. 11 E., Copper River
meridian, which included part of
the airport lands at Tanacross. Onn
Dec. 9, 1974, Tanacross selected ad-
ditional lands in T. 18 N., R. 11 E.,
Copper River meridan, but its ap-
plication was vague as to whether
they in fact selected the remaining
airport lands located in this town-
ship. On Feb. 6,1976, Doyon, Ltd.,
the Regional Corporation in the
Tanacross area, advised the Bureau
of Land Management that the selec-
tion was in error and that Tana-
cross, Inc., did not select the remain-
ing airport lands in its second
selection on Dec. 9,1974.

On Aug. 16, 1976, the Bureau of
Land Management rejected those
parts of the land selection applica-
tions of Tanacross, Inc., which
covered the lands sought by the
State of Alaska for conveyance
under the Federal Airport Act, oil
the grounds that the interest of the

State of Alaska in the airport lands
constitutes a "valid existing right"
under § 14 (g) of ANCSA, and were
therefore unavailable "for admin-
istrative purposes" for conveyance
to Tanacross, Inc.

On Sept. 16, 1976, Tanacross,
Inc., filed a Notice of Appeal with
this Board from the Aug. 16, 1976
Decision of the Bureau of Land
Management; and, for practical
purposes, the briefing in this appeal
was concluded within 12 months
thereafter. The delay in the rendi-
tion of this decision has come about,
in large part, due first to Secretarial
review of this Board's previous rul-
ing on valid existing rights as well
as the Secretary's later reconsidera-
tion of his initial review, all of
which caused this appeal to remain
suspended until Dec. 4, 1978, after
which time the parties were granted
time to file additional briefing.

ASSERTIONS OF
TANACROSS, INC.

Tanacross asserts that no title to
the airport lands has passed to the
State of Alaska, that the Bureau of
Land Management has jurisdiction
over the lands and therefore the
lands are "public lands" within the
meaning of 3 (e) of ANCSA. They
further assert that since the interest
in the airport lands sought by the
State of Alaska is not a lease, con-
tract, permit, right-of-way or ease-
ment, that the State does not have a
valid existing right in the lands as
defined in § 14(g) of ANCSA.

Tanacross also claims that the Na-
tive protests filed by the Tanacross
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Natives to conveyancing in the area
of Tanacross represents a superior.
claim to the airport lands and that
the State of Alaska is trespassing on
these airport lands and is respon-
sible for any damage thereto.

Although Tanacross claims it has
a right to select and have the air-
port lands conveyed to it, Tanacross
admits that it will have to convey
the existing airport site to the State
of Alaska under §14(c) (4) of
ANCSA. It claims, however, that
after Dec. 18, 1971, 14(c) (4) of
ANCSA should be the sole proce-
dure applied to airport convey-
ances that are in conflict with vil-
lage land selections.

Lastly, Tanacross contends that
the Decision of the Bureau of Land
Management which stated the rejec-
tion was for "'administrative pur-
poses," is arbitrary and capricious
in that the decision must be based
upon legal grounds.

In the event that this Board finds
that the State of Alaska does have
a vested right in the airport lands,
Tanacross requests an evidentiary
hearing before the Board on the ne-
cessity of the conveyance and the
amount of land to be conveyed to
the State.

ASSERTIONS OF THE
BUREAU OF LAND

ATANAGEMENT

The Bureau of Land Management
alleges that the only issue before
this Board is whether the State of
Alaska had a valid existing right to
the Tanacross airport property.

They state that the letter of com-
mitment of Sept. 19, 1963, and the
subsequent use of the airport lands
by the State of Alaska segregated
the land from entry for all other
purposes. Under these circum-
stances, the State of Alaska has a
valid existing right which is pro-
tected under § 11 (a) (1) of ANCSA.

ASSERTIONS OF THE STATE
OF ALASKA

The State of Alaska alleges that
the airport land is not public land
within the meaning of § 3(e) of

ANCSA. The "letter of commit-
ment" of Sept. 19, 1963, from the
Bureau of Land Management to the
State of Alaska created equitable
title in the airport lands in the State
of Alaska once the State complied
with the requirements of the letter
of commitment. Since the State did
comply with the contingencies set
forth in the letter, equitable title
passed to the State and such equi-
table title is recognized as a valid
existing right under 11(a) (1)
and §14(g) of ANCSA. The State
also argues that issuance of a "letter
of commitment" segregates the land
and makes it unavailable for Native
selection under ANCSA.

The State aintains that if the
lands are available for selection by
Tanacross, Inc., their interests in the
airport lands, are also protected by
§ 14(c) (4) of ANCSA which re-
quires the village corporation to
convey existing airport sites to the
State, Federal Govermnent, or mu-
nicipality. They further state that
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since they are not seeking any land
other than the existing airport sites,
an evidentiary hearing as requested
by Tanacross is not necessary.

y~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DISCUSSION

The sole issue to be resolved in
this appeal is whether the State of
Alaska's interest in the airport land
is protected as a "valid existing
right" within the terms of ANCSA.
ANCSA, in § 11(a) (1), withdraws
public lands for selection by Native
corporations "subject to valid exist-
ing right."

Furthermore, §14 of ANCSA,
which is entitled "Conveyance of
Lands," states in subparagraph (g)
in part as follows:

All conveyances made pursuant to this
Act shall be subject to valid existing
rights. Where, prior to patent of any land
or minerals under this Act, a lease, con-
tract, permit, right-of-way, or easement
(including a lease issued under section
6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act) has
been issued for the surface or minerals
covered under such patent, the patent
shall contain provisions making it sub-
ject to the lease, contract, permit, right-
of-way, or easement, and the right of the
lessee, contractee, permittee, or grantee
to the complete enjoyment of all rights.
privileges, and benefits thereby granted
to him. * 

The Board has previously ruled,
in Appeal of Eutna, Inc., 
ANCAB 190, 83 I.D. 619 (1976)
[VLS 7t-10], that ANCSA pro-
tects, as "valid existing rights,"
those rights which do not lead to a
grant of fee title and which were
created prior to ANCSA. Rights
leading to acquisition of title, the
Board found, were excluded from

conveyance to the selecting Native
corporation Lnder § 22(b) of
ANCSA; interests of a more limit-
ed nature were protected by §14(g)
of ANCSA as valid existing rights
to which the conveyance was
subject.

The Secretary of the Interior,
however, has adopted a different
conclusion which overrules and
binds the Board.

In interpreting what interests
are included within the meaning of
the term "valid existing rights".
under ANCSA, the Secretary has
determined that certain rights of
purchase held by third parties
which were outstanding but unper-
fected as of the date of passage of
ANCSA constitute "valid existing
rights," and that these rights which
lead to acquisition of fee title, are
protected under § 14 (g) of ANCSA.
In arriving at this conclusion the
Solicitor's Opinion adopted by Sec-
retarial Order No. 3029 as the po-
sition of the Department on the sub-
ject of valid existing rights, stated
in part as follows:

A fundamental principle of ANCSA is
that "[a] ll conveyances made pursuant
to this Act shall be subject to valid exist-
ing rights." In addition, the sections
withdrawing land for Native selection
(Sees. 1(a), 16(a)) expressly provide
that the withdrawal is "subject to valid
existing rights." *

Although the phrase "valid existing
rights" is not specifically defined in See.
3 "Definitions", both the statute and
the legislative history offer guidance as
to its meaning.

Section 14(g) provides in pertinent
part:

"Where prior to patent of any land or
minerals under this Act, a lease, con-
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tract, permit, right-of-way, or easement
(including a lease issued under sec. 6(g)
of the Alaska Statehood Act) has been
issued * * the patent shall contain pro-
visions making it subject to the lease,
contract (etc.) ' * *

Section 22(b) directs the Secretary "to
promptly issue patents to all persons who
have made a lawful entry on the public
lands in compliance with the public land
laws for the purpose of gaining title to
homesteads, headquarters sites, trade
and manufacturing sites or small tract
sites, and, who have fulfilled all the re-
quirements of law prerequisite to obtain-
ing a patent."

Section 22(c) protects persons who
have initiated valid mining claims or lo-
cations in their possessory rights if they
have met the requirements of the mining
laws.

By regulation the Department has con-
strued Sections 14(g) and 22(b) and
provided the mechanism for implement-
ing them. 43 CFIR 2650.3-1(a) provides:

"Pursuant to sections 14(g) and 22(b)
of the act, all conveyances issued under
the act shall exclude any lawful entry or
entries which have been perfected under,
or are being maintained in compliance
with, laws leading to the acquisition of
title,, but shall include land subject to
valid existing rights of a temporary or
limited nature such as those created by
leases (including leases issued under sec-
tion 6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act),
contracts, permits rights-or-way [sic], or
easements."

* * * * *

* I do not believe the listing of the
rights to be protected was intended to be
limiting, but rather was cjeusdemn
generis. The regulation already quoted
(43 CPFR 2650.3-1(a)) precedes its list
with "such as those created by * *
indicating clearly that the list is not ex-
haustive. Furthermore, there is not longi-
cal [sic] reason why Congress would
have intended to protect rights of munici-
palities or individuals which lead to the
acquisition of title under such Federal

laws as the Townsite Act or the Home-
stead Act, but did not intend to protect
the same municipality or individual when
the law under which the rights are being
perfected is a State law.

It is my conclusion, therefore, that the
department's regulations have construed
,'valid existing rights" under ANOSA to
include rights perfected or maintained
under State as well as Federal laws lead-
ing to the acquisition of title.
[Footnotes omitted. Italics in original.]
43 FR 55288-89 (Nov. 27, 1978)

Tanacross asserts that since the
interest in the airport lands which
is sought by the State of Alaska is
not a lease, contract, permit, right-
of-way, or easement, the State of
Alaska does not have a valid exist-
ing right to: the airport lands as
that phrase is used in ANCSA.

[1] It is clear, however, that it is
the policy of the Department of the
Interior that valid existing rights
are not limited to leases, contracts,
pernits, rights-of-way or easements
mentioned in § 14(g) of ANCSA,
but include other interests whether
or not they are specifically set forth
in ANOSA. The Board therefore
finds* that "valid existing rights"'
protected by § 14 (g) of ANCSA in-
clude both interests of a temporary
or limited nature and interests lead-
ing to the acquisition of title, when
such interests were created prior to
ANCSA and are-being perfected or
maintained .Pursuant to State or
Federal law.

The State of Alaska contends
that pursuant to the Federal Air-
port Act of 1946, it gained a valid
existing right to the lands at the
Tanacross Airport and that title
vested in the State of Alaska. This
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Act (49 U.S.C.A. § 1115 (1963), 60
Stat. 179, as amended) provides as
follows:

(a) Whenever the Administrator de-
termines that use of any lands owned or
controlled by the United States is reason-
ably necessary for carrying out a project
under this chapter, or for the operation
of any public airport, he shall file with the
head of the department or agency having
control of such lands a request that such
property interest therein as he may deem
necessary be conveyed to the public
agency sponsoring the project in ques-
tion or owning or controlling the airport.
Such property interest may consist of
the title to or any other interest in land
or any easement through or other inter-
est in air space.

(b) Upon receipt of a request from
the Administrator under this section, the
head of the department or agency having
control of the lands in question shall de-
termine whether the requested convey-
ance is inconsistent with the needs of the
department or agency, and shall notify
the Administrator of his determination
within a period of four months after re-
ceipt of the Administrator's request. If
such department or agency head deter-
mines that the requested conveyance is
not inconsistent with the needs of that
department or agency, such department
or agency head is authorized and directed,
with the approval of the President and
the Attorney General of the United
States, and without any expense to the
United States, to perform any acts and to
execute any instruments necessary to
make the conveyance requested, but each
such conveyance shall be made on the con-
dition that the property interest con-
veyed shall automatically revert to the
United States in the event that the lands
in question are not developed, or cease to
be used, for airport purposes. May 13,
1946, c. 251, §16, 60 Stat. 179.

This statute was repealed effective
June 30, 1970, and it was-replaced
by 49 U.S.C. § 1723 (1976) [P.L.91-
258 (1970)]. However, in order to

protect existing actions and deter-
Minations made under 49 U.S.C.A.
§ 1115 (1963), Congress included a
savings provision in the Act of May
21, 1970, P.L. 91-253, § 52(c) which
provided as follows, and which this
Board finds protects whatever inter-
est the State may have gained under
49 U.S.C.A. § 1115:
Saving Provisions.-All orders, determi-
nations, rules, regulations, permits, con-
tracts, certificates, licenses, grants, rights,
and privileges which have been issued,
made, granted, or allowed to become ef-
fective by the President, the Secretary of
Transportation, or any court of competent
jurisdiction under any provision of the
Federal Airport Act, as amended, which
are in effect at the time this section takes
effect, are continued in effect according
to their terms until modified, terminated,
superseded, set aside, or repealed by the
Secretary of Transportation or by any
court of competent jurisdiction, or by op-
eration of law. § 52 () of P.L. 91-258. 70
U.S. Code Congressional and Administra-
tive News, p. 274.

The State of Alaska made a re-
quest for an airport conveyance un-
der this Act. The Federal Aviation
Administration made a determina-
tion that the conveyance to the State
of Alaska was necessary for the op-
eration of the airport at Tanacross.
The Bureau of Land Management,
pursuant to the request of the State
of Alaska and the Federal Aviation
Administration, issued a letter stat-
ing that conveyance of the Tana-
cross airport lands was not inconsis-
tent with its needs but made convey-
ance contingent upon the State of
Alaska complying with certain con-
ditions. The State of Alaska appears
on the record to have met these con-

-ditions and for considerable time
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has been exercising6jurisdiction over
the Tanacross airport.

Tanacross asserts that titledhas not
vested because the conveyahce has

a'ot been approved by the President
and the Attorney General. Accord-
ing to the Federai Airport Act,5if
conveyance is not mconsistent with
the, needs of the agency controlling
the land, the agency head is"' * *
.directed,: wit the. pprovaZ of the
Pr eident'annd the Attorney 'General
of the United State, * -*. to make
the conveyance." (Italics added.).

Presidential approval was waived
'by Executive Order No. 1053G (June
9,1954, i9.FR '3437).

Pursuant to authority given the
Attorney General under 28 U.S.C.
.'10, the Attorney General delegated
to his assistants the. authority to ap-
prove airport conveyances under the
Federal Airport Act. (See Order
No. 273-62, 27 FR 579.) There has
been no approval of either the At-
-torney General or any Assistant At-
torney General- in this case. The. api-
parent reason for involvement of the
Attorney Geral.or- his assistants
prior to patent is to insure that legal
requirements have -been met by the
variety of agencies which-might co-n-
trol lands desired fr.airport use, be-
fore conveyanc~'under the Federal
Airport'i Act. There would be no
point in imposing a requirement of
approval b' theAttorney General
unless Congess -contemplated an
-obj ective review of each case by the
Department'of Justice. While such
approval would be. expected if' all
statutory and regujlatory require-
-ments had been met, approval could

2192-925-79 4 .

not be considered a ministeral act.
In :. public land law, the' term

"equitable title" is used to describe
the 'intrest held by an entryman
who, upon ful compliance with re-
quirements of the law, has rights in
the land superior to all other 'clafins,
and is entitled to issuance of patent
by the Federal Government, which
holds nly legal title' to 'the land'.
The holder of equitable title has a
vested interest;' i.e., that interest ,ac-
quired by a party when all prere-
quisites for the'acquisition of' title
have been- complied-with, which, at.
taching to the land, deprives Con-
gress of its' power to dispose of the
property.- (A peal of Eklutna Inc.,
lANCAB' 190, 83 I.D. 619 (1976)
[VLS 75-10].)

.Due to the fact that the approval
of the Attorney General was a stat-
utory prerequisite for passing of
title. under the Federal Airport Act,
the failure to gain such approval
prevented the vesting of, equitable
title to the, airport lands in te State
of Alaska. However, this Board
does find that the State of Alaska's
interest in these lands constitutes a
valid existing right as that term has
been interpreted by the Secretary of
the Interior in' SO. 329:-anidthe
Memorandum of the 'Office of the
Solicitor adopted by this Order.

[2, 3] Application by the State of
Alaska for lands under the Federal
Airport Act and 'cornpia-nce with
such law' leading to the acquisition
of title prior to ANCSA is suffici-
ent to reate a valid existing right
in the State of Alaska protected by
§14(g) of ANCSA. Pursuant to
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regulations in 43 CFR 2650.3-1 (a),
interests, protected pursuant to
ANCSA which lead to fee title in
the State are to be excluded from
conveyance to a Native corporation.

As to the assertion of Tanacross,
Inc.,; that claims and protests filed
by Natives of Tanacross in 1950 and
in the 1960s created a right superior
to the State's, Congress in § 4 (g) of
ANSCA extinguished all claims
based on aboriginal title. The Board
has. previously noted in Appeal of
Ekluitna, Inc. 1 ANCAB 190,83 I.D.
619 (1976) [VLS 75-10]:

* *. * State land selections, already en-
,cmbered by aboriginal title to lands on
which use and occupancy could.be proved,
were now subjected to a statutory prior
right of selection by Native Corporations,
based not on aboriginal title, but on Con-
.gressionat grant in ANCSA. (Italics
added.)

ORDER

It is hereby Ordered that the de-
cision of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement in issue in this appeal is
hereby affirmed and this appeal is
hereby Ordered dismissed.

This represents a unanimous de-
cision of the Board.

JuDITi M. BRADY,

Chairperson, Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board.

ABIGAIL F. DuNNING,
Board Member.

LAWRENCE MATSON,
Board Member.
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Appeal by Dennis R. Patrick from a

Dec. 19, 1978 decision of Administra-
tive Law udge Torbett (Docket No.
NX8-4--R) upholding a notice of vio-
lation and two orders of cessation
issued by an inspector of the Office of
Surface Mining Reclamation and En-
forcement, in accordance with sec.
521 (a) (3) of the Surface Mining Con-
trol and Reclamation Act of 1977, on
the basis of his finding of violations of
30 CFR 715.12, 715.15(a) (6), 715.16
and 715.17(a) of the Department's
interim regulations.

Reversed.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Initial Regulatory
Program: State Regulation
The initial Federal regulatory program is
not applicable to a surface coal mining
operation which is located on State land
and which is not subject to State regula-
tion within the scope of any of the initial
performance, standards.

APPEARANCES: Marcia A. Smith,
Esq., of Smith and Smith, Corbin,
Kentucky, for Dennis R. Patrick; John
Philip Williams, Esq., of the Office of
the Field Solicitor, Knoxville, Tennes-
see, and Michael . Kurman, Esq.,
and Marcus P. McGraw, Esq., of the
Office of the Solicitor, Washington,
D.C., for the Office' of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement; L.
Thomas Galloway, Esq., and Richard
L. Webb, Esq., of the Center for Law
and Social Policy, Washington, D.C.,
for Council of the Southern Mountains,
Inc., The Environmental Policy Insti-
tute, and The Appalachian Coalition;
David R. Wooley, Esq., of the Appa-
lachian Research and Defense Fund,
Inc., for The Tug Valley Recovery
Center, Inc., and Save Our Mountains.
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OPINION BY THE BOARD OF
SURFACE MINING AND
RECLAMATION APPEALS

An appeal has been filed with the
Board, by Dennis R. Patrick, from
an administrative law judge's deci-
sion upholding Notice of Violation
No. 78-II-1-002 and Orders of
Cessation Nos. 78-II-1-001 and 78-
II-1-003, issued to Patrick by the
Office of Surface Mining Reclama-
tion and Enforcement (OSM) in
accordance with sec. 521(a) (3) of
the* Surface Mining. Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977' (91 Stat.
445, 505; 30 U.S.C.A. § 1271(3)
(West Supp. 1979)). There is no
dispute between the parties about
the underlying factual premises for
the violations cited by '0OSM; rather,
this appeal eanates from the
judge's resolution of the following
legalissues: (1) whether OSM lcas
jurisdiction over Patrick's opera-
tion, even though the Kentucky De-
partment fr Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection has
determined that his' operation is not
subject to the Commonwealth's
strip mining statute and regula-
tions; (2) whether Patrick has con-
ducted a "surface coal mining oper-
ation,"7 within the meaning of this
term as it §'is used in the Act and
federal interim regulations; (3)
whether the excavation of coal
which is incidental to a privately
funded construction project is ex-
empted from the coverage of the
Act under sec. 528(3) (30 U.S.C.A.
§ 1278 (3) (West Supp. 1979) ); and
(4) whether, in view of the facts
presented, Patrick is responsible for
any violations of the AC .and initial

federal performance requirements
that-may have occured on his prop-
erty.

The administrative law judge re-
solved all of these issues in favor of
OSM. We disagree with the judge's
resolution of the first issue and,
therefore, reverse his decision.

Factural and Procedura -
Background

On or about June 11, 1977, Pat-
rick purchased a tract of land (com-
prising approximately 3 acres) in
the Highland Park area' of Wil-
liamsburg, Kentucky. On Feb. 16,
1978, he filed a "housing develop-
ment" plan for this property with
the Kentucky Department of Natu-
ral Resources and Environmental
Protection, Division of Reclamation
(Patrick's Brief, 'Exhbit 1). That
plan called for the excavation of
material, 4nddin cloail,-to creat a
level bench for a housing develop-
ment.

On Mar. 22, 1978, the Director of
the Division of Permits, in Ken-
tucky's Department of Natural Re
sources and Environmental Pro-
tection, transmitted a memorandum
to Patrick in which it was indicated
that his proposed'excavation of coal
would not constitute strip mining,.
'under Kentucky law, and that
Patrick would not be required to ob-
tain a strip mining permit (Tr.
135-36; Patrick's Brief, Exhibit
2). On the saine date Patrick
entered into a written agreement
with James Veach, who signed that
agreement on behalf of the James
Veach Contracting- Co., whereby
Veach agreed to excavate, coal and

2661 267
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other material from Patrick's prop-
erty in accordance -with the "Pat-.
rick Housing Development" plan,
to pay Patrick 25 percent of the
proceeds' received by 'Veach from
his sale of all merchantable coal re-
moved fro mn this property, to main-
tain liability and Workmen's Com-
pensation insurance, and to indem-
nify Patrick for all liability that
he might sffer as a result of the
excavation activities (Patrick's
Brief, Exhibit 3). Patrick 'and
Vetch entered into a secondary
Agreement whereby Patrick was to
supplement Veach's share -'of the
proceeds from the sale of coal, if:
these became inadequate to compen-
sate V each for is performanhce
iuhdet the principal agreement (Tr.
80, 125).
`After Mar._22, 1978, Veach's con-

tracting company conducted opera-
tibns on Patiick's property in ac-
cbidance with the' above-described
contracts. 'Patrick has received '25
percent of the proceeds from thesale
of 186 Ths of coal- sice that date
(Tr. 53-54; Affidavit in Support of'
Motion to ' Supplement and Certify
for '.Appeal Summnary Judgmefit
Order, dated Nor. 10, 978).

tOn the basis of everal -citizens'
complaints' including those of' the
Mayor and' Chairman of the: Plan-
ning Commission of Williamsburg,
Kentuckyl,. an OSM. inspector
visited Patrick's property on May
26,~ 1978, and,- on the- same- date,
served Patrick with Notice of Vio-
lation No. 78-IL1-002 and Order
of Cessation No. 8-11-1-001. The:'
notice of violation' indicates three

violations of the interim regula-
tions: (1i) improper disposal of or-
ganic material, in violation of 30
CFR 715.15(a)'(6), 42 FR 62683
(Dec. 13, 1977); (2) failurezto save
topsoil, in violation of 30 -CIR
715.16,42 FR 62684 (DeI. 13, 1977) ;.
and (3) failure to post various signs
and markers, in violation of 30'CFR
715.12, 42 FR 62680-81 (Dec. .13,
1977) (Exhibit RI). The order of
cessation indicates that Patrick has.
failed to pass surface drainage from:
tie area disturbedby-his excavation
activities through -a "sedimentation.
pond, in violation-of,30 CJFR 715.17
(a), 42 FR 62685: (Dec. 13, 1977),
and that this failure has resulted in,:
or could be reasonably expected to.
cause "significant, a: imminent : en-
vironmental. harm Ao land, air or
water resources" (Exhibit R2).
Patrick' was granted :until June 10,'
1978,' to abate' the conditions speci-'
fied in the.notice and order.'

On June. 13, 1978,.P Patrick' wa-
issued Order of Cessation -No. 78-
II-1-003 for- his. failure to abate
certain violations' specified 'in the
above-deseribed' notice and order
('Exhibit' R3). A:.'minesite! hearing
was coniducted ' olJuly 17, 1978,:
pursuant'to 30. CFR 22.15, 42 FR
62701-02 (Dec.;13j 1977), and sec.
521 (a):(5) d the Act. (0 U.S.C.A.
§ 1271(a) (5)W(est"Supp. 1979))
At the' conclusion of this hearing,
the presiding: OSTM officer ' deter-
nined'that'the May 26: and June 13'
orders of cessation had been validly'
issued to Patrick' .(sme Patrick's'
Brief, Exhibit 6) . Patrick sought'
further review of the notice and.
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orders, and a hearing date before an
administrative law judge was. set
for Dec.' 12, 1978, pursuant to sec.
525 of the Act (30 U.S.C.A. § 1275
(West Supp. 1979)).

On Oct. 2, 1978, Patrick's coun-
sel; filed a motion for summ ary
judgment with the administrative
law judge, in which there: were set
forth the same; four issues raised
before this Board on appeal (see
text at 267). In his Memorandum
Opinion and Order, dated Oct. 30,
1978, the judge held that Patrick's
argument on the first issue was in-
valid, as-a matter of law,' and that
the remaining arguments could not
be evaluated without evidence con-
cerning the factual issues under-
lying them.X

A pretrial conference was held on
-Nov. 6, 1978, 'at which Patrick
agreed to submit an affidavit in sup-
port of summary disposition of his
three remaining arguments. This
affidavit was filed. on Nov~ 13, 1978;
it contains two statements:

t (Z1) Applicant intended for Veach to
remove an unknown quantity of coal,
which he believed would exceed two
hundred and fifty (250) tons of coal,
from his propertk within twelve (12) con-
secutive calendar months.

(2) Applicant intended for. said coal
to be sold by Veach and he has received
payment from Veach for the'sale of ap-
protimately 186 tons of said coal.

(Affidavit in Support of Motion' to
Supplement and Certify for
Appeal Summary Judgment Order,
dated Nov.. 10, 1978)'. On the basis
of these statements the administra-
tive law judge issued a second
memorandum opinion and order in

meoa n 7,f.tE;SjJ 

which he-held that "the Applicant
in [sic] conducting surface coal
mining operations as defined in 30
U.S.C. section 1291(28), and .that
the excavation of this coal, evenif
incidental to a privately funded
construction project is not exempt
from the Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act of 1977 under
30 U.S.C. section 1278(3)." Memo-
randum Opinion and Order, Docket
No.. NX8-4-R, Nov. 28, 1978. .The
issue. of whether OSM properly
cited Patrick, in the notice of
violation and. orders of cessation,
was reserved by the judge for an
evidentiary hearing..:

On Nov. 30, 1978, OSM modified
the -notice and. orders' issued to
Patrick on. May 26 and June 13,
1978, by adding James Veach Con-
tracting Company as "a permittee
or operator to whom 'the * e *

Notice and Orders are directed."
OSM also filed a motion to add
James Veach as a party to the
December-12 evidentiary hearing;
the judge rejected this motion. .

At the conclusion of the December
12 hearing, the judge ruled from the
bench that Patrick was responsible
for the violations-cited by OSM, for
the reason that he ultimatelywas re-
sponsible for the operations taking
place on the subject property. The
judgd onfirned 'this bench ruling
in a written decision dated Dec.- 19,
1978.

DiscOusszon

Patrick's p r i m a r y argument
against OSM's assertion of jurisdic-
tion over his operation is that ";dur-'

269
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ing the initial regulatory program,
OSM has no jurisdiction over an
operation which is not regulated by
the State in which it is located"
(Patrick's Brief at 5). This is not

quite an accurate statement of
OSM's limited authority under the
initial regulatory programn. In lieu
of it we find that, under, the initial
regulatory program,, OS-l has. no
jurisdiction over a surface coal min-
ing operation which occurs on state
land and which is not subject to ex-
isting state regulation within the
scope of any of the initial federal
performance standards. Patrick's
operation. has been shown to be
located on land within the jurisdic-
to of the.Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky. It has not, however, been
shown to be subject to existing Ken-
tucky-regulation within the scope of
any of the initial federal perform-
ance'standards. Our decision, there-
fore, is to reverse the decision of the
administrative law judge and to
vacate the notice of violation and
orders of cessation which were
issued to Patrick by OSM. Our
reasons are set forth below.'
* In sees. 501(a) and 502 of the
Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977 (Act), Congress
mandated that an initial regulatory
program be established to enforce

. 'Our discussion of Patrick's jurisdictional
argument embraces analysis not only of the
Pettident language of the regulations and Act
but also of portions of the published com-
ments to the regulations and of the legisla-
tive history of the Act. Our reference to these
secondary materials reflects our determination
that the arguments raised .by OSM and the
fatervenors regarding the "plain meaning" of
the language of the regulations and Act are
not implausible. Under such circumstances, it
is necessary for us to resort to explanatory
materials.

and administer the environmental
performance standards referenced
in Sec.. 502(c). See. 502(c) provides,
in relevant part:

(c) On and after nine months from the
date of enactment of this Act, all surface
coal mining operations on lands on which
such operations are regulated Jig a gTate
shall comply with the- provisions of sub-
sections 515(b) (2), M1b5 ) (), 515(b)
(5), 515(b) (O), 55(b) (13), 515(b)
(15), 515(b)(19), and 515(d) of this
Act * * *. [Italics added.]

30 U.S.C.A. § 1252(c) (West Supp.
1979). The underlined portion of
this language is Congress' statement
of the applicability of the.. initial
regulatory program within the var-
ious states. This statement indicates
that the environmental performance
standards incorporated into the ini-
tial regulatory program should be
enforced on lands within the juris-
diction of the various states, but
only with-respect to the surface coal
mining operations which are regu-
lated by a-state on those lands. 2

2 The most comprehensive Congressional ex-
planation of see. 502 of the Act is in the report
of the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources on S. 7. The differences
between sec. 402 of . 7 and sec. 502 of. the
Act do not qualify the relevance of the Shate
report in this regard. See H.R. Rep. No. 493,
95th Cong., 1st Sess. 101-02 (1977). The
Senate report contains a passage:

"All surface coal mining operations, which
include, by definition surface impacts incident
to underground coal mines, are subject to the
Initial regulation procedures of section 402
of this bill, but only to the extent that they
are located on lands on which operations are
regulated by a State. Surface coal mining
operations located in the two States (Alaska
and Arizona) which presently have no regula-
tory programs directed toward the environ-
mental control of surface coal mining opera-
tions are not subject to section 402. Neither
are the surface effects of underground coal
mining operations subject to section 402, un-
less the the [sc] existing State regulatory
program is directed at the effects of these
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On Dec. 13, 1977, the Secretary
of the Interior caused to be pub-
lished regulations which set forth
the contents of the initial regula-
tory program.3 See. 710.3 (a) of

operations. This policy is entirely consistent
with the State-lead philosophy of this legis-
lation. However, it should be noted that
States which do not have a regulatory pro-
gram established by statute may still partici-
pate in the interim program through adminis-
trative action of a suitable State agency.
Certification of this fact by the Governor of
a State to the Secretary of the Interior is
sufficient to qualify that State for the interim
funding provided in section 402."' S. Rep. No.
128, 95th Cong., st Sess. 71 (1977).

According to OSM, this passage clearly sup-
ports. its proposition that there are only three
categories of lands which are not embraced
by the initial regulatory program: (1) lands
in a state which does not regulate any part of
surface coal mining operations (that is, lands
in Alaska and Arizona) ; (2) federal lands;
and (3) Indian lands. OSM's Brief at 8. OSM
has ignored, however, the Senate committee's
statement that the "surface effects of under-
ground coal mining operations are not sub-
ject to the requirements of the initial regula-
tory program] unless [the] existing State
regulatory program is directed to the effects
of these operations." S.. Rep, No. 128, supra.

The "surface effects of underground coal
mining operations" comprise part of the defi-
nition of "surface coal mining operations"
contained in S. 7 (sec. 501(5))..The same
definition of t'surface coal mining operations"
appears in the Act and regulations. See 30
U.S.C.A. § 1291(28) (West Supp. 1979) ; 30
CFR 700.5:(1978), 42 FR 62676-77 (Dec. 13,
1977). In light of this, there is no rational
basis for distinguishing between "surface
effects of underground coal mining operations"
and -other examples of "surface coal mining
operations" in determining whether these are
regulated by a state under an existing state
regulatory program. It must be concluded,
therefore, that Congress intended that a sur-
face coal: mining operation should not- be
regulated by the Secretary, under the initial
regulatory program, if it is located on state
land and is not regulated by a state. This
restriction on OSM's jurisdiction on state
lands, -under-the program, is an expression of
the "State-lead philosophy" underlying the
Act. See S. Rep. No. 128, supra.

These- regulations are codified in 30 CFR
ChapterVII as new Parts 700, 710, 715, 716,
717, 718, 720, 721, 722, 723, 725, 740, 795,
and 830. 42 R 62675 et seq. (Dec. 13,
1977).

these- regulations contains- fan
acknowledgement of the Congres-
sional mandates in sees. 501(a) and
502 of the Act:

(a) The Secretary is directed to im-
plement an initial regulatory program
within six months after the date of-. en-
actment of the Act in each State which
regulates any aspect of surface coal min-
ing under one or more State laws uhtil a
State program has been approved or until
a Federal program has been implemented.

30 CFR 710.3(a), 42 FR 62677-48
(Dec. 13,1977). This provision indi-
cates the state action which triggers
the application of the initial regu-
latory program to a state. It.is om-
plemented by two other provisions
of the regulations which indicate,
generally, those surface coal mining
operations that are subject to the re-
quirements of the program, within
an affected tate. The first of these
two prbvisions is see. 710.11(a) (1):

-(a) Operations on lands on which such
operations are regulated y ya State. (1)
The requirements of the initial regula-
tory program do -not apply to surface
mining and reclamation operations which
occur on lands within a State which does
not regulate any part of'such operations.
[Italics in original.] '

30 CFFR 710.11(a) (1), 42 FR 62679
(Dec. 13, 1177).- Although in nega-
tive phrasing;- this provision is es-
sentially a reiteration of sec. 502(c)-
of the Act. It indicates to us that
somne regulation of a surface coal
mining and reclamation operation,
on the part- of the stat-which has
jurisdiction over the land on which
it occurs, is a prerequisite for the
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application of the initial regulatory
irequirements to that operation.4

The second general provision for
the-application f th& initial regu-
latory requirements to- particular
surface.- coal m ining and re clama-
tion operations is expressed in sec.
15 ifa):
-(a) Oampliance. A]1..surface coal min-

Ing and reclamation operations conducted
onilands where any element of the opera-
tions is reglated by a State shall comply
with the intal Performanee.standards of
ts Part according to the time schedule
-Speeified in § 7101. Itaics added.]

30 GPR7lS.11(a) 42 FR i62680
-(Dec. 13,41977). The published ex-

4Wthe nature of state; resleion, which
makes .applicable the requirement of the
initial egulatoryprograii to a particular sr-
face coal mining operation; is described in a
Plublished explanation of se. 7iO.11(a) (1,
- "'!A comment was received suggesting that
paragraph (a) be changed to larify that the
interim standards do not apply in States in
which only 'celaterr' regulation of mining
occurs. As eamples of such 'collateral' regula-
tion, the commeeter cited minimum wage laws
and water quality control. Regulation by the
State minimuln wage law does not constitute
regulation state o'asto Make th lit terinstandards applicable. However, regulation of
water quality relating to ining does in-fct
&isstitate regclatiaa of *hing i a State so
asto:make all the iniiiai staidards apizicaai
faz that -Sfate. Unfder 3' 50 of he -Aeit any
ressctioa in a state Within the scope of any
of the ifinal erforeape sta2dards Is regula-
tion that triggers the app oetion of the
Federal initial erformance standards within
that State.? (Italics aded. '
30 CFu 710.il(a), 42 P 62641. (Dec. 13,
1977). Thlis lnkuage indicates that alt of the
initial - federal performance standards are
applicable in a state to any srface coal in-
ing operation which is regulated b the state
in any manner within-the scope of any of these
performance standards. This languiage does
not indicate (as 01SK insists in -itsBzlieiat
4) that the regulation by a state of any sur-
face oal mining operation, in a MElnher ith
in the scope of any of the initial performance.
stand ds, fs regulation which makes appli-
cable 'al of the federal standards to all surface
co, mining operations within that state.

,,,~~ ~~ !, . ,- 

planation of this provision is par-
ticularly noteworthy: - -

4. A few corumenters questioned the
meaning of the phrase "where any ele-
ment of the operations is regulated by a
state" in § 715.1 a) Te hrss - is
rooted in § 502(a) of tho c adis An-
tended to be a. general statement of apr
fli0abilit -Consistent with § 720.11 of
these regulations. The- performance
stands app t coal m iening opera-
tions currenty regglated 1 a State tun-
Oer other State or Federal statutes in-
al di p the FederalT Water Polltion
Control Act and State toiwe gbVerning-
mining. [Italics added.]

42 FR 62642 (Dec. 13, 1977). .This
explanation -of sec. 715.11 (a) is in
no way equivocal; it indiCates that
the Secretary contemplated theat
the requirements of the initial reo-
ulatory program should be applied,
on state lands, only to those surTfce
coal;mining operations which are
subject to state regul'ation. 
. The only evidence in the record
of any regulation by. the Comrnion-
wealth of tentucky--of -operations
such -as that conducted by Patrick
is contained in Exhibits 4 and 5 of
Patrick's Brief. Exliibit 4 is a copy
of a "plicy memorandun" issued
by the Secr.tary of -Kentucky's De-
partment. for Natural Resources
and Environnental Protection.
Therein it is indicated that the ex
traction of coal which i iincidentaI
to a construction project is not sub-
fet to KentuckJ's strip iningl aw.
Patrick's operation has been: deter-
mined, by Kentucky officials, to be
a onstruction project (Tr. 135-36;
Patrick's Brief, Exlhibit: 2). That
determinationl is not; per se, "rdgu-
lation?" within the scope of any of
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the initial performance: standards.
Exhibit of Patrick's Brief is a

copy of "Engineering Guidelines"
pertinent to construction projects in
Kentucky that entail the extraction
of coal. Several of these guidelines
are within the scope of the initial
performance standards. The .date
which this document bears, how-
ever, is November 1978 (OSM is-
sued its notice of violation and or-
* ders of cessation to Patrick in May
and June of 1978), and there has
been no showing on therecord that
these guidelines are applicable. to
Patrick's o eration.5 .
:.Wlherefore, the decision of the ad-

ministrative law judge. is reversed.
So ordered.

IXVINE G. BARNES v

*-.ok J ^. Administrative Judge.

MELVIN J. MIRKIN,
Administrative Judge.

CHIEF ADMIINISTRATIVE JUDGE
IRWIN DISSENTING:

I. Introduction:
I think the majority's decision in

this case is incorrect as a matter of
law. Its holding that the Office of
Surface Mining does notlhave juris-
diction. over -Patrick's activities is
supported neither by the. 1epart-
ment's regulations and the' Secre-
tary's statements about what they.
were itended to mean nor by the
language of sec. 502 (c) of the Act

B Since our resolution of the first issue
presented by Patrick is, dispositive-' of the
appeal th"ere is no' reasbn for Uis to address
the other issues raised by the parties.

24, 1979

,and Gongress' statements about
what it was intended to mean. The
majority's .determination that the
regulations are unclear stretches
the. benefit of a barely plausible
doubt beyond. a reasonably credible
limit. . Its interpretation of: the
statute and legislative .-history,
apart from being contrary to thatchf
the Secretary, is at best dubious.

11. Tis8ue:6 II .

The majority holds that the Of-
fice of Surface Mining has no au-
thority to enforce the erformance
standard requirements of the
initial regulatory programi against
Patrick. Since: the removal of coal
incidental to Patrick's housing con-
struction project is. not regulated by
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
under that State's surface mining
law, the majority contends Patrick
need not comply with see. 5.02(c)
of the Act because his project is not
a "surface.coal mining operation [s]
oni lands on which such operations
-are regulated by a State." Sec.
502(c), 30 U.S.C.A. §1252(c)

(West Supp. 1979). That is, since
Kentucky's regulation of Patrick's
activity under state law is not with-
in the scope of the initial regulatory
program, OSM cannot impose, these
standards under federal law.

III. Discussion

A. IAntroduction
The majority begins its discus-

sion with the statute and its history
It does so, it says, because it deter-
mines that OSM's (and inter-
venors') arguments. coneerning the
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regulations are "not implausible"
and therefore it finds it necessary to
resort to these "secondary mate
rials." 1 I find those arguments not
only plausible but convincing. I
think the majority unnecessarily
exaggerates a mere trace of ambi-
guity in the applicable regulations
-in order to determine it: necessary
to consider the language of sec.
Z02 (c) and the legislative history of
the statute. While I do not.find tie
majority's interpretation of these
secondary materials. persuasive
either, I prefer to start, as we re-
.cently indicated we, should 2 with
the regulations and the Secretarys
statements about their intended
meaning.

B. The Regu~ations and the. Com>-
ments

The Secretary's X regulations
which implement the requirement
for an initial regulatory program 
provide, in Part.: 710, "general
introductory and.- applicability
material."1 , Part 710 includes a pro-
vision dealing specifically with the
applicability of the . regulations.'
This provision, 710.11, is divided
into subsections dealing with "'Ope
rations on lands.. on which such
operations are regulated: by a

'-Maojrity opinion, supra, at 270, note 1.
2 Dayton Mining 19o., Inc., l 8 IBSMA 125,

128, 140, 86 I.D. 241 (1979).
3 The regulations were published' on Dec. 13,

1977, at 42 R 62639-62716, and are codified
at 30 CFR Part 700. The requirement to
promulgate these regulations is set forth in
sec. 501(a), 30 UT.S.C.A' § 1251(a)' (West
'Supp. 1979), of the statute.

'e30 CR 710.1(a) (1978), 42 FR 62677
(Dec 13, 1977).

530 CFR 710.11 (1978), 42 FR 62679 (Dec.
13, 1977).

State," "Operations on' Indian
Lands," "Operations on Federal
lands," and "Operations on all
lands." 6 Subsec. 710.11 (a) (1) pro-
vides that "[t]he requirements of
the initial- regulatory program do
not apply to surface mining and
reclamation operations which occur
on lands within a State which does
not regulate any part of such
-operations." As this is affirmatively
phrased -elsewhere, "if a State regu-
lates surface coal mining opera-
tions, such operations must: comply
with the Act and regulations," r

provided, of course, that such
operations are on' lands regulated
by a state, ie., lands under. its
jurisdiction. -

This understanding of 30 CFR
710.11 (a) (1) is confirmed by the
phrasing and explanation of that
subsection 'when it was originally
proposed. and by the only explana-
tory comment relating. directly to
it in its final, adopted form. As
originally., proposed, sec. 710.11
read:

§ 710.11 Applicability.
(a) Operations on State lands. (1) The

requirements of *the initial regulatory
program do not apply to surface coal
mining and reclamation "operati ons

630 CEFR 710.11(a), (b), (c)-, and, (d)
(1978), 42 FR 62679 (Dec. 13, 1977).-

7 Comment 1, 42 FR 62641 (Dec. 13, 1977).
a eqerl lands, not under state jurisdiction,

are regulated in accordance -with 30. CFR
710.11(c) and, ultimately, with see. 523, 30
U.S.C A. § 1273 (West Supp. i979),, of the
statute.' Indian lands, likewise not under state
jurisdiction, are regulated in accordance. with
30 CFR 710.11 (b)-that Is, in accordance with
the performance standards incorporated in 25
Cs'R,: Part 177, Subpart B-and, ultimately,
with see. 710, 30 TJ.S.C.A. § 1300 (West Supp.
1979), of the statute, C., sees. 701(4), (9),
and (11), 30 U.S.C.A; §§,1291 (4), (9), and
(11) (West Supp. 1979) of the statute.
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which occur on lands within a State
which does not regulate such
operations. [1

The supplementary information
preceding the proposed rules stated:
"Section 710.11 states who is
covered by the provisions of the
.Act and regulations. Surface and
underground coal nbining opera-
tions in. States. regulating coal nin-

ing are covered by these regulations
during the initial regulatory: pro-
gran." 10 (Italics added.)

The only comment on sec. 710.11
(a) published in conjunction with
the promulgation of the 'final regu-
lations confirms this understanding
of the Secretary's.intended coverage
of the initial regulatory program."
The majority states that this
comment

indicates that all of the initial federal per-
formance standards are applicable in a

942 FR 44928 (Sept. 7, 1977).
" 42 FR 44921 (Sept. 7, 1977).
l "4. Section 710.11 sets forth the general

obligations under the Act of those mining
coal, describes the application of those obliga-
tions on May 4, 1978, and for the application
of those standards to certain structures and
facilities. * ' -'

"A comment was received suggesting that
paragraph (a) bi changed to clarify that the
interim standards doe not apply in States in
which only 'collateral' regulation of mining
occurs. As examples of such 'collateral' regu-
lation, the commenter cited minimum' wage
laws and water quality control. Regulation by
the State minimum wage law does not consti-
tute regulation in a State so as to make the
interim standards applicable. However, regula-
tion of water -quality relating to mining does
in fact constitute regulation of mining in a
State so as to make all the initial standards
applicable in that State. Under § 502' of the
Act any regulation in a State within the
scope of any of the initial performance stan-
ards is regulation that triggers the applica-
tion of the Federal initial performante
standards * * . (Italics added.) 42 FR
62641 (Dec. 13, 1977).

.state to any surface coal mining operation
which is regulated by the state in any
manner within the scope of any of these
performance standards. This language
does not indicate (as OSMI insists in its
brief at 4) that the regulation by a state
of any surface coal mining operation, in
a manner within the scope of any of the
initial performance standards, is regula-
tion which makes applicable all of the fed-
eral standards to all surface coal mining
operations within that state. [U] [Italics
in original.]

The majority misconstrues the com-
ment. The comment does not speak
in terms of regulation of operations,
it speaks in terms of regulation of
mining; e.g., "[R]egulation of wa-
ter quality related to miniig does in
,fact constitute regulation of niining
in aIState so as to make all the ini-
tial standards applicable in that
State." 13 (Italics added.)i

The interpretation of 30 OFFR
710.11(a) above is. supported 'by
other, related regulations and the
comments on them. 30 OFR 710.3
(a), concerning the statutory, au-
thority of the Secretary .for the
initial regulatory program, pro-

; vides:: :- ' -

The Secretary is directed to implement
.an initial regulatory, program within six
months after the date of enactment of the
Act in eaoh State which regulates any
aspect of surface coal mining under one
or more State laws until a State program
has been approved or until a Federal pro-
gram has been implemented. [14] [Italics
added.]

Similarly, 30 CFR 715.11 (a) con-
cerning the general obligations. un-

'2Majority opinion, supra, at 272, note 4..
1' Comment 4, 42 FR 62641 (Dec. 13, 1977).
1442 FR 62677-78 (Dec. 13, 1977). Cf., 30

U.S.C.A. § 252(e) (West Supp. 1979).:-

266]
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der the general performance stand-
ards .of Part 715, provides in part:

(a) Compliance. All surface coal min-
lug and reclamation operations conducted
on lands where any element of the opera-
tions is. regulated by a State shall com-
ply with the initial performance .stand-
ards of this. Part according to the time
schedule specified in § 710.11. [] [Italics
added.]

"Operations" in the underlined por-
tion of this regulation refers to the
earlier. phrase, "All surface coal
'mining and reclamation operations.":
It does not, as Patrick suggests, in-
dicate that the proper inquiry is
whether a. particular operation
(N.B: singular) is regulated by a
state.

This interpretation of 30 CFS
7115.11 (a) is supported by the con-

tents of the comment concerning
that section:

q4. A few commenters questioned the
meaning of the phrase "where any ele-
nment of the operations is regulated by

'a State"- in 715.11(an.. The phrase is
rboted in § 502(a): of the Act and is in-
tended to be a general statement of ap-
plicability consistent with, § 710.11 of
these regulations. The performance stand-
ards apply to coal mining operations cur-

:rently regulated by a State under other
State or ederal statutes, including the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act and
State laws governing mining [6]

Sec. 00S(a) of the Act contains the
Same. language as see. 502(c), "on
lands on which such operations are
regulated by a State," i.e., on lands

Under state jurisdiction. See note 8,
.upra. A regulation "rooted" in this
language does not shift its focus to
a particular..operatidn merely by

'542. P: 62680 (Dec.138 1971).
1642 R 62642 (Dec. 13, 1977).

the substitution, after "lands," of
the words "where any element of
the operations is regulated by a
State" (the phrasing of 30 CFR
715.11 (a)) for the'words "on which
such operations are regulated by a
State." Such a slight variation from
the wording of sec. 502 (c) cannot
carry the change in meaning Pat-
*rick advocates.

Further,; Comment 4 states- that
the language of. sec. 715.11(a) is
intended to be a general statement
of applicability consistent with sec.
710.11. of the regulations. As dis-

ussedf above: (see notes, -71 and
-accompanying text),- the, Secretary
* providedthat any regulation by a
state of surface coal mining opera-
tions on lands under its jurisdic-
tion, even if '"collateral,'? i.e.,. not
under a state surface mining con-
trol law eo nosmine, would make the
requirements of the initial regula-
tory program applicable to such op-
erations. If 30 CFR 715.11(a) is in-
tended to be consistent with 30 CFR
710.1(a)-including the require-
ment of 30 CFR 710.11(a) (3) (ii)
that after May 3, 1978, "any person
conducting coal mining operations
shall comply with the initial rega-
latory. program"-it cannot fairly
be read not to require.compliance
*by: an operation simply because a
state chooses not to apply its law'to
the operation. The inclusion of the
adverb "currently"' in the: last sen-
tence of Comment 4 above does not
vitiate; this, analysis:. the sense'. of
that sentence as a whole is the same
asthat of the last sentence of Coi-
ment 4 on 30-OFR 710.11, supra
note 11m s i r into

The majority's inquiry into
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whether -the Commonwealth of
Kentucky actually regulates, coal
mining operations incidental to
bona fide conistruction projects is
therefore irrelevant. The Irelev'nt
questions are, does Kentucky regu-
late surface coal mining on lands
under its jurisdiction and does Pat-
riok's project fall within the defini-
tion of suirface coal mnining opera2-
tions?: The answer to both- these
questions is clearly `yes," as a quick-
reference to Kentucky Revised
Statutes, Chapter 350, and sec. 701'
(28) of the Act will confirm. 17

0. The Statutory Language and
Legi8Zat'Zve 'Histozry

The majority asserts that the
language of sec. 502(c) "indicates
that the environmental perform-
ance standards incorporated into
the initial regulatory:- pro&rani
should be enforced on lands within
the jurisdiction of the. various
states, but 'ongj with respect to the
surface coal mining operations
which are regulated by a state on
those lands." 18 (Italics in original.)
I cannot agree with this interpreta-
tion of that language. I read the
same language quite differently. By
straightforward parsing of the
sentence I read the words "on which
such operations" to modify the
word "lands." I therefore focus on
whether the lands are regulated by
a state, not whether operations are.
With such a focus my interpreta-
tion is that if a state regulates sur-
face coal mining on lands under its

f30 U.S.C.A. §1291(28) (West Supp.
1979) ; cf., 30 CR 700.5, 42 PR 62676-77
(Dec. 1, 1977).

IS Majority opinion, supra at 270.

jurisdiction, then all. surface, coal
mining operations on those land&
are subject .to the, performance
standards of the initial regulatory
program.. Since the, majority's i-
te rpretation effectively reads the
words "on lands on which such op-.
erations -are" out. of sec. 502 (c) I
think, my interpretation is the
sounder statutory construction. -,

The, majority finds support for'
its interpretation of see. 502(c) in
the paragraph of S. Rep.: No. 128,
95th. Cong., which is quoted in note
2. of its discussion.' I thinkthe ma-,
jority misunderstands the meaning
of the passage. The: passage begins-
with the same, language as, sec.
502(c), "on' lands on wich 'such
operations are regulated by a,
State." This means,' the Committee,
extplains, not on lands in Alaska andi
Arizona, for those states-do tot reg-'
ulate surface mining on lands under
their, jurisdiction,.and not on l nds
under state jurisdiction where the'
surface effects of underground min-
*ing are similarly not regulated by
state laws (even though surface
mining itself may be). And even
though a state 'does nothave a law
regulating surface mining or the
surface effects of underground min-
ing on lands under its jurisdiction,
the Committee adds, it may still
join with the Federal Government
in administering the interim pro-
gram if the appropriate state
agency certifies it wishes to do so. I
fail to see how the fact that the defi-
nition of "surface coal mining op-
erations" includes "surface effects
of underground coal mining" does
anything but confirm the under-

277--
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standing of this passage set forth
above. The majority's concern for a
meaningful state-lead 'role in, the
initial program19 is allayed by the
Senate itself. The Senate report
states that the policy of 'sec. 502'(c),
as interpreted above, "is entirely
consistent with the Statedead phi-
losophy of this legislation."20

My understanding of this passage
of the Senate report is supported
in an earlier passage. On page57 of
the same report the Committee
states:
Since' prtactica iiy-:allr su'rfaece coal mnining
operations covered by the initial regula-
tory procedure are presently regulated
by existing State regulatory authorities.
(the major, exception being: operations on
federal and Indian lands), it is not the
purpose of this interim federal enforce-
menf program to place the' Secretary'
of; the Interior in the business of issuing
mining permits for-operations on' lands.
within. the jurisdiction of te States. [2

Id.
20S. ReP. No. 128, 95th Cong., st ess., at

71.
21Id., at 57.

This indicates that there are only
three kinds of lands excluded from
the coverage of sec. 502(c): federal
lands (regulated in accordance
with sec. 523 of the Act); Indian
lands (regulated in accordance
sec. 710 of the Act); and lands un-
der state jurisdiction in states
which do not regulate surface min-
ing or surface effects, of under-
ground mining or both. Cf., note 8,
supra, and sec. 701 (11), 30 U.S.C.A.
§1291(11) (West Supp. 1979), of
the Act.

IV. onelzsioi 

I find the majority's opinion un-
responsive to the analysis set forth
above. I thereforeconclude that the..
majority's decision is contrary to
both the regulations and the statute
a-ncl respectfully dissent frin it.

WILL A. IRW,
Chief Administrati've Judge.
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Appeals from decisions of the Alaska
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
Vnent rejecting Native allotment appli-
cations A-060257, etc.

Set aside and remanded.

-. Administrative Procedure: Hear-
ings-Alaska: Native Allotments-
Rules of Practice: Hearings
Alaska Natives who allege substantial
use and occupancy of vacant, unappro-
priated, and unreserved public land in
Alaska for a period of at least 5 years
pursuant to the Act of May 17, 1906, as
amended, 43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1 to 270-3
(1970), and: the regulations at 43 CFR
Subpart 2561 are entitled to 'notice and
an opportunity for a hearing prior to
rejection of their application. Such notice
shall specify the reasons for the proposed
rejection. Claimant shall have an oppor-
tunity to present evidence and testimony
;of favorable Witnesses at a hearing be-
fore the trier of fact prior to a decision.

2. Administrative Procedure: Gen-
emally-Alaska: Native, Allotments-
Contests and Protests: Generally-

KHearings-Rules of Practice: Govern-
ment Contests
Where the Bureau of Land 'Management
determines that an Alaska Native allot-
ment. application should be rejected be-
cause the land was not used and.occupied
'by the applicant, the BLM shall issue a
contest complaint pursuant to 43 CFR
4.451 et seq. Upon receiving a timely an-
swer to the complaint, which answer
raises a disputed issue of material fact,
the Bureau will forward the case file to
the Hearings Division, Office of Hearings
and Appeals, Department of the Interior,

for assignment of an administrative law
judge, who will proceed to schedule a
hearing, at which the applicant may pro-
duce evidence to establish entitlement to
his allotment.

APPEARANCES: Alaska Legal Serv-

ices Corp., for appellants.

OPINION BY CHIEF
A DMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

FRISHBEEG

INTERIOR BOARD: OF
LAND APPEALS-

The appeals which have been con-

solidated for the purpose of this de-

cision all involve: Native allotment

applications filed pursuant to the

Act' of May 17, 1906, as ame'nded, 43

U.S.C. §§270-1 to 270-3 (1970)

(repealed subject to pending appli-

cations, sec. 18(a), Alaska Native

Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.

§1617 (1976)), and the implement-

ing regulations at 43 CFR Subpart

2561. The cases are identified in Ap-

pendix A attached hereto. All of the

applications in the subject cases

have been rejected in whole or part

because the evidence in the record

failed to establish the required use

and occupancy. Thus, a common

factual issue in all of the cases is the

nature and extent of use and occu-

pancy of the land claimed by the

applicant.

[1] The Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals has ruled that "Alaska

Natives who occupy and use land

for at least fiveyears, in the manner

specified in the Act and the regula-,

tions, * *" are entitled to due

86 I.D. No. 5
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process in the adjudication of their
applications for allotment of that
land. Pence v. Kleppe, 529 F. 2d 135,
141-42 (9th Cir. 1976). The court
ruled that due process requires, at a
minimum, that

applicants whose claims are to be rejected
must -be notified of the specific reasons for
the proposed rejection, allowed to submit
written evidence to the contrary, and, if
they request, granted an opportunity for
an oral hearing before the trier of fact
wheie evidence and testimony of favor-
able witnesses may be submitted before
a decision is reached to reject an appli-
cation for an allotment.

Pence v. Kleppe, supra at 143.
[2] The Board subsequently

ruled that the due process require-
ments set forth in the decision in
Pence v. fleppe, supra, may be iu-
plemented by applying the Depart-
mental contest procedures found in
the regulations at 43 CFR 4.451-1
to 4.452-9. In the adjudication of
Native allotment applications pre-
senting a factual issue as to the ap-
plicant's compliance with the use
and occupancy requirements of the
statute and implementing regula-
tions,' BLM must initiate a contest
giving the applicant notice of the
'alleged deficiency in the application
-and an opportunity to appear at a
.hearing to present favorable evi-
,dence prior to rejection of the ap-
plication. Donald Peters, 26 IBLA

-Cases involving issues of fact as to the na-
ture and extent of use and occupancy by the
Native claimant may be distinguished from
cases where the BLM determines that, assum-
ing the truth of all relevant matters stated in
the application, the application must be re-
jected as a matter of law. In the latter context,
an application may be rejected without a hear-
ing, subject to the right of appeal to the Board.
Donald Peters, sunpra at 241 n. 1; see Pence v.
Andrs, L56F. 2d 733, 743 (9th Cir. 1978).

235, 241-242, 83 I.D. 308 (1976),
reaffrmed, Donald Peters (On Re-
consideration), 28 IBLA 153, 83
I.D. 564 (1976).

The, Court of Appeals has re-
cently held that application of the
Departmental contest procedures t&
provide the allotment applicant
with notice and an opportunity for
a hearing prior to adverse action on
the allotment application as out-
lined in the decisions of the Board,
in Donald Peters, supra, and
Donald Peters (On Reconsidera-
.tion), supra, complies, at least fa-
cially, with-the due process require-
ments set forth in the courts man-
date in Pence v. KFleppe, supra.
Pence v. Andrus, 586 F. 2d 733 (9tL
'Cir. 1978).

Accordingly, upon remand of the
subject cases BLM should review

-the case file, including any submis-
sions filed subsequent to the initial
decision below,., Where it is deter-
mined that the application should
still be rejected in. whole or in part
because of the failure of the record
to establish applicant's use and oc-
cupancy of the land in compliance
with the requirements of the statute
and regulations, BLM should ini-
tiate a contest proceeding in accord-
anee with our decision in Donald'
Peters, supra.2

The records disclose that some of the cases
involve conflicting State and Native village
selection applications filed subsequent to the-
date the Native allotment applicant's use and
occupancy allegedly commenced. Such conflict-
ing applicants should be given notice and an
opportunity to participate in any contest pro-
ceedings initiated. In the event the BLM after
review of the record on remand determines that
a Native allotment application should be-
granted, any conflicting applicant should be
given notice and an opportunity to initiate a,
private contest
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Several additional issues have
been briefed before the Board in
certain of the cases. Counsel has
briefed the issue of what constitutes
use and occupancy in the Native
manner, including the question of
whether improvements are required
and whether allotments can be re-
stricted to the area of the improve-
ments. The Board has held that use
and occupancy under the Alaska
Native Allotment Act contemplates
possession which is at least poten-
tially exclusive of others and not
mere intermittent use. John Nana-
look, 17 IBLA 353 (1974). How-
ever, it has been expressly noted
that consideration must be afforded
to Native customs and mode of liv-
ing, climate, and the character of
thq-l4and Further, permanent im-
provements as an index of use are
not necessarily a prerequisite in ap-
propriate circumstances where the.
claim is supported by sworn state-
-ments of credible witnesses with
first hand knowledge of the facts
and there are no conflicting adverse
claimants. John Nanalook, suvra. In
the. absence of any evidence of the
nature and extent of applicant's use
and occupancy which may be intro-
duced at. a hearing, it is inappro-
priate to define further what con-
stitutes qualifying use and occu-
pancy-cases must be decided on an
individual basis according to the
evidence..

Counsel for some of the allotment
applicants has argued that- 5 years
of use and occupancy is not re-
quired. This issue is well settled.

The terms of the statute and the im-
plementing regulation of the Secre-
tary of the Interior both require
proof of substantially continuous
use and occupancy of the land for a
period of 5 years by the applicant,
43 U.S.C. §270,-3 (1970) and 43
CFR 2561.2, without regard to
whether the land is within a na-
tional forest or part of the unre-
served public domain. See also
Medina Flynn,. 23 IBLA 288
(1976);. Paul Koyukuk, 22 IBLA
247 (1975); Heldina Eluska, 21
IBLA 292 (1975); Warner Berg-
manh, 21 IBLA 173 (1975). 

An allotment right is personal to
one who has fully complied with
the law and the regulations, and a
Native may not tack on parental or
ancestral use and occupancy to
establish that right. Sarah F. Lind-
gren, 23 IBLA 174 (1975) ;. Lula J.
Young, 21 IBLA 207 (1975). Sub-
stantial use and occupancy as con-
templated by the Act must be by the
Native as an independent citizen
for himself and not as a minor child
using the land in the company of
his parents. Natalia Wassilliesy, 17
IBLA 348 (1974). Wiether an ap-
plicant's use and occupancy is suf-
ficiently independent to qualify can
best be determined after relevant

evidence is elicited at the hearing..
Accordingly, pursuant to the aii-

thority elegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sionls appealed from are set aside
and the cases remanded for further
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proceedings consistent with this
-decision. ; 

NwToN FisHBER.Ga,
Chief Adninistrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

JAMES L. BumRsii,
Administrative Judge.

DOuGLAS E. HENRIQUTES,

Admrinistrative Judge.

APPENDIX A

70-526: MOORE, John-A-060257
75-6: BOGEYAKTUK, Anatole-

F-12783
5-77B: KICHOK, Farmer-AA-

7181
.75-392: AYOJIAK, Moses-AA.-

6297
.75-400: SINKA, Cecilia-F-18167
75-423: GREGORY, Gabby A.-

AA-6217
75-430: CARLO, Kenneth J.-F--

14016 .
75-438: LINUS, Kathleen-F-

14264:
*75447: (a) EVAN, Elena-A-

056034
(li) BAVILLA, Evan-AA-

6623
(c) ATAKITLIG, Olia P.-

AA-7402
- (d) NELSON, Eleanor-AA-
: 7704 

(e) NANALOOK, Moses-
AA-7978

V5-462: (a) COOPCHIAK, John-
*; :AA-6355

(b) BAVILLA, Anuska-
AA-7404 

(c) FULLMOON, Sanm-AA-
7410

(d) KRITZ, Anecia-AA-
7442

75-469: NANALOOK, Emma-
:AA-7322

75-471: NELSON, JR., Alex-
AA-7715

75-472: EVAN, Carl L.-A-056064
75-474: NECK, Lloyd-AA-7416
75-475: ANDREWS (HAWK-

INS), Rosalind M.-F-16234
75-477: WHYMN, Pavilla-AA-

7057
75-478: MATSON, Lena-AA-

7940
75-481: NICK, Willie-AA-7420
75-482: WASSILLIE, Andrew-
- AA-6723
75-484: LUKE, Gladys-F-14724
75-495: PEDERSEN, Alvin N.-

AA-5984':
75-497: KANULIE, Mary-AA-

7441
75-498: WALLIS, Marguerite

Roehl-AA-7241
75-501: TITUS, Dorothy-F-

14538
75-502: (a) MILLER, Fred-F-

17742
(b) SNOW, JR., Peter-F-

17788
(c) ANDERSON, Dorothy

A.-F-18974
75-520C: MYOMICK, Flora-F-

16239
75-521: SHARP, Ferdinand-

AA-7423
75-533: PETE, Agatha-F-16390
75-534: MONSEN, Anniep-AA-

7907
T5-540: BARTMAN, Gust-A-

t055105
75-541: BLUE, Robert T.-AA-

6353
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75-543: ESAI, Esai-F-17180
75-544: ESAI, SR., Bobby-F-

17520
75-545: ELUSKA, Steve-F-16051
75-5461: SNOW, Evelyn-F-17792
75-547: JOHN, Mary-F-17768
75-548: ANDREWS, Heldina-F-

17638
75-549: NICKOLI, Nickiti-A-

056300
75-552: WASIKEY, Agafia-AA-

7186
75-553: AYOJIAKI, Willie-AA-

6350
75-555: WILLIAMS, Edison-F-

14286
75-560: SNOWBALL, MarL-F-

16400
75-561: RAYMOND, Adam J.-

F-16397
75-591: PETE, Daisy-F-16392
75-598: ACOMAN, Clyde W.-F-

16412
75-599: OTTEN, SR., Ambrose

A.-F-18431
75-600: ALEXIA, Bernie-F-

17870
75-612: ESAI, Minnie Dora-F-

17521
75-613: ATCHAK, Archie B.-F-

16413
75-624: APOSIK, Adam D.-AA-

7452
75-651: IINIKALK, Evan-AA-

7967
75-663C: PAVIAN, Ilenry-AA-

7266
76-48: ANDERSON, Alburn A.-

F-16287
76-49: ESAT, Pauline Dennis-F-

17522
76-66: SMITH, Freda W.-F-

8383

76-86: OLICK, Ignaty-F-17075
76-129: ODOMIN, SR., Nick-

AA-6004
76-130: PETER, Lelna-F-034711
76-135: OPOKEDAK, Stepha-

nita-AA-6374
76-149: REFT, JR., Gust J.-AA-

7475
76-151: NICKOLAI, Murphy-A-

059290-
76-156: GAMECIHIJOK, Billie-

A-056042
76-157: ANDERSON, Ralph S.

F-18305
76-158: SAM, Elma-F-14323
76-177: WASULI, Sando-F-

16411
76-197: SHOWALTER, James:

R.-F-15467
76-201: CHYTHLOOK, Molly

B.-AA-7281
76-223: BLUE, Agnes-F-15241
76-224: HOELSCHER, Agnes

T.-F-16142
76-225: ALFRED, Blanche-F-

17054
76-226: FRANK, Henry-F-17061
76-228: BOBBY, Nick-F-16491
76-229: EVAN, Nastasia-F-16494
76-231: WASSILLIE, Mary-

AA-6268
76-232: TRIPLETT, Elena A.-

F-17222
76-233: MANN, David-F-17215
76-235: FERRIS, Jean F.-F-

16225
76-236: ROMER, Mary F.-F-

18203
76-239: NICK, Cecelia-F-19199
76-250: ODINZOFF, Joseph B.-

F-16387
76-253: LOCKWOOD, James-F-

18301

VD] . -: 0 283'
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76-254: SNOWBALL, SR., Tim-
othy-F-16045

76-255: NEWMAN, Florence-F-
12611

76-256: GUSTY, Alice-F-16495
76-257 : MIKE, Gregory-AA-6262
76-261: CHARLES, Della-F-

15898
76-262: TUGATUK, Wassillie-

-AA-7215
76-267: JAMES, Lillian-F-14789
76-273: KAWAGLEY, Mary

Alice-F-16148
76-275: PETE, Elias-F-16393
76-307: TRITT, Lincoln-F-18450
76-308: ZAUKAR, Marvara-F-

16497
76-310: GILBERT, Trimble-F-

12606
76-318: WELLS, Walter-F-18822
76-322: JACK, Helen A.-F-16377
76-323: WILLIE, Katherine R.-

F-16049
76-335: TRITT, Franklin-F-

17443
76-367: WASHINGTON, Oswald

J.-F-16409
76-374: GILBERT, Mary-F-

12607
76-375: GOODWIN, Pearl Out-

Water-F-17980
76-379: BIDDLE, Doris Begay-

F-14711
76-389: FOXIE, Cecilia-F-18751
76-390: MOCARR,'\ Walla-AA-

7183 f 
76-399: NERBY, JR., John O.-

F-16154
76-400: NICHOLAS, SR., Wil-

bert-F-15950
76-406: EDWARDS, Jimmie-F-

14319
76-409-ABSTON, Reginia C.-

AA-7316

76-410: ROCK, Bertha-F-13859
76-412: WOODFORD, Ralph-

F-15480
76-415: MATHLAW, SR., Rex-

F-18463
76-425: KUSEGTA, Gus-A-

05510
76-427: SULLIVAN, Larry-AA-

7876
76-436: LINDGREN, SR., Ben-

jamin P.-AA-8235
76-437: WASKA, George-F-

18285
76-438: WILLIAMS, George E.-

A-061299
76-444: (a) BERGMAN, Grafton

L.-F-13520
(b) ENGLISHOE, Ronald

S.-F-13836
(c) WILLIAMS, Mark H.-

F-14735
76-445: REED, Tommy-F-17939
76-446: ARSENTI, Willie-AA-

7380
76-457: GRIEST, Oscar A.-F-

18004
76-472: TENAS, Charley-A-

053876
76-475: LARSON, Mary S.-AA-

7688
76-477: MALUTIN, Lydia-AA-

7312
76-479: JOHN, Vonga-F-14293
76-485: EDWIN, Issac S.-F-

027065
76-492: ALOYSIUS, SR., Jake-

F-022857
76-493: MALUTIN, JR., Her-

man-AA-7310
76-494: -MALUTIN, Jessie J.-

AA-7311
76-504: GLOKO, Andrewski-

AA-7213
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76-5Z19: AGA, Alberta E.-AA-
7395

76-520: BUTLER, Shirley A.-F-
15539

76-523: KAPATAK, Tantania-
AA-7662

76-543: LEAVITT, Judy M.-F-
13671

76-578: WASKA, Peter-F-13269
76-688: PANNINGONA, Doro-

thy-F-17781
77-6: JAMES, George-AA-7741
-77-32: STEPANOFF, Walter-

AA-5980
77-33: KIITCHOK, Nick-AA-

7599
77-34: WASSILLIE, Wassillie-

AA-6301 
77-35: HERRMAN, Gerald L.-

AA-6283
77-277: - PANRUK, David-F-

17818
77i-279: TIRCHICK, Peter F.-

F-17821
77-326: BUNYAN, Gertrude M.-

F-14690X

APPEAL OF RAYMOND E. MILLER

3 ANCAB 238

Decided May 14,1979

Appeal from a decision of the Bureau
of Land Managemlent AA-6701-D, 43
FR 14542 (Apr. 6,1978).

Reversed and remanded.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act:.Land Selections: Valid Existing
Rights

An open-to-entry lease issued under A.S.
38.05.077, including any associated right

to purchase the leased land granted by
State statute, is protected as a valid
existing right under ANCSA, and the
leasehold must be excluded from any con-
veyance to a Native corporation under
ANOSA.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals: Reconsideration
Where a person received no notice of a
decision affecting his open-to-entry lease,
and where the Secretary has reconsidered
and reversed the Board's ruling on valid
existing rights in an appeal from that
decision, the Board considers these cir-
cumstances extraordinary within the
meaning of 43 CFR 4.21 (c) and will re-
consider its ruling.

APPEARANCES: Charles R. Tunley,
Esq., on behalf of Appellant, Raymond
E. Miller; M. Francis Neville, Esq.,
Office of the Regional Solicitor, on be-
half of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment.

OPINION BY

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS

APPEAL BOARD

SUMMARY OF APPEAL

This appeal involves the issue of
whether an open-to-entry lease,
issued by the State of Alaska before
enactient of ANCSA, including
associated rights to purchase the
leased land, is protected from
Native selection as a valid existing
right under ANCSA. A related
question is the effect of Secretarial
Order 3029, regarding valid exist-
ing rights, on the Board's previous
rulings on this point and on this
appeal.

285
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JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority in the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 85 Stat. 688,
as amended, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-
1627 (1976), and the implementing
regulations in 43 CFR Part 2650,
and Part 4, Subpart J (1977),
hereby makes the following find-
ings, conclusions and decision re-
versing the decision of the Bureau
of Land Management AA-6701-D,
43 FR 14542 (Apr. 6, 1978).

Mr. Miller appeals a decision of
the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) published Apr. 6, 1978,
covering land selections under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (85 Stat. 688, as amended, 43
U.S.C. §§ 1601-1627 (1976)) (here-
inafter ANCSA) by Seldovia Na-
tive Association, Inc. (AA-6701-B
and AA-6701-D), and under the
Alaska Statehood Act (72 Stat. 339
(1958), hereinafter Statehood Act)
by the State of Alaska (A-050903).

BLM previously adjudicated the
same land selections in a decision
dated Oct. 6, 1975, on the State's
selection A-050903, and in a second
decision dated Oct. 9, 1975, on Sel-
dovia's selections AA-6701-B and
AA-6701-D. The two decisions were
not published in the Federal Reg-
ister or in a newspaper. Both de-
cisions were timely appealed to the
Board. Docketed respectively as
ANCAB VLS 75-14 and VLS
75-15, they were consolidated for
decision and, after extensive brief-
ing, were decided June 9, 1977. The

issues involved the status, as valid
existing rights under ANCSA, of
third-party interests created by the
State on lands tentatively approved
for selection under the Statehood
Act, and then approved for convey-
ance to Seldovia Native Association
under ANCSA. The Board found
that valid existing rights protected
under ANCSA must be identified in
a BLM decision to convey lands, and
that open-to-entry leases issued by
the State of Alaska were protected
as valid existing rights by § 14 (g) of
ANCSA. However, the Board also
found that the right to purchase the
leased lands, associated with the
lease, was not protected under
§14(g) because it was an interest
leading to fee title, and was not pro-
tected under § 22(b) of ANCSA
because it was a State-created inter-
est. The appeal was remanded to
BLM for action consistent with the
decision..

On Apr. 6, 1978, BLM published
a new decision, reflecting action on
the remand, in the Federal Register.
(43 FR 14542 (1978).) All lands
covered by this April 1978 decision
were previously included in the de-
cisions of October 1975.

However, the. 1978 decision in-
cluded the following findings, not a
part of the 1975 decisions:

(It should be noted that lands covered
by open-to-entry leases identified as
ADL Nos. 29454, 41005, 41084, 41085,
41425, 41553, 41704, 41862, 42889, 42909,
42954, 44546, 45000, 45373, 47021, 47164,
51665, 55132, 55137, 55138, and 55210 were
excluded from the selection application
filed by Seldovia Native Association, Inc.
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Regulation 43: CFR 2651.4(b) provides
that:

"- "* * Selections shall be * * rea-
sonably compact * e I. The total area
selected will not be considered to be rea-
sonably compact if (1) it excludes other
lands available for selection within its
exterior boundaries; or (2) lands which
are similar in character to the village site
or lands ordinarily used by the village
inhabitants are disregarded in the selec-
tion process; or (3) an isolated tract of
public land of. less than 1,280 acres re-
mains after selection."*

The selection as filed does not meet the
requirements for compactness as required
by section 12(a) (2) of ANCSA and the
regulation given above. Therefore, the
lands excluded by Seldovia Native Asso-
ciation, Inc., are considered selected in
order that the requirements for compact-
ness are met.)
[Italics added.]

BLM included in the 1978 deci-

sion a standard appeals paragraph

stating that the decision could be

appealed to the Board. Appellant,

Raymond Miller, holder of an open-

to-entry lease ADL #41005, ex-
cluded from selection by Seldovia

but included by BLM because of re-

quirements for compactness and

contiguity, timely filed the present

appeal.

It is evident from the record, and

undisputed by the parties, that

-while all lands covered by the BLM

decisions of April 1978, were pre-

viously included in the decisions of

October 1975, Mr. Miller's open-to-

entry lease was identified for the

first time in the 1978 decision. Fur-

ther, because Mr. Miller's lease was

not included in a listing of third-

party interests provided to BLMI by

the State of Alaska at the time of
the 1975 decisions and resulting ap-.
peals, neither BLM nor the Board
notified Mr. Miller of the earlier de-
cisions or of his appeal rights.

STATUS OF OPEN-TO-ENTRY
LEASE AS VALID EXIST-
ING RIGHT

The Statehood Act granted to the
newly-created State the right to
select approximately one hundred
and three million acres of land and
authorized the State to execute con-
ditional leases and conditional sales:
of selected lands, after tentative ap-
proval of the selection but before,
issuance of patent. (2 Stat. 339 et-
seg. (1958).)

The State issued "open-to-entry"
leases under a statutory program to
provide individuals with small
tracts of recreational land. (A.S.
38.05.077.) If the State has tenta-
tive approval for its selection of thea
land, and the land has been sur-
veyed, the lessee may relinquish his.
lease and acquire patent to the-
entry by negotiated purchase.

The leasehold interest is clearly-
protected as a valid existing right-
under l 14(g) of ANCSA, which
provides:

All conveyances made pursuant to this4
Act shall be subject to valid existing-
rights. Where, prior to patent of any land.
or minerals under this Act, a lease, con--
tract, permit, right-of-way, or easement
(including a lease issued under section
6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act) has1
been issued for the surface or minerals,
covered under such patent, the patent:

285] 287
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-shall contain provisions making it sub-
ject to the lease, contract, permit, right-
of-way, or easement, and the right of the
lessee, contractee, pernittee, or grantee
to the complete enjoyment of all rights,
privileges, and benefits thereby granted
to him. * * *

The issue is whether the lessee's
right to purchase the land is also
protected by ANGSA, and, if so,
how it is protected in the convey-
.ance procedures followed by BLM.

The Board has ruled that the
right to purchase associated with
-an open-to-entry lease is not pro-
tected as a valid existing right
under ANCSA. The Board held:

* * * all copies of open-to-entry leases
-in the record * * * are identical and
* * * do not contain provisions to pur-
chase the leased land. The leases provide
only for renewal upon the expiration of
the five-year term and for removal or dis-
posal by sale of any improvements placed
-on the leasehold by the lessee upon ter-
mination of the lease, Therefore, while
§ 14(g) specifically provides that a patent
issued under ANCSA shall be "subject to
the lease * * * and the right of the lessee

-* * * to the complete enjoyment of all
rights, privileges, and benefits thereby
granted to him," the right of purchase
asserted under A.S. 38.05.077 is not
granted by the lease, but appears to be,
rather an associated preference right
granted in connection with the leasing
program to individuals. holding such
leases.

Further, the asserted right to purchase
lands held under an open-to-entry lease
can be exercised under the State statutes
,only if the lease is relinquished. The re-
linquishment of the lease and subsequent
issuance of patent would constitute a new
interest created subsequently to ANCSA,
*contrary to § 11(a) (2) which specifically
withdraws lands TA'd to the State "from

the creation of third party interests e *

under the Alaska Statehood Act."
Finally, under ANOSA, the selecting

Native Corporations will receive title to
certain lands previously TA'd to the State
of Alaska. Therefore, as to such lands,
the State may not extend a preference
right to purchase lands to which a Native
Corporation, rather than the State, will
hold title. Although a Native Corpora-
tion, succeeding under § 14(g) to the in-
terest of the State as lessor may wish to
sell the leased land to the lessee, the
Board finds no mechanism in ANCSA for
the enforcement of such a right in the
lessee against a Native patentee.

(Appeal of State of Alaska and Appeal of
Seldovia Native Association, Inc., 2
ANCAB 1, 61-62, 84 I.D. 349, 376-377
(1977) [VLS 75-14/75-15].)

The Board has also previously
reached the conclusion that ANCSA
protects, as "valid existing rights,"
only those rights which do not lead
to acquisition of a fee title. The
Board ruled, in Appeal of Eklutna,
Inc., I ANCAB 190, 83 I.D. 619
(1976) [VLS 75-101, that rights
leading to acquisition of title were
excluded from conveyance to the
selecting Native corporation under
§ 22 (b) of ANCSA, while interests
of a more limited nature were pro-
tected by § 14(g) of ANCSA as
valid existing rights to which the
conveyance was made subject.

The Secretary of the Interior,
however, has adopted a different
position which overrules and binds
the Board. Secretarial Order 3029,
43 FR 55287 (Nov. 27, 1978), which
modified an earlier Secretarial
Order on the same subject, states:

Sec. 2 Policy. By this Order I hereby
adopt the Memorandum from the !Solici-
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tor, dated October 24, 1978, (copy at-
tached), as the position of the Depart-
nent on the subject of valid existing
rights under ANOSA. I reaffirm my con-
-clusion in Order 3016 that, if prior to the
passage of ANCSA, lands which were
-tentatively approved for selection by the
-State of Alaska were * * * (b) patented
,or leased by the State with an option to
buy under Alaska Statue [sic] 38.05.077
(the so-called "open-to-entry" program) ;

-then valid existing rights were created
-within the meaning of ANCSA. I also
now conclude that lands covered by such
-open-to-entry leases from the State
:should not be included in conveyances to
Native corporations. The Bureau of Land
Management should identify third party
-interests created 'by the State, as re-
;flected by the land record of the State of
Alaska, Division of Lands, and serve no-
tice on all parties of each other's possible
interests, but this Department should not
'adjudicate these interests. This Order is
not intended to disturb any administra-
tive determination contained in a final
decision previously rendered by any duly
authorized Departmental official [sic].;
* * * 

The Solicitor's Memorandum of
"Oct. 24, 1978, concluded that lands
-tentatively approved for State se-
lection, located within the area
withdrawn for Native selection' by
§ 1(a) (2) of ANCSA, were not
available for conveyance to select-
ing Native corporations if, prior to,
enactment of ANCSA, such lands
'were leased with an option to buy
-by the State to individuals under
-the State's "open-to-entry" pro-
gram. The Solicitor also concluded
-that open-to-entry leases are valid
'existing riglts and should be ex-

eluded from the conveyance to
Natives.

A fundamental principle of ANCSA is
that "[a]ll conveyances made pursuant
to this Act shall be subject to valid exist-
ing rights." In addition, the sections
withdrawing land for Native selection
(Sections 11(a), 16(a)) expressly pro-
vide that the withdrawal is "subject to
valid existing rights." * *

Although the phrase "valid existing
rights" is not specifically defined in Sec-
tion 3 "Definitions", both the statute and
the legislative history offer guidance as
to its meaning.

Section 14(g) provides in pertinent
part:

"Where prior to patent of any land or
minerals under this Act, a lease, contract,
permit, right-of-way, or esasement [sic]
(including a lease issued under section
6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act) has
been issued * * * the patent shall con-
tain provisions making it subject to the
lease, contract (etc.) * * C."

Section 22(b) directs the Secretary "to
promptly issue patents to all persons
who have made a lawful entry on the
public lands in compliance with the pub-
lic land laws for the purpose of gaining
title to homesteads, headquarters sites,
trade and manufacturing sites or small
tract sites, and who have fulfilled all the
requirements of law prerequisite to ob-
taining a patent."
. Section 22(c) protects persons who

have initiated valid mining claims or
locations in their possessory rights if
they have met the requirements of the
mining laws.

y regulation the Department has con-
strued Sections 14 (g) and 22 (b) and pro-
vided the mechanism for implementing
them. 43 CFR 2650.3-1 (a) provides:

"Pursuant to sections 14(g) and 22(b)
of the act, all conveyances issued under
the act shall exclude any lawful entry or
entries which have been perfected under,
or are being maintained in compliance

t285]
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with, laws leading to the acquisition of
title, but shall include land subject to
valid existing rights of a temporary or
limited nature sueh as those created by
leases (including leases issued under see-
tion 6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act),
contracts, permits rights-or-way [sic], or
easements."

This regulation makes a basic distinc-
tion between rights "leading to acquisi-
tion of title" and "right of a temporary
nature." The former are excluded from
the conveyance, the latter are included,
but protected for the duration of the
interest.

It has been argued that for those rights
which lead to the acquisition of title the
statute and the regulations also distin-
guish rights which are created under Fed-
eral law an [sic] those created by State
law, protecting only the former. I do not
agree for several reasons.

First, the authority of the State to
create third party interests in tentatively
approved (T.A.'d) lands comes from see-
tion 6(g) of the Statehood Act, quoted in
pertinent part above. Although the State
has exercised this authority through
State legislation which defines the terms
on which persons may acquire leases, etc.,
the Congress, in ANCSA, clearly con-
sidered such leases to be issued under
Federal law, namely the Statehood Act.
Section 11(a) (2), for example, with-
draws T.A.'d land "from the creation of
third party interests by the State under
the Alaska Statehood Act." Section 14(g),
as already stated, refers to leases "issued
under section 6(g) of the Alaska State-
hood Act."

Therefore, it is appropriate that 43
CFR 2650.3-1(a) does not imit its scope
to entries which are maintained under
Federal laws and lead to the acquisition
of title, but says simply "laws leading to
the acquisition of title."

Second, I do not believe the listing of
the rights to be protected was intended
to be limiting, but rather was ejeusdem

generis. The regulation already quoted'
(43 CFR 2650.-- (a)) precedes its list
with "such as those created by '* * *,"'
indicating clearly that the list is not
exhaustive. Furthermore, there is not
longical [sic] reason why Congress would!
have intended to protect rights of * *:
individuals which lead to the acquisition
of title under such Federal laws as the-
Townsite Act or the Homestead Act, but
did not intend to protect the same * * *
individual when the law under which the
rights are being perfected is a State law.

It is my conclusion, therefore, that the
department's regulations have construed
"valid existing rights" under ANOSA to
include rights perfected or maintained
under State as well as Federal laws lead-
ing to the acquisition of title.

This conclusion is reinforced by the-
provisions of Section 11(a) (2) which
provides that the withdrawal of State
selected and T.A.'d lands is from "all
forms of appropriation under the public'
land laws, including the mining the min-
eria [sic] leasing laws, and from the crea-
tion of third party interests by the State
under the Aaska Statehood Act." The.
italicized language reveals that third
party interests created by the State are
considered to have been created "under"
the Statehood Act, which is a Federal
statute. Also by withdrawing the land
from the future creation of third party
interests by the State, there is a strong
implication that third party interests al-
ready created were considered "valid ex-
isting rights." Finally, the fact that the
lands are withdrawn" from appropria-
tions under the mining laws makes it
clear that "valid existing rights" as used
in Section 11(a) (2) contemplates rights
which lead to the acquisition of title as
well as those of a temporary nature.
[Footnotes omitted. Italics in original. 43:
FR 5528-89 (Nov. 27, 1978).]

[1] In accordance with this
clearly expressed Secretarial inter--
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pretation of Departmental regula-
tions, the Board reverses its former
position and finds that an open-to-
,entry lease issued Lnder A.S. 38.05.
077, including any associated right
to purchase the leased land granted
'by State statute, is protected as a
valid existing right under ANCSA,
sand the leasehold must be excluded
-from any conveyance to a Native
corporation under ANCSA.

EFFECT OF PRIOR DECISION
,ON ADJUDICATION OF
APPELLANT'S RIGHT

*The Board in Appeal of State of
Alaska and Appeal of Seldovia Na-
tive Association, Inc., supra, ad-
judicated the conveyance covering
all lands included in the April 1978
,decision which is appealed by Mr.
Miller. However, it is undisputed
that Mr. Miller received neither
actual nor constructive notice of the
decisions to convey which were ap-
pealed and docketed as VLS 75-14
and VLS 75-15. Those decisions
were not published in the Federal
Register or any newspaper. As Mr.
Miller's open-to-entry lease was not
included in a listing of State-created
third-party interests provided to
BLM by the State of Alaska,
neither BLM nor ithe Board notified
Mr. Miller of the decisions or his
appeal rights. Mr. Miller's first
notice of a conveyance which might
affect his open-to-entry lease came
with BLM's publication of the
April 1978 decision, which specifi-

cally listed Mr. Miller's lease, ADL
X 41005 as an interest excluded
from selection 'by Seldovia Native
Association, Inc., but considered se-
lected by BLM for reasons of con-
pactness and contiguity.

[2] Conveyances to Seldovia Na-
tive Association, Inc., were among
the earliest processed by BLM and
current publication and notice re-
quirements had not then been
adopted. Regulations in 43 CFR
4.21 (c) permit the Board to recon-
sider a decision in extraordinary
circumstances. Where a person re-
ceived no notice of a decision affect-
ing his open-to-entry lease, and
where the Secretary has reconsid-
ered and reversed the Board's rul-
ing on valid existing rights in an
appeal from that decision, the
Board considers these circum-
stances extraordinary within the
meaning of 43 CFR 4.21(c) and
will reconsider its ruling. There-
fore, the Board treats Mr. Miller's
appeal as a request for reconsidera-
tion of its decision in ANCAB VLS
75-14 and VLS 5-15, and grants
such request insofar as that decision
affects Mr. Miller's open-to-entry
lease.

The Board finds that Mr. Miller's
open-to-entry lease, ADL #41005,
is a valid existing right protected
under ANCSA; that such protec-
tion applies not only to the lease but
to any associated right of purchase;
and that the lease must therefore be
excluded from the conveyance to
Seldovia Native Association, Inc.
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TheL decision of the Bureau of
Land Management here appealed is
reversed to the following limited
extent: (1) rejection of the State of
Alaska's selection A-050903 is re-
versed insofar as it includes lease
ADL #41005; (2) inclusion of
lease ADL #41005 in the convey-
ance of land to Seldovia Native As-
sociation, Inc., is reversed.

The Bureau of Land Manage-
ment is hereby directed to take
action consistent with this decision.

This represents a unanimous de-
cision of the Board.

* JUDITH M. BRADY,

Administrative Judge..

ABIGAIL F. DUNNING,

Administrative Judge-
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FEDERAL LAND POLICY AND MAN-
AGEMENT ACT'S EFFECT ON
THE RIGHT-OF-WAY APPLICA-
TION FOR THE MIDDLE FORK
RESERVOIR ON THE POWDER
RIVER, WYOMING*

Rights-of-Way: Federal and Policy
and Management Act of 1976-
Rights-of-Way: Applications
Given the specific facts presented by
the right-of-way application, where the
use of a large percentage (71%-59%)
of the reservoir water is not known, the
Secretary cannot make an "informed de-
cision" on the application, as required
by Title V of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976, 90 Stat.
2743 (Oct. 21, 1976), 43 U.S.C. § 1761 et
seq. (1976) (FLPMA), and therefore
may not proceed to consider the
application.

The apparent discretion granted to the
Secretary in section 1761 of FLPMA
which states that the Secretary shall re-
quire such information "which he
deems.necessary" to grant a right-of-way
must be interpreted in light of see. 1764's
specific mandate to submit a plan of op-
eration, see.. 1765's specific mandate to
include protective terms and conditions,
and Congress' reference to "the use, or
intended use" of the right-of-way. There-
fore,- information about the intended
use-as opposed to possible uses-of the
water is necessary to the Secretary's de-
cision whether to grant the application,
under the circunmstances presented by this
case.

Rights-of-Way: Applications-Rights-
of-Way: Conditions.and Limitations-
Regulations: Generally

*Not in Chronological Order.

The Secretary could establish general
policy in right-of-way regulations which
would provide specific guidelines for de-
termining how much uncertainty about
use will prevent the processing of right-
of-way applications.

M-36900
January 12,1979

OPINION BY

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

MEMIORANDUM

To: DIRECTOR, BREAU OF LAND
MANAGESIENT

FRuom: SOLICITOR

SUBJECT: FEDERAL LAND POLICY
AND MANAGEMENT ACT'S EFFECT

ON THE RIGHT-OF-WAY APPLICA-
TION FR TIE MIDDLE FORK RES-
ERVOIR ON THE POWDER RIVER,

WVYONING

155 UT.
Must an applicant for a right-of-

way to store water on the public
lands under Title V of the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, 90 Stat. 2743, 2776 (Oct. 21,
1976), 43 U.S.C. § 1761 et seq.
(1976) (FLPMA) disclose the

place of use and use to which that
water will be put before a decision
can be made, on that right-of-way?
SUNMARY OF RESPONSE:

Yes. Given the almost complete
lack of information and uncertainty
regarding the intended use of al-

86 I.D. No. 6
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most all this water, the fact that it
may be used in ways whose impacts
are now unknown or ill-under-
stood, and the fact that the permit-
tee may not decide for many years
how to use the water, I hold that, on
these facts, the Secretary must know
the intended use(s) of the bulk of
the water before acting on a right-
of-way application to store water on
the public lands.

BACKGROUND:
The Powder River Reservoir

Corp. proposes to construct an
earthfill dam which would create a
50,000-acre-foot reservoir on the
Middle Fork of the Powder River.
The proposed reservoir would gen-
erate approximately 25,000 acre-
feet of water for use, and would
inundate 1,160 acres of land. Of
this, 141 acres are public lands. The
reservoir corporation applied to the
Bureau of Land Management for a
right-of-way to inundate this pub-
lic land on July 16, 1973. While the
application was pending, Congress
enacted FLPMA, Subehapter V of
which establishes new requirements
for right-of-way grants.

This memorandum analyzes how
this application must be treated un-
der FLPMIA. It clarifies and super-
sedes the earlier opinion of the Dep-
uty Solicitor on this subject, dated
Sept. 12, 1977. Because of the im-
portant and difficult question in-
volved, I have carefully reviewed
the matter.

The applicant corporation is com-
posed of 22 ranchers. Through a
contract between it and Carter Oil
Co. (Carter), a subsidiary of Ex-

xon, Carter has complete control of
25,000 acre-feet, or a minimum of 71
percent of the designated water use.-
Carter has contracted to sell half its
water entitlement to Atlantic Rich-
field Co. (ARCO).

Under the terms of the contract,
the reservoir corporation will use
the balance of the water for agricul-
tural purposes. This will amount to,
on the average, 6,640 acre~feet or 18
percent of the designated water use.2

The Bureau of Land Manage-
ment requested information from
Carter and ARCO on intended wa-
ter use. Carter has responded: "As
we have consistently advised you, we
have no firm and definite plans [for
use of the vater] to disclose. That
has been the case and is. still the
case." 3 Similarly, ARCO has in-
formed BLM: "Atlantic Richfield
cannot commit to an immediate use
of water from the Middle Fork
Reservoir * 4

C Carter also has responsibility for over
half of the operation and maintenance costs.

2 The permitted contract range is 3,700
acre-feet (10.57%) to 10,000 acre-feet
(28.57%).

8 July 26, 1977 letter to BLM Wyoming
State Director from Carter's President. Car-
ter justifies its lack of specific plans for the
use of the Middle Fork Reservoir water by
explaining that Middle Fork is simply a pru-
dent business Investment. Its July 26 letter
frankly concedes: "[We consider] the pur-
chase of the water from the Middle Fork res-
ervoir on a take-or-pay basis as desirable and
prudent from a business standpoint for the
same reason that we had for acquiring coal
reserves and for our increasingly large com-
mitments to coal synthetics research. Specifi-
cally, it is part of our plan to be in position
with the. necessary raw materials and tech-
nology for entry into coal synthetics whenever
entry is, in our opinion, commercially desir-
able."

4 July 21, 1977 letter to BLM Wyoming
State Director from ARCO's Division Man-
ager. ARCO's letter also speaks of possible
use of the water in plants to make synthetic
fuels from coal.
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A draft environmental impact
statement (EIS), pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act,
42 U.S.C. § 4231 et seq.. (1976)
(NEPA), has been prepared on the
right-of-way application, but no fi-
nal EIS has been prepared. I am in-
formed that a hypothetical coal gas-
ification plant was the only use of
this water analyzed therein, al-
though other possible uses come to
mind, such as coal liquefaction, coal
slurry pipelines, or coal-fired elec-
trical generating plants.

DISCUSSION:
The principal question for deci-

sion is whether this information
from Carter and ARCO represents
sufficient compliance with FLPMA
to enable the Secretary to decide
whether to grant the right-of-way
request.

FLPMA at 43 U.S.C. § 1764(j)
(1976) states:

The Secretary concerned shall grant,
issue, or renew a right-of-way under this
subehapter only when he is satisfied that
the applicant has the technical and finan-
cial capability to construct the project for
which the right-of-way is requested, and
in accord with the requirements of this
subehlapter. [Italics added]

One of the important require-

ments of this subchapter is the duty
of the applicant, upon request, to
disclose certain information. Sec.
501 (b); of FLPA, 43 U.S.C.
§1.761(b) (1) (1976) provides:

The Secretary concerned shall require,
prior to granting, issuing,. or renewing a
right-of-way, that the applicant submit

297-038-79-2

and disclose those plans, contracts, agree-
ments, or other information reasonably
related to the use, or intended use, of the
right-of-way, including its effect on com-
petition, which he deems necessary to a
determination, in accordance with the
provisions of this Act, as to whether a
right-of-way shall be granted, issued, or
renewed and the terms and conditions
which should be included in the right-of-
way.

43 U.S.C. § 171(b) also addresses
itself to disclosure and considera-
tion of the real party in interests
There seems to be little doubt, given
their majority interest in the water
and their principal financial re-
ponsibility, that Carter and ARGO
are real parties in interest.

Under 43 U.S.C. § 1764(d)
(1976), the Secretaliy shall require

the applicant: 

prior to granting or issuing a right-of-
way pursuant to this subchapter for a
new project which may have a significant
impact on the environment, * to sub-
mit a plan of construction, operation, * **

for such right-of-way which. shall com-
ply with stipulations or with regulations
issued by [the] Secretary, including the
terms and conditions required under sec-
tion 1765 of this title.

Sec. 1765 requires each right-of-
way to contain terms and condi-
tions which will, inter alia:

minimize damage to scenic and esthetic
values and fish and wildlife habitat and
otherwise protect the environment; * * 
require compliance with applicable air

'For example, § 1761(b) (2) directs the
Secretary to require the applicant to disclose
"the identity of the participants in the entity,
when he deems it necessary. to a determina-
tion, * * * as to whether a right-of-way
should be granted, * * "
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and water quality standards established
by or pursuant to applicable Federal or
State law.

Sec. 1765 also requires inclusion
of such terms and conditions as the
Secretary deems necessary to:

protect Federal property and economic
interests; * protect the other lawful
users of the lands adjacent to or tra-
versed by such right-of-way; * * * pro-
tect lives and property; e * protect the
interests of individuals living in the gen-
eral area traversed by the right-of-way
who rely on the fish, wildlife, and other
biotic resources of the area of subsistence
purposes; * * *

It is clear from all these require-
ments that the Secretary has an
important responsibility in issuing
public land rights-of-way. Among
other things, his general responsi-
bility, as illuminated by the Senate
Committee Report on the bill
which became FLPMA, is to deter-
mine whether the right-of-way is
"in the public interest and * * *
meets the requirements of Title
[V]." S. Rep. No. 583, 94th Cong.,
1st Sess. 66 (1975). Congress spe-
cifically instructed the Secretary to
require advance submission of a
plan of construction and operation
for new projects which could sig-
nificantly -affect the environment,
(id., § 1764(d) ); mandated that
terms and conditions adequate to
protect the public interest in sev-
eral specific respects be included
(id., § 1765 (a)) ; and vested the
Secretary with near-plenary power
to require the applicant to make all
disclosures and commitments the
Secretary deems necessary to his
decision whether issuance is in the

public interest, (id. § 1761 (b) (1)).
Taken as a whole, Title V fairly
bristles with specific procedures
which the Secretary must follow
and specific responsibilities which
he must discharge.

There is no doubt that the Secre-
tary could require the oil companies
here to disclose their plans for the
use of this water and, failing that,
to reject the right-of-way applica-
tion. Sec. 501(b) (1) authorizes the
Secretary to require such informa-
tion "reasonably related to the use,
or intended use, of the right-of-
way, * * * which he deems neces-
sary" to make a decision on the ap-
plication. The use of the water
which would inundate the public
lands is clearly "reasonably related
to" the use of the right-of-way, and
can easily be deemed relevant to the
decision. It is also clear that the
Secretary can adopt this require-
ment generally in regulations. is-
sued under Title V,6 or impose it on
a case-by-case basis.

In a narrow sense, the "use" of
this right-of-way across the public
lands is only for storage of water,
and an adequate EIS would inform
the Secretary of the impact of that
use on those public lands inun-
dated. The question here is whether
the use of that water stored partial-
ly on public lands need be disclosed.
This is logically and intimately
related to the storage of water, be-
cause the water stored in this res-
ervoir-where flood control is not
a purpose-is principally to be used

FLPMA's § 310, 43 U.S.C. § 1740, gives
the Secretary broad authority to issue regu-
lations to carry out the Act.
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elsewhere to facilitate industrial,
agricultural or other new, unknown
development. Indeed, Carter and
ARCO's letters concede this point.
The matters which remain un-
answered are where the water is to
be used and how it is to be used.

Sec. 504(d) requires applicants
for projects which may have a sig-
nificant environmental impact to
submit in advance of decision a plan
which covers, among other things,
operation of the right-of-way. The
initial question is whether "opera-
tion" of the right-of-way includes
those off-site operations made pos-
sible by the storage of water in the
reservoir. It would seem obvious
that it, does, since the reservoir is
for the purpose of supplying water
for industrial or other facilities or
developments which may or may
not be adjacent to the right-of-way
(the reservoir) itself. The logical
chain of storage supply and use is
direct.

Support for this conclusion is also
found in that part of sec. 501 () (1),
43 U.S.C. § 1761(b) (1) (1976),
which authorizes the Secretary to
require the applicant to supply in-
formation "reasonably related to the
use, or intended use" (italics added)
of the right-of-way, as opposed to
information about the use itself.
Here it seems obvious that the use
of the water stored on the right-of-
way bears a reasonable relation to
the use of the right-of-way itself
(to store the water). Support is also
found in that part of sec. 501 (b)

which authorizes the Secretary to!
require information about the right-
of-way's effect on "ccompetition,"
which in this context is. determined
by the use of this stored water in an;
arid region where water for agri-
cultural and industrial use is scarce.
Sec. 504(a), 43 U.S.C. § 1764(a)
(1976), also refers to the "project
for which the right-of-way is is-
sued." Although the context in
which this language is used refers
to the right-of-way ground occupied
by project facilities, here we have a
right-of-way application whose sole
reason for existence is to make pos-
sible a project elsewhere. In these
circumstances "project" may logi-
cally be read to include the total
project made possible by the right-
of-way.

However, FLPMA's sec. 505 (b)
(vi), 43 U.S.C. § 1765 (b) (vi)
(1976), authorizes (but does not re-
quire) the Secretary to include such
terms and conditions as he deems
necessary, inter a7ia, to "protect the
public interest in the lands tra-
versed by the right-of-way or adja-
cent thereto." (Italics added.) From
this, it might be argued that the Sec-
retary is not authorized to include
conditions regulating uses not on or
adjacent to the right-of-way.

The short answer to this is found
in sec. 505 (a), which describes terms
and conditions that must be in-
cluded in the right-of-way (as op-
posed to 505 (b) 's permissive terms
and conditions), but which is not'
limited to conditions necessarv to
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protect the public lands traversed
by the right-of-way. These manda-
tory terms are broadly expressed;
e.g., "to minimize damage to scenic
and aesthetic values and fish and
wildlife habitat and otherwise pro-
tect the environment," and are not
limited to damage to the right-of-
way itself. This contrast between
b05 (a) and 505 (b) is telling.

It is clear from another perspec-
itive that the Secretary cannot blind
,himself to the use to which the
-water would be put. NEPA requires
4hat a decision on a project which
tas a significant enviromental un-
Tact must be preceded by an en-
vironmental impact statement. The
environmental impacts of this water
storage project include the use to
which the water will be put, which
necessarily means these uses must
be considered in making a decision
on the project. The NEPA cases are
legion on this point. See e.g., Alaska
v. Andrs, 580 F. 2d465 (D.C. Cir.,
Feb. 24, 1978), partially vacated on
other grounds, - U.S. - (1978),
where the Court emphasized that
one of NEPA's "most important
functions" is the "affirmative obliga-
tion" it places on agencies to "seek
out information concerning the en-
vironmental consequences of pro-
posed federal actions." Reading
NEPA and FLPMNA together, giv-
ing full effect to each, necessarily
means that the uses of the water

7 580 F. 2d at 478. The Court went on to
point out that some element of speculation
is implicit in NEFA, and that one oT the fune-
tions of an IS is pointing out unknown en-
vironmental effects. Ibid., citing Jiearilla
Apache Te v. Morton, 471 F. 2d 1275, 1280
(9th Cir. 1973); and Sipi . A0, 481 F. 2d

1079, 1092 (D.C. Cit. 1973).

must be considered in making a de-
cision on the right-of-way.

The difficult issue posed in this
case is whether the Secretary can
make an initial decision on the
right-of-way without information
about the planned use; whether, in
other words, the Secretary must.
deem the intended use-as opposed
to possible uses-of the water to be
information necessary to his de-
cision whether to grant the applica-
tion. The previous opinion of the
Deputy Solicitor concluded that
such information was essential to
his decision, and the failure to ob-
tain it prior to decision would be, in
effect, a violation of FLPMA.

We must turn first to the statu-
tory language itself. The language
of 43 1.S.C. §171 (b) (1) seems
permissive; .e., the Secretary shall
require such information "which he
deems neeessary to a determination,
in accordance with the provisions of
this Act, as to whether a right-of-
way shall be granted, issued, or re-
newed and the terms and conditions
'which should be included in the
right-of-way." It is noteworthy that
the necessity of providing informa-
tion "reasonably related to the use,
or intended use" of the right-of-way
is tied directly to the Secretarial
decision on both the right-of-way
and the terms and conditions which
must be included with it. It is also
noteworthy that Congress refers to
information "reasonably related to
the use, or intended use," (italics
added) rather than to possible or
speculative uses. This strongly im-
plies that a specific se must be
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within the contemplation of the ap-
plicant at the time application is
made. The use of the "which
he deems necessary" language,
however, must have been intended
to vest some discretion in the
Secretary.

Nothing in the legislative history
conclusively resolves the specific
question here at issue. Although the
House Report's discussion of this
section admonishes the Secretary to
be cautious in seeking information,
it also underlines the connection be-
tween the seeking of information
and the formulation of permit
terms and conditions:

(b) Submission and disclosure are re-
quired by applicants for a right-of-way
of any and all plans, contracts, agree-
ments or other information or material
which the Secretaries deem necessary
for a determination as to whether the
right-of-way shall be granted, issued or
renewed and the terms and conditions of
the right-of-way, if it is granted. One
purpose of this is to enable the Secre-
taries concerned to make decisions and
determine terms and conditions which
will foster competition among producers
and distributors. A condition consistent
with this purpose is a requirement on
transmission line companies to use their
excess capacity for wheeling power from
other systems. For the sake of economi-
cal operations and avoidance of undue
burdens on the government and on ap-
plicants, the Committee expects the Sec-
retaries to be cautious in their demands
for information. They are expected to
seek only the minimum amount of infor-
mation essential for making the determi-
nations required by law.8

8 H. Rep. No. 1163, 94th Cong., 2 Sess.,
20 (1976).

In its evaluation of Title V, the
Senate Committee recognized that
precise plans of operation may be
uncertain at the time of applica-
tion. In commenting on sec. 501 (b)
(1)-which requires an applicant
for a right-of-way "for a new proj-
ect which may have a significant
impact on the environment" to sub-
mit a plan of "construction, opera-
tion, and rehabilitation" for such
right-of-way, 43 U.S.C. § 1761(b)
(1) (1976)-the Senate Report
states:

The information required is to be set
forth in regulations or stipulations and
must include information in certain spee&
ified areas. It is not intended that thew
plans of construction, operation, or re--
habilitation be a detailed final plan since-
all details and conditions cannot be-
known at the time of application. How--
ever, the plan should be a description ini
as much detail as the state of the plan-
ning for the particular project will per-
mit and must be adequate enough for the
Secretary or agency head to make an in-
formed judgment on the application and
on the need for imposing any special
terms and conditions which the public in-
terest may require9

Besides recognizing that final
plans may be lacking at the appli-
cation stage, however, the Senate
Report underscores the necessity of
making "an informed judgment"-
the key criterion for the Secretary
to act under Title V.

As noted above, both secs. 1761
(b) and 1765 refer specifically to
terms and conditions to be included

9 S. Rep. No. 583, 94th Cong., st Sess., 72
(1975).
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with the right-of-way. Sec. 1761
speaks of information necessary for
both the determination whether the
right-of-way shall be issued and the
terms and conditions which should
be included. Sec. 1765 requires al
riglits-of-way to contain terms and
conditions which will, inter alia,
-protect the environment and spe-
cifically "minimize damage to sce-
nic and esthetic values and fish and
wildlife habitat." These terms and
conditions must be formulated in
advance of a decision on environ-
mentally important rights-of-way,
to give the applicant the opportu-
nity to formulate a proposed plan
of construction, operation and re-
habilitation complying with them."0

The statutory language itself
makes readily apparent that Con-
gress has given the Secretary spe-
cific and strict instructions concern-
ing terms and conditions (FLPMA
§ 505, 43 U.S.C. 1765 (1976))
(italics added):
Each right-of-way shall contain-

(a) terms and conditions which will
(i) carry out the purposes of this Act
and rules and regulations issued there-
under; (ii) minimize damage to scenic
and esthetic values and fish and wildlife
habitat and otherwise protect the envi-
ronment; (iii) require compliance with
applicable air and water quality stand-
ards * * * for public health and safety,
environmental protection, and siting, con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of
or for rights-of-way for similar purposes
if those standards are more stringent
than applicable Federal standards; and

10 As noted above, if the project needing the
right-of-way would have a significant effect
on the environment, as this one concededly
does, then § 504(d) requires submission of a
plan of construction and operation of the
right-of-way which complies with the pro-
posed terms and conditions to be attached
to the right-of-way. See pp. 295, 296,,s8pra.

(b) such terms and conditions as the
Secretary concerned deems necessary to
(i) protect Federal property and econom-
ic interests; (ii) manage efficiently the
lands which are subject to the right-of-
way * < C; (iii) protect lives and prop-
erty; (iv) protect the interests of indi-
viduals living in the general area tra-
versed by the right-of-way who rely on
the fish, wildlife, and other biotic re-
sources of the area for subsistence pur-
poses; (v) require location of the right-
of-way along a route that will cause least
damage to the environment, taking into
.consideration feasibility and other rele-
vant factors; and (vi) otherwise protect
the public interest in the lands traversed
by the right-of-way or adjacent thereto."

These requirements make clear
that it may not be possible to in-
clude fully complying terms and
conditions in a right-of-way where
the ultimate use is uncertain. To
take one obvious example, it is un-
certain how damage to scenic and
esthetic values may be 'minimized"
if the use of the water is now un-
known. This reflects Congress' con-
templation either that the Secre-
tary cannot issue a right-of-way in
the face of uncertain use, or, if he
decides to do so, that the right-of-
way can be issued only if the Secre-
tary retains the right to approve
future -or different uses of the water.

The question reduces itself to
whether the seemingly permissive
language of sec. 1761 concerning in-
formation overrides the inference-
arising from sec. 1764's mandate to
submit a plan of operation, and sec.

n See Rep. (now Senator) IMelcher's com-
ment on Title V in 122 Cong. Rec. 147620
(daily ed. July 22, 1976) (italics added):
We think that the whole title [V of FLPMA]
expands the * * responsibility requiring
that he [the Secretary] must make certain
stiplcations if he should grant a permit.
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1765's mandate to include protec-
tive terms and conditions-that ba-
sic information concerning specific
planned uses is necessary before the
application can be entertained, by
the Secretary.

Certainly there are powerful
reasons for rejecting this applica-
tion unless the use of the water is
known and disclosed. Carter and
ARCO in essence seek to speculate
with the water which will be stored
partially on public lands. No use
being yet fixed, the water will prob-
ably eventually be sold to the high-
;est bidder or developed for its most
profitable use at some point in the
future. Indeed, there is nothing
which would prevent Carter and
ARCO from turning the water back
to agricultural use, or using it for
a completely different use. The Sec-
retary could easily question whether
it is in the public interest to grant
the right-of-way now and permit
this speculation.

Speculation in public resources
has always been disfavored. Con-
gress long ago erected a policy
against speculation in the public
lands. Any person applying to enter
public land under the Homestead
Act was required to file an affidavit
swearing that he or she did not
apply for the land "for the purpose
of speculation." 12

12 2290 of Revised Statutes, as amended
by Act of Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1099 (re-
pealed by FLPMA). See also Bailey v. San-
ders, 228 U.S. 603 (1913) Union Naval
Stores v. United States, 240 U.S. 284 (1916);
United States v. Morehead, 243 U.S. 607, 612
(1917); reat Northern By. Co. v. Reed, 270

U.S. 539 (1926).

To take another example, one of
the purposes of the excess land lim-
itation in reclamation law is to limit
private speculative gains resulting
from reclamation projects. See
United States v. Tulare Lake Canal
Co., 535 F. 2d 1093, 1119 (9th Cir.
1976); cert. den. 97 S. Ct. 1156
(1977). FLPMA itself stands in
part for the end of an era of specu-
lation in public resources. See, e.g.,
S. Rep. at 27-36; the Classification
and Multiple Use Act of 1964, 43
U.S.C. §§ 1411-1418, Pub. L. 88-
606, 78 Stat. 982 (1964); One Third
of the Nation's Land, Final Report
of the Public Land Law Review
Commission (PLLRC), Ch. 18
(1970); Reed v. Morton, 480 F. 2d
634 (9th Cir. 1973).'3

And certainly the experience with
the federal coal leasing program in
the past two decades has not been
a happy one, with nearly eighteen
billion tons under lease and very
little developed. Congress' dissatis-
faction with that situation is well-

13 The PLRC took some pains to guard
against undue speculation in public lands and
resources. Addressing disposals of public
lands, the Commission noted that reasonable
restrictions are sometimes appropriate "to
prevent speculation or diversion of land uses
detrimental to the public interest, while per-
mitting local communities and states an op-
portunity to exercise continuing control over
use changes by the adoption of suitable plan-
ning and zoning measures." While we are not
here dealing with disposal of public lands,
the practical effect of reservoir construction
here Is to fix the use of these public lands for
a long time to come. It should also be noted
that FLPMA in part reflected the PLLRC's
recommendations. The Senate Report on
FLPMA noted that the Act was consistent
with more than 100 of the PLLRC's 135
recommendations. See S. Rep. No. 94-583
(94th Cong., 1st Sess.), at 35 (1975).
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known. The Federal Coal Leasing
Amendments Act of 1976, passed
two months prior to FLPMA over
Presidential veto, 30 U.S.C. §§ 201
et seg. (1976), Pub. L. No. 94-377,
stands foursquare for the notion
that private speculation in publicly-
owned coal resources, without dili-
gent development, is not sound
public policy.

One result of allowing the specu-
lation here is to open the possibility
that-even though the uses consid-
ered possible today have been dis-
cussed in the EIS and can be taken
into account in making a decision-
new, unforeseen uses for the water
could surface in the future. These
new uses could involve impacts
which the Secretary would deem
unacceptable and therefore not in
the public interest to promote by
use of federal lands.

Another possibility is that, by the
time the water is to be used, some
of the potential uses now regarded
as reasonable could become unac-
ceptable as a matter of policy. For
example, one currently recognized
potential use of the water is for
mine-mouth generation. At some
point, however, the Federal Gov-
ernment could declare mine-mouth
generation in this region unaccept-
able.' 4 It is likewise possible to en-
visage mining of coal for surface

' Cf. the so-called Metzenbaum amendment
to the Clean Air Act of 1977, § 125, Pub. L.
No. 95-95, Aug. 7, 1977, 9 Stat. 685, 42
U.S.C. 7401, et seq., which requires local
coal sources to satisfy local coal needs In
some circumstances. Specifically, the section
authorized a state, the President, or the EPA
Administrator to require any major station-
ary source of pollution not in compliance with
an implementation- plan or subject to a coal
conversion order to enter into long-term con-
tracts for local or regional coal where severe

gasification as becoming unaccept-
able, if in situ gasification becomes,
feasible. Experience teaches that
the future is not easy to predict,
even a few years ahead.

It would, then, be entirely
reasonable for the Secretary to-
conclude that information about
the specific use of the water is-
necessary to a decision whether the
right-of-way should be granted.
But does this strong public policy
against speculation, the mandatory-
requirement in sec. 165 for inclu-
sion of terms and conditions ade-
quate to protect the public interest,>
and Congress' reference to "the use,
or intended use," override the
seemingly permissive statutory lan-
guage ("which he deems neces--
sary") of sec. 1761? This is a dif-
ficult judgment given the lack of
specific congressional direction.

General rules of statutory con-
struction, however, provide suffi-
cient guidance. Where there is ins
the same statute a specific provi-
sion and a general one which in its
most comprehensive sense would in-
clude matters embraced in the spe-
cific provision, the specific provi--
sion must control. The general pro-.
vision must be taken to affect only-
such cases within its general lan-
guage which are not within the pro-
visions of the particular provision..

economic disruption or unemployment would
result from use of fuels other than local or-
regional coal.

Sec. 125 of the Clean Air Act of 1977 was
amended by the National Energy Conserva-
tion Policy Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 935-619
92 Stat 3206, Nov. 8, 1978. Sec. 661 of Pub.
L. No. 95-619 removed the authority of the-
Governor of a state to require use of local or
regional coal, placing total authority for such,
action in the Federal Government.
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United States av. Cihal, 336 F.
Supp. 261 (W.D.C. Pa. 1972), aff'd.
497 F. 2d 922 (th Cir. 1974); see
also Ritter v. Dagel, 156 NW. 2d
318 (S.C. Iowa 1968); Brady v.
Detroit 91 NW. 2d 257 (S.C. Mich.
1958); Western Realty Co. v. Reno,
172 P. 2d 158 (S.C. Nev. 1946).
Furthermore, the Supreme Court
has specifically held that the mean-
ing of specific statutory provisions
may not be changed by superimpos-
ing upon them inferences from gen-
eral statutory provisions, even if
found in the same statute. National
Labor Relations Bd. v. Jones and
Laugllin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1,
30 (1937). See also Adamrowski v.
Bard, 193 F. 2d 578 (1952).

On balance, I conclude that the
general language of sec. 1761 is
overridden by sec. 1764's specific
mandate to submit a plan of opera-
tion, sec. 1765's specific mandate to
include protective terms and condi-
tions, and Congress' reference to
"the use, or intended use" of the
right-of-way. I hold, therefore,
that the Secretary may not consider
this application without further in-
formation being supplied.15

n It is important to remember that the con-
text in which this issue is posed is where the
use of a large percentage of the water stored
(71%-89%) is not known. The Secretary's

,legal duty is modified as the percentage de-
clines; for example,; there would be less rea-
son for pause if the use of only a small per-
centage of the water were unknown. This in
itself suggests that approaching this problem
by regulations-which can anticipate and con-
trol a range of possibilities far easier and

:more predictably than case-by-casedecision-
is much desired. See text accompanying foot-
mote 6, above.

In reaching this result, I have
considered factors, other than those
already discussed, which support
this result. First, not only is the ap-
parently permissive language of
sec. 501(b) directly tied to the de-
cision whether: to grant the right-
of-way, and if so, what terms and
conditions should be included, but
the Secretary is required to obtain
fair market value for the right-of-
way. See 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701(a) (9);
1764 (g). This is difficult if not im-.
possible to calculate when the use
of the water is unknown.

Second, if this permit applica-
tion were granted, but the Secre-
tary conditioned the right-of-way
on subsequent approval of use and
retained a continuing power of ap-
proval of the water use once the
right-of-way is granted, the per-
mittee might well argue, at some
point in the future, that the United
States is barred from enforcing
that condition and exercising that
reservation; i.e., that once the See-
retary grants the application, he is
barred from controlling or de-
termining new or additional uses.
Although I am unpersuaded by
that argument, the simpler course
is to avoid the possibility alto-
gether by requiring the applicant
to disclose now the intended use of
the water, and to petition the See-
retary for permission to change the
use if, in the future, the applicant
so desires.

Third, in any event, postponing
the decision on how the water can
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be used until after the reservoir is
completed makes it practically more
difficult for a Secretary to reject
uses which may offend public policy
at the time they are proposed. The
expenditure of money to complete
the structure may, intended or not,
shift the equities somewhat and pre-
clude a totally objective evaluation
of the propriety of uses proposed
after completion.

Fourth, this interpretation is con-
sistent with national water policy.
The Final Report of the National
Water Commission" 'stresses that
"[clertain regions of the Nation
either already are or potentially
could in the future be using water
beyond their natural water re-
sources. Steadily increasing munici-
pal and industrial water require-
ments in these areas, and potentially
others, * * * could place severe
strains upon limited water re-
sources." Our denial of this applica-
tion will address this problem by
preventing the tying up of water
for speculative purposes and there-
by leaving the water free for cur-
rent uses as they develop. The
Administration's water policy mes-
sage 17 combines emphasis on eco-
nomic feasibility with conservation
and environmental protection. Re-
fusing to license a premature ap-
plication will enable federal, state
and local planners to make sound,
informed judgments as to the eco-
nomic feasibility of a project and
will reduce the possibility of the
project's being subject to a series of

16 Water Policies For the Fieture, 8, 9 (June
1973) (hereinafter referred to as NWCR).

17 June 6, 1978.

delays or forced abandonment be-
cause of adverse environmental con-
siderations that may develop. The
NWCR emphasized the importance
of pre-planning for informed deci-
sionmaking and the need for infor-
mation on application for permits. 8

It suggested that permits should
contain, among other things, the
full source of water supply, the
point of diversion, and the place,
nature and time of use. And, at page
528, the NCR concludes as to
reservoirs (as herein), canals, and
powerplants

when or whether new facilities can bet
built will depend on understanding more
completely their effects when in opera-
tion and the consequences of not having
them available when needed * * *
[Tihe ultimate use of basic data is to
provide a sound base for decisionmak-
ing * * * (italics added)

Our position is fully consistent
with these suggestions.

Fifth, the result I reach is also,
consistent with a recent case hold-
ing that an EIS on a proposed fed-
eral oil and gas lease sale need not
consider state and local laws which
might affect various possible meth-
ods of transporting oil from the
lease area to the shore. See Countye
of Sufolk v. Secretary of the In-
terior, 562 F. 2d 1368, 1378-82 (2d
Cir. 1977), cert. den., 434 U.S. 1064
(1978). The court there held that
exploration of offshore mineral re-
sources is particularly susceptible to
accomplishment in discrete stages,
and with additional knowledge ob-
tained at each successive stage, a

' NWCR at 205-225, 280-94, 365-94.
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further EIS could be prepared. The
County of Suffolk court found that
the development of OCS oil and gas
resources has been accorded a high
priority by Congress where it can
be done consistent with protection
of the environment. The Nation's
years of experience with 00S de-
velopment suggest that it can be
properly controlled and safe-
guarded, making the Court of Ap-
peals' judgment a reasonable one.
Here, by contrast, the use of this
water is totally unknown. Some pos-
sible uses which have been sug-
gested have never been commer-
cially successful in the United
States, and are fraught with en-
vironmental and other uncertain-
ties. Moreover, the water here could
be used for some totally unknown
purpose far beyond present compre-
hension or contemplation. In such
circumstances, the rule of County of
Suffolk cannot control.

Sixth, the result I reach here is
consistent with the Supreme Court
decision in Udall v. FPC, 387 U.S.
428 (1967). This pre-NEPA deci-
sion stands foursquare for the no-
tion that possible impacts must be
considered prior to decision, despite
statutory language which seemed to
give the Commission discretion to
make a judgment without specify-
ing the factors to be considered.
Specifically, the Supreme Court
overturned an agency decision and
remanded the case back to the FPC
to make an informed decision de-
spite the discretionary language of

section 7(b) of the Federal Water
Power Act.
The primary question in the cases in-
volves an interpretation of § 7(b) of the
Federal Water Power Act of 1920, as;
amended by the Federal Power Act, 49
Stat. 842, 16 U.S.C. §800(b), which
provides:

"Whenever, in the judgment of the
commission, the development of any
water resources for public purposes
should be. undertaken by the United
States itself, the Commission shall not ap-
prove any application for any project af-
fecting such development, but shall cause
to be made such examinations, surveys,
reports, plans, and estimates of the cost
of the proposed development as it may
find necessary, and shall submit its find-
ings to Congress with such recommenda-
tions as it may find appropriate concern
ing such development.'

A license under the Act empowers
the licensee to construct, for its own
use and benefit, hydroelectric proj-
ects utilizing the flow of navigable.
waters and thus, in effect, to appro-
priate water resources from the
public domain. The Supreme Court
held that: "The determinative test
is whether the project will be in the
public interest, and that determina-
tion can be made only after an ex-
ploration of all relevant issues." 20

The Court further stated:
The question whether the proponents of.
a project "will be able to use" the power
supplied is relevant to the issue of the
public interest. So too is the regional need
for the additional power. But the in-
quiry should not stop there. * * [Rel-
evant issues also include] future power
demand and supply, alternate sources of

19 387 U.S. at 431.
20 387 U.S. at 429.
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power, the public interest in preserving
reaches of wild rivers and wilderness
areas, the preservation of anadromous
fish and commercial and recreational pur-
poses, and the protection of wildlife.

* * * * *

[T]he Commission will not have dis-
charged its functions under the Act un-
less it makes an informed judgment on
these phases of the cases.t

This case strongly supports the
result that the Secretary of the In-
terior must have some information
from the Gil companies as to their
use or intended use of the Powder
River Reservoir water. Without
this information, the Secretary
cannot make an informed decision,
and he does not have the discretion
to grant the right-of-way applica-
tion.

CJONCULUSION:-

ii must emphasize once again that
fmy decision here must be under-
stood in the context of the facts
with which I am presented. The
bulk of the water here in question
is for an admittedly unknown use.
Such water is, moreover, to be
stored in an arid region with scarce
,water supplies and vast potential
and developing energy resources,
including coal, uranium and oil and
gas. The real parties in interest are
energy companies frankly conced-
ing their desire to use this water
eventually for energy conversion,
probably involving exotic conver-
sion techniques not yet demon-
strated to be economically feasible
agnd whose impacts are not known.
But these companies also cannot
now do more than speculate about
how the water will in fact be used.

2387 U.S, at 450-1.

I am not, in other words, pre-
sented with a situation where there
are but a few uncertainties of the
type which normally characterize
rights-of-way applications. Nor, in
this case, do those uncertainties em-
brace possible choices among con-
ventional alternatives with known
consequences. In such circum-
stances, caution is dictated.

As a final caution, I must point
out that these facts present what is
perhaps the clearest possible case of
uncertainty. I am not holding that
FLPMA requires that all end uses
must (or can be) pinpointed in a
right-of-way application; for ex-
ample, I do not believe that, in the
ordinary case, an applicant for a
right-of-way to build an electric
transmission line across public
lands must disclose all the end uses
for the electricity transmitted over
the facilities to be constructed. A
rule of reason must apply here, and
my holding is simply that, given the
specific facts presented by this ap-
plication, the conceded unknowns
prevent the Secretary from making
an "informed decision" on the ap-
plication, and therefore he may not
proceed to consider it.

LEO KRuTrrz,
Solicitor.

RECLAMATIONT LAW-CONTROL
OF THE SALE PRICE OF FOR-
MERLY EXCESS LANDS*

Bureau of Reclamation: Excess Lands
Sec. 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment
Act of 1926, 43 U.S.C. §423e (1976), re-

"Not in Chronological Order.
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quires the Secretary of the Interior to
control and approve the purchase price of
both initial sales of excess land, and re-
sales of this formerly excess land until
one-half the construction charges allo-
cated to such land has been paid, in order
for the land to continue to be eligible for
project water.

In approving the sale price of formerly
excess land until one-half the construc-
tion charges allocated to such land has
been paid, the Secretary of the Interior
is required to use the same standard used
for approving the sale price of the ini-
tial sale of excess land; that is, the sale
price must be fixed by the Secretary on
the basis of the actual bona fide value
of the land on the date of appraisal with-
out reference to the value added by the
project. The price approval requirement
will not apply to formerly excess lands
which were acquired, with Secretarial
approval, from excess into non-excess
status prior to May 18, 1979, the date of
this opinion.

Statutory Construction: Administra-
tive Construction
In determining whether interpretation
of a statute should be given prospective
effect, some of the factors to be consid-
ered are whether the statute is easily
susceptible to more than one interpreta-
tion; whether the interpretation being
overruled has been followed since enact-
ment of the statute; the nature of the re-
liance placed on the precedent by the
parties; the purpose of the statute or
rule in light of public policy; the harm
to the parties who have relied on the
precedent to their detriment; and the
harm either to the government or the pub-
lic purpose..

Regional Counsel Memorandum (Anti-
speculation provisions in Sec. 48 of
Adjustment Act), Aug. 23, 1949, over-
ruled; Regional Counsel Memorandum

(Excess Lands-Central Valley Proj-
ect-Sales of Excess Lands), June 8,
1951, overruled.

M-36913
May 18, 1979

OPINION BY 

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

lEMSORANDUIE

To: SECETARY
FROm: SOLICITOR

SU-JECT: RELAMATION LAW-
CONTROL CF T SAIE PRICE Or
ForuvxuuLY ExCEsS LAxDs

1. INTRODUCTION
In response to a court order in Na-

tional Land for People v. Bureau
of ReolamtNon, 417 F. Supp. 449
(D.D.C. 19T6), the Department is-
sued proposed rules and regulations
respecting sales of excess land. 42
FR 48044 (Aug. 25, 1977). These
proposed rules contained a provi-
sion authorizing the Secretary to
control the sale price of resales of
formerly excess land. This provi-
sion interpreted applicable law to
prohibit the speculation and collec-
tion of windfall profits on so-called
"turn-around" sales of excess
lands.'

The purpose of this opinion is to
set out the legal basis for that in-
terpretation, and provide guidance
to the Bureau as to how the sale

lI first set forth and explained the reasons
for this interpretation in testimony, discussed
at p 314 below, to the House nterior Sub-
committee on Water and Power in Tuly 1977.
The Department has consistently taken that
position since, and has included an express
provision to that effect in recent reclamation
contracts. See p. 317 below.
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price may be controlled. To sum- lands. This approach should fully
marize what follows, I hold that sec. protect those landowners and finan-
46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act cial institutions who have valued
of 1926,43 U.S.C. § 423e.(1976), re- formerly excess lands at a price
quires the Secretary to control and higher than the controlled sale
approve the purchase price of both price. At the same time, this ap-
initial sales of excess land, and re- proach will, consistent with the
sales of this formerly excess land standards for determining whether
until one-half of the construction an opinion should be given retroac-
charges allocated to such land has tive or prospective effect, limit the
been paid. speculative benefits and windfall

Because the Department's past profits which would otherwise be
practice has not been consistent, obtained.
however, there is a question whether
this opinion should be given retro- I BACKCROUND
active or prospective effect. As ex- 1. The Reclamation Act of 19O2,
plained below, considering the ap- the Reclamation Program and
plicable standards for determining Its Purposes
when an opinion should be given The purposes of the reclamation
prospective effect, this opinion law have been summarized by the
should be applied only to resales of federal courts as follows: 2
excess land which is transferred The project was designed to benefit

-with Secretarial approval, into non- people, not land. It is a reasonable classi-

excess status after the date of this fication to limit the amount of project

opinion, until one-half the construe- water available to each individual in
opinon, ntilonehalfthe onstuc- order that benefits may be distributed in

tion charges have been paid, regard- accordance with the greatest good to the

less of how many times that for- greatest number of individuals. The limi-

merly excess land is resold. The tation insures that this enormous ex-

prospective application of this opin- penditure will not go in disproportionate
ion is to prevent inequities that share to a few individuals with large land

holdings. Moreover, it prevents the use
could result from disrupting ac- of the federal reclamation service for

counting, lending and other finan- speculative purposes.'

cial and legal practices concerning It is a basic goal of the reclamation laws

formerly excess lands. Since this to create family-sized farms in areas irri-

Department had taken, in at least
2 Useful summaries of the background of

onie region of the Bureau of Recla- the Reclamation Act of 1902 can be found in

mation, the position that sale prices Solcitor's opinion, 68 ID. 572, 874 (1961)
Taylor, "The Excess Land Law: Execution of

of formerly excess land need not be Public Policy," 64 Yale L.J 477, 481-87

controlled, landowners of formerly (1955); and Sax, "Federal Reclamation Law,"
1 Waters and Water Rights (1967, Clark

excess land valued those lands on Ed.) § §iso0, 110.1, pp. 113-21; 120.1, pp.

balance sheets at current market 21 0 - I4rr.igtionDist v. McCracken, 5

value. Also, lending institutions U.S. 275, 297 (1958). See also United Family

made loans based on the market Farmers v. Kleppe, 552 F. 2d S23, 826 (8th
Cir. 1977). The Court in Ivanhoe also pointed

value of those formerly excess out that the Federal Government can impose
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gated by federal projects. It is also a
basic goal of the reclamation laws to se-
cure the wide distribution of the sub-
stantial subsidy involved in reclamation
projects and limit private peculative
gains resulting from the existence of
such projects. 4

As these quotations reflect, the

control of speculation in the benefits

of reclamation projects was a cen-

tral goal of Congress from the very

beginning.'

To further these purposes,. and in

particular to avoid the monopoliza-

tion and land speculation which

had plagued prior federal disposal

of the public domain, Congress in-

cluded in sec. 5 of the Reclamation

Act the acreage limitation: "No

right to the use of water for land in

private ownership shall be sold for

a tract exceeding 160 acres to any

one landowner." 43 U.S.C. § 431

(1976). Subsequent legislation was'

enacted to correct defects which

surfaced in implementing the orig-

inal legislation, to better carry out

those original policies. See, e.g., 43

U.S.C. § 544 (Act of Aug. 9, 1912);

43 U.S.C. § 471 et, seq. (Act of Aug.

13, 1914); 43 U.S.C. § 511 (Act of

May 15, 1922) ; 43 Stat. 701-04 (Act

reseasonable conditions on the use of federal
funds and property, relevant to the federal in-
terests in the reclamation program and its
overall objectives, 357 U.S. at 295, and that
it is entirely proper for the Federal Govern-
ment to "regulate that which it subsidizes."
.357 U.S. at 296, quoting Wickard v. Filhurn,
317 U.S. 111, 131 (1942).

4 United States v. Tulare Lake Canal Co.,
535 F. 2d 1093, 1119 (9th Cir. 1976), cert.
,den. 429 U.S. 1121 (1977); reh. den. 430
U.S. 976 (1977).

5 See also H.R. Rep. No. 1468 (57th Cong.
1st Sess.) (1902), pp. 5-8; H.R. Rep. No. 503
(63d Cong., 2d Sess.) (1914).

of Dec. 5, 1924); 43 U.S.C. §423
(Act of May 25,1926).

2. Sec. 46 of te 1926 Act.

We are here concerned with the
last of these major efforts to "fine-
tune" the excess land law, sec. 46 of
the Omnibus Adjustment Act of
1926, 43 U.S.C. § 423e(1976). It re-
quires, among other things, that
contracts between the United States
and irrigation districts provide
that:

[A] II irrigable land held in private on-
ership by any one owner in excess of one
hundred and sixty irrigable acres shall be
appraised * * C*and the sale prices
thereof fixed by the Secretary on the
basis of its actual bona fide value * * *
without reference to the proposed on-
struction of the irrigation works, and
that no such excess lands so held shall
receive water from any project or divi-
sion if the owners thereof shall refuse to
execute valid recordable contracts for the
sale of such lands under terms and con-
ditions satisfactory to the Secretary of
the Interior and at prices not to exceed
those fixed by the Secretary of the Inter-
ior; and that until one-half of* the con-
struction charges against said lands shall
have been fully paid no sale of any such
lands shall carry the right to receive wa-
ter unless and until the purchase price
involved in such sale is approved by the
Secretary. [Italics added.]

It would serve no useful purpose
here to delve deeply into the back-
ground of events leading up to the
1926 Act. That history has been
fully and authoritatively discussed

elsewhere.e Suffice it to say that sec.

46 was designed to cure specific

shortcomings which had surfaced in

6 See, e.g., United States v. Tulare Lake
Canal Co., supra. 535 F. 2d at 1131-35.
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carrying out the excess land law-
to further, not denigrate or modify,
the policies of that law. As one of
my predecessors has observed:

As the excess land provisions have
evolved from 1902 to the present, the
purpose of Congress has been consistent.
The changes that have been made have
been in the means to accomplish the end,
never to change its fundamental purpose.
As the law has evolved the Cbngress has
sought not to weaken but to strengthen;
not to open loopholes but to close them;
not to encourage speculation but to stop

Sec. 46 must be interpreted from
that perspective.

III. THE ISSUE-CONTROL
OF THE SALE PRICE OF
LAND IN RECLAMATION
PROJECTS

The question is the extent to
which the underlined provision
quoted above requires the Secretary
to control the sale price of lands
benefiting from reclamation project
water until one-half the construc-
tion charges against those lands
have been repaid.

The literal language of see 46 can
be interpreted in one of two ways:8

(a) The provision refers only to
the initial sale of excess land,9 and
does not apply to any non-excess

7 68 I.D. 372 at 377 (1961); see also Ivan-
hoe Irrigation Dist. v. McCracken, 357 U.S.
275, 297 (1958) ; United States v. Tulare
Lake Canal Co., .supra, 535 F.2d at 1131-32,
1134, 1135.

8 Professor Joseph Sax, a noted authority
on reclamation law, argues. for a third inter-
pretation; namely, that the provision refers
to the sale of all land in the project, whether
excess, formerly excess, or continuously non-
excess. See Saw, "Selling Reclamation Water
Rights: A Case Study in Federal Subsidy
Policy," 64 Mich. L. Rev. 13 (1965).

" Under § 46, excess land must be sold "on
the basis of its actual bona fide value * * 
without reference to the proposed construc-
tion of the irrigation works. (Italics added.)

land, whether formerly excess or
not. That is, the phrase "such lands"
refers only to excess lands and not
to those same lands once they have
been sold.

(b) The provision refers to the
initial sale of excess land, and any
subsequent sales involving that
land, but does not refer to the sale
of any land which was non-excess at
the time the project came into being
and remains so thereafter. That is,
"such lands" refers to lands re-
quired by the earlier part of sec. 46
to be sold as excess, both before and
after they are sold into non-excess
status.

The issue is not without practical
importance. Although values vary
according to soils, climate, and
other factors,. lands which are
blessed with a supply of federal rec-
lamation water typically have a
value easily two or three times what
it would be without such water.'0

* Expressing the two interpreta-
tions above in hypothetical terms
(based on real examples), can the
purchaser of excess land, who holds
this land as non-excess for an in-
vestment of, say, $500 per acre, turn
around and sell it to another for,
say, $1,500 per acre?.The first inter-
pretation would require such a re-
sult. Under the second interpreta-
tion, the Secretary must, until one-
half the construction charges are
paid, regulate that second, "turn-
around" sale of formerly excess*

10 Professor Sax cites one example in Oregon
where land values increased by as much as
five times where federal water became avail-
able in 1961. In the first decade after the
reclamation program began, the average price
of land benefiting from the program increased
exceeded 750%. Sax, op. cit. note 8, supra,
at 14, 17.
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lands to ensure that benefits attrib-
utable to the project are not ob-
tained.l1

This question has received care-
ful attention from two sources: (a)
a search analysis of this precise
problem by Professor Sax, op. cit.,
note 8, supra, and (b) the opinion
of the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Ninth Circuit in
United States v. Tulare Lake Canal
Co., 535 F. 2d 1093, 1135 (9th Cir.
1976), cert. denied 429 U.S. 1121
(1977), reh. den. 430 U.S. 976
(1977).

Professor Sax's article explains
the source of the problem (pp. 15-
16), the early history of reclama-
tion legislation (pp. 16-18), the
history of Congress' attempts to
curb speculation and windfall
profits in the sale of excess land
(pp. 18-22), and the legislative
history of sec. 46 of the Omnibus
Adjustment Act with which we are
centrally concerned (pp. 22-27).
He also discusses Congressional ac-
tion after 1926 (pp. 29-30), issues
of policy (pp. 31-40) and practical
administration (pp. 40-44), and
whether state laws and existing
contracts present any barriers to
the interpretation he supports (pp.
44-45). He points out that the De-
partment initially began to imple-
ment the 1926 law by controlling

IL The second interpretation would not, how-
ever, require the Secretary to regulate the
sale of non-excess land which had not previ-
ously been excess' Under Professor Sax's.
(third). interpretation, see ffote 5, supra, the
Secretary would be required to regulate the
sale price of all lands benefiting from reclama-
tion project water to prevent speculative
profits, if those lands are to continue to re-
ceive reclamation project benefits.

297-038-79- 3

the sale price of all project lands
(pp. 26-27), and concludes that ther
Department's previous failure to,
control the sale price of project-
lands has allowed "the wrong
people [to enrich] themselves at
the expense of their fellow citi-
zens." Sax, 64 Mich. L. Rev. at 46.12

Eleven years after Professor
Sax's article, the first federal court
to ever reach this issue addressed
the problem. United States v. Tl-
are Lake Ca'nal Co., supra. The
Court unanimously concluded that
the pertinent part of sec. 46 was in-
cluded to meet the problem of spec-
ulation and windfall profits in the
sale of formerly excess lands, "by
enabling the Secretary to control
the price at which some resales were
made." 535 F. 2d at 1135. In a foot-
note to that remark (ibid., note
172), the Court pointed out:
By imposing restrictions on subsequent
sales of excess land only until one half

12 As noted above, Professor Sax argues in
this article for the broadest possible result-
the anti-speculation price control provision
should apply to all lands in the project, and
not just formerly excess land. His basic argu-
ments are: The sale price control provision
was originally in sec. 46 before language was
added dealing specifically with excess land,
and it was only "fortuity". that the provi-
sion for sale of excess lands was Inserted
ahead of it. While he concedes that gram-
matically this insertion supports the idea that
Congress thus intended to limit the coverage
of the sale: price control provision to formerly
excess land, he finds nothing in the legislative
history or Congress' general objective to sug-
gest this is the case. (Id., at 24-25.) He also

suggests that it makes little sense to restrict
the control merely to formerly excess land.
This would. allow a person who. owned 160
acres in the area before the project was built
to sell that land at any time after the project
was built and reap the additional value pro-
vided by the federal project at any time with-
out interference. Yet a person who: bought.
160 acres from an excess landowner could not
do the same thing. (Id., at 32-38.)
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of the construction charges have been
repaid, Congress reached an accommoda-
tion between competing policies of elimi-
nating the middleman and allowing the
purchasing settler to alienate his land
freely and realize some of its enhanced
value, which might be attributable in
part to the settler's efforts in reclaim-
ing the land and preparing it for cultiva-
tion. 3

It might be argued that this con-
clusion is dictum. The central issue
in this part of the case was whether
Congress had allowed those land-
owners who had paid off the con1-
struction charges allocated to their
lands to escape the excess land
law-the so-called "payout" argu-
ment. The proponents of payout
argued that, because price control
ends under sec. 46 when one-half of
the construction charges had been
paid, sec. 46 therefore acknowl-
edged and ratified the concept of
payout itself. The Court of Appeals
held that this was a "patent miscon-
struction" of the "meaning and
purpose of" the relevant clause in
sec. 46; viz., that its "purpose and
effect was to strengthen the Secre-
tary's hand in dealing with specula-
tive sales, not to weaken it." 535
F. 2d at 1134. The Court pointed
out: "When the clause in question
is confined to sales subsequent to the
initial sale of excess land, as intend-
ed, it does not embody a partial
'payout' principle as appellees
argue." Ibid. Whether one considers
this dictum or a holding, it is plain
that the Court of Appeals carefully
considered the matter and left no

M Tulare Lake, supra, note 172. Although
the Court cited Professor Sax's analysis, it
did not suggest that this anti-speculation con-
trol applied to other lands benefiting from a
project besides formerly excess land.

doubt at all about its view that sec.
46 applied to the sale of formerly
excess land.

IV. PAST DEPARTIENTAL
PRACTICE

The Department's past practice in
implementing sec. 46 has not been
uniform. Professor Sax discusses
provisions inserted in several dozen
Bureau of Reclamation contracts
which provided for control over the
sale price of all lands in a reclama-
tion project which did not have pre-
existing water rights. See Sax,
supra, 64 Mich. L. Rev. at 2-28,
notes 51-52. See also H. Rep. No.
448, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 18 (1949).

A 1946 Bureau of Reclamation
study of the acreage limitation, cit-
ing these same contract provisions,
concluded that the Secretary had
authority to control speculation in
the sale of non-excess lands.'4 This
report pointed out that previous to
1926, Congressional efforts to con-
trol speculation had
failed because no provision was made for
control of such price at sales subsequent
to. the first disposal of excess land. Sec-
tion 46 meets this problem by providing
that until one-half of the construction
charges against such excess land are
paid, sale of the land does not carry the
right to receive water until the purchase
price is approved by the Secretary.73

The Report also pointed out:
Control of speculation on non-excess
lands has also been attempted on a num-
ber of projects since 1926.10

14 Report on Land Ownership Survey on
Federal Reclamation Projects With Legal,
Efistorical and conomic Background, U.S
Department of the Interior (July 1946), Part
II, pp. 30-34.

Id., p. 46.1
6 Id, p. 48.

[86 I.D.
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And further:
Control of speculation, upon non-excess
lands has been imposed by statute on
several projects covered by the provisions
of the Department of the.Interior Appro-
priation Act of 1926 (43 Stat. 1166-1170),
on the Tucumcari Project by amendment
of the authorization, April 9, 1938. (52
Stat. 211), and in the Columbia Basin
Project Act of 1943 (57 Stat. 14). Au-
thority of the Secretary of the Interior to
control speculation upon non-excess lands
en other projects stems from his power to
make rules and regulations necessary to
assure repayment. (Sec. 10, Reclamation
Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 390). In two
cases decided by the Circuit Court of
Malheur County, Oregon, such provisions
were sustained on this basis. (Unre-
ported. Terry v. Pinney and Owyhee Irr.'
Dist., and Pfeiler v. Greig and Owyhee
Irr. Dist., Jan. 27, 1937).17

We have found two mentions in
Departmental records of the inter-
pretation that sec. 46 provides for
no control of the sale price of for-
merly excess non-excess lands. The
first is in a short teletyped mes-
sage dated Aug. 23, 1949, to the
Washington Office of the Bureau of
Reclamation from the Bureau's
Regional Counsel in California,
which states as follows:

It is our opinion that bona fide purchaser
of excess land who' holds such land as

17 ff., p. 48. It should be noted that the
Bureau did not subscribe to the view adopted
by Professor Sax that sec. 46 requires the
,control of the sale price of all lands. Rather,
the Report found such authority in the Secre-
tary's broad power to "perform any and all
-acts and to make such rules and regulations
as may be necessary and proper for the pur-
pose of carrying the provisions of this Act
into full force and effect." See 32 Stat. 390,
43 U.S.C. § 373 (1976) ; see also 38 -Stat.
690; Op. Atty. en. (Apr. 27, 1905) ; Sol. Op.
£f-33902 (May 31, 1945) ; Assoc. Sol. Op.
Mv-34999 (Oct. 22, 1947).

owner of non-excess land has 'right of
resale free of sale price limitations con-
tained in section 46 of the Omnibus Ad-
justment Act of May 24, 1926.

The message went on to concede
that "the legislative intent of sec4.
46 is not so' clear that plausible
argument could not be advanced for
other conclusions."

A similar opinion was expressed
two years later by the California
Regional Counsel of the Bureau, in
a memorandum to the Bureau's Dis-
trict Manager in Fresno. It also con-
tained no legal analysis.

Neither message referred to the
previous practice of controlling
such sales or attempted to 'distin-
guish prior practice or explain why
the interpretation it was based'on
was wrong.

Because neither document con-
tains any persuasive legal reason-
ing or support for its interpreta-
tion, and the evidence for the other
interpretation is so overwhelming,
I overrule these expressions. As
Professor Sax notes: "The Depart-
ment has in the past taken a broad
view of its authority to deal with
[turnaround sales]; it is time to ex-
ercise that broad authority again."
65 Mich. L. Rev. at 45.

V. OTHER RECENT DEVEL-
OPMENTS

Two other recent developments
warrant some attention. First, in
1977 the House Committee on In-
terior and Insular Affairs consid-
ered a bill (H.R. 3420) which would
have expressly provided for con-
trol of the sale price of turnaround
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sales of formerly excess lands, but
not other non-excess lands. Testify-
ing on behalf of the Department, I
expressed support for the purpose
of H.R. 3420, but pointed out that in
our opinion the legislation was un-
necessary because existing law pro-
vided for such control.1 s

The House Committee reported a
bill, but it died without further ac-
tion being taken on it." The House
Report observes that sec. 46 appears
designed to prevent speculation at
least in the sale of formerly excess
land:
Indeed, since section 46 was drafted to
remedy the land speculation which took
place under the Reclamation Extension
Act of 1914, and since that consisted pri-
marily of middlemen reaping unearned
profits on resales of formerly excess land,
this interpretation appears to be correct"

The House Report also noted the
ample opportunity for land specu-
lation, and the evidence that such
speculation had been taking place:
This opportunity [for land speculation
and the collection of windfall profits] has
not been overlooked by land speculators.
The record abounds with examples of
speculators who have descended upon
areas served by Bureau of Reclamation

:1I stated: "W]e believe Congress has al-
ready given us all the authority we need to
develop a sound workable program that,
among other things, minimizes the oppor-
tunity for speculation."

- In my view, there is no significance to
the fact that this bill was not enacted. Short-
ly after the hearings, the Department pro-
posed regulations providing for the control of
the sale price of formerly excess land. Be-
cause I testified, and the House Report con-
eluded, that the correct interpretation of see.
46 requires such control, the bill was un-
necessary.

O. H. Rep. No. 95-909. (1978), p. 5. Although
the Report cites Professor Sax for this re-
suit, it does not discuss his broader interpre-
tation.

irrigation projects and reaped tremen--
dous profits on these so-called turn-
around sales of formerly excess land. One-
of the most graphic examples of the-
profits to be made from this speculation,
surfaced in a recent criminal fraud case-
brought by the United States against a-
land developer for his handling of excess
lands located in the Westlands Water-
District, San Luis Unit, California. Evi-
dence in that case indicated that 1,758
acres of excess land were purchased for
$900,000 and were sold eleven days later
at a profit of $229,365..

The House report concluded:

As long as land developers are able to
purchase excess land at a price set by the
Secretary of the Interior and resell this,
land at the prevailing market price, land
speculation will continue. Of course, this.
will hinder the development of the fam-
ily sized farm as a desirable form of
rural lifers

The second recent development-
was in the report of the so-called
San Luis Task Force.2 3 This Task.
Force was created pursuant to Pub-
lic Law 95-46 (June 15, 1977), to-
investigate and report on the man--
agement, organization and opera--

21Id., p. 6. ily testimony also identified
specific examples of turnaround sales, involv--
ing the Westlands Water District in Cali--
fornia, where a buyer paid from 450-$700
per acre for land purchased from excess-
status, and sold it within a fairly short
period of time without any price control. The
price for non-excess land in the Westlands
District during this period ranged from
$900-$1,700 per acre, obviously allowing-
realization of a substantial profit.

22 Ibid. The Report also states, erroneously,
that the Department had consistently in-.
terpreted sec. 46 since its enactment not to
allow the control of sale price of even former-
ly excess land. Id., p. 5. Both Professor Sax
and the 1946 Bureau Study document several-i
examples where the Department had exercised
control of the sale price of all lands In a
project, including formerly excess land. See---
Part IV, supra.

23Special Tash ore Report on San Luis-
nit, Central Valley Project, Calif. (1978).
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lions of the San Luis Unit to deter-
,mine the extent to which they con-
-form to the purposes and intent of
*reclamation law. Part of the Task
"Force's responsibility was to report
on

the record of enforcement of the require-
ments concerning the disposition of ex-
-cess lands by persons receiving Federal
-water or major project benefits, * * *
-and an evaluation of the success of the
eproject in fostering family farms, includ-
ing the adequacy of present legislation
-and departmental rules and regulations
,pertaining to these provisions.

The Task Force concluded that
-sec. 46 of the 1926 Act should be
read to provide for control of the
sale price of formerly excess lands,
since it found that this interpreta-
tion "best meets the statutory goal
-of preventing speculation." 24

In sum, the fact that sec. 46 of
-the 1926 Act should be interpreted
-to require controlling the sale price
,of formerly excess land is not in
:substantial doubt. The only justifi-
cation found in Departmental
records for the idea that sec. 46
does not require control of the sale
price of formerly excess lands was
~stated in conclusionary terms, with-
*out legal analysis, and with an
acknowledgement that there were
-substantial arguments for the con-
trary interpretation 5 No reported

' Id., p. 202. It did not directly address the
broader interpretation urged by Professor Sax.

25 In this respect, the situation is similar
to the so-called "Wilbur letter" purporting to
-exempt the Imperial Irrigation District from
the excess land law. See United States v. I-
perial Irrigatio Dist., 559 F. 2d 509 (9th
-Cir. 1977); rehearing en banc denied (Apr.
26, 1979) ; see also Solicitor's Opinion 71 ID.

decisions have reached such a con-
clusion; in fact, in the only case
reaching this issue, the Circuit
Court of Appeals rejected it.26

There is no doubt that Congress
viewed sec. 46 as a remedial meas-
ure, to improve administration of
the reclamation program, and in
particular to better achieve the
overriding goal of the reclamation
program of providing family farm
opportunities for settlers, without
opportunity for speculative profits.
Considering these circumstances, I
believe that the law should be in-
terpreted in conformity with its
statutory purpose, that the Depart-
ment's apparent failure for the last
30 years 27 to further that purpose
was wrong, and that the Secretary
is obliged to control the sale price
of formerly excess lands.28

496 (1964). The Ninth Circuit noted that the
"Wilbur letter" was an "informal" opinion
reached under circumstances indicating a
"lack of careful consideration" and thus "not
entitled to deference" as an administrative
interpretation of law. 559 F. 2d at 539.

26 TPtlare Lake, sura.
27 Both of the documents reflecting a nar-

row interpretation of sec. 46 emanated from
the Bureau's Regional Counsel in Sacramento.
I have been unable to determine whether a
similar practice was followed in other regions,
or whether any of the provisions in earlier
contracts providing for control of the sale
price of both formerly excess asd non-excess
land were enforced after the Regional Counsel
took a different position.

2 I cannot, however, subscribe to Professor
Sax's view that control of the sale price of
all lands is required by sec. 46. Although Pro-
fessor Sax makes a generally persuasive case
that there is no sound distinction between
formerly excess land and other land receiving
project water, when it comes to converting
the value added by the taxpayer-subsidized
project into cash, the language of sec. 46. will
not readily sustain his interpretation. It is
difficult, in other words, to argue that the
general reference to the control of sale price
in the same section as the regulation of ex-
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Congress clearly intended that
the excess land purchaser be inter-
ested in farming the- land, not in
windfall profits. Failing to control
the sale price in the turnaround sale
means that in one fell swoop a per-
son can realize the federal subsidy-
the incremental amount of value
added to the land by the federal
project-whether that person is the
kind of settler envisioned by Con-
gress ornot. It also has the negative
effect of reaping this benefit at the
expense of the next purchaser of
that land, thus impairing the finan-
cial position of those who later buy
the land and enter into the project. 29

It is worth noting that excess
landowners themselves have recog-
nized the problem created by the
failure of this Department to con-
trol the sale price of turnaround
sales. For example, a representative
of the Southern Pacific Land Co.,
which owns over one hundred thou-
sand acres of excess lands in the
Westlands Water District, told a

cess lands sales is a "bizarre grammatical
fortuity," as Professor Sax suggests. (64
Mich. L. Rev. at 25.) It is far easier to argue
that it was deliberate. The Ninth Circuit ex-
pressed its support for Professor Sax's view
only in the context of formerly excess lands.
The Bureau's 1946 study reflects that the De-
partment's past efforts to control the sale
price of all lands was regarded as voluntary
and somewhat experimental, pursuant to the
Secretary's general authority to implement
the excess land law. The Report also pointed
out instances in which Congress had expressly
provided for this broader control on particu-
lar projects, thus suggesting, by. negative in-
ference, that Congress had. not reqeired such
a result for all projects. But see Sax, op. cit.,
64 Mich. L. Rev. at 29-30.

2' See Sax, op. cit., 64 Mich. L. Rev. at 19;
seeelse Fact inder's Report, S. Doe. No. 92,
68th Cong., 1st Sess. (1924), pp. 37, 118.

congressional committee three years
ago:

It is obvious that the price gap [be-
tween the Value of the lands with pro-
ject water and the value without project
water] gives rise to a potential for seri-
ous abuse. The prospect of quick gaint
has brought in ma'ny opportunists who
are pressuring to buy the land. This cn-
plicates or problem of finding bona fide
farer-buyers. We intend to do our best
in selecting purchasers who do in fact in-
tend to farm the land after it passes out
of our hands.

Southern Pacific welcomes suggestions
from either the Bureau of Reclamation
or another federal agency on how ve
should screen applications to purchase
property not acquired by existing lessees,
to determine that the buyers intend to
farm the lands themselves.30 (Italics
added.)

This difficulty faced by a consci-
entious excess landowner trying to
comply with the letter and spirit
of reclamation law in disposing of
its excess lands dramatically illu-
strates the problem created by the
failure to control turnaround sales.
Control of the sale price of formerly
excess lands will effectively elimi-
nate speculation, and the difficulty.

This result does not prohibit an
owner from selling his land at an
uncontrolled price. On the contrary,
such sales can be made without any
scrutiny by the Secretary. The only
penalty is the one stated in sec. 46:
"[N]o sale of any such lands shall
carry the right to receive [project]
water unless and until the purchase

Statement of Ned 'Smith, Chief Agrono-
mist, Southern Pacific Land Co., to the Joint
Hearings Before the Select Committee on
Small Business and the Committee on In-
terior. and Insular Affairs, United States
Senate (94th Cong., 2d Sess., 1976) pp. 634,
638.
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price involved * * * is approved by
the Secretary." (Italics added.) Sale
at an uncontrolled price eliminates
only the right to receive project
water. Although this is, to be sure,
a valuable right, there is no legal
restraint on what someone may do
with his or her property apart
from it.

Having reached this conclusion,
there remains the question whether
the Secretary must set the sale price
of formerly excess land without any
consideration of the value added by
the federally-subsidized project.
Sec. 46 says that the sale of such
land shall not carry with it the right
to receive federally-subsidized wa-
ter unless the purchase price is
"approved by the Secretary," but it
does not at that point set forth
standards upon which the Secretary
is to act. Earlier in that same sec-
tion, however, the Secretary is di-
rected to fix the sale price on the
basis of its value without any refer-
ence to the federal project.

Clearly Congress' intent was that
the Secretary control the sale price
of excess and formerly excess land
to prevent speculative benefits until
one-half the construction charges
have been paid. It is logical and
consistent to use the same standard
in setting the sale price of formerly
excess lands, until one-half the con-
struction charges have been paid.31

51
The regulations proposed by the Depart-

ment in August 1977 provided for a two-
tiered control. For the first ten years after
the excess land was sold, any resale must be
for a pice not reflecting project benefits. If
it is sold after ten years, and until one-half

VI. EFFECT OF THIS
OPINION

The only remaining question is
how this opinion should be applied
to those who now hold formerly
excess land. First, I note that, pur-
suant to my instruction, the Bureau
has resumed its earlier practice, in
force for at least some contracts in
the period 1926-1949, of inserting
in all new contracts with irrigation
districts a clause which expressly
provide for the control of the sale
price of formerly excess lands.3"
Other contracts with irrigation dis-
tricts and existing recordable con-
tracts are simply silent on this point
or provide for control of the sale
price of all lands." With respect to
those receiving water under these
new contracts, there should be no
doubt about the Secretary's power
to control the sale price of formerly
excess land. And the silence of other

of the construction charges allocated to It
have been paid in regularly scheduled install-
ments, the Secretary would "monitor any re-
sale to prevent unreasonable profit from ac-
cruing to the seller." See § 426.9(b) 42 FR
43048 (Aug. 25, 1977). Although this might
be read to allow some value attributed to the
federal project to be included in the sale price
after ten years, I believe this result is not
consistent with sec. 46. The same standard-
excluding all value attributed to the project-
should apply both to excess and formerly ex-
cess lands, until one-half the construction
charges have been paid.

32 For example, Article 15 of the 1979 San
Luis Unit agricultural water service contract
with theR Westlands Water District provides
as follows (italics added):

"Until one-half the construction charges
against the lands in the Contractor's service
area shall have been paid, no sale of any
excess or formerly excess lands shall carry
the right to receive water unless and until
the purchase price involved in such sale is
approved by the Secretary of the Interior."

32 See Part IV, supre.
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existing contracts on this point
means I am not called upon to de-
cide how the proper interpretation

.of sec. 46 should be applied in the
face of a contract expressly pro-

'viding otherwise.
Although the Department has not

-had a consistent and well-articu-
dated position against controlling
ithe sale price of formerly excess
land, I assume nevertheless that in
-recent years agents of the Depart-
rment have, at least in some regions,
failed to control the sale price.

There are several examples where
the Department has concluded that
prior practice or interpretation was

,-simply erroneous. In some of these,
-the revised interpretation was made
-applicable to claims or applications
-then pending before the Depart-
,ment; e.g., where the interest of the
'I nited States in preventing im-
,proper disposition of the public
lands was deemed to outweigh the
-speculative interest of oil shale
-claimants. United States v. Wine-
gar, 81 .D. 370 (1974), reversed

-sub. non. Shell Oil Co. v. Kleppe,
-426 F. Supp. 894 (D. Colo. 1977);
-f'd. (10th Cir., Jan. 25, 1979)
(reversal of long-standing interpre-

-tation of application of Mining
'Law of 1872 to oil shale claim-
-ants) .3

'1 Courts have many times held that a-
.quiescence by the government's agents does
not estop the government or alter the Secre-
-tary's obligation to enforce the law. See At-
-7antic Richfield O. v. Hiekel, 482 F. 2d 587,
'591-92 (oth Cir. 1970); Automobile Cb of
Michigan v. Commissioner, 53 U.S. 180
(1957) Fed. Crop Ins. Corp. V. Merril, 332
U.S. 380, 384-85 (1947) Utah Power and
afgh t Co. . United States, 243 U.S. 389, 410
(1917).

In others, the ruling was made
prospective only. For example, in
Issuance of Noncompetitive Oil and
Gas Leases on Lands Within the
Geologic Structure of Producing
Oil and Gas Fields, 74 I.D. 285
(1967), the Solicitor concluded that,
contrary to prior practice, noncom-
petitive oil and gas lease offers must
be rejected if they were included in
a known geologic structure any time
before the lease was issued. 74 I.D.
at 285-86. Failure to apply this
principle in the past undoubtedly
cost the United States revenue-at
a minimum, leases were obtained
without competitive bidding or the
payment of bonuses. Applying the
doctrine to existing leases would
have, on the other hand, possibly
resulted in the cancellation of scores
of leases, some of which could have
been almost fifty years old. Conse-
quently, the decision was made pro-
spective only. 74 I.D. at 290. This
position was approved in MeDade v.
Morton, 353 F. Supp. 1006 (D.D.C.
1973), aff'd. 494 F. 2d 1156 (D.C.
Cir. 1974.). See also Franco Western
Oil Co. (Supp.), 65 I.D. 427 (1958),
approved in Safae k v. Udall, 304
F. 2d 9-4 (D.C. Cir. 1962), cert.
den., 371 U.S. 901 (1962).

United States v. Winegar, supra,
reviews several reported court de-
cisions which address the issue of
whether new administrative inter-
pretations of a statute should be
given prospective effect. See 81 I.D.
at 394-98. Some of the factors to
be considered are whether the stat-
ute is easily susceptible to more than
one interpretation; whether the in-
terpretation being overruled has
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been followed since enactment of the
statute;-the nature of the reliance
placed on the precedent by the par-
ties; the purpose of the statute or
rule in light of public policy; the
harm to the parties who have relied
on the precedent to their detriment;
and the harm either to the govern-
ment or the public purpose.35

Applying these rules in the con-
text of this opinion, the following
is clear:

(a) Although sec. 46 is literally
susceptible of the interpretation
that only the sale price of excess
lands must be controlled, its purpose
and scope make plain Congress' in-
tent to guard against speculation
and to foster achievement of the
basic objective of the excess land
law.

(b) The contrary interpretation
I overrule here was not the one
adopted upon enactment of sec. 46.
On the contrary, it first appeared
in one region of the Bureau 23 years
after enactment, and was never ex-
pressly extended to other regions.
The interpretation I adopt here was
the Department's original interpre-
tation.

(c) The nature of "reliance" on
this interpretation by reclamation
landowners would most commonly
take one of two forms: either a pur-
chaser of formerly excess lands has
paid fair market value for the land,

5 See, e.g., 1 I.D. at 394-95; Linkletter v.
Walker, 381 U.S; 618 (1965) ; Chicot County
Drainage Diet. v. Baxter State Bank, 308 U.S.
871, 374 (1940); Great Northern BV. Go. v.
Sunburst Oil Refining o., 28 U.S. 858
(1932).

so that the seller has converted the
value added by the Federal Govern-
ment to cash; or the land has not
been resold but the owner has ob-
tained a mortgage on the formerly
excess land or other loans or ad-
vances in an amount reflecting some
or all of the incremental value sup-
plied by the federal project. Beyond
this, "reliance" would be mainly if
not wholly in the form of an expec-
tation that the land could be sold
at an uncontrolled price; i.e., that
the seller can, if he or she chooses
to sell, convert the value added by
the federal project to cash.

(d) The purpose of sec. 46 was
to implement the acreage limitation,
and to prevent the value added by
the federally-subsidized project
from going to speculators rather
than settlers intent on establishing
family farms on the land. It is an
important purpose, going directly to
the core of the reclamation program.

Considering these factors and the
cases discussed above, I believe the
following approach best balances
the competing considerations of be-
ing fair to those who may have re-
lied on non-enforcement and carry-
ing out Congress' intent.

First, with respect to formerly
excess land which has already been
sold at an uncontrolled price reflect-
ing the incremental value added to
the land by federal project water, it
would serve no useful purpose now
to control the price at which such
land may be sold in the future. Such
control would merely penalize those
who have purchased the land for a.
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price reflecting the added value pro- - nancial institutions, in at least par-
vided by the federal project. The
windfall profit has already been
realized.A" Although the Bureau
could undertake the task of sorting
out already consummated sales and
'proceeding to attempt to recover
-the windfall profits, the administra-
tive burdens of untangling the past
sales and recovering that profit
would be significant. Therefore, the
control of the sale price should only
be exercised at most where formerly
excess land has not yet been sold at
a price reflecting the value added
by the federal project.

'There remains the question of
how this opinion should be applied
to those who have purchased form-
erly excess land at a controlled
price, but have not yet resold it.

It might appear on the surface
that these persons would not be
penalized by now controlling the
price at which land can be sold,
since they acquired it at a price
which did not reflect project bene-
fits. On closer examination, how-
ever, those who have acquired land
out of excess status and not yet sold
it may have relied to a great extent
on the assumption that the sale price
of formerly excess lands would no
longer be controlled. In making this
assumption, these landowners
would value their land in financial
statements and for tax purposes at
current market value, not at the con-
trolled sale price. Furthermore, fi-

W In the words of Professor Sax, the value
added by the federally-subsidized reclamation
project has been "converted into cash and
possibly * * 'carried off the project to-
be used for purposes which are of no interest
or advantage to the reclamation program."
65 Mich. L. Rev. at 34.

tial reliance upon past Departihen-
tal practice, have taken mortgages
on formerly excess lands based on
their ability to be sold at current
market value. While some lending
institutions' are legally restricted
from holding long-term mortgages
-on he land for more than 75% of
the market value, the local banks
and other lenders often make cash
advances for crop production tak-
ing into account not only the reve-
nues from crop production, but also
the landowner's margin of equity
over and above the long-term mort-
gage on the land. Also, in determin-
ing whether monthly mortgage pay-
ments can be made on time, long-
term lenders consider whether a
landowner will be able to obtain
these cash advances on crop produc-
tion. Finally, even if the mortgage
on the land is not based on full
market value or if there is no mort-
gage at all, almost every landowner
must rely to a certain extent on
these short-term crop loans and
similar cash advances to meet cash-
flow needs while the crop is grow-
ing. The crop loans are made tak-
ing into account the financial state-
ments of the landowners, their
equity in the land, and their net
worth.

To now require these lands to be
sold at a controlled price could in
effect seriously undermine the cash
position of these landowners, and
upset the financial arrangements
they and lending institutions have
made.

For all these reasons, I have de-
cided this opinion will not apply to
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lands which were acquired, with
Secretarial approval, from excess
into non-excess status prior to the
date of this opinion7 However, all
who acquire land out of excess
status after the date of this opinion,
and their financial backers, will be
on notice that the sale price of
formerly excess land will be con-
trolled until one-half of the con-
struction charges allocated to such
lands have been paid, and therefore
they have no right to rely on being
able to sell formerly excess land at
an uncontrolled price, and can ad-
just financial arrangements and
lending practices accordingly.

This result avoids doing violence
to the financial position of land-
owners and lending institutions,
-while still limiting speculation and
tarrying out Congress' intent to
the extent consistent with notions
of fairness.38

LEO KRuLITZ,
SoUcitor.

DELIGHT COAL CORP.

I IBSMA 186
Decided June 5, 1979

Petition for review by the Office of Sur-
face Mining Reclamation and Enforce.

" If excess land has been transferred into
non-excess status prior to this opinion with-
out Secretarial approval, it Is ineligible to
receive project water under 43 .S.C. § 423e
(1976). Because Secretarial approval Is neces-
sary for water eligibility, it is the date of the
Secretarial approval which will control In
those circumstances.

'8 This approach Is also consistent with
Professor Sax's recommendation, 65 Mich. L.
Rev. at 45, note 105, although he was arguing
for broader control.

ment (OSM) of the Jan. 29, 1979,
decision of Administrative Law Judge
Tom M. Allen in a civil penalty pro-
ceeding (Docket No. CH 9-4-P). The
decision vacated a notice of violation
and two orders of cessation issued by
OSM under the provisions of the Stur-
face M'ining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977.

Reversed and remanded.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla.
mation Act of 1977: Administrative
Procedure: Findings

Except in cases governed by 43 CFR
4.1187(e) or 4.1266(b) (7) (ii), a written
decision or a written order confirming a
ruling from the bench constitutes the ini-
tial decision. The written decision or
order incorporating the ruling from the
bench must comply with 43 CPR 4.1127.
The only exception to this rule is when
the Administrative Law Judge both spe-
cifically states that a ruling from the
bench constitutes his initial decision and
fully complies with the requirements of
43 OR 4.1127 in that oral ruling.

2. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Administrative
Procedure: Generally

An Administrative Law Judge may raise
questions which go to the authority of

the Department under the Act even if
the parties fail to raise those questions.

3. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Administrative
Procedure: Generally

If a party objects to any ruling of or
action taken by an Administrative Law
Judge it should do so in a manner that
the Administrative Law Judge can re-
consider his action in light of that
objection.

321] 321
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4. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Administrative
Procedure: Generally

It is imperative both to the just imple-
mentation of this Act and to the proper
functioning of administrative review
within the Department that parties co-

,operate with the Administrative Law
Judge's conduct of the proceeding and
with his requests.

5. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Initial Regula-
tory Program: Generally

The definition of "permittee" adopted by
the Secretary for the initial regulatory
program in 30 CFR 700.5 includes those
persons who, through ignorance or dis-
honesty, fail to obtain a permit before
engaging in activities regulated by a
state.

6. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Civil Penalties:
Generally

During the initial regulatory program a
person may be assessed a civil penalty
under 30 CER 723.1 for violations of a
permit condition, a regulation, or a pro-
vision of Title V of the Act even though
he does not hold a permit from the state
regulatory authority.

APPEARANCES: arye L. Wright

Esq., Office of the Field Solicitor

(Charleston), Shelley D. Hayes, Esq.,

Office of the Solicitor, and Marcus P.

McGraw, Esq., Assistant Solicitor for

Enforcement, Office of the Solicitor, all

for the Offce. of Surface Mining Recla-

mation and Enforcement.

OPINION BY THE INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE MIN-
ING AND RECLAMATION
APPEALS

The Qffice 'of Surface Mining

Reclamation and Enforcement

(OSM) sought review of an admin--
istrative law judge's (ALJ's) Jans
29, 1979, decision vacating Notice of
Violation No. 78-I-17-3 and Cessa-
tion Orders Nos. 78-I-18-2 and 78--
I-18-3 issued to Delight Coal Corp..
(Delight) on Aug. 18, 1978, under
the provisions of sec. 521(a) (3) of
the Surface Mining Control aniL
Reclamation Act of 1977 (Act).,.

We disagree with the AUL's hold2

ings that a person cannot be treated
as. a "permittee" during the initial
regulatory program if he does not
hold a permit from a state regula--
tory agency and that if a persom
does not hold a permit he is not-
liable for civil penalties. We there--
fore reverse his decision and re--
mand the case to the Hearings
Division.

Factual and Procedural Back-
ground

On Aug. 17, 1978, OSM inspected'
Delight's underground mining op-
eration in Wise County, VA. On
Aug. 18, 1978, OSM issued Delight
a notice of violation and three-
orders of cessation. Notice of Viola-
tion No. 78-1-17-3 listed alleged'
violations of five sections of the Act
and regulations: 2 (1) 30 CFR-
717.12(b) regarding signs; (2) 30-
CFR 717.20(a) relating to topsoil
handling; (3) 30 CFR 717.14-deal-
ing with retention of nonwaste ma--
terials; (4) 30 CFR 717.17(a) re-
quiring sedimentation ponds; and

' 91 Stat. 445, 505, 30 U.S.C.A. §,1271 (a)
(3) (west Supp. 1979). All further citations
to U.S.C.A. are from the 1979 West Supple-
ment.

2 The regulations In 30 CFR, setting forth
the initial regulatory program, can also be
found in 42 PR 62639 et seq. (Dec. 13, 1977)6.
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(5) 30 CFR 717.17(j) (2) (iii) and-
(iv) specifying haul road construc-

tion requirements. Cessation Order
No. 78-I-18-1 alleged a violation of
sec. 502(d) of the Act, 30 IU.S.C.A.
§ 1252, in Delight's failure to obtain
.a surface mine permit. Cessation
Order No. 78-I-18-2 charged that

Delight was mining too close to an
occupied dwelling in violation of
sec. 522(e) (5) of the Act, 30
U.S.C.A. 1272. And Cessation
'Order No. 78-I-18-3 alleged water
~quality violations under sec. 502 (a)
*of the Act, 30 U.S.C.A. § 1252. On
Sept. 13, 1978, Cessation Order No.
78-I-18-3 was amended to state a
-violation of 30 CFR 710.11 (a) (2)
(iii), prohibiting any operations
that result- in significant, imminent
environmental harm.

On Sept. 7, 1978, OSM .sent De-
light a notice that an informal hear-
ing on the cessation orders would be
held' pursuant to 30 CFR 722.15.
This hearing was held on Sept. 13,
1978, and the three cessation orders
were orally affirmed. This decision
was confirmed by a written decision
dated Sept. 25, 1978.
* By letters dated Sept. 18, 1978,

OSM informed Delight of the pro-
posed civil penalty assessments
based on the notice and the orders.
Delight filed one-sentence petitions
for review of the proposed assess-
ments with the Office of Hearings
and Appeals and paid $12,600 into
escrow-on Oct. 23, 1978.3

3 See 43 CFR 4.1107(f). The regulations in
4 CR, governing procedures for hearings
and appeals, can also be found in 43 FR'
34376 et seq. (Aug. 3, 1978).

The Board notes that 43 CFR 4.1151(a)
requires that "[a] petition for review of a

- On Sept. 25, 1978, OSM termin-
ated violations 1 and 3 of the notice
of violation on the grounds that
Delight had taken the remedial ac-
tion ordered. Similarly, on Nov.. 14,
1978, Order of Cessation No. 78-I-
18-2 was terminated after Delight
obtained a waiver from the owner
of the dwelling that was located
within 300 feet of its mining
operation.

On Nov. 24, 1978, OSM filed a
motion to dismiss the petition, for.
review on the grounds that Delight
had failed to state a claim on which
administrative .relief could be
granted and to comply with the re-
quirements of 43 CFR 4.1152.4

A hearing was held in Abingdon,
Va., on Jan. 5,1979. At that hearing
OSM withdrew its motion to dis-
miss. The parties entered several
stipulations: (1) violations 1 and 3
of the notice were valid; (2) viola-
tions 2 and 5 of the notice were val-
id, but Delight contested the pro-

proposed assessment of a civil penalty must
be filed within 30 days of receipt of the, pro-
posed assessment." The record contains only
the assessment letters which are dated Sept.
18. It is, therefore, impossible to determine
whether Delight's petition was filed within 30
days of receipt of the proposed assessment.
The Board has already noted the importance
of compliance with this procedural regula-
tion. 04K Coal Co., 1 IBSMIA 118, 86 I.D.
221 (1979). This lack of evidence as to the
date of receipt highlights the need to provide
some evidence in the record of the date of
receipt of documents, such as by using return
receipt requested mail.

443 CFPi 4.1152 specifies' what information
must be included in a petition for review and
provides that the petition must be accom-
panied by full payment of the proposed as-
sessment.

If OSM intended this motion to be in place
of the answer required by 43 CFR 4.1153, it
may have missed that sec's. 30-day-from-
receipt filing requirement However, the rec-
ord does not indicate when OSM received its
copy of Delight's petition.

321] 323
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posed assessment; (3) Delight con-
tested both the fact of violation and
the proposed assessment for viola-
tion 4 of the notice; (4) Order of
Cessation No. 78-1-18-1 was val-
idly issued, but Delight contested
the amount of the proposed assess-
ment; (5) Order of Cessation No.
18-1-18-2d was not contested and
OSM agreed to reduce the penalty
assessed to zero; and (6) Delight
contested both the fact of violation
and the proposed assessment for
Order of Cessation No. 78-I-18-3
(Tr. 7-8). The ALJ confirmed these
stipulations (Tr. 9).

The hearing, therefore, was di-
rected toward the contested facts
and proposed assessments of viola-
tion 4 of the notice of violation and
the third cessation order and the
amounts of the proposed assess-
ments for violations 2 and 5 of the
notice and for the first cessation
order.

At the close of the hearing, the
ALJ indicated from the bench that
he would reduce the proposed as-
sessments for violations 2 and 5 of
the notice and the first cessation or-
der and would combine violation 4
of thenotice and the third cessation
order because he felt that these two
enforcement actions were duplica-
tive. Such a decision would result in
a civil penalty liability of $6,100.

On Jan. 8, 1979, the ALJ issued
a memorandum order indicating
that, "[plursuant to a conference
call between the parties," 5 he was

There is no record of this conference call
in, the file. This-failure to record the con-
tents of conversations concerning a case is
discussed ifra at pp. 326, 327.>

vacating the oral order from the
bench "in order to prevent a possi-
ble miscarriage of justice by a mis-
interpretation of the law and regu-
lations." In that order the ALJ re-
quested briefs from both parties by
Jan. 25, 1979, on three issues:
1. Is a person who does not have a per-
mit to mine coal subject to: (a) P,.L.
9-87 (30 U.S.C. § 1201 et seq. (1977))
(b) The penalty provisions of 30 CFR
700 et seq.
2. If a cessation order is issued to one
who is mining without a permit, and
that person ceases all mining opera-
tions, what is that person's status as far
as further civil penalty proceedings are
concerned.
S. Can more than one cessation order
issue to the same person on the same day
for multiple violations of the interim
regulations.

The ALJ's order clearly indicated
that his "complete and final order
* * * [might] differ from the order
issued from the bench."

Both parties failed to submit
briefs by Jan. 25, 1979. The ALJ
issued a written opinion on Jan. 29,
1979, in which he held that, because
Delight was not a "permittee"'
within the meaning of the Act, the
civil penalty provisions of sec. 518
of the Act did not apply and that,
since one order of cessation was suf-
ficient to close a mine, the issuance
of three orders was excessive. Based
on these holdings, the ALJ vacated
all enforcement actions except Ces-
sation Order No. 78-I-18-1 andc
ordered that all of the proposed
assessment being held in escrow be
returned to Delight.

On Feb. 28, 1979, OSM filed a
"Notice of Appeal."'nder 43 CFR
4.1158 review of decisions of an
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ALJ concerning civil penalty as- that part of 5 U.S.C. § 557 (1976)
sessments are by petition to the which reads "[w]hen the presiding
Board in accordance with 43 CFR employee makes an initial decision,
4.1270 which provides that grant- that decision then becomes the deci-
ing petitions for review of civil sion of the agency without further
penalty decisions lies within the proceedings unless there is an appeal
discretion of the Board. Because of to, or review on motion of, the
the heading of OSM's submission, agency within time provided by
the Board treated it as a "notice of rule." OSM also cites 43 CFR 4.1127
appeal" rather than as a "petition which provides that "[aln initial
for review." The acknowledgment * * > decision disposing of a case
letter sent to the parties indicated shall incorporate-(a) Findings of
that 43 CFR 4.1273 would govern fact and conclusions of law and the
the presentation of briefs. Because basis and reasons therefore [sic on
of the error by both OSM and the all the material issues of fact, law,
Board on this point, the Board will and discretion presented on the rec-
treat the acknowledgment letter as ord; and (b) An order granting or
a grant of a petition for review for denying relief."
purposes of this case.0 It is clear that what the ALJ said

OSM filed its brief on Mar. 30, at the conclusion of the hearing in
1979. Delight did not file a brief.7 this case did- not constitute what is

required by see. 4.1127. The regula-
Discussionl tions specifically provide for oral

[1] At the conclusion of its brief initial decisions in two instances in
OSM argues that the ALJ's ruling which a rapid decision is essential:
from the bench was "final agency (1) expedited review under 43 CFR
action" for the Department and 4.1187(e) and (2) temporary relief
could not be changed unless ap- cases under 43 CFR 4.1266(b) (7)
pealed by one of the parties. As (ii). In all other cases an ALJ pre-
support for this argument it cites sumably "rules" from the bench in

Cfle Board notes all of 051's ~revi order to give the parties a prompt6 The Board: notes that all of OSM's previ- .e a, promp
ous and subsequent submissions in the case indication of his thinking. The
were clearly titled "Civil Penalty Proceed- Board will not construe a ruling
ing," as were all the ALl's statements and
documents concerning the case. Because OSAI from the bench as an initial decision
filed a "notice of appeal" rather than a "peti- unless it fully complies with see.
tion to review" it did not attach a copy of
the AJ's decision appealed from as it would 4.1127 and unless the ALJ explic-
have been required to do under the provisions itly states at the tme that he intendsgoverning petitions to review (43 CPR ty e ttetm hth ned
4.1270(c)). it to be his initial decision. To hold

7Regardless of the circumstances of a par-
ticular case, parties are reminded that there otherwise would mean that the pe-
is a very real danger that failure to partic- riod for the filing of notices of ap-
ipate.before- the Boardas well-as the.ALJ
may rdsilt in a dete'rmination adverse to peal or petitions for review would
their ppeition. See Dean Trucking', CO., I n., begin to run from the-date of the
1 IBSMA 105; 1-1-12 ad n. 4, 86 LD. 201,
208z&04 2 -Q9pt -' hearing,. .even though -the parties
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did not have any written record of
the' ALJ's decision. Further, al-
though prompt decisions are desir-
able, deliberation should not be sac-
rificed to expedition. If an oral
statement from the bench were
deemed an initial decision it would
deprive an ALJ of the opportunity
to consider the record and to write
a decision which carefully sets
forth findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law and the basis and rea-
sons therefor on all the material is-
sues of fact, law, and discretion pre-
sented as required by sec. 4.1127.

Therefore, except in cases gov-
rued by 43 CFR 4.1187 (e) or

4.1266(b) () (ii), a written deci-
sion or a written order confirming
-what was said from the bench con-
:stitutes the initial decision. The
-written decision or order incorpo-
* rating what was said from the
'bench must be in accordance with
-43 CFR 4.1127. The only exception
-to this general rule is when the
ALJ both specifically states that a
ruling from the bench constitutes
his initial decision and fully om-
plies with the requirements of 43
CFR 4.1127 in that oral ruling.8

[2] OSM. also argues that 43
CFR 4.1121 limits an ALJ to de-
ciding those issues actually present-

8 Presumably, the ALS retains urisdiction
* to supplement, qualify, or otherwise modify
-that decision until the occurrence of one of
the three events listed in 43 CR 4.1121(c)

"(c) Except as otherwise provided In these
-regulations, the jurisdiction of an administra-
-ive law judge shall terminate upon-

"(1) The filing of a notice of appeal from
-aninitial decision or other order dispositive
*of the proceeding; .

"(2) The issuance of an order of the Board
* granting a petition for review, or

"(3) .The expiration of the time period
within which a petition for review or an ap-

-peal to the Board may be filed."

ed by the parties and does not au-
thorize him to raise other questions
gua sponte.9 The difficulty with this
argument is that the first issue
raised by the ATJ in his memoran-
dum order of Jan. 8, 1979, and the
issue which was central to his ini-
tial decision of Jan. 29, 1979, could
be considered jurisdictional in na-
ture. In the ALJ's view, if Delight
were not a permittee under the Act
and the regulations, then OSM
would have no authority to regulate
it or to take enforcement actions
against it during the initial regula-
tory program. An ALJ may raise
questions which go to the authority
of the Department under the appli-
cable law even if the parties do not
do so. See Eastern Associated Coal
Corp., 4 IBMA 1, 15, 82 I.D. 22, 29
(1975).

[3] Two additional problems
arise from the Jan. 8 memorandum
order, both of which are compli-
cated by the failure of either the
ALJ or the parties to place a record
of the preceding conference call in
the file. First, it is impossible to
know whether or not either party
objected to the ALJ's intention to
vacate his ruling from the bench at
that time. Nor is there any other in-
dication that any -objection to this
procedure was raised before the

This is a recurring theme in OSM's pres-
entations o the Office of Hearings and Ap-
peals. In the sense that neither the Hearings
Division nor this Board can summon a case
from below on its own initiative, sua ponte
activity is prohibited. As to determinations
of jurisdiction or to being confined to the
parties' theories of the case, suea sponte is of
doubtful relevance. In regard to matters fall-
ing between those extremes, it will be appro-
priate to flesh out the theory and application
as specific cases involving specific facts come
before us.
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ALJ. If a party objects to any rul-
ing of or action taken by an ALJ
it should do so in a manner that
permits the ALJ to reconsider in
light of that objection. When a
party fails to raise its objections
before the ALJ, but instead chooses
to present them for the first time
on appeal to the Board, it runs the
double risk of receiving an adverse
decision from the ALJ and a pos-
sible affirmance by the Board.

[4] The lack of a record of the
conference call also means that the
Board cannot tell whether either
OSM or Delight informed the ALJ
that it would not submit a brief.
In any event, it is imperative both
to the just implementation of this
Act and to the proper functioning
of administrative review within the
Department that parties, and espe-
cially the Department, cooperate
with the ALJ's conduct of the pro-
ceeding and with his requests.' 0 The
Board has already noted the prob-
lems arising from the lack of repre-
sentation on appeal. See Dean
Trucking Co., Inc., 1 IBSMA 105,
111-12 and n. 4, 86 I.D. 201, 203-04
(1979). In this case, both sides de-
clined to participate in the develop-
ment of answers to questions the
ALJ indicated were important to
his resolution of the case and, in-
,deed, failed to make any response
on the record. The ALJ was thus
placed in an untenable situation: in
effect he was forced to represent
both sides and to decide impartially
between his own arguments on what
he considered to be the central ques-

1043 CPR 4.1121 (a) (6) grants the ALJ the
power to "regulate, the course of the proceed-
ing."

tion-whether OSM had authority
over Delight.

The Board disagrees with the
ALJ's answer to that central ques-
tion. Sec. 502(c) of the Act, 30
U.S.C.A. 1252, establishes the
initial regulatory program: "On
and after nine months from. the
date of enactment of this Act, all
surface coal mining operations on
lands on which such operations are
regulated by a State shall comply
with [Certain of the reclamation re-
quirements of sec. 515]." Sec. 515
is written for the permanent state
or federal program and assumes
that either the state or the federal
government is properly implement-
ing a permit program. Acting on
Congress' stated intention that cer-
tain operational and reclamation
standards apply during the initial
regulatory program, the Secretary
defined "permittee" in 30 CFR 700.5
in such a way as to insure that all
persons conducting surface coal
mining and reclamation operations
would be covered during the initial
program, despite possible differ-
ences in the operation of existing
state regulatory schemes:

[A] ny individual, partnership, associa-
tion, society, joint stock company, firm,
company, corporation, or other business
organization holding a permit to conduct
surface coal mining and reclamation
operations issued by a State regulatory
authority pursuant to a State program
or by the Secretary pursuant to a Fed-
eral program or a Federal lands pro-
gram. During the initial regulatory pro-
gram the term includes persons conduct-
ing srface coal mining and reclamation
operations regulated by a State nder
State lv or conducting such operations

3211 327
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under a mining plan approved pursuant
to Part 211 of this title. [Italics added.]

[5] Although the Act and its im-
plementing regulations contem-
plate that persons conducting sur-
face coal mining and reclamation
operations will obey the law and
obtain the required permit, the defi-
nition of "permittee" adopted by
the Secretary for the initial regula-
tory program includes those per-
sons who, through ignorance or dis-
honesty, fail to get a permit from

the proper regulatory authority be-
fore engaging in activities regulated
by a state.

Delight did not dispute. either
that it was conducting a "surface
coad mining" operation or that Vir-
gimmia law equired it to obtain a
surface mining permit. Indeed, De-
light obtained a permit while these
enforcement actions were pending
(Tr. 37). We find, therefore, that
Delight is a "permittee" under the
initial regulatory program.

[6] During the initial regulatory
program the same definition of
"permnittee" applies to the regula-
tions implementing sec. 518(a) of
the Act, 30 U.S.C.A. § 1268(a),
which states that "any permitted
who violates any permit condition
or who violates any other provision
of this title, may be assessed a civil
penalty." The Secretary has fol-
lowed the Act's language in cover-
ing those persons who fail to ob-
tain a permit under 30 .CFR 723.1,
the section of the initialregnlatory
program provisions relating to the
assessmentof civil penalties: "This
Part covers'the assessment of civil
penalties under section 518 of the
Act for violations of a permit con-

ditiOll, 01y provisions of Title V of
the Act, or any 'iq1p1.ementing regu-
Zationrs." (Italics added.) Accord-
ing to this language a person may
be assessed a civil penalty for viola-
tions of a permit condition, a regu-
lation, or a provision of Title V of
the Act. There is no requirement
that, during the initial regulatory
program, a person responsible for
abiding by those provisions must
actually hold a permit in order to
be subject to civil penalties for vio-
lating them.

Delight admitted violations of
the regulations and of Title V of
the Act. During the initial regu-
latory program it may be assessed
civil penalties based on those viola-
tions regardless of the fact that it
did not hold a surface mining per-
mit from the state regulatory a-
thoritv.

We therefore hold both that De-
light is a "permittee" during the
initial regulatory program and that
it is liable for civil penalties based
on violations of the Act or regula-
tions. ALJ Allen's decision of Jan.
29; l979, is therefore reversed, and
this case is remanded to the Hear-
ings Division for further action
consistent with this decision.'

TILL A. IRWIN,
C Chief Adcmi'istrative Judge.

MELVIN J. MIRKIN,
Administrative Jdge.

IFZALINE G. BARNES,
Administrative Judge.

M We intimate no opinion on the correct-
ness of the A's vacating of two of the ces-
sation orders since neither party briefed that
issue either for the ALJ or the Board. While
we do not suggest that this failure to brief
an csue precludes the Board from deciding
it, or any other ssue, we refrain from exercis-
ing our power to do so In this case.
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APPEAL OF CITY WINDOW
CLEANERS

IBCA-1218-10-78

Decided June 12, 1979

Contract No. 68-03-6025, Environ-
mental Protection Agency.

Dismissed.

1. Contracts: Formation and Validity:
Legality-Contracts: Formation and
Validity: Authority to Make

Where an award is made to a firm while
one of the partners is under debarment
for violation of a labor statute due to
administrative oversight, the contracting
officer is without authority to make a
valid award, and the purported contract
is void ab initio.

2. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Jurisdiction

The award of a contract to a statutorily
debarred bidder was properly canceled
upon discovery of the debarred status and
there being no valid contract between the
parties, the Board is without jurisdiction
to consider an appeal.

APPEARANCES: IVr. Laurence E.
Thorp, Attorney at Law, Lively & Wis-
wall, Springfield, Oregon, for appel-
lant; MIr. Richard V. Anderson, Gov-
erlment Counsel, Cincinnati, Ohio, for
the Government.

OPINION BY ADzINzISTRA-
TIPE JUDGE LYNCH

INTERIOR BOARD OF CON-,
TRACT APPEALS

On Motion to Dismiss

This is an appeal from a termina-
tion for default issued on July 19,

297-038-79 4

1978, after appellant has refused to
continue contract performance on
July 18, 1978. Appellant seeks con-
version of the termination action to
one for the convenience of the Qov-
ernment and seeks to recover a total
of $9,486.98. The Government filed
an answer and motion to dismiss on
the grounds that the Board lacks
jurisdiction because the award of
the contract became void upon dis-
covery by the Government of ap-
pellant's debarred status. The par-
ties have submitted the appeal for
decision on the record.

* Background

On Apr. 26, 1978, appellant was
awarded a contract for providing
custodial services for Government
facilities in Corvallis, Oregon. The.
award was based on appellants low
bid of $3,235.54 a month submitted
in response to an advertised invita-
tion for bids (IFB). Appellant's
bid dated Mar. 21, 1978, was signed
by Eve M. Roman as owner of the
offering firm, "City Window Clean-'
ers." On Page 2 of the; Solitation
Offer and Award Form 33, appel-
lant represents that the type of
business organization is a partner-
ship (AF-3).

Upon issuance on Feb. 13,; 1978s
the. IFB contained the following
notation in schedule item 13(h):
"Applicable Minimum Hourly.
Rates of Wages, applicable to con-
tracts in excess of $2,000 will be
furnished contractor as soon as it isE
available." Amendment No. 1 to the
IFB was issued on Mar. 9, 1978,

1 AIl references to the Appeal File use the
abbreviation AF.
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extending the bid opening to Mar.
28, 1978, deleted schedule item
13(h) and substituted in lieu there-
of "(h) U.S. Department of Labor
Wage Decision No. 74-249 Rev 5
dated Jan. 20, 1978." The referenced
wage determination specified a min-
imum hourly wage of $5.44 for
"Janitor, porter cleaner," and cer-
tain fringe benefits. A copy of
Amendment No. 1 executed by Eve
M. Roman on Mar. 21, 1978, is in-
cluded in AF-3.

During May 1978, appellent com-
menced performance of the contract
and requested the contracting officer
to increase the monthly contract
rate from the bid amount of the
minimum wage to the higher wage
rates required by the above refer-
enced Department of Labor wage
decision (AF-5). The request was
denied by the contracting officer by
letter dated June 19, 1978 (AF-5).
Despite the denial of the price in-
crease, appellant continued to sub-
mit invoices at the higher rates re-
quested. Appellant's invoice for
May in the amount of $4,983.72 was
paid on July 21, 1978, at the con-
tract price of $3,235.54. The invoice
for June in the amount of $4,983.72
was paid on Aug. 24, 1978, at the
contract price of $3,235.54 (Gov-
ernment Answer).

The contracting officer's record
of telephone conversations with ap-
pellant indicate a series of calls
from and to Ernest Roman in mid-
July 1978 (AF-5). Ernest Roman,
husband of Eve Roman, initiated a
call on July 13 to attempt to secure
the requested increase in contract
price. On July 14 Ernest Roman

called to indicate he would not
furnish any documentation to sup-
port the claimed increase, but
would pull off the job on the basis
of the Government breach of the
contract if the contract price was
not increased. Later on July 14, the
contracting officer called Ernest
Roman to ask whether he was cur-
rently disbarred by GAO decision
B-3368 dated Apr. 3, 1978. Receiv-
ing no direct response, the contract-
ing officer sent a telegraphic mes-
sage to appellant on July 14, 1978,
requesting by July 21, 1978, a copy
of the legal partnership agreement
upon which appellant's firm is
based and a letter setting forth the
exact legal relationship of Ernest
Roman with appellant (AF-5).
The requested information was
never furnished. On July 17, a Mr.
T. Stevens of City Window Clean-
ers called as General Manager, and
the contracting officer advised that'
a letter of inquiry respecting Ernest
Roman's debarred status was being
sent to the Department of Labor.
On July 18, Mr. T. Stevens of City
Window Cleaners advised the Gov-
ernment project officer that City
Window Cleaners would pull off
the contract. No employees of ap-
pellant appeared for work that
evening. On July 19, 1978, the con-
tracting officer talked with Mr.
Stevens who repudiated the con-
tract on the grounds that the Gov-
ernment had breached the contract.

By telegraphic message on July
18, 1978, the contracting officer set
forth the substance of the above
exchanges. He also directed that
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performance of the contract be con-
tinued and advised that otherwise
it would be terminated for default.
On July 19, 1978, a telegraphic
message from the contracting offi-
cer to City Window Cleaners termi-
nated appellant's right to proceed
with performance of the contract
under the termination for default
clause for the failure to provide
services on July 18, 1978, and the
oral repudiation of the contract by
T. Stevens on July 18 and July 19,
1978 (AF-1).

By letter dated July 17, 1978, the
contracting officer requested the De-
partment of Labor to investigate
Ernest Roman's interest in City
Window Cleaners and to advise
whether this involvement bars City
Window Cleaners from holding this
contract. The Department of Labor
responded in a letter dated Oct. 2,
1978 (AF-6). The response advised
of two Oregon firms operating as
City Window Cleaners and one as
Contract Maintenance, Inc., all lo-
cated at the same physical address.
The latter firm, Contract Mainte-
nance, Inc., with Ernest Roman as
the registered agent with Oregon's
Corporation Division, is listed on
the GAO decision B-3368 of Apr.
3, 1978, showing debarment for
breaching the agreements and rep-
resentations required by the Service
Contract Act of 1965, 41 U.S.C.
§ 351 et seq. (1976) (AF-5 and
supplemental submission dated Feb.
8, 1979, by Government counsel).
By letter of Nov. 2, 1978, the con-
tracting officer canceled the contract
as void ab initio on a finding that

Ernest Roman, a debarred bidder,
did have a substantial interest in
City Window Cleaners.

Findiings of Fact ad Decision

In order to ascertain whether the
Board has jurisdiction to proceed,
the Board must undertake to deter-
mine the validity of the contract
under which an appeal is brought.
(P.E.C. Corp., ASBCA No. 14241,
Dec. 31, 1969, 69-2 BCA 8056 and
cases cited at page 37,434.)

The affidavits of the contracting
officer and project officer are di-
rectly in conflict with those of Eve
and Ernest Roman regarding the
extent to which Ernest Roman ex-
ercised managerial control over City
Window Cleaners during the bid
and performance period. However,
both Eve and Ernest Roman admit
to Ernest Roman's principal role
in the conduct of the business of
Citty Window Cleaners in the years
prior to the instant contract. Both
claim that this role had ended in the
months immediately preceding this
contract and that Ernest Roman's
involvement in this contract was
solely that of unpaid adviser to his
wife.

The evidence of record is also con-
tradictory and inconsistent regard-
ing the ownership and control of
City Window Cleaners. Appellant's
bid includes both a signature of Eve
Roman as owner and the representa-
tion that the firm was a partnership.
Counsel for appellant identifies City
Window Cleaners as a partnership
in the notice of appeal of Aug. 17,
1978, but does not identify the
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partners. The affidavit of Margaret
Novak to the effect that Ernest
Roman hired her to supervise the
contract work is supported by the
project manager, Mr. Robert Trip-
pel. le states that upon calling City
Window Cleaners on Apr. 26,1978,
,to get the job started, he was given

rnest Roman's home phone num-
iber. A call to Ernest Roman at that
-,number provided the information
that Margaret Novak would run the

gJob and her phone number. The
Faction of hiring the key individual
to hire employees and to supervise
performance is a direct and tangible
involvement in the contract per-
formance. We also note that the de-
barred firm of Contract Mainte-
nance Inc., and City Window Clean-
ers share P.O. Box 2769 in Eugene,
Oregon.

Some weight must be given to the
fact that appellant's threats to pull
ofi the job and the actual abandon-
ment of performance came immedi-
ately after the contracting officer
requested specific information on
the partnership that was City Win-
dow Cleaners and Ernest Roman's
involvement. Appellant did not re-
spond to this request and the record
is devoid of this information. If, in
fact, Ernest Roman is no longer a
partner in City Window Cleaners,
appellant could easily prove that by
disclosing the partners in the firm.
The failure to do so raises a strong
inference that the ownership had
not changed at the time this con-
tract was awarded.

[1] Appellant contends that the
alleged debarment of Ernest Roman

should not extend to his wife. In an
unpublished opinion, B-160179,
Dec. 12,1966, (11 CCF 80,837) the
Comptroller General upheld the
Government's action to refuse a con-
tract award to a wife claiming to
be sole owner of the company,
where her son and husband were on
the debarred list and were con-
nected with the firm. There, as here,
she refused to make a frank dis-
closure of the interest of the de-
barred family members and it was
found that the possibility of the
existence of a community of interest
in the firm was reasonably inferred.
Similarly, that record did not af-
firmatively establish the debarred
family members' interest, but the
Government's action in considering
the integrity of the bidder's family
was deemed proper.

In the circumstances of the in-
stant case, the failure to disclose the
ownership of the firm on request,
the history of common ownership
of Ernest and Eve Roman, and
the direct involvement of Ernest
Roman in acting under the contract
have led us to conclude that Ernest
Roman did have a substantial inter-
est in City Window Cleaners.

[2] At the time the contract was
awarded, Ernest Roman was on the
debarred bidders list pursuant to
GAO decision B-3368, dated Apr. 3,
1978. In the circumstances present
here the award to City Window
Cleaners contravened the statutory
prohibition against awarding con-
tracts to debarred bidders (see un-
published decision B-150870, June
17, 1963, of the Comptroller Gen-
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eral).2 Accordingly, the contracting
officer lacked authority to award the
contract to appellant and the pur-
ported contract was void. Having
made the award through adminis-
trative error, being unaware of
Ernest Roman's debarred status,
the contracting officer properly can-
celed the contract as void after as-
certaining the facts.

There being no valid contract
between the parties, the Board is
without jurisdiction to consider the
appeal. The Government's motion is
therefore granted 'and the appeal is
dismissed.

RUSSELL C. LrNcii,
Adninistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAM F. MCGRAw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

ALASKA NATIVE DISENROLL-
WMENT APPEALS OF: AXES ED-

WARD SCOTT, SR. & ROBERT
CHARLES SCOTT

7 IBIA 157
Decided June 1, 1979

Appeals from a decision of an Adminis-
trative Law udge declaring appel-
lants were improperly enrolled under
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act.

2 "It is significant to note too that the is-
suance of this purchase order to your firm
while it was under debarment, effective Apr.
24- 1962, under the Walsh-Healy Act was in
contravention of the statutory prohibition in
section 3 of the act, 41 U.S.C. 37, against
awarding contracts to debarred firms. This
would have been sufficient reason in itself to
cancel the purchase order If the purchasing
activity had sought to rely upon it."

Affirmed in part and reversed in
part.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Enrollment: Xetlakatla Natives

The appearance of one's name on the
Metlakatla Indian community rolls of the
Annette Islands Reserve in 1976 in itself
is not conclusive of membership status.
However, that fact considered in conjunc-
tion with other evidence indicating active
involvement and contact with the com-
munity over the years including the year
1970 does not constitute continuous ab-
sence from the community.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlemeni
Act: Enrollment: Metlakatla Natives

Absent active involvement and contact
and continuous absence of 2 years prior
to Apr. 1, 1970, by a minor born outside
the Metlakatla community and having
never resided therein constitutes for-
feiture of membership in the community,
derived solely through a parent member
of that community.

APPEARANCES: Peter A. Danelo,
Esq., Preston Thorgrimson, Ellis, Hol-
man & Fletcher, Seattle, Washington,
for ames Edward Scott, Sr., and Rob-
ert Charles Scott, appellants; Bruce
Schultheis, Esq., Assistant Regional
Solicitor, U.S. Department of the Inte-
rior, Anchorage, Alaska, for the United
States of America, appellee.

OPINION BY CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Pursuant to complaints filed by
the U~nited States of America
through the Bureau of Indian Af.
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fairs, hereinafter referred to as
appellee, on Mar. 1, 1978, under the
provisions of 43 CFR Part 4, sub-
part K, which alleged that James

-Edward Scott, Sr., and Robert
,Charles Scott, hereinafter referred
-to as appellants, were improperly
=enrolled under the Alaska Native
~Clainis Settlement Act, a consoli-
-dated hearing on the complaints
was held on May 4, 1977, in Seattle,
Washington, by Chief Administra-
tive Law Judge L. K. Luoma.

Thereafter, Judge Luoma in his
decision of Dec. 4, 1978, concluded
that the appellee had met its burden
of proof that appellants were mem-
bers of the Metlakatla community
as of Apr. 1, 1970, and that they
were therefore improperly enrolled
under secs. 3, 5, and 19 of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act of
Dec. 18, 1971, 85 Stat. 688 (43
UT.S.C. § 1601 (1976)), and ordered
appellants' names stricken from the
toll of Alaska Natives.

A timely appeal was filed by ap-
'pellants on Jan. 3, 1979, with the
-Director, Office of Hearings and
-Appeals. The Director, under the
-authority of 43 CFR 4.1010 and
4.704 designated the Board of In-
dian Appeals to decide these cases
along with all other Alaskan Native
disenrollment appeals on an ad hoc
basis.

Appellants in support of their re-
spective appeals allege as follows:

(1) The complaints should have
been dismissed under 25 CFR
43(h).15 (e) because there was no
mention in the complaints of mem-
bership in the, Metlakatla com-

RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR [86 I.D.-

inunity as of Apr. 1, 1970, and no
timely amendment was made of the
complaints.

(2) James E. Scott; Sr., forfeited
his membership in the Metlakatla
community through his continuous
absence from the community prior
to Apr. 1, 1970.

(3) Robert C. Scott's rights
under the Act were unfairly made
to depend solely on the member-
ship of his father in the Metlakatla
community; moreover, Robert C..
Scott had forfeited his membership
in the community through his con-
tinued absence from the community
prior to Apr. 1, 1970.

The dispute as we see it focuses
around the interpretation of Article
2, sec. 6 and Article 2, sec. 4, Part 5
of the constitution and bylaws of
the Metlakatla Indian Commu-
nity.1 & 2 More particularly does it
involve the interpretation of the
word "continuous" as it appears in
the constitution and bylaws.

We find no merit in appellants'
first contention regarding dismissal
of the complaints. Under the
amended regulations (25 CFR 43
(h).15(e), July 20, 1978) the appel-

1 Article II, sec. 6, provides in relevant
part: "Continuous absence from Annette Is-
lands Reserve for two years or longer, unless
the member so absent shall notify the Coun-
cil in writing, within such two-year period,
of his intention to return, shall constitute for-
feiture of membership in the community."

Article II, sec. 4, part 5 provides: "Minor
children of persons so admitted shall be mem-
bers of the community, but upon attaining
their majority they shall, in order to con-
tinue their membership, proceed as set forth
in Paragraph 3 above." (Para. 3 referred to
above reads as follows: "In the presence of
the Mayor and Council, the declaration in
section 2 of this Article shall be read to the
applicant, and he or she shall sign a copy of
the declaration before two witnesses.")
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lee had the burden of proving en-
rollment in the community on
Apr. 1, 1970. The appellee at the

hearing alleged and produced evi-
dence that appellants were enrolled
in the community as of Apr. 1, 1970,
and that the complaint was there-
fore considered amended and in con-
formity with the new regulations.

Concerning appellant James
Scott's contention as set forth in
item 2 above, we find for the reasons
hereinafter set forth that he was a
member of the community as of
Apr. 1, 1970.

[1] The fact that James Scott's
name appeared on the community's
rolls in 1976 in itself is not conclu-
sive of his membership status. How-
ever, that fact considered in con-
junction with other evidence indi-
eating his active involvement and
contact with the community over the
years since his enrollment in 1965,
including the year 1970, did not in
our opinion constitute continuous
absence from the community, not-
withstanding his residence in the
State of Washington during those
years. Accordingly, being a member
of the community as of Apr. 1, 1970,
he was ineligible for enrollment
under the Act as found by Judge
Luoma whose finding to that effect
is affirmed.

[2] Contention 3 regarding
Robert Scott presents an altogether
different situation from that of his
father, James Scott. Robert Scott's
purported membership in the com-
munity derives solely. from his

being the minor child of a member,
pursuant to the community's consti-
tution and bylaws.3

It is the contention of appellant,
Robert Scott, an adult since Nov. 11,
1976, that his rights under the Act
were unfairly made to depend solely
on his father's membership in the
community; moreover, that he had
forfeited his membership in the
community through his continuous
absence from the community from
prior to Apr. 1, 1970. Robert Scott
was born in the State of Washing-
ton on Nov. 11, 1959, and' has re-
sided there ever since. Unlike his
father, Robert Scott has not been
actively involved or in contact with
the community. For the foregoing
reasons we are in agreement with
his contention that his membership
in the community was forfeited by
his continuous absence prior to Apr.
1, 1970. Accordingly, we find that
Robert Scott was properly enrolled
under the Act and Judge Luoma's
finding to the contrary must be
reversed.

NOW THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals and pur-
suant to 43 CFR 4.704, it 'is hereby
ordered that the order of Dec. 4,
1978, insofar as it pertains to James
Edward Scott, Sr., is affirmed, and
as to that part that pertains to
Robert Charles Scott is reversed,
and Robert Charles Scott's name is
ordered reinstated 'on the roll of
Alaska Natives.

s See footnote 2, supra.
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This decision is final for the*
Department.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CoNCUR:

'MoITCELL J. SABAGII,
Administrative Judge.

WESTERN ENGINEERING, INC.

1 ISMA' 202
Decided June 2, 1979

Appeal by Western Engineering, Inc.,
from the Feb. 9, 1979, decision of Ad-
;ministrative Law Judge Joseph E.
MoGuire in a temporary relief proceed-
ing (Docket No. NX9-22--R). The deci-
sion denied. applicant's request for
temporary relief from a notice of vio-
lation issued by the Office of Surface
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement.

Reversed' and Remanded.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
lation Act of 1977: Initial Regula-
tory, Program: Generally
When an interim regulatory provision is
ambiguous when applied to a particular
operation, and its intended meaning is
not clarified by reference to the interim
regulatory provisions as a whole and
other pertinent interpretive materials,
that provision may be construed in favor
of the entity seeking relief from its
application.

APPEARANCES: Tames G. Tyler,
Esq., Ilagedorn and Tyler, Tell City,
Indiana, and William T. Bennett, Esq.,
Wyatt and Salzstein, Washington,
D.C., for Western Engineering,. Inc.;
John Philip Williams, Esq., Office of
the Field- Solicitor: (Knoxville),

Michael . Kurman, Esq., Office f the
Solicitor, and Marcus P. McGraw, As-
sistant Solicitor for Enforcement, Office
of the Solicitor, all for the Office of Sur-
face Mining Reclamatioll and Enforce-
ment.

OPA7O7 BY THE INTEPOR
BOARD OF SURFACE AUAV-
INC AND ECLAAATIOAJ
APPEALS

An appeal has been filed with the
Board by Western Engineering,
Inc. (Western), from an Adminis-
trative'LawJudge's (ALJ's) denial
of its application for temporary re-
lief from Notice of Violation No.
70-11-21-1, issued to Western by the
Office of Surface Mining Reclama-
tion, and Eforcenent (OSM) on
Jan. 25, 1979, pursuant to sec.
521 (a) (3) of the Surface Minibg
Control and Reclamation Act of
1977 (Act).' In this notice, OSM
indicated that Western had failed
(1) to cause' surface drainage from
three portions of its operation to be
passed through a sedimentation
pond and (2) to maintain the level
of suspended solids and p in dis-
charges from two portions of the
operation within required limits.
Both of these conditions were speci-
fied as violations of 30 CFR 715.17
(interim requirements for the pro-
tection of the hydrologic' system)
On Jan. 26, 1979, OSM modified the
notice to specify additional viola-
tions of 30 CFR. 71 5.17.

91 Stat.. 445, 505; 80 U.S.C.A. § 1271(a)
(3) (West Supp. 1979). All urther citations
to U.S.C.A. are from the 1979 West Supple-
ment.

3The regulations in 30 CFR, setting forth
the initial regulatory program, may also be
found In 42 FR 62639-62716 (Dec. 1, 1979),
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Western does not dispute the fact-
ual basis for the violations of 0
CFR 15.17 found by OSMI at its
operation; rather, in this appeal
*Western seeks a reversal of the ALJ
on three alternative grounds: (1)
that Western's operations do not
constitute "surface coal mining,
operations" within the meaning of
the Act and interim regulations,
and, thus, are not subject to OSMN's
authority; (2) that the Act does not
authorize the isuance of a notice of
violation to an entity that does not
have a state mining permit; and
(3) that the notice issued to West-
eri. is void because OSM did not
provide the regulatory authority
for Kentucky with an opportunity
to take appropriate action prior to
its issuance. We find that since the
definition of "surface coal mining
operations" in the Act and regula-
tions is ambiguous as it applies to
'Western's operations, and since it is
not clear from the provisions of the
initial regulatory program, taken
as a whole, that operations such as
Western's were intended by the
Secretary to he subject to those pro-
visions,, the decision of the ALU
must be reversed.

FactuaZ and Procedua7 Backg'round

Western Engineering, Inc., is a
famil-y-owned, Indiana corporation
licensed to do business in the Corn-
inonwealth of Kentucky. The com-
pany operates a river terminal on
the Green River in Ohio County,
Kentucky.

Since 1974, Western has made use
-of its river terminal exclusively for
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the prprton and loading of coal
for river barge sh~ipments, primar-
ily to utilities (Tr. ati16; 42). The
equipmnent emnpl oyed by Western in
this activity includes a truck scale,
a double row crusher, a rotary coal 
breaker, two dumIp truck feed hop-
pers, various conveyor belts and ve-
lidces, ~a barge used as a loading
platforni and a tugboat '(r. at 15).
In the course of, handling 'coal,
Western, sprays it with water, or
takes other measures to control the
emission of dust, and sonietim es
crushes it to render its handling
easier for. Western and the con-
sumer (Tr. at 17; 20-21; 445)

Western, receives 'coal exclusively
from, strip mines,. the, nearest of
which is 10 to 12 miles and, the
farthest of which, is~ approximately
50 miles from its terminal .(r.a

16). Western does not own or lease
any coal. mines, nor. does it purchase
any of the coal it, loads for ship-
ping;,rather, the company is a con-
tract handler of coal (Tr., at 18;-
24-26).

On Jan. 23 and, 25, 1979, an OSM
inspector ' visited and. inspected
Western's river terminal. On the
latter day, the inspector issued to
Western Notice of Violation No."
79-II-21-1, pursuant to sec. 521,
(a) (3) of the Act.% TWO violations'
of 30 CFR 715.17 (a) were indicated,
in the notice:. (1) that, the surface
drainage 'from three areas of
Western's operation does not ps

,through a sedimentation pond and
(2) , that discharges~ from two areas",
of, estern's operation do not meet-
the effluent limitations for sus-
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pended solids and pH. The com-
pany was ordered to abate the vio-
lating conditions before Feb. 7,
1979.

After the notice was issued,
laboratory analysis of several water
samples taken during the January
23 and 25 inspections of Western's
operations revealed additional vio-
lations of the Department's interim
effluent limitations for p and
iron. On Jan. 26, 1979, OSM modi-
fied the January 25 notice to in-
clude these violations.

Western filed both an Applica-
tion for Review of the Notice of
Violation 3 and an Application for
Temporary Relief 4 with the Hear-
ings Division of the Office of Hear-
ings and Appeals on Feb. 6, 1979. A
hearing on the latter application
was held on Feb. 9, 1979, in Evans-
ville, Indiana. At the conclusion of
this hearing the ALJ ruled from
the bench and denied Western's re-
quest for temporary relief.5 On Mar.
7, 1979, the ALJ issued a written de-
cision confirming his bench ruling.

This application was filed pursuant to 43
CPR 4.1161. The regulations in 43 CFR, gov-
erning procedures for hearings and appeals,
can also be found in 43 FR 34376-34400
(Aug. 3, 1978).

4 ThIs application was filed pursuant to 43
CFR 4.1261.

'The ALJ's findings and order are recorded
in the transcript of the hearing at 129-30:

"1. On or about January 23, 1979, applicant
Western Engineering, Incorporation, [sic]
was engaged in 'surface coal mining opera-
tions', as that term is defined in Section 701
(28) of the Surface Mining Control and

Reclamation Act of 1977 (30 U.S. Code 1291
(28)).

"2. On or about January 23, 1979, applicant,
Western Engineering, Incorporated, was op-
erating under and subject. to the provisions
of the Surface, Mining Control and Reclama-
tion Act of 1977 (Public Law 9-87, - that's
Public Liaw, PL 95-87,- and 91 Stat. 468,
30 U.S. Code 1201 et sequitur.)

On Mar. 7, 1979, Western filed
with the Board its Notice of Appeal
from the decision of the ALJ. The
Board ordered expedited briefing
of the matter; Western filed its
brief on Mar. 19, 1979, and OSM
filed a reply brief on Mar. 30, 1979.
The Board granted subsequent mo-
tions by each of the parties to file
supplemental briefs, which were re-
ceived by the Board, Apr. 18, 1979,
from Western, and Apr. 27, 1979,
from OSM. On May 24, 1979, the
Board heard oral argument on the
matter.

"3. Notice of violation 79-II-21-1, dated
January 25, 1979 and amended on January 26,
1979 alleges that the applicant firm has vio-
lated 30 CPR 715.17 in a matter specifically
set forth, therein.

"4. The Secretary or his authorized repre
sentative has not ordered a cessation of sur-
face coal mining and reclamation operationS
or the portion thereof relevant to the condi-
tions, practices or violations alleged in Notice'
of Violation 79-II-21-1, nor has the applicant
firm ceased, slackened or modified its coal
mining operations as a result-as a direct or
indirect result of the issuance of said notice
of violation.

"5. In support of its application for tempo-
rary relief, the applicant firm has failed to
show that there is a substantial likelihood
that the decision herein would be favorable
to the applicant firm.

"6. Similarly and also in support of its ap-
plication for temporary relief, the applicant
firm has failed to show that the granting of
such relief will not adversely affect the health
or safety of the public or cause significant,
imminent environmental harm to land, air or'
water resourses.

"The order being entered then will read as
follows: Based upon the testimony adduced
at the Hearing conducted on February 9, 179
by the undersigned in Evansville, Indiana, a
location within the locality of the permit area
and one which was selected by applicant firm's
counsel, on applicant firm's request for a tem-
porary relief and a Hearing in which both
parties were granted an opportunity to be
heard, the applicant firm's application for
temporary relief is herein denied. Further ad-
ministrative proceedings in the matter of the
violations alleged in notice of Violation 79-
II-21-1, are in order and an evidentiary hear-
ing in connection, therewith, will be subse-
quently scheduled."

338 tS6 IIXi
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Issues

There are three issues presented
on appeal. The first is whether
Western's river terminal operations
constitute "surface coal mining op-
erations" within the meaning of
this term as it is used in the interim
regulations; the second is whether
OSM has authority to issue a notice
of violation to an entity which does
not hold a State mining permit;
and the third is whether sec. 521 (a)
(1) of the Act requires, during the
initial regulatory program, that
OSM notify the State regulatory
authority at least 10 days prior to
issuing a notice of violation.e

Discussion and Conclusions

[1] *Western's principal argu-
ment in support of its appeal, and
that which was the focal point of
the hearing and oral argument, is
that its river terminal operations
are not "surface coal mining opera-
tions" within the meaning of this
term in the Act and interim regula-
tions. Thus, the starting point for
our analysis is the definition of this
term set forth in the interim regu-
lations at 30 CFR 700.5: 7

(1) Activities conducted on the surface
of lands in connection with a surface coal
mine or subject to the requirements of

6 Because of our holding with respect to the
principal issue presented in this appeal, we
do not reach in this decision the other issues
presented, except to note that the operation
of sec. 521(a) (1) of the Act during the ini-
tial regulatory program is controlled by our
recent decision in Dayton Mining o., Inc.
and Plateau, Inc., 1 IBSAIA 125, 86 I.D. 241
(1979).

I Essentially the same definition of "sur-
face mining operations" appears in the Act in
sec. 701(28), 91 Stat. 445, 516, 30 U.S.C.A.
§ 1291(28).

Section 516 surface operations and sur-
face impacts incident to an underground
coal mine, the products of which enter
commerce or the operations of which di-
recty or indirectly affect interstate
commerce. Such activities include exca-
vation for the purpose of obtaining coal
including such common methods as con-
tour, strip, auger, mountaintop removal,
box cut, open pit, and area mining, the
uses of explosives and blasting, and in
situ distillation or retorting, leaching or
other chemical or physical processing,
and the cleaning, concentrating, or other
processing or preparation, loading of coal
for interstate commerce at or near the
mine site: provided, however, that suce
activities do not include the extraction ol
coal incidental to the extraction of other
minerals where coal does not exceed 162/
per centum of the tonnage of minerals
removed for purposes of commercial use
or sale or coal exploration subject to Sec-
tion 512 of the Act; and (2) The areas
upon which such activities occur or
where such activities disturb the natural
land surface. Such areas shall also in-
elude any adjacent land, the use of which
is incidental to any such activities, all
lands affected by the construction of new
roads or the improvement or use of exist-
ing roads to gain access to the site of
such activities and for haulage and exca-
vation, workings, impoundments dams,
ventilation shafts, entryways refuse
banks, dumps, stockpiles, overburden
piles, spoil banks, cum [sic] banks, tail-
ings, holes or depressions, repair areas,
storage areas, processing areas, shipping
areas and other areas upon which are
sited structures, facilities, or other prop-
erty or material on the surface, resulting
from or incident to such activities. [Ital-
ics supplied.]

The activities embraced by this defi-
nition are, in general terms, those
"conducted on the surface of lands
in onnection with surface coal
n7ine * * *j the products of which
enter commerce or the operations of

336]
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which directly or indirectly affect
interstate commerce." (Italics sup-
plied.) The definition also embraces
the areas of land "upon which such

['activities occur" and those areas
"otherwise disturbed by "such ac-
tivities."

'The phrase "in connection with a
'surface coal mine" apparently sup-
plies a basic parameter for a de-
termination as to the types of
activities and areas of land which
comprise "surface coal mining op-
erations." This phrase, however, is
not expressly defined in the Act or
interim regulations, and the sen-
tence of the definition which pro-
vides examples of activities con-
ducted "in connection with a
surface coal mine" is rather inef-
fectively drafted:

Such activities include excavation for the
pTurpose of obtaining coal including such
'common methods as contour, strip, auger,
mountaintop removal, box cut, open pit,
and area mining, the uses of explosives
and blasting, and in situ distillation or
retorting, leaching or other chemical or
physical processing, and the cleaning, con-
centrating, or other processing or prep-
aration, loading of coal for interstate
<commerce at or near te mine site: * *.

4 Italics supplied.]

-Were this sentence more clearly
structured, we might more easily
rely on it to determine whether the
toal processing activities conducted
by Western, geographically inde-
pendent from any particular coal

S Western does not receive any coal from
underground coal mines; therefore, we omit
in our discussion reference to the language:
6'or subject to the requirements of section 516
surface operations and surface impacts inci-
dent to an underground coal mine." 30 CFI
700.5(1).

mine, were meant by Congress and
the Secretary to be considered
"surface coal mining operations" in
and of themselves. As the sentence
stands, however, its language ad-
mits both to the reading that the
words "other processing or prepara-
tion," are modified by the words "at
or near the mine site" and the read-
ing that such activities are not syn-
tactically connected to this qualify-
ing phrase

9It is 05M'. position that the language of
the definition which embraces Western's ac-
tivities is: "or other processing or prepara-
tion, loading of coal for interstate commerce
at or near the mine site." See OSM's Brief,
filed Mar. 30, 1979, at S. (It was established
at the hearing that Western crushes and loads
coal in preparation for its shipment in Inter-
state commerce. See Tr. at 16-18; 41-45.) As
the text of our opinion suggests, we agree
with 051 to the extent that if any part of
the subject sentence may be said to embrace
Western's activities, it is that part cited to
us by OSV.

According to 053, Western's activities
may be said to be conducted "at or near" the
mines from which the company receives coal,
because the operators of these mines have
voluntarily chosen to send their coal to West-
ern's facility rather than somewhere else.
OSH's Brief, iled Mar. 50, 1970, at 10. We
find the criterion of "economic incentive,"
suggested by OSAI's argument, not supported
by the interim regulations as the basis for
determining whether a given activity is lo-
cated "at or near the mine site."

Alternatively, OSM argues that the phrase
"at or near the mine site" modifies only the
words "loading of coal" and not the full
phrase: "the cleaning, concentrating, or other
processing or preparation." OSM's Brief, filed
Mar. 30, 1979, at 10. Thus, OSM would exer-
cise authority over Western's operations,
based on the company's "processing" or
"preparation activities, without regard to
the geographical relationship between those
and any surface coal mines. In support of
this proposition, OSI relies heavily on cer-
tain comments published in the Preamble to
the permanent regulations See if. at 10-11
OSI's Supplemental Brief, filed Apr. 27, 1979,
at 2-4.

We do not find the provisions of the perma-
nent regultaions persuasive or even relevant
In the context of this appeal. To begin with.
they were not published in their final form
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Because of the ambiguous qual-
ity of the definition of "surface
coal mining operations," we have
looked to the legislative history of
the Act and to the interim regu-
latory provisions as a whole to as-
certain whether the Secretary in-
tended that activities such as
Western's be treated as surface coal
mining operations. In this examina-
tion, we have found the legislative
history to be of no appreciable
aid 1 and the interim regulations,

until Mar. 13, 1979 (44 FR 14902-15463),
whereas the notice of violation under our re-
view was issued on Jan. 25, 1979. Thus, West-
ern did not have the benefit of interpretive
comments contained in the Preamble to the
permanent regulations when it engaged in the
activities which are the subject of the notice
of violation. Moreover, we note that there are
differences between the permanent regulatory
provisions and the Interim regulatory provi-
sions which reflect the interpretation of the
definition of "surface coal mining operations"
which is implemented in the former. See com-
ment 8, 44 FR 14915 and 44 FR 15377 (Mar.
13, 1979) (to be codified in 30 CUR 785.21).

0 Among the contents of the legislative his-

tory of the Act that have been considered by
the Board, in this context, is a portion of
the House Report for H.R. 2 (cited to us by

0SI in its Brief, filed Mar. 30, 1979, at 11-
12) which provides:

"H.R. 2 is the descendent of a number of
bills dating back to the 92d Congress. Al-
though the Congress passed two bills (in the
93d and 94th Congresses), both met a Presi-
dential veto. As new environmental problems
were identified and mining practices evolved,
the bills were amended so that it can be ra-
tionally asserted that I.R. 2 now benefits
from a 6-year evolution being 'fine-tuned' and
updated as it moved through the legislative
process. The fundamental concept of 'the strip
mining bill', however, has remained constant.
Thus H.R. 2 is like its predecessors in that
it would enact a set of national environ-
mental performance standards to be applied
to all coal mining operations and to be en-
forced by the State with backup authority in
the Department of the Interior. More specifi-
cally, Ii.R. 2 will-implement a national system
of coal mining regulation by-

"(1) Covering all coal surface mining (con-
tour. mountain-top, area stripping and open-
pit operations) and the surface impacts from
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as a whole, do not provide us with
conclusive guidance as to the nature
of the "connection" with a surface
coal mine which the Secretary in-
tended to have trigger the applica-
tion of the interim performance re-
quirements." We have decided to
resolve these ambiguities in favor
.of Western, rather than burden
that company with the assumption
that the Secretary intended that
activities such as those it conducts
should be subject to the perform-
ance standards of the initial regu-
latory program.'

underground mines and coal processing;
* K" .R. Rep. No. 95-218, 95th Cong.,

lst Sess. 57 (1977).
This language does refer to "coal process-

ing? as being within the coverage of HE.R. 2,
from which the Act directly emanated. It does
not, however, establish that coal processing
which does not occur as part of the complex
of activities which physically make up a par-
ticular coal mine site is governed by the per-
formance provisions of the Act and interim
regulations. See also n. 11, efra

"nWhile many of the performance require-
ments of the interim regulations, when read
in isolation, appear suited to the types of ac-
tivities conducted by Western-as a means of
controlling the environmental impact of those
activities, see, e.g., 30 CFR 715.17, which is
the provision Western was cited for violat-
ing- many- others appear to have as their
reference points coal mine sites. See espe-
-oially 30 CFR 715.11(b) and (c) which set
forth part of the general performance obliga-
tions apparently applicable to all surface coal.
mining operations, including the requirement
that copies of a mine map be submitted to the
state regulatory authority and 0 518.

I ISee Cole v. Young, 351 U.S. 536, 556
(1956); F.T.O. v. Atantic Richfield Go., 567 i

F.2d 96, 103 (D.C. Cir. 1977); Tobin v. Ed-
ward S. Wagner Go., Inc., 187 F.2d 977, 979
(2d Cir. 1951), wherein Circuit Judge Frank
stated:

"Beginning at least with Aristotle, it has
often been recognized that, as a legislature
cannot foresee all possible particular instances
to which legislation is to apply, it must there-
fore he reasonably so interpreted to fill in
gaps. * But when the legislature dele-
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For the foregoing reasons, we
hold that Western's river terminal
operations do not constitute surface
coal mining operations. We there-
fore reverse the ALJ's decision and
remand this case to the Hearings
Division for action consistent with
.this decision.

EPALINE G. BARNES,
Adlvnnistrative Judge.

MELVIN J. MIRKIN,

Administrative Judge.

WILL A. IRWIN,
Chief Adninistrative Judge.

gates to an administrative official the author-
ity, by 'sublegislation', to issue regulations,
in order to fill in those gaps, then the regula-
tions, precisely because they particularize,
ought not be as generously interpreted as the
statute. In fairness to the regulated, the pro-
visions of the regulations should not be
deemed to include what the administrator,
exercising his delegated power, might have
covered but did not cover. * * *" (Footnote
omitted.)

This is not to suggest that mere ambiguity
alone will yield the same result. We are mind-
ful of what the Supreme Court stated in
Achilli v. U.S., 353 U.S. 373, 379 (1957),
"Eo]ur duty is to give coherence to what Con-
gress has done within the bounds imposed by
a fair reading of the legislation." In this
search for coherence, administrative construc-
tion of ambiguous provisions is entitled to
great weight. Consumer Life Ins. Go. v. U.S.,
524 P.2d 1167, 207 Ct. Cl. 638 (1975), aff'd,
430 U.S. 725 (1977); Continental Ces. Co. v.
U.S. for Use nd Benefit of Robertson Lumber
Co., 305 F.2d 794 (8th Cir. 1962); cert.
denied, 371 U.S. 922 (1962). The "adminis-
trative construction" in the present context
is the construction adopted by this Board, un-
less the Secretary changes the disputed provi-
sion. It is our responsibility, just as it is the
Court's, to give "coherence * * within the
bounds imposed by a fair reading of the leg-
islation" to ambiguous enactments and regu-
lations. In discharging that duty we can and
will attempt to resolve ambiguities by examin-
ing other evidence of intent. However, when
all aids to construction do not eliminate this
ambiguity, as they did not in this case, a sim-
ilar resolution should not be surprising.

FRANK RULLAND

41 IBLA 207
Decided June 27, 1979

Appeal from decision of the Fairbanks
District Office, Bureau of Land Man-
agement, rejecting in part Native al-
lotment application F-14641.

Set aside and remanded.

1. Administrative Procedure: Gener-
ally-Alaska: Native Allotments-
Contest and Protests: Generally-
Hearings-Rules of Practice: Govern-
ment Contests

Where the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) determines that an Alaska Na-
tive allotment application should be re-
jected in part because the Native did not
use all of the land applied for, the BLM
shall initiate a contest proceeding pur-
suant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seq.

2. Alaska: Native Allotments-
Alaska: Navigable Waters-Alaska:
Statehood Act-Alaska: Tidelands-
Public Lands: Generally-Submerged
Lands-Submerged Lands Act: Gen-
erally

Federal title to land may be lost by ero-
sion, and land which has become sub-
merged under water is no longer subject
to disposition under the Alaska Native
Allotment Act. The fact that an Alaska
Native may have used, occupied, and filed
an application for such land when it was
dry does not prevent the loss of Federal
title to that land by erosion. Neither the
Alaska Statehood Act nor the Submerged
Lands Act prevents the passage of title
to such land to the State.

APPEARANCES: Carmen L. Massey,
Esq., Alaska Legal Services Corp., for
appellant.

[86 I.D.
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OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Frank Rulland has appealed
from a decision, dated Sept. 16,
1975, of the Fairbanks District Of-
flee, Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), which rejected in part his
Native allotment application F-
14641, which had been filed pur-
suant to the Alaska Native Allot-
inent Act, ch. 2469, 34 Stat. 197
(1906) (repealed 1971). The deci-
sion considered appellant's appli-
cations for two parcels of land.
Appellant's application for Parcel
A included 125 acres, but the Dis-
trict Office found that Mr. Rulland
was only using a small part of Par-
cel A and allowed only 40 acres. The
District Office rejected the applica-
tion for Parcel B because the field
report indicated that the land was
completely under the water of the
Beaufort Sea and that the land now
belongs to the State of Alaska pur-
suant to the Alaska Statehood Act,
72 Stat. 339 (1958), which gave the
State title to such submerged land
as defined in the Submerged Lands
Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1301-43 (1976).

[1] While this appeal was pend-
ing, the United States' Court of Ap-
peals for the Ninth Circuit ruled
that "Alaska Natives who occupy
and use land for at least five vears,
in the manner specified in the [Na-
tive Allotment] Act and the regula-
tions," are entitled to due process
jn the adjudication of their appli-

cations for allotment of that land.
Pence v. Kleppe, 529 F. 2d 135, 141-
42 (9th Cir. 1976). The Department
implemented this mandate by' re-
quiring BLM to initiate a contest
giving an applicant notice of the
charges against his/her application
and an opportunity to appear at a
hearing to present favorable evi-
dence prior to rejection of the ap-
plication because of insufficient use
andi occupancy. Donald Peters, 26
IBLA 235, 83 I.D. 308 (1976), sus-
tawined on reconsiderattion, 28 IBLA
153, 83 I.D. 564 (1976). Those con-
test procedures are set forth at 43
CFR 4.451-1 to 4.452-9. In Pence
v. Andrus, 586 F. 2d 733 (9th Cir.
1978) the court held that these pro-
cedures comply with the due process
requirements mandated in Pence v.
Kleppe, supra. Consideration of ap-
pellant's appeal was stayed pending
resolution of the issues raised in the
Pence litigation.

The rejection of Parcel B and the
partial rejection of Parcel A were
predicated on factual determina-
tions. The applicant has not-had an
opportunity to submit evidence on
these factual issues at a hearing. The
cases must therefore be remanded
to the Bureau for reacdjudication.
Where it is determined that the ap-
plications should still be rejected in
whole or in part because of 'the fail-
ure of the record to establish the ap-
plicant's use and' occupancy of the
land as required by statute and reg-
ulation, BLAM should initiate a con-
test proceeding in accordance with.
our decision in Donald Peters,-
supra..

,3421
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[2] With respect to Parcel B, ap-
peihnt asserts that e'ven if the land
eroded' his claim of entitlement
arising from his prior use and oc-
cupancy was pteserved by various
provisions of the Submerged Lands
Act and the Alaska Statehood Act.'

" Appellant points to. a. provision of the
Alaska -Statehood, Act in which the United
States and, Alaska disclaimed right and title
to land held by the United States in trust for
the Natives. Appellant further cites a provi-
sion of the Submerged Lands Act, 43 U.S.C.
§ 1815 (1976), which provides that nothing
in the statute shall affect rights which may
hate been acquired under any other law of
the United States. He points to another pro-
vision, 43 U.S.C. § 1313(b) (1976), which ex-
cludes from those lands granted to a State
any lands beneath navigable waters held for
the benefit of any tribes, band, or group of
Indians or for individual Indians. However,
appellant has initiated no interest which is
not subject to loss by erosion. Indeed, even if
a patent had been issued while the land was
fast land, title conveyed by the patent would
be lost by erosion.

The issue may be- more fully appreciated if
the basic law governing title to submerged
land is set forth. It has been long recognized
that prior to the admission of a State to the
Union, the United States holds title to the
lands beneath navigable waters in trust for the
future state. SMhvieY v. Bowb, 152 U.S. 1, 49
(1894) ;;Pollard v. Hagan, 44 U.S. (3 How.)

212 (18451; Young v. Town of Juneau, 4
Alaska 372 (19.11). When territories became
states, theyj received title to submerged land
just as the original states held title to their
Submerged lands. See SlMisleY v. Bowlby, supra.
Thus, the Submerged Lands Act confrmed the
title of submerged lands In existing states and
defned the title that future states would ac-
qnire. Even though the land was kept in trust
for future states, a number of cases recognize
that prior to admission of the state, the Gov,
ernment may reserve lands beneath navigable
waters so that they d not pass to the state
upon attainment of statehood. Choctaw Nation
v. Olahoma, 397 US. 620 (1970); United
Stases v. CtY of Anchorage, 437 P.2d 1051
(9th Cir. 1971): Aroore v. United States, 157
F.2d 760 (9th' Cir. 1946). In each case, the
court found an intent to reserve land beneath
navigable waters In the instrument of con-
veyance or reservation. These cases contrast
with the instant case where there is no in-
strument where such an intent can be found.
4s we noted in the body of the opinion, recog-
nition of such an exception would not be con-
sistent with the intent of the Native Allot-
ment Act.

UIle asserts that if his land eroded,
this occurred only after he had
earned his right to it by use and oc-
cupancy and after he had filed his
application. However, it is not by
virtue of the legislation that the
land is no longer subject to disposal
under the Native Allotment Act.
Rather, this result follows fromn the
application of the common law
principle that Federal title to pub-
lic land may be lost by erosion. J.
H. Jones Luamber Co., A-30761, 74
lID. 417 (1967) ; see generally 65
C.J.S. Navigable Waters 87
(1966). Courts have applied the
concepts of erosion, accretion, and
avulsion, making clear that these
principles wvere not suspended by
the Submerged Lands Act or the,
various statehood acts. See Oregon
ex rre. State Land Board v. Corval-
lis Sand ad Gravel Co., 429 U.S.
363 (1977); Bonelli Cattle o. v.
Arizona, 414 T.S. 313 (1973);
Hughes v. Washington, 389 U.S.
290 (1967).' Such principles are no
less applicable in Alaska. See San-
dra L. Louth, 25 IBLA 96 (1976).

Furthermore, it would not be ap-
propriate to assert that. lands in-

-Boel i, supra, had held that Federal com-
moa law rather than State law was to be ap-
plied in a dispute between Arizona and a land
holder in tbat State involving a question of
title to land which had been the bed of a
navigable river. orvallis, spra, overruled
Baneli on this point, and held that state law
rather than Federal law controlled. orvalis
does not preclude the application of Federal
common law to lands bordering on oceans, see
Hughes v. Washington, spra, or to questions
of title to public lands. See David A. Provinse,
35 IBLA 221, 85 I.D. 154 (1978).

The only possibility that submerged lands
might be retained in Federal ownership is if
such lands were clearly embraced within a
Federal withdrawal prior to and at the time
of statehood. See Solicitors Opinion, 86 I.D.
151 (1978).
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eluded in a Native allotment appli-
cation are somehow. excepted from
the application of these common law
principles. The type of use and oc-
cupancy which the Native Allot-
ment Act sought to protect can no
longer be enjoyed if the lands are
submerged. Even if title to the land
remain in the United States, this
same reasoning would impel the re-
jection of the application pursuant
to the Secretary's discretionary au-
thority under the Native Allotment
Act, because granting an allotment
for submerged land would be incon-
sistent with the intent and purpose
of that statute. If appellant. dis-
putes the factual determination that
Parcel B is submerged, however,
this factual issue may be considered
at the hearing.

We are not ruling at this time on
the adequacy of appellant's asserted
use and occupancy as required by

BLM should afford notice of the
initiation of the contest proceedings
to the State of Alaska and any other
person or entity which may possibly
have a conflicting interest in the
land.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is set aside and
the ease remanded for further
adjudication.

JOAN B. ToMpsoN,
Administrative Judge.

WVE CoNcH :

JAvns L. BuRsn,
Administrative Judge.

NEWroN FRisHBERG,
Chief Administrative Judge.

VPT.AVT T AnV.¢nnr 
the. Native Allotment Act. Resolu- -

tion of legal issues related to that 41 IBLA 280
question will best be made after the
hearing where all the facts have Decided June 2, 1979
been ascertained. The facts slould Appeal from decision of Alaska State
establish the type and extent of the Office, Bureau of Land DIanagenient,
use, whether others may have used rejecting Native allotment application
and occupied the land, whether AA-8052.
there may have been a failure to
substantially continue to use or oc- Affirmed.
cupy land or an abandonment of the
land by the applicant for a substan- l. Alaska: Native Allotments-Settle-
tial period from the time asserted to ments on Public Lands-Withdrawals
the. date of the application, and all and Reservations: Generally-With-
other matters which would show the drawals and Reservations-Effect of
factual basis for ascertaining A Native allotment applicant, who was
whether compliance with the pre- 5 years old at the time when the land

. . . T .~~~~ wa8R withdrawn from all forms of ap-conditions for granting a Native wa wthdaw fromerl forms o aepropmriation, is properly deemed t e
allotment have been satisfied. incapable as a matter of law of having
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exerted independent use and occupancy
of the land to the exclusion of others
prior to the withdrawal and conse-
quently the allotment 'application is prop-
erly rejected.

2. Alaska: Native Allotments-Settle-
ments on Public Lands

An allotment right is personal to one
who has complied with the laws and regu-
lations. An applicant for a Native allot-
ment may not rely or tack on use and
occupancy of the land by his ancestors
to establish his right.

3. Alaska: Indian and Native Af-
fairs-Alaska: Land Grants and Selec-
tions: Applications-Indian Allot-
ments on Public Domain: Lands Sub-
ject to-Indian Allotments on Public
Domain: Settlement

Settlement on land in Alaska which is
subject to a grazing lease issued under
the Alaska Grazing Act of Mar. 4, 1927,
43 U.S.O. §§ 316, 316a-316o (1976), does
not create any rights by virtue of such
settlement under the Alaska Native Al-
lotment Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1 to 270-3
(1970), repealed by '3 U.S.C. § 1617
(1976), since such land is segregated from
adverse appropriation at least until the
Department takes action to cancel the
grazing lease pro tanto, but the grazing
lease does not preclude the filing of a
state selection application which, when
filed, segregates the land from all ap-
propriation based upon settlement or
location.

4. Administrative Procedure: Hear-
ings-Evidence: Generally-Hearings

Where legal conclusions 'are reached in
an appellate decision upon undisputed
facts, and there has been no proffer of
further facts which could compel dif-
ferent legal conclusions, no useful pur-
pose would be served for a 'hearing, and a
request therefor is properly denied.

APPEARANCES: Mathew D. amin,
Esq., Alaska Legal Services Corp.,
Kodiak, Alaska, for appellant.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE FISEMAN

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Floyd L. Anderson, Sr., has ap-
pealed from a decision dated Dec.
12,1975, by which the Alaska State
Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment (BLM), rejected his Native
allotment application AA-8052,
filed for fractional SWI/4NWi/4
sec. 29, T. 26 S., R. 20 W., Seward
meridian, Alaska, pursuant to the
Native Allotment Act of May 17,
1906, as amended, 43 U.S.C. § 270-1
(1970), (repealed, except for pend-
ing applications, by sec. 18(a),
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act of Dec. 18, 1971, 43 U.S.C.
1017 (1976)).
The BLM decision recited that

the Native Allotment Act applies
only to vacant, unappropriated and
unreserved public lands in Alaska,
and where lands have been segre-
gated or withdrawn, allotment may
only be made where the Native
made substantial use and occupancy
of the land for at least 5 years prior
to the effective date of the segrega-
tion or withdrawal, and that the
land sought by Anderson was with-
drawn by Exec. Order No. 8344 of
Feb. 10, 1940, from appropriation
under the public land laws. The
Executive Order did not prohibit
issuance of a gazing lease under the
Act of Mar. 4, 1927, 43 U.S.C.

[8(5 I.D.
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g§ 316, 316a-316o (1976); such a
,grazing lease, A 034760, was issued
Jan. 1, 1957, to one DeWitt W.
Fields. PLO No. 2417 of June 26,
1961, revoked Exec. Order No. 8344,
-but did not open the land within
-any grazing lease to operation of
-the public land laws. Such lands re-
iained as appropriated and segre-
gated from entry until such time as
they are classified as suitable for
disposal under the public land
laws.

The State of Alaska filed State
selection application A 056426 and
amended it as of Oct. 29, 1963, to
embrace all available land in T. 26
;S., R. 20 W. The grazing lease of
Fields did not preclude the State
selection as the State would accom-
iodate the existing Federal graz-
ing lease by replacement with a
State lease. Harold J. Naughton,
:3 IBLA 237, 78 I.D. 300 (1971).

[1] As the land in issue has not
'been open to settlement at any time
since Feb. 12, 1940, Anderson could
initiate no right thereto by settle-
mneht, use or occupancy commenced
after that date, so his use and occu-
pancy after 1961, as alleged in his
application, may not be recognized.
Further, it was pointed out that as
Anderson was born May 28, 1934, he
could not have made any recogniz-
able use of the land before it was
withdrawn in 1940. Even taking ap-
pellant's claim of occupancy at its
face value, we cannot agree that it
vested him with any rights to the
land at issue. At the time of the
withdrawal of Feb. 12, 1940, appel-
lant was 5 years old. We hold that

as a matter of law he was too young
to have exerted independent use and
occupancy of the land to the exclu-
sion of others prior to the with-
drawal and consequently his appli-
cation must be rejected. Janes S.
Pienalook, Sr., 22 IBLA 191
(1975) ; Emma loses, 21 IBLA 264
(1975).

In Susie Ondola, 17 IBLA 359
(1974), we held that: "Assertions
to the effect that a child two years
of age exerts independent control
and use of land, to the exclusion of
her parents, siblings and others flies
in the face of reason. Helen
F. Svnith, 15 IBLA 301 (1974);.
Arthur C. Nelson, 15 IBLA 76
(1974)."

In Minnie E. Wharton, 4 IBLA
287, 79 I.D. 6 (1972), rev'd on
other grounds, 514 F. 2d 406 (9th
Cir. 1975), in discussing the capac-
ity of an infant to be a holder of
land in adverse possession, a con-
cept similar to the one here in issue,
we stated at 4 IBLA 300, 79 I.D. 12
as follows:

It does not comport with reason that
John Wharton, who was born on the
land in 1933 and purportedly lived there
until 1966 was, in his childhood, aware
of, or concerned with, the ownership of
the land. To suggest that he, in 1933 or
shortly thereafter, as a baby or young
child, was holding the land in open no-
torious adverse possession, suggests a
faculty' for comprehension in a baby or
young child which flies in the face of
reason. The fact that the other appel-
lants, apart from Minnie E. Wharton and
John W. Wharton had been born on the
land and lived there until they were
emancipated, simply does not lend any
persuasive force to the assertion that

:345]
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they held the land in open notorious ad-
verse possession.

Te recognize the existence of author-
ity for the proposition that one who has
not reached his majority may acquire
title to land by adverse possession, 3
AM. JUR., Adverse Possession see. 131.
However, there must be an intention to
disseise.

While we recognize that in some
circumstances a 5-year-old mray be
competent as a witness (See Annot.,
81 ALR 2d 386, 398-9 (1962) ),
such a child would be regarded as
incapable of committing a tort re-
quiring malice, e.g., libel. AMunden
v. Harris, 153 Mo. App. 652, 134
SW 1076 (1911); Draien v. Pae-
ley, 8 Ky. L 530 (abstract)
(1886). O/. Annot. 2 ALE 2d 1329,
1330 (1948).

The statement of reasons argues
that an applicant for a Native allot-
ment may tack on ancestral use of
the land to avoid the segregative ef-
fect of later withdrawals, such as
Exec. Order No. 8344 made in this
case; if tacking on is not permitted,
PLO No. 2417 revoked Executive
Order in 1961, and the failure of the
State of Alaska to file a selection
application within 6 months during
the stated preference right period
allowed appellant to establish his
allotment, except for the existence
of the grazing lease of Fields, which:
appellant contends could not affect
the land he seeks because BLM did
not determine the Native use and
occupancy prior to the purported is-
suance of the grazing lease.
- [2] At the outset, we point out
that the issue of tacking is well set-
tled. An allotment right is personal
to one who has fully complied with

the law and regulations. An appli-
cant for a Native allotment may not
tack on use and occupancy of the
land by his ancestors to establish
his right. James S. Pienalook, Sr.,
supra; Emma Moses, supra; Louis
P. Simpson, 20 IBLA 387 (1975);
Anne fmoVoise, 20 IBLA 169
(1975); Larry T. Dirks, 14 IBLA
401 (1974). Cf. United States v.
Arenas, 158 F. 2d 730 (1947), cert.
denied, 331 U.S.. 842 (1947) ; Wood-
bury v. United States, 170 F. 02
(8th Cir. 1909).

[3] Similarly, the Department
has held that settlement on land in
Alaska which is subject to a grazing
lease issued under the Alaska Graz-
ing Act of Mar. 4, 1927, 43 U.S.C.
§§ 316, 316a-316o (1976), does not
create any rights, by virtue of such
settlement, under the Alaska Native
Allotment Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1,
270-2, 270-3 (1970), repealed 43
U.S.C. § 1617 (1976), since such
land is segregated from adverse ap-
propriation at least until the De-
partment takes action to cancel the
grazing lease. Harold J. aughton,
supra. Although the existence of a
grazing lease, issued under the Act
of Mar. 4, 1927, supra, is effective
to bar settlement of the land covered
thereby, it does not preclude the
filing of a state selection application
for the land which, when filed, seg-
regates the land from all appropri-
ations based upon application or
settlement or location. Id.

[4] We note that appellant "de-
mands a hearing to show his ances-
tral use and possession, to demon-
strate his own use and to demon-
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strate generally that the decision of
the Bureau of Land Management in
rejecting his application was erro-
neous." He invokes Pence v. Kieppe
529 F. 2d 135 (9th Cir. 1976). See
also Pence v. Andrus, 586 F. 2d 733
(9th Cir. 1978).

The legal conclusions reached in
this decision are based upon undis-
puted facts. There has been no
proffer of further facts which could
compel different legal conclusions.
It appears, therefore, that no useful
purpose would be served by a hear-
ing and the request therefor is de-
nied. Arthur . Nelson, (On Recon-
sideration), 15 IBLA 76 (1974).

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

FREDEiRcK FISHMAN,
Adlministrative Judge.

BTE CONCUR:

JOAN B. TiomPsox,
Admninistrative Judge.

DOUGLAs E. HENRIQUES,
Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF ENVIRONMENT
CONSULTANTS, INC.

IBCA-1192-5-78

Decided Ju le£9, 1979

Contract No. 14-16O001-5782FA,
Tish and Wildlife Service.

Sustained in part. 

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras

Where the Board finds that the Contract-
ing Officer's Representative required the
contractor to expend more effort in field
surveys and data collection than required
by the contract documents, a construc-
tive change will be found to have
occurred.

2. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:

Eauitable Adjustments

Where the evidence supports entitlement
of a contractor to an equitable adjust-
ment resulting from a constructive
change, but fails to establish that all the
claimed extra costs were incurred as a
direct result of the constructive change,
the Board will employ the jury verdict
approach in order to determine the appro-
priate amount to be awarded to the
contractor.

APPEARANCES: Messrs. Yan .

Ross, William H. Barrett, Attorneys

at Law, Metzger, Shadyac & Schwarz,

Washington, D.C., for appellant; Ms.

Jean P. Lowman, Mr. Lawrence E.

Cox, Government Counsel, Portland,

Oregon, for the Government.

OPINION BY ADHINISTRA-

TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF CON-

TRACT APPEALS

Factual and Procedural Setting

On Mar. 20,1975, a contract was

entered into between the United

States of America, acting through

the Contracting Officer of the Fish

and Wildlife Service (FWS), De-

partment of the Interior (Govern-

ment and. Environment Consult-

ants, Inc. (ECI), a Delaware

corporation having its principal
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place of business at Dallas, Texas.
The contract included the general
provisions of the standard supply
contract Form 32, with two attach-
ments: Exhibit A, "A General
Prospectus for Certain Wildlife
and Habitat Survey and Inventory
Services for American Samoa,"
and Exhibit B, "A Proposal for a
Survey and Inventory of Wildlife
and Wildlife Habitat of the Islands
of American Samoa" (AF-B). 1

According to the General Pro-
spectus, Exhibit A of the contract,
the purpose of the contract was to
obtain "the services of a consultant
to complete a basic survey and in-
ventory of the wildlife and wildlife
habitat of American Samoa." 2 The
need for such a survey was stated
to be that it would serve as a tresh-
old for investigations on specific
wildlife conservation problems;
would provide facts needed by ad-
ministrators in making judgments
on conservation issues; and would
pinpoint rare, threatened, or en-
dangered species that may be

I Appeal File, Exhibit B.
2 The General Prospectus contained the fol-

lowing background on American Samoa:
"American Samoa is located at about 14

[degrees] South latitude and 170 [degrees]
West Longitude and is comprised of seven
Islands whose total land area is approximate-
ly 76 square miles. The islands are moun-
tainous and jungle covered. They have steep
shorelines and rather narrow fringing reefs.
The highest elevation on the largest island,
Tutuila, is 2,141 feet while the highest eleva-
tion in the entire group is found on Ta'u at
3,056 feet. Six of the seven islands are in-
habited; the total population consists of about
28,000 Samoans and about 800 people from
elsewhere. The yearly average temperature
range is between 70 [degrees] F. to 0 [de-
grees] F., with a humidity of about 80%. The
annual rainfall at Pago Pago is about 200
inches with most of this falling from Decem-
ber to March."

located on the Islands. It was also,
pointed out that although Ameri-
can Samoa has not been subjected
to extensive habitat degradation,
there have been developments
which have had adverse impacts;.
that the population growth from
5,000 in 1900 to 28,000 in 1972 has
precipitated problems such as soil
erosion, development of adequate
supplies of fresh water, garbage
disposal, and pollution abatement;
and that knowledge of the biotic
systems of the Islands must be
available if serious detrimental ef-
fects are to be avoided in the future.

The contract provided for a per-
formance period of two (2) years;
for a contract price of $200,000 with
progress payments to be made
monthly based upon billings ap-
proved by the Project Officer for the
Government and with 20 percent
retention to be paid at the end of
the contract period; for ECI to pro-
vide the necessary technical and
supervisory personnel, transporta-
tion, materials, and equipment to
accomplish the objectives as out-
lined in Exhibits A and B attached
to the contract; and for the Govern-
ment to arrange for the rental of
certain equipment and office space
from the Territory of American-
Samoa.

Exhibits A and B of the contract,
prepared respectively by the Gov-
ernment and ECI, are practically
identical in terms of setting forth
the primary and secondary objec-
tives of the contracts However,

a The General Prospectus, Exhibit A, pre-
pared by the Government, provides as follows:

"PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
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there are certain provisions of the
contract which play key roles in the
resolution of the dispute presented
by this appeal.

Paragraph 26, entitled "Repre-
sentations," on page 4 of the con-
tract, provides as follows:

The Contractor represents that it is
qualified, willing and able to perform the
work of this contract and is performing
work in a similar or related field. The
Contractor shall, as an independent con-
tractor, use its best efforts to supply the
necessary personnel, facilities and do all
other things which in its judgment are
necessary for or incidental to the per-
formance of the work of this contract
which shall be under the supervision of
the Project Officer. The Contractor shall
use its best efforts to complete perform-
ance of this contract, including prepara-
tion of the final technical report, within

"1. Define the major ecologic types (plant
communities) which collectively make up
American Samoa.

"a. Describe each generally in terms of
soils, moistures, light, slope, altitude, etc.

"b. Identify the plant species which
characterize each.

"c. Identify the wildlife species present
in each, noting seasonal occupancy and ap-
proximate population density for each. Wild-
life is defined to include mammals, birds, rep-
tiles and amphibians.

"2. Prepare maps of American Samoa show-
ing the distribution of the ecologic types (1.
above).

"3. Describe the roles of disturbances and
succession as determinants of plant/animal
communities.

"4. Identify and record the status of any
species (plant or animal) threatened with
extinction or expiration and describe the fac-
tor(s) responsible.

"5. Identify management opportunities and
options and future research needs.

"SECONDARY OBJECTIVES
"1. Determine the effects on the polynesian

rat on turtles and birds at Rose Atoll."

Exhibit B of the Contract, the Proposal pre-
pared by ECI, was nearly the same as Ex-
hibit A with respect to the stated objectives
except for minor language differences and ex-
cept that the fifth primary objectives listed
in Exhibit A. was listed as the second second-
ary objective in Exhibit B.

the estimated costs and period specified.
[Italics supplied.]

Paragraph 1, page 1 of the con-
tract designates Mr. Edward S.
Marvich as Project Officer for the
Fish and Wildlife Service and also
states as follows:

Project Officer for Environment Con-
sultants, Inc., will be:

Dr. Daniel Coffman, Project Adminis-
trator, Dallas

Mr. Binion Amerson, Principal Investi-
gator, Samoa

On page 2 of Exhibit A of the
contract, there is an unnumbered
paragraph entitled, "Description of
Work to be Performed." It states
as follows:
The study shall utilize procedures which
can be repeated by other scientists in
later years and shall conform to accepted
standards of scientific excellence. Plants
and animals shall be identified by genus
and species, English common names, and
Samoan common names. The work will
entail year-round field investigation in
order that seasonal fluctuations in abun-
dance can be recorded. The end product
shall be submission of a comprehensive re-
port of the habitat and wildlife of Ameri-
can Samoa. It shall be of publis7able
quality as determined by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, fully illustrated
with maps, photographs, drawings and
sketches. [Italics supplied.]

Another significant provision of
the contract is designated as para-
graph 4 and is found on page 2 of
the contract. It reads as follows:
A Comprehensive Plan must be submitted
within four (4) months after effective
date of Contract. This Outline must in-
clude specific and measurable check
points at quarterly intervals to determine
progress of study. These plans must meet
the approval of the Contracting Officer.
Approval or comments will be expressed

3491
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in writing by the Contracting Officer
within three (3) weeks of receipt by the
Service. Any later changes or additions
to study plans must be submitted as an
amendment for approval by the Contract
Officer prior to eff ecting the changes. The
Service will respond within 10 days after
receipt of request.

It is undisputed: that Mr. Mar-
vich was responsible for conceiving
and recommending that FWS un-
dertake a survey of the wildlife and
wildlife habitat of American
Samoa (Tr. 401) ; that he was in-
strumental with others in writing
the General Prospectus and the ob-
jectives contained therein; that
after the Contracting Officer, on
Dec. 12, 1973, requested proposals
from prospective contractors to
perform the subject contract, Mr.
Marvich served on the FWS Selec-
tion Committee which reviewed
and ranked the proposals (Tr. 285,
365); that ECI was selected from
among seven firms chosen to meet
with the Selection Committee, as
the most qualified firm responding
to the request for proposals (Tr. 29,
286) ; that the subject contract was
the first for which ECI has ever
competed in which the price was
not discussed until after the con-
tractor was selected; that after con-
siderable negotiations involving
revised proposals and budget op-
tions, on June 3, 1974, ECI provid-
ed FWS a "Description of Services
Performed at Various Funding
Levels" which compared the
amounts of quantitative data col-
lection field work which ECI pro-
posed to undertake for $250,000,
$221,066, $610,443,. and $800,000
(AP-t, Exh. 1); that ECI was un-

aware, until well into the negotia-
tions for the final contract price,
that the Government's budget for
this project was limited to $200,000
(Tr. 177); that it was Dr. Coff-
man's opinion that the contract
price was the minimum which
would support the level of effort
which would allow fulfillment of
the goals and objectives of the Re-
quest for. Proposal (Tr. 167); and
that it was Mr. Marvich who signed
the approvals on behalf of FWS
with respect to the Preliminary
Field Methods and the Refined
Field Methods, even though the
contract at paragraph 4, called for
approval of the Comprehensive
Plan by the Contracting Officer
(AP-18; AP-21; AF-B).

Contentions of Appellait

The appellant contends that it
prepared what were termed "Pre-
liminary Field Methods" and "Re-
fined Field Methods" which con-
stituted the Comprehensive Plan
required by paragraph 4 of the
contract and which were tan-
tamount, at least, to the specifica-
tions for the contract, since the
Government had not provided any
other specifications explaining
what ECI was obligated to do and
how it was to be done. The appel-
lant also contends as follows:

1. That in Mar. 1976, the Con-
tracting. Officer's Representative
(COR), Mr. Marvich, requested
ECI to write a, mid-project, or an-
nual report, not required under the
contract and also that ECI collect
extra data outside of and in addi-
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tion to the 13 study plots contained
in the Refined Field Methods, be-
cause Mr. Marvich wanted "pre-
cise" estimates of population densi-
ties rather than the "approximate"
estimates required under the
contract;

2. That ECI performed the work
requested by the COR, Mr. Mar-
vich, which was not required by the
Mar. 20, 1975, contract or the Re-
fined Field Methods;

3. That the extra work consisted
of furnishing a mid-project or an-
nual report, performing linear sur-
veys and undertaking 28 study
plots not called for in the Refined
Field Methods;

4. That ECI's claim for $99,955
represents the expenses which ECI
incurred as a result of performing
the extra quantitative data collec-
tion field work required by the
COR in March 1976, and which
was not required under the con-
tract; and

5. That ECI is entitled to full
payment of its claim because the
work it represents was requested by
the COR, the work was accepted
and ratified by the Contracting Of-
ficer and the COR, ECI protested
that it was extra work, and the con-
trolling equitable considerations
support ECI's claim.

Conte'ntions of the Governnent

The Govermnent denies that ECI
performed extra work, and con-
tends that all work performed by
ECI was necessary to fulfillment of
its contractual obligation. Its spe-
cific contentions are as follows:

1. The contract was a perform-
ance contract requiring a study and
final report meeting standards of
scientific excellence and utilizing
procedures which could be subse-
quently repeated.

2. FWS approval of preliminary
and refined field methods did not
convert the contract to a "specifica-
tion" contract.

3. The work ECI claims as "ex-
tra" was required by the contract.

4. ECI failed to notify the Con-
tracting Officer that it was per-
forming "extra" work to the preju-
dice of FWS.

5. ECI has the burden of proof in
showing it is entitled to an equita-
ble adjustment.

6. ECI has a higher burden of
proof in this matter for it purports
to establish its quantum entitlement
using a "total time" method, a vari-
ation on the total cost method.

By its letter dated Jan. 5, 1977
(which should be Jan. 5, 1978, since
it was received by the Contracting
Officer on Jan. 9, 1978), ECI pre-
sented a formal claim to the Con-
tracting Officer for the alleged ex-
tra work in the amount of $91,828
This figure was calculated by add-
ing the salaries expended since the
termination date of the contract,
Mar. 20, 1977, for ECI's staff per-
sonnel, technicians, secretaries, ar-
tists, statistician/editors, coordina-
tors, and administrators in the
amount of $39,762.49 times the ECI
audited and approved overhead
rate of 110 percent in effect Mar.
21, 1977, plus 12 percent profit
(AF-O). On Jan. 20, 1978, Change
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Order No. 1 was executed by the
Contracting Officer and Paul de
Cerrantes, Vice President of EdI.
The primary purpose of the change
order was to extend the contract
date to Feb. 20, 1978, to allow FWS
a review period to determine sub-
stantial performance. It also au-
thorized release of 50 percent of the
$40,000 retainage on the date of the
change order and the remaining 50
percent within 30 days, providing
the final report from ECI is ac-
cepted (AF-P).

By letter, dated Feb. 17, 1978, the
Contracting Officer informed ECI
that the FWS staff had made the
reviews of the draft report fur-
nished by ECI on Jan. 20, 1978, and
based upon those reviews he had de-
termined that the draft report met
the substantial performance re-
quirements of Contract No. 14-16-
001-5782 FA (AF-Q).

By letter dated Mar. 28, 1978, the
Contracting Officer denied the claim
of ECI for the increased scope and
complexity of the work alleged by
ECI to have been ordered by FWS.
The ground for the denial was that
no additional work had been or-
dered by either a change order or
an extra work order and that sec. 3
of Standard Form 32, General Pro-
visions of the Contract, states, "no
payment for extras shall be made
unlesss such extras and the price
thereof have been authorized in
writing by the Contracting Officer."
(AF-R). Thereafter, on Apr. 27,
1978, the attorneys for ECI exe-
cuted a Notice of Appeal addressed
to the Secretary of the Interior

which was docketed by this Board
on May 5, 1978 (AF-S).

Issues Presented on Appeal
1. Whether a constructive change

took place in March 1976, midway
in the course of performance of the
subject contract, entitling appellant
to an equitable adjustment for un-
anticipated, extra costs incurred as
a result of the constructive change.

2. If entitled to an equitable ad-
justment, whether appellant sus-
tained its burden of proof with re-
spect to quantum.

Decision on Entitlement

The determination of a construc-
tive change, in terms of extra work
in this case, first of all, depends
upon whether measurable work per-
formance was limited by the con-
tract documents. Secondly, it de-
pends upon ECI actually perform-
ing work in addition to the contract
requirements at the request of the
Government, and thirdly, if the ex-
tra work was performed, whether
the Contracting Officer knew, or
should have known, that ECI con-
sidered the extra work to be beyond
the scope of the contract and ex-
pected to be paid for it.4

In R. Nash, Government ontract hanges
(1975), at p. 219, the author states:

"The most straightforward type of con-
structive change occurs when the Govern-
ment, during contract administration, takes
some action which increases the cost of the
work, believing the action to be proper un-
der the terms of the contract. If the con-
tractor can later convince contracting officials
in the procuring agency or an appeals board
that the extra work was not required by the
contract, the action will be held to be a con-
structive change and the contractor will be
entitled to compensation for the extra costs
that have been Incurred.

[86 I.D.
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It is undisputed that the contract
called for a Comprehensive Plan to
be submitted by ECI for approval
by the Contracting Officer; that in
response to that requirement, ECI
did prepare and submit, and the
Government approved over the sig-
nature of Mr. Marvich, a document
designated as, "Refined Field Meth-
ods for a Survey and Inventory of
11Trildlife and Wildlife Habitat of
the Islands of American Samoa"
(AP-19; AP-21).5 It is evident
upon reading that document that it
detailed the work performance and
methodology that ECI would
undertake in order to meet its obli-
gations under the subject contract.

For example, at pages 2 and 3, it
specified that major community
types would be sampled and would
include all distinct primary and sec-
ondary plant communities; that be-
cause of the lack of a large assort-
ment of soil types on Samoa, the
major community types are best dif-
ferentiated by physiographic re-
gions rather than by soil types.
Table 1, page 4, shows the three
main physiographic features of the
Islands to be the Strand Formation
with 5 zones, the Forest Formations
-with 6 zones, and the Summit and
Ridge Formations with 2 zones.

.N. 4-Cont'd.
"There are three major issues that arise in

-such situations:
"1. Can the act of the G~overnment be

traced, in some way, to an employee with
Contracting Officer authority?

"2. Was the extra work done beyond the
-requirements of the contract?

"3. Did the contractor take the proper
-precautions in notifying the Government of
-the consequences of the act?"

I Appellant's Exhibit No. 19 and appellant's
Exhibit No. 21.

These 13 zones constituted the major
study and sampling units upon
which ECI organized and focused
its endeavor.s

On page 5, the Refined Field
Methods states that a number of
replicates will be sampled for each
major plant community on each Is-
land in order to determine differ-
ences between Islands. On pages 7
and 8 is an explanation of sampling
methodology. There, among other
things, it is stated: that a form of
interrupted belt transect will be
more reliable than a large single
compact plot; that in conjunction
with the belt transect, the point-
centered quarter method will be uti-
lized for special situations and re-
connaissance-type surveys and a
single compact plot may be utilized
for specialized, discontinuous vege-
tational areas; and that the belt
transect consisting of 10m x 10m
(100m2) plots spaced at 10m inter-
vals will be set out in selected rep-
resentative sampling sites for each
major community type.7

' On pages 2 and 3 of AP-19 is the follow-
ing explanation:

"Primary communities are those communi-
ties, both climax and subelimax but not neces-
sarily virgin, that by their composition and
structure are most indicative of the natural
vegetation of the Islands of American Samoa.
Secondary communities are either man-domi-
nated plant communities resulting from the
removal or alteration of the existing natural
vegetation or secondary successional communi-
ties resulting from past man-influenced or
natural disturbances."

7
Dr. Daniel Coffman, scientist and Project

Officer for ECI, testified at transcript pages
182-183 that "ecosystems," "major plant com-
munities," "primary study plots," "com.
munity habitats," and "sample sites," are all
terms referring to the same areas, but are
not synonymous on a biological definition
basis. He. also pointed out that initially,
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We find that the contract docu-
ments, including the Refined Field
Methods, did limit the work which
the Government could reasonably
expect ECI to perform for the con-
tract price of $200,000. We also find
that after approval by the Govern-
ment, the Refined Field Methods
were tantamount to, and served the
same function as, contract specifica-
tions. We also find that the Refined
Field Methods specified what ECI
intended to do and how it intended
to do it in meeting the contract ob-
jectives, so that any effort required
by the Government to be performed
by ECI beyond what was specified
in that document could reasonably
be held to be extra work.

The Government does not deny
that ECI performed the work al-
leged by ECI to be extra. It simply
argues that that work was not extra,
but was required by the contract to
meet the objectives and the stand-
ard of "scientific excellence" set
forth in the General Prospectus
(Govt. Br. pp. 8-9). We reject this
argument because the record is clear
that the additional work performed
by ECI, consisting of linear
surveys, additional field collection
work, and the mid-project or an-
nual report, were not called for in
the Refined Field Methods. There-
fore, pursuant to our last above find-
ing, that work was "extra," and we
*so find.

We now come to a discussion of
the third element required before a
F.N. 7-Cont'd.
there was to be one quadrant or sample plot
in each of the 13 major ecosystems, but that
after the Preliminary Field Methods (AP-17)
had, been tested in the field, the methodology
was changed to a system of belt transects.

determination can be made that a
constructive change occurred. Did
ECI sufficiently notify the Govern--
ment that it considered the extra
work to be beyond the scope of the
contract and therefore, compensa-
ble? We hold that it did.

The Annual Status Report itself,
in the Preface, contained the follow-
ing sentence: "Although such a
document is not required by the con-
tract, both parties agreed that the
goals of the project would best be
served by a compilation of progress
and findings of the work to date
* * *" (italics supplied) (AP-33).
This report was dated April 1976
and was transmitted to FWS by
letter from Daniel M. Coffman,
Ph. D., addressed to Edward S.
Marvich, and dated Apr. 23, 1976
(AP-32).

At the hearing, ECI introduced a
memorandum to the file dated Mar.
26, 1976, written by Dr. Coffman
and memorializing his trip to
Samoa and the March meetings
(AP-29). That document was not
in any way challenged by the Gov-
ernment. It appears to have been
made in the ordinary course of
business. We have no reason to
doubt its authenticity. It clearly
stated that Mr. Marvich was told
that the annual report and linear
surveys represented effort beyond
the scope of either the contract or
the Revised Field Methods.8

The last two paragraphs of that document
(AP-29) are as follows:

"In spite of contractual specifications on
the use of plots for data collection, Amerson
concurred with Marvich's opinion that tran-
sect observations between plot sites would
contribute substantially to the quality of the
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Dr. Coffman testified, at Tr. 117-
118, as follows:

Q. At the March 19th meeting did Mr.
Marvich request that ECI undertake

data-quantitative data collection-out-
side of the thirteen study plots?

A. Yes, he did.
Q. And did you tell him that the quanti-

fying data collection efforts beyond the
thirteen study plots was work outside the

contract?

A. Yes.

Binion Amerson, the principal in-
vestigator for ECI on Samoa, who
was present at the Mar. 16-19, 1976,
meetings, verified that Dr. Coff-
man told Mr. Marvich that the ad-
ditional work and the annual report
were not called for in the original
contract (Tr. 235).

Mr. Alarvich himself, at Tr. 427-
428, testified that although Dr.
Coffman did not "expressly" tell
him on Mar. 19,1976, that ECI was
not required under the contract to
write the mid-project report, Dr.
Cofiman did have such a conversa-
tion with him sometime during the
March 1976 meetings or subse-

F.N. -Cont'd.
data base. Such linear transects would facil-
itate more accurate extrapolation of distribu-
tion and abundance data collected at the site.
As a result of this meeting with Ed and at his
request, I agreed to the following:

"1. ECI would prepare a mid-project
status report detailing progress to date and
the direction of future work.

"2. This status report would be used to
present the methodology for an enlarged field
program. Specifically, while maintaining the
present level of effort for data collection at
study plots, a series of linear surveys would
be conducted on each island at the maximum
intensity that ECI's field staff could perform.

"I pointed out to Ed that both the report
and linear surveys represented effort beyond
the scope of either the contract or revised
field methods. Following this meeting, Binion
and I worked out an outline for the Mlid-proj-
ect Report. On Friday afternoon I boarded
a plane for Hawaii."

quently, but he could not recall
when. He denied that Cofiman and
Amerson told him during their
meetings in March 1976 on Ameri-
can Samoa that ECI was not re-
quired under its contract to under-
take linear surveys and additional
study plot work (Tr. 381-382). He
could not recall whether they did or
not (Tr. 430-431), but he testified
(Tr. 431) that although he could

not recall whether they did or not at
the Mar. 19, 1976, meeting, he "be-
lieves" they did at some time tell
him that the linear surveys and
extra study plots were outside the
scope of the contract.

[1] From the foregoing and other
record evidence,9 we find that Mr.
Marvich, as the COR, was thor-
oughly familiar with the contract
documents, including the Refined
Field Methods (RFM) which he
had approved; that he was aware
of the additional work beyond the
scope outlined in the RFM which
ECI agreed to undertake and knew,
or reasonably should have known,
that ECI would not undertake the
additional work and incur the addi-
tional expense thereof without seek-
ing reimbursement from the
Government. We also find that any
knowledge of this potential claim
acquired by Mr. Marvich was im-

9The annual report itself (AP-33), in
Figures 2 and 3 for the linear surveys, and on
page 27 for the extra field work not including
the linear surveys, sets forth planned extra
work outside the original 1'3 study plots. And
Monthly Progress Report Nos. 14-22, cover-
ing the period Apr. 25, 1976 through Dec. 24,
1976, submitted by ECI to Mr. arvich de-
scribe the work of linear surveys and extra
study plot work not required by the Refined
Field Methods.
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puted to the Contracting Officer. In
sum, we are of the view that al-
though ECI could have been more
articulate in advising the Govern-
ment of its potential claim for extra
costs before undertaking the addi-
tional work arising out of the
March 1976 meetings, sufficient
notice was conveyed to the Govern-
ment to satisfy the third element
for a constructive change.

We hold therefore, that a con-
structive change took place in
March 1976, entitling ECI, the ap-
pellant, to an equitable adjustment
for unanticipated, extra costs in-
curred as a result thereof.10

Decision on Quantum

Having determined the issue of
entitlement, we come now to the
question of quantum. What extra
costs were incurred by ECI as a
result of the constructive change?

At the outset, we observe that
ECI, by its letter of Jan. 4, 1978,
claimed $91,828 (AF-O). This
figure represented ECI's calcula-
tion of total salaries expended since
Mar. 20, 1977, the original contract
completion date, plus overhead at
the rate of 110 percent of the total
salaries, plus 12 percent profit, less
credit for unpurchased boat motors
in the amount of $1,692. ECI's
Notice of Appeal (AF-S), dated
Apr. 27, 1978, claimed the figure of

1 The Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals has recently granted an equitable ad-
justment based upon an oral change order of
a Government fire Official who was neither
the Contracting Officer nor the Contracting
Officer's Representative. Brown Construction
Co., ASBCA No. 22648, Mar. 8, 1979, 79-1
BCA par. 13,745.

$93,520 for extra work, obviously-
overlooking the credit for unpur-
chased boat motors. Its complaint,..
dated June 5, 1978, claimed again
the figure of $93,520 less a $1,692:
credit for unpurchased outboard'
motors. On June 5, 1978, without.
directly moving to amend its com--
plaint on file with this Board, EC1
addressed a letter to the Contract-
ing Officer requesting an amend-
ment to its claim of $8,127.10 re-
sulting in a total amended claim
of $99,955.10. The letter explained
that the previous claim covered the
period from Mar. 20, 1977, to
Dec. 30, 1977, and that the amend-
ment extended the claiming period
to Jan. 1, 1978. The amendment
was acknowledged by the Govern--
ment in its Answer, dated July 20,
1978, and filed with the Board in
response to ECI's complaint.

The evidence presented by ECI
on the quantum issue consisted of
appellant's Exhibit No. 47, the first
page which is entitled, "Compari-
son of Budget Versus Actual Levels,
of Effort," and four more pages;
under the heading "Factual Assess-
ment of Actual Level of Effort,'>
and Dr. Coffman's testimony (Tr..
137-145). At Tr. 138, Dr. Coffman
explained that he and several ECI
bookkeepers prepared (AP-47) in
an attempt to show specifically how
dollars were spent on what ECI had
contracted to do, and where the dol-
lars were spent on "efforts outside
the original contracted level of ef-
fort," and then to go through a
series of cross-checks and analyses
to authenticate that, indeed, these
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numbers could be supported by ac- premises: (
tual records and work experience. curred is th

Among other things, the subject original hid
what it wou

exhibit (AP-47) shows 393 man- work had n

days expended for 28 extra plots that the chai

over and above the original 13. It increased co
also shows 173 man-days expended The Govei
for the linear surveys and concludes that other: 
that the total level of effort for cost increaC
extra contractual field work ordered ment is no
by FWS equals 565 man-days. it therefore,
also contains dollars and cents fig- claimed ex
ures for budgeted items and claimed We conc
actual expenditures without any add that E
positive dollars and cents figures suspect bee
showing actual expenses directly re- sive dispar
sulting from the extra work caused proposal o
by the Government. Dr. Coffman's originally
testimony also lacks positive proof the contra
of the relationship of the extra con- when it lee
tractual work effort and the dollars limited by
and cents expenditures therefor. $200,000, i

The Government audit report the objecti
(Govt. Exh. X) verifies quite lower price
closely that ECI expended the total We are
money claimed on the project, but dence in ti
does not support any dollars and stantial eq
cents figures which can be directly are not sati
attributed to the constructive costs are a
change.

[2] The Government, in its brief n These oth(

at page 13, correctly points out that of anticil
ECI's evidence on quantum is but a ernment of 

variation of the total cost approach This did not
which this Board has previously problems to E

had fundingI
disfavored in Burs Const. Co., 'seriously' har
IBCA-10429-4 (Aug. 30, 1978), BB). The 1sit

9. ~~(ex. CC, 1st 
85 I.D. 353, 78-2 BCA par. 13,405, staff assigned

where the Board stated: 27 et CC, n
The total cost approach is disfavored

because it is based on three questionable

were a conce
Amerson (ex.
redone (tr 271

1) that the actual cost in-
.e proper cost, (2) that the

is a fair approximation of

uld have cost to perform the
o change occurred, and (3)
age was the sole cause of the
sts.

rnment then points out
factors could have caused
ies for which the Govern-
.t responsible," and that
the estimate of the

tra costs was suspect.
ur in that appraisal, but
£CI's cost figures are also
ause of the rather exten-
ity between its minimum
f $250,000 for which it
estimated it could meet

Let objectives, and yet,
irned that the FWS was
I budget restrictions to
t still represented that,
ve could be met for the

convinced that the evi-
his case supports a sub-
qitable adjustment, but
usfied that all the claimed
attributable to the extra

er factors were cited at page 13
nent's brief as follows:
pated cooperation from the Gov-
tmerican Samoa in providing
between the islands. (tr 200)
materialize and, this caused

CI field personnel (tr 200). ECI
problems on the islands whicb
apered all field operations (ex.
ial staffing plans were not met
para.). One of the professional
could not do the field work (tr
rd para.). Personnel unexpected-
ject (ex. DII). Staffing problems
rn to the project leader Mr.
FF). Some field work had to be
; ex. GG)."
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contractual work. Thus, we believe table adjustment in the sum of
the circumstances here dictate the $70,000.
need for and the reasonableness of DAVI DOANE,
the jury verdict approach. The . J
Board finds that ECI incurred ex- Administratve Judge.
tra costs in excess of the contract
price as a result of the constructive G. HERBERT PACKWOOD,

change and is entitled to an equi- Administrative Judge.
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STATE OF ALASKA ET AL.;

41 IBLA 315-

Decicled htdy: 1, 1979

Appeals from decisibls of the Alaska
State Offibe, Btirau of Land lhinage-
iment, hdldiiig Native allotment appti-
dations or approval and' rejecting
State sblitibnsi

Decisions set aside and cases
remanAded.

1. Administrative Procedure: Stand-
ing-Sxtate Seletions

Whilere the State is a party to decisions
by the EBreaii of Land Manageineat and
the State's selection applications *ere
rejected by. those decisions, under 43
CFR 4.410, the State has standing to
appeal those decisions to the Board of
tand Appeals.: 

2. Alaska: Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Abt-Alaska: Land Grants
and Selections:' Generally-Alaska:
Native'; Allotns-Alaska Native
Clains Settlement Act: Aboriginal
Claims-InTdian Lands: Generally-
State Selecticnis

The Alaska, Native Claims Settlement
Act extinguishbd aboriginal occupancy
claims of Alaska Natives ; such claims
cannot serve as a bar to a State selection,
nor preclude the State from challenging
Native allotment applications conflicting
with its selection.

3. Administrative Procedure: Stand-
ing- Alaska: Alaska Native Claims
Settlenient Adt-Alaska: Lafd Giants
and Selebtions: Generally-Alaska:
Native Allotments-Alaska Native

Claims Settlement Act: Aboriginal
Claims-Indian Lands: Generally-
Rules of Practic:; trivat& CoNtests-
State Selectiohs
Under the 'functional" standard t de-
termine. administrative standing set
forth' in' Koniag, Inc. v. Aizdrus, 580 P.
2d W0i (l.C. (ir. 1978), cert. denied, 99 S.
Ct. 733 (979), thd State Of Aiask hs
standiig' to chdlleige Native: allotment
applications. confliietIn *ith its selectioti
applications even if the lhand is. within a

., .at;. . ev., z i . , ;

Native village selection aire under the
Alaska Native Claimis Settlement Act.
The State has standing under Depart-
mental regulations to initiate private
contests against such confiicting Native
alot ielt applications.

4. Rles of Practice: Private Cdn-
tets-Woid§ and hrases

"Person." A state is a "person" within
the meanig of the D6paftifent's privat6
contest ieguiatibff§.

5. Administrative Procedure: Adjtidi-
catioh-laska: tand Grilts and
Sbleotiois: dnerally-Alaska: Native
Allotments

State of Alaska selection applications
should not be rejected because of con-
ficts with Native allotment applications
which are to be approved without first
affotding the State fotice of such action
to be taken and an Opporthiuty to eohtest
the conflicting claims if it desires.

APPEARANCES: Thomas E. Mea-
chum, Esq., Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral, State of Aaska, Anchorage;
Alaska, 6f iappellants; Alaska Legal
Services Corp.; Anchorage; and Ketchi-
kan, Aaska, for Native allotmeit
aj8plicants.

dO6.No.7
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OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

The appeals which have been
consolidated for this decision all
i'nvolve State selection' applica-
tions filedpursuant to the Alaska
Statehood Act, P.L. 85- 8- 72
Stat. 339 (1958) and Nativeallot-
ment applications filed pursuant to
the Act of May 17, 1906, 34;Stat.
192 as amended by the%, Act of
Aug. 2, 1956, 70 Stat. 954, 43 U.S.C.
§270-1't6 270-3 (1970)'(now're-
pealed subject to pending applica-
tions, sec. 18(a), Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA),
43 U.S.C. § 1617 (1976) )1 The
cases are identified in Appendix A
attached hereto. The State selec-
tions in the subject cases were all
partially rejected because of con-
flicting Native allotment' applica-
tions which the Alaska State Office,
Bureau of Land: Management
(BLMI), found valid.2

Alaska Legal Services Corp.
(ALSC), representing some of the
Native allotment applicants,3 filed

1 These i cases were consolidated with 7
others. by order of July 30, 1976, under the
rubric Mary Klein Zmin, 76-639. On further
consideration of the matter we have decided
that there are differences In the issues in the
cases which necessitate the issuance of
separate opinions.
- 2 The decisions below issued in 1976. Our

consideration of these ppeals has been de-
layed pending decisions by the United States
Court of Appeals in Pence v. Kleppe, 529 F.2d
135. (9th Cir. 1976), and Pence v. Adrus,
586 F.2d 733 (9th Cir. 1978):5 Native allotment applicants in the follow-
ing cases are represented by ALSC; 76-639,
76-640, 76-687, 76-689, 76-692, 76-715,: and
76-777. No appearances were entered for the
Native allotment applicants in the remaining
cases here concerned.

a motion to dismiss the State's ap-
peals for laclk' of standing. ALSC
asserts that the lands appiled for by
the State are subject to valid'village
selections under sec. 12(a) (1) of
ANCSA, and that sec. 11(a) (2) of
ANOCSA withdraws-forvillage se-
lection, "lands- ' * that haye been
selected by or.tenta vely approved
to, but not yet patented to, the State
under the Alaska Statehood Act
* * " ALSC Memorandum In Sup-
port of Motion for Dismissal of
State's Appeal, p. 1. Therefore,
ALSC argues, even if the Native
allotment applications are rejected,
the village corporations' would ac-
quire the land;. thus, the State has
no direct: interest in the land and
lacks standing to appeal. ALSC
further argues that the: State had a
duty to ascertain if the lands se-
lected were occupied by Natives and
failure to do so does not prevent the
State-being charged with notice of
such'occupancy. ALSC asserts that
the cases, Donald Peters, 26 IBLA
235, 83 I.D. 308 (1976), and State
of Alaska, John Nusungnya 28
IBLA 83. (1976), are distinguish-
able on their facts. It argues that
initiation of a Government contest
by BLM would unfairly place the
burden of proof on the Native allot-
ment applicants who have already
been found to satisfy the require-
ments of the Native Allotnient Act.

The State filed a tatement of
reasons which adopts. the--reasons
for appeal submitted in the NusuAn-
ginya case,- supra, and a statement
of standing. .The State filed these
selection applications before any of
the Native allotment applications
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were filed. Many of the State selec-
tions had been tentatively approved.
Under 43 CEFR 4.410, "any party to
a case who is adversely affected by a
decision of an officer of the Bureau
of Land Management * * * shall
have a right to appeal to the board."
The State argues that the decisions
of the Alaska State Office rejecting
the State selections because of con-
flicting Native allotment applica-
tions are decisions adversely affect-
ing the State and are appealable.
The State asserts that the selection
applications segregated the lands
from appropriation and precluded
subsequent filing by an adverse
claimant. This establishes an equit-
able interest in the lands "whicb
cannot be summarily erased by a
discretionary decision to approve a
Native allotment application." 

In-response to ALSC's argument
that ANCSA withdrew these lands
for village selection, the State has
withdrawn it appeals concerning
parcels of lands withdrawn for
compulsory core township selection
by Native villages. The State con-
tends that some of the lands still
subject to this appeal are not with-
drawn by secs. 11 and 12. of
ANCSA, and some of the lands
were selected under the Mental
Health Enabling Act, 70 Stat. 709,
711, and are not subject to the with-
drawals in sees. 11 and 12 of
ANCSA. As to those lands which
are subject to the withdrawal, the
State points out that the villages
are not required to select the lands,
that they have selected thousands
of acres more than they are entitled

299-117-79 2

to receive, and, therefore, it is not
certain that the lands will not be
available for conveyance to the
State. The State thus asserts it has a
sufficient interest in the lands to sup-
port its appeal.

Substantially, the State argues
that its applications segregated the
land from any subsequent appro-
priation. It has urged, as summa-
rized in Nusunginya, supra at 85:
* * * Moreover, because the allotment
to a Native is within the discretion of
the Secretary, the allotment cannot be
the kind of "valid existing right" pre-
served by section 6(a) of the Statehood
Act. The State urges that this Board
overrule two of its earlier decisions
which upheld the right of Natives to
make application subsequent to the filing
of a state selection application, where use
and occupancy preceded the state selec-
tion: Achie Wheeler, 1 IBLA 139
(1970); Lucky Ahvakana, 3 IBLA 341
(1971). Third, the State argues that sec-
tion 4(c) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act (ANCSA), 43 U.S.C.
§1603(c) (Supp. IV, 1974), was a con-
gressional confirmation of all previous
tentative approvals which cannot be re-
voked by administrative decisions.
Fourth, the State trgues that the fact
that a Native qualifies for an allotment
does not necessarily remove the land
from the category of "vacant, unappro-
priated, and unreserved." Finally, it
should be noted that the State takes um-
brage at not being informed of the Na-
tive's application until the decision re-
jecting its selection application.. It con-
tends that this omission denies it any
opportunity to present an informed and
effective protest and present its position.

The State asserts that BLM's re-
jection of the selections without
notice and an opportunity to be
heard violates due process and re-
quests that the Government initiate
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contest proceedings in which the
State is allowed to intervene against
the Native allotment applicants, or
alternatively that it be allowed to
contest the conflicting applications.

[1] Regulation 43 CFR 4.410,
quoted above, gives a right of ap-
peal to this Board to any party ad-
versely affected by a BLM decision.
The State is a party to the decisions
below, and the State's selection ap-
plications were rejected by those
decisions. These facts bring the
State squarely within the language
of the regulation which grants it
standing to appeal.

The determinative issue involved
in these appeals concerns the pro-
priety of rejecting the State selec-
tion applications while approving
the Native allotment applications
without first affording the. State
notice of the conflicts, that BLM
would approve the conflicting ap-
plications and reject the State's ap-.
plications, and without affording
the State the opportunity to contest
the conflicting applications.

[2] ALSC argues that the State
has no standing to challenge the
allotment applications because
lands occupied by Natives do not
fall within the ambit of the provi-
sion of the Alaska Statehood Act
allowing the State to select "public
lands of the United States which
are vacant, unappropriated and un-
reserved." A difficulty with this
argument is that it is based upon a
factual premise which the State is
challenging, namely, the occupancy
of the Natives under the Allotment
Act. The State's position is that if
the use and occupancy of the in-

dividual Natives are not sufficient
to warrant allowance of their allot-
ment applications and the land is
otherwise available, it is subject to
their selection applications. Im-
plicit in its contentions are issues
concerning the type, extent, and
adequacy of the Natives' use and
occupany.

A case cited to support ALSC's
contentions concerning the effect of
Native occupancy is State of Alaska
v. Udall, 420 F. 2d 938, 940 (9th
Cir. 1969), wherein the court re-
fused to rule as a matter of law
"that under no circumstances could
Indian trapping, hunting and
camping * * * constitute a condition
which would deprive the selected
lands of the status of being 'vacant,
unappropriated, and unreserved.'"
There a Native village intervened as
a party defendant in a suit by the
State against the Secretary of the
Interior. The Natives asserted that
the village had possessory rights to
lands sought by the State under se-
lection applications. The Natives'
alleged rights were based on present
and aboriginal use and occupancy.
The court held there were genuine
issues of material fact requiring a
trial. It refused to rule as a matter
of law then on the aboriginal claims
asserted by Natives and their affect
upon the State. It specifically noted
that pending legislation might re-
solve the question.

Thereafter, the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act of 1971, 43
TJ.S.C. § 1601 (1976), was passed by
Congress to resolve the Native ab-
original claims asserted for much of
the area of the State of Alaska. Dis-
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cussions of the circumstances, stat-
utes, cases, and other matters lead-
ing to the passage of ANCSA are
in recent court decisions concerning
the effect of the Act. See, e.g., Cape
Fox Corp. v. United States, 456 F.
Supp. 784 (D. Alaska 1978);
United States v. Atlantic Rickfield
Co., 435 F. Supp. 1009 (D. Alaska
1977); Ed'wardsen v. Morton, 369
F. Supp. 1359 (D.D.C. 1973). From
the rulings in the afore-cited cases,
it appears that any Native claims
based solely upon aboriginal occu-
pancy can no longer serve as a bar to
State selections, although State se-
lections may ultimately be barred to
specific lands granted to Native cor-
porations or villages by provisions
of ANCSA. Passage of ANCSA
and these cases interpreting it have
now superseded State of Alaska v..
Udall, supra, and the implication
raised there that aboriginal Native
claims might bar State selections.

[3] The issue ALSC has raised
concerning conflicts with Native
village selections under ANCSA
does not bar the State's standing
here. Although under ANCSA final
approval of village selections would
require rejection of conflicting State
selections, as the State has pointed
out, the villages here have selected
more acreage than allowed to them
under ANSA. Therefore, until
there has been a final determination
of the areas granted to the villages,
the State retains its interest in the
land by its selection application and
the possibility that its interest may
ultimately be defeated does not take
away its present interest and stand-

ing. Any doubt about the State's
standing to challenge Native claims
conflicting with its selection rights
has been resolved by the United
States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit in
Koniag, Inc. v. Andeus, 580 F. 2d
601 (D.C. Cir. 1978), ert. denied,
99 S. Ct. 733 (1979). In Koniag the
State had not yet filed selection
applications for land claimed by
the villages. However, the mere pos-
sibility that it might later seek to
select such land was held to be suf-
ficient to confer standing on the
State to challenge the eligibility of
Native Alaskan villages under
ANCSA pursuant to regulations of
this Department applicable to the
Alaska Native Claims Appeals
Board. The State's position is
stronger here than in Koniag as it
has filed selection applications for
the lands in conflict. It was noted
in Koniag at 613-614 that there are
conceptual differences between ju-
dicial and administrative standing;
thus, a party might not have stand-
ing to obtain judicial review but
could have administrative standing.
The court then stated:

The fact that judicial and administra-
tive standing are conceptually distinct
does not, of course, mean that Congress
could not require an administrative
agency to apply judicial standing con-
cepts in determining administrative
standing. Nor does it mean that courts
and agencies should never refer to judi-
cial standing decisions, where helpful,
by way of analogy. But absent a specific
justification for Invoking judicial stand-
ing decisions, I see no basis for inter-
jecting the complex and restrictive law
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of judicial standing into the administra-
tive process.

Id. To determine adminisntrative
standing, the court suggested that
the language of the statutes and
the agency regulations should be
the starting point. Where the lan-
guage is general, such as speaking
of persons "aggrieved," "affected,"
or having an "interest," there may
be need for a functional approach
to determine the issue. After ana-
lyzing court authorities, the court,
at 616, concludes:

These authorities suggest a functional
analysis composed of the following
factors:

(1) The nature of the interest asserted
by the potential participant.

(2) The relevance of this interest to
the goals and purposes of the agency.

(3) The qualifications of the potential
participant to represent this interest.

(4) Whether other persons could be
expected to represent adequately this
interest.

(5) Whether special considerations in-
dicate that an award of standing would
not be in the public interest.

Such a standard would have to be fiex-
ible, of course, and the appropriate vari-
ables might well vary from one context
to another.'l The important point is that
administrative standing should be tai-
lored to the functions of the agency, not
to arcane doctrine from another area of
the law.

'3One important distinction might be
between a would-be participant seeking
to institute a new administrative hear-
ing or appeal, and one merely seeking to
intervene in an on-going proceeding. An
award of standing in the former circum-
stances is clearly more burdensome than
in the latter. See 3 K. Davis, Administra-
tive Law Treatise 241 (1958). Since in-
tervention generally has no effect on what
decisions are reached, or when they are

rendered, it might be appropriate in con-
sidering requests for intervention merely
to focus on (1) whether the potential
intervenor represents a point of view that
would assist in illuminating the issues;
(2) whether he is qualified to represent
this point of view; (3) whether other
parties to the proceeding could be ex-
pected to represent this perspective; and
(4) whether there are special considera-
tions that indicate intervention would
not be in the public interest.

The court then applied this
"functional" standard and found
that the State was properly held to
have standing to appeal the Native
village eligibility determinations.
We have previously ruled that the
State had standing to appeal be-
cause it had an application which
was rejected, and, thus, was ad-
versely affected by the decision.
The State's selection applications
also give it an interest in the land
sufficient to meet the requirements
of the private contest regulation, 43
CFR 4.450-1, which provides in
part:

Any person who claims title to or an
interest in land adverse to any other
person claiming title to or an interest
in such land * n may initiate proceed-
ings to have the claim of title or interest
adverse to his claim invalidated for any
reason not shown by the records of the
Bureau of Land Management. Such a
proceeding will constitute a private con-
test and will be governed by the regula-
tions herein.

Where the State desires to pre-
sent evidence concerning the suffi-
ciency of a Native's use and occu-
pancy, this would be information
outside the records of BLM. Under
the functional approach, this would
be helpful to the agency. We rec-
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ognize the special obligation and
interest of the Secretary of the In-
terior with regard to Indians and
Natives in Alaska; however, he also
has a statutory duty to assure that
there has been compliance with the
public land laws, including the
Alaska Native Allotment Act and
the Alaska Statehood Act, before
land is conveyed pursuant to such
laws. As a mere stakeholder here,
this Department must be concerned
with fairness to all parties. There-
fore, we cannot accept the argument
.by ALSO that because of Interior's
special duty to Natives, the State
should not be allowed to challenge
the Native allotments. We must con-
clude that under the standard enun-
ciated in Koniag the State has
standing here, and also under the
contest regulation quoted above. We
have specifically held that the State
has standing to bring a private-con-
test against- Native allotment ap-
plications conflicting with a State
airport where the State had a selec-
tion application and an airport
lease application and contended
that the airport extension was
needed for local community and
public interest needs. State of
Alaska, 40 IBLA 79 (1979). See
also, State of Alaska, 40 IBLA 118
(1979)-. 

[4] In State of Alaska, 40 IBLA
79 (1979), and many other cases,
the Department has consistently
recognized that states are included
within the term "person" in the
contest regulation. See e.g., Navajo
Tribe of Indians v. State of Utah,
12 IBLA 1, 80 I.D. 441, 501 (1973);

State of California v. Doria Mining
and Engineering Corp., 17 IBLA
380 (1974), aff 'd, Doria Hining and
Engineering Corp.. v. Morton, 420
F. Supp. 837 (C.D. Cal. 1976);
State of California v. Rodeifer, 75
I.D. 176 (1968) ; State of Louisiana
v. State Exploration Co., 73 I.D.
148 (1966).

In. a private contest, as well as a
Governmental contest, the Native
must be. given adequate notice and
an opportunity for an oral hearing.
In Donald Peters, 26 IBLA 235, 83
I.D. 308 (1976), reaffirmed, 28
IBLA 153, 83 I.D. 564 (1976)., we
held that the Departmental contest
procedures would be applied when
there is an issue of fact to be re-
solved in adjudicating Native allot-
ment applications. In Pence v. An-
druw, 586 F. 2d 733 (9th Cir. 1978),
the Court of Appeals held that
these procedures comply, at least
facially, with the due process re-
quirements set out in Pence v.
Kleppe, .529 F. 2d 135 (9th Cir.
1976). That case ruled that Native
allotment applicants had a suffi-
cient property interest in their al-
lotment applications so as to be en-
titled under due process to adequate
notice and an opportunity for an
oral hearing before their. applica-
tions can be rejected because of'in-
sufficient use and occupancy.

Under the Alaska Native Allot-
ment Act there must be "substan-
tial use and occupancy" by a Native.
As mentioned before, State of
Alaska v. Udall spra, left to a
fact-finding trial a determination
whether Native aboriginal claims
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based on trapping, hunting, and
,bamping could bar a State selection.
However, aboriginal claims have
,now been abolished and that case
Eias, in effect, been superseded by
cases decided since ANCSA. We
need not decide, in the present pos-
ture of this case, issues pertaining to
the type of use and occupancy by a
Native in his/her individual capac-
ity seeking title under the Alaska
Native Allotment Act which would
be sufficient to bar the State, except
to say that, at a very minimum, the
use and occupancy would have to be
sufficient to meet the statutory and
regulatory requirements for allow-
ance of an allotment if there were
no conflicting claim.4 We shall await
future action and briefing by the
parties before deciding whether
there may be a more strict standard

.of use and occupancy, or at least, a
more strict burden of proof neces-
sary where there: are third-party
claims conflicting with an allotment
application than where only the
United States is involved and the
Secretary is exercising his discre-
tionary authority in making an
allotment.

From the above, it is clear that the
State has standing to contest a Na-
tive allotment application conflict-
ing with its' selection application
regardless of whether the land is
also within a Native village selec-
tion area. It also' has 'standing to ap-
peal an adverse decision affecting

4 For examples of Indian or Native
occupancy and third party claims, compare

=Cramer v. United States, 261 U.S. 219 (1923),
with HerbertIH. Iilscher, 67 I.D. 410 (1960).
Also see Navajo Triibe of Indians v. State of
Utah, supra.

its selection application because of a
conflict.

[5] Here, however, the State was
not afforded an opportunity to con-
test the claims before its application
was rejected. The action by BLM,
therefore, afforded the State no
choice but to appeal from the ad-
verse decisions. This was not proper
procedure in these circumstances.
For this reason, we shall set aside
the decisions to afford the State its
opportunity to contest the conflict-
ing claims if it desires.

The State's argument that the
United States must contest all Na-
tive allotment claims where there is
a conflicting State selection cannot
be accepted. Only if BLM, or this
Board on review, determines that
there is a question as to a Native's

'compliance with the Act so as to
warrant the initiation of a Govern-
ment contest or a need for a hearing
on facts prior to an exercise of dis-
cretion need such action be taken.
Because the issues raised in these ap-
peals primarily concern the proced-
ural rights of the State, we are not
ruling on merits of the Native allot-
ment applications. When these case
records are returned to BLM, it
shall give notice of their return to
the State and afford it time within
which to bring private contest pro-
ceedings against the Natives' con-
flicting claims. If the State fails to
do so within the time required, BLM
may then reject the State selection
applications. The State may then
appeal to this Board for a review of
the case on its merits pursuant to
subpart 43 CF R 4.400. This review,
however, will be limited to deciding
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whether the application was prop-
erly rejected because the Native al-
lotment application is properly al-
lowed, or whether there is doubt as
to the adequacy of the allotment ap-
plication so as to warrant a contest
by the United States. See State of
Alaska, 41 IBLA 309 (199). 

Notice of future proceedings
should be given to the Native vil-
lages and any" other conflicting
parties.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the- Secretary of

the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sions appealed from are set aside
and the cases remanded for further
proceedings consistent with this
opinion.

JOAN B. THOMPSON,
Administrative Judge.

WE CoNCTUR:

EDWARD W. STUBING,
Administrative Judge.

NEWTON FRISHBERG,
Chief Administrative Judge.

APPENDIX A
Native Allotment No. and NameIBLA No.

*76-639
76-640
76-641

76-687

Mary K. Zimin
Marsha Thorson
Nicoli Tungiung

Wassillie Ilutsik

AA-6157
AA-7208
AA-7785

AA-7292

*Conflicting State
Selection No.

A-053268
A-054308
A-0543581
A-054590
A-054310
A-054373

76-689 Bernice Brown AA-7324 A-052985
76-690 Rose Wheeler AA-067589 A-058734
76-691 Natalie Odegaard AA-067640 A-053268

*76-692 Phyllis Westcoast AA-7307 A-054332
76-715 Erma Lawrence AA-6553 AA-208
76-716 John Estabrook AA-6973 AA-4805
76-777 Vera Tschaepl AA-6614 A-050580.

$ The State has withdrawn its appeals in part as to parcels within the Native village compulsory core townships;

JAMES MOORE

1 IBSMA 216

Decided July20 1979

Appeal by the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement (05M)
from a Jan. 16, .1979, decision of Ad-
ministrative Law Judge David Torbett
vacating a notice of violation and two
orders of cessation issued by OS
under the authority of see. 521 of the

Surface Mining Control and Reclama-
tion Act of 1977.

Reversed.

l. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Administrative
Procedure: Generally

In a case on appeal, the Board bases its
deliberations on the record before it.

2. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation- Act of 1977: Initial Regula-
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tory Program: Performance Require-
ments: Applicability

The extraction, of coal as an incidental
part of privately financed construction
is not an activity excluded, as such, from
coverage by the performance require-
ments of the initial regulatory program.

3. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Administrative
Procedure: Generally

Where the applicant for review bases his
defense upon the assertion that the
amount of coal removed or to be removed
is less than that provided by law to con-
stitute surface coal mining, he must
prove such an assertion.

APPEARANCES: ohn Philip Wil-
liams, Esq., Office of the Field Solicitor
(Knoxville), Michael I. Kurman, Esq.,
Office of the Solicitor, and Marcus P.
McGraw, Esq., Assistant Solicitor,
Office of the Solicitor, for the Office of
Surface lMiining Reclamation and En-
forcement, and Warren N. Scoville,
Esq., Lewis and Scoville, London,
Kentucky, for James Moore..

OPINION BY THE INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE MINING

AND RECLAMATION
APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

On July 12, 1978 representatives
of the Office of Surface Mining Rec-
lamation and Enforcement (OSM)
issued to James Moore (Moore) an
order of cessation, for mining with-
out a state permit, under the Sur-
face Mining Control and Reclama-

tion Act, of 1977 (Act) ,: as well as
a notice of violation alleging four
separate violations of the Act. On
July 20, 1978, Moore applied for re-
view of these enforcement actions.
The inspectors returned to the site
on July 26, 1978, for the purpose of
attending a minesite review hearing
requested by Moore. At that time,
based on their observations of re-
medial work done by Moore in the
interim, the inspectors terminated
the notice for two of the alleged
violations but issued a cessation
order for the other two because
Moore had failed to abate those
violations.

At the hearing on Moore's appli-
cation for review, held on Sept. 21,
1978, it became clear that Moore
did not and would not otherwise
contest the procedural and sub-
stantive validity of the issuance of
the notices and orders if it could be
legally concluded that Moore and
his operation were covered by the
Act. Moore contended that, since
the major purpose of his operation
was the building of a racetrack to
which the extraction of coal was in-
cidental, he was not surface mining
and therefore was not subject to the
Act. Thus, the Administrative. Law
Judge (ALJ) conducted the hear-
ing solely on the issue of the Act's
applicability and not on the sub-
stantive validity of the alleged vio-
lations. Throughout the hearing
and in its post-hearing brief, OSM
contended principally that Moore
and his operation are subject to the

'30 U.S.C.A. §§ 1201-1328 (West Supp.
1979)y, P.L. 95-87, 91 Sat. 445 (1977).
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Act because Moore had conducted
"surface coal mining operations"
as that term is defined in the Act
and because Moore had extracted
more. than 250 tons of coal per year
for commercial use.

On Jan. 16, 1979, the ALJ issued
a decision in which he concluded
that Moore was not subject to the
Act. The basis for that conclusion
was his determination that Moore
was neither an operator nor a per-
mittee for purposes of the Act.
Concentrating almost exclusively
on the former description, the ALJ
held that OSM failed to prove that
Moore removed or intended to re-
move from his property more than
250 tons of coal in a year and that,
therefore, OSM had failed to prove
that Moore was an operator.

OSM appealed the ALJ's de-
cision on Feb. 16, 1979, and filed a
detailed and lengthy brief on
Mar. 1, 1979. After requesting and
receiving an extension of time for
the filing of a brief, Moore filed
with the Board, on Apr. 30,1979, a
copy of the decision of the AUJ
along with a copy of a Memoran-
dum of Law that had also been
previously filed with the ALJ.

On Apr. 24, 1979, the Board had
issued'its decision in Dennis R.
Patrick, 1 IB SMA 158, 86 I.D. 266
(1979), in which the Board dealt
<with issues similar to the issues in
this case. The parties requested and
were granted leave to submit addi-
tional briefs addressed to the im-
plications of Patrick. OSM chose to
do so.

Discussion

[1, 2] In Patrick, the Board held
that the initial Federal regulatory
program is not applicable to a sur-
face coal mining operation which is
located on state land and which is
not subject to state regulation with-
in the scope of any of the initial
performance standards. On the
basis of the record presented to the
Board in Patrick, it determined
that Patrick's privately funded
construction project was located on
land within the jurisdiction of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, but
that his project was not subject to
regulation by the Commonwealth
within the scope of any of the
initial Federal performance stand-
ards. Were the record in this case
the same, as to Kentucky law gov-
erning coal extraction incidental to
a privately funded construction
project, the Board would 'be
governed by Patrick and hold
accordingly. On the basis of the
record before it in this appeal, how-
ever, the Board must conclude that
under Kentucky law, just as under
the Federal interim regulations,
privately funded construction proj-
ects are not, as such, excluded from
coverage of the performance re-
quirements pertinent to surface
coal mining operations.2 It follows

2 A regulation of the Kentucky Department
for Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection, cited by Moore in his hearing
memorandum and by OSM in its answer to
the Application for Review (although in Its
supplemental brief to this Board OSM states
that. Kentucky has not promulgated any perti-
nent regulations), provides that the require-
ments of Kentucky's strip mining statute,
ERS Chapter 350, shall not apply to the

Continued
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that the letter of Sept. 21, 1978,
whereby Moore was informed by
the Division of Permits (Kentucky
Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection)
that a state mining permit would
not be required for his construction
project, does not insulate Moore
from regulation by OSM because
that letter may not be viewed as an
expression of the state authority's
lack of power to regulate Moore's
operation under existing Kentucky
law.3

Continued
"extraction of coal as an incidental part of
highway or other construction financed by
federal, state or local government." 405 EAR
1 :020E § 1(2) (May 3, 1978), This provision
does not exclude from the coverage of
Kentucky's coal: mining regulations privately
financed construction such as that conducted
by Moore. The "policy" statement to the
contrary (Policy Memorandum 78-0004 of the
Secretary of Kentucky's Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Pro-
tection, Aug. 28, 1978), which was given
considerable weight in Patrick, must be
ignored In view of this regulatory provision
and the mandate of 405 EAR 1 :020E § 2
(May 3, 1978) that the regulations of 405
EAR Chapter 1 are "to be construed as com-
patible with federal regulations adopted pur-
suant to Public Law 95-87, the 'Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of
1977'."-

The Federal counterpart of 405 EAR
1 :020E § 1(2) is 30 CFR 700.11(c), which
implements 30 .U.S.C.A. § 1278(3) (West
Supp. 1979). Although the language of 30
CFR 700.11(c) is not discussed in the Pre-
amble to the interim regulations, the legisla-
tive history of 30 .S.C.A. § 1278(3) makes
clear that only publicly financed construction
projects are exempt from the coverage of the
Federal surface coal mining performance
standards. ee H.R. Rep. No. 95493, 95th
Cong., 1st ess. 112 (1977).

5 That a state does not in fact regulate a
particular surface coal mining operation (as
defined by Federal law) does not prevent OSM
from doing so under the authority f the
interim regulations. During the initial regula-

The ALJ held that Moore was
not subject to the requirements of
the interim regulations because he
was not an "operator." 4 Under the
interim regulations, however, per-
sons are generally subjected to the
law because they are "permittees."
As we held in Delight Coal Corp.,
1 IBSMA 186, 86 I.D. 321 (1979),
a permittee, during the interim reg-
ulatory period, is one who conducts
surface coal mining operations that
are regulated by a state under state
law whether or not he has applied
for or been issued a formal certifi-
cate to that effect.' To be subject to
regulation under Kentucky law,
Moore must be, inter alia, an "oper-
ator" as that term is used in state
law. Under Kentucky law, an "op-
erator" is defined as one "who re-
moves or intends to remove more
than two hundred fifty (250) tons

tory program, the critical determinant of
OSM's jurisdiction over a surface coal mining
operation conducted on state land Is whether
the operation is sbject to state regulation
within the scope of any of the initial Federal
performance standards.

4 In the Federal interim regulations, an
"operator" is defined as one "engaged in coal
mining who removes or intends to remove
more than 250 tons of coal from the earth by
mining within 12 consecutive calendar months
in any one, location." 30 CFR 700.5. The term
"operator," though, is only sparingly utilized
in the regulations after it is defined. For ex-
ample, it is part of the title In 80 CFR 710.12
("Special exemption for small operators."),
and it appears later in 30 CFR 723.12(d) (3),
concerning assessment procedures for civil
penalties ("In calculating points to be as-
signed for negligence, the actions of all persons
working on the mine site shall be attributed to
the permittee or operator.").

There is no minimum tonnage requirement
In the interim regulations insofar as the defi-
nition of a "permittee" is concerned. 30 CFR
700.a.
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of coal within twelve (12) succes-
sive calendar months * * *." KRS
350.010(6); 405 KAR 1:010E §1
(34) If Moore did not remove or
intend to remove more than 250 tons
of coal in a 12-month period, then,
under Kentucky law, he would not
be subject to State regulation with-
in the scope of the initial Federal
performance standards and, thus,
not subject to OSM's jurisdiction.

The ALJ seems to have deter-
mined that OSM failed to carry its
burden in establishing a removal of
or intent to remove more than 250
tons of coal by Moore. If the burden
were on OSM so to demonstrate,
there is adequate support in the
record for the ALJ to have found
the way he did. Although OSM of-
fered testimony to the effect that
many times 250 tons of coal were
saved, the ALJ was rightly entitled
to reject that testimony and some of
the inferences on which it was based
and to confine himself to the 100-
120 tons of stockpiled coal that was
conceded by Moore. This conclu-
sion, however, is warranted only if
the burden were in fact on OSM to

"Unlike the Federal law, the term "permit-
tee" does not appear in the Kentucky strip
mining statute. Instead, the critical status
appears to be that of "operator," because all
of the mandates of the Kentucky statute are
directed to operators. See KRS Chap. 350
(May 3, 1978); see especially SRS 350.028(3)
and KERS 350.060. In this regard we note.
also, that the Kentucky Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Pro-
tection has adopted, in essence, the definition
of "operator" as an applicability provision
in the regulations issued to implement KSRS
Chap. 350. 405 KAR 1 :020U § 1(3).

establish the removal. The Board
does not believe it was.7

[3] When OSM issued its notice
of violation, it, in effect, charged
Moore with being a permittee who
had violated certain provisions of
the interim regulations. Charging
that someone is a permittee, in Ken-
tucky, includes an allegation that
the person has removed or intends
to remove over 250 tons of coal in a
12-month period. If undisputed, this
allegation is deemed admitted. If it
is disputed, though, it is up to the al-
leged permittee to establish that he
did not remove or intend to remove
the requisite amount of coal. To
hold otherwise would make the effi-
cient administration of the Act
more difficult. The permittee is the
one with ready access to the rec-
ords to show how many tons were
removed or sold within any period.
In this case, Moore testified he kept

7 The procedural regulations provide that in
proceedings to review notices of violation and
orders of cessation OSM has the burden of
establishing a prima facie case but that the
ultimate burden of persuasion rests with the
applicant for review. 43 CFR 4.1171. A prima
facie case is made where sufficient evidence
is presented to establish the essential facts
and which evidence will remain sufficient If
not contradicted. It- is evidence that will
justify but not compel a finding in favor of
the one presenting it. OSM made such
a presentation.

sIn his Statement of Facts and Memo-
randum of Law, which constituted his Appli-
cation for Review, Moore nowhere indicated
that he intended to raise, much less rely on,
the fact that he had removed or intended to
remove less than 250 tons of coal In a 12-
month period. Instead, he based his defense on
the immunity of private construction projects
to the interim regulations. The Board has,
based upon the record in this case, rejected
that defense.
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no records (Tr. 107). He also stated
he did not know exactly how much
coal he had sold (Tr. 110, 111).
There was testimony that 1,800 tons
to 2,600 tons could have been re-
moved (Tr. 38, 85). As to inten-
tion, Moore testified that he in-
tended to sell more coal as it was
removed (Tr. 117). None of the
testimony, provided it is the duty
of the permittee/operator to show
such, could justify a conclusion that
250 tons or less of coal had been re-
moved or were intended to be re-
moved during a period of operation
not exceeding 12 consecutive
months. And, as in an affirmative
defense, the one making the defense
must establish it by pleading as well
as proving it. It may be that fail-
ure to plead can be waived. Proof,
though, absent a concession by the
other party, is essential.

In view of the foregoing, we find
that Moore failed to carry his bur-
den as to the amount of coal re-
moved or intended to be removed.9

The judgment of the ALJ is there-
fore reversed.

MELVIN J. MIRKIN,
Adminitrative Judge.

WILL A. IRWIN,.
Chief Administrative Judge.

IRALINE G. BARNES,
- Adninstrrtive Judge.

* gee f 7, supra, discussing the burdens
of proof set forth in 43 CFR 4.1171.

JUNE OIL AND GAS, INC.
COOK OIL AND GAS, INC.

41 ILA 394

Decided July 24,1979

Appeal from a decision of the Colorado
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, rejecting appellants' simultane-
ous oil and gas lease offers, C-26939
and C-27026.

Affirmed.

1. Oil and Gas Leases: Applications:
Drawings-Oil and Gas Leases: Appli-
cations: Filing

Where offers for the same parcel of land
are filed by two corporations in a simul-
taneous oil and gas lease drawing, and
where the directors of the first corpora-

tion having authority to file offers and
execute leases are directors of the second
with the same authority and the sur-
rounding circumstances suggest that the
corporations are interrelated, the draw-
ing is inherently unfair and the offers

are properly rejected as a prohibited mul-
tiple filing. Collusion or intent to deceive
the Department need not be shown.

APPEARANCES: Philip G. Dufford,
Esq., Welborn, Dufford, Cook and
Brown, Denver, Colorado, for both
appellants; Lyle K. Rising, Esq., Office
of the Denver Regional Solicitor, De-
partment of the Interior, for the
Government.

OPIAON BY ADHINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE BURSKI
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INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

In June and July 1978, June Oil
and Gas, Inc., and Cook Oil and
Gas, Inc., submitted offers for the
simultaneous oil and gas lease
drawings held by the Colorado
State Office, Bureau of Land Man-
agement (BLM). Specifically, both.
corporations submitted drawing en-
try cards for parcel No. CO-337 in
the June drawing and for parcel
No. CO-361 in the July drawing.
June Oil and Gas, Inc., received
first priority on parcel No. CO-337
and second priority on parcel No.
CO-361. Cook Oil 'and Gas, Inc.,
received no priority on parcel No.
CO-337 as its card was not drawn,
but received first priority on parcel
No. CO-361. After review of the
qualifications file for each corpora-
tion, BLM concluded that the cor-
porations were interrelated .and
thus had gained a greater probabil-
ity of successfully obtaining a lease
or an interest in a lease in the draw-
ing when both submitted oflers on
the same parcels. Therefore BLM
rejected the priority offers stating
that a multiple filing in violation
of 43 CFR 3112.5-2 had occurred
and citing in support of the deci-

sion, Shermerhorn Oil Corp., 72
I.D. 486 (1965). Both corporations
have appealed that decision and the
cases were consolidated for review.

The relevant portion of 43 CFR
3112.5-2 states:

When any person, association, corpora-
tion, or other entity or business enter-
prise files an offer to lease for inclusion
in a drawing, and an offer (or offers) to
lease is filed. for the same lands in the
same drawing by any person or party
acting for, on behalf of, or in collusion
with the other person, association, cor-
poTation, entity or business enterprise,
under any agreement, scheme, or plan
which would give either, or both, a great-
er probability of successfully obtaining a
lease, or interest therein, in any public
drawing, held pursuant to § 3110.1-6(b),
all offers filed by either party will he
rejected.

Review of the corporate qualifica-
tions files maintained by the Colo-
rado State Office for each corpora-
tion indicates that June Cook owns
100 percent of June Oil and Gas,
Inc., and is chairman of the board
of directors. Michael C. B. Cook
owns 100 percent of Cook Oil and
Gas, Inc., and is also chairman of
the board of that corporation. At
the time that the lease offers which
are the subject of this appeal were
made, the officers of each corpora-
tion were as follows:

President/Director
Secretary/Treasurer/Director
Vice President for Land Ad-

ministration

June Oil and Gas, Inc.

Michael C. B. Cook
Adrianna van der Stok

Cook Oil and Gas, Inc.

June Cook
Adrianna van der Stok

Madeline A. Meyer

375
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All of these directors, including
the chairmen of the boards, and
officers were authorized to sign on
behalf of their corporations with
respect to oil and gas leasing
matters.

The Articles of Incorporation for
each company state identical pur-
poses,' list the same incorporators,
and designate initial registered
offices with the same address. In
fact, the Articles of Incorporation
for each are identical except for the
names of the initial directors and
registered agent of each. The Arti-
cles of Incorporation were executed
on the same day and filed with the
State of Colorado on the same day.
The two corporations continue to
have the same address and, as noted
in appellants' statement of reasons
and brief, share business facilities
and personnel for purposes of
convenience.

Appellants argue that Schermer-
horn Oil Corp., 8upra, is "irrelevant
to the case at issue" because neither
of the two corporations own stock
in the other as did Schermerhorn
and thus no unfair advantage was
gained by both corporations having

I The third provision of both Articles of
Incorporation reads in relevant part:

"(a) Purpose. The nature, object and pur-
poses of the business to be transacted shall
be as follows:

"(i) To acquire and obtain interests in oil
and gas leases.

"(ii) To develop oil and gas leases.
"(iii) To acquire and engage in other busi-

nesses. To acquire (for cash or in exchange
for its assets or securities or otherwise)
operate, dispose of and otherwise deal and
engage in any lawful business or activity for
which corporations may be organized under
the laws of Colorado."

filed. In addition, appellants assert
that a multiple filing does not occur
when the cards are filled out by the
same person if they were signed by
different persons. Appellants fur-
ther claim that the sharing of com-
mon facilities for business purposes
does not constitute a multiple filing
unless some agreement exists that
the participants will mutually bene-
fit from each other's offer.2

We would agree with appellants'
argument that Scher-merhorn Oil
Corp., sUpra, is distinguishable,
though only in part, because the
two corporations are independently
owned. However, we do not agree
that the Schermerhorn decision is
irrelevant to the cases at issue. In
that case, one corporation, Scher-
merhorn, held a 29 percent stock
interest in a second, Kenwood. The
Deputy Solicitor ruled that when
both corporations filed a lease offer
for the same parcel of land, Scher-
merhorn had 11/4 chances of success
because of its ownership of Ken-
wood stock. Thus the drawing in
which they participated was inher-
ently unfair whether or not there
had been collusion or intent to de-

2 Appellants cite D. El. Pack, 0 IBLA 166,
84 I.D. 192 (1977), as support for this
proposition. However, Pack does not involve
the sharing of common facilities for business
purposes but rather the use of a filing service
by an oil and gas lease applicant. The Board
held that where an applicant files a lease offer
through a leasing service under an arrange-
ment where the applicant uses the leasing
service's address and avails himself of other
services, but no enforcement agreement is
entered Into which would require the ap-
plicant, if successful, to transfer any interest
in the lease to the leasing service, then the
service is not a party in interest.
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ceive the Department and the
Schermerhorn lease offer was prop-
erly rejected. Appellants correctly
argue that this is not the situation
we have before us now.

However, in Shernerhorn Oil
Corp., supra, rejection of the Ken-
wood offer was upheld as well be-
cause of the additional finding that
all of the officers of Schermerhorn
with authority to execute offers and
leases were also officers of Kenwood
with the same authority. Similar
circumstances are present in the
cases now at issue. Here June Cook,
the sole stockholder and chairman of
the board of June Oil and Gas, Inc.,
is a director and officer of Cook Oil
and Gas, Inc. Similarly, Michael C.
B. Cook, the sole stockholder and
chairman of the board of Cook Oil
and Gas, Inc., is a director and offi-
cer of June Oil and Gas, Inc. In ad-
dition, the two corporations have a
common secretary-treasurer/direc-
tor. The sole office held by different
persons for each corporation is that
of Vice President for Land Admin-
istration., As previously noted, all
directors and officers of each corpo-
ration may execute oil and gas of-
fers and leases on behalf of their
corporations. Consequently, as in
Schermnerkorn Oil Corp., supra, di-
rector/officers common to both cor-
porations may file lease offers for
the same land on behalf of both
corporations.

The directors of a corporation are
its governing body. They generally

exercise all powers vested in the cor-
poration and are responsible for
the management of ordinary corpo-
rate affairs as well as the manage-
ment, control, and use of corporate
property. 19 C.J.S. Corporations
§ 742 (1940)-. In Panra Corp., 27
IBLA 220 (1976), the Board quoted
the following statement concerning
the duties of corporate directors and
officers from A vest, Inc. v. Superior
Oil Corp., 398 P. 2d 213 (Alaska
1965):

A corporate officer or director stands
in a fiduciary relationship to his corpo-
ration. Out of this relationship arises the
duty of reasonably protecting the in-
terests of the corporation. It is inconsist-
ent with and a breach of such duty for
an officer or director to take advantage
of a business opportunity for his own per-
sonal profit when, applying ethical stand-
ards of what is fair and equitable in a
particular situation, the opportunity
should belong to the corporation. Where
a business opportunity is one in which
the corporation has a legitimate interest,
the officer or director may not take the
opportunity for himself. If he does, he
will hold all resulting benefit and profit
in his fiduciary capacity for the use and
benefit of the corporation. [Citations
omitted.]

398 P. 2d at 215. The Board has
previously held that when a director
or officer of a corporation individ-
ually files a lease offer for the same
land as the corporation itself files, a
prohibited multiple filing occurs be-
cause the individual filing consti-
tutes the taking of a corporate busi-
ness opportunity for personal profit.

377
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Such action is a breach of the di-
rector's or officer's fiduciary duty to
the corporation and thus the profit
accruing to that individual must be
held for the corporation's benefit.
As a result, the corporation will
have had two chances to obtain the
oil and gas lease. William} R. Boehm
36 IBLA 346 (1978); William R.
Boehim, 34 IBLA 216 (1978) ; Gray-
bill Teqminals Co., 33 IBLA 243
(1978); Panra Copp., supra. See
McKay v. Iahlenmaier, 226 F. 2d
35, 44-46 (D.C. Cir. 1955). We find
this principle also applicable to the
present cases as it defines the rela-
tionship between June Oil and Gas,
Inc., and Cook Oil and Gas, Inc.,
and identifies the problem which oc-
curs when both file lease offers. In
most instances, directors with fiduci-
ary obligations to two competing
corporations cannot reasonably pro-
tect and promote identical interests
in a single business opportunity for
the two corporations at the same
time. When a business opportunity,
such as filing for an oil and gas lease,
arises which is equally appropriate
for either corporation, the directors
cannot take the opportunity for one
of the corporations without breach-
ing their duty to the other unless the
corporations are in fact not com-
peting and the action is beneficial to
both regardless in whose name the
action is taken. Therefore, in most
instances, if directors decide to file
offers on behalf of both corpora-
tions, they also will breach their
fiduciary duty to each because the

ITMENT OF THE INTERIOR

second filing lessens the chance of
success of the first offeror as be-
tween two competing offerors. Such
dual filings could only be justified if
they were beneficial to both corpora-
tions; that is, if they increased each
corporation's chance at successfully
obtaining an interest in the sought-
after lease3

The drawing entry cards at issue
in these cases were signed on behalf
of each corporation by the one offi-
cer who is neither a director nor
common to both corporations.4 XVe
hold that this fact does not change
the result in this instance given the

s The seventh provision of the Articles of
Incorporation of each corporation appears
to broadly relieve the corporations of the
effect of interested or of common directors or
officers in any corporate transaction. It reads
in part:

"SEVENTH: The following provisions are
inserted for the management of the business
and for the conduct of the affairs of the cor-
poration, and the same are in furtherance of
and not in limitation or exclusion of the
powers conferred by law.

"No contract or other transaction of the
corporation with any other persons, firms or
corporation, or in which this corporation is
interested, shall be affected or invalidated by
(a) the fact that any one or more of the
directors or officers of this corporation is
interested in or is a director or officer of such
other firm or corporation; * * ."

The Board submits that closely-held corpo-
rations cannot unilaterally act to relieve
themselves of obligations under Federal oil
and gas leasing laws. In this instance, it
would be particularly self-serving, given the
other common characteristics, for the corpo-
rations to attempt to claim on the basis of
such a provision that the director's interests
cannot be considered with respect to the
multiple filings issue.

4 The fact that the cards were apparently
filled out by the same person is significant
as evidence of joint operations and awareness
of the two corporations that both were filing
on the same parcels of land.

t&6 I.D.
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interlocking management responsi-
bilities of the directors and the
other common characteristics out-
lined at the beginning of this
opinion. June Oil and Gas, Inc.,
and Cook Oil and Gas,- Inc.,
are so interrelated by virtue of
their common director/officers and
these other factors that it is diffi-
cult to define where the interests
of each of the: corporations. begin
and where they end. We would
note further that appellants also
apparently view themselves as hav-
ing the same interests since they
are represented by the same counsel
in this case and one brief was sub-
mitted on behalf of both corpora-
tions. Where all of the circum-
stances so strongly suggest such
common interests as to have made
the drawing inherently unfair, col-
lusion or intent to deceive the De-
partment need not be shown. BLM
has properly rejected their offers as
a prohibited multiple filing.

Appellants suggest that it would
be a rule without a purpose to pro-
hibit the conduct of two corpora-
tions where the sole owners of each
of the corporations could have
filed on exactly the same parcels in
the same manner in their individ-
ual capacities as husband and
wife.

Appellants are correct in their
contention that a husband and wife
may individually file for the same
parcel of land in a simultaneous
drawing without running afoul of

either the sole party in interest re-
quirement or the 'multiple filing
prohibition. See generally, Solici-
tor's Opinion, M-36416 (Feb. 2,
1957); Soli'itoos pinion,4 M-
36418, 64 I.D. 51 (195). This argu-
ment, however, is not apropos to
appellants' situation.

June and Michael Cook, each the
sole owner of one of the corpora-
tions, are not citizens of .the United
States, but of the Netherlands
(June) and Great Britain (Mi-
chael). Under the statute and regu-
lations, aliens may not acquire or
hold any direct or indirect interest
in leases, except through ownership
or control of stock in corporations
holding oil and gas leases, provided
that the laws of the alien's country
do not deny similar privileges to
citizens of the United States. See
30 U.S.C. § 181 (1976); 43 CFR
3102.2-1(a). Thus, in actual fact,
neither June Cook nor Michael
Cook could have filed for an oil and
gas lease in their own name. It is
only through the ownership of stock
in a corporation that either can
hold any interest in an oil and gas
lease.

Moreover, the rule prohibiting
multiple filings would be without
substantial efficacy if two corpora-
tions as closely identified as Jme
Oil and Gas, Inc., and Cook Oil and
Gas, Inc., were allowed to file mu-
tually beneficial lease offers simply
because they were controlled by
husband and wife. The issue in this
case is not the marriage relation-
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ship of the controlling sharehold-
ers; rather, it is the nature df the
two corporations theiselves. Hav-
ing availed themselves of the bene-
fiis attendant 'to the corporat e struc-
ture, the owners cannot snultatie-
ously reqst hat their actions be
treated as if ho coiporation actually
existed.

Therefore, pui'suaht to t'au-
thority delegated to the Bdardof
Land Appeals by: the Secetary ot

the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from: is affitmed.

JA2 IES L. BRSEKI,
Adqmfistrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

EDWARD W. STUIEBING,
Adm~inisttivie Judge.

JOA B. TitomFdso-, .
Administrdtiv' Jude.
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APPEAL OF STATE OF ALASKA

3 ANCAB 297
Decided July 31, 1979

Appeal of State of Alaska from deci-
:sion of the Bureau of land Manage-
ment F-14909-A.

Affirmed in part, reversed in part
and remanded.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Administrative Procedure: Gen-
erally-Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Alaska Native Claims
Appeal Board: Appeals: Generally

The Board is bound by Secretarial policy
tand interpretation of law expressed in a
Solicitor's Opinion in which the Secretary
of the Interior concurred.

2. Withdrawals and Reservations:
Generally-Submerged Lands Act:
Generally

The Board adopts the Solicitor's con-
elusion that Public Land Order No. 82
(Jan. 22, 1943) (8 FR 1599 (Feb. 4,
1943)) constituted an express retention
for -the United States of submerged lands
when Alaska was admitted to the Union,
and title to' the submerged lands with-
drawn by PLO 82 did not pass to the
State of Alaska with statehood.

:3. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Administrative Procedure: Gen-
terally-Submerged . Lands Act:
Generally

Regulations in 43 CFER 2650.5-1(b) deal
explicitly with chargeability of acreage
and implicitly with land title, establishing
two categories of submerged lands not re-
quired to be selected and charged: those
underlying navigable waters, and those

underlying nonnavigable waters of one-
half section or more.

4. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Administrative Procedure:. Gen-
erally-Submerged Lands Act:
Generally

Under regulations in 43 OFR 2650.5-1 (b),
Federal ownership of submerged lands
does not require all such lands to be
charged against a Native corporation's
acreage entitlement.

5. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Administrative Procedure: Gen-
erally-Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Alaska Native Claims
Appeal Board: Appeals: Generally
The Secretary, and this Board, are bound
by duly promulgated regulations of the
Department.

6. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Administrative Procedure: Gen-
eTally-Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Alaska Native Claims
Appeal Board: Appeals: Generally

As between a published regulation ap-
plicable to chargeability of submerged
land and an unpublished Departmental
decision paper applicable to the same
issue, the Board is bound to follow the
regulation. Therefore, regardless of
whether the United States retains owner-
ship of the bed of the Colville River, the
Bureau of Land Management must, pur-
suant to 43 OFR 2650.5-1(b), determine
whether the river is navigable and, if it
is found navigable, must exclude the
riverbed from the acreage to be charged
against Kuugpik's entitlement.

APPEARANCES: James Reeves, :Esq.,
and G. Thomas Koester, Esq., Depart-
ment of -Law, on behalf of the State
of Alaska;F:rancis Neville, Esq., Office

86 I.D. No. S

281]
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of the Regional Solicitor, on behalf of
the Bureau of Land Management;
James Wickwire, Esq., and David
Crosby, Esq., on behalf of Kuugpik
Corporation.

OPINION BY
ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS

APPEAL BOARD

SUMMARY OF APPEAL

The State of Alaska appeals con-
veyance of land underlying inland
waters, the Nechelik Channel of the
Colville River, to Kuugpik Corp.,
on the grounds that the Colville
River is navigable and the bed of
the stream therefore belongs to the
State. Issues raised are: () the ef-
fect of a Public Land Order (PLO)
No. 82 (Jan. 22, 1943) (8 FR 1599
(Feb. 4, 1943)) which withdrew
land for military purposes on the
ownership of the bed of the Colville
River; and (2) whether regula-
tions in 43 CFR 2650.5-1, dealing
with chargeability against acreage
entitlements of land under naviga-
ble and nonnavigable waters, apply
to submerged lands withdrawn by
PLO 82, which remain in Federal
ownership.

JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority to administer the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, 85 Stat. 688, as amended, 43
U.S.C. §§ 1601-1628 (1976 & Supp.
I 1977), and the implementing
regulations in 43 CFR Part 2650
and 43 CFR Part 4, Subpart J,

hereby makes the following find-
ings, conclusions and decision.

Pursuant to regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650 and 43 CFR Part 4,
Subpart J, the State Director or his
delegate is the officer of the Bureau
of Land Management, United States
Department of the Interior, who is
authorized to make decisions on land
selection applications involving Na-
tive corporations under the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act, sub-
ject to appeal to this Board.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

In January of 1943, during World
War II PLO 82 (8 FR 1599 (Feb. 4,
1953)) withdrew certain lands in
northern Alaska, and the minerals
in such lands, for use in connection
with the war.

The Submerged Lands Act of
1953 (67 Stat. 29,43 U.S.C. §§ 1301-
1315 (1976) ) granted title to certain
underwater lands, both inland and
off the marine coast, to the states.

The Alaska Statehood Act of 1958
(72 Stat. 339, 48 U.S.C. note pre-
ceding § 21) applied the Submerged
Lands Act to Alaska, which was ad-
mitted to the Union on Jan. 3, 1959.
(Proclamation No. 3269 (Jan. 3,
1959) 24 FR 81, 73 Stat. c 16.)

PLO 82 was in effect at the time
of Statehood and remained in effect
until it was revoked in 1960.

The Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, 85 Stat. 688, as amended,
43 U.S.C. § 1601-1628 (1976 and
Supp. I 1977), withdrew certain
public lands in Alaska for selection
by, and conveyance to, Native cor-
porations formed under the Act.
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Section 3 (e) of ANOSA defines
public lands as "all Federal lands
and interests therein."

The present appeal arose pursu-
ant to ANCSA when uugpik
Corp. (Village of Nooiksut) se-
lected lands within the area for-
merly covered by PLO 82.

The selection application specifi-
cally excluded lands underlying the
Nechelik Channel of the Colville
River, on the basis that the river
was navigable and- title to the river
bed was in the State. BLM, in the
decision here appealed, found it un-
necessary to exclude the lands or to
determine the navigability of the
river, based on PLO 82. The deci-
sion stated:

No determination of navigability or
tidal influence affecting the inland water
bodies within the lands herein described
is necessary as the lands were withdrawn
by Public Land Order No. 82 (43 FR
1796, February 3, 1943) when the Alaska
Statehood Act of July 7, 1958 was passed
(see 72 Stat. 339, 343; 48 U.S.C. Ch. 2, sec.
6(m) (1970)); therefore, the lands be-
neath tidal or navigable water bodies did
not vest in the State pursuant to the Sub-
merged Lands Act of May 22, 1953 (67
Stat. 29, 32, section 5; 43 U.S.C. Oh. 29,
1313(a) (1970)).

The State appealed, on the
grounds that the Colville River is
navigable, and that the State of
Alaska, under the Submerged Lands
Act, holds title to the beds of all
navigable streams within its bound-
aries.

After filing of this appeal, the
Board was notified by Kuugpik
Corp. and the Bureau of Land Man-
agement that the Secretary of the

Interior was preparing to issue a
decision on the effect of PLO 82 on
title to submerged lands in Alaska.
The Board therefore extended brief-
ing schedules and on Oct. 18, 1978,
suspended briefing pending the Sec-
retarial decision on PLO 82.

The decision was rendered by
Secretarial concurrence with an
opinion, designated M-36911, pre-
pared by the Solicitor of the De-
partment of the Interior. (The Ef-
fect of Public Land Order 82 on the
Ownership of Coastal Submerged
Lands in Northern Alaska, Solid-
tor's Opinion, 86 I.D. 151 (1978))
[Hereinafter cited as Solicitor's 
Opinion M-36911.]

This opinion concluded that
coastal submerged lands were not
withdrawn by PLO 82, 'but that in-
land submerged lands were with-,
drawn and, therefore,ltitle to inland
submerged lands did not pass to the
State of Alaska upon admission to
the Union.

Upon inquiry by the Board, the
Secretary of the Interior notified
the Board by letter dated Feb. 23;,
1979:

Re: Appeal of State of Alaska from
Decision of Bureau of Land Man-
agement 'P-14909-A (Kuugpik
Corporation), ANCAB Decision
VLS 78-32

On December 12, 1978, the Solicitor
Tendered an opinion on 'The Effect of
Public Land Order 82 on the Ownership
of Coastal Submerged Lands in Northern
Alaska' in which I concurred. My con-
currence on this matter established De-
partmental policy and our legal position
on the issues addressed in that memo-
randum. Accordingly, I direct you to
apply that opinion in the referenced case

3s11 383
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as well as in any other cases posing the
same policy and legal issues.

With regard to other pending factual
and legal issues, your Board should con-
duct appropriate proceedings and render
a decision.

The Board notified the parties of
the Secretary's response and re-
opened briefing.

JKuugpik Corp. then filed a brief,
arguing that regardless of whether
the United States retains ownership
,of the beds of these inland navigable
-waters, the decision of the Bureau of
rLand Management in this case must
'be reversed because 43 CFR 2650.5-
l(b) requires BLM to exclude the
beds of all navigable bodies of water
from the acreage to be charged
against Native entitlements.

Thus, this appeal presents two
basic issues. The first, raised at the
outset by the State, is: Does the
State of Alaska own inland sub-
merged lands under navigable wa-
ters, within the area withdrawn by
PLO 82?

The second issue, raised by Kuug-
pik after issuance of SoZicitor's
Opinion, M-36911 on PLO 82, is:
Do regulations in 43 CFR 2650.5-1
(b) require BLM to exclude the
beds of all navigable waters within
a Native corporation's selection
when title to the submerged bed is
retained in Federal ownership ?

The first issue deals with land
ownership, while the second deals
with chargeability of acreage. The
first issue is resolved by Solicitor's
Opinion, M-36911; the second is
not. For reasons to be discussed
herein, the Board finds that: (1) the
*State does not own inland sub-

merged lands under navigable
waters within the area withdrawn
by PLO 82; and (2) the acreage of
such lands, retained in Federal own-
ership because of PLO 82, cannot be
-included in a Native corporation's
selection or charged against their
acreage entitlement unless the
waters above such lands are deter-
mined to be nonnavigable pursuant
to regulations in 43 CPIR 2650.5-1
(b).

OWNERSHIP OF
SUBMERGED LANDS

The State claims title to inland
submerged lands under navigable
waters, within the area withdrawn
by PLO 82. BLM concluded that
PLO 82 prevented title to the bed of
the Colville River from vesting in
the State, regardless of the naviga-
bility of the river, and so made no
finding on navigability.

The State denies the applicability
of PLO 82 to inland submerged
lands under navigable waters. The
State argues that PLO 82 affects
"public lands" and lands under nav-
igable waters are not public lands;
that PLO 82 withdrew lands from
the operation of public land laws,
but that the Statehood Act was not
a public land law; and that PLO 82
was in support of the war effort and
lapsed at the end of World War II.

The State contends that the State-
hood Act and the Submerged Lands
Act, granting the State title to lands
under navigable waters, supersede a
public land order; if this were not
so, the National Defense withdrawal
north of the Porcupine-Yukon-
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Kuskokwim line, contained in the
Statehood Act, would be unneces-
sary.

The State argues that § 11(b) of
the Statehood Act maintained Fed-
eral legislative jurisdiction over
military withdrawals, but did not
affect title to the withdrawn lands.
Alternatively, title vested in the
State immediately upon revocation
of PLO 82 in 1960, because the State
received title under the equal foot-
ing doctrine in lands under naviga-
ble waters held in trust for. the fu-
ture State; because the Act of May
14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409, 43 U.S.C.
§ 942-1 (1976)), expressly reserved
the beds of navigable waters for the
State of Alaska; and because § 11
(b) of the Statehood Act left exclu-
sive legislative jurisdiction over
military lands in the United States
only so long as the lands were used
for military purposes.

The Solicitor, in Opinion M-
36911, reaches a different result. He
discusses whether references in
PLO 82 to the public lands of
Alaska could include coastal and
inland submerged lands. The Solic-
itor states:

* * * it is apparent that the question of
whether the public lands in Alaska could
include inland or coastal submerged
lands has continued to turn on the lan-
guage and purpose of the specific with-
drawal at issue * * *
[Solicitor's Opinion, A1-36911, 86 I.D. 151
at 159.]

After finding that coastal sub-
merged lands were excluded from
PLO 82, the Solicitor discusses the
purpose of the withdrawal and then

considers whether inland sub-
merged lands were included.

e $* *PLO 82 was directly related to
prosecution of World War I * ex-
ploration and development of an Alaskan
oil and gas supply were needed for the
war effort. As private industry had not
developed an oil and gas field in Alaska
under the Mineral Leasing Act, the Fed-
eral Government was considering engag-
ing in an oil and gas exploration program
in an attempt to secure a source of oil for
the armed forces. In order to protect the
potential exploration area from interfer-
ence by private claimants and lessees, it
was considered necessary to withdraw
the lands for exclusive federal use. * * *

[Solicitor's Opinion, M-36911, supra, at
165.1

The Opinion concludes on page 169

Given the state of technology, I believe
it was reasonable for the drafters of
PLO 82 to perceive some threat of inter-
ference to drilling in the uplands, in-
cluding in and around inland waters, but
much less reason to perceive a threat of'
interference from 'private drilling in.
coastal submerged lands. To this extent,
given the urgency of the war effort and
the purpose of the 1943 withdrawal to'
protect federal petroleum exploitation, I
believe it would have been reasonable for
the drafters of PLO 82 to perceive some
threat of interference to drilling in the
beds of inland navigable waters, and
therefore conclude that, to effectuate fully 
the important purpose of the Order,
inland submerged lands were intended to
be included. * * * [Italics added.]

The Solicitor then considers the,
impact of the Submerged Lands Act.
and the Alaska Statehood Act,
supra, which provided in § 6(m)

The Submerged Lands Act of 1953 
shall be applicable to the State of Alaska
and the said State shall have the samne
rights as do existing States thereunder.

3811
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The Solicitor states:

Except for section 5(a) of the Submerged
Lands Act, the coastal submerged lands
or those underlying inland navigable
waters would unquestionably have passed
to the State upon its admission to the
Union. However, sec. 5(a) (43 U.S.C.

1313(a) (1970)), excepts from the grant
to States

"all lands expressly retained by * * *
the United States when the State
entered the Union (otherwise than by
a general retention * * * of lands

- underlying the marginal sea) * * * and
any rights the United States has in
lands presently and actually occupied
by the United States under claim of
right."

If either of these exceptions to the broad
statutory grant applies, the Submerged
Lands Act is prevented from operating
through the Statehood Act to relinquish
the submerged lands to Alaska.
rfSolioitor's Opinion, M-36911, supra, at
-i71J]

,The Solicitor concludes that PLO
282 constituted an express retention
.of the submerged lands for the
United States when Alaska entered
the. Union in 1958, and therefore
prevented title to the submerged
lands withdrawn by PLO 82 from
passing to the State upon statehood.

Finally, the Solicitor considers
-the effect of revocation of PLO 82

in 1960 as follows:

The final question is whether the State
automatically gained title to the lands
upon revocation of PLO 82 in 1960, one
year after statehood.

The short and complete answer to this
contention is that it is foreclosed by the
-express language of section 5(a) of the
Submerged Lands Act, which exempts
from transfer '[a]ll lands expressly re-

-;tained by ** * the United States when

the State entered the Union * * .' 43
U;S.C. § 1313(a) (Italics added.) The ex-
ception operates at a fixed point in time;
namely, upon statehood. The inclusion of
this cause implies that if this exception is
applicable at the time of statehood, it
constitutes a permanent retention by the
United States of those submerged lands.
Thus, the subsequent revocation of PLO
82 did not divest the United States of title
to the submerged lands withdrawn by
PLO 82. The revocation of PLO 82 might
allow the State of Alaska to select these
submerged lands as part of their entitle-
ment under the Statehood Act, subject to
federal approval as required by that Act.
But mere revocation of the Order could
not have automatically transferred title
to the State.

[Solioitor's Opinion, M-36911, supra, at
174.]

[1, 2] As to the State's asserted
ownership of lands underlying the
Nechelik Channel of the Colville
River, the Board is bound by Secre-
tarial policy and interpretation of
law as expressed in the above-cited
Solicitor's Opinion in which the
Secretary concurred. The Board
therefore adopts the Solicitor's con-
clusion that PLO 82 (8 FR 1599
(Feb.. 4, 1943)) constituted an ex-
press retention for the United States
of submerged lands when Alaska
was admitted to the Union, and title
to the submerged lands withdrawn
by PLO 82 did not pass to the State
of Alaska with statehood. There-
fore, the Board hereby affirms that
part of the decision of the Bureau of
Land Management which denies the
State's title to the disputed sub-
merged lands.
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EFFECT OF REGULATIONS
ON ACREAGE CHARGED

TO KUUGPIK

The Secretary's concurrence with
Opinion M-36911 has established
that title to the riverbed is in the
United States, regardless of the
navigability of the Colville River.
The question is whether Kuugpik is
now required to include the riverbed
in their land selection, and subtract
the acreage of the riverbed from the
total acreage they are entitled to re-
ceive without regard to whether the
river is navigable. The emphasis of
this issue is on chargeability of
acreage against Kuugpik's entitle-
ment, according to a -published
regulatory scheme, rather than on
land title.

Kuugpik asserts: that, regardless
of the ownership of the riverbed,
published regulations of the De-
partment require BLM to' deter-
mine navigability of the Colville
River and, if it is found navigable,
not to charge the acreage of the
riverbed against Kuugpik's entitle-
ment. Kuugpik relies on the bind-
ing effect of regulations promul-
gated under the Administrative
Procedure Act (60 Stat. 237, aR
amended, 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1976)),
and argues that such regulations
must be adhered to by BLM and the
Board until revoked or amended
through rule-making procedures.
The Board agrees.

Kuugpik bases its position on
language in 43 CFR 2650.5-1:

General.
(a) Selected areas are to be surveyed

as provided in section 13 of the act. Any
survey or description used as a basis for
conveyance must be adequate to identify
the lands to be conveyed.

(b) Surveys shall take into account the
navigabiity or nonnavigablity of bodies
of water. The beds of all bodies of water
determined by the Secretary to be naviga-
ble shall be ecluded from the gross area
of the surveys and shall not be charged to
total acreage entitlements under the act.
Prior to making his determination as to
the navigability of a body of water, the
Secretary shall afford the affected re-
gional corporation the opportunity to re-
view the data submitted by the State of
Alaska on the question of navigability
and to submit its views on the question
of navigability. Upon request of a re-
gional corporation or the State of Alaska,
the Secretary shall provide in writing the
basis upon which his final determination
of navigability is made. The beds of all
bodies of water not determined to be
navigable shall be included in the surveys
as public lands, shall be included in the
gross area of the surveys, and shall be
charged to total acreage entitlements
under the act. The beds of all nonnaviga-
ble bodies of water comprising one half
or more of a section shall be excluded
from the gross area of the surveys and
shall not'be charged to total acreage en-
titlement under the act, unless the sec-
tion containing the body of water is ex-
pressly selected or unless all the riparian
land surrounding the body of water is
selected. No ground survey or monu-
mentation will be required to be done by
the Bureau of Land Management of
bodies of water. [Italics added.

* BLM argues that the quoted regu-
lation does not apply in the circum-
stances of this appeal because title
to the beds of navigable waters
within the PLO 82 withdrawal did

381]
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not vest in the State of Alaska.
BLM asserts that the regulation is
intended to apply only when it is
necessary to determine navigability
for purposes of title; i.e., in the
more common situation where title
to the beds of navigable waters has
vested in the State and such sub-
merged lands are not public lands as
defined in § 3 (e) of ANCSA. Such
submerged lands are excluded from
conveyances to Native corporations
under ANCSA and. the acreage of
the beds is not charged against the
ANCSA land entitlement.

BLM contends that where the
riverbed remains in Federal owner-
ship regardless of navigability, it is
within the definition of "public
lands" in- § 3 (e) of ANCSA as "all
Federal lands and interests therein."
These submerged public lands, ac-
cording to BLM's reasoning, were
withdrawn for Native selection by
§11 (a) of ANCSA and must be
selected as required by § 12(a) of
the Act and implementing regula-
tions.

BLM's argument that all sub-
merged public lands must be se-
lected under ANCSA neglects con-
sideration of the fact that the
second half of 43 CFR 2650.5-1 (b)
clearly states that certain sub-
merged public lands- need not be
selected'and charged against entitle-
ment. Regardless of public land
status, lands underlying nonnavig-
able waters comprising one-half sec-
tion or more are excluded from the
gross area of the survey, and are not
charged against acreage entitlement

unless. selected expressly or totally
surrounded by selections. I

[3] The regulation read as a
whole deals explicitly with charge-
ability of acreage and implicitly
with land title, establishing two
categories of submerged lands not
required to be selected and charged:
.(1) those underlying navigable
waters; and (2) those underlying
nonnavigable waters of one-half sec-
tion or more.
* Although the regulation does not
expressly state the rationale for
these, exclusions, the Board agrees
with BLM that the first exception-
submerged lands underlying navi-
gable waters-is based on the legal
premise that title to the beds of nav-
igable waters will be in the State.
Under this premise such lands are
not in Federal ownership, thus. are
not public lands within § 3(e) of
ANCSA, and cannot be selected 'by
a Native corporation. This legal
premise would be correct in most
cases. '(See Vol. 1, R. Clark, Waters
and Water Rights, § 37.2(c) (1967)
for the proposition that state owner-
ship of lands beneath navigable
waters is the "overwhelming ma-
jority rule.")

The second exception-submerged
lands underlying nonnavigable
waters comprising one-half section
or more-represents a compromise
between the Departmental position
published as proposed rulemaking
in March of 1973 and the position of
the Alaska Federation of Natives,
Inc., expressed as comments to the
proposed rules.
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The Department's original pro-
posed rulemiaking provided that the
beds of all navigable water 'bodies
were to be excluded from selections,
while beds of all nonnavigable
water bodies were to be selected and
charged against a Native corpora-
tion's entitlement. (43 CFR 2650.5-
1(b); 2651.4(c); 38 FR 6506, 6508
(Mar. 9, 1973).)

The Alaska Federation of Natives
objected, relying on § 12(a) of
ANCSA. AFN's position wasfthat
while § 12(a) (1) required village
corporations to select all of the
township or townships in which any
part of a village is located, § 12(a)
(2) allowed an exception related to
submerged lands as follows:

Selections made under this subsection
(a) shall be contiguous and in reasonably
compact tracts, ecept as separated by
bodies of water or by lands which are
unavailable for selection, and shall be in
whole sections, * ** and wherever feasi-
ble, in units of not less than 1,280 acres.
[Italics added.]

AFN urged that, under this ex-
ception and similar language in
§' 16 (b), onnavigable bodies of
water should be meandered, and
conveyances upland of the meander
line should include the body of
water, with no charge against en-
titlement. (Comments of the Alaska
Federation of Natives, Inc. on Pro-
posed Alaska Natives' Selection
Regulations, 38 FR 6504, Mar. 9,
1973 (Apr. 16, 1973).) (Unpub-
lished comments transmitted by
letter from Edward Weinberg to
Burton W. Silcock, Director, Bu-
reau of Land Management.)

In the final published regulations
of May 30, 1973, the Department
retreated from its position that all
federally owned submerged land,
i.e., beds of nonnavigable water,
must be selected and charged, to the
present compromise position that
allows exclusion of nonnavigable
bodies of water comprising one-half
section or three hundred twenty
acres. (43'CFR 2650.5-1(b) 2651.4
(b).) Such bodies of water are ex-
cluded from the area of survey and
are not charged against entitlement,
even though they meet the definition
of public lands in § 3(e) of
ANCSA.

BLM has argued that the regula-
tion is applicable only when it is,
necessary to determine title, and
that in this instance, where title has
been determined on a basis other
than navigability, the regulatory
requirement for a navigability de-
termination does not apply.

The Board agrees that naviga-
bility cannot be used as a test for
State title or public land status iL
this case. Following Solicitor's-
Opinmion, M-36911, the navigability-
determination contemplated by the
regulations is not needed to deter-
mine title.

However, left unresolved by So-
licitar's Opinion, M-36911 is the
question of chargeability. Having
determined that lands underlying-
the Nechelik Channel of the Col-
ville River remain in Federal
ownership, the Opinion is silent on
whether or not these lands shall be
charged against Kuugpik's entitle--
ment.

381]; 389
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[4] From the foregoing discus-
sion it is clear that the Department
has interpreted and made public its
position on chargeability of fed-
-erally owned submerged lands
through the regulations contained
in 43 CFR 2650.5-1 (b). It is fur-

-ther clear that under these regula-
tions, Federal ownership of sub-
merged lands does not require all
-such lands to be charged a Native
,corporation's acreage entitlement.

BLM suggests that the question
.of chargeability in this appeal
should be decided, not on the basis

-of the regulation, but rather in ac-
cordance with the Department's
conclusions, designated ANCSA
Issue 8 contained in an unpublished
document entitled "ANCSA Imple-
mentation and Policy Review,
Mar. 3, 1978". (Exhibit A, BLM

-brief of May 18, 1979.) The issue
states: Should the acreage of fed-

-erally owned submerged lands
within the area of a Native corpora-

-tion's selection be counted against
the corporation's entitlement when
.conveyance is made ?

The conclusion was that it should,
and that navigable determinations

-should be made only when necessary
to determine whether submerged
lands were in State or Federal
-ownership. The issue paper states,
in pertinent part:

NAVIGABLE WATER

Issue:
A. Should the acreage of Federally

-owned submerged lands within the area
-of a Native corporation's selection be
-counted against the corporation's entitle-
-ment when conveyance is made?

B. If yes, what procedures should be
followed to determine the status of water
bodies (navigable or nonnavigable)
when necessary to determine State or
Federal ownership?

Decision:
A. * * *
2. Where a corporation selects a sec-

tion of land fronting on or including sub-
merged lands under a water body and
the ownership of the submerged land
within that section is in the United
States, the acreage chargeable against
that corporation's entitlement includes
such area of submerged lands within that
section. The United States retains specific
ownership of any remaining submerged
lands outside of the section conveyed.

* * * * * :

B. The existing policy should be con-
tinued with improvements sought by:

1. Reviewing land withdrawal status
as of January 3, 1959, to identify 'inland'
water bodies reserved to. the United
States at the time of Statehood. Such
water bodies would not require a deter-
mination of navigability or nonnaviga-
bility.

* * * * *;

Implementation:
Revise, as necessary, the regulations in

43 CFR 2650, to crify the decision on
chargability [sic] of submerged lands
acreage.

BLM to continue navigability determi-
nations, where necessary, using existing
policy and institute improvements in that
procedure as specified in the decision
above.

Although this policy statement
was concurred in by the Secretary
of the Interior, it has not as yet been
submitted to the rulemaking process
and published as regulations.
- There is no question here as to

whether the Secretary has the au-
thority to change or modify his own
policy concerning chargeability of
federally owned submerged land;
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Kuugpik admits that the Secretary
could have promulgated a rule
charging Native corporations with
the beds of navigable waters where
title has been retained in the United
States.

However, Kuugpik argues that
until such time as the Secretary
amends the existing regulations in
compliance with the Administrative
Procedures Act, the regulation is
binding on his subordinates.

[5] The Secretary is bound by
duly promulgated regulations of the
Department. (Wilfred Plomis, 34
IBLA 222 (1978) and cases cited
therein.) The Board has previously
'held it is bound by Departmental
regulations. (Appeal of State of
Alaska, 3 ANCAB 129, 136, 86 I.D.
45, 49 (1979) [VLS 78-43].)

Government agencies must follow
their own published regulations,
,even when a particular decision in-
volves some discretion. Agencies
'may not publish regulations pursu-
ant to the Administrative Procedure
Act while at the same time pro-
*ducing ad hoc unpublished de-

'cisions. (Grigfn v. Harris, 571 F.2d
767, 772 (3d Cir. 1978).)

While it is possible to speculate,
:as the Board has done in the fore-
going discussi6n, about the intent of
the current regulation, the wording
*of the regulation is clear:

* * * The beds of al bodies of water de-
'teimined by the Secretary to be navigable
shall be excluded from the gross area of
the surveys and shall. not be charged to
total acreage entitlement under the act.

* * [Italics added.]
j[43 OCFE 2650.5- I(b)] 

Both the State and Kuugpik have
relied on this regulatory language
in the prosecution of this appeal.

[6] Therefore, as between a pub-
lished regulation applicable to
chargeability of submerged lands
and an unpublished Departmental
decision paper applicable to the
same issue, the Board is bound to
follow the regulation. The Solici-
tor's Opinion, M-36911, has dis-
posed of the issue of ownership of
submerged lands under the Colville
River in this appeal. The question
of the chargeability of such lands is
resolved by regulations in 43 CFR
2650.5-1(b). Although, in connec-
tion with ANCSA Issue 8, the De-
partment apparently intends to
amend these regulations, they have
not yet been amended. The Board
remains bound by the current regu-
lation. Therefore, regardless of
whether the United States retains
ownership of the bed of the Colville
River, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment must, pursuant to 43 CFR
2650.5-1 (b), determine whether the
river is navigable and, if it is found
navigable, must exclude the river-
bed from the acreage to be charged
against Kuugpik's entitlement.

The Board accordingly reverses
the Bureau of Land Management
decision herein appealed insofar as
it fails to determine the navigability
of the Colville River and insofar as
its purports to charge against the
acreage entitlement of Kuugpik
Corp. the areage of those sub-
merged lands underlying the Neche-
lik Channel of the Colville River in

391281]
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the absence of such a finding of
navigability.

JrDrrH M. BRADY,
Administrative Judge.

A-BIGAIL F. DUNNING,

Administrative Judge.

APPEAL O1 CHOGGIUNG, LTD..

S ANCAB 325
Decided August 17, 1979

Appeal from a decision of the Bureau
of: Land, Management AA-6659-A,
AA-6659-B and AA-6659-C.

Reversed in part and, remanded.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: State Interests:
Generally-Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act: Land Selections:
Third-Party Interests-Alaska Na-
tive Claims Settlement Act: Land
Selections:. Valid Existing Rights

Inasmuch as the disputed gravel free use
permits were transferred from one State
agency, the Division of Lands, to another
State agency, the Department of High-
ways, they do not constitute third-party
interests protected as valid existing
rights under § 14(g) of ANCSA.

APPEARANCES: Robert Wagstaff,
Esq., Wagstaff & Middleton, on behalf
of Choggiung, Ltd.; Thomas S. Gin-
gras, Esq., on behalf of Bristol Bay
Native Corporation; Martha Mills,
Esq., Office of the Attorney General,
on behalf of the State of Alaska;
David S. ase, Esq., Office of the Re-

gional Solicitor, on behalf of the
Bureau of Land Management.

OPINION BY
ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS

APPEAL BOARD

SUMMARY OF APPEAL

This appeal was brought by a
Native Village Corporation, Chog-
giung, Ltd., and involves the issue
of whether or not free use permits
for gravel extraction issued by one
State of Alaska agency to another
State of Alaska agency are third--
party interests constituting valid
existing rights within the meaning
of § 14(g) of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 85 Stat. 688,.
as amended, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1628,
(1976 & Supp. I 1977).

JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority to administer the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, 85 Stat. 688, as amended, 43-
U.S.C. §§ 1601-1628 (1976 & Supp.
1 1977), and the implementing reg-
ulations in 43 OFPR Part 2650 and!
43 CFR Part 4, Subpart J, hereby
makes the following findings, con-
clusions and decision.

Pursuant to regulatidns in 43.
CFR Part 2650 and 43 CFR Part 4r
Subpart J. the State Director or his.
delegate is the officer of the Bureau
of Land Management, U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior, who is author-
ized to make decisions on land selec-
tion applications involving Native
corporations under the Alaska Na-
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tive Claims Settlement Act, subject
to appeal to this Board.

PROCEDURAL
BACKGROUND

On Jan. 27, 1978, the appellant
filed a Notice of Appeal from a de-

cision of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement (BLM) dated Dec. 28,
1977. The appellant objected to
identification in the decision of the
following four gravel free use per-
mits as possible third-party in-
terests, constituting valid existing
rights, in the lands approved for
conveyance to the appellant:
a. Free use permit, ADL 51371, to the

State of Alaska, Department of High-
ways, located in W'/A NE',4 section 12,
T. 12 S., R. 56 W., Seward Meridian.

b. Free use permit, ADL 51372, to the
State of Alaska, Department of High-
ways, located in NWW/4 NJ4 section
12, T. 12 S., R. 56 W., Seward Meridian.

e. Free use permit, ADt 51373, to the
State of Alaska, Department of High-
ways, located in 'NE¼4 NE¾ section 13,
T. 12 S., R. 56 W., Seward Meridian.

d. Free use permit, ADL 51379, to the
State of Alaska, Department of High-
ways, located in NEA4 section 2, T. 12
S., R. 56 W., Seward Meridian; * *

On Mar. 22, 1978, the Board is-
sued an order suspending all brief-
ing pending the reconsideration of
Secretary's Order No. 3016, 86 I.D.
1 (Dec. 14, 1977), relating to the
Department of the Interior's policy
-on valid existing rights. The result
of the reconsideration was Secre-
tarial Order No. 3029, 43 FR 55287
(Nov. 27, 1978). This Order held

-that if, prior to passage of ANCSA,
lands which were tentatively ap-

proved for selection by the State of
Alaska were (a) tentatively ap-
proved or patented by the State to
municipalities or boroughs or (b)
patented or leased by the State with
an option to buy under the "open-
to-entry" program, then valid exist-
ing rights were created under
ANCSA. On December 4, 1978, the
suspension was terminated and the
parties were granted time within
which to complete their briefing
schedule.

On Jan. 17, 1979, at the request
of the State of Alaska, this appeal
was again suspended pending set-
tlement negotiations. On May 11,
1979, a stipulation of settlement was
filed; however, the agreement did
not bear the signature of any person
authorized to act on behalf of the
appellant.

On May 18,1979, a conference was
held concerning the stipulation. As
a result the Board issued an order
dated May 22, 1979, adding the Na-
tive Regional Corporation, Bristol
Bay Native Corporation, as a neces-
sary party-to this appeal; terminat-
ingf all suspension orders; and
granting the parties seven days to
reach a settlement or otherwise es-
tablishing a briefing schedule. No
settlement was forthcoming and
briefs were subsequently filed by the
appellant, the State of Alaska, and
Bristol Bay Native Corporation.
The Regional Solicitor's Office re-
lied, upon pleading previously filed
on Dec. 22, 1978, asserting that it
concurred with the appellant *** *
that the challenged free-use permits
are not 'valid existing rights' within

392]
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the meaning of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act." No further
briefing has been received in this
appeal.

ASSERTIONS OF THE
PARTIES

The appellant asserts that the
disputed gravel free use permits,
issued by the State to State agencies,
are not third-party interests consti-
tuting valid existing rights within
the meaning of § 14(g) of ANCSA,
as interpreted by this Board in prior
decisions or by the Secretary in
Order No. 3029, supra; therefore,
the permits should not have been
identified as valid existing rights by
BLM in the decision on appeal.
Both the Regional Solicitor's Office,
on behalf of BLM, and Bristol Bay
Native Corporation coneur with the
appellant's position.

The State of Alaska, the only
other party to this appeal, contends
that these interests, though trans-
ferred from one State of Alaska
agency to another, were created in
the normal course of business just as
any third-party interests would be,
and are thus valid existing rights
within the meaning of § 14(g) of
ANCSA, properly so identified by
BLM in its decision.

DISCUSSION

The lands in issue were tenta-
tively approved to the State of
Alaska on Dec. 23, 1963, following
a general purposes grant selection
filed by the State in 1961. On Dec.
18, 1971, these affected lands were
withdrawn by § 11 (a) (43 U.S.C.

§ 1610 (a) (1976)) of ANCSA and.
subsequently selection applications;
were filed by the appellant pursuant-
to § 12(a) (43 U.S.C. §1611(a)
(1976) ) of the Act. After tentative
approval of the lands in the State,.
but before the effective date of"
ANCSA, the four gravel free use-
permits in question were issued by
the Alaska Division of Lands to the
Alaska Department of Highways;
for the extraction of gravel.

Sec. 11(a) of ANCSA, supra,
enumerates the public lands which.
are withdrawn and available, "sub-
ject to valid existing rights," for
selection by the Native corporations
under the terms of the Act and
§ 11(a) (2) specifically states:

All lands located within the townships-
described in subsection (a) (1) hereof
that have been selected by, or tentatively-
approved to, but not yet. patented to, the
State under the Alaska Statehood Act are
withdrawn, subject to valid existing-
rights, from all forms of appropriation.
under the public land laws, including the-
mining and mineral leasing laws, and.
from the creation of third party interests.
by the State under the Alaska Statehood
Act.

All parties to this appeal agree-
that the lands in issue were lands
"* * * selected by, or tentatively
approved to, but not yet patented-
to, the State under the Alaska
Statehood Act." This being the
situation, clearly the lands sought.
by the appellant in its original selec-
tion application were lands with-
drawn and available for selection.

The only issue in this appeal is,
whether or not the four gravel free
use permits issued by one State of-
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Alaska agency to another State of
Alaska agency are third-party in-
terests constituting valid existing
rights within the meaning of § 14
(g) of ANOSA (43 U.S.C. § 1613
(g) (1976)) which provides in per-
tinent part:

All conveyances made pursuant to this
Act shall be subject to valid existing
rights. Where, prior to patent of any land
or minerals under this Act, a lease, con-
tract, permit, right-of-way, or easement
(including a lease issued under section
6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act) has
been issued for the surface or minerals
covered under such patent, the patent
shall contain provisions making it sub-
ject to the lease, contract, permit, right-
of-way, or easement, and the right of the
lessee, contractee, permittee, or grantee
to the complete enjoyment of all rights,
privileges, and benefits thereby granted to
him. * * *

This question has been previously
decided by the Board, and the
Board's ruling was not affected by
Secretary's Order No. 3029, 43 FR
55287 (1978).

While the Secretary in Order
3029, spra, concluded that State
grants of tentatively approved lands
to municipal governments, or to in-
dividuals under the "open-to-entry"
program, were valid existing rights,
he did not discuss the status of per-
mits issued by the State to its own
agencies. Therefore, the Board's
prior decision is dispositive of the
issue.

In AppeaZs of the State of Alaska
& Seldovia Native Ass'n., Inc., 2
ANCAB 1, 84 I.D. 349 at p. 378
(1977) [ANCAB VLS 75-14/75-
15], the Board found that State

issued permits for resource use
which were issued to third parties
prior to December 18, 1971, were-
protected as valid existing rights.
However, in the same decision the
Board concluded:

* the State cannot defeat Native-
selection rights by, in effect, setting itself
up as a third party whose interests are-
protected. Congress clearly intended to
make tentatively approved State selec-
tions within Native withdrawal areas-
available for Native selection in total
amounts up to 69,120 acres. Transfer by
the State of a permit to extract natural
resources from one State agency to an-
other does not place the State in a posi--
tion of a protected third party. When an
interest in land selected by and tenta-
tively approved to the State of Alaska
was transferred from the State Divisiom
of Lands to the State Division of Avia-
tion, the complete interest in the land re--
mained in the State of Alaska and there--
fore remained subject to the withdrawal
and selection provision of secs. 11(a) and
12 of ANCSA. The State of Alaska's inter-
est in lands previously selected and TA'd
to the State, which fall within the with-
drawal areas described in sees. 11(a) (1)
and (2) of ANCOSA, are withdrawn for
selection by Native Corporations by sees,
11(a) (1) and (2) of ANCSA and do not
constitute valid existing rights within the
meaning of secs. 11(a) or 14(g) of
ANOSA. [84 I.D. 378]

[1] Inasmuch as the disputed
gravel free use permits were trans-
ferred from one State agency, the
Division of Lands, to another State
agency, the Department of High-
ways, they do not constitute third-
party interests protected as valid
existing rights under § 14(g) of
ANCSA. The State's entire interest
in these tentatively approved lands

392]
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was available for selection by the
appellant and the Bureau of Land
Management erred in identifying
the four permits as possible third-
party interests constituting valid
existing rights within the meaning
of §14 (g) of ANCSA.

ORDER

In accordance with the foregoing
decision, this appeal is hereby
Ordered remanded to the Bureau of
Land Management with the instruc-
tion that the lands in issue be con-
veyed to the appellant absent any
identification of the four gravel free

use permits in issue. Relief sought
by the State of Alaska regarding
guidance on the payment of reve-
nues to the regional corporations is
denied as an issue beyond the juris-
diction and function of the Board.

This represents a unanimous de-
cision of the Board.

JuDITn M. BRADY,

Administrative Judge.

ABIGAmL F. DUNNING,

Admisnistrative Judge.

LAWRENCE MATSON,

Adminstrative Judge.
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Decided Jue 7, 1979

Appeal from the Decision of' the
Bureau of Land Ianagement (BEE)
AA-6661-A to issue patents numbered-
50-78-0015 and 50-78-0016.

Dismissed.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals: urisdiction

The effect of the issuance of a patent to
public lands by the United States, even
if issued by mistake or inadvertence, is
to transfer the legal title from the United
States and to end all authority and
jurisdiction of the Department of the
Interior over the lands conveyed. The
proper forum to further adjudicate the
status of such an interest is in a judicial;
proceeding and the Board lacks jurisdic-
tion to decide the issue.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Definitions: Public Lands

Lands withdrawn pursuant to ANCSA
are held for the benefit of Indians,
Aleuts, and Eskimos, and thus re not
"public lands"' within the scope of the
Federal Land Policy and Management
Act (FLPMA), 43' U.S.C. § 1701-1782
(1976). 43 U.S.C. §1702(e) (1976).

3. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Land Selections: Withdrawals

Lands withdrawn pursuant to ANOSA
are not subject to § 316 of FLPMA, 43
U.S.0. § 1746 (1976).

*Not In chronological order.

APPEARANCES: William . Wong,
Esq., on behalf of the appellant;
Edward G. Burton, Esq., Burr, Pease
& Kurtz, Inc., on behalf of Eklutna,
Inc.; Dennis . Hopewell, Esq., Office
of the Regional Solicitor, on behalf of
the Bureau of Land :Management;
Joyce E. Bamberger, Esq., on behalf of
Cook Inlet Region, Inc.

OPINION.BY
ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS

APPEAL BOARD

SUMMARY OF APPEAL

The United States, on Dec. 7,
1977, issued patent number 0-78-
0015 to Eklutna, Inc. and patent
number 50-78-0016 to Cook Inlet
Region, Inc. for the surface and
subsurface estates, respectively, of
the land described in the patents.
The Alaska. Railroad, an agency of
the United; States Department of
Transportation, entered this appeal
challenging conveyance of the land
without excepting from the convey-
ance, pursuant to § 3(e) of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (hereinafter ANCSA), an ex-
isting right-of-way of the, Alaska:
Railroad across the lands described.,
in the subject patents.' The initial.
question is whether the Board,1 fol-
lowing the issuance of the patents,
has jurisdiction to resolve questions
of fact or law over the lands de-
scribed in these patents.

JURISDICTION::

The Alaska Native Claims Apt 
peal 'Board, pursuant to delegation

86 I.D. No. 9
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of authority to administer the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, 85 Stat. 688, as amended, 43
U.S.C. §§ 1601-1628 (1976 & Supp.
I 1977), and the implementing reg-
ulations in 43 CFR Part 2650, as
amended, 41 FR 14737 (1976), and
43 CFR Part 4, Subpart J, hereby
makes the following findings, con-
clusions and decision.

Pursuant to regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650, as amended, and
43 CFR Part 4, Subpart J, the State
Director or his delegate is the offi-
cer of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, United States Department of
the Interior, who is authorized to
make decisions on land selection ap-
plications involving Native corpo-
rations under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, subject to
appeal to this Board.

PROCEDURAL
BACKGROUND

On Feb. 5, 1979, the appellant
filed its Notice of Appeal from the
above-referenced decision of the
BLM. This Board subsequently is-
sued an order that appellant show
cause within thirty (30) days why
the appeal should not be dismissed
due, inter alia, to lack of jurisdic-
tion in the Board to decide an ap-
peal affecting lands on which-in-
terim conveyance or patent has is-
sued.

Appellant, responding to the
Board's Order to Show Cause, as-
serted (1) lack of authority on the
part of the BLM to issue, a patent to
the particular land in controversy,.

and (2) consequent jurisdiction of
the Board over the appeal.

The Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, through the Office of the Re-,
gional Solicitor, subsequently
moved to dismiss the appeal on the
ground that the Department of the
Interior has no jurisdiction over
patented lands. Eklutna, Inc. joined
in BLM's motion to dismiss. Cook
Inlet Region, Inc. thereafter inde-
pendently moved to dismiss the ap-
peal on the same ground.

DECISION AND ORDER

[1] This Board has consistently
denied jurisdiction in itself over
land to which patent has issued:

The effect of the issuance of a patent
to public lands by the United States, even
if issued by mistake or inadvertence, is
to transfer the legal title from the United
States and to end all authority and juris-
diction of the Department of the Interior
over the lands conveyed. [Citations omit-
ted.] The proper forum to further adjudi-
cate the status of such an interest is in a
judicial proceeding and the Board lacks
jurisdiction to decide the issue.
[Appeal of Choggiuwg, Limited, 3 ANCAB
100, 103 (Nov. 20,1978) [VLS 7849].]

See also, Appeal of State of
Alaska/Seldovia Native. Ass'n.,
Inc., 2 ANCAB 1, 84 I.D. 349
(1977) [VLS 75-14/75-15]; Ap-
peal of Ekiutna, Inc., 1 ANCAB
305,84 I.D. 105 (1977) [ILS 75-1].

In spite of the foregoing, the.
Alaska Railroad contends that this
Board has jurisdiction by virtue of
g 316 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act (43. U.S.C.
§ 1746 (1976)) (hereinafter
FLPMA). The Railroad also cites
United. States v. Washington, 233

[86 .
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F.2d 811 (9th Cir. 1956), in support
of its position that the Board has
3urisdiction over lands already pat-
ented. The Railroad's reliance is
misplaced.

The term "public lands" as used
in 43 U.S.C. § 1746 is defined in 43
U.S.C.,§1702(e) as:

[Alny land and interest in land owned
by the United States within the several
States, and administered by the Secre-

-tary of the Interior through the Bureau
of Land Management, : * except-

* - * x* *

(2) lands held for the benefit of In-
dians, Aleuts, and Eskimos.

[2] ANCSA withdrew certain
lands in order to protect their status
quo pending selection by, and con-
veyance to, Native village and re-
gional corporations. Thus, lands
withdrawn pursuant to ANCSA
are "lands held for the benefit of
Indians, Aleuts, and'Eskimos," and
are not "public lands" within the
scope of 43 U.S.C. § 1746 (1976).

[3] The lands which are the sub-
ject of the present appeal, prior to
their conveyance to Eklutna, Inc.,
were withdrawn pursuant to
ANCSA. Consequently, following
their withdrawal, these lands were
not "public lands" as that term is
used in FLPMA, and were thus not
within the scope of 43 U.S.C. § 1746
(1976). Thus, 43 U.S.C. §1746
(1976) is not applicable in the in-
stant situation.,

Further, the Board is not per-
suaded by United States v. WasA-
ington, supra. The decisions cited
therein' do not establish authority
for the nonjudicial cancellation or

nullification of a patent already is-
sued. Moreover, these decisions do
not establish the validity, of a sec-
ond patent issued in lieu of a prior
patent. United States v. Stone, 69
U.S. (2 Wail.) 525, 17 L.Ed 765
(1864); Germania Iron Co. v.
United States 165 U.S. 379, 17 S.
Ct. 37, 41 L.Ed. 754 (1897);
United States v. Joyce, 240 F. 610,
615 (8th Cir. 1917); EeZls V. Ross,
64 F. 417, 420 (9th Cir. 1894) ; cited
in United States v. Washington
233 F. 2d 811, 817 (9th Cir. 1956)..

Regarding administrative nullifi-
cation of a patent, the following
language from United States v.
Stone, supra, is still the law of te
land:

Patents are sometimes issued unadvised.
ly or by mistake, where the offloer has no
authority in law to grant them, or where
another party has a higher equity and
should ave received the patent. n sucl2
cases courts of law will pronounce them
void. The patent is but evidence of a
grant, and the officer who issues it acts
ministerially and not judicially.. If e
issues a patent for land reserved from
sale by law, such patent is void for want
of authority. But one officer of the lanld
offlce is not competent to cancel or annul
the act of his predecessor. That is a judi-
cial act, and requires the judgment of a,
court. 69 U.S. 525, 535 (Italics added).]

The Ninth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, in quoting the above state-
ment in United States v. Vashing-
ton spra, omitted the underlined
portion. The Circuit Court thus
took sentences out of context Ind re-
versed the clear holding of the Su-
preme Court.

39
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The above-quoted language is
binding on this Board and disposi-
tive of the instant appeal.

Thus, the Board has no jurisdic-
tion over this appeal and must grant
the motions to dismiss. Such dis-
-missal is without regard to the mer-
its of the appeal, which must be
1eard, if at all, in a judicial forum.

It is therefore Ordered that this
Appeal is hereby dismissed for the
reasons stated. The Bureau of Land
Management decision appealed
from is left unaffected by this
decision.

JuiDm M. BRAY,
Administrative Judge.

AzIGAM1 F. DumwiNv ,
Administrative Judge.

PERiMrIT REUIREMENTS FOR DIS-
CHARGE OF DREDGED OR FILL
MATERIAL UNDER SEC. 404 OF
THE FEDERAL WATER POLLU-
TION CONTROL ACT, 33 U.S.C.
§1344

])iL-36915 - R . -
August 27, 1979

Bureau of eclamation: Environ-
inent-Navigable Waters-Water
Pollution Control: Federal Water
Pollution Control Act: Generally
The requirement for a permit under
sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act applies to the Bureau of Rec-
lamation to the same extent as any other
person, and with certain exceptions the
Bureau must obtain a permit from the
Corps of Engineers prior to any discharge

*Not in chronological order.

of dredged or fill material Into the navi-
gable waters.

Bureau of Reclamation: Environ-
ment-Navigable Waters-Water
Pollution Control: Federal Water
Pollution. Control Act: Generally

Activities "affirmatively authorized by
Congress," which are excepted from see.
10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899,
are not excepted from see. 404 of the Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control Act. Not-
withstanding the exception of a discharge
of dredged or fill material under sec. 10
of the Rivers and Harbors Act, compli-
ance with see. 404 is required.

Bureau of Reclamation: Environ-
ment-Navigable Waters-Water
Pollution: Control: Federal Water
Pollution Control Act: Generally
A permit under sec. 404 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act is'required
for the discharge of dredged or fill mate-
rial whenever: (a) The,,"discharge" con-
stitutes any addition of any pollutant to
navigable waters from any discernible,
confined and discrete conveyance, includ-
ing the placement of fill and the building
of any structure or impoundment;; and
(b) The "dredged material" is dredged
spoil that is excavated or dredged from
the waters of the United States; or (c)
The "fill material" includes any mate-
rial used for the primary purpose of re-
placing an aquatic area with dry land or
of changing the bottom elevation of a
waterbody, including any structure which
requires rock, sand, dirt or other mate-
rial for its construction; and (d) The di-
charge is made into "waters of the United
States," which extend beyond those
waters meeting the traditional tests of
navigability to those encompassed by the
broadest possible Constitutional iterpre-
tation.

Bureau of Reclamation: Environ-
meat-Environnental Policy Act-
Environmental tiality: Environ-
mental Statements-National Envi-
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ronmental Policy Act of 1969; En-
vironmental Statements-Water Pol-
lution Control: Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act: Generally

To secure the exemption under see.
404(r) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act for projects described in an
environmental statement, compliance
with seven specific conditions is re-
quired. The exemption does not apply
to the maintenance of existing Federal
projects, but only to new construction.
While the exemption provides an al-
ternative procedure to achieve compli-
ance with sec. 404 of the Act for a
limited category of Federal projects
under very specific conditions, it does
not lessen the substantive requirements
that apply to the discharge of dredged or
fill material.

Bureau of Reclamation: Environ-

ment-Water Pollution Control: red-
eral Water Pollution Control, :Act:

Generally :

To secure the exemption under sec. .404
(f) (1) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act for the maintenance of cur-
rently serviceable structures, compliance
with four specific conditions is required.
The exemption does not apply to the dis-
charge of dredged material incident to
maintenance dredging, or to new
construction.

OPINION BY OFFICE OF

THE SOLICITOR

To: Co ssrIoNE, BURU OF
RECLAMATION

FRO : SOLICITOR

SUBWECT: PERMIT; REQUIREXNTS 

FOR TE DISCHARGE O DREDGED
OR FIL MTERIAL UNDER SEC. 404

OF TE FEDERAL WATER POLL-u
TION CONTROL ACT, 33 U.S.C.
§ 1344

Under sec. 404, 33 U.S.C. § 1344,
of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, a aendced by the
Clean Water Act of 197T, 33 U.S.C.
§ 1251 et seq. (Supp. I 1977) (the
Act), a permit may be issued by the

Corps of Engineers for the dis-
charge of dredged or fill material
into the waters of the United States.
On several occasions our opinion
has been requested on the applica-
tion of sec. 404 to activities of the
Bureau of Reclamation. In view of
this apparently widespread need
within the Bureau for guidance on
this topic, we have prepared for
your information the following
general analysis of the requirements
for complying with sec. 404.

The complexity of the Act, and
sec. 404 in particular, precludes our

answering, or even anticipating, all

of the numerous legal questions
which might arise in the applica-
tion of sec. 404 to Bureau activities.

Thus, the following analysis. should

be regarded as an overview, rather

than as a comprehensive substitute

for individual guidance on specific

legal issues. With this qualification

in mind, we have considered the fol-

lowing questions:

401,
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Questione Presented
1) To what extent does the re-

quirement for a permit under sec.
404 of the Act apply to activities
of the Bureau of Reclamation?

2) Are Bureau of Reclamation
activities that are "affirmatively au-
thorized by Congress," and thus
excepted from sec. 10 of the Rivers
and Harbors Act of 1899, 33 U.S.C.
§ 403 (1976), similarly excepted
from sec. 404 of the Act?

3) Uder what general circum-
stances is a permit under sec. 404 of
the Act required for the discharge
of dredged or fill material?

4) What are the conditions for
securing the exemption under see.
404(r) of the Act for projects de-
scribed in an environmental impact
statement (IS) Does this exemp-
tion apply to the maintenance of
existing projects? How does the
exemption affect the standards that
apply to the discharge of dredged
or fill material?

5) What are the conditions for
securing the exemption under sec.
404(f ) (1) of the Act for the mainte-
nance of currently serviceable struc-
tures? To what extent does this ex-
emption apply to the discharge of
dredged material?

S,?mmqnary Opinion

The following summary answers
are numbered to correspond with
the five numbered questions pre-
sented in the preceding section.

1) The requirement for a permit
under sec. 404 of the Act applies to
the Bureau of Reclamation to the
same extent as any other person, and
with certain exceptions the Bureau

must obtain a permit from the Corps
of Engineers prior to any discharge
of dredged or fill material into the
navigable waters.

2) Activities "affirmatively au-
thorized by Congress," which are
excepted from sec. 10 of the Rivers
and Harbors Act of 1899, are not
excepted from sec. 404 of the Act.
Notwithstanding the exception of a
discharge of dredged or fill material
under sec. 10, compliance with sec.
404 is required.

3) A permit uinder sec. 404 of the
Act is required for the discharge of
dredged or fill material in the fol-
lowing general circurnstances:

(a) The "discharge" constitutes
any addition of any pollutant to
navigable waters from any dis-
cernible, confined and discrete con-
veyance, including the placement of
fill and the building of any struc-
ture or impoundment; and

(b) The "dredged material" is
dredged spoil that is excavated or
dredged from the waters of the
United States; or

(c) The "fill material" includes
any material used for the primary
purpose of replacing an aquatic
area with dry land or of changing
the bottom elevation of a water-
body, including any structure
which requires rock, sand, dirt
of other material for its con-
struction.

(d) The discharge is made into
"waters of the: United States,"
which extend beyond those waters
meeting the traditional tests of
navigability to those encompassed
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by the broadest possible Constitu-
tional interpretation.

4) To secure the exemption
under sec. 404(r) of the Act for
projects described in an EIS, coin-
pliance with the seven specific con-
ditions listed in this opinion in sec.
IV.A. and analyzed in sec. IV.D.
is required. The exemption does not
apply to the maintenance of exist-
ing Federal projects, but only to
new construction. While the ex-
emption provides an alternative
procedure to achieve compliance
with sec. 404 for a limited category
of Federal projects under very
specific conditions, it does not lessen
the substantive requirements that
apply to the discharge of dredged
or fill material.

5) To secure the exemption
u nder sec. 404(f) (1) of the Act for
the maintenance of currently ser-
iceanble structures, compliance with
the four specific conditions listed in
this opinion in sec. V.B. and ana-
lyzed in sec. V.D. is required. The
exemption does not apply to the
discharge of dredged material inci-
dent to maintenance dredging, or to
new construction, but only to the
maintenance of currently service-
able structures.

Discussion

This discussion is divided into
five parts designated by Roman
numerals corresponding with the
five numbered questions and sum-
mary answers presented in the pre-
ceding sections. For convenience,

each question is restated immedi-
ately preceding the related dis-
cussion.

I. GENERAL APPEICATION
OF SECTION 404 TO A CTII-
TIES OF THE BUREAU OF
RECLAMATION:

Question No. 1: To what extent
does sec. 404 of the Act apply to
activities of the Bureau of Recla-
mation ?

l.A. Prohibition Against Discharge
of Pollutants

The objective of the Federal Wa-
ter Pollution Control Act is "to re-
store and maintain the chemical,
physical, and biological integrity of
the Nation's waters." § 01 (a), 33
U.S.C. § 1251 (1976).

The basic mechanism of the Act
for achieving this objective is a
blanket prohibition against the dis-
charge of any pollutant into the
waters of the United States, except
as in compliance with certain stand-
ards and permit requirements. This
blanket prohibition is contained in
sec. 301 (a) of the Act, which states:

Except as in compliance with this sec-
tion and sections 302, 306, 307, 318, 402,
and 404 of this Act, the discharge of any
pollutant by any person shall be unlaw-
ful. [33 U.S.C. §1311(a) (1976).]

Under sec. 502(6) of the Act, 33
U.S.C. § 1362(6) (1976), the term
"pollutant" includes "dredged
spoil" as well as "rock" and "sand,"
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two types of material that generally
constitute fill. Thus, sec. 301 (a) ap-
plies to the discharge of dredged or
fill material. For a more detailed
analysis of the definition of "pollu-
tion" as applied to fill material, see
the discussion of Question No. 3,
and particularly sees. III.E.1. to
III.E.3., below.

I.B. Eception for Discharge of
Dredged or Fill Material

As indicated in sec. 301(a), an
exception to the general prohibition
against the discharge of water pol-
lutants is found in sec. 404 of the
Act. Sec. 404, which applies to the
discharge of dredged or fill mate-
rial, states in the relevant portion
of subsec. (a):

The Secretary [of the Army] may
Issue permits, after notice ad oppor-
tunity for public hearing for the dis-
charge of dredged or fill material into
the navigable waters at specified dis-
postal sites. [33 U.S.C. 1344(a) (Supp.
1 1977).]

Thus, the Act specifically pro-
vides for discharges of pollutants
in the form of dredged or fill mate-
rial. Before discharging any
dredged or fill material into the
navigable waters, however, any per-
son subject to sec. 301 (a) must ob-
tain from the Secretary of the
Army, through the Corps of En-
gineers, a sec. 404 permit. As is
shown in the following discussion,
the Bureau of Reclamation is a
'person" subject to sec. 301(a), and
therefore must obtain a sec. 404 per-
mit in appropriate circumstances..

I.0. Federal Conpliance with the
Act

The requirements for Federal
compliance with water pollution
control measures in general, and the
Act in particular, are set out in sec.
313 (a) of the Act, which states in
the relevant portion:

Each department, agency, or Instru-
mentality of the executive, legislative,
and judicial branches of the Federal
Government (1) having jurisdiction over
any property or facility, or (2) engaged
in any activity resulting, or which may
result, in the discharge or runoff of pol-
lutants, and each officer, agent, or em-
ployee thereof in the performance of his
official duties, shall be subject to, and
comply with, all Federal, State, inter-
state, and local requirements, adminis-
trative authority, and process and sanc-
tions respecting the control and
abatement of water pollution in the same
manner, and to the same extent as any
nongovernmental entity including the
payment of reasonable service charges.
The preceding sentence shall apply (A)
to any requirement whether substantive
or procedural * * , (B) to the exercise of
any Federal, State, or local administra-
tive authority, and (C) to any process
or sanction, whether enforced in Federal,
State or local courts or in any other
manner. [33 U.S.C. § 1323(a) (Supp. I
1977).]

Under this section, the Federal
Government, including the Bureau
of Reclamation, is subject to the re-
quirements of the Act to the same
extent as any other person. This in-
cludes the prohibition of sec. 301 (a)
against the discharge of pollutants,
as well as the requirement for a dis-
charge permit under sec. 404.
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I.D. Conclusion

Thus, the requirement for a per-
mit under sec. 404 of the Act applies
to the Bureau of Reclamation to
the same extent as any other per-
son, and with certain exceptions the
Bureau must obtain a permit from
the Corps of Engineers prior to any
discharge of dredged or fill mate-
rial into the navigable waters.

II. SEC. 404 AND THE RIVERS
AND HARBORS ACT SEC. 10
EXEMPTION

Question No. : Are Bureau of
Reclamation activities that are "af-
firmatively authorized by Con-
gress," and thus excepted from
sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 899, 33 U.S.C. § 403, simi-
larly excepted from sec. 404 of the
Act X

11.A. The Rivers and Harbors Act
of 1899

Sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1899, 30 Stat. 1151, Mar. 3,
1899, states:

The creation of any obstruction not af-
firmatively authorized by Congress, to
the navigable capacity of any of the
waters of the United States is prohibited;
* * and it shall not be lawful to ex-
cavate or fill, or in any manner to alter
or modify the course, location, condi-
tion, or capacity * of the channel of
any navigable water of the United States,
unless the work has been recommended
by the Chief of Engineering and author-

ized by the Secretary of the Army prior
to beginning the same. [33 U.S.C. § 403.1
(Italics added.)

Under this section a recommenda-
tion by the Chief of the Army
Corps of Engineers and authoriza-
tion by the Secretary of the Army
are required for certain activities
in the waters of the United States.
An exception to this requirement is
explicitly granted for projects "af-
firmatively authorized by Con-
gress." Because sec. 10 of the Rivers
and Harbors Act and sec. 404 of the
Act apply to the same general types
of projects, it has been suggested
that the sec. 10 exception of a proj-
ect "affirmatively authorized by
Congress" creates a similar excep-
tion to the requirements of sec. 404.
Despite the administrative appeal
of this suggestion, it has no legal
basis. There are, however, convinc-
ing arguments to the contrary.

II.B. An Express Exception Pre-
ludes Implied Exceptions

It is a general principle of statu-
tory construction that an express
exception in a statute precludes im-
plied exceptions. See: E. Crawford,
The Interpretation of Law, § 299;
2A. Sands, St~atutes and Statutory
Construction, § 47.11 (4th ed. 1973).
Such an express exception to sec.
404 is found in sec. 404(r), which
states:

The discharge of dredged or fill mate-
rial as part of the construction of a Fed-
eral project specifically authorized by

405
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Congress, whether prior to or on or
after the date of enactment of this sub-
section, is not prohibited by or otherwise
subject to regulation under this section,
or a State program approved under this
section, or section 301 (a) or 402 of the
Act (except for effluent standards or pro-
hibitions under section 307), if informa-
tion on the effects of such discharge, in-
cluding consideration of the guidelines
developed under subsection (b) (1) of
this section, is included in an environ-
mental impact statement for such proj-
ect pursuant to the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969 and such en-
vironmental impact statements has been
submitted to Congress before the actual
discharge of dredged or fill material in
connection with the construction of such
project prior to authorization of such
project or appropriation of funds for
such construction.

[91 Stat. 1605, 33 U.S.C. §1344(r)
(1976).]

Under the rules of statutory con-

struction, this express exception to

the prohibitions of the Act, and

particularly see. 404, precludes an

implied exception under sec. 10 of

the Rivers and Harbors Act.

Furthermore, under sec. 10 the

only condition to securing the ex-

ception is that the project is "affirm-

atively authorized by Congress."

Sec. 404(r) imposes a similar con-

dition, namely that the project is

"specifically authorized by Con-

gress," as well as a number of addi-

tional conditions designed to insure

that the broader objectives of the

Act are met. It would be contrary to

all rules of logic to conclude that

the Congress intended the Act to

come under the sec. 10 exception

when the requirements of the Act

itself are considerably more strin-

gent. Clearly, in view of the more

exacting conditions expressed in
sec. 404 (r), the sec. 10 exception has
no effect on either the prohibition
of sec. 301 (a) of the Act against
the discharge of pollutants or the
requirement to obtain a discharge
permit under sec. 404.

II.C. Scenic Hudson Preservation
Conference v. Callaway

A similar legal distinction be-
tween sec. 10 and sec. 404 was found
in an analagous situation in Scenic
Hudson Preservation Conference v.
Cal7away, 370 F.Supp. 162 (S.D.-
N.Y. 1973), aff'd, 499 F.2d 127 (2d
Cir. 1974). There the district court
held that the Consolidated Edi-
son Co., a public utility, was ex-
empt from sec. 10 by the Federal
Power Act of 1920, 16 U.S.C. § 792
et seq. (1976), but not from sec. 404.
In response to Consolidated Edi-
son's argument that sec. 404 did not
apply to hydroelectric power plants,
the court found that:

Congress would not design an Act
which on its face is all-inclusive, but for
the specifically enumerated exeeptions,
and yet intend to establish an unmen-
tioned exception of the scale suggested
here. Without any indication that Con
Ed's reading of the Congressional will is
accurate, the carving out of so major an
exception would be improper. [370
F.Supp. at 170.]

Although Consolidated Edison
was not a Federal agency, and was
not seeking a Congressional au-
thorization exception under sec. 10,
this reasoning in Scenic Hudson is
applicable here. For as was true in
Scenic Hudson, neither the Act nor

[86 I.D.
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its legislative history contains even
the slightest hint that the Congress
intended to couple to the. express
exception to sec. 10 an implied ex-
ception to sec. 404.

lI.D. Conc7usion

Thus, we conclude that activities
"affirmatively authorized by Con-
gress," which are excepted from sec.
10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
of 1899, are not excepted from sec.
404 of the Act. Notwithstanding the
exception of a discharge of dredged
or fill material under sec. 10, com-
pliance with sec. 404 is required.

II. CIRCUMSTANCES RE-
Q UIRING A PERMIT UNDER
SEC. 404

Question No. : Under what gen-
eral circumstances is a permit
under sec. 404 of the Act required
for the discharge of dredged or fill
material?

III.A. The Language of Section
404 (a)

Under sec. 404 (a) of the Act:
The Secretary [of the Army] may issue
permits, after notice and opportunity for
public hearing for the discharge of
dredged or fill material into the naviga-
ble waters at specified disposal sites. [33
U.S.C. § 1344(a) (Supp. I 1977).]

For purposes of Question No. 3,
the language of concern in sec.
404(a) is the phrase, "discharge of
dredged or fill material into the

404 OF T FEDERAL WATER
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navigable waters." This phrase in-
cludes four distinct statutory terms
of art-"discharge" "dredged ma-
terial," "fill material," and "the nav-
igable waters"-and it is necessary
to understand the meaning of each
term in the context of the Act to
determine the general circumstances
where sec. 404 applies. Tihe mean-
ing of each of these terms is dis-
cussed below.

III.B. The Meaning of "Disoloarge"

Under sec. 502(16) of the Act:

The term "discharge" when used with-
out qualification includes a discharge of
a pollutant, and a discharge of pollu-
tants. [33 U.S.C. §1362(16) (1976).]

By its own terms, this definition
is explicitly limited to the use of the
term "discharge" without qualifica-
tion. But in sec. 404(a) the term
"discharge" is qualified by the
phrase "of dredged or fill material."
Thus, there is a question of whether
the definition in sec. 502(16) applies
to the use of the term "discharge" in
sec. 404(a). For the following rea-
sons, it obviously does. First, this is
the only instance where the Act de-
fines the term "discharge," and the
best indication given of its general
meaning. Second, it is not entirely
clear that the phrase "of dredged or
fill material" comprises a qualifica-
tion within the meaning intended by
sec. 502 (16). And third, as was
noted in the previous discussion of
Question No. 1, the prohibition of
sec. 301 (a), and thus the exception-
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-of see. 404(a), applies to the "dis-
-charge of any pollutant," so the
meaning of the term "discharge" in
~sec. 404(a) logically comes under
this definition. For the definition of
"pollutant" itself, see the immedi-
ately following secs. III.C. and
II.D. of this opinion, which con-
sider the meaning of "dredged ma-
terial" and "fill material."

The definition of "discharge" is
further amplified by sec. 502(12),
under which:

The term "discharge of a pollutant"
and the term "discharge of pollutants"
each means (A) any addition of any pol-
lutant to navigable waters from any
point source, (B) any addition of any
pollutant to the waters of the contiguous
zone or the ocean from any point source
other than a vessel or other floating craft.
[33 U.S.C. § 1362(12) (1976).]

Since considerations of "the con-
tiguous zone" and "the ocean" are
not particularly relevant for Bureau
of Reclamation purposes, we will
limit this discussion to subsec. 502
{(12) (A), which concerns the navi-
gable waters. Thus, for purposes of
this opinion the Act defines "dis-
charge" as "any addition of any pol-
lutant to navigable waters from any
point source."

To further clarify this definition
of "discharge" it is necessary to de-
fine the term "point source." Under
sec. 502(14): 

The term "point source" means any
discernible, confined and discrete convey-
ance, including but not limited to any
pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well,
discrete fissure, container, rolling stock,
concentrated animal feeding operation, or
vessel or other floating craft, from which
pollutants are or may be discharged. This

term does not include return flows from
irrigated agriculture. [33 U. S.C. §1362
(14) (Supp. I 1977).]

Thus, combining the relevant
portions of secs. 502(16), 502(12)
(A) and 502(14), the Act defines
"discharge" as "any addition of any
pollutant to navigable waters from
any discernible, confined and dis-
crete conveyance."

Since the terms "addition" and
"discernible, confined and discrete
conveyances are extremely broad, it,

is clear that the precise physical
mechanism by which a discharge
takes place is of secondary concern,
and what is primarily relevant is
that a pollutant is added to naviga-
ble waters. Since the definition of
"point source" in sec. 502(14) is not
limited to the listed conveyances,
numerous others which are "dis-

cernible, confined and discrete"
would also qualify. An exhaustive
determination of the numerous con-
veyances by which a discharge

might occur is beyond the scope of
this opinion.

The Corps of Engineers, the Fed-

eral agency responsible for adminis-
tering the sec. 404 permit program,
in their regulations on Permits for

Discharges of Dredged or Fill Ma-

terial into Waters of the United
States (the Corps of Engineers Per-
mit Regulations), 42 FIR 37122-.

37164 (July 19,1977), to he codified
as 33 CFR Part 323, has interpreted

the meaning of "discharge" in the
context of defining the terms "1dis-

charge of dredged material" and

"discharge of fill material."
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Under the Corps of Engineers
Permit Regulations:

The term "discharge of dredged mate-
rial" means any addition of dredged ma-
terial into the waters of the United
States. The term includes, without limi-
tation, the addition of dredged material
to a specified disposal site located in
waters of the United States and the run-
off or overflow from a contained land or
water disposal area. Discharges of pol-
lutants into waters of the United States
resulting from the onshore subsequent
processing of dredged material that is ex-
tracted for any commercial else (other
than fill) are not included within this
term and are subject to Section 402 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
even though the extraction and deposit of
such material may require a permit from
the Corps of Engineers. The term does
not include plowing, cultivating, seeding
and harvesting for the production of
food, fiber, and forest products. [33 CR

And:

The term "discharge of fill material"
means the addition of fill material into
waters of the United States. The term
generally includes, without limitation,
the following activities: Placement of fill
that is necessary to the construction of
any structure in a water of the United
States; the building of any structure or
impoundment requiring rock, sand, dirt,
or other material for its construction;
site-development fills for recreational, in-
dustrial, commercial. residential, and
other uses; causeways or road fills; dams
and dikes; artificial islands; property
protection and/or reclamation devices
such as riprap, groins, sea-walls, break-
:waters, and revetments; beach nourish-
ment; levees; fill for structures such as
sewage treatment facilities, intake and
outfall pipes associated with power
plants and subaqueous utility lines; and

artificial reefs. The term does not include
plowing, cultivating, seeding and har-
vesting for the production of food, fiber,
and forest products. [33 CFR § 323.2

(n).] 

The Corps of Engineers' inter-
pretation of the meaning of "dis-
charge" in these regulations differs
from the Act only in that see..
323.2 (n), which defines the term.
"discharge of fill material," clari-
fies the term "addition" to include
"placement of fill" and "building of
any structure or impoundment re-
quiring rock, sand, dirt or other ma-
terial for its construction." Under
accepted principles of statutory
construction, this interpretation of
the Corps of Engineers is entitled
to great weight and should be fol-
lowed unless there are compelling
reasons that it is wrong. E. I. du
Pont de Nenmours & Co. v. Collino,
97 S.Ct. 2229, 2234, 53 L.Ed.2d 100,
108, 432 U.S. 46, 54-55, (Sup. Ct.
19'7) . Since the terms "placement"
and "building" are well within the
scope of "addition" in this context,
there are no compelling reasons
that the interpretation of the Corps
is wrong and it should be followed.

This interpretation of the mean-
ing of "discharge of fill material"
by the Corps of Engineers as appli-
cable to the building of any struc-
ture or impoundment requiring
rock, sand or dirt for its construe-
tion was upheld by the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit
in' Minfehaa Creeko Wiatershed
DsWrict v. Hoffman, F.

409
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2d. ,13 ERC 1009 (8th
Cir., Apr. 23, 1979), rev'g 449 F.
Supp. 86 (D. Minn. 1978). The
district court had held that the
placement of riprap and the con-
struction of dams did not constitute
the discharge of a pollutant under
sec. 301 of the Act because in its
opinion such activities did not sig-
nificantly alter water quality even
though they incidentally involved
the discharge of rock and sand, two
types of material which the Act de-
fines as "fill." The court of appeals
reversed the district court on this
issue and held that the placement of
riprap and the construction of dams
comes within the purview of secs.
301 and 404 of the Act as involv-
ing the discharge of a pollutant.
The court of appeals stated:

We believe that the construction of
dams and ripraD in navigable waters
was clearly intended by Congress to
come within the purview of §§301 and
404 of the Act. By including rock, sand
and cellar dirt in the list of polluting
substances, Congress recognized that the
addition of these substances could affect
the physical, as well as the chemical and
biological, integrity of a waterbody.
Since the construction of dams or riprap
admittedly involves the placement of
rock, sand or cellar dirt into the body of
water, such activities would appear to
come within the plain meaning of the
Act. 13 ERC at 1016.

Thus, there is judicial precedent
for following the broadened inter-
pretation of "discharge of fill ma-
terial" by the Corps of Engineers
as applicable to the building of
structures. Accordingly, the best
general definition of the term "dis-
charge" is "any addition of any pol-

lutant to navigable waters from any
discernible, confined and discrete
conveyance, including the place-
ment of fill and the building of any
structure or impoundment."

111.0. The Meaning of "Dredged
MateriaV'

The Act does not explicitly define
the term "dredged material," and it
is necessary to determine its mean-
ing indirectly.

As noted previously in the dis-
cussion of Question No. 1, sec.
301 (a) prohibits "the discharge of
any pollutant." Sec. 404(a) of the
Act provides an exception to this
prohibition and empowers the Sec-
retary of the Army to issue permits
"for the discharge of dredged * *
material." Since sec. 301 (a) applies
only to pollutants, sec. 404(a) ap-
plies only in those circumstances
where the discharged dredged ma-
terial is defined by the Act as a
"pollutant." Thus, the meaning of
"dredged material" in sec. 404(a)
depends on the way the Act defines
the term "pollutant."

Under sec. 502(6) of the Act, 33
U.S.C. §1362(6) (1976), the term
"pollutant" is defined to include
"dredged spoil." This leads to the*
somewhat circular conclusion that
"dredged material" is "dredged
spoil."

Looking beyond the definition of
"pollutant," sec. 502 (19) of the Act,.
33 U.S.C. § 1362(19) (1976), defines
the analagous term "pollution" to
mean "the man-made or man-
induced, alteration of the chemical,
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physical, biological, and radio-
logical integrity of water." While
reference to this definition of "pol-
lution" would greatly clarify the
meaning of "pollutant," there is
nothing to indicate that the Act
treats these two terms as synony-
mous, and therefore such a ref-
erence would be improper.

The legislative history of the Act
.sheds no light on the meaning of
"dredged material."

Finally, as interpreted by the
Corps of Engineers Permit Reg-
ulations, "dredged material" is
defined to mean "material that is
excavated or dredged from waters
of the United States." 33 CFR
323.2(k). As noted in a previous
section of this discussion, this in-
terpretation of the Corps of En-
gineers is entitled to great weight
and should be followed unless there
are compelling reasons that it is
wrong. 1.I. du Pont de ANemnours &
Co. v. Coliins, 97 S.C.. 2229, 2234,
53 L.Ed.2d 100, 108, 432 U.S. 46,
54-55, (Sup. Ct. 1977). Although
the Act does not limit the origin of
dredged material to "'waters of the
United States," as does the Corps
of Engineers, it is unlikely that the
Bureau of Reclamation would ob-
tain such material from elsewhere,
and therefore this limitation is not
unreasonable for purposes of this
opinlion.

Thus combining the definition of
.the Act with the interpretation of
the Corps of Engineers, the term
"dredged material" in sec. 404

104 OF THE FEDERAL WATER
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means "spoil material that is exca-
vated or dredged from waters of the
United States."

III.D. The Meaning of "Fill Ma-
terial"

The Act does not explicitly dew
fine the term "fill material," and it
is also necessary to determine its
meaning indirectly.

As was noted for "dredged ma-
terial" in the previous section of
this discussion, sec. 301 (a) and
404(a) of the Act apply only in
those circumstances where the dis-
charged material is defined by the
Act as a "pollutant." Thus, the
meaning of "fill material" in sec.
404 (a) depends on the way the Act
defines the term "pollutant."

Sec. 502 (6) of the Act, 33 U.S.C.
§ 1362(6) (1976), defines the term
"pollutant" to include, among other
things, "rock, sand, [and] cellar
dirt," three types of material that
commonly constitute "fill." Other
types of materials and structures
that are commonly used as or
thought of as "fill" are not recited.
Although it would appear from
this limited definition of "pollu-
tant" that the scope of "fill mate-
rial" under the Act is therefore
limited to rock, sand, and cellar
dirt, there *is compelling evidence
for a much broader interpretation
that would include other materials,
as well as such structures as dams,
riprap, etc., which incidentally em-
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ploy rock, sand or cellar dirt in
their construction.

1IlD.I. The Legis&atie History of
the Act

The legislative history of the Act
supports a broader interpretation of
"fill material" in clear and unam-
biguous terms. The Senate Report
on S. 1952, the bill from which sec.
404(f) (1) derived, states:

The amendment [to see. 404] exempts
from permit requirements the mainte-
nance and emergeney reconstruction of
existing fills such as highways, bridge
abutments, dikes, dams, levees, and other
currently serviceable structures. S. Rep.
No. 95-370, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 76, re-
prnted in [1977] 3 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad.
News, 4326, 4401. (Italics added.)

Thus, the Senate Report explic-
itly uses the term "fills" to include
various structures that do not fit
neatly within the see. 502(6) defini-
tion of the term "pollution" as
"rock, sand, [and] cellar dirt."

IIl.D.2. The Corps- of Engineers
Pernit Regulations

As interpreted by the Corps of
Engineers, the Federal agency re-
sponsible for administering the sec.
404 permit program:

(in) The term "fill material" means
any material used for the primary pur-
pose of replacing an aquatic area with
dry land or of changing the bottom eleva-
tion of a waterbody. * * *

(n) The term "discharge of fill mate-
rial" means the addition of fill material
into waters of the United States. The
term generally includes, without limita-
tion, the following activities: Placement

of fill that is necessary to the construc-
tion of any structure in a water of the
United States; the building of any struc-
ture or impoundment requiring rock,
sand, dirt, or other material for its con-
struction; site-development fills for recre-
ational, industrial, commercial, residen-
tial, and other uses; causeways or road
fills, dams and dikes; artificial islands;
property protection and/or reclamation
devices such as -riprap, groins, seawalls,
breakwaters, and revetments; beach
nourishment; levees; fill for structures
such as sewage treatment facilities, in-
take and outfall pipes associated with
power plants and subaqueous utility
lines; and artificial reefs. [42 FR 37121,
37145 (July 19, 1977), to *be codified as
33 CFR 323.2 (m) and 323.2 (n).]

As noted in Sec. ITI.B. of this dis-
cussion, this interpretation of the
Corps of Engineers is entitled to
great weight and should be followed
unless there are compelling reasons
that it is wrong. E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. v. Coliins, 97 S.Ct.
2229, 2234, 53 L.Ed. 2d 100, 108, 439
U.S. 46, 555 (S. Ct. 1977). n
view of the preceding arguments
which support the Corps' interpre-
tation of the term "fill material,"
there are no compelling reasons that
it is wrong and it should be fol-
lowed. As also noted in Sec. III.B.,
in the discussion of the meaning of
"discharge," the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the Eighth Circuit has
upheld the Corps. of Engineers' in-
terpretation of "fill material" in the
case of Il imneha ha Creek Watershed
Distmet v. Hoffman, -F.2d-'

13 ERC 1009 (8th Cir. Apr. 23,
1979) rev'g 448 FI.Supp. 86 (D.
Minn. 1978).
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lILD2.. Conclusion to the Meaing
of "Fill material"

Thus, rather than being limited
by a narrow reading of the defni-
tion of "pollution" in sec. 02 (6) of
the Act, it appears that the meaning
of "fill material" is more accurately
defined by te Corps of Engineers'
permit program regulations at 33
-CFR 323.2 (m), as quoted above. As
the companion definition of the term
"discharge of fill material" at 33
CFR 323.2 (n), which is also quoted
above, lends additional insight into
the Corps of Engineers' interpreta-
tion by including various structures,
it is appropriate to read these two
sections together as the best avail-
able definition of the meaning of
"fill material." Thus, "fill material"
includes "any material used for the
primary purpose of replacing an
aquatic area with dry land or of
changing the bottom elevation of a
waterbody, including any structure
which requires rock, sand, dirt or
other material for its construction."

lL.AE. The Meaning of "aviga afle
Waters" 

U Under sec. 502(7) of the Act:

The term "navigable waters" means the
waters of the United States, including the
territorial seas. [3 U.S.C §1362(7)
(1976).]

Since this definition is itself un-
clear, and since the Act does not de-
fine the term "waters of the United

404 OF THE FEDERAL WATER
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States," it is necessary to look out-
side the Act for clarification.

In the case of State of W1yoming

v. Hoffman, 437 F.Supp. 114 (D.
Wyo. 977), the district court con-
sidered the meaning of the term
"navigable waters," as used in sect
404 of the Act. It held that the
meaning of the term extends beyond
those waters meeting the traditional
tests of navigability.

In a. compehensive review of the
legislative history of the Act, as we I
as other legal precedent interpreting
the meaning of this term, the court
in State of Wyoming cited numer-
ous authorities. The comments of.
Representative Dingell on the bill
(later enacted as the Act) reported
from the Conference Committee, are
particularly relevant:

Third, the conference bill defines the
term "navigable waters" broadly for
water quality purposes. It means all "the
waters of the United States" in a geo-
graphical sense. It does not mean "navi-
gable waters oL the Inited States" in the
technical sense we sometimes see in the
laws.

S * J * e e * 

Thus, the new definition clearly encom-
passes all water bodies, including main
streams and their tributaries, for water
quality purposes. No longer are the. old
narrow definitions of navigability, as de-
termined by the Corps of Engineers, going
to govern matters covered by this bill. 118
Cong. ec. H9124-9125 (daily ed. Oct. 4,
1972).

-In addition, the court in State of
W~yong cited NSatUal Resources
Defense Council Inc. (.R.D.C.) v.

5 303-299-79-2
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Valuaway, 392 F.Supp. 685 (D.D.C.
1975), where the district court or-
dered the Corps of Engineers to ex-
pand its definition of "navigable
waters" under the Act. In N.R.D.C.
v. Catlaway, the district court
stated:

Congress by defining the term "naviga-
ble waters" in Section 502(7) of the ** *
-Act] to mean "the waters of the United
States, including the territorial seas," as-
serted federal jurisdiction over the na-
tion's waters to the maximum extent per-
missible under the Commerce Clause of
the Constitution. * 3 * 892 F.Supp. at
686.]

While it is beyond the scope of
this opinion to trace the meaning
of "waters of the United States" to
its constitutional roots, it is clear
that this interpretation applies to
activities of the Bureau of Recla-
mation, and that under it the mean-
ing of "navigable waters" used in
sec. 404 is extremely broad.

Consulting the Corps of Engi-
neers' Permit Regulations discloses
a definition of the term "waters of
the United States" that is cor-
respondingly broad. Under sec.
323.2(a):

The term "waters of the United States"
means: [footnote omitted]

(1) The territorial seas with respect
to the discharge of fill material. * e *

(2) Coastal and inland waters, lakes,
rivers, and streams that are navigable
waters of the United States, including
adjacent wetlands;

(3) Tributaries to navigable waters
of the United States, including adjacent
wetlands (man-made nontidal drainage
and irrigation ditches excavated on dry
land are not eConsidered waters of the
United States under this definition).

(4) Interstate waters and their tribu-
taries, including adjacent wetlands; and

(5) All other waters of the United
States not identified in paragraphs (1)-
(4) above, such as isolated wetlands and
lakes, intermittent streams, prairie
potholes, and other waters that are not
part of a tributary system to interstate
waters or to navigable waters of the
United States, the degradation or de-
struction of which could affect interstate
commerce.' [Footnote below is quotation
from original].

The landward limit of jurisdiction in
tidal waters, in the absence of adjacent
wetlands, shall be the high tide line and
the landward limit of jurisdiction an
[sic] all other waters, in the absence of
adjacent wetlands, shall be the ordinary
high watermark.

2In defining the jurisdiction of the
FWPCA as the "waters of the United
States," Congress, in the legislative
history to the Act, specified that the term
"be given the broadest constitutional in-
terpretation unencumbered by agency
determinations which would have been
made or may be made for administrative
purposes.?' The waters listed in para-
graphs (a) (1)-(4) fall within this man-
date as discharges into those waterbodies
may seriously affect water quality, navi-
gation, and other Federal interests; how-
ever, it is also recognized that the Federal
government would have the right to regu-
late the waters of the United States
identified in paragraph (a) (5)'under this
broad Congressional mandate to fulfill
the objective of the Act: "to restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and bio-
logical integrity of the Nation's waters"
(Section 101(a)). Paragraph (a) (5) in-
corporates all other waters of the United
States that could be regulated under the
Federal government's Constitutional
powers to regulate and protect interstate
commeree, including those for which the
connection to interstate commerce may
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not be readily obvious or where the loca-
tion or size of the waterbody generally
may not require regulation through in-
~dividual or general permits to achieve the
objective of the Act. Discharges of
dredged or fill material into waters of
the United States identified in paragraphs
(a) (1)-(4) will generally require individ-
ual or general permits unless those dis-
charges occur beyond the headwaters of
a river or stream or in natural lakes less
than 10 acres in surface area. Discharges
into these latter waters and into most of
the waters identified in paragraph (a) (5)
will be permitted by this regulation, sub-
ject to the provisions listed in paragraph
323.4-2(b) unless the District Engineer
develops information, on a case-by-case
basis, that the concerns for the aquatic
environment as expressed in the EPA
Guidelines (40 C.F.R. 230) require regu-
lation through an individual or general
permit. (See 323.4-4).33 C.P.R.323.2(a).

Since this definition employs the

term "navigable waters of the
United States," which does not have

an obvious meaning, further defini-

tion is necessary. Under sec. 323.2

(b):

(b) The term "navigable waters of the
United States" means those waters of the.
United States that are subject to the ebb
and the flow of the tide shoreward to the
mean high water mark (mean higher
high water mark on the Pacific coast)
and/or are presently used, or have been
used in the past, or may be susceptible to
use to transport interstate or foreign
commerce. (See 33 CFR 329 for a more
complete definition of this term.)

As can be seen from these defini-
tions, the meaning of the term "wa-

ters of the United States" is very

complex, and not amenable to a sue-

inct summary .interpretation. For

purposes of this opinion it is suffi-
cient to conclude that the meaning
of the. term extends beyond waters
meeting the traditional tests of nav-
igability to those encompassed by
the broadest possible Constitutional
interpretation, and that when ques-
tions arise on specific waters they
should be resolved on a case-by-case
basis.

III.F. Conclsion to Question No. 

Thus, a permit under sec. 404 of
the Act is required for the discharge
of dredged or fill material under the
following general circumstances:

a) The "discharge" constitutes
any addition of any pollutant, in-
cluding the placement of fill and the
building of any structure or im-
poundmnent, to navigable waters
from any discernible, confined and
discrete conveyance; and

b) The "dredged material" is
dredged spoil that is excavated or
dredged from waters of the United
States; or

c) The "fill material" includes
any material used for the primary
purpose of replacing an aquatic area
with dry land or of changing the
bottom elevation of a waterbody,
including: any structure which re-
quires rock, sand, dirt, or other ma-
terial for its construction; and

d) The discharge is made into
"waters of-! the United States,"
which extend beyond those waters

meeting the traditional tests of nav-
igability to those, encompassed by

415
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the broadest possible Constitutional
interpretation.

IV. THE SEC. 404(r) EXEMP-
TION TO THE REQUIRE-
MENT FOR A SEC. 404
PERMIT

Question No. 4: What are the
conditions for securing the exemp-
tion under sec. 404 (r) of the Act for
projects described in an EIS? Does
this exemption apply to the mainte-
nance of existing projects? How
does the exemption affect the stand-
ards that apply to the discharge of
dredged or fill material?

l1.A. Thea language of Sec. 404(r)

While sec. 301(a) of the Act pro-
hibits the discharge of any pollu-
tant, and sec. 404(a) authorizes the
Secretary of the Army to issue per-
mits for the discharge of dredged
or fill material, see. 404 (r) provides
an exemption to these requirements
if certain specific conditions are
met. Sec. 404(r) states:

The discharge of dredged or fill ma-
terial as part of the construction of a
Federal project specifically authorized by
Congress, whether prior to or on or after
the date of enactment of this subsection,
is not prohibited by or otherwise sub-
ject to regulation under this section, or a
State program approved under this sec-
tion, or section 301(a) or 402 of the Act
(except for effluent standards or prohibi-
tions under section 307), if information
on the effects of such discharge, includ-
ing consideration of the guidelines de-
veloped under subsection (b) (1) of this
section, is included in an environmental
impact statement for such project pur-
suant to the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969 and such environmen-
tal impact statement has been submitted
to Congress before the actual discharge
of dredged or fill- material in connection
with the construction of such project
and prior to either authorization of such
project or an appropriation of funds for
such construction. [91 Stat. 1605, 33
U.S.C. § 144(r).]

1T.B. Specific Conditions for Se-
curing Sec. 404(r) E memption

Breaking down.sec. 404(r) into
its constituent parts yields the fol-
lowing seven specific conditions for
securing the exemption:

1) The discharge complies with
effluent standards or prohibitions
established under sec. 307 of the
Act;

2) The discharge takes place as
part of "the construction of a Fed-
eral project";

3) The Federal project is "specifi-
cally authorized by Congress," al-
though the date of authorization is
irrelevant;

- 4) Information on the effects of
the discharge is included in an EIS
prepared for the project pursuant
to the National Environmental Pol-
icy Act of 1969 (NEPA), 42 U.S.C.
§4321 et seq.;

5) The EIS includes considera-
tion of guidelines developed by the
Administrator of the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA) un-
der sec. 404(b) (1) of the Act;

6) The ETS is submitted to Con-
gress before the discharge takes
place; and

7) The EIS is submitted to Con-
gress prior to either:
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a) authorization of the project;
or

b) appropriation of funds for
the construction, of which the dis-
charge is a part.

Each of these conditions is dis-
cussed separately below. Since sec.
404(r) is not covered by the Corps
of Engineers' Pelrnit Regulations
nor has there been any judicial in-
terpretation, the following opinion
is based primarily onhthe emipha-
sized language in the following quo-.
tations from the legislative history
of the Act. Although this detailed
reference to the legislative history is
necessary to support the subsequent
conclusions, it is somewhat lengthy
and not essential to understanding
the opinion. If you are not con-
cerned with the details of the legis-
lative history, it is suggested that
you briefly scan the emphasized lan-
guage and resume reading in sec.
IV.D., headed. "Analysis of Condi-
tions for Sec. 404(r) Exemption,"
on page 420 below.

IV.C. LegisZative H:istory of Sec.
404(f')

In submitting to the Senate for
consideration House Conference
Report No. 95-830 on H.R. 3199, the
bill which was ultimately enacted,
Senator Muskie stated:

New subsection 404 (r) provides an
exemption from the permit requirement
for discharges of dredged and fill mate-
dials associated with the construction of
certain Federal projects. Only fully red-

eral projects which are specifically au-
thorized by the Congress may qualify for
this exemption. Federally assisted proj-
ects, such as watershed improvement
plans under the Soil Conservation Serv-
ice, do not qualify even if authorized by
name. Projects which are authorized by
congressional committee resolution and
projects which do not belong to the Fed-
eral Government but are financed in
whole or in part with Federal funds are
not eligible for the exemption. ain-
tenance of eisting Federal projects is:
not covered by the eemption either.

A Federal project may be exempted
from the requirement for a permit under
section 404 or an approved State section
404 permit program only if the Congress
had adequate information on the effects
of the discharge of dredged or fill mate-
rial at the time of authorization, or at
the time of a specific appropriation of
funds for the construction involving the
discharge. This information must be in
the form of an environmental impact
statement which specificaly addresses
the effects of the discharge of dredged or
flZl maaterial, providing an evaluation of
those effects equivalent to that required
under the section 404 (M) (1) guidelines.
It is unlikely that environmental ipact
statements prepared before the passage
of this legislation or promulgation of
those guidelines would satisfy this
requirement.

The Congress must have adequate sit-
ing, engineering, and environment in-
formation and analysis on each proposed
Federal project, as well as modifications
recommended by reviewing agencies, in
order to review the available alternatives
to and potential adverse impacts of the
proposed discharges. The Administrator
will be expected to see that the section
404(b) (1) guidelines are sufficiently ex-

-plicit to focus attention on those aspects
of Federal project dredge and fill mate-
rial discharges that could result in en-
vironmental degradation. And the Admin-
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istrator must assist other agencies by
carefully reviewing draft environmental
impact statements to assure that the
Guidelines are being interpreted and im-
plemented properly.

* * S *

* * * The depth and quality of discus-
sion of the effects of discharges, includ-
ing consideration of the (b) (1) guide-
lines are crucial to the operation of new
subsection (r). The filing of an impact
statement adequately exploring these is-
sues is a condition precedent to the opera-
tion of subsection (r). Until and unless
adequate impact statements, or amend-
ments to statements, are circulated and
filed in accordance with the National En-
vironmental Policy Act and the () (1)
guidelines, the permit requirements of
section 404 which existed before the psis-
sage of the presently pending bill will re-
main in full force and effect as to any
given project in question.

The process of review of environmental
Impact statements by other agencies
should provide the same degree of coor-
dination now provided in the interagency
review of permit applications. 123 Cong.
Rec. 19,653-54 (daily ed. Dec. 15, 1977)
(Italics added.)

Senator Stafford, the conference

committee's ranking minority mem-

ber, stated:

Section 404 is further amended to pro-
vide that discharges of dredged or fill
material by Federal agencies to construct
Federal projects specifically identified by
Congress when authorized are not sub-
ject to the permit requirements under
section 404 or under an approved State
permit program if the environmental im-
pact statement submitted to- Congress in-
cludes .a complete analysis of the effects
of the discharge based on the 404(b) (1)
guidelines. The conferees agreed that dis-
charges from any activity conducted with
assistance from the Federal Government
and the maintenance of eisting Federal
projects will remain under the permit

program.

Projects even though fully financed by
the Federal Government, which are au-
thorized under continwcing authorities or
lump sum appropriation shall be subject
to 404 permits not withstanding [sic] the
issuance by the responsible ederar
agency of a programmatic or individual
NEPA review document. Only the dis-
charge of dredged or fill material for the
construction of a new individual Federal
project for which there is an environ-
mental impact statement dealing solely-
with that project furnished to the an-
thorizing committee prior to the specific
authorization of that project by the com-
mittee and by Congress shall be exempted
from section 404 permits. In order for the-
exemption to take effect, such environ-
mental impact statement must contain a,
full and complete analysis of adverse ef-
fects and alternatives as required by the
404(b) guidelines.

For the purposes of this act, Federal
projects are those which are entirely
planned, financed, and constructed by a
Federal agency in every respect. * *
123 Cong. Rec. S19,659 (daily ed. Dec. 15,
1977) (Italics added.)

Senator Baker, a member of the

conference committee, stated:

[T]he bill contains a narrow eemption
for the construction by Federal agencies
of new projects that are specificallt
identified 'in the authorization passed by

Congress if Congress is provided with a
final environmental statement that in-
cludes a detailed analysis of the adverse
effects of the project as required by the
section 404(b) guidelines. The purpose of
this narrow eemption is not to relieve

certain Federal projects from substan-
tive compliance with the Clean Water
Act, but rather the intention Is to avoid
costly delays for Federal construction of'
environmentally sound projects, after
they have been authorized by Congress,
123 Cong. Rec. S,675 (daily ed., Dec.
15, 1977) (Italics added.)
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And Senator Wallop, a member
of the conference committee,
stated:

Subsection (r) of section 404 will provide
a limited eenmption from Federal and
State permit programs for discharges of
dredges [sic] or fill material to construct
Federal projects specifica py identified by
Congress when authorized. * * *

The exemption provided by this sub-
section applies only to discharges that
are an integral part of constructing a
Federal project which has been reviewed
and approved by Congress. Federal proj-
ects include only those conducted by a
Federal agency and by such contractors
as the agency may employ. The conferees
did not intend to emempt other discharges
which may be associated generally with
constructing Federal projects, but which
are ancillary to the specific activity sub-
mitted to and approved by Congress. For
such. ancillary discharges, the full sec-
tion 404 review and approval procedures
shall be applied by the Corps of Engi-
neers and the administrator unless other
exemptions are applicable. The conferees
did not intend to exempt federally as-
sisted projects from the section 404
review.

In order to qualify for the exemption,
an adequate environmental impact state-
ment on the project must have been sub-
mitted to Congress prior to authorization
of the project or appropriation of con-
struction funds and, in all cases, prior to
the action discharge of dredged or fill ma-
terial at any particular site. The state-
ment must satisfy the requirements of
NEPA and include complete information
on the effects of the proposed discharge.
Moreover, the guidelines developed by the
administrator under section 404 (b) (1)
must be fully complied with in develop-,
ing and assessing such information.

Congress must have adequate siting,
engineering,, and environmental informa-

tion and analysis on each proposed Fed-
eral project, as well as modifications rec-
ommended by reviewing agencies, in order
to review the available alternatives to
and potential adverse impacts of the pro-
posed discharges, to weigh those impacts
and alternatives against the benefits of
the projects. 123 Cong. Rec. S19,677
(daily ed. Dec. 15, 197) (Italics added.)

Finally, House Conference Re-
port No. 95-830 states:

The Conferees have S * * limited the
exemption [under section 404(r)] so as
to ensure that the Congress will have full
information on the impacts of the dis-
charge of dredged or fllZ material asso-
ciated with a project when. it determines
whether or not to authorize the project
or to appropriate funds for its construc-
tion. Only those projects which have re-
ceived an analysis of the effects of a dis-
charge equivalent to that provided under
the guidelines promulgated under section
404(b) (1) prior to authorization or spe-
cific funding. for activities which would
result in the discharge of dredge and fill
material are exempt. An environmental
impact statement addressing the impact
of the discharge, with particular refer-
ence to the guidelines promulgated pursu-
ant to subsection 404(b) (1), must have
been submitted to Congress prior to either
the authorization or the appropriation of
funds. Thus Congress is to have the bene-
fit of all the necessary information when
it makes its decision. It is emphasized
that the failure of a project to meet these
requirements will result in the project
having to obtain a section 404 permit. It
would not require a reauthorization or
additional appropriation action. H.R.
Conf. Rep. No. 95-830, 9th Cong., 1st
Sess. 104 reprinted in [1977] 3 U.S. Code
Cong. & Ad. News, 4326, 4479 (Italics
added).
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IV.D. Analysis of Conditions for
semuIng Sec. 404(r) Eweniption

Based on the preceding legisla-
tive history of sec. 404(r), the fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn
concerning the specific conditions
required for securing the exemp-
tion.

First, the exemption under sec.
404(r) does not apply to the dis-
charge of dredged or fill material
containing toxic pollutants. Dis-
charges containing toxic pollutants
must comply with standards or pro-
,hibitions established under sec. 307
of the Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1317 (Supp.
I 1977).

Second, the exemption applies
-only to discharges which take
place as part of the construction of
-a Federal project. The term "con-
struction" does not include mainte-
nance of existing. projects. The.
project must be fully Federal, in-
;eluding planning, finance and con-
-struction, although the use of out-
-side contractors is permissible. Dis-
-charges which are ancillary to the
specific activity submitted to and
;approved by the Congress are not
included. (For a discussion of sec.
404(f) (1) of the Act, which ex-
,empts from the permit requirements
,of sec. 404 the maintenance of cur-
rently serviceable structures, see the
discussion of Question No. 5 in see.
V of this opinion, below.)

Third, the project must be spe-
cifically authorized by the Congress.
It must be specifically identified by
the Congress. when authorized.
Projects authorized by congres-
,sional committee resolution do not

qualify, nor do those authorized
under continuing authorities or
lump sum appropriation.

Fourth, information on the ef-
fects of the discharge and alterna-
tives to the project must be included
in a legally adequate EIS. The EIS
may be either new for the project
or a supplement to an existing EIS,
but in either case it must specifically
address the effects of the discharge.
It is doubtful that a program or re-
gional EIS would meet these spe-
cific requirements.

Fifth, the EIS which covers
the impacts of the discharge must
include consideration of the guide-
lines developed by the Administra-
tor of EPA under sec. 404(b) (1)
of the Act. See: EPA Interim Reg-
ulations on Discharge of Dredged
or Fill Material into avigable
Waters, 30 CFR 230, 40 FR 41291
(Sept. 5, 1975). While the analysis
may be "equivalent" to that re-
quired under the guidelines, it is un-
likely that an EIS prepared. prior
to promulgation of the guidelines or
passage of the Act would satisfy
this requirement. Where the Bureau
of Reclamation prepares an ETS
with the intention of securing the*
sec. 404(r) exemption, the EIS
should explicitly state the Bureau's
intention and identify the portions
of the document where the effects
of the discharge and the alternatives
are included, as well as where the
sec. 404(b) (1) guidelines of EPA
are considered. There is currently
under development by the office of
Management and Budget and the
Council on Environmental Quality
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a Joint Memorandum ot Heads of
Agencies which will establish pro-
cedures for reviewing EIS's before
they are submitted to the Congress
under sec. 404(r). This Joint Mein-
orandtun should clarify many issues
concerning the EIS requirements
for securing the sec. 404 (r) exemp-
tion.

Sixth, the 1EIS must be submitted
to Congress before the discharge
takes place. In addition, siting and
engineering information and analy-
sis, as well as modifications recom-
mended by reviewing agencies, must
be submitted to the Congress Sub-
mission of the EIS to the Council on

* Environmental Quality or EPA, as
applicable, is not sufficient to meet
this requirement.

Seventh, the EIS must be sub-
mitted to the Congress prior to
either specific authorization of the
project or a specific appropriation
of funds for the construction of
which the discharge is a part.

Finally, when analyzing a given
Bureau of Reclamation project and
related EIS for compliance with

-these conditions, it is important to
keep in mind that the purpose of
sec. 404(r) is not to exempt any
Federal project from compliance
with the Act, but to avoid duplica-
tion and delay where substantive
compliance, has been achieved
through the EIS process. It is clear
from reading the Act and its
legislative history that the see.
404(r) exemption is not meant to

lessen the substantive requirements
that apply to the discharge of
dredged or fill material, but only to
provide an alternative procedure to
achieve compliance for a very
limited category of Federal
projects.

IF. E. Conclusion to Question. No. 4

Thus, to secure the exemption
under see. 404(r) of the Act for
projects described in an EIS, com-
pliance with the seven specific con-
ditions listed in the discussion in
sec. IV.B. and analyzed in sec.
IV.D. of this opinion is required.
The exemption does not apply to
the maintenance of existing Fed-
eral projects, but only to new con-
struction. While the exemption
provides an alternative procedure
to achieve compliance with sec. 404
for a limited category of Federal
projects under very specific condi-
tions, it does not lessen the sulbstan-
tive requirements that apply to the
discharge of: dredged or fill
material.

F. TE SEC. 404(f) (1)
EJYPTICK TO THE
QUIREVENT FOR .A
404 PERMIT

E-
SE-

SEC.

Question No. 5: What are the
conditions for securing the ex-
emption under sec. 404(f) (1) of the
Act for the maintenance of cur-
rently serviceable structures? To
what extent does this exemption
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apply to the discharge of dredged TV.B. SpecifloeConditions for Secur-
material? ; f b ing Sec. 404(f) (1) Eaemption

V.A. The Language of Section
404: (f) (1)

While sec. 301 (a) of the Act pro-
Ihibits the discharge of any pollu-
tant, and sec. 404 (a) authorizes the
Secretary of the Army to issue per-
mits for the discharge of dredged
or fill material, sec. 404(f) (1) pro-
vides an exemption to these require-
ments for, among other things, the
maintenance of currently service-
able structures. In the relevant
parts, see. 404(f) (1) states:

Except asprovided in [sec. 404(f) (2)],
the discharge of dredged or fill material-

a: :* * * *

(B) for the purpose of maintenance,
including emergency reconstruction of
recently damaged parts, of currently serv-
iceable structures such as dikes, dams,
levees, groins, riprap, breakwaters,
causeways, and bridge abutments or ap-
proaches, and transportation structures;

* * * * *

* * * is not prohibited by or otherwise
subject to regulation under this section
or section 301(a) or 402 of this Act (ex-
cept for effluent standards or prohibitions
under section 307). [91 Stat. 1600, 33
U.S.C. § 1344 (f ) (1).] 

Sec. 404(f) (2), which limits the
exemption of see. 404(f) (1), states:

Any discharge of dredged or fill mate-
rial into the navigable waters incidental
to any activity having as its purpose
bringing an area of the navigable waters
Into a use to which it was not previously
subject, where the flow or circulation of
navigable waters may be impaired or
the reach of such waters be reduced, shall
be required to have a permit under this
section. [91 Stat. 1601, 33 U.S.C. § 1344
(f) (2).]

Breaking down sees. 404(f) (1)
and (2) into their constituent
parts yields the following four spe-
cific conditions for securing the ex-
emption:

1) The discharge complies with
effluent standards or prohibitions es-
tablished under sec. 307 of the Act;

2) The discharge of dredged or
fill material takes place for the pur-
pose of maintenance, including
emergency reconstruction of recent-
ly damaged parts, of currently serv-
iceable structures;

3) The maintenance is performed
on a structure of the type enumer-
ated; and

4) The maintenance does not
bring an area of the navigable
waters into a new use to which it
was not previously subject, where
the flow or circulation of navigable
waters may be impaired or the
reach of such waters reduced.

Each of these conditions is dis-
cussed separately below. Since sec.
404(f) (1) is not covered by the
Corps of Engineers'. Permit Regu-
lations, nor has there been any judi-
cial interpretation, this opinion is
based primarily on the explicit
meaning of the words sees. 404(f)
(1) and (2) employ, and the follow-
ing excerpts from the legislative his-
tory of the Act.

V.0. LegisZative. History of Sec.
404(f) (1)

The legislative history of sec. 404
(f) (1) is sparse but informative.

[86 ID,
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The Senate Report on S. 1952, the
Senate version of H.R. 3199, states:

[Section 404(f) (1)] * * * exempts from
permit requirements the maintenance
and emergency reconstruction of existing
fills such as highways, bridge abutments,
dikes, dams, levees, and other currently
serviceable structures. Tis does not in-
elude maintenance that changes the
character, scope, or size of the original

fllZ. Emergency reconstruction must oc-
cur within a reasonable period of time
after destruction of the previously serv-
iceable structure to qualify * * * S. Rep.
No. 95-370, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 76 re-
printed in [1977] 3 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad.
News, 4326, 4401. (Italics added.)

In submitting to the Senate for
consideration ouse Conference
Report No. 95-380 on H.R. 3199,
the bill which was ultimately en-
acted, Senator Muskie stated:

New subsection 404(f) provides that
Federal permits will not be required for
those narrowly defined activities that
cause little or no adverse effects either in-
dividually or cumulatively. While it is
understood that some of these activities
may necessaril7y result in inecdental fill-
ing and minor harsn to aquatic resources,
the exemptions do not apply to discharges
that convert extensive areas of water into
dry land or impede circulation or reduce
the reach or size of the water body. 123
Cong. Rec. 19,654 (daily ed. Dec. 15,
1977). (Italics added.)

And Senator Wallop, a member
of the conference committee, stated:

The amendment also excludes from per-
mit requirements, discharges of dredged
for fill material in conjunction with the
following activities that will cause little
*or no adverse effects either individually
or cumulatively:

[This includes] the maintenance and
emergency reconstruction of currently
serviceable structures such as dikes,
levees, dams, and bridge abutments.

* * * *

A case-by-case permit review would
not be required for narrowly defined ac-
tivities that cause little or no adverse ef-
fects either individually or cumulatively,
including those activities narrowly de-
fined in paragraphs (A-F) of subsection
(f) of section 404. 123 Cong. Rec. S19,677
(daily ed. Dec. 15, 1977). (Italics added.)

V.D. Anaysis of Conditions for Se-
curing Sec. 404( f) (1) Exemption

Based on the preceding legisla-
tive history, and the plain meaning
of the words the section employs,
the following conclusions can be
drawn concerning the specific con-
ditions that must be met to secure
the sec. 404 (f ) (1) exemption.

First, as was the case for the ex-
emption under sec. 404(r), the ex-
emption does not apply to the dis-
charge of dredged or fill material
containing toxic pollutants. Dis-
charges containing toxic pollutants
must comply vith standards or pro-
hibitions established under sec. 30T
of the Act, 33 U.S.C. §1317 (1976).

Second, the exemption is explic-
itly lhinited to the maintenance of
currently serviceable structures.
While this includes emergency re-
construction, it does not include
new construction, which in appro-
priate circumstances is exempted
only under sec. 404(r)., As noted in
the above quotation from the Senate
Report on S. 1952, to qualify for
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the exemption the emergency recon-
struction must occur within a rea-
sonable period of time after destruc-
tion of the previously serviceable
structure. The meaning of "reason-
able" in this context would depend
upon the nature of the structure and
the circumstances involved in its
reconstruction. A detailed analysis
of what would be "reasonable" is
beyond the scope of this opinion,
and where uncertainty exists it
should be resolved on a case-by-case
basis in consultation with the ap-
propriate Corps of Engineers' Dis-
trict Engineer.

Third, the maintenance must be
performed on the types of struc-
tures enumerated in sec. 404 (f) (1),
including highways, bridge abut-
ments, dikes, dams and levees. As
noted in the Senate Report on S.
1952 these enumerated structures
are all "fills," and as noted by Sen-
ators Muskie and Wallop the activ-
ities to which the exemption applies
are "narrowly defined." Thus, the
exemption does not apply to the
discharge of dredged material in-
cident to maintenance dredging op-
erations-it only applies to the
maintenance of fills. This interpre-
tation was corroborated in a per-
sonal conversation with the Corps
of Engineers' attorney who drafted
sec. 404(f) (1). However, since sec.
404(f) (1) specifically provides for
the "discharge of dredged * e *

material" in connection with the
maintenance of currently service-
able structures, it would appear
that the discharge of a reasonable
amount of dredged material inci-
dent to the maintenance of fills

would come within the purview of
thisu exemption. In determining
what is "reasonable" in a specific:
situation, it is important to keep in,
mind the statement of Senator
Muskie, which was reaffirmed by'
Senator Wallop,, that while such
"activities may necessarily result
in incidental filling- and minor
harm" the exemption only applies
to "narrowly defined activities that
cause little or no adverse effects
either individually or cumu-
latively."

Finally, under sec. 404(f) (2),
this exemption does not apply to
any discharge which bring an area
of the navigable waters into a use
to which it was not previously sub-
ject, where flow or circulation may:
be impaired or the reach reduced.

V.l?. Conclusion to Question No. 5

Thus, to secure the exemption
under sec. 404(f) (1) of the Act for
the maintenance of currently serv-
iceable structures, compliance with
the four specific conditions listed in
this discussion in sec. V.B. and ana-
lyzed in sec. V.D. is required. The
exemption does not apply to the dis-
charge of dredged material incident
to maintenance dredging, or to new
construction, but only to the main-
tenance of currently serviceable
structures.
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Appeal from decision of Acting Deputy
Commissioner of Indian Affairs up-
holding Area Director's approval of
Indian's application for fee patent title
to Certain trust lands on the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation.

Affirmed.

1. Act of March 2, 1889-Indian
lands: Allotments: Generally 
Assuming, in the light most favorable to
appellant, that the allotments at issue
were subject to the final proviso of sec. 9
of the Act of Mar. 2, 1889, 25 Stat. 888,
891, we find no language in this or other
sections of the Act evidencing an inten-
tion on the part of Congress that allot-
ments-to be valid-required approval by
the Oglala Sioux Tribe.

2. Act of lune 30 1834-Indian
lands: Allotments: Generally

Appellant's contention that under sec. 22
of the Act of June 30, 1834,. 4 Stat 729,

:X3 (25 U.S.C. § 194 (1976)), the burden
of proof cannot be assigned to the tribe
is without merit. The issue framed by
appellant does, not align "Indians"
against "whites." The primary relief
suight by the tribe is the cancellation
of trust patents which can only be held
by Indians.

3. Indian Lands: Allotments: Gener-
ally

The issuance of a trust patent for an
Indian allotment carries with It a pre-
sumption of proper performance as well
as the implied finding of every fact made
a prerequisite to the patent's issue.

4. Indian Tribes: Constitution, By-
laws and Ordinances

The Department is not bound by a tribal
ordinance regulating trust property
where such ordinance violates provisions
of the tribal constitution and bylaws
which the Secretary has sworn to up-
hold.

5. Indian Lands: Allotments: Gener-
ally

In addition to contravening rights be-
stowed by the tribe's own constitution,
appellant's position that members of the
tribe cannot obtain fee patents to indi-
vidually owned trust land violates ex-
press guarantees ontained in the Gen-
eral Allotment Act and the Indian Re-
organization Act, as amended.

6 Indian Lands: Patent in Fee:
Generally

Under regulations in effect before Apr.
24, 1973, issuance of a fee patent to a
competent Indian applicant was consid-
ered by the Department to be mandatory.
On the foregoing date, however, 25 CR
Part 121 was revised to reflect the au-
thority derived from the authorizing acts
and to allow the exercise of discretion in
the issuance of fee patents.

APPEARANCES: Mfario Gonzale, Esq.,:
for the Oglala Sioux Tribe, appellant;
Richard Tall, pro se, respondent.
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OPINION BY CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

HORTON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The Oglala Sioux Tribe of the
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (ap-
pellant) has appealed from a deci-
sion of the Acting Deputy Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, Martin E.
Seneca, Jr., entered Oct. 2, 1978,
wherein Mr. Seneca upheld a
determination by: Area Director
Harley Zephier, Aberdeen Area Of-
fice, Bureau of Indian Affairs, ap-
proving the application of Richard
Tall (respondent) for patents in fee
to three trust allotments comprising
698.80 acres of land on the Pine
Ridge Reservation.

Respondent is a member of the
Oglala Sioux Tribe. He is the bene-
ficial owner of the following Oglala
Sioux allotments:. OS-6433, OS-
2631, and OS-6795-legal title to
which is held by the United States
in trust for the Indian owner. These
allotments were issued under au-
thority of the Act of Mar. 2, 1889
(25 Stat. 888), commonly known as
the Sioux Agreement of 1889. On
Mar. 15, 1976, respondent applied
to the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
have the foregoing allotments pat-
ented to him in fee, in accordance'
with the provisions of sec. 11 of fth6
Act of Mar. 2, 1889, stpra, which in-.
corporates the'rights and privileges
conferred upon allotment owners
under the. General Alotment Act of
1887, 24 Stat. 388,' ae a'Iend d 25
U.S.C. §§ 331-358 (1976); the Act

of May 14, 1948, 62 Stat. 236, 25
U.S.C. § 483 (1976); and Depart-
mental.regulations found in 25 CFR
Part 121.

On May 21, 1976, the Pine Ridge
Agency informed the Executive
Committee of the Oglala Sioux
Tribe in writing of the applications
made by respondent and inquired
as to the Committee's position re-
garding them. This procedure was
apparently followed in conjunction
with the provisions of 25 CFR 121.2
which provides in part as follows:

Action on any application, which if ap-
proved would remove Indian land from.
restricted or trust status, may be with-
held, if the Secretary determines that
such removal would adversely affect' the
best interest of other Indians, or the-
tribes, until the: other Indians or the
tribes so affected have had a reasonable
opportunity to acquire the land from the
applicant.

Respondent apparently holds
OS-6795 (the May Patton allot-
ment) subject to a condition that if.
the land is offered for sale before
Feb. 7, 1983, the Oglala Sioux Tribe
shall be provided notice thereof and
an opportunity to purchase the land:
within 60 days from the date of no-
tice. BIA Title Status Report, OS-

795, p. 3. Reference to this. feature
of OS-6795 was cited by the Agency
in its May 21, 1976, memorandum to6
the tribe.

On July 26,1976, the Administra-
tive Assistant'to the President of
the Qglala Sioux Tribe-inquired of E
the Pine Ridge Agency as to the'
purchase price paid by respondent
for the three allotmehts in question.
The-administrative reera'd inidicates
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that the requested inforniation was
furnished the tribe on Aug. 10, 1976.

By letter dated Feb. 28, 1977, re-
spondent requested the Superin-
tendent of the Pine Ridge Agency
to inform him of the status of his
fee patent applications. On Alar. 23,
1977, the Agency Superintendent,
Anthony Whirlwind Horse, issued
a written decision denying respond-
ent's applications. In support of
this action the: Superintendent
stated:

In line with our policy in such matters,
we have referred your applications for
unrestricted title to the Oglala. Sioux
Tribe by memorandum dated May 21,
19T6. We have received no word on any
action they may have taken thereon.
However, the Tribal Council has enacted
an ordinance prohibiting the issuance of
fee patents,- or otherwise allowing trust
lands to become alienated by sale to non
Indians.

On Apr. 8, 1977, respondent sub-
mitted an appeal to the Area Direc-
tor, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Aber-
deen Area Office, in accordance with
25 CFR Part 2, seeking reversal of
the Superintendent's determination.
On May 31, 1978, the Area Director
issued a- decision reversing the
Superintendent. In effect, the Area
Director's decision concluded that
the tribalordinance relied upon by
the Superintendent in denying the
applications at issue (Tribal Ordi-
nance. 76-05) was contrary to Arti-
ele X of the Constitution and By-
laws of the Oglala Sioux Tribe as
well as Federal law. The Area Di-
rector also ruled that the Oglala

Sioux Tribe could appeal his deci-
sion as a party adversely affected
thereby.

The Oglala Sioux Tribe, through
counsel, filed an appeal from the
Area Director's decision on June 30,
1978. The Acting Deputy Coimhis-
sioner of Indian Affairs affirmed the
Area Director's decision on Oct. 27,
1978. An appeal was filed with the
Board of Indian Appeals from the
decision of the Acting Deputy Conm-
missioner of Indian Aiffairs on
Jan. 8, 1979. Appellant maintains
the following. Foremost, the tribe
alleges that the lands in question are
the property of the Ogfala Sioux
Tribe. In support of this contention
appellant argues that allotments is-
sued under authority of the Sioux
Agreement of 1889 are null and void
because there was never an election
by a majority of the adult members
of the tribe approving of the allot-
ments. That such an election was re-
quired for allotments to become
valid is said by appellant to be man-
dated by sec. 9 of the Act which
states:

Sec. 9. That all allotments set apart
under the provisions of this act shall be
selected by the Indians, heads of families
selecting for their minor children, and the
agents shall select for each orphan child
and in such manner as to embrace the im-
provements of the Indians making the
selecton. Where the improvements of two
or- more Indians have: been made on the
same legal subdivision, of land, unless
they shall otherwise agree, a provisional
line may be run dividing said lands be-
tween them, and the amount to which

427
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each is entitled shall be equalized in the'

assignment of the remainder of the land
to which they are entitled under this act:
Provided, That if any one entitled o an
allotment shall fail to make a selection.
within five years after the President shall
direct that allotments may be made on a
particular reservation, the Secretary of
the Interior may direct the agent of such
tribe or band, it such there be, and if
there 'be no agent, then a special agent
appointed for that purpose, to make a-
,selection for such Indian, which selection
Shall be allotted as in cases where selec-
tions are made by the Indians, and
patents shall issue in like manner: Pro--
vided, That these sections as to the allot-
ments shall toot be compulsory without
the consent of the majority of the adult
members of the tribe, eaeept that. the
allotments shall be made as provided for
the orphans. [Italics supplied.3

Act of Mar. 2, 1889, 25 Stat. 891.

Second, the tribe contends it was.
error for the Bureall not to uphold
the 'validity of Tribal Ordinance
76-05, the tribal enactment from
which the Pine Ridge Superintend-
ent determined that the patents
in fee sought by; respondent in this
case coulid not be granted.:1

1 Tribal Ordinance 76-05, adopted by the
tribal council on May 11, 1976, provides as 
follows:

"W HEREAS Article IV, Section 1(mn) of
the Constitution of the Oglala Sioux Tribe
empowers the Tribal Council to protect and,
preserve the property and natural resources'
of the tribe and to regulate the use and dis-
position of property upon the reservation, and

"WHEREAS Article IV, Section 1(n) of'
the Constitution of the Oglala Sioux' Tribe.
empowers the .Tribal Council ,to protect the,.
general welfare of the tribe, and:

'"WHEREAS the Oglala Sioux Tribal Coun
cl finds that the transfer of land on the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation from ownership by
members of the Oglala Sioux Tribe to owner-
ship by nonmembers has been detrimental to
the Tribal economy and destructive to the
well-being of the residents' of the Reservation;
and

"WHEREIAS the. Council further finds .that
it would be in the best interest of the Tribe

- Third, appellant submits that the
Bureau failed to obtain a proper
showing from respondent which

for land available for purchase to be made
available to members who now own little or-
no land. and

"WHEIBREAS the Tribal Council therefore
deems it to be beneficial to the general welfare
of the Oglala Sioux Tribe that the sale of
trust land be regulated,

"NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED
that the Oglala Sioux Tribal Council hereby
adopt the following:

"lndividual Trust Land Acquisition Ordl.
neance

"Section . No trust land located within
the exterior boundaries of the Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation may be sold except to the*
Oglala Sioux Tribe or with the approval of
the Oglala Sioux Tribe in accordance with the
provisions of this Ordinance.

"Section 2. Any member who wishes to sell
trust land on the Pine Ridge Indian Reserva-
tion and any member wishing to buy such land
shall, before submitting .their application to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, apply to the
Executive Committee for approval of' the
transaction. I

"Section S. -The Executive Committee shall
deny approval of a sale transaction unless
it finds that the purchaser

(a) is at least 18 years of age- and
(b) does not have land holdings which if

added to the land to be purchased would'
result in the ownership by the purchaser of
more than 1,280 acres:

(c) has not previously sold laud which was
once owned by hin in trust to non-Indians,
either by supervised sale or after obtaining a
fee patent;

{d) agrees not to sell the land at any time,
to anyone other than the- Oglala Sioux Tribe
or a member thereof. .

"Section 4. The Executive Committee may
disapprove any applications which meet the
standards of Section 3, if It. finds that the
transaction would not he in ,the best interest
of the Tribe. In such case the Executive'Con.
mittee shall set forth the reasons for its
decision.. 

"Section 5. Any applicant who believes that
the factual findings'of the Executive Commit-
tee under Section 3 or the decision of the.
Executive Committee under Section 4'' are
wrong, may appeal the determination of the'-
Executive Committee to the Tribal Council
within thirty, days from the date on wpich
the applicanthas been notified of the decision:
of the Executive Committee., ..

"Section 6. No sates of trust land by seem-
bers of the OgIala Sioux Tribe to nonamembers1
shall be approved.",
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woulld ustif awarding of fee
patents to the subject lands.

Responden, appearing 'pro: se,
submitted a reply 'briefe in this mat-
ter on Mar. 29,. 1979. Althoughen-
titled to do so under 43 CFR
4.359 (a) and the notice of .dochet 7
ing issued by the Board on Jan. 23,
1979', he. Bureau. did'not submit a
timely brief' in this controversy. 2

Discussionindin~gs and
onolusions

F6r the reasons 'set forth below,
the Board affirms the decision of tihe
ActingDeputy oCommissioner of In-
dian A airs. approving Richard
Tall's application ffr patents in fee.

With respect to appelant's' claim
that respondent's allotments are in
fact the property of the (Oglala
Sioux Tribe,3- we find as follows.
First, somie meaning must be given
to the tribal consent language found
in the final p5rovisso of sec. 9 of' the
Siolux Agreement of 1889. To. our
n ledge, this language has not

, :2On Ag .14, 1979, comnents and materials
regarding this appeal wvere received from
the Acting Director, Aberdeen Area Office. In
addition to its untimeliness a c oy of the
foregoing was not served .upon the- "other
parties as_ required by 43 CFR 4.35S-4359.
Pursuant to -:the provisions: of 43 CFER
4.24(a) (4), the Board has elected to place no
reliance. on the late Epapers submitted: byf the
*A ting, Area Director--in reachi'ng its-'decisio'in this case ~ ~ ~ ~ th

. S Appellant's position, is that all allotments
undertaken ':under ahuthority. of 'the Act of
Mar2. .1539, are, null and void'<oxcept those
made to "riphans. Appellant's Brief die'd
Mar. 6, 1979, at 4.

303-299-79- 3

:been judicially construed. Assum-
ing, in. the light most favorable to
appellant, that this proviso, was
made applicable -to all aflotments
described,: in' sec. (except allot-
ments to, orphans) and not simply
*to allotments selected for butt not by
the Indian allottee (a procedure de-
scribed in the'first provziso of sec. 9),
Congress may merely. hve been
stating that no Indian could'be com-
pelled to-'accept any allotment as
selected 'without tribal consent.

'However, we believe' the most rea-
sonable interpretatidn is' that the
final proviso, of sec. 9 was intended
to apply to the limited class of al-
lotments described in the 'first pro-
viso of sec. 9, viz., allotments selected
for Indians entitled thereto who
failed to personally make a sele-
tion' within, time limits prescribed
by the Act.

'[ij Further, even if the 'allot-
mentsat issue' in this case were sub-
ject to the final proviso of see. 9, we
still find no language in this or other
secs. of the Act 61 Mar. 2,1889, 'vi.-'
dencing an intention on the part of
Congress that allotments-o be 

valid-required approval by the
tribe.
D'Based--oni a complete 'readiig'"of
the Act, 0' we' 0 therefore, hold that
under the tribal con'sent provision

of sec. 9 an Idian; w ho 'failed to
timely select an allotment in ac-
cor with theAct: couldnot be
required .'to accept n allotment
selected on his or her behalf unless
a majority of the adult members of

429,
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the tribe decided that such selection
should stand.4 Thus, tle r g ts
secured by the final proviso of 'sec. 9
are personal to the allottee, not the
-tribe.'

'The foregoing is in keeping with
the judicial repudiation of manda-
tory allotment processea In United
States v.,Arenas, 158F.2d 730 (9th
Cir. 1946), r:ehedring4denied, Jahn.
14, 19.4, cert. denied, 331 U.S. 842,
the court said:

fAlny statute authorizing the Secretary
to force land in severalty upon the In-
dians. should be strictly construed. Such
legislation is in derogation of the general
principles of law, which 'do not favor
compulsory ownership of land-especially
by persons in a restricted civil status.

158 F.2d T52.
The Supreme Court has routinely

addressed. allotment issues on the
Pine: :Ridge Reservation witho't
questioning the validityof the origi-
nal allotments. Egan v. McDonald,
24:6 U.S. 227 (1918) ; United States
v. Nice, 241 U.S. 591 (1916).. In
BReynolds v. United States, 174 F.
2120: .(8th Cir. 1909), the Appeals 
,Court suminarized the steps ici-
dental to issuance of. a trust patent
under the Act of:AMar. 2, 1889:

The act providing for the allotMit in
severalty of lands within the reservation
(Act March 2, 18S9, c. 405, 25 Stat. 888)
prescribes definitely (section 8) the num-
ber of acres each qualified claimant is
entitled to, and provides (section 9) thut
all allotments shall be "selected'I by the

Of. sec. 2 of the General Atlotment Att,
25 IJ.S.C. § 332 (1976), which provides' for
the selection of allotments for Indians who'
fail to select allotments' on 'their o wn.'The
Supreme Court has upheld such allotments
effected under other statutes Unitted States v.
Wildcat, 244 Us.' 111 (1917).

Indians, heads of families "selecting" for
their minor children, and that the agents
shall "select" for each orphan child. The
making of the allotments is by special
agents (section 10), whose duty it is to
eertify them in duplicate to the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, who in turn
transmits one copy to the Secretary of
the Interior. When the Secretary ap-
proves 'the allotments,' he (section 11)
causes patents to be issued in the names
of the allottees.

174 F. 214.

Notably- absent from: the above
summary is any' indication .that
tribal. consent was required for an
allotment to take place.

Appellant has '6fFered no legal
authority or factual basis for its
claim that tribal consent was neces-
sar for the consummation of allot-
ments on the Pine Ridge Reserva-.
tion. Instead, appelIant argues that
the :Bureau bears the burden of
proving that the allotments were
legal.

It is no. doubt impossible for the
Bureau to come forward. with tan-
gible 'evidencei that the. subject al-
lotments were approved b tribal
vote. Appellant submits the Bureau
must do so (Appellant's Br. at 5),.
As previously stated; tribal consent
regarding 'allotments' under the,
Sioux Agreement. seems, only to,
have been required when an Indian
allottee objected to an allotment
selection .made -for 'but not by the
Indian. Here, there is. nothing in
the administrative record to suggest
that respondent's trust lands were
allotted without thel consent of the
allottees. -.

[2] Appellant's contention P.that
under the Act of- Jn 30, 1834,4 
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Stat. 733, 5 U.S.C. § 194 (l976),
the burden of proof in this, case
cannot' be assigned to the tribe is
without merit. The issue framed bye
appellant, that the: subject allot-
ments are the property of the
Oglala Sioux Tribe, does not align
"Indians" against "whites." The
primary relief sought by the tribe
is the cancellation of trust patents
which can only be held by Indians.

mf 'Wilson:-'v.f Oniaia Indc-imT'ibe,
47 U.S.L.W. 4758. (decided June 20,
1979).-- Xf-0iV::A 

[311 The issuance of a trust Spat-
ent for an Indian allotment carries
with it a presumption of proper.
performance as well as the implied
finding of every fact made a pre-
requisite t the, patent's issue. Placid

Oil o., IA-153 (May 27, 1955). Ac-
cordingly, the Bureau correctly held
iin this case that the burden was on
the tribeto prove that the trust pat-
ents at issue were not lawful. We
conclude that the tribe has not met
this -burden. '

Appellant's second contention is
that Tribal Ordinance 76-05 pro-
hibits trust patents from being con-.
verted to patents in fee and that the
provisions thereof are bin on
the Secretary.

On its face Tribal Ordinance I76-
05 is primarily directed at curbing

6 This statute provides:
,"[l]n all trials about'the right of property!

in which an Indian may be a party on one.
side, and a white person on the other, the
burden of :proof shall rest. upon the white
person'-:whenever the' Indian shall make out
a presumption of titIe in himself from the fact
of preyouslp*6stus.n'or ownelbp."

the-sale of trust land toilonmembers
of the tribe., Although the ordinance
in fact sayIs nothing about embers
o f the tribe obtaining fee patents to
individually owned trust: land, ap-
pellant submits that the tribe as--
cribes such a purpose to the ordi-
nance.e 

Tribal Ordinance 76-05 was en-
acted by the tribal council under
authority of Article IV, Section.
1(m) of the Tribal Constitution
and Bylaws of the Oglala. Sioux.
Tribe. 7 Appellant argues that en-.
actments of the tribal council under
authority of its constitution are
binding on the Department, noting
that former Secretary of the Inte-
rior Harold L. Ickes in approving
the constituton, stated: "All offi-
cers and eployees-of the Interior
Department are ordered to abide by
the provisions of the said constitu-.
tion and bylaws." Constitution and
Bylaws of the Oglala Sioux Tribe.
at 12. -

[411 Wi rejet appellant's argu-
ment that because. the Department
is committedto upholding the pro-.
visions of the tribe's constitution
and bylaws it is lso bound by what-
ever ordinances the tribe adopts-

ONotice of appeal of Area Director's De-
cision, filed June 0, 1978, at 3.

7.The Oglala Sioux Tribe, which accepted
the provisions bf the Indian Reorganization
Act (the IRA) (25 U.S.C. § 461-486 (1976).),
adopted its constitution and bylaws ,on Jan..
15, 1986, pursuant to 26itLS.C. : 476 (1976).
Article Iv, Sec. 1(m) of the tribal, constitu-
'tion: provides in part that the tribal council
shall ha the-power 'to regulate * - the,
use. and disposition of property Apon the
reservation $ * ."

4251 �. 431
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regulating trust property on the has in persoa" jurisdiction over
reservation. Under the circum its members, including the author-
stances of this case, we hold that ity to prohibit the issuance of fee
Tribal Ordinance 764,as inter- patents. The holding in. Conroly
preted by the tribe, violates Article was that it was a proper exercise of
X, Sec. 1 of the tribal constitution tribal authority for the tribal court
and bylaws. For this reason, if no of the Oglala Sioux Tribe tQ order
other, the Secretary is precluded a' division of trust:property in a
'Irom abiding by the ordinance.8 divorce proceeding .between two;

[5] In addition to contravening members of the 'tribe. In referring
rights bestowed by the tribe's'own' to the 'Federal district court opin-
constitution appellant's position i w7 . r 2 l~~on whlkh t sustainled, the Appeals
that members of the tribe canot
obtain fee patents to individually
owned trust land violates express It is to be noted that the above decree
guarantees contained in the Gen- does not purport, in and of itse, to order

;eral Allotmnent Act and the Indian any conveyance of land, but rather to
Reo .ganizatid Act, as amended. order an application to the Secretary'to

Reorgaization Act a amede ' he made. Nor does it by its terms, or. rea-
See 25 U.S.C. §§ 349 and 4. sonable construction thereof, purport to.

Appellant refers. to Conrby v. affect the title which the Jnited States,

CO'nroy, "575 F. 2d 175 (8th Cir. as trustee, holds in the real property.
1978), as authority for. the prop- Footnote omitted.)
osition that the Oglala Sioux Tribe 575 F. 2d 180.

8 Article X, Sec. I of the tribal constitution
and bylaws states as follows: ;

"Section 1 Allotted lands. Allotted lands in-
cluding heirship lands, within the Pine Ridge
Reservation, shall continue to be held as
heretofore by their present owners. It. is recog-
nized that under existing law such lands may
be inherited by the heirs of the present owner,:
'whether or not they are members of the Oglala
Sioux Tribe. Likewise it is recognized that
under existing law the. Secretary' of the n-'
terior may, at his- discretion, remove restric-
tions upon such-land, upon application by the
Indian owner, whereupon the land willibecome
subject to State taxes and may be mortgaged
or sold. The right of the individual Indian to'
hold or to part with his land, as 'under exist-
ing law, shall not be abrogated by anything
contained in this constitution, but the owner
of' restricted land may, with the approval of
the Secretary of the Interior, voluntarily
convey his land to the' Oglala Sioux Tribe
either in exchange for a money payment or in
exchange for an assignment covering the same
land' or other land, as hereinafter provided"

925 U.S.C. 5 349 (1976) provides in perti-
nent part:

"[T]he Secretary o t the Interior may, in
his discretion, and he is to authorized when-..~ ~ ~ ~~~n prizedn.: # isJ, I;.: ,0. he..

So qualified, the Conroy decision
does not in any-manner sanction ab-
solute tribal regulation of, trust
property. : ! 

ever he shall 'be satisfied that ant Indian
allottee is competent and capable ofimnanaging
his or her affairs at any time to cause to be
issued to such allottee a patent in fee simple,

25 U.S.C. 5 83 (1976) provides in pertil-
nent part.

"The Secretary of the Interior, or his duly
authorized representative, is authorized In
his discretion, and upon application of the
Indian owners, to issue pateits in fee * * '

with-respect to' lands or interests in lands. held
by individual Indians under the provisions of
[the. IRA and. the WOkahama welfare Act]."

The Department has held that the authority
of the Secretary under 25L USC. § 43 to
issue patents'.n 'fee: is not limited to lands
acquired for individual Indians pursuant to:
the IRA but extends to all trust abds held-by'
individual Indains whosertribe has'accepted
the IRA. Solicitor's Opinion, MT-36002 (June'
7,1950).
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September 5, 1979-

Finally,' and alternatively iap- solved, is evident from the fact that
pelant submits that the Bureau has Bureau policy on this matter has
failed to adduce the proper findings changed frequently. In addition,
ini approving respondent's fee pat- there is ,a lack, of judicial guidance
ent.applications. . on the point.

Felix Cohen noted in, his Hand- [6] Present regulations of the
.book of qFederal Indi's Law at p. Department which implement the

,108. that ."[p]erhaps the most im- fee patent provisions of 25 U.S.C.
portan power.vested in administra- §§ 349, 372, and' 483; among other
tive officials with respect to allotted acts,; are contailned in 25 CFR Part
land is the power to'pass upon the 121. In addition to the Secretary's
alienation of such lands." We agree authority toi withhold action on fee
that this auhority must be ca're- ptent applications as'described in
fu'lyu xer ied.' sec. ' 121.2, previously discussed, the

The ifuidaien tal questi6 before regulation pertinent to this case is
us is Whehr the Scretary - may 25 CFR 121.5. This regulation pro-
deny a Tee patent to an 'Indian 4ap- vides in relevant part as follows:
plicahnft pos'ssed of trust land whln -ec.

Sec. 121.5. Issance of patent in fee..the. Tia has Theenadjudged
cominp ieent:underthe Department's (a) An application may be approved

and fee patent issued if the Secretarytin
regultions Here no oe quetions hi discretion, determines that the appli-

that: Richard:Tall,, whoihas pre- -cant iscompetent. When he patent in
viously' reeeived patents in, fee to fee is- delivered, an inventory of the-
former, trust Iands, satisfies the estate overed thereby shall be- given
competency requirements set forth to the patentee. (Acts of Feb. 5,. ]i8S7}
in 25 CFR 121.1 (c)J.' That tle (24 Stat. 388), as amended (25 US.a-349) ; June 25, 1910 .(36 Stat. .855),. as
question presented is ,not easily re- amended (25 U.s.C. 372); and May: 14
_________ ' : ' - ''' 1948 (62 Stat. 236- 25 U.s.a. 483), and

lOIn the recently published text FederaZ - other authorizing acts). dz 
IninLaw, by Getches, Rosenfeit, ad wiI . (b) If. an, pplication is denied, the

kinson (1979), the authors observe : "The
ability to convey allotments free of trust has applicant shall be notified in writing,
continued the erosive effect o the act EGen- given the reasons therefor and, advised
eral Allotment Act] on the Indian land base of his' right to appea3 pursuant to the
long after Congress halted the issuance of new provisions ofPart 2 of this chapter.
allotments. re is nof ambiguity in the

Ul The. comptnystandards, of256R
121.1(e ) were derived from the Act of. Aug. 11 . r
19\5, (69 Stat. .666j, which, in turn, appears above laniiguage. The regulation
to be. founded upon the Judicially, established fpai ll y
test for -cornpete c se othi ted States Panycnesht:a plcto
v. Debe1l, 227- F. 760 (8th Cir. 1915). The 'stay be approved by theSecretay
Debell standard was reviewed, in Miller v.
Unitedate , 5 

0 d 987 (0th Cir. 192), if an Indian applicant is found coi-
eri.the court concluded that it w;as a petent. Further, an IndianY whose

standard "few white men would measure up aplictibi-i is en is' -hosa
to.,, application s'deniedis rded a
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right to appeal therefrom pursuant
to 25 CFR Part 2. -

Any doubt about the purpose or
effect of 25 CFR 121.5 is eliminated
by reference to the official statement
concerning this rule when it was
published in proposed form. On
Apr. 18, 1972, former Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, Louis R. Bruce,
stated in the Federal Begister:

Under the present regulations if an ap-
plicant is competent, the issuance of a
fee patent is mandatory. This revision
[25 FIr 121.5(a)] would reflect the-au-
thority derived from the authorizing acts
and allow the exercise of discretion in
the issuance of fee patents as it may now
be exercised in the issuance of orders
removing restrictions and certificates of
competency.

See 37 FR 8384.

The present provisions of 25 CFR
121.5 became effective on Apr. 24,

f 1973. See 38 FR 10080. In the Ad-
ministrative Appeal of Frances A.
Shively Kevern, 2 IBIA 123, 80 I.D.
804 (1973), a case where this Board
directly confronted the issue of an
Indian applicant's right to a fee
patent, the controlling regulations
in effect were those rescinded by
Commissioner Bruce through the
action noted above. Since the De-
partment's regulations are binding

::on the Boards of Appeal, Office of
Hearings and Appeals, in adjudi-
cating disputes (see Donald G. Jor-

. dan, 35 IBLA 290 (1978)), it was
held in evern, supra, that the
Bureau was required to issue a fee
patent to the Indian applicant
,whose competency had been estab-
lished. (The Administrative Ap-

peal of Ethel H. Not Afraid v. Area
Director, Billings, et al., 3 IBIA 235
(1975), a decision sustaining the
denial of an allottee's application.
for issuance of fee patent as a dis-
cretionary act by the Director, dis-
tinguished the holding in Keven,
pointing out that fevern was de-
cided prior to the Apr. 24, 1973,
amendment of 25 CFR 121.5(a).)

That specific grounds are set
forth in 25 CFR 121.2 concerning
when the Secretary may withhold
action on an application for fee pat-
ent title (i.e., upon a showing that
approval thereof would' adversely
affect other Indians or tribes): m I ay
not be construed as a sign that the
Secretary does not conte n te that
fee patent title can be denied to
competent Indian applicants. As
previously shown, 25 CFR 12L5 (a)
was intentionally changed. in 973
to make it clear: that the. Secretary
has authority to deny fee patents to
competent Indian applicants. In
short, the "withholding" power es-
tablished by sec. 121.2 merely fur-
nishes theSecretary with. a third al-
ternative to the inmmediateapproval
or disapproval of a valid applica-
tion. 2 :

12 Based on' the Board's informational re-
view of a recent Bureau decision involving the
same question before us, there is some ques-
tion whether the BIA presently agrees with
this interpretation of Its regulations. As
previously explained, however, the meaning
of the regulations is not subject to debate.
And, an agency cannot, consistent with the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 5.53,
ignore its own rules and embark on a new
course informally. Boston dison Co. v.
Federal Power Cofm'e, 557 P. 2d 845 (D.C.
Cir. 1977).

[86 I.D.
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Although current regulations
clearly authorize the Secretary to
deny fee patent applications, they
are silent regarding the grounds
upon which a competent applicant
for fee patent title can. have his or
her application'.denied. In. the ab-
sence of complete rules overning
when a fee patent application may
appropriately be denied, we hold
that the considerations which per-
Iit the Secretary to withhold
action on an application would, in
.certain ircunmstances, legally sup-
port a denial of an application. At
various times it has been the active
policy of. the Departmnent to deny
fee patent applications when ap-

proval thereof would adversely
affet the* consolidation of Indian
lands. Ast stated by former Acting
Solicitor William J. Burke in a
Solicitor's Opinion, rendered :Feb.
1S, 1954 (6i I.D. 298, 302):

Indeed, there are other factors than com-

petency that may legitimately be con-
sidered, and. have been considered, by the

Secretary in deciding whether to issue a
patent in.fee. Thus, it has been estab-
lished policy to consider whether the issu-
ance of the, patent would adversely affect
the consolidation: of Indian lands.-i

i Support for use of this standard ls found,
among other places, in theIndian Reorganiza-
tion Act. One Of. the provisions of this Act,
which was enacted to curtail the allotment
system and bolster tribal governments, was
the indefinite extension of the trust period for
individual allotments. 25 U.S.C. § 462. In
addition, the 1948 amendment to the IRA
expressly vests the Secretary with discretion
in acting on requests for fee patent title. 25
U.S.C. § 483. (For an analysis of why 25

Any conversion -of trust, land to
fee status will of course result in a
diminution of Federally protected
Indian land. The extent to which.
any proposed conversion would
result in such adverse effects on
other Indians or tribes that the Sec-
retary should not approv e it is a
question which can only be, ad-
dressed on a case-by-case basis.

Another standard is found, in Ex
Parte, Pero, 99: F. 2d 28. (th. Cir.
1938), cert. denied, 36 U.S. 643:=
(1939) .'There, the Appeals Court
stated:

[TIhe issuance of a patent in fee. simple
by the Secretary is not mandatory upon
his being satisfied that a trust allottee is
competent and capable of managing his
own affairs.

[U]nder Section 349 [2Z U.S.C.] it is ob-
vious that.the Secretary of-the. Interior
patent in fee .simple to a trust allottee
A selection;filed by the State of Alaska
ought :to be: satisfied not onlv that the
allottee is competent and capable of man-
aging his or her affairs, but also that it
would be to the best interest of the allot-
tee for the* allottee to become emanci-
Ipated from the exclusive jurisdiction of
the United States* and become subject to
the laws of the state in which he resides.

199 F. 2d 34--35. .

We agree that it is a'valid con-
sideration for the Secretary to de-
termine whether issuance of a fee
patent is in the best interest of the

.S.C. § 372 need not be construed, as mandat-
iag the issuance of fee patent title upon a
Secretarial determination of competency, see
Acting Solicitor Burke's Opinion, aupra at 61

3.D. 01-302.

425 1 435
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Indian applicant. To, issue a fee. ture of case which should possibly
patent under the Secretary's discre- be referred for anevitary hear-
tionary authority when such acion ing pursuant to 43. FR4.361 (a),
is not in the best interest of the although no party has urged the
Jidian applicant would be wholly necessity of a hearing. Richard Tall
inconsistent with the Department's has been waiting well over 3. years
fidu iary obligations as trustee. . for a final decision from -the De-

' Implicit in the above standard is partment on his applications.. lie is
recognition that the owner of a trust now 60 years old and is surely en-
patent enjoys only those property titled to a final decision at once.if-
rights specifically conferred; by possible. Further, in the absence of
Congress. We summarize these to be published gugidelines, or I rules con-
a right to present use andoccupancy cerniing, when a fee patent. applica-
of the land, protected .,by Federal tion may appropriately be approved
supervision, and a future right to or disapproved, the yalueof ahear-
fee patent title if and when the trust ing in this case is somewhat dimin-
:status of the land islifted. ished. Lastly, while lgal questions

Unfortunatel.'factualshdftcom- have arisen in tle context of tills ap-
ings in the administrative record be- peal, the Secretary's power to ap-
fore us render it exceedingly diffi- prove' fee patent applications is,
cult to evaluate the merits of the pursuant-to statute and rulemakilig,
Bureau'sacion in this case. The discretionary. Exercise of this dis-
only reason given by Richard Tall cretion has been, delegated. to Bu-
for wanting fee title to his trust reau officials, not the Office of
lands is that such title willimprove Hearings and Appeals. Except upon
his ranching operation. I-i does ndt special delegation from the: Secre-
state how. Mr. Tall does make it tary, the Board is not authorized to
kar tilathe has no desire or inten- review discretionary decision ak-

tion to sell his lands to the tribe.' ing of the BIA. See43 CFR 4.1(b
On the other. recor (2); 4.351; 4.353; 4.361(b) and 25

theotle~;hand, the e c CFR 2.191 Under the circurn-
shows that the0 tribe was given C'F,
fample opportunity toevoicei 6bjec- st ances,, we. shall dispose of this
tion tothe subjet applications, filed aed o a complete

over 3 years ago, prior to their ap- Based ona. c l review of
proval by the Area Director. N theadministrative record, including
objections or offers to purchase re- the arguments of the parties, and on
spondenit'sf trust: lahnds were sub-; the Board's understanding of the
mitted.Nor are:there any objections ap lawand regulations, we
of record from individual Indians -hold that. it was not error for the
claiming that the applications:_ 0-_____

should for ny re~son b denied ldThe BIA did correctly observe that' thisshould, for any reason, be denied. 
: But for' ,certain; equitable and the Board b reference to such appeal

other considerations, this is thena- rights in the decision of the Acting De uty
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Bureau of Indian Affairs to ap-
prove Richard Tall's fee patent ap-
plications. Such holding is based,
inter aia, on a finding that such
action is adverse neither to Mr. Tall
nor: to the Oglala Sioux Tribe, as
evidenced. by its response or lack
thereof to the subject. applications.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Indian Appeals under 43 CFR 4.1,
the decision of Acting Deputy Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, Martin
:E. Seneca, r., dated Oct. 27, 1978,
is affirmed. This decision is final for
tle Department.

WM. Pnnap HORTON,
Chief Adminisrative Judge.

WE COVOUR:-. :: :

FRANK :Asss,
Administratve Judge. :

MCEL J. SABAGE,
Administrathie Judge. 

DEAN TRUCKING; CO., INC.

1 IBSMA 229
Decided Septe zb er 1, 1979

Appeal by the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation, and Enforcement (SM) 
from the amended decision of Adminis-
trative Law Judge: Tom D. Allen,
dated April 12, 1979, vacating three
notices of violation issued by 081W
pursuant to the Surface Mining Con-
trol and Reclamation Act of 1977
(Docket os. CH 8-12-R and OH
9-4-R).

Reversed.

INGIJ CO., INC.r
er 11, 1979 :

437

1. Surface- Mining Control and Reela-
mation Act of 1977: Spoil and Mine
Wastes: Talley and. Head-of-Hollow
Fills .

The fact that an operator may have be-
gun constructing a fill which obstructed,
interrupted, or encroached upon a natural
drainage channel or natural stream chan-
nel prior to May 3, 1978, may not excuse
the operator from complying with federal
requirements for a valley fill when he
subsequently continues confstruction 6f
the valley - .ll.

2. Administrative Procedure: Burdei
of Proof-Rules of Practice: Appeals:
Burden of Proof-Surface Mining Con-
trol and Reclamation Act of 1977: Ad-,
ministrative Proceduret Generally

In review .proceedings of notices, of vio-
latlon and cessation orders, the burden of
going forwardl to-establish a prima facie
case rests with OSM and the ultimate
burden of persuasion rests with the.ap-
plicant for review.

APPEARANCES: Billy lack Gregg,
Esq., Office of the Field Solicitor,
Charleston, West Virginia; Shelley D.
Hayes, Esq., Office of the Solicitor, and
Marcus P. McGraw, Esq., Assistant
Solicitor for Enforcement, Office of the
:Solicitor, Washington, D.C., for apppl-
lant,, the Office of: Surface- Xinffii
Beclamation and Enforcement; Carl S.
McAfee, Esq., .Norton, Virginia, for
appellee, Dean Trucking Co., Inc.

OPIZNION BY THE 17TEPOR
BOARD OF SURFACE

MINING, AVD?; RECLAMYATION
APPEALS.,

This case was originally before
the Board as IBSMA 79-4 On.

0 ' . 0

:t
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Mar. 23, 1979, in Dean Trucking
Co., Inc.; 1 IBSMA 105, 86 I.D. 201
(1979), the Board remanded the
case to thie Hearings Division to
allow the Administrative Law
Judge (ALJ) to:. make -adequate
findings of fact.

On Apr. 12, 1979, the AJ issued
lhis "Amiended Final Decision. In
ithe vacatedthat partof his Nov.
-28, 1978, decision entitled "Discus-
sion, Findings of Fact and Conclu-
sions of Law" and substituted an
amended: decision in which he re-
affirmed his holding that violations
Nos. 2 and 3 of Notice of Violation
No. 78-1-18-3, relating to failure to
have perime ter markers and a sedi-
mentation pond, were properly is-
sued. In addition, he vacated viola-
tion N6.' 1 of Notice of Violation
No. 78-I-18-3, Notice of Violation
No. 78-1-15-3, and Notice of Viola-
tion No. 78-I-15-6, all pertaining
to the fill created by.Dean.

0n May 14, 1979, OSM filed a
timely notice of appeal seeking. re-
view, of that part of the ALJ's deci-:
sion. which, vacated the violations
relating to the, fill. On June 13,
1979, OSM fileda brief. Dean filed
a brief on July 30, 1979; this brief
was 27 days late and ha's not been
accepted by the Board. See 43 CFR
4.1273 (d).; 

The factual and procedural back-:-
]ground surrounding the noticesI of
violation involved in this case were,
set forth in the previous Board deci-
sion and need not be repeated.

As discussed below, the ALJ
held in his "Amended Final Deci-
sion that "the preponderance of
the evidence shows and I so hold

that the area in question was not, a
valley or head-of-hollow on Aug. 2,
1977, May D.&, 1978, or at any time
after May 3, 1978, as defined in 30
CFIR 710.5."' (ALJ's decision at 8).
We find this holding to be in error.
Therefore, we reverse.

Discuscson

oSM:'cited Dean for violating 30
CFR 715.15(b) relating to' disposal
'of 'spoil in valley or head-of-hollow
fills.' At the hearing beforethe AU3
Dean contended that it wa'snot dis-
posing of fill n 'a valley.

"Valley" is not deflned in'the Act
or in the interim regulations. Val-
ley fill' .-l d "had-of-hllo fill"
are'defined for purposes o'f this ap-
peal in 30 CFR 710.5 (42 FR 62679
(Dee. 13, 1977)) as follows: .

' That regulation, 'nter aie was-the sub-
ject of a consolidated lawsuit challenging
the interim regulations. On Aug. 24, 1918,
Judge' Flannery left 30 CFR 715.15(b) "in
force, but remand[edf the regulations to the
Secretary for reconsideration in light of the
March 1978 report [an update of Skelly &
Loy, Environmental Assessment o f Surface
Mining -Methods, IHead-of-Hollow' Fill and
Mountain Removal, Interim Report (1977) J."
In Re 4'urfcce Mining Regulation Litigatzou,
456 F. Supp. 1301, 1311 (D.D.C. 1978). On
May 25, 1979, OSM published ' final interim
regulations establishing desigu criteria for
head-of-hollow and valley fills to be effective
June 25, 1979. 44 FR 30610. 

The May 25, 1979, regulations '(44 FR
30610,' 30628) revised the definitions of head-
of-hollow fill and valley fill in 30 CFR 710.5
to read as follows:

"ead-of-hollow fll means a dfll structure
consisting of any material, other than coal
processing waste and organic material, placed
in the uppermost reaches of a hollow where
side slopes of the fill measured at the steepest
point are greater that [sic] 20° or the profile
of the hollow from the toe of the fill to the top
of fill is greater than 10°. In fills with less
than 250.00 cubic yards of material, as-
sociated with contour mining, the top srface
of the fill will be at the elevation of the coal
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Valloy flll and hcead-of-.ollub fll means
.a structure consisting of any materials
other than waste placed so as to encroach
upon or obstruct to any degree any nat-
ural stream channel other than those
minor channels located on highland areas
where overland flow in natural rills and
gullies is the predominant form of runoff.
Such fills are normally constructed in the
uppermost portion ofa V-shaped valley in
order to reduce the upstream drainage
area (head-of-hollow fills). Pills located
farther downstream (valley fills); must
have larger diversion structures to mini-
mize infiltration. Both fills are character-
ized by rock underdrains and are con-
structed in compacted lifts from the toe
to the upper surface in a manner to pro-
mote stability.

The application of 30 CFR 715.15
(b) is triggered by 30 CFR 715.15
(a) (8) and by the definition of val-
ley* fill and head-of-hollow fill. 30
CFR 71.15(a) (8) (42 FR 62683
(Dec. 13, 1977) ) reads as follows:

If any portion of the fill interrupts,
obstructs, or encroaches upon any natural
drainage channel, the entire fill is classi-
fied as a valley [fill] or head-of-hollow fill
and must be designed and constructed in
accordance with the requirements of
paragraph (b) of this section.

There 'is no question that Dean
was involved in disposing of spoil

F.N. 1-Continued
seam. In all other head-of-hollow fills, the
top surface of the fill, when completed, is at
approximately the same elevation as the ad-
jacent; ridge line, and no significant area of
natural drainage occurs above the fill draining
into the fill area.

"Valley fill means a fill structure consisting
of any material other than coal waste and
organic material that is placed in a valley
where side slopes of the fill measured at the
steepest point are greater than 20' or the
profile of the hollow from the toe of the fill
to the top of the fill is greater than 10'."

t The language of 30 CnR 715.15 (a) (8) has
been deleted from the May 25, 1979, regula-
tions. 44 FR 30610, 30029. -

froml its mining operation and tlhat
this Material was being placed in a
certain area. Sin-ce there is no re7
quirement i 30 CFR 15.15 (b), 30
CF.R 715.15(a) (8), or, 30 CFI 710.5
that an area being filled be proved
to be a "valley" in order that the 30
.CFlI 71.1 (b) requirements apply,
the question is whether the material
was placed in an area that would
qualify the fill as a valley fill pur-
suant to 30 CFR 715.15(a)(8) and
the definition of valley fill in 30
CFR 10.5. That is, did any portion
of the fill interrupt, obstruct, or en-
croach upon. any natural drainage
channel (30 .CFR 715.15 (a) (8) ) or,
in other words, was the fill material
placed so as to encroach upon or
obstruct to any degree any natural
stream hannel (3o CFR 710.5) 

Despite: the fact that the AL
stated that OSM failed "to establish
the existence of a 'natural stream'
as: defined in 30 CFR 710.5 and a
review of -the photographic evidence
presented by respondent clearly
shows the impossibility of such a
'natural stream channel' or even a
natural drainage channel" (ALJ's
decision at:7), there is ample evi-
dence to show that QSM carried its
burden of going forward to estab-
lish a prima facie case as to the
validity of the notices. See 43 CIFR
4.1171(a).

Ronnie Vichers, one of the OSM
reclamation specialists who in-
spected the operations testified that
Dean had constructed a dam across
the mouth of the area in question
and that fill was being placed be-
hind the dam, (Tr. 11, 32-33). He

437 - 3 439
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also stated that on Aug. 3, 1978,
waterwas flowing into the fill area
toward the mouth, of the area in
~question (Tr.. 64-65). Jack Spa-
Aaro a mining engineer with OSM
experienced in reviewing the design
and construction of valley fills in
surface mines, testified, after exam-
ining- pAppplnt s Exh. ; a tOpo-
graphical map, that the crest of the
ridge was at: approximately 2,000
feet; that' the valley fill was at
aibout 1,800 feet; that the slope was
inward toward the. valley fill; and
that all drainage in the area would
be toward the valley fill (Tr. 88).
When asked how he would deter-
Mine the existence of' a natural
stream channel, Spadaro responded
that he would examine a topo-
grapllic map uand determine from
that where the water would flow
and if there was-. any- significant
watershed contributing drainage,
he would say it was a natural drain-
way or natural water course (Tr.
97). When asked, "Does that water
[OSM's photographic Exh. R-9-
A.] indicate that water is draining
into that fill area?" he answered,
"Yes"'-(Tr. 98).

..On cross-examination Spadaro-
testified that the-area of, Dean's op-
eration. depicted in OSMI's photo-'
graphic Exh. R-9-A would:not..fall
-within the exception in the defini-
tion of valley fill for minor han-
hels located on highland. areas
where overland flow'in natural rills
and gullies is the predominant form
of runoff. He considered. a natural
rill or .gully to be only, a few feet
cIeepD- (Tr. 99). When,questioned
further whether he would consider'

what he saw, in Exh. R-9-A to
be a: natural stream, Spadaro
stated:

A. Yes. t
Q. Wheredoesitflow to?
A. It flows downstream to the bottom

portion. . ;
Q. I thought you said it wasn't a flow.

' fA. It backed up, but it would under

ordinary conditions flow.
.Q. Where did it come from?
A. It came from the watershed above

the fill.

(Tr. 100.).

[1] The testimony of the OSM
witnesses. cited above -and its ex-
hibits (especially Exh. R-9-A and
R-97F) establish that the fill cre-
ated- by Dean interrupted, ob-
structed, or encroached upon a nat-
ural drainage channel or stream-
channel.4 The fact that.Dean may
have begun constructign a fill-which
interrupted, obstiucted, or en-
croached Alipon a natural drainage
or natural 'stream channel prior to
May:3, 1978, does not excuse Dea'n
from complying with federal re-
quireijlents: when it subsequently
continued filling actions in August
and September, 1978. Dean?s dump-
ing of fill behind the dam- was an
interruption, obstruction ,, or; en-

'The ALl's decision (p. S) seems to con-
firm the existence of evidence to support a
findinig that Dean's fill interrupted, obstructed,
or encroached upon "any; natural drainage
channel" when .he stated- .K, -.

"The fact that water may.. have been flow-
ing fron the inioundment shown in Respond-
ent's Exh.. 9-A (Tr.. 31-32, 6465) does:;net
alter the fact that io svnfictent proof exisite
that .tater. was )lowfig ';nto' this 0*6tponid-.
ment from the area above the highwae1 shown
in Respondent's Boh. 9-A, other than wlhewi ft
ra.e.l, hich iloas admitte bly Appbigant
(Tr. 114-i15) and which would be. ohvio'vs to
anyone loohing at the area." (talic added
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eroachment iWithin the meaning of
the'.regulations. It is the intent iof
sec. 715.15 (a)' (8) that all fils that
encroach upon or obstruct any nat-
ural stream -channel, other than
those channels on highland areas
such as natural rills and gullies,
meet the .tequirements: set forth in.
see. 715.15(b). &e 42 FR 62648,
Comment ii (Dec.: 13, 1977) ,and
30 CFR 710.5.

It is also clear that while Dean
may, have been complying with the
requirements of its state permit-in
constucing the valley fill, it was
not in compliance with: the. federal
requirements. As we held. in Cedar
C-oal Co.,1l IBSMA 145, 86 I.D. 250
(1979) compliance with state min-
ing permit conditions does not ex-
cuse noncompliance with the initial
federal performance standards..

[2] Ths prima facie case having
been establise, Dean. ailedin its
ultimate burden of. persuasion:.5 In
fact, the testimony of Aubra Dean;
an officer, in the compaly, rather
than rebutting, served to bolster
OSM's showing that the fill was be-
ing constructed in a natural drain-
age channel. (Tr. 101, 114-15, 117).

For the above-stated reasons, we
mustconclude, that while Dean had
begun.its::operations. ,prior .to imple-
mentation, of the interim regula-
tions .and . had partially filled the
valley at the time the OSM inspec-

543 CRF 4.1171(b) states that in proceed-
Ings to review notices of violation the appli-
cant for review shall have the ultimate burden
of persuasion.

V. ;DANIEL-OHNSON: 441;
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tors first visited te site,6 the action
of Dean in August 1978, and
subsequently, resulted in the fill
interrup ting, obstructing, or en-
croachin-g' upon a natural drainage
6cahl or natural stream channel.

The ALJ S decision is reversed as
to violation No. of Notice:of Vio-'
lation; No. 78-1_18-3, Notice of Vio-
latioI NO. 78-1'43, and Notiee of
Violation N0. 8-I-1546. ' 

*mL -A. wI-ViN,

Chief Adn inistrative Judge.:

.- ALh-E G. BARNES,

Administrative Judge.

MELVIN J. MIN,
Adviniistrati've Judge.

STATE OF ALASKA

v.

DANIEL JOHNSON

42 IBLA 370 ::
Decided September 11, 1979

Appeal from decision of the Alaska
State Office, Bureau of Land:Xanage-
ment, partially rejecting state seleci
tion applications A-050580 and
A-060527.

Remanded.

1. Alaska: Land Grants and SeIec-
tions: Generally-Alaska: -ative

a 0Si2 inspector, Rnnie Vickers, testiffed
that the fill was only 20 to 25 percent com-
plete on Aug. 3 1978 (Tr. 62). On the other
hand,-Aubra Dean testified that two, thirds of
the ll material was in the hollow by May 3
1978 (Tr. 103).
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Allotnients-Appeals-Contests and
Protests: Generally -ules of Prac-
tice: Goverment Contests-Rues of
Practice: Private Contests
Where there is a conflict between an p-
plication by the State of Alaska to select
land under the Alaska Mental Health En-
abling Act and an application by an
Alaska Native for allotment under the
Act of -May 17, 1906, and it appears to
the Bureau of Land Management that
the Native applicant has met the require-
ments for patent, upon notice of this de-
termination the State, if dissatisfied, has
an election of remedies. It may initiate
private contest proceedings to prove lack
of qualification on the part of the Native,
or it may appeal the determination to the
Board of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the
Board concludes that the Native's appli-
cation is deficient, it will order the in-
stitution of Government contest proceed-
ings. If, however, the Board affirms the
finding that the requirements of patent
have been met, the State will have no
further administrative recourse. Where
the; State had not prior to its appeal been
afforded notice of the: election, it should
be affoded an oppottunityto make such
election.

2. Alaska: Land Grants- and Se-
leetions: Generall aska: Land
Grants and Selections: Mental Health
Lands Alaska: Xative Allotments 
A. selection filed by the State of Alaska
is subject to prior valid existing rights
of Natives, irrespective of whether the
State selection was filed pursuant to the
Alaska Mental Health Enabling Adi or
the Statehood Act.

A P E AN C E S: Thomas E.
xfeacham, * Esq.l Assistant Attorney
general, Anchorage, Alaska, for the
State of Alaska; Vrederick Torrisi,
-sq.,: Alaska Legal Services Corpora-
,tion) Dillinghan, -Alaska, for Daniel
Johnson.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

FISHMAN

INTERIOR BOARD:
OF l AND APPE ALS

The State of Alaska has ap--
pealed from a July 6,1977, decision
of the Alaska State Offilce, Bureau.
of Land Management (LM),
giving tentative approval to the
allotment application of Daniel
Johnson and withdrawing prior-
tentative approval of the' State
of Alaska's selection application.
for the same land.

The -State of Alaska's selection
application A-050580 (filed on
Nov. 11, 1959) was amended o!
Aug. 16, 1962, to include the and
here in issue, lot 8, NE 1/4 SE 1/4
sec. 6, and-lots 1 and .6sec.-7, T. T
N., R. 11 W., Sewardimeridial.
These lands were also included in a
hohmestead entry, A-522, filed
on Aug. 15, 1960. The homestead
entry failed and was closed on-Aug.
12, 1966.

On Apr. 13, 1972, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, file'd Native. allot-
iment applicatioi A4797 for 79.18
acres for lot 8, NE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec.
6, T. 7N.,' R. 11 W., Seward merld
idn, on behalf of Daniel Johnson.
'Johnson claimed -use andl occupan-
cy from May 1957 for fishing,. hunt-
ing trapping, and berrypicking
* On June 16 .1972, the, State of
Alaska fjurther selected the lan&
(A-060527) pursuant to the, Alaska
Statehood Act, -72 Stat. 339, at
amended, 48 U.S.C. Chap. 2, note
(1976).
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A BLM field report, filed in Jan-
ua:ry 1973, states.that a cabin was
found on the land but that there was
no verification; of use. The report
Rlso; contains the following: find-
ings:

Based' onthe evidence on the ground
the applicant has'been using the land in
the recent past.

'The applicant's use prior to the home-
stead entry was not adequate to qualify
for an allotment, and the applicant's use
during'the time the homestead was of
record could not qualify as legal use and
occupancy.since the use was not poten-

-tially exclusive. However, since the ap-
plicant lives near the tract, it is assumed
that the'appli'cant has made legal use of
the land since the time the homestead
failed.

The 'examiner assumes that the land
was open and recommends that the appli-
cant be granted the tract ***;

'In response to BLM's request'for
further information bearing on ap-
plicant's use of the land, five wit-
esses, including the allotment. ap-

plicant, submitted statements. The
witnesses indicated that they had
seen the applicant use the land, that
the applicant had a family when s-
ing: the land, that the land was used

for beIrypicking, wood gathering,
and food gathering, and that a-

cabin was on the land.

'Based on this information, BLM

held application AA-7597 for ap-
proval, reserviing coal, oil, and gas
to the United States. The decision
appealed frIomalso held for rej ec-

tion Stat sele'ction A050580 allow-

ing the State of Ala ska30 days to

iniiate a piVate coiltest 'against the:
allotment appli'ant pursuant to 43

. DANIEL-JOHNSON 443
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CFR- A4.450. The decision further
stated:

rE ailure of the State to initiate-a' private
contest within the time indicated above
will result in theNative allotment being
approved, the. tentative approval being
modified in. part, and the State selection
being rejected a's'to the lands in Mr. John-
son's allotment- application. This actioi
will become final without further totie.

The decision also advised the State
of its right to appeal to this.-Board.

The State of Alaska appeals:on
several grounds. First,, it asserts,
citing State of Alsa, Jo nNueun-
ginqz', 28 IBLA 83 (1976), that the
burden is on.BLM'to initiate its own
contest' proceedings against the
later-filed'Native allotment appli-
cant in which the State zmay' ppear
:as an interested party. 'TheState
contends that a' BLM_-initiated' con-
test with a full evidentiary hearing
is required for a determination as to
whether the applicant established a
valid claim. The State' maintains
that unless and until the Native al-
lotment. applicant's claim is sus-
tainedin a BLM contest proceeding
4the State's Mental Health [Alaska
ment Health Enablin- Act, 70
Stat 7O9 ('July 28, 19.6)] grant se-
lection applications stand as prior-
filed, applications, thus segregating
the land from later apropriation
by [the allotment applicant]."

The. State fuither argues that
since selection application A-050580
-was nade pursuant to the Alaska
Mental elth Enabling Act, s'
and;: regulations thereunder, there
eould be nothing "tentative" about
BLM's approval of such selection

441 '
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and the State's equitable title to the The question ultimately raised by
land vested abs6lutly. Therefore, it the State's first argument is vhether
is argued, BLI was without power it was atorded-a proper opportu-
to subsequently modify tle approv- nity to participate in the BLM de-
al granted the State on Dec. 1, 1966. termination. In N7dta~ic Tasisilly,

The State's final argument is di- 17 IBLA 348 (1974), we'Ield that
reeted to the weakness of evidenice the State's interest in its selection'
tupon which BLM hed for approval application was adverse to that of a
applicant- Johnson's allotment. ap- Native allotment applicant and that
plication.- the State shuld be served iith

We: shlall .tteat each of these argu-, copies of documents relatin t te
ments in turn. allotmen t applicatioii anc be "af-

[1] John AMusuvg qlya, dpra coes forded an opportunity to set forth
not support the proposition for, its pOSitiOl on whether the occu-

'hich appellant has cited that case, pancy of the Natiie would 'be'iufv
namely theatthe Department must fcient tou preent theState's selec-
initiate a contest even tlough BLM.: tion rights from attachin' to the
may be fully satisfied that the N'- land." Id. at.352.
tive app~licant has fulfilled his li- The decision of the instant case
gation under the Allotment Act. ivas adverse to the State in that it

The Board in Stcge of Alaska, 41 advised that the allotment-applica-
IBLA 39, 312, 313 (1979), stated tion was eld forapproval, tha the
that:; ;y; ;;) ;; , S : : u ? - selection application was held for

:In Nuhsuninyra, spra [28 IB3LA: S33', rejection inpart, and that if the
the Board, held that the evidence, of the- Staite failed to initiate a contest
allotment applicant's compliance was 11t withintle tinlie allotted, 'the "'actioni
"satisfactory to the Secretary of the In- will become final without, further.
teror," although it was deemed satisfac- alote P 
tory tBM. Therefore, the Board i

to Board r~~~~see-srv
versed th BLM decisio'n, and because of LAs we observed in State of Alaska
the requirement that a Native allotment sura, the State has an eletion of
cannot be summarilyrejected withoutno-:, remedies. It may either initiate a
ticeand opportunity for, an Oral hearing, private ojitest (43 CFR 4.40-1)
the Board directed that BLAI initiate a o eal to this B T ce-
Government contest proceeding against 7

the allotment claim.. *: * This reslt quence ot the latter action, w'ith an
flowed exclusively from the Board's con- ensing dedision by the Boad, is
clusion that BLM had erred in finding that o fruthei appeal will le in
that Nusunginya's evidence was ultimate- tls .epatnentthe ad nisativ
iy sufficient to prove his qualifieation to - ' -i n tr, t v
the satisfaction of the Secretary. ItIdid remecty IS exhausted, .and theState
not hold, nd: may not ble construed- as' Wll11have nofurther administratie
holding, that BLM must bring a Gover- recourse if the Board afiiris the
ment contest in every, case where an al- BLM de cision. But in' the case at
lotment application was filed later than
the State's application for the same land, barthe Stat

ootnoe omitted.] thenecessit y of mak ing -abidi&ng-
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election between (1) initiating a
contest, or- (2)_ allowing the decision
to become final by the expiration of
30 days and then appealing; agree-
ing sb Wilentio to be bo: nd by tlh
Board's determination. n 
words, i, in the circumstances, the
Board should find that the Native
allotment is proper for allowance
the State would have no futthei #&
course before the Departme-Ant.

[2] The State's second argument
attempts to draw a istinction be-
tween the* effect of approvals of
State selections made under -the
Alaska MNfeital ienglh Enaling
Act and tlose made under the Stae-
hood Act. Sec. 202 (a) of the Mental
Healtl Enabling Act^.pr-i es

Sec. 202. (a) The Territory of Alaska
is hereby granted'and shall be entitled to 
select, within ten yeats from the effective
date of this Act, not to exceed one million
acres,from the public la nds of the United
States in laska which, are vacant, un-
appropriated, and :uiireserved- at the time
of their selection: Pro6vdcd, -That-nothl;
ing herein contained shall afect-any valid
existing rights. All lands' duly selected
by the Territory of Alaska pursuant to
this sectionishall be patented to'the Ter-
ritory by 'the Secretary of the Interior. -

The reglation to which. the State
adverts is 43 CFR ;2222.9-4(d)
(1966) which provies :;.

(d) Rffect of. approvqlZof sZeptions.,

Following the selection of lands by the
State and the te7taive approval of such

selectionby thIe authorized ofcer of the
Bureau of Land Managemient, the State
is au'thorizedt:oexsecut'eonditional leases
and to make conditional sales of such se-
lected lands. pending: survey of the ex-
terior boundaries of the sle ted area.'
if ieessary, adnd'issuanci of patent. Said

offcem will, notif 'the appropriate Sate

official in writing of his tentative ap-
proval 'of a selection after determining
that there is-no bar to passing legal title
to the lands to the- State other thani the
need for the survey of the lands or for
the issuance of patent or both. [Italie
added.]

The text of the later regulation,
43 CFR 2627.3(d), is identical;
both regulations provide for tenta-
tive approval of lands selected by
the State. Tha distinction contend-
ed for simply does not exist, ancdthe
effects of a State selection irrespec-
tive of the Act' under which it was
made is sbj ect to prior valid exist-
ing rights of atives. These rights
have. been 'pre-serv'd by a chaiii-aof
legislation beginning with the
Organic Act of May: 17, 1884,23
Stat. 24, 26.; Even the Alaska Native
Claims 'Settlement Act, 43 'U.S.C.
§1601-1628 (1976)> which ex-
tinguished all claims of .title based
oinL use or occupancy of the lands,
provides at,43 U.S.C. § 1617 (1976).
(sec. 18)- that -:Native allotments,
pending on the date of enactment,
could be. processed to conclusion.
Thus, if Johnson used and occupied
the land. according to the: prereq-
uisites of the Native Allotnient Act,
43 U.S.C. §§ 270-I to 270-3 (1970),
prior to the Stae: selectionapplica-
tioi, the Jaid was not vacant,..un-
appropriated,.:or unresved under
the statute.

Siic6 the State has not yet been
afforded an opportunity to make an
informed election as stated above, it
is appropriate, that it be afforded
such ai opportunity at this time.

Accordingly, pursuant to the a-
tlloiy deegated to the Board. of

303-299-79--
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Land Appeals by the Secretary of
tle Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, we- re-
mand-the case to he. Alaska *State
Office, BLMi, for appropriateaction
consistent herewith.

FREDERICk FISHMAN,

Adm dstrative Judge.

WN CONCUR:

DOUGLAS E. IHENRIQUES:

Administrative. Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTE LEWIS, 
Administrative Judge.

ALABAMA BY-PRODUCTS CORP.

I IESMA 239

Decided Septembe'r 14,, 1979

Appeal by the Office of Surface Xining
RPclanatidn andl :Enforcement from a.
decision by.Administrative Law Judge
Torbett, dated Mar. 13:1979, in which
he vacatedi two notices of violation
issued for alleged topsoil handling
procedure$s violations. (Docket fos.
NIX 8-26-R and X:il8-27-R.)

Remanded.

1. Surface Miing Control and Recla-
mation. Act: of 1977.: Initial Regula
tory.Program: Performance Require-
ments: State Regulation-Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation -Act
of 1977: State Regulation .. 
Regardless of whether a permittee has a
mining and reclamation plan. approved
by .the. state regulatory authority. before
the interim regulations becane effective,
that plan must meet the requirements
of the regulation's.

2. Surface Xining Control and Recla-
mation Act of .1977:. Topsoil: Alterna-
tive-~fMaterials! - ;0 

Even- when the regulatory authorityi has
approved . the use, of alternative ma-
terials in place of topsoil, the alternative
materials must be handled in accordance
with 30O FCR 15.10 (a) (4) (iii).

3. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation. Act of 1977: State Regula-
tion-Surface ining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977: Topsoil:
Alternative Materials

In order for the regulatory authority's
approval of a permittee's use of alterna-
tive- materials in place ..of topsoil -to be
timely, it must be given before alterna-
tive material is substituted for 'topsoil.

APPEARANCES J.' T. Begley, lEsq.,
FieldcSolicitor (Knoxville), Marcus P.
McGraw, Esq., Assistant Solicitor for
Enforcement, and Jan Chrisman, Esq.,
Office of thez. Solieitor,. Ws n,
D.C., all for respondent-appellant Office
of; Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement; 'Fournier . Gale, sq.,
Cabaniss, Johnston, Gardner, Dumas &
0 eal, and' . ,Fred McDufE, Esq., for
applicant-appellee Alabama By-Prod-
ucts 'orp.- 

OPINION BY THE BOAPD OF
SURFACE lINING 0 AND
RECLAMATION APPEALS

In 1T7, Alabama By-Products
Corp. (ABC) developed the rining
and reclamnation lplan hich.is the
subject of this action. It showed the
plani at a meeting of the 'Aldbama
-SuyfaceMining CoMnmission (Corn-
inission3 on Nov. '5,, 1977.It also
discussed the plan with the Direc-
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b-or -of the Commission on- various Issues on! Appea-
-occasions. As a result of those pres- -

~entations, ABC maintains the Com-. 1. Whether e regulatory auth-
mission approved its plai,,including ority approvedthe ABC alterna-
-a portion which provides for the tire.materialsplan in eonformance
-use of materials other than the na- with the interim regulations.
tire topsoil for revegetation.; - ::2.. If so, whether ABC handled

On Aug. 16, 1978, an inspector for the alternative materials in a man-
the Ofice of Surface Mining Reclat ner required by the regations
mation and Enforcemelit (OSMI), - Dscussin . -

acting pursuant to the authority of -

4the Surface Mining Control and Before there was any federal
Reclamation Act of 1977 (Act) , i conpulsion (the Aet .vas -sigried
-sued two llotices -of -violation to into laW 6 oAug.'3 1917, and the
ABC,. each notice alleging a viola- interim regulations -became ffec-
tion of the topsoil handling regula- tlVe on Dec. 13,: 1977) ,ABC devel-
tions (30 CFR 115.16> ABC filed oped the plan- iich has become the
applications for review-of both subject of this appeal.3 Unlike some
notices on Sept. 14, 1978. The two simil ning pans, ABC'si plan
applications were consolidated for addressed many of the itlstxation
purposes of a hearing and the problems for Which- the-Act was
Adinistratif Law Judge- (AUJ) created;t this, -however, could not
held a hearing on the aplications hiowinaly ha been done in ac-
dn Mar. 1, 1979. At; the conclusion cordance with the exact formula of
o the hearing, the ALJ deliVered the yet-tozle promulgated regula-
an oral decision (confirmed iii wrnt tions Although these pre-federal
ing on: Mar. 13, 1979 in which he involvement effts of ABC may be
found (1) that ABAC had proved coimendable, OSM has elected to
t ;hat it had obtainedi -approval f-or the test their adequacy; therefore, the
ulse ofE altenativeihatetilals fromn the -fundamental question before us is
Commission and (2) that ABC had whether: or not ABC has comhplied
shlown to the: A Itlat its use 6! withthe applicablelax-w. -
alternative--materials was equal to - The deteination belo; was

or. btter than the use of the native -that since the mining plan was pre-
topsoil for-purposes of revegetation. -

(STNI appealed frdm- that decision result of the temporary injunction in Virgfnia

onApr.16,1979, , after; request urface Mining and Rcamtion Ase., Inc.v lduNo._78-0244-B W. D 'Va. Fab. 12,
from ABC, the Board held -an -oral f179), which barred enforcement of the Act in

argument in the case on July 10, virgia iThe inuntio is ntapplle,however because (1) he activities occurred
1979 --j - i f -C- : :n - ::- - - f- | S 0 in Aliabamna, not Virginia. and (2) thfe injunc-

__________ -_ '_ _: : tion was dissolved in flrgi-na SuZrface Men-F 
's~o uW~sgc. 121-'1328 (Supp. I, 1977) fieg cad V.ecanison Ass'n nc v Ancidues,

?trs 95.-St,91 Stat. 4 55177' No.79 1146 (t4thOn Au10 1979).
B ds i has~aiso urged that the Board deen<. 3 The plan was pieseated to the Commission

itself barred from heing: this matter as a oi N v.5 1977 (Tr 10)
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pared and presented to the Com-
mission before the interim regula-
tions were-adopted, thel'proper is-
sie is no wheth'er the reqdirements
of the interim regulations were met
but whether the reclamation w uold
work. Apparentl, "47rk was in-
tended to mean that the alternative
materials to the topsoil are as suit-
able' for revegetation and- erosion
management as is the native topsoil.
As there was no real evidence that
the-plan was notworking, theiAU'
felt. that the, law required him to
find for ABC (Tr.. 134, -13, --ap-
pended to, and part of, the A3's
decision). We donot agree with this
determination for the reasons here-
a'fter stated. :. : . ; t:;

.[1] Weheld in CedaV coazc-.,- 1
IBSMA 145, 86: I.D. 250 '(1979),
that compliance: with a state periit
condition. does: not excuse noncom-
pliance with the interim regula-
tions.: Similarly, regardless of
whether or not. AB had a mining
and reclamation Upland pjroved by
the State of Alabama before the
regulations, became effective, that
plan must now meet.the require-
ments of the interim regulations.

[2] The interim regulations re-
quire that "[a]ll topsoil shall be re-
moved unless use of alternative ma-
teri~ils, is appovpd, ty, the:regtlatory
authty-itaodan'cewtS~ara. 
graph (a) (4)." 4 In addition:to the

'30 CFR 715.16(a) (1). The relevant parts
of the. regulation provide:

"§ 715.16 Topsoil handling.
"To prevent topsoil from being contanil-

nated by spoil or waste materials, the permit-
tee shall remove the topsoil as a separate
operation from areas to be disturbed. Top-
soil shall be immediately redistributed accord-'
,ing .to .the requlrerents of paragraph ~b) of.

specific demonstration absolutely re-
quired by the regulations, the reign-
latory+ authprity- may require addi-
tional analyses. Even with. a satis-
factory demonstration aid approval
of the: use of alternative .Material

this section. on areas graded to the approved
postmining configuration. The topsoil shall be
segregated, stockpiled, and'. protected from
wind and water- erosion and from contami-
nants which lessen its capability' to support
vegetation if sufficient graded areas are not.
immediately available for redistribution.
* "(aj Topsil reniov'al All .topsoil to -be

salvaged shall b'e. reiovediv before: any drilling
for blasting, -mining, or other -surface
disturbance.

"(1) All topsoil shall 'be removed uiless use
of- alternative materials is approved by the
regulatory authority in accordance with para-
graph :(a)-(4), of this section.' Wherethe~ re-
moval: of topsoil results in erosion that may
cause air or- water pollution, the regulatory
authority shalI limit- the size of the area from
which topsoil may? be removed at any one time

-and specify 'Methods of treatment to control
erosion of exposed -overbrden.

"(4) Selected overburden materials may be
used instead of, or as a supplement to, topsoil
where the resulting soil medium is equal to or,
more suitable for vegetation and if all the
following requirements are met
.; "(i) The permittee.:demonstrates that the
selected over-burden materials or an over-
burden-topsoil -mixture is rn&r I odiftable': for
restoring land capability and productivity by-'
the results-of chemical and physical analyses.
These analyses shall nclude' determinations
of pH;' percent organic' material, nitrogen.
phosphorus, potassium, texture; class, and
water-holding capacity, and such other-
analyses as required by- the regulatory
authority. The regulatory authority also: may
require that results of field-site trials or
greenhouse 'tests be used to. demonstrate
the feasibility of using such overburden
materials. - V

:".(ii)Tbe'chemi'cal and -pl'sical analyses.
and- th eresuit's of7ield-site trials"'andgreen-
house tests are accompanied by a 'certification
from a qualified soil scientist or agronomist. 

"(iii) The alternative material is removed,
segregated, and replaced in conformance with
this section." - :
-I"State reglatory authority means the

department or agency in each State which has
primary responsibility at the State level for-
administering the Act" in the initial program.
30 CR 700.5. It is not questioned that the-
Commission. soqualifies, ; n
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the alternative material must still,
be "removed, segregated, and re'
placed in conformance .with this sec-
tion.".30 CFR 715.16 (a) (4) (iii).

AVIthough the reqiieents of 30
CKR 715. ,a*.retliselves detailed
and. tecb:,hi6<,,'ti{re- is no specific,
tchnicai'!ktat on how the. regu-
latory authority shall'. codt its:
approval process. The details of the
submission by the operatdr are'spec-
ified. .Those of the process. to' be.
employed by the regulatory author-
ity for approving the useof alter-
native materials are not.n Conse-
qiently, we will onflneourselves to
considerations. of whethe'r, not how,
an effective approval was issued,6
and whether the alternative mate-
rial was removed, segregated ; and-
replaced" in the required manner.

[3]. OSA 'as also qnetioned
whether the, regulatory authority
ever could have given its approva '
because the only evidence presented
indicated tthat it lacked a quorum
when'.the plan was presentedto it
(Exh.:A-tO) 'andthatthe -Direct'o
of the: Commlission, .who did. ap-.:

6 ABC has objected to.O5 's allegedl,. hay.-
ing aved any ,objection at: the hearing to. P
the manner in wbhh approvl -was obteined
and then having. raised. the issue for the first-
tune on. appeal.. The. question of approval is,
the saine qua non of this case. Unless it exists,..
we do not even get to tle further, question of
*performance. Appvnb1a is a matter of avoid-
ancee hicIq4,ABC must establish-and prove. See
}.aioua~rd v. G7recn, Pos If -7 (8th Cir..
1077),_ jWe are not saying that it cannot,
under - any cireumstances -e conceded.. or.
waived by OSM, but the evidence of con--_
cession must be certain. It is-not in this case.
This is in no little. part due to the alteration -.
of normal heaiing prcedure w.1erhich. would re,..
quie ,OSM .to, present its case irst48 FtR
4.1171' (a)Instead, andlwithout explanation. -
A BC wven t first. :z ;,. .. .,,-

pr ove, lacked, the autihority to, act
for the Commission. Even though
OSM iht not necessarilybepre-
cluded from challenging wehran
oicial; of .aregulatoryq ,authority
may act for the regulatory author-
ityj in fview of'. the., undisputed
testimony. byVirgil Willett that he

.could act on behalf, of the, Commis-
sion (Tr. 30, 33) w- will not enter-
tain in this case any challge- to
that authority but only: as, to5
whether his actions amounted to the
requisite' approval under,. 30: .CFR
7156(a) (,1).. Furthermore, the
regulationsare silent on the timing
of approval,.and,-therefore, salong
as approval occurs before the alter-
native -material is substituted- for
the native topsoil, it will b:e con-
sidered tirmnly. - .

It .is.thef act of approval that is
important., .Although there is, evi-
dence, as suggested above, that the
regulatory: . authority approved
something that ABC proposed, it is
not altogether certain when it was
approved or whetlher itwas, whatuis
required.by: 301CF 71..16.

As .wehaye, stated,: approval is
only the >rt. step The next is
whether removal, segregation, and
replacement, of nalternative material.
conforms with the- regulatory re-
quirements,. This is something also
determineyd by facts, nothagreement.

:The Comnission is. composed of five mem-
bers. Although not a mexmber,-Willett is, the;
Director of the Commission.' -, --

.
5
In.,regard..to approYals.recei-v.edbefore

Dec.. 13 177,.prudenee would; suggesl that,
at. thevery .-east, ;soqe statement be obtained
from--the. regsslatory a uthoity to the effect
thatthe. requireomentS of 30- (:,B71d 16 were
complied with. - .

449
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with or; approval by a regulatory
authority. If a notice of violationr is
issued Whichchallenges whether the
alternative material is being hani-
dled properly, it is the evidence on
that question, not any ap'probation
of a regulatory, authority,, that -is
important. In this case it is not at
all- clear whether the AL: foind
that there was evidende: before; him
that-was sufficient to demonstrate:
either proper or improper handling
of the alternative material.

Therefore this case is remanded
to the Hearings Division to ascer-
tai:.

1. Whether the demonstration'
made by ABC, and the approval
given by the state regulatory au-
thority were commensurate with the
requirements of 30 CFR '715.16(a)
(4) (i) and (i);

2. Whether approval, if commen-
surate with those requirements, was
made before the use of alternative
materials was commenced; and..

3. Whether, the altei'native ma-
terials were being removed, segre-,
gated, and replaced in conformance,
with 30 CFR 715.16.

The ALJ may also pursue any
other purpose. not inconsistent here-
with, including, but not limited to,
the issuance of a new or modified
decision.

MELVIN J. MRKIN,
Adqnistrative Judge.

WILL A. InwIN,
Chief Adzninistrati've Judge.

IRALINE G. BARNES,
Adqministrative Judge.

DENNIS R. PATRICK :

1 IBSKA 248:

Decided vSeptember14, 1979'

Petition for award of costs and ex-
penses 1iled by Dennis El. Patrick based
on the. Board's final determinatio in
Dennis R. Patrick, 1 IESMA 158, 868
I.D. 266 (1979).

Petition denied.

L Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Attorneys' Fees:
lBad Faith

An award of costs and expenses includ-
ing attorneys' fees may-be awarded to a,
Iermittee from OSM only if the permit-
tee estabishes that OSM took enforce-
ment action in bad faith and for the pur-
pose of harassing or embarrassing the-
permittee.

APPEARANCES: David 0. Sith,.
Esq., and Marcia A. Smith, Esq., Smith
and Smith, Corbin, Kentucky, for
petitioner, Dernis R. Patrick. Tohn P.
Williams,l Esq., 0ffce of the Field
Solicitor, noxville, Tennessee, and
Marcus P. cGiaw, Esq., Assistant
Solicitor for Enforcement, Office of the

:Solicitor, Washington,D.C., forrespon-f
dent, the . Office. of Surface Minin.g
Reclamation and Enforcement.

OPIION BY THE BOARD OF
SURFACE M MINING AND
RECLAMATION APPEALS

On Apr. 24, 1979, the Board is-
sued its decision .in Dennis R. Pat-
rick, 1 IBSMA 158, 86 I.D. 266
(1979),. reversing the decision of
the Administrative Law Judge and
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ruling in favor of Patrick. Subse-
quently, Patrick filed a timely peti-
tion for award of costs and ex-
penses, pursuant to sec. 525-(e) of
the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977 and 43
CFR 4.1294 (c). Petitioner is seek-
ing an award of costs and expenses,
including attorneys' fees and expert
witness fees, from the Ofice of Sur-
face Mining Reclamation and En-
forcement (OSM). In: support of
his petition he has -filed the follow,-
ing: (1) Appellant's Affidavit on
his Costs and Expenses.;. (2) Appel-
lant's Receipts and.OtherEvidence'
of his Costs and Expenses; (3) t-
torney's Affidavit on Reasonabk-
ness of Fees; and (4) .Appellant's
Affidavit on OSM's Bad Faith and
his Injuries.

Sec. 525(e), 30 U.S.C. § 1275(e)
(Supp. I 1977), of the Act, which
provides for the awarding of costs
and expenses in an administrative
proceeding, reads:,

'hWhenever an order is issued under
this section, or as a result of any admin-
istrative proceeding under this Act at
the request of any person, a. sum equal
to the aggregate amount of all costs and
expenses (including attorney fees) as
determined by the Secretary to have been
reasonably incurred by such person for
or in connection with his participation in
such proceedings, including. any judicial
review of agency actions, may be as-
sessed against either party as the court,
resulting from judicial review or the
Secretary, resulting from administrative
proceedings, deems proper.

The procedural regulations pro-

mulgated by the Department to im-
plement, that. section are 43 CFR.

901 Stat. 445, '512, 30 .S.C. 1 1275(e)
(Supp. I 1977).

4.12904.1296. Petitioner seeks his
award' under 43 CFR 4.129, en-
titled, Wh X may eceive an
award'" It reads:

Appropriate costs and expenses in-
cluding attorneys' fees. may. be
awarded-

* X '* E * E * I

(c) To a permittee from OSM when
the permiittee demonstrates that OSM
issued an order of i cessation, a notice of
violation or an order to show cause. why
a permit should not be suspended or re-
voked, in bad faith and for the purpose
of 'harassing 'or embarrassing the per-
mittee; .* *.

[1] in this case petitioner must
show- that 'OSM initiated 'its en-
forcement action against him in bad
faith and for' the- purpose of haras-
sing or embarrassing him, in order
to recover against OSM.

Petitioner's affidavit .on OSM's
bad faith and his injuries! (Exh. D
of the petition) details the factors
which he' believes establish that
OSM acted in bad faith and that
these actions served to harass or
embarrass him. ' '

Petitioner charged generally that
OSM enforcement actions against
him were politically motivated; that
he received conflicting information
from OSM concerning citizen com-
plaints; that OSM contributed to a
newspaper article specifically to em-
barrass him;2 that QSM unfairly

2 While it is true that OSI contributed to-
,a newspaper article concerning petitioner's
case, it is possible that, rather than attempt-
ing to embarrass petitioner, OSM was trying
to be cooperative with the media. We note,
however, that OSI used less than good judg-
ment in discussing the results of petitioners
minesite, hearing with the. newsoaper 'reporter
prior to informing petitioner or petitioner's
counsel of the minesite hearing decision.

450]: .E. 451
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refused to settle his case; and that
another . individual who was in-
volved in .a'similar operation and
was cited by: OSM for violations of
the Act was treated more favorably
than petitioner.

Petitioner's charges are grounded
primarily on his personal beliefs as
to the motivation f6r the actions
taken by OSM. Petitioner failedzto
provide any independent factual
support for his beliefs. The events
he reliesupon to support his beliefs
do not make a convincing'demon-
stration of bad faith, either inde-
pendently or collectively. Moreover,
OSM's responding affidavits pro-
vide reasonable explanations for
these events.

Especially in a situation such as
this in which the final 'order of the
Department resolves a difficult issue
and the 'outcome is 'close, bad faith
must be proved by more than asser-
tions of personal belief. Petitioner
has failed to establish that OSM
took enforcement action against
him in bad faith and for.the pur-
,pose of harassing or embarrassing
him. Therefore, his petition. is
denied.

WLL A. IRWIN,
Chief Ad trtive Jicge.

MELVIN J. MRIN,,
Admini-g: trdtive Jge .

!LINE . ARNES,
Adminiirative Ju~q&e.

APPEAL OF THE ALASKA
RAILROAD

(On Reconsideration)

3 ANCAB 351

Decided September -18, 1979

Appeal from. a decision of the Bureau
of. Land l Management. AA-6661-AI in
the, matter of Patent Number 50-78-
0015 issued to Eklutna' Inc., and
Patent Number 50-78-0016 issued to
Cook Inlet Region, Inc.

Xotions for' Reconsideration of the
Decision of the Alaska Native Claims
Appeal Board in, Appeal of Alaska
Railroad, 3 'ANCAB 273 (3une 7,
1979) [VLS 79-5] granted.

Decision affrmed: in part, vacated
in part.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native,>.Claims, Appeal
Board: Appeals: Jurisdiction
The effect of the issuance of a;.pateut*to
public lands by the United States, even
if issued by mistake or' inadvertence, is
to transfer the legal title from the United
States and to end all authority and juris-
diction of the Depa'rtment of the Interior
over the lands conveyed. The proper
forum to further adjudicate the status of
such an interest is in a judicial proceed-
ing and the Board iacks jurisdiction to
decide the issue.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act:- Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals:'uJisdictin.'
Sec. 316 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 90 Stat. 2743,
2770, 43 u.s.. §§ 1701-82 at 1746
(1976), was not intended to alter the
long-established rule regarding the De-
partment of the Interior's loss of juris-
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diction to adjudicate interests in -land
following the issuance of patent for that
land.

3. Alaska Native Claims 'Settlement
Act: 'Definitions: Public Lands-
Alaska NativeClaims Settlement Act:
Land Selections:,Wit4rawals

On reconsideration,,the Board vacates its
prior holdings that 'lands withdrawn
under the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, 55 Stat. 56S as amc-nded, 43
U.S.C. §§ 160124628- (1976 and Siipp 1I.
1977), are lands~ held f& the benefit of
Indians,, Aleuts: and Eskimos; and- thus
are not "public lands"- within the scope
.of FLPMA, spra, and that FLPMA. ,4es
not apply to such lands.

APPEARANCES: William J. Wong,
Esq., onbehalf of the Alaska X airoad;
Dennis J. Bopewell, Esq., Office, of the
Regional Solicitor, on behalf of, the
Bureau of Land Ilanagement; .JoTye 1:.
-Baberger,. Esq., on behalf -of. Cook
Inlet Regionj Ic.; Edward G. Burton,
Esq., Bur, 'Pease & ' tz, Ine., on
behalf of Eklutna Inc.7 -

ALASKA NATIVE CLAiMS
APPEL BARD

SMMAY-OF DECISION12 -

The Board, in the decision-being
reconsidered, held that the Depart-
ment lost jurisdictio, upon issu-
ance of patent, to adjudicate inter-
ests in the patented lands.A second-
ar~y holding was, that lands with-
drawn .for' selection: Sunder the
-Alaska Native Claims Settlemient
Act, (ANCSA) -were lands "held 'for
the benefit of Indians, Aleuts, and
Eskimos" and thus were excluded
from the meaning of "public lands"

as defined in the: Federal Land
Policqy, and f oaManagemne nt f Act
(FLPMA). -The -conclusion was
that FLPAAdid not apply to lands
withdrawn under ANqSA, and
that the patent correction provi-
sions in § 31 of. FLPMA could not
authorize changes in patents issued
under ANCSA. :

(n reconsideration, the Board af-
firms its basic ruling on lack of, ju-
risdiction. over. paeAte dlands but
vacates its conclusion that-, FLPALA
-did-d iot appl to landsi-'ithdrawn
under 'ANCSA. -The Board rejects
the-argument that§ 3i6iofFLPMA
authorizes.the Secretary :of the In-
teriorto-,uilaterally impose, with-
out consent of the patentee, aright-
of-wa~y upon lands to-which a pat-
ent has issued.

, J' '"J.3BISDICTION. f 

:ie Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal BordI, pursuinitto'delegation
"of au-thority to ' administer .the
Alftsiaka' Native' Glaims Settlement
Act: 8 -Stat: 688-, ams arnged, 43
1T J.S.C.''§§:'1601-1628 (1976' & Supp.
- 1977) (hereiiafter ANCSA) -, and
the' impenting 'regulations il 43
:FR Part 2650'and '43 CFE, Part 4,
Subpart J, hereby makes the -follow-
'in-g '-findings, -conclusions and
-decision. -

SUMARY OF ORIGINAL
DECISION: AND MO0TIONS
FOR RECONSIDERATION

The Board, in' its 'original deci-
sion ren'dered on June 7, 1979, held

Athat the Department- of the Interior
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lost jurisdiction, upon ssuance of
patent, to adjudicate interests in the
land described, in the patent. Re-
jecting the position of the Alaska
Railroad, the Board also held
that 43 U.S.C. § 1746 (§ 316 of
FLPMA) didnot apply to lands
withdrawn by § 11 of ANCSA
penchWgrtheir selection and convey-
ance, because such lands are "held
for the benefit of Indians, Aleuts,
and Eskimos," and thus are ex-
eluded from the scope and meaning
of "public lands" as defined in 43
U.S.C. § 1702(e) (1976). As § 1746
authorizes correction of "documents
of conveyance issued pursuant to
* * * Acts relating to the disposal
of ubZic arnds," the Board c con-
eluded the provision does not ap-
ply to the lands in issue. [Italics
added.]

On July 5, 1979, the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) moved
for reconsideration. The BLM
agreed that the Board lacked juris-
diction to hear the merits of the ap-
peal, but claimed that the Board
had erred. in finding that lands
withdrawn by ANCSA are held for
the benefit of Indians, Aleuts,. and
Eskimos, and thus are not "public
lands" as that term.is defined in
FLPMA.

On July 16, 1979, the Alaska
Railroad also moved for reconsid-.
eration. The Railroad asserted that
the Board had not addressed the:
Secretary of the Interior's alleged
failure to make a determination,
pursuant to § 3(e) of ANCSA, of
the smallest practicable tract en-
closing land actually used in con--

nection with the administration of
a Federal installation (i.e., the
Alaska Railroad), and that this al-
leged failure was an error which
could be remedied by* the Secre-
tary's correction, pursuant to 43
U.S.C. § 1746, of the patents previ-
ously issued for the subject lands.
The Railroad- also alleged error in
the Board's finding that the lands
in issue had been withdrawnby § 11
(a) (1) of ANCSA, on the grounds
that the lands in issue were not
"public lands" as defined in § 3(e)
of ANCSA.

DECISION AND ORDER

[1] The Board reaffirms that
portion. of its prior decision which
held:

The effect of the issuance of a patent
to public lands by- the United States,
even if issued by mistake or inadver-
tence, is to transfer the legal title from
the United States and toend all author-
ity and jurisdiction of the Department
of the Interior over the lands conveyed.
[Citations omitted.] The proper forum to
further adjudicate the status of such an
interest is in a judicial proceeding and
the Board- lacks jurisdiction to decide
the issue. Appeal of Choggiung, .Limfted,
3 ANCAB 100, 103 (Nov. 20, 1978) EYLS
78-49].

[Appeal of Alaska Railroad, 3 ANCAB
273, 276, 86 I.D. 397 (1979) [VLS 79-51.]

The Alaska Railroad, ink its
Motion to .Reconsider, alleged that
the disputed lands are 4"public
lands" as that term is defined and
used in FLPMA. The Alaska Rail-
road further alleged thatANCSA
is an Act "relating to the disposal
of public lands" and that docu-
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ments of conveyance issued pur-
suant to ANCSA were "issued * * *

to dispose of public lands9" ,within
the meaning of 43 U.S.C. If 1746
(1976). X

[2] Without ruling on the Rail-
road's allegations, after review and
consideration of 7FLPMA and its
legislative history, the Board con-
cludes that § 1746 was not intended
to alter the long-established rule re-
garding the Department's loss of
jurisdiction to adjudicate interests
in land following the issuance by the
United States: of patent for; that
land.:.

This conclusion is'based on the
fact that, upon issuance of patent,
ititle to lands conveyed vests in the
patentee. (Everett Elvin Tibbets
61 I.D.. 397,399 (1954).) The Sec-
retary could:not be authorized by
statute to unilaterally' drive the
patentee of any such. vested inter-
ests by administrative correction of
the patent.

That such unilateral action was
not intended, by the Congress is
borne out- by the legislative history

_of FLPAA. See. '316 "(43 U.S.C..
§1746) provides:

The Secretary may correct patents or
.iocuments of conveyance. issued pursuant
to section 208 of thisAct. .or to other
Acts relating to the disposal of public
lands where necessary in order to elimi-
nate errors. In addition, the Secretary
may. make corrections, of' errors in any
documents of conveyance which have
heretofore been issued 'by the Federal
Government to dispose of public lands.
[90 Stat. 2770]

Before FLPMA,; the Secretary's
authority. to correct conveyance

documents.! was contained in 43
U.S.C. § 693 and § 694 (1970). Sec.
693 applied to mistakes in entry by
purchasers of pblic lands at pri-
vate sale. Where the purchaser had
mistakenly, because of survey error,
entered a tract of land different
from the one he intended to buy,
the Secretary was authorized to let
the purchaser withdraw the entry
and have the purchase price cred-
ited to other land. Sec. 694 extended
this procedure to similar cases
where a patent had issued, and al-
lowed the purchaser to relinquish
the patent. These sections were re-
pealed. by FLPMA, which in § 203
-(43 U.S.C. §1713 (1976)), sub-
stituted new standards and- proce'-
dures for land sale.

'The Secretary's administrative
authority to correct patents was re-
tained in § 316 of FLPMA.

See. 316 appears to be based upon
§ 203(f) of H.R. 13777, 94th Cong.,
2d Sess., 122 Cong. Rec. 23442,
23445 (1976), which was taken
without significant change from
*§ 211 of H.R. 5224, .a comprehensive
federal lands bill introduced in
1975 but not passed. See, Staff of
Senate Comm. on Energy and
Natural Resources, 95th Cong., 2d
Sess.,. Legislative History of the
Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976, p. 945, 961
(Comm. Print 1978). Testimony on
H.R. 5224 before the House Sub-
committee on Public Lands in-
cluded the following discussion of
the patent-correction provision:

Mr. Steiger. This is an amendment that
the American Mining Congress was con-
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cerned about. I don't really share their
concern, but -I think it would do no harm.

This is on page 17, line 10. It now reads
"The secretary may correct such patents

'or documents where, necessary." They
want to insert the words-after the word
"correct"-"typographical and clerical
errors including errors in, land descrip-
tions in -such patents". "o- .

I gather the concern is that the secre-
tary not, under -the guise-or somebody
in the name of the, secretary-of correct-
ing a typographical or clerical error re-
move some land from the' patents. I can
'only: assume--that' it is based: on some
experience in the past.

. Mr. Melcher. Irv, do you have a point
on this? :

Mr. SenzeL .Yes. On .this particular
thing. I thought' I riiht explain what
the laws on the subject might be.:

'Under he law th title to the land
passes when- the secretary: issues the
patent. That land -is.,then beyond,.the
, reach of the secretary. He -cannot get to
the -title in Eany way; withouit going to
cour t illeging tsome';violation''of: law or
fraud or getting a vountary relinquish-
; ment or reconveyanee to, the. government
so he can issue a, new patent. There is no
Pointf-in his issuing another patent be-
cause he has no au thority.

'At the same time th -e secretary does
have authority to correc`t patents and the
procedure is to notify the-person that the
patent contains an error. If: he.. will re-

-convey it to the United States it will be
cor'rectedin suchand such a ,ay.- :

'It would seem to me that if he is going
'to correct' the patent he ought to -correct
*:any error in its'making. It's clear that
it has.to be -an error.

-Mr. Steiger. What other errors 'do -we
::deal with?,- - 0 -s .:

Mr. Senzel. It.works both..ways, -e
could, inse~f a reservation of minerals
improperly, or he could have left out'the
reservation of minerals., 

Mr. Steiger.' That is where the hang-
.yp is,, then, you see. -

r-; Mr. Seuzel. Thei Amnerican Mining 

Congress had a suggestion along these
lines and they-,explained in there, there
was- a fear there wovld be new. terms
and conditions put. in the patent. ut
if we make clear in the language it is
just for.,oection o f error- -

Mr., Steiger. An error of omission
could invite-ifl ,yu are talking about
like.an error such as failing to reserve

-the minerals,,tllat is a fairlysignifican
error.

Mr. Senzel. It goes. beyond the-'
Mr. Steiger. It seems to Sme that that

ought, to, be, litigated.,, -

Mr. Senzel. We1l, this bill would just
g-lve the secret arg a utlority, to, correct
the jatent,-'but he 'ias'-to 'get the title
bactc: -And' if teperson does' not 'tant
to reco ithe lands for:'.tltc correction,
it would have to e litigated. He can't

2ust issuae.nther pt., . '
Mr. Steiger. I see.,

S Mr.- S PeihzeE -8h ca'use clothes' him
'ieth -the itho6it tJ' o 'co'r ect it h oce- he
hg7as 'itle again. Ee -.ana' do- it t1nt hie
absece of- either -going to court or get-
ting agreemeat of the patentee that the
correctio'i shold be made.
- Mr. WeA-Ver'.-'Xr; -chmaimd thle orgi-
nrl language of the print would -not; al-
lo, the -secroetory'- noke corrections if
he didn't hold title. Would that give. him
that authority? Could it? '

Mr. Senzel I'tdon'tthitnk 8. - -

Mr. Weaver. No. Okay. - --

Mr. 'Melcier.- Well, 'I-Somebody. will
* have to adise me .. Idon't know. Is this
*.an important amendment that we should
adopt or not?

Mr. Steigr.-I frankly feel-
- Mr. Seizel. I Hhink it limits-the secre-
tary too much: Itprevents him-from mak-
ing a- mutuallyl agreeable correction.

-Mr. Johnson. I have done a lot of ab-
stract work and I don't see. where it
makes a bit of difference. They have the
authority and it is all covered by the-

Mr. Steiger. Sounds like the American
D' Mining Congress lawawyer: was earninhghis
money. - -

Mr. Weaver. Yes. .
Mr.<.Melcher.,he gentle an- -
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Mr. Steiger I ask unaninmou3 consent intended by the Congress in enact-
that it be withdrawn. n * 1

Mr. Meleber. Without''objection, so ing § 316.'
ordere. "" jl:L::: '; -: --: 5- - 2 e 'No indication of consent on the

"Mr. SenzeL In nake 'a few technical part of the patentees to a change in
-hanges in there, too, to besure-we are the sbject patents has been sub-

talking only about errors. mitted to this Board. 'Were such
Mr. Melcher. You inean you win make a c

Modification of is language? e, this appeal would
Mr. SenzeL In the present law to skew be unnecessary.

that it has to be an error. The Board thus has. no jurisdic-
Mr. Steiger. We've all agreed that the tion over this appeal-and was re-

term 'correct' means in reference to error.
M 1 her t;. ht ' quired to grant the:.motions to dis-

miss. As stated in the original Deci-
lHouse Committee on Interior and In- SiOn and Order Dismissing Appeal,

.sular.Affairs, -Subcommittee on Public P-1975v, ). such disissal was without regardLands, Executive' Session (May 8, 17)] d 
f Italics added.] - to the merits of the appeal, which

must be heard, if at all, in- a udicial
IThe.Board notes partiLularly the ' '

testimony underlined. formn.
The. Subcommittee .on Public Fiallybecause the Board rejects

Lands clearlynitended that the 2cc- the arument that § 316 of FLPMA
retary could :correct ertors in pat- grants the Sectary authority to
euts only following the return of correct a patent in suck manner as
the Patent to the Secretary. If the :urged in this appeal, the remaining
patentee did not wish; to reconvey holdings, expressed in the'original
the -patent to the Secretary for cor- decision are unecessary to the reso-
rection, the matter would'have to-be lution of this appeal.
litigated.: ' ' : [3 The Board therefore, on re-

The laonguage, "[t]he Secretary consideration, vacates its prior hold-
mnay correct such patents or docu- ings tat' lands.withdrawn under
nents where necessary-'> remained :NOSA are lands held for the bene-

stbstantitively inichangedlthrough fit- of Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos
the evblution-of H.R. 5224 into H.R. adtu r ot"ulclns
1377.andl emergd witout signif- and: thus are not publio -ands
icant clange in § 316 of FLPA. w h 

.t' reje the that FLPMIA does not apply to suchThlerefore, the Board lands.th
ar gument that the Secretary is em-
powered by §316 ofFLIPMA to uni-: It is therefore 'Ordered that the
laterallt impose, without consent of Decision and Order Dismissing Ap-
the patentee -a righ -of-way upon peal, issued, by 'the Board in; this
lands for wih a patnt has pre- appeal on Jine 7, 1979, is affirmned
vioul ssued. Su chan action would in part and modified' in part 'as
far ovestep thd adifiistratN6-cor- .speeifie[ above apd for the. reasons
rection df -erors'&templted and- stated. The Bureau of Land Man-
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agement decision appeale
left unaffectedby this deci

This represents a unan
cision of the Board.

JUDITH BM. RB

Adpiinistradive

ABICAIL F. DuNNI

Administrative
LAWuIMNcE:- MATS

Admini St7stratVe

EARL W. PLAT'

43 1B1A 41

Decided Sepkmbe

Appeal from decision o tf
District Oice, Bureau of I
agement and recommended
Administrative Law Jiudge:
Morehouse partially rejectin

cation for a grazing lease a
iug a lease to a conflicting
Ariz. 020-2758.

Reversed.-.

1. Federal land Policy ant

nient Act of. 1976: Grazing:
Permits-Grazing Leases:.
Right Applicants-Guna j
Renewal

Where two preference right
file .conflicting applications fo
lease, sec. 402(c) Of FIJPMA
j 752 (c) ( t1976), mandatesi
the new lease to the holder
piring lease provided that thi
the expiring lease maintains
preference right qualiflcatio
otherwise in eonforlmnce i
plicale lea and regubt ons.

3d from is APPEARANCES: itchel D.: Platt,
sion. Esq,. -latt & Platt, St. Johns, Arizona,0
imous de- for appellant; LawIrenee A. Ruzow

:: 0 Esq.,: andX Belinda ain, Esq.
Vlassis, Ruzow & rowder,. Phoenix,
Arizona; for Barbara Garcia, appellee;

Judge.. Frlitz L. Goreham, 'Esq., Office of the
Solicitor, .S. Department o the

NG, t: 0Interior,,_!for tthe Bureau, d Land
Judge. Management.

ON,

Judge. OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE BURSI

INTEPI XbAR OF LAND
APPEALS

9r 18, g 199 This case involves a controversy
* ? : between two applicants for grazing

ic Phoenix leases on the, same public land.. It
Land Man- arises from a decision-dated May 13,
decision of 1977, by theDistrict Manager of the
Michael Bureau of Land.anagement..
igan appli- (BLM), Phoenix District Office,
,ud award- which rejected in part Earl Platt's

i olat application to the extent of one-
app *~third of, the allowable. use. and

awarded him- a lease for twogthirds
of the allowable use. It awarded the
other one-third use to Barbara Gar-

. Xanage- cia, Following Platt's appeal to this
Leases and Board,. the;. Area; AManager of . the
Preference Phoenix Resource :.Area of, the

l leases: Phoeni Distrit. Office returned
Garcia's check for the grazing fees
dated May 31, 1977, in effectruling

applicants that Platt could continue with all of
tr a graz5ig: ; the privileges granted under his

43 U.S.C.
issuance of: foner lease until resolution of the
of the en- appeal. -See 43 CFR 4.21.
eholder of In his appeal, Platt alleged, inter t

sandt her aiza, thlat-Garcia was no qualified to
ith the is hold a grazig lease because she was

, .not'inthe livstok business, did-not<
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have sufficient control over prefer-
fence lands anld, in any even, that
the award to her was not based upon
proper regulatory criteria. He also
requested a hearing before an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge. Garcia
and BLMI denied these allegations
and contended that the award of
privileges to her be upheld. Garcia
also moved to have the Bureau deci-
sion of May 13, 1977, immediately
implemented.

By Order dated Aug. 24, 1977, we
den id the. mtiontod have the deci-
sion immediately implemented and

and comments to this Board. Ini his
recommended decision, JudgeW ore-
house basically recommended af-
firming the decision' of the District
Manager, thus upholding the rejec-
tion of Platt's application to the
one-third: percentage of grazing
privileges, and' awarding that one-
third to Garcia.

Before discussing the issues raised
in the briefs, I we set forth Judge
Morehouse's statement of the fac-
tual. background of his recoin-
mended decision ias follows:

ore a hearing pursuant to 43 The evidence established that the Garcia
CFR 4.41.. We delineated the issues Ranch, which is the subject of the con-CFR 4.415. We delineated the issues ftroversy, onsists of approxhuately 35

as follows : sections of patented lands, 18 sections of
Federal lands, and 6 sections of State

The issues to be determined are wheth- lands (see Er. A-8). The ranch was
er Garcia is qualified to hold a grazing homesteaded in the later 1800s by Jose
lease under the ontrolling rulations Garcia, grandfather of Barbara Garcia's
and, if so, whether the award properly late husband, Conception. Following
met'regulat6rY criteria. There are also-is- Jose's death, the ranch was owned and
sues concerning wkether and to what en- operated by his three grandsons, Emilio,
tent Mrs. Garcia' has control over any Joe and Coneeption, from approximatelY
preference lands, and whether Mr. Platt 1925 to 1955. Barbara Doran married
has lost control over any preference Conception Garcia in 1932. Thereafter,
lands. These* and other issues raised by; she resided on the ranch with her hus-
the parties, including the degree of con- band Conception, who with his tvn
trol necessary, and any additional mat- brothers were in the cattle business. In
ters relevant to the determination of en- 1955, Conception Garcia died, leaving his
titlement to the grazing privileges in life estate ofng priv wife, Barbara, a f'eteofone-third
question may be .entertained by the undivided interest in theranch with their
Juldge.V; .0 0 ;: t y 0 00; - 0 : six children as.remnaihdermen. -rom 1955

Pursuant to this Order, a hearing to 1958, Emiio, Joe and Barbara ran the
ranch. In 1958, Joe sold his undivided.was held before' Administrativewas- hl beoaAm sone-third interest to Emilio and the same

Law Judge Michael L.- Morehoiuse year Emillo and Conception's Estate

in Phoenix, Arizona, on' Jan.' 10, leased' the whole ranch to one Everett

1978.' Follo-wing receipt of post Hinkson for four years. In 1959, I
Platt acquired. Emilio Garcia's interest

hearing briefs fromfthe parties, in the ranch. The' Estate of Conception.
Judge Morehouse issued a Reconi- Garcia was closed in 1961, and in 1962_

mnendedf 'Decisionj dated. fJune 1 ~Earl Platt leased Barbara Garcia's one-
1978. Copies thereof weie' sen t o the third interest. (Ex..R-3). The. leaseter-

mlnated on October 1,. 1975. Throughout
pafties, and thy have filed i briefs thiSpd of time Earl Platt had jeen

55] - 459
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the attorney for the Garcia brothers. Fol-
lowing Conception's' death he represented:
the Estate and was also the attorney for
Barbara Garcila. [1] In 1958, when Emilio
acquired Joe's one-third interest, he, bor-
rowed the purchase money from. Earl
Platt.

The lease between Earl Platt and Bar-
bara Garcia initially ran for a period of
five years. It was renewed for three years
commencing October 1, 1967, terminating
September 30, 1970, and renewed again
for a period of five years -commencing
October 1," 1970,' and terminating Oeto-
ber 1, 1975.. At-that time,zevidently-the
parties were unable-to .reach an agree-
ment concerning the terms of a new, lease.
It appears, in' any case, that there m'ay
have been some, kind of falling out be-
tweenz Mr. Platt and Mrs. Garcia,, since
she retained another attorney to negoti,
,ate new lease terms, wh1ich negotiations
proved unfruitful (see letter dated Sep-
tember 30, 1975, attached to appellant's
reply brief).. Subsequently, a partition
suit was filed in State. Court, which is
still. pending.

Mrs. Garcia testified that before 1975
and the expiration of the lease, she made
the decision' to go back into the livestock
business. In January, 1977, prior to filing
her grazing lease application (Ex.,A-2),
she bought a_ mother, cow, a bull and two
horses. On January 12, 1977, she acquired
a new brand certificate (Ek. A-4) from
the State of Arizona, and on December'17,
1977, she purchased an additional 20 head
of cattle (Ex. R-5). These cattle are now
on land belonging to a relative. which has
only limited forage..She stated that she
considers herself presently in the live-
stock business, s'he intends to'- 'emain in
the livestock business, and sheneeds her
one-third share of the BtM grazing privi-
leges that attach to the Garcia ranch.

In' commenting on. this decsion,. Platt
vigorously. denies that he was Garica's. at-
torney thereafter because he had no retainer
agreement and she paid him no fees.' Garcia
testified' she consideredf him as' her' attorney,
however For' the purpose of. this de is'ion
their past relationship does not:matter.,

(Dee. 3-5)
At the time our Order of Aug. 24,

1977, no party had raised, nor had
the majority of this Board' con-
sidered, the etct'of sec. 402(c) of
the Federal Land Policy and Man-
Agement Act of. '1976, '48 U.S.C.
§ 1752(c) (1976), 'on the questions
presented by this appeal. That sec-
tion provides, in relevant part, as
follows: -:. ::. , 

So long as (1) the lands for which the
permit or lease is issued remain available
for domestic livestock grazing in accord-
ance with land use plans prepared pursu-
ant to'section'1712:of this title og section
1604 of title10, (2). the prmittee or
lessee is in compliance with the rules and
regulations issued and the terms and con-
ditions in the permit or lease specified by
the Secretary concerned, and (3) the per-
mittee .or lesseeacjepts, the terms and
conditions to be included by the Secre-
tary concernedin thenew permit or lease,
the holder of the expiring permit or lease
shall be given first priority for receipt of
the new permit or lease. .

Upo;n :'reflection, this Board is
now of the view that- the applica-
bility of sec. 402(c). of PLP AA
is' determinative of the; ,.appeal.
Platt argues that this: section
requires reissuance of the' lease
to him regadless. ,of any other
matterk raised: in this case.: Garcia
contends that this section does not
require reissuance of a lease to a
prior, holder :who no longer has the
original' qualifications upon which
t.he lease was premised- 'BLMA1 a-s-
serts' that this 9section. des not, ap-
ply to situations where, a common
owner is seekin to reassert, her
rights and her- co-owner: no longer
has; th cntrol dvr h interest in

.-: 0 ove .er:: t . . .
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land vhich ha Jeen used as the
reference for the grazing .plieke.
This issue was not raised before
Judge orehouse, nor- was it ad-
dressed by him.

[1']''This' -Board has -ruled that
where conflicting grazing lease ap-
plicants have equal preference
rights for the land, the 'statutory
provision requires that itho hold-
er of the expiring lease be given
first priority (in effect, a ri glt
of first refusal) 'for a new lease for
the land embraced by his* form er
lease if the statutory requiraief'ts
are met. Harvey SAeeilan, 39 IBLA
56, 86 I.D. 51 (1979); see. also
George T. lleDonalZd, 35 IBL 75
(1978); Fanocler Brotbers, 33
IBLA 262, (1978); 1are X.;
Trask, 32 IBLA' 395 (1977) ; A7-Akn
R. Prouse, 32 IBLA 311, 84 I.D.
874 (1977). In Trask, supra, we held
that if. the holder of an. expirino
lease'. lost, control of the private
property contiguous to the publics
land which gave him a prefer--
ence right to, a lease under 43
CFR.4121.2-1(d) (1977), he would
not be entitled to first priority.
under.FLPMA for receipt of a new
lease.

The decision in Trash was prem-
ised' on the recognition that- upon
loss of contiguous or cornering land
an individual loses the preference
right afforded by sec. 15. of the Tay-
lor Grazing Act, 43 -U.S.C. §315m
(1976). Thus the;Board held that
since Trask no longer held a prefer-
ence right to lease the land, the right
of first refusal could not be exer-
cised so long: as another applicant

with contiguous or cornering land
sought to lease the Federal range.

The issue presented by this ap-
peal, however, is substantially dif-
ferent. While we are cognizant of
the fact that a partition suit is
presently, pending in the state
courts, the fact remains that as of
now Platt has a two-thirds undi-
vided interest in the .base lands
while Garcia has a one-third un-
divided interest in the same lands.
Even assuming that Garcia has a
preference right to lease the adja-
cent Federal range, we are of the
opinion that until such time as par-
tition actually occurs Platt, under
the provisions of sec.' 402(c) of
FLPMA, has the right of first re-
fusal to the entire Federal range
contiguous or comerinog thereto.

It is clear that if we assume that
Garcia's one-third undivided inter-
est is sufficient to vest her with a
preference right, we must assume
that Platt, with a two-thirds un-
divided interest, is similarly vested
with Ia preference right. Thus, un-
like the situation in Trask where
the prior lease holder no longer had
a preference right, ine the instant
case both would have a. preference
right. Under such a situation we
can no longer find, as we did. 'in
Tasie, that the prior Federal lessee
is-not in compliance- with the iules
and' regulations issued by the Secre-
tary. See 43 U.S.C. § 1752(c)(2).

The 'instant situation is clearly
analogous to a situation in which
there have always been two prefer-
ence right holclers, but where only
one has ever actually' exercised' the

303-299-79- 5
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preference. Under the statutes and
regulations i effect prior to the en-
actment of FLPTMA, the historic tse
of the idividual who had been graz-
ing on the Federal range wvduld be a
factor to consider in the adjudica-
tion of conflicting applications, but
it would' not have been conclusive.
Since the passage of F LPMA, h6w-
ever, it is our view that the prior
holder hastan absolute right of first
refusal so long as he maintains his
preference right and i otherwise in
compliance with the applicable
regulations.

Thus, we conclude that, until such
time as partition occurs, Platt has 
priority right to lease the Federal
range involved herein. AWe are not
unmindful that the provisions of
see. 402(c) may, at times, work an
injustice upon certain'individuals.
But it seems clear that Congress has
determined that stabilization of the
existing livestock industrv should
receive the .]highest consideration
We feel that this Board has no op-
tion but to follow that policy deci-
sion. Upon partition, of- course,
BLM should re-examine the rights
of the parties in accordance with the
views expressed in' Trcisk and the
instant case.

Inasmuch as our resolution of the
above question renders moot the
other issues presented by this ap-
peal, we will not address those
questions.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sions appealed are reversed and the

case files are remanded for further
action consistent; with the views eS-
pressd herein.

JAkn- s L. Bty-,;X,

Administraive Judge.

WE CONCUR:

NEWTON FRIsHBERG,
Chief Administrative Judge.

FREI)MUCK FISHMA&N,
Administrative Judge.

DoUGLAS E. 11ENRIQUES,
Administrative Judge.

EDWAIU W. STUEBING,

Adminitrative Jde.

ADBIINISTRATIVE JUDGE

THOXPSON DISSENTING

I must disagree with the conclu-
sion in the majority opinion that
sec. 402(c) of the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA), 43 U.S.C. 1752(c)
(19 6), mandates renewal of a lease
for the entire grazing privileges in
these circumstances where a coin-
mon owner is seeking to reassert her
rights and her co-owner no longer
has the control over her interest in
the land which had been used as
the preference for the grazing
privilege.

This precise issue' has not been
addressed before by the Board or in
any other ruling of which I am
aware. Thus, as this is a case of first
impression, we must view the statu-
tory provision to determine statu-
tory intent ot'only from the spe-
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cific language but from the entire
legislative and administrative mi-
lieu from which it arose. There is
no guidance in the legislative his-
tory to the type of situation pre-
sented here. See the discussion in
Allen B. Prouse, 32 IBLA 311, 3i5,
84 I.D. 874, 876 (1977), showing the
Congressional concern that existing
grazing operations continue so long
as the authorized user remains qual-
ified under the law and regulations.
Nor is there any evidence on the
specific question here in the current
regulations. The implementing
regulation echoes the statutory lan-
guage, providing:

Permittees or lessees holding expiring
grazing permits or leases shall be given
first priority for receipt of new permits
or leases if:

(1) The lands remain aailable for
livestock grazing in accordance with land
use plans (see subpart 4120);

(2) The permittee or lessee is in com-
pliance with the regulations contained in
this part and the terms and conditions of
his grazing permit or lease; and

(3) The permittee or lessee accepts the
terms and conditions to be included in
the new permit or lease by the authorized
officer.

43 CrAR 4130.2(e), published July
$, 1978, 43 FR 29072.

In commenting on the final rule-
making wherein the grazing regu-
lations were revised last year, the
Assistant Secretary stated in the
preanmble to the regulations:

Serious concern was expressed in sev-
eral of the comments about how these
grazing regulations will affect the live-
stock operators now authorized to graze
on the public lands administered by the
3ureau of Land Management. Livestock

operators with a grazing license, permit,
or lease will be recognized as having a
preference for continued grazing use on
these lands. There [sic] adjudicated graz-
ing use, their base properties, and their
areas of use (allotments) will be recog-
nized under these grazing regulations.

43 FR 29058 (July 5, 1978). While
this comment reflects the statutory
priority for renewal, it relates that
"preference" to the past determina-
tions concerning the grazing user's
base properties, among other mat-
ters.

Thus, to determine what prefer-
ence existed, we turn to the basic
statutory provision which estab-
lished the base property preference.
For lands outside grazing districts,
grazing privileges are awarded
under the authority granted by see.
15 of the Taylor Grazing Act, 43
U.S.C. 315m (1976), which gives
preference to:

owners, homesteaders, lessees, or
other lawful occupants of contiguous
lands to the etent necessary to permnit
proper use of such contiguous lands, ex-
cept, that when such isolated or discon-
nected tracts embrace seven hundred and
sixty acres or less, the owners, home-
steaders, lessees, or other lawful occu-
pants of land contiguous thereto or cor-
nering thereon shall have a preference
right to lease the whole of such tract,
during a period of ninety days after such
tract is offered for lease, upon the terms
and conditions prescribed by the Secre-
tary. [ltalics added.],

This preference, of course, was fur-
ther delineated by sec. 402(c) of
FLPMA by affording a priority to
the holder of an expiring lease.
What is evident in the entire statu-
tory and regulatory franie-work,

455]
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however, is a recognition of rights
established by virtue of ownership
or control of base property. For
sec. 15 leases, the base property is
the contiguous land. Although a
purpose of the Taylor Grazing Act
and sec. 402(c) of FLPMA is to
stabilize existing grazing opera-
tions, the underlying assumption in
both Acts as to preference and pri-
ority for a lease is that the original
conditions which afforded the pref-
erence right remain the same, i.e.,
that the applicant retain his owner-
ship or control of the base property.
Thus, the priority under FLPMA
for renewal depends upon the con-
tinued ownership or control of the
base property as was recognized in
Mark X. Trask, 32. IBLA 395
(1977), where it was held that if
the holder of an expiring lease loses
control of the private property con-
tiguous to public land which gave
him a preference right to a lease
under 43 CFR 4121.2-1 (d) (1977),
he would not be entitled to first pri-
ority under FLPMA for receipt of
a new lease. It follows that loss of a
percentage of the. ownership or con-
trol over the base property causes a.
loss of the priority to lease to that
same extent.

We would apply the law to har-
monize with the entire statutory and
regulatory scheme of. leasing based
upon preference land ownership or
control. Thus, we would: rule that
sec. 402(c) of FLPMA gives a pri-
ority to lease to expiring lessees only
to the extent that the lessee retains
ownership or control of the' prefer-
ence lands upon which the lease was

formerly granted. If the lessee loses
a percentage interest in a tenancy in
common on such preference ands,
he would only have a priority to
lease based upon the percentage of:
ownership or control he retains.

The majority opinion interprets
see. 402(e) of FLPMA to a logical
absurdity. This may be demon-
strated by considering the perim-
eters of the logic flowing from the
majority's conclusion. Under Trask
if a grazing lease applicant no
longer owns or controls land con-
tiguous to the public land to be
leased, he or' she would not have the
statutory preference' to that land
under sec. 15 of the Taylor Grazing
Act. -Iowever, so long as a lessee
owns or controls any percentage
interest in the contiguous land he
would prevail under the majority's
theory. Thus, where a. lessee, whose
lease is expiring, had 100 percent
ownership or control of the contigu-
ous land upon which the preference
was based when the prior lease is-
sued and loses control over 99 per-
cent interest in the contiguous lands,
but retains a 1 percent interest in a
tenancy in common, the thrust of
Platt's argument and the majority's
conclusion in this case would compel
a ruling that sec. 402 (c) of FLPMA
requires that the lease be renewed.
Any other tenant in common of the
preference lands would be prevented
from ever acquiring a Federal graz-
ing lease so long as the tenant in
common who held the prior lease
owns any percentage interest in
those lands. This is completely con-
trary to the entire statutory scheme
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relating the stabilization of the
livestock industry to the ownership
or control of contiguous lands for
grazing leases. The majority's con-
elusion will compel tenants in com-
mon to partition lands in order to
attain a grazing lease. However, this
may not even afford them a basis for
relief unless upon partition the co-
tenant with the lease no longer .owns
lands contiguous to the Federal
lands.

To be in compliance with the
rules and regulations so as to be en-
titled to priority for renewal, the
former lessee must meet the essen-
tial qualification to "own or control
land or -ater base property." 43

GFR 4110.1-9. Furthermore, there
must have been compliance with the
terms and conditions of the -lessee's
lease, The grazing lease which Platt
desires to renew incorporated the
regulations ithen in effect when.the
lease issued. At the, times Platt's
Federal lease issued and expired,' a
regulation expressly provided that
,a grazing lease "will be terminated
in whole or in part because of loss
of control:by the lessee of non-Fed-
eral lands thathave been recognized
as the basis for a grazing lease."
-(Italics added.). 43 OFR 4125.1-1
(i) (4) (1970-1977). Platt's lease
from Garcia was used -by him to
support his prior preference.right
to a lease. When-that lease termi-
nated, without renewal, Platt lost
control to the. extent of the one-
third undivided interest in the base

* 1 Platt's Federal lease was effective Feb. 14,
i974i and it expired Feb. 13, 1977. His lease
from Garcia terminated Oct. 1, 1975.

property owned jointly by -Platt
and, Garcia. Since. one of the lease
terms was termination of the lease
in whole or in part because of loss
of control of the base lands, it can-
not be said that the lease was in
good standing at the time of its
termination as to the one-third in-
terest which had been lost by Platt.
As against Garcia, Platt is there-
fore not entitled to assert the prior-
ity otherwise accorded under
FLPMA to those in compliance
-with the terms and conditions of the
expiring Federal lease.
. I would agree with. the majority

to the extent it finds that an interest
in a tenancy in common gives own-
ership or control to such land. This
is in accord with the general com-
mon law principles governing ten-
ants in common where each co-own-
er may use and enjoy property own-
ed in the form. of tenancy in common
as if he were the sole owner-pro-
vided his actions do not prejudice
the use and enjoyment of the prop-
erty by the other -co-owner, E.g.,
Jackson- v. Low Cost Auto -Parts,
Inc., 925 Ariz. App. 515,- 544 P. 2d
116, 1117: (19760.. Nevertheless,
under te- rule in Jackson a tenant 
in common cannot exclude other
co-owners from enjoying their equal
privileges; since -to do so. would-be
an- ouster.7 The majority's conclu-
sioh, however, fails to give recogni-
tion to any rights in the cotenant to
share -in the usage of the common
tenancy base. property -and helps
Platt, in effect, to oust Garcia from
her rights appurtenant tothe base
property. To avoid this Department

4581 465
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being a participant to such a re-
sult, we should apply the regulation
to recognize the ownership interests
which the cotenants have in the un-
divided whole interest in the prop-
erty by recognizing their propor-
tionate shares.

Platt contends, however, that
Garcia has no control over base
property because under the rule in
Grabbert v. Schutz, 12 IBLA 255,
80 I.D. 531 (1973), full control must
be recognized in the majority in-
terest. In Grabbert the base land
had originally been patented to a
corporation and when it was dis-
solved many small undivided in-
terests in the land were distributed
to the shareholders in proportion to
;their holdings. One of the conflict-
ing applicants attempted to obtain
from 'the small percentage holders
leases which were merely permissive
in nature. On its facts, Grabbert is
distinguishable from the situation
here. However, to the extent lan-
g0age in that case may be read to
require over 50 percent interest in a
tenancy in common before any
rights may be recognized in the
cotenant, I would overrule it-to that
extent. Such a rule is not consonant
with the principles of law pertain-
ing to tenancies in common.

The concept of a cotenant's basic
qualification of ownership or con-
trol in base lands should not be con-
fused with the concepts applicable
to proper allocation of the Federal
lands. Although we would hold that
Platt's ownership and control of
the base property for the purpose
of his basic qualification, and. his

priority for renewal of his grazing
lease should be in proportion to his-
percentage of interest in the tenancy
in common, this does not mean
necessarily that he is entitled to a
lease simply for two-thirds of the
Federal lands. Since Garcia was not
the holder of an expiring Federal
grazing lease, she has no priority
for a new lease under F LPMA.
However, assuming she is otherwise
qualified, as the owner of a per-
centage interest in contiguous lands
she is an owner of base property
and would have a preference under
sec. 15 of the Taylor Grazing Act
to lease contiguous lands except to
thet extent she is precluded by
Platt's FLPMA priority for a lease
based on his two-third's interest in
the base property.

To the one-third interest to which
Platt does not have the priority to
lease under FLPMA, we thus have
conflicting preference applicants.
Generallv, in such circumstances the
grazing privileges for that interest
should be allocated in a manner con-
sistent with the criteria set forth
in 43 CFR 4110.5, which applies
when more than one qualified ap-
plicant applies for livestock graz-
ing use of the same public land.
The authorized officer may allocate.
grazing use consistent with land use
plans on the basis of, any of the fol-
lowing factors:

(a) Historical use of the public
land (ee sec. 4130.2(d));

(b) Proper range. management
and use of water for livestock;

(c) General needs of the appli-
cants7 livestock operations;
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(d) Public ingress and egress
across privately owned or con-
trolled land to public lands;

(e) Topography;; and
.(f) Other land use requirements.

unique to the situation.
Platt contends that if there is to
be any allocation of the privileges
it should have been done by the
range manager applying similar
criteria. We agree with Platt that
generally this is true and should
have been done in this case. How-
ever, there is now an additional
factual circumstance which may
be given consideration under cri-
terion (f) above, that is, the
pendency of the partition suit. Ex-
tensive land use planning and eval-
uation of all these criteria may be
postponed where it appears that a
probable change in land ownership
is imminent. Thus, temporary leases
for less than 10 years are justified
under sec. 402.(b) of FLPMAIA in
the best interest of sound land man-
agement where such a change in
land ownership by partition is im-
minent. However, we believe all of
these considerations should have
been weighed before an allocation
was made here, and would modify
the decisions below and remand the
case to the authorized oficer to
make a further determination of
proper allocation and the reasons
therefor.

The foregoing discussion is pred-
icated upon; an assumption that
Garcia is qualified for a lease be-
cause she is in the livestock busi-,
ness. The issue of her qualifications
Was one- of the primary reasons for

our ordering a hearing in this case.
Being in the livestock business con-
tinues to be a mandatory qualifica-
tion under current regulations. 43
CFR 4110.1. Platt correctly con-
tends the act that Garcia had en-
gaged in the business prior to 19.61
bears no relevance to the adjudica-.
tion. of her application under ap-.
peal because Garcia's lease of her
interest and other evidence indi-
cates that she was not, engaged in
the grazing business from that time
at least until her refusal to renew
Platt's lease. See .Laurence A. An-
dren, 7 IBLA 14 (1972); Orin L.
Patterson, 56 I.D. 380 (1938). Platt
points to several Departmental de-
cisions in support of his argument.-
The Department has held that the
ownership of a few livestockn may
not be sufficient to establish a per-
son as being engaged in the live-
stock business. See Ralph E. Holan,
18 IBLA 432 (1975) ; Ruth F. Han,
13 IBLA 296, 80 LD. 698 (1973).
We have held that entry into the
livestock business cannot be con-
tingent upon the award of a Fed-
eral lease. See Ralph E. Holan, sU-
pra; George T. M1cD onald 18 IBLA
159 (1974).

The cited cases may be distin-
guished from the instant case,
among other reasons, in that the ap-
pellants therein never established
that they had entered the livestock
business be-fore final Departmental.
action on their applications. Final
action on Garcia's application has
been stayed pending this appeal, see
43 CF3R 4.21, and her application
remains pending before the Depart-

458]
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ment. Nothing precludes considera-
tion of all the applicants circum-
s.tances while an applcation is
rpending, and Judge -'Morehouse's
,indings support the conclusion that
Garcia met this qualification at the
time of the hearing. It is clear that
her entry into the livestock business;
was not contingent upon the award
of a Federal lease. Ralph E. Holan,
seupa; George T. McDonald, supra.
This tends to show that Garcia had,
at least, started a livestock business,
albeit a small beginning, when she
filed her application. We would find
that she is qualified.

Platt' further contended that
Garcia should not be awarded any
grazing privileges without first re-
quiring her to make any compen-
sation to Platt for his improve-
ments on the Federal range prior to
the award of the lease. Judge More-
house ruled that this could await
the outcome of the partition action.
Platt contends this was erroneous.
The statutory basis for such com-
pensation is provided in see. 4 of
the Taylor Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C.

315c (1976), which provides in
part:

No permit shall be issued which shall
entitle the permittee to the use of such
improvements constructed and owned by-
a or occupant until the applicant has
paid to such prior occupant the :reason-
able value of such improvements to be
determined under rules and regulations
of the Secretary of the Interior. The de-
cision of the Secretary in such cases is
to be final and conclusive. [Italics added.]

While this provision pertains to
lands inside grazing districts, it has
been provided that sec. 15 grazing

leases (which are outside grazing
districts) are to be administered
under the provisions of the Taylor.
Grazing Act, see 43 U.S.C. § 315m-
2 (1976), and hence, the provision
should be applicable to leases as
well. Present grazing regulations
require payment for improvements
by a transferee prior to approval of
the transfer of grazing use, regard-
less of whether the use arises under
a lease or permit. See 43 CFR 4120.
6-S.

The difficulty here is that if the
privileges are awarded for joint use
as they were below on a percentage
basis use of all the Federal range
in conflict, there would be no "prior
occupant" as contemplated by the
Act. Although Garcia's livestock
might have some use of the im-
provements, so would Platt's. Thus,
Platt would certainly not be entitled
to reimbursement for all the reason-
able value of improvements which
he is using or may use in the future.
If, however, an allocation of the
range would preclude his usage of
the improvements from a given
area, we would agree that provision
for some compensation for such im-
provements should be a prerequi-
site before a permanent lease should
issue to another.

To conclude, we would rule here
that Garcia is qualified to hold a
lease, that Platt has a priority to
lease only to the extent of two-
third of the base property he owns
in common with Garcia, that there
should be an allocation of the other
one-third privileges between Platt'
and Garcia in accord with 43 CFR
4110.5, and that consideration of
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compensation for improvement
should be made if warranted upon
a reallocation: of the privileges, in
accord with the discussion above,
and that further issues raised by
Platt but not answered by the de-
cision below or this decision should
be entertained by the District Mlan-
ager upon a remand of the case to
accord with these views.

JOAN B. THOMPSON,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

JOSEPH W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

ANNE POINDExTER LEWIS,
Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF ANDY'S EXCAVATING

IBCA-1238-12-78

Decided September 19,1979

Contract No. CX-9000-8-0144,
National Park Service.

Denied.

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera.
tion: Labor Laws-Contracts: Disputes
and Remedies: Termination for De-
fault: Generally

When a contractor failed to furnish the
number of laborers required under a serv-
ice contract and failed to cure such de-
ficiency after a notice to show cause why
the contract should not be terminated
for default, the Board held that termina-
tion for default was proper and further
held that the Government should con-
tinue to withhold earnings under the con-
tract to satisfy first the wage claims by
unpaid employees of the contractor as

determined by the Department of Labor
pursuant to the Service Contract Act of
_165 and secondly to satisfy any claim
for excess costs by the contracting
agency.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Anderson Jones,
Owner, Andy's Excavating, Seattle,
Washington, for: appellant;. r.
Arthur V. Biggs, Department Counsel,
Portland, Oregon, for the Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE PACKWOOD

INTERIOR BOARD OF CONz
TRACT APPEALS

This is a timely appeal from a
termination for default.: Neither
party elected a hearing and the ap-
peal is submitted on the record.

aFindings of Faot

A service contract, No. CX-9000-
8-0144, was awarded by the Na-
tional Park Service to Andy's Ex-
cavating on Aug. 24, 1978. The con-
tract required the. contractor to fur-
nish an estimated 1,200 hours of
labor to place, fill with rock, and
tie approximately 300 gabions on
the bank of the Nisqually River in
the Mount Ranier National Park
at Longmire, Washington. At a la-
bor cost of $17.14 per hour, the esti-
mated 1,200 hours of labor estab-
lished a contract price of $20,568.
The contract included the General
Provisions for Service Contracts,
Form 10-293, April 1970, of which
Article 10 is the, standard default
clause (Appeal File Exh. 1).

469469]
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Change Order No. 1 extended the
contract completion date from Oct.
12, to Dec. 1, 1978, but made no
change in the contract price (Ap-
peal File Exh. '6).

Andy's Excavating commenced
work on Aug. 29, 1978, and by Oct.
12, the originally scheduled com-
pletion date, had furnished 636.5
hours of labor and earned $10,909.
61. The Government retained 10
percent of the amount earned and
paid Andy's a total of $9,818.65
(Appeal File Exh. 8).

Although the contract called for
the contractor to furnish four or
five laborers and one labor leader to
perform the contract work (Appeal
File Exh. 1, Specifications, p. 8)
only two employees remained on the
job after Sept. 30, 1978 (Appeal
File Exh. 8).

On Nov. 3, 1978, the Contracting
Officer sent a notice to show cause
why the contractor's right to pro-
ceed should not be terminated for
default for the failure to furnish
the required number of laborers.
The notice also pointed out that the
employees who continued to work
had not been paid since Oct. 2, 1978,
and if the contractor continued to
ignore his obligation to pay his em-
ployees, the monies due under the
contract would be withheld to cover
the wages earned by his employees
and the nonpayment of wages
would be reported to the Depart-
ment of Labor as required by the
contract. The return receipt for cer-
tified mail (Postal Service Form
3811) shows that. the Notice to
Show Cause was delivered to the

contractor on Nov. 7, 1978 (Appeal
File Exh. 9).

On Nov. 22, 1978, the Contract-
ing Officer notified. the Depart-
ment of Labor of the nonpayment
of wages and of the intention to
terminate the contract for default
(Appeal File Exh. 10). The De-
partment of Labor responded by
letter of Nov. 29, 1978, stating that
it was conducting an investigation
and anticipated finding substantial
violations of the Service Contract
Act of 1965, as amended (41 U.S.C.
§§ 351-358 (1967)). Pursuant to
sec. 3 of the Act, the Department of
Labor requested that all monies
available for accrued earnings due
to Andy's Excavating be withheld
pending a determination of the
wages owed to the employees (Ap-
peal File Exh. 11).

As of Nov. 15, 1978, the last day
work was performed under the con-
tract, the two employees of the con-
tractor who remained on the job
had completed 274 gabions (Appeal
File Exh. 17). Completion of the
work on the 274 gabions was accom-
plished with a total of 1,004.5 hours
of labor, or an average of 3.66 hours
of labor for completion of each
gabion.

On Dec. 18, 1978, the Contracting
Officer terminated the contract for
default pursuant to Article 10, De-
fault, of the General Provisions of
the contract. In addition to termi-
nating the contractor's right to
proceed, the Contracting Officer
withheld all monies due under the
contract pending a determination
by the Department of Labor: of the
amount of wage claims of the un-
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paid employees. Further, the Gov-
ernment reserved all rights and
remedies provided by law or under
the contract as well as its ri ght to
charge excess costs for the comple-
tion of the work called for in the
contract (Appeal File Exh. 12).

Pleadings

On Dec. 22,198, Andy's Excavat-
ing filed notice of appeal from the
findings of the Contracting Officer,
stating that the two employees were
not working for it after Sept. 30,
1978 (Appeal File Exh. 13).

In a letter of complaint dated
Jan. 12, 1978, appellant alleged that
the work under the contract was
complete on Sept. 30, 1978, and that
it had been paid $9,818.65 and re-
quested that it be paid the balance
of the contract price of $20,568 (Ap-
peal File Exh. 14). The Govern-
ment's answer admitted that appel-
lant had received payment of
$9,818.65 but denied that appellant
completed the contract work on
Sept. 30, 1978, or at any other time.
The Government alleged that appel-
lant defaulted by failing to furnish
the required number of laborers to
perform the contract work.

Decision

The record shows that appellant
had performed only 476.5 hours of
labor by Sept. 30, 1978 (Appeal File
Exh. 8), while the contract esti-
mated that 1,200 hours would be re-
quired to place, fill with rock, and
tie 300 gabions (Appeal File Exh.
1). Although the record does not

disclose how many gabions were
completed on September 30, it is pos-
sible to estimate that only 130 gabi-
ons were completed on that date
(476.5 hours divided by 3.66 hours
per gabion). Appellant's assertion
that the work uinder the contract was
completed on Sept. 30, 1978, is con-
trary to the evidence of record. Ap-
pellant can have no reasonable ex-
pectation that he had completed the
contract for 300 gabions when he
had performed less than half of the
required work by Sept. 30, 1978.

Appellant's allegation that the
two employees who remained on
the job after Sept. 30, 1978, were
not working for him is refuted by
evidence of record that the total of
payments under the contract,
$9,818.65, included payment for 80
hours of labor by those two employ-
ees for the period Oct. 2 through
Oct. 13, 1978 (Appeal File Exh. 8).
Further, statements by the two em-
ployees show that they were work-
ing for appellant until Nov. 15,
1978, and that each of them is look-
ing to appellant for payment of 33
days' wages which had not been
paid (Appeal File Exh. 20).

Even with the additional labor
by the two employees during the
period from Sept. 30 through
Nov. 15, 1978, the total number of
gabions completed was 274, leaving
24 more gabiois to be placed, filled
with rock, and tied in order to com-
plete the work required by the
contract.

[1] The Board finds that the con-
not completed on

469] 471
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Sept. 30, 1978, that Andy's Exca-
vating did not furnish the required
number of laborers after that- date
to finish the contract. work swithin
the contract period and that there
remain 24 gabions to be completed
in order to satisfy the contract. re-
quirement for. 300. gabions.. The
Board further finds that appel-
lant's default was brought to his
attention by the notice to show
cause, that appellant took no action
to cure the default, and that the
default termination was authorized
under the default clause of the
contract.

With respect to the monies with-
held, the Comptroller General of the
United States has held as a matter
of law that where, as here, sums are
withheld from a defaulted contrac-
tor pursuant to the provisions of the
Service Contract Act of 1965, as
amended, 41 U.S.C. g§od 351-358
(1976), priority to the withheld
funds shall be accorded first to the
claims of unpaid employees and sec-
ondly to the claims of the procuring
agency. Unpublished Opinions B-
161460, May 25, 1967 and B-170784,
Feb. 17, 1971. Accordingly, the
Board finds that the Government is
properly withholding the remainder
of the earnings under the contract
pending a determination by the De-
partment of Labor of the wage
claims of the unpaid employees and
pending a determination by the Na-
tional Park Service of its claim, if
any, to excess costs for completion
of the unfinished work.:

coneusion

The appeal is denied.

G. HEIMMrrT PACmWOOD,

AdminiWastalive Judge.
I tcux:

WmLLiAx F. McGRAw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

KNIFE RIVER COAL KINING CO.

43jI2BLA 104

Decided September 24, 1979

Appeal from decision, GS-lO--ining,
of the Acting'Director, U.S. Geological
Survey, establishing the basis for com-
puting the royalty on production from
Federal coal lease BL (ND) 019127.

Afrmed.

1. Coal Leases and Permits: Royalties
In determining the amount of royalty due
to the United States under a Federal coal
lease, it is proper for U.S. Geological Sur-
vey to include the amount of the reclama-
tion fee Imposed by the Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 as
part of the gross value of production
where the selling price received at the
point of shipment to market is increased
by that amount.

APPEARANCES: oseph R. Haichel,
Esq., Bismark, North Dakota, repre-
senting Knife River Coal Vining Co.

OPINION BY
ADIMIINISTRATIVE JUDGE

B URSKI

INTERIOR BOARD
OF LAND APPEAlLS

In Oct. 7,1977, Knife River Coal
Mining Co. requested an opinion
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from the U.S. 'Geological Survey
(GS) as to whether the reclamation

fee required by the. Surface Mining
Control and' Reclamation Act of
1977"i should be considered 'a part of
the gross value of coal for comput-
ing- tlhe royalty under Federal coal
lease BLM (ND,) 019127.

On Dec. 6 1977, the Area Mining
Supervisor responded by a letter-
decision. The decision compared the
reclamnation fee to a state severance
tax which GS has earlier deter-
mined must be included in the value
basis, which deternmination had
been affirmed by this Board in
Knife River Coal Aining Co., 29
IBLA 26, (1977). The Area Super-
visor accordingly held that royalty
should be paid based on a value
which included the reclamation fee.
Knife River then appealed to the
Director, GS.

On Nov. 1, 1978, the Acting Di-
rector, GS, affirmed the decision of
the Area Mining Supervisor. After
reviewing the GS rationale as to in-

I On Aug. 3, 1977, Congress enacted the Sur-
face Mining Control and Reclamation Act of
1977, P.L. 9-87, 91 Stat. 445, 447 (odified
at 30 U.S.C. 1201 (Supp. I 1977)). See. 402
of the Act requires all operators of coal min-
Ing operations subject to the provisions of the
Act to contribute to a reclamation fund.
Specifically, sec. 402 (a) provides:

"(a) All operators of coal mining opera-
tions subject to the provisions of this chapter
shall pay to the Secretary of the Interior, for
deposit in the fund, a reclamation fee of 35
cents per ton of coal produced by surface coal
mining and 1 cents per ton of coal produced
by underground mining or 10 per centum of
the value of the coal at the mine, as deter-
mined by the Secretary, whichever is less,
except that the reclamation fee for lignite
coal shall be at a rate of 2 per centum of the
value of the coal at the mine, or 1O cents per
ton, whichever Is less."
30 U.S.C. 1232(a) (Supp. I 1977).

clusion of 'the severance tax,2 hei
concluded:

The reasoning supporting the inclusion
of the severance tax in. the royaltybase is
equally applicable here. The fact that the
IBLk decision involved a state tax
rather than a federally imposed fee is a
distinction which does not call for the
application of different. legal principles.

Nothing in. this: decision is meant to
indicate that the surface mining reclama-
tion fee is a tax. We decide only that the
economic effect of increasing the selling
price by the amount of the fee is no dif-
ferent from the effect of an increase at-
tributable to a tax or other, cost of
operation.

The lessee's appeal to the Director,
UJS..Geological Survey, is hereby denied.

Knife River appeals from this deci-
sion.

The only issue for consideration.
is whether the reclamation fee,

2 The GS analysis as quoted in Knife River
aNel Mining ao., supra at 28, Is as follows::

"If the forces in the market place determiner
that the value of the leasehold production at
the point of shipment is no more than the
'selling price' prior to the imposition of the
severance tax, the producer absorbs the
severance tax In the same way that he absorbs
all other increases in his operating costs.

"When the producer absorbs the tax" the
Federal lessee continues to compute the
royalty due the United States on a basis that
is not less than the 'selling price' in effect
prior to the Imposition of the severance tax.

"Should the forces in the market place
demonstrate that the value of the leasehold
production at the point of shipment is actually
more, than the 'selling price' prior to the im-
position of the severance tax the purchaser
may recognize that higher value by absorbing
part or all of the severance tax in the form of
an increased payment, i.e. an increase in the
'selling price' for the production from the
leasehold.

"When the purchaser recognizes by an in-
crease in the 'selling price' the higher value
of the leasehold production, the lessee is re-
quired to compute the royalty due the United
States on the basis of that higher value, i.e.
a Federal lessee must compute the royalty due
the United States on a basis which Is not less
than the increase In the 'selling price.' 

473
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should be included in the gross
value for purposes of computing
the royalty due to the United.

States on a Federal coal lease. The
pertinent part of. the royalty
clause of the lease'reads as follows:

(2d) Royalty. To pay the lessor a
royalty of 5 percent of the gross value of
the coal mined hereunder at the point of
shipment to market, such point' of ship-
ment to be the maine or preparation plant
as the case may be, but in no event will
the royalty be less than 15 cents on every
ton of 2,000 pounds of coal mined for
the first 10 years and not less than 11/
cents on every ton of 2,000 pounds of coal
mined for the remainder of the second
20-year period of the lease The lessee
agrees that the Secretary of the Interior,
for the purpose of determining the
royalties due hereunder, may establish
reasonable mimum values for the
minerals mined, due consideration being
given to the highest price paid for a part
or a majority of the production of coal
of like quality produced from the same
general area, the price received by the
lessee, posted prices, and other relevant
matters. Royalties shall be payable quar-
terly within, 30'ddys from the expiration
of the quarter in which the coal is mined.

Appellant argues that the recla-
mation fee adds nothing to the value
of the coal and that, therefore, the
addition of the fee to the basis for
computing the royalty results, in a
windfall profit to the United States.
Appellant also contends, that since
the reclamation fee did not exist
when its coal lease was executed,
the, parties to the lease did-not con-
template such a fee would be~ in-
cluded in the value basis for com-
puting the royalty.,

However, appellant has failed to
focus properly on the impact of the
reclamation fee on the selling price

of the coal. As appellant notes,
value, for the purpose of royalty
computation is generally equated
with gross price. See 30 CFR
211.63(b). This is what the parties
contemplated and the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey decision does not charge
that relationship. Whether the-pro-
ducer considers the reclamation fee
in setting his selling price or not, the
royalty is still based on value as-de-
termined by that selling price. It
the producer recovers the amount of
the fee from the purchaser, the pur-
chaser has, in efect paid additional
consideration for the coal, increas-
ing the price to him, and thus the
value for computing the, royalty
must also increase by that amount.
While appellant phrases the ques-
tion as whether the reclamation fee
should be included in the gross
value for purposes of computing
royalty, the real question posed by
appellant is whether the reclama-I
tion fee should be ,subtraeted from
the gross value which appellant ob-
tains. Thus, if after imposition:of
the reclamation fee appellant con-
tinues to sell the coal at the previous
price, there is no increase: in the
royalty paid to the United' States.
If, on the other hand, appellant
passes along the reclamation feelto
its customers, either-through an in-
crease in the selling price, or by a
direct rebate of the reclamation fee,
the United States is properly com-
pensated for the increased value re-
ceiver. By attempting to diminish
the price which is actually received
by the amount of the reclamation
fee, appellant is. attempting to
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diminish what is clearly the gross
value received by subtracting what
is properly part of the cost 'of
production.

We agree that the. rationale of
Ewife River Coal Mining Co.
suVpra, applies in this case and hold
that GS. correctly concluded that
the reclamation fee becomes a part
of the gross value of the coal for
royalty computation when the sell-
ing price is increased by the amount
of the fee.

Accordingly, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals, by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 GFR 4.1,.the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

JAmES L. Bu-rmsr,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

FREDERICK FIsHmAN,
Administrative Judge.

NEWTON FRISHBERG,
Chief Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF C.I1C. CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.

IBCA-1 190-4-78
Decided September 25- 979

Contract No. YA-511-CT7-94, Bureau
of Land Management.

Denied.

1. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
.'rden:of Proof-Rules of Practice:
Appeals: Burden of Proof-Rles of
Practice: Evidence.

An appellant will be held to have failed
to sustain its burden of proof and the ap-
peal will be denied where appellant's case
is submitted on the record without a hear-
ing and the record consists. only of claim
letters and pleadings alleging that the
contracting officer's findings of fact and
decision are erroneous in certain respects.
Disputed allegations do not constitute
evidence and cannot be accepted as proof
of facts.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Leo P. Bergin,
Attorney at Law, Mc3onald, Carano,
Wilson, Bergin Bible, 241 Ridge
Street, Reno, Nevada, for appellant;,
Mr. Edward F. Bartlett, Department
Counsel, Denver, Colorado, for the
Government.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE

JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

E*ackaground

The appellant herein, t.c.0 Con-
struction Co., Inc. (GIG), entered
into a construction contract on JulyV
13, 1977, witlh the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) with respect
to the Post Camp Road Surfacing
project in, Lassen County, . Cali-
fornia, about 10 miles south of
iRavendale. The work to be per-
formed consisted of excavating,
loading, hauling, grading, and com-
pacting approximately 5,000; cubic
yards of aggregate with all related
work and appurtenances. CI0 was
to furnish all labor, supervision,:
equipment, and supplies. Aggre-
gate material was to 'be furnished at

*4751
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a stockpile by the Government. The
contract. price, was for about
$19,600. The contract provided. that
the work "shall be started within
10 calendar 'days after' receipt of
notice to proceed." (AF-2.)l 

GIC acknowledged receipt of the
notice to proceed onAug. 2, 1977

During the performance of the
contract, I, on Aug. 17, 1977
(AF-6), Aug.. 29, 1977 (AF-9),
and Jan. 12, 1978 (AF-18), made
various claims alleging that certain
expenses outside the contract had
been wrongfllyv imposed upon the
contractor by the Government: By
his Findings of Fact and Decision,

-dated Mar. , 1977 (AF-20), the
Contracting 'Officer denied each of
the claims presented stating his
reasons for- each denial. In that de-
cision the. Contracting Officer ad-
vised CIG of its right of appeal to
this Board.

By letter dated Apr. 6, 1978, the
attorneys for GIG inaugurated an
-appeal to0 this. Board setting forth
five separate claims (AF-21). This
document, captioned "Notice of
Appeal," ' was received by' the
Board on Apr. 17, 1978. On May 16,
1978, the Board received another
,document dated May 12, 1978, and
'also entitled "Notice of Appeal,"
which set forth six separate reasons
'why the Contracting Officer's' find-
ings of fact, and decision of Mar. 6,
1978, were claimed to be erroneous.

On the same day, May 16, 1978,
the Board sent a letter to IG's

ttorneys exp]aining that it had re-
1 .For purpose of this opinlon (1AP-2) refers

to Item 2 of the Appeal File. '

ceived both Notices of Appeal and
stated, "It may be that you in-
tended the latter 'Notice of Ap-
peal' to constitute the appellant's
Complaint. If so, it is requested
that you confirm that that was your
intention." No such 'confirmation
wastever received by the Board. Ai
order entitled "'Establishing Time
for Government to Answer was
issued by the Board on June 2, 1978.
In that order the Board stated that
although the appellant had failed
to file any document designated
"Complaint" within the time, al-
lowed by the Board's rules, the two
notices of appeal, tother with the
appeal file documets',- appGea to
defin6 'theissues involved in the ap-
peal. The Government was then
required to' file its Answer within
30 days from the date of receipt of
the order. It did' so on June 29,
19378.. .

Issue was .directly oined by the
allegations of CIC and the denials
of the Government in its answer
with respect to the following items:

1. Whether the method of measur-
ing material hauled employed .by
the Government inspectors during
the first '3 days of the contract per-
formance wrongfully increased the
truck time of GIG bye 95 percent
causing an increased cost of $4,850.
* 12. Whether the erroneous figure of
18 miles instead of 26 mile's as desig-
nated on a map in the specification
entitled appellant to an additional
$7,529.34 or whether, as Icontended
-by the Government, appellant had
knowledge of the actual mileage
prior to submission'of its bid.
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3. Whether a 3-day delay was
caused by the inspectors upon com-
pletion of the job causing extra costs
for appellant of $500 per day or
$1,500.

4. Whether appellant is entitled
to $500 for alleged* inconvenience
and added costs' in lost time and
telephone calls resulting from Gov-
ernment's mishandling of- cattle-
guard and sign replacement items.

:5. Whether CIC was damaged by
BLM inspectors because of wrong-
fully informing employees of al-
leged misconduct on the part of
appellant on previous jobs.
^ 6. Whether appellant was, un-

necessarily required to have roller
equipment on the job prior to com-
mencement of work resulting in an
extra cost of $1,500.-

No request for hearing was made
by appellant. In July 1979, the
Board was informed by counsel for
both parties during telephone con-
versations that they did not desire
-an evidentiary hearing and would
submit their respective cases on the
record. Consequently, on July 24,
1979, the Board issued an ("Order
Settling Record" which stated that
this appeal would be considered
ready for decision as of Aug. 17,
1979, that either of the parties could
supplement the record prior to that
time with any document deemed
relevant and material and that the
parties could submit briefs prior to
that-time.

:Neither of the parties supple-
mented therecord in any way and
neither suibmitted a brief., The ap-
pellant has offered no documentary

or testamentary evidence of any
kind whatsoever in support of its
allegations.

Decision

When a contractor attacks the
validity of a finding of fact or deci-
sion of a Contracting Officer which
is not patently in error, he has the
burden of producing evidence show-
ing that he is entitledto relief on
the basis of claims made. The Board
here is faced with the same problem
presented in deciding Wickes En-
gineering c & Construction Co.,
IBGA -No. 191 (Nov. 30j 1960),
61-1 BCA par. 2872, where the
Board, at p. 14,981, said:

We are confronted with a problem of
proof in this claim since there has been
no hearing and..the appeal is submitted
only on the record. It must be appre-
ciated that this Board must rely upon
evidence, whether of 'record or by testi-
mony, to arrive at a decision. The appel-
lant has not submitted proof, but has
only made allegations. The burden of
proof is upon the appellant. In the ab-
sence of evidence to the contrary, the
Board must accept the record or testi-
mony submitted by the Government as
being correct unless it, on its face, shows
error or is unbelievable. Statements in
claim letters are not sufficient proof of
essential facts which are disputed. [Foot-
notes omitted]

2 See also, Oand Construction o., Inc.,
IBCA No. 871-9-70 (Mlar. 3, 1971), 7-1
BCA par. 8766, where this Board, among other
things, at p. 40,686, said: "Mere allegations
do not constitute proof"; and H. W. Coldwelt:

on, Inc., IBCA No. 824-2-70 (ay 30,
r1973e, So I.D. 345, 76-2 BCA par. 10;069

where the Board said,, at p. 47,231: "This
Board has held that mere statements in letters
and assertions in appellant's complaint annot
be accepted: as proof of facts."

475] 477
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Accordingly, we find that appel-
lant has failed to sustain its burden
of proof. The appeal is denied.

DAviD DoANE,
Administrative Judge.

I CONU::

Wmr.LIAxv F. McGREw
Chief Administrative Judge

APPEAL 03O RECON SYSTEMS, INC.

IBOA-1214-9-78

Decided Septenber 25,1979

Contract No. 68-03-0293, Environ-
mental Protection Agency.

Sustained.

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Actions of Parties-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Allowable
Costs-Contracts: Construction and
Operation: Changes and Extras

Under a CPFF contract requiring the
completion of a report -with on-going
monthly Government review of completed
portions by a small number of reviewers,
the withholding of such review until a
postcontract period and a significant ex-
pansion of the number of reviewers is
found to constitute a change. not subject
to the specified cost ceiling. In the cir-
cumstances presented, the knowledge
that the project office had greatly ex-
panded the work of incorporating review-
ers' comments into the contract report
was imputed to the contracting officer.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Norman T.
Weinstein, President, Recon Systems,
Inc.,. Somerville, New Jersey, for ap-
pellant; Mr. Richard V. Anderson,

Government Counsel, Cincinnati, Ohio,
for the Government. : I

OPINION BY
ADAIINISTRATIVE JUDGE

LYNCH I

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This is an appeal from the Con-
tracting Officer's decision disallow-
ing $12,482 of overrun costs under a
cost-plus-fixed-fee contract. An ad-
ditional amount of $567 remains un-
paid under the contract, for which
the Government accepts liability.
The appellant advised the Board in
a letter of Nov. 20 1978, of its con-
tinued willingness to -accept less
than full reimbursement, a -position
communicated to the Government
on various occasions. The facts dis-
cussed below are not disputed by the
parties. However, the Government
denies liability for the reason that
the appellant failed to give timely
notice of an overrun under the
"Limitation of Cost" clause of the
contract and failed to secure ap-
proval for expenditures above the
contract amount.

Findings of Fact

* Appellant was awarded the in-
stant contract on June 22, 1973, for
the preparation of a report updat-
ing an existing report on municipaI
scale incineration processing tech-
nology. The work was required to be
completed within 7 .months, with
appellant submittingi-ionthly _prog-
ress reports together with. drafts of
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chapters completed during the
month. The Government Project
Officer was to comment on the draft
chapters and return them to .appel-

lant within 30 days. The contract
contemplated that the Project Offi-
cer would secure the review of draft'I
chapters by appropriate personnel
in the Office of Solid Waste Man-
agement Programs (OSWMPO),
and collect their comments for re-
turn to appellant within the 30-day
period. The initial contract included
an estimated cost of $47,721 plus a
fixed fee of $3,779 for a total amount
of $51,500. The Contracting Officer
was located in Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the Project Officer having technical
supervision -over contract -pe.form-
ance was located in Washington,
,D.C.

Modification No. 1 dated Jan. 24,
1974, extended the period of per-
formance from 7 to 10 months. Mod-
ification No. 2 dated Apr. 23,19T4,
changed the contract completion
date to Dec. 1, 1974, and designated
a new Project Ofcer to monitor per-
formance. By letter dated May 21,
1974, the Project Officer advised ap-
pellant that he and another staff
member had reviewed the chapters
submitted to date , but that such
piecemeal review had not proven
successful in the past. He further
advised that he planned to wait for
the complete draft report before se-
curing the review of four outside
reviewers, and asked appe4lant to
suggestother riesposible reviewers
to be used.

By letter dated Aug. 22, 1974, ap-
pellant advised that an overrun of
$16,413.51 was anticipated. The fact
that an overrun was anticipated
was communicated in earlier letters
of May 20 and Aug. 13, 1974, but
the specific amount h not yet
been determined. By letter dated
Oct. 8, 1974, the Project Oficer ad-
vised appellant to either forward
all data compiled and partially
completed work or agree to com-
plete the work at no additional cost
to the Government. Subsequent ex-
changes of correspondence culmi-
nated in an offer by appellant by
letter of Nov. 20, 1974, to complete
the work on a "fixed price direct
professional salary basis only" for
an increase in cost of- $6;987. The
negotiations included agreement on
a revised schedule of completion of
the work by June 1, 1975, and the
fact that final typing would be done
by the Government. Both the in-
crease in cost and the new comple-
tion date were incorporated in Mod-
ification No. 3 dated Dec. 2, 1974.
The Modification increased the esti-
mated cost by $6,987, but made no
Mention of the basis for reducing
the amount of the overrun, and did
not change the, other terms of the
contract. By letter dated Feb. 13,
1975, appellant forwarded the re-
mnaining draft chapters which coim-
pleted its work, except for making
the, changes resulting from review
by the Government.

By letter of Aug. 13, li9 7 51, appel-
lant -onded to a. letter of July
28; 1975, frm the contract special-
ist in Ohio to the effect that the

303-299-79-7
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contract was not yet ready to be
closed out because. the review of the
final report had not beeni received
'from the Government. Appellant's
letter' of Oct. 10, 19,75 directed to
the Cost Review and Policy Branch
in Washington, D.C., with a copy
to the Contracting Officer in, Cin-
cinnati, advised that 'an icrease in
*2vethead rates had occurred,. and
'that billings at the contract ceiling
rate of 100 percent would result in
.An overrun.

By' letter of Oct. 22, 1975, the
Project Officer forwarded the draft
report.to appellant with the com-
ments of a 25-member review team,
and asked 'for its return by ]Nov. 10,
1975, for final typing by. the .GOv-
ernment. After advising of the im-
practicality of coihpleting by Nov.
'10, 1975, in a letter dated 'Oct. 31,
1975, appellant completed the cor-
rections and returned the report by
transmittal letter" of Jan. 23, 1976.
Appellantt's letter of Apr. 26, 1976,
detailed overrun costs of $12,443.57
and offered to waive payment of the
added overrun costs for a. total
claim of $5,983.15'. Follow-np letters
of. Aug. 11,' Oct. 7, Nov. 26, 1976,
and Mar. 14, 197, 'elicited ,no re-
sponse fromthe .Qontracting Officer.

By memorandum dated Nov.' 16,
1977, the contract specialist in in-
cinnati requeted the project office
in Washinon, '.C., to .advise
whe'ther funds would Abe available
to 'cover' the cost overrun. The re-
sponse of the project office on Nov.
28, 1977,0 advised that the:' are no
funds a-ailable to cover the over-
tun. 'By'letter dated' Dec. '2, t1977,
the Conitracting ' Officer proposed

closing out the contract with the
payment of the unpaid balance of
$567, without funding the overrun.
The failure to fund the' overrun was
attributed to the failure of appel-
lant 'to give: timely notice that the
contract costs would exceed the con-
'tract funding as.-.required by the
"Limitation of' Costs" clause. Ap-
pellant refused to accept the pro-
posed ettlement of the contract,
and subsequent discussions did not
result in agreem'ent. The Contract-
ing Officer issued a final decision on
Sept. 7, 1978, from which this ap-
peal was taken.

Decision

In its brief, the Government re-
lies primarily on the failure of ap-
'pelant to give' timhly notice of an
impending overrun despite the fact
that the contract audit revealed the
contract cost ceiling was reached
with the ayment of the Apr. 3,
1975, voucher. Governnment counsel
notes that appellant failed to keep
either the Contracting Officer or the
Project Officer 'informed with re-
spect'to' its cost experience during
the period Feb. 13 to Oct. 22, 1975,
the time period during which the
Government review of the draft re-
port was taing place. The appel.
lant did affirm to the Contracting
Officer in a letter dated Dec. '16,
197T, that no costs were incurred
during this period.

Additionally, "the Government
'argues 'that the Contracting 'Of-
ficerhas the authority to refuse to
fund an overrun- -retroactively
whether or not the contractor gives
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timely notice of an anticipated
overrun. Pointing to 'appellant's
prior experience with an overrun
on the contract, it contends that ap-
pellant's cost system was adequate
to alert appellant to the- pending
overrun and the need to give notice.
Regarding the: Oct. 10, 1975, letter
to the Cost Review and Policy
Branchl (with copy to the Contract-
ing Officer) advising of an-overrun,
the brief notes,, "Although a copy
was furnished to the Contracting
Officer. in Cincinnati, Ohio, no,
notice was, given, to the project
officer, Mr. Steve Hitte in Wash-
ington." The. brief also concludes
that appellant became a volunteer
-vvhen it continued performance in
incurred costs after its cost ceiling
had been reached, and that the Gov-
ernment did not induce. continued
performance.

Appellant claims that the added
costs over the contract ceiling were
necessarily incurred to complete the
contract work by incorporating the
comments of the 25- to 40-person re-
view team during 'a period long
after the contract performance time
had expired.

-Al though both parties have dealt
with the excess costs as an overrun
in their negotiations and in the
pleading. before the .Board,. we find
that the circumstances g vging rise
to the additional costs should prop-
emly be viewed from a different per-
spective. The, case was presented to
the Board without a hearing, with
the Preside'nt of appellant's firm fil-
ing the Pleadings. While' appellant
ereated the 'e6sts as an overrun, the

factual presentation indicated that
the "underlying basis of appellant's
argument. is. that he was required to
do more work than was required by
the contract and that the Govern-
ment's .inordinate delay in -review-
ing the draft report caused such
added. work to: be more costly be-
cause it was performed in a later
time.period.

From the. commencement of per-
formance of this contract, it is clear
that the manner of performance de-
scribed in the contract was not to be
followed The, monthly review and
correction of chapters' specified. in
the contract wasV .changed by the
-Government-to a singlereview of
the complete draft' report. In this
change appellant' concurred.. How-
ever, at- the time of 'the first over-
run, the only evidence of record re-
garding c ontemplated Government
review is the letter of May 21, 1974,
from the Project Officer. That letter
indicated the magnitude of. the re-
view would be, the Project Officer,
another staff'member, and four out-
side reviewers. The record does not
reveal the evolution of the Govern-
merit review-from six persons to the
actual review that took place in-
volving 25 to '40, persons and 'con-
suming the time from Feb. 13 to
Oct. 22,1975. The greatly expanded
review and review period is not re-
flected in the contract or any of the
modifications. Appellant's conten-
tion that the expanded review. re-
sulted in ore work because of a
greater''volume of omments, to be
reconciled is not disputed. We find
that the exanded review 'with the

481
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resulting greater volume of com-
ments to be dealt with-by the-appel--
lant was -a change in the, scope of the
contract. The "Limitation- of -Cost"
clause limits the expenditures under
the contract for the specified scope
of -work, but does:not apply to
changes :forlwhich -an equitable ad-
justment to the contract amount
should be determined. -(See;Chemi-

Cal Construction Corp., JBCA 946-
1-72 (Feb. 8i1973)--, 73-1 BCAfJar.
9892 and citation in footnote 11).
- The Government's contention thfat
appellant -should have provided a
copy of the Oct. 10, 1975, letter giv-
ing notice of an overrun to the Pro-
ject Officer as well as the Contract-
ing Officer advocates a reversal of
roles. The contractor does not have
the duty to coordinate- the various
Government offices involved in dif-
ferent aspects of monitoring con-
tract performance. Appellant had
submitted the final draft report on
Feb. 13,1975, and exhausted the con-
tract funds. It incurred no-further
costs until the Government returned
the report -in, late . Oct6ber for in-
corporation of the review6s'- com-
ments. Prior to incurring any added
costs, appellant advised the Cost
Review and Policy Branch and the
Contracting Officer that an overrun
would be incurred. The Contracting
Officer is the responsible official of
the Government who can bind the
Government by his acts and by his
failure to act. He had knowledge
that the contract funds were ex-
hausted by reason of a- copy of thIe
Oct. 10, 1975, letter sent-to him- by 
appellant. At that time? no addi-

tional costs were being incurred:
but they would be incurred if the
Government were to ask for acdi,
tional work.

The record is devoid of -any evi-
dence indicating thiat the- Contract;--
ing Officer took any action regard-
ing the contract from the time of the
October 10 notice until after all'
work had'been completed and the,
appellant submitted his claim in
April 1976.- We must assume that he
did not commlinicate, with the proj-
ect office to learn the status of the-
contract work (i.e., a substantial
amount of work remained to be done.
to incorporate the reviewers' com-
ments). Had he done so, undoubt--
edly, he would have learned that the-
Government review phase of the-
work had grown extensively over-
that contemplated in the; contract.
With the knowledge that the funds
were exhausted, and with the prior
knowledge that a shortage of proj-
ect funds had resulted in extensive-
negotiations to; partially fund an
earlier overrun, the Contracting Of-
ficer apparently failed to act to ac--
quaint himself with' the- current
status of the contract work. In ad-
dition to the Oct. 10, 1975, notice of'
exhaustion of the- contract funds,.
appellant had advised a contract
specialist on the staff of the Con-
tracting Officer, by letter dated
Aug. 13, 197, that the contract was.
not ready to be closed out because of
the work remaining to be done after-
the- Government review of -the draft
report.was received. Taken t6gether
these communiCations to the 6ffice of
the Contracting Officer during -:
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hiatus in the work, placed in Gov-
ernnent. on notice that- additional
work was equired to complete the
Icontract work and that the contract
funds were not sufficient to pay for
the remaining work.

Under these circumstances, even
though the appellant did not rec-
'ounize and present a claim for the
wark as'changed, the Contracting
Officer had only to act on the infor-
mation timely provided-to him to
learn that the projectoffice had, in
fact, changed the scope- of the con,
tract by greatly expanding the re-
view of the draft report. -hI this
postcontractual period, yVhei -the
contract specialist n 'the Contract-
ing Officer's staff writes to the con-
tractor regarding closing out the
contract and the contractor re-
'sponds that the work is incomplete
because of the Government tardy
return of the review comments, no
inquiry was made as to the notice
of the problems being encountered.
We find therefore that-the failure
of the Contracting Officer to act on
the information- provided him- im-
putes to him the knowledge of the
actual status of the changed con-
tract requirements.

In the agreement embodied in
Mlodification No. 3, appellant clear-

ly undertook to forego reimburse-
ment of a portion of his overhead
costs and to share in the cost. of
completion of the project. Appel-
lant has repeatedly advised the Gov-
ermnent and: the Board that only
partial reimbarsement is laimed
for te completion of the contract
work which we have found to coil-
stitute a change. Therefore, the ap-

peal: is sustaied in' thle amouint
claimed for diect ost of $,983.15
pus interest: to be determined, by
the Contracting: Officer in accord-
an'ce with Clause 22 entitled
"Interest. L

RUSSEL C. LYNciEE
Admilivstrative Jqidge.,

I CONPUR:

Wnurx- F. McG ':AW'
Chief AdiyiiniWtrative Jdge.

CAR330N F-UEL Co.

1 IBSNA 253-

Dqcided Septem 7ber 25, 1979

Appeal by the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcemnmt from a
Jan, 12, 1979, decision by' Administra-
tive Law Judge ,Torm X. Allen vacating
a notice of violation and accompanyiig
civil penalties issued for failure to
remove- topsoil and to post .perimeter
markers. (Docket Nos. CH 9-1-R, CH
9-3-P, and CH 9-6-P.)

Reversed and remanded.

1. Surface: Mining Control and Recla-
ahation Act of 1977: Words and

Phrases

"Topsoil." For purposes of the topsoil re-
movaLrequirements of 30 CFR 715.16(a),
topsoil is either all the A horizon or the
A horizon plus unconsolidated material
to a depth of 6 inches or all uncon-
solidated material where less than 6
inches of material exists.

2. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Topsoil: Alterna-
tive Materials

4M]
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An operator must obtain approval from a
state regulatory Authority before using
alternative materials instead. -of remov-
ing, segregating, and redistributing toj?
soil.

APPEARANCES: Billy lack Gregg,
Esq., Office of the Field Solicitor,
Charleston, West Virginia,. Shelley D.
Hayes, Esq." and. Marcus P. McGraw,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor for Enforce-
ment, Office of the Solicitor, Washing-
ton, D.C., for appellant, 'Office of
Surface Mining Reclamation and. En-
forcement;. GregoryR. Gorrell,, Esq.,
lackson, Kelly, olt, and O'Farrell,
Charleston, West Virginia, for appel-
lee, Carbon Fuel Co.

OPINION BY THE INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE MIA-
ING AND RECLAMATION
APPEALS I -

The Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement
(OSM) has appealed that part of

1 The ALJ's decision also vacated Violation
No. 5 of Notice of Violation No. 78-1-16-1,
Violation' No. 1 of Order of Cessation No.
78-I-16-2, and the 2,250 civil penalty based
on Violation No. 1 of the cessation order, all
relating to perimeter markers (30 CPR
715.12(c)). OSaI has elected not to appeal
this part of the decision. It is in this part of
the opinion that the ALJ discusses the ques-
tion whether the Department should be equit-
ably estopped from enforcing a provision of
the initial regulatory program on the grounds
that the Director of OSM, in a Sept. 3, 1978,
letter to the Director of the West Virginia
Department of Natural Resources, stated that
the State's Aug. 14, 1978, regulations "are
essentially in compliance with, and adequate
to implement the initial regulatory program."
Carbon uel's equitable estoppel argument is
inapposite to the issue' appealed because the
letter did not address the matter of topsoil
handling and because, in any event, the letter
was written after the event Carbon Fuel sug-
gests should have been precluded by it. f.
Union Carbide Corp. v. Andrus, No. 79-2142
(S.D. W.Va., July 17, 1979) (order denying
preliminary injunction) at 32-35.

a an. 12, 1979, decision by Admin-
istrative Law Judge (ALT); Tom
*M. Allen which vacated Violation
No. 7 of Notice of Violation No. 78-
1716-1 and, the resulting $1,200
civil penalty issued, for Carbon
Fuel Company's Aug. 29 1978, fail-
ure to remove topsoil before any
drilling for blasting, mining, or
other surface disturbance2

As the AUJ's opinion states, the
facts of this case are not in dispute.
Because topsoil was sparse on the
steep slopes of its mine inKanawha
County, West Virginia, Carbon
Fuel removed topsoil: only from
hollows and other areas where it
was encountered rather than remov-
ing, it continuously as the first,
separate step of its contour haul-
back operation3*

In pertinent part, the ALJ's de-
cision reads:

Although the word "topsoil" is used
liberally throughout the Act and regula-
tions, there is no definition for topsoil
either in the Act or in the interim regu-
lations. The thrust of the Act is therefore
that the A horizon should be removed,
stockpiled, and stored to be replaced on
disturbed areas or enough material be-
low the A horizon to comprise a total of'
6 inches, the purpose being that the
drafters considered this to be the proper
material for revegetation when the mined
area has been returned to approximate
original contour. * * *

Although in West Virginia the quality
of the A horizon soil is insufficient for the
intentions of the Act, the use of the
word topsoil in the regulations most be
held to be synonymous with A horizon
materials * * *.

From the evidence, it:is clear that Re-
spondent has failed to carry the initial

23o CFR 715.16(a).
Tr. at 14-16, 35, 52, 66-67, 73.
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burden of proof to sustain this.vioIation,
and the weight of the evidence shows that
there was insufficient topsoil in the area
being mined on the date of inspection that
could be recovered and stockpiled.
* Further, since the regulatory authority
of West Virginia has apparently recog-
nized the problem with topsoil-on the per-
mit area as evidenced by the inspection
reports by. not citing the Applicant for
violations of the stockpiling requirements
after May 3, it is evident that the regula-
tory authority has given its approved
[sic] for the hauiback and recovery meth-
od being used by the Applicant which
did not icude stockpiling of topsoil
unless it was encountered by the
Applicant. * * *

If there is any violation of 30 CR
715.16 by the Applicant, it is one of tech-
nicality caused by the geographical
anomalies of the West Virginia moun1

tains not contemplated by the drafters of
the Act and the regulations and not a
negligent act of design or purpose.

For this reason, I am unwilling to hold
Applicant in violation of 30 CFR 715.16
on August 29,:1978. [4]

[1] The language of 30 CFR
715.16(a) provides that unless ap-
proval or the use of alternative
materials is obtained from the state
regulatory authority an operator
must, as an initial, separate opera-
tion, remove all of the A horizon
of the topsoil and, where the A
horizon is less than 6 inches deep,
must remove either a 6-inch layer
that includes the A horizon and the
unconsolidated material immedi-
ately below the A horizon or, if the
total available is less than 6 inches,
all unconsolidated material. Thus,

4Decision at 9-10.
"A horizon" is defined under "Soil

horizons" in 30 CR 710.5 as "the uppermost
layer in the soil profile * * * in which organic
matter is most abundant * * *"

for purposes of 30 CFR 715.16(a);.
the definition. of topsoil is all the A
horizon where there is: more than -
inches of A: horizon. Where there is-
less than 6 inches of A horizon, top-
soil, is either all 'the A' horizon plus,
unconsolidated material down to a
depth of 6 inches. or'all unconsoli-
dated, material if there.is less than,
6 inches of A h rizon an d uncon-
solidated material.

f[23 Since it is not disputed that-
Carbon Fuel did not first 'remov&
topsoil from all areas of its opera-
tion and did not have , approval
from the State of West Virginia
for the use of alternative materials 7
from hollows and others areas, the-
ALJ's statement that OSM "failed
to carry the initial burden of proof"
to sustain this violation" is-
incorrect."

The fact that a West Virginia.
official may have. acknowledged the
practicality of Carbon Fuel's top-.
soil handling methods at the hear--

9 does not obviate the
requirement that Carbon Fuel must -

6 "It is * * * undisputed: that there was no-
approval by the regulatory authority for a
variation as provided for In 30 CFR_
715.16(a) (1) which provides,- 'All, topsoil
shall be removed unless use of alternative -
materials is approved by the regulatory
authority in accordance with subparagraph
[sic] (4).' " Decision at 8 Tr. at 73. A gen-
eral state regulation governing topsoil han--
dling cannot serve as a substitute for this&
procedure.

7 Since Carbon Fuel was not removing any
soil from the slopes, but was instead substitut--.
Ing other materials found in the hollows,
those materials, regardless of their composi--
tion, .were "alternative materials" for pur- -
poses of 715.16(a).

8See 43 CR 4.1171 and Dean Trrc1king,_
Inc., 1 IBSMA 229, 237, 86 I.D. 437, 441.:
(1979) of. 43 CPR 4.1155.
: Tr. at 102-103.:
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obtain approval from. that State's
regulatory authority before using-
alternative materials.10

Since Carbon Fuel violated 30
,CFR 715.16(a), OSM's notice of
violation was properly issued. The
ALJ erred in excusing Carbon Fuel
from compliance with their require-
ments."1 The decision is therefore
reversed and the case remanded to
The Hearings Division for determi-
nation of whether a civil penalty is
appropriate.

WILL A. IRWIN,
Chief Administrative Judge.

IRALINE G. BARNES,
Administrative Judge.

MEVIN J. MIRKIN,
A-dmnistrative Jqudae.

1030 C 715.16(a)(1); Alabjama By-
.Prodtucts Corp., 1 IBSMA 239, 243, 246, 6
I.D. 446, 448, 449 (1979). The A was
aware of this requirement: "[T]o satisfy the
technicality of 30 CPR 715.16(a) (1), there
-should be written approval by the regulatory
authority for a variance." Decision at 10.

11 30 CR 710.11 (a) (3) (ii) provides: "On
-and after May 3, 1978, any person conducting
-coal mining operations shall comply with the
Initial regulatory program * * ." Cf. Cedar
-Coal Co., IBSMA 145, 86 I.D. 250 (1979).

CLAYPOOL CONSSTRUCTION CO.,
INGC.

1 ISXA 259

Decided Septenber 26, 1979

-Cross appeals by Claypool Construction
-Co., Inc., and the Office of Surface Kin-
ing Reclamation and Enforcement
from the decision of Administrative
[Law JTudge Tom Tir. Allen, dated Apr.
18, 1979, upholding two cessation

orders issued pursuant to the Surface
bMining Control and; Reclamation Act
of 1977 (Docket Nos. CH 9-9-R and
CH 9-22-R).

Affirmed as, modified in part, re-
versed in part, and remanded.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Applicability:
Postminuing Land Use

Excavation for the purpose of obtaining
coal Is an activity which may be subject
to regulation under the Act, even though
that activity may be incidental to a post-
mining land use plan.

2.; Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Administrative
Procedure: Findings-Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977:
Environmental Harm

In review proceedings of cessation orders
issued pursuant to see. 521(a) (2) of the
Surface Mining Control and'Reclamation
Act of 1977, there must be a determina-
tion whether the condition, practice, or
violation which is the basis for the order
is one which creates an imminent danger
to the health or safety of the public, or is
causing, or can reasonably be expected to
cause significant, imminent environ-
mental harm to land, air, or water re-
sources.

3. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Initial Regula-
tory Program: Generally-Surface
Xining Control and Reclamation Act
of 1977: Words and Phrases

"Perniittee." The definition of "permit-
tee" adopted by the Secretary for the
initial regulatory program in 30 CER
700.5 includes those persons who fail to
obtain a state permit before conducting
surface coal mining and reclamation
operations regulated by a state.
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4. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of. 1977: Applicability:
Enforcement Provisions

The enforcement provisions of the Act
and the initial Federal regulatory pro-
graim are not avoided by the failure of a
person to obtain a state permit before
conducting surface coal mining and recla-
mation operations regulated by a state.-

APPEARANCES: H. Laban White,
Esq., Marstiller, Sieglist & White,
Clarksburg, West Virginia, for Clay-
pool Construction Co., Inc.; Billy Jack
Gregg, Esq., Office of the Field Solici-
tor, Charleston, West Virginia, Shelley
D. Hayes, Esq., Office of the Solicitor,
and MaTcus P. McGraw, Esq., Assistant
Solicitor for Enforcement, Office of the
Solicitor, Washington, D.C., all for the
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation
and Enforcement.

OPINION BY THE INTERIOR
BOARD OFSURFACEMINING

AND RECLAMATION
APPEALS

Claypool Construction Co., Ine.
(Claypool), and the Office of Sur-
face Mining Reclamation and En-
forcement (052f) filed appeals
from te Apr. 18, 1979, decision of

-an Administrative Law Judge
(AILJ). In that decision the A-Li
upheld Cessation-Order NTos. 78-I-
3-1 and 78-1-3-3, issued to Clay-
pool under the provisions of sec.
521(a) (2) of the Surface mining
Control and Reclamation Act of
1977 (Act),' but found that he

'30 U. S.C. § 1271(a) (2) (Supp. I 1977);
P.L 957, 91 Stat. 445, 50 (1977). A]
further citations to the Act are to the 1977
Supplement of the United States Code.

lacked jurisdiction to review No-
tice of Violation Nos. 78-I-3-1,
T8-1-3-18, and 78-I-3-19 because
Claypool had failed to obtain a state
permit before engaging in thle activ-
ities which are te subject of these
notices.

The findings of the AILS are not
adequate to support his ruling on
the cessation orders. Furthermore,
we disagree with the ALJ's holding
that Claypool may not be treated as
a pernittee" during the initial
regulatory program because it does
not hold a permit from a state-
agency and that, as a result, the
ALJ is without jurisdiction to re-
view the notices of violation issued
to Claypool by OSM. Our decision
affirms as modified in part, and re-
verses in part that of the A.LJ, and
remands the case to the Hearings-
Division.

Fact=Uo and Procedural
Background

Claypool is a corporation en-
gaged in excavation and grading-
activities in the vicinity of Stone-
wood and Clarksburg, West Vir-.
ginia. Its shareholders are Ernest
R. Claypool (President), William,
R. McQuaid (Secretary and Treas-
urer), and Barbara Claypool. Prior-
to forming Claypool, the first two
individuals conducted excavation
and grading projects on a partner-
ship basis.

In February 1978, Claypool be-
gan operations on property it owns-
near the Stdnewood municipal
boundary. This land: had been,
mined previously for coal, by sur-
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face and underground methods and
ihad become'the site of sundry ref-
'use, sink 'holes, and general aes-
thetic blight. Claypool says it in-
tends to prepare this area for com-
mercial development (including a
trailer park). In the excavation and
grading operations it has conducted
towards this end, Claypool has

-Searched for ansi removed pillars of
,coal remaining from the previous
mining activities. An excess of
10,000 tons of coal has been re-

-covered-and introduced into com-
merce during thecourse of these
~operations'' 

To control drainage from or-
phaned deep mine workings and

-surface runoff, Claypool has con-
structed and maintained diversion
-ehannels. Otherwise, Claypool has
-taken no steps to control the hydro-
logical conditions in the area of its

-operations.

On Oct. 27,1978, John Mason and
Samuel Pettito, Jr., authorized'rep-
resentatives of OSM, inspected

--Claypool's' property and issued
-Cessation Order No. 78-I-3-1 and
* Notice of Violation No. 78-I-3-15.2
The basis for the order was stated
to be that surface coal mining oper-

-ations were being conducted with-
-out a statepermit, in violation of
-30 U.S.C. § 1252 (a), and that this
was causing, or could be reasonably

* expected to cause significant, mmi-

Ernest Claypool was named as the permit-
tee or operator to which the cessation order
was directed; Ernest laypool and William R.

. McQuaid were named as the permittees or
- operators to which the notice of violation was
- directed. The person served with the order was

Walter L. Chandler (a laypool: employee)
-the person served with the notice was William
--R. McQuaid. 

nent harm to land, air, or water re-
' sources. Four violations of the
interim regulations were specified
in the notice: (1) failure to pass all
surface drainage from the dis-
turbed area through a sedimenta-
tion pond or series of sedimentation
ponds, in violation of 0.> CFR
715.17 (a); (2) failure to segregate
and stockpile topsoil, in violation of
30 CFR 715.16:(a) and (c); (3)
failure to maintain a copy of a per-
mit or authorization to operate at
or near the mine site, in violation of
30 CFR 715.11 (b); and (4) failure
to post a mine identification sign at
the entrance to the mine site, in
violation of 30 CFR 715.12(b). No
time was specified in the notice for
abatement of violations 2 and 3;
violations 1 and 4 were to be abated
no later than Nov. 27, 1978.

On Nov. 13, 1978, Mason returned
to C]aypool's property and ob-
served signs of coal extraction ap-
proximately 1,500 feet to the east
of the location which was the sub-
ject of the October 27 notice and
order. On the basis of this inspec-
tion, Mason sent three representa-
tives of OSM to serve Notice of Vio-
lation No. 78-I-3-18 and Cessation
Order No. 8-1-3-3 on Nov. 14,
1978.3 The conditions stated to be
the basis for this action were the
same as those specified in the Octo-
ber 27 notice and order, except that
no violations of 30 CFR 715.11(b)
(pertaining to availability of au-
thorizations to operate) or 30 CFR
715.12(b) (pertaining to the post-

3 A bulldozer operator on the property was
served with these documents; he refused to
sign themn.
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ing of a mine identification .sign)
were listed in the notice. The reme-
dial action, required in the notice
was that either a surface mine per-
mit application, accompanied by
plans for drainage control, be sub-.
mitted to the state regulatory au-
thority by Dec. 14, 1978, or that the
entire disturbed area be backfilled
and revegetated by that date.

Also on Nov. 14, 1978,. Notice of
Violation No. 78-I-3-19 was is-.
sued 4 on the basis of results from;
laboratory analysis of water,.sam-
ples taken from the site visited by
OSM on November 13. This anal-
ysis showed a pH1 level of 4.7 and
an iron content of 22 mg/i, in vio-
.ation of 30 OCFR 715.17(a). No
time for abatement of these condi-
lions was specified in the notice.

An informal mine site hearing
was held with respect to the first
cessation order in December 1978.5
Claypool waived its opportunity
for informal review of the second
cessation order. A formal review
hearing was conducted on Feb. 9
1979, at which all of the orders and
notices were consolidated for review
by the ALJ.

As a preliminary matter in this
review,. proceeding, the AUJ re-
ceived stipulations, including: (1)
that the real party in interest, as
applicant for review, was Claypool

'Ernest Claypool was served: with this
notice; the record does not disclose the: date
of service.

5
.AIthough the record Is ambiguous in this

respect, it seems that an on-site, informal
hearing did: take place concerning Cessation
Order No. 78-I-3-i, at least involving Wil-
liam McQuaid and representatives of OSM.
See Tr. 210, 233.

Construction Co., Inc., and not Wil-
liam R. McQuaid and Ernest R.
Glaypool, in their individual capac-
ities; and .(2) that Claypool had
removed coal from the subject areas
without a mining permit from the
State of West' Virginia On the
basis of these stipulations and his
decision in the case of Delight Cda7l
Co. v. Offce of Surf ace Mining Rec-
lamation and Enforcement, Docket
No. CH 9-4-P (Jan. 29, 1979), the
ALJ determined that his jurisdic-
tion was limited to reviewing the
validity of the cessation orders.. He
upheld- these in his decision dated
Apr. 18, 1979. Claypool filed a No-
tice of Appeal from this decision
with the Board on May 9, 1979;
OSM filed a Notice of Appeal on
May 17, 1979.

Issues Presented

The issues presented by the ap-
peals are: (1) whether the activities
underlying the orders and notices
issued to Claypool constitute "sur-
face coal mining operations" sub-
ject to regulation under the Act
and provisions of the initial Fed-
eral regulatory program; (2)
whether the ALJ made sufficient
findings in support of his determi-
nation that the cessation orders
were validly issued; and (3)
whether the A LJ properly re-
stricted the scope of his review to
a determination of the validity of
these orders.

Also, OSM's motion to vacate violations
3 ad 4 of: Notice of violation 78-1-3-15 was
granted without objection. . C - C;
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Discussion

Claypool argues that its activities
which OSM found to be in violation
of the Act are not subject to regula-
tion thereunder because (1) the
company's coal extraction has: been
incidental to surface land develop-
ment and (2) this; excavation activ-
ity has affected less than 2 acres of
land. The first element of Claypool's
argument is: an incorrect proposi-
tion of law; the.second is not sup-
ported by the, evidence before the
Board.

[1.] At the very ore of the activi-
ties which 'are subject' to regulation
under the' Act is "excavation for the
purpose. of obtaining coal." r 7 Post-:
mining plans may be determinative
of the type of reclamation required
under the Act; 8 they are not deter-
minative of the applicability of this
legislation to a particular operation.
We need not inquire beyond coun-
sels' stipulation that, in the course
of the subject operations, Claypool
has mined and introduced into com-
merce at least 10,451.81 tons of coal
to conclude, :as did the ALJ, that
these operations were "surface coal
mining operations." 9.

Sec. 528 of the Act speeifies that
the provisions of the Act 'shall not
apply to "the "extraction of coal for
commercial purposes where the sur-.
face milinig operation affects two
acres or less." le< William.McQuaid
testified at the hearing that in the
area of Pits A and B (the area de-

T See 30 u.s.c. 1291 (28) ; 30 CPR 700.5.
8 See 30 U.S.C. 1265(c) ; 30 CFl 715.13.
9Tr. 7; Decision at :5..
1030 U.s.C. § 1278(2). Language to this

effect also appears in 30 CFR 00.1I(b).

scribed in Cessation Order No. 78-
I-3-1) only 34,500 square feet of
surface land had been affected by
coal extraction and that in the area,
of Pit C (the area described in Ces-
sation Order No. 7-8-I-3-3) only'
'6,000 square feet of surface land had
been affected by coal extraction.11
According to a generally recognized,
rule of calculation, however, a coal
seam thickness' of. approximately
9.37 feet would be necessary for the
recovery of 10,451.81 tons of coal by
surface mining methods were the
surface disturbance b excavation
to becoifined to 40,500 square feet
(the total surface area said by Mr.
McQuaid to have been affected by
Claypool's coal extraction) 1.2 Inas-

1 Tr. 188-90.,
'2 See U S. Department of the Interior-

(Bureau of Mines), A Dictionary of Mining,
Mineral, and Related Terms 9, (1968) (entry
for term "acre'). This calculation is based on
the rule of allowing 1,200 tons of coal per foot
(coal thickness) per acre. The estimate. of'
1,500 tons of coal per foot (coal thickness)
per acre is appropriate in the case of "known
and dependable areas.", IS. Using this figure,
a coal seam thickness of approximately 7.49
feet would be necessary for the recovery of'
10,451.81 tons of coal by surface mining
methods were the surfaces disturbance by
excavation to be: confined to: 40,500 square
feet.

These calciflations, when considered In the
light of the testimony concerning the thick-
ness of the coal pillars mined by Claypool, (see,
n. 13, infra), -suggests inaccuracy in Mr.
McQuaid's testimony concerning the extent
of the area affected by Claypool's coal extrac-
tion activities. Mr. McQuaid also testified that
prior to actual excavation, Claypool did not
have accurate knowledge of the location of'
the coal pillars underlying the areas to be-
excavated. See Tr. 214-15. It is therefore
appropriate for us to conclude, even without'
regard to these calculations, that some amount
of surface area greater than that said, by Mr.
McQuaid to have actually been underlain by
coal, was affected by Claypool's search for
coal. Such additional areas are part of the-
area that must be said to have been excavated
for the purpose of obtaining coal. See 30'
U.S.C. § 1291(28).
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much as the only evidence of record
concerning the thickness of the coal
Seam that has been mined by Clay-
pool is that it is approximately 12
-inchesls we must conclude that Mr.
Z1cQuaid's testimony about the ex-
tent of the surface area affected by
,Claypool's coal extraction was in-
accurate.14 We are left, then, with
-the evidence introduced by OSM to
establish a prima facie case of the
applicability of the Act, which evi-
dence shows that each of the areas
described in the two, cessation or-
fders was in excess of 2 acres at the
times of the issuance of the orders.15

[2] Despite our rejection of Clay-
pool's argument, we are unable to
affirm the ALJ's holding that the
cessation orders are valid. This is
because there was no determination
by the ALJ that all of the requisites
of see. 521(a) (2) of the Act (pur-
suant to which OSM issued the ces-
sation orders) are satisfied under the
facts of this case.

Sec. 521 (a) (2) mandates the is-
suance of a cessation order by OSM

la Tr. 51.
lo In arriving at this conclusion we have re-

jected the findings of the ALX concerning the
extent of the area affected by Claypool's coal
extraction, because these findings are evidently
based o a misunderstanding of the testimony.
Covpare Decision at 3 (reference to Tr. 191,
199) .withs Tr. 191, 199.

'- See especially Respondent's Exhibit 12-A
(Survey of Tracts "A" and "B" prepared by
Raymond M. Kowalski, Jan. 31, 1979); Re-
spondent's Exhibit 12-B (Survey of Tract "c"
prepared by Raymond . owalsiKi, Jan. 31,
1979). We are obliged to make separate find-
ings with respect to the extent of the area

~affected by surface coal mining operations for
;each of the areas described in OSM's cessation
orders, beeause the nature of the two orders
indicates that OSM chose to proceed against
*claypool with respect. to two, distinct opera-
'tious.

when a Federal inspection discloses
that

any condition or practices exist, or that
any permittee is in violation of any re-
quirement of [the] Act or any permit
condition required by [the] Act, which
condition, practice, or violation also
creates an imminent danger to the health
or safety of the public, or is causing, or
can reasonably be expected to cause
significant, imminent environmental harm
to land, air, or water resources * 

The ALJ found that OSM's inspec-
tions of Claypool's operations dis-
closed violations of sec. 502 (a) of
the Act.l The ALJ-did not, how-
ever, address in his decision OSM's
statements set forth in each- of the
cessation orders, that "the condition,
practice, or violation is causing or
can'reasonably be expected to cause
significant, imminent environmental
harm to land, air, or water re-
sources," even though a significant
portion of the testimony presented
by Claypool at the review hearing
was apparently for the purpose of
rebutting these statements. We
remand this-case for a findingIby the
ALJ to resolve this conflict.

[3, 4] As a final matter we turn
to OSM's appeal that we reverse

is 30 U.S.C. 1271(a) (2) (Supp. I 1977).
This provision is implemented by the initial
Federal program regulations at 30 CPR
722.11(a) and (b).

17
Decision at 2. Sec. 502(a) provides that:

A'No person shall open or develop any new or
previously mined or abandoned site for sur-
face coal mining operations on lands on which
such operations are regulated by a State unless
such person has obtained a permit from the
State's regulatory authority. 30 U.S.C.
§ 1252(a).

18 See ., Tr. 181-84 (testimony of William
R. McQuaid); 248-50 (testimony of Joseph
Beymer); .258-63. (testimony of, Constance
Huffnian);; 271-75 (testimony of James
Richard Claypool).
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that portion of the ALJ's decision
which expresses his determination:

The Applicant having been ordered to
cease any further mining operations on
the subject property under the provisions
of section 502(a) of the Act and the Ap-
plican't having finally ceased mining af-
ter the second cessation order, at this
point I find that I have no urisdiction
over the remaining notices of violation
but will reserve more specific rulings on
:those notices of violation until the In-
terior Board of Surface Mining and Rec-
lamation Appeals has ruled on the issue
of loss of jurisdiction by virtue of no
permit in the case of Delight Coal Com-
panty v. Office of Surface Mining, Docket
No. IBSM.LA 79-12. [9]

In or decision in Delight Coal
Corp.,.1 IBSMA 186, 199, 86 I.D.
321, 328 (1979), we held that "the
definition of. 'permittee' adopted by
the. Secretary for the initial regu-
latory program includes those per-
sons-who * * fail to get a permit
from the proper regulatory author-
ity before engaging in- activities
regulated by a state."20 Having con-
,cluded, above, that Claypool has
conducted surface coal mining op-
erations, and there being no show-
ing on the record that these opera-
ions are not subject to regulation

1: lDecision at 5. Concerning this perception
of his jurisdiction, the ALY said further:

"it appears * * * that the Act and regula-
tions apply only to those who have obtained
permits to mine coal;: and' if coal is- being
mined without a permit, the Government may
issue a cessation order and the unauthorized'
mining must cease or be subject to criminal
action as provided in section 518(e) of the
Act.

"ipon the cessation of. mining,. activities,
there can be found no section of the Act or
the regulations which: apply to nonpermit-
tees." R1. at 6. '

2°'This holding 'vas based on our reading of
the language of the definition of a "permit-
tee'" set forth at 30 CPR 700.5.' f - :

under West Virginia law,21 we hold
that Claypool is a "permittee" and
may be subject to the enforcement
provisions of the Act and initial
regulatory program pertinent to
those with such status. Accord-
ingly, on remand the'ALJ should
take any action regarding Notices
of Violation Nos. 78-I-3-15, 78-I-
3-18, and 78-1-3-19 consistent with
this holding.

For the above-stated reasons, the
ALJ's decision of Apr. 18, 1979, is:

(1): affirmed to the extent of the
ALJ's holding that Claypool has
conducted surface coal mining op-
erations which have affected an area
sufficient in size to render those
subject to regulation under the Act;

(2).. modified to reject the ALs
finding concerning the extent of the
area affected by Claypool's opera-
tions,: which was based. on his nmis-
understanding of pertinent testi-
mony;

(3) reversed to the extent of the
ALJ's holdings that the cessation
orders were validly issued and that
he did: not have jurisdiction to re-
view the validity of the notices of
violation; and - -

(4) remanded to the' Hearings
Division.

Our remand is for a determina-
tion whether Claypool's failure to
secure a State permit for its activi-
ties caused or could be -reasonably
expected to, cause imminent envi-
ronmental harm to land, air, or

t Our decisions In Dennis R. Patrfcc 1
IHSMA 158, S6 I.D. 26 (1979), and Jasses
Moore 1 BSMA 216, 221, n. 3, Si I.D. 369
(1979), contain a discussion of the meaning
of state regulation in -this context:. -
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water resources, and for a determi-
nation whether the notices of viola-
tion issued to Claypool by OSM are
valid.

:nALINE G. BARNES,
Administrative Judge.

MELVIN J. MIRKIN)

Administrative Judge.
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Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Actions of Parties-Contracts:-
Construction and Operation: Changes
and Extras-Contracts: Disputes and
Remedies: Equitable Adjustments

Where the preponderance of the evidence
shows that substantial increased costs
were incurred by a highway construction
contractor, primarily because Govern-
ment inspection personnel either failed to
calibrate or improperly calibrated- the
density testing machine used to determine
compaction compliance, and it is deter-!
mined that the contractor is entitled to
an equitable adjustment, the Board will
adopt the amount for quantum reached
by the parties at a negotiated settlement,
when dissatisfied with both the Govern-
ment audit and the quantum computation
of the contractor, but satisfied that the
negotiations were, made in good faith, at
arm's length, and by individuals thor-
oughly familiar with the details of the
contract and its performance.

APPEARANCES: Ms. Linda H. Wish,?
Esq., and Mr. oseph C. Molina, At-
torneys at Law, Ashland-Warren, Inc.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, for appel-
lant; Mr. Fritz L. Goreham, Depart--
ment Counsel, Phoenix, Arizona, for
the Government.

OPINION BY
ADAAISTRATIVE JUDGE

DOANE

- INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

1 Backgrouind

The question presented by this
appeal is whether Nielsons,.. Inc.
(Nielsons, sometimes, contractor,
and sometimies..appellant),,is en-
titled to an equitable adustment
for certain claims arising out of the
performance of a construction con-
tract with the Bureau of Indian::
Affairs (BIA) for construction
work on 11.057 miles of road in an
area of New Mexico called Wash-
ington Pass near Sheep Springs.'

The contractor presented 28
claims in: the total sum of
$875,711.37 to the Contacting Officer
(C0). lie first agreed to settle the
claims for $450,000 (AF-E) ,2 but

1The contract, executed on Standard Form
23, Jan >1961 edition, was dated Aug. 10,
1972. The . original contract-. price .was
$1,4Q2,928. The -work to be performed by the
contractor was to furnish all labor, equip-
nient, materials, and incidentals necessary for
finishing the previously constructed roadbed,
the application of. special subbase, base course,
hot bituminous * concrete pavement, and con-
crete- curbing at locations shown in accordance*
with the plans and specifications. , s

: 2 References to the- record throughout this
opinion will be typically abbreviated as
follows: Appeal File, -Exhibit M(AF-E),;
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later, denied them (AF-G), because
of a Field Solicitor's opinion (AF-
58) to the effect that a Government
audit (AF-D) would not permit ap-
proval of the settlement for lack of
substantiation of the contractor's
claimed costs. In the prayer for re-
lief of its Amended Complaint,
Nielsons asked for a total of
$838,253 under counts one through
nine; or, $450,000 under count ten
(which alleged the settlement agree-
ment and the repudiation thereof);
together with interest on the equit-
able adjustment; 4 percent New
Mexico school tax (Gross Receipts
Tax) on the equitable adjustment;
a time extension of 88 days and re-
lief from liquidated damages; and
such other relief to which it may be
entitled.

The principal basis for the con-
tractor's largest claims is the charge
that the Government improperly
conducted density tests of the sub-
base and base courses. which caused
the rejection of work actually in
compliance with compaction speci-
fications and which resulted in extra
and unnecessary work and increased
costs for the contractors Other

F.N. 2-Continued
Appellant's Exhibit No. 24-(AP-24); Gov-
ernment's Exhibit No. 5-(G-5) Transcript,
Volume IV, page 16-(Tr. IV, 16) Transcript
Volume II, pages 48 through 59-(Tr. II,
48-59).

3 The specific impropriety charged consisted
of the; failure to properly calibrate a, density
testing device known as the "Troxler" model
which employed what was commonly called
the nuclear method of testing density of soils
and aggregate materials in order, to determine
percentage of compaction. The Government
testing procedures were governed by the
American Association, of State Highway
Officials (AASHO) and required that each soil
or material tested by the nuclear method be

bases for the contractor's claims in-
clude the following charges: u ndue
delay in the award of the contract
failure by a prior contractor to suf-
ficiently complete its portion of the
roadbed to timely permit the con-
tractor to commence work; wrong-
ful assessment of liquidated dam-
ages for delays caused by unusually
severe weather; failure of the Gov-
ernment to remove snow in the win-
ter of 1972-1973; improper or faulty
staking by BIA personnel; wrong-
ful assessment of penalties against
the contractor caused by BIA per-
sonnel using unreliable gradation
tests and wrongfully determining
the contractor to be out o compli-
ance with hot bituminous concrete
specifications; and failure of the
BIA to pay on time in accordance
with the terms of the contract.4

On the other hand, the Govern-
ment entered a general denial to
the amended complaint, and in its
posthearing reply brief, among
other things, charges that "the con-
tractor is trying to get 'bailed out'
from a job where its performance
was woefully poor," and that "the
contractor just did not have the
necessary equipment,, water and
manpower to complete the project
as anticipated" (Govt. Brief, p. 4).
The Government admits that there
-were heavy rains in October 1972,

correlated with at least 10 sand cone or rubber
balloon tests and that the nuclear calibra-
tion curves be adjusted in the case of appar-
ent conflict (AF-A, Secs. 299.05 and 04.06,.
Special Provisions; Tr. II, 124-126, 130; Tr.
III, 41-44 ).

iContractor's Amended Complaint and
Claim Basis Outline attached to Contractor's
letter, dated Jan. 7,_1975, addressed to the,
CO (AF-B).
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which delayed the ontractor and
that the ubgrad did not come
through thlle winter very. well, and,
as a result, when work resumed on
the project in May 1973, the lOis-
ture 'in the subgrader made it neafly
inmpossible for the contractor to
meet the specifications. It contends,.
however, that te Government re-
duced- the density specifications for
the subgrade from 100 to per-
cent and, even though the contrac-
tor expended extra effort in trying
to. obtain 100 percent of maximum
density,. the correction of the soft
areas was tle responsibility of the
contractor (Govt. Brief, p. 7; AF--
32). In general, the density test
failures, the Government contends,
were related to the inept-operation,
unsure direction, lack of. proper
.equipment, and lack of water in
processing the road construction
materials rather than to erroneous
density testing on the part of BIA
testing personnel (Govt. Brief, pp.
10, 11). Finally, the Government
asserts that if the Board determines
in favor 'of the contractor on the
issue of entitlement, the New
Mexico Highway Department rates
should be applied rather than the
Colorado rates in determining the
quantun issue with respect to the
contractor-owned, equipment costs
(Govt. Brief, pp. 15, 16). h

There were several circumstances
involved in this case which made
both the presentation and the
evaluation of key evidence unusu-
ally difficult. Mr. Rolando Cordova,
the BIA materials man and testing
supervisor, and who was primarily
responsible for the calibration and

49¢5

operation of the Tro'xler nuclear
testing device, wasnot available to
testifo at; the hearing because of
loss of memiorv resulting froni an ill-
ness (Govt. Brief, p. 2:; Tr.-ITI, 52;
Tr. I, 10, 21, 244; Tr. IV, 91 192).
One of the other inspectors, a Mr.
Harris involved with the materials
testing, died prior to the time of the
hearing and his' job diary was un-
available. A fire at the BIA; office
at Shiprock, New Mexico, destroyed
several Government records, in-
cluding. MIr. Cordova's records,
which were pertinent to resolution
of the jcalibration question (Tr. I,
10, 50-51). Finally, the record
is replete with charges, coLnter
charges, and general accusations be-
tween BIA personnel and contrac-
tor personnel of noncooperation
and vindictiveness which reached a
point of such bitterness and rancor
that the CO felt compelled to re-
move his Contracting Officer's Rep-
resentative (COR) from the proj-
ect for a "cooling off" period.5

E vidence of such conflict, as well as of
internal aggravation among BIA contract ad-
ministration personnel. and field personnel, Is
contained in an undated memo by Fred Ed-
wards, Construction Inspector (AF-25); an
undated memo by Robert anus, Materials
Kngineering Technician (AF-26) memoran-
dumns to CO from Darrell Statham, Project
Engineer and COR, dated Aug. 15, 1973 (Ar-
23) and Sept. 2, 19T5 (AF-24) letter dated
Sept. 14, 1978, from W. K. Nielson, President
of Nielsons Inc., to the CO (AP-28); letter
dated Sept. 27, 1973, from C. . Rickel, Execu-
tive Vice President of Nielsons Inc., to the
CO (AF-29); memo, dated Ag. 10, 1973,
from the COR to the CO (AF-52); wherein,
among. others, is found the following state-
ments: "Once again I have refused to furnish
him Mr. Nielson] any information that Is
not required by specifications. If Mr. Nielson
intends to place this claim, let him do so with
his own information and we will retain ours
for our own defense." On Fieb. 25, 1974, the
CO sent a memorandum to Darrell Statham
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However, on Feb. 1, 1977, at the
Contractino Officer's ofce at Gal-
lullp, New Mexico, a-hour negotia-
tion onference took place between
the BIA and Nielsois. Thomas G.
3randt, CO and W. R. Meier, Area

Roads Materials Engineer, repr?-
sented the BIA. W. KI. Nielson,
President, and Arnold Hampson,
Vice .President of Entiiieering,
repiresented ,Nielsons. The contrac-
tor's. claim items -were reviewed
point by point. Among other things,
a resume of that negotiation session
(AF-E Part C) stated that the CO
indicated that, in. the interest of
reaching a settlement te Govern-
ment would consider paymient of
claim items 1, 2, and o in part, and
4,12, 14, 15, and 24. It also contained
the following statements:

It was agreed by all parties that, Item
27 relating to completed work not paid
has been agreed to by the; Government
and the C6ntractor and was no longer a
claim issue.

It 'Was iagreed that the balance of the
claim items were related to density test-

F.N. 5-Continued
clarifying his reasons for having rescinded the
COR designation on' Sept. 28,' 1973, wherein,
he nientioned that during the project there
had been "growing evidence of a conflict of
wills between BIA and Contractor personnel,"
at times approaching "a level of bitterness
which seemed to threaten the completion of the
project" that he "felt It necessary to provide
a 'cooling 'off' period"; that the action is no
way was intended to reflect upon Statham's
technical or professional competence, nor
upon his loyalty to the Bureau; that "I merely
felt that this gesture, followed by the winter
shut down period would emphasize to the
contractor that some similar concession on his'
part' might be effective In restoring.good work-
ing relations on the Job and promoting the
successful completion of the project"; and
that "Iou will shortly receive your redesigna-
tion as COIlt on this project and I wish you the
very best in what I know will be your earnest
effort to see the job to a successful con-
clusion."

ing and other engineering items on the
project. The contractor's representatives
presented 'information from the job
superintendent's diary relating to work
being performed by engineering person-
nel assigned to the, project. They' also
presented pictures of various operations
and conditions under which the work
was carried, out, including a reproduc-
tion of the pictures of a sign allegedly
erected by BIA personnel. They further
presented the 10 page attached document
entitled "Densities" which is related~ to
the use of the nuclear gauge for density
testing.

Following the review of the paper on
"Densities" a short recess was taken
where Mr. Brandt and Mr. Meier held a
closed conference concerning the Govern-
ment's position, in defending the claim.
It was jointly agreed between these two
parties that the Government's position be-
fore a hearing board would be extremely
weak in light of the fact that thre BA's 
otnn correlation testing (page 5 of docu-
ment on densities) confirmed the fact
that the contractor was being required 'to
conpact to excessive densities for the en-
tire summer of 1973. It was jointly agreed
that they stood to win all or the majority
of this elaim amount before a hearing
board. It was the Contracting Officer's
decision that it was in the Government's
interest to seek the most favorable settle-
ment possible at this time. [Italics sup-
plied.] '

Consultation between Mr. Brandt and
Mr. Meier resulted in the'conclusion that
at least $450,000 of the claim amount
has either been agreed to by the Govern-
ment or was directly related to the er-
roieous density testing during the sum-
mer of 1973.

U~ponV resumption of- the conference,
Mr. Nielson was asked for a value for
which he' would settle. Mr. Nielson asked
for the pportunity to. confer with his
representative Mr. Hampson. Following
a recess for this purpose, the'conference
resumed and Mr.. Nielson presented, in
writing, an offer of $525,000 plus elimi-
nation of liquidated damages. The Gov-
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ernment counter offer of $450600W was ac--
cepted by Mr. Nielson.

The meeting was again recess [ed; to
allow Mr. Briadt-aiid Mii. Meier; to dis 
cuss- thl prdposed. stttlehtl with- Aiea '
Road Engineeri Mr. Johha Benally. Based
upon recommendations of settlement in -
the amount of $450,000 by Mr; Meier and
Mr. Brandt and tlie fads surrouniing the
same,, mr. Beualy agred that A settle-;
ment was in the interest o tG 0oven
ment. Assistant Area R6adElginehr; Mri.
Bill Frazier was also present at this meet-
ing.

Upon resumption of the meeting with.
the Contractor's re i rsentative' the' fdr'e
of $45,000-was-dgreefe up 6iAr. Nie1:

eon and Mr.: Brfdt. [Italics supplied.]

Subseq uently, on Mar. 11, 1971,
tlle Contractinig Officer execute a -
document entitled "lDeterhlintfstion
and Find. hgs'i (AF-E, P r t A). It
showvs under the hi-digs portioti

that, in. arriving at the proposed
settlemeint of $4560,000, 11 of the 28
claims were allbwed in full, 4 were
allowed in part, 11 were denied, and
2 were settled under the provisions
of the contract for unpaid'items and
certain liquidated daimages at no'
cost to the Government, which had
the effect of eliminathig items as
claims items. The Determination:
portion is as follows:

By authority under General Provisions
(Construction Contract) Standard Form
23-A incorporated into Contract No.
NOO C 1420 4856 this settlbment is ap-
proved as satisfactory-botb to Govern-,
ment and Contractor ; therefore. a fimal
modification to the contract- to refleiA
$450,000 in additional costs and 8S -days
time extension to the contract is in order.

,The' above-desc-ribed docui)ient~
was then submitted- to the- Field%
Solicitor for legal review; 1-Es re-

sponiding memorandum; dated May
10, 1977 (AF-58)., among other
things; pointed out that, while hist
office from the available factual.. ma-
terial may arrive at a different re-
sult a to. entitlement ol some as-.
pects of the claim, "I am not pfre-
pared to say th1e eontracting officer'8.
decision is unsupported by any sub1-
stantial evidence."7 On the matter ofi.
quantum, however, the- Soliitr
reached the conclusion that, based
on the report-of the audit-conduct-
ed in Julyr of 1975 y thfe Depart-
ment's Office bf Audit and Investi-
ga-tion (A F-), the claimant's rec-
ords< as: 5resente t the Iauditork
'did not show any inci'case in! cot of
performance so as to justift addi-
tional comp'ensation. le theft ren-
dered the opinion that "the pro-
pdsid D&F - egally isi-ufficient7'
(Itailics supplid)-

The substaii6eeof the testimony of,
Mr. W. K. Nielson isinfited that
at the eonelusion of the neiyoiation
conference OFeb. 1, 1-971,.heshook
hands with both- M. Bfandt:. and
Mr. Meier; that Mr. Br'andt said,
"I am glad the damned thig-is.
over," and he said, "I am, too," and
Mr. B3randt- saidi,."You i'will bej re-;
ceiving shotlytlhe n'ecssar3 do-
mentation in writing"; that kltdtf
afer several periodic calls boit the-
status of thie settlment dinge'a
particular. telephone. conversation,

:Mr. Nielson said, "Gee, what has.

happened- to us, where is our thing,'
Mr.- Brandt responded,: "Well, I
hate to inform.you of this, but-I
have; been overruled by the Field

303-299-79 8
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Solicitor's Office, and we do not have
a settlement."1 (Tr. IV, 219-221.)

Thereafter, in a document entitled
"Findings of Facts and Decision by
the` C6ontracting Officer," bearing
the dateof Oct. 3, 1977, the Con-
tracting Officer denied completely
the- claims of Nielsols,'Inc., with
respect ,to' both liability and costs.
(AF-G). This appeal from that de-
cision was filed with te -Board on'i
NOV. 8, i9Th.0\:f- : 

ENTITLM ENT,

Diqcs Ao

At the outset, we observe that the
Contracting Officer. erroneously
concluded, with respect t6 entitle-
meit, that he'had been overruled by;'
the Field Sblicitor's Office.' The
Field Solicitor, in his memoran-
dum of May 10, 1977 (AF-58),
made a point of saying that he was
not prepared to-say that the Con-
tracting Officer's' decision was. un-
supported-by.any substantial evi-
dence- to support a finding of en-
titlement. In addition to the admis-'
si-ons of- the Government ofcials
contained in the documents relating
to the settlement negotiations of
Feb. 1, 1977. (A-E),- discussed
above, and.. the statement of the
Field Solicitor, we ftlid the follow-:
iing evidentiary. items to be persua-
sive, in:: support of a finding of en-.
titlement:

(1) The testimony of Mr. David
I. Floyd, President'-ahd Manager
and Materials Eingineer. of the Al-
buquerque Testing Laboratory, Inc.
(Tr. II, 86-1 4) . He is a' graduate-
of the Univesity- of New Mexico

'with a Bachelor of Science Degree
in Civil Engineering and testified
to 30 years of experience doing den-
sity testing and making compaction
curves. He explained the technica]
meanings-of "Dry and wet density,"
"compaction," and the "Proctor test
or curves" ; also, that there were
three. methods of. density 0testing.
permlited-by the specifications for'
the subject project-the sand conea
the rubber balloon, and' the nu-m
clear tests; and that the nuclear test
is really not "nuclear,"'but simply,
a radioactive measurementlIe ex-
plained the procedure typically em-
ployed on a given project to ac-
colnpliAh the required density test-
ing. e also testifed that use of th&
nuclear test has the advantage-of be-
ing more rapid than the sand cone
test, but would. not be dependable(
unless -the appropate calibration8-
of the nuclear testing machine were
made withi respect to each type f
material being tested because of the
variance of .hemical composition
and other factors ;-and, that his lab-
oratory made density tests at the.
subject project at the request of
Nielsons, Inc., on Aug. 30, 1973.

(2) The resultsx of the density
tests made byv the Albuquerque Test-
ing Laboratory on Aug.. 30, 1973,.
and the interpretation thereof in
,the cover letter, dated .Sept. 14,

-1973 (AF-B, Ex. A-4. This evi-
dence. showed that:, nuclear, gauge-
measurements for the density- of the
compacted base course aggregate at

-the Sheep Springs job -were& ler
than the sand cone measurements of:
density of the. same material, thus 
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indicating failing compaction tests had the AlbuquerqueTesting Labo-
when the material should have ratory make some independent den-
passed. . sity tests, and determined that the

(3) The. testimonyr of five Gov- Government density tesng had,
ernent witnesses-Mr. Brandt, the. been faulty resulting i over coin-
CQ,,Mr. Statham, the COR, Mr.. paction of the subgrade, subibase.
Meier, Area, Roads 0:Material En- and base course aggregate; that te
gineer, Mr. Edwards, Chief Inspec- contractor had been unnecessarily
tor (Tr. III, 48-49), and M. required to rework much of the work
Frazier, Navajo Area Roads: En- which should havenietspecification 
gineer (Tr. IV, 4-5). This testimony. standards;. that the delays and extra
was stipulated .into the record to, work thus encounteredcaused con-
save hearing time and was, substan- siderable .other: problems . and ex-
tially that none of these men had. pense to the contractor; and- that
any personal 'knowledgef' that te e:' after the Government ieturied to,
nuclear' devices used on the' Wash- the sand cone method f testing
ington Pass Project were, in fact, density rather than relyig upon the -
correlated by anyone. with sand nuclearmethod, the-eontractor had
cone or rubber balloon tests;thath little difficulty in complying with0.
they- had: no knowledge of the ex- compaction specifications. -
istence6'of. any documents, reporting..
such correlation tests; and,, except
for Mr. Brandt, who said-he did not Based upon the foregoing admis-
know, that it is n'ormal practice to sions and evidentiary items,: to-
keep records of correlation tests if gether with our review of the entire
they are, or were, performed.- record, we conclude that the. weight

(4) The testimony of Mr. Ionald of the evidence clearly preponder-3
J. Kohler, proj ect superintendent on ates in favor of the appellant and.
the Washington. Pass Project- for, m akethe following specific fndings
Nielsons,' Inc. (Tr. I, 54-245 and Tr. of fact:
II, 15-83), and Mr.: William I. .1That Government personne on
Nielson, Ch'airman-of the Board of the-Avashingtoh ass Project, dur-
Nielsons, Inc. (Tr. IV, 17I-n239). ingthesummer of W73,either failed
The extensive testimony of thesetwo to calibrate, or improperly, cali-0
witnesses, amng othler th3'n-g, 'b rated, the nuclear density testing.
showed: that'they-hadhad c6isid- machine used to determine compac-
erable experienee -in; meeting coma rtion compliances ,by the contractor..
paction standards in highwayi con- 2. That1 as a result of the use of
struction; that during the summer.' the improperly,, calibrated. density
of 1973 oh the subject project tunex- testing nachine, many compactioni_:
plainabe' difficulty in-; achieving; tests erroneously owed,;the mate-
comnpaction specification standards ---13'ia1 to' have failed causing the don-
was encountered; that they finally tractor substantial increased costs

. . :
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resulting from among other things,
having to reperform subgrade, sub-
base, and ase work and to postpone
the paving' work' into the next con-.
struction; year.

'Accordingly, the contractor is en-
titled to an equitable adjustment

QUANTUM 

Discussion

:-The Field cSoicitor's' opinion of'
' MayT 1, 19T (AF-8'), as' pevi
-ously discussed, with respect to' the,
-matter -of quantum, declared thie

"Contracting 'fficer's Determination'

,and Findings of Mar. "°,:977' to
' be iegally' insuffcient. This opinion
:was based, however, on' the report of
the Department aulitors to the ef-
fect that the' claimauit's records as'
presented to the auditors did not
show any increase in cost of per-
formanceso as to justify additional
compensation.

Why all of theE contractor's
:0 accounting' records were not' pre-
sented to the auditors is not entirely
clear. However, from the tenor of
the overall testimonyof" the audi-
tors and the, contractor's accounting
personnel at' the hearing, the Board
perceives that the apparent conflict
of -personalities among"the' various'
personnel I of the contracting
parties pervaded- the relationship
*of the auditors and' the contractors'
accountants. Apparently, the result
was :a la'ik of communication which
contiibuted toward a less than com-
plete audit.

The audit r6port, inour view,
was effectively discredited. by' the'
testiniony and tritten analysis of

the appellant's expert witness,
Ir. Jon t Kuli, Certified Public
Accountant and XLanager of the'
Administrative Services Division
of' Arthurt Andersen & Co- of Seat-
tle, Washington (Tr. V, 6-60-
AP-24'). His written anavlysis was
in, the form of an 8'-pag& letter' ad-
dressed to appelHant's" counsel
undier the date' of Jan. 5, 1979"
(AP-24)?. .His" commentsi therein'
were' stated to be: based. upot: ('
a review of the Department, of the
Interior audit report and;-portions
of the supporting working papers
obtained through dseovery- pro-
ceedings; (2). a review of cos6ts
claimed' (as submitted to :the
Bureau' of Idian Affairs); (3 a
limited review of Nielsons' ac-
counting records;, and: (4) discus-
sions with, counsel':and several Niiel-
sons' management personnel. We
find substantial support: in the
record for' the coneltisions reached_
in the last paragraph of that
analysis which reads 'as follows-:

Based on my review, I believe that the
audit report prepared by the D.O;I. Of:
flee of Audit and Investigation 'is-of little
value in defining the amount: of' the
equitable adj ustment due Nielson's, [ic]
Incorporated. The audit report implies
that to be supportable, the claimed costs
must be separately identifiable in the con-
tractor's'accounfing records.'In my opin-
ion, this is an unreasonable requirement
and directly conflicts-with standard con-
struction industry practices or pricing
and negotiating change orders and
claims. The audit report includes calcu-
lations; showing that Nielson's' [SfE T
revenue exceeded costs for this contract
and that the contractor had a: large
"gross profit" on this project. I find these
calculations to Je incorrect and mislead-

ing. The auditors" '[sc] derived actual
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equipment costs for this contract by al-
locating "book costs" of equipment based
on direct job costs. This calculation ig-
nores many factors which could sig-
nifieantly affect equipment cost and ap-
pears to substantially understate the cost
of equipment used in completing the con-
tract. In general, I find that the audit
report and audit working papers do not
adequately support the opinion ex-
pressed in the audit report, and the im-
plication that Nielson's, sio] incor-
porated is not entitled to the claimed
equitable adjustment.

On the page entitled "The Audit
Report," in te preface to the ap-
peal file submitted to the Board by
the Contracting: Officer, the Con-
tacting Officer, himself, was critical
of the audit where he stated as
follows:

The audit, did not approach the claim
from a Contracting Officer's point of
view in that: 1) It apparently did not
take the applicable contract terms and
provisions into consideration. 2) There
apparently was no review of the contract
records such as correspondence, test ro-
ports, daily onstruction reports, .or
diaries, etc. 3) It relied heavily on the
fact that in spite of numerous delays,

-Contractor's records showed a profit in
excess of that anticipated. Contractor did
not use the total cost approachi and if he
can establish that he was in fact delayed
and put to extra expense by the Govern-
ment s acts or failure to act, profit would
have no bearing on the Board's decision.

Government counsel also ree-
ognized the shortcomings of the
Government audit when le said in
his brief, on pages 3 and 4:

[T]he audit as performed in 1975 really
was not material. That audit was based
on the figures originally made available
by the ontractor. The, auditors had no
choice but to reach the conclusion they
did. They can only work with the figures

as. presented and supply sound accovunt-
ing practices. They had no authority to.-
use ownership rates to establish a claim
for the contractor.

It is-apparent that the founda-
tion for the opinion-that the Con-
tracting Officer's Determination
and Findings of Mar. 11, 1977, with
respect to quantum was legally in-'
sufficient-has crumbled. ; We find
no such legal insufficiency

On the other hand, we filnd the
total figure claimed by the ontrac-
tor,.$838,253, to be unacceptable as
an Iappropriate equitable adjust-
ment. We do not necessarily dispute
the correctnesso that sum in terms
of actual expenditure which may
have been made by the contractor,
but we: are not convinced that the
entire amount should be attributed
to the -actions of. Governmellt per-
sonnel on tile project. The record
contains considerable evidence that
the contract performance by con-
tractor personnel and management.
may have contributed to the con-
tractor's unanticipated increased
costs. -

6 or example Air. Fred Edwards, Chief In-
spector on the project, testified (Tr. V,; 52-80),
among other things: that there was a. short-
age of water in most of 197.; that additional
water or equipment had been requested on six
different dates in 197.1; that there had been
three deaths on the project as a result of poor
signing; and that there were 11 requests for
equipment prior to Sept. 27, 1973. and only
one after that date. Mir. Darrell Statham, a
graduate Civil Engineer and COR for BIA
during 1973, testified (Tr. V, 85, 86) that he

-was the author of Exhibit (AF-28) and that
he had no reason to change his opinion of the
expressions contained in that document (relat-
ing to problems at the Washington Pass
Project and dated Aug. 15, 1978). That docu-
ment, among other things, contains the follow-
ing comments: 

"In my opinion the Contractor has never
had enough blading and rolling equipment on

i 4931: z
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In addition to the attribution
problem, we are also- concerned
about the hoice of outside.rates ap-
plied in the contractor's comnputa-
tion of compaliy-owned equipment
costs. The testimony of Mr. Aryol
Brumley, Controller and Secretary-
Treasurer of Nielsons, Inc. (Tr.
III, 55-165)t, and the contractor's
cost summary (AP-5) show that
the major cost item in the perform-
ance of the Washington Pass Proj -
ect was company-owned equipment
cost totaling $960,230 and that that
figure was determined by applying
the Colorado Highway Department
Equipment Eates (AP-17) to the

-number of hours such equipment
was used on the project. We are in-
clined to agree with Government
counsel (Govt. Brief, p. 16), that if
outside rates must be used, it would
seem more appropriate to apply the
rates of New Mexico where the con-
tract was performed. The undis-
puted testimony of Mr. W. R.
Meier, Jr., Assistant Area Road En-
gineer in the Navajo Area, BIA,
was to the effect that the Colorado
equipment rates were significantly

F.N. 6-Continued
the Project to keep p with his dumping of
special subbase and base material. Usually he
has several thousand feet of material dumped
daily that he does not process for several
days. Dust control on the Project has been a
continuous problem. At present he has only
one operative pressure spray, and one gravity
flow water wagon on the Project. The gravity
flow does not meet the base course secifica-
tions. The Contractor blended sand in the base
course to meet gradation requirement, how-
ever, he placed approximately: three times
more than was required and has now wasted
tons of this material (sand) over the road
shoulders. e was told that the sand he had
windrowed for blending on the Project was
too much, but he insisted that we let him try
this, which: we did; but it did not meet specl-
fcations We have requested he remove this
-waste on several occasions, but to date he has
refused to do so."

higher than the New Mexico rates
(Tr. VI, 119-139)..

We are convinced that, to arrive
at an equtable adjustment figure,

:the circumstances of this case sug-
gest. the approach used in the cases
of Pagonese v. The United States,
128 Ct. Cl. 156 (1954) and Jonson,
Dra7ke and Piper, Ine., and D. B.
Kincaid, Ltd., a Joint Venture,
ASBCA; 9824 &,- 10199 (May 26,
1965),.65-2 BCA par. 4868. In the
Ragonese case, at page 164, the court
said:

It seems to us that the recommendation
of the consulting engineer for the pay-
ment of the amount stated in the Change
Order of $24,145.09, originally concurred
in by the construction engineer of the
Federal Works Agency, and originally
agreed to by plaintiff, comes about as
near to the amount to whichplaintiff is
equitably entitled as any other figure
suggested by the record.

In the Johnson case, the Armed
Services Board said, at page 2,074:

Ae are satisfied that at Osan there
occurred the only: bona fide arms length
negotiation that ever took place regard-
ing the subject matter of this dispute.

The figure there agreed to by the people
on the job and intimately. familiar with
it as fair for the balance of. the work
to be performed, is persuasive evidence
of the approximate measure of an equit-
able adjustment to which this appellant
is entitled.

We see practicality and merit in
adopting the figure reached by the
representatives of the parties in this
case at the settlement negotiations
of Feb. 1, 1977. These negotiations
appear. to have been made in good

*faith, at arms' length,. and by in-
dividuals wh o were thoroughly
familiar with the details of the con-
tract and its performance. The con-
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ferees at the settlement conference
were men of considerable experi-
ence in highway construction and
none seemed fully satisfied with the
final settlement. figure. This was
demonstrated by the testimony of
the Contracting Officer, Mr.
Brandt, who recalled a telephone
conversation he had with Mr.

* Arnold Hampson of Nielsons, some-
time in early Dec. 1978 (Tr. III,
24), relating to the meeting and dis-
cussions of Feb. 1, 1977. Mr. Brandt
testified that his recollection of the
substance of that conversation was
as follows:

Well, Arnold said something to the ef-
fect that they thought there had been an
agreement. They thought that they had
probably given in too much, even in
terms of the agreement which we tried
to arrive at. I said * * * that in a nego-
tiation, if both sides come away thinking
they gave up too much, maybe it was a
pretty good deal.

The contractor has asked the
Board to award interest on the
equitable adjustment. However, we
find no provision for interest in the
contract involved in this case. The
contract was-executed as of Aug. 10,
1972, and the effective date of the
amendment of the Federal Procure-
iment Regulations, 41 CFIR 1-1.322,
which permitted the award of inter-
est, was Sept. 21, 1972. Consequent-
ly, we conclude that we have no
authority to grant the interest re-
quested.7 Likewise, we know of no

7 See the discussion of the interest question
in; this Board's decision in: Comnswealth
,Mectric Go., IBCA No. 1048-11-74 (July 15,
1977), 84 I.D. 407, 77-2 BCA par.' 12,649, on
reconsideration, 84 ID. 0867, 77-2 BCA par.
12,7S1.

,authority, and none was .cited, for
granting the requested .4. percent
New Mexico school tax on the equi-
table adjustment.

Decision

Based on the foregoing discus-
sion, we conclude that the settle-
ment reached by the parties on Feb.

1, 1977, and reflected in the Con-
tracting Officer's Determination
and Findings of. Mar. 11, 1977, is a
fair and equitable resolution of the
quantum issue presented by this
proceeding

Accordingly, we hold that the
contractor is entitled to an equitable
adj ulstment of $450,000 together
with a time extension of 88 days and
relief from the liquidated damages
assessed.

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

AWE CONCUR:

WVILLA F.. MCGRAW,
Chief Administrative Judge.

G. IIERBERT PAcmKwooD,
Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF KENNEY
REFRIGERATION

IBCA-1230-12-78

Decided September 28, 1979

Contract No. 14-08-0001-16742, U.S.
Geological Survey.

Sustained.

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Generally-Contracts: Construe-
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tion and Operation: Waiver and
BstoppelContacts: Disputes ' and
=Remedies: Termination for 'Default:
"Generally'

When the Government could not require
delivery of a refrigerated storage unit
within the original delivery schedule be-
cause the building. in which the unit was
to be installed' was not finished and the
Government thereafter continued to ne-
gotiate changes in specifications and de-
livery dates with the contractor, the
Board held that the Government had
waived the original delivery schedule and
that the Government did not regain the
right to terminate the contract for de-
fault since there was no mutual agree-
ment on a new delivery date and the Gov-
ernment's unilateral attempt to reestab-
lish a specific contractual'delivery date
was unreasonable as not being within the
performance capabilities of the contrac-
tor at the time the notice was given.

APPEARAISTU: Mr. Eugene A.
Kenney, Sr., Owner, Kenney Refriger-
ation, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, for
appellant; Mr. John McKhnin, Depart-
ment Counsel, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, for the Goverment.

OPINION BY
ADAINISTRA TITVE JUDGE

PACRIWOOD

INTERIOR BO.AfRD OF
CONT7RCT APPE ALS

This is a timely appeal from a
termination for default. Neither
party electeda .hearing and the ap-
peal is submitted on the record.

Findings of Fact

Contract No. 1f-08-000I--1-6742
was awarded by tdw U.'S. G ological
Survey to Keny R frigtion on

VgXENT- OF THE INTERIOR [86 LD.

Sept. 30, 19Th The contract called
for Kenney to furnish and install a
1,500 square- foot refrigerated stor-
agoe unit or~ a 'firm fixed price. of
'$241292. Sec. H of the contract pro-
vided for -the unit to. be delivered
210; days' after receipt of a written
notice of award and installed readv
f6k use within 15 days after delivery.
Sec. 11 cautioned 'that the building
in which the unit would be installed
was not completed at the time of the
award of the contract and early
delivery should ot be. attempted
:without prior clearance (Appeal
File E xh. 1).

Kenney received written notice of
award .og Oct. 4, 1977, which set the
delivery date as May 2, 1978, with
installation to be completed by
M$ay YT, 1978 (Appeal File Exh. 6).

On peage 12 of the contract, Ien-
ney had typed the following: "Re-

'mittance address: Vollrath Com-
pany, Sheboygan, Wisc.; 53081,
Atten: Kenney Refrigeration Acct.Y
The Vollrath Co. was unwilling to
undertake manufacture of the unit
without a firm guarantee of pay-
ment. On Nov. 3, 1977, Kenney
wrote to the Contracting Officer to
advise of the position of the Voll-
rath Co.t and 'to ask if the contract
could be modified 'to isure that the
check would be made payable to the
Vollrath Co. (Appeal File Exh. 8).

The Contracting Officer re-
sponded by letter of Dec. 6, 1977,
that pursuant tothe Assignment of
Claims Act of 1940, as agnended (31
U.S.C. § 203, 41 U.S.C. §15
(1976).), assign ent of payments
due under the contract could be
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made only to a bank, trust company,,
or other financing institution. The
Contracting. Officer enclosed a copy
of the relevant Federal Procure-
ment Regulation and suggested: that
Kenney investigate the -possibility
of assigning the payment to a bank
and arranging with the bank to' dis-

* tribute the money in a manner
agreeable to Kennedy and Vollratb
(Appeal File Exh. 10).

During the period- from Decem-
ber 197 through June 8, 1978, the
parties discussed certain: modifica-
tions to the. contract (Appeal File
Exhs. 1-23);. On June 14, 1978, the
Contracting Officer sent'Kennev'two
copies of a proposed modification
incorporating the agreed-upon
changes and extending the -time of

* delivery, to Aug. 1, 1978-(Appeal
File Exh. 24). The' Government was
unable to require delivery as origi-
nally scheduled: since there was a;
delay in completion of. the 'building,
in which the'unit was, to be installed.

Kenney responded 'by letter of
June 23, 1978, that the specification
changes contained in the modifica-
tion were acceptable but declined to
accept the proposed time of. delivery
since the factory was. quoting 8
weeks delivery- due to a, summer
rush of orders (Appeal File: Exh.
25) . ; 

On June 30,. 1978, after calling
the factory and being advised that
the 8 week delivery schedule could
not be reduced, the Contracting Offi-
cer called Kenney to give verbal ap-
provsl of the drawings which ac-
, compahied 'Kenied's letei of' June

23,0 1978, and to request' Ienney to

place the-order: immediately (Ap-
peal, File'.Exh.26),.iOn July'S', 1978,
the Contracting O& wr'otie to
Kenney to 'confirm the telephone
conversation which approved the.
drawings and requested- Kenney to
place the order with' the fatory
(Appeal File Exh. 27). Althiouh 'it'
is possible that -the intention'of 'the
Contracting Officer was to accept an
8 week delivery schedule,. neither'.
the ndtes of tho telephon&e conversa-
tion of June 30 nor. the colifirming
letter of July 5 cntain any rtfer-
ence to a specific, delivery date for
the modified- unit.

I n a telephone conversation on
. 31, 1`78, he"Contrat-mg"(:),i-

cer advised Kenney that the build-
ing was: nearly finished and asked
when the unit would be delivered.
Kenney esponded that the order to
the factory was placed by lettr 'of
July 3 ad that he would call back
with the delivery- date (Appeal File
Exh. 28). Subsequent telephone
calls tobKenney on Sept. 1, 6, 12, 13,.
15, and 19 failed-to produce any in-
formation regarding-a deliver date
(Appeal File Exhs. 28, 30).' :
.,On Sept. 20', 1978, the Contract-

ing Officer wrote to Kenney as
follows:

B telephfone cAv*esatidjn of June 30,
1978, I provided verbal approval "of
,marked drawings with -the understand-
ing that yon would place the factory
order without dlay by forwardin'g to
them' one f yotir c6pies of the- appoved
drawings. By a later: conversation, you
indicated t-hatfinal approval, was; sent to
the factory by your letter of July 3, 1978
.and received' by themb later in the week
ending Jly 7, 178. Yr 'letter 'o 'Jun'e

505
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23, 1978 quoted delivery time of 6-8 weeks
after receipt of approval by the factory,
which would mean a delivery date of
September 1, 1978..-

You have failed to deliver the contract
items within the re-established delivery
time and all indications are that such
delinquency is not due to causes beyond
your control and without your fault or
negligence.

The Government has been materially
damaged by your failure to make timely
delivery. Therefore, you areIhereby noti-
fied that you have a period of ten days
after receipt hereof, either to make de-
livery of the contract items or to propose
an alternate delivery schedule. The
Government would expect to negotiate a
price reduction as consideration for any
extension of time for delivery.'

Failure to comply, by delivery or by
proposal of an acceptable delivery ex:-
tension along with reasonable considersa
tion therefor, may result in termination'
of the contract for default and repur-
chase against your account. The Govern-
ment reserves all its rights under the:
contract and does not, by the issuance of:
this notice, condone any delinquency.

'(Appeal File Exh. 31.)

In a telephone conversation on
Sept. 21, 1978, the Contracting Of-
ficer learned from Vollrath. that
production had not been started be-
cause Kenney had not made satis-
factory arrangements to insure that
Vollrath would be paid. Delivery
was still quoted as 6-8 weeks from
receipt of order (Appeal F ile Exh.
34).

On Sept. 26, 1978, Kenney re-
sponded to the Contracting Officer's
letter of Sept. 20, 1978, and denied.
that a delivery date had; ever beeni
reestablished. Kenney proposed a
delivery date of 210 days from the
Government's July 5 approval of

the modifications to the original
contract. Kenney suggested that
such delivery" date could be im-'
proved if payment could be made'
directly to Vollrath (Appeal File
Exh. 35).

By a Mailgram to Kenney dated
Oct. 6, 1978, the Contracting Officer'
terminated the contract or default
(Appeal File Exh. 97). On Oct. 12,
1978, the Contractin, Officer con-'
firmed the Mailgram with a writ-
ten Termination ifor Default and
Final Decision of the: Contracting
Officer. The decision made no find'-
ing that a delivery date had been
reestablished prior to the Contract-'
ing Officer's letter of Sept. 20, 1978,
but based the determination that
the contractor was in default on
Oct. 6, 1978, solely on the fact that
receipt of the letter of Sept. 20 by
Kenney on Sept.' 26 established
Oct. as the delivery date for the
unit and failure to deliver the unit
on that date constituted a failure to
make progress such as to endanger
completion of' the contract by
Oct. 20, 1978 (Appeal File Exh.

Discussion

The Government argues that
when a contractor fails to carry out
the terms and conditions of its con-
tract with-out legal excuse, it is in
default. The Government takes the
position that: the original delivery
schedule was never changed by a
formally accepted modification and
therefore Kenney's failure to de-
liver within 210 days from receipt
of the' written notice of award
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placed it squarely in breach of the
contract.

The first-statement is correct as.
a general proposition but the- rea-
soning from the general to the spe-
cific ignores the fact that the Gov-
ermnent was not in a position to
require performance according to
the original delivery schedule for.
the very good reason that the build-
ing in which the unit was to be
installed had not been completed.
When the original delivery date of
May 2 passed without delivery, the
Government did not treat it asi a
breach but continued to negotiate
with Kenney regarding modifica-
tions to the specifications and to the
delivery schedule. Such actions on
the part of the Government con-
stituted a waiver after breach. De-
Vito v. United States, 188 Ct. Cl.
979 (1969).

Under the- DeVito rule, even
though there has been a waiver
after breach, time may again be-
come essential and the Government
may regain the right to terminate
a delinquent contractor for default
if (1) the parties bilaterally agree
on a new delivery date or (2) the
Government unilaterally issues .a
notice under the contract's defaulte.
clause establishing a reasonable but
specific time for performance on
pain of default termination. De-
Vito supra at 991-92. :

With respect to the question of a
bilateral agreement on a new
delivery date, the Contracting Of-
ficer's letter of Sept. 20 attemptedto
characterize the letter of June 23
from, Kenney as an offer-of 8 weeks

delivery and the response on July 5
as an acceptance which reestablished
the delivery time. Kenney's letter of
June 23 merely relayed the factory's
estimate of delivery time and the
Contracting Officer's response on
July 5 merely re~qested that Kenney
place-its factory. order. We do not
regard this exchange as an offer and
acceptance of a specific delivery
time.

In DeVito, the court set forth the
procedure which the Government,
must follow uiilaterally to establish
a new delivery date and stated:
"The notice nuSt set a new time for
performance that is both reasonable
and specific fromi the standpoint of
the performance capabilities of the
contractor 'at the time the notice is
given." (DeTito, supra at 992).

It is significant that the Contract-
ig Qfficer's final decision of Oct. 12
on the default nmade no finding of
fact to show that the delivery time
was reestablished by agreement. The
propriety of the default must there-
fore be determined on the reason-
ableness of the Government's uni-
lateral setting of the delivery date
at 10 days from receipt of the letter
of Sept. 20.

It appears from the record that
both parties were under the impres-
sion on Sept. 20 that the unit had
been manufactured. If such impres-
sion had been correct, 10 days would
have been a reasonable time for
delivery, from the factory.. On Sept.
21, prior to redeipt of the letter by
Kenney on Sept. 26, the Contracting
Officer learned that the unit had not
been. manufactured and that the
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'factory was still quoting a delivery
-from 6 to 8 weeks after receipt of
orders. As of Sept. 21 the Contract-
in,, Officer had knowledge that the
10-day delivery was not within the
performance capabilities of the con-
tractor at the time the notice was
given and fthus. tihe note failed the
requirement of reasonableness laid
down in De TiTo.

Demszon

[1] Accordingly, thee Board finds
that the delivery time was not re-
established by agreement and that'
the Government's inlilateral at-
tempt to reestablish a delivery time
was unreasonable and therefore in-
effective.

-We are constrained to observe
that Kenney's continuing insistence
that payment be, made directly to
its:supplier is contrary to Clause 8,
Assignment of Clains, of the Gen-.
eral Provisions of the contract and
contrary to the. Assignment of
Claims Act of 1940, as amended, 31
U.S.C. §203 and 41 U.S.C. 8§15
(1976), as cited in the clause
(Standard Form 32, Rev. 4275). If.
the Government had taken the prop-
er steps to regain the right to ter-
minate for default, Kenney's failure
to mntakes satisfactory arrangements
to insure payment of its supplier
would not constitute an excusable
failure to perform.. 2jidtates Fire.
Truck Co., GSBCA 4837 (Feb. 6,
1978), 78-1 BCA par. 13,012.

'since the Government did not
take the proper steps to. reestablish
a delivery date, there are no bench-
marks against which to measure

progress toward completion of the
contract. The Board finds, pursuant
to Clause 11 Default, section (e),
that the contractor was not in de-
fault under provisions of the default
clause and that the rights of the
parties shall be the same as if the
notice of termination had been is-
sued pursuant to Clause 31, Terini-
naion for the Convenience of the
Governmenit. This matter is re-
manded to the Contracting Officer
for cletermination of what compen-
sable costs, if any, were incurred by
Kenney in accordance with Parts 1-
8 of the Federal Procurement Reg-
ulations (41 CFR 1-8).

G. 1E RBERT PACXWOOD,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAx F. MCGRAW,
C:hef Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF L, 2I. JOHNSON, INC.

IBCA-11268-5-79

Decided September 28, 19M9

Contract, No. 1-20-0500-4452, 33u-
reau of Indian Affairs.

Dismissed.

Contracts: Contract Disputes Act of
1978: urisdiction-Contracts: Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1978: Interest

Where a ontractor's claim is not pend-
ing before the contracting officer on the
effective date, Mar. 1, 1979, of the Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1978, the contrac-
tor is ineligible, under sec. 16 thereof, to
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elect to proceeds under the AcL Therefore,
an appeal to the Board, involving a claim
upon which the final decision of the con-
tracting officer was issued prior to Mar.
1, 1979, and seeking. relief pursuant to
sec. 12 of the Act, will be dismissed for
lack of jurisdiction.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Michael F.

Nienstedt, Winston & Cashatt, Attor-

neys- at Law, Spokane, Washington,

for appellant, Ylessers Lawrence E.

Cox and Arthur; V. Biggs, Co-D epart-

ment.Counsel, Portland, oregonfor the

Government.

OPINION BY 
:ADMINISTRATIVE

- JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

On June 29, 1975, L. M. John-

son, Inc. (contractor, sometimes ap-

pellant), of Sp-okane, Washington,

entered into a construction contract

with the Bureau of Indian Affairs

(BIA), U.S. Department of the In-

terior, for grading an&ddraining

7.388 miles of Silver Creek Road on

the Colville Indian Reservation,

Ferry County, Washington. The

contract price originally was

$401,543, but was increased by

change orders to over $700,000.

Under the Disputes Clause of the

contract, the contractor, on or about

Apr. 29, 1977, filed a claim for addi-

tional compensation with t.he Con-

tracting Officer for BIA. After in-

vestigation and extensive exchanges

of::correspondence between the con-

tracting parties, the Contracting

Officer, by lis findings of fact and
decision dated Nov. 27, 1978, deter-
mined that the contractor was en-
titted to the amount of $78,226.91
with respect to the submitted
claim. The contractor was paid' tlhat
sum by- U.$. Treasury heck No.
11;758'439 dated lDec. 28, 1978.

In a letter addressed to the Con-
tracting Officer bearing the date% of
Jan.- co1979,. the contractor ac-
knowledged receipt of payment of
the claim, but 'stated: '

This check represents the basic entitle-
ment amDout (as expresed iA L. M. John--
son's lefteraddressed to the Gbvernmnent
of DecemTber 2,1978) and does not reflect
the interest due on the above-refrenced
claim. 'As such, this check is part pay-
ment only of the total amount due. It is
being negotiated slely on 'this' basis.

Accordingly, enclosed is our bill for
intei-est which remains due and' owing
pursuant to our election to proceed imder
the Contract Disputes Act of 1978. This
interest, in the amount of $12,171.61. has
been computed pursuant to Section, 12 of
the A ct.[] ' - ' ' .

By letter of Feb. 14, 1979, the
Contracfing Oficer advised the
contractor that upon receipt of the
election to proceed- under the Con-
tract Disputes Act (Act), the re-
quest. fbr-interest had been forward-
ed to the Regional Solicitor's Office
for decision and that the decision
allowed interest in the amount of
$1,118.24. A copy of the Solicitor's
decision was- attached.1 It was in
memorandum form, dated Jan. 31,
1979, and state in pertinent part:

1 The Contract Disputes Act of 19T8 may be
cited as P.L. 95-563, 92 Stat. 23S3, 41 U.S.C.
H§ 601-613 (1976).
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The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 was
enacted on Nov. 1, 1978. Section 16 of the
Act provides as follows:

"Sec. 16.. This Act shall apply to con-
tracts entered into one hundred twenty
days after the date of enactment. Not-
'withstanding any provision in a contract
made before the effective date of this
Act, the contractor may elect to proceed
under this Act with respect to any claim
pending then before the contracting of-
ficer or initiated thereafter." (Italics
added).

Where a contractor elects to. have the
provisions of the Act become operative
to a contract made before this Act was
enacted, the words "pending then" are
ambiguous with respect to whether the
provisions of the Act become operative to
claims pending at the "date of enact-
ment" (November 1, 1978)- or at the time
the contractor's claim was first received
(in this case, May 2,1977). In our opinion
this language enables a . contractor to
elect to have the provisions of the Act
apply to such claims as of the date of its
enactment rather than at the time the
contractor first submitted the claim.
Based upon information available to us
at this time, we do not believe that Con-
gress intended the interest provisionsdof
this Act to apply retroactively to the time
when the contractor first submitted Its
pending claim, which,, in, some cases,
could conceivably be as long as 10 or 20
years prior to the enactment of this Act.
However, by virtue of such election, a
contractor can have the benefits of'this
Aet made applicable to a pending claim
although generally the Act applies only
to those contracts entered into one hun-
dred twenty days after November 1,
1978. Section 12 provides that interest
shall be paid on the amounts found due
upon the contractor's claim until the
claim has been paid. Therefore, we con-
elude that L. M.. Johnson, Inc. is entitled
to interest as provided for by the Act
only from November 1 1978, the date of
the Act. until the time its claim is
paid. *

By check dated December 28, 1978,
L. M. Johnson was paid .the sum of

$78,226.91 in settlement of its claim. By
virtue of its election uider the Contract
Disputes Act of 1978, *L. M. Johnson,
Inc. is` entitled to interest at the rate
of 9 percent per annum on the sum of
$78,226.91 from November 1, 1978 to
December 28, 1978 or 58 days. We calcu-
late that the amount of interest due
L. M. Johnson, Inc. for this period is
$1,118.24. :iV

On Apr. 18, 1979, counsel for the
contractors inquired by letter
whether the letter of Feb. 14, 1979,
was the final decision of the Con-
tractin' Officer on the interest
claim. The, Contracting Officer, on
May 2, 1979, advised that it was.
Thereupon a notice of appeal dated
May .0, 1979, addressed. to the
Contracting Officer and received by
his office on May 14, 1979, was
docketed by the Board on May 30,.
1979. The ntice .of appeal stated
that the. contractor "appeals to the
Board o Contract Appeals from
the Contracting Officer's, letters
and/or decisions of May 2, 1979,
and February 14, 1979,' and
alleged:

::The decision is erroneous in its.failure
to grant interest payments to the con-
tractor from the date [May 2, 1977] the
contractor's claim for additional com-
pensation was submitted pursuant to
Section 12 of the Contract Disputes
Act of 1978. (Public Law 95-563.)

Government counsel filed a o-
tion to dismiss for lack of jurisdic-
tion, June 26, 1979, which stated:

This motion is; made for the reason
that the sole disputed issue presented in
appellant's complaint is its entitlement
to interest on a claim -pending prior to
November 1, 1978. The Federal law
under which the claim is made does not
permit an award of interest upon such
claim for the period prior to the enact-
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ment of the Contract Disputes Act of
1978, to-wit November 1, 1978.

In the brief; filed by the Govern-
ment in support of that motion on
July 9, 979, counsel conceded that
sec. 16, supra, " [A]uthorized appel-
lant to elect to have the interest pro-
visions of Section 12 Made appli-
cable to its claim from he date tis
legislation was enacted"; disagreed
-witlh the appellant's assertion that
interest should be allowed for a pe-
riod prior to the date of enactment
stem ming from the date on which
the- claim was received by the Con-
tracting Officer; and argued exten-
-sively that Federal statutes are to
be given prospective, rather than
retroactive effect. The conclusion
was that the interest provisions of
the'Act do not apply ret roactively
prior to the date of~ enactment, and
that the Board' lacks legal authority
and jurisdiction to award interest
upon appellant's claim.

'The appellant's brief in reply to
the'Government's motion to dismiss,
filed Sept., 197l9; relied heavily on
the Government's adinission that
the contractor's election was effec-
tive and that the Act and its provi-
sions apply to this appeal. The ar-
gument therein was focused on the
following three points:

A. That the Board has jurisdic-
tion to interpret and construe the,
Contract Disputes Act of 1978 and
award the interest requested by ap-
pellant pursuant to saicl Act ald,
therefore, respondent's motion to
dismiss should be denied;

B. That the Contract Disputes
Act of 1978 provides i clear and
unambiguous terms that the Gov-
ernment shall pay interest on claims
from the date such claims are filed
with the Contracting Officer, not
merely from the date of enactment.;
a-nd

C. That the Contract Disputes
Act of 1978 is a remedial and pro-
cedural statute making its interest
provisions' retrospectively effective
to claims 'which proceed pursuant
to it.-

;07 0 0 t 0Decisiont : 

Although we agree with the
Governent that this appeal must
be dismissed, we are not willing to
'do so on the basis presented in its
brief. The principal fallacy thereof
lies in the failure to have distin-
guished between the date of enact-
ment (Nov. -1, 1978) and the: efec-
tive date (Mar. 1, 1979) of the Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1978. In our
opinion, the key date for determin-
ingf whether a contractor has made
a valid election under see. 16 is the
effective date of the Act. If the con-
tractor's claim was not pending be-
fore the Contracting Officer on that
date, Mar. 1 1979, the contractor is
ineligible to elect to roceed nder
the Act.

We point with approval to the
construction of sec. 16, made in the
consolidated decision' of Monaco
E'naterprises, Ic., ASBCA No.
23611 and Towone Realty, Ic.,
.ASBCA No. 23676 (June 6, 1979),
:79-2 BCA par. 13,944. Those cases
were decided pursuant to: an inter-
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locutory order by the Senior Decid-
ing Group of the Armed Services
Board of -Contract Appeals on Elec-
tions to Proceed Under the Con-
-tracts Disputes Act of 1978.:: The
basic rationale for the majority
opinion, is contained in the follow-
ing pertinent parts:

The general word. "pending" Is modi-
fled by "then before the contracting offi-
cer." As discussed previously, "then"
means 1 March 1979. In, ou opinion "be-
fore the contracting officer" refers to
claims on which the contracting officer
has not yet taken final action by mailing,
electronically transmitting, or otherwise
issuing his final decision. Extension of
the period for pendency of a claim be-
yond the point at: which the final deci-
sion is. issued strains the meaning of "he-
forp ..the contracting officer" beyond the
common ordinary meaning of these
words. Absent some legislative history
indicating that special meaning of "pend-
ing then before the contracting officer"
was intended we do not perceive..mspfi-
cient basiis for 4eparting from the ordi-
nary meaning of that text. e * *

We agrep with the proposition that the
Contract Disputes Act is remedial in na-
ture and should be liberally construed.
But Section 16, our present. facus, is ad-
dressed primarily to setting a time by
which the statutory scheme is to.be ad-
ministratively established and ready to
operate. There is little basis for a: depar-
ture from the ordinary meaning of 'pend-
ing" which, consistent with the statutory
scheme, means prior to the issuance of the
contracting officer's final decision. .Other
suggested interpretations tend to be
strained, a result to be avoided in the
absence of legislative history suggesting
such other interpretations.

See also Bioltt-Com Corp.,
VACAB No. 1433 (June 19, 179),
79-2 BA par. 13,904, where the
Veterans Administration Contract
Appeals Board, also construing see.

16 of the Contract Disputes Act,
said:

The Act was.approvedon ,Novemhber 1,
1978, thereby establishing March 1, 1979,
as the effective date. The subject, contract
was executed prior to March 1, 1979, and
the claims were not "pending before the
Contracting Officer on that date. In fact,
the final decision of the Contracting Of-
ficer had been issued and received by the
Appellant over three months prior to the
date. set in the Act as the time at which
the appeal provisions could be invoked
on claims "pending" before the Contract-
ing Officer. Under such-circumstances, the
Board lacks jurisdiction to afford Appel-
lant the right' to pursue either the new
procedures or the expanded remedies cov-
eredby the Act.

The undisputed facts' in this ap-
peal are that the claim. upon which
interest is requested was paid on
Dec. 28, 1978, and the Contracting
Officer's final decision on the laim
for interest was issued: F eb. 14,
1979. 'We fnd therefore, that no
claim of this contractor was pending
before the Contracting Officer on
Mar. 1, 1,979. It, follows that the
election of the contractor to proceed
under the Aet was without force or
effect. Consequently, we hold that
this appeal seeking' the remedy
provided by: sec. 12 of the'Act must
be' dismissed '-for ack of jurisdic-
tion. It is also clear that the Con-
tracting Officer's decision toX award
interest in any amount was errone-
ous,' having been based on a mis-
construction of sec. 16, as discussed
above.

order of Disniss. .

Having determined, as a matter
of law, that the election of the ap-
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pellaiit to prolceed under the: Con-
traet Disputes. Act of 1918 is -in-
valid, and that appellant I-is not en-
titled to the relief requested under
that Act, it is ordered that the ap-
peal be-and the same is hereby dis-
missed with prejudice.'

D~viD DOANE
Ad~nmitrc/ie- Judge.

G.T B
Adni'nistrative Judqe.

APPaL OF NASATA & NSINC.

IB C -1 57- 77

:. d %a :8 197

Decide Soto~e 8,17

CotRgt NO, 30 O 447, National
P~arlk eice.

Appeal demj~

1. Contracts: Conlstruction and Opera-
tion.: GeneraL Rules :ofonstruction-
Contracts.: . Performance or Default:
Acceptance of Performance-Con-
t.acts: Performance or Default: In-
spection
When the contractor ofters, meials
which the cpntracting officer discovers
are not in: total compliance with.. the
specifications, the contracting officer may
accept Me material if.*Ie fnds it to b~e ln.
the best. interests, of. the Goyernment.
That anceptance howveris nt final
and conclusive f based on, or induced
by, a misrepresentation of a material
fact.

.2. Contracts.: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
Performance or Default.: Acceptance of
Performance

Where- the Government does not issue a
.written.change order and: does not.give a
verbal. order which Is interpreted, by the
contractor as a change, no contract
change has occurred and the contractor
may submit materials conforming.to the
original, specifications. The Government's
mere exerciseof its. option to-accept non-
conforming goods does not in and of it-
self constitute a contract change.

APPEARANCES: ::Mr. Paul- Rhodes,
Attorney at Law, Rhodes, Galford &
Fraser, Washington, DC., for appel-
lant; Mr. Ross Dembling, Department
Counseli Washington, D.C., for the
Government.

O-PINIVO N BY 
ADINISTRATIVE JUD E

GILIMORE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

Backgroun

Contract. No. 3000-6-1447 was
awarded to appellant, NMasatka &
Sons, Inc. (hereinafter, referred to
as appellant), by the National Park
Service pursuant. to an invitation
for bids issued on Aug. 6, 1976, for
the painting of the lWhite House
and related work. Bids were opened
on Sept. 8, 1976. Appellant was noti-
fied by letter:dated Sept. 29, 1976,
that the contract work was to com-
mence on ct. 4,- 197-6, with comple-
tion required- within 45 days there-
from. The contract was executed on

303-299-79-9

5131
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Standard Form 20, January 1961
edition, and included Standard
Form 22,' October 1969 edition;
Standard Form 19-A, November
1972 edition; Standard Form 19-B,
October 1969 edition; Standard
Form 23-A, Revised April 1975 edi-
tion; and a host of Secia1 Provi-
sions.

The contract specified that the
painittobe used on masonry surfaces
shall conform to Federal Specifica-
tion TT-C 555 B.1 This speciflca-
tion "covers coatings having mason-
ry-like textured finish for applica-
tion on formed concrete, concrete,
concrete block,. stucco and brick"
(AF Tab N) .2 Federal Specification
.TT-C-555 ]B is a "performance"
specification as opposed to- a "iform-
ula" specification (Tr. 1-16) .3 Para-
graph 3 of Federal Specification
TT-C-555 B includes the following
relevant provisions:

3.1 Materials. The manufacturer is
given wide latitude in the selection of raw
materials and process of man ufacture,
provided that the paint supplied meets
the requirements of this specification. Ma-
terials shall be of the best quality used
in good commercial practice and;entirely
suitable for the purpose intended under
normal conditions of use. The coating
shall be ready-mixed and the applied
paint shall produce a rough finish which
shall completely hide the substrate. The
coating shall not contain lead in excess
of 0.5 percent by weight of total nonvola-

1 Tr. 1-8, 16; AF Tab. A, p. P, par. 1-5.1.
2 Abbreviations used: AF-Appeal File

Exhibits; TR-Transcript (Volume I or
II) ; G Exh.-Government's Exhibit; A Exh.-
Appellant's Exhibit.

a Performance Specifications require that the
material submitted comply with specified
standards of performance. Formula Specifica-
tions require the material submitted to comply
with a specified chemical composition.

tile matter. The solvents or solvent sys-
tem used in the process shall comply with
Air Pollution Regulations 'Rule .6". A
certificate of compliance to this effect is
necessary.

*, * .:*: .. * *

3.2.3 Appearance, drying time, and re-
sistance to sagging. The coating shall pre-
sent a dry, firm, uniformly texture finish
after having been applied to a cement as-
bestos Vanel at a spreading rate of 50 - 10
square; feet per gallon and allowed to
stand in a vertical position for 24 hours
at 23 degrees 0 - 1 degree; 0 and 50 -- 4
percent relative humidity. The coating
shall show no evidence of sagging, run-
ning, wrinkling, or other film defects.

3.2.4 FZewibility. The coating shall show
no evidence of cracking, chipping or flak-
ing when tested as specified: in 4.4.3.

* e e e e

3.3.1 Moisture Resistance. When tested
as specified in 4.4.5, the coating shall
show no evidence of blistering, loss of
adhesion to masonry, or discoloration.

Uxlder paragraph..4. of'-:Federal
Specification'TT-C-55 B, the sup-
plier is held responsible for the per-
formance of all inspection require-
ments specified with the Govern-
ment reserving the right to perform
any: of the nspections where such
inspections are deemed necessary to
assure: that supplies and: services
conform to the prescribed require-
ments. The various tests which the
paint to be supplied should pass are
outlined in the specification. 

Prior to the paint's delivery to
tie site, but after formulationof tie
paint, Mr. Clafley, the paint, sales-
lan for Columbia Coatings Co.
(the manufacturer), called 11r.
Hulmphreys, the Project Inspector
-fLor the National Park Service, who
had been designated as the Con-
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tracting O6Mcer s representative' re-
garding the'texture to be supplied,
noticing that Federal Specification
TTC-_5' 13 called for a textured
coating. mr. llumphreys, after con-
sulting with Dr. Campbell, the
chemist at the National Bureau of
Standards, upon whom he relied Lor
technical assistance, informed Mr.
Clafley that a sample would have to
b applied to the White House for
approvTal of tlhe* color and texture.
On Oct.L4,'1976, Mr. Htumphreys ap-
,proved the paint for color and tex-
tiree the texture being "no texture"
(Tr. 147; Tr II-13; G'Exh.G).
Preparatory work at the site com-
menced on Qct.- 4, 1976. By letter
-dated-Oct. 6, 1976, Coluibia Coat-
ings Co. submitted its paint certifi-
cation to appellant's subcontractor,

Broadway Decorators, who in turn
'hand` delivered Iit to Mr. H'um-
phrevs on that same day, October 6
(Tr. 11-14, 15). The letter certified
-that the paint to be supplied would
,meet Federal Speifcatii n .TT-O
555 B and would have the following
formula:

Vehicle-Styrene Butadiennet
[sic] CopolymerPigment (by

:weight) 46% -;.
Titaniu Dioxide - 8---;5%
Zinc Oxide _- - ----- 10%
Extenders --------- 55%

100%
Vehicle 54%

(Goodyear) Pliolite S6A. _ 14. 75%
Mineral Spirits _- - 85. 75%
Filfu Plastisizer … 14.00%
Hi-Flash Naphta-_ - 85. 50%

-:100.00%

( . xh 2

This certification wa's submitted
by the Nati6nal Park Service to

kDr. Campbell for his recommenda-
tions as to whether the paint should
be accepted. The paint was.delivered
to the site on Oct. 8, 1976, (Tr. II-

-18, 92). Appellant. began painting
the -White House prior to the paint
,beinf o iailly accepted by the Gov-
'ernment. Appellant was'told, how-
.ever, that proceeding without the
express approval of the paint by the
Government would be at. its own
risk (Tr. II-19, 92).

After the Icertification had been
submitted, but prior to approval of
the paint, Mr. Thomas, president of
Columbia Coatings Co. (the manu-
facturer of. the paint), called Dr.
-Campbell to discuss the formula
submitted in te October 6 certifica-
tion. The chemical. ingredients set
forth in the certification were dis-
cussed, specifically a to the per-
formance. Dr. C6mpbell informed
Mr. Thomas in the conversation that
based the certificatioi submitted,
the paint was an aeceptabie onefor
the job (Tr. I-19).

On Oct. 14, 1976. Dr. Campbell
called Mr.' Humphreys to advise
him that he was satisfied with the
formula submitted and recom-
mended that the paint be accepted.
Ontzhe samne day, Mr. Humphreys

verbally informed Mr. Sullivana of
Broadway Decorators that the paint
was accepted (Tr. I-92). By letter
dated Oct. 19, 1976, the following-
comments were ubmitted by Dr.
Campbell tg o the National Park

-515
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Service as a follow-up to the verbal
communications regarding the' Oc-
tober 6 paint certification: :

The maternial formula proposed for use
does not meet your specification require-
ments for the textured coating TT-C-55.5
B, as it is not a textured coating. -

The proposed formula is similar to that
described in an older version of- the cur-
rent specification TT-P-97T D, i.e., a sty-
rene butadiene. solvent type paint for ex-
terior masonry surfaces. The solvent re-
cquirements do not.comply with Rule 66-of
the California APOD which are included
in the latest version of the specification.
However, the titanium dioxide propased
for use stated by themanufaeturers,[sic]
representative, Mr. Reilly, to be the rutile
type.

Material- conforming to the specifica-
tion TT-P-97 should, give adequate per-
formanee-on exteriormasonry surfaces.

The .-suitability of texture of the sur-
face does involve personal preferences,
and this decision as to what texture is
most pleasing, should be made by you and
your group. [A xh. 33.

Appellant was not advised of this
written communication, Mr. Hum-
phreys having already. related.-these
items at the time of acceptance.

The actual painting of the White
House went smoothly. The job was
substantially completed around
Thanksgiving of 1976 with the
punch list items completed on Dec.
12, 1976, (Tr. I-30). On Dec. 17,
1976, Mr. Humphreys, while on site,
noticed that the paint on the White
House had begun to chip and blis-
ter. This -was approximately 3 weeks
after the painting had been: com-
pleted. Dr. Campbell was called to
exanmine the building (Tr. II-45).
After chemical analysis of the paint
chips, and the paint from a can left

by appellant, it was found that the
paint submitted and applied to the
White House was not the. same
formula as that set forth in the
Oct. 6; 1976, certification. Mr. Ralph
Ross,0 the Contracting, Officer, sent
a letter to the appellant detailing
the results of the tests conducted by
the National Bureau of Standards.
The following reasons were given
as to why the paint furnished and
applied by the appellant did not
meet the contract specifications:

1. The chemical analysis showed the
resin: to be vinyl toluene acrylate when
styrene butadiene was specified.

2. The paint failed a basic flexibility
test.

3. The solvent requirements did not
comply with Rule 66d of the California
APOD.

(G Exh. L)-

The appellant was required. to
submit a proposal for- correcsion
within 24 hours after receipt of the
above letter. Appellant commenced
repainting of the White House in
mid-July 197 (Tr. 1-77). . The
paint specified for the repainting
was the same as that specified for
the initial painting, TT-C-555 B.
The paint, supplied and. accepted

'was certified by appellant to be- in
conformance-with Federal' Specifi-
cation TT-C-555 B without the
perlite (texture-producing parti-
cles) in the formulation. Appellant
was required to perform' the re-
pai g at: its own expense, which
cost allegedly totaled $22,08.9.

By this- appeal, appellant is seek-
ing reimbursement of that amount
from the Government, its claim hav-
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ing initially been denied. by the
Contracting Officer.

Diasesson -

The terms of the contract re-
quired. that the paint to be used on
exterior masonry surfaces meet
Federal Specification TT-O--555 B,
which is a "performance" specifica-
tion. This type of specification gives.
the manufacturer wide: latitude. in
the selection of raw materials and
the process of munufacture, as long
as the end product meets the quan-
titative and quality assurance
standards spelled out inS the re-
quired specification.

At the time the paint was formu-
lated, the manufacturer was cogr-
zant of the fact that the paint was
to comply with Federal Specifica-
tion TC555- B and proceeded
with a clear understandingas to the:
required standards of performance.
The manufacturer's president, who--
has been in the business 30 years
did not itierpretthe specification as
requiring any texture; thus, did not
include a tex eroducing' aggre-
gate, i.e., perlite, when the iint was
initially formulated (Tr. 1-21).
After formulation of the. paint, but
prior to its delivery on- site, a sales-
man for Columbia CoatingsCo., the
manufacturer, noticed that the spe-
cification called for a "textured
coating." He then called Mr. Hum-
phreys to ascertain the kind of tex-
ture desired (Tr. I-45). Mr. Hum-
phreys advised him that a paint
sample would have to be: applied to
the White House for approval of
texture and color.

Mr. Humphreys approved the
paint as far as texture and color
were concerned, the texture being
"no texture." This approval was'
made on xOct. 4, 1976. (Tr. .IIf3').'

On Oct. 6, 19,76, when the paint
certification was submitted, the
paint had been formulated by the
manufacturer to comply with Fed-
eral 'Specification TT-C-555 B,
without the inclusion of texture-
producing aggregates. The record
shows that a paint mieeting the spec-
ifications of TT-C_556` B' can be
formulated without the addition of
texturing materiaVl (TR II-166).
Thes paint submitted for the re-
painting of the White House was
such a paint.

The appellant was responsible
for the performance of all inspec-
tion requirements specified in TT-
C-555 B (paragraph 4 of. Federal
Specification TT-&-555 B). On
Oct.- 6, 1976, when the pain t certi--
fication was executed, appelat
knew or should have known all of
the raw materials that went into
the paint formulation and also
whether or not the paint did, in
fact, comply with the required con-
tract specifications.

The Government, upon receiving
and reading the certification, had
the right to rely on the certifi-
tion as being an accurate andtrue
representation of the chemical com-
position of the paint submitted and
that such paint conformed to the
specification as certified therein.

Mr. Thomas, believing there-vas
some question as to the paint's ac-
ceptability, called Dr. Campbell to
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discuss the formula set forth. in the
October ' certification. At this ti me
the manufacturer knew tat"ho
texture" was being required and- .. .D .b . ., - . .. 

never indicated either orally or in
writing that he perceived this to
be a deviation or chlange from thie
original speeification or' that it'
would in any way affect hisability
toomty with the contract require-
ments as written.

Tle October 6 certification indi-
cated that the resin in the paint.
was Goodyear Pliolite S5A, which
is a styrene butadiene.,resin (Tr. -
I1-127).- Dr. Campbell recom-.
mended.; approval of the paint to
Mr. Humphreys,. the Contracting..
Officer's representative, based on a
finding that the formula submitted
was similar to an older. version of,
Federal Specification' T 97 B
which was a "formula" specification.
used on exterior masonry surfaces.
Mr. Thomas, the manufacturer's
president, who had 30 years of ex-'
perience,:knew at the time of his dis-.
cussion with Dr. Campbell that, the
formula submitted: was.being com-.
pared to a "97" specification and
that it was a "formula" specifica-
tion (Tr. 1-37, 38).,

The Government, because of -a
performance failure only- 3 weeks.
after, the applicaiton of the paint,
analyzed,.the paint andpaint chips
in.an attempt to ascertain. the cause
of the failure. Upon :examination of.,
the; paint, the Government dis-
covered that the paint actually used
was not the same formula as the .one
represented in the October 6 cer->
tification. .I-twas not a:. "977 paints

because the resin was not a styrene
butadiene resm as required by) that
particular specification, but a vinyl
toluene acrylate resin. It did. not.
perform, as a "97" paint because it
did not 'pass the flexibility require-
ment (pr. II 146 'A Exh. ).t 

[1] Wefind that the Government
did not receive what it had bar-
gained:.for. The Government's ac-
ceptance was based on its belief that
the October 6 certification, repre-
sented the actual chemical composi-
tion of, the paint. When the Con-
tracting.. Officer finds it in the best
interests of the Government, he may
decide to accept material that is not
in total. compliance with thespecifi-
cations. That.. acceptance, however,
is, not final and conclusive- if' based
on a misrepresentation of material
fact.4 We find that-the misrepre-
sentation of the resin in -the formula:
was a material one. in' that. it in-
duced the Government to evaluate
and accept the paint because of its
resemblance-to a "97"' specification.
Had the resin in the formula 2been
different,: it would not have re-
sembled a "97": specification. There'
is no -evidence supporting appel-
lant's contentions-that Dr. Campbell
was advised of the inability of the
manufacturer to obtain a particular
resin. It is clear from the evidence
that the certification submitted on
Oct.' 6, 19T6, 'was the final sub-
mission by the appellant of the

'Se e Gtaitic Engineeriwg d anufatur-
iN 'Oorp.,@AqBCA 15257 (Feb. 28, 1972), 72-
BCA, par. 9342; and Jo-Bar, Afawufactyrirg.
Cor., ASBCA 17774 (Sept. 26, 1973), 73-2
BCA par. 10,311.
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paint formula to be furnished on'
the job, and. that appellant never.i
indicated'a.ny intent to deviate from
that formula..

[2] The Board finds, that the Gov-
ernment's decision to accept a non-.
specification material did not
amount. to a contract change. The
Contracting Officer's acceptance of
the submitted formula was only a
pro tanto<'waiver' of' the specifieca
tions, meaning theree was a waiver,
only as far as that particular sfib~
mittal was concerned. 5 Since we find
that no contract change was ordered-,
the contractor had- the option to sub-
mit 'tie certified formula, or ay
other formiula conforming to the
original "555" specificationl A Ipel-
lant did neither! Not only was the
paint at variance with the certified
formula but it also failed the per-
formaice standards for the original
specification, TT-C-555 B' (Tr. I-.
130). We find totally unacceptable
appellant's argument that "some-
thing" between a TT-C-555 B and
and a TT-P-97 was approved. Ap-
pellant should have known that the
paint, regardless of the formula,
-would have to meet some type, of
performance standards, and if it
had any questions in this regard, it
had a duty to seek clarification. Ap-
pellant apparently was submitting
"somethingl' between a "97" an-d a
"555" paint but that fact was con-
cealed from the Government, and
thus, acceptance was not based on
that understandin The maiiufac-
turer testified at Tr. 1-42 about 'his'

'Baeer and Ford Co., GSECA 2317 (an. 23,
196S), 68-1 BCA par. 6822.

intentions after talking to Dr.
Campbell:

I would assume' that this letter preceded.
this conversation, because we ended up-
Mr. Campbell. and I on the phone didn't
end up with any. basic disagreements..
There was one small item, because I re-
member distinctly now, after the phone
call, saying something to either the sales-
man or both the salesman and the Chem-.
ist, as-7you know, don't fight that one,,
we'll throw them a bone. In other words,
we've gotten what we feel was needed for'
this job, substantially, and so I would
assume from that that this letter, you
know, preceded the telephone conversa-
tion.

Lastly, the Board cannot ignore.
thle existence of the contract's
"Guaranty Clause" which provides
that

[e]xcept where a longer period is estab-
lished elsewhere in these specifications all
work including labor, materials and
equipment performed under this contract,
shall be guaranteed for a period of one
year from the date of acceptance of the
work by the Government. During the term
of the guaranty the contractor, when noti-
fied by the Contracting' Officer, shall
promptly replace or put, in satisfactory
condition in every particular any defici-
ency in, the guaranteed, work, and shall
make good all damage to the structures
and grounds, and to any. other material,.
equipment, and property which are dis-
turbed in fulfilling the requirements of
the guaranty or which have been dam-
aged because of the deficient work.

In the event of failure by the contractor
to comply with these provisions within 10
days following data of notification, the
Government may proceed to have such
defects repaired and the contractor and
his surety shall be liable for costs in-
curred in connection therewith.

(AF Tab A,. General Provisions,
paragraph EGO)

313'
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The evidence shows that there has
been a long history of paint prob-
lems at the White Eouse and that
paint jobs would normally last-at
:least a year and half-before iitial-.
problems started to develop (Tr.
II-87). The listeringo and chipping
in this instance started only 3 weeks

* after application, and there is no.
convincing: evidence that factors
other than improper paint formula-
tion led to the performance failure
of the paint in such, a sh6rt period
of time.

In conclusion, we find that the
paint supplied did not meet the con-:
tract's performance specifieation;
nor did- it conform with the-formula
submitted and accepted by the Gov-
ernment as a "97" specification. The
Government therefore was justified
in requiring the appellant-to repaint
the White House and in holding it
liable for the cost of the repainting.

* 0 Decis ion 

: Appellant's appeal is denied in its
entirety.

BmRYL S. GILMORE,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:
WLTAM F. MCGRAW,:
aief Admiistrative Judge.

APPEALS OY GREGORY LUEER
CO. C.,i

IBCA-1237-12-78
1238-12-78
1239-1278:
1240-12-78

Decided: September 28, 1979

eodtract Nos. OR090-TS--,

OR090-TS648,
0 0 0: 0 ORO.O)T6a6O

EBtreau, of Land Xaitagenient.

otion. to Dismiss Granted.

1. Contracts.: Contract Disputes Act of
1978: Jurisdiction-Contracts: Dis-
putes and Remedies: Jutisdiction-
Rules'of Practice: Appeals.: Motions

A contractor may not proceed under
the provisions of lhe Contract Disputes
Act of 1978 where the appeal is from a
final decision of the contracting officer
rendered and received by, the appellant
prior to the effective date of the Act.

APPMAA CES: Edward 7. Canfield,
Esq., Casey, Scott, & Canfield, Wash-
ington, D.C., for appellant; Mr. law-
rence E. Cox, Department Counsel,
Portland, Oregon, -for the Government.

OPINION BP Y:
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

GLMORE*

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

The subject appeals under four
different contracts for the sale of
standing timber to: appellant were
filed on Dec. 12, 1978, with the

*Administrative- Judge Russell C. Lynch
did not participate infithis dedcsion since he
hU :been and still Is on emergency leave in-
California.
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Board via the District Manager, Bu-
reau of Land Management.

Appellant cited the Contract Dis-
putes Act of 197S, P.L. 95-563 of
Nov. 1, 1978 (41 U.S.C. §§ 601-613
(1976) ), as the basis of jurisdiction.

:Similar appeals under the same cOll-
tracts were filed, with the Interior
Board of Land Appeals. The con-
tracts, do, not contain a "Disputes"
clause; but rather, provide in Clause
37 for an- appeal to the Board of
Land .Appeals pursuant to that
Board's Rules of Practice (43 CFR
Part 4, Subpart E). Under date of
June 28, 1979, the Board issued an
order to show cause why the appeals
should not be dismissed for lack of
jurisdiction. Final briefs were re-
ceived on Aug. 28, 1979.

The: four contracts under which
the appeals are taken were entered
into on Feb. 5, 1975; Sept. 4 1975,
Mar. 4,1976, and Dec. 1, 1976. They
are lump-sum sale contracts for the
sale. of timber from lands adminis-
tered by te Bureau of Land lan-
agement. The awards resuited from
auctions conducted y the Govern-
ment after advertisement, with ap-
pellant agreeing to pay a specified
price for timber to be cut and re-
moved from designated tracts, plus
additional amounts to be deter-
mined by the 4utharized MeOfcer
upon written athorsation :to eut
additional timber not included in
the original sale.

Appellant complains that the
amount of timber cmt from each of

the tracts was substantially less
than described in the Government
estimates in the bidding documents,
that the quality of- marketable tim-
ber was less than could be antici-
pated, and that the, prices charged
*for additional authorized cutting
were in excess of the agreed con-
tract price. The District Manager,.
Bureau of Land Management, is-
sued his final decisions on or about
Nov. 21, 1978, denying the claims
under the subject four contracts.

The appeals were filed with the
Board after the date of enactment
of the Contract Disputes Act of
1978, which was Nov. 1, 1978. The
Board, sua sonte, raised the ques-
,tion of jurisdiction in light of the
provisions of the Act relating to the
effective date. That provision is set.

.forth in sec. 16 of the Act and pro-
vides as follows:

Effectite Date of Act

Sec. 16. This Act shall apply to on-
tracts entered into 6ne hundred twenty
days after the date of enactment. Not-
withstanding any provision in a contract-
made before the effective date of thisg
Act, the contractor may elect to proceed
under this Act, with respect to any claim
pending then before the contracting offi-
cer or initiated thereafter.

0Discuszon

Appellant submits that the Board
should retai~njurisdiction of the ap-
peals for the following reasons:

1. Congress intended the Board
to have jurisdiction in this instance,

,,520] 521
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2.Precedent,
;3 Apeals have common issues

'with, other appeals appellant has
filed with the Board,

-: 4. Appeals do not involve a trans-
fer from an agencylboard to a court,
and

5. Appeals before the Board con-
tinue to be "pencing"j before the
*contracting officer.-

The Government argues that the
appeals should be dismissed for
want of jurisdiction in that the
~Contract Disputes Act does not ap-
*ply to an appeal from a claim fi-
nally determined by the: Contract-
inlg Qfficer prior to the effective, date
of the Act; that after a final deci-
:sion is made by the Contracting Of-
.eer the claim ceases to be "pend-
ing" before the Contracting Officer.

The position of the Board on the
jurisdictional question presented by
these appeals is apparent from a
reading of the Board's Interim
Rules of Practice and is also con-
sistent with the findings of other

* Boards on the same or similar issue.
Sec. 4.100(a) (3) of the Board's
rules provides as follows::

(3) When an appeal i, asubject to the
Contract Disputes Act of 1978. An appeal
shall be subject to the Contract Disputes
Act of 1978 if it involves a contract en-
tered into on or after March 1, 1979; or,
at the election of the appellant, if the ap-

*peal involves a contract entered into be-
fore March 1, 1979, and the contracting
-officer's decision from which the appeal is
taken is dated March 1, 1979, or there-

*.after.

The Armed Services Board of
Contract Appeals held in "an Inter-
Zocutoryl Order by the Senior Decid-

gt Group oni Elections to Proceed
Uner the Contract Dsputes ,At of
1978, dated June 6, 1979, that
"pending" before the Contracting
Officer refers to claims on which the
Contracting Officer has not yet
taken final action by mailing, elec-
tronically transmitting, or other-
wise issuing his final decision; and
that "then" means Mar. 1,1979.1

In Bick-Com' Co&p., VACAB-
i433 (June 19, 1979), 79-2 BCA
par. 13,904, the Board fotnd the
election to proceed under the 'Con-
tract Disputes Act not available
where the decision by the; Contract-
ing Officer had been issued and re-
ceived by. the contractor over 3
months before the effective, date of
the Act.

The decision in this instance
-hinges on the Board's interpreta-
tion of the phrase "pending then
before the contracting officer."

We find that a claim is "pending"
'before the Contracting Officer dur-
'ing' the period of time between re-
ceipt of the claim and the issuance
of the final decision on the claim by

'the Contracting Officer. We find that
"then" means on the effective date
of the Act and does not include the
interim period between the date of

1 Monaco Enterprises; Inc., and Towne
Realty, le., ASBCA 23611 and 23C713 (June,
6, 1979), 79-2 BA par. 13,944.
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enatMent and;: the -effective date. Judge Truswell -which decision
'This being found, it is clear that affirmed a notice: of violation issued
a contractor can only elect to pro-,bY the-Office of Surface Mining Hecla-
ceed under. the Contract Disputes nation and Enforcement to Consolida-
Act (where the'contract was exe- tion for an alleged violation of the
euted prior to the effective date) if effluent discharge limitations of 30
* . ! C . CFR 715.17 (Docket No. IN- 9-9-R).
the claim was pending before the
Contracting Of fer on Mar. 1, 1979. Vacated and; remanded.
.Since the. Contracting Officer's final
decision was rendered prior to Mar. 1' Surface Mining Control and Recla-

t-1, and the decision had~ n ?mation Act of 1977: Insplections1,1979, dhdeiinadbeen
- ppealed to the Board prior to Mar. In .the absence of extraordinary circum-

I, 1979, the contractor cannot elect stances, the Board is unwilling to con-
: I :: :-w: ; . : sider an entry made without prior

to proceed under the Contract Dis- presentation of credentials by an inspec-

putes Act. .tor to be in compliance with the require-

There being no "Disputes"- clause Aments of 30 CFR 721.12 (a).

in. the contract or. other available PBEARANCES:' l>cns P MoGraw,
remedy which would give the Board Esq., Assistant Solicitor, for Enforce-
jurisdiction over these appeals, the ment,and Shelley D. Hayes, :Es.,Office
subject appeals are hereby dis- of the Solicitor, for appellee.Office of
missed. Surface Mining Reclamation and En.

S. GmmoE .. forcement; Daniel 3:gos, Esq.
Administrative Judue.. -Senior Counsel. for appellant Consoli

WV cocUR:

Wu;IAM F. TNCGuiw-,
C/hief Administrative Judge.

G. HERBERiT PACKWOOD,
Adjninistrattive Judge.

i . - J.. : - - i z ,

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.

* I:ElSMA 273'' 0 ;' 0 ':

DecidedSeptem7erO 28, 1979

Appeal by' Consolidation Coal Co. from
a decision by' Aministrative Law

dation. Coal Co. , !

OPINION BY THE INTERIOR

BOARD OF SURFACE

MININO AND RECLAMATION

APPEALS

:On.Nov. 8 1978, an Office of Sur-
* face Mining Reclamation and En-
forcementI (OSM.) inspector visited
the Consolidation Coal Company's
('Consol) Burning'>Star No.A4Mine
-Perry County; Illinois He.; went

to the -mine office, introduced him-

�- " � 1. ��
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self, and then proceeded to make an
inspection. During the course.of the
inspection he noticed water flowing
in a ditch. It was'not possible to take
a'sample to check for possible viola-
tions of the effluent discharge regu-
lations at that time. On Nov. 20,
1918, the inspector returned; he did
not stop at the mine office but. pro-
ceeded directly to take a water sam-
*ple from the ditch. On the basis of
this OSM action on Nov., 20, it is-
sued Notice of Violation No.' 78-
III-5-12 on Nov. 27, 198 which al-

leged that Consol had violated the
provisions of 30 CFR 715.17 on
Nov. 20, 1978. The nature of the
violation was that "discharge -from
disturbed area fails to meet effluent
limitations for total suspended
solids." Consol did not dispute the
substantive 'charge.

On Dec. 21, 1978, Consol applied
for review of the notice. A hearing
was held; before Administrative
Law Judge. (ALJ) William iJ.
Truswell in Evansville, Indiana, on
Apr. 11,: 1979.
* Consol contended that the inspec-X
lion by OSM on Nov. 20, 1978, was

-illegal because OSM entered the
property of Consol in violation of
the requirement of 80 CFR 721.12
(a) that necessitates a presentation
of credentials by an 0SM inspec-
.tor ,upion entering a. minesite.

The' ALJ sustained'the notice of
violation and Consol brought this
appeal. The sole question before the
Board is whether OSM complied

with 30 CFR 721.12 (a) in making
its inspection of Nov. 20, 1978.

D;iX, u8-on

What happened in this case is not
contested. Twelve days after the
OSM inspector's-initial visit, he:re-
turned to collect a grab sample.,of
water fowing in< a ditch he had
noticed on the initial visit. He went

-directly to;-the ditch and:collected
* the sample. He did not present his
credentials at the office nor to anyone
beforehand but after taking the
sample, he did, encoun ter some Con-
sol employees, did identify himself,
and then drove to the mine office.

[1] Sec. 721.12(a) of the regula-
tions says; authorized repr esenta-
tives of the Secretary shall, "with-
out advance notice," have a right of
entry "to, upon, or through any sur-
face coal mining and reclamation
operations" upon presentation of
appropriate credentials.1 Advance

130 CFR 721.12(a) is the analog of 30
U.S.C. §1267(b) (3) (Supp. I 1077). Their
pertinent parts read as follows

"[TIhe authorized representatives of the
regulatory authority, without advance notice
and upon presentation of appropriate creden-
tials (A) shall have the right of entry to,
upon, or through any surface coal jmining and
reclamation operations or any premises in
which any records required to ,e maintained
under paragraph (1) of this subsection are
located; * C

30 U.S.C. § 1267(b) (3) (Supp. I 1977).
"§ 721.12 Right of entry.
"(a) Authorized representatives of the

Secretary, without advance notice and upon
presentation of appropriate credentials and
without a search warrant; shall have the right
of entry to, upon, or through any surface coal

nining and reclamation operations or any
premises in which any records required to be
maintained are located."
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notice, of a visit is not required,. nor.
is a search warrant, but presenta-
tion of appropriate credentials is.
Absent a- showing of extraordinary
circumstaneesisueh. asithat presenta-
tion; of: credentials would be, tanta-
mount to advance notice, we are un-
willing to consider' an- entry made
without presentation of credentials
in compliance with the requirements
of the regulations.2 This is not to
say that an OSM inspector must
wait, patiently at the perimeter of
the permit. area, until, an operator
asks him for his credentials. He may
proceed to the minesite office or to
the first available person on the
minesite. Nor must an OSM inspec-
tor present credentials if he has left
the permit area shortly before re-
entering.Z However, for the safe and

2 Indeed, there Is no question that the De-
partment contemplated legal entry in some
circumstances where no prior presentation of
credentials would be advisable or capable of
being performed. Comment 11 to Part 721
reads, in part, as follows:

"It Is not intended that inspections be re-
stricted to 'normal business hours' if the,
exigencies or violations justify inspection at
other times. An example would be attempts
to detect illegal discharges or other night-time
activities which are prohibited by the Act or
regulations."
42'FR 62664 (Dec. 13, 1977).

3 Another device that OSM might consider
Is the wearing of distinctive garb. The police
learned long ago that distinctively marked
vehicles and badges of office displayed on the
person of the officer not only did not trammel,
but actually aided, the policeman in the per-
formance of his duties. An emulation of that
policy by OSM, in this small regard, might
remove all question of illegality of entry-at
least in routine inspections.

Although repeated voluntary presentation
and constant display of credentials may not

orderlyN operation: of their mines,.
operators are entitledto, know whoa
is on,.their property and' whene. Pre-
sentation of credentiffilscat~the earli-'
est' practical opportunity and when-
ever requested t d o after 'eachX
entry facilitates such" saf and
orderliness and does-not impose un-
due' burdens on OSM"s inspection
program. We assume extraordinary
circumstances will be rare and that
OSM will be able adequately to
demonstrate such existed if there are
challenges to enfortemeInt. aoions
based on entry without presentation
of credentials.4

Because there was testimony that
the inspector believed that were he
to present his credentials before
commencing the inspection; the of-

be required by the regulations, we offer no
opinion concerning whether inspectors and
those who accompany them-or their estates-
would jeopardize their possibilities of recovery
for injuries sustained during an inspection
where credentials had not been presented be-
fore the injuries occurred.

'The ALJ also found that this was a con-
tinuing inspection, thus obviating any subse-
quent showing of credentials beyond the initial
one. Although most entries are for the pur-
pose of inspections, the applicable law requires
a display of credentials upon entry, not in-
spection (n. 1, suprc). Moreover, the pur-
ported continuous nature of the inspection was
not revealed by any words or conduct of OSM,
but reposed solely in the mind of an Inspector

who saw something he decided to check at a
later time.

We are not prepared at this time to say
whether there never can be a continuing in-;
spection whose circumstances would require a
presentation of credentials only on the initial
entry. But even if one can exist, the 12-day
interval between visits and the other circum-
stances of this case do not warrant the find-
ing of a continuous inspection here.

5255231?
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fensive conduct could be terminated Division for further proceedinos.
and a sample therefore Would be- hht'incdnsistet wth this opinion.
unobtainable; (Tr. 19), we are re-
manding so thatthe A.3 may deter- ME.IN L MmEiN,
mine whether .or not sufficient .con- --d.1-i.-rtive Juge.
ditions in factexisted to wEarrant - W A. IR -
the entry without a prior presenta- Chieff Adinstratie Judg:
tion of credentials.

The ALJ's decision is vacated and . IRAUNE G., BARNES,
the caseis remanded to the Hearings - Admnistrave J c

-- i - . - , ,
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AiPPEAL OF M & P EQUIPMEINT CO.

IRCA-1088-11-75

Decided September 28, 1979

Contract No. 1406-500-2152 (Speci-
-Ications No. 500C-329), Bureau of
iReclamation.

Denied.

Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changed Conditions (Differing
Site Conditions)-Contracts: Construc-
tion and Operation: Duty to Inquire-
Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Murden of Proof-Contracts: Disputes
-and Remedies: Equitable Adjustments

Where a clearing contractor claims en-
titlement to an equitable adjustment
base on the standard Differing Site Con-
ditions Clause of the contract, and the
evidence shows that the principal causes;
of any increased costs which may have
been incurred were heavy rains and fail-
nre of the contractor to make a reasonable
prebid investigation of the site or exami-
nation of specifications, and no evidence
of fault on the part of the Government
is presented, the Board holds that the
,contractor has not sustained its burden
of proof for entitlement to an equitable
adjustment, and the appeal will be denied.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Rerby Bran-
scum, Jr., Attorney at law, Perryville,
Arkansas, for appellant; Mr. Z. P.
Sheldon, Department Counsel, Ama-

illo, Texas, for the Government.

OPINION BY ADIVINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

Background

This is an appeal from the Con-
tractino Officer's denial of a claim
by the contractor/appellant, M & P
Equipment Co. (M & P; sometimes,
appellant), for additional compen-
sation in the amount of $46,630. The.
claim arises out of a contract with
the Bureau of Reclamation awarded
to M & P for clearing Mountain
Park Reservoir, Mountain Park
Project, Oklahoma. The contract
was completed and accepted Jan. 30,
1975, well within the completion
time prescribed by the contract.'
The full contract price of $117,000.
was paid to MI & P. However, M & P
excepted the claim of $46,630 from
the release it executed ii connection
with final payment.

According to its complaint, M & P
based its claim on Clause No. 4 of
the General Provisions of the 'above-
numbered contract; 2 alleging that

"The contractor was to begin work within
15 days after date of receipt-of the notice to
proceed. The notice to proceed was dated
Jan. 1, 1974. The completion time allowed
for all clearing of Phase 1, below elevation
1,390, was 180 days; and for Phase 2, above
elevation 1,390, was 360 days (AF-4 & 5).

2 Clause 4 provides:
"4. Differing Site Conditions
"(a) The Contractor shall promptly, and

before such conditions are disturbed, notify
the Contracting Officer in writing of: (1) Sub-
surface or latent physical conditions at the
site differing materially from those indicated
in this contract, or (2) unknown physical
conditions at the site, of an unusual nature,
differing materially from those ordinarily
encountered and generally recognized as in-:
hering in work of, the character provided for
in this contract. The Contracting Officer shall
promptly investigate the conditions, and if he
finds that such conditions do materially so
differ and cause an increase or decrease in the
Contractor's cost of, or the time required for,
performance of any part of the work under
this contract, whether or not changed as a

86 I.D. No. 10
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the damages claimed resulted from sides) of West Otter Creek for approxi.
occurrences caused by persons other mately 1000 feet upstream from the dam'

thisclaiant washed into the creek causing water t,
than Claimant "which submerge portions of sections 10, 9, 3 and
had no control over and which could 4. Land in the area that was not floodedc

not have been prevented by this was saturated with subsurface water

claimant;" and alleging further making it impossible to operate heavy
that, as a result of the negligence of equipment, requiring claimant to change

supisio and control over the its operation to the use of chainsaws3
skidders, rane and hand labror. Thiq

operations of the project and in- condition was caused by those construct.
adequately formulated plans for the ing the dam and claimant had no super

project, the claimant suffered the vision, power, authority or control over
following damages by having to that operation creating the adverse con,

or di tion.provide extra equipment and labor (b) On o

expense-: ; : Glen Creek at Highway 183 a cqntractor.

1 lOSE Linkbelt other than claimant doing work on ty
Crane -____ 2 months-- $ 8000. 00 project constructed an earthen dam tq

1 D8 Caterpiller X X : supply water for his job on the projectf
Dozer - 1 month_ 5,000. 0 the water backed up by the dam caused

2 D-7 Caterpiller usually [sic] wet conditions, then as
Dozers ___-_- I month _ 8, O. 00 claimant below the dam with its clearing

2Log Skidders -- 1 month-- 4,600.00 the dam cut by another contractor
6 Extra Chainsaws One- causing flood condition in the area where

half Price 130.00… _ - 780. 00 claimant was working.
Moving 108B inkbelt Crane (c) On. or about April 28, 1974 there

to and from Job … ______ 2, 220.00 were rains in the area' that were ui
usually heavy, and the diversion pipe

aor our (4) Wees P- _2, 8. being used by the contractor construct,
roll -------- 12,68 95 h a a ndqut odvr h

Moving 2 Log Skidders to and sag the dam was inadequate to divert the
from Job '9, 438. 00 water, the pipe was corrugated metal,r ______ ------------ ---- __ _,48.0 about 7 feet in diameter, and it collapsed

Taxes & nsuranceon Pay-causing the area to flood and allowing
roll (23.07%) ----------- 2,922. 73 the ground to become fully saturate%

with water. This collapse of the qiver-
Total -_____ $4G, 630.00 sion pipe and subsequent flooding caused

Appellant alleged that the specific depris [sic], logs and trash to be der
posited upon areas that had been cleared

incidents which caused the damage requiring additional work fr clainan'

were as follows: to re-clear. The ground saturation from

(a) On or about March 2, 1974, the the flooding caused by the collapsed pipe
dirt piled adjacent to the bank (both caused claimant to resort to hand labor

which was much slower than ligd been
F. N. 2-Continued planned by machinery.
result of such conditions, an equitable adjust-
ment shall be made and the contract modified That all of the foregoing conditions
in writing accordingly. adversely affecting claimants [sic] job

4(b) No claim of the Contractor under this were caused by operations ther than
clause shall be allowed unless the Contractor pani ' . T
has given the notice required in (a) above;
provided, however, the time prescribed there- Reclamation was promptly and fully
for may be extended by the Government. notified of each condition.

"(c) No claim by the Contractor for an
equitable adjustment hereunder shall be By its answer the Government
allowed if asserted after final payment under That
this contract." admitted, in pertinent part: That
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work on the project by M & P
started about Feb. 18, 1974; that
damages claimed by appellant may
have resulted from occurrences
caused by persons over whom appel-
lant had no control; and that some
of the conditions may have existed
as alleged in subparagraph (a)
above. However, it denied generally
the remaining allegations of the
complaint and denied specifically
that the appellant has a valid claim
against the Government for the
damages alleged. The Government
asserted that it had made full pay-
iment to appellant in accordance
with the terms of the contract and
requested the Board to find that ap-
pellant is not entitled to reimburse-
ment by the Government for* the
alleged damages and to deny the
appeal.

A hearing was held at the request
of appellant at Altus, Jackson
County, Oklahoma, on Oct. 27,
1978. The transcript thereof was re-
-ceived by the Board on Dec. 20,
1978, and at his request, counsel for
appellant was granted an extension
until June 27, 1979, within which
.time to submit his brief. (Order of
the Board, dated May 30, 1979.)
His brief was filed on June 27, 1979.
On July 23, 1979, the Government
filed a renewed "Motion to Dis-
miss," together with its "Posthear-
ing Brief." By letter of Aug. 9,
1979, counsel for appellant indi-
cated that he would not file a reply
brief, stating, "I have decided to
stand on the brief that I have al-
ready filed."

The Motion to Dismiss

Early in this proceeding, the
Board denied what it treated as
the Government's motion to dis-
miss, but without prejudice to its
right to renew such motion at the
time its posthearing brief was filed.
Accordingly, the motion to dismiss
was renewed. The ground stated
therefor was that "[aippellant's
claim for additional compensation
for costs incurred, asserted ' * * to
be due to the Government's negli-
gence, is a claim for breach of con-
tract which is beyond the jurisdic-
tion of the Board of Contract AY-
peals to decide."

Since this appeal does not come
under the Contract Disputes Act of
1978,3 we do not have jurisdiction
to decide this case on a breach of
contract theory. However, we are
not convinced that appellant's claim
is properly characterized as involv-
ing that theory. Giving the appel-
lant the benefit of the doubt, it may
have sufficiently alleged a claim
based on breach of the Government's
duty to cooperate and not to hinder
contractor's perforlance, 4 or on the
theory of defective specifications.
The motion is therefore denied.

3P.L. 9-563, 92 Stat. 23, (to be codified
in 41 U.S.C. §§ 601-613). The effective date
of this Act is Mar. 1, 1979. Sec. 8(d) (41
(U.S.C. § 607(d)) expanded the jurisdiction
of agency boards of contract appeals by
authorizing them "to grant any relief that
would be available to a litigant asserting a
contract claim in the Court of Claims."

'See Louis M. McMuster, he., AGBCA NTo.
76-156(Fe . 23, 1979), 79-1 BCA par. 13,701;
Leliurnium Construction Corp., 163 Ct. Ci. 339
(1968); and United States v. Spearin, 248
U.S. 132 (1918).
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Issue Presented on Appeal

According to their briefs, the
parties agree that the principal is-
sue before the Board is whether the
Government is liable for damages
eaused to appellant as a result of
negligent supervision and control of
tie worksite.

Contentions of the Parties

Appellant's brief summarizes the
facts to be as follows:

The Department of the Interior con-
tracted with the claimant to clear land
for the Mountain Park Reservoir Project.
Contractors piled dirt along a creek which

subsequently washed into the creek and
flooded 4 sections of land claimant was
clearing. Another contractor caused flood
conditions in claimant's work area when
a dam used to supply water was cut.
leavy rains caused a diversion pipe to
collapse and flood an area claimant had

already cleared thus creating additional
work for claimant because of the neces-
sity of re-clearing the land. The claimant
was forced to abandon the use of heavy
equipment in the clearing of the land and
was forced to use hand labor and chain-
saws sOc].

Appellant's brief then lists the
points of law upon which it relies
and cites numerous cases to support
the points of law. The listing is as
follows:

The government is liable for the dam-
ages caused to the claimant as a result of
the negligent supervision and control of
the worksite. A contractor, is entitled to
additional compensation or reimburse-
ment for increased costs of performance
and expenses caused by act or omissions
<f the government including negligence
sn the government's part. A government
contract contains an implied warranty
that the specifications are adequate if
complied with. The government also has
a duty not to impede the contractor's per-

formance. This duty applies to other con-
tractors over whom the government has
control. The government is also liable for
extra and unanticipated hazards even
when the contractor assumes the liability
for loss.

Although in the "Discussion and
Argument" portion, appellant's
brief contains correlations of the
points of law with the allegations
of the complaint, there is no attempt
to correlate them with any evidence
of record. There are no transcript
citations to the testimony and no
references to any of the exhibits or
items in the appeal file. What appel-
lant considers to be its proof in sup-
port of necessary findings of fact to
which the cited case law may be ap-
plied is not indicated. The final par-
agraph, entitled "Conclusion," is as
f ollows:

The respondent [Government] stood by
in this case and allowed other contractors
on the job to create conditions which re-
quired this claimant to expend additional
monies to perform his contract. The only
party on the entire project having the
authority to direct preventive measures
was the respondent. Respondent's failure
to perform Its legal duty in this regard
entitles appellant to recover its damages
of $45,630.00.

In its brief, the Government ana-
lyzes in detail the case law cited
by appellant and argues generally
that the cases cited either are dis-
tinguishable on their facts from the
facts of the case at hand, or are not
inl point.

With respect to the facts, the
Government's contentions may be
summarized as follows: That the un-
anticipated conditions causing ap-
pellant increased costs resulted from
appellant's cursory, prebid investi-
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gation of the worksite, its failure to
examine the plans and specifications
in the contracts of other contractors
on the project, and from unusually
heavy rains; that there is no evi-
dence showing that the difficulties
encounteredl by appellant were at-
tribuLable to acts or omissions of em-
ployees of the Government; that the,
dam contractor's plans and specifica-
tions were available to appellant
and showed that the area where the
dirt was piled was designated as a
waste area for the dam contractor;
that there is, no evidence showing
that the earthen dam, allegedly
breached by another contractor,
caused appellant any delay or dam-
age; and that the collapsed diver-
sion pipe, alleged by appellant to
have caused flooding upstream from
the coffer dam, did not inhibit the
flow of water, but, in fact, was flow-
ing at full capacity after the break.

The Government's conclusions
contained in its brief include the
following:

Appellant failed to present any evi-
dence in support of its allegation, that
the Government was negligent in its
supervision and control of the worksite,
nor did it present evidence to show proj-
ect plans were inadequately formu-
lated. * * *

The Government is not liable for dam-
ages resulting from Appellant being un-
able to complete its obligation under the
contract in substantially less time than
allowed under the contract. * * *

The conditions alleged by Appellant to
have been caused by the Government were
not "differing site conditions" under
article 4 of the contract. * 

The real impediment to contractor's
iattempt to finish ahead of schedule was
-the abnormal amount of rain, which is
not a "changed condition" and does not

entitle Appellant to additional compen-
sation.

The E vidence

Exhibit 5 of the Appeal File
(AF-5) contains the construction
contract and the specifications No.
50OC-329 pertaining to this pro-
ceeding. Clause 13 of the General
Provisions of the contract provides-

13. Conditions Affecting the Work

The Contractor shall be responsible for
having taken steps reasonably necessary
to ascertain the nature and location of
the work, and the general and local con-
ditions which can affect the work or the
cost thereof. Any failure by the Con-
tractor to do so will not relieve him from
responsibility for successfully perform-
ing the work without additional expense
to the Government. The Government as-
sumes no responsibility for any under-
standing or representations concerning
conditions made by any of its officers or
agents prior to the execution of this con-
tract, unless such understanding or rep-
resentations by the Government are ex-
pressly stated in the contract.

The pertinent sections of the
specifications provide as follows:

1.4.1. INVESTIGATION OF SITE
CONDITIONS

Bidders are urged to visit the site of
the work and by their own investigations
satisfy themselves as to the existing con-
ditions affecting the work to be dons
under these specifications. If the bidder
chooses not to visit the site or conduct
investigations he will nevertheless be
charged with knowledge of conditions
which reasonable inspection and investi-
gations would have disclosed.

Bidders are also urged to arefully
examine all of the materials and infor-
mation regarding site conditions made
available by the Government and to ob-
tain their own samples and perform tests

527]
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on the soil and rock materials to deter-
milne unit weights, to evaluate shrink-
age and swell factors, and to evaluate
other properties which the bidder be-
lieves to be significant in arriving at a
proper bid.

Bidders and the contractor shall as-
sume all responsibility for deductions
and conclusions as to the difficulties in
performing the work.

I.45. INTERFERENCE WITH THE
)WORK

Under separate contracts, the reloca-
tion of U.S. Highway 183, the relocation of
the St. Louis and San Francisco Rail-
way, construction of the Mountain Park
Dam and dikes, the roosevelt [sic] water
wells, access road, and pipelines, and
other fea Lures of the Mountain Park
Project will be in progress at the same
time as work required by these specifica-
tions. The clearing contractor shall sched-
ule and conduct his activities in coordi-
nation with other contractors in the area
so that interference with other work is
ininimal,

1.4.11. CREEK DISCHARGE RECORDS
AND DIVERSION WORKS IN-
FORMATION

Hydrographs of the West Otter Creek
and the creek diversion plan of the con-
tractor for construction of Mountain Park
Dam may be examined on drawings filed
in the project office. These drawings and
data are available for information of bid-
ders and the contractor. The Government
does not guarantee the reliability or ac-
curacy of the hydrograph or diversion
works information and assumes no re-
sponsibility for any deductions, conclu-
sions, or interpretations which may be
made from them.

2.1.3. PRIORITIES AND QUANTITIES

a. Priorities.-Clearing below elevation
1390, identified as Phase I clearing inpar-
agraph 1.2.3, shall be completed In the
Initial months of the contract to assure
elearing of the area prior to flooding occa-

sioned by construction of diversion works
by the dam contractor. Phase II clearing
constitutes all clearing above 1390 con-
tour.

The appellant's witnesses were
Mr. Levi Patton and Mr. Jimmy A.
Patton. Since retiring, Mr. Levi
Patton, who had had around 30
years in the construction business,
has been doing some work for his

son, Jimmy, President of M & P
Equipment Co. (Tr. 17). Levi Pat-
ton served as project engineer on
the Mountain Park Reservoir clear-

ing job (Tr. 18).
His testimony, with respect to the

first incident set forth in the coin-

plaint, was substantially as follows:

That Otter reek and Glen Creek join
together about 500 or 600 feet upstream
from the dam, and that a canyon exists
at the location which is where the work
started; that while working with chain
saws and a dozer, the clearing crew had
trouble with water caused by the dam
contractor piling dirt along the creek;
that the dirt was sliding into the creek,
backing up the water instead of allowing
it to run through the coffer dam which
caused the unanticipated use of a crane
and more chain saws and hand labor
(Tr. 26-34).

With respect to the second inci-
dent, Mr. Levi Patton's testimony is
summarized as follows:

That on or about April 19, 1974, difficulty
was experienced because of a little dam
that had been built by another contractor
aeross Glen reek near the bridge on
Highway 183, presumably to provide
water for trucks; that clearing work had
been going on in the area below this dam
for about 10 days, when somebody
breached the dam causing water to flood
the working area; that this prevented the
normal functioning of the bulldozers so
that a crane was required which was
more costly to operate (Tr. 3443).
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His general testimony regarding
'the third incident was:

'That about April 2S, 29, 1974, it started
Training and rained so hard that he got
ihis crew out of bed at the motel where
they were staying at about 1:00 a.m.;
that to prevent the equipment from being
ruined, they went to the working area and
moved the equipment to higher ground;
that "the coffer dam just folded up,"
Sand "it just flooded the whole country";
that the timber which had been piled in
deeks was knocked off the banks and car-
ried back over the territory already
cleared; that then "we had to go in there
and clean all that up"; and that then "all
we did was work in mud and water" (Tr.
43, 44).

His verbatim testimony (Tr. 44,
45) was as follows:

Q (By Mr. Branscum) Wait just a
minute now. What caused the flooding?
You say that there was a diversion pipe
,in the Coffer Dam; is that correct?

A It was on account of this heavy rain
up above coming down and all, the creek.

Q Did anything happen at the Coffer
Dam that caused the flooding to increase?.

A Yes, it couldn't take the water, you
'know. It folded up there.

Q What folded up?
A The pipe that drained all the water.
Q Okay.
THE COURT: When you say "folded

up," do you mean it was blocked? It was
,bent?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
THEI COURT: Or what?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, just knocked

'It out to the side.
THE COURT: Was this made of some

~kind of metal, this pipe?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, sheet metal.
THE COURT: And you say it folded,

eand that blocked the water from going
,through?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: I see.

'Later on, at page 47, the transcript
,contains the following testimony:

THE COURT: What was the. diameter,
if you know, of that pipe roughly?

THE WITNESS: Your Honor, I never
did, you know, measure the pipe. Of
course that was out .of my contract, you
know.

THE COURT: Did you see it?
THE iVITNESS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: What would you esti-

mate the diameter?
THE WITNESS: I was estimating it

to be around 7 foot diameter.

* * e * e*

Q (By Mr. Branseum) Now, you say
that the rain and flood, the heavy rain
buckled the pipe, and it just collapsed;
is that correct?

A That's correct.

Under cross-examination, Mr.
Levi Patton testified substantially
as follows:,.

That under the terms of the contract, he
had complete discretion as to type of
equipment and number of men he used;
that he and his son, Jimmy, looked over
the site prior to the contract award and
that while looking over the creek, he said,
"Well Jimmy, you know, dry like it is,
why we can work most of it with dozers
and cutter dozers and rakes, and that is
what we figured on"; that he was advised
that he should coordinate his work with
the other contractors in the area; that he
did not know who breached the dam on
Glen Creek; that according to the con-
tract the Government could not have
forced him to complete the job ahead of
the designated time; and that in clarifi-
cation of his testimony on direct examina-
tion, he had intended to use a crane from
the beginning, but that the flooding re-
quired getting a larger crane, the link
belt crane (Tr. 53-58).

Mr. Jimmy Patton's testinmony on
direct examination (Tr. 61-90) may
be summarized as follows::

That in the fall of 1973, he looked over
the job site, just the elearing areas, with
a Mr. Albright, an explosives man for
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another contractor, did very little walk-
ing, but drove the farm roads; that he
observed that the land "was as dry as a
bone-to me, it looked like it was a
drought out here"; that Glen Creek and
Otter Creek had very little water, just a
trickle in them, just a pot hole here and
there; that that was the only site visit he
made before the bid; that the job was
bid in two phases; that phase 1 was below
1,390 feet elevation, bid at $37,000, and
phase 2 was above 1,390 feet elevation,
bid at $80,000; that after being notified
of the award, he made a second visit to
the job site and noticed a diversion sys-
tem and coffer dam being built with a
7-foot corrugated steel pipe that ran
through the dam; that he commented to
his dad that it was awful small and he
was afraid it was going to give them a
lot of problems; that he ealled this to the
attention of the Bureau by his letter of
December 31, 1973 (Exh. D, AF-I) ; that
he visited the job two or three times after
it commnenced; that he observed the dirt
dumping and sliding incident right after
the wet condition occurred in early
March, and noticed the blockage and pool-
ing which caused saturation from a sub-
surface standpoint; that he then arranged
for the large, link belt, 108 crane to re-
place the small crane he was planning to
use; that he recalled the breached dam
incident on Glen Creek and that after
that, they used one crane and two log
skidders in place of the bulldozers; that
he did not visit the job immediately, but
sometime after the large flood; that it
had rained about 7 inches in or 2 days;
that the diversion system and coffer dam
"wasn't big enough to carry the flow of
water," which is what he was alluding to
in his letter of December 31; that he had
figured probably they would need a 12- or
15-foot diameter pipe; and that if there
had been a 25-foot diversion pipe in this
coffer dam "I don't think it would have
took it."

The cross-examination of Mr.
Jimmy Patton (Tr. 112-119) pro-
duced the following testimony:

That he did read the contract and the-
specifieations prior to submitting his bid;
and remembers the provision concerning
the investigation of the site advising bid-
ders to visit the site and determine what
the conditions were; that during his in--
vestigation of the site, "I didn't check the-
dam out at the time, but I looked the-
clearing area over-that was the only
part I was concerned about"; that he did
not eaie the darn constructor's plans
for diversion prior to submitting his iS
and remember that in the specifications
he was advised that they were avilaZble-
in the project offlc6; that he did not see-
the diversion pipe after it broke, but as-
sumed it collapsed or buckled and'
twisted; and that it did not function-
the water was not going out of it-he-
knew this-he did not personally see It
himself, but his father did.

The Government's two witnesses
were Phillip B. Lankford and
Dewey W. Geary, Jr. Mr. Lankford
had been employed by the Bureau
of Reclamation (Bureau) for 35
years at the time of the hearing. At
that time, he was Chief of the Field
Engineering Division, but Chief'
Inspector for the Bureau during-
the M & P clearing job. Mr. Geary
had been employed 17 years by the-
Bureau and was Project Construc-
tion Engineer for the Mountain
Park Project during the perform-
ance of the clearing contract. He is
a registered Civil Engineer with a
B.S. degree in Civil Engineering-
from the University of Iowa.

The direct testimony off Mr. Lank--
ford (Tr. 122-128) may be summar-
ized as follows:
That in the performance of his duties as;
inspector, he visited the project about
every 2 days; that he visited the dam site
after the diversion pipe broke on April 30,
1974, at which time he took a photograph
(Government Exhibit D) which is a pic-
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ture of the downstream side of the up-
stream diversion or coffer dam; that the
picture was taken after the pipe broke
and shows that the water was running
through the pipe at full flow; that prior to
flood, the pipe had been supported by
wooden towers between the upstream and
downstream coffer dams; and that the
towers collapsed and the pipe broke, but
the water continued to flow through it
and no additional ponding upstream from
the upper diversion dam, where & P
was working, was created by the collapse.

His cross-examination (Tr. 128-
157) brought forth the following
testimony:

That the collapse took place at about
4:00 a.m. during the morning of April 30,
1974; that the diversion pipe was 72
inches in diameter;- that the distance be-
tween the two coffer dams was about 200
feet, less than a block; that the pipe per-
mitted the water to flow just as well after
the collapse as before; that the dam con-
tractor designed the diversion pipe and
the Government had recommended that
its size be a minimum of 6 feet; that the
area immediately above the upper coffer
dam had once been inundated by the old
Snyder Dam, built in the 1930's which had
a top elevation of 1,370.1 feet, and was
breached in 1972 so that the area where
M & P was working "never did dry up"
and contained only small growth, just
weeds and Teal fine brush, because it had
been standing in water since the 1930's;
that he inspected that area in response
to M & P's complaint regarding the dirt
piling incident along Otter Creek, and
that the backup of the water was in the
confines of the creek banks extending up
to where the creeks ran together; that
although some of the backup was prob-
ably caused by the dirt piles sliding off,
he could not tell that it was hampering
the operations of M & P; that, except for
correspondence between M & P and the
Bureau, he was not aware of the cutting
of the small dam near Highway 183, and
in the course of his regular inspections

did not observe any water in the work-
ing area.

The significant portions of Mr.
Geary's testimony adduced by direct
examination (Tr. 157-180) were:

That the reason for dividing the M & P
clearing job into two phases was to mini-
mize conflicts between the clearing of the
reservoir and the construction of Moun-
tain Park Dam; that the work under the
clearing contract was completed within
the specified times for both phases; that
it was anticipated by the Bureau that
other contractors would be working in
the area during the clearing contract and
the prospective bidders were made
aware of that fact by the specifications;
that the dirt piling along Otter Creek
was part of the diversion system plan
under the contract with the Mountain
Park Dam contractor and the upstream
portion along the banks was designated
as a waste area for the dam contractor;
that, with respect to the Glen Creek inci-
dent, he had given permission to the
highway relocation contractor, Cornell
Construction, to build a small earthen
dike in Glen Creek in 1972 or 1973 for
construction purposes; that it was 8 feet
high and about 30 feet across within the
creek channel; that about a month later,
some heavy rains washed out the dam
down to a couple of feet, down to the
channel, and the contractor made no at-
tempt to rebuild it; that this dam had
washed out more than a year before the
bids were made for the clearing project;
that he was not aware of the breach of
the small dam that remained of which
M & P complained, or who may have
breached it; that the specifications for
the construction of Mountain Park Dam
required the dam contractor to submit
a plan for the diversion of West Otter
Creek; that the plan as finally approved
was made available to the bidders on the
clearing project; that the collapse of the
diversion pipe did not interfere with ap-
pellant's clearing operation; that the
dam contractor suffered the real loss as
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a result of the breaking; that the pipe
was constructed in 20-foot sections and
did not actually break, but rather came
apart at the joints held together by 1-foot
bands; that there was no blockage in the
pipe that went through the coffer dam;
that the breaking of the pipe had nothing
to do with the upstream reservoir; that
the system continued to function as it
was designed; and that the Government
did not intentionally, or otherwise, inter-
fere with, appellant's clearing operation.

The testimony, in general, de-
velopred by the cross-examination of
Mr. Geary (Tr. 180-202) was:
That the big flood resulted from a heavy,
heavy rain-about 7 inches in 2 days;
that although all that much rain is ab-
normal, it is not really unusual for that
area to be dry for a year then get tre-
mendous rain at one period; that the di-
version pipe in the coffer dam was not
too small-it was only supposed to carry
the normal flow and not the flood water;
that had the pipe been 12 or 15 feet in
diameter, there would have been less
flooding above the coffer dam; that had
M & P looked at the plans and specifica-
tions for the approved diversion plan,
they certainly would have known that the
area stood the chance of being inundated
during heavy rains; that he did not see
the sliding of the dirt which had been
piled up along the creek as a problem
since the area was not flooded and the
water was down in the channel itself;
that the dam contractor was required to
keep the elevation above the coffer dam
at the 1,365-foot elevation only during
normal flows; that during a food situa-
tion, he had no control over it, and the
rainfall and time factors determined the
receding; and that the dam contractor
had the choice of taking the 6-foot pipe
and a higher coffer dam or a larger pipe
and lower coffer dam.

The substance of his redirect ex-
amination testimony (Tr. 202-204)
was . ;

That the problems the clearing contractor
had with the high water were problems
which were to be anticipated from the
specifications; that the Bureau antici-
pated the possibility of flooding by the
language in section 2.1.3 of the specifica-
tions; that the flooding was not caused by
the breaking of the pipe, but was a con-
dition caused'by the heavy; rains.

AvaZysis ind Findigs ;

Both witnesses for the appellant
admitted their failure to examine
the diversion system plans showing
the 6-foot diversion pipe as well as
the designated waste area for piling
dirt along the creek bank. The pho-
tograph taken of the 6-fobt pipe on
Apr. 30, 1974, as well as the testi-
mony of the two Government wit-
nesses conclusively indicate that Mr.
Levi Patton was apparently mis-
taken in his conclusion that the pipe
was bent and buckled and blocked
the water from flowing through the
pipe. There was no persuasive evi-
dence presented that suggested neg-
ligent supervision or control over
the project by the Government proj-
ect engineers or any other Govern-
ment personnel. The evidence is un-
disputed that the major cause of the
big flood was the heavy rains which
occurred on or about Apr. 29 and 30,
1974. It was also undisputed that
the contractor here was not delayed
in the completion of the contract
since the work was completed and
accepted well within the specified
completion dates.

Consequently, based upon the.
clear preponderance of the evidence,.
as indicated above. and shown by:
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-our review of the, entire record, we
make the following findings of fact:

1. That a reasonable prebid site
investigation and examination of
the specifications for the clearing

-contract and of the diversion .sys-
"tein plans and specifications for the
dam construction contract on the
part of the appellant would have
disclosed the hazards and danger of
the flooding; which was later en-

*countered;
2. That even though invited, along

with other bidders, to do so, appel-
lant's personnel failed to examine
the diversion system plans ap-

-proved for the dam construction
-and gave only cursory attention to
specifications for the clearing. con-
'tract;

3. That the'work of appellant in
-the performance of its clearing con-
tract. was not interfered with or
impeded by any negligent act or

-omission on the part of any Bureau
--employee or other personnel of the
-Government;

4. That the diversion pipe run-
gning through the upper coffer dam
was not blocked upon the collapse

-of the wooden-tower. supporting
structure, but continued to function
as it was designed to function by

-allowing the water to flow through
'it to full capacity after the collapse;

5. That any increased costs, which
unay have been sustained by the ap-
-pellant, resulted from the heavy
-rains and from appellant's own fail-
-tre to anticipate that the area in
-which it would be working might
'be susceptible to flooding; and

6. That appellant's claimed dam-
ages were neither the result of neg-
ligent supervision and control over
the operations of the project nor of
inadequately formulated plans or
defective specifications as alleged or
inferred by the complaint.

In Charles T. Parker Construc-
tion Co., IBCA-355 (Jan. 29,1964),
71 I.D. 6, at p. 10, 1964 BCA par.
4017, at pages 19,792, and 19,793,
this Board stated:

It is well settled by the courts and by
opinions of this Board that where work
is damaged before completion and accept-
ance by an Act of God or by other forces
of nature, without the fault of either
party, and in the absence of a contract
provision shifting the risk of such a loss
to the Government, the contractor is ob-
ligated to repair the damage at its own
expenses. [5]

In.Concrete Construction Copp.,
IBCA-432-3-64 (Nov. 10, 1964), 71
I.D. 420, 65-1 BCA par. 4,520, this
Board denied an appeal of a road
construction contractor who had
claimed relief under the changed
conditions clause of the standard
construction contract. In the course
of that opinion, we said:

Neither the expression "subsurface or
latent physical conditions at the
site" * * * are apt methods of describ-
ing weather phenomena, such as heavy
rain, high winds, or low atmospheric tem-
perature. This has been, recognized in the
decided cases, which have consistently
held that neither of the two categories of
changed conditions comprehends storms,

5See also Montgomery-Macri Co. & Western
Litne Consteucation Co., Ne., IBcA-59 and

IBCA-72 (Tune 28, 1963), 70 I.D. 242 at 279
and 339, 1963 BCA par. 3,819 at pages 19,025
and 19,056, and the cases cited In footnote 40
thereof.
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floods, or other forms of abnormal ing in work of the character pro-
weather. vided for in the contract.

* e e * t Based upon the foreging analysis
There is no showing that appellant be- of the evidence, findings of fact,

fore bidding sought information as to and cited case authority, we con-
the time of year when the test holes were
driven, or that such nformation, if clude that appellant has failed to
sought, would have been refused. In these show a changed condition under
circumstances the risk that the test holes either category. We hold, therefore,
might have been driven during a nor- that appellant has not sustained its
mally drier period of the year than the b
period consumed in contract performance urden of proof establishig entitle-
was a risk that appellant assumed under ment to an equitable adjustment.
Clause 13 of the contract, as quoted Accordingly, the appeal is denied.
above.

We said, in uln phreyV Contract- DAvi DOANE,
ing Corp., IBCA-555-4-66 and Administrative Jude.
IBCA-579-7-66 (Jan. 24, 1978), 75 WE CONCUR:
I.D. 22, 68-1 BCA par. 6820, which
also involved performance of a WILLIAM F. MCGRAIW,
clearing contract: "It is well settled Cief Administrative Judge.
that a changed condition of the
second category does not exist if a . E '

.. .... .. . . .Administrative Jdge .reasonable pre-bid investigation
would have disclosed the existence
of the condition which is the sub- R. GAIL TIBBETTS ET Al
ject of the claim."

43 IBLA 210
Decision

In this case, appellant has
claimed increased costs resulting
from a "differing site" or "changed"
condition pursuant to the provisions
of paragraph 4(a), General Pro-
visions of the contract. That para-
graph places the compensable dif-
fering conditions into two categor-
ies. Category (1) pertains to sub-
surface or latent physical conditions
at the site differing materially from
those indicated in the contract. Cat-
egory (2) deals with unliown
physical conditions at the site, of an
unusual nature, differing materially
from those ordinarily encountered
and generally recognized as inher-

Decided October 5, 197,9^

Appeal from three decisions of the
Utah State Office, Bureau of Land
Management, declaring various lode,
mining claims null and void ab initio.
AD 49-78, 50-78, and 51-78.

Affirmed in part, set aside and hear-
ing ordered in part.

1. Mining Claims: Generally-Mining,
Claims: Determination of Validity-
Mining Claims: Location - Mining-
Claims: Relocation-Mining Claims:
Withdrawn Land

For the purpose of Departmental adjudi-
cation, an amended location is one made-
in furtherance of an earlier valid location,.
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"while a relocation is one which is adverse
to the prior location.

.2. Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Determination of Validity-
Mining Claims: Location-Mining
Claims: Relocation-Mining Claims:
Withdrawn land

An amended location notice generally re-
lates back, where no adverse rights have
intervened, to the date of the original
location. To the extent, however, that an

.amended location merely furthers rights
acquired by a valid subsisting location
and does not embrace additional or new
land, withdrawal of land subject to exist-
iug rights will not prevent the amended
location from relating back to the original
location.

3. Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976: Recordation of
Mining Claims and Abandonment-
Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Determination of Validity-
Mining Claims: Location-Mining
Claims: Recordation-Mining Claims:
Relocation-Mining Claims: With-
drawn Land-National Park Service:
Generally

Since an amended notice merges with the
original notice, the filing of the amended
notice, for purposes of recordation under
either sec. 8 of the Mining in the Parks
Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. § 1907
(1976), or sec. 314 of the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976, 90
Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976),
together with such other information re-
quired by the applicable regulations, con-
stitutes compliance with the recording re-
quirements of those Acts.

4. Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Determination of Validity-
Mining Claims: Location-Mining
Claims: Relocation-Mining Claims:
Withdrawn Land

539

Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C.
§ 38 (1976), a failure to record a mining
claim as required by state law, coupled
with a withdrawal of the land prior to
any curative action, invalidates the claim,
and thus precludes subsequent amend-
ment of the claim.

5. Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Determination of Validity-
Mining Claims: Location-Mining
Claims: Relocation-Mining Claims:
Withdrawn Land

An oral transfer f a mining claim,
though contrary to the statute of frauds,
will not serve to invalidate the claim, and
a person subsequently seeking to record
the claim will be afforded the opportunity
to prove that the transfer actually
occurred.

6. Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Determination of Validity-
Mining Claims: Location-Mining
Claims: Relocation-Mining Claims:
Withdrawn Land

Where there are factual questions relat-
ing to whether action taken subsequent to
a withdrawal is in the nature of an
amendment or whether it constitutes a
relocation, the mineral claimant will be
granted the opportunity to show that the
subsequent action was a permissible
amendment.

APPEARANCES: R. Gail Tibbetts and
Ray Tibbetts, pro sese.

OPINION BY
ADMVINISTRATIVE JUDGE

B URSKI

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

R. Gail Tibbetts appeals from
three decisions of the Utah State
Office, Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), each dated Aug. 28, 1978,
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declaring various lode mining
claims null and void ab initio.' Ray
Tibbetts appeals from one of these
decisions, AD-51-TS. The State Of-
flce decisions recited that the various
groups of lainms had been located
on Mar. 3, 1974, May 20, 1974, and

X Feb. 1, 1975. The decisions noted,
however, that the claims were
located upon land which had been
included in the Glen Canyon Na-
tional Recreation Area by the Act
,of Oct. 27, 1972, P.L. 92-593 86
Stat. 1311, and had been placed
under the administration of the Na-
tional Park Service. The decisions
also noted that the Act had with-
drawn the land from location, entry,
and patent under the mining laws.

The State Office held that since
the claims were located after the
passage of the Act withdrawing the
land, the claims were null and void
ab initio. The decisions recognized
appellants' assertion that the loca-
tions were meant to be amended lo-
cations of earlier claims, but pointed
out that nothing on the various loca-
tion notices indicated that they were
amendatory to prior locations.

E1] While a number of departs
mental, federal, and state court de-
cisions have attempted to draw a
distinction between relocation of a
former claim and an amended lca-
tion of such a claim, it is clear that
nothing approaching uniformity
has resulted. This confusion is
understandable since it finds its ger-
mination in the 1872 Mining Act,
itself. Sec. 5 of the l3fining Act,as
anended, 30 U.S.C. §-28 (1976)

'The specific claims Involved are set Oat

subsequently in the text of this opiion.

contains the only reference to
relocation:
On each claim located after. the 10th day
of Mlay 1872, and until a patent has beam
issued therefor, not less than $100 worth
of labor shall be performed or improve-
ments made during each year. * 
[AInd upon a failure to comply with.
these conditions, the claim or mine upon,
which such failure occurred shall be'
open to relocatioa in the same manner
as if no location of the same bad ever
been made, provided that the original lo-
cators, their heirs, assigns, or legal rep-
resentatives, have not resumed work upon
the claim after failure and before such,
location. [Italics added.]

There was no reference in the origi-
nal mining law of the United States,
to an "amended" location. The term
"amended notice of location" was
used in see. 1 of the Act of Aug. 12.
1953,30 U.S.C. § 501 (a) (1976) and
in sec. 1 of the Act of Aug. 13, 1954,.
30 U.S.C. § 521 (a) (1976) relating
to mining claims originally located
on lands which were embraced by
either a mineral lease or a mineral
lease application. The. term, how-
ever, was not defined. It is in no
small part due to this omission that
the subsequent history of mining
law adjudication has been mired in
a seemingly endless sea of contra-
dictory statements.
- The difficulty arose virtually in-

mediately as a number of states
passed laws which permitted
amended and additional certificates
of location. See Tonopat cC Salt
Lake Minhig Co. v. TooopaA Min-
ing Co.;, 125 F. 389 (C.0D. Nev.
1903). This was necessitated by the
fact that it was not unusual for the
original notice of location to con-
tain various minor defects, particn-
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larly as regards the actual physical
location of the claim. Thus as early
as: 1885 the Federal courts recog-
nized the right of the mineral loca-
tor to amend his location. See
MOE oy v. Hymtnan, 25 F. 596
(C.C.D. Colo. 1885). It is interest-
ing to note that at this early date,
the court recognized, in interpret-
ing the Colorado statute authorizing
'amended locations, that " [i]t is per-
haps unfortunate that the question
of amending a certificate and of
changing the boundaries of claim,
which amounts to a relocation,
slould be expressed in general terms
relating to both subjects, and in one
section of the law." Id. at'599-600.
The 'curtcoitinued notiig that the
right 'of correction of the certificate
'of l¶ocatfion had been recognized in-
de endehiUEy of statutes expressly
authorizing 'amendments to certif-
icat"es. iSee ttlso Fred B. Ortman, 52
X.b. 49, 41 (1928) . Moreover, the
'coui~topinea that the proviso of the
'atattite limiting its relation back to
'thdse situations in which no inter-
vening -rights had been initiated re-
ferred to the situation where the
bounatiies of the. claim were
hanged, i.e., a relocation, and not

-to thewamuendment of a certificate of
location. Accord, .Hagerman v.
77vom pson, 68 Wyo. 515j 235 P.2d
'7560 Ai6 (1951);.Niohols v. Ora Ta-
'lioma'Mining Co., 62 Nev. 343, 151
P2d "615, .625 (1944). See also
Qfratt ii Contractors, Inc., 37 IBLA
'233' (1978).

Similarly, in a case styled John C.
Teller, 26 L.D. 484 (1898)j the De-

- prtmnent held that an amended lo-

cation, permitted by Colorado Sfat
law was "made in furtherance of the
original location and for the pur-
pose of giving additional strength
or territorial effect thereto, while [a.
relocation] is a new and independ-
ent location which can only be made
where the original location and all
rights thereunder have been lost by
failure to make'the necessary annual
expenditure." Id. at 486.

A relocation is, by the terms
of the statute, adverse to the orig-
inal location, being permissible only
Where there has been a failure
by the original locator to per-
form assessment work. See Burke'
v. Southern Pacific R.R Co., 234
U.S. 669, 693 (1914); Belk v..
Meagher, 104 U.S. (14 Otto) 279,
284 ( 1881); State of South Dakota.
V. VadiTl, 53 I.D. 195, 200 (1930)..
Thus, 'unlike an amended location,
for which credit may be' obtained for-
expenditures made on behalf of the
original location (see Taqn V. Storks,
21 LD. 440, 443-44 (1895') ,oneys-
*spent in the development of an orig-
inal caim 1eiay not be applied to a
relocated claim to flfill the statu-
tory requirement that $5o0 be ex-
pended on development prior to the
issuance of patent. Se Tough NWu"
No. and' Other Lode Mining
Claims, 36 L.D 9 (1907); Yankee'
Lode Claim, 30' L.Th 289 (1900). A
critical question, and',one crucial to
this case, is whether and in what cir-
cumstances an 'amended location re-
lates hacT to the date of- the original
location.

.'For the purposes of this decision,
we will define an' "amended" loca-
tion as a lbcation' which' is mad in

~381 641
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furtherance of an earlier valid loca-
tion and which. may or may not take
in different or additional ground.
The term "relocation" will be lim-
ited to those situations in which the
subsequent location is adverse to the
original location.2

[2] It will be seen that generally
an amended location relates back,
where no adverse rights have inter-
vened, to the date of the original
location. See Morrison, Mining
Eights, 16th ed. (1936), at 159-163.

Thus, in Bunker Hill & Sullivan
Mining & Concentrating Co. v. Em-
pire State-Idaho Mining & Develop-
ment Co., 134 F. 268 (1903), the Cir-
cuit Court for the District of Idaho
noted: "It has long been held that a
mining location may be amended
without the forfeiture of any rights
acquired by the original location, ex-
cept such as are inconsistent with
the amendment, but new rights can-
not be added which are inconsistent
with. those acguired by other loca-
tions made between the dates of the
original and the amended location."
Id. at 270. Additionally, there are
certain circumstances in which an
amended location notice will relate
back to the date of the original no-
tice even in the face of intervening
adverse claims. Thus, it has been
held that if the amended notice is
made to cure obvious defects in the
original notice without including
any new grounds, it will relate back
to the original notwithstanding in-

2 No attempt will be made to reconcile the
terminology used herein with all prior Depart-
mental decisions for the simple reason that
they are virtually irreconcilable. See generally/
G. Reeves , AmendAnenst v. Relocatioin, 14 R1ocky
Mt. Min. Law Inst. 207 (196S).

-tervening locations. MEvoy v.
flyman, supra; Gobert v. Butter-
field, 23 Cal. App. 1, 136 P. 516
(1913) ; Bergquist v. West Virginia-
Wyoming Copper Co., 18 Wyo. 270,
106 P. 673, 67-78 (1910).

While the Bunker Hill case notes
that the amended location relates
back to the extent it is not inconsist-
ent with the intervening rights of
others, it must be remembered that
if the original claim was valid and
was maintained in conformance
with the law, the land embraced by
the claim would not be open to the
initiation of adverse rights (Farrell
v. Lockhart, 210 U.S. 142 (1908)),
and thus an amendment would of
necessity relate back, provided no
new land. was included in the
amendment. See generally Waskey
v. Hammer, 223 U.S. 85 (1912);
Atherley v. Bullion Monarch Ura-
'nium Co.,, 8 Utah 2d 362, 335 P.2d
71 (1959). No amended location is
possible, however, if the original lo-
cation was void. See Brown v. Gur-
ney, 201 U.S. 184, 191 (1906). A
void claim would be one in which a
locator has failed to comply with a
material statutory requirement.
Flynn v. Vevelstad, 119 F. Supp. 93
(D. Alaska 1954), aff'd, 230 F.2d
695 (9th Cir. 1956).

There is no doubt that withdrawal
of land from mineral entry cnsti-
tutes such an appropriation of the
land as to prevent the initiation of
new rights. See Afark TV. Boone 33
IBLA 32 (1977) ; Lyman B. Crunk,
68 I.D. 190, 194 (1961); James M.
IVells, A-28549 (Feb. 10, 1961);
United States Phosphate Co., 43
L.D. 232 (1914). But to the extent
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that the '' locah on: mee
Erhers rigl, ts 6 biu Ne by 4 talid
,subsl~stig locati, wthdrwM o~ f
hgt~d subjedtt 9 xistlnrghrt&i'ill
ijSot preeith&'&nfieed4A,46ationil
It ,houl be ~eflm~hhs4l•ed, 'how,,,,
that the ornhl' claim ihust have
been 'alid,' an iidt v-ii4 'n th
situation While it i .r.ue' that a

& p : .s;i p" i n -:, i ;-f'ri, i ,¢ -, okegal presuniptidn arises~ inraSvorO
a mineral claimant iii possession aid
wortking' tile 6c'a 4htgl] the a'
ienipts off aother c aimant to enter
ipo the land an 'aM a e discovery,

such presum'pti'on does not. aie
against'- the United' States Brattctn
Contraoi tors, In., sr -ati 238 and
eases cited. See 1'H6ikk v. Jose, 72 F
'Supp.' 6, lO'ji(S.'O' Cal. 1947) ad
71 '-F. 2d211 (9th Cir.9 48). B±

'with-dra awink thfe fahid' the' United
States has prohibited th'e initiation
of ne'w'claiins 'ada'lsopreventedthe
curing 'of substantive defects in
'other claims.3

Thus, we holdthaSt toh the'ext nt
that an amended- ocation,i.e., one
made in furtherance of an original
location merely chaiiges a notice of
location without attempting to-en-
'large the rights appurtenant to the
original location, such' amended lo-
cation' relates back' to the originiat
'lExamples of such amended loca--
tions:would be a change in the name
of the laim (Butte Consolidatd
,ining Co. v. Barker, 35 Mont. 327,

5We are aware that placer claimants' have,
in certain instances,. been required both to
obtain new land and relinquish land originally
claimed in order to conform the claim to, an
official survey. Inasmuch asthat-fact situation
is not presented herein, we- need not determine
whether, inthese circumstances, the inclusion
of new land operates as an exception to the
general rule. -

305-02-79-2

89 P.'302, aff'd on r i 90 P.
it? '(IPO) ; Seynmour v. 'sher, 16
Co1%. -i88 27 'P. 240 '(1'691) the
6eiusion of excess acreage so 'lofg
as. the orilinal. discovery- point iS
jhieserted: (see Waskey 'v. 6hai~

pra, and -a. change ini the record
owner's of a caim where such
Thah; 'is r'cf1ti e'df an existing
'fact (United Statesv. douse idated
Mines t6 $te7tinj 0o4 45 F.2d

432, 441 (9th. 'ir. bi97l1); ToA
son v. 'Spray, '72 'Cal.'528; 14 P. 182
(1887)).; 
.;[3]- Finally, we' wou'ld poinlt ou-t

'that if 'an'amenided: cla'im' la'd 'been
fiLed,th~edeorng of' such am'ended
'claim under set.-8 of the Mining
in the. Parks Act, 0 Stat. 1342
4843, 16 U. . § 1907' ('1976), or
'under se'c. 314 of theTFedera Lan'd
jPolicy' 4nd 'K ageent 'Act 6f
1976, 90'Stat 2744,- 276, 43 U.S.C.
§ 744 (1976), tog-ethr with such
other information as is required by
the applicable regulations, would
constitute - ompliance,4 with th'e
Federal recording requirements
fsince thetwo notices must be con-
str'ued .togetheA' Hagerman v.
Thompson. supra; Bergquast v.
West --rginia7 Wyoming Copper
Co., spra; Giberson v. Tuolumo
Copper Mining Co., 41 Mont. -396,
-:'We note that 36 'CPR 9.5 requires that

various documentation, including the. date of
amendments and relocations; be filed on 'or

'before 'Sbpt.'' 2&, I1977. ' A ietter from the
Assistant to the. -Regional Director, Rocky
Mountain Region, 'National -Park'Service, to'
the Utah State Ditector,' BLM, stated. "Th6se
iiining claim locations were recorded * * * In
-accordance-with the provisions- of [the Mining
in the Parks Act]." We will, therefore, as-

-sume, for the purposes of this decision that
the appellants have otherwise complied. witH
the recordation requirements of the Mining il
the Parks Act. '
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109 P. :974 (19.10); Duncan v. Ful-
ton, .15 Colo. 140, 61.P. 244 (1900).

Turning to the facts of the appeal
before us, we note that the State of
Utah, unlike many other Western
States, does not have a specific
statute permitting or regulating

amended locations. The Supreme
Court of Utah, however, has recog-
nized the right of locators to amend.
See Oranford v. Gibbs, 123 Utah
447,260'P.2d 870 (1953).

The three State 'Office decisions
involved separate groups of claims.

-The decision in AD 49-78 involved
the Copperspur Nos. 1-42, 61-118,
inclusive, situated variously in secs.
1,.:11, and 12, T. 29 S., R. 16 E.,
Salt Lake meridian; sees. 26 and
35, T. 28 S. R 16 E., Salt Lake
meridian; sec. 31, T. 28 S., R.
17 E., Salt Lake meridian; and sees.
5, 6, and 8, -T. 29 S., 1. 17 E., Salt
Lake meridian. The decision in AD
50-.78 involved the Jean Nos. 7-29,.

2848, .61, 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, 73, 75,
77, 79, 81-100t 103-120; inclusive, all
situated in T. 36 S., R. 8 E., Salt
Lake meridian. The decision in AD
-51-78 involved the IRG Nos. 101-126,
131-1 66, and 183-200, inclusive, all
located in T. 36 S., R. 7E., Salt
Lake meridian. Appellants aver that
all of these'were amended locations
of prior existing 'claims; we will
examine each group separately.

The Copperspur group was re-
corded on June 13, 1974. The loca-
tion- certificates 5 recited' that they

6
:While we will employ the term "locaton"

'notices, we do not mean to imply that these
doeuments were not "amended location"
notics. AP we will explain, fre, we do not
here decide whether these were, in fact, new
location notices.

had been located on May 20, 1974,
by -R. Gail Tibbetts and one George
Addison. The Copperspur Nos. 1-
42, and 61-84, inclusive, overlie a
group of claims known as the "Or-
ange Claim Group." The; Copper-
spur Nos. 85-118,.inclusive, verlie
a group of claims' identified as the
"Original 'Tibbetts' Claims." The
Orange Claim Group was located in
May'1955, alternativelyby Robert
G. Park and William J. Jones. The
Original ,Tibbetts" Claims were lo-
cated in 1951 by Fred Frazier, Har-
old Provonsha, and Bill Tibbetts.
Bill Tibbetts was;the father of the
appellants. Appellants contend that
all interests in these claims were
verbally transferred to Bill Tib-
betts, who: in turn verbally trans-
ferred all of the claims, in 1969, to
R. Gail Tibbetts.

The Jean group was recorded on
Apr. 2, 1974. The location certifi-
cates recited that they had been
located on Mar. 3, 1974, by R. Gail
Tibbetts and the Minerals Recovery
Co. These claims were apparently
subsequently transferred to the Blue
Eagle Mining Co., by a mining lease
and option executed in August 1977.
The Jean group overlie various
claims identified a s the Colt Nos. 1-
27, inclusive; the Circle "M" Nos.
1, 3, 5,9,11-17, indlusive;' the Circle
"X" Nos. 1-20, inclusive; the Circle
coY" Nos. 1-20, inclusive; and the
Circle "Z" Nos. 120 inclusive.I The

5.Because of the multiplicity of claim names,
we will use the terms "Orange Claim Group"

and "Original 'Tibbetts' Claims" since they
were referred to as such in appellants' sb-
missions to the Department.:

7 Certain Jean claims overlie certain Circle
* claims whieh are not the subject of this
appeal. Those ean claims are-Nos. 62, 64, 66,
68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, and 80.
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Colt laims were ocated in 1966
'1967. The various Circle claims,
-with i~he eeeption f the Circle 'M"
'group, we located inl6lrRI Gail
Tibbetts'was o-locator ofiall of tlke
claims lated in' 1966 'and 9t.
Various' Other-' paries,; - howee
er 'c.'o-locators o6f al of' tliese

elaims as' be'ivl-' Thei -(ircle ]"t-

roip was apparehtl yi 6catLd by 'a
i'ndiviclual namedCc l'x in 48.
Moreover it appears that the Tean
Kos'. 7 inluive, dclo not ierel
ovre prior- claims rather 'ih6y
apparently encompass various parts
of incdiviclual Cle'M " 'lains tnid

otier parts of the direle-'i'cls'ims
Nos. 1 and 2 Appellants coincl
that;'in 1969, through e'ertn veiv pe
mesne conteyncesiR. Gailbetts
ana~ ^meral R'esources Go? acqiredt
ail. the inteet.*'o tlhe otherofhe
locators.10

The RG group was recorded on
Feb. 20, 197,5.'The location certifi-
cates reciteda that -they--had been lo,

ated on, Feb. 1, 1975,by: Ray Tib-
betts and ..R Gail Tibbetts. These,
claims were also. apparently trans;-
ferred to. the Blue. Eagle Mining,
Co. by- a mining lease and' option,
executed. in' 1977, .The E.RG c elaims
overlie various- claims identified as
the Choprock Nos.- 01-549, 574--
595, andM60607, 'and th&'Chet Nos.'
1. and:2 These claims were located
in 1967, by differing groups of -6o'-

8we have. also been unable to .nd any.
copies of the original location notices for the
Circle "M" group of claims. Additionally, there'
is no recitation in appellants' submissions
con cernng how .th ey acquired title to these'
claims- -9- , - -

D See n. 14, nfra.
n '8, supra

locators, some of which include:R.
Gail Tibbetts.- Apparenty' th'e
Choprock Nos. .;74-495'were never
recorded. 'The R16 'os. 131-2
overlie ''these' claims. Additionally,
'the Choprock, No . 533 an'the Che't
No. 1 covered tesFane ground. A-
pelants' contend; that all co-locaitrs
verballYy trahsff'red their interests
in the§6 6aisttoiem in '1969.

' '74] Th eixst a few., ssidiay
ls,~uesi rwithbo \ich ,we, will deal pri'oi
to the x >natioi of th mai issue
invoed ii fhis' the We nfotedt

p that 'thie 'hoprock os.' 574-
9S,,~ -'hc7lusive,'. were,,; aparntl

nevr rrde. I'h aplica
Uta ,,-;t .P.- ,r ,j,.i-, ,,.:d:s

Withn tf4r-r cy afe the dde -f ost-
nicati locatdis or his or t1ir assigns,

must filefoirdre'ordX the'offe 'of The
county"-4 eorder ot 'the, eounty;-T ~i¢.hicl]
such claim 'is situlated ~a.,sub'staiia1 copyE
of such notice..of location....

Utah Cqde. iAnn.' (1953) 4014- :'

'In AMt le Ze"v.Bii I iH,
uranum, . sp the 1Thtah Su-
P'reme Court held that 'the failure
to ' record ' a ' notibe' o'f' rel'catio'nq',
therein termed' an "amended-loca
tion," didi not work a foifei'ture`o'f
the 'clain. The court held that "title'
to aumining claim is::*-* * initiated'
by discovery and:segregatin' both"
of' fwhich requirements were per-
formed in this case. 'An. estate im-
mediately vested Ian the.Utah law
does not provide for a forfeiture
for ailure- to record." 335 P.2d at
74. 'As a resulltof.this ai-alysis, the.
court-ruled that a subsequent .loca-

out.ny'of-the locatlou notices'show-thaf
'vatious' co-loca*rs': nes bhad ' lteen 'scratchedT'
out.. -'''
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tor, with knowledge of the original
locator's related claim, could not
enter the land for the purpose of
establishing a mining claim there-
on. The court, however, expressly
noted that this rule was not ap-
plicable vis-a-vis the United States,
citing Houck v. Jose, supra.

In conformity with this inter-
pretation, we hold that while the
failure to record the mining claim
as required by UtahState. law-does
not, in and of itself, render the
claim invalid, the withdrawal of
the premises by the United States,
prior to any corrective action by
the claimant, would serve to nullify
the claim.12 The 1972 withdrawal
thereby: invalidated the Choprock
Nos. 574-595, inclusive. According-
ly, the RG Nos. 131-152, inclusive,
which were allegedly based on the
Choprock Nos. 574-595, were null
and void ab initio, since they were
either located when the land was
withdrawn or, if deemed to be
amended locations, sought to amend
claims which were already void.

[5] The next question which we
must consider relates to the fact that
all of the transfers to- appellants
were verbal. Under Utah. law the.
right to. amining claim is an inter-
est in. real property, which may pass
by deed. Lavragnino v. Uhlig, 26
Utah 1, 71. P. 1046, 1051 (1903),
afid, 198 U.S. 4431(1905).. Moreover,
the Utah Supreme Court has. spe-

I2The period: of time for holding property
by adverse possession under Utah law Is 7
years. Utah;Code-Ann. 78-12'-5'efseq. (1953).
Therefore, appellants eould' not have initiated
a laim under 30 U.S.C. 188 (1976) prior to
the effeetive dateof. the withdrawal f.a .United
States v. GuWm-an; 18 IBLA&109 -81.LDh. 8S5-
(1974).

cifically held that the statute of
frauds applies to an interest in a
mining claim. Woolley v. Wycoff, 2
Utah 2d 329, 273 P.2d 181, 183
(1954). The Utah statute of frauds
contains a provision that certain
transactions which are required by
the statute to be committed to writ-
ing are void if they are not. Trans-
fer of real estate, except-by an agent,
is not listed therein. See Utah Code
Ann. (1953) 25-5-4. The question,
therefore, is whether the failure to
commit to writing an alleged trans-
fer of a mining claim from the orig-
inal locators and co-locators neces-
sarily nullifies an. amended location.
We do not believe that it does.

'The statute of frauds is intended
for the benefit of the partiesto an
unwritten . agreement "being de-
signed to enable parties to certain
types of transactions to escape lia-
bilities and duties assumed orally
but not in writing." Mustard v.
United States, 155-F. Supp. 325,332
(Ct. Cl. 1957). For this reason, it
has- been held' that strangers to the
agreement cannot plead the statute.
Livingston v. Thornley, 74 Utah
51,; 280 P. 1042, 1045 (1929). Even
when the statute srvides, that-an
agreement is voids the general rule
is that it is merely voidable at the
option .of a. party to' the agreement.
See Ford Motor Co. v. hotel Wood-
ward Co., 271 F. 625, 627-28 (2d
Cir. 1921).

In light of the above, we-hold-that
the fact that transfers of mining
claims- are' oral and-not committed
to writing does not, ispo faeto. in-
validate a subsequent amended loca-
tion notice. Since the Vinited States
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is essentially a stranger to the agree-
ment, the fact..that ihe agreement
may be subject to the statute of
frauds should not be used to invali-
date the claim. This rule is in con-
formity with another well-estab-
lished rule in. the mining laws that
the omission of a co-locator's name
in an amended notice is only subject
-to the objection of the co-locator
whose name has been omitted.13

Tonopah & Salt Lake Mining Co.
v. Tonopah ining Co., supra;
Thompson v. Spray, supra. We also.
hold, however, that the failure to
commit a transfer of a mining claim
to writing- does give rise to a ques-
tion of fact into which the Depart-
ment may properly inquire.

[6] Thus, we. reach the question
which is essential to this appeal:
were the actions variously taken in
1974 and 1975 in the nature of
"amended". notices of location, or
'were they relooations made after the
land had been withdrawn?

The decision of the State Office
noted that nothing on the face of the
notices for the Copperspur, Jean,
and RG clai s indicated that-these
"were amended notices or-even reloca-
tions. This is true. There is no abso-
lute requirement, however, that an
amended location or a relocation
state that this is its purpose on its
face.

The general rule is that an
"amended" certificate need not state

'* We would. note, however, that the exclu-
sion of one of eight .co-locators of an associa-
tion placer claim for 160 acres, without the
substitution of an additional co-locator,
permits the Department.to properly Inquire
into the existence.of a.discovery.as of the time
of the. amendment gee, e6g.4 United Statea.v.
Haretberg 9IBLA :7T(l7S. .

the specific purpose of the amend-
ment. See Tonopah & Salt Lake
Mining Co. v. Tonopah Mining Co.,
supra at 397; Johnson v. Young, 18
Colo.. 625,34 P. 173 (1893); Lindley
on Mines (1897) at § 398. We have
been unable, however, to discover
any court case dealing with an al-
legedamended certificate or location
in which the documents; do not, on
their face, indicate that they are
amended or additional location no-
tices. We feel that while this omis-
sion does not inevitably, lead to the
conclusion that no amendedblocation
was intended, it does properly give
rise to an inference that such was
not the intent. See The Heirs of
M.K.larris,42IBLA44 (1979).

In United States v. Consolidated
Mines ci Sm~eltino, Co., supra, the
'Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
noted that the appellant:
[C]laimed that some of its' location
notices were actually relocation notices.
This contention was dismissed by the De-
partment with the observation that reIo-
cation is necessarily adverse to the inter-
ests of prior locators. Thus, the Depart-
ment concluded, Consolidated's rights in
its. mining claims must date from the
"relocation" notices filed. after the with-
drawal. 'This generalization is correct
only if the relocator claims. against,
-rather than through, the prior locator.
If a reloeator claims throug7h the prior
locator, ordinarily the relocation notice
relates back. * * * The evidence before
the Department did not indicate whether
Consolidatediclaimed through or- against
its .-predecessors...Thusithes Department's
generalization -is supported only by an
unjustifiable assumption of fact. Accept-
ing arguendo Consolidated's status as a
relocator, hearings-would havebeen desir-
aoble]toisertaimthe relationshipr 'etween
(>sl~ts.tlctosnpio loca-

-547
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tion made by persons through. whom Con-
solidate'd'claimed. - :. . i

Given a disputed issue of fact, hearings
wiere required before .the. Departmnent

:edulddeclare Consolidated's-claims null
and void. [Italies.supplied.]

455 F.,2d 432, at 441.

' We' believe that this precedent is
applicable herein. A number of
'problems have- -been -delineated
above. First, there is a question
whether appellants obtained- title to
-the mining claims prior to: the 1974
locations. Second, there-is a question
'whether the 1974 actions were in-
tended- to, be: amendments of the
prior location, relocations, or new
locations. These matters are best de-
termined at a hearing. . .

We-also note that appellants con-
tend that they relied on the. advice
,of a. National Park Service em-
,ployee, one Harold Ellingson, in
their actions, particularly in. the rec-
ordation of the claims. It is axio-
matic that regardless of the validity
of the 1974 locations, nothing in the

-decision below-adversely affectedthe
-prior locations. However,'since.-these
prior locations were not recorded,

'they would now be void under'sec.
8 of the Mining in the Parks Act,
90 Stat. 1343,. 16 U.S.C. § 1907

* (1976).. : - -

-The circumstances in which -estop-

-'pel-will lie against the Gdovernnient
are of a very limited-lnature. We do

nnot ow decide whether, if it could
be proved that-appellants were-mis
-led'as to which claims should -be
recorded, estoppel would lie herein'.
-It is su ient 'to 'te tshat inasmuch
as we are referring the matter to the
ZHearings Division for-- the; assign-
-ment of an Administrative Law

Judge, the hearing should include
an inquiry into this question,' so that
we may resolve any future question
without substantial-factual uncer-
tainties. Insofar as the testimony of
Elingson would be 'critical to such
determinations, we request that pro-
vision be made for his appearance.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary 'of
theInterior, 43 CFR 4.1, 'the deci-
sions appealed from are afflirmed as.
regards the RG Nos. 131-i2; and
set'aside as to all other claims, and
the case files for such 'claims are
hereby referred' to' the Hearings
Division for the assignment of an,
Administrative Law Judge who will
conduct a hearing inquiring into the
matters set out in fthe text 14 The ap-
pellats Will have ..the burden of'

14 In addition, we noted in the text that
Jean Nos. 7-20; embrace; parts: of various
prior claims. Thisraises.a- difficult factual
problem. If it was intended that the Jean,
location notices for those claims serve as
ameided notices of location, they -constitute,
in effect, attempts to acquire newland vis-a-vis
the earlier locations. As an exbmple, let us
assume that original' claims A. ad B, each
embrace 80 acres, consisting respectively of
the EY NWIA for claim Al and -the W
NW' 4 for claim B,-.are amended to read the
MA- NWA -for claimA, and the S! NW3/4 for
claim B. The inclusion in claim A of the NW /4
NW'A4 -nd theinclusion in claim-of the SE 4
NW'! 4 entails the acquisition of new land to
those two claims. Such inclusion is impermis-
sible in the face of an, lntervening withdrawal
of land. Thus, in our example, the NWI/ 4 NW',/4
of claim A and the SE4 NW'!4 of claim B
would be, null and, void ab initlo.,:Moreover, if
the; only point of discovery In claim A had
been located in the SE% X NW'4 the exclusion
of- the-discovery point would also invalidate
the, NE'I 4, NW1/4. -See Was§ke v Hamer,
apre. The recdrd'befodre us is inadequate to
make the factual determinations necessary to
determine which-portions, if ahy, o the Sean
Nos. 7-20 may be valid. We therefore request
that The appellants present evidenre on this
point and-that the -Administrative Law Judge
determine this 4uestion initilly '
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showing that the 1974 and 1975 lo-
cation notices were amended loca-
tions rather than: new locations or
relocations. The Judge will issue an
initial decision which may be ap-
pealed by .any: party adversely
affected.

JAMzS L. Bx.SI.R
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR;

DOUGLAS-E. IE'NRIQUES,
Administrative Judge.

-:ADMINISTRATIVE: . JUDGE GOSS
PONCURRING -

I concur in the. majority analysis,
except in two respects.

I submit. that the inference to be
drawn from ailureto designate an
alleged aimended loeation notice as
"amended" shold be. more limited.
The inference that there was no, in-
tent to :"relocate" rather than-to
amend should'apply-only (1) where
the locators on the fnew document
,are not. the sameor.successors to
those on the prior document, or (2)
where there has been a lapse in re-
quired assessment work... If. the
parties are not in privity, an' adver-
sary relationship can be.presumed,
at least to.the extent of the differ-
enees. If assessment work is, notper-
formed, an ab nd n m t by the lo-
cator and a 'reloation iS apossi-
bility. :

While.I concur that the speed
ELM decision-should be set aside,
I would.remand ..to BELM, rather 
than to the Hearings- Division, for
further.-;proeedings.:The ¢ontemn-
plated hearing could proves 6stly,

time-consuming, and possibly un-
necessary. Appellantst.hav6ho' aj
plied for the 261 patents and ap-
plication may inover be made. BLAC
is burdened with the implementa-
tion 'of'the Federal Lan Poli' cy' a

iManagbreit 'Act of i976,,43 jJ.S.CM
'0§.71-82 (1976) and'.other mat-
*ters', Therefpori, in 'the interest of
adinistrative ',-convenience ' :.and
economy, BM should be giea
thority' to chart its 'cou 'The
Board should rule thiat the cals
are not to be declared void abinitio
without the hearing., speied.
Among the options aaiiable' to
*LM ,would be the following:,.(TJ)
the schednlin-- 'of the withdrawal
hearing; (2) recognition of .the
later locations as amended locations
,f-claims prior to the withdrawal;
(3) reservation of.the questionof
validity of , the later locations- as
amendments 'until a later 'time 6r
until the question is pre'cipitated as

;to'a particular claim' by anpplica-
tion for patent; and (4) review of
,the.' claims-to;- detrmine whether
any- contests should be,.rought and
to determinie whether such acontest
c ,eould'- be- any: ,less burdensome tha~n

, the hearing on the withdrawal 1 -'

.: w hie \ f. -d:o -L: .- ..- ntst

.,. Jqsffpu, W. To;ss,. -

'W lVhile I dnot men'toInpty'racontest
would be .app~ropriate,'neithershould1 a' cest
prior to a withdrawal hearing be pireclud'edby
the Board. One question eoncerhs 'the 99 claims
in the Copperspur group, which appellants
state were located on May 20, 1974.; a pre-
liminary inquiry on this matter would seem
appropriate.'.See 11nitSStates v. ZwaifeI, 11

.IBA 58, .80 I.). 23 1973g), .isttatned sab
'ono.'-lberts' v. MoAton, 849E 'F '2d 158' (10ih
Cir. 1977), Rert.' Senfe' b nom. Boberta v.
Andrua, 4S4 U.S. 834 (1977).
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SQUIRE BAKER

1 IBSMA 279

Decided October 25,1979

Appeal from a decision of Administra-
tive Law Judge David Torbett dated
'June 1, 1979, vacating two cessation
orders and one notice of violation
issued by the Office of Surface Xjning
Reclamation and Enforcement pursu-
ant to the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977 (Docket No.
NX 9-25-R).

Affirmed.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Applicability:
Generally

Where excavation work has taken place
and coal exposed, but no coal removed,
and the landowner's intent is to create
homnesites and not to remove coal unless
permission to do so is received from the
state, the Office of Surface Mining Rec-
lamation and Enforcement lacks urisdic-
tion over the land.

APPEARANCES: Charles P. Gault,
Esq., Office of the Field Solicitor, Knox-
ville, Tennessee; Shelley D. Hayes,
Esq., Office of the Solicitor, and Marcus
P. McGraw, Esq., Assistant olicitor
for Enforcement, Office of the Solicitor,
Washington, D.C., for appellant, the
Office of Surface 'Mining Reclamation
-and Enforcement; *John T. Aubrey,
Isq, Manchester,' Kentucky, for appel-
lee, Squire Baker.

OPINION BY INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE

MNING7AND IRECLAMAi'ION
APPEAELS :-

The 011ce of Surface Mining Rec-
lamation and Enforcement (OSM)
has appealed from a decision of Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (ALJ)
David Torbett dated- June 1, 1979,
vacating two cessation orders and a
notice of violation issued pursuant
to the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977 (Act).'

On Nov. 8, 1978, two OSM in-
spectors visited a site located in Clay
County, Kentucky. Following the
inspection OSM issued Notice of
Violation No. 78-II-10-9 and Cessa-
tion Order No. 78-II-104.' The
permittee or operator listed' on the
notice and the order was Hardly
Able Coal Co. OSM returned to the
site in January 1979, and issued Ces-
sation Order No. 79-11-10-1 for
failure to abate the violations listed
in the previous notice. Hardly Able
Coal Co. was again listed as the per-
mittee or operator. Subsequently,
both orders and the notice were
modified to substitute Squire Baker
for Hardly Able Coal Co. as the per-
mittee or operator. Baker sought re-
view of the orders and the notice by
filing an application for review pur-
suant to sec. 525 (a) (1) of the Act.
30 U.S.C. §1275(a) (1) (Supp. I
1977).

A hearing was held on Apr. 17
and on June 1, 1979, the ALJ va-
cated the orders and the notice. He
ruled that .OSM did: not have juris-

191 Stat. 445, 30 U.S.C. 11§1201-1328
(Supp. I 1977).
. 2 The notice listed two vlolation-mining

within 30 feet of an occupied dwelling and
failure to post appropriate signs and markers.
Three 'violations were. detailed in the order-
mining. without a statepermit, failure to pass
drainage through sedihentation ponds, and
mining within! 100 feet of the outside right-of-
Wt o)apublic road.
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diction over the site. He found that
despite the fact that the site had
been excavated and the coal exposed,
no coal had been removed and Baker
did not intend to mine coal unless
the state issued him an onsite con-
struction permit. 

After examining the Act,.the reg-
ulations, and the record in this case,
we are compelledto agree with the
AILJ.

Diseussion

The facts as set forth below are
most important to the result reached
in this case. Squire Baker owned the
land in question and wanted to de-
velop it to create homesites for his
children (Tr. 70-74). lie-was awe
that- the land. s. underlaid .with
coal, and desiring to remove the coal
in order to establish solid building
foundations for the houses, he filed
an application with the State of
Kentucky seeking an, onsite con-
struction permit (Tr. 74-75; Exh.
A-2). No excavation was under-
taken until after Baker had applied
for the permit (Tr. 105). Baker con-
tracted with his son-in-law, who
worked for Hardly Able Coal Co.,
to perform the excavation work on
the site (Tr. 76-77). Under Baker's
direction Hardly Able Coal Co. be-
gan excavating the site on Oct. 10
or 11, 1978 (Tr. 103, 104). Excava-
tion of the site was halted when the
coal seam was exposed (Tr. 103).
No coal had been mined at the time
the enforcement actions were taken
by OSM nor had any -coal been
mined at the time the ALJ held the
hearing in this case.

While there was testimony at the
hearing to indicate that Baker's on-
site construction permit application
had been denied on Jan. 21, 1979, he
had not removed any coal -from the
site and he stated that he did not in-
tend to mine any coal until he had
permission to do so (Tr. 79, 81, 99).
Baker's primary intent was to create
homesites. Although he .had a
secondary intent to remove the coal,
his intent to remove coal was condi-
tioned upon his receiving permission
to do- so from the state (Tr. 81-).

[1] OSM argues that Baker's
activities are subject to OSM's juris-
diction because those activities are
encompassed by the definition of,
surface coal mining operations"

contained in the regulations at 30
CFR 700.5 and in virtually identical
language in sec. 701(28) of the Act..
30 U.S.C. § 1291(28) (Su-pp. I
1977). The specific language of 30
CFR 700.5 upon which OSM relies
reads as follows:
Surface Coal Mining Operation means:
(1) -Activities conducted on the surface
of lands in connection -with a surface coal
mine or subject to the -requirements of
Section 516J surface operations and sur-
face impacts incident to an underground
coal mine, the products of -which enter
commerce or the -operations f which
directly or indirectly affect nterstate
commerce. Suck activities include eca-
Vation for the purpose of obtaining
coal (* * t. Italics added.]

OSM contends that regardless of
whether Baker's intent to remove
coal was primary or secondary, the
excavation work performed on his
land was for the purpose -of obtain-
ing coaL We disagree. The excava-

551550]
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tion work was undertaken with the
expressed intention to create home-
sites. It was ohly if and when he re-
cived.state permission that Baker
would' have removed any coal. He
had not-received permission' at the
time,'f the AUJ's hearing and he
had not reinoved any coal. We there-
fore conclude that under! these facts
OSXI -did. not have jurisdiction over
his land.
- '0St also' states that theAU

relied' on0the Board's'holding in
D~n'tid 7?. 'atiidk 1IBSM A 18,
86 .b. 26 (1979)', to ekude Baikr
fro'm-the'jurisdi6tioh f the Act.
OSM':argues that Bktr iS hot ext

P nthe basisof Pa-i!ck because,
a's'' elied further 1in i-
MS'Ž 1 l- MA 216, iD. am.es* ?~~~~~~.'69
(199),only , 'pQublfihanced con-
si'uto project-s are exep from:

th e KrentucyLoa cdIiniri'
Žfations or the; F <ederal ',initial
teaton.'"," ' .' 

ial~~~~~~'

-' -' , N-J

*,",,i ,i. .T;' 't

.~, i I 4. t 

As stated in Patrick and Moore,
during' the initial regulatory pro--
gram the critical factor in deter-
mining whether' SM has jurisdic-:
tion over a surface coal- ining op-
eration conducted on state land' is
whethet the operation is subject to
state regulation within the scope of
any£ of'the initialFederal perform-
ance- standards. However, as -set

forth above,' under;the facts of this
case Baker was not conducting sur-
face coal mining operations and,
therefore, the "subject to state regu-
lation" 'iniif is :not relevant.' '

-'MAi-lfio'ti heretofore tot ruled,
on ae'didieid n d 'the 'ALJ's deci-
sion ''in this'eas6 >is' affirmed;' '' '

_JzAnNE G. BARNEs,
Atlministrative Judge.

ILL' . ir J de:
'i e Adntinst Ja.
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FEDERAL WATER RIGHTS OF THE
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, FISH
AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, BUREAU
OF RECLAMATION AND THE
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT*

M-36914

June 2, 1979

Water and Water Rights: Generally

By acquisition of the lands now compris-
ing the Western States, the United States
acquired all rights appurtenant to such
lands, including water rights.

Constitutional Law: Generally-Water
and Water, Rights: Generally
Under the Property Clause, Congress has
the power to control the disposition and
use of water on, under, or appurtenant to
original public domain lands, and it is not
lightly inferred that this power has been
exercised. ; 

Water and Water Rights: Generally
To the extent Congress has not clearly
granted authority to the States over
waters which are in, on, under, or appur-
tenant to Federal lands comprising the
public domain and reserved public do-
main,, the Federal Government maintains
its sovereign rights *in such waters and
may put them to use irrespective of State
law !

Constitutional Law: Generally-Water
and Water Rights: Generally
Federal control over the disposition and
use of water in, on, under or appurtenant
to Federal land ultimately rests on the
Supremacy Clause, which permits the
Federal Government to exercise its con-
stitutional prerogatives. without regard
to State law.

*Not in chronological order.

306-919-1980-1

Water and Water Rights: Generally

The admission of a State into the Union
and the "equal footing" doctrine did not
divest the United States of its plenary
control over waters which are in, on,
under, or appurtenant to Federal lands
comprising the public domain and re-
served public domain.

Water and Water Rights: Generally
Federal control over its needed 'water
rights, unhampered by compliance with
procedural and substantive State law, is
supported by the Supremacy Clause and
the doctrine that Federal activities are
immune from, State regulation unless
there is specific congressional action pro-
viding for State control.

Water and Water Rights:' Generally

Originally, the common law riparian
rules of natural flow applied to the public
lands; these riparian rules could be
changed by State legislatures only if such
changes did not impair the right of the
United States to the continued flow of
water bordering its lands needed for the
beneficial use of Government property, or
if the Congress expressly consented.

Water and Water Rights: Generally
Three Federal statutes provide the gen-
eral basis for State regulatory authority
over water rights: Act of July 26, 1866,
§ 9, 14 Stat. 253; Act of July 9, 1870,§ 17,
16 Stat. 218, 43 U.S.C. § 661 (1976); and
the Desert Land Act of 1877, 19 Stat. 377,
43 U.S.C. § 321 et seq. (1976).

Water and Water Rights: Generally
The Act of July 26, 1866, § 9, 14 Stat. 253,
and the Act of July 9, 1870, § 17j 16 Stat.
218, 43 U.S.C. § 661 (1976), sanctioned
privafe possessory rights to water on the
pablic lands asserted under local laws and
customs; Congress in effect waived its

86 I.D. No. 11
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proprietary and riparian rights to water
on the public domain to the extent water
is appropriated by members of the. public
under State law in conformance with the
grant of authority found in these two
Acts, and Congress thereby confined the
assertion of inchoate Federal water
rights to unappropriated waters that ex-
ist at any point in time.

Water and Water Rights: Federal
Appropriation
The appropriation of water by the -Fed-
eral Government for authorized Federal
purposes. cannot. be, strictly limited by
State substantive law; for example,- by
what State law says is a "diversion" of
water or a "beneficial use' for which.
water can be appropriated.

Water and Water Rights: Generally
Water and Water Right: tate Laws

Supreme Court dica.concerning the effect.
of the Desert Land Act of 1877, 19 Stat.
377, 43 U.S.C. § 321 et seq. (1976), on
Federal v ater* rights are some what at
war with each other; but Supreme C6urt
decisions 9 upholding Federal reserved
water rights must mean that the Desert
Land Act of 1877 did' not 'divest the
United States of its authority, as sover-
eign, to use the unappropriated waters
on the public lands for governmental
purposes.

Water and Water Rights: Generally
Since the Federal Government has never
granted away its right to make use of
unappropriated waters on Federal lands,
the United States retains the power to
vest in itself water rights in unappropri-
ated waters on, in, under, or appurtenant.
to Federal lands, and it may exercise
such power independent of substantive
State law..

Water and Water Rights: Federal
Appropriation
The United States has the right to ap-
propriate water on its own property for
congressionally authorized; uses, which
right arises from actual use of unappro-
priated: water by the United States to
carry out congressionally authorized
management objectives on Federal lands,
but may not predate in priority the date
action is taken leading to an actual use,
and it may not adversely affect other
rights previously established under State
law.

Since Congress has not generally di-
rected the Federal Government to comply
with State water law, such compliance is
required only in those specific instances
where Congress has so provided, but in
the converse, Congress has not prohibited
the United States from voluntarily com-
plying with such State water laws.

Water and Water Rights: State Laws
State. law should be followed to the
greatest practicable extent in acquiring
Federal water rights. This includes fol-
lowing State procedural law in all cases
involving appropriation of non-reserved
water rights and State substantive law
where that law recognizes the Federal
appropriative right in all pertinent re,
spects.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights
When the Federal Government- with-
draws land from the public domain and
reserves it for a Federal purpose, -by
implication, it reserves appurtenant
water then unappropriated to the extent
needed to aceomplish the purpose of the
reservation,'and the reserved water right
vests on the date of the reservation and
is superior to the rights of future ap-
propriators.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights
The intent to reserve water is inferred
if previously unappropriated water is
necessary to accomplish the purposes for

554
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which the land reservation is created, but
where water is only valuable for a second
ary use of the, reservation there arises a
contrary inference that the United States
would acquire water in the same manner
as other public or private appropriators.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights

The priority date of-the Federal reserved
water right for purposes of determining
seniority of water rights relative to those
obtained under State or other Federal
law is the date of the Federal reserva-
tion or withdrawal actien initiated to-
wards a reservation.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights

The volume and scope of particular re-
served water rights-are Federalquestions.
caling for the. application of Federal
law; State law requirements such as no-
tice of application to beneficial use and
restrictions on beneficial use are not ap-
plicable to reserved water rights.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights'

Reserved water rights encompass both
existing and reasonably foreseeable fu-
ture 'water uses necessary to fulfill the
purposes of the reservation.

Water and Water Rights: Federally.
Reserved Water Rights

While persuasive arguments can be made
for and against the application of re-
served water rights on acquired lands, it
is the policy of this' Department to ob-
tain water rights for acquired lands
through means other than the assertion
of, a reserved water right.

Water and Water Rights : Gener-
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: Generally -

For purposes of the Executive Order 'of
Apr. i7, 1926, the term "spring" means
a discrete hatirali fiov of vaterreerging'
from the earth at a reasonably distinct
location, whether or not such 'flow' con-
stitutes a source of or is tributary to a
water course, pond, or other body of sur-
face water. The term "waterhole" means
a dip or hole in the earth's surfacerwhere
surface or groundwater collects and
which may serve as a watering place for
man or animals.'

Water and Water Rights: Gener
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterlholes: Generally
The Executive Order withdrew, as of
Apr. 17,, 1926, all lands containing im-
portanf springs' and waterholes that ex-
isted as of that date on unappropriated,
unreserved public lands.

Water and Water Rights: Gener-
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: State Laws
The .Executive Order does not affect a
valid, private right to use. some orAll of
the waters of such a source that vested
under the applicable Statellaws, custom
or usage prior to Apr. 17, 1926.

Water-: and' Water Rights: Gener-
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: Generally,
The Executive Order does not withdraw
artificially developed sources of water or
manmade structures for collection of
water on the public domain. However,
any interest held in those artificially de-
veloped or constructed sources or struc-
tures passes to the United States upon
abandonment by the developer or his sue-
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cessor in interest by virtue of the United
States' ownership of the lands.

Water and Water Rights:. Gener-
_ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: Generally

The Executive Order withdraws, by oper-
ation of law, lands which become of the
character contemplated in the Order sub-
Bequent to the date of the Order; i.e.,
-vacant, unappropriated, unreserved pub-
lie lands upon which springs or water-
holes. come into existence after Apr. 17,
X926. l

Water and Water Rights: Gener-
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: State Laws

The Executive Order withdraws, by oper-
atien of law, any vacant, unappropriated,
unreserved public land upon which. is
located a spring or waterhole and for
which a private vested right to use all of
such water under applicable State law,
custom anld' usage has previously existed
upon' abandonment or forfeiture of that
State' water' right under the terms 'of the
applicable State law, custom or usage.

Water and Water Rights: Gener-
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: Generally

The Eiecutive Order withdraws all lands
containing springs or waterholes as de-
fined and subject to the limitations set
forth above, regardless of whether the
water source has been the subject of an
official finding as to its: existence and
location.

Water and Water Rights: Gener-
ally7Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: Generally

The priority 'date for the public'right to
use the waters of a spring or waterhole
withdrawn under the Order is Apr. 17,
1926, for all public springs and water-
holes existing on that date. Those public
springs' and waterholes that naturally
come into existence at a later date are

withdrawn when they come into exist-
ence.

Water and Water Rights: Gener-
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: Rights-of-
Way

Any action taken by private party who
did not have a vested State water right
prior to Apr. 17, 1926, or had not received
appropriate permission from the United
States subsequent to that date to make
use of the public waterhole or spring
withdrawn by the Order is a nullity and
of no force and effect. Any entry onto the
reserved land for such purpose consti-
tutes a trespass.

Water and Water Rights: Gener-
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs. and Waterholes: Generally

The purposes for which water is reserved
under the 1926 Order are (a) stockwater-
ing, (b) human consumption, (c) agri-
culture and irrigation, including sus-
taining fish, wildlife and plants as a food
and forage source, and (d) flood, sil,
fire and erosion control.

Water and Water Rights: Gener-
ally-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Springs and Waterholes: Generally

Because the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 43 U.S.C. § 1701
et seq. (1976), repealed both authorizing
statutes under which the Apr. 17, 1926,
Order was issued, springs and waterholes
on the public domain coming into exist-
ence after O 21, 1976, are not witht
drawn by the Apr. 17, 1926, Order. but
must be withdrawn under other, still ex-
isting legislative authority to be effective.

Water and Water Rights: Federally,
Reserved Water Rights

The Act of June 16, 1934, 30 U.S.C. § 229a
(1976), creates a reserved right when an
oil and gas prospecting permittee or
lessee strikes water "of such quality and
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quantity as to be valuable and usable at a
reasonable cost for agriculture, domestic,
or other purposes" as found by the
Secretary.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights-Withdrawals
and Reservations: Powersites

The withdrawals of lands for powersites
under 43 U.S.C. § 141 (1970) do not carry
with them reserved water rights for
purposes under the administration of the
Department of. the Interior, simply be-
cause of their reservation as a powersite.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights-Withdrawals
and Reservations: Stock-Driveway
Withdrawals
Water sources located within stock drive-
ways and reserved pursuant to sec. 10 of
the Act of Dec. 29, 1916, 43 U.S.C. § 300
(1970), are reserved to the extent neces-
sary to provide for stockwatering during
the process of moving livestock through
these reserved access corridors.

Oil Shale: Withdrawals-Water and
Water Rights: Federally Reserved
Water Rights
Oil shade withdrawals administered by
the Department of the Interior have re-
served water rights for the purposes of
investigation, examination and classifi-
cation of those lands. Water is not re-
served for actual oil shale development.

Taylor Grazing Act: Generally-
Water and Wateri Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights
The Taylor Grazing Act created no re-
served water rights.

Oregon and California Railroad and
Reconveyed Coos Bay Grant Lands:

Generally-Water and Water Rights'
Federally Reserved Water Rights
There are no reserved water rights on
the revested Oregon and California Rail-
road lands and the Coos Bay Wagon
Road lands, the "OSC" lands.

Classification and Multiple Use Act of
1964-Water and Water Rights: Fed-
erally Reserved Water Rights:
Classification of lands under the Classi-
fication and Multiple Use Act of 1964, 43
U.S.C. § 1411 et seq. (1970), does not
create reserved water rights.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights-Wild Free-
Roaming Horses and Burros Act
Designation- of lands as sanctuaries for
wild, free-roaming horses and burros un-
der the Act of Dec. 15, 1971, 16 U.S.C.
§ 1333 et seq. (1976), does not reserve
water for the purposes of wild horse
and burro drinking.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights-Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act
Rivers administered by BLM that have
been designated as components of the
Wild and Scenic Rivers System under 16
U.S.C. §§ 1271-1287 (1976) carry with
them reserved water rights sufficient to
fulfill the purposes of the Act.

Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976: Generally-Water and
Water Rights: Federally Reserved
Water Rights

The Federal Land Policy and Manage-
nent Act, 43 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq.
(1976), does not establish any reserved
rights in BLM lands.
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Reclamation Lands: Generally-Water
and Water Rights: Federally Reserved
Water Rights

Sec. S of the 1902 Reclamation Act, 43
U.S.C. § 372 et seq. (1976), prohibits the
Bureau of Reclamation from claiming
any reserved water rights for any recla-
mation project unless the terms of any
project authorization subsequent to 1902
can fairly, be. read to provide for a reser-
vation of water.

National Park Service. Areas: Water
Rights-Water and Water Rights:
Federally Reserved Water Rights
The particular reserved water rights for
national park* and iational monument

areas include water required for scenic,
natural, and historic conservation uses;
wildlife conservation ses; sustained
public enjoyment uses; and National

Park Service personnel uses; all of which
are intimately related to the fundamen-

tal purpose for park and monument
reservation, as articulated in 16 U.S.C.

§1 (1976).

National Park Service Areas: Water
Rights-Water and Water Rights:
Federally. Reserved Water Rights

Among other reserved water rights for
national parks and national monuments,
16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976), encompasses re-
served water rights for concession uses
to provide sustained public enjoyment
and reserved water rights for water-
borne public enjoyment and recreation.

National Park Service Areas: Water
Rights-Water and Water Rights:
Federally Reserved Water Rights
Congress has taken no action subsequent
to the National Park Service Organic Act
of Aug. 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535, 16 U.S.C.
§1 (1976), to negate the implied intent
contained in the Organic Act that all un-
appropriated waters necessary to fulfill

the purposes of park areas are reserved
as of the date of the enabling legislation.

National Park Service Areas: Generally
The Act of Mar. 27, 1978, 92 Stat. 166,
16 uTS.C.A. § la-1 (West Supp. 1979),
provides that actions taken in derogation
of park values and purposes shall not be
authorized unless specifically provided
by Congress, in order to ensure that the
resources and values of areas in the Na-
tional Park. System are afforded the
highest protection and care in govern-
mental decisions.

National Park Service Areas: Water
Rights-Water and Water Rights:
Federally 'Reserved Water Rights
The discretionary authority contained in
the Act of Aug. 7, 1946, 60 Stat. 885, 16
U.S.C. §17j-2(g) (1976), authorizing
the the National Park Service to
acquire water rights in accordance with
local laws, is not inconsistent with the
assertion of the reserved water rights
principle and is readily distinguishable
from Acts requiring deference to State
water law.

National Park Service Areas: Water
Rights-Water and Water Rights:
Federally Reserved Water Rights
As a general rule, the above-developed
reserved water rights apply to compo-
nents of the National Park System other
than national parks and national monu-
ments, though the extent of particular
reserved water rights must be de-
termined on a case-by-case basis, involv-
ing an interpretation of 16 U.S.. §
(1976) and the establishing legislation.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights-Wildlife
Refuges and Projects: Riparian Rights
Executive branch reservations for native
bird preserves, migratory bird refuges,
game ranges, fish hatcheries, elk refuges
and similar refuges and preserves re-
served sufficient water needed for the
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maintenance of the species (e.g., ecosys-
tem food supply, breeding habitat, fire
protection, domestic needs of Fish and
Wildlife Service personnel) mentioned in
the executive orders establishing the in-
dividual reservations.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights-Wildlife
Refuges and Projects: Riparian Rights
Executive braneh refuge reservations
superimposed on areas previously with-
drawn for powersites, reclamation or
other purposes obtain teserved water
-rights neeSsay to fulfill the specific pur-
poses for the refuge reservations.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved . Water Rights-Wildlife
Refuges and Projects: Riparian Rights

Wildlife Refuge uses authorized by
the Refuge Receipts Act of 1935, 49 Stat.
383, 16 U.S.C. § 715s(f) (1976) ; the
Refuge Recreation Act of 1962, 76 Stat.
653, 16 U.S.C. §§460k-460k-4 (1976);
and:the National Wildlife Refuge Admin-
istration Act of 1966, 80 Stat. 927, 16
U.S.C. §§ 668dd-668ee (1976), such as
public recreational uses, do not obtain re-
served water rights under existing
precedent.

Water and Water Rights:, Federally
Reserved Water Rights-WildL and
Scenic Rivers Act

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 82 Stat.
917, 16 U.SC. § 1284(c) (1976), contains
an express, though negatively phrased,
assertion of Federal reserved water
rights.

Water 'and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Right's-Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act

The extent of the water reserved for wild
and scenic rivers is the amount of unap-

propriated water necessary to protect the
particular aesthetic, recreational, scien-
tific, biotic or historical features which
led to the river's inclusion as a compo-
nent' of the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System, and to provide public en-
joyment of such values.

'Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved Water Rights-Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act

Designation of wild and scenic rivers
does not automatically reserve the entire
unappropriated flow of the river and an
examination of the individual features
which led to each component river's
designation must be conducted to deter-
mine the extent of the reserve water
right.

Water and Water Rights: Federally
Reserved, Water Rights-Wilderness
Act
Areas which are congressionally, desig-
.nated as wilderness under the Wilderness
Act of Sept. 3, 1964, 78 Stat. 890, 16 U.S.C.
§ 1131 et seq. (1976), obtain reserved
water rights for the maintenance of mini-
mum. stream fows and lake levels (e.g.,
for science appreciation and primitive
water-borne recreation) and for ecologi-
cal maintenance (e.g., evapotranspiration
for natural communities, wildlife water-
ing, firefighting).

Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976: Generally-Taylor Graz-
ing Act: Generally-Water and Water
Rights: Federal Appropriation

The management programs mandated by
Congress in such Acts as the Taylor Graz-
ing Act and FLPMA require the appro-
priation of water by the United States in
order to assure the success of the pro-
grams and carry out the objectives estab-
lished by Congress.
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Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976: Generally-Water and
Water Rights: Generally

Sec. 701(g) of FLPMA, 43 U.S.C. § 1701
notes (1976), maintains the status quo in
the relationship between the States and
the Federal Government on water, and
allows for (a) the continued appropria-
tion of unappropriated nonnavigable
waters on the public domain by private
persons pursuant to State law as author-
ized by the Desert Land Act; (b) the
right of the United States to use unap-
propriated water for the congressionally
recognized and mandated purposes set
forth in legislation providing for the
management of the public domain; and
(c) application by the United States to
secure water rights pursuant to State law
for these purposes.

Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976: Generally-Oregon and
California Railroad and Reconveyed
Coos Bay Grant Lands: Generally-
Taylor Grazing Act: Generally-
Water and Water Rights: :Federal
Appropriation

FLPMA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the
O&O Act, and other statutes permit the
United States to appropriate water for
the diverse purposes found in the various
statutes.

Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976: Generally-Water and
Water Rights Federal Appropriation

FLPMA authorizes the M to appropri-
ate water for such uses as fish and. wild-
life maintenance and protection, scenic
value preservation, and human consump-
tion, and protection of areas of critical
environmental concern.

National Park Service Areas: Water
Rights-Water and Water Rights:
Generally-Wildlife Refuges and Proj-
ects: Generally

The National Park Service and Fish and
Wildlife Service may appropriate water
to fulfill any congressionally authorized
function for areas under their adminis-
tration.

Solicitor's Opinion of July 20, 1937,.
M-28853, is overruled.

Solicitor's Opinions, State of New
Mexico, 55 I.D. 466 (1936), and Lee J.
Esplin, 56 I.D. 325 (1938), are over-
ruled to the extent they apply to the
1926 Executive Order to artifically
developed water sources on the public
lands.

Solicitor's Opinion M-33969 (Nov.
7, 1950) is disavowed to the extent
that it concludes that the'United States
owns the unappropriated water on the
public domain..

Solicitor's Opinion M-33969 (Nov.
7, 1950) is overruled to the extent
that it concludes that the mere exercise,
of dominion and control over the water
on the public domain by the United
States causes the water to be reserved.
for public use and withdrawn from
private appropriation without further
action.

OPINION BY OFFICE OF'
THEE SOLICITOR

[86 I.D).
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1. INTRODUCTION
The opinion discusses the nature

and extent of the United States'
rights to use water on the federal
lands administered by the National
Park Service (NPS), Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWVS), Bureau
of Reclamation (Reclamation) ,.and
the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) within the United States
Department of the Interior. The
President's Water Policy message
(June 6, 1978) and subsequent.

memorandum to. you (July 12,
1978) directed the Department to
expeditiously., identify, establish
and quantify its; non-Indian fed-
eral reserved water rights. As a
part of this effort, my office has
undertaken a comprehensive anal-
ysis of the reserved water rights
which may be asserted on the fed-
eral lands administered by NPS,
FWS, Reclamation and BLM.' My
staff has also analyzed other (non-
reserved) federal water rights. This
opinion summarizes my legal con-
clusions.

'.None of the other bureaus or agencies
within the Department of the Interior ad-
minister significant amounts, if any, of lands-
for which a reserved water right may be
claimed. This opinion does not deal with re-
served water rights which may be claimed on.
behalf of Indians.
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11. NATURE OF FEDERAL-
STATE RELATIONS IN
DETERMINING WATER
RIGHTS

The westward expansion of the
United States resulted from ces-
sions by various foreign nations,
through which the United States
obtained ownership of the lands
now comprising the Western States
and ownership of all rights appur-
tenant to the lands, except those in-
terests in lands and appurtenant
rights established under previous
sovereigns. Borax Consolidated,
Ltd.v.LosAngeles, 296U.S.10,15-
16 (1935) ; Kniglht v. United States
Land Ass'n., 142 U.S. 161, 183-184
(1891).

The plenary power that Congress
has under the Property Clause 2 by
virtue of federal ownership of these
lands includes the power to control
the disposition and use of water on,
under, flowing through or appur-
tenant to such lands. See United
States v. Grand River Dam Author-
ity, 363 U.S. 229, 235 (1960) (Be-
cause the "Federal Government was
the initial proprietor in these west-
ern lands * * * any claim by a state
or by others must derive from this
federal title.") ; of., Ileppe v. New
lMexico, 426 U.S. 529, 539-41

2 U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 3, cl. 2 provides:
"The Congress shall have Power to dispose
of and make all needful Rules and Regulations
respecting the Territory or other Property be-
longing to the United States; and nothing in
this Constitution shall be so construed as to
Prejudice any Claims of the United States,
or of any particular State."

(1976). Congress. may exercise its
power. to manage or dispose of all
the lands and waters on the public
lands, together or separately. Cali-
fornia Oregon. Power Co. v. Beaver
Portland Cement Co., 295 U.S. 142,
162 (1935); see also United States
v. Californil. 332 U.S. 19, 27
(1947). No interest in the property
of the United States may be, ac-
quired in the absence of .an express
grant from Congress; and, absent
that grant or consent, it continues to
be held by the United States.
United States v. Grand River. Dagn
Authority, supra; Utah Power i
Light Co.Lv. United States.:243 U.S.
389, 404-05 (1917). Such grants
and disposals to the states are not
lightly inferred; i.e., "nothing
passes butw hat is conveyed, in clear
and explicit language-inference
being resolved not against but for
the Government." Caldwel v.
Uqnited States, 250 U.S. 14, 20-21
(1919); see also Andrus v. Charles-
tone Stone Products .Co., 436 U.S.
604, 617 (1978).
- It follows that to the extent Con-

gress has not clearly granted au-
thority to the. states over waters
which are in, on, under or appurte-
dent to federal lands, the Federal
Government maintains its sovereign
rights in such waters and may put
them to use irrespective, of state
law.3

3 See, e.g., Morreale, "Federal-State Rights
and Relations," 2 Waters and Water Rights,
51-52, 81 (R. Clark ed. 1967).
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The admission of a state into the
Union and the "equal footing" doc-
trine did not divest the United
States of its plenary control over
such water. Cappaert v. United
States, 426 U.S. 128, 14445 (1976);
Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,
599 (1963). The Supreme Court has,
however, recently noted the exist-
ence of one school of legal thought
that this doctrine vested Western
States, upon admission to the
Union, with "exclusive sovereignty"
over the unappropriated waters in
their' streams. California v. United
States, 438 V.S.'645, 654 (1978).
This school of thought is difficult to
square with the reserved rights doc-
trine repeatedly hffirined by the STI-
preme Court as applying to reserva-
tions of land in a state after state-
hood. See, e.g., United States v. Nets
Afeilco, 438 U.S. 696, 698, 700, n. 4
(1978); Cap paert v. United States,
supria; of. Winters v. United States,
207 U.SJ 564, 577 (1908).

Moreover, the states may not
exercise any governmental authority
over federal property unless they
have been expressly granted that
authority by the Congress; since
Congress retains exclusive control
over the acquisition of private
rights in federal lands and interests.
Broder v. Natoma Water & Hin-
ing Co., 101 U.S. 274 (1879); Gib-
son v. Choutmau, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.)
92, 99 (1872) ; Irvine v. Marshall, 61
U.S. (20 How.) 58, 563 (1858).
Federal control over the disposition
and use of water in, on, under or
appurtenant to federal land ulti-
mately rests upon the Supremacy

Clause 4, which permits the Federal
Government to exercise its consti-
tutional prerogatives without re-
gard to state law. Cappaert v.
United States, supra at 145; Ari-
sona v. California, 283 U.S. 423,451
(1931); of., Kleppe v. New Mecico,
supra, at 543; Ohio v. Thomas, 173
U.S. 276, 283 (1899); Johnson v.
Maryland, 254 U.S. 51 (1920).

Federal control over its needed
water rights, unhampered by coin-
pliance with procedural and sub-
stantive state law, is supported by
the Supremacy Clause and the doc-
trine that federal activities are im-
mune from state regulation unless
there is a "clear congressional man-
date," Kern-Limerick Inc. v. Sour-
lock, 347 U.S. 110, 122 (1954); or
"specific congressional action," Paul
v. United States, 371 U.S. 245, 263
(1963), providing for state control.
See also Mayo v. United States,.319
U.S. 44, 448 (1943); Hancock v.
Train, 426 U.S. 167, 178-81 (1976);
EPA v. State Tater Resources Con-
trol Board, 426 U.S. 200, 214, 217,
221 (1976). Cf. Arizona v. Cali-
fornia, supra, (Congressionally au-
thorized dam and reservoir can pro-
ceed without submitting plans and
specifications to State Engineer for
approval). State legislative claims
to all water found within state
boundaries do not alter this premise,
since Congress, under the Property
Clause, has the exclusive power to
dispose of federal property. Cali-
fornia Oregon Power Co. V. Beaver
Portland Cement Co., supra at 162;
Utah Power & Light Co. v. United
States, supra at 404.

iU.S. CONST. art. VI, c. 2.
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Originally, the conimon law ri-
parian rules of natural flow applied
to the public lands. United States V.
Rio Grande Dan & Irrigation Co.,
174 U.S. 690, 703 (1899). There the
Court opined, in dicta, that these ri-
parian rules could be changed by the
state legislatures if, in the abseiice
of specific Congressional consent,
they did not destroy the right of the
United States to the continued flow
of water bordering its lands needed
for the beneficial use of government
property. The Court furthermore
held that the statesicould not de-
stroy or interfere with the para-
mount power of the United States to
secIure the navigability of navigable
streams. Ibid.

In the arid' Western States, the
state' legislatures adopted;-the ap-
propriation doctrine, which grew
out of local mining customs. The
appropriation doctrine permits
beneficial water uses under a prior-
ity- system ("first in time is first in
right") without, regard to o'wner-
ship of a watercourse's abutting
lands or the impacts on downstream
riparian landowners. With the seth
tlemnt of the public lands, conflict
arose over the water rights of fed-
eral patentees claiming riparian
rights and prior appropriators
whose rights were recognized under
local laws and customs.-

Beginning in 1866, Congress
passed three sthtutes' which resolved
this conflict between private users in
favor of prior-app roriatorp. These
three statutes still, more than one

hundred years later, provide, the
basis for state regulatory authority
over water rights. The Acts of July
26, 1866, 14 Stat. 253, and July 9,
1870, 16 Stat. 218, 43 U.S.C. § 661
(1976), recognized and sanctioned
possessory rights to water on the
public lands asserted under local
laws and customs, thereby validat-
ing, in, effect, state appropriation
water laws procedures for private
users and previous trespassers on
the public lands. Federal Power
Comqmission'v. Oregon, 349 U.S. 435,
447-8 (1955); Brbde2 to Natoma
Water & Mining Co., supra at 276;
Jennison v. Kirk, 98 U.S. 453
(1878) ; for background ol the 1866
Act, see United States v. Gerlaelb
LiV6 Stock Co., 339 U.S. 725, 7549
(1950) .5 By these, 1866 and' 1870
Acts, Congress in effect waived its
proprietary and riparian rights to
water on the public domain to the
extent that water is appropriated
by members of the public under
state law in conformance with the
grant of authority found in these
two Act' Thus,, these two Acts con-
fine assertion of inchoate federal
water rights, to uilappropriated

5
The 1866 Act provided, in pertinent part:

"[WIhenever, by priority of possession, rights
to the use of water for mining, agricultural,
manufacturing, or other purposes, have vested
and accrued, and the same are recognized and
acknowledged by the local customs, laws, and
the decisions of courts; the possessors and
owners of such vested rights shall be main-
tained and protected in the same; * *" [14
Stat. 253].

The 1870 Act provided that "all patents
granted, or preemption or homesteads allowed,
shall be subject to any vested and accrued
water rights."
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waters that exist at any point in
time.

The third statute, the Desert
Land Act of 1877, 19 Stat. 377, 43
U.S.C. § 321 et seq., (1976), pro-
vides generally for the homestead-
ing of the public domain in tracts
larger than prior laws allowed, if
the homesteader irrigated and re-
claimed the land. The Supreme
Court's treatment of the effect of
-the Desert Land Act on federal
-water rights has been unclear and
'conflicting, as developed below. The
provision of the Act with which we
are here concerned (43 U.S.C.
§ 321) was a proviso that the home-
steader would have rights to use
only that water "necessarily used
for the purpose of irrigation and
reclamation," and went on to state:
[A]il the surplus water over and above
such actual appropriation and use, to-
gether with the water of all lakes, riv-
ers and other sources of water supply
upon the public lands and not navigable,
shall remain and be held free for the ap-
propriation and use of the public for
irrigation, mining and manufacturing
purposes subject to existing rights.

The application of this. part of
the Act to federal water ri-hts re-
quires, some discussion, for several
limitations appear on its face. First,
it applies only to non-navigable
sources of water. Second, it applies
only to such sources on the public
lands. aThird, it applies to "surplus
water* over and above suci actual
appropriation and use." (Italics
added.) Fourth,. it makes the water
available only for "irrigation, min-
ing and manufacturing purposes."
Fifth, it does not directly address

federal rights to use water for con-
gressionally authorized purposes
on the federal lands, but instead is
aimed at appropriation and use by
"the public." Finally, the Desert,
Land Act applies only to certain
states, originally California, Ore-
gon and Nevada, and the then terri-
tories of Washington, Idaho, Mon-
tana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona,
New Mexico and Dakota (later to-
become the states of North and
South Dakota). 43 U.S.C. § 323
(1976). Colorado was added later
(26 Stat. 1097, Mar. 3, 1891).

Several things can be said about
these limitations. First, the Su-
preme Court has been careful to re-
peat the Act's limitations to non-
navigable waters in subsequent
cases.6 Moreover, it has squarely
held that the Act does not allow the
right to appropriate non-navigable
waters which are sources of navi-
gable streams "to such an extent
as to destroy their navigabil-
ity,. *

On the other hand, the two prede-
cessor Acts of the Desert Land Act

See, e.g., United States v. Rio Grande Ir-
rigation Co., 174 U.S. 690, 706 (1899) Call-
fornia Oregon Power Co. v. Beaver Portland
Cement Co., 295 U.S. 142, 162 (1935); ckes
v. Fox, 300 U.S. 82, 95 (1937) Brush v. Orn-
missioner, 300 U.S. 352, 367 (1937); Cap-
paert v. United States, 426 U.S. 128, 143, 145
(1976); California v. United States, 438 U.S.
645,-658 (1978).

a United States v. Rio Graende Irrigation
Co., supra, 174 U.S. at 706. As passed by the
Senate, the provision read: "and the water in
all lakes, rivers, and other sources of water'
supply shall remain and be held for the use
of the public for purposes of irrigation and
mining." See Cong. Rec. (Feb. 27, 177), p.
1973. The language was changed to apply
only to non-navigable waters in Conference,
without explanation. Cong. Rec. (Mar. 3-
1877), p 2156.

[86 ID.
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both recognized and ratified a pre-
existing right to possession of water
in accordance with local custom,
laws and court decisions, see 14
Stat. 251, 253 (1866); 16 Stat. 217,
218 (1870); Broder v. Natomna
Vater & ininrng Co., 101 U.S. 274,

276 (1879), and neither statute was
expressly limited to non-navigable
waters. 8 Moreover, the Supreme
Court has held that these two Acts
are not limited to rights acquired
before 1866, but "reach into the fu-
ture as well * ' *.09Therefore,
the significance of the Desert Land
Act's limitation to non-navigable
waters is unclear.

Second, the Act's limitation to
sources on the public lands received
express recognition in Federal Pow-
er C6imnission v. Oregon, 349 U.S.
at 448 (19.55), which held theAct
inapplicable to reservations of land
from the public domain without dis-
tinguishing between whether the
water involved was needed to carry
out the purposes of the reservation,
see part III A,, infra, .or was for
conigxessionally authorized uses
apart from the purposes of, the
reservation; see part III B.

Third, the Act's limitation to un-
used, unappropriated waters means
that to the extent the Federal Gov-
ernment was using water in connec-

Somewhat curiously, however, the Su-
premne Court in 1935 said these two statutes
were the "test and measure of private rights
in and to the iron-navigable waters on public
domain." California Oregon Power Co., supra,
295 U.S. at 155 (italics added).

5bid.; see also California v. United States,
supra, 438 U.S. at 656-57, n. 11.

tion with federal land management
in 1877, it was not free for "the ap-
propriation and use of the public."
But whether it prevented the Fed-
eral Government from using addi-
tional water after 1877 except in
compliance with state law requires
further scrutiny, provided below.

Fourth, the Act's limitation to
water for "irrigation, mining sand
manufacturing purposes" has not
been found by the Supreme Court
to be particularly significant. In
1935 the Court, purporting to give
this language its "natural meaning,"
held that it "effected a severance of
all waters upon the public domain,
not theretofore appropriated, from
the land itself," apparently without
limitation to the purposes for which
the waters could be appropriated.10

No mention of the limitation to cer-
tain purposes was made in sbse-
queit Supreme .Court cases.'

Fifth, the fact that the Desert
Land Act does not deal with federal
acquisition of water- rights has had
varying significance for the Su-
preme Court over the years. Ini-
tially, in Rio Grande, supra, the
Court stated (albeit in dictum apart
from its discussion later in the
opinion of the Desert' Land Act),
that the United States' right, as the
owner of lands bordering a stream,
to the continued flow of such waters
"as may be necessary for the bene-
ficial uses of government property"
cannot be destroyed by tate legis-
lation. 174 U.S. at 03. This limi-

'Old., 295 U.S. at 158 (italics added).
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tation was repeated and endorsed
in Winters . United States, 207
U.S. 564, 577 (1908), and in Califor-
nis Oregon Power Co., supra. 295
U.S. at 159. Later in the latter deci-
sion, however, the Court stated that
the Desert Land Act vested the
states with power "to affect the
riparian rights of the United States
[and] its grantees * * *." 295 U.S. at
162 (italics added); see also 295
U.S. at 164.11

These statements concerning the
rights of the United States were
dictum, since the case itself con-

"Before it was revived to some extent. by
the decision in California v. UCited States,
discussed tnfra, Dean Trelease, a noted au-
thority on water law, commented that the
decision in California Oregon Power Co. now
seems to be a spurious reading of the Desert
Land Act." Trelease, "Federal Reserved
Rights Since the PLLRC," 54 Denver L. J.
473, 476 (1977). Four years after California
Oregon Power, the 9th Circuit cited the de-
cision for the proposition that prieae rights
in the waters of non-navigable streams on the
public domain are measured by local customs,
laws and judicial decisions," but that the
government may, "independently of the for-
malities of an actual appropriation, reserve
the waters of non-navigable streams on the
public domain if needed for governmental pur-
poses." United States v. Walker River -Irg.
Diat., 104 .2d 334, 336-37 (9th Cir. 1939)
(italics added). To the extent the Court's re-
marks extends to non-reserved federal water
rights, it is dictum, since the case concerned
an Indian reserved water right. See also e-
braska v. Womning, 325 U.S. 589, 611-16
(1945), where the Court declined to decide
whether the United States owned the unap-
propriated water of the Platte River, because
the water rights for reclamation projects on
that River were obtained in accordance with
state law pursuant to gec. 8 of the Reclama-
tion Act, 43 U.S.C. § 383 (1976), and there-
fore the question of ownership by the United
States "of unappropriated water: is largely
academic e * * 325 U.S. at 616. See also
Cappaert v. United States, spra, 426 U.S. at
144, fn. 9; and Arizona v. California, supra,
where the Court declined to consider Arl-
zona's rights to interstate or local waters
which have not yet been, and which may
never be, appropriated." 283 U.S. at 464 (cita-
tions omitted).

cerned rights of a patentee of pub.
lic land, squarely covered by the
Desert Land Act itself.

Twenty: years later, in Federal
Powe Commission V. Oregon,
supra, the Court said that the Desert
Land Act "severed, for purposes of
private acquisition, soil and water
rights" on public lands. 349 U.S. at
448 (italics added), without ex-
pressly mentioning federal agencies'
acquisition of water rights.

Twenty-one years after FPC it
Oregon, the Court again construed
the Act as providing only that
patentees of public land "must a-
quire water rights in non-navigable
water in accordance with state law."
Cappaert v. United States, supra,
426 U.S. at 143. The Court went on
to state flatly: "Federal water rights
are not dependent upon state law or
state procedures * * ." 426 U.S. at
145. To the extent that the remark
applies to. federal non-reserved
water rights, it is dictum, because
the case itself concerned a leral
reserved right.

Two years later, however, the
Supreme Court, in construing the
Reclamation Act, found occasion to
observe in dictum that there are tvo
limitations on the states' "exclusive
control of its streams-reserved
rights * * * and the navigation
servitude."' Californi& v?. United
States, spra, 438 U.S.. at 662. The
Court cited only United States v.
Rio Grandt Irrigation Co., supra,
174 U.S. at 703, for the proposition
that only r'eserved rights, rather
than all federal water tights needed
to carry out congressionally man-
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dated land management responsi-
bilities, fall within this exception
allowed by the Desert Land Act. In
the passage cited by the Court in
Califbrnia V. United States, the
Court had stated, in dictum:
[I]n. the absence of specific authority
from Congress a State cannot by its legis-
lation destroy the right of the United
States, as the owner of lands bordering
a stream, to the continued flow of its
waters; so far at least as may be neces-
sary for the beneficial uses of the govern-
ment property.'

It therefore seems plain that the
Rio Grande Court,, in construing
the Desert Land Act twenty-two
years after its passage, did not limit
the exception to the higher reserved
rights standard-the right to use
waters on lands reserved from the
federal --domain for specific pur-
poses, "where without the water the
purposes of the reservation would
be entirely defeated," 13-but in-
stead allowed it under a lesser stand-
ard, for water necessary for the
beneficial uses of the government
property.

It is apparent that prior Supreme
Court dicta are somewhat at war
with one another on this issue. One
reason for this is found in the Desert
Land Act itself. That Act w as one

At 174 U.S. 703 (IS99). This passage has
been repeated and endorsed everai times by
the Supreme Courtt See, b.g., GXtierres v. Al-
bzequerqveLand 0o., 188 UPS. 545, 554 (903)
Kansas v. Colorado, 206 U.S. 46, 86 (1907)
California Oregon Power Co., spra, 295 U.S.
at 159.

1d Uated States a. ew Mewico, 48 U.S.
696, 700 1978), decided the same day and as
a companion to California . United States,
supra.

306-919-1980-2

of many statutes enacted in the lat-
ter half of the 19th and early part-
of the 20th centuries to promote set-
tlement and cultivation of public
domain lands. It spoke principally
to the process by which arid publit
lands were to be irrigated and re-
claimed and transferred from the
public domain into private hands.
See, e.g., Williams v. United States,.
138 U.S. 514 (1891); United States
v. Healey, 160 U.S. 136 (1895). Ex-
cept to the extent the quoted lan-
guage applies to the Federal Gov-
ernment, it addressed not at all the
rights and obligations of the United
States as owner of those federal
lands not brought within the settle-,
ment scheme it established. Because
of this, the legislative history does
not contain any debate over the in-
pact of the bill on federal: water
rights.

In any event, because the Su-
preme Court has spoken only by in-
consistent dictum on this subject.
the guidance I nust give federal
agencies must be based to a large
degree on predicting how the Su-
preme Court may resolve these con-
flicting statements contained in
prior decisions.

I am of the opinion that by these
relatively narrow Acts of 1866, 1870
and 1877, the United States did not
divest itself of its authority, as sov-
ereign, to use the unappropriated
waters on the public lands for gov-
ernmental purposes. Supreme Court
decisions upholding federal reserved
water rights created after the effec-
tive dates of these statutes affirm
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this conclusion (United States v.
New Mexico, supra, at 698):
The Court has previously concluded that
whatever powers the States acquired
over their waters as a result of congres-
sional Acts and admission to the Union,
however, Congress did not intend thereby
to relinquish its authority to reserve: un-
appropriated water in the future for use
on appurtenant lands withdrawn from the
public domain for specific federal pur-
poses. Winters v. United States, 207 U.S.
564, 577 (1908); Arizona v. California,
373 U.S. 546, 579-98 (1963); Cappaert v.
United States, 426 U.S. 128, 143-46
(1976).

Given the constitutional under-
pinning for, and the nature of,
federal ownership and control of
the public lands and their associ-
ated resources, it is not difficult to
understand ,why Congress has 'on
numerous occasions expressly pro-
vided that state law would govern
the acquisition of rights to use wa-
ters on the public domain by pri-
vate individuals. In a constitutional
context, this so-called "express de-
ference to state water law" 14 is es-
sential to divestthe-Jnited States
of its inherent power and control
over its property and to give the
states the opportunity and the
power to regulate the use and acqui-
sition of resources, including water,
otherwise controlled by the United
States.

In both United States v. New
Meico, spra, and Californza v.
United States, 438 U.S. 645 (1978),
the Supreme Court identified direc-
tives in various federal laws that
state law should be followed or that

14 United States V. ikelv Xexico, siera, 438
U.S. at 702 (1978).

the federal law should not be con-
strued to interfere with state law. 5

Each of these laws deal with a spe-
cific federal project or program, or
contained general standards per-
taining to the acquisition or pro-
tection of private rights to the use
of water on the public domain. I
believe that neither the Desert
Land Act nor any other federal
statute deals generally with how
the United States should acquire
and maintain rights to use water
on the public domain and reserved
public 'domain.16

Congress has been fully aware of
the continuing problem of state-
federal relations in this area and
even' though attempts have been
made,'7 it hasl never acted to require
compliance with state law in every
instance here the United States
acquires water rights. In fact, Con-

15 See Ibid., fn. 5..
"O of the 37 statutes referred to by the

Court in New Mexico,'supra, 438 U.S. at 702,
n.. 5, 33 contain general statements indicating
that such legislation should not be construed
to interfere with the right of states to con-
trol the use of water within their boundaries
or that a private person or government of-
ficial should comply with state law when
carrying out a specific program or. purpose
such as constructing or planning a public
works project, disposing of Indian lands, or
conferring certain benefits on a state. The
remaining statutes either do not mention
state law or are not related to the acquisi-
tion of water rights.

17 See, e.g., S. 863,' 84th Cong., 1st Sss.
(1933); S. 1275, 88th Cong., 2d Sess. (1964)
Torreafe, "Federal-State Conflicts Over West.
ern Waters-A-Decade of Clarifying Legisla-
tion,'" 20 Rutgers L. Rev. 423 (1966)
Corker, "Water Rights and Federalism-The
Western Water Rights Settlement Bill of
1957," 45 Calif. L. Rev. 604 (1957). A recent
GAO Report summarizes some of the more
important legislative proposals made over the
psst 23 years. See "Reserved Water Rights
for Federal and Indian Reservations, A Grow-
ins. Controversy in Need of Resolution" (GAO-
Cl'D-78-176t Nov. 16, 1978) pp. 39-30.

[86 I.D.
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gress has recognized . that the
United States could acquire rights
to use water in ways other than
through state'law.As Since Congress
has not generally- directed the Fed-
eral Government to comply with
state water law, such compliance is
required only in those specific in-
stances where Congress has so pro-
vided. But while Congress has not
directed the Federal Government to
.Comply with state water law, nei-
titer has it prohibited the United
States from voluntarily complying
with such state water laws unless
specifically directed.

In Summary, since the Federal
Government has never granted
away itS right to make use of unap-
prdpriated Waters ol federal lnds,

it is my opinion that- the United

States has retained its power to vest

in itself water rights in uniappropri-

ated waters and it-may exercise such
power. independent of. substantive
state law. See. United States 'v. Rio
Corande Damn and rrigation Co.,
.supra; see also discussion at part

III B below.
18 See 16 U.S.C. §1284(c) (1976). One of

the statutes on the list cited by the Supreme
Court in' United States v. 'Feso Mexico, spra,
'is the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666
(1976). It is noteworthy that this: provision
-which waives the sovereign immunity of
Ahe United States in certain cases-refers to
-the acquisition of water rights by the United
States "by appropriation under, State law,, by
purchase, by exchange, or ztherwsise * * *"
.,(italics supplied). The Supreme Court relied
on the "or otherwise" language in holding the
Amendment waived the United States' sov-

.ereign immunity for all federal water rights,
including "appropriative rights, riparian
rights, and reserved rights." United States v.
District Conrt for Eagle County,. 401 U.S.

-520, 524 (1971).

III. RETENTION AND ACQUI-
SITION OF WATER RIGHTS
BY THE UNITED STATES

The United States retains water
rights by reserving federal lands
and waters necessary to fulfill speci-
fied purposes and obtains water
rights by (1) appropriation of
water and application tto those
uses authorized by Congress to
carry out congressionally author-
ized programs on the:' public do-
main, reserved and acquired lands;
and (2) acquisition of water rights
through purchase, exchare or con-
demnation.

A. Reserved Rights Doctrine
The federal reserved water rights

-doctrine is a judicial creation
which holds:

[T]hat when the Federal Government
withdraws its lands from the public do-

1
9 Federal resqrved water rights were first

e'pliaity recognized in a case interpreting an
agreement between the United States .affd an
Indian tribe. Winters v. United States, 207
'.S. 164 (1908). In 'Winters, the Court relied
in part on Congress inferred intent in the
Fort Belknap Agreement to transform the In-
dians into a "pastoral and civilized people,"
the need 'for irrigated water' to make the
reservation .l ands productive, and the con-
struction rules resolving ambiguities in the
favor of Indians, to find that the undeniable
"power of the 'Government to reserve the
Waters and exempt them from appropriation
under the state laws" had been exercised in
this case. Id. at 576-577.

The concept of federal reserved water rights
was first expressly extended to non-Indian
federal reservations; i.e., wildlife refuges, na-
tional recreation areas, national forests, in
Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546 (1963),
though the Court-had intimated that the doc-
trine would be so extended several years pre-
viously. See Federal Power Commission v.
Oregon, 349 U.S. 435 (195a). In Arizona v.
California; the Court expressly held that the
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main and reserves it for a federal pur-
pose, the Government, by implication, re-
serves appurtenant water then unappro-
priated to the extent needed to accom-
plish the purpose of the reservation. In
doing so the United States acquires a re-
served water right in unappropriated
water which vests on the date of the
reservation: and is superior to the rights,
of future appropriators. Reservation of
water is empowered by the Commerce
Clause, Art. 1, § 8, which permits federal
regulation of navigable streams,. and
the Property Clause, Art. IV, §3, which
permits federal regulation of federal
lands. The doctrine applies to Indian
reservations and other federal enclaves,
encompassing water rights in navigable
and non-navigable streams.[2'1

Reserved water rights are most
often. creae4 by i mplationsrather
than by express reservation. The in-
tent to reserve water "is inferred if
the previously unappropriated
water is necessary to: accomplish the
purposes for which the land reser-
vation is created," baausd the courts
haven reasoned 4hat' the Federal

Government would not reserve lands
for specific purposes unless it also
intended to reserye unappropriated

water necessary to fulfill those pur-
poses.. Cappaert -v. United, States,
sapra at 13W; se United States v.
New Mesiico, supra, at, 701-02..How-
ever, "[w]here water is only valu-
able for a secondary use of the reser-

F.N. 19.-Continued
Principle nderiring the reservation of water
rights ' *: * was equally applicable to other
federal establishments." Id. at 601. Subse-
quently, numerous cases have applied the re-
served water rights doctrine to withdrawals
and .reservations under the jurisdiction of
NPS, -FWS and ELM. See, for example Cap-
paert V. United States, supre; In the Matter
of the United States of America, Water Divi-
sion's 4, 5 and 6, Civil Nos. W-425 etc. (Colo.
D.C., Mar. so 1978), appeal. pending (os.
79-SA99 and 100, Colo.Sup. Ct).

20 Cappaert v. United Statee, spra, at 188.

vation * * * there arises the con-
trary inference that Congress in-
tended * * * that the United
States would acquire water in the
sale manner as any other public
or private appropriator." United
States v. Na JI/exico, supra at 702.
Thus, there is an important distinc-
tion between the purposes of a land
reservation and secondary or sub-
sidiary management apart from the
reservation purpose(s); i.e., only
the former obtain water rights by
the act of reserving the land for par-
ticular purposes. This distinction is
further explored in part III B,
infra.

The measure of the federal re-
served water right is that quantity
of water needed to accomplish the
purposes of the reservation and no
more. Cappaert v. United States,
supra. The priority date-of the fed-
eral reserve(d water right for pur-.
poses of determining seniority of
water rights relative to those ob-
tained under state or federal law is
the date of the federal reservation or
-withdrawal action initiated toward
a reservation. A reserved water
right may be created by an Act of
Congress (United Statest tv. New
Mexico, supra) a Presidential
Proclamation (Cap paert v. United
States, supra), an executive order
(Arizona v. California, supra), a
treaty (Witers i. United States,
supra), a Secretarial land order
(Arizona v. CaZifornmia, supra) or

other departmental action ulti-
.mately creating. a reservation

(United States . 'atker River
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Irrigation Dist., 104 F.2d 334 (9th
Cil. 1939))

State law requirements such as
notice of application to beneficial
use are not required to perfect re-
served water rights. Cap paert v.
United States, supra, at 143, 145.
The "volume and scope of particu-
lar reserved rights, are federal ques-
tions" calling for the application of
federal law (e.g., the fact that state
water law systems may not provide
for minimum instream flows is ir-
relevant if such flows are needed to
carry out the purposes of the reser-
vation), though state courts are
competent to initially determine
federal reserved water rights in
McCarran Amendment (43 U.S.C.
g 666 (1976)) proceedings, United
States v. District Court for Eagle
County, 401 U.S. 520, 526 (1971).
Finally, reserved water rights en-
'co-impass both, existing:useszalnd fu-
ture water requirements necessary
to fulfill the purposes of the reser-
vation. See Arizzona tV. alifornia,
373 U.S., supra, at 600-601.

In sum, the federal reserved
water right is created by implica-
tion as well as by express language
in the reservation of public land for
particular purposes. It arises from

u federa~llaw, an.d isnot dependent on
state law for its existence or perfec-
tion. It does not require that water
be put to actual use, and therefore
is different from the concept of ap-
propriation of water upon which
lWestern States principally, but not

exclusively,21 rely. It establishes a
right to water to carry out the pur-
pose (s) of the federal reservation
as of the date the reservationis cre-
ated, whether the water is actually
put to use and whether future ap-
propriators under state law have
actual knowledge of its existence.
Certain other contours of the re-
served water rights doctrine "re-
main unspecified" and guiding the
Department's approach to some of
these'must awaitzconcrete fact situ-
ations, in the absence of. precedent
to guide reasonable assertion of re-
served water rights. See United
States v. New Meaiico supra, at
700.22 This reserved right doctrine

25 Same Western States recognize the exist-
ence of riparian rights, which may not depend
upon actual use, and can create uncertainty
with respect to other, "vested" state water
rights based on actual appropriation and use
so long as they are unadjudiceated, in the same
ianner as iunqulanjtied -;federa1l reserved

rights. See, eg., In Be Waters of Long Valley
Creek System, 84 Cal. App. 3d 140 (Cal. Ct.
App. 1978), appeal pending, Cal. Sup. Ct.;
see also United States v. Gerlachi Live Stooi
Co., 339 U4S. 725, 742-55 (1950).

22 As an example, this opinion does not. dis-
cuss whether the reserved water rights doc-
trine applies to acquired lands. While T am
of the opinion that persuasive arguments may
bes made both for or against the assertion of
reserved rights on acquired lands of the
United States, I do not find t necessary to
resolve this issue in this opinion because it is
the policy of the Department to acquire water
rights on acquired lands through methods
other than assertion of a reserved water
right" ",0 'ar. C.tWheatley;4, "Study of. the
Development, Management, and Use of Water
Resources on the Public Lands," 83 (1969):
Corker, "Water Rights and Federalism-The
Western Water Rights Settlement Bill of
1957," 45 Calif. L. Rev. 604, 612 (1957);
Tarlock and Tippy, "The Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act of 1968," 55 Cornell L. Rev. 707,
735-86. (1970); with Federal Reserved; Water
Rights Task Group Report (prepared for
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is applied to the various- types of
federal reservations administered:
by the Department in secs. IV-VIII
of this opinion.

B. Federal Water Rights Ob-
tained: Through Appropria-
tion: and' Use For Congres-
sionally Authorized Purposes

The land management agencies
of the Department of the Interior
have, throughout their history, ap-
propriated water on the lands they
administer to carry out congres-
sionally, authorized or mandated
programs. This appropriation of
water-its actual application to a
federal use-is necessary to carry
out the secondary uses for which
many federal reservations. are ad-
ministered. It is also essential for
the management and administra-
tion of non-reserved federal lands.
No opinion on the water rights of
the. land management agencies of
this Department would be complete
without the discussion that follows
on the non-reserved water rights of
this Department. -

, Even though federal reserved
rights have received the greatest ju-
dicial and politial atteiition, the
United States also has the right to
appropriate wateron its own prop-
erty for-congressionally authorized
uses, whether or, not ,such uses are
part of any "reservation" of the
land.

-This iight to use water for con-

Ew.N. 22-Continued con
Water Resources Pollcy Stud, Nov. 7, 1971),
7-8. A corollary issue not discussed is the ap-
plication of the reserved water rights doctrine
In non-public domain states. 

gressionally sanctioned purposes is
not a "reserved" right. That is, it
does not arise by implication from
the reservation of land for particu-
lar purposes, but instead arises from
actual use of unappropriated water
by the United States to carry out,
congressionally authorized manage-
ment objectives on federal lands.
Unlike the reserved right, this fed-
eral right to appropriate water
(like all state-recognized'appropri-
ative rights) may not pre7date in
priority, the date action is takenl
leading to an actual use, whether
consumptive or non-consumptive,
and it may not adversely affect
other rights established under state
law. The time of its actual initia-
tion and the purpose and qualtity
of the use establish limitations on
the extent of the right.

The existence of the right is sup-
ported by case law and a previous
Solicitor's opinion. See discussion
and cases cited at part II, s&ipraT
and United States v. District Cou'rt
for E aqle County, supra, at 524;
State of N'evada ex re7. Sharnerqer
,. United States, 165 F. Supp. 600'
(D. Nev. 1958) (dctun); aff'd on
other grounds; 279 F. 2d 699 (9th
Cir: 1960); Solicitors Opinion, M-
33969, 'Compliance by the Depart-
Inent with State Laws Concerning
Water Rghts," pp. 6-7, (Nov. 7,
1950); of. lUnited. States v. Little
Lalre Msere Land Co., 412 U.S. 580r
(1973). It is also unanimously rec-
ognized by. commentators and
others; e.g., in the words of the Na-
tional Water Commission: "Federal
agencies may also have made some
water uses that neither comply with
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State law nor can be justified under
the reservation doctrine. The power
of Federal agencies to make such
uses cannot be denied under the
Supremacy Clause, if the water has
been taken through the exercise of
constitutional power." And further:
"The reservation doctrine is a finan-
cial doctrine only; it confers no
power on the Federal Government
that it does not otherwise. enjoy.
Anytime the United States needs
water * * to carry out a program
authorized by the Constitution, it
has ample power to acquire it." Na-
tional Water Commission, Water
Poliies for the Fiture at pp.' 466,
467 (1973); see also F. Trelease,
Federal-State Relations in Water
Law 147; (Legal Study No. 5, pre-
pared for National Water :ommis-
sion, Sept. 7, 1971); C. Wheatley,
Study of the Development, the
Management, and Use of Water Re-
sources 'on the Public Lands, 78-80,
112-116 (1969).

Although such rights are in the
foregoing respects exactly con-
gruent with ordinary state appro-
*priation law, the appropriation for
authorized' federal purposes cannot
be strictly limited by what state
water law says is a "diversion" of
water or a "beneficial use" for which
water can be appropriated.

Only Congress, as' I stated earlier,
has the authority under the Prop-
erty Clause, to control the disposi-
tion and use of water appurtenant
to lands owned by the United States.
See Kleppe v. New M1,exico, sulgra;

cf. United States. v. Little Lake
Misere Land Co., 412 U.S. 580, 593-
'97 (1973) (this case held that fed-
eral courts may fashion rules of
federal law necessary to carry out
important congressionally author-
ized programs; i.e., land acquisi-
tions under the Migratory Bird
Conservation Act; where state laws
do not provide appropriate stand-
ards or unduly interfere with fed-
eral programs); United States v.
Albrecht, 496 F. 2d 906, 909-11 (8th
Cir. 1974) (state law's failure to
recognize' property interest in an
easement taken by the Federal Gov-
ernment to carr.y out the Migratory
Bird Hunting Stamp Act does not
prevent enforcement of easement, to
carry out congressionally author-
ized national program). It is my
opinion that, since Congress has
vested only the public with the
right to appropriate unappropri-
ated waiter arising on, under,
through or appurtenant to federally
owned lands under' state law, the
United States itself retains a pro-
prietary interest in those waters
that have not been appropriated
'pursuant to state law. The' United
States therefore retains the power
to utilize those unappropriated wa-
ters to carry out the management
objectives specified in congressional
directives. 'Such directives are au-
thorized under the broad powers
contained in the Property Clause.
See Kleppe V. Nei Mexico, supra.

Any legislation enacted by Con-
gress to accomplish management ob-
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jectives on federal lands preempts
conflicting state regulations or laws
as a result of the operation of the
Property and Supremacy Clauses of
the United States Constitution. See
Kieppe v. New Mexico, spra. Any
authority the states may have -been
given to regulate and administer
federal property and/or programs
by the Congress may only be exer-
cised in a manner which is "not in-
consistent with clear congressional
directives." See California v. United
States, supra, 438 U.S. 645 at 672.

It seems plain, however, that most
of the United States' appropriative
(or non-reserved) water rights are
recognized under the water aw of
most of the Western; States, and
therefore no conflict with state sys-
tems should generally exist. There
may, of course, be conflicts between
the Federal Government and provi-
Sions of state substantive law when
federal agencies appropriate water
for uses which are not recognized
as "beneficial" under - individual
state water law systems, or where.
in-stream flows needed for federal
purposes are not recognized as a
"diversion" or "appropriation" of
water under state law.

The question remains, however,
whether and to what extent the
United States must conform its as-
-sertion of non-reserved federal
water rights to state law. The ma-
jorityopinion in United States v.

New Mexico, supra, suggests at one
point that, if a reserved right does
not exist, "there arises the contrary
inference that Congress intended"
federal agencies to "acquire water

in the-same manner as any other
public or private appropriator."
438 U.S. at 02. It is not clear
whether the Court was referring
generally to the concept of appro-
priation of water used bythe West-
ern States, or full conlpliance with
procedural and substantive state
water law, or only compliance with
state procedures If the Court in-
tended by this dictum that the
United States could only assert
-water rights for purposes recog-
nized as beneficial understate law,
then the federal land manager
would have to manage the same
kind of federal .lands significantly
differently in different states, de-
pending on local law. The BLM, for
example, may not be able to manage
lands for recreation and fishery pro-
tection in one state to the same ex-
tent that it could in a-neighboring
state because of differences in what
,are regarded .as "beneficial uses"
under each state's law.

The majority in New Mexico does
not. discuss whether Congress in-
tended this anomalous result. As
noted above, the Court had two
years previously stated in Cappaert
v. Unitel States, supra, at 145, that
"[f]ederal water rights are not de-
pendent upon state law or state pro-
cedures * ." I must interpret the
dictum in Uited States v. New
Mexico in light of, and consistent
with, prior Supreme. Court pro-
nouncements, especially, since the
Court did not purport to limit or
overrule statements in prior deci-
sions. Therefore, it is reasonable to
conclude that although the majority
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in New Mexico believed that non-
reserved federal water rights must
be acquired through some form of
appropriation and actual use.. I can-
not subscribe to the view that these
non-reserved federal water rights,
used in connection with congres-
sionally authorized l and manage-
ment programs, are dependent upon
state law in defining their, substan-
tive contours. In my view, such a
result would not comport comfort-
able with such Supreme Court deci-
sions as United States v. Little Lake
Misere Land Co., supra., recogniz-
ing the authority of the Federal
Government to: rely on federal. law
where state law interferes with con-
gressionally authorized programs,
and Paul v. United States, supra,
requiring an express action by Con-
gress to delegate federal preroga-
tives to state authorities; and would
contradict the unanimous view of
the authorities cited above that the
Federal Government's right to ap-
propriate unappropriated water
necessary to carry out congression-
ally mandated management func-
tions cannot be defeated by state
law definitions of beneficial use or
diversion.

While I am firm in my opinion
that federal. non-reserved water
rights are not dependent upon the
substantive contours of state water
law, the issue whether they: must be
perfected under state procedures is
a closer question; e.g. while con-
gressionally authorized programs
may plainly be frustrated in certain

states if the substance. of state law
is binding on federal agencies, f.,
United States v. Little Lake Miisere
Land Co., 412 U.S. 580 (1973), no
equal danger is posed by compliance
with state procedures.
. Complying with state procedural

law has certain advantages. It puts
subsequent state appropriators on
clear notice of federal rights, re-
duces uncertainty, and allows better
integration of state and federal
water rights. It is also literally con-
sistent with one interpretation of
the dictum in United States v. New
Mexico, supra; i.e., the United
States;.. would acquire water in the
same way-by the same proce-
dures-as any appropriator.

While predicting the outcome if
and when this issue reaches the Su-
preme Court is difficult, given the
conflicting indications over the last
hundred years of decisions constru-
ing the 1866. 1870 and 1877 Acts, I
am of the opinion that the better
policy is to follow state law in ac-
quiring federal water rights to the
greatest practicable extent. This in-
cludes following state procedural
law in all cases involving appropri-
ation of non-reserved water. rights
and state substantive law where
that law recognizes the federal ap-
propriative rights in all pertinent
respects.

Tam unable to say that such com-
pliance is required as a matter of
law, but because it may be required?
the safer course is to follow state
procedures in perfecting- non-
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reserved water rights. Although I
have determined that Interior agen-
cies should comply with state law
to the greatest practicable extent,
this should not be construed as a
waiver of-any rights to the use of
water which agencies of this De-
partment have established in the
past, even if the use relates to other
than a reserved right and is of a
type which agencies should make
application for through state pro-
cedures in the future. Interior agen-
cies should, - however, attempt
promptly to record these existing
uses with the states.

Therefore, application should be
made pursuant to state procedural
law for all uses of water Interior
land management agencies are
making and plan to make on the
federal lands they manage which
are not covered by reserved rights,
as discussed more specifically in
parts IV-IX below.

C. Other methods for Acquiring
Water Rights,

The United States has available
other methods by which it can ac-
quire water rights for use on fed-
eral lands. Chief among these well-
recognized methods are purchase,
donation, exchange or condemna-
tion. Congress, pursuant to its
power to provide for the manage'-
ment of federal lands under the
Property Clause and its authority
to appropriate funds for carrying
out the mandated land management
objectives, can appropriate funds
for the use of the land management
agencies to purchase, water rights

nieeded to cairry out Congress direc-
tives.23 Water rights are sometimes
purchased, along with the land,
when establishing such areas as fish
and wildlife preserves. The United
States also has the authority to ex-
changet parcels of land-or other
property interests with non-federal
parties or accept donations of land
and interests therein.-This includes
the right to exchange lands carry-
ing water rights or the water rights
themselves.24

Finally, the United States, as an
incident of sovereignty, may con-
demn lands or interests therein
when necessary to carry OLt federal
programs. Kohl v. United States,
91 U.S. 367 (1875). This power of
condemnation includes the condem-
nation of water rights. Dugan Vu.
Bank, 372 U.S. 609 (1963).

IV. RESER VED WATER
RIGHTS APPLICABLE TO
AREAS ADMINISTERED
BY BLM

This section discusses the re-
served water rights doctrine as ap-
plied to BLM lands. The most im-
portant reservations administered
by the BLM which have judicially
recognized reserved water rights
are public springs and water holes
reserved under 43 U.S.C. § 141,
300 (1970) and 30 U.S.C. 229a
(1976) 2

2a see, e.g., 16 U.S.C. I7j-2, 715a, 718d,
1277 (1976)Y.

24See, eog., 16 U7.S.C. §1277 (976).
2S In the matter of the Aplfcation of Water

Rights of the Unted States of Amerkca', Colo,
Water Divs. 4, 5, 6, p. 38, et seq., Opinion of
Judge Stewart (Mar. 15, 1978), appeal pend-
ing (Nos. 79-SA99 and 100, Colo. Sup. et.).
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.A. Public TVater Holes and
Springs

I. Statutory Backgrounc and
Legislative History

In the Act of Dec. 29, 1916,26 Con-
gress directly addressed the reser-
vation of public springs and water
holes and specifically included themn
as available for reservation under
the broad authority previously
granted the President in the Pick-
ett Act.27 Sec. 10 of the 1916 Act,
formerly 43 U.S.C. .§ 300 (1970),
provided, in pertinent part (italics
added):

Lands containing waterholes or other
bodies of water needed or used by the
public for watering purposes shall not
be designated under sections 291 to 301
of this title but may be reserved under
the provisions of sections 141 to 14 of
ithis title [the Pickett Act] and such lands,
prior to December 29, 1916, or there-
after reserved shall, while so reserved,
be kept and held open to the public use

2043 U.s.C. § 291 et seq. (1976).
2743 U.S.C. 141 (1970), commonly re-

ferred to as the Pickett Act, was enacted on
June 25. 1910, and provided:

"The President may, at any time in his dis-
cretion, temporarily withdraw from settle-
ment. location; sale, or entry any of the pub-
lic lands of the United States, including Alas-
ka, and reserve the same for water-power
sites, irrigation, classification of lands, or
other public purposes to be specified i the
orders of withdrawals, and such withdrawals
or reservations shall remain in force until
revoked by him, or by an Act of Congress."
fItalles added.]

Pursuant to the, authority granted by .this
section, certain public water reserves- were
created; e.g., Public Water Reserve No. 19,
issued by President Wilson on May 4, 1916.
the Pickett Act was repealed by sec. 704(a)
of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act (FLPMA), 43 U.S.C. § 1701 Note; how-
ever, existing withdrawals remain In force
until changed in accordance with. the Act.
& 701 (c) ; ibid.i;

for such. purposes under such general
rules and regulations as the Secretary
of the Interior may prescribe e *

The Pickett. Act authorized the'

President to withdraw lands for

"other public purposes" and the

1916 Act stated that reservations

may be created when "needed or

used by the public for watering

purposes" or "for such purposes

under such general rules and reg-

ulations as the Secretary of the In-

terior may prescribe." The purposes

for: which the public sntay use the

water on these reserved water holes

or other bodies of water under secs.

141 and 300 must therefore be de-

termined by interpretation of these

sections, their legislative history,

Executive Orders making the with-

drawals, and the regulations of the

Department of the Interior relating

to these reservations.

Sec. 10 of the 1916 Act was part

of the- congressional: plan to imple-

ment a system of stock raising

homesteads in the western United

States. It provided the Secretary of

the Interior with authority to desig-

nate certain areas in the West for

stock raising homesteads of 640

acres.-I

The purpose of Sec. 10 was de-

scribed by the House Committee on

Public Lands as follows:

This' is a new, sebton -andvauthorizes' the
Secretary of the Interior to: withdraw
.from entry and hold open for the general
fuse of the public, important water holes,
springs,'and other bodies of water that
are necessary for large surrounding

28 43 U.S.C. § 300 (1970).
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tracts of country, so that a person cannot
monopolize or control a large territory by
locating as a homestead the only avail-
able water supply for stock in that
vicinity. [,]

2. The 1926 Withdrawal
Most of the reserved springs and

water holes were, created by the'
Public Water Reserve No. 107, Exe-
cutive Order of Apr. 17, 1926.80
That general withdrawal of public
lands states:

[E]very smallest legal subdivision of the
public land surveys which is vacant, un-
appropriated, unreserved public land and
contains a spring or waterhole and all
lands within one quarter of a mile of
every spring or waterhole, located on un-
,surveyed public land, be, and the same is
hereby withdrawn from settlement, loca-
tion, sale. orentry, and reserved for public
use in accordance with the provisions of
Section 10 of the Act of Dec. 20, 1916 (39
Stat. 862), and in aid of pending litiga-
tion.

Following-the issuance of Public
Water Reserve No. 107, Executive
Order of Apr. 17, 1926, the Depart-
ment of the Interior adopted regu-
lations pursuant to the direction in
sec. 10 that water holes are to be re-
served "* * * for such purposes
under such general rules as the Sec-
retary of the Interior may prescribe

" H.R. Rep. No. 35, Jan. 11, 1916, 64th
Cong. 1st Sess.

"'Numerous other specific withdrawals were
made both prior and subsequent to the 1926
withdrawal, pursuant to the authority granted
in the 1910 and 1916 Acts. See, e.g., Public
Water Reserve -No. 19, Colo. No. 1, May 14,
1914; Public Water Reserve No. 60, Colo. No.
2, Feb. 25, 1919; 'Exec. Order 5389 (July 7,
:1930). These reserves are generally local In
character or otherwise minor, and are not dealt
with individually in this opinion. The general
approach adopted here In relation to the 1926
Order is, of course, applicable to these reser-
vations.

* * *." Those regulations provide in
pertinent part that:

The Executive Order of April 17, 1926,
was designed to preserve for general
public use and benefit unreserved public
lands containing water holes or other
bodies of water needed or used by the'
public for watering purposes. It is not
therefore to be construed as applying to
or reserving from homestead or other
entry lands having small springs or water
holes affordhig only enough vater for the
use of one family and its domestic ani-
mals. It withdraws those springs and.
water holes capable of providing enough
water for general use for watering pur-
poses. ['i

This blanket withdrawal had the-
effect of reserving not only the land,,
but also the water for public use,
see Jack A. ilfedd, 60 I.D. 83 at 99'
*(1947).; however, no speciflc; plir-
poses were set forth in this geineral.

ithdrawal. The 1926 withdrawal
was igade in response to the fact.
that, prior to that time, effective
control over vast areas of the public
domain could be, and in some cases
was, gained merely by securing
patents to small tracts surrounding
available water sources of a given
area. By controlling access to the

"eSee 43 CFR 2311.0-3(a) (2). The original
regulations issued with respect to the Apr. 17,
1926 Executive Order were contained in In-
structions issued by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office as Circblar No. 1066,
May 25, 1926, 51 'tD. 47. The first para-
graph of the Instructions was substantially
the same as the language quoted above. The
remaining part of the Instructions required
affidavits to be filed with every selection, fil-
ing or entry stating that no such srin or
water hole existed within the boundaries of
the land applied for or within one-quarter
mile of the external boundaries of the tract.
Even though 43 U.S.C. § 141 and 300 were-
repealed by FLIPMA, § 701(c) of that Act
provides that all existing withdrawals on the'
date of enactment shall remain in force until'
changed in accordance with the Act.
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available water, a person could ef-
fectively retain exclusive use of
great expanses of public lands.
Stated another way, the water is
often the key to the use of the land
and land is the key to gaining access
to the water.

The 1926 reservation was de-
signed to prevent this private mo-
nopolization of water on the public
domain. The means used was the
traditional and most effective way
of preserving resources on the public:
domain, ie., restricting entry by
withdrawing the land:; and thus
maintaining the water thereon open
and free for public use. After the
withdrawal; therefore, a party de-
siring to use the water either on or
off the reservatioln would be re-
quired to obtain permission to do so,
from the United States through
some form of permit. The permit-
ting process allowed the United
States to determine that the pro-
posed use was in the public interest
and not in derogation of the pur-
poses of the reservation.

3. Purposesi of tile 1996 IFith-
drawal

The 1916 Act referred to water
holes "needed or used by, the public
for waterino purposes," and author-
ized the reservation "for such pur-
poses * * as the Secretary of the
Interior may prescribe." The 1926
Order reserved the water holes-"for
public use." It is obvious that the
purposes for which the public water
holes and' springs were withdrawn

include stock watering and human
consumption.32

We must, however, examine
whether other purposes "were also
contemplated by' the' withdrawals.
Such other purposes arguably
might include, among other things,
wildlife watering; ,range improve-
ment, protection and management;
agricultural irrigation; and water-
shed protection.

The language and legislative his-
tory of the public springs and wa-
ter hole withdrawals, as well as the
Department regulations, compel a,
conclusion that the purposes for
which" public prings and water
holes were withdrawnf were rela-
tively narrow and specific. Water
was, however,;needed for purposes
other than- st6ckwaterin&g and hu-
man consumption on the public
lands that' "were intended. to be
hofmesteaded and patented pursu-
ant to sec. 10 of the 1916 Act. Wxa~
ten was also needed for additional
purposes on the unpatented public
domain surrounding these soon-to-
be-private lands that would be used
by the influx of new settlers and
homesteaders for livestock grazing
and otherluses.

I am therefore of the opinion that
those other purposes include only
(1) water for growing crops and
sustaining fish and wildlife to allow
the settlers on he public land to ob-
tain food for-their-families andpro-
v ile forage for their livestock; and
(2) water for'flood,- soil, fire and

32 Colo, 4 5 6, suprq at 40.:1
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erosi}n control, thle contt~oof'whi ch 1'licenses; rather it means only that
was essential to protect the public 'the BLM must decide whether and
and to allow the new. patentees. and the extent of which such private use
settlers on the public domain to is compatible with the purposes of
make, a viable living in this arid the withdrawal, and federal land'
and semi-arid region-of the Nation. management policies generally..
wherefor example6afnruncontrolled On the'second question,. there is.
prairie ire could completely de- no, indication that 'the purposes for
stroy a hoime, life,: belonging, live- which the water was reserved weret
stock and foraged V3 to be exclusively accomplished
* There ae two additional ques- within the confines of the relatively

tions closely related'to the purposes small tracts of land withdrawn..
of the withdrawal. These are: (1) Such a conclusion is, in fact, ab-
What quantity of water was with- surd in view of the thousands of'
drawn at each location by the-1926. acres of public lands .which then.
Executive Order? .and, (2) Where and even now surround these public;
may the waters so withdrawn be water sources and of the surround-
put to usefor the 'stated purposes? ing private lands that were home--

On the first question, it is clear steaded and patented under the
that the 1926 Order was directed' 1916 Act, the full use of which were
not, so much at reserving. 160-acre and still may be dependent upon the-
parcels of land as it was at prevent- water reserved by this order. The
ing private: .acquisition.' of these.' withdrawailodereannt, be reason-
scrce'-water resoures.3"'t is theire- abin terp eted to prevent the: use
fore my- opinion that-the' quantity 'of these reserved waters on nearby-
of water reserved at each public public or private lands beyond the
water hole or spring is the total area of land reserved. Considering:
yield. of each source. To claim less that the purpose of the withdrawal
than that quantity: would allow pri- was to fulfill a great public need in
vate rights' to. interfere with' the; providingi water :for 'humani con-
public uses in derogation of the sumption, livestock watering, anc
clear intent of the withdrawal. This other purposes noted above,, theset
is not to say, however, that' the uses may, in my opinions be made
BLM may not make such' reserved of the water other than simply o1m
water available to private users of the withdrawn lands.3 5

the public land under permits or: 4: Types of 'Springs anPmd Water.

.= These -urposes. B ' Holes Sbject to, tw 1926,T hese purposes are somewhat broader
than those contained in the Master Referee's IVithdARwaz
Iindings in CZol. 4, 5 6 which were confirmed' a. Small Springs and IWater
by Judge Stewart. Partial Master Referee Re-*
port Covering All o te laims of the United Holes
States of America, Water'Divs. 4, 5, 6 Colo.,
38-42, but I believe are. justified given the 55 This opinion does not ,deal with the au-
history and manifest, purposes of the 1926, thority by which privatersons may obtain,
'Order. '''''"'"i ................ L - - authority to transport. water em' the withri

"'See disdnssion"sprapatt'IV A.2. drawn lands.
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The 1926 Executive Order was a
blanket withdrawal of "every" par-
eel of public domain land contain-
ing "a spring or waterhole." No dis-
tinction was made on the face of
the Executive Order as to the quan-
tity of water in the water source to
be reserved. The legislative history
of the acts authorizing the- with-
drawal, the events leading up to,
and reasons expressed for, the 1926
withdrawal, and the regulations
promulgated by the Department
following the Executive Order of
.Apr.4- 17, 19.26'- are clear- howeVer,
that "lands having small springs or
water holes affording only enough
water for the use of one family and
its domestic animals," were to be
excluded from the-withdrawal. The
Executive- Order must be construed
in light of, and is limited C by, the
congressional grant of withdrawal
power in 43. U.S.C. §300 (1970).
That Act and legislative history are
consistent with-the regulations.37 In-
ay opinion, only important springs
and water holes providing enough
water for general watering pur-
poses beyond the needs of providing
food and forage for just one family
and' its-domestic animals were with-
drawn by the 1926 Executive Order

:0 43 CFRI 2311.0-3(a) (2). Original Circu-
lar No.-1066, May 25, 1926. 

87 See, e.g., H.R. Rep., No. 35, 8upra, F.N.
29, -referring, to. "important water holes,
springs -and other bodies of -water ** -*-neces-

sary for large surrounding traets. of coun-.-
try * *

b. Artifically Developed Springs
and Water Holes

Prior Interior decIsions have
reached somewhat differing conclu-
sions on the applicability; of the
1926 withdrawal to artifically de-
veloped water holes. The first of
these decisions, ant a Fe. Pacifle
Railroad Co.,' held that:

It is not believed that said order con-
templated the withdrawal of tracts con-
taining mere dry depressions or draws
which do not, in their natural condition,
furnish or retain a supply of water avail-
able for public use. Such a tract is not
land which- "contains a -spriag'or water
hole" in its natural condition, and it was
not intended to withhold such land from
acquisition by a person who has, by his
own efforts, provided artificial means for
collecting flood waters thereon.[11]

A Solicitor's Opinion rendered
six year- later, however, held that
the 1926 Order was applicable to
an artificially developed water
source. State of yew 1eojico 40 held
that:

The springs or water holes withdrawn -
are, as the regulations state, springs
and water holes capable of providing
enough water for general use for water-
ing purposes." A water hole may be cre-
ated by a flow from a well as from a
spring or natural seep, and the fact that
it was developed or brought into being:
by human agency, if rights thereto do not
exist under the laws of the State, would
not take it out of the letter or the spirit
of the order. ; -

* * - - -

53 LD. 210 (19,,0).
'SId at p. 211.
4055 I.D. 466 (1936).i
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[The 1926 Order is] a continuing with-
drawal and attaches to any lands that
were at the time of its issuance or sub-
sequently become of the character and
status defined in the order.[']

Two years later, in Lee J.
F splin,2 the Solicitor held that if

the man-made water hole:'had been
iabandoned at the time of the 1926
Order, then it-was withdrawn there-
by. On the other hand, if the water
hole'had not been abandoned by the
original developer or his successors
in: interest, then the Executive
Order w6uld have never attached.4 3

In short, the decision holds that the
1926. Order does not apply to man-
made or artificial structures upon
the -public domain unless they are
iibandoned by the original developer
or his successor in iaterest.

That.:same year, in A. T. iest

and Sons, the Solicitor held, citing
Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, supra,

Ed. at p. 467, 468. See discussion, Jnfra
at part IV Bt.,- of the 'Act of June 16, 1934,
48 Stat. 977, 30 U.S.C. § 229a (1976); con-
cerning water' producing oil andi. gas wells.
Even though 'State of. Ndsc Mexi odealt with
such a well, it does not appear that the re-
quirements of that Act were met in that case.
Therefore, -the- decision rested solely on the
effect of the 1926 Order, and the Solicitor
did not rely on, or even cite, the 1934 Act in
reaching his. conclusion. i

42 56. ID. 325 (1938); see also 1-36623
dated Aug. 28, 1961.

4 The 1938 opinion interpreted Executive
Order 't339 dated July: 7, 1930, which with-
drew all hot springs or springs with curative
properties existing on vacant, unappropriated,
unreserved public lands. The order authorized
the lease of those springs for-public purposes
under the Act of Mar. 3, 1925 (43 Stat..
1133). The Solicitor held that the Executive
Order was a continual withdrawal attaching to
lands which became of that character after
the date of the order. It was also held that
the order applied to such water sources de-
veloped by other than natural forces, sh
as drilled wells, although all such with-
drawals were held subject to prior rights es-
tablished under state law. --

that, because the water hole was not
natural and had been developed and
continuously used by West since
1887, it was not of the character
withdrawn by the 1926 Order."44

The above decisions are the only
ones found which relate to the
prospective effect of the 1926 Order
and its application: to artificially
developed water sources. I agree
with the general conclusions reached
in the earlier decision of this De-
partment that the 1926 Order does
not apply to man-made or artificial
structures on the public domain if
the developer holds- a valid, vested
water right to such source under
state law at the time of development.

I cannot agtee, however, with the
inference in some- of the opinions
of my ~ predecessors. that the 1926
Order causes a reservation of all
artificially developed water sources
upon their abandonment. 4 5 The in-
tent of the 1926 Executive Order
was, as. I earlier stated at part IV.
A. 2. sura, to reserve naturally oc-
curring water sources on the public
domain in order to prevent monop-
olization of; large tracts of -sur-
rounding land by one or a -few in-
dividuals. It was not intended to
reserve lands containing artificial
sources such as a metal stock tank.

"56 ID. 37 (1938). The decision did state
that once such a source was abandoned by the.
original developer anytime after 1926, then
the withdrawal order would automatically
attach, converting the once private ource in-
to a public water reserve. (The Solicitor cited
the unreported decision of Charles Lewis,
July 29, 1935, for this proposition.)

4 I am therefore overruling expressions in
prior opinions, such as State of New Mexico,
5t I.D. 466 (1936) and Lee J. EspUn, 6 I.D.
':25 (1938) to the extent they apply the 1926
Order to artificially developed water sources:
on the public lands.
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When,-however,-the artificial (or
man-made)- structures are aban-
doned or--forfeited by non-use, the
United States as the owner of the
real property sicceeds- to the own"
ership of the structures (as in the
case of all fixtures). and may put
the water from -the developed source
to beneficial- jse- on the public
domain.

c. Springs and 'Water Holes
W ich are Tributaries of
Streams

In its unreported decisionin Hy-
rup V. K eppe,46 the 10th Circuit.
Court of Appeals -appeared to re-:
strict the effect of. the 1926 with-
drawal,.- citingl a;-1927 Solicitor's
Opinion for: support,4 7 by holding
that the 1926 withdrawal did not
apply to a spring if its flow rose to
the dignity of a running stream and
was tributary to a natural water

48Nos. 76-1452 and 76-1767 (10th Cir.,
Nov. 7, 1977).

47 Opinion of the Solicitor dated Aar. 8,
1927. The Solicitor's Opinion referred to in
the opinion of the 10th Circuit did not, con-
trary to the court's assertion (slip op. pp.
10-11), conclude that the Executive Order
applied only to springs and water holes which
are not tributary to a stream. The opinion did
not even address that issue; rather, it mere-
ly stated that the withdrawal could not be
used as authority to reserve two tracts bor-
dering on the Henrys Fork River in Wyoming
for purposes of stock watering. The Henrys
Fork is a perennial stream tributary to the
Green River. It does not arise upon, but only
flows through, BLM land. The Solicitor con-
cluded that the 1926 Order did not effect with-
drawals of lands bordering perennial rivers
since they clearly did not fit the definition of
a "spring" or "water hole." The opinion went
on to conclude, however, that the withdrawal
did apply to a water hole in the bed of an
intermittent stream.

course. The Hyrup court did not de-..
fine the term 'tributary'l.. in. -the
opinion. In fact, there i no indica- -

tion that the court considered plac-
ing any meaning on the term other
than its common usage. This could
be an important issue when -viewed
against a backdrop of state: laws
which attach significantly -different
meanings to. the -term, partictlarly--
in the context of, defining. which - -

waters are subject to appropriation
under state law.4 8

- --

. Whether -the waters f a particu---
lar spring or water hole are resdrved -

is in, each instance, however a -fed- -
eral question calling for. the -appli-
cation of federal la-wi --US.- v2sD -

tict Court of Eagle County, upra
at 526, and. not dependent -on: state
law or procedure. Cappaert vr US.,
supra at 145. It is thus clear that
Hyrmp does not, and could- . not
under the holdings of the Supreme
Court, stand for the proposition 
that the United States is subject to
varying state definitions -of such
terms as "tributary," "spring," and
"water hole," that in. turn are
always subject to change by state
legislatures.

48 In Colorado; for example, there Is a pre-
sumption that all water is tributary 'to a
natural watercourse and thus subject to ap-
propriation. See Safranek v.: Limon, 123 Colo.
330, 228 P2d 975 (1951) ; Cline v. Whitten,
150 Colo. 179, 372 P.2d 145 (1962), holding
a spring to be part of the stream. See Colo.
Rev. Stat. 1973 § 37-92-101 et 8eq., and
Kuiper v. Lundvall, 187 Col . 40, 529 P.2d
1328 (1974), cert. den. 421 U.S. 996 -(1975),
where the court found that groundwater
which would take 178 years to rach astream
was not tributary.

306-919-190-3
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I believe that Congress, in author-
izing the Executive withdrawass in
the -1940 -anad 1916 Acts, intended to
conferb--oad authority -to preserve.
for public use the sources of water
on the public -domain which were
necessary for the proper develop-
menit and -use: of the lands. The
Execu4tive withdrawals of 1926, and
those which preceded-it, were in-
teded to6 prevent the recurrence of
past abuses on -the public- domain
and affedtd. altl water- holes and
springs as comnnonly defined These
watet 'soures-,-as of the date of the
withdrawals, were no longer -sub-
ject to private appropriation under
state law. T am-asoe -of the- opinion
that abandonment-of a spring or
water holk as defined herein by an
individual-who had a vested water
right to that source pursuant to state
law-causes the 1926 Executivt Order
to attadh at the time of abandon-
ment. Whether a given source is or
has been affected by the withdrawal
is a matter of federal law. See, e.g.,
CappWert v. United States, 426 RS.
128, 143 46 (1976). I am therefore
of the opinion that actions by a
state legislature in defining classes
of water cannot alter the effect of
the federal action.

5. Effect of 1926 Withdrawa2 on
Water Rights Established
Under State Law 

Previous decisions of this Depart-
ment, 'with which I fully concur,
have uniformly held that the 1926
Order (like all reservations creating
reserved rights) cannot interfere
with- a water right vested under

state law prior to the 1926 4ith-
drawal dated4

Where a state water right does
not vest until -after D2%. hbwever,
that water right is ineffective
against the 1926 withdrwal. jFor
example, in Jack A.-Mdd- he
Department found that a 1940 per-
mit was ineffective to appropriate
the waters of the springs since thpse
waters had been reserved: in 1926.
The Medd decision, stan g frthe
proposition that. a state appropria-
tive permit issued subsequent to the
1926 withdrawal is inefective to
confer a right in the penittee is
hereby reaffirmed.

The United States is not required
to object to attempts to appropriate
those waters under -state; -law at
points off the public domain-. The
private appropriator ostablishiig a
right under state law after Apr.17,
1926, acquires his right with con-
structive notice that, to the extent
of the yield of the reserved source,
his right would be subject to the
prior rights of the United States,
whether exercised prior to-or sb-
sequent to the state-sanctioned pri-
vate use.5 ' This is, of course the
necessary result of the general on-
cept of the reserved right, as recog-
nized by the Supreme Court. Con-
siderations of comity suggest, how-
ever, that the BLM should object to
such attempted. appropriations of
water subject to a reserved rht
when it learns about them.

0 See Thomas Morgan, 52 LI. 735 (1929)
State of Arizona, 59 I.D. 14 (1945);: A. '.
West d Sons, supra.

s60 I.D. 7 (1947). -

51 See discussion at part III A.,. .!ara.
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6. nsy of the Effect of the state laws, custom or usage prio tQ
-.9d Order Apr. 17,1926.

From the discussion above con- 4. The Order does not witdraw
sidering the plain intent and pur- artificially developed sources of
pose of the 1926 Executive Order, water or man-made structures for
the congressional acts under which collection of water on the puhlic
it was issued," and the subsequent domain; however, any interest eld
Departmental interpretations rela- in those artificially developed or
tive thereto, I have reached the fo]- constructed sources or str PIwtures
lowing conclusions concerning the passes to the United -Sta upon
legal effect of the 1926 order: abandoment by the aeveloper or

1. I believe the following' defini- his successor in interest by virtue of
the United States' ownership.;o lthevtions are consistent with the Execu-
land.tive Order and the cases construing

it; e.g., Santa Fe' Papa Rxlrod 5. The Order withdraws, -by op-
Co., 53:I.D. 210 (1930) For pur- eration of law, lands which beome
poses of the i Executive Order off the he character contemplated, in Ihe
Apr. 17, 1926, the term "spring" order sbsequent to the date o the
means a discrete natural flow f order; i.e., vacant, unappdropriyted
water emerging from the earth at a unreserved public lands upon wiich
reasonably distinct location whether springs or water holes, as defined
or notsuch flow constitutes a source herein, come into existence fter
of or is tributary to a water course, Apr. 17, 1926. (See dso para 8,
pond or other body of surface infr . )
water. The term "water hole" means 6. The Order withdraws, by op-

eration of law, any vacant, iapo
a dip or hole in the earth's surface priated, unvd puanpr l

wher sufac orgroudwaer ol-priated, unreserved public landy-where urfAce or groundwater col-
upon which is located a spring or

lects and which may serve as a h a 
watering place for man or animals. wate hole asdfndhri 

watein ac forna or ani . for which a private vested right to
2. The Executive Order wetl use all of such water der' p-

drew, as of Apr. 17, 1926, all lands psical sw tom nde uage
: ~~~~~~~plicable, state law, custom and'usage

containg important springs and has previously existed; upon aban-
water holes, as defined herein, that donment or forfeiture of that state
existed as of that date on vacant, water right under the terms of the
unappropriated, unreserved public applicable state law, custom or
lands. usage. Of course, a person holding

3. The Order does not affect a a valid, vested private right to use
valid private right to use some or all water of a spring or water hole on
ofJthe-waters of such a source that vacant, unappropriated, unreserved
had vested under the applicable public lands may transfer that righi
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in accordance with the applicable
state law, but no private right can.
be perfected after abandonment or
forfeiture of a right; i.e., the with-
drawal. attaches immediately upon
forfeiture or abandonment.

. The Order has withdrawn all
lands containing: springs and water
holes,%as defined, and subject to the
limitations set forth above, regard-
less of whether the water source has
been the subject of an official finding
as to its existence and location.

8.;The:priority date for the public
right ta use the waters of a spring
or water hole withdrawn by the
Order is Apr. 17, 1926, for all pub-
liesprings or water holes existing
on 'that date. Those public springs
and water holes that naturally come
into existencel at a later date are
withdrawn when they come into
existence.

9. Any action taken by a private
party who did' not have a vested
state water right prior to Apr. 17,
1926, or had not received appropri-
ate'.permission. from the United
States subsequent to that date to
make use of -a public water hole or
spring withdrawn by the Order is
a nullity and of no force and effect.
Any entry onto the reserved land for
such purpose constitutes a trespass.

10. The purposes for which water
is reserved under thei 1926 Order
are (a), stockwatering, (b) human
consumption,. (c) agriculture and:
irrigation,, including sustaining fish,
wildlife and plants as. a food and
forage sources, and (d) flood, soil,
fiie'. and erosion control.

11. Because the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of
1976, 43 U.S.C. § 1701 et, eg.

(1976), (FLPMA),. repealed both
authorizing statutes -under ' hich
the Apr. 17, 1926, Order was is-
sued,52 springs and water holes on
the public domain coming into ex-
istence after Oct. 21, 1976 are not
withdrawn by the Apr. ,. 1926,
Order but must be withdrawn
under other, still-existing lisla-
tive authority to be effective

B. Other BL t Reser'ved ights

Any other reserved. rights which
BLM might hold and administer on
behalf of the U.S. must have a.-basis
in other statutes or orders pertain-
ing to the public lands. ecause
most BLM-managed lands are. by
definition non-reserved: public do-
main, the reserved water rights doc-
trine is, therefore, not generally
applicableA5 Because hundreds- of
laws and thousands of' executive.
actions over the years, have dealt
with BLM lands, it is possible that
some of these have created reserved
rights in addition to those discussed
below; however, the discussion that
follows addresses the, important
laws of general applicability The
approach set forth in this opinion
should govern examination of any
other laws and executive actions not
specifically discussed herein.

5 Sec. 10 of the Act of Dec. 29, 1916 (for-
merly 43 U.S.C. § 300 (1970), and the Pickett
Act, 43 U.S.C. § 141 (1970), were repealed
by FLPMA's see. 704(a).

X The Supreme Court underscored this in
the New Meaico case by referring to the reser-
vation of water for land which is""withdrawn
from the public domain for specific, federal
purposes." 438 U.S. at 698.
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1. Act d J e 16,1934

The. Act of June 16, 1934, 48 Stat.
977; '30.U.S.C. §229a (1976), pro-
vides 54that all oil and gas prospect-
ing permits or leases issued shall be
subject to the condition that if water
is struck by the permittee or lessee
instead-of oil or gas, the Secretary,
upon finding that the well is capa-
ble of producing water "of such
quality and quantity as to be valua-
ble and usable at a reasonable cost
for .agkicultural, domestic or other
purposes," may purchase the well
and. provide for the use thereof "ol
the public lands or disposing of such
water for beneficial use on other
lands * * 5 A previous So]icitor's
Opinion held that the United States
must.obtain a right pursuant to state
lawm in order to use the water of a
well withdrawn by the 1934.Act.57

This, opinion is contrary to the re-
served right doctrine and holdings
of the Supreme Court 58 and I there-
fore. overrule that Opinion.

The. Departmental regulations
relative to this section are contained
in 30 CFR, Part 241. These regula-
tions provide that once an oil or gas
well is found to be valuable for
water production it will be pur-

"'This Act initially provided that the land
on which such a water well is located "shall
be reserved as a water hole under sec. 300 of
Title 43." This provision was repealed by
FLPHA's §704(a), which also repealed 43
U.S.C.. -§ 300 (1970). See note 52, supra.

- 30 U.S.C. § 229a(a) (1976).
5 5

1d,.subsec. (c).
570pinion of July 20, 1937 (-28853).
Is Seej e.g., appaert v. United States,

supra; United States v. New Meico, supra.

chased and "the -land subdivision
which contains the well will if-sub-
ject thereto, be held to be witldraw.n
by Executive Order- of .Apr.. 17,
1926, and reserved for public use
pursuant to Section 10 of the Act of
December 29, 1916." . - :

Lands containing these types of
water wells are actually hybrids,
owing their reserved status to the
1916 Act and the 126 Executive
Order as well as the 1934 Act.. The
priority date for water uses from
such a source is the date it was
developed. The purposes for. Which
the water could be used are: statdd
in the 1934 Act itself as "agricul-
tural, domestic or other purposes."'
It is my opinion that the teri "other
purposes" specified in the 1916 Act
is limited by those purposes which
I have found established iiy the
1926 Order.60

Water reserved by withdrawals
under the.1934 Act may also be used
either on or off public lands, but

6930 CF 241.5.
eo ee discussion on page 580; siupra

The Master-Referee in Co ., -5, 6, suspra, at
p. 328, found that the uses which could be
made of.the reserved water under the 1934
Act were broader than those purposes en-
compassed in the 1926 Order and included
(1) wildlife and stockwatering, human drink-
ing, (2) flood, soil, fire and erosion control,
(3) range improvement, protection and man-
agement, (4) agricultural and irrigation
uses, (5) watershed protection and securing
favorable conditions of water flows and (6)
recreational and fish and wildlife uses. I be-
lieve the same purposes are encompassed in
both the 1934 Act and the 1926 Order, and
are narrower than the Master-Referee found
with respect to the former, and broader than
he found with respect to the latter. See note
33, supra.
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,only in accordance with terms pre- the Federal Energy Rcegulatory
scribed by the Seeretary. Commission). The Secretary of the

. Power Sit eWit hdrataZs Interior retains, however,. the au-
thority to administer and' manage

,43 U.S.C. § '141 (1970)2. author- these lands for allu other purposes,
ized the: President to "temporarily and can open such lnis to location,
withdraw * $* public lands * * * entry, or selection undoer tlle public
and reserve the same for water- land laws, subject to the possibility
powe,. sites.?'; of power development where itis de-

Pursunt to this statute,. numer- termined by FERC that fthl value
ous. tracts of land determined to be of such landsfor power develop-VAIUable for developandmforentelas pvelopyaiable for. developnent as power ment will not be harmed byr such ac-
sites vere reserved from the public tivitni c5
domain. lumerous other sites were It is clear that the ony purpose
classified asvaluable for power sites for the reservation of these lands is
by thie .Secreiary thirough the Geolo- their value as sites for power. devel-
gical Survey, pursuant to the au- opment. Because the administration
thorrit~ygranted by Conlgreiss ea Anly of these lands for this single pur-
lanflso c-lassified are automatically pose is not under the jurisdiction of
reserved or withdrawn from the this Department, I..find it uinneces-
public dolain, for power purposes salt to express an opinion on the
wvhen, an application is filed under question of whether water: is- re-
sec. 24 of tihe Federal Power Act for served for power .development. on
development as a proposed power tlease lands., I am of the opinion,
p1?oJeOL. 4

6 .. . however, that the uses of these
The development of these re- lands for other purposes under the

served land" for power purposes is i administration of this Department
under t~he admiiiistration of the do not carry with them. reserved
Federal Power Comlission (now water rights; simply because of

'stSee 30 U.S.C. §229a(c) (1976) which their reservation as a power site.
also gives a -preference right to make benefi- Evn sum a
cial' UIse of these waters to, owner or oc Icupant Even assuming. there is a reserved
of adjacent lands. right for power site purposes, these

SitOpra, footnote 27.
.'The Act of Mar. 3, 1879, 43 USC' § 1 other uses are, clearly secondary,

(1976),: provides in pertinent part that !'(a) authorized uses of . the reserva-
The Director of the Geological Survey * * * '
shal have the direction of the Geological Sur- tion. 6 7 Furthermore, any power
vey, and the classification of the public development of these lands in con-
lands * * *'

* "Sec. 24 of the Federal Power Act of June ]unction with .a Bureau of Recla-
10, 19207'.10 U.S.C.-§-818 (1976); provides in
pertinent part, that:

"Any lands. of the United States included
in. any proposed project under the provisions
of: this subehapter shall from the date of filing
of application therefor be reserved from en-
try, location, or other disposal under the laws
of the United States until otherwise directed
by te [Federal Power] commission or by
Congress."

. 16 U.S.C..§.818 (1976).
"That is, any possible federal claims-for a

reserved water right on lands withdrawn as
power sites would appropriately be made by
or through the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission.

07 See United States vY lewc Mexico spra,
438 U.S. at 702.
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mation project also does not entitle
Ae. Bureau of Reclamation to as-
sert a reserved water right because
CQngress has clearly directed the
Bureau of Reclamation to apply to
the state for water rights for its
projiects under section 8 of the Rec-
lamation Act of June 17, 1902.68

3. Stock Driveways

Sec. 10 of the Act of Dec. 29, 1916
(43 tU.S.C. §300 (1970)), author-
ized the withdrawal of public lands
from entry f6r driveways for live-
stoelk or in connection with water
holes. The purpose of these with-
dra'wals was to allow for the unhayn-
pered passage of livestock across
the public domain to iion-contigu-
oes tracts of both private and pub-
lie domain lands for grazing pur-
pokes, and to provide access to those
springs and water holes reserved
fo' livestock watering purposes. I
alil 6f the opinion that these water
sourbes located within stock drive-
-ways are reserved to the extent
ilec6ssary to provide for stockwTater-
ing during the process of moving
livestock through these reserved ac-
cess corridors. Because FLPMA re-
pealed the authorizing statute un-
der:which these withdrawals were
issued, water sources on the public
domain created after Oct. 21, 1976,
are not withdrawn under the Act. of
Dec. 29, 1916. but must be with-
drawn under other, still-existing

legislative authority to be effective.

0 43 U.S.. § 383 (1976);- California v.
EJnited States, supra, 438 U.S. 645.-.

4. Oil Shale Withd'pawlSs-

The BLM manages the' use of
the oil shale withdrawals reserved
by Executive Order 5327 (Apr. 15,

1930), subsequently aended to al-
low oil and gas and'sodium devel-
opment in Executive. Ordeis 6016
(Feb. 6, 1933) and 7038' (May 13,
1935). The 'relevant' 'language of
Executive Order 5327 is: as follows:

[T]he deposits of, oil shale, and lands
containing such deposits owned by the
Uited States, be, and the same are
hereby, temporarily withdrawn from
lease and other disposal and rserved
for the purposes of nvestigation, eami-
nation, and classification.,

Under the "specific putpose'test
formulated il:Nt3W ./eaio, 8Uaprait
appears that these oil shale. with-
drawals. also withdrew- enough
water as is reasonably necessary for
the "'purposes of in'vestigation ex-
amination and classification.1 The
investigation and xamination of
these: oil: shale-bearinig aids- are
preliminary steps to classifying

these lands as valuabl for oil shale
development. I find niothing, how-
ever, in Executive Order 5327 which
would permit the inference' of an
intent to reserve water for: actual
oil shale development. Thus I con-
clude that, while there is-an inferred
intent to reserve waters .'onaly
necessary for preliminary investiga-
tion, examination tnid..ciasrification

of oil shale-bearing lands, Execu-
tive Order 5327 does not, by itself,
create any reserve water rights for
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the 'deel6pmient of oil shale in the
withdrawn area.6es

5. The Taylor Grazing Act 0

The Taylor Grazing Act estab-
lished 'a comprehensive program
which allows individual stockrais-
ers to use'the public lands for graz-
ing.; Congress directed that BLM
manage-the public domain for graz-
ing purposes so as
to regulate 'their occupancy and use, to
preserve the -land and its resources from
destrgctio. or: unnecessary injury, to
provide for the orderly use, improvement
and' development of the range; and
* * t to continue the study of erosion
and flood control and to perform such
work as may be necessary amply to pro-
tect and rehabilitate * * * [the public
domain].: [n]"3

The Taylor Grazing Act did not
reserve ay land from the public
donain, but rather authorized the
Secretary' to manage the public
landgsfor grazing "[un 'order'to
promote the highest use of the pub-
lic lands pending its 'final disposal
* * 8772 Moreover, Congress spe-
cifically provided in 43' U.S.C.

co
0

My conclusion Is shared by the commen-
tators. For example:

'[The Executive Order's] purposes are
clearly. stated: Investigation, eamination and
classifdeation. There is no mention of water,
and, more significantly, none of oil shale de-
velopment. The language of the order cannot
support a conclusion that development was
intended and it cannot be inferred from the
mere act of withdrawal as is possible for the
oil shale reserves. Thus the argument that all
federal oilshale lands carry with them their
own protected water supply, intriguing
though it may be, must fail."
Holland, "Mixing Oil and Water: The Effect
of Prevailing Water Law Doctrines on Oil
Shale Development," 52 Denver L:. Rev. 657,
688 (1975).

7°43 U.S.C. § 15 et seq. (1976).
"48 U.S.C. 315a (1976).

.72 43 U.S.C. 315 (1976).

§ 315b (1976), in pertinent part,
that

nothing in this subchapter shall * * *

diminish or impair any right to the pos-
session and use of water .* . which
has heretofore vested or accrued under
existing law validity affecting the public
lands or which may be hereafter initi-
ated or acquired and maintained in ac-
cordance with such law. E

Therefore, no reserved water rights
were created by the Act.

6. O&C Act

The Oregon and California Rail-
road Lands and Coos Bay Wagon
Road Lands ("O&C lands") were
originally part of the public domain
which Congress granted to the Ore-
gon and California Co. pursuant to
the Act of July 25, 1866 (14 Stat.
239) to build a railroad and to the
Coos Bay Wagon Road Co. pursuant
to the Act of Mar. 3, 1869 (Stat. L.,
XV 340-341) to build a wagon road.
The grant was subject to conditions
which- were later determined: by the
Supreme Court to have been vio-
lated, and Congress ordered title
revested in the United States.7 3

73 In 1908, Congress authorized the Attorney
General to file suit against the Oregon and
California Railroad Co. for forfeiture of its
unsold indemnity lands for violation of an
enforceable covenant. The U.S. Supreme Court
found for the United States, and remanded the
case to Congress for .- legislative solution.
Oregon and California R.R. Co. . U.S., 23S

U.S. 393 (1915). Congress responded by pass-
ing the Act of June 16, 1916 which paid the
Railroad Company $2.50 for each acre of lan

it was entitled to because of actual construc-
tion and revested in the United States title
to all land which had been unsold prior to
July 1, 1913. In the same 1908 resolution

authorizing suit against te Oregon and Cali-
fornia Railroad Co. for recovery of its grant,
Congress authorized suit against the Coos
Bay Wagon Road Co. upon the same grounds.
In 1919, while the Company was awaiting
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court after losing
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Congress directed that those lands
"classified as timber lands, and
powersite lands valuable for tim-

-ber," should be managed "for per-
1manent forest production." T

I am of tie opinion that the re-
vesting of these lands in the United
States did not effect a formal reser-
vation of these lands for which the
United States may claim a reserved
water right, nor did the "O&C" Act
do anything nore than provide (as
did the Taylor Grazing Act) how
these lands were to be managed.
1here are therefore no reserved
water rights on "O&C" lands.

7. The Classifcation and Multi-
pie Use Act of 1964

The Classification and Multiple
Use Act of 1964 rS provided a sys-
tem for classifying which public
lands were to be disposed of under
applicable public land laws and
which were to be retained for in-
terim multiple use manaoement0

The Act was to be "consistent with
and supplemental to the Taylor
Grazing Act of June 28, 1934," 7
and its purposes were declared to be
"supplemental to the purposes for
which public lands have been des-

F.N. 73-Continned
in the federal district court, Congress author-
ized dismissal of the suit and payment to the
Company for its interests in the lands upon
reconveyance to the United States (40 Stat.
1179-1180). The money paid the Company
was the maximum which Congress intended the
Company should derive from its original grant.

7:43 t.S.C. 1181 et seq. (1976).
U.S.C. § 1411 et seq. (1970).

'7 This Act expired of its own terms in 1970.
See 43 U.S.C. §1418 (976).

5T43 U.S.C. 315 (1976).

ignated, acquired, withdrawn, re-
served, held, or administered." 8

Since I have determined that the
Taylor Grazing Act did not effect
the reservation of any water, find-
ing a reservation of wate r in any
classification under the Classifica-
tion and Multiple Use Act would
clearly be inconsistent with the
Taylor Grazing Act. Therefore,
lands classified under that Act do
not have reserved water rights.

8. TVild Horse Ranges

The Act of Dec. 15, 197I,;9 au-
thorizes and directs the Secretary
"to protect and manage wild free-
roaming horses and burros as com-
ponents of the public lands" and
furthermore provides that he "may
designate and maintain specific
ranges on public lands as- sanctu-
aries for their protection and pres-
ervation." 50 The Act: does not-au-
thorize the withdrawal or reserva-
tion of public lands for these
ranges, but says that such lands are
to be "principally" devoted t pro-
viding for the welfare: of the wild
horses and burros.

It is clear that the animals
sought to be protected by this: Act
need drinking water, but the mere

7s 43 U.s.c. §1416 (1970).
7'16 U.S.C. § 1353 et seq. (1976).
5'0 Range" is defined by the; Act 16. tS.c.

51332(c) (1976), as follows:
"tT]he amount of land necessary to sustain an
existing herd or herds of wild free-roaming
horses and burros, which does not exceed
their known territorial limits, and which i s
devoted principally but not necessarily ex-
clusively to their welfare in keeping with the
multiple-use management concept for the
public lands." 
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designation of such sanctuaries.
does not effect a reservation of wa-
ter for the. purpose of wild horse
and uirro' drinking.

9... Wil? and Scenic Rivers
The;Bureau of Land Management

administers some of the components
of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Sys-
tem.' The designation of a river as
a wild, scenic or recreational river
undert this Act explicitly reserves
suffbient''unappropriated water to
fulfill the purposes of the Act. 52 The
scope and purposes of the reserved
water rights for these rivers are dis-
cussed al part VII infra, and will
the retor not be repeated here.

WO. The Federal Land Policy
Management .Act (FLPMA}-

Not'in ' in. the Federal Land
Poiey a'&d. Management Act estab-
lishes 'a reserved right on BLM
lands -other than those discussed
above.In particular, sec. 701(g) of
FLPMAintes to 43 U.S.C. § 1701
(1976), provides in pertinent part
as f lows:

Ndthing in this Act shall be construed
as lin'ting' ': restricting the power and
anthoritt of' the United States or-

(1) as. affecting in any way any law
governing appropriation or use of, or Fed-
eral right to,1water on publc lands;

(2)'as expanding or diminishing red-
eral' dr"'State jurisdiction, responsibility,
interests, or rights in. water resources
development or control; [;

51The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Oct .2,
1968l -82 Stat.: 906, 16 U.S.C. § 1271-1287
(1976). .f., Rio .Grande River, New Mexico;
Snake River, .Idaho and Oregon; Flathead
River," Montana: American River, California. I

2 le U.S.C. .11284(c) (1976).
5 V1his provision was contained in the I

Senateiverslon of the bill and adopted by the (
conferees without debate or explanation as to I
its meaning. I

By neither expanding nor di-
minishing either state or federal
power, this provision maintains the
status quo with respect to water
rights on the public lands.

V. RESERVED WATER
RIGHTS APPLICABLE TO
AREAS ADMINISTERED
BY THE NATIONAL PARE
SERVICE

The National Park Service
(NPS) administers a variety of
lands collectively known as the Na-
tional Park System:

The "national park systems" shall in-
clude any area of land and water now or
hereafter administered by the Secretary
of the Interior through the National Park
Service for park, . .monment his-
toric, arkway, recreational, or other
purposes. El

The following subsections de-
scribe the reserved water rights that
may be claimed for domponents of
the National Park System under
existing precedent. .

A. National Parks

1. Pre-1916 National Parks

The concept of national parks is
an American invention. In the per-
iod prior to 1916, the early national
parks such as Yellowstone (1872),
Sequoia (1890), Mount- Rainier
(1899), and Crater Lake (1902),
were established bylegislation us-

14 Sec. 2(a), Act of Aug.'18, 1970, 84 Stat..
826, 16 U.S.C. lc (1970). The inclusion of
"water" in the definition of the National Park
System clarifies congressional intent that NPS
has jurisdiction over activities relating to
water areas within system boundaries. See
7nited States v. Brewn1 552 . 2d IT '(8th
flr. 1977), ert. denied 431 U.S. 949 (1977) ;
Jnited States v. Carter, 339 . Supp., 1394
(D. Ariz. 1972); 16 U.S.C. § la-2(h) (1970)-
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ing nearly identical "Purpose
language:
[Yellowstone was] e e * dedicated and
set apart as a public park or pleasuring
ground for the benefit and: enjoyment of
the people * * *

.: .

[The Secretary of the Interior] e * *
shall-make regulations providing for the
preservation, from injury or. spoliation,
of all. timber, mineral deposits, natural
curiosities, or wonders, within the park,
and their retention in their natural con-
dition. The Secretary may, in his discre-
tion, grant leases for building purposes
* e e for the accommodation of visitors.
He shall provide against the wanton de-
structton of the fish and game found with-
in . the .park. * * and generally is
authorized to take all such measures as
may be necessary or proper to fully carry
out tie objectives and purposes of this
section. [] .

Thke statutes state that. the res-
ervation for park purposes includes
the -reservation of natural re-
sources and natural curiosities, and
public enjoyment thereof. In, hiited'
States v. New Mexico, supwi' at 709-
11, the' Court intimated in dictum
that the early park legislation's ex-
press concern for the natural curi-
osities. and biotic elements would
allow the assertion of reserved
water. rights required to fulfill such
purposes. But see id., at-711, fn. 19.
Like the 1916 Act discussed below,,
these' broadly articulated purposes

-gAct'of Mar. 1, 1872, 17 Stat. 32-33, 16'
U.S.c. 55 21, 22 (19701 see also Act of Sept.
25, 1890, 26 Stat. 478, 16 U.S.C. 5 41, 43
(1970): (Sequoia) ;' Act of' Mar. 2, 1899, 30.
Stat.-993, 16 U.S.C. §§ 91-93 (1970) (Mount
Rainler)., Act of May 22, 1902, 32 Stat. 202,
16 U.S.C. 5§§121, 123 (1970) (Crater Lake).

support a variety of reserved water
rights, both consumptive and non-
consumptive, and the priority date
for such claims is the pre-1916 .date,
of each area's enabling legishation.86

2. The National Park Service's
Orgarnic Act of 1916

When the early parks and monu-
ments 'were established, there was
little coordination of policy and no
continuity, of personnel; The Na-
tional Park Service's 1916 .orgaiiic
act provided a centralized admins-
tration, and contains an enduring
statement of purpose. .
The service thus established shall pio-
mote and regulate the use:of -'i ,t-h a-
tional parks, monuments,, and reserva-
tions hereinafter specified * i by such
means and measures as conform to the

fundamental purpose of said parks, mbn-
uments, and reservations, Which phrpose's
is to conserve the scenery and the natural
and historic objects and the. ivildlife
therein and: to provide for the enjoyn n~t
of the same in such manner and by such
means as iil leave them unimpaired or'
the enjoyiment of future 'yen erations.[s']
(Italics added.)

This 'statement of 'fundamental
purpose encompasses a variety of
consumptive' and nonionsumptive
reserved water rights necessary to
conserve 'scenic, natural;. historic
and biotic elements and 'to' provide

88 The specific reserved water, rights applic-
able to these pre-1916 NationalParks are te
water rights described below n, subsec_ 2,
supplemented, by any additional reservation
purposes stated in the individus' Ipark' e-
abling legislation. See part-V B. 2., below, on:
the "relationback" provisions of 16 U S&C.
§ 1 (1970) to pre-1916 National Parke . :

5
1 Act of Aug. 25, 1916, § 1, 39 Stat. 535. as

amended, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1970).
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for sustained public enjoyment
thereof.

I conclude that the particular re-
served water rights for national
park areas encompassed under 16
U.S.C. 1 include water required
for:

1. iScenic, naitural and historic
conservation uses, such as: ecosys-
tem maintenance (e.g., protecting
forest growth and vegetative cover,
watershed protection, soil and ero-
sion control, lawn watering, fire
protection),maintenance of water-
related aesthetic conditions (e.g.,
minimum stream flows and lake ev-
els}.,-and maintenance of natural
features (e.g., wilderness protec-
tion, geysers,. waterfalls) .

2. Wildlife conservation uses,
such as: the protection, reproduc-
tion and management of migratory
wildlife and birds (e.g., wildlife
and bird Watering, habitat main-
tenance, irrigation for hay and
other food staples); and the pro-
tection,.i reproduction and manage-
ment. of fish and other aquatic life
(e.g., Ziinimum stream flows and
lake levels).
I3. Sushzined. public enjoyment

uses, sch as:: visitor: accommoda-
tion uses. through NPS and conces-
sisloner operations (e.g., campground
uses and maintenance, hotel water
and sewer uses), public facility uses
(e.g., water fountains, sewage), vis-
itor activities (e.g., visitor centers,
park offices shop ses) and visitor
enjoyment of lthe scenic, natural,
historic and biotic park resources
(e.g., trail maintenance, minimum
stream flows and lake 'levels for

water-borne public enjoynent and
recreation, hay and watering of
horses and mules used by park
visitors).

4. NPS personnel uses to provide
the above uses, such as doinestic uses
(ranger, stations, NPS residences),
NPS animal maintenance (g.; hay
and watering of NPS horses nd
mules).

These enumerated reserved water
rights uses for national-parks. are
largely consistent with the Master-
Referee and Colorado district
co-Lrt's decree in the Colorado 4, 5,
cianid litigation, spra.58 y con-

s The Colorado 4, 5, a 6 decree found
fourteen types of water uses to be within the
reserved water rights ambit of 16 U.S. § 1
(1970). The decree is consistent with my
conclusions in all but the follow ing two
respects.

First, the Master-Referee concluded that.
only concession uses operated by the United
States receive reserved water rights. Il my

view, the 1916 Organic Act clearly envisioned
permit and lease concession agreements to
provide for accommodation of visitors in
parks. Moreover, subsequent. congressional
action has reenforced the concept that the con-
cession system is the preferred means for
providing facilities for public enjoyment of
the parks, in furtherance of the fndamental
purpose of 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1970). See 16 U.S.C.
§§ 20, 20a (1970). Since providing for
sustained public enjoyment is one of the
fundamental purposes for park reservations
under 16 US.C. §1, and the concession sys-
tem is the congressionally favored method for
effecting that fundamental purpose, I con-
elude that concession uses obtain reserved
water rights.

Second, though the Master-Referee appeared
to acknowledge reserved water rights for
necessary stream flows to permit public
water-borne enjoyment and recreation in
parks, the Colorado district court held that
recreational boating: was not a fundamental
purpose for park reservations under 16 U.S.C.
§ 1. In te Matter of the Application for
Water Rights of the United States of America,
Water Divisions 4t, 5, and 6, 2-6 (Opinion of
Colorado Water Judge Stewart, Oct. 2, 1978).
This holding is Internally inconsistent with
the recognition of reserved water rights for
land-based public enjoyment and recreation
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clusions on. national park reserved
water rights are also consistent with
the Supreme Court's holding in
New Mexico, s8upra. As recognized
in that decision, any doubt about the
breadth of park system purposes
and the concomitant reserved water
right is resolved by comparing the
narrowerL utilitarian purposes for
whichnational forests were reserved
under the 1897 Act. United States
v. New eico, supra, at 709-11.
The consistency of my conclusions
on national park reserved water
rights' with New Hexico can also
be seen from the post-New Mexico
Colorado district court opinion in
Colorado 4, 5, and 6 (Judge Stew-
art, Oct. 2, 1978) which did not sub-
stantially alter national park re-
served water rights in light of Nrew

exico.
The above-defined reserved water

rights uses are all intimately related
to the fundamental purpose for
park reservations, as articulated in
16 U&C.C. §1 (1970). Thus, I con-
clude that the above-defined water
uses for parks fall within the

rPN. S8 Oontinued
(e.g., maintenance of hiking trails, camp-
grounds, hay and watering of animals used
to enjoy parks). The public enjoyment of cer-
tain scenic, natural, historic and biotic park
resources can best be obtained through water-
borne public enjoyment and recreation (e.g.,
canoeing, rafting, boating), rather than
through land-based public enjoyment and rec-
reation -(e.g. hiking, horseback riding). Thus,
I conclude that water-borne public enjoyment
and recreation is a fundamental purpose for
park reservations under 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1970),
and that necessary minimum stream flows and
lake levels for public enjoyment and recrea-
tion may, be claimed under the reserved water
rights doctrine for national parks.

fundamental purpose for park res-
ervations, and accordingly receive
reserved water rights under the re-
served water rights doctrine as
recently reiterated in the New
Hexico decision.

The purposes stated in the 116
Organic Act attach to all~"hational
parks" created prior to 1916 by vir-
tue of the statutory reference to
"national parks" in the general
sense. The above-defined reserved
water rights carry a priority date
as of the date of the individ
park's enabling legislation I

3. Post-1916 Acts

The post-1916 Acts establishin,
new national parks generally state
that park protection and -admunis-

tration will be pursuant to the 1916
organic act. See for example 16
U.S.C. § Sod (1976) (ing's Can-
yon National Park), IFU.C. g90e
(1976) (North Cascades National
Park), and 16 U.S.C. § 158 (1976)
(Big Bend National Park). n any
event, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1970) would
be applicable to these subsequent
national park units by virtue of its
inclusive "national parks" lan-
guage. Therefore, the purposes
outlined in the 1916 Act constitute
stated purposes for the individuals
post-1916 reservations and the re-
served water rights described above
attach as of the date of an indi-
vidual park's enabling legislation.
Moreover, it is possible that the i-
dividual park's enabling. statutes.
may state additional purposes not
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encompassed by the 1916 Act for National Park System and shall not be

which reserved rights may attach. exercised in derogation of the values and

Congress has-taken no action sub- purposes for which these various areas
seun to116t negteth i -have been established," except as !Maysequenti to 1916 to negate the I1 have been or shall be directly and specifi-

plied intent contained in the cally provided by Congress [lJ

Organic Act ta l nprpi A that all unipproPr-2 The purpose of thisprovision is
ated waters necessary to fulfill the to ensure that the resources, and
purposes of, the national parks are values of areas in the National Park
reserved as of' the date of the-en- S

ablihg legslation Geeral pos- System are afforded the h gghest
a fi'n4 legislatin. General post- protection and care in gyera-

1916 legislation reinforces the mental decisions. H.R. Rep. No. 95-
principls of federal control over 81,96thCongstSess 21 6,(
water and paramount protection of (19); S. -Rep -No 95-426 9th
park i 3eso ,ces. For example, the Cong., 1st Sess. 9, 13-14 20 (1977).

A&6f Mar. 3, 1921, 1Sat 33 This provision reinforoca my. con-,
16'hS.C:. § 797a (1970), prohibits clusion that Congress, by the 1916
licensing of water projects within Act and other enabling legislation,
parks and monuments without the- m~~~~~itended to reserve unappropriated
specific authority of Congress. The watersnecessarytoaccomplishpark
1921 Act reaffirms the principle of purposes, in order to protect the

(he-' WIQ Organic Act that park "high public value" of national
w-ate-rsshould be reserved for on-. w-te -hould be reserved for con- parks that might otherwis6 be lost
servation and public enjoyment b s e r .
purposes, and not allocated for con- b . -
flicting federal (and by implication, In addition to reservig water

t- vate purposes. More- rights, the National Park Service is
state -or--private) purposes. ore- 
over, recent legislation confirms the also authorized to acquire water

l;igh public value of national parks rights in accordance with state law.

and provides that actions taken in The Act of Aug.?, 1946, 60 Stat.

derogation of park values and pur- 885, 16 U.S.C. §1?j 2 (g) (1970),
poses shall not be authorized unless authorizes appropriatidns to 'the

specifically directed by Congress. National Park Service for the:
investigation and establishment of

Congress further reaffirms, declares, and watetightin acd ih, o
directs that the promotion and regulation

of t a a oh t a custom, laws, and decisions of courts, in-
of the various areas of the National Park
-System, as defined in * * * [16 U.S.C a eluding the acquisition of water rights or
§ hi, shall be consistent with and of lands or interests in lands or rights-
founded in the purpose established 1iz of-way for use and protection of water

~ [1~ U..C. § 1, to th common rights necessary or beneficial in the ad-
e-cf .§]t:hcm ministration and public use of the na-

benefit of all the people of the United i. . 90:

States. The authorization of activities tional parks and monuments.['1
shall be construed and the protection, 69 Act of Mar. 27, 1978, 0lot(b), 92 stat.

management, and administration of these 166, 1 IUS.C.A. j la-i (West Supp. 1979).
50 This provision was intended t clarify the

areas shall be conducted in light of the Service's basic. authority to investigate, es-

high public value and integrity of the tablish, and acquire water rights, so aw to
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:I do not. view the 1946. Act as
inconsistent with the principle that,
when park lands were set aside, the
Congress also intended to reserve
the, unappropriated waters appur-
tenantito sucilands necessary to ac-
complish park purposes. The refer-
ence to establishing water rights in
accordance, with court decisions
should be read to include authority
to establish reserved water rights
under applicable Supreme Court
decisions. The 1946 Act grants dis-
cretionary authority 9 to the NPS
to obtain-water.in compliance with
state law- and to purchase valid,
eisting wter, rights, when it is in

F.N. 90-Continued
avoid points of order to appropriation bills.
H.R. Rep.:-No. 2459, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. 2
(1946). When originally introduced, this Ipro-
vision contained no reference to state or local
law. The reference was added, however, at the
suggestin of the Committee on Public Lands.
92 Cdng.:Rec. 9103 (1946). There was no dis-
cussion of the underlying reason or need for
this amendment on the House floor or in the
House Committee Report.

91 The, 1946 Act is readily distinguishable
from sec. 8 of the Reclamation Act of 1902,
32 Stat. 390, 43 U.S.C. § 383 (1976), con-
strued in California v. United States, spra,
to require federal deference to both substan-
tive and: procedural state water laws for the
appropriation and distribution of federal
reclamation project water, except where incon-
sistent. with ongressional directives. Sec. 8
provides:

"Nothing in this Act shall be construed as
affecting or intended to affect or to in any
way interfere with the laws of any State or
Territory relating to the control, appropria-
tion, use or distribution of water used in ir-
rigation, or any vested rights acquired there-
under, and the Secretary of the Interior, in
carrying out the provisions of this Act, shall
proceed in conformity with such laws * *

Unlike the general discretionary authority
of the 1946:Act, the specific and mandatory
language of sec. 8 evidences a clear congres-
sional intent to defer to state law in securing
of federal water rights.

the government's best interest' do
SO (e.g., if there are not Suhlcint
amounts of unappropriai4 ~iiter
available to fulfill park Prpbses
when a park is establishedi). t also
view this statute, as h pietly
does the Supreme Court in#14 A7qw
Meaiio case, supr, at 702, as au-
thorizing the NPS to aeWater
rights to carry out secondary- uses
which may be permitted Sa
areas, but are by ;'finio'h
among the purposes fr Whidi the

' parks are created. Thesek .6iclu-
sions are compatible with the povi-
sion's scant legislative 6h

B. National Afonmnt& .

The Antiquities Atit bf 1966; '34
Stat. 225, 16 U.S.C.'§43 e1t-4,
(1976), empowers the PresideMt to
proclaim national montimdts on
lands owned or acquired' by"`the
Federal Government containing
historic landmarks, histori8coil'p-
historic structures, or other 6bljects
or historic or scientific itpest; ,'and
to reserve adjacent federal lands
for the proper care and manage-
ment of the protected objects. It is
well settled that reserved water
rights may attach to natioal won-
uments. Cappaert, saura.:,

1. Pre-1916 National Monuments

Between 1906 and 1916, thh Pres-
ident acted several times to create
national monuments. Seee.g. Proc.
658, 34 Stat. 3236 (Devils' Tower
National Monument); Prd. '67, 34
Stat. 3266 (Petrified. Frest: Na-
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tional Monument). The proclama-
tions establishing these early
national monuments are brief, gen-

eral citing the statutory language,
naming the landmarks, structures
or other objects to be protected,
stating that the "public good would
be -promoted" by the reservation,
-and giving a land clescription.

Clearly the proclamations in-
tendd to reserve such water as nec-
essary to provide for the proper
care and management of the stated
landintrks,-stritures, or objects of
historic or scientific interest, the
raison d' etre for the reservation. It
is less lear, however, whether the
early proclamations also reserved
water rights for the protection of
other unstated elements of the na-
tional monuments (e.g., biological
resources) and for their public en-
joyment.

In the Colorado 4, 5, 6 litigation,
suprA, the IMaster-Referee and
Colorado district court approved a
decree anting broad reserved
water rights for the Colorado Na-
tionI Wonument's unstated objects
and public enjoyment thereof,
carrying a priority date of 1911.
This holding is supported by the
view that {he promotion of the pub-
lic goodis a primary purpose of the
monument reservation and that it
includes public enjoyment of both
stated and unstated monument ob-
jectiveos. Moreover, the holding is
supported by the view that the 1916
National Park Service Organic
Act, discussed below, merely con-
firmed the purposes for which na-
tional monuments have always been

reserved. Finally, the 9fil priority
date for reserved water rights in
conserving objects not expressly
covered until the 1916 Act is sup-
ported by a relation-lback" theory
in Arizona v.- CValifofia,- supra
(Lake Mead National- Recreation
Area given pridrity dates of 1929
and 1930 when executive orders
withdrew lands "pending determi-
nation as to the adviability of in-
cluding such lands in a national
monument," though no national
monument was created and Lake
Mead National Recreation Area
purposes were not expressly stated
until 1964), and United States v.
Walker kiver Irrigation District,

104 F. 2d 334 (9th ir. 1939)
(where an Indian reservation was
given an 1859 priority date when
the Indian Commissioner suggested
a reservation, though the tract was
not formally reserved until 1874).
This "relation-back" theory is not
inconsistent with the New Mexico
Court's view of the effect of the
1960 Multiple Use-Sustained Yield
Act on national forests, since that
statute indicated that the addi-
tional purposes were supplemental
and subsidiary to the 1897 Organic
Act purposes, while the 1916 Act
merely confirmed the "fundamental
purpose" for which national monu-
ments have always been reserved.
Thus, I conclude that pre-1916 na-
tional monuments receive the re-
served water rights discussed above
in the national park context, carry-
ing a priority date of the date of
the establishing presidential proc-
lamation.
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2.-Eet of the 1.916 National
1r paSrvice Organio Act

W ith the passage of the 1916 Na-
tional Park Service Organic Act,
the purposes of national monumients

-were-explicitly stated for the first
time:.
[T]he- fundamental purpose of said * C C

monuments --* -* * is to conserve, the
scenery and the natural and historic ob-
jects and the wildlife therein and to pro-
vide for the enjoyment of the same in
such manner and by such means as will
leave them unimpaired for the enjoy-
ment of future generations. []

As previously developed in the
national park context, this state-
mentof "'fundamental purpose" in-
corporates the reserved water rights
describedabove which are necessary
for-scenic, natural, historic and bi-
otic. conservation, and sustained
public enjoyment thereof. My con-
clusions on reserved water rights
applicable to national monuments
were -also substantially confirmed in
the Oolorado 4, 5, and 6 litigation,
where -thirteen types of reserved
water rights were decreed. The pri-
ority date for reserved water rights
is the date of the presidential proc-
lamation establishing the national
monument reservation. Cappaert,
supra.

C. Oth Areas Adninistered by
the National Park Service

In addition to traditional national
parks and national monuments, the
National Park Service administers

92 16-1.S.0. 1 i (1970).

a variety of other areas, such as: na-
tional historical parks, national me-
morial parks, national memorials,
national military parks, national
battlefields, national historic sites
national seashores, national rivers
national scenic riverways, national
scenic trails, national lakeshores,
national recreation areas, national
parkways and national preserves.

By use of the term "reservation
the general purposes stated in sec-
tion 1 of the 1916 Act, 16 U.S.C.
§1 (1970), are also applicable to
these other areas adniinistered by
the National Park Service. Not-
withstanding its general applicabil-
ity, 16 U.S.C. § 1 is almost always
reiterated expressly in the authori-
zations for these other specific Sys-,
tem areas. See, for example 16
U.S.C. §b 245, 264, 459a-1, 460a-2,
460m-5, 460m-12, 460,-5, and
460bb-3 (1976). The general ap-
plicability of the 1916 Act was con-
firmed by the passage of section 2
of the Act of August 18, 1970, 84
Stat. 826, 16 U.S.C. § (1970),.
which defines the National Park
System and expressly makes the
Service's general authorities, in-
cluding the 1916 Act,, applicable to-
all areas of the System to the extent
not in conflict with any individual
area's specific enabling legislation.
The underlying commonality of
purpose of these various areas
served as a rationale for the 1970
Act. H.R. Rep. No. 91-1265, 91st
Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1970). 

306-019-1950- 
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As a general rule, I conclude that
the earlier stated fundamental pur-
poses of 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1970) and
resultant reserved water rights ap-
ply'to these various components of
the National Park System, with a
priority date as of the establishing
statute's- enactment. The extent to
which particular reserved water
rights are applicable to a given area
must be; determined on a case-by-
case basis, involving an interpreta-
tion of both 16 U.S.C. 1 (1970)
and-the establishing legislation.

VI. RESERVED T WATER
RIG7TS IN AREAS AD-
MINISTERED BY THE
FISH; AND WILDLIFE
SERVICE

The Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) administers a number of
areas to which reserved water rights
may. -properly be ascribed. Arizona
v. Califoonia, upra, at 601. Most of
these areas are now components of
the National Wildlife Refuge Sys-
tem -(hereinafter "NWRS") which
consists of: - : :
[Atil lands, waters, and interests therein
administered by the Secretary as wildlife
refuges, areas for the protection and con-
servation of fish and wildlife that are
threatened with extinction, wildlife
ranges, game ranges, wildlife -manage-
ment areas, or,- waterfowl production.
areas * *.$[s']

The consolidation of management
authorities created by the National
Wildlife Refuge Administration
Act of 1966, is of recent origin, as
compared to the organic authorities
for- the Forest Service (1897) and

3 National Wildlife Refuge System Admin-
istration Act of 1966, 80 Stat. 927, 16 U.S.C.
§ 668dd (1970).

the NPS (1916). Unlike- ie other
organic authorities, the National
Wildlife Refuge, Administration
Act does not authbriiz'eereserva-
tion of lands of explicitlydef the
purposes of the NWRS.. Prior to
1966, NWRS componets were re-
served pursuant to an' arrayof in-
dividual statutes, executive. orders
and secretarial public land orders,
making these authorites, the pri-
mary sources for deliieatin gthe
purposes for which reserved water
rights may attach.This.part sets
forth generic purposes" for public
domain reservations administered
by the Fish and Wildlife Service,
which may be used in quantifying
reserved water rights.

A. Executive Refuge., Reserva-
tions Prior to the .MHgratory
Bird Coneervation:A t.

Prior to the enactment of th6 Mi-
gratory Bird Conservation Act in
1929, the reservation of land :fr fish
and wildlife purposes took place
through Executive action and with-
out any organic legislation dcfining
the purposes for the feser-vation.
Under the "specific purpose" test
formulated by the Nv Meaxico
Court, it appears 'that reserved
water rights attach only to the ex-
tent necessary to fulfill the purposes
or objectives named-in th6infidiivid-
ual executive orders establishing
the reservations. These-, executive
orders are similar in structure, uti-
lizing succinct language to: estab-
lish preserves for species, groups.

In the pre-1910 period, refuge"
reservations were created by the
President's implied powers inrder
Article II, section 1 of the Constitu-
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tion, subsequently upheld in United
States v4 Midwest Oil Co., 236 U.S.
459. (1L). 3y 1910, 44 executive
orders HaJ established bird reserves.
42 House Doc. 93 (1908) ; 43 House
Doe. 44 (1909). These executive
orders generally stated that the
identified tract as: "hereby re-
served and: set apart for the use of
the Department of Agriculture as a
preserve and breeding ground for
natie birds." 9.

For the native bird reserves, I in-
fer an intent to reserve sufficient
water needed for native bird breed-
ing and the maintenance of native
bird 95 populations (e.g., ecosystem
food smpply, fire protection, domes-
tic n-eeds&of FWSpersonnel) on the
reservationsince this was the stated
reason for the creation of the pre-
serves.

After 1910, the Executive branch
also had the delegated authority of
the Pickett Act, 36 Stat. 847, 43
U.S.C. §§ 141, 142 (1970) to rely on
in creating fish and wildlife reserva-

9&See Elxec. Order Nos. 357B-D (Oct. 10,
1905), 703-705 (Oct. 23, 1907), and 1041
(Feb. 27,:1909.). [Note: The functions of the
Secretary of Agriculture relating to the con-
servation of wildlife, game and migratory
birds were transferred to the Secretary of the
Interior by the 1939 Reorganization Plan II
and are now under the administrative juris-
diction. of the Fish and Wildlife Service.]

alPrior to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act,
all of wild birds were considered "native" in
the sense of being subject to regulation by
the states to the exclusion of the Federal
Government. Come are Geer v. Connecticut,
161 U.S. 519 (1896) (recently overruled by
the Supreme Court In its Apr. 24, 1979
opinion in Hughes v. Oklahoma), with Mis-
souri v. Hollani, 252 U.S. 416 (1920). Ac-
cordingly, I conlude that the term "native
birds" means "all wild birds frequenting the
area, whether or not they inhabited the area
on the date of the reservation."

tions for "public purpose's The
later executive orders -are equally
succinct in their languaige, merely
reserving areas as an "elk refuge"
(Exec. Order No. 1814, Aiug. 2,

.1913), "preserves and breeding
ground for muskrat and beaver"
(Exec. Order No. 4592, Feb. 21,
1927), "breeding ground for wild
animals and birds" (Exec. Order
No. 5316, Apr..3, 1930), or similar
purpose language. For these and
similar executive order reserves, I
infer an intent -to reserve sufficient
water needed for the maitenance
dthe species (e.g., ecostem food
supply, breeding habitat, fire pro-
tection, domestic needs of FWS
personnel) mentioned .i th execu-
tive orders establishing > the -indi-
vidual reservations.

These early reservations carry the
date of the establishing executive
order as the priorityr dalte for re-
served water rights. Many of these
executive order reservations- have
been subsequently expanded in geo-
graphical area and in named pur-
poses by Executive action and legis-
lation. These new purposes and
areas carry priority dates as' Of the
date of the expanding legislation
or Executive action.

B. Executive 0 r e Ie serves
Created to Fulf ill the Pur-
poses of the Mirratory Bird
Conservation Act

As originally written, the:.1929
Migratory Bird Conservation Act
(hereinafter "MBCA"), 45 Stat.
1222, provided for the acqLiisition of
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"lands, vate}s and interests therein"
to be administered "as inviolate.
sanctuaries for migratory birds."
Additi'onially, many refuges were re-
served from the public domain to
more ltully effectuate the purposes
of the MBCA.

The executive orders reserving
such refuges appear to be of two
styles, a pre-1939 version which
specifically cites, the MBCA pur-
poses and post-1939 version which
genera ly cites migratory bird and
wildlife refuge purposes.

1. Pre-1939 language:

[TIe effectuate further the purposes -of
the Migratory Bird Conservation Act
(45 Stat. 1222) * * [there is] hereby
reserved and set apart * * as a refuge
and'breeding. ground for migratory birds
and other wildlife. Exec. Order No. 7926,
3 CFR 355 (1938-1943 Comp.).

2. bPost -1939 language:

[Rieserved and set apart as a refuge

and breeding 'ground for migratory birds
and other wildlife. Exec. Order No. 8647,
3 OFB 864 (1938-1943 Comp.).

It *is clear that either style of
executive *order creates reserved
water rights to the extent "reason-
ably necessary to fulfill the pur-
poses of the Refuge," since the sec-
ond style language comes from
Havasu Lake National Wildlife
Refuge' given such water rights in
Arizona v. California, supra.
Though the Arizona Court did not
focus on purposes for the reserva-
tion, but rather on demonstrable
management needs in determining
the quantity of reserved, water
rights, subsequent refinements of the
reserved water right doctrine would
appear to limit such needs to the

extent needed for the specific pur-
poses of maintaining a refuge ancl
breeding ground for migratory
birds and other wildlife." Such re-
served water rights include con-
sunptive and non1-ConsumptijTe
water uses necessary for the coa-
servation of migratory birds and'
other wildlife (e.g., waiering needs,
habitat protection, ec osystem' food
supply, fire protection, soil and ero-
sion control) and attendant :FWS
personnel needs (e.g.,:refuge staff
domestic needs). These reserved
water rights carry the priority date
of the establishing executive order-

C. Refuges Created by Stalute

In addition to refuges created by
Executive action, several . refuges
have been created or explicitly au-
thorized by statute, largely, within
national forest boundaries. See 6
U.S.C. §§ 671-697a (1976).96 These
statutory refuges obtain reserved
water rights in waters imappropri-
ated as of the date of enactment
necessary to fulfill stated refuge
purposes.

D. Game Ranges Created by
Executive Order

In addition to establishhng the
native bird preserves, migratory
bird sanctuaries and wildlife:ref-
uges described earlier, executive
orders have also established game
ranges. The language of these execu-
tive orders is nearly identical n

- In New Mexico, supra, the Supreme Court
at least intimated that minimpm stream flows
could be claimed for fish and, game sanctuaries
reserved within national forests. See 16 U.S.C.
§ 694 (1970). However,, the Court expressly
refrained from reaching the question of what,
if any, water Congress. reserved under that
statute. New MXeico, S&upra, at 711, fn. 19.
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-terms of purposes for the reserva-
tions. :

[Tihey are hereby, withdrawn and re-
served and set apart for the conservation
and development of natural wildlife re-
sources and for the protection of and
improvement of public grazing lands and
natural forag6 resources- * * [S']

it is reasoniAble to presume an in-
tent to- reserve water necessary for
the conservation and development
-of wildlife, grazinog- and forage re-

sources on these ogame ranges (esg.,
irrigation, ecosystem food supply,
breeding habitat, fire protection,
-erosion control). which are under
the jurisdiction of the Fish and
_W'ildlife Service. See 43 FR 19045,
19046. (May 3,'1978).

E. Refuges Superinmposed oil E -
iWting TVitdrauaZs

The Executive Branch has also
reserved lands for refuge purposes
awithin areas- previously withdrawn
for power site, reclamation or othelr
purposes. These layered w-ith-
drawals were undertaken largely
to mitigate fish and wildlife impacts
resulting from development, in ac-

cordance with the Fish and Wild-
life Coordination Act, 16 U.S.C.
g 661 et seq. -

Pertinent examples include:
1. John Day Wildlife Manage-

ment Area-"reserved for the -Joln.

"I Exec. Order No. 8039, 3 CFR 447 (1938-
1943 Comp.) (ofa Game Range, Jan. 25,
1939); Exec. Order No. 7509, 3 CFR 227
(1936-4938 Comp.) (Fort Peck Game Range,
Decb 11, 1936) ; Exec. Order No. 8038, 3 CPR
446 (1938-1943 Comp.) (Cabez'a Prieta Game
Range, Jan. 25, 1939).

Day Wildlife Management Area of
the John Day Lock and Dam Proj-
ect" (a Corps of Engineers Proj-
ect). Public Land Order No. 4210,
Apr. 24, 1967 (32 FR 6643, Apr. 29,
1967).

2. 1{avasu Lae- National Wild-
life Refuge I-"reserved and set
apart * as a refuge and breed-
ing ground for migratory birds
and other wildlife * * * [the
land] reservation is subject to their
use for the purposes of the Parker
Dam Project." Executive Order
No. 8647, Jan. 22, 1941 (6 FR 593,
Jan. 25, 1941).

These refuges share the common
feature of being subject to use-under
earlier 'Withdrawals.

I conclude that these refuges do
obtain reserved water rights for
refuge purposes (e.g., habitat nain-
tenance, watering needs, etc.), car-
rying a priority date as of the date
of reservation for refuge purposes.
Superimposed refuge reservations,
such as the Havasu Lake Nationial
Wildlife Refuge, received reserved
water rights -in Arizona v. Cali-

lowwia, 373 U.S. 56, 601 (1963);
376 U.S. 340, 346 (1964). The fact
that such refuges are subject to
another withdrawal is a distinction
without a difference. United States
v. New Mexico, sup*'a, continued the
traditional rule; of the reserved -

water rights doctrine that water is
implicitly reserved to the extent
necessary to fulfill the "specific" or
"direct"' purposes of the reserva-
tion. Since the self-evident purpose

605
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-of these reservations was to create a,
refuge offering a measure of pro-
tection to wildlife, these. reserva-
tions' would obtain reserved water
rights neeessary for refuge manage-
ment purposes under existing
precedent.

F. Other Ref/uges, Wildlife lan-
agement Areas and Water-
fowl Production Areas

e Created by Executive Order

In addition to refuge reserved in
accordance with the Migratory Bird
Conservation Act or reserved on
existing withdrawals, other comp -
nents' f 'the National Wildlife
Refuge System have been reserved
by Executive action. Pertinent'ex-
amples include:

1. Seedskadee National Wildlife
Refuge-"reserved for the Seed-
skadee National Wildlife Refuge."
Public, Land' Order No. 4834, May
20, 1970 (35 FR 8233, May 26,
1970).

2. Sunnyside Wildlife Manager
ment Area-"reserved for manage-
ment in cooperation with the State
of Nevada Sunnyside Wildlife
Management Area** [under co-
operative agreement] the State of
Nevada 'is authorized to manage the
withdrawn lands for the conservae
tion of small game and waterfowl.7'
Public Land Order No. 3441, Aug.
21, -1964: (29 FR 12233, Aug. 27,
1964). - -

3. Gila River Waterfowl Area-
"reserved under 'the jurisdiction of
the Interior Department for use by
the Arizona Game and Fish Coin-
mission in connection with the Gila

River Waterfowl Area Project."
Public Land Order No. 1015, Oct. 1,
1954 (19 FR 6477, Oct. 7, 1954).

I conclude that such% public do-
main reservations for refuge, wild-
life management or waterfow pro-
duction purposes 6tain reserved
'water ights necessary to fulfill
stated purposes. The priority date
for these reserved water rights is
the date of reservation.

G. The Impact of the Refuge Re-
ceipts Act, the Refuge Recrea-
tion Act and the Natio'nal
Wildlife Refuge Admiinistra-
tion Act

The Refuge Receipts Act of 1935,
49 Stat. 383, 16 U.S.C. §71 5s(f)
(1970), provides for the disposition
of receipts from" various activities
(sale and lease of animals, timber,
hay, grass, soil products minerals,
shells, gravel, public accommoda-
tions) that Congress. recognized
were carried out on refuges. Under
the specific pu pose test -of' New
Mexico, supra, these uses would not
be accorded reserved water rights.

The Refuge Recreation Act of
1962, 76 Stat. 653, 16 U.S.C.
|§'460k-1 and 460k-4. (1976), pro-
vides a congressional directive 'that
refuge areas and fish "hatcheries be
managed for public recreation
where compatible with the priniary
purposes for which such areas were
acquired or established. Since such
recreational uses. are not a specific
purpose for establishing refuges and
fish hatcheries, recreational. uses
would obtain no reserved ater
rights under NeW Meico.:
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As.developed earlier, the National H. Fisl Hatcheries Created Pur-

Wildlife Refuge Administration suant to Executive Action
Act of*1966, 16 U.S.C. §§ 668dd- The Fish and Wildlife Servie
668ee,(197 6), applies to: manages fish hatcheries in addition
[A]ll land, waters, and interests therein to the National Wildlife Refuge
administered by the Secretary as wild- System. The public land orders re-
life refuges areas for the protection and serving such fish hatcheries gen-
conserVation of fish and wildlife that are i

threatened with, extinction wildlife erally state that the areas are re-
ranges, game ranges, wildlife manage- served and set apart * * * for fish-
ment areas, or waterfowl production cultural purposes" or that the area
areas * , *. f6 U.S.C. §668dd(a) (1)] is "reserved for use *-* * [as a]

This includes the 'areas discussed Fish Cultural Station." See'Publid
in subsections A-F of section VII. Land Order No. 617, Nov. 26, 1949
While. the Act does not appear to (14 FR 7295 Dec. 6, 1949); Public
establish any inew purposes. for -the Land -Order No. 1941, Aug. 12,
new Nsitional Wildlife Refuge Sys-. 1959 (24 FR 6713, Aug. 19, 1959).
term this consolidating statute did I am of the opinion that these plib-
confir that public recreational use lie land orders reserved sufficient
and accommodations are subsidiary unappropriated water for fish-
or secondary uses of wildlife cultural purposes. Since fish hatch-
refuges: ' - ' eries generally lie at the headwaters

(1) The Secretary is authorized, under of- streams, these largely non-con-
such regulations as he: may prescribe, sumptive water uses should not ad-
.to-~ .: 9 : - :; verselyaffectotheruses..

(A) permit- the use of any area within
the System for * * public recreation VII. NATIONAL VILD - AN!
and accommodatioins, and access ithen- SCENIC RIT7ERS SYSTEM
ever he determines that such uses are
compatible with the major purposes for The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
which! such areas were established. 82 Stat. 906, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271-128'e
[Italic. added.] I'll (1976), contains an express, though

Thus, reserved water'rights for: negatively phrased assertion of fed-

public recreational use and accom- eral reserved water rights:
modations within the Refuge Sys- Designation of any stream or portion
tem would not be allowed under thereof asa national wild, scenic or recre

existing legal precedent since they ational river area shall not be construed
are not direct purposes for reserv- as a reservation of the waters of s8uc1

are tli 1 d ' b t th ll b streams for purposes other than those
rng th landbut raher alowable specified in this chapter, or in quantitie,

secondary uses. See United States greater than necessary to acomplish
v. New exico, 8upra, at 3015. these prposes. []

° Sec. 13(c) of the Act, 82 Stat. 017, C
9816 U.S.C. 66sdd(d) (1970). U.S.C. §1284(c) (1970) (italics added). The
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The legislative history of the lv quoted excerpt suggests that the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act empha- scope question is to' be resolved by
sizes the congressional intent to re- examining the purposes of the Act,
serve unappropriated waters eces- limited by protecting those features
sary to fulfill the Act's purposes. In which led to a particular river's des-
explaining the conference report on ignation. The purposes of the Act
the Senate floor, Senator Gaylord were to implement the policy section
Nelson, a principal sponsor and (see 16 U.S.C. § 1272 (1970)):. The
floor manager of the bill in the Sen- policy reads in pertinent part:
ate, read the following sectional* - ~~~~~~t s hereby deelared to be the policy of
analysis: the United States that certain selected

Enactment of the bill would reserve to the rivers of the Nation which, with their
United States sufficient unappropriated immediate environments, possess out-
water flowing through Federal lands in- standingly remarkable. scenic, recrea-
volved to accomplish the purpose of the tional, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic,
legislation, Specifically, only that amount cultural, or other similar values, shall be
of water will be reserved which is reason- preserved in free-fowing condiion, and
ably necessary for the preservation and that they and their immediate euviron
protection of those features for which a ments shall be protected for the benefit
particular river is designated in accord- and enjoyment of present and future
ance with the bill. f1w) generations. [11]

Thus, the intent to reserve unap- It is my opinion that the, extent of
propriated waters at the time f the water reserved is the. ailount of
river designation is clear and the re- unappropriated waters necessary to
maining question is the scope of the protect the particular aesthetic, rec-
reserved water right. The previous- reational scientific, biotic and his-

*_________ toric features .("values") which ed
W. N. 99-Continued to the river's inclusion as a com-
preceding subsec., 16 U.S.C. 1284(b), pro- t
vides: "Nothing in this chapter shall consti- ponent of the National lild
:ute an express or implied claim or denial on and Scenic Rivers System and to
:he. part of the Federal Government as to
exemption from State water laws." provide public enjoyment of such

The meaning of this provision is difficult to
liscern, especially in light of Congress ex- values.
pess invocation of the reserved water rights The required congressional re-
loctrine in the next subsection. Even without
considering sec. 1284(c), no consistent read- ports for additions to the System
ng of this provision appears possible. Giving will be a fruitful source for deter-
iteral effect to the "no implied claim * * k .

.s to exemption from State water laws" mining which features led the
)hrase, denies the literal effect of the "no ex- river's designation and, hence, the
,ress or implied * i i denial 5 * * as to exemp-
ion from State water laws" phrase, and vice volume of nstrealf flow and con-
ersa. There is no clarifying legislative .ulltive use intended to be re-
istory. I therefore must conclude that the St
rovision is a non sequitor roughly designed to sened. See 16 U.S.C. 1275 (19-70).
Ireserve the status quo of federal-state rela-
ions in water law under "established princi- For these later added atiol wild
piles of law," including the reserved water and scenic rivers, it appears that the
ights doctrine. 16 U.S.C. § 1254(b).
100114 Cong. Rec. 28313 (Nov. 26, 1968); date Congress formally declares the

ee also 114 Cong. Rec. 26494 (Sept. 12, river to be a wild and sceniceriver
-sR.10 tY 15 fnno j-.1 - . C {k ,

JUIi) ldlng e. Zl kldbag. ,
1967) ; . Rep, No. 491, 90th Cong., 1st Seas.

5 (1967). " 16 U.S.C. § 1271 (1970).
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pursuant'.to 16 U.S.C. §1274, and
not 'the dteof study pursuant to 16
U.S.C. §§ 12,75-1276, would be the
priority date for reserved water
rights, unless Congress provides
otherWise.1o2

Th. argment that river designa-
tion entails the reservation of the
entire' fov of system component
rivers in all cases is untenable in
light of tlie'Act's legislative history.
The legislative history indicates
*tha~tlp~i'v~parties likely could ob-
tain cnsu ptive water rights sub-
sequent to river designation.
It follows that all unappropriated and un-
reserved waters [following the reserved
water ight accompanying river designa-
tion];-would be available for appropria-
tion and use under state law for future
development of- the re'a. [IO]

Therefore, it is clear that river
designation does not automatically
reserve the .entire unappropriated
flow -of the river and an examina-
tion 'of the individual features
which led to each component river's
designation must be conducted to
determine the extent of the reserved
water right.

VIII. NATIONAL TVILDER-
NESS PRESERVATION -

SYSTEM

Under the Wilderness Act of
Sept. 3, 1964, 78 Stat. 890, 16 U.S.C.
§ 1131 et seq. (1970), Congress has
designated wilderness areas on lands
managed.by interior agencies; e.g.,

'
0 2

See 113 Cong. Rec. 2147-48 (Aug. 8,
1967) .

103i4 Cong. Rec. 2315 (Nov. 26, 1968);
see also 114 Cong. Rec. 26594 (Sept. 12, 1968).

Bandelier Wilderness, Bandelier
National Monument; New Mexico
(designated Oct.-20, 1976); Black
Canyon of the Gunnison Wilder-
ness, Black Canyon of the Gunii-
son National Monument, Colorado
(designated Oct. 20, 1976); Medi-
cine Lake Wilderness, Medicine.
Lake National Wildlife Refuge,
Montana, (designated Oct. 19,
1976); Point Reyes Wilderness,
Point Reyes National Seashore,
California (designated Oct. 18, 20t

1976). Wilderness area designation
is undertaken for the purpose of
preserving and protecting wilder-
ness in its' natural condition With-
out permanent improvements or hu-
man habitation, to fulfill public pur-
poses of recreation, scenic, scientific,
educational, conservation, and his-
toric use.'0 4 I conclude that formal-
ly designated wilderness areas re-

10 The Wilderness Act contains several con-
gressional statements of purpose for the Na-
tional Wilderness Preservation System. Under
16 U.S.C. 1131(a) (1976), wilderness areas
are designated for the purpose of "preserva-
tion and protection in their natural condi-
tion e * * to secure for the American people of
present and future generations the benefits of
an enduring resource of wilderness." Wilder-
ness is defined by 16 U.S.C. § 1131(c) to be
"an area where the earth and its community of
life are untrammeled by man, where man him-
self is a visitor who does not remain," and is
further defined to include an area "retaining
its primeval character and influence, without
permanent improvements or human habita-
tion * * which] has outstanding opportuni-
ties for solitude or a primitive and unconfined
type of recreation * * and] may also con-
tain ecological, geological, or other features of
scientific, educational, scenic, or historical
value." inally, 16 U.S.C. §1133(b) (1976)
provides that "wilderness areas shall be de-
voted to the public purDoses of recreational,
scenic, scientific, educational, conservation,
and historical use."
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ceive reserved water rights neces
sary to accomplish these purposes

The uses which may be made of
<ater reserved under the purposes

stated in the Wilderness Act are re-
stricted to theimaintenance of mnini-
m11um stream flows and lake level
(e.g., for scenic appreciation and
primitive water-borne recreation),
and ater required for ecological
taintenance (e.g., evapotranspira-
tion for natural ommunities, wild-
life. watering, fire fightiiig).. Re-
served water rights may not be
claimed for motor boating or other
intensive commercial recreational
cevelopment within wilderness
areas, since such uses are not among
the Purposes of wilderness designa-
tion. See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131 (c),
1i 33(c) (1976). Thus, reserved
water rights in wilderness areas
-wil not have significant impact ol
present or future- downstream ap-
prodpriators.':

Two additional provisions of the
Wilderness Act deserve discussion
because oftheir effect on the judi-
cial, rule of construction implying
tieP reservation of water upon the
creation of federal reservations.:See
Cap paert and New Meeico, supra.
First, as far as NPS and FWS
areas are concerned, it is clear that
wilderness designations establish
purposes for the creation of the
reservations;- i.e., designation as
wilderness does more. than merely
authorize secondary uses entailing
no reserved water rights."ll Second,

"0 This reading of the Wilderness Act is
confirmed by 16 U.S.C. § 1133(a) (1976),
which provides that the: "purposes of this
chapter are hereby declared to be within and

LRTMENT OF TE LNTEO!R 0--:6 ID.

similar to my conclusions coneerl-
ing identical language in the'Wild

f and Scenic Rivers Act and. National
Wildlife Refuge Administration
Act, I do not view tile provision of

l 16 U.S.C. § 1133(d.) () (1976) -13
aS s undercutting 'hlie implied re-
'served water rigip-' doctrine.
Rather, the -provision is intended to
continue the application-' of then-
existing principles of federa-l-state
relations in water aw, whioh in-
cludes the reserved watr- rights
doctrine.

:IX. LANDS ADMILVISTEliED
BY T'HE RUREiAU- OF
RECLAMATIOA:

The Bureau of Reela-mation ad-
'ministers large irrigation projects
in the 17 Westeri states aid-tAhe
United States olls the lands Upoll
wh'ich the dafis, djiversion works

supplemental to the purposes' for which na-
tional forests and units 6f the. national parks
and national wildlife refuge systems are estab-
lished e (Italics added):

By stating that .Wildrness Act purposes
are "within" existing area purposes; this fore-
closes any argument that' wilderness- area
designation is subsidiary' to other management
objectives. Cf. United States v New Mexico,
supera, 438 U.S. at 715-13.

The provision provides: "Nothing in this
chapter shall constitute an express or implied
claim or denial on: the part of the Federal
government as to exemption from State water
laws."

This language cannot reasonably be con-
strued to prevent reserved water ights from
being created by wilderness area designation.
The identical language was used four years
later in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
where Congress went on to invoke the reserved
water rights doctrine. See i6 U.SC. '§ 1284(b)
and- (c) (1976). Rather,:: by. not. constituting
either, a, new claim or a new denial or exemp-
lon from state water law, I am of the opinion
that Congress Intended to continue the status
quo which allows for the creation and asser-
tion of reserved water rights on lands with-
drawn and reserved under the Wilderness Act.
See discussion in fn. 99, upec._
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and other supporting facilities are
located. These projects have been
:constructed .pursuant to the au-
thoritygranied. by Congress in the
Reclamation- Act of 1902,107 and
amedatory and supplementary
reclamation laws.

-Sec. $ of the Reclamation Act of
1902l09 proyides that

i ,othipg in this Act shall be construed
as affecting. or intending to affect or to in
any way interfere with the. laws of any
State or Territory relating, to the control,
apprprition;: use, or'. distribution of
water used in irrigation : * * and the See-
retary of the Interior, in carrying out
thelprorision of this Act, shall proceed
in conformity with such laws.

This se-ction has been interpretel
by the -courts as requiring the
ijniteA States t pnstated $tates tpo supply, pursuant to
state law, for water rights needed
f or any. proposed Bureau of Rkla-
mation project. In Californiaa v.
Uitped Staes8. suapra, 438 U.S. at
6 75 the Court hield that.

Section 8 0 * requires the Secretary to
comply with state law in the control,
appropriation, use, or distribution of
water" * * 0e [and]- the Reclamation Act
of 1902 makes it abundantly clear that
Oongress intended 'to defer to the sub-
stance, as well as the form, of state
water law.

The Court`'concluded by stating
that "the Secretary should follow
state law in allrespects not directly
inconsistent. with these [congres-
sional] directives." Id. at 678.

It is my opinion that sec. 8 of the
1902 Reclam ation Act clearly pro-

10743 U.S.C. §72 et seq. (1976).
o43 U.S.C. § 383 (1976).

hibits the Bureau of, Reclamnation
from claiming any reserved water
rights for any reclamation project
unless the terns of ay proJect au-
thorization subsequent to 1902 can
fairly be read to provide for a reser-
vation of water.105 I llow of none,
but have not reviewed the multitude
of post-1902 reclamation laws in
sufficient detail to say- with absolute
confidence that none were intended.

X. APPROPRIATION OF
'WATER RIGHTS BY
THE UNATED STATES
ON LANDS ADMIZA-
1STE RED BY- THE - B U-
REAU OF LAND MAN-
AGEMVENT, BUREAU OF
RECLAMATION, NA-
TIONAL PARK SERV-
ICE AND FISH AND
WILDLIFE SERVICE

Having completed the review of
the principal reserved water rights
the agencies of this Department may
claim, I now return to build on the
discussion set forth in parts II and
III B above, concerning the acquisi-
tion of non-reserved water rights by
agencies of this Department.

'-See also 32 I.D. 254 (1903), holding
that a proposed: withdrawal of lands and
waters in contemplation of a federal reclama-
tion project would be ineffective to reserve
waters because sec. S of the Reclamation Act
generally requires reclamation project water
rights to be obtained in accordance with state'
law. Broader statements in that opinion con'
cerning the general authority of the United
States to reserve waters to carry out purposes
of federal reservations are plainly inconsistent
with subsequent decisions of the Supreme
Court, and are therefore overruled to the ex-
tent inconsistent with this opinion.
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A. BLM Non-IReserved TWater-

Throughout the history of this
Nation, the public lands and the re-
sources thereon have generally been
administered for ultimate disposi-
tion as Congress has determined to
be in the national interest. Congress
has generally provided that the
beneficiaries of the land grants-
such-as miners, homesteaders, rail-
roads would themselves acquire
the water rights needed to develop
the Wilds granted and the resources
thereon pursuant. to state law.110

The United. States has never
claimed water rights for these
ultimate beneficiaries of disposed
public.' domain lands (except in
the linited situations where Con-
gress has specifically provided for
the reservation of water such as in
springs and water holes for use on
adjoining tracts of public and pri-
vate lands).

Congress has in other instances,
however, provided that public'do-
main'lands will be retained by the
United States and managed for the
particular purposes. The Taylor
Grazing Act, sup-ra, and FLPMA,
sup'ra, are the major statutes pro-
viding for such retention of lands
and providing for multiple-use,
sustained yield management of the
public domain. While, as I dis-
cussed earlier, these acts do not
create reserved water rights in the
United States, the management
programs mandated in these acts
require the appropriation of water

'IO See, e.g., Desert Land Act, supra, pp. 566-
571 U.S. v. New Mexico, supra, at 702, fn. 5.

by the United States i order to as-
sure the success of the programs
and carry out the objectives estab-
lished by Congress.

My predecessors have held that
the BLMNL has the right to iake use
of unappropriated 'water on the
public domain to fulfill these man-
agement objectives without being
limited by the substantive contours
of appropriation as defined in the
various state water laws. In a 1950
opinion,'"' Solicitor Wiife found
that this inherent power of the
United States had been. exercised
under the Taylor fGraging Act.'12

He observed:
As the owner of unappropriated non-
navigable water on the publiQ domain,
the United States may eercise all pow-
ers of ownership over such water. It
may withdraw such water generally from
private appropriation, as was done in the
case of springs and water holes by the
Executive order of April 17, 1926, or it
may simply make the water in a particu-
lar case unavailable for private .appro-
priation through taking it and using it.
No specific form of reservation of water
is required. Of course, before an officer
of the United States can effectively act
to exercise the ownership of the United
States in unappropriated, non-navigable
water on public land, he must have the
proper authority to do so. In section 2
of the Taylor Grazing Act (43 U.S.C.,
1946 ed., see. 315a), the Secretary of the
Interior has been directed to "make pro-
vision for the protection, administration,
regulation, and improvement" of grazing
districts, and to "do any and all things
necessary to accomplish the purposes of
this Act and to insure the objects of such
grazing districts, namely, to; regulate
their occupancy and use, to preserve the

nu Rolicitors Opinion, M-33969 (Nov. 7,
1950), "Compliance by the Department with
State Laws Concerning Water Rights."

12 43 IU.S.C. i 315a et seq. (1976).

t86 I.D.
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land and its resources from destruction
or unnecessary injury, to provide for the
orderly use, iinprovefment, and develop-
nient of the range * ' " [italics added].

Section 10 of the act, as amended (43
u.S.C., 1946 ed.,' sec. 3151), provides that

25 percent of the money received under
the act shall, ba available, when appro-
priated by. Congress, for expenditure by
the Secretary of the Interior "for the
construction, purchase, or maintenance
of range improvernehts;" In addition; sec-
tion 4: of the Taylor Grazing Act (43
U.S;C.,'1946 ed;, sec. 315c) specifically
provides' that reservoirs and other im-
provemeiits necessary to the care- and
management of livestock for which graz-
ing permits have-been issued may be con-
structed on public lands within grazing
districts under permits issued by. the
Secretary.

It is My opinion that these statutory
provisions give the Secretary of the In-

terior broad authority to develop the un-
appropriated non-navigable waters on
the public domain within grazing dis-
tricts -and- to make such waters avail-
able for use by the public for stock-
watering.purposes. -In the exercise of this
authority, it is not necessary that the
Secretary make a formal reservation of
the water; it is sufficient that he (or his
authorized representative) exercise such
domain and control over the water as to
indicate that it is being reserved for
public use and' is being withdrawn from
private' appropriation.

I Am of the opinion that Solici-
tor White's comments concerning
"ownership" of the unappropriated
water on the public domain are
overly broad and irrelevant to the
right of the United States to make
use of such water, and I disavow
them to the extent inconsistent with
this opinion. As is the case of "orwn-
ership" of wild animals, concepts of

"ownership"' of unappropriated
waters are not determinative ini
federal-state relations in- non-
reserved water rights.. See Hughes
v. Oklahoma, S. Ct. No. .77t1 439

(Apr.. 24, 1979) .13 What matters is
that Congress, with few exceptions,
has not authorized Interior agencies
to transform any inchoate, federal
"ownership" of unappropriated
waters into a federal water manage-
ment system for private water
rights competing with state- sys-
tems, but rather has directed pri-
vate parties to seek water under
state law. See pp. 65-571, supra.
However; I agree with and reaffirm
Solicitor White's conclusion that by
congressional directives to adminis-.
ter federal lands for particular-
management objectives, Interior
agencies have the right to appro-
priate and make beneficial use of
unappropriated water. on the vari--
ous federal lands for congression-
ally authorized management pro-
grams.

Solicitor White's further conclu-.
sion that mere exercise of "domin-
ion and control over the water" on
the public domain by the United
States causes the water to be "re-
served for public use," and "with-
drawn from private appropria-
tion," without further action, is in-

"
3 That is, water rights in the aid West

are generally considered "sufiuctuary ;" i.e.,
based on a right to use water rather than
"ownership" of the corpus of tIe water. See-
generally R. E. Clark and C. O Martz,
"Classes of Water and Character of Water
Rights and Uses," in R. E. Clark I Waters
and Water Rights, 53.2 (1967-). -
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consistent with my. conclusion
reached earlier concerning the need
to comply with state law to the
greatest practicable extent, and I
thereby overrule it.114
: In 1976, Congress passed the Fed-

eral Land Policy and Management
Act "- which reversed the historic
policy of favoring general disposal
of the public lands, and directed
that, in general, they be retained in
federal ownership and managed for
the various resource uses and values
they have.-Sec. 102 of FLPMA, 43
U.S.C. § 1701' (1976), summarizes
this management philosophy:

(a) The Congress declares that it is
the policy of the United States that-

() the, public lands be retained In
Federal ownership, unless as a result of
the land use planning procedure provided
for in this Act, it is determined that dis-
posal -of a particular parcel will serve
the national interest; '

r See part III B., sepra. Two earlier Solici-
tor's -Opinions also deserve mention. They
were -55 I.D. 371; 55 I.D. 378 (1935), issued
shortly after the Supreme Court's decision in
California Oregon Power Go., supra, and ten
years before the United States took the posi-
tion before -the Supreme Court in Nebrasla
1 Woming, sPr%, that the Federal Govern-
ment retained title to all unappropriated non-
navigable water on the public domain. In the
irst, Solicitor Margold suggested that appli-
cation might be made to the state for certain
water rights, in flowing streams subject to ap-
propriation and diversion above or below a
federal reservation, to afford "greater secn-
rity" to the federal right, and to allow these
rights to be incorporated into the state sys-
tem. 55 .. at 375, 378. In the second
opinion, the Solicitor held that the United
States must apply to the state to obtain tights
to use underground water made available by
wells drilled on unreserved, public domain
lands. Read together with Solicitor White's
1950 opinion, (which does not mention the
earlier opinions), they illustrate the uncer-
tainty that has abounded in this area of law.
I overrule each of them insofar as they are
inconsistent with the conclusions expressed in
this opinion.

-543 U.S.C. §1701 et seq. (1976).

,(2) the national interest will be best
realized if the public lands and their re-
sources are periodically and systematic-
ally inventoried and their present and
future use is projected thpu; ,aland
use planning process coordinated with
other Federal and Stateplannipg eforts ;.

e * -* -* a.

(7) goals and objectives be estab-
lished by law as guidelines for.'public
land use planning, and-that management
be on.the basis of mltiple use.and- sus-
tained yield unless otherwise speciled
by law;

(8) the public lands be IInanaed in a
manner that will protect -the quality of
scientific, scenic, historical,- ecological.
environmental, air and atmospheric.
water resource, and archeological values;
that, where appropriate, will preserve
and protect certain public lands in their
natural condition; thatWill provide food
and habitat for fish and wildlife and ,lo-
mestic animals; and that will providefpr
outdoor recreation and-lhuan-occupancy
and use;

(11) regulations and plan for tlie pi',-
tection of public land areas of- critical
environmental concern be.promptly 'de-:
veloped;

(12) the public lands be managed in a
manner which reflects the Nat eu's need
for domestic sources of minerals, ,food,
timber and fiber.

As part of the Manag emenit of 'the
public domain lands fr multiple
use, water is of necessity required to
carry out the congressionIal m andate
expressed in FLPMA a - other
laws. As I have noted, part of that
mandate in FLP A is a mainte-
nance of the status quo ante in the
relationship between the states and
the Federal Government on water
Sec. 701(g), note to 43; U S.C.

M170. The status quo is a recogni-
tion of existing laws and pi~atices,
and thus allows for (a) the con-
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tinued' appropriation of unappro-
priated;hnotavigable'waters on the
public d~omain:. "by private persons
pursuant to state law, as authorized
by the Desert Land Act, (b) the
right of the-.United States to use,
unappropriated water for the con-.
gressionally: recognized and man-
dated-"'' purpos set forth in
legislation providing for the man-
agement of the public domain, and
(c) application' 'by the United
States'to secure water rights pur-
suant th-;state law for these pur-
poses. Prior to., FLPMA,, these.
purposes, were. as Solicitor White
discussed primarily those expressed
in the -Taylor Grazing Act and re-
lated -la-ws; It is my opinion that in
FLPA, -Congress authorized the
United-States to appropriate unap-
propriated water available on the.
public-domain as of Oct. 21, 1976, to
meet:the new management objec-
tives didtated in the Act. Two spe-
cific examples follow:

1. Water for suclh cons itmptive
Uses as 'recreational cainp-
grouns, t'inber production,
4nd ivestock razing.

Unappropriated water which is
needed by the BLM to carry out
Congress management directives in
FLPMIA, the Taylor Grazing Act,
the O&C Act, and other statutes
which I have determined in this
opinion do not create reserved water
rights mr3ay be appropriated by the
ELM in accordance with this opin-

ion. These purposes are diverse and

found in several statutes, and need%
not be repeated here.

2. Insteaqm floqs nd othte' lion-
ConsUMptive uses.

FLPTNIA r e q u i r e s BLM to
manage the public domain lands'for
"multiple use"' and dictates that the
land-use plans to be developed for
the public lands include pryxdsions
for the protection and enhancement
of such things as fish and wildlife
resources and scenic VALuiss" 'If
Congress managementrt directives
are to be effectively carried -out,
water is required for human and
fish and wildlife consumption at
such places as recreation areas, con-
cession operations, wildlife water-
ing 'and feeding areas, and for norn-
consumptive 'uses to maintain such
things as fish and wildlife habitats,
scenic values and areas of critical
environmental concern.

B. Bureau of Reclamation-t

All water needed by the Bureau
of Reclamation to operate and iriain-
tain its reclamation projects- must,
by express congressional enadt ent
be acquired pursuant to state law,

IsSee, eg., see. 102(a) () of FLPAIA,
which refers to management with considera-
tion given to "fish and wildlife habitat," land
in its "natural condition," and "outdoor
recreation;" 43 .S.C. § 1701(a)(8) (1976)
sec. 03, which defines "areas of critical en-'
vironmental concern," "multiple use" and
"principal and major uses," with reference to,
among other things, fish and wildlife, recrea-
tion and natural scenic and scientific values;
43 U.S.C. § 1702 (a), (c), () (1976); and
"rehabilitation, protection and improvements"
including "water development and fish, and
wildlife enhancement;" 43 U.S.C. § 1751(b)
(1) (1976).
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unless Congress has provided other-
wise. 43 U.S.C. § 383 (1976), Cali-
*ornia . United States, 438 U.S.
645 (1978).

C. Appropriation of Water on
Lands Administered : by the
National Park Service

The National Park Service may,
appropriate water to fulfill any con-
gressionally authorized function for
National Park System areas. These
congressionally authorized uses in-
cluce consumptive and noncon-
suiptive water uses actually used:

1 to conserve the scenery, natural
and historic objects, and Wildlife
ad to provide for public enj oyment
of the same in National Park Sys-
tenii areas, as authorized by 16
U.S.C. § 1 (1970) (e.g. uses outlined
in Part V above);

2. in concession operations pro-
viding for public use and enjoyment
of National Park: System areas, as
authorized by 16 U.S.C. § 3, 17(b),
S0 (1970);

3. in the constrfiction and mainte-
nance of rights-of-ways in National
Park System areas, as authorized by
16 U.S.C. § (1970);

4. in construction and mainte-
nance of airports in National Park
System areas, as authorized by 16
U.S.C. § a (1970) ;

5. in the construction and mainte-
nance of roads and trails in Na-
tional Park System areas, as au-
thorized by 16 U.S.C. § 8 (1970);
a-nd

6. in carrying out various miscel-
laneous authorities, e.g., 16 U.S.C.
§§la-2, 16 and 17j-2 (1970), and
the enabling legislation for indi-

vidual areas of the National Park
System.

D. Appropriation of Wa'tr- on'
Lands Administered by -the
Fish and Wd V faSse -ie

The Fish and Wildlife S'eivice
may appropriate water to ufili ay
congressionally authorized se of
National Wildlife Refuge 'System
areas and other areas uhdet 'FVS
jurisdiction. The congressioially'
authorized uses include consumptive
and non-covisumptive uses acatdly
used:

1. to conserve fish and Wildlife
and their habitat, as authbriozed by
16 U.S.C. § 668dd (1970): anid indi-
vidual statutes, executive. dfdbrs,
etc., establishing wildlife. refuges,
game ranges, bird preserves, tc.
(e.g., uses outlined in Part VI
above);

2. to provide public Acmnwtda-
tion and recreational use of the Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge System, as
authorized by 16 U.S.C. §§L46Ok,
460k-, 668dd(b) (1), 68dd'(d) (1)
(1970) ;117

3. in construction and mainte-
nance of easements, as authorized by
16 U.S.C. § 668dd(d) (2) (1970);

4. in managing timber range,
agricultural crops, and animals, as
authorized by 16 U.S.C. 7151(b)
(1970); and

7 I do not believe that the provislon: of 16
U.S.C § 8dd(l) (1970), "[njothbng in this
Act shall constitute an express or iplied
clain or denial on the part of 'the Federal
Government as to exemption from State water
laws," in any way prohibits te a'cquisition
of appropriative water rights for: NWRS
areas. By not constituting a claim or denial
to exemption from state water law, this Act
preserves the status quo. ee.notes.99, 106,
supra.
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5. in carrying out National Wild-
life Refuge. Systen uses established
in an individual System compo-
nent's enabling legislation.

CONCLUSION

In this opinion, my staff and I
have engaged in a review of the law
relating to reserved and- non-
reserved water rights which may be
claimed by the important land
management agencies of this De-
partment. The basic legal frame-
work for the assertion of such rights

is in somne cases clearly established
and in other cases not. When faced
with the latter, we have been forced
to reach conclusions which represent
our best judgment about what Con-
gress has intended in light of ap-
plicable judicial guidance, largely
in dicta.

Having issued this opinion, the
important remaining issues in this
sensitive area will be in the applica-
tion of individual laws, regulations,
and other executive actions to spe-
*cific factual circumstances. The
principal problem facing agencies in
this context is the task of proceed-
ing- as rapidly as funds will permit
with an inventory of present water
uses and needs. This information
will enable this office (in consulta-
tion with the Justice Department as
required where litigation has been
filed) to determine what steps are
required in each case to establish
for the record our entitlement to a
firm water supply for our identified
uses and needs.

306-919-1980--5

This Department's most exten-
sive experience with the recordation
and adjudication of its water rights
has been in Colorado Water Dsvi-
sions 4, and 6 (see footnote 19;
footnote 33; footnote 60; footnote
88; pp. 600-601 supra). The result
of these proceedings to date has
been the granting of most (but not
all) of interior agency claims; how-
ever, this has not resulted in dis-
placement of private rights to any
degree. In reviewing these cases,
Dean Trelease has recently agreed
that no state or private water user
has shown that the United States
has destroyed a private right by the
assertion of a reserved water right
and went so far as to suggest that
the approved claims are minimal
compared to the total flow of the
five rivers.""' While this result may
not always obtain, we think it may
be typical.

Once reserved rights are quanti-
fied, we fully expect that future
water rights claims for agencies of
this Department will be based
largely on appropriation of unap-
propriated water to meet existing
and future congressional directives
regarding land management. Such
appropriations do not threaten
water rights previously established
under state law. Thus if the Depart-
ment's agencies can proceed
promptly to quantify their re-
served rights, there is ample room

I's Trelease, "Federal Reserved Watdr-Rights
Since PLLRC," 54 Denver. J" 473, 487-92
(1977) see also Corker, "A Real Live Prob-
lem or Two for the Waning Energies of Frank
J. Trelease," 4 Denver L. J. 499, 04 (1977).
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to foresee greater certainty and. less
antagonism between the states and
the Federal Government over these
issues.

This opinion was prepared with
the assistance of John D. Leshy,
Associate Solicitor for Energy and
Resources; Gary Fisher, Special
Assistant to the Associate Solicitor
for Energy and Resources; James
D. Webb, Associate Solicitor for
Conservation and Wildlife; Tom
Lundquist, Sharon Allender, and
William Garner, attorneys in the
Division of Conservation and
Wildlife; John Little, Jr., Regional
Solicitor-Denver; Reid Neilson,
Regional . Solicitor-Salt Lake
City; Charles Rlenda, Regional
Solicitor - Sacramento; James
Turner, Office of the Regional So-
licitor-Sacramento; Jean Low-
man,. Regional Solicitor-Port-
land; William Swan, Office of the
Field Solicitor-Phoenix; and
Steve Weatherspoon, formerly
with the Division of Energy and
Resources, while he was in that
Division.

LEo KRuLITZ,
Solicitor.

APPEAL OF OUZINIIE NATIVE
CORP.*

4 ANCAB 3

Decided October 31, 1979

Appeal from the Decision of the Bureau
of Land Management AA-6688-A, 42
FR 62976 (Dec. 14, 1977).

TNot in chronological order.

Reversed in part, affirmed in part.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act:. Conveyances: Valid Existing
Rights

All lands leased prior to Dec. 18, 1971,
pursuant to open-to-entry leases which
are valid on their face must be excluded
from conveyances to Native corporations.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals: Jurisdiction

Neither the Board nor the BLII is the
appropriate forum in which to adjudicate
the validity of third-party interests
created by the State of Alaska.

3, Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Administrative Procedure:
Decisions

The Board is bound by statements of Sec-
retarial policy contained in Secretarial
Orders published in the Federal Register.

4. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Conveyances: Valid Existing
Rights

The date upon. which parties to an open-
to-entry lease acknowledge their signing
of the lease does not effect the facial
validity of the lease instrument, even
though the acknowledgment date is sub-
sequent to the effective date of ANCSA.

APPEARANCES: David Wolf, Esq.
and Robert H. Hume, Jr., Esq., Keane,
Harper, Pearlman & Copeland, on, be-
half of Ouzinkie Native Corp.; Bruce
E. Schultheis, Esq., Office of the
Regional Solicitor, on behalf of the.
Bureau of Land Management.
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OPINION BY. ALASKA
NATIVE CLAIMS APPEAL

BOARD

SUMMARY OF APPEAL

The Bureau of Land Management
(hereinafter BLM), on Dec. 9,1977,

issued the above-referenced decision
.to issue conveyance of lands to Ou-
zinkie Native Corp. (hereinafter
Ouzinkie). The conveyance pro-
posed in the decision included lands
previously tentatively approved by
the BLM for conveyance to the
State of Alaska (hereinafter State).

'The proposed conveyance to Ouzin-
kie was specified subject to certain
"third-party interests, if valid, cre-
ated and identified by the State of
Alaska." These interests included 11
open-to-entry leases, each approxi-
mately 5 acres in size. Appellant
Ouzinkie Native Corp. appealed the
validity of 7 of the 11 open-to-entry
leases. Ouzinkie asked the Board to
order the BLM to convey to Ouzin-
kie the lands covered by the seven
disputed open-to-entry leases, and
asked that the decision to issue con-
veyance (DIC) contain no reference

-to the seven leases.
The primary issue before the

Board is whether the lands covered
-by any or all of the contested open-
to-entry leases should be excluded
from the conveyance or whether, as
-Stated by the BLM, the conveyance
to Ouzinkie shall include all such
lands but be made "subject to" the
leases, "if valid." A preliminary is-
sue is whether and to what extent
the Board or the BLM is to adjudi-

cate the validity of the open-to-
entry leases, and whether the leases,
third-party interests created by the
State, existed prior to Dec. 18, 1971.

JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority to administer the Alas-
ka Native Claims Settlement Act,
85 Stat. 688, as amended, 43 U.S.C.
§§ 1601-1628 (1976 and Supp. I
1977) (hereinafter ANCSA), and
the implementing regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650 and 43 CPR Part 4,
Subpart J hereby makes the fol-
lowing findings, conclusions and de-
cision.

PROCEDURAL
BACKGROUND

On Dec. 22, 1961, the State
filed general purposes selection ap-
plications for lands near the Native
Village of Ouzinkie. On Apr. 24,
1964, decisions to tentatively ap-
prove were issued for certain lands
within T. 26 S., R. 20 W., Seward
meridian, and in 1970 numerous
open-to-entry leases for tracts with-
in the subject lands were issued by
the State. On Dec. 18, 1971, § 11 of
ANCSA withdrew the lands sur-
rounding the Village of Ouzinkie,
including the lands in the preceed-
ing State selections, for Native selec-
tion. On Sept. 24, 1974, Ouzinkie
filed village selection application
AA-6688-A for lands located near
the village, including lands within
the prior State selections.

619
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On Dec. 13, 1977, the BLM, issued
the above-reened decisibA to is-
sue conveyance of lands to Ouzinkie.
Certain specified lands, which had
been- State seected and tentatively
approved in. part, were, found to
have been properly selected under
village selection application AA-
6688-tA.; Accordingly, the tentative
approvals previously given for con-
veyance of lands to the State were
rescinded in part, and the underly-
ing State selection applications ac-
cordingly rejected in part.

In its decision to issue conveyance,
the BLM found that the subject
lands

Do not include any lawful entry per-
fected under or being maintained in com-
pliance with laws leading to acquisition
of title.

In view of the foregoing, the surface
estate of the above-described lands * * 
is considered proper for acquisition by
Ouzinkie Native Corp. and is hereby ap-
proved for conveyance pursuant to sec-
tion 14(a) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.

Continuing, the BLM provided:

The grant of the above-described land.
shall be subject to:

* * * * *

3. The following third-party interests,
if valid, created and identified by the
State of Alaska asi provided by section
14(g) of the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act * * *:

(a) Open-to-entry leases, each approxi-
mately 5 acres in size, located in T. 26 S.,
R. 20 W., Seward Meridian:

1. ADL 52675 * * *
2. ADL 52676 * * *
3. ADL 52677 * * *

4. ADI 52678 * *

5. ADL 52679 * * *

6. ADL 52680 * * *
7. ADL 52681 * * C

8. ADL 52682 * * *

9. A 56a: * 
:10. ADL' 52712 * * -
11. ADI 52722 * *

On Jan. 11, 1978, Ouzinkie filed
its Notice of Appeal from the above-
referenced decision of the BLM. In
its Statement of Reasons. Ouzinkie
challenged the validity of 7 of the
11 open-to-entry leases listed by the
BLM in the above-referenced DIC.
One lease, ADL 52722, was al-
legedly terminated Nov. 16, 1972,
for failure of the lessee to pay the
annual lease payments for 1971 and
1972, but reinstated in 1973 upon
payment of the past due payment.
In support of said allegations,.
Ouzinkie submitted copies of 3 let-
ters written by the State of Alaska
to the lessee under ADL 52722. The
3 letters constituted, respectively,
(1) a notice of default, (2) a notice
that the lease had been terminated,
and (3) an offer to reinstate the
lease. Ouzinkie claims that the sub-
sequent reinstatement was the un-
authorized and unlawful creation of
a new third-party interest by the
State subsequent to Dec. 18, 1971, an
act specifically forbidden by § 11 (a)
of ANCSA.

The 6 other leases contested by
Ouzinkie are alleged not to have
existed as of Dec. 18, 1971. Open-
to-entry leases ADL 52675, ADL
52676, ADL 52680, and ADL 52681
were alleged to have been executed
by the State after Dec. 18, 1971.
Leases ADL 52678 and ADL 52679
were alleged to have been signed
both by the State and by each of the
respective lessees' subsequent to Dec.
18, 1971. Olzinkie claimed that the
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execution of the leases by one or
both parties after Dec. 18, 1971,
constituted the unauthorized and
unlawful creation of new third-
party interests by the State sub-
sequent to Dec. 18, 1971; acts
specifically foreclosed by § 11 (a) of
ANCSA.

Prior to Ouzinkie's filing of its
Notice of Appeal, the Secretary of
the Interior issued Secretarial
Order No. 3016, 85 I.D. 1 (1977),
which declared that State of Alaska
open-to-entry leases, including the
lessee's statutory option to purchase
the lands so leased, were valid exist-
ing rights protected pursuant to
§14(g) of ANCSA. The Secretary
therein concluded that conveyances
to Native corporations should be
issued subject to such open-to-entry
leases, and that the purchase option
could subsequently be exercised.
This Board was subsequently noti-
fied that the Secretary of the Inte-
rior .had decided to reconsider
Order No. '3016. Pending- recon-
sideration, the Board suspended
further action in this appeal.

On Nov. 20, 1978, the Secretary
of the Interior issued Order No.
3029, 43 FR 55287 (Nov. 27, 1978).
Order No. 3029 (hereinafter Order)
reaffirmed the Secretary's position
in Order No. 3016 that rights
created pursuant to the State of
Alaska's open-to-entry lease pro-
gram were valid existing rights
within the meaning of ANCSA.
Revising 'his earlier position that
conveyances of land under ANCSA
should be issued subject to pre-

viously issued open-to-entry leases,
the Secretary declared that ''land
covered by such leases should be
excluded from conveyances to
Native corporations.

On Dec. 4, 1978, the Board terni-
nated! the suspension of action in
this appeal and directed all parties
to file, within thirty (30) days from
receipt of its Order, any further
briefing. Ouzinkie thereupon' filed
its Statement of Interest Afiected
and Statement of Reasons, to which
BLM replied. Ouzinkie's Statement
of Reasons was accompanied by the,
signature pages to the 6 leases al-
leged not to have been executed
prior-to Dec. 18, 1971, and by copies
of the 3 letters of the State to the
holder of the seventh contested lease
regarding termination and rein-
statement of his lease. Pursuant to
a subsequent order of the Board,
Ouzinkie filed complete copies of'
the 7 contested leases. On Aug. 6,
1979, the Board ordered further
briefing. In response to said Order,.
briefs were filed by Ouzinkie, BLM,.
and the State.

DECISION

Ouzinkie has requested that the
Board (1) adjudicate the contested
open-to-entry leases, (2) find those
leases invalid, and (3) include the
land covered thereby within the
lands to be conveyed to Ouzinkie.

[1, 2] Order No. 3029 mandated
that lands tentatively approved for
conveyance to the'State of Alaska
and leased by the State pursuant to
its open-to-entry lease program

-618] - .'621
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prior to Dec. 18, 1971, be excluded
from conveyances to Native corpo-
rations. The Order also stated that
the Department is not to adjudicate
the validity of such leases:
Neither the Department's regulations nor
ANSCA require the Department to deter-
mine whether third party interests
treated by the State are valid under the
applkabe State law and regulations. The
Department is not an appropriate forum
to adjudicate these interests. If the State
treated interest is valid on its face it
should be deemed valid for purposes of
the conveyance document.

[3] The Board is bound by state-
ments of Secretarial policy con-
tained in Secretary's Orders pub-
lished in the Federal Register. Ap-
peal of State of Alaska 3 ANCAB
129, 136, 86 I.D. 45, 49 (1979) [VLS
7843]. Thus, where an open-to-
entry lease was issued prior to
Dec. 18, 1971, and is valid on its
face, the land covered thereby is to
be excluded from the lands conveyed
to a Native corporation.

With: regard to open-to-entry
lease ADL 52722, there is nothing
on the face of the lease instrument
indicating that the lease was in fact
terminated and then reinstated. The
only evidence of such actions before
the Board is in the form of copies
of 3 letters, none of which constitute
part of the lease instrument. Con-
sequently, the Board may not con-
sider the 3 letters in determining the
validity of the lease. Examination
of the lease instrument reveals noth-
ing that would render the lease in-
valid. Thus, the lease is valid on its
face and, in accordance with Order
No. 3029, is deemed valid for pur-
poses of the conveyance document.

With regard to the 6 other con-
tested leases, Ouzinkle alleges that
each of the lease instruments was
signed by one or both of the parties
after December 1971. The dates
noted by Ouzinkie, however, do not
purport to be the dates upon which
the leases were signed. Rather, they
are the dates upon which the parties
acknowledged their prior signing
of the leases.

The language of each lease indi-
cates that it was executed on Sept.
28,1970. Each of the 6 leases was by
its terms "nade and entered into
this 28th day of September, 1970."1
Each lease provided that the lessor
"does hereby let and demise to the
Lessee, and the Lessee e * * does
hereby take from the Lessor" the
particular tract of land specified
therein. The specified term of each
lease was 5 years, running from
Sept. 28, 1970, through Sept. 27,
1975, and each lease was renewable
for an additional 5-year tern.

There is nothing in any of the
lease instruments specifying that it
was signed by either or both parties
after Dec. 18, 1971.

[4] Acknowledgment is not es-
sential to the vailidity of a lease as
between the parties. ICS Acknowl-
edgments, §64; Smalley v. Juneau
Clinic Building Cozp., 493 P.2d
1296, 1301 (Alaska 1972). Without
acknowledgment, a lease is complete,
valid, and binding as between the
parties. The Board concludes that
the date upon which the parties to,
an open-to-entry lease acknowledge
their signing of -the lease instrument,
does not effect the facial validity-
if -the lease, even though the ac-
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knowledgment date is subsequent
to Dec. 18, 1971.

Accordingly, the Board finds
that the subject open-to-entry leases
were valid on their face as between
the parties as of Sept. 28, 1970, and
in accordance with Order No. 3029,
the lands covered by the leases are
to be excluded from any conveyance
to Ouzinkie.

ORDER

It is therefore Ordered that the
decision of the Bureau of Land
Management here appealed is re-
versed to the following limited ex-
tent:

(a) The BLM's rejection of State
of Alaska selection applications A-
056426 and A-056427 is reversed in-
sofar as the rejection applies to
lands covered by the following
open-to-entry leases issued by the
State of Alaska:

ADL
ADL
ADL
ADL
ADL
ADL
ADL

52675
52676
52678
52679
52680
526S1
52722

(b) Lands covered by the leases
specified in (a) shall be excluded
from those lands to be conveyed to
Ouzinkie Native Corp.

The Bureau of Land Management
is hereby directed to take action
consistent with this decision.

Open-to-entrv leases ADL 52683
and ADL 52712 are not properly the
subject of 'this appeal. Nonetheless,
pursuant to Order No. 3029, if upon
review by the BLM each of those

two leases appears valid on its face,
then it .would be appropriate for
the BLM to exclude the lands cov-
ered by the leases from the convey-
ance to Ouzinkie.

The holders of the two remain-
ing open-to-entry leases specified by
the BLM in the subject decision,
ADL 52677 and ADL 52682, have
also appealed to this Board. (Ap-
peal of ScIAwaab, ANCAB VLS 78-
19). The Board has examined the
instruments embodying those two
leases and is rendering a separate
decisions as to whether the lands
covered thereby should be excluded
from the conveyance to Ouzinkie,

JUDITH M. BRADY,
Administ'rative Judge.

ABIGAIL F. DuNNING,

Adninistrative Judge.

ISLAND CREEK COAL Co.

1 IBSA 285 -

Decided ZVovemnsber 9, 1979

Appeal by the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement from
that portion of Administrative Law
Judge Tom M. Allen's decision in
Docket No. CH9-81-R, issued July 12,
1979, which vacated Violation No. 2 of
Notice of Violation No. 79-I-47-10,
issued to Island Creek Coal Co. for its
purported failure to maintain the coal
haul road at the Guyan No. 1-C under-
ground mine (Logan County, West
Virginia) in accordance with the re-
quirements of 30 CR 717.17(j)
(3) (i).

.6236231
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Reversed.

1. Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977: Roads:
Maintenance
Haul roads shall be maintained, in ac-
cordance with 30 CFR 717.17(j), by
means that will prevent additional con-
tributions of suspended solids to stream-
flow, or to runoff outside the permit area,
to the extent possible using the best tech-
nology currently available.

-2. Surface Mining Control and
- Reclamation Act of 1977: Roads:

Maintenance
In determining whether there is a viola-
tion of the haul road maintenance re-
quirements of 30 CFR 717.17(j) (3) (i),
the relevant inquiry is not whether the
the road's condition constituted failure
to maintain it in view of its use, but
whether its condition demonstrated a
failure to maintain it in-a manner that
would prevent adverse impacts, on the
hydrologic balance in general and addi-
tional contributions of suspended solids
to streamflow or to runoff outside the
permit area in particular.

APPEARANCES: Billy Jack Gregg,
Esq,. Office of the Field Solicitor,
Charleston, West Virginia, Shelley D.
Hayes, Esq., Office of the Solicitor, and
Marcus P. McGraw, Esq., Assistant
Solicitor for Enforcement, Office of the
Solicitor, Washington, D.C., for the
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation
and Enforcement.

OPINION BY INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE

Ml INING- AND RECLAMATION
APPEALS

This appeal was filed by the Of-
fice of Surface Mining Reclamation

and Enforcement (OSM) from
that portion of the Administrative
Law Judge's (ALJ's) decision in
Docket No. CH9-81-R which va-
cated Violation. No. 2 of Notice of
Violation No. 79-I47-10, issued to
Island Creek Coal Co. (Island
Creek) for an alleged failure to
maintain a coal haul road in ac-
cordance with 30 CFR 717.17(j)
(3) (i). The ALJ held that Island
Creek's testimony was sufficient to
overcome OSM's evidence of Island
Creek's noncompliance with the De-
partment's regulations. We dis-
agree with this conclusion and,
therefore, reverse.

Factual and Procedural
Baceground

On Apr. 3,1979, OSM Inspectors
David Beam, Charles Crumrine,
and Dan Pollock inspected Island
Creek's Guyan No. 1-C under-
ground coal mining operation in
Logan County, West Virginia,1 and
issued Notice of Violation No. 79-
I4T-10 to the company on Apr. 4,
1979.2 Four violations of the De-
partment's interim regulations were
specified: (1) failure to pass all sur-
face drainage through a sedimenta-
tion pond or series of sedimentation
ponds in violation of 30 CFR 717.17
(a); (2) failure to perform main-
tenance on the coal haul road; by
surfacing with a durable, non-toxic,

1 This inspection was conducted pursuant to
sec. 521 of the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. § 1271
(Supp. I 1977), and 30 CR Part 721 of the
Department's interim regulations.

2 Notice of Violation No. 79-1-47-10 was
issued pursuant to 30 U.S.C. § 1271(a) (3)
(Supp. I 1977) and 30 CPR 722.12.
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non-acid producing material in vio-
lation of 30 .FR 717.17(j) (3) (i);
(3) placement of material on the
downslope side of a road cut in vio-
lation of 30 CFR 717.14(c); and
(4) failure to provide adequate in-
formation on the mine identification
sign in violation of 30. CFR 717.12
(b)*

Island Creek applied for review
of this notice on May 4, 1979; a
hearing was held before an ALJ on
June 6, 1979. Prior to his taking
evidence on the circumstances un-
derlying the issuance of the notice,
the ALJ granted Island Creek's
motion to, withdraw from the scope
of the review proceeding the viola-
tions of 30 CFR 717.17(a) and 30
CFR 717.12(b) indicated in the no-
tice. Thereafter, testimony was re-
ceived from David E. Beam (Rec-
lamation Inspection Specialist,
OSM) and Larry Derenge (Dis-
trict Manager, Island Creek). Ad-
ditionally, OSM introduced three
exhibits relevant to this appeal: (1)
a copy of Notice of Violation No.
79-I-47-10; (2) a copy of a docu-
ment indicating that this notice was
terminated by OSM on May 8, 1979,.
as the result of Island Creek's hav-
ing abated the conditions giving
rise to the specified violation; and
(3) a photograph of the coal haul
road that is the subject of the viola-
tion of 30 CFR 717.17(j) (3) (i)
specified in the notice.

On July 12, 1979, theAUJ issued
a written decision upholding Viola-
tion No. 3 (concerning 30 CFR
717.14(c)) and vacating Violation
No. 2 (concerning 30 CFR 717.17

(j) (3) (i) ). OSM filed its appeal to
the Board from this decision on
Aug. 13, 1979, and its brief in sup-
port of the appeal on Sept. 14, 1979.
Island Creek did not file a brief or.
otherwise participate in the appeal..

Discussion and Conclusion

30 CFR 717.17, like the analogous:
regulation applicable to surfade'
mines, sec. 715.17, has as its purpose,
the prevention of "long-term: ad->
verse changes in the hydrologic bal-
ance that could result from * * *
coal mining operations." Changes
in water quality are to be mini-
mized, and preventive measures are
preferred over treatment methods
in achieving this objective.4 For this
reason 30 CFR 717.17(j), the spe-
cific subsection involved in this case,
provides that "haul roads * * * shall
be: * * maintained * * * so as to
* * * prevent additional contribu-
tions of suspended solids to stream-
flow, or to runoff outside the permit
area to the extent possible, using
the best technology currently avail-
able." 5 Wetting; scraping, or sur-
facing are road maintenance prac-
tices that may, depending on the

s 30 CFR 717.17; see also 30 CFR 75.1T.
4 "Changes in water quality and quantity,

in the depth to ground water, and in the loca-
tion of surface water drainage channels shall
be minimized * . The permittee shall con.
duct operations so as to minimize water pollu-
tion and shall, where necessary, use treatment
methods to control water pollution. The
permittee shall emphasize underground coal
mining and reclamation practices that, will
prevent or minimize water pollution and
changes In flows in preference to the use of
water treatment facilities. 5 * ." Id.

5 30 CFR 717.17 (j) (1).

623] 625
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circumstances, meet the require-
ments of 30 CFR 717.17(j).6
1 [1,-2j The A I's decision below

concludes its discussion of this vio-
lation as follows:
I ind that the existence of mud, coal
dust, and some ruts on roads over which
100 trips per day are made with vehicles
weighing in excess of 100,000 pounds does
not constitute the failure to maintain a
haul road and that the evidence of the
applicant was sufficient to carry the bur-
den of persuasion resulting in the pre-
ponderance of evidence in their favor, and
violation No. 2 therefore is without merit
and should not have been issued.[7]

This finding concerning the condi-
tion of the road, however, is not con-
sonant with the purpose of the
maintenance requirements. We con-
elude that the issue is not whether
the road's condition "constitute[d]
failure to maintain" in view of its
use, but whether its condition dem-
onstrated Island Creek's' failure to
maintain it in a mamer that would
prevent adverse impacts on the hy-
drologic balance in general and ad-
ditional contributions of suspended
solids in particular.

OSM's evidence in this case, e.g.,
photographic Exhibit No. 3 and the
inspector's testimony that there
were ruts approximately 6 inches
deep 8 and that the road was "cov-
ered by mud and coal dust" 9 and
not surfaced with durable materi-
al,10 indicated conditions inconsist-

0 30 CR 717.17(j) (3) (i).
ALl's Decision at 3.

"Tr. 26.
9 Tr. 10.
15 Tr. 14, 23. The ALJ's opinion questions

why OSMI did not cite Island Creek for a vio-
lation of 30 CR 717.17(j) (2) (iv). This sub-
section pertains to standards for the construc-
tion of roads and includes a requirement that
they be surfaced with "durable material." In

ent with those preventive purposes.
Island; Creek's testimony, rather
than carrying the burden of persua-
sion in its favor, corroborated
OSM's evidence in that it merely
explained the maintenance practic-
es that gave rise to the condition of
the haul road observed by OSM's
inspector. The district manager
stated that the company's normal
maintenance practice was to re-
grade the road and "whenever the
running got bad on it, we would re-
surface it." 11 Although Island
Creek did not keep maintenance
records,12 the last time the road had
been resurfaced with rock was
during the winter * * * because we
had some problems with it.'l13

It is true, as the ALJ observed,
that OSM offered "no testimony or
evidence that any of the mud or
coal dust on the road contributed
to any suspended solids in any
stream * * * 14 However, the
photograph of the haul road and
the testimony describing its ap-
pearance, coupled with the unchal-
lenged opinion testimony of the in-
spector that "the road was not prop-
erly surfaced in the manner which
would prevent the addition of ad-
ditional suspended solids to the

contrast, 30 CR 717.17(J) (3) (i), which re-
quires the routine maintenance of roads by
means including surfacing, does not specify
that durable material must be employed in
such maintenance. The resurfacing of a road
with a durable material may, however, be
necessary under some circumstances to main.
tain a durable material may,, however, be
30 CPR 17.17(j). Regardless, however, of
the cause of the deficiency, it is the fact of
the inadequacy of the roadway conditions and
not that cause which is at issue here.

11 Tr. 34.
' Tr. 44.
1
S Tr. 34.

14 ALJ's Decision at 2.
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waterflow; due to the fact that the
road. was covered with mud and
coal fines," 15 was sufficient in this
particular proceeding to establish
a prima facie case which, as we have
said, was not contradicted by Is-
land Creek.. Thus, the record that
is before us establishes that Island
Creek's maintenance practices were
insufficient to meet the requirements
of 30 CFPI 717.17(j). The decision
below vacating Violation No. 2 of
Notice of Violation 79-I-47-10 is
therefore reversed.

WILL A. IRWIN,

Chief Admninistrative Judge.

IRALINE G. BARNES,

Admninistrative Judge.

MELVIN J. MIREKIN,

Admzinistrative Judge.'
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36893 so long as the claim is not validated
by discovery of a valuable locatable
mineral deposit at the date of permit is-
suance. Surface disturbing mineral activi-
ties, associated with delineation of a
mineral ore body which could reasonably
be expected to disclose knowledge of an
area's coal potential constitute develop-
ment. The bona fide purchaser provisions
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Act do not apply to permits which em-
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plicant, and 'allow the applicant to pursue
the remedy of private contests or, failing
that, issue a notice of intent to reject the
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ment are shown, and allow the preference
right lease applicant the opportunity to
show, on the record, the invalidity of the 5

claims, or lack of development, or both.

OPINION BY. OFFICE OF
THE SOLICITOR.

To: SECRETARY

FnRoM: SOLICITOR.

SUBJECT: EFFECT AND IMPLEMEN-

TATION OF. SOLICITOR'S OPINION

M-36893 ON "UNCLAIED U NDE-

VELOPED."
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cal statutory language in sees. 2 (b)
and 9(b) of the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C. §§201(b)
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(1970) and 211 (b) (1976), respec-
tively, which limits the issuance of
coal and phosphate prospecting
permits to "unclaimed, undevel-
oped" lands. Solicitor's Opi'nion M-
36893, 84' I.D. 443 (1977). The 1977
Opinion defined "unclaimed" as
"that land which is not subject to
a valid mining claim, coal land
claim, or any other claim which
could ripen into full ownership of
the land," 84 I.D. at 446, and stated
that a "prospecting permit which
includes land embraced in a min-
ing claim is * * * a nullity with
respect to that land." 84 I.D. at 454.

I have been asked several ques-
fions about the consequences of the
1977 Opinion and about aspects of
the statutory language that have
not been previously addressed. This
Opinion considers the following ad-
ditional matters:

(1) Are prospecting permits pre-
viously issued in "developed" or
"claimed" areas void or voidable?

(2) Does the term "unclaimed"
refer to the absence of mining
claims of any status or only those
shown to be valid?

(3) What is meant by the term
"undeveloped"?

(4) What procedures should be
adopted to ascertain the present
status of a prospecting permit? For
example, does the holder of a non-
competitive (preference right)
lease application have any oppor-
tunity to contest a mining claim or
rebut evidence of development and,
if successful, eliminate any effect

Repealed by sec. 4 of the Federal Coal
Leasing' Amendments. Act of 1975, 90 Stat.
1083, 30 U.S.C. § 201 (b) (1976).

the mining claim or alleged devel-
opment may have on its permit
rights ?

(5) Are there any exemptions
from the statutory provision as con-
strued in the Opinion? For exam-
ple, does a noncompetitive (prefer-
ence right) lease applicant who is
a "bona fide purchaser" of the orig-
inal prospecting permit, or who has
made substantial expenditures re-
lated to the area covered by the ap-
plication, have any right to be
exempted from the scope of the
1977 Opinion?

For the reasons stated in this
Opinion, I conclude that: (1) Pro-
specting permits previously issued
in "developed" or "claimed" areas
are void. (2) The term "unclaimed"
refers to the absence of mining
claims shown to be valid. (3) The
term "undeveloped" means the lack
of surface mineral activities, asso-
ciated with the delineation of an
ore body or mineral resource, which
could reasonably be expected to dis-
close knowledge of an area's coal
or, phosphate potential. (4) Hold-
ers of noncompetitive (preference
right) lease applications-have an
opportunity, through private con-
tests, submission of evidence of an
area's status or by rebutting a show
cause order, to show that lands
under application were "unclaimed,
undeveloped" at the time of pro-
specting permit issuance. (5) Nei-
ther the bona fide purchaser provi-
sions of see. 27(h) (2) of the Min-
eral Leasing Act nor the substantial
expenditure of monies related to
the area covered by an application
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- exempt prospecting permits which
embrace lands that are "claimed" or
"developed" from the statutory
prohibition.

1. Are Prospecting Permits Issued
in "Claimed" or "Developed" Areas

o: d orp Voidable?

The first question to be addressed
is whether a prospecting. permit
which embraces land which is not
"unclaimed" and "undeveloped" is
void or voidable. Any attempt to ap-
propriate, by locating a mining
claim, land which is notopen to ap-
propriation because it is withdrawn
or unavailable for some other reason
is a nullity and the claim is void ab

* initio. See El Paso Brick Co., v. lo-
Ifnight, 233 U.S. 250 (1914);
Brown v. Gurney, 201 U.S. 184
(1906); IF. A. Todd, 28 IBLA 180
(1976). For example, mining claims
located prior to Aug. 11, 1955, on
lands withdrawn for powersites are
void ab initio. Eart D. Roberts, 28
IBLA 286 (1976) ; Armin Speckert,
A-30854 (Jan. 10, 1968). Mining
claims located on lands classified for
disposition under the Recreation
and Public Purposes Act, 43 U.S.C..
§ 869 to 869-4 (1976), are also void
ab initio. Raymond P. Neon, 76 I.D.
290 (1969) ; C. V. Amstrong, A-
30889 (Feb. 28,1968).

Even if the Department subse-
quently restores previously with-
drawn lands to entry and location
under the mining laws, this does
not revive previously attempted
mining locations. Dorothy L. Ben-
ton, A-30729 (May 31, 1967); T. P.

306-919-1980-6

Hinds, 25 IBLA 67, 83 I.D. 275
(1976); Beverly Trull, 25 IBLA
157 (1976) (Mining Claim Rights
Restoration Act of 1955, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 621-625 (1976), did not resusci-
tate claims located prior to date of
Act). See also, Boy R. Cummins,
26 IBLA 923 (1976); Earl. D.
Roberts, supra.

Similarly, leases issued by the De-
partment that erroneously include
land not subject to the. Mineral
Leasing Act are void and must be
cancelled. Oil Resources, Inc., 14
IBLA 333 (1974) (noncompeti-
tive oil and gas lease in a wildlife
refuge is a nullity); 0. D. Presley,
21 IBLA 190 (1975) (cancellation
of oil and gas lease covering land
previously patented with no mineral
reservation); Amerada Hess Corp.,
24 IBLA 360, 83 ID. 194 (1976)
(cancellation of attempted lease of
lands underlying railroad right-of-
way which did not reserve mineral
estate in United States) ; Harold N.
Sternberg, A-30700 (May 25, 1967)
(cancellation of lease containing
land already included in outstand-
ing lease); David A. Provinse, 27
IBLA 376 (1976) (cancellation -of
a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
which included land within a previ-
ously known geological structure)
see Solicitor's Opinion, 74 ID. 295-
(1976); see also Boesche v. Udall,.
373 U.S. 472 (1963).

Both these lines of cases reach the.
same result: an attempted appro-
priation of land which is not avail-
able for mining or subject to leasing
is void. The mining cases also hold

629
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that the subsequent availability of dened, 423 u1. 829 (1976); United
such land to entry and location will States v. Vax, 24 IBLA 289 (19rt6).
not operate to reistate or validat For a discovery in the case of lode
previously attempted clais.Wh blai there must e "tangible
there are 'no cases decidin this proof of: the existence of the vein
point with -respect to leasing act * * * bearing sufficient .minieraliza-
activities., t analogous result is tion" to meet the prudent man test.3
logical.2 . tenqcult Mining Co.^ vj.~ ysk, 419

The foregoing reinforces the eon- F.2d 766 (9th Cir. 1969) e 4.
clusion of 'Opinion M-36893 that a denied, 398 U.S. 950 (1970) United
prospecting permit which embraces States . Vau, supra-at 298.
land included in a valid mining The recotdatioh of a certificate or
claim -is a nullity with respect to notice of location, while it casts a
that land. - cloud upon the title of theniited

-Re-, States to lands covered bi c'ation,2R.. Does he 2"erin "UnClimed" Be- is not sullffcie&t to estabLIish ackim's
fte to Ote Ablenee~o fjlliuang (67ainms1 for*to the Ats& e Sf Minin7v Claims validity absent discovery. Davis v.ofAAy Status or Only Those Shown
to bœn~~e alid?~ ctniy~tose~ f . Nelson, 3 29 F.2d 840 (9th (in

e-.- 1964)'; of/. neron r. United
The discovery of a valuable mill- Sas, 252 US 40 (1920)

eral deposit is the s'sne qta non for a Thus, where them has been a lo-
valid ining claim. .oe @6 .-'. alpfr, cation but no discovery, a claimant
252 U.S. 286 (1920); Lawson . has not establisled 'a-valid mining
United States Mining Co., 207 U.S& claim.'
1 (1907); Davis v. Nelson, 329 F.2d A mininglocation by itself gives
840 (9th Cir. 1964); United States the locator the exclusive right: to.
i. Beohthold, 25 IBLA 77 (1976) prospect, durig hi's actual occupa-
This is 'merely an expression of the tion of the land, against subsequeht
tequirement of the mining law it- locators. See 30 U.S.C. § 26 (176).
self. See R.S.: § 2319, 0 US.-C A location by itself,'wevei, does§ 22 (1970). To be -valid the discov- not constitute a) claim to title (:
ery of a valuable, mineral deposit claim having earned the riht t6 ap
must be within the. limits of the ply patent) sifbre discor is
Clm. iUnited States . Ve v c-iel, 508. the inw l.a n c of sucveis
F.2d 1150. (0th' Cir. 1975) , cart. title, of. Cole v. Ralph', supra; Law-

-S ;- son '. Unitled States Mining Co.,While there eplear o e no cases address. pa ai .Nlospa n
bng: this point, te., whether lenses of public sup_ a; Dvis v. Nel__on s_.pra, and
domain lands not open to appropriation be-'
come effective without further action when 8

The prudent man test requires a showing
those lands subsequently become open, there of mineralization, both in quality and quan-
are cases holding that lease application filed tity, which would warrant the further expen-
for lands before 'those lnds are open to leas- diture of -money and effort by an individual
ing must be rejectedand cannot be held pend- of ordinary prudence In a reasonable expee-
ig futorenavailaoility of the land. See, Curtis tatlon of developing a valuable mine. Ungted
.. Thompson, 74 I.D. 1S (1967) Ethel C. Stetes . Coleman, 390 Us... 599 (1968)'
Radaeicfe, -A-30S66 (n. 29, 1968). See 43 Chrisman '. i ller, 197 T:.,. 313 (905), ap-

Ie 2091.1(e). ' - proving Castle v. Womble, 19 .D. 415 (1894).
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thus has no segregative effect
against subsequent applicants for
the land for the purpose of the "un-
claimed" language. Cf. 84 I.D. at
446. Such a conclusion is harmoni-
ous with the underlying rationale
of my earlier Opinion. That ration-
ale is that knowledge gained from
a mining claim should not be used
to gain unfair advantage in the is-
suance of a prospecting permit. In
those instances where the mining
claim is not valid, but merely a
cloud on the United States' title, i.e.,
where there has been no discovery
of a mineral locatable under the
mining laws, the claimant most
likely has not gained sufficient
knowledge of the land's potential
for coal* or phosphate to be
advantaged.4

I also hold that the validity of
the mining claim is to be tested as
of the date the prospecting permit
issued. Cf. United States v. Vaum,
supra at 292 (1976); United States
v. Fleming, 20 IBLA 83, 99 (1975).
Thus subsequent discovery on a pre-
viously located mining claim would
not operate to invalidate a regularly
issued existing prospecting permit
covering such located land, assum-
ing the land was "undeveloped" at
the time the permit was issued.

3. What Is Meant by thie Term
"Undeveloped"?

There are two questions which
need to be answered in defining

{One can recognize the logic of this when
it is considered that a large number of loca-
tions not validated by discovery are so-called
"paper claims," filed without, any on-the-
.ground activity.

"undeveloped." First, what types of
development are contemplated-
agricultural, residential, mineral, or
other? Second, what quantum of
development is contemplated? The
first is a problem of a kind, while
the second is one of degree.

The meaning of this term was not
explained in the legislative history
of the Mineral Leasing Act, includ-
ing the 1960 amendments, and it has
not been precisely defined in any
administrative or judicial decision
since then. Its meaning is nonethe-
less reasonably clear.

Before Congress enacted the Min-
eral Leasing Act of 1920, the public
lands were free and open to mineral
exploration, both under the Mining
Law of 1872 and under such laws
as the Stone Act, 30 U.S.C. § 161
(1976), the Placer Petroleum Act,

Act of Feb. 11, 1897, 29 Stat. 526.
and the coal land laws. Under the
coal land laws system, for example,
if a person opened and improved a
coal mine, he could obtain the right
to purchase those coal lands. R.S.
2348, 30 U.S.C. § 72 (1976). Under
each of these laws, individuals and
companies conducted considerable
exploration and development opera-
tions. While most operations were
not of the vast scale possible with
today's mechanization, many mines
were opened with varying degrees
of production. There are two situa-
tions where mineral activity could
show the existence of mineable de-
posits of coal. The first arises from
the nature of some coal deposits in
the Western public land states. Coal
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in these states often has surface out-
crops that can be exploited through
a shaft or drift mine. Second, hard-
rock' mines traditionally used drifts
of several hundred feet in hopes of
encountering hidden lodes or veins
of valuable mineral bearing ore.
These kinds of activities could be
~sufficient in some cases to show the
-presence. of mineable coal or phos-
lphate deposits.

Portions of the legislative history
of the Mineral Leasing Act show
that some members of Congress felt
that no prospecting system was
needed for coal because its location
was so well known. See e.g., 51 Cong.
Rec. at 15182 (1914). In my pre-
vious opinion I observed that, pre-
cisely because so many coal lands
were known, Congress deemed it un-
desirable to issue coal prospecting
permits on lands that had been ex-
plored for any mineral, including
exploration for ocatable minerals
pursuant to mining claims:
Congress probably determined, in other
words, that it is not in the public interest
for persons to obtain prospecting permits,
and eventually noncompetitive leases,
for coal in areas where, under mining
dlaims or through other mineral devel-
opment, knowledge has already been ob-,
tained about the land's potential value
for coal. Footnote omitted.]

84 I.D. at 445.

The Department did consider the
meaning of "undeveloped" in Emil
Usibelli, G0JI.D. 515 (1951). LTsi-
belli protested the issuance of a
preference-right coal lease to
another on the ground that the
prospecting permit was illegaly is-
sued because the lands subject-to the

permit were "developed." The per-
mit and lease were issued under the
Act of Oct. 20, 1914, as amended
by the Act of Mar. 4,1921, 41. Stat.
1363 (extending the prospecting
permit system to Alaska) , which
used the same language as sec. 2 of
the Mineral Leasing Act, 38 Stat.
741, as mended. These lands were
in the Nenana coal field in Alaska.
Sec. 1 of' the Act of Oct. 20, 1914,
38 Stat. 741, authorized the Secre-
tary to:

[SIurvey the lands of the United States
in the Territory of Alaska known to be
valuable for their deposits of coal, pref-
erence to be given first in favor of sur-
veying lands within those areas, com-
monly known as the Bering River,
Matanuska, and Nenana coal fields

Usibelli alleged that since Con-
gress said that the Nenana coal
field was known to be valuable for
coal, it was not an undeveloped
area. e e.,did 'not,L .-howeyer, state
whether any of the land applied for
had been, explored by surface-dis-
turbing activity or whether any
shafts had been opened or mines
improved before the Department
issued the prospecting permit. The
decision concluded that,,despite the
language in section-1 of the Act of
Oct. 20, 1914, a prospecting permit
could be granted for land in the
Nenana coal field. The knowledge

548 .s.c. §§ 431-445 (1952). The legisla-
tive history of the Act of Mar. 4, 1921, is silent
with respect to a definition of "unclaimed,
undeveloped." See S. Rep. No. 735, 66th
Cong., 3d Sess. (1921). The Alaskan coal
land laws were repealed by sec. 20 of the Act
of July 7, 1958, 72 Stat. 351 and the Act of
Sept. 9, 1959, 73 Stat. 490. The 1959 Act
wholly incorporated federal coal in Alaska
into the Tlhineral Leasing Act.
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that the lands were in a known coal
field, without more, did not remove
the area from the category of "un-
developed." 60 I.D. at 519. Although
Emil Usibelli does not specifically
define "undeveloped," it is consist-
ent with the conclusion that the
term refers to activities undertaken
for the purpose of exploring, defin-
ing, opening, or extracting a min-
eral deposit. See Sinclair Mines,
Inc., A-27160 (Aug. 18, 1955) (the
Department cannot grant a pros-
pecting permit for lands on which
abandoned mines are present).
Clearly the term "developed" in-
cludes mineral development activi-
ties.

Turning to the second aspect,
that of degree, a spectrum of activi-
ties ranging from prospecting with-
out surface disturbance (by geo-
physical, geochemical, or other
methods) through exploration to
actual production could constitute
"development." According to the
dictionary, "develop" means "to
bring out the capabilities or pos-
sibilities of" or "to be disclosed; be-
come evident or manifest." Random
House College Dictionary 363 (L.
Urdang ed. 1973). Using this defi-
nition, anything tending to show the
existence of coal or phosphate
would constitute development.

The use of the word "develop" in
a mineral context, however, en-
visages a greater amount of activity.
About the time the Mineral Leasing
Act was adopted, -a publication of
the Department, Bureau of Mines
Bulletin 95, A Glossary of the lMtin-

ing and Mineral Industry (1920)
says that "development" means
"work. done in a mine to open up
ore bodies, such as sinking shafts,
and driving levels, etc." Id. at 95,

The Dictionary of Mining, Min-
eral, and Related Termns (P. Thrush
ed. 1968), the Bureau of Mines pub-
lication which revises Bulletin 95,
defines "develop" as "[tjo open a
mine and ore; * * * To open up ore
bodies by shaft sinking, tumneling,
or drifting." Id. at 317. Related
terms are "development drilling "
which is defined as "[dlelineation
of the size, mineral content, and dis-
position of an ore body by drilling
boreholes," id. at 318, and "develop-
ment" which is defined as the
"[w] ork of driving openings to and
in a proved ore body to prepare it
for mining and transporting the
ore." Id. at 318.

The question reduces itself to
what definition of development is
most consistent with the objective
Congress sought to achieve in limit-
ing the issuance of prospecting per-
mits to "unclaimed, undeveloped"
areas. That objective was, of course,
to prevent individuals who poss-
essed knowledge about an area's coal
and phosphate resources from pro-
fiting thereby by obtaining the op-
portunity to lease coal or phosphate
without competition. Although any
activity which might lead to knowl-
edge of an area's coal or phosphate
resources-including geochemical
or geophysical activity which can
occur without disturbing the sur-
face-could reasonably be termed.
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development for this purpose, the
lbetter definition is the one normally
.used and understood by the mining
industry when the law was drafted.
II therefore hold that development,
in the context of the Act means ex-
ploration or development activity
associated with the delineation of
a mineral body which could reason-
ably be expected to disclose knowl-
edge concerning an area's coal or
phosphate potential. Thus, a single
discovery shaft of ten feet on a min-
ing claim to satisfy state law would
not ordinarily constitute develop-
ment, while drilling several holes
on a pattern to determine the grade,
volume, and three dimensional out-
line of an ore body would constitute
the type of development that would
lead to knowledge of an area's coal
or phosphate potential. Likewise,
the log of a bore hole from a single
wildcat oil and gas well may not be
the type of development which pro-
vides advantageous knowledge to
an applicant for, or holder of, a
prospecting permit, but an oil and
gas lease on which several wells-
(either producing or not) had been
drilled would provide geologic in-
formation in the form of well logs
which would usually indicate oc-
curences of coal or phosphate.
What is required is a case-by-case
review, to determine whether min-
eral development activity which
occurred prior to issuance of a pro-
specting permit could reasonably
have provided knowledge about
coal or phosphate potential.

Adopting a narrower definition;
i.e., limiting "development" to

those activities conducted after dis-
covery, leading to production of the
mineral discovered, would make the
word "undeveloped" superfluous.
No production can logically occur
until a claim is validated by dis-
covery. At that point the location
becomes a valid claim, and prospect-
ing permits cannot be issued in such
areas consistent with the "unclaim-
ed" limitation. In order to give
meaning to both "unclaimed" and
"undeveloped," the latter must in-
clude activities which can take
place before a valid claim being es-
tablished; i.e., prior to discovery.

I am similarly convinced that
nonmineral activities are excluded
from the ambit of "undeveloped."
The most likely type of nonmineral
development is agricultural devel-
opment under the Homestead Laws.
The Department's earliest interpre-
tation of "undeveloped" did not
consider agricultural development
as barring prospecting permits. The
original regulations implementing
the Mineral Leasing Act expressly
limit the issuance of prospecting
permits to unclaimed, undeveloped
lands, but go on to say:

Where lands included in a permit have
been or may be disposed of with reserva-.
tion of the coal deposits, a permittee must
make full compliance with the law under
which such reservation was made * *.

Circ. No. 679, 47 L.D. 489, 500
(1920), implementing sec. 34 of the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30
U.S.C. § 182 (1976).

The law under which a reserva-
tion of leasable minerals could be
made is any one of several agricul-
tural disposal laws. Thus the regu-
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lations appear to contemplate the is-
suance of permits on land already
under agricultural, development.
This contemporaneous construction
supports the conclusion, and .1 so
hold, that "undeveloped" in the
Mineral Leasing Act refers to min-
eral -development, iot agriculttural
or other nonmineral development.

In enforcing this requirement for
pending lease applications, the
Bureau should, as part of the ad-
judication process, examine its kinds
of records to determine what kinds
of activities took place prior to the
issuance of the prospecting permit.
If no development activity is dis-
covered in Departmental records,
the permit issuance can be consid-
ered in compliance with the, "un-
developed" limitation; on the other
hand, if development activity was
evident, the affected portions of the
permit should be identified by small-
est legal subdivision and any pend-
ing preference right, lease applica-
tion should be rejected to that ex-
tent subject to the applicant's right
to an opportunity for a hearing.

4. What Procedures Should be
Adopted to Ascertain the Present
Status of a Prospecting Permit

hich May be in a "Caimed" or
"Developed" Area?

As I pointed out in my earlier
Opinion, prior to the Multiple Mlin-

t By excluding the smallest legal sub-
division from a prospecting permit or lease
application, the permittee or lease applicant is
In exactly the same position he would 'have
been in had the "undeveloped" criteria been
applied at the time of permit application. See
e.g. 43 CR 3501.1-3 (1975).

eral Development Act, 30 U.S.C.
§§521-531 (1976),.. the Depart-
ment consistently interpreted the
Mineral Leasing Act to prohibit the
issuance of permits and leases for
all leasable' minerals on lands sub-
ject to valid mining claims. Ohio,
Oil Co. v. Kissinger, 58 I.D. 753
(1944). This was merely a variation
on the rule that inconsistent claims
of right for the same tract must not
exist at the same time. Roos v. Alt-.
man,, 54 ID. 47 (1932). Another,,
broader statement of this rule is
that an allowed entry on public
land under the laws.of the United
States segregates it from the public
domain, appropriates it to private
use, and withdraws it from subset
quent entry or acquisition until the.
prior entry is officially cancelled and-
removed. Bunker Hi7. Sullivan
Zining and Concentrating <o. V.
United States, 226 U.S. 548 (1913);
Hiram . i on, 38 LD. 59T
(1910).7. : 0 .

This rule is easily followed in the
case 'of 'activities which".require De-
partinental' review of any attempted
appropriatioi. In the case of mining
claims, however, prior to the pas-
sage of'-the Federal. Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976, there
was no requirement that a claimant

7 Shortly after the passage of the 1920 Act,
this rule was held to apply to applications
filed under the Mineral Leasing Act. Sullivan
v. Tendolle, 48 L.D. 337 (1921). While apli-
cations, permits, 'or leases do not constitute
a technical "segregation" or "entry" of the
lands, this same rule was applied to them as
a principle of the general administrative rule.
Martin Judge, 49 L.D. 171 (1922); Lula T.
Pressey, 60 ID. 101, 102 1947), and cases
cited therein.
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under the Mining Law of 1872
record his claim with the Depart-
ment.8 Until a claimant sought a
patent to his claim, he had no re-
sponsibility either to notify the De-
partment's Land Office of the exist-
ence or location of his claim, or to
demonstrate the validity of the
claim in the absence of a contest.

This produced the situation where
an applicant or entryman for a par-
ticular tract would not normally be
aware of the existence of mining
claims by reference to the Land
office records alone. The burdens of
proof and presumptions adopted by
the Department in response to this
situation are explained in Boos Vv.
Altmi~n, supra, concerning a protest
and contest between a stock-raising
homestead entryman and a mineral
claimant who had applied for
patent. In Roos v. Altman, spra at
,54, Assistant Secretary Edwards
stated:

In the event that an applicant under
other laws seeks to enter or select the
land, it is manifestly necessary that the
evidence of its condition as to prior occu-
pation and appropriation should be fur-
nished by him., Kern Oil o. tet ol. v.
Clarke (30 L.D. 550, 566).

* * * : *

An affidavit in conformity with Circu-
lar No. 738, rima facie establishes that
the land applied for is not occupied or
appropriated under the mining laws, and

8 With the requirement of sec. 314 of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act, 43
U.S.C. 1744 (1976), that mining claims be
recorded with the BLM, after October 979 it
will be possible for the Department to deter-
mine if there Is a pre-existing laim for land
which is sought to be appropriated for another
use; e.g., prospecting for phosphate, the re-
maining mineral to which the "unclaimed,
undeveloped" language limits the Secretary's
permitting authority.

if the entry is regularly allowed, the
burden will be upon the mineral claim-
ant to show the contrary, and this show-
ing is not deemed to be made unless the
mineral claimant established a prior ex-
isting location perfected by discovery, or
a mining location in the actual posses-
sion of the claimant, who is diligently en-
gaged in the search for mineral at the
date of the inception of the stock-raising
entry. [] Ainsworth Copper Co. v. Bem
(53 I.D. 382); United States v. Hitrliman
(51 L.D. 258). [Italics in original.]

If this procedural and evidenti-
ary rule were applied to the situa-
tion involving coal or phosphate
preference right lease applicants, it
would mean that their prospecting

permits would be considered regu-
lar and unaffected by the existence
of mining locations claims on the

9 Boos v. Altman, supra, raises the question
whether mining locations which are in the
actual possession of a locator who is dili-
gently engaged in the search for minerals
(under the doctrine of pedis possessio) at the
date of the issuance of a prospecting permit
should also be excluded from the ambit of the
permit because of the "unclaimed" language.
There are significant differences in the Ian.
guage of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act and
the Mineral Leasing Act which cause me to
not include mining locations held by pedis
possessio in the statutory exclusion of secs.
2(b) and 9(b). The Stock-Raising Homestead
Act allowed entries on "unappropriated, un-
reserved" lands, 43 U.S.C. § 291 (1976), while
the Mineral Leasing Act allows the issuance*
of prospecting permits for "unclaimed, un-
developed" lands, 30 U.S.C. §§ 201(b) (1970)
and 211(b) (1976). Under the Mining Law of
1872, the source of title to a mining claim is
the discovery of a valuable mineral and ap-
propriation in accordance with statutory re-
quirements. O'Reilly v. Campbell, 116 U.S. 418
(1886). Location represents an appropriation
which segregated lands for the purposes of
the Stock-Raising Homestead Act, but that
appropriation must be coupled with discovery
of a mineral to make the land subject to a
mining claim for the purposes of the "un-
claimed, undeveloped" language of the Mineral
Leasing Act. Thus, the doctrine of pedi&
possessio does not work a further exclusion
from the class of lands that may be included
in a prospecting permit.
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permit tracts. If, upon the assertion
of a superior right by the mining
claimant, those existing locations
were shown to be valid at the time
the permit was issued the permit
would be invalid to that extent.
This could be accomplished by ad-
ministratively initiated adjudica-
tion or by waiting for the mining
claimants to make a showing of the
pre-existing validity of their claims.

The rule is potentially distin-
guishable, however, in that pros-
pecting permittees were not re-
quired to furnish evidence of prior
occupation or appropriation with
their permit applications. This dif-
ference can be traced to the statutes
involved. Sec. 2 of the Stock-Rais-
ing Homestead Act, 43 U.S.C. § 292
(1976), requires an affidavit as to

the character of the land.10 Absent
such showing by a prospecting per-
mit applicant' the presumption of
regularity should not be given to the
subsequent prospecting permit ap-
plicant and, hence, the burden

1O A question arises here as to whether the
Department is estopped from retroactively
asserting, by regulation under the authority
of Kern Oil Co., spra, the need for such a
showing by an individual currently. holding a
prospecting permit. If the Department Is not
estopped, requiring such a showing may oper-
ate to invalidate portions of an individual's
permit. The contention that this may involve
a deprivation of property can be answered by
the fact that the statute operates to invalidate
portions of the permit and not the requirement
for a showing. In the future, this showing
should be required by means of a title abstract
to be filed with permit applications.

"1The affidavit of 43 U.S.C. 292 (1976) is
required to accompany applications to enter
unappropriated public lands which have not
been designated as subject to entry. The
affidavit acts as a temporary classification of
the lands, reserving them from other forms of
appropriation.
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would not shift to the mining
claimant.

This argument has not been
adopted by the Department, how-
ever. In the case of oil and gas
leases, the Department has fol-
lowed the rule that if the tract books
of the General Land Office show the
land to be free from adverse mining
claims and subject to lease, then the
issuance of the lease is regular and
is prima facie valid. Ohio Oil Co. v.
Kissinger, supra; A. V. Toolson 66
I.D. 48 (1959) (appellants unsuc-
cessfully contended that rejection
of a mineral patent application be-
cause of existence of an oil and gas
lease was improper, claiming pre-
existing valid claims).

Thus the possible existence of a
mining claim for which no patent
application has been filed does not
prevent the issuance of a lease under
the Mineral Leasing Act for mM-
erals not subject to the "unclaimed,
undeveloped" language. If, at a
later time, the mining claim is
shown to be valid prior to lease is-
suance, the oil and gas lease must be
cancelled. Marioln F. Jensen, 63 I.D.
71 (1956); Ohio Oil Co. v. Kissin-
ger, supra. Both the claim and the
lease can exist on the same land un-
til the mining claimant comes for-
ward to assert his interests.

While the procedural method
used in the past was to await the as-
sertion of a superior pre-existing
right on the part of a conflicting
claimant, the Secretary is not
limited to this method of establish-
ing the validity or status of indi-
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vidual claims to the public domain.
See Boesahe v. Udall, supra; Can-
eron v. United States, supra. In
those instances where leases have
been issued for lands which were
not available for leasing under the
Mineral Leasing Act, the proceed-
ings which have culminated in can-
cellation of the improperly issued
lease have been initiated by the
BLM either: on its own motion, Oil
Resources, Inc., supra; because of
notification of land's true status by
the Geological Survey, David A.
Provinse, supra; or because of pro-
tests lodged by third parties,
Amerada Hess Corp., supra; Mar-
ion F. Jensen, supra.

'Waiting for a. mining claimant
to come forward to contest the va-
lidity of the permit does not further
the purpose of. the "unclaimed"
limitation. That limitation is de-
signed to prevent kuiowledge gained
by the mining claimant from ripen-
ing into a noncompetitive coal or
phosphate lease. If the mining:
claimant is the same entity as the
prospecting permittee, then the
claimant's incentive is; not to come
forward to protect his claim. Even
if 'the claimant and the permittee
were not the same, this approach
would still encourage permittees to
pay claimants not to come forward
to assert the validity of their claims.

In order to carry out Congress
intent that coal and phosphate
prospecting permits only be issued
for "unclaimed, undeveloped" lands,'
the Department must require the
permittee to establish the invalidity
of the claims found.

In response to the 1977 Solicitor's
Opinion, the Bureau of Land Man-
agement requested each holder of a
noncompetitive (preference right)
coal or phosphate lease application
to submit abstracts showing the
presence or absence of mining claims
in the lands covered by the appli-
cation on the date the prospecting
permits was issued. Bureau of
Land Management Instruction
Memorandum No. 77-410 (Aug. 18,
1977). For the purpose of estab-
lishing the permit's status, a pre-
sumption of validity for any mining
claims that are revealed should be
adopted. Likewise, it would be pre-
sumed that drilling and develop-
ment had occurred on any oil and
gas leases shown. I note that some
of the lands involved appear to be
covered by locations which do not
appear to have ever' been valid min-
ing claims. Although -the abstract
submitted by the noncorpetitive
(preference right)' lease -applicant
shows that a notice or certificate of
location was found in the County
Recorder's Office, I have been in-
formed that- in some cases corner,
markers cannot be found, and that
discovery shafts or- other evidence
of mining activity is not evident.
As noted above, a mining claim
which was not at the time of permit
issuance supported by the discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit does
not render lands "claimed" within
the meaning of the statutory provi-
sion. -

I conclude that the practical way
to establish the status of lands cov-
ered by a prospecting permit is to
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allow a noncompetitive (preference
right) lease applicant to bring a
private contest proceeding to estab-
lish the invalidity of any mining
claims shown in the abstract sub-
mitted or to show the lack of the
sort of development activities
identified in this Opinion on mining
claims or other mineral leases. In
the event that the lease applicant
does not prosecute private contest
proceedings or come forward with
evidence showing the lack of devel-
opment, the Bureau of Land Man-
agement should issue a Notice of
Intent to Reject accompanied by a
show cause order. This order could
be rebutted by the lease applicant
coming forward at that time with
evidence showing no development,
or a claim's invalidity, or both.
Land adjudicated to be within the
boundaries of a valid legal claim or
in the smallest legal subdivision af-
fected by development is to be ex-
cluded from consideration in the
adjudication of a noncompetitive
(preference right) lease and may
not be included in any such lease
issued.

5. A re There Any Eem'ptions
From the Stat utory Provision as
Construed in the Opinion?

.A. Is a Bona Fide Purchaser of a
Prospecting Permit In a
"Claiimed" or "Developed"
Area Exeempt from the Opin-
ion?

Sec. 27(h) (2) of the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, as amended, 30

U.S.C. §184(h) (2) (1976), pro-
vides:
The right to cancel or forfeit for viola-
tion of any of the provisions of this chap-
ter shall not apply so as to affect ad-
versely the title or interest of a bona fide
purchaser of any lease, interest in a
lease, option to acquire a lease or an
interest therein, or permit which lease,
interest, option, or permit was acquired
and is held by a qualified person * * *in
conformity with those provisions, even
though * * * his predecessor in title * * *
may have been canceled or forfeited or
may be or may have been subject to can-
cellation or forfeiture for any such vio-
lation. [Italic's supplied.]

Congress enacted sec. 27 (h) (2)
of the Mineral Leasing Act in 1959
in response to expressions of hesi-
tancy by the oil and gas industry to
make necessary investments where
there was a "danger that in the
chain of title of a lease one of its
prior holders may have been in vio-
lation of the acreage limitation or
other provisions of the Act and that
the lease might be subject to cancel-
lation for this reason." H.R. Rep.
No. 1062, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 3
(1959).

While Congressional concern was
prompted by pending administra-
tive proceedings against lessees in

violation of acreage limitations, the
language employed in the statute
and in the legislative history is
broad enough to cover other viola-
tions of Mineral Leasing Act pro-
visions. J. Penrod Toles, 68 I.D. 285
(1961); Southwestern Petroleum
Corp. v. Udall, 361 F.2d 650 (10th
Cir. 1966). It thus applies where
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the predecessorin interest of a bona
Sfide purchaser (BFP) fails to in-
-Wclude all land available for leasing
'uin his application, J. Penrod Toles,
supra, or where an application for
lease fails to identify applied for
lands correctly, Duncan Miller, A-
30600 (Dec. 1, 1966). The provisions

--of sec. 27(h) (2) do not, however,
anvest an individual with BFP

:wights in cases where only an oer
ito lease, prior to lease issuance, is
assigned. Herman A. Keller, 14
IBLA 188 (1974); Leon . Flana-
Van,25 IBLA 269 (1976).

IThe Interior Board of Land Ap-
peals has also distinguished be-
tween violations of the statutory
provisions which cause the lease to
be voidable and those instances
where the lease is void. In the lat-
ter instance, sec. 27(h) (2) provides
no protection. Oil Resources, Inc.,
14 IBLA 333 (1974); Skelly Oil
Co., 16 IBLA 264 (1974), rev'd on
other grounds, Skelly Oil Co. v.
Morton, Civ. No. 74-411 (D.N.M.
1975). In Oil Resources, Inc., a non-
competitive oil and gas lease which
was issued for lands in a wildlife
refuge which was closed to leasing
was held a nullity. Since this lease
was a nullity from its inception, the
subsequent purchase in good faith
and for value was held not suffi-
cient to invest the purchaser with
the protection of BFP status. Like-
wise, in Skelly Oil Co., 16 IBILA
264, a noncompetitive lease for lands
held to be in a known geologic struc-
ture at the time of lease issuance
was cancelled as a nullity, with the

same result as in Oil Resources,
Inc. obtaining for a subsequent
purchaser.

While the foregoing cases discuss
cancellation of leases, sec. 27(h)
(2) of the Mineral Leasing Act
expressly applies to permits as well,
and therefore the conclusions
reached with respect to leases apply
to permits. Applying the foregoing
to a prospecting permittee in light
of the 1977 Solicitor's Opinion on
"unclaimed, undeveloped," it be-
comes apparent that the classifica-
tion of the permittee's interest as
void or voidable is dispositive of the
issue whether a purchaser of such
a prospecting permit can enjoy the
protection of the BFP provisions.
The limitation that prospecting
permits may be issued only on land
which is "unclaimed, undeveloped"
deals with the character of the land
to which the permit may attach. In
this regard, it is a condition of the
land like the status of the wildlife
refuge withdrawn from leasing and
the known geologic structure sub-
ject only to competitive leasing. A
permit embracing lands which are
not "unclaimed, undeveloped" is
therefore incapable of conveying a
mineral interest under the terms of
the statute; any permit purporting
to convey a mineral interest is a
nullity to that extent. Following the
reasoning of Skelly Oil Co., supra,
and Oil Resources, Inc., supra, the
same conclusion must be drawn with
respect to the status of a good faith
purchaser for value of a prospect-
ing permit issued in violation of the
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statutory "unclaimed, undeveloped"
limitation upon the Secretary's au-
thority to issue permits. In such a
case, the BFP provisions of section
27 (h) (2) of the Mineral Leasing
Act do not provide protection from
permit cancellation or lease applica-
tion rejection.-

B. Should Permnittees or Lease
Applicants Who Have Made
Substantial Expenditures Prior
to These Opinions Looking to
the Development of a Prefer-
ence. Right Lease Be Exempt
from the Opinion?

It has been suggested that the
earlier Opinion, which exempted
previously issued preference right
coal and phosphate leases, should
also exempt preference right lease
applicants who have made sub-
stantial expenditures subsequent to
the expiration of their prospecting
permit on the strength of their be-
lief that a preference right lease
for coal or phosphate would be
issued to them.

The fact that these prospecting
permits are void ab initio to the ex-
tent they embrace lands which are
"claimed" or "developed" as defined
in this and the earlier Opinion, and
not merely voidable (see discussion
in part 1, supra) weighs against the
adoption of an exemption to the
application of these Opinions on the
basis of some sort of substantial ex-
penditures test. Further, it is well
established that past erroneous ad-
vice or acts by employees of the De-

partment which do not constitute
affirmative misconduct will not
work to create an estoppel or create
rights not authorized by law.
United States v. Ruby Co., 588 F.2d
697 (9th Cir. 1978) ert. denied, 99
S. Ct. 2838 (1979); Atlantic Rich-
fleld Co. v. Hiclkel, 432 F.2d 587
(10th Cir. 1970); Verner F. Soren-
son, 32 IBLA 341 (1977); Grady,
C. Price, Jr., 17 IBLA 98 (1974). In
an analogous case arising under the
mining law, it was held that the fact
that a mining claimant had held his;
claim for many years and per-
formed work on it did not estop the
Government from challenging the
validity of that claim. Nor was the
Government estopped because of its
alleged failure to advise the claim-
ant that the land embraced in the
mining claim was closed to mining.
It was the locator's duty to exercise
care in ascertaining the status of the
land. Arthur W. Boone, 32 IBLA
305 (1977).

Additional difficulty in the adop-
tion of such an exemption lies ill
the nebulous nature of the sub-
stantial expeditures test itself
Should "substantial" be defined as a
percentage of an entity's net worth,,
or should it be an absolute dollar
figure? Should one time expendi-
tures count as heavily as several
smaller expenditures over a longer
period of time? What kind of e-w
penditures should be counted-
planning activities; environmental
studies, equipment orders, admin-
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istrative, and personnel costs?
Some expenditures by the permittee
are necessary whether there is a
reasonable expectation of a prefer-
ence right lease or not, and draw-
ing a line between these and others
undertaken specifically in asserted
reliance on expectation of lease
issuance is difficult if not impossible.

Given the legal reasoning of this
and my prior Opinion, as well as the
practical difficulties in fairly estab-
lishing a substantial expenditures
exemption, I do not believe an ex-
emption to the operation of this and
-the previous Opinion on the basis of
substantial expenditures in mis-

,taken reliance on or expectation of
the issuance of a preference right
lease is required or appropriate.

Vtoncluion

I reiteraite the conclusions previ-
ously expressed in this memoran-
dum.

(1) A prospecting permit which
embraces land which is not "un-
claimed" and "undeveloped" is a
nullity and void 'as a conveyance of
any interest in that land.

(2) Land in a mining claim re-
mains "unclaimed" land for the
purposes of M-36893 so long as the
claim was not validated by discov-
ery of a valuable locatable mineral
deposit at the date of permit
issuance.

(3) Surface disturbing mineral
activities, associated with delinea-
tion of a mineral ore body which
could reasonably be expected to dis-
close knowledge of an area's coal or

phosphate- potential constitution
development.

(4) The BLM should presume
the validity of mining claims or the
development of mineral leases dis-
closed by abstracts submitted by the
preference right lease applicant,
and, allow the applicant to pursue
the remedy of private contests or,
failing that, issue a notice of intent
to reject the lease application where
claims or development are shown,
and allow the preference right lease
applicant the opportunity to show,
on the record, the invalidity of the
claims, or lack of development, or
both.

(5) The BFP provisions of sec.
21(h) (2) of the Mineral Leasing
Act do not apply to permits which
embrace land that is claimed or
developed.

(6) No exemption from any ear-
lier opinion or this one should be
established for preference right
lease applicants who have expenaded
substantial funds subsequent to the
expiration of a prospecting permit
in the expectation of securing a
preference right lease.

This Opinion was prepared with
the assistance of Frederick N.. Fer-
guson, Deputy Solicitor, John D.
Leshy, Associate Solicitor for En-
ergy and Resources, Robert Uram
(formerly Assistant Solicitor,
Branch of Onshore Minerals) ,
Larry McBride, and Kenneth Lee
of the Division of Energy and
Resources.

Ln KR1UTZ,
Solicitor.
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Appeal from decision of the Wyoming
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, disqualifying oil and gas lease
offer for Parcel WY 2438.

Affirmed. as modified.

1. Oil and Gas Leases: Applications:
Generally-Oil and Gas Leases: Appli-
cations: Sole Party in Interest

Under the Departmental regulations an
offeror in a simultaneous oil and gas
lease drawing must sign a statement that
he is the sole party in interest, or, if not,
submit the statement required by 43 GFR
3102.7. Failure to comply with the regu-
lation requires rejection of. the lease
offer.

2. Administrative Practice-Adminis-
trative Procedure: Adjudication-Oil
and Gas Leases: Applications: Sole
Party in Interest-Oil and Gas Leases:
First Qualified Applicant-Rules of
Practice: Protests;

Where a protest, with accompanying sup-
porting evidence, alleges that the oil and
gas lease offer drawn first in a simul-
taneous-filing-drawing procedure vio-
lated the regulations because a party in
interest was not disclosed and there was
a multiple filing, the Bureau of Land
Management should first afford the
drawee an opportunity to respond to the
protest before rejecting the offer based
on facts alleged in the protest. The error,
however, is rendered harmless where on
appeal the offeror has full opportunity to
make factual submissions and respond to
the allegations.

3. Contracts: Generally-Oil and Gas
Leases: Applications: Dra-wings- 1 oil
and Gas Leases:* Applications: Sole
Party in Interest-Words and Phrases

"Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer."
If an oil and gas lease offeror in an oral
agreement gives another person "a claim
or any prospective or future claim to an
advantage or benefit from a lease," there
would be an interest in the lease or lease
offer which must be disclosed under 43
CFR 3102.7. That an offeror might raise
a technical legal defense against enforce-
ment of such an agreement in a court does
not militate against there being a claim
or avoid the consequence of the disclosure
regulation or 43 CGR 3112.5-2 prohibiting
multiple filing in drawing procedures.

4. Contracts: Generally-Oil and Gas
Leases: Applications: Drawings-Oil
and Gas Leases: Applications: Sole
Party in Interest-Words and Phrases

"Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer."
Where 'affidavits submitted on appeal by
an oil and gas lease offeror disclose that
prior to the filing of an oil and gas lease
offer the offeror orally agreed to give the
person filing the offer for him either the
opportunity to refuse to purchase the
lease under terms and conditions that a
third party would make (right of first re-
fusal), or the opportunity to make the
first offer before any other offer: would be
accepted (first right to buy), the offeror
has given the person an interest in the
offer as defined in the regulations to in-
elude a prospective claim to an advantage
or benefit from a lease.''

APPEARANCES: Earl H. Johnson,
Esq., Denver, Colorado, for appellant;
Don M. Fedric, Esq., Hunker-Fedric,
P.A., Roswell, New Mexico, for pro-
testant; Patricia Boleyn Walker, Esq.,
Office of the:RegionalSolicitor, Dert-
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ment of the Interior, Denver, Colorado,
for the Bureau of Land Management.

OPINION BY ADHINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

H. J. Enevoldsen, of Potter, Ne-
braska, appeals from the letter deci-
sion dated Mar. 7, 1979, by the Wy-

loming State Office, Bureau of Land
Management (BLMl), disqualifying
his offer to lease Parcel WY 2438.
Enevoldsen's offer won first priority
in the, Wyoming State Office's Dec.
1978 simultaneous oil and gas lease
offer drawing. Appellant's offer was
disqualified based on evidence sub-
mitted 'by Shackelford Reeder, the
number two drawee, protestant,
which BLM found to show that ap-
pellant was not the sole party in in-
terest for the parcel and that he
failed to comply with the disclosure
requirements of 43 CFR 3102.7.1

'43 CPR 3102.7 provides:
"§ 3102.7 Showing as to sole party in in-

terest.
; "A signed statement by the offeror that he

Is the sole, party in interest in the offer and
.the lease, if issued; if not he shall set forth
,the names of the other interested parties. If
there are other parties interested in the offer
a separate statement must be signed by them
and the offeror, setting forth the nature and
extent of the interest of each in the offer, the
nature of the agreement between them if oral,
and a copy of such agreement if written. All
interested parties must furnish evidence of
their qualifications to hold such lease interest.
Such separate statement and written agree-
.ment, if any, must be fired not later than 15
days after the filing of the lease offer. Failure
to file the statement and written agreement
within the time allowed will result in the can-
cellation of any lease that may have been, is-
sued . pursuant to the offer. pon eecution
of the lease the first year's rental will be
earned and deposited in the U.S. Treasury and
will not be returnable even though the lease is
cancelled."

In his letter of protest protestant.
charged that there was an agree-
ment or understanding between ap-
pellant and a Joseph Sprinkle of
Denver, Colorado, which gave-
Sprinkle "an interest or a claim or
prospective claim to an advantage.
or benefit from any lease to be is-
sued to Enevoldsen," in violation of
43 CFR 3102.7 and 3112.5-2. Pro-
testant based this charge on a con-
siderable amount of evidence, in-
cluding three affidavits to support
the charges.

Without allowing appellant an
opportunity to rebut the evidence
submitted with the protest, BLM
issued its decision disqualifying ap-
pellant's offer. On appeal, appellant
asserts this failure as error. Appel-
lant further asserts that he was and
is the sole party in interest in his.
lease offer and that protestant's evi-
dence, which BLM accepted, is cir-
cumstantial and irrelevant. He sub-
mitted numerous affidavits which;
challenge and deny the veracity of
protestant's evidence.

The record reveals the following
facts and circumstances. Protestant:
first became suspicious when a
Philip Donaldson of Grand Blanc,,
Michigan, contacted him. Donald-
son told protestant, as set forth in.
his affidavit, that when he tried to
contact appellant to discuss buying-
the lease, he was referred to appel-.
lant's father who said the lease was
not for sale and refused to give him
appellant's address. Appellant's
sister-in-law referred Donaldson
to Sprinkle, stating, "[T]he last
time they won a Lease, he got it's
(Affidavit of Donaldson). Donald-
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son checked the Rocky Mountain
Petroleum Directory for Sprinkle,
and found "Joseph S. Sprinkle Oil
Leases," in Denver, Colorado. He
then contacted the second drawee,
protestant.

Protestant's check of BLM rec-
ords indicated that in the past other
residents of Potter, Nebraska, had
assigned leases in very active leas-
ing areas to Sprinkle, retaining un-
usually low overriding royalty in-
terests. Protestant hired a private
investigator, James D. Visser, to
contact appellant personally and to
determine if any agreement ex-
isted between appellant and
Sprinkle.

In his affidavit, Visser states that
appellant "agreed that he had filed
the entry card on behalf of Mr.
Sprinkle, and stated that he had
been entering the lottery for the
last four years for Mr. Joe Sprin-

'kle." According to Visser, appel-
lant told him, "I think we get 50%
or something" when questioned.
about the financial arrangements,
and did not know if his father or
Sprinkle paid the filing fee. Visser
also contacted appellant's father,
Don Enevoldsen. He states the fa-
ther told him, "We have all signed
cards for years for Joe Sprinkle."
Protestant states that Don Ene-
voldsen refused to divulge the fi-
nancial arrangements- he had with
Sprinkle.

Protestant also hired Esther R.
Evans of Laramie County, W-
ming, to search the BLM records
relating to oil and gas leases in Wy-
oming. She found that five appli-

306-919-1980-7

cants who filed on Parcel WY-2438
had won leases in the past and as-
signed them to Sprinkle, retaining
overriding royalty interests of 1/2 to
1 percent. Based on this evidence
submitted by Protestant, BLM dis-
qualified appellant's offer.

On appeal, appellant asserts no
other person had an interest in the
lease. He submitted affidavits from
himself, his father, Joe and Mary
Sprinkle, and nine persons who
have assigned leases to Sprinkle.
These affidavits are discussed, infra.
For our purposes here, it is suf-
ficient to say that the affiants (other
than the Sprinkles) generally state
they give Sprinkle a right of first
refusal to purchase the lease, but
that he has no interest in the lease
and they do not have to sell to him.
I Protestant filed an answer to ap-
pellant's statement of reasons, as-
serting that appellant's affidavits
support a finding of a scheme to
allow Sprinkle a better chance to
obtain leases. He states that
Sprinkle's "'sponsored applicants?
do not appear to pay filing fees; do
not select the parcels filed upon; do
not pay rentals; immediately sell
any lease won by them to Sprinkle;
and retain a noncustomary, nominal
overriding royalty interest." He
suggests the offerors "understand
they must sell to Mr. Sprinkle for
that is the 'quid pro quo' for his all-
encompassing assistance in placing-
the applicants in filings.", Pro-
testant argues that this right of first
refusal contains all the essentials
for a contract, is akin to'an -option,
and gives rise to egal and equitable
remedies for breach. Protestant sub-
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mitted affidavits from an independ-
ent consulting geologist and two
other disinterested parties, all fa-
miliar with oil and gas leasing prac-
tices in Wyoming. All three agree
the 1/2 to 1-/ percent overriding
royalty paid by Sprinkle is ab-
normally low. Two or three percent
is generally expected in highly
speculative areas, while 5 percent is
considered standard.

The attorney for BLM submitted
a motion for expeditious review of
the case and also, submitted a brief
in support of the State Office's posi-
tion. First, she asserts that even if
BLM should have given appellant
an opportunity to be heard prior to
issuing its decision, the error was
harmless because appellant and
Sprinkle both admit Sprinkle had
a right of first refusal. Second, she
argues this right is an "option" and
thus explicitly violates 43 CFR
3100.0-5(b). The fact that "Sprin-
dle's interest is contingent upon the

sale of the lease interest by Appel-
lant which is controlled by Appel-
lant, * * * does not preclude Mr.
Sprinkle from holding an 'interest'
within the meaning of 43 CFR
3100.0-5(b). " X

243 CR 3100.0-5(b) provides:
"(b) ole party men interest. A sole party in

interest In a lease or offer to lease Is a party
who is and will be vested with all legal and
equitable rights under the lease. No one Is,
or shall be deemed to be, a sole party in In.
terest with respect to a lease In which any
other party has any of the interests described
in this section. The requirement of disclosure
In an offer to lease of an offeror's or other
parties' Interest in a lease, if issued, Is pred-
icated on the departmental policy that all
offerors and other parties having an interest
in simultaneously filed offers to lease shall
have an equal opportunity for success In the
drawings to determine priorities. Additionally,
such disclosures provide the means for main-

Appellant submitted a reply brief
to protestant's and the Govern-
ment's arguments. Both protestant
and the Government stated that the
facts here show a violation of both
the sole party in interest require-
ment, 43 CFR 3102.7, and the pro-
hibition against multiple filing, 43
CFR 3112.5-2. Appellant initially
points out that the decision ap-
pealed from did not decide the mul-
tiple filing issue; therefore, that
issue is not involved here. Appellant
argues that his use as a layman of
the phrase "'right of first refusal"
has significance only in terms of the
intent of the parties, there being no
written agreement involved. Appel-
lant, his father, Sprinkle, and the
other afPlants all assert that Sprin-
kle has no rights whatsoever in the
leases he helps them win. Appellant
asserts the statements in their affi-
davits negate the existence of any
contract, agreement or scheme.

Finally, protestant submitted a
response to appellant's reply stating
that Sprinkle's interest need not be
bcalled, or even defined as, an option
for it to violate the regulations. He
states: "It does not matter that Ene-
-voldsen might not have sold the

taining adequate records of acreage holdings
of all such parties where such interests con-
stitute chargeable acreage holdings. An 'in-
terest' in the lease includes, but Is not lim.
ited to, record title interests, overriding
royalty interests, working interests, operating
-rights or options, or any agreements cover-
ing such 'interests.' Any claim or any pros-
pective. or future claim to an advantage or
benefit from a lease, and any participation or
any defined or undefined share in any incre-
ments, issues, or profits which may be derived
from or which may accrue in any manner
from the lease based upon or pursuant to any
agreement or understanding existing at the
time when the offer is filed, is deemed to con-
stitute an 'interest' in such lease."
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lease, or might have attempted to
refuse to honor Sprinkle's claim, for
43 FR 3100.0-5(b) requires dis-
*eosu're of the existence of an agree-
ament giving another party an in-
terest in the lease." Protestant last
notes that he has contended that the
Sprinkle applicants pay neither
the $10 filing fee nor any service
fees to Sprinkle; do not reimburse
Sprinkle for filing fees paid by
him; do not select the parcels; do
not pay the rentals when leases are
won; and immediately sell leases
they win to Sprinkle, retaining un-
usually low overriding royalty in-
terests. Appellant has not re-
sponded to these contentions, nor
has he disclosed the amount of the
bonus paid for the lease. Viewing
all the' facts, protestant concludes
that the existence of a "scheme to
give Sprinkle an advantage in the
drawing is quite clear, and both 43
CFR 3102.7 and 43 CFR 3112.5-2
have been violated."
* [1] Under the Departmental reg-

ulations, an offeror in. a simultane-
ous oil and gas lease drawing must
sign a statement that he is the sole
party in interest, or submit the
statement required by 43. FR
3102.7 if there are other parties in
interest. Failure to comply with this
regulation requires rejection of the
lease offer. Alfred. L. Easterday, 34
IBLA 195 (1978).

[2] The BLM decision rested on
a finding that this regulation was
violated because Sprinkle held an
interest in appellant's offer which
was not disclosed on the offer. This
finding was made solely from the

information in the protest filed with
the BLM office Mar. 6, 1979. The
BLM decision issued the next day,
on Mar. 7, 1979. We agree with ap-
pellant to the extent of stating that
this action by BLM was premature
and procedurally improper in this
case. BLM's decision was based
upon alleged statements of the ap-
pellant and others not made in writ-
ing to BLM, but made to another
person and reported by that person.
The facts alleged were in charges
made by a protestant not reflected
in the record except in the protest
materials.E

Although it has been recognized
that there-is no vested right in an
oil and gas lease offe ror to a lease if
the United States decides not to
lease the land within the offer (e.g.,
Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S. 1
(1965) ; Duesing v. Udall, 350 F. 2d
748 (.C. Cir. 1965), cert. denied,
383 U.S. 912 (1966)), it is also clear
that if the United States does lease
lands the first qualified applicant
has a preference right to a lease
which cannot be abused by leasing
the land to another in violation of
the statute and regulations. E.g.,
McKay . Wahlenmtaier, 226 F. 2d
35 (D.C. Cir. 1955).

Usually, problems in determining
whether an offeror was the first
qualified offeror for a parcel of land
can be resolved on facts shown by
the official records, particularly the
showings of the applicant. Thus,
where an offer is not accompanied
with essential showings under the
regulations it is apparent from the
record that the offer must be re-
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jected. There is no factual dispute basic fundamental factual dispute,.
involved, only a legal conclusion to only minor factual discrepancies.
be drawn from the facts in the rec- The main dispute is over the legal
ord. The case before us, however, significance of the stated arrange--
is different from the usual case be- ment. Thus, we believe the present,
cause the BLM decision rested upon record affords an adequate predicate
asserted facts stated in a protest. for our determination of the crucial
Basic due process concepts of fair- issues raised by the appeal.3

ness should have been followed by [3] The fundamental question,.
BLM here. At the very minimum, upon which the other issues rest, is
appellant should first have been af- whether Sprinkle had an interest in:
forded the opportunity to respond the offer and lease to be issued as
to such allegations and to rebut the prescribed in regulation 43 CR
facts stated in the protest before 3100.0-5 (b). As defined therein, an.
BLM rejected the offer. Cf. Stickel- "interest" covers a broad range of
man v. United States, 563 F. 2d 413 rights in an offer or lease,including
(9th Cir. 1977). "[a]ny claim or any prospective or

BLM's error in this case is now future claim to an advantage or
rendered harmless because it is true, benefit from a lease." See n.2. It is;
as BLM's counsel has indicated, that the protestant's and BLM's position
this appeal process has afforded ap- that the affidavits submitted by ap--
pellant an opportunity to present pellant on. appeal referring to
information to rebut the facts al- Sprinkle's "right of. first refusal"
leged in the protest, and he has at- establish that Sprinkle did have
tempted to do so by. submitting af- such an interest in the lease. Appel-
fidavits. It is also true, as appellant lant has attempted- to explain away
contends, that the protestant and the use of this language in the affi-
Government's counsel have raised
issues in addition to that decided by davits by referring to other lan-

the decision below. These go to the guage therein to show there was no
the ecision elow. hese o to the enocal geetwihSr-
viability of appellant's offer, how- enforceable agreement with Sprin-
ever, and appellant has had oppor- kle whereby the offer had to be as-
tunity to address those issues in the signed by appellant to Sprinkle.
briefs filed with this Board and has

We note that appellant has not submitteddone so. Were there a clear dispute anything-that would indicate that a hearing in
on basic facts determinative of the this case might be productive of a different

legal issues posed therefrom we result. As will be indicated infra, he has notwe endeavored to show what was intended by
would order a fact-finding hearing the language used in the affidavits of "right
in this case before an adiniistra-_ of first refusaL" Furthermore, e. has notdenied that Sprinkle paid the filing fees for
tive law judge pursuant to 43 CFR himself and others. This fact, unrefuted,
4.415. However, in view of the sworn strongly supports an inference that Sprinkle

Pett bitd lla had more than a mere hope or expectation to
statements submitted by appelnt purchase a winning lease since, the normal
and others concerning the arrange- expectation is that a person would not pay

"filing fee as agratuity, but would as a con-
mnerit with Sprinkle, we see' no sideration for a benefit to be obtained.
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Appellant contends no enforce-
-able contract existed between Sprin-
kle and appellant which would give
Sprinkle any right or interest in the
lease. He 'contends that many De-
partmental decisions require that

-there be an enforceable contractual
right before a third person is
deemed to have an interest in a lease

,offer. The cases cited involve rela-
tionships between oil and gas lease
services and offerors where the writ-

-ten agreements between them per-
mitted the offeror to sell the lease to
the service at the offeror's option.
The question was whether the serv-
ices had an interest. It has been held
-that unless the contract provided
that the offeror must sell to the serv-
ice, the service did not have an in-

-terest. See, e.g., Kelley Everette, 41
IBLA 155 (1979); Jack MJ'aske, 41
IBLA 147 (1979), and cases cited
therein. In those -cases there was no
asserted "right of first refusal" in
the service company. There were
definite written agreements specify-
ing the various rights of the parties
'between themselves. There was a
clear option in the offeror, but not
in the filing service company. These
-cases are clearly distinguishable
from the instant case. Here, appar-
'ently, we have no specific written
contract. Appellant has asserted
that there existed only an oral
understanding.

The fact that an agreement or
understanding between the parties
is oral makes no difference in consid-
ering whether, there has. been a vio-
lation of the regulations. Under 43

CFR 3102.7, if there are other
parties interested in the offer sepa-
rate statements must be signed by
them and the offeror "setting forth
the nature and extent of the interest
of each in the offer, the nature of the
agreement between them if oral, and
a copy of such agreement if writ-
ten." If the oral agreement would
give a person "a claim or any pro-
spective or future claim to an ad-
vantage or benefit from a lease,"
there would be an "interest" in the
lease as defined by 43 CFR 3100.0-5
(b). The regulation uses the word
"'claim." This connotes something
less than a right which may be suc-
cessfully enforced in the courts. For
example, if a party to an agreement
asserts there is no enforceable con-
tract because he could raise a statute
of frauds defense in the courts, this
does not change his status under this
regulation nor under 43 CFR
3112.5-2, which pertains to multi-
ple filings. The party still has a
"claim" to an advantage or benefit
from a lease, and cannot by a "boot-
strap" argument of a possible tech-
nical legal defense avoid the conse-
quence of the clear purpose of the
regulations to have such interests
disclosed and to forbid multiple fil-
*ings by parties in the same drawings
who have such interests. Compare
Foote Mineral Co., 34 IBLA 285, 85
I.D. 171 (1978) (presently on ap-
peal in the courts), where it was
held, inter alia, that the United
States may assert a claim and de-
termine the underlying obligation
for royalties, even though a-defense
(in that case, the statute of limita-
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tions) against collection of some of
the royalties could be asserted in
court proceedings.4

Thus, the important determina-
tion to be made is whether Sprinkle
had a "claim" to an advantage or
benefit from a lease, and not
whether he could successfully en-
force the agreeihent in a court.

[4] Appellant has requested that
we consider all of the statements
in the affidavits submitted to sup-
port his position and not take one
statement out of context. We have
examined all of the affidavits in con-
nection with appellant's conten-
tions and have carefully considered
the statements therein in their en-
tire context. Despite appellant's
shifting position in trying to ex-
plain away the use of the term
"right of first refusal," all the in-
formation submitted tends to show
that Sprinkle and appellant had an
oral understanding or agreement
which could come within the defi-
nition of an "interest" in the lease.

In Sprinkle's affidavit he states he
handles the filing of the entry cards
for appellant as well as other mem-

In a different context, in a case involving
a conspiracy to acquire patents of. desert land
under laws limiting the acreage an individual
could acquire, it was argued that an oral, un-
disclosed understanding between desert land
entrymen and others would not be a legally
enforceable contract Reed v. Morton, 480
P. 2d 634, 641 (9th ir. 1973), cert. denied,
414 U.S. 1064. It was held that there was,
nevertheless, sufficient proof of a scheme or
conspiracy which year violated the laws. In
specifically addressing the argument, the court
stated:

"But secret 'arrangements' and 'understand-
ings,' like more formal contracts to pass title
to desert land grants after patents, undermine
the Interior Department's power and duty to
enforce the restrictions on the recipients of
the government's bounty." Id.

bers of his family and other friends
and members of "our family." He
then states:
I do not have with them nor do they have-
with me any prior arrangements as to the-
sale of any oil and gas leases that they
may win.
I have verbally committed to make an
offer and I have been assured that my
offer would receive early consideration as
to its adequacy. My wife, Mary, has au-
thority to act in my behalf.

The latter statement takes away-
much of the import of the first state-
ment above quoted. Sprinkle has.
promised to make an offer. Clearly
it was appellant's and Sprinkle's
understanding that Sprinkle would
offer to buy any lease in the draw-
ing which appellant would win, and
that "early consideration as to its-
adequacy" would be given by the-
offeror.

In appellant's affidavit he states
that his father explained to him
that Sprinkle would handle the "me-
chanics of the filing" if appellant
desired to participate in the oil and
gas lease drawings as other family
members had done with Sprinkle's.
help. Appellant states further:
He explained that I could do. so by sign-
ing entry cards and giving them to Mr.
Sprinkle. Mr. Sprinkle asked for the right
of first refusal to purchase the lease. I
could sell it to him if I wanted to, but IX
did not have to. I was perfectly free to
sell it to whomever I wanted.

Later in the affidavit he states that
he in no way intended to give the
private investigator the impression
that he was filing on behalf of
Sprinkle or that he has been "enter-
ing the lottery for Mr. Joe
Sprinkle."
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The affidavit by appellant's
father, D. W. Enevoldsen is basical-
ly of the same import. The: most
relevant portions of his affidavit
read:

For many years I have made appli-
cations for oil and gas leases in the Fed-
eral Simultaneous Filings. I first became
aware of the filings through relatives of
mine who are relatives of Joe and Mary
Sprinkle. I and other members of my fam-
ily contacted them to determine if we
were eligible to participate in the filings.
We were informed that if we would ex-
ecute the entry cards, the other details
would be handled for us by Joe and Mary
Sprinkle. The only request that they
made of us was that if any of us won,
we would let them make an offer and give
them the right of first refusal.

With regard to his conversation
with the private investigator he
stated:

lie [the investigator] said, "You are
signing cards for Joe Sprinkle," and I
said "No, you are putting words in my
mouth." I asked him if this was the way
that he talked to my son. He kept saying,
"Is it true you and your son are signing
for Joe Sprinkle?" I kept repeating, "We
sign the entry cards for ourselves and we
are the only people who have an interest
in the leases and we can sell to whomever
we want." le kept using phrases such as
"But you do sign cards for Joe Sprinkle"
and "You are doing this for Joe
Sprinkle." I kept telling him that he was
misinformed and finally I became rather
irritated and told him if he wanted some
more information, he could talk to Joe
Sprinkle or anyone he wanted, but I did
not want to talk to him anymore.

Nine other affidavits were-sub-
mitted by relatives or friends. They
are identical and state:

I was at no time nor am I now obli-
gated- to transfer any interest to anyone

in any oil and gas lease that I have won
or may win as a result of any simultane-
ous drawing conducted by the Bureau of
Land Management.

Joseph Sprinkle advises me and
handles the filing of my application. I
have agreed verbally that in the event I
am successful, he will have the right of-
first refusal to purchase the lease. He has
agreed to assist me in selling the lease in
the event he does not purchase it.

I, at all times, have and have had the
sole right to sell to whomever and at
whatever price I desire and no one has
or has had any right to any portion of
any lease I have applied for.

The arrangement or understand-
ing of these nine affiants with
Sprinkle appears to be similar to
that of appellant.

Appellant contends that, at most,.
his arrangement with Sprinkle,
could give rise merely to a "hope or-
expectation" in Sprinkle and not an
"interest" in the lease, and that by
decisions of this Board in such cir-
cumstances the offeror is the sole'
party in interest and there is no vio-
lation of the regulations. Kg., Fir--
ginia L. Jones, 34 IBLA 188
(1978); D. E. Pack, 30 IBLA 230
(1977); Harry L. Matthews, 29'
IBLA 240 (1977) ; R. l. Barton, 4
IBLA 229 (1972); John .. Stef-
fens, 74 I.D. 46 (1967). In none of
these cases, however, was there an
agreement that the offeror gave the
agent filing the cards a "right of
first refusal." They are all distin-
guishable from the situation here..

Although the affiants used the
term "right of first refusal," appel-
lant now. says there was no prior
agreement of a "right of first re-
fusal" vested in Sprinkle. lie con-
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tends that appellant did not use the 1970), at 857, wherein the court
phrase in its legal or technical sense stated: "That right is clearly an ex-
because qualifying language ne- ecutory right. It is therefore not an
gates such an intent, specifically, his option because an option is an exe-
statement that "I could sell it to cuted contract." Appellant has
him if I wanted to, but I did not cited additional cases to the same
have to. I was perfectly free to sell effect pointing out that the right of
it to whomever I wanted * * *." first refusal is not a true option be-
We do not agree that this statement cause a lessor has the right to retain
coupled with all the information in the property and not to sell to any-
the affidavits establishes that one. However, as clearly pointed
Sprinkle had no claim to an advan- out in most of these cases cited
tage or benefit from the lease. Ap- above, and as expressly quoted by
pellant's excuse that he is a lay per- appellant from Bennett Veneer
son and would not understand Factors, Inc. v. Brewer, supra at
technical terms is not persuasive 132:
here. Apparently the affidavits were In *a preemptive right contract, some-
prepared with the help of an attor- times called a "first refusal" right, there
ney, or at least, they were reviewed is an agreement containing all essential
by an attorney in submitting them elements of a contract, the terms of

which give to the prospective purchaser
as proof of the arrangement be- the right to buy upon terms established
tween the parties. by the seller; but only if the seller de-

Appellant points to court cases cides to sell. [Italics by appellant.]
which use "right of first refusal" in Appellant then contends that the
a technical sense to mean that the terms of an oral contract must be
person having the right would have "clear, satisfactory, and unequivo-
the right to meet any bona fide offer cal." This requirement is stated in
of a third party at the same price cases involving conflicts between the
and on the same terms and condi- purported parties to the contract.
tions as those in the offer by the In our situation it suffices if the evi-
third person, if the person giving dence simply show an arrangement
the right decided to sell. E.g., which violated the regulations.
Turner v. Shirk, 364 N.E.2d 622 We agree with appellant that the
(Ill. App. 1977); Bennett Veneer evidence here does not establish

Factors, Inc. v. Brewer, 441 P.2d that Sprinkle had an option to pur-
128, 134 (Wash. 1968); Brownies chase the lease, within the usual
Creek7 Collieries, Inc. v. Asher Coal meaning of the word "option" to
Min. Co., 417 S.W.2d 249 (Ky. mean a definite contract whereby
1967); Tamura v. De Iuliis, 281 the prospective purchaser has a
P.2d 469 (Ore. 1955). Appellant definite right to purchase, if he
contends that the right of first re- chooses to do so under agreed upon
fusal is not an "option," quoting conditions, rather than the seller
from. Coastal Bay Golf Club, Inc. having the election to sell. We do
v. Hozbein, 231 So.2d 854 (Fla. not agree, however, that Sprinkle
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obtained no right under the oral
agreement with appellant. As indi-
cated, appellant contends his state-
ment that he "was perfectly free to
sell it to whomever [he] wanted"
negates a right of first refusal. Also,
appellant states we must look to the
term "right of first refusal" in the
entire context of the language in
the affidavits. This must be true,
also, of appellant's other statement.
If we were to accept appellant's
argument completely that Sprinkle
had no rights at all, we would have
to ignore the language of "right of'
first refusal" and say that it had no
significance.. whatsoever. However,
it appears that appellant and mem-
bers of his family and Sprinkle had
an understanding that Sprinkle
had some right or privilege because
he filed the offers for them. It is
clear from Sprinkle's affidavit that
he was obligated to make an offer to
purchase a winning lease from ap-
pellant, but that appellant could re-
fuse Sprinkle's offer if he did not
want to sell the lease. What is lack-
ing in appellant's submissions is a
specific and clear explanation of
Sprinkle's right. We cannot accept
appellant's assertion that Sprinkle
had no right in view of the state-
ment in his affidavit and in the
other affidavits which show a pat-
tern whereby Sprinkle would file
the offers for appellant and others,
if they would give him a right of
first refusal.

The affiants' statements do not ex-
pressly state that Sprinkle would
have the right to match any other
offer made by a third person to ap-
pellant. However, the language in

the affidavits does not clearly dem-
onstrate that he would not have that
right. Such a right is in keeping
with the most common legal under-
standing, of the term right of first
refusal. The only other possible in-
terpretation which would give some
meaning at all to the use of the term
is that Sprinkle would be afforded
the first opportunity to make an of-
fer to purchase the lease. This is
usually called a "first right to buy."
See 1A. Corbin, Contracts §§ 261,
261A (1963). In both circumstances,
the person giving the right does not
have to sell. However, if he decides
to do so, the party to whom the right
was given must be given either the
opportunity to refuse to purchase
under terms and conditions as a
third party would make (right of
first refusal), or the opportunity to
make the first offer before any other
offer would be accepted (first right
to buy).

While neither of these rights are
the equivalent of an option, they
are valuable rights which would
preclude the lessor from assigning
the lease without first giving Sprin-
kle either the opportunity to make
a first offer to purchase, or to match
any offer made to the lessor by a
third party.' The fact that the lessor
'could choose not to sell the lease does

B We appreciate the semantical problems
here as the terms do not always have express
technical meanings In all factual contexts. The
discussion in Corbin, Contracts, spra, best
explains this. We have used above the most
common meanings in light of the factual con-
text presented here. The fact that there may
be some ambiguity Is caused by appellant's
failure to delineate more particularly the ar-
rangement. This should not serve to help his
position.

653
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not diminish the right. We find that
because Sprinkle had one of these
rights he had, at the time offer was
filed, an "interest" in the lease offer
within the meaning of that term as
defined in the regulations to include
a prospective claim to an advantage
or benefit from a lease. This is far
different from an option in the les-
sor to sell to the agent filing service.
In that situation, there is no re-
straint on alienation of the lease.
The lessee may sell to anyone and
the agent has no claim against him
if he chooses to sell to someone else,
without exercising the option to sell
to the agent. Under either a right of
first refusal or first right to buy dis-
cussed above, however, the lessee is
restricted in his rights to the lease
because he cannot alienate any in-
terest in the lease without comply-
ing first with his arrangement with
Sprinkle. Thus Sprinkle'has an in-
terest in the lease, as defined in the
regulations.

In view of the above finding, it is
apparent that there was a violation
of 43 CFR 3102.7, pertaining to the
disclosure of parties interested in
the offer and, also, of 43 CFR
3112.5-2, prohibiting multiple fil-
ings in a drawing, as Sprinkle filed
iin the same drawing.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed as to
the rejection of appellant's offer
with the modification made herein
that appellant should have been
given notice and an opportunity to

respond prior to BLM's making the
decision.

JOAN B. THoMPSoN,
Administrztive Judge.

WE CONCR I

FREDERCK FisHxAN,
Administrative Judge.

DoUGLAS E. HENRIQUES, 8

Administrative Judge.

APPEALS OF GREGORY LUMBER
CO., INC. (ON RECONSIDERATION)

IBCA-1237-12-78
1238-12-78
1239-12-78
1240-12-78

Decided November 3, 1979

Contract Nos. ORO90-TS7-8, OR090-
TS5-49, ORO90-TS6-18, OR090-TS6-
60, Bureau of Land Management.

Denied.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Motions-
Rules of Practice: Appeals: Recon-
sideration
The appellant's motion for reconsidera-
tion provides no reason for overturning
the Board's principal decisions which dis-
missed the subject appeals for lack of
jurisdiction. The Board, having found
significant current precedents consistent
with the view that the effective date of
the Contract Disputes' Act of 1978 was
Mar. 1, 1979, and that claims appealed to
the Board prior to that date, were not
pending then before the. contracting
officer, finds those precedents controlling
without analysis of all matters argued in
appellant's brief.

APPEARANCES: Edward F. Canfield,
Attorney at law, Casey, Scott & Can-
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-field, Washington, D.C., for appellant;'
Lawrence E. Cox, Department Counsel,
Portland, Oregon, for Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE LYNCH*'

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEAL

Appellant has filed a Motion for
Reconsideration of the Board's de-
cision of Sept. 28, 1979, dismissing
the subject appeals on the grounds:

1. Important issues of law and
precedent concerning statutory con-
qstruction argued by appellant in its
brief were not discussed by the
Board in its decision. These cases
-deserve comment and analysis.

2. In a similar controversy with
respect to the meaning of the terms
of the statute, another Board was
-split with a substantial number of
judges dissenting. It is respectfully
,suggested that consideration by the
Board en bane should take place.

3. The rule relied upon by the
Board is'an interim rule. If the rule
is later changed, this dismissal will
have prejudiced appellant and leave
it without recourse under the Con-
-tract Disputes Act.

Appellant's first contention that
important issues of law and prece-
*dent were not discussed by the
Board in its decision belies the basic
function of the Board to determine
-factual issues in contractual dis-
putes and to apply existing law to
render a decision on the findings of

*Administrative Judge Beryl S. Gilmore who
authored the principal opinion is no longer a
member of this Board.

facts. Although, the question of
jurisdiction' presented necessarily
involves legal questions of statutory
interpretation, there exists a signifi-
cant number of earlier Board of
Contract Appeals' decisions and a
recent court decision involving the
same question, of when a claim is
"pending then" before the Contract-
ing Officer. Except for dissenting
opinions in Monaco Enterprises,
Inc., and Towne Realty, Inc.,
ASBCA 23611 and 23676 (June 6,
1979), 79-2 BCA par. 13,944, the
Board decisions are consistent with
the view that the language "pend-
ing then" as used in the Contract
Disputes Act, P.L. 95-563 (41
U.S.C. §§601-613 (1976)) means
pending before the contracting of-
ficer on or after Mar. 1, 1979, the
effective date of the Act. This inter-
pretation is confirmed by the Court
of Claims in Troup, Bros., I.
v. United States, Ct. Cl. Order-
(Aug. 24, 1979), where the contrac-
tor was not permitted to elect to
proceed with a direct suit under the
Contract Disputes Act because the
appeal filed with a Board prior to
Mar. 1, 1979, was not pending before
the Contracting Officer on the effec-
tive date of the Act. We conclude
that the availability of significant
current precedents involving the
specific phrase requiring interpreta-
tion is controlling without the need
or desirability of analyzing all cases
mentioned in appellant's brief.

The suggestion that consideration
by the Board en bane should take
place is denied with the observation
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that a majority of the Board did
join in the Sept. 28, 1979, opinion
which dismissed the appeals.

The third contention that the
Board rule relied on is only an in-
terim rule subject to change that
may prejudice the appellant raises
a groundless concern that the Board
could modify its rule to change the
effective date of the Act as expressed
in the Act and as interpreted in var-
ious Board and court decisions as
discussed in the Board's decision of
Sept. 28, 1979.

ConcZusion

The Board's principal decision of
Sept. 28, 1979, dismissing. the sub-
ject appeals for want of jurisdiction
over the particular claims involved
is hereby affirmed.

RuSSELL C. LYNCH,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

G. HERBERT PACKWOOD,

Administrative Judge.
WniuA F., McGRAw,
Cif Administrative Jdge.

BURGESS MINING AND
CONSTRUCTION CORP.

1 IESMA 293

Decided November 30, 1979

Appeal by Burgess Mining and Con-
struction Corp. from a decision by
Administrative Law Judge Sheldon L.
Shepherd which sustained a notice of
violation issued by the Offilce of Surface
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
for failure to remove topsoil and to'
post perimeter markers clearly
(Docket No. NX 9-28-R).

Affirmed.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Topsoil: Handling
Absent express approval of an alternative.
plan by a regulatory authority in the
manner provided by law, 30 CFR 715.16:
requires no less than all the available top-
soil to be salvaged.

2. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Signs and Markers
While the initial Federal regulatory pro-
gram requires that the perimeter of the'
permit area be clearly marked, there is.
no definition of permit area applicable
during such program; therefore, an in-
terpretation of 30 CFR.715.12 (c) that is
consonant with the spirit and purposes of
the Act will be upheld.

3. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Signs and Markers
Signs and markers, whenever required,
must be durable and easily recognized.

APPEARANCES: W. E. Prescott
III, Esq., Birmingham, Alabama, for
Burgess Mining and. Construction
Corp.; Charles P. Gault, Esq., Office of
the Field Solicitor, Knoxville, Tennes-
see, Mark Squillace, Esq., Office of the
Solicitor, and Marcus P. McGraw, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor for Enforcement:.
Office of the Solicitor, Washington,.
D.C., for the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement.

OPINION BY THE INTE RIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE MINING

AND RECLAMATION
APPEALS

This appeal was filed by Burgess
Mining and Construction Corp.
(Burgess) from the Administrative
Law Judge's (ALJ) decision in
Docket No. NX 9-28-R which up-
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held Violation Nos. 1 and 2 of
Notice of Violation No. 79-II-16-4,
issued .to Burgess by the Office of
Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement (OSM) for its failure
(1) to salvage all topsoil on lands
to be affected by mining as required
by 30 CFR 715.16, and (2) to mark
clearly the perimeter of the permit
area in- aecordalnce with 30 CFR
715-12. The ALJ held that the evi-
dence presented at the hearing was
sufficient to. uphold the perimeter
markers violation and part of the
topsoil violation. We believe that
the conclusions made by the ALJ
were justified lnder the circum-
stances and, we affirm his decision.

Factual and Pr<Ocedural
Background

On Feb. 1, 1979, William D. Ellis,
a reclamation inspection specialist
for OSM, inspected thle-Burgess
surface mining operation in Bibb
and Shelby Counties, Alabama.1

Inspector Ellis was accompanied on
the inspection by Burgess superin-
tendent James McCoy. As a result
of this inspection, Notice of Viola-
tion No. 7-9-II-16-4 was issued to

iBurges on Feb. 1, 1979.2 Two viola-
tions of the Department's interim
regulations were specified: (1) the
failure of the operator to salvage all
topsoil on laid to be' affected by
mining, as required, by 30 CFR

'This inspection was conducted pursuant
to sec. '521 of, the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of. 1977 (Act), 30 U.S.C.
§ 1271 (Supp. I 1977), and 30 CFR Part 721
of the Department's interim regulations.

2 Notice of Violation No. 79-11-16-4 was
issued pursuant to '30 U.S.C.. § 1271(a) (3)
<Supp. I 1977) and 30 CFR 722.12.

715.16; and (2) the failure of the
operator to mark clearly the perim-
eter of the permit area, as required
by 30 CFR 715.12. Burgess filed an
application for review of the notice
on Feb. 26, 1979,3 and a hearing was
held before the ALJ on May 10,
1979.

OSM's assertion; that Burgess
failed to salvage all topsoil was
based on the conditions found by
the inspector on Feb. 1, 1979, as re-
ported by him in his testimony.4 In
support of this testimony, OSM in-
troduced Exhibits 3-1, 3-2, 3-7, 3-8,
3-9, and 3-13, photographs of spoil
piles partially covering trees. OSM
sought to establish that the trees
were not removed, and, by infer-
ence, that the topsoil was not re-
moved prior to Burgess' disturbance
of the area. In addition, OSM intro-
duced Exhibits 3-10, 3-11, and 3-12
(photographs), to show that the
upper-several inches of the A hori-
zon soil had been scalped from a
knoll.

On June 29, 1979, the ALJ issued
a written decision which upheld all
of Violation No. of the notice (con-
cerning 30 CFR 715.12), but only
part-of Violation No. 1 (concerning
30 CFR 715.16). With regard to
Violation No. 1, the ATJ held that
the evidence supported OSM's find-
ing of a failure to salvage topsoil in

3 Burgess' application for review of the
notice was filed pursuant to see. 525 of the
Act, 30 U.S.C. § 1275 (Supp. I 1977).

4 The testimony most damaging to Burgess
was Ellis' account of his conversation with
James McCoy, identified by Ellis as the Bur-
gess "superintendent," in which McCoy
allegedly stated that topsoil had not been
saved since the end of a United Mine Workers'-
strike on Mar. 25, 1978 (Tr. 20).
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the area as shown in Exhibits 3-10,
3-11, and 3-12, but that the evidence
did not support that part of Viola-
tion No. 1 pertaining to the areas in
which trees were partially covered
by spoil piles, because there was no
evidence that the spoil was placed
there after the effective date of the
regulations. Burgess filed its appeal
with the Board on Aug. 6, 1979, and
its brief in support of the appeal on
Sept. , 1979. OSM filed a reply
brief on Sept. 28, 1979.'

- Dsussion

In its appeal from the ALJ's de-
cision concerning the topsoil viola-
tion, Burgess raises two major
points. They are, in effect, that its
method of handling topsoil was
legal and that, even if it was not,
there was no competent evidence be-
fore the. AUJ to establish any il-
legality. We will treat these in the
order stated.

[1] We have held that, absent ex-
press prior approval to the con-
trary by a regulatory authority in
the manner provided by law, 30
CFR 715.16 requires no'less than
all the available topsoil to be sal-
vaged. Carbon Fuel Co., 1 IBSMA
253, 86 I.D. 483 (1979); Alabama
By-Products Cor., I IBSMA 239,
S6I.D. 446 (1979). Burgess asserts,
however, that 30 CFR 715.16 per-
mits less than all available topsoil
to be'salvaged.5'

Burgess completed its brief on Aug.: 31,
1979. Alabama By-Products was decided on
Sept. 14, 1979, and Carbon Fuel on Sept. 25,
1979. Consequently, there is no discussion of
these cases in that brief and Burgess did not
request permission to file a supplemental brief.

Burgess maintains that the lan-
guage of sec. 716.6 (a): "AU topsoil
to be salvaged shall be removed"r
(italics supplied), leads to the in-
evitable conclusion that less than
absolutely all of the available top-
soil need be removed in every case
and that circumstances will direct
the exactqamount that must be sal-
vaged. This suggestion appeals to,
conunon sense, but even so, any
deviation from the norms set forth
in the regulations cannot be based
on secrets locked away in the heart
or mind of the individual operator.
Rather, it must be an exception au-
thorized by law upon the approval
of the appropriate regulatory au-
thority. Burgess has done nothing
more than nakedly assert that it was
not required to salvage all of the
topsoil; it has not suggested that its
conduct was approved pursuant to
any. right a regulatory authority
might have under law to grant such
approval. Burgess cannot exempt
itself from the strictures of 30 CFR
715.16 in such an unaided manner.
See Carbon Fuel Co., supra; Ala-
bama By-Products Corp., supra.

The remaining question is
whether sufficient evidence was pre-
sented to permit the AUT to find
as he did. The rules of procedure
that govern this action provide that
OSM has the initial burden of go-
ing forward to establish a prima
facie case,, but that the ultimate
burden of persuasion shall rest with
the applicant for review (Burgess)..
43 CFR 4.1171. We have stated that
such a prima facie case is made
where sufficient evidence is pre-
sented to establish essential facts
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which, if uncontradicted, will per-
mit if not compel a finding in favor
of OSM. James Moore, 1 IBSMA
216, 223, 86 I.D. 369; 373 (1979).
The ALJ found aprima facie show-
ing of violation in the testimony of
an OSM inspector who recounted
statements, damaging to Burgess,
made by a Burgess superintendent
during the inspection tour. More
specifically, the AUJ found that the
superintendent said that topsoil had
not. been saved during a period
when, the regulation would require
such saving (Decision* at 3).,Bur-
gess maintains on appeal that the
inspector was not competent to
make declarations that would bind
Burgess and that,, even if he were
competent to do so, he did not in
fact make them. The record does not
support either contention.

At the very outset of the hearing
Burgess indicated its understanding
of the need for OSM to establish a
prima facie case. It even announced
it was so sure that OSM could not
make one that it would "make an
appropriate motion" 'at the proper
time (Tr. 6). No motion for dismis-
sal was made at the conclusion of
OSM's case or at any other time
during the hearing. Moreover, al-
though the record is replete with
objections made by Burgess to a va-
riety of questions, none was made to
the inspector's account of what the
superintendent had allegedly told
him about Burgess' improper top-
soil removal practices. Nor did Bur-
gess, while the inspector was re-
counting the conversation, request-

'voir dire in order to cast doubt upon
either the substance of the conversa-
tion or the "superintendent's" com-
petency to bind the company by his
statements.' There was no cross-
examination to serve this purpose,
nor did Burgess call any witnesses
to challenge either the inspectors
'account of the conversation or the
superintendent's competency to
speak for Burgess. The conclusions
made by the ALJ were warranted
under the circumstances.

[2] With respect to the perimeter
markers violation, the, interim reg-
ulations provide that "[t]he perim-
eter of the permit area" shall be
clearly marked. 30 OPFR 715.12 (c).
Unfortunately, there is no definition
in those regulations of .'permit
areas." 8 The statute does define
permit area as: "[T]he area of
land * * which:* * * shall be
covered by -the operator's .bond as
required by sec. 1259 * * * 30
U.S.C. §1291(17) (Supp. I 1977).
However, sec. 1259 relates to per-
formance. bonds and as such is only

on appeal, Burgess questioned the prop-
riety of the use of such "hearsay" testimony.
However, a statement by a representative of
a party that constitutes an admission is not
hearsay in a Federal proceeding. See, e.g., Fed.
1?. Rvid. 801(d). Moreover, an administrative
tribunal is not necessarily forbidden to use
hearsay evidence. See 5 U.S.C. 556(d)
(1976); Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389
(1970); School Board of Broward County,
Florida v. HW, United States Ocoe of Edu-
cation, 525 .2d 900 (5th Cir. 1976).

7 See, eg., Midland Elnterprises, Inc. v.
Notre Dame Fleeting d Towing Service, Inc.
538 P.2d 1356 (8th Cir. 1976) Dow Chemical
Co. (U.K.) v. S. S. Giovannella D'Amico, 297
P. Supp. 899 (S.D. N.Y. 1969).

8While "permit area" is defined in the
permanent program regulations (30 'CPR
701.5, 44 FR 15320 (Mar. 13, 1979)), those
regulations are not applicable to enforcement
actions during the interim program.

659
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applicable to the permanent regu-
latory program. See 30 CFR Part
800, 44 FR 15385 (Mar. 13, 1979)
(general bonding requirements
under the permanent regulatory
progran). Therefore, the statutory
definition of "permit area" is not
directly applicable to the interim
regulatory. program..

.The ALJ fou'nd-that only 75. of
the approximately 840 acres cov-
ered by Burgess' state permit were
to be mined currently and that those
were covered by bond (Decision at
3-4). He held that only that bonded
-area is required to be marked under
30 CFR 715.12 (c) (Id.). Since "per-
mit area" is not defined for pur-
poses of the interim regulatory pro-
gram, and the ALJ's holding is con-
sonant with the spirit and purposes
of the Act, we are in agreement with
that holding.

[3] Marking the perimeter of the
permit area, however, is only part
of the task. It "shall be clearly
marked by durable and easily rec-
ognized markers, or by other means
approved by the regulatory author-
ity" (italics supplied) (30. CFR
715.12 (c) ). There is no suggestion

that the regulatory authority ap-
proved. any other means, and the
ALJ found that there was a con-
geries of various colored flags
whose meanings were not clear to
anyone (Decision at 4). Although
Burgess concedes that no specific
question and answer occurred at the

:hearing to indicate that an ex-
planatory color key was available,
it maintains that such was inferen-
tially obtainable from the testi-
mony (Appellant's Brief at 13,
14). The AL declined to make
such an inference and we decline to
say he was incorrect. The AU was
entirely warranted to hold that the
markings did not comply' with the
clarity and recognition require-
ments of 30 CFR 715.12(c).

The decision of the Hearings Di-
vision is affirmed.

MELVIN J. MiRKIN,
Adm inistrative Judge.

IRALINE G. BARNES,

Administrative Judge.

WLL A. IRwIN,
Chief Administrative Judge.
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT,
APPEAL OF TENNECO*

X-36918
January 30, 1979

Freedom of Information Act: (Act of
June 5,1867)
Denial of request for USGS's estimates
of present value of royalties and taxes
based on proprietary and confidential
information furnished by sources out-
side Government is legally supportable
under exemptions (4) and (9) of Free-
dom of Information Act (FOIA) since
release would be the same as releasing
the proprietary and confidential infor-
mation from which estimates were de-
rived as well as the geological and geo-
physical data. Further, exemption (5) of
FOIA may be used as a basis for protect-
ing presale estimates of value for a tract
on which no bids are received since this
is part of Departmental's deliberative
process of decisionmaking.

Prior Solicitor's Opinions 14-36779,
Nov. 17, 1969, Appeals of Freeport
Sulphur Co. and Texas Gulf Sulphur
Co. and X-36841, Nov. 9, 1971, Appeal
of Amoco Production Co. are dis-
tinguished with respect to the appli-
cability of exemptions (4) and (9) of
FOIA to the present value estimates
and overruled with respect to the ap-
plicability of exemption (5) of FOIA
to the presale estimates.

To: ASSISTANT SECRETARY-POLICY,
BuDGET AND ADMINISTRATION

FROM: AssociaTe SoLCrroR, DI-
SION OF GfENERAL LAW

SUBJECT: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
ACT APPEAL OF TENNECO

By letter of Dec. 5, 1978, counsel
for Tenneco Oil Co. has appealed
the partial denial of its Freedom of

*Not In chronological order.

Information Act (FOIA) request
of Oct. 23,1978, for 21 sets of docu-
ments. The Associate Solicitor for
Energy and Resources responded to
the initial request on Nov. 22, 1978.
Most of the requested documents-
were released. The documents which
were withheld and are in issue in
this appeal concern items 4, 13, 15
(in part), and 21 of the request.

Item No. 4-This request was for
estimates by the United States Geo-
logical Survey of the amount of
present value of royalties and taxes
which would accrue to the United
States as a result of its leasing Tract
43-196 or the loss of present value
of such receipts if the high bid were
rejected.

We are advised that the USGS
estimated the present value of roy-
alties and taxes which would accrue
to the United States as a result of
leasing Tract 43-196 but did not es-
timate the loss of present values
with respect to this tract. Hence
only the present value figures are in
issue. Cf. 43 CFR 2.13(f).

Item No. 4, with respect to the
present value estimates, was with-
held under exemptions (4) and (9)
of the FOIA.

Exemption (4) to the FOIA, 5
U.S.C. § 552(b) (4) (1976), relates
to "trade secrets and commercial or
financial information obtained from
a person and privileged or confiden-
tial."

Exemption (9) to the FOIA, 5
U.S.C. 552 (b) (9) (1976), applies to
geological and geophysical informa-
tion and data, including maps, con-
cerning wells.

86 I.D. No. 12

309-485 0 - 80 - 1
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With respect to the present value
of royalties and taxes which were
computed by USGS we are advised
that release of such information
would make it possible to calculate
the oil and gas reserve estimates
for those tracts which in turn would
compromise proprietary geological
and geophysical information that
was furnished to USGS from
sources outside the Government.
Accordingly, it is our judgment
that exemptions (4) and (9) may
be applied to withhold this type of
information since release would be
the same as releasing the proprie-
tary information from which it is
derived. See, Pennzoil Co. v. FTC,
534 F.2d 627 (th Cir. 1976). Since
release of the proprietary informa-
tion would do substantial harm to
the competitive position of the out-
side sources from which it was ob-
tained and would also inhibit the
Government's ability to obtain this
type of information in the future,
which would have a substantial det-
rimental effect on the oil and gas
leasing program, withholding fits
within the criteria of National
Parks & Conseervation Ags'n v. Mor-
ton, 498 F.2d 765 (D.C. Cir 1974). 1

In view of the determination that
the information requested by item
I may properly be withheld on the
basis of exemptions (4) and (9) of

1 Counsel for Tenneco has argued that
Solicitor's opinions, M-36779 of Nov. 17, 1969
and M-36841, of Nov. 9, 1971, indicate that
application of exemptions (4) and (9) would
not be appropriate In this case. We disagree
since those opinions did not concern the
specific type of situation as in the case here,
where release of the present values of royal-
ties and taxes would, in effect, reveal pro-
prietary information that had been made
available to USGS froni sources outside the
Government, as well as geologic or geophysical
data.

FOIA, it is not necessary to con-
sider exemption (5) which may also
be applicable to protect the disclo-
sure of this information.

Item No. 13-This concerns two
memoranda that were prepared by
the Branch of Marine Mineral
Leasing, a component of BLM, for
BLM consideration in connection
with the leasing program. Because
these documents were prepared by
BLM officials, they qualify as in-
tra-agency memoranda. Further, we
are advised that the purpose of
these memoranda was to provide
advice and recommendations to
BLM from one of its specialized
components. It follows, therefore,
that the opinions and recommenda-
tions in these memoranda consti-
tute a part of the BLM's delibera-
tive process of decisionmaking. Ac-
cordingly, it is our opinion that ap-
plying exemption (5) to these
memoranda would be legally sup-
portable. NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck
& Co., 421 U.S. 132 (1975). The
factual materials in these memo-
randa are contained in the charts at-
tached thereto, which were released.
EPA v. Mink, 410 U.S. 3 (1973).

Item No. 15-The portion of
item 15 that was not released con-
cerns the Geological Survey's esti-
mate of the presale value of Tract
43-184, a tract which received no
bids. Since the presale value is in-
ternally generated, it qualifies as an
intra-agency communication. Fur-
ther, since the purpose of this value
is to serve as a 'tool" whereby the
Department discharges its respon-
sibilities in administering the
awards of oil and gas leases, the
presale value also constitutes a
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part of the Department's delibera-
tive process of decisionmaking.
Consequently, we conclude that the
withholding of the presale value of
this tract, where no bid has been
received would be within exemp-
tion (5). See NLRB v. Sears, supra
and Pitmnan v. Iterior, Civil Ac-
tion No. 76-F-1022 (D.Colo. 1977).
Since the Solicitor's opinion M-
36779, was issued prior to the re-
cent cases interpreting exemption
(5) such as NLRB v. Sears, supra
and Pitman v. Interior, spra, we
do not consider that opinion as re-
quiring release of the Govern-
ment's prebid values of a tract in
the situation presented.

Item No. 21-This concerns in-
formation with regard to Tract 43-
196, requested in the memorandum
of Mar. 29, 1978, by the New Or-
leans Office of the Bureau of Land
Management from the Geological
Survey, to be provided over the
telephone. The information re-
quested in paragraph A.1 of this
memorandum is essentially the
same as that requested 'by Tenneco
via Item No. 4 and is withheld for
the same reasons. The Geological
Survey did not understand what
information BLM wanted with re-
gard to paragraph A.2 of this
memorandum. It appears that the
request was discussed and was
modified and redefined over the tele-
phone. We are advised that some
information was transmitted by
USGS in response to BLM's re-
quest but it is not clear what; that
the information was taken down by
BLM but the sheets of paper con-
taining the information have not

been kept. In any event since the
disclosure of the type of informa-
tion designated in A.2, to the ex-
tent it does exist would compromise
proprietary geological and geo-
physical information furnished to
USGS from sources outside the
government, it is our judgment
that exemptions (4) and (9) are ap-
plicable for the same reasons dis-
cussed with respect to item 4. In
view of our determination that ex-
emptions (4) and (9) apply as a
basis for withholding the informa-
tion, it is not necessary to consider
exemption (5) which may also be
applicable to this information.

In view of the foregoing it is our
judgment that the partial denial of
this FOIA request is legally sup-
portable.

ALEXIS JACKSON,
Associate Solicitor.

APPROVED:

LEO M. KRuTiTZ,
Solicitor.

September 25, 1979.

APPEAL OF CARMEL J.
McINTYRE*

4 ANCAB 24

Decided November 30,1979

Decision of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement AA-6661-B, AA-6661-C.

Affirmed.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal

*Not in chronological order.
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Board: Appeals: Jurisdiction-Home-
steads (Ordinary): Generally

The Board lacks jurisdiction to adjudi-
cate the validity of homestead entries;
the Board, rather, adjudicates the effect
of ANCSA on such entries.

2. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals: Res Judicata

The Board will not reverse a prior final
decision of the Department where the
appellant did not appeal such decision
for 15 years, and now seeks reversal of
such decision through a new adminis-
trative appeal. The principle of finality
of administrative action bars considera-
tion of such a new appeal when it in-
volves the same claim of land and the
same issues as were the subject of the
prior appeal.

3. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board: Appeals: Reconsideration

Where an appellant fails to appeal an
administrative decision and, after 15
years, seeks reversal on reconsideration
of that decision, and where reconsidera-
tion would prejudice third-party inter-
ests created in the interim, the Board
will not reconsider such appeal.

4. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Conveyances: Reconveyances
The appellant's possible rights to a re-
conveyance under § 14(c) (1) of ANCSA
are not decided by the Board or affected
by this decision.

APPEARANCES: Joseph W. Evans,
Esq., Birch, Horton, Bittner, Monroe,
Pestinger & Anderson, on behalf of the
appellant; Edward G. Burton, Esq.,
Burr, Pease & Kurtz, Inc., on behalf of
Eklutna, Inc.; and Russell L. Winner,
Esq., Office of the Regional Solicitor,
Dept. of the Interior, on behalf of the
Bureau of Land Management.

OPINION BY
ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS

APPEAL BOARD

SUMMARY OF APPEALS

The appellant seeks protection
under ANCSA from conveyance to
Eklutna, Inc., of 22.5 acres of land
included in a homestead entry,
made by his predecessor in interest,
on lands withdrawn, at all times
relevant to the entry, for a power-
site. The Board rejects the appel-
lant's claims and affirms the deci-
sion of the BLM because all the is-
sues raised by Mr. McIntyre in this
appeal have already been the sub-
ject of final administrative action
within the Department of the In-
terior, or of Departmental deci-
sions which were not appealed in a
timely manner.

JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority to administer the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, 85 Stat. 688, as amended, 43
U.S.C. §§ 1601-1628 (1976 and
Supp. I 1977), and the implement-
ing regulations in 43 CFR Part
2650 and 43 CFR Part 4, Subpart
J, hereby makes the following find-
ings, conclusions and decision.

Pursuant to regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650 and 43 CFR Part 4,
Subpart J, the State Director or his
delegate is the officer of the Bureau
of Land Management, United
States Department of the Interior,
who is authorized to make decisions
on land selection applications in-
volving Native corporations under
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the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, subject to appeal to this
Board.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The decision here appealed ap-
proves for conveyance to Eklutna,
Inc., pursuant to § 14(a) of
ANCSA (85 Stat. 688, 02, 43
U.S.C. § 1613(a) (1976)), certain
lands in the Eagle River valley
within the Municipality of An-
chorage, Alaska. These lands in-
clude the following described
parcel:

T. 14 N., R. 1 W., Seward Meridian,
Alaska

Sec. 23, S 1/2 NW '/ SW Y, NW VA,

SW % SW% NW A, W½2 SE '4 SW
'4 NW 4, SE %/4 SE 1/4 SW 1/4 NW

Containing approximately 22.5 acres

The appellant claims as grantee
of Durwood Cotton who in turn was
the grantee of Robert Lowe, a home-
stead entryman. The 22.5 acres here-
in dispute, located entirely in Sec.
23 of T. 14 N., R. 1 W., Seward
meridian, are a part of the 160-acre
homestead entry, located in Secs.
15, 22, and 23 of the same township.
Crucial to the appeal is the history
of the land in question in relation-
ship to certain powersite classifica-
tions and withdrawals.

In 1925, Power Site Classification
Number 107 was issued which in-
cluded all unsurveyed lands within
one-fourth of a mile of Eagle River,
affecting, among other townships,
Township 14 North, Range 1 West,
Seward meridian. In 1950, Power
Site Classification Number 399 was
published, affecting all unsurveyed

land adjacent to Eagle River at an
altitude of less than 500 feet above
sea level which was not already re-
served by Power Site Classification
Number 107. [Secs. 15, 22, and 23
of T. 14 N., R. 1 W., Seward me-
ridian.]

In 1952, the Federal Power Com-
mission issued a Determination Un-
der Sec. 24 of the Federal Power
Act (41 Stat. 1063, 1075 (1920) as
amended, 16 U.S.C. § 818 (1970)),
Docketed DA-59-Alaska, BLM,
that the value of lands in T. 14 N.,
R. 1 W., Seward meridian, within
one-quarter mile of or at an altitude
of 500 feet or less adjacent to Eagle
River, would not be injured or de-
stroyed for purposes of power de-
velopment by location or entry un-
der the public land laws, subject to
the provisions of Sec. 24.

In March of 1955, Robert Lowe
filed his Notice of Location of Set-
tlement or Occupancy Claim which
initially affected lands in Sees. 15
and 22 of T. 14 N., R. 1 W., Seward
meridian. He amended the Notice in
March or April of 1955 and again
on June 30, 1955, including, with
the second amendment, the lands in
Sec. 23 which are the subject of
this appeal.

The appellant alleges, without
contradiction, that in October of
1955 certain interpretations were is-
sued by the Bureau of Land Man-
agement in Washington, D.C., con-.
forming the powersite reservations
to the plat of survey in T. 14 N., R.
1 W.; while these interpretations af-
fected Secs. 15 and 22, they did not
deal with lands in Sec. 23.
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In February of 1957, Robert
Lowe submitted final proof on his
homestead entry, covering 160 acres
in Secs. 15, 22, and 23 of T. 14 N., R.
1 W. A Notice of Filing of Plat of
Survey and Order for opening of
public lands was filed in July of
1957 which covered Secs. 15 and 22
but not Sec. 23. In September of
1957, Mr. Lowe filed his Application
for Homestead Entry on 160 acres
in Secs. 15, 22, and 23 of T. 14 N.,
R. 1 W. Seward meridian.

The appellant alleges, again with-
out contradiction on the record, that
in 1958 and 1959, he built a home on
the property which he presently
claims. It is unclear from the rec-
ord what interest Mr. McIntyre held
or claimed in the lands at that time.
In May of 1959, Mr. Lowe's 160-
acre homestead entry was divided
by the United States District Court
in Alaska in connection with a di-
vorce between Mr. and Mrs. Lowe.
Mr. Lowe received 80 acres, includ-
ing 40 acres, more or less, in Sec. 23,
and conveyed his entire 80 acres to
Mr. Durwood Cotton, the appel-
lant's grantor. The order of the
court appears simply to have di-
vided whatever interest Mr. Lowe
had, in the interest of a property
settlement, and apparently did not
purport to adjudicate the validity
of the homestead claim.

Robert Lowe died in 1960, and
his homestead application was con-
tinued by Jesse M. McGahan, ad-
ministratrix of his estate.

In February of 1961, Notice of
Publication and Entry Allowed/
Publication Authorized was issued
concerning the entire 160-acre Lowe

homestead entry. However, the No-
tice was vacated a month later and
in April the land was withdrawn
for Power Project 2296.

In April of 1962, Power Site
Classification Numbers 107 and 399
were conformed to the plat of sur-
vey. This was done by plotting the
500-foot contour by photogram-
metric methods and then reserving
the land in those 2.5 acre aliquot
parcels that most nearly conformed
to the contour line.

This process of survey conform-
ance left the 22.5 acres now claimed
by Mr. McIntyre within the power-
site classification.

Mr. McIntyre did not appeal the
survey conformance and resulting
delineation of the powersite classi-
fication boundary nor did his prede-
cessor in interest, Mr. Cotton, or the
administratrix of Mr. Lowe. It is
unclear from the record whether
any of these individuals received
notice of the survey conformance or
of their appeal rights, if any.

In September of 1962, the BLM
state office issued a decision reject-
ing Mr. Lowe's application to enter
and commuted proof under the
homestead laws concerning the 22.5
acres here in dispute, because the
land fell within Power Site Classi-
fication Numbers 107 and 399 as
conformed to the plat of survey.

The basis of the original BLM
decision was simply that the 22.5
acres within Sec. 23 were, at the
time of entry, within the powersite
classification. The decision stated,
in pertinent part:

Lands which are withdrawn or re-
served are not subject to appropriation
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under the public land laws, and unau-
thorized settlement on withdrawn or re-
served lands obtains no rights for the
settler. [Citations omitted.]

Consequently, as the records indicate
that the following lands:
"S /2 NW Y/ SW 1/4 NW ¾, SW Y SW

/i NW , W 1/2 SE SW 1/_ NW
1/i, SE 1 SE 14 SW 1/4 NW 14, c.
23, T. 14 N., R. 1 W., S.M."

containing 22.5 acres
are within the area withdrawn by Power
Site Classifications Numbers 107 and 399
and Power Project 2296, as conformed,
the application to enter and commutation
final proof as to these lands must be, and
hereby are rejected.

The decision was served on Jesse
MeGahan, administratix of the es-
tate of Robert Lowe. She appealed
to the BLM Division of Appeals
and so did Durwood Cotton and
the appellant in this appeal, Mr.
McIntyre.

Affirming the original BLM deci-
sion of September 1962, the Chief,
Branch of Land Appeals in a deci-
sion rendered Jan. 24, 1963, stated:
It can readily be seen then that the with-
drawal of the lands for powersite pur-
poses pursuant to Classifications 107 and
399 considerably predated any settlement
or occupancy of the lands by the entry-
man. The records further show that
under Docket No. DA 59 of November 14,
1952, the Federal Power Commission de-
termined that the value of the lands in
T. 14 N., R. 1 W., S.M., embraced in
Power Classifications 107 and 399, would
not be injured or destroyed for purposes
of power development by location or en-
try under the public land laws, subject
to the provisions of Section 24 of the
Federal Power Act, as amended. How-
ever, such lands are not subject to loca-
tion or entry under the public land laws
until an appropriate order is issued by
the Bureau of Land Management open-
ing such land to location or entry under

appropriate public land laws. No such
order has been issued opening the land
in question to entry or location. Accord-
ingly, the lands were not subject to loca-
tion or entry when the appellant filed his
notice of settlement or occupancy claim.
[Citations omitted.]

Mr. Cotton and Mr. McIntyre
then appealed to the Secretary of
the Interior, according to Depart-
mental appeal procedure at that
time. The Secretary reaffirmed the
decisions below in March of 1964.

CONTENTIONS OF PARTIES

BLM now takes the position that
the appellant has no interests pro-
tected under ANCSA because the
land in dispute was withdrawn
under Power Site Classifications 107
and 399 at the time the appellant's
precedessor in interest filed his
homestead entry, has remained con-
tinuously withdrawn ever since, and
therefore was never available for
entry under the homestead laws.
BLM further argues that all issues
raised by the appellant are res ju-
dicata because the same issues in-
volving the same land were decided
in the earlier appeals, or, alterna-
tively, were not appealed timely.

The appellant contends that the
land should not have been with-
drawn under powersite classifi-
cations in 1955, when Robert Lowe
filed his initial and amended notices
of location. The Federal Power
Commission determined in DA-59-
Alaska, BLM, in 1952, that the value
of the disputed land would not be
harmed for power purposes by en-
tries under the public land laws; it
then became the obligation of the
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Secretary of the Interior to revoke
or modify the powersite classifica-
tions and open the land to entry.
Had he done so, the land would have
been open to entry when Mr. Lowe
filed his notices of location and, in
1957, submitted his final proof
which the appellant assumes would
have been adequate. The homestead
entry would then have taken prece-
dence over the 1959 Power Site
Classification Number 2296, and
would be protected under ANCSA
from Native selection.

As authority for his insistence on
the Secretary's obligation to open
the land to entry, the appellant cites
Reeves v. Andrus, 465 F. Supp. 1065
(D. Alaska 1979), in which the
court reversed, in part, a decision of
the Interior Board of Land Ap-
peals. (Henry E. Reeves, 31 IBLA
242 (1977).)

The Interior Board of Land Ap-
peals had held that the Secretary in
his discretion could refuse to re-
store lands in a powersite classifica-
tion to entry after the Federal
Power Commission determined that
the powersite value of the lands
would not be harmed by homestead
entries. The court, on a motion for
partial summary judgment, held
that the Secretary, after such a Fed-
eral Power Commission determina-
tion, was required to restore the
lands.

The court relied on the following
language of Sec. 24, which was held
to be unambiguous and mandatory:

Whenever the Commission shall de-
termine that the value of any lands of
the United States * * classified as
power sites, will not be injured or de-
stroyed for the purposes of power devel-

opment by location, entry, or selection
under the public-land laws, the Secretary
of the Interior, upon notice of such deter-
mination, shall declare such lands open
to location, entry, or selection, for such
purpose or purposes*** as the Comnis-
sion maV determdne, subject to * * * a
reservation of the right of the United
States * * * to ** * use * * said lands
* * for the purposes of this subchapter,
which right shall be expressly reserved
in every patent issued for such lands; and
no claim or right to compensation shall ac-
crue from the occupation * * * of said
lands for said purposes. (Italics added.)
[Reeves v. Andrus, spras at 1068]

The Department had contended
that the Secretary would, upon can-
cellation of the powersite classifica-
tion, have withdrawn the land pend-
ing settlement of Native land claims,
and that the same protective result
was reached by maintaining the
powersite classification.

The court disagreed, holding
"[t] o allow the Secretary to justify
a powersite classification because
Alaskan Native rights had to be
protected would permit the Secre-
tary to make a jumble out of the
laws governing the public lands. It
would also invite arbitrary use of
power by the Secretary and inhibit
judicial review of the Secretary's
actions. There is no relationship in
this case between the Secretary's
purpose, the protection of Native
rights, and the method used, a
powersite classification. Other ad-
miitted powers of the Secretary to
protect Native rights are irrelevant
in the face of the command of 16
U.S.C. § 818." (Reeves v. Andrus,
supra, at 1071.)

The appellant, Mr. McIntyre,
denies that this appeal is res
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judicata, because the issue of the
Secretary's obligation to open lands
to entry, after the Federal Power
Commission determination, was not
raised in his prior appeal.

Mr. McIntyre now asks the Board
to treat his interest in the Lowe
homestead as if the Secretary had,
in 1952, opened the disputed land
to entry. Alternatively, he asks the
Board to refer the appeal to the
Secretary for action consistent with
the Beeves decision.

DECISION

The Board, although sympathetic
to Mr. MIcIntyre's efforts to gain
patent, cannot grant the relief
sought.

The first reason is jurisdictional.
The Board's jurisdiction in this
matter is based on regulations con-
tained in 43 CFR 4.1(5), which
authorize the Board to decide ap-
peals from decisions of Depart-
mental officials on land selections
under ANCSA. It is not within the
function or jurisdiction of this
Board to decide appeals from de-
cisions on the disposition of land
under the public land laws.

[1] The Board lacks jurisdiction
to adjudicate the validity of home-
stead entries; the Board, rather, ad-
judicates the effect of ANCSA on
such entries.

Sec. 22(b) of ANOSA, and regu-
lations in 43 CFR 2650.3-1 provide
for the exclusion from conveyance
to Native corporations of lawful
entries leading to the acquisition of
title. Valid homestead entries are
specifically protected under § 22 (b).

The validity of the appellant's
homestead entry is in dispute inso-
far as the status of the entry must
be adjudicated in order to deter-
mine the protection to which it is
entitled under ANCSA.

However, it is not necessary for
the Board to seek adjudication of
the appellant's claimed homestead
entry, because the claim has al-
ready been adjudicated. As dis-
cussed, BLM in 1962 issued a deci-
sion rejecting the application of
Robert Lowe, Mr. McIntyre's pred-
ecessor in interest, for the disputed
land. That decision was appealed
by the appellant to the Director of
BLM and then, according to ap-
peals procedure then current, to the
Secretary, both of whom affirmed.
Mr. McIntyre did not appeal the
Secretary's final, decision to the
courts.

Accordingly, the next question is
whether Mr. McIntyre's present
appeal before this Board is barred
by the related doctrines of res
judicata or collateral estoppel, or
by their administrative counter-
part, the doctrine of administra-
tive finality. The Board finds that
it is.

[2] The Board will not reverse a
prior final decision of the Depart-
ment where the appellant did not
appeal such decision for 15 years,
and now seeks reversal of such deci-
sion through a new administrative
appeal. The principle of finality of
administrative action bars con-
sideration of such a new appeal
when it involves the same claim of
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land and the same issues as were
the subject of the prior appeal.

The distinction between res
judicata and collateral estoppel is
explained by the Supreme Court as
follows:
The general rule of ra judcata applies
to repetitious suits involving the same
cause of action. It rests upon considera-
tions of economy of judicial time and
public policy favoring the establishment
of certainty in legal relations. The rule
provides that when a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction has entered a final
judgment on the merits of a cause of
action, the parties to the suit and their
privies are thereafter bound "not only
as to every matter which was offered
and received to sustain or defeat the
claim or demand, but as to any other
admissible matter which might have
been offered for the purpose." (Citations
omitted.) The judgment puts an end to
the cause of action, which cannot again
be brought into litigation between the
parties upon any ground whatever, ab-
sent fraud or some other factor invali-
dating the judgment. (Citations
omitted.)

But where the second action between
the same parties is upon a different
cause or demand, the principle of res
judicata is applied much more narrow-
ly. In this situation, the judgment in the
prior action operates as an estoppel, not
as to matters which might have been
litigated and determined, but "only as
to those matters in issue or points con-
troverted, upon the determination of
which the finding or verdict was ren-
dered." (Citations omitted.)

Comm4ssioner v. sunnen, 333 U.S.
591, 597-598 (1948).

Thus, in the rule applied by the
courts, res judicata operates as a
total bar to a subsequent suit be-
tween the same parties on all mat-
ters which might have been liti-
gated; collateral estoppel prevents

relitigation only of the "particular
issue or determinative fact which
was necessarily or actually decided
by a previous decision of a differ-
ent cause of action."

BLM argues that the present ap-
peal embodies the same cause of ac-
tion as the 1964 appeal, in that the
appellant again pursues before the
Department the same homestead
claim, to the same 22.5 acres, as was
previously denied. It is arguable
that the appellant now asserts a
new cause of action, insofar as the
term is applicable in administrative
proceedings, because the relief
sought is not only the ultimate rec-
ognition of his homestead rights,
but also the immediate exclusion of
the disputed lands from the convey-
ance to Eklutna, Inc., under
ANCSA. Regardless of whether
the cause of action is considered the.
same, however, it is clear that the
issue of the validity of the appel-
lant's homestead claim was decided
in the previous appeal. The appel-
lant argues that the issue of
whether or not the Secretary was
obligated to open the land to entry,
after the Federal Power Commis-
sion's 1952 See. 24 determination,
was not addressed in the 1964 deci-
sion. The Board agrees that this
issue does not seem to have been in
dispute. The Secretary's decision
expressly noted the Federal Power
Commission's determination, and
simply stated without comment
that the land was not opened to
entry:

The record in this case shows that on
November 4, 1952, the Federal Power
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Commission made a determination (No.
DA-59, Alaska) under section 24 of the
Federal Power At, as amended (16
U.S.C., 1958 Ed., see. 818), that the land
on the power site classifications could
be opened to entry under the public land
laws without destroying the value of the
land for power development. However,
the land was not opened to entry by this
Department pursuant to that determina-
tion.

The Department obviously con-
cluded that the Secretary was not
obligated by the Federal Power
Commission determination to open
the land to entry. Thus, the issue
now presented by the appellant in
connection with the Reeves decision
was resolved without argument by
the Secretary in 1964, according to
his interpretation of the law at that
time.

The appellant argues that the
doctrine of res judicata is a judicial
rule exclusively, and that it is not
properly applied in administrative
proceedings. The Board cannot
agree.

The courts, on occasion, apply
the doctrines of res judicata and
collateral estoppel to bar litigation,
before the court, of causes or issues
previously litigated and decided in
administrative proceedings.

In a suit for breach of an em-
ployment contract, the court de-
clined to apply collateral estoppel
on an issue previously decided in an
unemployment compensation pro-
ceeding because of the disparity in
amounts claimed in the two actions,
the fact that the employee had no
legal counsel and did not appear at
the compensation hearing, and

similar reasons of fairness. How-
ever, the court noted:

The majority of courts at one time re-
jected the application of collateral es-
toppel or res judicata to administrative
decisions. In recent years, however, these
doctrines have gained increasing recog-
nition in administrative law. (Citations
omitted.)

Lewis v. International Business
Machines Corp., 393 F. Supp. 305,
307 (D. Oregon 1974).

The Department has consistently
applied res judicata and collateral
estoppel in its quasi-judicial ad-
ministrative proceedings. Refusing
to reconsider an earlier rejection of
a homestead application, the In-
terior Board of Land Appeals
stated:

A request to reconsider a final decision
of the Department regarding rejection of
applications for homestead entry is prop-
erly rejected in the absence of a showing
of extraordinary circumstances. * * *In
the absence of compelling legal and equi-
table reasons for reconsideration, the
principle of res udicata and its counter-
part, finality of administrative action,
will bar consideration of a new appeal
arising from a later proceeding involving
the same claim and the same issues.

Dallas C. Qualman, 36 IBLA 119,
121 (1978). See also Pekka K. leri-
kallio, 30 IBLA 157 (1977) Ben
Cohen, 21 IBLA 330, 331-32
(1975); United States v. Blythe, 16
IBLA 94, 101 (1974); Edon L.
Smith, 5 IBLA 330, 79 I.D. 149, 153
(1972).

This Board has ruled in Appeal
of State of Alaska, 3 ANCAB 11,
18, 19 (1978) [VLS 77-11j:

A prior decision of the Department will
not be overturned by this Board where
the claimant has failed to prosecute an
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appeal from such decision and in essence
acquiesced to the decision for a pro-
longed period of time. In this regard both
the courts and the Department have
previously so ruled:

"Gabbs Eploration o. v. Udall, 315
F.2d 37, 41:

"Here neither plaintiff nor its prede-
cessors in interest took timely action to
have the wrong righted, and plaintiff
cannot complain of the Secretary's fail-
ure to reopen the case. It is significant
also that in all the cases cited to us in
which a prior decision was reopened the
longest period elapsing before reconsider-
ation was three years.

"Union Oil Co. of Ciafornia et al, 71 ID
169, 181, the Department held:

"When, as here, the administrative of-
ficer has acted within his jurisdiction
and a judicial review of such action has
not been sought on a timely basis, the
principles of estoppel, laches and res
judicatc are merged in the doctrine of
finality of administrative action and are
operative to bar appellant's claim for
relief."

The, appellant argues that, in
view of the Reeves decision, the
Board should disregard, or apply
"flexibly", the doctrines of res judi-
cata and collateral estoppel, and
should review and reverse the De-
partment's 1964 decision rejecting
his homestead claim. BLM responds
that the Board lacks jurisdiction to
review decisions of the Secretary,
citing for support two decisions of
this Board and one decision of the
Interior Board of Land Appeals.
(Appeal of Tisenal, Inc., 1
ANCAB 157, 83 I.D. 496 (1976)
[NG, 75-1]; Appeal of State of
Alaska, 3 ANCAB 285 (1979)
[RLS 79-2]; City of Kotzebue, 26
IBLA 264, 83 I.D. 313 (1976). The
Board does not consider these cases
to be in point.

All three decisions held that ap-
peals boards in the Department's
Office of Hearings and Appeals
lacked authority to review decisions
of the Secretary. In all three cases,
the decisions in question were deci-
sions to withdraw public lands
made by the Secretary in the exer-
cise of statutory authority.

The decision presently in question
is an appellate decision made by the
Secretary in his quasi-judicial ca-
pacity.:In 1964, the present Office
of Hearings and Appeals did not
exist, and the Secretary was exer-
cising essentially the same function
now performed by appeals boards
of the Department.

The Office of Hearings and Ap-
peals, comprising administrative
law judges and appeals boards, is
now an authorized representative
of the Secretary for the purpose of
hearing and determining appeals
within the Department, as fully and
finally as might the Secretary. (43
CFR 4.1 (1978).) Appeals boards
have the power to review and recon-
sider their own decisions, in appro-
priate circumstances. (43 CFR 4.21
(c) (1978).) The appellant cites
United States v. Frank W. Wine-
gar, 16 IBLA 112, 178-179, 81 I.D.
370 (1974), for the proposition that
administrative boards may also re-
view and overrule prior decisions of
the Secretary.

The Interior Board of Land Ap-
peals in Winegar reviewed and
overruled Freeman v. Summers, 52
L.D. 201 (1927), a published De-
partmental decision issued by the
Secretary. In so doing, the Board re-
versed a long-standing Depart-
mental position on the requirement
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of discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit in connection with oil shale
claims. This reversal was based on
the conclusion reached after lengthy
analysis, that Freeman was clearly
contrary to the mining law. The
Board stated, as a rule of practice,

Departmental precedent will be over-
ruled where it is shown: 1) that it is
contrary to the law as interpreted by the
courts and this Department, and 2) it
would result in the disposition of public
lands to those not entitled to receive
them.

Freeman v. Summers, 52 L.D. 201
(1927), is overruled.

United States v. FrankT W. Wine-
gar, supra, 371.

BLM seeks to avoid the impact of
Winegar by characterizing this
decision as "concerned with the
standards for reversing a prior
precedent; * * * not concerned
in any way with the standards for
reconsideration of a prior final deci-
sion." (BLM's Response Brief, 16.)
The Board cannot accept BLM's in-
terpretation of Winegar.

Despite Interior Board of Land
Appeals' reference to "Depart-
mental precedent," it is clear that
in Winegar that Board did, in fact,
overrule a prior final decision of
the Secretary, which had over many
years been given precedential effect
in the Department's interpretation
of the mining laws in oil shale cases.

However, the circumstances in
Vinegar must be distinguished

from those in the present appeal. In
Winegar, the Department, through
Interior Board of Land Appeals,
changed its established interpreta-
tion of the mining law with regard

to oil shale claims. Having an-
nounced the new position in Wine-
gar, they simultaneously overruled
their prior interpretation from
Freeman, the previously preceden-
tial case. No issues of res judicata
or administrative finality were in-
volved, since there was no identity
or parties or subject matter.

While Freemaan was overruled
and replaced by Winegar as De-
partmental precedent, Winegar was
not applied retroactively to change
the disposition of Freeman or any
other previously decided appeal.

[3] Where an appellant fails to
appeal an administrative decision
of the Department to the courts and
then seeks, after 15 years, to have
that decision reversed through a
new appeal involving the same par-
ties and the same lands, and where
third-party interests have been
created in the interim consistent
with the prior decision, the interest
of the Department and the public
in administrative finality must
override the appellant's interest in
retroactive application of a new
precedent, and the Board will not
review the prior decision in connec-
tion with consideration of a new
appeal.

The only question remaining is
whether the Board should recon-
sider the Department's 1964 deci-
si'on, as distinguished from review-
ing that decision in a new appeal.
Regulations in 43 CFR 4.21(c)
(1978) provide:

Unless otherwise provided by regulation,
reconsideration of a decision may be
granted only in extraordinary circum-
stances where, in the judgment of the

663]
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Director or an Appeals Board, sufficient
reason appears therefor.

Four factors deter the Board
from reconsideration. First, the
above-quoted language refers to de-
cisions of the Director of the Office
of Hearings and Appeals, or to an
appeals board. There is no provi-
sion for an appeals board to recon-
sider a decision of the Secretary.

Second, the appellant has failed
to demonstrate the existence of ex-
traordinary circumstances. His ar-
guments in favor of granting the
homestead application were made
in connection with the 1964
decision.

The only new "circumstance" is
issuance of the decision in Beeves
contrary to the Department's posi-
tion on § 24 of the Federal Power
Act. The appellant did not appeal
the 1964 decision rejecting his
homestead claim, and now seeks to
benefit from a judicial interpreta-
tion of the law in unrelated litiga-
tion. The Department has consist-
ently denied requests for reconsid-
eration by appellants who failed to
appeal timely to the courts. (Pekka
K. Merikallio, supra; Gabbs E-
ploration, supra.)

Third, the appellant's reliance on
Reeves apparently assumes that,
had the Secretary opened the land
to entry after the Federal Power
Commission's determination, his
predecessor in interest would un-
questionably have obtained a vested
title to the homestead entry. This
is too speculative. The Board can-
not conclude, 15 years after the fact,
that if the land had been opened to

entry, the appellant's predecessor
would necessarily have successfully
pursued his homestead entry.

Fourth, third-party interests have
intervened and should not now be
disturbed. Even if the Secretary was
obligated to open lands to entry, the
land was not made available and
could not at any relevant time have
been validly entered. Subsequently,
additional power withdrawals for
the benefit of the Municipality of
Anchorage have attached to the
land, as have selections by Eklutna,
Inc.

[3] Where an appellant fails to
appeal an administrative decision
and, after 15 years, seeks reversal
on reconsideration of that decision,
and where reconsideration would
prejudice third-party interests cre-
ated in the interim, the Board will
not reconsider such appeal.

Sec. 14(c) (1) of ANCSA pro-
vides that, upon receipt of patent,
a village corporation "shall first
convey to any Native or non-Native
occupant, without consideration,
title to the surface estate in the tract
occupied as a primary place of resi-
dence."

[4] This decision in no way af-
fects whatever right the appellant
may have to use and occupy the land
he claims, and to receive patent to
the land, pursuant to § 14(c) (1).
This Board does not decide the ques-
tion of whether the appellant is en-
titled to a reconveyance pursuant to
§ 14(c) or any question as to what
Mr. McIntyre must receive if it is
determined that he has rights under
§14(c).
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This represents a unanimous de-
cision of the Board.

JUDITH M. BRADY,
Administrative Judge.

ABIGAIL F. DUNNING,
Administrative Judge.

JOSEPH A. BALDWIN,

Administrative Judge.

WHITE WINTER COALS, INC.

1 IBSMA 305

Decided December 4, 1979

Appeal by White Winter Coals, Inc.,
from a July 5, 1979, decision by Ad-
ministrative Law Judget David Torbett
in Docket Nos. NX 9-34-R and NX
9-35--R sustaining a cessation order
issued for mining without a permit,
a notice of violation for an alleged
violation of the requirement to pass
surface drainage from the permit area
through a sedimentation pond, and a
cessation order issued for failure to
abate the conditions listed in the notice
of violation.

Affirmed in part, reversed in part.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Appeals: Effect of

Although, when a matter is appealed to
the Board, OSM cannot take further ac-
tion in the matter except to advise the
Board whether the requested relief
should or should not be granted, OSM
can at any time move the Board to take
what OSM feels is appropriate action.

2. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Cessation Orders-

Surface Mining Control and Reclama-
tion Act of 1977: Environmental
Harm-Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977: Public
Health and Safety

A cessation order is not properly issued
under sec. 521 (a) (2) of the Act when
there is no suggestion in the record that
the cited violation was creating an im-
minent danger to public health or safety
or was causing or could reasonably be
expected to cause significant, imminent
environmental harm.

3. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Hearings

Any objection to the location of a minesite
review hearing must be made before or
at the time of the minesite hearing.

4. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Abatement

A refusal to grant an extension of time
for abatement is not necessarily an abuse
of discretion when the request for 'an
extension was made after the abatement
time had expired.

5. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Variances-Sur-
face Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977: Water Quality Standards
and Effluent Limitations: Sedimenta-
tion Ponds

Any exemption from the requirements of
30 CFR 715.17 (a), concerning sedimenta-
tion ponds, must be sought from the ap-
propriate regulatory authority.

APPEARANCES: Jerry Shattuck,
Esq., Clinton, Tennessee, for White
Winter Coals, Inc.; Marcus P. McGraw,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor for Enforce-
ment, Office of the Solicitor, Washing-
ton, D.C., and Charles Gault, Esq.,
Office of the Field Solicitor, Knoxville,
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Tennessee, both for the Office of Sur-
face Mining Reclamation and Enforce-
ment.

OPINION BY INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE

MINING AND
RECLAMATION APPEALS

White Winter Coals, Inc. (White
Winter), has sought review of the
decision of Administrative Law
Judge (ALJ) David Torbett sus-
taining Cessation Orders No. 79-
II-12-3 and 79-II-12-5 and Viola-
tion 1 of Notice of Violation No.
79-II-12-4 issued to White Winter
by the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement
(OSM), under the provisions of
secs. 521 (a) (2) and (a) (3) of the
Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977 (Act) .'

Although we disagree with the
ALJs conclusion that Cessation
Order No. 79-11-12-3 was properly
issued, we agree with his findings as
to Violation 1 of Notice of Viola-
tion No. 79-II-12-4 and that por-
tion of Cessation Order No. 79-II-
12-5 issued for failure to abate Vio-
lation 1 of the Notice. We therefore
reverse his decision in part and af-
firm it in part.

Background

On Feb. 14, 1979, three inspectors
from OSM inspected White
Winter's surface coal mine in Clai-
borne County, Tennessee. This mine

:'30 U.S.C. 1:271(a) (2), (a) (3) (Supp. I
1977). The Act can be found at 30 U.S.C.
§ § 1201-1328 (Supp. I 1977). All further cita-
tions to the Act are to the 1977 Supplement
to the United States Code.

was opened in 1977 pursuant to a
State mining permit. As a result of
the inspection OSM issued to White
Winter Cessation Order No. 79-II-
12-3 for mining without a current
State permit in violation of sec.
502(a) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 1252
(a), and Notice of Violation No.
79-II-12-4, listing two violations
of the initial regulatory program
regulations. Violation 1 alleged
failure to pass all surface drainage
from the disturbed area through a
sedimentation pond or series of
sedimentation ponds before it left
the permit area in violation of 30
CFR 715.17 and Violation 2 charged
failure to retain all overburden and
spoil material on the solid portion
of the existing bench in violation of
30 CFR 715.14. White Winter was
given until March 7 to abate the
two violations listed in the notice.

During a March 8 follow-up in-
spection, the inspectors found that
the two violations cited had not
been corrected, and, in accordance
with sec. 521(a) (3) of the Act, 30
U.S.C. § 1271 (a) (3), issued Cessa-
tion Order No. 79-II-12-5 for fail-
ure to abate the violations.

On March 15 a minesite hearing
was held in Norris, Tennessee. Al-
though no one from White Winter
attended the meeting, a letter re-
ceived from Tom N. Shattuck, the
owner and operator of the mine,
was made part of the hearing rec-
ord. The hearing officer upheld the
issuance of the cessation order 2

On March 19 White Winter filed
applications for review of both ces-

2 Minesite review report, Exhibit 4 to Ap-
pellant's brief.
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sation orders and of the notice of
violation. A hearing was held on
June 21 before an ALJ. At the close
of that hearing, the ALJ rendered a
decision from the bench upholding
the cessation order for mining with-
out a permit and those parts of the
notice of violation and second ces-
sation order relating to failure to
pass all surface drainage through a
sedimentation pond. He vacated
that portion of the notice of viola-
tion that alleged improper spoil
placement. This oral decision was
confirmed in writing on July 5.3

White Winter filed a timely no-
tice of appeal of this decision on
August 8 and filed its opening brief
on September 6. Following the
granting of a request for an exten-
sion of time, OSM filed its reply
brief on October 5. On October 12
White Winter filed a request for
oral argument. That request was
granted on October 23 and the oral
argument was held on November 20.

Issu es on AppeaZ

The following issues raised by
this appeal will be addressed:

(1) Whether OSM can vacate a
cessation order after it has been ap-
pealed to the Board;

(2) If not, whether, on the facts
of this case, a cessation order was
properly issued for mining without
a permit;

(3) Whether the notice of viola-
tion for failure to pass all surface
drainage through a sedimentation
pond was properly issued;

In the written confirmation, the ALT ap-
peared to sustain both cessation orders in
their entirety. Decision at 2.

(4) Whether the location of the
minesite hearing in this case failed
to comply with the. requirements of
the regulations;

(5) Whether additional abate-
ment time should have been granted
to the operator; and

(6) Whether OSM should have
granted White Winter an exemp-
tion from 30 CFIR 715.17(a).

Discussion and Conclusions

[1] On page 2 of its brief, OSM
stated that it had vacated Cessation
Order No. 9-1-12-3, issued for
mining without a permit. As we in-
dicated in Apache Mining Co., 1
IBSMA 14,85 I.D. 395 (1978), once
a matter is appealed to the Board,
OSM cannot take further action in
the matter except to the extent that
it can advise the Board whether the
requested relief should or should
not be granted. If, however, after a
review of the record, OSM feels
that an appellant is entitled to the
relief requested or makes its own
determination that some other re-
lief should be given, it can at any
time 'move the Board to grant that
relief.4

In this case, although OSM deter-
mined that the portion of its case
against White Winter for mining
without a permit should be dis-
missed, it failed to make a motion
for dismissal.5 In following Apache,
supra, we find that OSM's at-

4 This conclusion does not preclude OSM
from taking other action pursuant to 30 U.S. C.
§ 1271.

1 At oral argument, OSM suggested that the
Board could dismiss this cessation order. We
decline to construe this suggestion as a motion
to dismiss.

309-485 0 - 80 - 2
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tempted vacation of the cessation
order was ineffective.

[2] Thus we reach the issue of
whether a cessation order was prop-
erly issued in this case for mining
without a valid State permit. It is
important to note first that White
Winter had been operating under
a State permit that was due to ex-
pire. Renewal procedures were be-
gun by the company in what would
normally have been adequate time
to secure a new permit before the
old one expired. Because of circum-
stances beyond the control of White
Winter, the permit was not re-
newed before the expiration date.
The company, however, remained
subject to other environmental reg-
ulations. There is no suggestion in
the record that White Winter's op-
erations were creating an imminent
danger to public health or safety or
were causing or could reasonably be
expected to cause significant, immi-
nent environmental harm. Sec. 521
(a) (2) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 1271
(a) (2), requires one or both of
these conditions as a basis for the
issuance of a cessation order." We
therefore hold that Cessation Order
No. 79-II-12-3 for mining without
a permit was not validly issued.
That cessation order is vacated.

The ALJ also sustained Viola-
tion 1 of Notice of Violation No.
79-II-12-4 which alleged failure to
pass all surface drainage from the
disturbed area through a sedimen-

0 Cessation orders issued under 30 U.S.C.
§1271(a)(2) must he distinguished from
those issued under sec. 1271(a) (3). Sec.
1271(a) (3) authorizes the issuance of a cessa-
tion order when the violations listed in a
notice of violation have not been properly
abated, regardless of actual or potential effects
on the public or the environment.

tation pond or series of sedimenta-
tion ponds before it left the permit
area. On appeal, as before the ALJ,
the parties raise factual questions.

43 CFR 4.1171 places the burden
of establishing a prima facie case
as to the validity of a notice of vio-
lation on OSM. Once OSM has es-
tablished its prima facie case, the
operator bears the ultimate burden
of persuasion. See Burgess Mining
& Conmstruection Co., 1 IBSMA 293,
86 I.D. 656 (1979); Island Creek
Coal Co., 1 IBSMA 285, 86 I.D. 623
(1979); Dean r'ucking Co., 
IBSMA 229, 86 I.D. 437 (1979).
The ALJ found that the testimony
of OSM's inspectors and the photo-
graphic exhibits established at least
a prima facie case that runoff from
one outslope would not pass
through a sedimentation pond.'. He
apparently found unconvincing the
testimony of White Winter's presi-
dent to the effect that all runoff
from that outslope drained back
into the active pit and from there
into sedimentation ponds. Thus, he
held that OSM had carried the ulti-
mate burden of persuasion.' We
find no compelling reason to dis-
turb that conclusion. Therefore,
Violation 1 of Notice of Violation
No. 79-II-12-4 is sustained. Like-
wise, that portion of Cessation
Order No. 79-II-12-5 issued for
failure to abate this violation is
sustained.

[3] White Winter raised several
other issues that we think should be
addressed. White Winter contends
that the minesite hearing on its

X Tr. 179-180.
8 Tr. 180: "I think the OSM has carried the

ultimate burden of persuasion, which is more
than they are required to do."
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cessation order failed to meet the re-
quirement that a hearing should be
"at the site or within such reason-
able proximity to the site that any
viewings of the site can be conducted
during the course of public hear-
ing." 30 U.S.C. §1271(a) (5); 30
CFR 722.15 (a). Appellant's first
objection to the location of the hear-
ing was made some 4 months after
the hearings Whatever merits this
objection may have had were waived
by appellant's failure to object be-
fore or at the time of the minesite
review.

[4] Appellant also urges that the
time given to abate the violations
listed in the notice of violation
should have been extended because
of adverse weather conditions and,
in failing to grant an extension
when requested to do so, OSM
abused its discretion. The record in-
dicates that White Winter did re-
quest an extension of time when
OSM conducted its follow-up in-
spection.1o That inspection, how-
ever, occurred after the initial time
set for abatement had expired. We
are not prepared to offer an opinion
on whether it would be an abuse of
discretion to deny an extension
when the request was timely made
and compelling reasons for an ex-
tension were advanced. But when
the operator waits until after the
time for performance has expired
to make that request, we are pre-
pared to say that. OSM does not
abuse its discretion by not granting
an extension.

9 Tr. 16.
10

Based on our reading of the record, we
disagree with the ALl's finding that White
Winter did not request an extension of time
(Tr. 181-182).

[5] Finally, White Winter sug-
gests that the inspector should have
granted it the exemption from .the
sedimentation pond requirement
contemplated in 30 CFR 715.17(a).
This section allows the regulatory
authority to grant exemptions when
the drainage area is small and it is
shown that ponds are not required*
to meet the effluent limitations and
water quality standards estab-
lished in the regulations. In this
context, the regulatory authority as
defined in 30 CFR 700.5 is the state
department with primary responsi-
bility for administering the Act
during the initial program, not
OSM. Thus, we conclude that any
relief from this requirement should
have been sought from the State."
See Alabama By-Products Corp., 1
IBSMA 239,86 I.D. 446 (1979).

Therefore we hold that Cessation
Order No. 79-II-12-3 was improp-
erly issued and is vacated and that
Violation 1 of Notice of Violation
No. 79-II-12-4 and that portion of
Cessation Order No. 79-II-12-5 is-
sued for failure to abate violation 1
of Notice of Violation No. 79-II-
12-4 were properly issued and are
sustained. Judge Torbett's July 5,
1979, decision is thus affirmed in
part and reversed in part.

IRALINE G. BARNES,

Administrative Judge.

WILL A. IRhNw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

IMiELVIN J. I1REKIN,
Administrative Judge.

"The ALJ noted that state approval might
have led him to vacate the sedimentation pond
violation (Tr. 180).
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ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
THE MORONGO BAND OF

MISSION INDIANS
V.

AREA DIRECTOR, SACRAMENTO
AREA OFFICE

7 IBIA 299

Decided December 13,1979

Appeal from Area Director's decision
disapproving a proposed lease of trust
land for outdoor advertising purposes.

Reversed.

1. Act of Oct. 22, 1965-Bureau of
Indian Affairs: Generally-Indian
Tribes: Generally

Title I of the Highway Beautification
Act, 79 Stat. 1028, which applies to all
"public lands or reservations of the
United States," does not apply to Indian
Reservations.

2. Act of Aug. 15, 1953-Indian
Tribes: Generally

Public Law 280, 67 Stat. 588-590, did not
grant to states general civil regulatory
powers over Indian reservations. Nor
could this be accomplished by Depart-
mental regulation, Secretarial Order or
other directive.

3. Act of Oct. 22, 1965-Bureau of
Indian Affairs: Generally-Indian
Tribes: Generally

California's Outdoor Advertising Act, im-
plementing the Highway Beautification
Act, 79 Stat. 1028, may not be applied to
non-Indian lessees on the Morongo In-
dian Reservation.

4. Act of Oct. 22, 1985-Bureau of
Indian Affairs: Generally-Indian
Tribes: Generally

The Department's policy established in
1966 of requiring lessees of Indian lands

in California to comply with State stand-
ards regulating land use and development
can be achieved without subjecting de-
veloping tribal governments to the full
enforcement powers of the State, viz.,
through adding appropriate State stand-
ards to the provisions of any lease.

APPEARANCES: Stephen V, Quesen-
berry, Esq., California Indian Legal
Services, for appellant; James E. Good-
hue, Esq., Office of the Field Solicitor,
U.S. Department of the Interior, River-
side, California, for respondent.

OPINION BY CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

HORTON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The appeal decided here involves
a claim by the Morongo Band of
Mission Indians (appellant) that
the Area Director, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Sacramento Area Office
(respondent), erred in refusing to
approve a lease agreement between
the Band and the Naegele Outdoor
Advertising Co., Inc., of California,
for the purpose of erecting and
maintaining outdoor advertising
structures on the Morongo Indian
Reservation.

The Area Director's decision at
issue was rendered Mar. 14, 1978.1
A notice of appeal was timely filed
from this decision by California In-
dian Legal Services on behalf of ap-
pellant on Apr. 17, 1978, pursuant
to 25 FR Part 2. By memorandum
dated Mar. 27, 1979, Acting Deputy
Commissioner of Indian Affairs

1 The Area Director's decision affirmed a
determination made by the Superintendent,
Southern California Agency, BIA, dated Aug.
29, 1977.
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Martin E. Seneca, Jr., referred this
appeal to the Board of Indian Ap-
peals for resolution in accordance
with the provisions of 25 CFR 2.19.2

In reviewing the decision ap-
pealed from and the briefs sub-
mitted by the parties, it is clear that
resolution of this appeal depends
primarily on the answer to the fol-
lowing question: To what extent, if
any, does the Highway Beautifica-
tion Act of 1965, 79 Stat. 1028, 23
U.S.C. § 131 (1976), apply to In-
dian reservations?

BACKGRO UND

The genesis of this appeal can be
traced to the struggle of the Mo-
rongo Band of Mission Indians to
develop economically. This back-
ground is detailed in appellant's
brief dated July 1, 1978, from
which the following summary is
adduced:

The Morongo Indian Reservation
occupies approximately 32,300 acres
of land in Riverside County, Cali-
fornia, and is inhabited by nearly
300 members of the Morongo Band
of Mission Indians. Because the res-
ervation lies astride a narrow pass

This regulation provides in relevant part:
"(a) Within 30 days after all time for plead-

ings (including extension granted) has ex-
pired, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
shall:

"(1) Render a written decision on the appeal
or

"(2) Refer the appeal to the Board of
Indian Appeals for decision.

"(b) If no action is taken by the Com-
missioner within the 3-d*ay time limit, the
Board of Indian Appeals shall review and
render the final decision."

between the San Bernardino and
San Jacinto Mountain Ranges, only
the few relatively flat acres located
in the plain are suitable for eco-
nomic development. A planning
study conducted for the Band in
1972 identified a total of less than 1
square mile of reservation land as
suitable for economic development.
All of that land lies adjacent to In-
terstate Highway 10, which is a
major east-west artery for travel to
and from the metropolitan areas of
southern California.

In addition to the Interstate
Highway, the reservation is crossed
by a main line of the Southern Pa-
cific Railroad, the Colorado River
Aqueduct, major oil tranimission
pipelines, natural gas pipelines, and
numerous electrical transmission
lines, all of which serve the metro-
politan Los Angeles area without
any significant benefit to the reser-
vation or its residents.

Despite the reservation's seem-
ingly advantageous location for
economic development, its economy
is depressed and its: population
poor. The unemployment rate on
the reservation is approximately 50
percent.

For many years a major source
of income for the Morongo Band
has been derived from outdoor ad-
vertising activities on tribal lands
adjacent to Interstate Highway 10.3

'In an appraisal report dated Oct. 13, 1977,
the 'Southern California Appraisal Office, BIA,
Identified outdoor advertising as "the highest
and best use of reservation land along Inter-
state 10."

681680]
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Because the foregoing lands consist
of property held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the
Morongo Band, any tribal lease of
the property for business purposes
requires approval by the Secretary
of the Interior pursuant to the pro-
visions of 25 U.S.C. § 415 (1976),
and regulations found in 25 CFR
Part 131. The Bureau has refused
to approve the Morongo Band's ad-
vertising lease with the Naegele
company on grounds that the out-
door advertising proposed in the
lease violates requirements of the
Highway Beautification Act and
California State law promulgated
thereunder.4

DISCUSSION, FINDINGS AND
CONCLUSIONS

Certain preliminary questions
are answered before we address the
main issue. First, the Field Solici-
tor (who represents the Area Direc-
tor on appeal) asserts that it is in-
appropriate for the Board to enter-
tain this appeal because the issues
involved are the subject of litiga-
tion in State of Califoinia v.
Naegele Outdoor Advertising Co.
of California, hw., No. 126069, Su-
perior Court of the State of Cali-
fornia, County of Riverside. This is
an action brought by the State of
California, through its Department

,The Area Director's decision does not recite
specific findings of fact or conclusions of law.
In lieu thereof, the Area Director states:

"In view of the Riverside Field Solicitor's
Opinion; Secretarial Order of July 9, 1965,
30 F.R. 8722; Solicitor's Opinion dated April
7, 1967, and circumstances surrounding the
lease proposal of Naegele Outdoor Advertising
Company, I hereby affirm the Superintendent's
decision of Aug. 29, 1977."

of Transportation, against the
Naegele company for violations of
California's Outdoor Advertising
Act, Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 5200-
5486, allegedly committed by the
company in advertising activities
on the Morongo Reservation.

There are indeed questions of law
at issue in the foregoing case which
also arise in this administrative
proceeding, such as whether the
Congress intended the Highway
Beautification Act to apply to In-
dian reservations. The precise issue
in the State Court proceeding, how-
ever, does not involve the lease dis-
pute now before the Board. In this
regard, neither the Morongo Band
nor the Department of the Interior
is a party to the action. In the ab-
sence of any court injunction or
Secretarial directive precluding the
Board from deciding the subject
appeal, there is no legal reason why
the Board cannot do so. Further,
considerations of policy do not
favor the continuation of disputes
which are ripe for decision. Here,
appellant has been pursuing a final
administrative determination from
the Department for over 11/2 years.
For the above reasons, the Board
rejects respondent's contention that
consideration of this appeal should
be deferred or denied.5

Subsequent to the Area Director's
disapproval of the lease at issue,
the Morongo Band entered into an

5 The Field Solicitor refers to another Cali-
fornia suit, State of California v. Hadley Fruit
Co., Civ. No. 106415, Superior Court of Cali-
fornia, County of Riverside, as one with a
direct bearing on the issues before the Board.
Appellant disagrees. The Board is informed
that the above case has been settled.
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''agency agreement" with the
Naegele Company in March 1978.
This agency agreement is explained
by appellant in its brief dated July
1, 1978, as follows:
During the pendency of these various
appeals, the Business Committee of the
Morongo Band, pursuant to the author-
ity vested in it through the Band's en-
actment of Proposition 4 at its General
Election of December 14, 1963, continued
to consider the possibility of establish-
ing an outdoor advertising industry on
the Morongo Indian Reservation because
of its potential for creating employment
for Band members and for creating an
income for the Morongo Band. After
lengthy deliberations, it was decided that
the most advantageous and expeditious
way for the Band to do so would be for
the Band to establish its own outdoor
advertising enterprise immediately. Be-
cause the Band lacked the necessary
technical expertise to do so immediately,
the Band engaged an agent to commence
and to operate certain aspects of this
enterprise for the Band during a period
when the Band would acquire its own ex-
pertise in the business. The Band has
entered into an Agency Agreement with
its agent [Naegele Outdoor Advertising
Company of California, Inc.] for this
purpose.

The Field Solicitor submits that
appellant is "attempting to convert
the appeal from the refusal to ap-
prove the lease into an Interior
Board of Indian Appeals' ratifica-
tion of an agency agreement [sum-
marized above] and the Band's op-
eration of an outdoor advertising
sign business." Answer Brief filed
June 4, 1979, at 2. Appellant denies
this charge and maintains that De-

partmental ratification of the
Band's agency agreement with the
company is not required. Appel-
lant's Reply Brief filed June 22,
1979, at 1-2.

It+ is neither necessary nor appro-
priate for the Board to render an
opinion regarding the March 1978
''agency agreement." The Board's
jurisdiction in administrative ap-
peals is limited to a review of speci-
fic action taken by BIA officials in
the performance of their duties
under Chapter I of Title 25 of the
Code of Federal Regulations. 43
CFR 4.350-4.353. To our knowl-
edge, no BIA action has been taken
regarding the agency agreement.6

If some BIA action has occurred
regarding the agreement, it is not
reviewable by this forum in the ab-
sence of a proper appeal therefrom.

Thus, the sole question to be de-
cided here is whether it was error
for the Area Director to disapprove
the proposed lease of trust land on
the Morongo Indian Reservation to
the Naegele company.7

I According to the Field Solicitor, "at no
time was the so-called agency agreement ever
presented to the Superintendent, Southern
California Agency, or the Area Director, for
approval." Answer Brief at 2.

'The terms of the proposed lease are set
forth in a letter to the Morongo Band Tribal
Council from the Naegele Company, dated
Aug. 10, 1977, which reads as follows:
"Gentlemen:

"Confirming our meeting and proposal to
the Morongo Tribal Council on Aug. 8, 1977,
we would like to propose the following for
your approval.

"i. We would like to lease the North side
of sections 10 and 12 and the South side of

(Continued)
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The statutory authority which
permits the leasing of Indian trust
land for such business purposes as
outdoor advertising is the Act of
Aug. 9, 1955, 69 Stat. 539, as
amended, 25 U.S.C. §415 (1976).
The Act provides that restricted
Indian lands, whether tribally or in-
dividually owned, may be leased
only with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Interior. In addition to
prescribing the term of years for
leases consummated under the Act,
the statute provides:

Prior to approval of any lease * e * the
Secretary of the Interior shall first
satisfy himself that adequate considera-
tion has been given to the relationship
between the use of the leased lands and

(Continued)
section 8 located on Freeway Interstate 10. We
will only lease enough ground space to erect
single pole signs. Each advertising structure
will only have one pole with the ground base
approximately thirty six inches in diameter.

"2. At this time, our plans call for fifteen
different single pole structures, spaced ap-
proximately 1000 ft. apart. As we understand,
your sections are one mile long on the free-
way side. This will allow us to build five on
each of the proposed sections.

"3. In order for Naegele to lease the above
mentioned property, the Morongo Indians will
have to own the poles for each advertising
structure. Naegele will furnish and erect each
pole and sell them to the Morongos for one
dollar each.. We can then lease the top of the
pole for a total of $6,500 per year plus the
annual increase as outlined on the attached
page. At the end of our lease agreement we will
buy back the poles for one dollar each or
enter into a new lease at the agreement of
both parties.

"4. The annual payment of $6,500 plus, will
be made in annual installments in advance
beginning Jan. 1, 1978. The payment schedule
above will be established by the fact that we
will have approval to start construction on
the locations by October 1, 1977.

'5. In the event of future development of
forongo property, we will move our structure,

including the pole fifty or one hundred feet or
wherever it will not interfere with the develop-
ment. This will be done at no cost to the
Morongo Indians.

"6. The Hadley outdoor advertising signs
can remain as far as we are concerned. But

(Continued)

the use of neighboring lands; the height,
quality, and safety of any structures or
other facilities to be constructed on such
lands; the availability of police and fire
protection and other services; the avail-
ability of judicial forums for all criminal
and civil causes arising on the leased
lands; and the effect on the environment
of the uses to which the leased lands will
be subject. [Act of June 2, 1970, § 2, 84
Stat. 303.]

The Department's regulations
governing the leasing of Indian
land are set forth in 25 CFR Part
131. These regulations are primarily
aimed at insuring proper economic
return to Indian lessors. See 25 CFR
131 .5.

Based on the authorities incorpo-
rated by reference in the Area
Director's decision (see n.4), it ap-

(Continued)
all other advertising signs will be removed
by us as their leases expire with you. The
reason for this is, we do not want to create
outdoor advertising clutter. We would like to
have an exclusive right to lease any and all
property that you want to lease for advertis-
ing on any road or freeway. This will also
allow you to expect and get prompt payment
from one advertising company, the 3rd largest
outdoor advertising .company In the United
States.

"7. In the event the state finds a way or
passes a law to prevent Naegele from leasing
the top of each of your single poles through
condemnation or whatever, we will pay you the
lease money owed through the day we are
forced to take down our signs and poles.

"8. Naegele will maintain all advertising
structures, including the poles at no cost to
the Miorongos. We will also assume all cost
for illumination and service for the signs.
Naegele will also carry all insurance for
liability. We will at all times protect the
interest of the Morongo Indians.

"9. We will only build standardized outdoor
structures, 14' x 48' with space for extensions,
please see photo, or we will not exceed 1,200
sq. ft., which will meet state approval.

"10. We will also need the right of ingress
and egress of the premises to erect, place and
maintain all advertising signs and structures
and any equipment therefore and post, paint
or illuminate and maintain advertisements or
such structures.
Very Truly Yours
Leon . Howell
President"
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pears that the Area Director disap-
proved the proposed lease on
grounds that California and Fed-
eral laws controlling outdoor adver-
tising along Interstate Highways
were not satisfied by the provisions.
of the lease.

On appeal the Morongo Band has
presented a comprehensive attack
on the validity of the Area Direc-
tors action. Among other things,
the Band alleges the following:

1. The Highway Beautification
Act does not apply to Indian reser-
vation lands.

2. Neither the Highway Beautifi-
cation Act, Public Law 280, or any
other proper legal authority confers
on California power to implement
its Outdoor Advertising Act on
Indian reservations.

3. The Highway Beautification
Act and the California Outdoor
Advertising Act do not apply to
non-Indian lessees of Indian trust
lands.

4. The policy of the Secretary of
the Interior to apply state land use
standards to leases of Indian trust
lands can be accomplished without
subjecting the Band to state juris-
diction and enforcement measures.

DOES THE HIGHWA Y BEA U-
TIFICATION ACT APPLY
TO INDIAN RESERVATION
LANDS1?

The Highway Beautification Act
of 1965, as amended, was enacted by
Congress to provide for scenic de-
velopment and road beautification

of the Federal-aid highway systems.
Title I of the Act (23 U.S.C. § 131
(1976)) contains requirements for
the control of outdoor advertising.
At 23 U.S.C. § 131 (h), the Act pro-
vides:

(h) All public lands or reservations of
the United States which are adjacent to
any portion of the Interstate System and
the primary system shall be controlled in
accordance with the provisions of this
section and the national standards pro-
mulgated by the Secretary [in 1965, the
Secretary of Commerce; now the Secre-
tary of Transportation].

[1] In a memorandum opinion to
the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs dated Apr. 7, 1967, the Asso-
ciate Solicitor for Indian Affairs
concluded that "reservations of the
United States" as used in subsec.
(h) of 23 U.S.C. § 131 includes
Indian reservation. 8 Upon care-
ful review, we conclude that the
Associate Solicitor's opinion does
not reflect the state of the law on
this subject.

The 1967 opinion relies primarily
on the Department's disposition of
three cases rendered over 65 years
ago concerning rights-of-way across
"reservations" for canal and ditch
purposes.9 At issue was whether the
term "reservations" as used in the
Act of Mar. 3, 1891, § 18, 26 Stat.

8 In his concluding paragraph, the Associate
Solicitor states that outdoor advertising on
Indian reservation lands Is subject "to regula-
tions under the act." The opinion does not
address whether outdoor advertising on Indian
reservations is subject to both Federal and
state regulation.

927 LD. 421 (1898), overruling 14 L.D.
265 (1892); 33 L.D: 563 (1905) and 42 L.D.
595 (1913).
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1101, 43 U.S.C. §946 (1976), in-
cludes Indian reservations. The De-
partment ruled in the affirmative
and this position was followed by a
Federal court in 1914. United States
v. Portneuf-Marsh Valley Irr. Co.,
205 F.416 (E.D. Ida. 1913), aff'd,
213 F.601 (9th Cir. 1914).

As appellant argues on appeal,
the Act of Mar. 3, 1891, vests power
in the Secretary of the Interior to
disapprove a right-of-way grant
whenever he determines that ap-
proval thereof would be injurious
to an Indian reservatiofi.'0 On the
other hand, the Highway Beautifi-
cation Act of 1965, which relies on
state action to enforce its standards,
see 23 U.S.C. § 131(b)-(k) (1976),
contains no special protection for
Indian interests.

One indication that the Depart-
ment has not considered the High-
way Beautification Act applicable
to Indian lands is its own regula-
tory response to the statute. In
December 1970, the Secretary issued
regulations invoking and expand-
ing the outdoor advertising stand-
ards of the Highway Beautification
Act with respect to public lands

15 The statutory proviso reads in pertinent
part: "Provided, That no such right of way
shall be so located as to Interfere with the
proper occupation by the Government of any
such reservation." 43 U.S.C. § 946 (197,6).
With respect thereto, see 27 L.D. 421. 423-424,
33 L.D. 563, 565 and 42 L.D. 595, 600, supra.
In U.S. v. Portnetf-Marsh Valley rr. Co.,
supr, the Federal district court stated:

"It is pointed out that there is no apparent
reason why an Indian reservation should not
be subject to the grant of a right of way the
same as any other reservation, especially In
view o the fact that the Executive Depart-
ment having jurisdiction thereof may deter-
mine whether a right of way can be granted
without injury to the general purpose of the
reservation, and extend or withhold approval
accordingly." 205 F. 416, 419.

managed by the Bureau of Land
Management. 43 CFR 2921.0-6. No
such regulations have been issued by
the Secretary with respect to Indian
lands.

That the Highway Beautifica-
tion Act was not intended to apply
to Indian reservations is apparent
from the enforcement provisions of
the law. Under the Act, states are
subject to a 10 percent reduction in
Federal highway funds if they fail
to regulate outdoor advertising in
accordance with national standards.
23 U.S.C. §131(b). States are au-
thorized to employ their zoning or
condemnation powers to achieve
compliance with the Act. Sec. 131
(d)-131(g); 23 CFR 750.301-308.
States may even impose stricter
limitations than are found in the
Act in controlling outdoor advertis-
ing. Sec. 131(k); 23 CFR 750.110,
750.155.

For the above measures to be
taken by states on Indian reserva-
tions two well-established, legal
principles are necessarily forsaken:
first, that tribally owned Indian res-
ervation land is not subject to state
powers of eminent domain, Minne-
sota v. United States, 305 U.S. 382
(1939); United, States v. 10.69
Acres of Land, 425 F.2d 317 (9th
Cir. 1970) ,11 and second, that states
are not authorized to enforce their
land use regulations on Indian res-
ervations. Santa Rosa Band of
Indians v. Kings County, 532 F.2d
655 (9th Cir. 1975). cert. denied,
429 U.S. 1038 (1977).

1 Allotted lands are subject to state condem-
nation. Act of Mar. 3, 1901, 31 'Stat. 1084, 25
U.S.C. 357 (1976).
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Unquestionably, the Congress,
which has plenary authority over
Indian affairs, United States v.
Kagama, 118 U.S. 375 (1886), has
the power to subject Indian reser-
vations to the type of state regula-
tion generally authorized in the
Highway Beautification Act. How-
ever, based on principles enunciated
by the Supreme Court in Williasn
v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959), regard-
ing the limits of state power over
Indian affairs, it is the Board's
position that absent clear Congres-
sional license to the states to control
outdoor advertising on Indian res-
ervations, such an intrusion by the
states into "the right of reservation
Indians to make their own laws and
be ruled by them" is without
sanction.

The term "reservations" is one
broadly used "to describe any body
of land, large or small, which Con-
gress has reserved from sale for any
purpose." United States v. eles-
tine, 215 U.S. 278 (1909). It may
include military reservations, na-
tional forests, national parks, or
any other Federally protected
reserve.'2 Indian reservations are
unique, however, since vital rights
are vested in the Indians and tribes

" In concluding that the phrase "public
lands and reservations of the United States"
as found in the Act of Mar. 3, 1891, included
Indian reservations, the Appeals Court noted
in United States v. Portneuf -Marsh Valley
Irr. o., spra, that "a]t the date of that act
the Indian reservations were the only consider-
able reservations of the United States." 213
P. 601, 603.

located thereon. Appellant refers to
the Buck Act 13 as a clear example
of Congressional recognition that
Indian reservations are distinguish-
able from all other Federal res-
ervations. As originally proposed,
this Act would have allowed a state
to impose its sales tax, use tax or
income tax within "Federal areas,"
alternatively described as Federal
"reservations" in the title of the
bill. A series of inquiries from the
Department of the Interior eventu-
ally led to a clarifying provision in
the bill excepting reservation In-
dians from the coverage of the
Buck Act.'4

In the case before us, absence of
statutory language expressly in-
cluding or excluding Indian res-
ervations as territory subject to the
Highway Beautification Act ren-
ders the term "reservations" as used
in see. 131(h), ambiguous. This
ambiguity has been recognized by
the Department of Transportation,
the Federal agency primarily re-
sponsible for national enforcement
of the Act. By memorandum dated
Dec. 19, 1977, an assitant chief
counsel of the Federal Highway
Administration furnished the De-
partment of the Interior with a
draft proposed amendment to 23
U.S.C. § 131 (h) aimed at bringing
Indian reservation areas within

as Act of July 30,-1947, 61 Stat. 641, 4 U.S.C.
§§ 104-110 (1976).

14 4 U.S.C. § 109 (1976). See Appellant's
opening brief filed July 5, 1978, at 4-7.
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certain coverages of the Highway
Beautification Act.15

To our knowledge, the legislative
history of 25 U.S.C. § 131 (1976)
reveals no reference to Indian res-
ervations whatsoever. However, im-
plicit in statements of the House
Public Works Committee regarding
the legislation is the recurring
theme that enforcement of the Act
could effectively be achieved
through the zoning and condemna-
tion powers enjoyed by states.
House Report No. 1084, 89th Con-
gress, 1st Sess., found in 1965 U.S.
Code ong. & Adm. News, pp.
3710-3736.16 As previously stated,
however, we believe these powers
may be exercised by states on
Indian reservations only when
Congress expressly so authorizes.
Under the circumstances, we find
that the legislative history of the
Highway Beautification Act sup-
ports the conclusion that Congress
did not intend to include Indian
reservations within the class of
reservations affected thereby.

In ascertaining this intent of
Congress, it is instructive that
Indian lands are specifically iden-
tified in other Acts relating to the
Federal-aid highway systems as
appropriate. See 23 U.S.C.
§§101 (a), 103(b) (1), 120(a),

15 See pp. 41-46, Appellant's Attachments to
Brief on Appeal, filed July 5, 1978. Among
other things, the draft amendment called for
a voluntary removal program on Indian reser-
vation lands of nonconforming outdoor adver-
tising signs.

1d The regulations of the ederal Highway
Administration concerning condemnation
under the Act specify that they "should not
be construed to authorize any additional tights
in eminent domain not already existing under
State law or under 23 U.S.C. 131(g)." 23
CPR 750.301.

120(f), 120(g), 125(c), 203, 208,
and 217 (c). Congress obviously
knew when and how to include lan-
guage relating to Indian reserva-
tions in its Federal highway plan.

Appellant submits that in ac-
cordance with recognized canons of
construction, doubtful statutory
language must be interpreted in
favor of the Indians. This is un-
doubtedly true with respect to Fed-
eral statutes dealing with Indians.
Vorcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. (6
Peters) 214, 261 (1832); Santa
Rosa Band of Indians v. Kings
County, supra; State of Washing-
ton v. Confederated Bands and
Tribes of the Yakima Indian Na-
tion, - U.S. -, 58 L.Ed.2d 740,
758 (1979). Where the Federal
statute involved is one of general
applicability, such as the Highway
Beautification Act, some courts are
prone to apply normal rules of con-
struction instead of rules which
favor Indians. See United States v.
Allard, 397 F. Supp. 429 (D. Mont.
1975)3; of. United States v. White,
508 F.2d 453 (8th Cir. 1974).

In this case, it cannot be said that
Indians are similarly affected as the
general public if sec. 131(h) is
deemed applicable to Indian reser-
vations. Such a ruling would sig-
nificantly alter the tribal sover-
eignty possessed by Indian nations.
Since states have the authority un-
der the Act to impose standards
stricter than in the Act itself, such
a ruling could mean economic ter-
mination of a tribe such as the
Morongo Band whose primary
source of income is derived from
outdoor advertising. Because of the
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unique tribal interests at stake here,
it is not inappropriate to apply the
rules of construction urged by ap-
pellant, notwithstanding the gen-
eral nature of the Act in question.
So doing, we are all the more satis-
fied that Congress did not intend
the Highway Beautification Act to
apply to Indian reservations.

PUBLIC LAW 280 AND
DEPARTMENTAL

STANDARDS

[2] The Field Solicitor submits
that the California Outdoor Ad-
vertising Act may be enforced on
Indian reservations by virtue of a
Secretarial Order of July 2, 1965,
published at 30 FR 8722. This di-
rective (signed by Under Secretary
John A., Carver) provides in part:

Pursuant to § 1.4(b), Title 25, Code of
Federal Regulations (30 F.R. 720), the
Secretary of the Interior does hereby
adopt and make applicable, subject to
the conditions hereinafter provided, all
of the laws, ordinances, codes, resolu-
tions, rules or other regulations of the
State of California, now existing or as
they may be amended or enacted in the
future, limiting, zoning, or otherwise gov-
erning, regulating, or controlling the use
or development of any real or personal
property, including water rights, leased
from or held or used under agreement
with and belonging to any Indian or In-
dian tribe, band, or community that is
held in trust by the United States or is
subject to a restriction against alienation
imposed by the United States and located
within the State of California.

The Field Solicitor points out
that the above Secretarial directive

has been construed by a California
court as vesting the State with au-
thority to apply its laws to lessees
of Indian lands. County of San
Bernawrdcfio v. LaMar, 76 Cal. Rptr.
547 (1969).

In a March 1970 opinion, former
Secretary of the Interior Walter
J. Hickel clarified the Department's
position with respect to the 1965
Secretarial directive and expressly
stated that the Department had no
intention of following the ruling in
County of San Berna'rdino, supra,
noting that the United States was
not a party to the litigation and
had no notice of its pendency."' Sec-
retary Hickel stated that, at most,
California laws were noticed by the
Department as standards for the
agency to follow in approving leases
of Indian land.

The Secretarial directive of 1965
and 25 CFR 1.4(b) are apparent at-
tempts of the Department to apply
or interpret the aims of Congress in
its enactment of the Act of Aug. 15,
1953, 67 Stat. 588-590, as amended,
commonly known as Public Law
280.15 In 1976, the Supreme Court

17 Mr. Hickel's opinion appears as appendix
A to Appellants' Supplemental Statement in
Support of Appeal, filed May 3, 1979. It is an
unpublished opinion directed to interested
parties in the, zoning of lands of the Agua
Caliente Indian Reservation in Palm Springs.

ns The 1965 order contains the following
proviso: "Nothing contained in this notice
shall be construed in any way to alter or limit
the provisions of sections 2(b) and 4(b) and
(c) of the Act of August 1, 1953 (67 Stat.
588)." Several commentators have questioned
the validity of 2 CFR 1.4 (see, Public Law
280: The Limits of State Jrisdiotion Over

(Continued)
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rendered the definitive decision that
Public Law 280 did not grant to
states general civil regulatory pow-
ers over Indian reservations. Bryan
v. Itasca County, 426 U.S. 373, 390
(1976). The Court's decision in
Bryan is, consistent with Mr.
Hickel's 1970 opinion that the Sec-
retarial directive of 1965 was not a
general jurisdictional grant to Cali-
fornia to apply its regulatory laws
in Indian country. Clearly, only
Congress may accomplish such a
result.

The Field Solicitor further con-
tends that the California Outdoor
Advertising Act is a prohibitory
statute and thus comes within the
purview of the criminal jurisdiction
provisions of Public Law 280. It is
the case that California has made
any violation of its Act a misde-
meanor. Bus. and Prof. Code, § 5464.

Appellant submits that under the
above theory virtually any state li-
censing or regulatory law could be
converted to a "criminal" law by
merely providing that violation
thereof constitutes a criminnal of-
fense. We agree with appellant that
Indian reservations would obvi-
ously be subject to wholesale regula-
tion by state legislatures under the
above interpretation. Dictum in the
Ninth Circuit's decision in United
States v. Marcyes, 557 F.2d 1361,
1364, (9th Gir. 1977) indicates that
such a procedure cannot be counte-

(Continued)
Reservation Indians, 22 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 535,
586 (1975), by Goldberg. RegulZating Sever-
eigntiy: Secretarial Discretion and the Leasing
of Indian Lands, 26 Stan. L. Rev. 1061, 1091
(1974), by Chambers. In Norvell v. Sangre de
Cristo Dev. Co., 372 '. Supp. 348 (D.N.M.
1974), 25 'CFR 1.4 was declared unconstitu-
tional for lack of congressional authorization.

nanced. We so hold here on the basis
that the California Outdoor Adver-
tising Act is clearly a regulatory
law and does not fall within the
criminal jurisdiction provisions of
Public Law 280.

REGULATION OF
NON-INDIAN LESSEES

[3] The most difficult question in
this appeal is whether the proposed
lease with the Naegele company
would be subject to state regulation
if approved by the Department be-
cause of the non-Indian character
of the enterprise. If so, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs should possibly
not be faulted for disapproving the
lease if it fails to satisfy certain re-
quirements of California's Outdoor
Advertising Act.

In Fort Mojave Tribe v. County
of San Bernardino, 543 F.2d 1253
(9th Cir. 1976), the Appeals Court
reaffirmed its earlier holding in
Agua Caliente Band of Mission In-
dians v. County of Riverside, 442
F.2d 1184 (9th Cir. 1971), cert. de-
nied, 405 U.S. 933 (1972), that a
state possessory interest tax could be
imposed on non-Indian lessees of
Indian trust land. The Board has
carefully evaluated the foregoing
decisions and related cases. In our
opinion, appellant has correctly dis-
tinguished the case at hand from
those where courts have permitted
state regulation of non-Indian
lessees on Indian reservations:

However, Fort Mojave and Agua Cai-
ante are distinguishable from the situa-
tion of the Morongo Band on at least two
basic points. First, different state statutes
are involved which, if enforced against
the non-Indian lessee, will have varying
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degrees of impact on tribal self-govern-
ment. Assessment of a possessory interest
tax on the leasehold interest of a non-
Indian lessee is qualitatively different
from enforcement of a land use statute
(California Outdoor Advertising Act)
against the same lessee. Second, a corol-
lary of the first point, is the fact that
assessment of a possessory interest tax is
not an attempt by the State to exercise
"general civil regulatory powers" [Bryan,
supra, 426 U.S. at 390] over reservation
lands.

State laws regulating outdoor adver-
tising, like other state zoning and land
use laws, fall within Bryan's prohibition
against the exercise of general state civil
regulatory authority on Indian reserva-
tions, absent an express grant of such au-
thority from Congress. Moreover, the
assessment of a possessory interest tax
on the non-Indian lessee, unlike the regu-
lation of outdoor advertising, is not a
regulation of the use of the land and re-
sults in less of an intrusion into the areas
of retained tribal sovereignty and tribal
self-government. [Footnote omitted.]

Appellant's Reply Brief, filed June
20, 1979, at 18.

That the effect of state regulation
on tribal sovereignty bears on the
validity of a state's jurisdiction is
explained in WillUiams v. Lee, supra,
and Moe v. Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes, 425 U.S. 463
(1976).

Here, we find the Morongo Band
has made a persuasive showing, one
which by proper accounts should
have been attempted by its trustee,'9

1" Under the authority of the Mission Indian
Relief Act of Jan. 12, 1891, 26 Stat. 712, the
United States issued a patent on Dec. 14, 1908,
declaring that it would hold the lands of the
Morongo Indian Reservation "in trust for the
sole use and benefit of the said Morongo Band
or Village of Indians."

that its self-government would be
adversely affected by application of
California's Outdoor Advertising
Act to its non-Indian lessee.20

EXERCISE OF SECRETARY'S
AUTHORITY

[4] Appellant observes that the
Department's policy "to require
lessees of Indian lands to comply
with state standards regulating land
use and development" as expressed
in Secretary Hickel's 1970 opinion,
"can be implemented without tak-
ing the drastic step of subjecting
developing tribal governments to
the full enforcement powers of the
state." Appellant's Reply Brief at
20. The Band suggests that a reason-
able approach would be to include
State standards regarding place-
ment, illumination, maintenance,
etc., of outdoor advertising struc-
tures as provisions of any lease. The
Board believes this to be a sound
proposal. In undertaking this ap-
proach, however, the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs must insure that its
own actions serve to protect tribal
sovereignty.- This can be party ac-
complished by initially acquiring

20 "[Tlribal use and development of tribal
property presently is one of the main vehicles
for the economic self-development necessary to
equal Indian participation in American life."
Santa Ross Band of Indians v. Kings Countp,
supra at 664; see also, Bryan, supra, 426 U.S.
388, n. 14.

21 That this duty is incumbent on the Bureau
of Indian Affairs in acting on proposed leases
of Indian lands is addressed in Mr. Chambers'
article cited in n. 18.
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the Band's consent to the use of
State standards.22

DISPOSITION

In accordance with the above dis-
cussion, findings and conclusions,
the decision of the Sacramento
Area Director dated Mar. 14, 1978,
disapproving the proposed lease be-
tween the Morongo Band and the
Naegele company is vacated. This
matter is remanded to the Acting
Deputy Commissioner of Indian
Affairs with instructions that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs seek to
effectuate a business lease for out-
door advertising between the Mo-
rongo Band and the Naegele. Com-
pany consistent with this opinion.

In accordance with the authority
delegated the Board under 43 CFR
4.1, this decision is final for the
Department.

WM. PHILIP HORTON,
Clief Administrctive Judge.

WE CONCUR:

FRANKLIN AINESS,
Administrative Judge.

MITCHELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

~ This procedure is desirable to bring the
Secretarial directive of 1965 into compliance
with the 68 amendments of Public Law 280
regarding tribal consent. Act of Apr. 11, 1968,
82 Stat. 78-80, 25 U.S.C § 1321-22 (1976).
Tribal consent should not be a problem in this
case. The Morongo Band has suggested the use
of State law as a standard for regulating out-
door advertising on its reservation, and, in
addition, the Band has repeatedly expressed its
commitment to the general purposes of the
Highway Beautification Act. See Appellant's
Brief filed May 3, 1979, at 4; Appellant's Brief
filed June 24, 1979, at 18-19.

APPEAL OF DOYON, LIMITED

4 ANCAB 50

Decided Decen7ber 14,1979

Appeal from the Decision of the Alaska
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment F-19155-26 (Dec. 5, 1975).

Reversed and remanded.

1. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Conveyances: Generally-Alaska:
Navigable Waters: Use of Waterway

Where conditions of exploration and set-
tlement explain the infrequency or lim-
ited nature of actual use of a water body
for commercial purposes, evidence of pri-
vate use may be considered to demon-
strate susceptibility of commercial use
for purposes of determining navigability.

2. Alaska Native laims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally-
Alaska: Navigable Waters: Use of
Waterway
Historic use of a water body by trappers
may be properly considered in determin-
ing whether a water body has been used
or is susceptible of use as a highway of
commerce for purposes of navigability.

3. Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally-
Alaska: Navigable Waters: Use of
Waterway
Where pole boats, tunnel boats, and out-
board river boats constituted the cus-
tomary modes of trade and travel on a
river and its tributaries, the use of these
watercraft may be appropriately con-
sidered in determining whether rivers in
the area were used or are susceptible of
being used as highways of commerce.

4. Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally-
Alaska: Navigable Waters: Use of
Waterway
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While recreational use, of itself, may not
suffice to meet the susceptibility test for
purposes of navigation for title, present
use for recreation purposes may be prop-
erly considered, as a corroborating fac-
tor, in determining susceptibility for use
as a highway of commerce.

5. Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally-
Alaska: Navigable Waters: Impedi-
ments to Navigation

Physical impediments to navigation, such
as gravel bars, riffles, or occasional log
jams, do not, in themselves, make a water
body nonnavigable.

6. Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally-
Alaska: Navigable Waters: Use of
Waterway 

To be navigable, a river must be so situ-
ated and have such length and capacity
as will enable it to accommodate the
public generally as a means of
transportation.

7. Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally-
Alaska: Navigable Waters: Use of
Waterway

When the record shows that, historically,
trapping was the primary reason for
trade and travel in an area, and where
the water body in question was commonly
utilized by trappers as a route of trade
and travel in boats of the period cus-
tomarily used to freight supplies, such
use will result in a finding that the water
body has been used and is susceptible for
use as a highway of commerce.

8. Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act: Conveyances: Generally-Alaska:
Navigable Waters: Use of Water-
way-Alaska: Navigable Waters:
Impediments to Navigation

The presence of physical impediments on
a water body will not result in a finding

of nonnavigability when the record shows
that the water body has been used and is'
capable of use as a highway of commerce.

9. Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act: Conveyances: Generally-
Alaska: Navigable Waters: Use of
Waterway

The legal concept of navigability em-
braces both public and private interests.
It is not to be determined by a formula
which fits every type of stream under all
circumstances and at all times.

APPEARANCES: William H. Timme,
Esq., and Elizabeth S. Taylor, Esq., on
behalf of Doyon, Limited; John W.
Burke, Esq., Joyce E. Bamberger, Esq.,
John M. Allen, Esq., and M. Francis
Neville, Esq., Office of the Regional
Solicitor, on behalf of the Bureau of
Land Management; Frederick H.
Boness, Esq., James N. Reeves, Esq.,
and Shelley J. Higgins, Esq., Office
of the Attorney General, on behalf of
the State of Alaska.

OPINION BY ALASKA
NATIVE CLAIMS APPEAL

BOARD

SUMMARY OF APPEAL

The issue involved in this deci-
sion is whether the Kandik and Na-
tion Rivers are navigable, within
the selection area in question. If
navigable, title to the beds of these
rivers would have passed to the
State of Alaska upon statehood
pursuant to the Submerged Lands
Act, 43 U.S.C. § 1301-1303, 1311-
1315 (1976), and would thus not be
available for selection by or con-
veyance to the Appellant, floyon,
Limited. Following a hearing and

309-485 0 - O - 3
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final briefing on the evidence in this
appeal, Chief Administrative Law
Judge L. K. Luoma issued a Rec-
ommended Decision concluding
both the Kandik and Nation Rivers
were,, at the time of statehood,
navigable all the way from the
Yukon River to the Canadian
border, including the portions of
the rivers within Doyon's selection
area. The Board here affirms that
decision. At issue, among other
questions, is whether historic use
of a river by trappers can be con-
sidered as evidence use or suscepti-
bility for use as a highway of com-
merce; whether historic use of a
river by watercraft other than
steamboats, such as poling boats,
tunnel boats, and river boats can
be considered in determining
whether a river was used or is sus-
ceptible to use as a highway of
commerce. The Board rules in the
affirmative on both these issues.
Also an issue in this appeal, but not
a part of the Board's decision at
this time, inasmuch as it was pre-
viously remanded to BLM, was res-
ervation of certain easements on
other lands selected by the appel-
lant.

JURISDICTION

The Alaska Native Claims Ap-
peal Board, pursuant to delegation
of authority to administer the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, 85 Stat. 688, as amended, 43
U.S.C. §§ 1601-1628 (1976 and
Supp. I 1977) (ANCSA), and the
implementing regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650 and 43 CFR Part
4, Subpart J, hereby makes the fol-

lowing findings, conclusions and
decision.

Pursuant to regulations in 43
CFR Part 2650 and 43 CFR Part
4, Subpart J, the State Director or
his delegate is the officer of the
Bureau of Land Management,
United States Department of the
Interior, who is authorized to make
decisions on land selection applica-
tions involving Native corporations
under the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, subject to appeal to
this Board.

PROCEDURAL
BACKGROUND

On Jan. 5, 1976, the Appellant,
Doyon, Limited, filed a Notice of
Appeal from Decision F-19155-26
of the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) alleging that BLM erred
in its determination that there were
no navigable waters within the land
areas selected by the appellant pur-
suant to ANCSA, spra, and, also,
in the reservation of certain ease-
ments on these selected lands. (The
easement issue was remanded to
BLM Aug. 23, 1979.)

Basically, the appellant asserted
that it filed a lands selection ap-
plication pursuant to § 12 (c) (3) of
ANCSA, supra, for the surface and
subsurface estates of three town-
ships located within the "Kandik
Basin" area, excluding the Kandik
and Nation Rivers inasmuch as
these water bodies were identified
by the State of Alaska as being is-
sued to the State upon statehood
pursuant to the Submerged Lands
Act, supra. In the decision on ap-
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peal, however, BLM determined
that these two rivers were not nav-
igable waters and were therefore not
titled in the State. The acreage con-.
tained in the beds of these rivers
which lay within the selection areas
-were thus charged against. appel-
lant's entitlement.

By order dated May 10, 1976, the
State of Alaska was made a neces-
sary party to this appeal and in do-
ing so the Board commented:

Regarding the State's challenge to the
Board's jurisdiction, the Board refers to
the following regulations by which it is
bound. Regulations in 43 C.F.R. 2650.5-
1 (b) (1975) require the Secretary to
determine the navigability of bodies of
water in order to determine whether the
beds of such water bodies must be in-
cluded in lands conveyed to selecting Na-
tive corporations. Regulations in 43
C.F.R. 4.901(1975) confer upon the
Board jurisdiction over appeals relating
to land selections. A decision to convey
the bed of a water body to a Native cor-
poration pursuant to a determination of
non-navigability under the above-cited
regulation is sufficiently adverse to the
State's claim of title to the same lands
to require the State's designation as a
necessary party in this appeal.

On July 26, 1976, the Board am-
plified its earlier ruling stating:

As defined in Section 3(e) of ANCSA,
"'Public Lands' means all Federal lands
and interests therein located in Alaska
except: (not pertinent) " and further by
regulations in 43 C.F.R. § 2650.0-5(g)
adopted pursuant thereto as "(including
the beds of all non-navigable bodies of
water), except: (not pertinent)." There-
fore, the issue of navigability must be
determined to enable a finding to be made
whether. lands selected are within avail-
able "public lands" and further, to deter-
mine the effect on total acreage entitle-

ment as provided in 43 C.F.R.
§ 2650.5-1 (b).

The Board therefore, concludes that it
is not only authorized, but necessarily
must decide issues of navigability of
bodies of water located within lands se-
lected by Native Regional Corporations.

At the conclusion of briefing on
Oct. 21, 1977, the Board issued the
following order:

1. Pursuant to regulations in 43 C.F.R.
§ 4.911(c) this Board finds that a hear-
ing before an Administrative Law Judge
is necessary on the issue of the naviga-
bility or nonnavigability of the two
rivers which are the subject of this
appeal. The Board, therefore, refers
said issue to the Hearings Division
of the Office of Hearings and Appeals
with the request that a full hearing be
held for the factual determination of the
issue of navigability and that a recom-
mended decision be rendered as a result
thereof. Upon receipt of the transcript
and the recommended decision, this
Board will then make a final determina-
tion of the matter.

2. The test of navigability of the two
rivers in issue on this appeal shall be,
as proposed in briefs of the parties, the
test stated in Holt State Bank, supra.

3. The burden shall be on the Appellant
to establish the navigability of the two
rivers in issue on this appeal.

On Apr. 18, 1979, following a con-
ference attended by all parties, the
issue of navigability was directed
to an Administrative Law Judge
for hearing and a recommended
decision.

Commencing on Sept. 26, 1978, in
Fairbanks, Alaska, a hearing was
held before Chief Administrative
Law Judge L. K. Luoma with all
parties represented by counsel. Fol-
lowing completion of the record,
post-hearing briefs were submitted.
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On June 1, 1979, Judge Luoma's
Recommended Decision was issued.
Each party to the appeal was
granted time from the receipt of the
decision to file exceptions with the
Board; however, only the Regional
Solicitor's Office, on behalf of BLM,
filed exceptions raising as objec-
tions the following:

1. The recommended decision fails to
recognize that navigability for title pur-
poses is determined by a two-part test.

2. The recommended decision fails to
adequately explain and apply the "prox-
imity test."

3. The facts recited in the opinion sup-
port the BLM's contention that the recoin-
mended decision applied the law
erroneously.

The appellant on Sept. . 1979.
filed its concurrence with the find-
ings and conclusions of the Recom-
mended Decision as well as a re-
sponse to BLM's exceptions.

BASIS FOR DECISION

The record compiled in this pro-
ceeding and now before the Board
consists of the BLM case file, the
Board's file containing the Notice
of Appeal, pleadings, briefs, ex-
hibits, motions and preliminary rul-
ings by the Board; exhibits sub-
mitted by the parties and admitted
into evidence at the hearings; the
hearing transcript; post-trial brief-
ing submitted by the parties;, and a
Recommended Decision submitted
by the Administrative Law Judge
to the Board, and exceptions and
concurrences thereto by the parties.
It is on this record taken as a whole
that the Board reaches its decision.

ISSUES

The general issue is whether the
Kandik and Nation Rivers are
navigable. If the rivers are navi-
,ible only in part, the issue becomes
whether the rivers are navigable
within the selection area. Specifi-
cally, if the rivers were navigable
within the selection site at the time
of statehood, title to the riverbeds
thereunder passed to the State of
Alaska upon statehood pursuant to
the Submerged Lands Act, supra,
as adopted by § 6(m) of the Alaska
Statehood Act, 72 Stat. 339, as
amended, 48 U.S.C. prec. § 21 note
(1976), and would thus not be avail-
able for selection by or conveyance
to the appellant and should not be
charged against the appellant's
entitlement.

DECISION

The appellant maintains that the
Nation and Kandik Rivers are
navigable and unavailable for selec-
tion and thus should not be charged
against the appellant's acreage en-
titlement. The State of Alaska con-
curs with the appellant. The Re-
gional Solicitor's Office, on behalf
of BLM, defends BLM's finding of
the nnnavigability of the two
rivers in issue.

The Administrative Law Judge's
Recommended )ecision, which is
attached as an appendix to this deci-
sion, holds that the rivers were
navigable and in so deciding makes
the following legal conclusion:
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I find that the navigability for title test
must be used in determining the nature
of the Kandik and Nation Rivers. The
issue is ownership of the beds of the
Kandik and Nation Rivers for the pur-
pose of determining whether they are
public lands properly charged against
Doyon's total acreage entitlement under
the Alaska Native 'Claims Settlement Act.
If the rivers are navigable then title to
their beds is in the State; if, however, the
rivers are nonnavigable then their beds
are Federally-owned and are subject to
conveyance to Doyon. There does not
seem to be a clearer case of navigability
for title purposes. In addition, the Alaska
Native Claims Appeal Board ordered
that the applicable test is that expressed
in United States v. Holt State Bank.
supra, which was a title navigability
case. Finally, Alaskan courts have ap-
plied the title navigability test in similar
situations. Accordingly, application of
the more restrictive navigability for title
test is appropriate. [p. 7191

There are essential elements of the
navigability for title test. Navigability
for title is determined by the natural and
ordinary condition of a stream at the
time that the State in which the stream is
located entered the Union. A watercourse
is probablv nonnavigable for title pur-
poses if artificial improvements are neces-
sary to make it useful for trade and
travel. The presence of rapids, sandbars,
shallow waters, and 'other obstructions
making navigation difficult or even im-
possible in sections, however, does not
destroy title navigability so long as the
river or part of it is usable or susceptible
to use as a highway for commerce for a
siznificant portion of the time. United
States v. [sic] The Montello, 87 U.S. 430
(1874); United States v. Utah, 283 U.S.
64 (1931). The waters must be usable by
the "customary modes of trade or travel
on water." The essence of the test is that
the waterway must be useful as a high-
way for travel and trade in the local
area. Navigability is a factual question
tested not by the amount or volume of

commerce carried on a river, but by the
extent that the commerce carried relates
to the needs of the area it serves. A re-
cent case emphasized that sporadic and
short-lived use of a waterway for travel
and transportation by local residents for
their own purposes and not for hire meets
the requirement that a waterway be use-
ful as a highway for commerce. Utah v.
United States, 408 U.S. 9 (1971). [pp.
719-720]

* * * * *

To be navigable, a body of water must
be so situated and have such length and
capacity as will enable it to accommodate
the public generally as a means 'of trans-
portation, Proctor v.. Sim, 236 'p. 114
([Wash.] 1925). The Kandik and Nation
Rivers are tributaries of the Yukon
River. The Yukon was historically the
major highway of commerce for the
whole of the interior of Alaska and the
Kandik and Nation have been the only
access of reaching a substantial area
north of the Yukon. As such, the two
rivers 'meet the proximity test, Monroe
v. State, 175 P.2d 759 ([Utah] 1946). [p.
722]

Neither the Kandik nor Nation Rivers
have been improved at any time. Accord-
ingly, both in 1959 when Alaska entered
the Union and at the present time, the
rivers are in their natural and ordinary
condition. Although rapids, shallow
waters, sweepers, and log jams make
navigation difficult on 'both rivers, the
evidence shows that these impediments
do not prevent navigation. [p. 722]

* * * * *

Although use of the Kandik and Na-
tion Rivers has been slight in comparison
with 'other rivers in more populated
areas, the remote and sparsely settled na-
ture of the area in which the Kandik
and Nation Rivers are located is an im-
portant consideration. As in Utah v.
United States, spra, carriage of goods
on both the Kandik and Nation Rivers
has been extremely limited. In fact, the
only commerce conducted has been trap-
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ping, trading, and the transport of sup-
plies and furs by the few trappers on the
river and the supplying of goods and mail
to the International Boundary Commis-
sion. Nevertheless, despite only limited
commerce on the rivers, use 'of the rivers
meet requirements of the Federal test for
navigability since the rivers have been
used as a highway. [pp. 722-723]

* * *:8 *: e*

The fact that the rivers are frozen for
7 months of the year and that much of
the current mineral exploration of the
area is done by use of airplane, does not
make the rivers nonnavigable. It is ot
necessary that navigation continue at all
seasons of the year, and a stream does
not become nonnavigable even if it has
fall-n into disuse. Kemp v. Putn cm. 288
P.2d 837 ([Wash.] 1955). [P. 723]

After review of the entire record
in this matter, the Board finds that
the Judge made proper findings of
facts and conclusions of law, and
hereby adopts and incorporates the
Recommended Decision set forth in
the appendix hereto. Consequently,
it is the finding of the Board that
title to the riverbeds passed to the
State of Alaska upon statehood
pursuant to 6(m) of the Alaska
Statehood Act, supra, which
adopted the Submerged Lands Act,
,supra, and, therefore, the acreage of
the beds of the two rivers should
not be charged against the appel-
lant's entitlement.

The Board has considered the ex-
ceptions taken to the Recommended
Decision by the Regional Solicitor's
Office, on behalf of BLM, and dis-
agrees. The legal test for navigabil-
ity was agreed upon by the parties
and ordered by the Board on Octo-
ber 21, 1977. This test can be found

in United States v. Holt State
Bank, 270 UT.S. 49, 56 (1926):

The rule long since approved by this
Court in applying the Constitution and
laws of the United States is that streams
or lakes which are navigable in fact must
be regarded as navigable in law; that
they are navigable in fact when they are
used, or are susceptible of being used, in
their natural and ordinary condition; as
highways for commerce, over which trade
and travel are or may be conducted in
the customary modes of trade and travel
on water; and further that navigability
does- not depend on the particular mode
in which such use is or may be had-
whether by steamboats, sailing vessels or
flatboats-nor on an absence of occa-
sional difficulties in navigation, but on
the fact, if it be a fact, that the stream
in its natural and ordinary condition af-
fords a channel for useful commerce.

In its exceptions, BLM contends
that the Recommended Decision
fails to analyze adequately this test
for navigability. BLM focuses on
the Court's statement that streams
"are navigable in fact when they are
used, or are susceptible f being
used, in their natural and ordinary
condition, as highways for com-
merce." [Italics added.]

It is BLM's position that this
statement requires a two-step in-
quiry into navigability, in which
two different tests are applied in a
set sequence. Both tests relate to use
of the water body as a highway for
commerce: the first test addresses
actual historical use for this pur-
pose. If sufficient historical use is
not found, then-and only then-
may the trier of fact apply the sec-
ond test, which examines the sus-
ceptibility of the water body to use
as a highway of commerce.
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BLM relies for this proposition
on a statement of the Supreme
Court in United States v. Utah, 283
U.S. 64, 82 (1931):

The evidence of the actual use of streams,
and especially of extensive and continued
use for commercial purposes, may be most
persuasive, but where conditions of ex-
ploration and settlement explain the in-
frequency or limited nature of such use,
the susceptibility to use as a highway of
commerce may still be satisfactorily
proved. (Italics supplied.)

Exceptions of the Bureau of Land
Management, p. 2.

The "actual use" test, according
to BLM, is historical, while the
"susceptibility" test focuses on the
physical characteristics of the wa-
ter body and the likelihood of its
future use. Following this ap-
proach, BLM contends that the evi-
dence does not show sufficient his-
toric use to support a finding of
navigability, and that, invoking the
second test, physical characteristics
of the rivers likewise do not justify
a finding of susceptibility to use.

BLM asserts that Judge Luoma
erred in that, finding insufficient evi-
dence t support a finding of navi-
gability under either one of the two
tests, he in essence combined the two
tests, and used evidence relevant to
one test to buttress a finding of navi-
gability under the other.

The Board does not agree with
BLM's analysis.

The Court in United States v.
Utah. supra, was not attempting to
lay down such a precise, formalistic
test for navigability as BLM pro-
poses. The Court in fact simply
adopts the tests of navigability set

forth in United States v. Holt State
Bank, supra, and in earlier cases in-
cluding The Daniel Ball, 77 U.S.
(10 Wall.) 557. 563 (1870).

Referring to its own Master's re-
port on the water bodies in question,
the Court in United States v. Utah,
supra. remarks without comment:

The Master finds that on the Grand
River, in the 79 miles between Castle
Creek and the junction with the Green
River, there is a stretch of about three
miles * * in which there are three small
rapids, and that, in this stretch, the
river is less susceptible of practical navi-
gation for commercial purposes than in
the remainder of the river. But the
Master finds that, even in this three mile
stretch, the river is susceptible of being
used for the transportation of lumber
rafts, and that there has been in the past
considerable use of the river for this
purpose. [Italics added.]

United States v. Utah, supra, 79.
Thus the Master, without adverse

comment by the Court, used histor-
ical data-the "past considerable
use"-to buttress a finding of sus-
ceptibility for use.

The Court in United States v.
Utah rejected the government's con-
tention that historical evidence of
actual use, or the absence thereof,
was controlling, and considered
evidence of susceptibility for use as
well. The opinion is permissive in
tone, rather than restrictive; the
Court broadens, rather than con-
stricts, the scope of evidence which
may be considered in determining
navigability of a water body.

The Courts in United States v.
Holt State Bank, supra, and nu-
merous other cases have obviously
contemplated inquiry into both
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historical use and susceptibility for
use in determining navigability.
However, these approaches are
neither sequential nor mutually ex-
clusive. Both define areas of con-
sideration in which evidence can be
taken in making the overall factual
determination on navigability of a
particular water body. As explained
in United States v. Utah, spra, at
83:
The question remains one of fact as to
the capacity of the rivers in their or-
dinary condition to meet the needs of
commerce as these may arise in connec-
tion with the growth of the population,
the multiplication of activities and the
development of natural resources. And
this capacity may be shown by physical
characteristics and experimentation as
well as by the uses to which the streams
have been put.

BLM's main disagreement with
the Recommended Decision lies
with the finding of historic use suf-
ficient to show that both rivers have
been used or are susceptible to use
as a highway of commerce. The
findings related to use are summar-
ized as follows:

Boats capable of carrying commercial
loads, i.e. such quantities of goods as are
necessary on a given trip to produce a
profit for the person making the trip,
are capable of, and have gone up both
rivers from the Yukon to the Canadian
border. These are the poling, tunnel and
river boats.

Recommended Decision, p. 722.

Those working for the International
Boundary Commission were paid to bring
mail and supplies up the entire length of
the Kandik and up the Nation to Hard
Luck Creek. The Nation above Hard
Luck Creek to the Canadian border was
trapped by men, some of whom have
made profits from furs. Until trapping

became unprofitable in the 1940's, the
trappers brought supplies up both rivers
by boat and brought furs downriver by
boat.

Recommended Decision, p. 722.

Although use of the Kandik and Na-
tion Rivers has been slight in comparison
with other rivers in more populated
areas, the remote and sparsely settled
nature of the area in which the Kandik
and Nation Rivers are located is an im-
portant consideration. As in Utah v.
United States, spra, carriage of goods
on both the Iandik and Nation Rivers
has been extremely limited. In fact, the
only commerce conducted has been trap-
ping, trading and the transport of sup-
plies and furs by the few trappers on the
rivers and the supplying of goods and
mail to the International Boundary Com-
mission. Nevertheless, despite only
limited commerce on the rivers, use of
the rivers meet requirements of the Fed-
eral test for navigability since the rivers
have been used as a highway.

Recomnended Decision, p. 722.

Because of the lack of trails and the
rough nature in summer of the land
surrounding the Kandik and Nation Riv-
ers, travel by water has been the only.
feasible means of transport of goods be-
tween breakup and the time when the
rivers freeze. Although the Kandik and
Nation have been used only for intra-
state commerce, such a use is acceptable
under the navigability for title test. Nav-
igability of a river is not tested by the
amount or volume of commerce carried
but the extent that the commerce carried
relates to the needs of the area it serves.
Both the Kandik and Nation are tribu-
taries of the Yukon and even the upper
reaches of both rivers are accessible to
habitation and transportation routes.
The rivers can be used to go someplace,
as, for example, those employed by the
International Boundary Commission
used the Kandik to reach the Canadian
boundary and trappers on the Nation
used that river to obtain and transport
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furs. In effect, both rivers have been used
for commercial travel. Although the riv-
ers are remote and the evidence of travel
on them is sparse, commerce carried on
the rivers has been sufficient to establish
navigability since the commerce which
has been shown to exist relates to the
needs of the region in which the rivers
are located. The question as to the prac-
ticability of navigating the rivers for
profit must be left to the one who under-
takes the enterprise.

Recommended Decision, p. 723.

BLM relies primarily on United
States v. Oregon, 295 U.S. 1 (1935),
to support its argument that "use bv
a few trappers" does not constitute
commercial use and therefore trap-
ping cannot constitute historic use
that would clearly establish that a
water body has been used or is sus-
ceptible of use as "a highway for
commerce."

The BLM does not consider the use of
small boats by trappers to be "commer-
cial" in nature but has considered it to be
"subsistence" tuse in the typical Alaskan
setting. This approach was based primar-
ily upon the authority of United States
v. Oregon which found comparable use
by trappers to be insufficient to support
a determination of navigability. Possibly
because of United States v. Oregon the
recommended decision does not squarely
face the issue, "Is use of boats by a few
trappers 'commercial use' for purposes
of navigability?" This is a fundamental
legal issue in this case. It cannot be
sidestepped.

Exceptions of the Bureau of Land
Management, pp. 6-I.

BLM misinterprets the holding
of Oregon, spra, on this issue. In
reviewing the evidence related to
trapping, the Court states:

The evidence shows that, at times sub-
sequent to 1890, a large number of
animals were trapped in the tule areas,
some in fall and spring, but principally
in the winter months. Most of this evi-
dence has no bearing on navigability, for
with a few exceptions, the trappers ap-
pear to have waded or walked.

* f;

* * * The Special Master found that
the boating which took place in the area
involved had no commercial aspects ad
was of such a character as to be no in-
dication of navigability. [Italics added.]

295 U.S. at 20-21.

BLM apparently interprets the

Court's discussion to represent a

finding first, that use of a water

body by trappers is insufficient as

the basis for finding historic use for

purposes of navigability; and

second, that there must be evi-

dence of commercial use" to

support a determination of naviga-

bility.

The Board disagrees with BLM's

analysis. The Master in Oregon,

supra, found the limited manner of

use by trappers was only one of a

number of factors which, considered

together, resulted in the conclusion

of nonnavigability. The Court's dis-

cussion of the limited nature of

boating in Oregon does not support

a conclusion that use of boats by

trappers, under different circum-

stances, could not satisfy the re-

quirement of susceptibility for

commercial use. The referenced

language in Oregon does represent

an interpretation by the Court that

use of a water body must either

have some commercial aspects or

"be of such a character as to indi-
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cate navigability," in other words,
be of such a character as to indicate
susceptibility for commercial use.

The argument related to the re-
quirement of "commercial use," as
opposed to private use was urged
by the Federal Government in
United States v. Utah, 283 U.S. 64,
at 67, 68 (1931)

No lake or stream has been declared
navigable by this Court unless it ap-
peared from the evidence that the stream
or lake had actually supprted a sub-
stantial waterborne commerce.

* * * 

rhe words "commerce" and -"useful
commerce." as used in cases where nav-
igability was the issue, must be inter-
preted as meaning the exchange and
transportation of goods and a use of
travel by the general public for com-
mercial purposes. Personal use without
the commercial element does not satisfy
the test.

The Court rejected the argument
that evidence of private use of a
liver is not sufficient to demonstrate
capability for commercial use.

The Government insists that the uses of
the rivers have been more of a private
nature than of a public, commercial sort.
But, assuming this to be the fact, it can-
not be regarded as controlling when the
rivers are shown to be capable of com-
mercial use. The extent of existing com-
merce is commerce is not the test. The
evidence of the actual use of streams, and
especially of extensive and continued use
for commercial purposes, may be most
persuasive, but where conditions of ex-
ploration and settlement explain the in-
frequency or limited nature of such use,
the susceptibility to use as a highway of
commerce may still be satisfactorily
proved.

United Stas v. Utah., spra, at 82.
[17 The Board affirms jIdge

Luoma's adoption of the holding in

United States v. Utah, supra, (Rec-
ommended Decision, p. 718) and
finds that where conditions of ex-
ploration and settlement explain the

infrequency or limited nature of

actual use of a water body for com-

mercial purposes. evidence of pri-

vate use may be considered to

demonstrate susceptibility of com-

mercial use for purposes of de-

termining navigability.

Likewise, the point of the discus-
sion concerning trapping in United

States v. Oregon, sup-a, is not that
use by a few trappers cannot con-

stitute historic use that might

clearly establish that a water body

is susceptible of use as a highway

of commerce. The Court simply
finds that when the evidence as to

the use of the area is unrelated to

use of the water body in question,
it has no bearing on navigability.

In Oregon the evidence showed
heavy trapping in the area, but for
the most part, the trappers did not
nake use of the water body in ques-
tion for trade or travel by boat-
they waded or walked. Further, in
the Oregon case there is indication
of population in the immediate
vicinity of the water body that sug-
gests there would have been boating
activity other than trapping had
the lake been navigable:

Numerous witnesses who have lived in
the vicinity for many years had never
Used a boat and had never, or rarely, seen
one on the lake.

Uinited States v. Oregon, 295 U.S. 1.
21 (1935).

In the present appeal, the fac-
tual basis for the ruling by the
Administrative Law Judge, is not,
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as BLM suggests, comparable lto
the factual basis for the ruling by
the Court in Oregon, supra. It is
undisputed that there are no set-
tlements on either the Kandik or
Nation Rivers and that the area
was, and remains, undeveloped.
Trapping was the primary, if not
sole reason for trade or travel on
the two rivers. The number of
trappers, while small, was reason-
able for what the drainage areas
of the two river basins could sup-
port. (Tr. 99.) Testimony during
the hearing, or submitted to the
record later, linked the majority
of the trappers identified as hav-
ing used the rivers to the use of
boats. (Sixteen of the twenty-one
trappers identified as using the
Kandik between approximately
1920 and 1940 used boats to
freight supplies. Each of the sev-
en trappers identified as having
used the Nation used boats to
freight supplies. (Tr. 52-56, 717-
720, 724-725, Report of Investiga-
tions, Exhibit A-4, Richard 0.
Stern, Historian, Alaska Division
of Forest, Land, and Water Man-
agement, and Charles M. Brown,
Historian, U.S. Bureau of Land
Management.) The boats used by
these trappers included pole boats,
tunnel boats, and outboard river
boats, capable of carrying 1,000
pounds of freight and commonly
used on other rivers in Alaska to
freight supplies. (Recommended
Decision, p. 718.)

[2] The Board does not con-
tend that the use of a water body
by trappers will necessarily result

in a finding of historic use that
would clearly establish suscepti-
bility as a highway of commerce.
However, the Board does find that
historic use of a water body by
trappers may be properly con-
sidered in determining whether a
water body has been used or is
susceptible of use as a highway
of commerce for purposes of
navigability.

BLM further objects to the
finding in the Recommended Deci-
sion related to mode of travel:

An important element of the Holt
State Bank test of navigability re-
quires that waters be usable as high-
ways for commerce by the customary
mode of trade and travel on water.
The Supreme Court recognized in Holt
that canoes and small row boats con-
stituted important means of commu-
nication and transportation in early
days throughout much of the west, and
therefore, may be considered "commer-
cial" for purposes of determining navi-
gability for title. United States v. Holt
State Bank, supra, 270 U.S. at 56-57.

Recommended Decision, p. 720.
BLM argues that the Court did
not base its decision on the as-
sumption that if canoes and row-
boats can be used, a water body
meets the "susceptibility" test, and
further that HoZt mentions nei-
ther the use of canoes or
rowboats.

The Board agrees with BLM's
objections as to the reference rul-
ing in the Recommended Decision
that "canoes and small rowboats"
may be considered commercial
for purposes of determining
navigability.
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The Court, in Holt, supra, did
not attempt to list specific types
or classes of watercraft that the
Court would treat as "commercial"
for a determination of navigabil-
ity. The Court did restate an im-
portant legal criteria, laid down
in The Daniel Ball, supra, at 563,
against which the factual evidence
of each navigability case may be
weighed:
[Rivers] are navigable in fact when they
are used, or are susceptible of being used,
in their ordinary condition, as highways
for commerce, over which trade and
travel are or may be conducted in the
customary modes of trade and travel on
water. [Italics added.]

It is true, as BLM argues, that
the Court did not find that "canoes
and small rowboats" can be con-
sidered "commercial" for purposes
of determining navigability for
title. However, the Court in Holt
Bank did find that "navigability
does not depend on the particular
mode in which such use is or may
be had * * but on the fact, if it
be a* fact, that the stream in its
natural and ordinary condition af-
fords a channel for useful com-
merce." (olt Bank, supra, at 56).
The Court then proceeded to ana-
lyze the record before it, and found
as evidence of useful commerce that
" [e] arly visitors and settlers in that
vicinity used the river and lake as
a route of travel, employing the
small boats of the period for
[travel]." [Italics added.] (Holt
Bank, supra. at 57.)

The evidence in the present ap-
peal, pertaining to watercraft is
summarized as follows:

Transportation by water was one of the
critical factors enabling the interior of
Alaska to be opened to exploration and
settlement (Tr. 94, 95, 806). The Yukon
River provided the primary artery
through Alaska (Tr. 132). * * Soon
after the purchase of Alaska by the
United States. steamboat traffic on the
Yukon began * * . The use of steam-

boats was initially restricted to the Yukon
and the Porcupine River, which was the
only Yukon tributary on which steam-
boats could be used, until special light
draft steamers were designed for use on
the Tanana and Koyukuk Rivers (Tr.
45).

* * *By 1955 the Yukon commercial
steamboat traffic has ceased (Exhibit A-2.
p. 67).

* * * * :*

There has been slow economic develop-
ment in the Yukon-Charley area because
of the absence of overland trails, and the
Kandik and Nation basins are still under-
developed (Tr. 95).

Although the Yukon steamboats car-
ried the bulk of the commercial river
traffic, a variety of watercraft has been
used historically on the interior water-
ways.

The Yukon poling boats were adapted
from boats used earlier on western rivers.
* * * The larger steamboats were not
used on the tributaries of the Yukon be-
cause there was not enough freight gen-
erated on those streams to call for use
of these larger boats. Poling boats, how-
ever, were used on tributaries of the Yu-
kon. Poling boats were used on a regular
basis to serve communities and transport
freight, and tunnel boats were used ex-
tensively by the Alaska railroad and
others (Tr. 135, 138,145,170).

Motorboats came into use in Alaska
after World War I. * * Liftable motors
were often attached to enable boats to
travel over shallows. These boats are in
use today and although the draught of
the boats are constant, with the engine
raised the boats can get over shallow
spaces. The boats, accordingly, can be
loaded more heavily (Tr. 161, 162).
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Recommended Decision, pp. 717-
718.

The Court in The Montello, 87
U.S. (20 Wall.) 430, 441-442
(1874), stated:

It would be a narrow rule to hold that
in this country, unless iver was capa-
ble of being navigated by steam or sail
vessels, it could not be treated as a pub-
lic highway. The capability of use by the
public for purposes of transportation and
commerce affords the true criterion of
the navigability of a river, rather than
the extent and manner of that use. If it
be capable in its natural state of being
used for purposes of commerce, no mat-
ter in what mode the commerce may be
conducted. it is navigable in fact, and be-
comes in law a public river or highway.
[Italics added.]

The Board, likewise, believes it
would be a narrow rule to hold that
in Alaska, unless a river was capa-
ble of being navigated by steam-
boat, it could not be treated as a
highway capable of supporting
commercial usage.

[3] The Board therefore finds
that pole boats, tunnel boats, and
outboard river boats constituted the
customary modes of trade and
travel in the tributaries of the
Middle-Yukon area, and the use of
these watercraft may be appropri-
ately considered in determining
whether rivers in this area were
used or are susceptible of being used
as highways of commerce.

The Recommended Decision
notes that the use of the Kandik
and Nation Rivers did not begin and
end with trapping-related trade and
travel.

Jet boats are in common use today and
have been for the last 7 to 8 years (Tr.

758). Jet boats are flat-bottomed river
boats 20-26 feet in length, approximately
4 feet wide, which are equipped with a
25 to 50 h.p. outboard motor with a jet
unit (Tr. 567).

Recommended Decision, p. 718.

Since statehood, there has been recrea-
tional use of the Kandik River. BLM's's
[sic] Navigability Investigation Report
on the Kandik and Nation Rivers notes
that the Kandik and Nation Rivers are
becoming popular recreational rivers.

Recommended Decision, p. 718.

There is testimony in the record
of present use both by trappers and
others. Melody Grauman, witness
for BLM, states:

There's quite a bit of use of boats on
the Kandik and Nation by trappers, ca-
noes with engines powered from six to
ten horses, hunters, sports hunters from
Fairbanks and elsewhere coming up in
jet boats, air boats, and they're able to
go quite far up the-up the river.

Tr. 116.
Government employees studying

the rivers for various land manage-
ment proposals testified to seeing
other parties on the rivers during
their trips over the past two years.
(Recommended Decision, p. 718.

The Judge states:

Although standing alone it may not
suffice to support a finding of title navi-
gability, use of the rivers by those pursu-
ing a subsistence lifestyle and use of the
rivers for recreation corroborate that
the rivers are navigable. Hunters and
canoeists do not bring their boats to these
rivers by road and then use only selected
portions of the rivers. Rather, hunters
and canoeists get to the upper reaches of
both the Kandik and Nation Rivers by
way of the Yukon River. Those using
the Kandik and Nation for recreation
must bring any supplies needed with
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them and they must carry out any game
caught by boat.

Recommended Decision, p. 723.

[4] In the present case, historical
use by trappers is within the living
memory of some of the witnesses,
and use of the rivers continues, a]-
though the purpose is increasingly
for recreation rather than trap-
ping. The Board affirms the finding
in the Recommended Decision that
recreation use, of itself, may not
suffice to meet the susceptibility test
for purposes of navigation for title.
Present use for recreation purposes
may be properly considered as a
corroborating factor in determin-
ing susceptibility for use as a high-
way of commerce. The Board notes
that if the type of watercraft used
for recreation is capable of carry-
ing a commercial load, and is com-
monly used to do so, then use of
such watercraft offers some indica-
tion that the waterway is capable of
being used for the purpose of use-
ful commerce.

The BLM repeatedly expresses
concern that the Recommended De-
cision ignores its considerable evi-
dence as to the physical character-
istics of the two rivers and that this
evidence proves that the degree of
difficulty precludes a finding that
the Kandik and Nation are suscep-
tible to use as highways of com-
merce. In fact, the Recommended
Decision does consider the physical
impediments to travel on these riv-
ers, but concludes that "the evi-
dence shows that these impediments
do not prevent navigation." (Rec-
ommended Decision, p. 722.)

BLM contends that the Kandik and
Nation Rivers are not navigable because
their water levels fluctuate, they are haz-
ardous, and only canoes, lightly loaded,
can navigate them, because they are
interspersed at various points by grave]
bars or log jams. Finally, BLM contends
that commercial boats carrying freight
for hire have not traveled the rivers.

Recommended Decision, p. 722.

Although rapids, shallow waters, sweep-
ers, and log jams make navigation diffl-
cult on both rivers, the evidence shows
that these impediments do not prevent
navigation.

The presence of gravel bars, riffles, for
occasional log jams in themselves do not
make the rivers nonnavigable, United
States v. Utah, supra. Neither the Kan-
dik nor the Nation has falls and rarely do
obstructions block the channel com-
pletely. This is notwithstanding that
there was testimony that one may have
to pole or line a boat over shallow places.
Even in August, a time of very low flow,
several inches of water flowed over the
gravel bars.

Boats capable of carrying commercial
loads, i.e. such quantities of goods as are
necessary on a given trip to produce a
profit for the person making the trip, are
capable of, and have gone up both rivers
from the Yukon to. the Canadian border.

Reconmended Decision, p. 722.

BLM argues that the Judge's re-
liance on United States v. Utah,
supra, is inappropriate because
there was more evidence of historic
use in that case before the Court
than was established by the evi-
dence in this case. Further, BLM
argues the Court based its finding
on evidence of physical character-
istics rather than historic use, and
an analysis of the testimony in this
case shows that the Nation and
Kandik have much less "capacity"
for supporting commercial use than
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the rivers discussed in Utah, spra.
(Exceptions of the Bureau of Land
Management, 7-8).

BLM is correct in stating there
was more evidence of use in Utah,
supra, than in the present case, but
the record indicates that there was
more population and economic ac-
tivity in the area of the Green,
Colorado and San Juan Rivers than
there were or are in the Kandik and
Nation area. The Court in Utah
does analyze the physical character-
istics of the water body, as does the
Judge in the Recommended Deci-
sion in this case. In both cases, the
finding is based on actual use.

[W]hile there is testimony that in floods
and periods of high water these rivers
carry a considerable quantity of logs and
driftwood, the evidence as to actral trips
made by witnesses discloses little danger
thereby incurred except in case of paddle-
wheel boats. The Master's finding, which
the evidence supports, is that this condi-
tion does not constitute a serious obstacle
to navigation. [Italics added.]
283 U.S. 64 at 84.

[51 The Board affirms Judge
Luoma's adoption of the holding in
United States v.. Utah, supra, that
physical impediments to naviga-
tion, such as the presence of gravel
bars, riffles, or occasional log jams,
do not, in themselves, make a water
body nonnavigable.

It is true that the Kandik and Na-
tion are difficult rivers to navigate.
It may be that the degree of diffi-
culty evidenced in the record will
constitute the outside limit of navi-
gation for useful commerce. How-
ever, what the record in this appeal
does show is that the rivers were

used, not by a few people, but by-
given the isolation and economics
of the area-a surprising number of
people, in watercraft capable of
carrying and actually carrying,
commercial-size loads customary to
rivers tributary to the Yukon.

The fact that both the Nation
and the Kandik are tributaries of
the Yukon adds an important di-
mension to the finding that these
rivers are susceptible to being used
as highways of commerce. The
judge finds:

To be navigable, a body of water must
be so situated and have such length and
capacity as will enable it to accommodate
the public generally as a means of trans-
portation, Proctor v. Sin, 236 P. 114
(1925). The Kandik and Nation Rivers
are tributaries of the Yukon River. The
Yukon was historically the major high-
way of commerce for the whole of the
interior of Alaska and the Kandik and
Nation have been the only access of reach-
ing a substantial area north of the Yukon.
As such, the two rivers meet the proxim-
ity test, Monroe v. State, 175 P.2d 759
(1946).

Recommended Decision, p. 722.
Although the Recommended De-

cision discusses the so-called "prox-
imity test" immediately after the
finding that both the Kandik and
Nation Rivers are navigable, it is
apparent from reading the Decision
as a whole that the access of the riv-
ers to the Yukon is being treated in
conjunction with the further find-
ing of historic use as a highway of
commerce. The Board disagrees
with BLM's representation that the
Recommended Decision treats the
proximity test "as an alternative
legal test for determining navigabil-
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ity which is met solely by the fact
that a waterbody flows into another
navigable waterbody." (Exceptions
of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, 11.)

The Recommended Decision
clearly does not rely solely on the
location of the Kandik and Nation
as tributaries of the Yukon to find
navigability, but interweaves loca-
tion as one of several factors which,
taken together, result in a finding of
navigability.

[6] Therefore, the Board affirms
the finding in the Recommended
Decision that to be navigable, a river
must be so situated and have such
length and capacity as will enable it
to accommodate the public generally
as a means of transportation.

[7] In conclusion, the Board finds
that when the record shows that,
historically, trapping was the pri-
mary reason for trade and travel in
an area, and where the water body
in question was commonly utilized
by trappers as a route of trade and
travel in boats of the period cus-
tomarily used to freight supplies,
such use will result in a finding that
the water body has been used and is
susceptible for use as a highway of
commerce.

[8] The Board further finds that
the presence of physical imped-
iments on a water body will not re-
sult in a finding of nonnavigability
when the record shows that the
water body has been used and is cap-
able of use as a highway of com-
merce.

The Board adopts the undisputed
finding of the Administrative Law

Judge that neither the Kandik nor
Nation Rivers have been improved
at any time. Accordingly, both in
1959 when Alaska entered the
Union and at the present time, the
rivers are in their natural and ordi-
nary condition. (Recommended
Decision, p. 722.)

Finally, the Board adopts the
finding of the Administrative Law
Judge that both the Kandik and
Nation Rivers are navigable all the
way from the Yukon River to the
Canadian border, and therefore the
rivers, as they flow through the
selection area, are navigable.
(Recommended Decision, p. 722.)

The Board recognizes BLM's con-
cern that "the recommended deci-
sion* sets forth a standard under
which it is difficult to imagine any
river in Alaska to be nonnavigable."
(Exceptions of the Bureau of Land
Management, 5.)

The same concern was expressed
by appellees in The 11ontello, supra,
at 437:

If the Fox River is a navigable stream
of the United States, it would be impos-
sible to conceive of any body of water
that is not or might not become such
navigable water.

Just as the Hontello decision did
not result in blanket navigation
determinations, neither will the
Kandik and Nation decision. The
facts of each case will be examined
on their merits.

[9] Simply stated, the question
of navigability is factual. BLM
urges its concern for having a "yard-
stick" for future navigability deter-
minations in Alaska. The Board is
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sympathetic to this concern. How-
ever, it will not undertake to do
what the United States Supreme
Court has not attempted, i.e., to de-
fine in precise, checklist fashion the
requirements for navigability of a
body of water. Though not a title
case, United States v. Appalachian
Electric Power Co., 311 U.S. 377,
404 (1940), expresses the position
of the Court: "The legal concept of
navigability embraces both public
and private interests. It is not to be
determined by formula which fits
every type of stream under all cir-
cumstances and at all times."

Consideration of factual deter-
minations made in other cases can
no more than assist in the process.
United States v. Utah, supra, at 87:

The Government invites a comparison
with the conditions found to exist on the
Rio Grande in New Mexico, and the Red
River and the Arkansas River, above the
mouth of the Grand River, in Oklahoma,
which were held to be non-navigable, but
the comparison does not aid the Gov-
ernment's contention. Each determination
as to navigability must stand on its own
facts.

BLM concedes that Judge Luoma
summarized the evidence carefully
in his Recommended Decision. The
Board concurs, and finds in making
a factual determination of the navi-
gability of the Kandik and the Na-
tion Rivers that the Recommended
Decision applied proper principles
of law and that its conclusion is
supported by the evidence.

ORDER

Insofar as the Decision of the Bu-
reau of Land Management F-19155-

26 found the Nation and Kandik
Rivers, within the selection area in
question, to be nonnavigable, such
Decision is hereby reversed and re-
manded to the Bureau of Land Man-
agement for action consistent with
the finding that the two rivers are
navigable.

This represents a unanimous de-
cision of the Board.

JUDITH M. BRADY,

Administrative Judge.

ABIGAIL F. D-UNNING,
Administrative Judge.

JosEPH A. BALDWIN,

Administrative Judge.

APPENDIX

June 1, 1979

MEMORANDUM
To: Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board
From: Chief Administrative Law Judge
Subject: Appeal of Doyon, Ltd., Admin-

istrative Appeal (ANCAB RLS 76-2)
Pursuant to the Board's Order of

October 21, 1977, I am forwarding here-
with my recommended decision, together
with the complete record made in the
subject proceedings.

Copies of. the recommended decision
have been served on all parties, who are
allowed 30 days from the receipt thereof
to file exceptions with the Board.

L. K. IJUOMA

June 1, 1979

Appeal of Doyon, Ltd., from Decision of
Bureau of Land Management #F-
19155-26

ANCAB RLS 76-2

Navigability of Kandik and Nation
Rivers

309-485 0 - 80 - 4
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RE0OMMENDED DECISION

Appearances: Elizabeth S. Taylor, Esq.,
Fairbanks, Alaska, for
Appellant;

Shelley Higgins, Esq., An-
chorage, Alaska, for the
State of Alaska;

John M. Allen, Esq., and
Frances Neville, Esq.,
Regional Solicitor's Of-
fice. Department of the
Interior, for Appellee.

Before: Chief Administrative Law
Judge Luoma

BACKGRO UND

On Dec. 5, 1975, the Bureau of Land
Management, Appellee (hereinafter,
BLM), issued a decision approving cer-
tain lands for interim conveyance to
Doyon, Ltd., Appellant (hereinafter,
Doyon), pursuant to the provisions of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.
This decision stated that there were no
navigable water within the areas which
had been selected by Doyon. Doyon ap-
pealed the navigability issue to the
Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board. In
an order issued on May 10, 1976, the
Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board
joined the State of Alaska (hereinafter,
the State) as a necessary party in the ap-
peal because a determination of nonnavi-
gability would be adverse to the State's
claim of title to the land under the San-
dik and Nation Rivers. On Oct. 21, 1977,
the Board referred the matter to the
Chief Administrative Law Judge for a
fact-finding hearing and recommended
decision. A hearing was held on Sept. 2L
1978, in Fairbanks, Alaska.

Doyon has selected two parcels of
land in the area of the upper Yukon
River. Through one of these parcels
flows the Kandik River; through the
other flows the Nation River (Tr. 11).
BUM determined that neither of these
rivers was navigable, and accordingly
the acreage of those parts of the beds

143 U.S.C. § 1601, et seq. (1976).

of the rivers which are located within
the selection areas were charged to
Doyon, pursuant to 43 CR 2650.5-
1(b).?

Navigability is an issue in this case
because the Alaska Statehood Act'
made the Submerged Lands Act appli-
cable to Alaska. The Submerged Lands
Act, 43 U.S.C. § 1301 (1976), et seq.,
generally provides that title to the sub-
merged lands underlying navigable wa-
ters passes to the State at the time
of statehood. If the Nation and an-
dik Rivers are navigable waters, title
to their beds would have passed to the
State upon statehood and could not be
conveyed to Doyon by BLM.

The Nation and Kandik Rivers are
tributaries of the Yukon River. Both
the andik and the Nation have their
headwaters in the Olgilvie Mountains
which are located in the Yukon Ter-
ritory, Canada. The mouths of both
rivers are on the north bank of the
Yukon River in the area between the
villages of Eagle and Circle, Alaska.
Various witnesses referred to the geo-
gra phical area in which the Kandik
and Nation as well as a portion of the
Yukon Rivers flow as the "Yukon-
Charley." Accordingly, I will use the term
"Yukon-Charley!' to refer to the region

343 CFR 2650.6-1(b) provides, in part:
"Surveys shall take into account the

navigability or nonnavigability of bodies of
water. The beds of all bodies of water deter-
mined by the Secretary to be navigable shall
be excluded from the gross area of the surveys
and shall not be charged to total acreage en-
titlements under the act. Prior to making his
determination as to the navigability of a body
of water, the Secretary shall afford the
affected regional corporation the opportunity
to review the data submitted by the State of
Alaska on the question of navigability and to
submit its views on the question of navigabil-
ity. Upon request of a regional corporation or
the State of Alaska, the Secretary shall pro-
vide in writing the basis upon which his final
determination of navigability is made. The
beds of all bodies of water not determined to
be navigable shall be Included in the surveys
as public lands, shall be included in the gross
area of the surveys, and shall be charged to
total acreage entitlements under the act."

3 72 Stat 339, § 6m.
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in which the Kandik and Nation Rivers
are located.

ISSUE

The issue is whether the Kandik and
Nation Rivers are navigable in whole
or in part. If the rivers are only navi-
gable in part, the issue becomes wheth-
er the rivers are navigable within the
selection areas (Tr. 9, 74).

Facts

Approximately 7 miles of the Kandik
River flows within the selection area
located on that river. The selection area
is approximately 47 miles upstream from
the mouth of the Kandik (Tr. 447, 448).
There are approximately 3 miles of the
Nation River within the selection area
located on that river. The selection area
is approximately 35 miles from the mouth
of the Nation.

The rugged part of the Ogilvies are in
Canada and not along the Kandik or Na-
tion basins. The Nation River tends to
flow in a southwest direction and is
located against the west side of its basin.
The Nation basin, which is generally no
wider than 15 to 20 miles, from ridgetop
to ridgetop, at its widest point, is a small
basin, is very narrow, and is linear in
shape. The Nation is a smaller river than
the Kandik, has a more narrow channel
and meanders more tightly than does the
Kandik. (Tr. 64). There are only a few
major tributaries to the Nation among
which Ettrain and Hard Luck Creeks are
the largest. Both of these tributaries are
less than 20 or 30 miles in length. The
Nation is characterized by many shallow
areas where log jams form, and the river
has a fluctuating water level which is a
result of the small watershed. The river
is in permafrost country and, as a result,
when it rains the water can only perco-
late down the watershed rather than sink
into the soil. There are many obstruc-
tions on the river. The river is a some-
times braided, sometimes meandering,
stream in its entirety. The river drops
between 15 and 20 feet a mile, on the

average, from the headlands to the
mouth.

A braided river is a stream which has
broken apart into many channels. At any
given time there may be water in all the
channels, or there may only be water in
some or only in one. Where the water
flows at any given time, in a braided
stream, depends on when the last high
water occurred. A meandered stream is
one which has a single well-defined chan-
nel, which loops back and forth (Tr. 543,
544).

In the lower stream area, and at the
mouth, the Nation is braided into many
channels. At Hard Luck Creek the stream
thread averages approximately 100 to 150
feet in width, yet even here, at some
places, the river narrows. Throughout the
entire length of the river, in narrow areas
against the banks, the water is 4 to 5,
perhaps 6 feet deep. These deep areas
are separated, however, by gravel bars
which often run completely across the
river. In August 1078, there were approx-
imately 135 shallow areas downstream
of the selection area on the Nation (Tr.
347). Although the river is braided for
much of its length, during low summer
flow there is normally only one channel
carrying water.

From mid-June through freeze-up, de-
pending on whether there has been rain,
both rivers are free of ice. The approx-
imate time of freeze-up is early to mid-
November. The rate of flow of the Nation
River averaged, in June 1978, 5 to 6 miles
an hour. In August, the flow was reduced
to 1 or 2 miles per hour (Tr. 712-13). The
Nation is considered to be a moderately
swift stream, and the river bed is gen-
erally gravel. The area in which the Na-
tion is located is remote. The mouth of
the river is 60 miles downstream from
Eagle, which has a relatively small popu-
lation. Habitation within the Nation basin
consists of seasonal occupancy by
trappers.

The Kandik is bigger than the Nation
and is centrally located in its basin. The
maximum width of the Kandik's basin is
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about 20 miles, from ridgetop to ridge-
top, and the Kandik basin has a rolling
mountain character as does the adjacent
Nation basin. Where the Kandik enters
the Yukon River it has a single mouth
and there is a defined channel for a
quarter to a half of a mile inland. Above
this area, the river becomes a shallow
stream. Upstream to the vicinity of
Judge Creek, which is about 24 river
miles, the Kandik is alternately mean-
dering and braided and the general
thread of the stream is this area is 100
to 150 feet in width. Above Judge Creek
the river meanders through a short area
of open tundra. From Johnson Gorge up-
stream through the selection area, which
is a total of 20 miles, the Kandik is con-
fined on one side or the other of the
basin and the river, in this area, has a
very defined channel, with deep water.
In all, from the mouth of the Kandik to
the selection area there were 70 shallow
areas in August 1978 (Tr. 398). Above
the selection area to Big Sitdown Creek
the river meanders and widens. From
Big Sitdown Creek which is above the
selection area the river gets continually
smaller and shallower. In Canada there
are just three small streams coming to-
gether to form the river channel. Be-
tween the selection area and the mouth of
the Kandik the elevation drops a total of
500 feet in 37 miles (Tr. 668-71).

That portion of the Kandik which
flows through the selection area is deep,
is free from gravel bars, and has a uni-
form bed. The water level of the Kandik
which is located within the selection
area was too high to measure in June
1978. In August 1978, the Kandik was
4-6 feet deep within the selection area.
In June 19T8, the water was so deep in
that portion of the Nation which flows
through the selection area that no flow
measurements could be taken. The water
of the Nation was .3 of a foot and .6 of a
foot respectively, in August 1978, as it
flowed over two gravel bars within the
selection area on the Nation; however,
the river was 3-4 feet deep in the chan-
nel through the selection area at thp
same time.

The Kandik is more stable than the
Nation in its flow characteristics, be-
cause it has a larger basin. The Kandik,
however, reacts in the same fashion to
sudden rainfall but peaks of flow may
last slightly longer than in the Naton. In
June 1978, water was flowing in the Kan-
dik at the rate of 5 miles per hour. In
August, the flow was 1 mile per hour
(Tr. 712-13). Both streams are clear,
and the elevation loss is approximately
the same. One person lives on the Kandik
year round, at the mouth of the river.
Remoteness of the Kandik River is the
same as that of the Nation (Tr. 561-73).
Circle is located on the Yukin River
downstream from where the Kandik en-
ters the Yukon. Circle has a small popu-
lation.

A sweeper is a tree growing in dirt
riverbanks which has been undermined
by the action of the current. The river,
as it flows, eats away the bank and
undermines the ground on which a tree
is- growing. The tree gradually slants
towards, and sometimes into, the creek.
Sometimes these undercut trees are hori-
zontal to the river. Often the main chan-
nels of both the Kandik and Nation flow
under sweepers and there are numerous
sweepers on both the Kandik and Na-
tion Rivers (Tr. 62). The danger is that
a loaded boat can be carried by the cur-
rent into sweepers and there is a possi-
bility that the boat can be overturned as
a result (Tr. 63). During floods, these
sweepers are often pulled out of the
banks and the trees are pulled down-
stream by the current. The trees then
lodge on gravel bars, etc., and create log
jams. There are numerous log jams on
both the Kandik and Nation Rivers. Log
jams are considered permanent obstruc-
tions in that they often remain in one
place for many years (Tr. 515). No river
in the interior of Alaska, however, is
free from hazards, even the Yukon.
Gravel bars, sweepers, and log jams for
instance, are common and virtually every
Alaskan river has them, although on
some Alaskan rivers these hazards may
not be as frequent as on the Kandik and
Nation (Tr. 464).
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Temperatures in the area where both
the Kandik and Nation Rivers are located
range from 70 degrees below zero to more
than 90 degrees above. The average an-
nual temperature of the region is ap-
proximately 20 degrees F. Annual pre-
cipitation in the area averages 8 to 12
inches (Tr. 624). More than 50 percent of
the precipitation falls as rain during the
summer, the remainder of the precipita-
tion is winter sleet and snow. Snow cover
in the area lasts approximately 7 months
(Tr. 47, 257, 566, 718-19).

In the general vicinity of the Kandik
and Nation River basins there generally
is a heavy rainfall almost every day dur-
ing the summer because the general
weather pattern in that area produces
rainstorms in the afternoon, or at night.
These storms, however, might not hit the
Kandik or Nation drainage areas and
weeks may pass without rain in these
particular drainage areas. Conversely,
depending on where the storms develop,
there may be 3 or 4 days in a row during
which the rain falls in the Kandik or
Nation basins. Accordingly, given this
very local weather situation, there is
no predictability of the occurrence of high
and low water levels on the subject rivers
(Tr. 289).

A flashy stream is one where changes in
water flow occur rapidly within a very
short time. A very flashy stream is one
where peak water flow is three to five
times the daily mean average (Tr. 522,
523). In a very flashy river, during pe-
riods of extreme low flow, it would be
impossible to plan ahead as long as a week
in determining when high water peaks
will come. Sometimes a traveler can only
determine an hour ahead when high water
will come (Tr. 699).

Conditions that contribute to the flashi-
ness of a particular stream include a
small drainage basin, a steep drainage
basin, a drainage basin that is thoroughly
impermeable at the surface, such as
would be the case in either a thinly soil-
covered drainage basin or an area with
significant permafrost, and the absence
of lakes. The Kandik and Nation basins

meet these conditions. Flashiness, by
itself, is not an impediment to naviga-
tion (Tr. 687, 709, 710). If there was no
rain for a very extended period of time,
it is possible that water could cease to
flow in the rivers; however, if such were
to happen, pools of water would remain.
A boat could be floated on these pools for
some distance (Tr. 672). During periods
of high water significant impediments to
navigation result from floating debris
and log jams, whereas during periods of
low water, the principal impediments are
the gravel bars (Tr. 349, 350).

BLM distinguishes between recrea-
tional use of rivers and use of a river
basin as an area where a subsistence
lifestyle is pursued. Recreational use is
nonfunctional in an economic sense. A
subsistence lifestyle is extremely func-
tional in an economic sense in that it
centers on a search for food (Tr. 276).
The subsistence lifestyle has been pur-
sued by some in the Kandik and Na-
tion basins *since the 1960's. Although
few, if any, people lived on either river
during the 1950's, others living on the
rivers in the 1930's and 1940's, as did
the Natives before them, pursued a
subsistence lifestyle (Tr. 265-67).

Those living a subsistence lifestyle
are very much dependent on the rivers.
Anything used to supplement their diet
must be brought from Eagle or from
Circle. To get supplies to their camps,
these people use boats with a motor or
they use dogs to pull thir supplies or
the supplies are lined up the river. Al-
most all the people pursuing this life-
style live on a tributary stream or
river.

There are two techniques used in
lining a boat. One technique is hand
lining which requires a 100-foot length
of rope. One end of the rope is at-
taehed to the bow of a canoe and the
other end of the rope is attached to
the stern of the canoe. By manipulation
of the length of the lines with the
stern line being the longer, the boat can
be moved upstream. The other tech-
nique is to have a dog in harness at a
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point on the line that is equivalent to
where the man would normally be.
Lining a canoe is not difficult (Tr. 251,
252).

The first inhabitants of the Yukon-
Charley area were the lan Athabascan
Indians. There is a lack of documenta-
tion concerning Native use of the area
and no comprehensive historical or an-
thropological study of the Natives has
been done (Tr. 82-83, 793). Prior to
the arrival of Europeans in the area,
the Hans had settled primarily in three
or four different villages along the
Yukon and the Natives subsisted on
the resources available in the region.
The Natives fished primarily for sal-
mon in the Yukon during the summer,
hunted caribou in the mountains dur-
ing the fall, hunted various other game
throughout the year, and trapped dur-
ing the winter. The Han traveled ex-
tensively for subsistence purposes but
remained primarily at the Yukon vil-
lages for most of the year. Charley's
village was located at the mouth of the
Kandik River until 1914 when it was
destroyed by a flood (Tr. 48). The num-
ber of Han Indians living in the region
prior to the arrival of Europeans was
less than one thousand. The Natives
used birchbark canoes, flatbottomed
canoes, longer (30-foot) traveling ca-
noes, very long, narrow hunting canoes
with poles, and later, rafts and scows
(Tr. 84). The Natives sometimes used
skin boats to float down the rivers (Tr.
91-92).

Natives used the area of the Upper
Kandik for hunting (Tr. 48). They
hunted and floated down in moose skin
boats (Tr. 115). One trader saw a
musk ox which the Natives had killed
at the headwaters of the river (Tr.
48). Today, no Natives live in the
Yukon-Charley area (Tr. 79).

The first European contact with the
Yukon-Charley region came as a result
of the early fur trade. In 1847 a Brit-
ish trading post was established near
the confluence of the Porcupine and
Yukon Rivers. In 1848 another British
post, Fort Selkirk, was established in

Canada. The Yukon-Charley region is
approximately halfway between these
posts.

In 1867 the United States purchased
Alaska from Russia. Soon thereafter a
number of American trading companies
became involved in the Alaska fur trade.
During the trading season of 1874 only
32 non-Natives lived on Alaska's three
major rivers-the Yukon, Kuskokwim,
and Tanana. In 1880 the first trading
post in the Yukon-Charley area was es-
tablished. In 1882 another trading post
was established near Eagle.

Some of the fur traders who explored
the Yukon also prospected for gold. The
establishment of trading posts encour-
aged prospectors because the posts en-.
sured a source for provisions.

In 1892 the first gold strike occurred in
the Yukon-Charley area near Circle (Tr.
39). From 16 to 1902 the Yukon-
Charley area was the center of gold ac-
tivity (Tr. 43). By 1898 five towns had
been established on the Yukon between
the towns of Eagle and Circle. A gold
strike in Nome in 1900, however, quickly
depopulated the Yukon-Charley area. The
town of Nation was the only settlement
between Eagle and Circle which was still
populated after 1900 (Tr. 43-44).

After the goldrush in the Yukon-
Charley ended, the remaining inhabitants
of the area turned to a combination of
mining, wage labor, and subsistence
hunting, fishing, gathering, and trapping
(Exhibit A-2, p. 56). This lifestyle has
generally continued to the present.

Although there was prospecting north
of the Yukon, there are no known gold
strikes, nor have any recorded claims
been found on either the Kandik or Na-
tion basins (Tr. 50, 96). The Yukon min-
eral activity took place south of the Yu-
kon (Tr. 34). Coal was discovered near
the mouth of the Nation River and in
1897 a commercial company began min-
ing operations. Approximately 2,000 tons
of coal were mined and transported to
the Yukon for use on river steamers or
for transport to Dawson. The coal was
sledded in winter from the mine down
the river until the river meandered. At
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that point the coal was taken overland to cinity of the boundary. Those bringing
the Yukon (Tr. 108). The mining opera-
tion lasted only a few years since it
proved to be uneconomical.

There is no record of traders using the
Kandik, although prospectors may have
explored the river (Tr. 49). The area
north of the Yukon River received his-
torical attention primarily because of the
work of the International Boundary
Commission in 1911 and 1912. The Com-
mission surveyed and mapped the geog-
raphy and geology of the 141st meridan
between the Porcupine and Yukon Rivers.

In 1911, parties for the International
Boundary Commission came into the
area, and had four launches at their dis-
posal. Two of these launches were con-
structed especially for the Boundary
Commission. The launches were 40 feet
in length, 9 feet wide, and had a draft of
approximately 18 inches. These two stern-
wheelers, however, drew more water
than the designers had intended. Conse-
quently, after the survey work was
finished during the summer of 1911, the
boats were overhauled and redesigned.
As a result, there was a slight increase in
the boats' overall speed, and the draft
was reduced to between 14 and 16 inches.
Together the two launches could handle
barges carrying 7 to 12 tons. Commercial
steamboats on the Yukon were also uti-
lized to transport men, horses, supplies,
and equipment. Poling boats were con-
structed and utilized by the Boundary
Commission on those rivers where it had
been determined that the two launches
could not operate (Tr. 796-97).

The International Boundary Commis-
sion, which surveyed the U.S.-Canadian
Boundary in 1910-1912, was supplied by
poling boats which were capable of carry-
ing 1 to 14 tons of supplies (Tr. 49, 90).
One man had a contract with the Bound-
ary Commission to deliver hay and grain
90 miles to the border on the Kandik
(Tr. 52, 90). Approximately 2 tons of
supplies were transported to the Bound-
ary Commission by poling boat and scow
(Tr. 50, 812). The poling boats brought
supplies up the Kandik River to the vi-

the supplies up the Kandik River had to
line their boat, but could pole the boat
through still places. They also had to
make channels with shovels through shal-
low parts of the river, and then line the
boat through the channels. Sometimes
they made 5 to 6 miles a day. It took them
almost a month to reach their destination
and after delivering the supplies, they
descended the river in 6 hours. The re-
turn trip was made after a cloudburst
and the river was very high (Tr. 149
Exhibit A-4).

Once at the boundary, the supplies
were packed over land in order to fol-
low the boundary line directly south.
No one river or stream flows in that
direction, and it was necessary to stick
close to the boundary line (Tr. 800-
01). The International Boundary Com-
mission paid for the transportation of
its supplies (Tr. 67, 100, 164). Horses
were used by the Commission only to
move men and supplies over relatively
short distances (Tr. 123).

Although it is known that supplies
were brought up the Nation River
valley for the International Boundary
Commission, it is uncertain whether
these supplies were brought over land
or by poling boat. Transport by poling
boat, however, was more likely. It
appears that men and supplies were
brought up the Nation River and then
up Hard Luck Creek. In addition to
men and supplies, mail was also de-
livered by this route (Tr. 798, 799).

The peak of fur trading with the
Indians was 1880-1884 (Tr. 85). After
a regulation which prohibited non-
Natives from trapping was lifted, fur
trapping expanded and was heavy in
the 1920's, 1930's, and 1940's, until fur
prices fell (Tr. 37, 50, 79). Trappers
on the Kandik and Nation were sup-
plied by steamboats which delivered
goods at the mouth of the Kandik and
Nation. The goods were cached until
the trappers could haul the supplies to
their traplines. The supplies were
taken up river either by poling boat,
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scow, canoe, or by walking or with
dog teams in winter (Tr. 54, 67). Furs
were brought down the rivers by boat,
and sold at Fort Yukon (Exhibit B-
4). There were two known trappers on
the Kandik in the 1920's and 1930's
(Tr. 51). These trappers used a pol-
ing boat on the Kandik (Tr. 115).
Eight trappers, one of whom received
$8,000 for his furs in one season dur-
ing the 1930's, trapped the upper Kan-
dik (Tr. 52, 118). A trapping season
lasted only 150 days (Exhibit A-4).
Some trappers went from the Yukon
River up Rock Creek to the Kandik,
then up the Kandik, probably by pol-
ing boat or folding boat (Tr. 88). The
trappers went up Rock Creek to avoid
the long meandering part of the Kan-
dik. Two trappers also trapped Rock
Creek (Tr. 52).

During a week in August 1978, repre-
sentatives of the Alaska Division of
Forest, Land and Water Management
and the U.S. Bureau of Land Manage-
ment interviewed individuals who were
known or believed to have personal
knowledge of the Kandik and Nation
Rivers. A summary of the interviews was
compiled into a report (Exhibit A-4).
Certain information contained in that
report is important because it relates to
use of the Nation River. According to Mr.
Beck, a family of trappers used to travel
to the head of the Nation River with
their winter supplies in a boat equipped
with an inboard motor. The family
trapped in the headwaters of the river.
Further, Christopher Nelson used to boat
his trapping supplies upriver to his cabin
at the mouth of Jungle Creek. Jungle
Creek is above the selection area on the
Nation River (Exhibit A-4, p. 1-2). In
the 1930's Jim Taylor trapped in the Na-
tion River basin. When the river was
high, Taylor took a boat with an out-
board motor about 40 miles upriver. He
had three or four cabins on the river.
Taylor trapped the Hard Luck Creek and
Tatonduk River areas. One of Taylor's
cabins was located on a side creek, about
35 miles upriver, near the International
Boundary (Exhibit A-4, p. 6). Mr. Snow

stated that a 17-foot canoe could be used
to haul 600 to 800 pounds up the Nation
River in all stages of water level, al-
though it would be necessary at times to
line the canoe. He also stated that a 19-
foot canoe could be taken upriver for
quite a distance (Exhibit A-4, p. 9). In
the 1920's, Mr. Stacy was in the upper
Nation River country with a partner
trapping beaver. They descended the
river in June in a mooseskin boat, having
reached the river from the Kandik River
and Ogilvie River country. They had
about 40 beaver skins with them when
they descended the river. When they
reached the Yukon River, a trapper took
them to Eagle. This was the only time
Mr. Stacy claimed to. have descended the
Nation River (Exhibit A-4, p. 10).

There are trapping trails on the Kan-
dik and the Nation and there are 35 to
40 cabins, on both rivers, still used by
trappers, hunters, and travelers (Tr. 59,
65). The trails are not meant for sum-
mertime use (Tr. 113). At the present
time, the trapping season lasts from No-
vember until March. Furs are exchanged
for cash through middlemen in Eagle.
Generally, none who currently trap on
either river transport furs by boat or
canoe. This is because the middlemen in
Eagle want the furs before breakup be-
cause the quality of furs decreases after
breakup (Tr. 257-59).

Charlie Biederman, a witness for Doyon,
lived for many years near the mouth
of the Kandik River. le has gone up the
Kandik right after the Yukon would
break, which would be anywhere from
the middle of May to the 20th of May.
He has also gone up the Kandik as late
as the end of September. Mr. Biederman's
reason for going was to hunt. Mr. Bieder-
man has also hunted on the Nation dur-
ing the last 10 years and he owns a 32-
foot river boat with a 4-foot bottom which
he built himself.

Mr. Biederman has only gone up the
Kandik to trap beaver as far as Johnson's
Gorge, which is 24 miles from the mouth
of the river and below the selection area.
Mr. Biederman never went beyond John-
son's Gorge because there was no reason
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to go farther since game was plentiful
until that point and others were trapping
above Johnson's Gorge. Mr. Biederman
has never run into serious problems with
log jams on the Kandik and if he had
had a reason to take a 24- or 26-foot river
boat that far up the river, in his opinion,
nothing would stop. him (Tr. 736, 737,
763).

Mr. Biederman testified that quite a
few hunters go up the Kandik every year
and that these hunters use river boats.
These boats are between 24 and 26 feet in
length and have a 42-inch or 46-inch bot-
tom. The boats are metal and usually
have a lift that the outboard motor sits
on. A lift is a device which lifts a motor
if the boat is going to be used in shallow
water. These hunters are from Fairbanks.
At Circle the hunters put their boats into
the Yukon and from there they go up to
the Kandik River. The hunters go moose
hunting as far up the Kandik as 60 or 70
miles. The duration of their stay on the
Kandik is usually 4 or 5 days to a week.
The moose are loaded into boats and are
brought down the river. A moose weighs
500 or 600 pounds, although some are big-
ger. Some hunters use jet boats (Tr. 719-
22).

Breakup is not a single event. During
breakup, a segment of the river thaws
and results in a large flow of ice for 2
or more days. Later, another segment of
the river further north will thaw and re-
sult in another ice flow. Accordingly,
breakup lasts at least 10 or 12 days and
creates many ice flows. During this time,
navigation of all rivers is dangerous (Tr.
259).

Transportation by water was one of the
critical factors enabling the interior of
Alaska to be opened to exploration and
settlement (Tr. 94, 95, 806). The Yukon
River provided the primary artery
through Alaska (Tr. 132). Early Russian
and English traders used rough whip-
sawed scows and rafts to transport trade
goods (Exhibit B-4; p. 135). Soon after
the purchase of Alaska by the United
States, steamboat traffic on the Yukon
began and the supply problems faced by

the early traders and explorers was al-
leviated. Steamboat traffic on the Yukon
was sporadic until gold was discovered
in the Klondike, at Fairbanks, and at
Nome. The high point in steamboat traf-
fic came in 1904 when more than 200
steamboats of various sizes were on the
Yukon (Tr. 132). Steamboats were the
primary transportation system which
supported the fur trade and goldrush ac-
tivities in interior Alaska (Tr. 36-37,
44). The use of steamboats was initially
restricted to the Yukon and the Porcupine
River, which was the only Yukon tribu-
tary on which steamboats could be used,
until special light draft steamers were
designed for use on the Tanana and Koyu-
kuk Rivers (Tr. 45).

Dependence on the Yukon River steam-
boat traffic declined substantially after
1923 when the Alaska railroad provided a
link between the port of Seward and the
Yukon River (Tr. 132). In 1929 a road
was completed which linked Circle and
Valdez (Exhibit B-4, p. 175). In 1950 a
highway was completed between Eagle
and Tetlin Junction (Exhibit A-2, p. 67).
These alternate routes of travel led to
the end of commercial steamboat travel
on the Yukon. By 1955 the. Yukon com-
merciai steamboat traffic had ceased
(Exhibit A-2, p. 67).

A recent study indicates that com-
mercial traffic on the Yukon between
Circle, Eagle and Dawson is not eco-
nomically feasible. Air and winter over-
land transportation are used to support
development activities in the area. Con-
tractors in oil and gas development in
the general area of the Native selections,
for example, do not use the Kandik River
for transportation. Oil drilling equipment
is brought to drilling sites by air and
once, during the winter, equipment was
brought overland (Tr. 404, 405).

There has been slow economic develop-
ment in the Yukon-Charley area because
of the absence of overland trails, and the
Kandik and Nation basins are still un-
developed (Tr. 95). Although there are
roads in the Yukon-Charley area there are
still no roads north of the Yukop River
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and there are no lakes suitable for float
planes to land (Tr. 93, 823).

Although the Yukon steamboats carried
the bulk of the commercial river traffic, a
variety of watercraft has been used his-
torically on the interior waterways.

The Yukon poling boats were adapted
from boats used earlier on western
rivers. This type of boat was 20 to 30
feet long. At midship the bottom meas-
ured from 12 to 20 inches. Tapering sides
gave these boats 21 ' to 3feet of beam at
the gunwale. Though tapering rapidly at
both ends, these boats were usually built
with snub.noses at both bow and stern.
To propel the boat, two or more men
would stand in the boat and push the
boat upstream by means of long poles.
Using a poling boat, two men could trans-
port as much as a ton of cargo (Exhibit
A-2, p. 44; Exhibit B-44, p. 158; Tr. 45).
In shallow water on tributary streams, a
poling boat with a load could travel ap-
proximately 10 miles per day (Tr. 747).
The larger steamboats were not used on
the tributaries of the Yukon because
there was not enough freight generated
on those streams to call for use of these
larger boats. Poling boats, however, were
used on tributaries of the Yukon. Poling
boats were used on a regular basis to
serve communities and transport freight,
and tunnel boats were used extensively
by the Alaska railroad and others (Tr.
135,.138, 145, 170). There were, however,
low draft steamboats developed for use
on the Porcupine and other tributaries,
which drew only 6 inches of water (Tr.
46).

Motorboats came into use in Alaska
after World War I. Some of the first
motorboats were converted poling boats
(Tr. 137). Liftable motors were often at-
tached to enable boats to: travel over
shallows. These boats are in use today
and although the draught of the boats is
constant, with the engine raised the
boats can get over shallow spaces. The
boats, accordingly, can be loaded more
heavily (Tr. 161, 162). Another type of
boat used in Alaska is the tunnel boat.
Although tunnel boats were used in

Alaska as early as 1915, they were not
used in the Yukon-Charley area until the
1940's (Tr. 161, 723). The "tunnel" was
designed to protect the propeller when
the boat traveled in shallow water (Tr.
13, 723). A tunnel boat, like a poling
boat, could carry a ton of cargo (Tr
138).

Jet boats are in common use today and
have been for the last 7 to 8 years (Tr.
758). Jet boats are fiat-bottomed river
boats 20-26 feet in length, approximately
4 feet wide, which are equipped with a

*25 to 50 h.p. outboard motor with a jet
unit (Tr. 567).

Since statehood, there has been recrea-
tional use of the Kandik River. BLAI's's
Navigability Investigation Report on the
Kandik and Nation Rivers notes that the
Kandik and Nation Rivers are becoming
popular recreational rivers. At least two
parties had been observed on the Kandik
in 1978 while three parties were seen on
the Nation in 1 day. Users of these river
line canoes up and float down (Exhibit
B-87).

The overall characterization of the
Kandik River for recreational purposes
is that it is suitable for people with inter-
mediate canoeing skills, but not for
people with minimal skill (Tr. 520). The
dangers on the rivers are caused by
sweepers and timber piles, rather than
from white water problems (Tr. 282).

Discussion, Findings, and Conclusions

In the order issued on October 21,
1977, the Alaska Native Claims Appeals
Board noted that the parties were in
agreement as to the test of navigability
which would be controlling in this matter.
The Board ordered that the test of nav-
igability was to be the test set forth in
United States v. Holt State Bank, 270
U.S. 49, 56 (1926).

There is a distinction between naviga-
bility for title and navigability for other
purposes. Originally, the courts applied
the same test in all navigability cases. In
United States v. Appalachian leetic
Poter Co., 311 U.S. 377 (1940), the
Supreme Court indicated that naviga-
bility for title might be defined differently
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than navigability for other purposes. A
major difference between the two legal
standards seems to be that, for title nav-
igability, a stream must be navigable in
its natural condition at the time the State
in which the stream is located joins the
Union; whereas navigability for regula-
tion of commerce, or for other reasons,
may arise after the date of statehood and
may take into account navigational im-
provements to the stream. The latter is
a more liberal test.

As an example of one of the various
less stringent tests, in People v. Mack, 19
Cal. App. 3rd 1040, 97 Cal. Rptr, 448, 454
(1971-), 'a California court held that rec-
reational use itself established naviga-
bility and there was no need to show that
the waterway is useful as a public high-
way for travel and commerce. Whereas,
in Procter v. Sim, 236 P. 114 (1925), a
Washington court held that recreational
use alone was not sufficient to establish
navigability under the Federal test, but
that usefulness for commerce is necessary
to establish navigability.

Two Alaskan courts have considered
navigability issues. In U.S. v. Clyde D.
Glass, et al., Civ. No. 3473 (U.S. Dist. Ct.
Nome, Sept. 29, 1941) the District Court
for the Territory of Alaska found the
Niukluk River to be navigable. In find-
ing the river navigable, the court, with-
out comment, simply applied the Federal
test of navigability. In State of Alaska
v. Walt Wigger and Morton de Lima Co.,
Inc., Civ. Action No. 62-388 (Super. Ct.,
Fourth Judicial Dist., Jan. 29, 1965), the
Superior Court for the State of Alaska
found the Chena River to be navigable. In
its decision, the Superior Court stated
that any determination of the navigabil-
ity of rivers within Alaska involves the
application of Federal law, under which
it is settled that the test of navigability
of a river, for the purpose of adjudicating
ownership of a river's bed, is to be deter-
mined as of the time of the State's admis-
sion to the Union. Further, as to the ap-
propriate test to be applied in determin-
ing whether a river is navigable, the

court adopted the principles developed
in The Daniel Ball, 77 U.S. 557 (1870),
The Montello, 87 U.S. 430 (1874), United
States v. Holt State Bank, spra at 49,
and in United States v. Utah, supra. In
effect, the Superior Court held that the
navigability for title test was the appro-
priate test to be applied.

The State and Doyon contend that the
navigability for title test should not be
applied in this matter and that a more
liberal navigability test should be used.

I find that the navigability for title test
must be used in determining the nature of
the Kandik and Nation Rivers. The is-
sue is ownership of the beds of the Kandik
and Nation Rivers for the purpose of
determining whether they are public
lands properly charged against Doyon's
total acreage entitlement under the Alas-
ka Native Claims Settlement Act. If the
rivers are navigable then title to their
beds .is in the State; if, however, the
rivers are nonnavigable then their beds
are Federally-owned and are subject to
conveyance to Doyon. There does not
seem to be a clearer case of navigability
for title purposes. In addition, the Alaska
Native Claims Appeal Board ordered that
the applicable test is that expressed in
United States v. Holt State Bank, supra,
which was a title navigability case.
Finally, Alaskan courts have applied the
title navigability test in similar situa-
tions. Accordingly, application of the
more restrictive navigability for title test
is appropriate.

There are essential elements of the
navigability for title test.4 Navigability
for title is determined by the natural
and ordinary condition of a stream at
the time that the State in which the
stream is located entered the Union. A
watercourse is probably nonnavigable for
title purposes if artificial improvements
are necessary to make it useful for trade
and travel. The presence of rapids, sand-
bars, shallow waters, and other obstruc-
tions making navigation difficult or even

4National Resources Journal, Vol. 7, Jan.
1967, pp. 8-25.
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impossible in sections, however, does not
destroy title navigability so long as the
river or part of it is usable or susceptible
to use as a highway for commerce for a
significant portion of the time, United
States v. The Montello, 7 U.S. 430
(1874); United States v. Utah, 283 U.S.

64 (1931). The waters must be usable by
the "customary modes of trade or travel
on water." The essence of the test is that
the waterway must be useful as a high-
way for travel and trade in the local area.
Navigability is a factual question tested
not by the amount or volume of commerce
carried on a river, but by the extent that
the commerce carried relates to the needs
of the area it serves. A recent case em-
phasized that sporadic and short-lived
use of a waterway for travel and trans-
portation by local residents for their own
purposes and not for hire meets the re-
quirement that a waterway be useful as
a highway for commerce. Utah v. United
States, 403 U.S. 9 (1971).

The United States Supreme Court held
in the Bolt decision that streams which
are navigable in fact must be regarded
as navigable in law. The Court stated that
streams are navigable in fact when they
are used, or are susceptible of being used,
in their natural and ordinary condition
as highways for commerce, over which
trade and travel are or may be conducted
in the customary modes of trade and
travel on water. The Court further stated
that navigability does not depend on the
particular mode in which such use is or
may be had-whether by steamboats, sail-
ing vessels, or fatboats-nor on an
absence of occasional difficulties in navi-
gation, but on the fact, if it be a fact, that
the stream in its natural and ordinary
condition affords a channel for useful
commerce.

In United States v. A ppalaehian Power
Company, spra, the Supreme Court
noted that the uses to which streams may
be put vary from the carriage of ocean
liners to the floating out of logs, and that
the density of traffic varies widely from
the busy harbors of the seacoast to the
sparsely settled regions of the western
mountains. The tests as to navigability,

therefore, must take these variations
into consideration.

The Bolt case was an action brought by
the United States to quiet. title to the
bed of Mud Lake in Minnesota, which had
been drained and turned into agricul-
tural land at the time the lawsuit was
filed. The United States argued that at
the time of statehood, before Mud Lake
was drained, it was nothing more than a
marsh, falling far short of being a navig-
able body of water.

The Supreme Court held that Mud Lake
was navigable. The court relied on three
factors. First, Mud Lake was traversed
by Mud River, which was both navigable
in itself and directly connected with other
navigable streams leading out of State.
Second, there was evidence that early
visitors and settlers in that vicinity used
the river and lake as a route of travel,
employing the small boats of the period
for the purpose of travel. Because the
country surrounding the lake was
swampy, the waterways were the only
dependable routes for travel and trade.
Third, merchants in two small settle-
ments several miles up Mud River from
the lake had used the river and lake in
sending for and bringing in their supplies.
The limited navigation and sparse evi-
dence of use was attributable to the fact
that trade and travel in the vicinity of the
lake were limited.

An important element of the Holt
State Bank test of navigability re-
quires that waters be usable as high-
ways for commerce by the customary
mode of trade and travel on water.
The Supreme Court recognized in Holt
that canoes and small row boats con-
stituted important means of commu-
nication and transportation in early
days throughout much of the west, and
therefore, may be considered "com-
mercial" for purposes of determining
navigability for title. United States v.
Holt State Bank, supra, 270 U.S. at
56-57.

In United States v. Utah, 283 U.S.
64 (1930), the Supreme Court elab-
orated upon the definition of naviga-
bility set forth in Holt. The United
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States had argued that the absence of
historical data showing navigation by
Indians, fur traders, and early ex-
plorers demonstrated that the rivers in
question were not navigable. The Court,
however, rejected this argument and
stated that the nonsettlement of the
area in which the rivers Were located
and the consequent lack of historical
data showing navigability should not
preclude the possibilities of growth and
future profitable use of the rivers. The
Court further rejected the argument
that evidence of private use of a river
is not sufficient to demonstrate capa-
bility for commercial use. The Court
stated that, although evidence of the
actual use of streams and especially
of extensive and continued use for
commercial purposes may be the most
persuasive evidence of navigability,
where conditions of exploration and
settlement explain the infrequency or
limited nature of such use, the sus-
ceptibility to use as a highway of
commerce may still be satisfactorily
proved. The Court stated that the
question of navigability remains one of
fact as to the capacity of the rivers in
their ordinary condition to meet the
needs of commerce as these needs may
arise in connection with the growth of
population, the multiplication of activi-
ties, and the development of natural
resources. This capacity may be shown
by physical characteristics and experi-
mentations as well as by the uses to
which the streams have been put.

In the Utah case, the Court found
that certain sections of the San Juan,
Green, and Grand Rivers were naviga-
ble despite the presence of numerous
obstacles such as sand bars, rapids,
and rocks which made navigation dif-
ficult at times and even impossible on
occasion. In finding portions of these
rivers to be navigable, the Court em-
phasized that the waters within the
subject sections could be navigated
part of the time and thus the subject
sections were usable in their natural
state. The Court distinguished two

previous cases which had held the Rio
Grande in New Mexico and the Red
River in western Oklahoma to be non-
navigable. In those cases, the use of
the streams for purposes of transporta-
tion was exceptional, being practicable
only in times of temporary high water.
See United States v. Rio Grande Dam
and Irrigation Co., 174 U.S. 690
(1899); Oklahoma v. Texas, 258 U.S.
574 (1921).

In The Montello, spras the Fox
River was found to be navigable. This
river, in places, had falls and rapids.
Vessels used on the river measured
from 70 to 100 feet in length and were
20 feet wide. At some places on the
river where it was impracticable for
the boats to, be floated, the boats
would be unloaded and a "portage"
would be made until the difficult
stretch of the river was passed. At
other places on the river, the boats
would be pushed with poles or dragged
by horses and mules.

The character of a region, its prod-
ucts, and the difficulties or dangers of
navigation influence the regularity and
extent of the use. Small traffic com-
pared to the available commerce of the
region is sufficient to establish naviga-
bility. Even absence of use over long
periods of years, because of changed
conditions, the coming of the railroad,
or improved highways does not affect
the navigability of rivers in the con-
stitutional sense. ppalachian Electric
Power Co., spra at 409. If a river is
susceptible to use at the time of state-
hood, it is navigable, and the fact that
actual use never develops does not
destroy that navigability.

In Utah v. United States, supra, the
navigability of the Great Salt Lake
was at issue. In that case, the evidence
of navigation was not extensive, but the
court found it to be sufficient to sustain
a finding of navigability. There were,
for example, nine boats used from time
to time to haul cattle and sheep from
the mainland to one of the islands in
the lake or from one of the islands to
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the mainland. The hauling apparently
was done by the owners of the live.
stock, not by a carrier for the purpose
of making money. The business of the
boats, therefore, was ranching and not
carrying waterborn freight. Further the
carriage was limited in the sense that
it served only a few people who per-
formed ranching operations along, the
shores of the lake. The distinctions,
however, were found to be irrelevant
because the lake was used as a high-
way and that is the gist of the Federal
test.

BLM contends that the Kandik and
Nation Rivers are not navigable because
their water levels fluctuate, they are
hazardous, and only canoes, lightly
loaded, can navigate them, because they
are interspersed at various points by
gravel bars or log jams. Finally, BLM
contends that commercial 'boats carry-
ing freight for hire have not travelled
the rivers.

Doyon and the State contend that the
rivers are navigable in their entirety or
at least as these rivers pass through
the selection areas.

I find that both the Kandik and Na-
tion Rivers are navigable all the way
from the Yukon River to the Canadian
border, and therefore the rivers, as they
flow through the selection areas are
navigable.

To be navigable, a body of water
must be so situated and have such
length and capacity as will enable it to
accommodate the public generally as a
means of transportation, Proctor v.
Sim, 236 P. 114 (1925). The Kandik
and Nation Rivers are tributaries of
the Yukon River. The Yukon was his-
torically the major highway of com-
merce for the whole of the interior of
Alaska and the Kandik and Nation
have been the only access of reaching
a substantial area north of th Yukon.
As such, the two rivers meet the prox-
imity test, Monroe v. State, 175 P.2d
759 (1946).

Neither the Kandik nor Nation Rivers
have been improved at any time. Accord-
ingly, both in 159 when Alaska entered
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the Union and at the present time, the
rivers are in their natural and ordinary
condition. Although rapids, shallow
waters, sweepers, and log jams make nav-
igation difficult on both rivers, the evi-
dence shows that these impediments do
not prevent navigation.

The presence of gravel bars, riffles, or
occasional log jams in themselves do not
make the rivers nonnavigable, United
States v. Utah, supra. Neither the Kandik
nor the Nation has falls and rarely do ob-
structions block the channel completely.
This is notwithstanding that there was
testimony that one may have to pole or
line a boat over shallow places. Even in
August, a time of very low flow, several
inches of water flowed over the gravel
bars.

Boats capable of carrying commercial
loads, i.e. such quantities of goods as are
necessary on a given trip to produce a
profit for the person making the trip, are
capable of, and have gone up both rivers
from the Yukon to the Canadian border.
These are the poling, tunnel and river
boats. Charlie Biederman had gone no
farther up the Kandik River than ohn-
son's Gorge because game was plentiful
and he, therefore, had no reason to go
farther. Mr. Biederman, however, testified
that had he had a reason to go farther
up the river, nothing would stop him.

Those working for the International
Boundary Commission were paid to bring
mail and supplies up the entire length of
the Kandik and up the Nation to Hard
Luck Creek. The Nation. above Hard Luck
Creek to the Canadian border was trapped
by men, some of whom have made profits
from furs. Until trapping became un-
profitable in the 1940's, the trappers
brought supplies up both rivers by boat
and brought furs downriver by boat. At
the present time, those trapping on both
rivers do not bring furs downriver by
boat. but this is because middlemen in
Eagle to whom the furs are sold prefer
to have the furs before breakup and not
specifically because of river conditions.

Although use of the Kandik and Nation
Rivers has been slight in comparison
with other rivers in more populated areas,
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the remote and sparsely settled nature
of the area in which the Kandik and Na-
tion Rivers are located is an important
consideration. As in Utah v. United
States, supra, carriage of goods on both
the Kandik and Nation Rivers has been
extremely limited. In fact, the only com-
merce conducted has been trapping, trad-
ing, and the transport of supplies and
furs by the few trappers on the river
and the supplying of goods and mail to
the International Boundary Commission.
Nevertheless, despite only limited com-
merce on the rivers, use of the rivers meet
requirements of the Federal test for
navigability since the rivers have been
used as a highway.

Although standing alone it may not
suffice to support a finding of title navi-
gability, use of the rivers by those pur-
suing a subsistence lifestyle and use of
the rivers for recreation corroborate that
the rivers are navigable. Hunters and
canoeists do not bring their boats to
these rivers by road and then use only
selected portions of the rivers. Rather,
hunters and canoeists get to the upper
reaches of both the Kandik and Nation
Rivers by way of the Yukon River. Those
using the Kandik and Nation for recrea-
tion must bring any supplies needed with
them and they must carry out any game
caught by boat. As was the situation
with the original Native inhabitants,
those pursuing a subsistence lifestyle are
dependent on the rivers for summer
travel and given the sparse resources
of the Yukon-Charley-Region, the entire
lifestyle is one which presupposes the
interconnecton of the Kandik and Na-
tion with the Yukon River. Summer fish-
ing is conducted on the Yukon while
winter trapping is conducted on the Na-
tion or Kandik. In effect, the Kandik and
Nation are not isolated areas for either
recreational users nor for those pursuing
a subsistence lifestyle. Rather, together
with the Yukon River, the rivers are
avenues of access to the land north of
the Yukon.

At the time of statehood, due to eco-
nomic decline, all types of activity had

ceased on both the Kandik and Nation
Rivers. This nonuse of the rivers at the
exact time that Alaska entered the
Union, however, does not make the riv-
ers nonnavigable. Use of the rivers by
Natives before contact with Europeans,
historic use of the rivers by fur trap-
pers, use of the rivers by those working
for the International Boundary Commis-
sion, and present day use of the rivers
clearly establish the navigable nature of
the rivers. A short period of nonuse, even
though that period fell at the time that
the State in which the stream is located
entered the Union, does not destroy nav-
igability established at some point while
the stream was in its natural condition.

The fact that the rivers are frozen for
7 months of the year and that much of
the current mineral exploration of the
area is done by use of airplane, does not
make the rivers nonnavigable. It is not
necessary that navigation continue at all
seasons of the year, and a stream does
not become nonnavigable even if it has
fallen into disuse, Kemp v. Putnam, 288
P.2d 837 (1955).

Because of the lack of trails and the
rough nature in summer of the land sur-
rounding the Kandik and Nation Rivers,
travel by water has been the only feas-
ible means of transport of goods between
breakup and the time when the rivers
freeze. Although the Kandik and Nation
have been used only for intrastate com-
merce, such a use is acceptable under the
navigability for title test. Navigability of
a river is not tested by the amount or
volume of commerce carried but the ex-
tent that the commerce carried relates
to the needs of the area it serves. Both
the Kandik and Nation are tributaries of
the Yukon and even the upper reaches of
both rivers are accessible to habitation
and transportation routes. The rivers can
be used to go someplace, as, for example,
those employed by the International
Boundary Commission used the Kandik
to reach the Canadian boundary and
trappers on the Nation used that river to
obtain and transport furs. In effect, both
rivers have been used for commercial
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travel. Although the rivers are remote
and the evidence of travel on them is
sparse, commerce carried on the rivers
has been sufficient to establish navigabil-
ity since the commerce which has been
shown to exist relates to the needs of the
region in which the rivers are located.
The question as to the practicability of
navigating the rivers for profit must be
left to the one who undertakes the enter-
prise.

ORDER

The Kandik and Nation Rivers are
navigable streams.

L. K. LUOMA,
Chief Administrative Law Judge.
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ISLAND CREEK COAL CO.

1 ISMA 316

Decided December 21, 1979

Appeal by the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement from
.that part of a July 12, 1979, decision
by Administrative Law Judge Tom M.
Allen vacating Violation No. 2 of
Notice of Violation No. 79-I-15-8
issued pursuant to the Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977
(Docket No. CH 9-68-R).

Affirmed as modified.

1. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Evidence

Where the evidence presented by OSM
in support of a cited violation of the
initial regulatory program performance
standards is that the inspector relied on
representations made to him in writing
the violation such evidence must be suffi-
cient to withstand challenges to the sub-
stance of the representations made and
to the authority to bind the permittee of
the individual making the representa-
tions.

2. Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act of 1977: Topsoil: Generally

A showing of contamination is not a nec-
essary requirement in establishing a top-
soil removal violation pursuant to 30 CFR
715.16. Protection of topsoil from con-
tamination is merely a reason for the
removal requirement, not a requirement
itself.

APPEARANCES: Billy Jack Gregg,
Esq., Office of Field Solicitor, Charles-
ton, West Virginia; Shelley P. Hayes,
Esq., Office of Solicitor, Marcus P.
McGraw, Esq., Assistant Solicitor for
Enforcement, Office of the Solicitor,
Washington, D.C., for the Office of
Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement.

OPINION BY INTERIOR
BOARD OF SURFACE

MINING AND
RECLAMATION APPEALS

The Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement
(OSM) has appealed from that
part of a July 12, 1979, decision by
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
Tom M. Allen vacating Violation
No. 2 of Notice of Violation 79-I-
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15-8 issued to Island Creek Coal
Co. (Island Creek).'-

While the Board is in agreement
with the ALJ's conclusion to va-
cate Violation No. 2 and therefore
affirms that conclusion, we do not
agree with other aspects of his de-
cision and modify it as set forth
below.

Factual and Procedwral
Backgrownd

On Mar. 28, 1979, three OSM in-
spectors visited Island Creek's Rebel
No. 2 surface coal mining operation
in Logan County, West Virginia,
and issued Notice of Violation 79-
I-15-8 charging Island Creek with
(1) allowing discharges from the
disturbed area in excess of the ap-
plicable effluent limitations for iron
and total suspended solids in viola-
tion of 30 CFR 715.17(a) and (2)
failing "to remove topsoil as a sep-
arate operation from areas to be
disturbed to prevent the topsoil
from being contaminated by spoil"
as required by 30 CFR 715.16(a).

Island Creek sought review of the
notice of violation; a hearing was
held and the ALJ issued his de-
cision on July 12, 1979. He upheld
the validity of Violation No. 1, but
vacated Violation No. 2. OSM ap-
pealed that part of the decision va-
cating Violation No. 2. OSM filed a
timely brief. Island Creek did not
file a reply brief nor did it take any

1 The notice was issued pursuant to see.
521 (a) (3) of the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. § 1271
(a) (3) (Supp. I 1977) and '30 CR 722.12.

other action in connection with this
appeal.

:: Discusasion

The topsoil violation concerned
an area of about one acre in size (Tr.
63). In that area, as depicted in
OSM's photograph, Exh. 9, a road
was being constructed down to the
first tier of a fill (Tr. 59). The OSM
inspector did not actually go to the
violation area because of the "late-
ness of the day" but observed it
from a lower bench level looking
across the hollow (Tr. 71-72).

When questioned how he knew
there was a topsoil violation, the
OSM inspector stated that he had
seen "the material actually there,
right on the edge of the fill mate-
rial and also from Mr. Buckber-
ry's statements, as to his method
of topsoil removal from this area"
(Tr. 69).2 The inspector admitted,
however, that he did not see any
spoil being placed on topsoil and
that topsoil could have been re-
moved from the area which was
disturbed previous to his inspec-
tion, but "after discussing the mat-
ter with Mr. Buckberry as to the
method of operation on that fill
area, it was indicated to me that
the topsoil was still in place and
would be removed at a later date"
(Tr. 70). Thus, it is clear that for
the purposes of writing the topsoil
violation the inspector was relying
on the representations of Buck-

2 The inspector explained that he was told
that one Joe Buckberry was in charge of the
oneration and was also the reclamation super-
intendent of the job (Tr. 106). The record
does not disclose who conveyed this informa-
tion to the inspector.

309-485 0 - 80 -
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berry and this was admitted by
the inspector (Tr. 76).

Richard J. Bielicki, Director of
Engineering, Island Creek Divi-
sion of Island Creek Coal Co.,
testified that Buckberry was the
reclamation supervisor for Rebel
Coal Co., the independent contract
miner for Island Creek at this
minesite (Tr. 80-82). Bielicki ex-
plained Buckberry's position as
follows: "He supervises the plac-
ing of topsoil on backfill material.
He supervises the sampling of the
topsoil to see what soil nutrients
are required, and he supervises the
administration of fertilizer, mulch
and the seeding requirements for
that backfill area" (Tr. 82). Bie-
licki stated that Buckberry had
nothing to do with the operation
aspect, the planning, or the design
of Rebel Coal Company's mining
in the permit area (Tr. 82). In
testimony concerning OSM's Exh.
9, Bielicki stated that he knew
that all topsoil was salvaged from
the first 2,000 feet of the road-
way, but that he could not state
for a fact whether topsoil was
saved from the remaining 1,500-
2,000 feet of the road (Tr.
91-92).

[1] In Burgess Mining and Con-
struction Corp., 1 IBSMA 293, 86
I.D. 656 (1979), a similar factual
situation existed, that is, an OSM
inspector relied on representations
made to him in writing a topsoil
violation. In Burgess we affirmed
the sustaining of the violation by
the AJ because there had been
no challenge to either the sub-
stance of the representations made

*or to the authority of the individ-
ual making the representations to
bind the company by his state-
ments. These challenges were pres-
ent in this case. Consequently,
while the evidence produced by
OSM may have been sufficient to
support a topsoil violation, Island
Creek presented adequate evidence
not only to rebut OSM's evidence
but to carry its ultimate burden of
persuasion. See 43 CFR 4.1171 (b) .3
For that reason, we affirm the
ALJ's conclusion to vacate the
violation.

In reaching this conclusion the
ALJ made certain statements and
findings with which we do not
agree. On page 13 of his decision
he stated:

I must therefore find from the evi-
dence that (1) the Act does not make
it mandatory for the removal of al
topsoil encountered in a mining opera-
tion but does require the saving of suf-
ficient (and I might add it should be
abundantl sufficient) to completely
satisfy the requirement of the regula-
tory authority and the Act to reclaim
all of the disturbed lands required by
the same to be reclaimed as a post-
mining operation. [Italics in original.]

In "finding" that the Act does not
"make it mandatory" to save all
topsoil, the ALJ interpreted the
law to require the saving of only
an amount of topsoil which is
"abundantly sufficient" to. satisfy
the requirements of the regulatory
authority. This interpretation has
no basis in law.

sAlthough the evidence produced by OSM
may have survived an appropriate motion at
the conclusion of OSM's presentation, its mea-
ger nature enhanced Island Creek's oppor-
tunity to carry its burden.
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Carbon Fuel Co., 1 IBSMA 253,
86 I.D. 483 (1979), and Alabama
By-Products Corp., 1 IBSMA 239,
86 I.D. 446 (1979), hold that 30
OFR 715.16 requires the removal

of all topsoil unless the use of al-
ternative materials is approved by
the regulatory authority in ac-
cordance with 30 CFR 715.16 (a)
(4). In Burgess liHining and Con-
struction Corp., supra at 298, we
stated that, even if the suggestion
that less than all topsoil must be
removed in every case appeals to
common sense, such an, exception
must be authorized by law upon
the approval of the regulatory au-
thority.4 There is no evidence here
that Island Creek sought or had
approval from the regulatory au-
thority to remove less than all the
topsoil.

The Administrative Law Judge
also stated at page 5: "It would
appear that the applicant had ap-
plied to~ the regulatory authority
for approval under 30 IFR 715.16
(a) (4) since the pernit, .according
to the respondent's witness, grant-
ed the use of 'suitable materials
for reclamation."' The permit in
this case was issued in 1975. The
fact that a 1975 state permit au-
thorized the use of "suitable mate-
rials" for reclamation does not x-

' Although we find the ALl's interpretation
to be in error, we realize that when he issued
his decision below he did not have the benefit
of these Board decisions.

cuse the permittee from compli-
ance with the Federal interim reg-
ulations, nor can such language in
the permit be construed as compli-
ance with the alternative materials
procedures of 30 CFR 715.16 (a)
(4). See Carbon Fuel Co., supra
at 257, 86 J.D. 485 (1979); Ala-
bama By-Products Corp., supra at
243, 86 I.D. 448-49 (1979).

[2] Finally, the ALJ stated at
page 13 that OSM "failed to show
proof of any contamination" in
support of the topsoil violation. A
sowing of contamination, however,
is not a necessary requirement in
establishing a violation. The reg-
ulation requires that topsoil be re-
moved "[t]o prevent topsoil from
being contaminated ** *." 30 CFR
715.16. The protection of topsoil
from contamination is merely one
reason for the removal require-
ment; it is not a requirement it-
self. Therefore, the issue of con-
tamination is not a proper subject
for consideration in the context of
determining whether or not there
has been a topsoil violation.

The ALJ's decision vacating
Violation No. 2 of Notice of Viola-
tion 79-I-15-8 is affirmed as modi-
fied.

MELVIN J. MIRKIN,

Administrative Judge.

WILL A. IRWIN,

Chief Administrative Judge.

724]
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ACT OF JUNE 30, 1834
Page

1. Appellant's contention that under sec. 22 of the Act of June 30, 1834, 4
Stat. 729, 733 (25 U.S.C. § 194 (1976)), the burden of proof cannot be
assigned to the tribe is without merit. The issue framed by appellant
does not align "Indians" against "whites." The primary relief sought
by the tribe is the cancellation of trust patents which can only be
held by Indians -425

ACT OF MARCH 2, 1889

1. Assuming, in the light most favorable to appellant, that the allotments at
issue were subject to the final proviso of sec. 9 of the Act of Mar. 2,
1889, 25 Stat. 888, 891, we find no language in this or other sections of
the Act evidencing an intention on the part of Congress that allot-
ments-to be valid-required approval by the Oglala Sioux Tribe - 425

ACT OF AUGUST 15, 1894

1. The Agreement of Dec. 4, 1893, between the Yuma (now Quechan) Indians
and the United States, ratified in the Act of Aug. 15, 1894 (28 Stat.
286, 332) provided for a conditional cession of the nonirrigable land of
the Fort Yuma Reservation. The conditions which included allot-
ment and sale of surplus irrigable land and the opening of nonirigable
lands to settlement and entry, did not occur during the decade follow-
ing the agreement and ratifying statute- 3

ACT OF APRIL 21, 1904

1. Sec. 25 of the Act of Apr. 21, 1904 (33 Stat. 189, 224), which authorized
the application of the 1902 Reclamation Act to the Fort Yuma and
Colorado River Reservations, and which provided for the allotment
and sale of surplus irrigable lands on those reservations, was unrelated
to and was not intended to effect the conditional cession provided for
in the 1893 agreement and the 1894 ratifying statute - ____ 3

ACT OF AUGUST 15, 1953

1. Public Law 280, 67 Stat. 588-90, did not grant to States general civil regu-
latory powers over Indian reservations. Nor could this be accomplished
by Departmental regulation, Secretarial Order or other directive - 680

ACT OF OCTOBER 22, 1965

1. Title I of the Highway Beautification Act, 79 Stat. 1028, which applies to
all "public lands or reservations of the United States," does not apply
to Indian reservations - __-- ____--_--_--__--__-__-__-_-_ 680

729
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ACT OF OCTOBER 22, 1965-Continued Page

2. California's outdoor Advertising Act, implementing the Highway Beautifi-
cation Act, 79 Stat. 1028, may not be applied to non-Indian lessees on
the Morongo Indian Reservation -___-_______-__-__-__-_----- 680

3. The Department's policy established in 1965 of requiring lessees of Indian
lands in California to comply with State standards regulating land use
and development can be achieved without subjecting developing tribal
governments to the full enforcement powers of the State, viz., through
adding appropriate State standards to the provisions of any lease_-- 680

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY
(See also Federal Employees and Officers.)

GENERALLY

1. Established and longstanding Departmental policy relating to the ad-
ministration of the simultaneous oil and gas leasing system, premised
upon regulatory interpretation, is binding on all employees of the
Bureau of Land Management, until such time as it is properly changed- 234

ENFORCEMENT OF CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS

1. The Board of Land Appeals, in its adjudication of appeals to determine
rights of parties to receive or preserve interests in Federal lands, has a
concomitant obligation to preserve the integrity of the process, and
where it appears to the Board that the administrative record of a case
contains strong evidence of multiple violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001
(1976), the Board will refer the matter with its recommendation that
an investigation be initiated to determine whether criminal charges
should be brought ------------ 81

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE

1. Where a protestant against the issuance of an oil and gas lease supports
his allegations that the lease offer is not qualified with sufficient
evidence to warrant further inquiry or investigation by BLM, the
protest should not be summarily dismissed for failure of the protestant
to make positive proof of his allegations. Instead, the protest should
be adjudicated on its merits after all available information has been
developed -81

2. Established and longstanding Departmental policy relating to the adminis-
tration of the simultaneous oil and gas leasing system, premised upon
regulatory interpretation, is binding on all employees of the Bureau of
Land Management, until such time as it is properly changed -234

3. Where a protest, with accompanying supporting evidence, alleges that
the oil and gas lease offer drawn first in a simultaneous filing-drawing
procedure violated the regulations because a party in interest was not
disclosed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment should first afford the drawee an opportunity to respond to the
protest before rejecting the offer based on facts alleged in the protest.
The error, however, is rendered harmless where on appeal the offeror
has full opportunity to make factual submissions and respond to the
allegations -643
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
(See also Appeals, Contests and Protests, Hearings, Rules of Practice.)

GENERALLY Page

1. Where the Bureau of Land Management determines that an Alaska Native
allotment application should be rejected because the land was not used
and occupied by the applicant, the BLM shall issue a contest com-
plaint pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seq. Upon receiving a timely
answer to the complaint, which answer raises a disputed issue of
material fact, the Bureau will forward the case file to the Hearings
Division, Office of Hearings and Appeals, Department of the Interior,
for assignment of an administrative law judge, who will proceed to
schedule a hearing, at which the applicant may produce evidence to
establish entitlement to his allotment ------ 279

2. Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines that an
Alaska Native allotment application should be rejected in part because
the Native did not use all of the land applied for, the BLM shall initiate
a contest proceeding pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seq -342

ADJUDICATION

1. State of Alaska selection applications should not be rejected because of con-
flicts with Native allotment applications which are to be approved
without first affording the State notice of such action to be taken and
an opportunity to contest the conflicting claims if it desires

2. Where a protest, with accompanying supporting evidence, alleges that the
oil and gas lease offer drawn first in a simultaneous filing-drawing
procedure violated the regulations because a party in interest was not
disclosed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment should first afford the drawee an opportunity to respond to the
protest before rejecting the offer based on facts alleged in the protest..
The error, however, is rendered harmless where on appeal the offeror
has full opportunity to make factual submissions and respond to the
allegations --------------------------

BURDEN OF PROOF

1. The burden of proving a valid color of title claim is on the claimant. Where
it cannot be said from the evidence presented that the grantors and
grantees in the claimant's chain of title acquired a parcel of land with
the bona fide belief that the parcel included all the land claimed, the
color of title application must be denied-

2. After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, an
administrative law judge may properly find that a person has commit-
ted a grazing trespass if that finding is in accordance with and sup-
ported by reliable, probative and substantial evidence-

3. In review proceedings of notices of violation and cessation orders, the
burden of going forward to establish a prima facie case rests with OSM
and the ultimate burden of persuasion rests with the applicant for
review -------------------------------------

DECISIONS

1. After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, an
administrative law judge may properly find that a person has commit-
ted a grazing trespass if that finding is in accordance with and sup-
ported by reliable, probative and substantial evidence-

361

643

22

133

437

133
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-Continued
HEARINGS Page

1. After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, an
administrative law judge may properly find that a person has commit-
ted a grazing trespass if that finding is in accordance with and sup-
ported by reliable, probative and substantial evidence -133

2. Alaska Natives who allege substantial use and occupancy of vacant,
unappropriated, and unreserved public land in Alaska for a period of
at least 5 years pursuant to the Act of May 17, 1906, as amended,
43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1 to 270-3 (1970), and the regulations at 43 CFR
Subpart 2561 are entitled to notice and an opportunity for a hearing
prior to rejection of their application. Such notice shall specify the
reasons for the proposed rejection. Claimant shall have an opportunity
to present evidence and testimony of favorable witnesses at a hearing
before the trier of fact prior to a decision -__-_____-_____-_____ 279

3. Where legal conclusions are reached in an appellate decision upon un-
disputed facts, and there has been no proffer or further facts which
could compel different legal conclusions, no useful purpose would be
served for a hearing, and a request therefor is properly denied -- 346

STANDING

1. Where the State is a party to decisions by the Bureau of Land Management
and the State's selection applications were rejected by those decisions,
under 43 CFR 4.410, the State has standing to appeal those decisions
to the Board of Land Appeals -361

2. Under the "functional" standard to determine administrative standing
set forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F.2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978),
cert. denied, 99 S. Ct. 733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to
challenge Native allotment applications conflicting with its selection
applications even if the land is within a Native village selection area
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The State has stand-
ing under Departmental regulations to initiate private contests against
such conflicting Native allotment applications -361

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

1. After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, an
administrative law judge may properly find that a person has com-
mitted a grazing trespass if that finding is in accordance with and
supported by reliable, probative and substantial evidence -133

ALASKA

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT

1. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished aboriginal occu-
pancy claims of Alaska Natives; such claims cannot serve as a bar
to a State selection, nor preclude the State from challenging Native
allotment applications conflicting with its selection - _-__-_-__ 361

2. Under the "functional" standard to determine administrative standing
set forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F. 2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978),
cert. denied, 99 S. Ct. 733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to
challenge Native allotment applications conflicting with its selection
applications even if the land is within a Native village selection area
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The State has stand-
ing under Departmental regulations to initiate private contests against
such conflicting Native allotment applications - _- ____-_-____-- 361
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ALASKA-Continued

INDIAN AND NATIVE AFFAIRS Page

1. Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject to a grazing lease issued
under the Alaska Grazing Act of Mar. 4, 1927, 43 U.S.C. §§ 316,
316a-316o (1976), does not create any rights by virtue of such settle-
ment under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1
to 270-3 (1970), repealed by 43 U.S.C. § 1617 (1976), since such land
is segregated from adverse appropriation at least until the Depart-
ment takes action to cancel the grazing lease pro tanto, but the grazing
lease does not preclude the filing of a State selection application
which, when filed, segregates the land from all appropriation based
upon settlement or location -___--_--_--____-_____-_____346

LAND GRANTS AND SELECTIONS

Generally

1. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished aboriginal occu-
pancy claims of Alaska Natives; such claims cannot serve as a bar to
a State selection, nor preclude the State from challenging Native
allotment applications conflicting with its selection -361

2. Under the "functional" standard to determine administrative standing set
forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F. 2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert.
denied, 99 S. Ct. 733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to
challenge Native allotment applications conflicting with its selection
applications even if the land is within a Native village selection area
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The State has stand-
ing under Departmental regulations to initiate private contests against
such conflicting Native allotment applications -361

3. State of Alaska selection applications should not be rejected because of
conflicts with Native allotment applications which are to be approved
without first affording the State notice of such action to be taken and
an opportunity to contest the conflicting claims if it desires -361

4. Where there is a conflict between an application by the State of Alaska
to select land under the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act and an
application by an Alaska Native for allotment under the Act of
May 17, 1906, and it appears to the Bureau of Land Management
that the Native applicant has met the requirements for patent, upon
notice of this determination the State, if dissatisfied, has an election
of remedies. It may initiate private contest proceedings to prove lack
of qualification on the part of the Native, or it may appeal the deter-
mination to the Board of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board
concludes that the Native's application is deficient, it will order the
institution of Government contest proceedings. If, however, the Board
affirms the finding that the requirements of patent have been met,
the State will have no further administrative recourse. Where the
State had not, prior to its appeal, been afforded notice of the election,
it should be afforded an opportunity to make such election -441

5. A selection filed by the State of Alaska is subject to prior valid existing
rights of Natives, irrespective of whether the State selection was filed
pursuant to the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act or the Statehood
Act - -------------------------------------------- 442
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ALASKA-Continued

LAND GRANTS AND SELECTIONS-Continued

Applications Page

1. Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject to a grazing lease issued
under the Alaska Grazing Act of Mar. 4, 1927, 43 U.S.C. §§ 316,
316a-316o (1976), does not create any rights by virtue of such settle-
ment under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1
to 270-3 (1970), repealed by 43 U.S.C. § 1617 (1976), since such
land is segregated from adverse appropriation at least until the Depart-
ment takes action to cancel the grazing lease pro tanto, but the grazing
lease does not preclude the filing of a State selection application which,
when filed, segregates the land from all appropriation based upon
settlement or location - 346

Mental Health Lands

1. A selection filed by the State of Alaska is subject to prior valid existing
rights of Natives, irrespective of whether the State selection was filed
pursuant to the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act or the State-
hood Act- 442

NATIVE ALLOTMENTS

1. Alaska Natives who allege substantial use and occupancy of vacant,
unappropriated, and unreserved public land in Alaska for a period of
at least 5 years pursuant to the Act of May 17, 1906, as amended, 43
U.S.C. §§ 270-1 to 270-3 (1970), and the regulations at 43 CFR
Subpart 2561 are entitled to notice and an opportunity for a hearing
prior to rejection of their application. Such notice shall specify the
reasons for the proposed rejection. Claimant shall have an opportunity
to present evidence and testimony of favorable witnesses at a hearing
before the trier of fact prior to a decision -279

2. Where the Bureau of Land Management determines that an Alaska
Native allotment application should be rejected because the land was
not used and occupied by the applicant, the BLM shall issue a contest
complaint pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seq. Upon receiving a timely
answer to the complaint, which answer raises a disputed issue of
material fact, the Bureau will forward the case file to the Hearings
Division, Office of Hearings and Appeals, Department of the Interior,
for assignment of an administrative law judge, who will proceed to
schedule a hearing, at which the applicant may produce evidence to
establish entitlement to his allotment 279

3. Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines that an
Alaska Native allotment application should be rejected in part because
the Native did not use all of the land applied for, the BLM shall
initiate a contest proceeding pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seq -342

4. Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land which has become
submerged under water is no longer subject to disposition under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may
have used, occupied, and filed an application for such land when it
was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal title to that land by
erosion. Neither the Alaska Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands
Act prevents the passage of title to such land to the State - _ 342
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ALASKA-Continued
NATIVE ALLOTMENTS-Continued Page

5. A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at the time when the
land was withdrawn from all forms of appropriation, is properly deemed
to be incapable as a matter of law of having exerted independent use
and occupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior to the with-
drawal and consequently the allotment application is properly re-
jected -_____--___--___--___--_--_--___--___----___--_--_ 345

6. An allotment right is personal to one who has complied with the laws and
regulations. An applicant for a Native allotment may not rely or tack
on use and occupancy of the land by his ancestors to establish his
right -____--_--_---- _-- __-- ____-- ___------_--_--___ 346

7. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished aboriginal oc-
cupancy claims of Alaska Natives; such claims cannot serve as a bar
to a State selection, nor preclude the State from challenging Native
allotment applications conflicting with its selection - _____-____ 361

8. Under the "functional" standard to determine administrative standing
set forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F.2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978),
cert. denied, 99 S. Ct. 733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to
challenge Native allotment applications conflicting with its selection
applications even if the land is within a Native village selection area
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The State has stand-
ing under Departmental regulations to initiate private contests against
such conflicting Native allotment applications - ___-__-_-___ 361

9. State of Alaska selection applications should not be rejected because of
conflicts with Native allotment applications which are to be approved
without first affording the State notice of such action to be taken and
an opportunity to contest the conflicting claims if it desires - 361

10. Where there is a conflict between an application by the State of Alaska to
select land under the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act and an appli-
cation by an Alaska Native for allotment under the Act of May 17,
1906, and it appears to the Bureau of Land Management that the
Native applicant has met the requirements for patent, upon notice of
this determination the State, if dissatisfied, has an election of remedies.
It may initiate private contest proceedings to prove lack of qualifica-
tion on the part of the Native, or it may appeal the determination to
the Board of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes that
the Native's application is deficient, it will order the institution of Gov-
ernment contest proceedings. If, however, the Board affirms the find-
ing that the requirements of patent have been met, the State will have
no further administrative recourse. Where the State had not, prior to
its appeal, been afforded notice of the election, it should be afforded an
opportunity to make such election -- __-__-__-__-__-__-__ -__ 441

11. A selection filed by the State of Alaska is subject to prior valid existing
rights of Natives, irrespective of whether the State selection was filed
pursuant to the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act or the Statehood
Act ---------------------------- 442

NAVIGABLE WATERS

1. Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land which has become
submerged under water is no longer subject to disposition under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may
have used, occupied, and filed an application for such land when it
was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal title to that land by
erosion. Neither the Alaska Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands
Act prevents the passage of title to such land to the State -342
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ALASKA-Continued
NAVIGABLE WATER8-Continued

Impediments to Navigation Page

1. Physical impediments to navigation, such as gravel bars, riffles, or occa-
sional log jams, do not, in themselves, make a water body
nonnavigable -693

2. The presence of physical impediments on a water body will not result in a
finding of nonnavigability when the record shows that the water body
has been used and is capable of use as a highway of commerce -693

Use of Waterway

1. Where conditions of exploration and settlement explain the infrequency
or limited nature of actual use of a water body for commercial purposes,
evidence of private use may be considered to demonstrate suscepti-
bility of commercial use for purposes of determining navigability -692

2. Historic use of a water body by trappers may be properly considered in
determining whether a water body has been used or is susceptible of
use as a highway of commerce for purposes of navigability - 692

3. Where pole boats, tunnel boats, and outboard river boats constituted
the customary modes of trade and travel on a river and its tributaries,
the use of these watercraft may be appropriately considered in de-
termining whether rivers in the area were used or are susceptible
of being used as highways of commerce -692

4. While recreational use, of itself, may not suffice to meet the susceptibility
test for purposes of navigation for title, present use for recreation
purposes may be properly considered, as a corroborating factor, in
determining susceptibility for use as a highway of commerce -693

5. To be navigable, a river must be so situated and have such length and
capacity as will enable it to accommodate the public generally as a
means of transportation -693

6. When the record shows that, historically, trapping was the primary reason
for trade and travel in an area, and where the water body in question
was commonly utilized by trappers as a route of trade and travel in
boats of the period customarily used to freight supplies, such use win
result in a finding that the water body has been used and is susceptible
for use as a highway of commerce - 693

7. The presence of physical impediments on a water body will not result in a
finding of nonnavigability when the record shows that the water body
has been used and is capable of use as a highway of commerce - 693

8. The legal concept of navigability embraces both public and private inter-
ests. It is not to be determined by a formula which fits every type of
stream under all circumstances and at all times - 693

STATEHOOD ACT

1. Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land which has become
submerged under water is no longer subject to disposition under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may
have used, occupied, and filed an application for such land when it
was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal title to that land by
erosion. Neither the Alaska Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands
Act prevents the passage of title to such land to the State -342
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1. Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land which has become
submerged under water is no longer subject to disposition under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may
have used, occupied, and filed an application for such land when it
was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal title to that land by
erosion. Neither the Alaska Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands
Act prevents the passage of title to such land to the State -342

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT

ABORIGINAL CLAIMS

1. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished aboriginal occu-
pancy claims of Alaska Natives; such claims cannot serve as a bar to
a State selection, nor preclude the State from challenging Native
allotment applications conflicting with its selection - 361

2. Under the "functional" standard to determine administrative standing
set forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F. 2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978),
cert. denied, 99 S. Ct. 733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to
challenge Native allotment applications conflicting with its selection
applications even if the land is within a Native village selection area
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The State has stand-
ing under Departmental regulations to initiate private contests against
such conflicting Native allotment applications - 361

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Generally

1. ANCAB is bound by statements of Secretarial policy contained in Secre-
tarial Orders published in the Federal Register -__-__-______-_-__ 45

2. The Board is bound by Secretarial policy and interpretation of law ex-
pressed in a Solicitor's Opinion in which the Secretary of the Interior
concurred - _----_--_--__ ---_-- ----__-_-_-_-__- 381

3. Regulations in 43 CFR 2650.5-1(b) deal explicitly with chargeability of
acreage and implicitly with land title, establishing two categories of
submerged lands not required to be selected and charged: those under-
lying navigable waters, and those underlying nonnavigable waters of
one-half section or more -_-_____-__-_-___------------------ 381

4. Under regulations in 43 CFR 2650.5-1(b), Federal ownership of sub-
merged lands does not require all such lands to be charged against a
Native corporation's acreage entitlement - __-___-___--------- 381

5. The Secretary, and this Board, are bound by duly promulgated regulations
of the Department -_----_-_-__-_-__-_--------------------- 381

6. As between a published regulation applicable to chargeability of sub-
merged land and an unpublished Departmental decision paper appli-
cable to the same issue, the Board is bound to follow the regulation.
Therefore, regardless of whether the United States retains ownership
of the bed of the Colville River, the Bureau of Land Management
must, pursuant to 43 CFR 2650.5-1 (b), determine whether the river
is navigable and, if it is found navigable, must exclude the riverbed
from the acreage to be charged against Kuugpik's entitlement - 381

309-485 0 - 80 - 6
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Administrative Procedure

Deision, .Page

1. The Board is bound by statements of Secretarial policy contained in
Secretarial Orders published in the Federal Register - _ 618

Appeals

Generally

1. ANCAB is bound by statements of Secretarial policy contained in Secre-
tarial Orders published in the Federal Register -_____-__-_-_-_45

2. A timely appealed Bureau of Land Management decision does not con-
stitute a final Departmental decision as that term is used in sentence
5, sec. 2 of S.O. 3029 -__-------- __-------- _-_-_- _ 45

3. The Board is bound by Secretarial policy and interpretation of law
expressed in a Solicitor's Opinion in which the Secretary of the Interior
concurred - __ _ _ -----_-_-_-_-_-_-_ 381

4. The Secretary, and this Board, are bound by duly promulgated regulations
of the Department - __---- __-------- _--_-------_ 381

5. As between a published regulation applicable to chargeability of submerged
land and an unpublished Departmental decision paper applicable to the
same issue, the Board is bound to follow the regulation. Therefore, re-
gardless of whether the United States retains ownership of the bed
of the Colville River, the Bureau of Land Management must, pur-
suant to 43 CFR 2650.5-1(b), determine whether the river is navi-
gable and, if it is found navigable, must exclude the riverbed from the
acreage to the charged against Kuugpik's entitlement -____-_-__ 381

Jriadtction

1. The effect of the issuance of a patent to public lands by the United States
even if issued by mistake or inadvertence, is to transfer the legal title
from the United States and to end all authority and jurisdiction of the
Department of the Interior over the lands conveyed. The proper forum
to further adjudicate the status of such an interest is in a judicial
proceeding and the Board lacks jurisdiction to decide the issue - 397

2. The effect of the issuance of a patent to public lands by the United States,
even if issued by mistake or inadvertence, is to transfer the legal title
from the United States and to end all authority and jurisdiction of the
Department of the Interior over the lands conveyed. The proper
forum to further adjudicate the status of such an interest is in a judicial
proceeding and the Board lacks jurisdiction to decide the issue - 452

3. Sec. 316 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, 90
Stat. 2743, 2770, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701-1782 at 1746 (1976), was not
intended to alter the long-established rule regarding the Department
of the Interior's loss of jurisdiction to adjudicate interests in land
following the issuance of patent for that land - _ 452

4. Neither the Board nor the BLM is the appropriate forum in which to
adjudicate the validity of third-party interests created by the State of
Alaska - 618

5. The Board lacks jurisdiction to adjudicate the validity of homestead
entries; the Board, rather, adjudicates the effect of ANCSA on such
entries - 664
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1. Where a person received no notice of a decision affecting his open-to-
entry lease, and where the Secretary has reconsidered and reversed
the Board's ruling on valid existing rights in an appeal from that
decision, the Board considers these circumstances extraordinary within
the meaning of 43 CFR 4.21(c) and will reconsider its ruling -285

2. Where an appellant fails to appeal an administrative decision and, after
15 years, seeks reversal on reconsideration of that decision, and where
reconsideration would prejudice third-party interests created in the
interim, the Board will not reconsider such appeal -664

Res Tudicata

1. The Board will not reverse a prior final decision of the Department where
the appellant did not appeal such decision for 15 years, and now seeks
reversal of such decision through a new administrative appeal; The
principle of finality of administrative action bars consideration of such
a new appeal when it involves the same claim of land and the same
issues as were the subject of the prior appeal -664

Standing

1. Where the State of Alaska has not selected lands within the lands in dispute
in an appeal, the State cannot be found to claim a property interest in
such -lands, within the meaning of standing regulations in 43 CFR
4.902, by reason of a prior selection -225

2. The test of standing to appeal under 43 CFR 4.902 is not whether a person
is an "aggrieved party," but whether a person "claims a property
interest in land affected by a determination from which an appeal to
ANCAB is allowed." - -- 225

3. While a "property interest" sufficient to confer standing under 43 CFR
4.902 need not be a vested interest, it may not be completely specu-
lative - _ ------ 225

4. Where the State's "interest" in a particular tract of land is based only on
the possibility of a decision, at some future time, to select such land
in preference to other land under the Statehood Act, the State's "in-
terest" is too speculative to constitute a "property interest" under
43 CFR 4.902 -225

Summary Dismissal

1. An issue in an appeal will be dismissed for lack of diligent prosecution
when a party fails to respond to an Order of this Board requiring a
showing of cause why an issue should not be dismissed -45

CONVEYANCES

Generally

1. Valid existing rights held by third parties that lead to acquisition of title,
must be identified in the conveyancing document and the land covered
thereby excluded from the conveyance to the selecting Native corpo-
ration - - - ------- 189
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2. Where conditions of exploration and settlement explain the infrequency
or limited nature of actual use of a water body for commercial purposes,
evidence of private use may be considered to demonstrate suscepti-
bility of commercial use for purposes of determining navigability---- 692

3. Historic use of a water body by trappers may be properly considered in
determining whether a water body has been used or is susceptible of
use as a highway of commerce for purposes of navigability -692

4. Where pole boats, tunnel boats, and outboard river boats constituted the
customary modes of trade and travel on a river and its tributaries, the
use of these watercraft may be appropriately considered in deter-
mining whether rivers in the area were used or are susceptible of being
used as highways of commerce - 692

5. While recreational use, of itself, may not suffice to meet the susceptibility
test for purposes of navigation for title, present use for recreation
purposes may be properly considered, as a corroborating factor, in
determining susceptibility for use as a highway of commerce -692

6. Physical impediments to navigation, such as gravel bars, riffles, or occa-
sional log jams, do not, in themselves, make a water body nonnavi-
gable - ___-- ____--_--_--_--______----_----_____--___--_ 693

7. To be navigable, a river must be so situated and have such length and
capacity as will enable it to accommodate the public generally as a
means of transportation -_--__--____------- __-__-__-_____ 693

8. When the record shows that, historically, trapping was the primary reason
for trade and travel in an area, and where the water body in question
was commonly utilized by trappers as a route of trade and travel in
boats of the period customarily used to freight supplies, such use win
result in a finding that the water body has been used and is susceptible
for use as a highway of commerce - __-__-_-_-_-_-__-__-_-_-_ 693

9. The presence of physical impediments on a water body will not result in a
finding of nonnavigability when the record shows that the water body
has been used and is capable of use as a highway of commerce - 693

10. The legal concept of navigability embraces both public and private
interests. It is not to be determined by a formula which fits every
type of stream under all circumstances and at all times - _ 693

Reconveyances

1. The appellant's possible rights to a reconveyance under § 14(c) (1) of
ANCSA are not decided by the Board or affected by this decision-- 664

Valid Existing Rights

1. All lands leased prior to Dec. 18, 1971, pursuant to open-to-entry leases
which are valid on their face must be excluded from conveyances to
Native corporations :--------------------------- ___-__-_ 618

2. The date upon which parties to an open-to-entry lease acknowledge their
signing of the lease does not effect the facial validity of the lease
instrument, even though the acknowledgment date is subsequent to
the effective date of ANCSA -__--____---__-__-__-_-__-____ 618
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1. Lands withdrawn pursuant to ANCSA are held for the benefit of Indians,
Aleuts, and Eskimos, and thus are not "public lands" within the scope
of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), 43 U.S.C.
§§ 1701-1782 (1976). 43 U.S.C. § 1702(e) (1976) -_-_- __-________ 397

2. On reconsideration, the Board vacates its prior holdings that lands with-
drawn under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 85 Stat. 688, as
amended, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1628 (1976 and Supp. I 1977), are lands
held for the benefit of Indians, Aleuts and Eskimos and thus are not
"public lands" within the scope of FLPMA, supra, and that FLPMA
does not apply to such lands- _ 453

DISENROLLMENT

Computation of Time for Filing and Service

1. Except as otherwise provided by law, in computing any period of time
prescribed for filing and serving a document, the day upon which the
decision or document to be appealed from or answered was served or
the day of any other event after which the designated period of time
begins to run is not to be included, unless it is a Saturday, Sunday,
Federal legal holiday, or other nonbusiness day, in which event the
period runs until the end of the next day which is not a Saturday, Sun-
day, Federal legal holiday, or other nonbusiness day -217

ENROLLMENT

Metlakatla Natives

1. No person enrolled in the Metlakatla Indian Community of the Annette
Islands Reserve as of Apr. 1, 1970, shall be eligible for enrollment
under the Act ------- 217

2. The appearance of one's name on the Metlakatla Indian community rolls
of the Annette Islands Reserve in 1976 in itself is not conclusive of
membership status. However, that fact considered in conjunction
with other evidence indicating active involvement and contact with
the community over the years including the year 1970 does not con-
stitute continuous absence from the community -333

3. Absent active-involvement and contact and continuous absence of 2 years
prior to Apr. 1, 1970, by a minor born outside the Metlakatla com-
munity and having never resided -therein constitutes forfeiture of
membership in the community, derived solely through a parent mem-
ber of that community -333

LAND SELECTIONS

State Interests
Generally

1. Inasmuch as the disputed gravel free use permits were transferred from
one State agency, the Division of Lands, to another State agency, the
Department of Highways, they do not constitute third-party interests
protected as valid existing rights under § 14(g) of ANCSA -392
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1. Inasmuch as the disputed gravel free use permits were transferred from
one State agency, the Division of Lands, to another State agency, the
Department Highways, they do not constitute third-party interests
protected as valid existing rights under § 14(g) of ANCSA- 392

Valid Existing Rights

1. Pursuant to the policy of the Department of the Interior s set forth in
Secretarial Order 3029 (43 FR 55287 (1978)), open-t&-entry leases

-issued prior to the passage of ANCSA must be excluded from lands
conveyed to village corporations pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act of Dec. 18, 1971, 85 Stat. 688; 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1611
(Supp. V 1975) - - -- 55,60

2. Preference rights to purchase set forth in Public Land Order No. 1613,
Apr. 7, 1958, that were outstanding as of the date of the passage of
ANCSA, are valid existing rights protected by ANCSA - 189

3. Valid existing rights held by third parties that lead to acquisition of title,
must be identified in the conveyancing document and the land covered
thereby excluded from the conveyance to the selecting Native
corporation - 189

4. "Valid existing rights" protected by .§ 14(g) of ANOSA include both inter-
ests of a temporary or limited nature and interests leading to the
acquisition of title, when such interests were created prior to ANCSA
and are being perfected or maintained pursuant to State or Federal
law -_----- 257

5. Application by the State of Alaska for lands under the Federal Airport
Act, and compliance with such law leading to the acquisition of title
prior to ANCSA, is sufficient to create a valid existing right in the
State of Alaska protected by § 14(g) of ANCSA - 257

6. Pursuant to regulations in 43 CFR 2650.3-1(a), interests protected
pursuant to ANCSA which lead to fee title in the State are to be ex-
cluded from conveyance to a Native corporation - __-_-___-___ 257

7. An open-to-entry lease issued under A.S. 38.05.077, including any as-
sociated right to purchase the leased land granted by State statute, is
protected as a valid existing right under ANCSA, and the leasehold
must be excluded from any conveyance to a Native corporation under
ANCSA- -_--____--_--_--_--__--__----___--_--_--_---- 285

8. Inasmuch as the disputed gravel free use permits were transferred from
one State agency, the Division of Lands, to another State agency, the
Department of Highways, they do not constitute third-party interests
protected as valid existing rights under § 14(g) of ANCSA - 392

Withdrawals

1. Lands withdrawn pursuant to ANCSA are not subject to § 316 of FLPMA,
43 U.S.C. § 1746 (1976) -_397

2. On reconsideration, the Board vacates its prior holdings that lands with-
drawn under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 85 Stat. 688,
as amended, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1628 (1976 and Supp. I 1977), are lands
held for the benefit of Indians, Aleuts and Eskimos and thus are not
"public lands" within the scope of FILPMA, upra, and that FLPMA
does not apply to such lands -_--__--_____-_-__ -_-__ -__-__ -_ 453
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1. The right of renunciation or expatriation is the natural and inherent right
oftheindividual- _ ___ _-_-_-_-_-_-__-__ __-217

2. Any member of any Indian tribe is'at full liberty to terminate his tribal
relationship whenever he so chooses, although it has been said that such
termination will not be inferred "from light and trifling circumstances." 217

APPEALS.

(See also Contracts, Grazing Permits and Licenses, Indian Probate, Indian
Tribes, Rules of Practice.)

1. Where there is a conflict between an application by the State of Alaska to
select land under the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act and an
application by an Alaska Native for allotment under the Act of
May 17, 1906, and it appears to the Bureau of Land Management that
the Native applicant has met the requirements for patent, upon notice
of this determination the State, if dissatisfied, has an election of
remedies. It may initiate private contest proceedings to prove lack of
qualification on the part of the Native, or it may appeal the determina-
tion to the Board of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes
that the Native's application is deficient, it will order the institution
of Government contest proceedings. If, however, the Board affirms
the finding that the requirements of patent have been met, the State
will have no further administrative recourse. Where the State had not,
prior to its appeal, been afforded notice of the election, it should be
afforded an opportunity to make such election - _- __-__-____-_ 442

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

(See also Indian Probate.)

GENERALLY

1. Title I of the Highway Beautification Act, 79 Stat. 1028, which applies
to all "public lands or reservations of the United States," does not
apply to Indian reservations - ------------------- _ 680

2. California's Outdoor Advertising Act, implementing the Highway Beauti-
fication Act, 79 Stat. 1028, may not be applied to non-Indian lessees
on the Morongo Indian Reservation -_- __-_- __-__-_-___-__ 680

3. The Department's policy established in 1965 of requiring lessees of Indian
lands in California to comply with State standards regulating land use
and development can be achieved without subjecting developing tribal
governments to the full enforcement powers of the State, viz., through
adding appropriate State standards to the provisions of any lease _ 680

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

1. Established and longstanding Departmental policy relating to the admin-
istration of the simultaneous oil and gas leasing system, premised upon
regulatory interpretation, is binding on all employees of the Bureau of
Land Management, until such time as it is properly changed -_-__ 234
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ENVIRONMENT

1. The requirement for a permit under sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act applies to the Bureau of Reclamation to the same
extent as any other person, and with certain exceptions the Bureau
must obtain a permit from the Corps of Engineers prior to any dis-
charge of dredged or fill material into the navigable waters .

2. Activities "affirmatively authorized by Congress," which are excepted
from sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, are not excepted
from sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Notwith-
standing the exception of a discharge of dredged or fill material under
sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, compliance with sec. 404 is
required-

3. A permit under sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act is
required for the discharge of dredged or fill material whenever: (a)
the "discharge" constitutes any addition of any pollutant to navigable
waters from any discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, in-
cluding the placement of fill and the building of any structure or
impoundment; and (b) the "dredged material" is dredged spoil that
is excavated or dredged from the waters of the United States; or (c)
the "fill material" includes any material used for the primary purpose
-of replacing an aquatic area with dry land or of changing the bottom
elevation of a water body, including any structure which requires
rock, sand, dirt or other material for its construction; and (d) the
discharge is made into "waters of the United States," which extend
beyond those waters meeting the traditional tests of navigability to
those encompassed by the broadest possible constitutional interpre-
tation - _

4. To secure the exemption under sec. 404(r) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act for projects described in an environmental statement,
compliance with seven specific conditions is required. The exemption
does not apply to the maintenance of existing Federal projects, but
only to new construction. While the exemption provides an alternative
procedure to achieve compliance with sec. 404 of the Act for a limited
category of Federal projects under very specific conditions, it does
not lessen the substantive requirements that apply to the discharge
of dredged or fill material -

5. To secure the exemption under sec. 404(f) (1) of the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act for the maintenance of currently serviceable struc-
tures, compliance with four specific conditions is required. The exemp-
tion does not apply to the discharge of dredged material incident to
maintenance dredging, or to new construction-

EXCESS LANDS

1. Sec. 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926, 43 U.S.C. § 423e (1976),
requires the Secretary of the Interior to control and approve the pur-
chase price of both initial sales of excess land, and resales of this for-
merly excess land until one-half the construction charges allocated to
such land has been paid, in order for the land to continue to be eligible
for project water -__

2. In approving the sale price of formerly excess land until one-half the con-
struction charges allocated to such land has been paid, the Secretary
of the Interior is required to use the same standard used for approving

:Page
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the sale price of the initial sale of excess land; that is, the sale price
must be fixed by the Secretary on the basis of the actual bona fide
value of the land on the date of appraisal without reference to the
value added by the project. The price approval requirement will not
apply to formerly excess lands which were acquired, with Secretarial
approval, from excess into non-excess status prior to May 18, 1979,
the date of this opinion- 307

CLASSIFICATION AND MULTIPLE USE ACT OF 1964

1. Classification of lands under the Classification and Multiple Use Act of
1964, 43 U.S.C. § 1411 et seq. (1970), does not create reserved water
rights - -------- ------------------------------- 557

COAL LEASES AND PERMITS
APPLICATIONS

1. The BLM should presume the validity of mining claims or the develop-
ment of mineral leases disclosed by abstracts submitted by the pref-
erence right lease applicant, and allow the applicant to pursue the
remedy of private contests or, failing that, issue a notice of intent to
reject the lease application where claims or development are shown,
and allow the preference right lease applicant the opportunity to show,
on the record, the invalidity of the claims, or lack of development, or
both -627

LEASES

1. The Secretary may, in computing the fair market value of coal to be
leased competitively under privately owned surface, assume a limited
surface owner consent cost, based on losses and costs to the surface
estate and operation and similar evaluations, regardless of the actual
price paid or the amount which a surface owner could otherwise de-
mand for consent ----------------------------- 28

2. Assumption of a limited surface owner consent cost to be used in place of
actual cost in the computation of fair market value of coal to be
leased competitively is necessary to ensure receipt of fair market
value by the public as required by 30 U.S.C. § 201(a) (1976) -28

3. In the exercise of his discretion to lease under the Mineral Leasing Act,
the Secretary has authority to decline to issue a coal lease where
surface owner consent costs prevent the public from realizing a fair
return on the value of the coal - ---------------- 28

PERMITS

Generally

1. A prospecting permit which embraces land which is not "unclaimed" and
"undeveloped" is a nullity and void as a conveyance of any interest in
that land. Land in a mining claim remains "unclaimed" land for the
purposes of M-36893 so long as t he claim is not validated by discovery
of a valuable locatable mineral deposit at the date of permit issuance.
Surface disturbing mineral activities, associated with delineation of a
mineral ore body which could reasonably be expected to disclose
knowledge of an area's coal potential constitute development. The
bona fide purchaser provisions of sec. 27(h) (2) of the Mineral Leasing
Act do not apply to permits which embrace land that is claimed or
developed - _-- -- ------------------------------ 627
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1. In determining the amount of royalty due to the United States under a
Federal coal lease, it is proper for U.S. Geological Survey to include
the amount of the reclamation fee imposed by the Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 as part of the gross value of
production where the selling price received at the point of shipment to
market is increased by that amount -472

COLOR OR CLAIM OF TITLE

GENERALLY

1. To satisfy the requirements of a class 1 claim under the Color of Title Act,
"valuable improvements" must exist on the land at the time the
application is filed, or it must be shown that the land has been reduced
to cultivation. If land was once cultivated, but is not cultivated at the
time the application was filed and has not been cultivated for 10 years
previously, the cultivation requirement of the Act has not been
satisfied -------------------------------- 22

2. The burden of proving a valid color of title claim is on the claimant. Where
it cannot be said from the evidence presented that the grantors and-
grantees in the claimant's chain of title acquired a parcel of land with
the bona fide belief that the parcel included all the land claimed, the
color of title application must be denied - I 22

CULTIVATION

1. To satisfy the requirements of a class 1 claim under the Color of Title Act,
"valuable improvements" must exist on the land at the time the ap- .
plication is filed, or it must be shown that the land has been reduced to
cultivation. If land was once cultivated, but is not cultivated at the
time the application was filed and has not been cultivated for 10 years
previously, the cultivation requirement of the Act has not been
satisfied -22

DESCRIPTION OP LAND

1. While the general rule is that a color of title claim must be based on a
deed or other written instrument which on its face purports to convey
the land sought, extrinsic evidence may be used to make definite the
description in a deed which contains a latent ambiguity -22

2. Where extrinsic evidence does not adequately show that predecessors in
a color of title claimant's chain of title, whose holdings must be tacked
on to establish the requisite 20 years holding for a class 1 claim,
could have a bona fide basis for believing that land described as lot 5,
shown on the official Government plat on one side of a river, included
land on the opposite side of the river, there could not be a good faith
holding under color of title ------ ---------------- 22

GOOD FAITH

1. Where extrinsic evidence does not adequately show that predecessors in
a color of title claimant's chain of title, whose holdings must be tacked
on to establish the requisite 20 years holding for a class 1 claim,
could have a bona fide basis for believing that land described as lot 5,
shown on the official Government plat on one side of a river, included
land on the opposite side of the river, there could not be a good faith
holding under color of title ----- 22
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1. To satisfy the requirements of a class 1 claim under the Color of Title Act,
"valuable improvements" must exist on the land at the time the
application is filed, or it must be shown that the land has been reduced
to cultivation. If land was once cultivated, but is not cultivated at
the time the application was filed and has not been cultivated for 10
years previously, the cultivation requirement of the Act has not been
satisfied - 22

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

GENERALLY

1. Under the Property Clause, Congress has the power to control the dis-
position and use of water on, under, or appurtenant to original public
domain lands, and it is not lightly inferred that this power has been
exercised -553

2. Federal control over the disposition and use of water in, on, under or
appurtenant to Federal land ultimately rests on the Supremacy
Clause, which permits the Federal Government to exercise its con-
stitutional prerogatives without regard to State law -553

CONTESTS AND PROTESTS

(See also Rules of Practice.)

GENERALLY

1. Where the Bureau of Land Management determines that an Alaska Native
allotment application should be rejected because the land was not used
and occupied by the applicant the BLM shall issue a contest complaint
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seq. Upon receiving a timely answer to the
complaint, which answer raises a disputed issue of material fact, the
Bureau will forward the case file to the Hearings Division, Office of
Hearings and Appeals, Department of the Interior, for assignment
of an administrative law judge, who will proceed to schedule a hearing,
at which the applicant may produce evidence to establish entitlement
to his allotment - __--_-- ____--_---- ____------ _--____-___ 279

2. Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines that an Alaska
Native allotment application should be rejected in part because the
Native did not use all of the land applied for, the BLM shall initiate a
contest proceeding pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seq -342

3. Where there is a conflict between an application by the State of Alaska to
select land under the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act and an
application by an Alaska Native for allotment under the Act of
May 17, 1906, and it appears to the Bureau of Land Management that
the Native applicant has met the requirements for patent, upon notice
of this determination the State, if dissatisfied, has an election of rem-
edies. It may initiate private contest proceedings to prove lack of
qualification on the part of the Native, or it may appeal the determina-
tion to the Board of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes
that the Native's application is deficient, it will order the institution
of Government contest proceedings. If, however, the Board affirms
the finding that the requirements of patent have been met, the State
will have no further administrative recourse. Where the State had not,
prior to its appeal, been afforded notice of the election, it should be
afforded an opportunity to make such election - _-____- ____ 441
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1. "Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." If an oil and gas lease offeror in an
oral agreement gives another person "a claim or any prospective or
future claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease," there would be an
interest in the lease or lease offer which must be disclosed under 43
OFR 3102.7. That an offeror might raise a technical legal defense
against enforcement of such an agreement in a court does not militate
against there being a claim or avoid the consequence of the disclosure
regulation or 43 CFR 3112.5-2 prohibiting multiple filing in drawing
procedures -__ ___----___--_____-__-_-643

2. "Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." Where affidavits submitted on
appeal by an oil and gas lease offeror disclose that prior to the filing of
an oil and gas lease offer the off eror orally agreed to give the person
filing the offer for him either the opportunity to refuse to purchase the
lease under terms and conditions that a third party would make (right
of first refusal), or the opportunity to make the first offer before any
other offer would be accepted (first right to buy), the off eror has given
the person an interest in the offer as defined in the regulations to
include a prospective claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease- 643

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

Generally

1. When the Government could not require delivery of a refrigerated storage
unit within the original delivery schedule because the building in
which the unit was to be installed was nor finished and the Govern-
ment thereafter continued to negotiate changes in specifications and
delivery dates with the contractor, the Board held that the Govern-
ment had waived the original delivery schedule and that the Govern-
ment did not regain the right to terminate the contract for default
since there was no mutual agreement on a new delivery date and the
Government's unilateral attempt to reestablish a specific contractual
delivery date was unreasonable as not being within the performance
capabilities of the contractor at the time the notice was given - 503

Actions of Parties

1. Where imponderables make it difficult to arrive at an accurate measure-
ment of the amount of concrete placed uhder water, the Board finds
that the amount represented by "paid for" concrete minus the amount
of concrete admittedly wasted is the preferred method for determining
the amount to which the contractor is entitled for the concrete so
placed -__-- ___-- _____------ __--_--_--_- -__------------- 65

2. Where a contractor voluntarily signs directives specifying the payments
to be made for the additional work ordered without taking any excep-
tion thereto, the unqualified acceptance of the directives involved is
found to be binding upon the contractor to the extent of the direct
costs entailed in performance of the additional work -_____-__-___ 65

3. Where the Government has accepted a bid conditioned upon the con-
tractor not being prejudiced by changes resulting from energy related
shortages and the parties agree in a change order to an increase in price
for asphaltic materials, the Board finds the agreement does not con-
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stitute an accord and satisfaction precluding further price increases
where the evidence shows there was no meeting of the minds and this
was evident to the contracting officer prior to execution of the change
order -___ 182

4. Under a GPFF contract requiring the completion of a report with on-going
monthly Government review of completed portions by a small number
of reviewers, the withholding of such review until a postcontract
period and a significant expansion of the number of reviewers is found
to constitute a change not subject to the specified cost ceiling. In the
circumstances presented, the knowledge that the project office had
greatly expanded the work of incorporating reviewers' comments into
the contract report was imputed to the contracting officer - - 478

5. Where the preponderance of the evidence shows that substantial increased
costs were incurred by a highway construction contractor, primarily
because Government inspection personnel either failed to calibrate or
improperly calibrated the density testing machine used to determine
compaction compliance, and it is determined that the contractor is
entitled to an equitable adjustment, the Board will adopt the amount
for quantum reached by the parties at a negotiated settlement, when
dissatisfied with both the Government audit and the quantum com-
putation of the contractor, but satisfied that the negotiations were
made in good faith, at arm's length, and by individuals thoroughly
familiar with the details of the contract and its performance - ___-_ 493

Allowable Costs

1. Under a CPFF contract requiring the completion of a report with on-
going monthly Government review of completed portions by a small
number of reviewers, the withholding of such review until a postcon-
tract period and a significant expansion of the number of reviewers is
found to constitute a change not subject to the specified cost ceiling.
In the circumstances presented, the knowledge that the project office
had greatly expanded the work of incorporating reviewers' comments
into the contract report was imputed to the contracting officer- _ 478

Changed Conditions (Differing Site Conditions)

1. Where a clearing contractor claims entitlement to an equitable adjustment
based on the standard Differing Site Conditions clause of the contract,
and the evidence shows that the principal causes of any increased
costs which may have been incurred were heavy rains and failure of
the contractor to make a reasonable prebid investigation of the site
or examination of specifications, and no evidence of fault on the part
of the Government is presented, the Board holds that the contractor
has not sustained its burden of proof for entitlement to an equitable
adjustment, and the appeal will be denied -____-__-___-__-_-___ 527

Changes and Extras

1. Where the Board finds that the Contracting Officer's Representative
required the contractor to expend more effort in field surveys and data
collection than required by the contract documents, a constructive
change will be found to have occurred -_ I _-__-___-___-___- 349
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2. Under a CPFF contract requiring the completion of a report with on-going
monthly Government review of completed portions by a small number
of reviewers, the withholding of such review until a postoontract period
and a significant expansion of the number of reviewers is found to con-
stitute a change not subject to the specified cost ceiling. In the circum-
stances presented, the knowledge that the project office had greatly
expanded the work of incorporating reviewers' comments into the con-
tract report was imputed to the contracting officer ------------ 478

3. Where the preponderance of the evidence shows that substantial increased
costs were incurred by a highway construction contractor, primarily
because Government inspection personnel either failed to calibrate or
improperly calibrated the density testing machine used to determine
compaction compliance, and it is determined that the contractor is
entitled to an equitable adjustment, the Board will adopt the amount
for quantum reached by the parties at a negotiated settlement, when
dissatisfied with both the Government audit and the quantum com-
putation of the contractor, but satisfied that the negotiations were
made in good faith, at arm's length, and by individuals thoroughly
familiar with the details of the contract and its performance -_-__-_ 493

4. Where the Government does not issue a written change order and does
not give a verbal order which is interpreted by the contractor as a
change, no contract change has occurred and the contractor may sub-
mit materials conforming to the original specifications. The Govern-
ment's mere exercise of its option to accept nonconforming goods does
not in and of itself constitute a contract change - -513

Drawings and Specifications

1. Where the evidence clearly establishes that the Government specifications
were defective in a number of respects but fails to show that many of
the costs claimed are attributable to actions of the: Government, the
Board-noting that it is impossible to determine the amount to which
the contractor is entitled with mathematical exactness-finds that
the "jury verdict" method of determining the amount of the equitable
adjustment is the most appropriate method in the circumstances
presented by the instant appeal -65

Duty to Inquire

1. Where a clearing contractor claims entitlement to an equitable adjustment
based on the standard Differing Site Conditions clause of the contract,
and the evidence shows that the principal causes of any increased
costs which may have been incurred were heavy rains and failure of
the contractor to make a reasonable prebid investigation of the site
or examination of specifications, and no evidence of fault on the part
of the Government is presented, the Board holds that the contractor
has not sustained its burden of proof for entitlement to an equitable
adjustment, and the appeal will be denied -527
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1. When the contractor offers materials which the contracting officer dis-
covers are not in total compliance with the specifications, the con-
tracting officer may accept the material if he finds it to be in the best
interests of the Government. That acceptance, however, is not final
and conclusive if based on, or induced by, a misrepresentation of a
material fact -513

Labor Laws

1. When a contractor failed to furnish the number of laborers required under
a service contract and failed to cure such deficiency after a notice
to show cause why the contract should not be terminated for default,
the Board held that termination for default was proper and further
held that the Government should continue to withhold earnings under
the contract to satisfy first the wage claims by unpaid employees
of the contractor as determined by the Department of Labor pursuant
to the Service Contract Act of 1965 and secondly to satisfy any claim
for excess costs by the contracting agency - 469

Payments

1. Where, imponderables make it difficult to arrive at an accurate measure-
ment of the amount of concrete placed under water, the Board finds
that the amount represented by "paid for" concrete minus the amount
of concrete admittedly wasted is the preferred method for determining
the amount to which the contractor is entitled for the concrete so
placed -------- --------------------------

Waiver and Estoppel

1. When the Government could not require delivery of a refrigerated storage
unit within the original delivery schedule because the building in which
the unit was to be installed was not finished and the Government there-
after continued to negotiate changes in specifications and delivery
dates with the contractor, the Board held that the Government had
waived the original delivery schedule and that the Goverment did not
regain the right to terminate the contract for default since there was
no mutual agreemext-on a new delivery date and the Government's
unilateral attempt to reestablish a specific contractual delivery date
was unreasonable as not being within the performance capabilities of
the contractor at the time the notice was given -

CONTRACT DISPUTES ACT OF 1978

Interest

1. Where a contractor's claim is not pending before the contracting officer on
the effective date, Mar. 1, 1979, of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978,
the contractor is ineligible, under sec. 16 thereof, to elect to proceed
under the Act. Therefore, an appeal to the Board, involving a claim
upon which the final decision of the contracting officer was issued
prior to Mar. 1, 1979, and seeking relief pursuant to sec. 12 of the
Act, will be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction -----

65

508

iO3
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1. Where a contractor's claim is not pending before the contracting officer
on the effective date, Mar. 1, 1979, of the Contract Disputes Act of
1978, the contractor is ineligible, under sec. 16 thereof, to elect to
proceed under the Act. Therefore, an appeal to the Board, involving
a claim upon which the final decision of the contracting officer was
issued prior to Mar. 1, 1979, and seeking relief pursuant to see. 12 of
the Act, will be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction -508

2. A contractor may not proceed under the provisions of the Contract
Disputes Act of 1978 where the appeal is from a final decision of the
contracting officer rendered and received by the appellant prior to
the effective date of the Act -520

DISPUTES AND REMEDIES

Burden of Proof

1. An appellant will be held to have failed to sustain its burden of proof
and the appeal will be denied where appellant's case is submitted on
the record without a hearing and the record consists only of claim
letters and pleadings alleging that the contracting officer's findings of
fact and decision are erroneous in certain respects. Disputed allega-
tions do, not constitute evidence and cannot be accepted as proof of
facts -_ .475

2. Where a clearing contractor claims entitlement to an equitable adjustment
based on the standard Differing Site Conditions clause of the contract,
and the evidence shows that the principal causes of any increased costs
which may have been incurred were heavy rains and failure of the con-
tractor to make a reasonable prebid investigation of the site or exami-
nation of specifications, and no evidence of fault on the part of the
Government is presented, the Board holds that the contractor has
not sustained its burden of proof for entitlement to an equitable ad-
justment, and the appeal will be denied -- 527

Damages

Liquidated Damages

1. Where the evidence shows no meeting of the minds between a completing
surety and the Government on the matter of the surety's liability for
liquidated damages, the Government does not waive the right to assess
liquidated damages under a novation theory merely by allowing the
surety, otherwise liable for liquidated damages under the contract, to
complete performance of the contract terminated for default -206

Measurement

1. Where iponderables make it difficult to arrive at an accurate measure-
ment of the amount of concrete placed under water, the Board finds
that the amount represented by "paid for" concrete minus the amount
of concrete admittedly wasted is the preferred method for determining
the amount to which the contractor is entitled for the concrete so
placed - _ 65
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1. Where imponderables make it difficult to arrive at an accurate measure-
ment of the amount of concrete placed under water, the Board finds
that the amount represented by "paid for" concrete minus the amount
of concrete admittedly wasted is the preferred method for determining
the amount to which the contractor is entitled for the concrete so
placed - - 65

2. Where the evidence clearly establishes that the Government specifications
were defective in a number of respects but fails to show that many of
the costs claimed are attributable to actions of the Government, the
Board -- noting that it is impossible to determine the amount to which
the contractor is entitled with mathematical exactness-finds that the
"jury verdict" method of determining the amount of the equitable ad-
justment is the most appropriate method in the circumstances pre-
sented by the instant appeal _- - 65

3. When arguments advanced in a motion for reconsideration convince the
Board that the formula used in determining an equitable adjustment
was not the most accurate method but where neither party submits a
better method, the Board will vacate its original finding regarding the
equitable adjustment and make a recomputation based on the evidence
of record ___-- _--__----_----- -___--_ ---- ___ ---- ____- 125

4. Where the evidence supports entitlement of a contractor to an equitable
adjustment resulting from a constructive change, but fails to establish
that all the claimed extra costs were incurred as a direct result of the
constructive change, the Board will employ the jury verdict approach
in order to determine the appropriate amount to be awarded to the
contractor __-- ___-- __________ __---- _-___-_-_-___ - 349

5. Where the preponderance of the evidence shows that substantial increased
costs were incurred by a highway construction contractor, primarily
because Government inspection personnel either failed to calibrate or
improperly calibrated the density testing machine used to determine
compaction compliance, and it is determined that the contractor is
entitled to an equitable adjustment, the Board will adopt the amount
for quantum reached by the parties at a negotiated settlement, when*
dissatisfied with both the Government audit and the quantum compu-
tation of the contractor, but satisfied that the negotiations were made
in good faith, at arm's length, and by individuals thoroughly familiar
with the details of the contract and its performance-_ ---____ 493

6. Where a clearing contractor claims entitlement to an equitable adjustment
based on the standard Differing Site Conditions clause of the contract,
and the evidence shows that the principal causes of any increased costs
which may have been incurred were heavy rains and failure of the con-
tractor to make a reasonable prebid investigation of the site or exami-
nation of specifications, and no evidence of fault on the part of the
Government is presented, the Board holds that the contractor has not
sustained its burden of proof for entitlement to an equitable adjust-
ment, and the appeal will be denied -_-__-__-_-_-_-__-_-__ - 527

309-485 0 - 8 - 7
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1. A claim by a concessioner under a National Park Service Contract is dis-
missed as beyond the purview of the Board's jurisdiction where the
contract contains no disputes clause and by its express terms the
Contract Disputes Act of 1978 is not applicable to the claim asserted-- 197

2. The award of a contract to a statutorily debarred bidder was properly
canceled upon discovery of the debarred status and there being no
valid contract between the parties, the Board is without jurisdiction
to consider an appeal -__ 329

3. A contractor may not proceed under the provisions of the Contract Disputes
Act of 1978 where the appeal is from a final decision of the contracting
officer rendered and received by the appellant prior to the effective
date of the Act -__--___--_----_----_:--------___ --- _-_ 520

Termination for Default

Generally

1. Where the evidence shows no meeting of the minds between a completing
surety and the Government on the matter of the surety's liability for
liquidated damages, the Government does not waive the right to assess
liquidated damages under a novation theory merely by allowing the
surety, otherwise liable for liquidated damages under the contract, to
complete performance of the contract terminated for default-_ 206

2. When a contractor failed to furnish the number of laborers required under
a service contract and failed to cure such deficiency after a notice to
show cause why the contract should not be terminated for default,- the
Board held that termination for default was proper and further held
that the Government should continue to withhold earnings under the
contract to satisfy first the wage claims by unpaid employees of the
contractor as determined by the Department of Labor pursuant to
the Service Contract Act of 1965 and secondly to satisfy any claim for
excess costs by the contracting agency- - __ ----____--___-- 469

3. When the Government could not require delivery of a refrigerated storage
unit within the original delivery schedule because the building in which
the unit was to be installed was not finished and the Government there-
after continued to negotiate changes in specifications and delivery
dates with the contractor, the Board held that the Government had
waived the original delivery schedule and that the Government did
not regain the right to terminate the contract for default since there
was no mutual agreement on a new delivery date and the Government's
unilateral attempt to reestablish a specific contractual delivery date
was unreasonable as not being within the performance capabilities of
the contractor at the time the notice was given - ___-__- __ 504

FORMATION AND VALIDITY

Authority to Make

1. Where an award is made to a firm while one of the partners is under
debarment for violation of a labor statute due to administrative over-
sight, the contracting officer is without authority to make a valid
award, and the purported contract is void ab initio -___-_-______-_ 329
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1. Where the contractor's bid is accepted during an extension of the bid
acceptance period conditioned upon the contractor not being preju-
diced by changes resulting from energy related shortages, the Board
finds that the contractor's conditional acceptance of a change order
increasing prices for asphaltic materials to a certain date continued
the bid qualification in effect and does not preclude recovery of as-
phaltic price increases thereafter -- __-_-_-_ - _ 182

legality

1. Where an award is made to a firm while one of the partners is under debar-
ment for violation of a labor statute due to administrative oversight,
the contracting officer is without authority to make a valid award,:
and the purported contract is void ab initio -__-_-_- _-__-_ 329

PERFORMANCE OR DEFAIULT

Acceptance of-Performance

1. When the contractor offers materials which the contracting officer dis-
covers are not in total compliance with the specifications, the con-
tracting officer may accept the material if he finds it to be in the best
interests of the Government. That acceptance, however, is not final
and conclusive if based on, or induced by, a misrepresentation of a
material fact -______--__--__--____--____--___--___________-___ 513

2. Where the Government does not issue a written change order and does
not give a verbal order which is interpreted by the contractor as a
change, no contract change has occurred and the contractor may
submit materials conforming to the original specifications. The Gov-
ernment's mere exercise of its option to accept nonconforming goods
does not in and of itself constitute a contract change -___-_-___ 513

Inspection

1. When the contractor offers materials which the contracting officer dis-
covers are not in total compliance with the specifications, the con-
tracting officer may accept the material if he find& it to be in the best
interests of, the Government. That acceptance, however, is not final
and conclusive if based on, or induced by, a misrepresentation of a
material fact -__------______-- ___--_---- _--_--____________ 513

Release and Settlement

1. Where a contractor voluntarily signs directives specifying the payments
to be made for the additional work ordered without taking any excep-
tion thereto, the unqualified acceptance of the directives involved is
found to be binding upon the contractor to the extent of the direct
costs entailed in performance of the additional work -_-_-_-_-_-_ 65

2. Where the Government has accepted a bid conditioned upon the con-
tractor not being prejudiced by changes resulting from energy related
shortages and the parties agree in a change order to an increase in
price for asphaltic materials, the Board finds the agreement does not
constitute an accord and satisfaction precluding further price increases
where the evidence shows there was no meeting of the minds and this
was evident to the contracting officer prior to execution of the change
order - _____-_-------------------------------------------- 182
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(See also National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.) Page
1. To secure the exemption under see. 404(r) of the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act for projects described in an environmental statement,
compliance with seven specific conditions is required. The exemption
does not apply to the maintenance of existing Federal projects, but
only to new construction. While the exemption provides an alternative
procedure to achieve compliance with sec. 404 of the Act for a limited
category of Federal projects under very specific conditions, it does not
lessen the substantive requirements that apply to the discharge of
dredged or fill material- - _ -_-_-_-_-_ -_- 401

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

(See also Water Pollution Control.)

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENTS

1. To secure the exemption under sec. 404(r) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act for projects described in an environmental statement,
compliance with seven specific conditions is required. The exemption
does not apply to the maintenance of existing Federal projects, but only
to new construction. While the exemption provides an alternative pro-
cedure to achieve compliance with sec. 404 of the Act for a limited
category of Federal projects under very specific conditions, it does not
lessen the. substantive: requirements that apply to the discharge of
dredged or fill material --------------------- __- _ 401

ESTOPPEL
1. Estoppel to preclude a charge of trespass is not invoked against BLM

where BLM's partially completed fences on Federal land do not re-
strain cattle and there is no evidence that BLM agreed to construct
and/or maintain said fences for the benefit of the grazier, and such
grazier was at all times aware of these facts -133

2. The grazing regulations (43 CFR 4140.1(b)(1), inter alia) (formerly 43
CFR 4112.3-1 (a) and (b)) place the responsibility of controlling
cattle squarely on the grazier, and Government range management
policies as implemented under acts of Congress cannot be asserted to
bar sanctions where trespasses have been proved, or to estop BLM
from alleging trespasses --- 133

EVIDENCE

GENERALLY

1. Where an oil and gas lease offeror fails to respond within a prescribed
period of time to an order to submit specific information necessary to
determine whether his offer is valid, it is appropriate to reject the
offer -81

2. Where a protestant against the issuance of an oil and gas lease supports
his allegations that the lease offer is not qualified with sufficient evi-
dence to warrant further inquiry or investigation by BLM, the protest
should not be summarily dismissed for failure of the protestant to
make positive proof of his allegations. Instead, the protest should be
adjudicated on its merits after all available information has been
developed ------------------------- 81
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3. Where the evidence as to specific trespass indicates that of a number of
cattle counted some were located on private intermingled land, but
there were no barriers, either natural or artificial, which would have
prevented the cattle on private land from going onto the public land,
it is proper to find that all cattle counted would tend to consume
forage at a rate proportional to the ratio of forage available on private
and public lands ----------- ------------ 133

4. Where legal conclusions are reached. in an appellate decision upon
undisputed facts, and there has been no proffer of further facts which
could compel different legal conclusions, no- useful purpose would be
served for a hearing, and a request therefore is properly denied - 346

BURDEN OF PROOF

1. After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, an
administrative law judge may properly find that a person has com-
mitted a grazing trespass if that finding is in accordance with and
supported by reliable, probative and substantial evidence - 133

SUFFICIENCY

1. After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act,
an administrative law judge may properly find that a person has
committed a grazing trespass if that finding is in accordance with and
supported by reliable, probative and substantial evidence -133

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND OFFICERS

AUTHORITY TO BIND GOVERNMENT

1. Estoppel to preclude a charge of trespass is not invoked against BLM
where BLM's partially completed fences on Federal land do not restrain
cattle and there is no evidence that BLM agreed to construct and/or
maintain said fences for the benefit of the grazier, and such'grazier
was at all times aware of these facts - 133

2. The grazing regulations (43 CFR 4140.1(b) (1), inter alia) (formerly 43
CFR 4112.3-1(a) and (b)) place the responsibility of controlling cattle
squarely on the grazier, and Government range management policies
as implemented under acts of Congress cannot be asserted to bar sanc-
tions where trespasses have been proved, or to estop BLM from
alleging trespasses -------------------------- 133

FEDERAL LAND POLICY AND MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1976

GENERALLY

1. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act, 43 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq.
(1976), does not establish any reserved rights in BLM lands - _ 557

2. The management programs mandated by Congress in such Acts as the
Taylor Grazing Act and FLPMA require the appropriation of water
by the United States in order to assure the success of the programs
and carry out the objectives established by Congress - __-_ 559

3. Sec. 701 (g) of FLPMA, 43 U.S.C. § 1701 notes (1976), maintains the status
quo in the relationship between the States and the Federal Govern-
ment on water, and allows for (a) the continued appropriation of un-
appropriated nonnavigable waters on the public domain by private
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persons pursuant to State law as authorized by the Desert Land Act;
(b) the right of the United States to use unappropriated water for the
congressionally recognized and mandated purposes set forth in: legisla-
tion providing for the management of the public domain; and (c) ap-
plication by the United States to secure water rights pursuant to State
law for these purposes_ -560

4. FLPMA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the O&C Act, and other statutes permit
the United States to appropriate water forthe diverse purposes found
in the various statutes ------ 560

5. FLPMA authorizes the BLM to appropriate water for such uses as fish
and wildlife maintenance and protection, scenic valu, preservation, and
human consumption, and protection of areas of critical environmental
concern -560

GRAZING LEASES AND PERMITS

1. Where two preference right applicants file conflicting applications for a
grazing lease, sec. 402(c) of FLPMA, 43 U.S.C. § 1752(c) (1976),
mandates issuance of the new lease to the holder of the expiring
lease provided that the holder of the expiring lease maintains his or
her preference right qualifications and is otherwise in conformance
with the applicable rules and regulations -458

RECORDATION OF MINING CLAIMS AND ABANDONMENT

1. Since an amended notice merges with the original notice, the filing of the
amended notice, for purposes of recordation under either sec. 8 of the
Mining in the Parks Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. § 1907 (1976),
or sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), together with such
other information required by the applicable regulations, constitutes
compliance with the recording requirements of those Acts -539

WILDERNESS

1. See. 603 requires the Secretary to study all roadless areas of 5,000 acres or
more and roadless islands with wilderness characteristics, and report
his recommendations to the President as to the suitability or nonsuit-
ability for preservation as wilderness of each such area. The Secretary
may not make multiple-use trade-offs in determining which public
land areas qualify for wilderness study status - 89

2. For the purpose of BLM wilderness review, the term "roadless" means
the absence of roads which have been improved and maintained by
mechanical means to insure relatively regular and continuous use.
A way maintained solely by the passage of vehicles does not constitute
a road -_ 89

3. Sec. 603(a) requires that the Secretary report to the President by July 1,
1980, his recommendations as to the suitability for wilderness preserva-
tion of all formally identified natural or primitive areas designated
prior to Nov. 1, 1975. Only those areas for which a notice of designation
was published in the Fe-eral Feister are subject to this accelerated
review and reporting requirement - _-____- ___- _____-________ 90

4. See. 603 of FLPMA does not apply to those areas of the Oregon and
California and Coos Bay Wagon Road lands which are being managed
for commercial timber production. Sec. 603 does apply to those areas
not being managed for commercial timber production -______-____ 90
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5. Prior to completion of the initial wilderness inventory and identification
of the wilderness study areas, wilderness characteristics must be evalu-
ated before the Secretary authorizes any new activities which would
destroy wilderness qualities. Discretionary activities must be condi-
tioned to prevent impairment of an area's potential for wilderness
designation ---------- 90

6. During the review of wilderness study areas, and until Congress acts on
the President's recommendations, the Secretary must manage study
areas to prevent impairment of their suitability for wilderness desig-
nation, with certain limited exceptions - _-_- ____- ____-_ 90

7. Management of sec. 603 study areas should be guided by the principle
that developmental activity must be carefully regulated to insure it is
compatible with wilderness, or that its imprint on wilderness is
temporary- - 90

8. Sec. 603 provides that mining, grazing, and mineral leasing may continue
in wilderness study areas in the same manner and degree as on Oct. 21,
1976, even if impairment of an area's suitability for wilderness re-
sults - I----------------------------------------- 90

9. The words "existing" and "manner and degree" in sec. 603(c) should be
read in conjunction with the words "mining and grazing uses" to
establish as a benchmark the physical and aesthetic impact a mining
or grazing activity was having on an identified or potential wilderness
study area on Oct. 21, 1976 - __-_-_____-____-____-_-____ 90

10. The existing mining use exception for mining and mineral leasing is limited
geographically by the area of active development, and the logical
adjacent continuation of the existing activity,-not necessarily the
boundary of the particular mining claim or mineral lease on which
the operation is located - _---- _-- _-- _-- __--- ___-___-_-_ 90

11. When the impact from mining and grazing activities on a wilderness study
area differs in manner and degree from the impact from such activity
on Oct. 21, 1976, the Secretary must regulate the activity to prevent
impairment of the area's suitability for preservation as wilderness--- 90

12. The word "existing" in sec. 603(c) modifies "mineral leasing" in the same
manner as it modifies "mining and grazing uses"…91

13. The Secretary is vested with the authority and responsibility to regulate
all activities in wilderness study areas to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation and to afford environmental protection -_______ 91

14. Areas under review for designation as wilderness remain available for
appropriation under the mining laws, unless withdrawn for reasons
other than protection of wilderness - ------------- _ 91

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

1. Denial of request for USGS's estimates of present value of royalties and
taxes based on proprietary and confidential information furnished by
sources outside Government is legally supportable under exemptions
(4) and (9) of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) since release
would be the same as releasing the proprietary and confidential infor-
mation from which estimates were derived as well as the geological
and geophysical data. Further, exemption (5) of FOIA may be used
as a basis for protecting pre-sa'e estimates of value for a tract on
which no bids are received since this is part of Departmental's delib-
erative process of decisionmaking -__-_-____-_____-___-_-_-_-_ 661
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GRAZING LEASES

GENERALLY Page

1. An area manager's decision apportioning lands between two grazing lease
applicants ordinarily will not be disturbed where both applicants have
equal preference rights, the appottionment is consistent with the reg-
ulatory criteria of 43 CFR 4121.2-1(d) (2), and the decision is not
shown to be arbitrary or capricious. However, where a. new statute,
sec. 402 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, 43
U.S.C.A. § 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), dictates that in 'certain cir-
cumstances "the holder of the expiring permit or lease shall be given
first priority for receipt of the new permit or lease," the apportionment
must be conformed therewith -___----- _-_-_-_-____-_-_- _ 51

2. In view of 43 U.S.C.A. § 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), which dictates that
in certain circumstances the present grazing user shall have a right of
first refusal for any new lease, 43 CFR 4110.5 (43 FR 29070, July 5,
1978), must be read in pari materia therewith and with 43 CFR
4130.2(e) (43 FR 29072) to be construed as a valid regulation and
must be interpreted not to apply where the present grazing user de-
sires a new lease and otherwise meets the statutory and regulatory
criteria… __ _ - - -- -= - -__ - -__ -- _ -- - -_ - - _- 51

APPORTIONMENT OF LAND

1. An area manager's decision apportioning lands between two grazing lease
applicants ordinarily will not be disturbed where both applicants have
equal preference rights, the apportionment is consistent with the regu-
latory criteria of 43 CFR 4121.2-1(d)(2), and the decision is not
shown to be arbitrary or capricious. However, where a new statute,
sec. 402 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
43 U.S.C.A. § 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), dictates that in certain
circumstances "the holder of the expiring permit or lease shall be
given first priority for receipt of the new permit or lease," the appor-
tionment must be conformed therewith ---------------------------_ 51

2. In view of 43 U.S.C.A. § 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), which dictates that
in certain circumstances the present grazing user shall have a right of
first refusal for any new lease, 43 CFR 4110.5 (43 FR 29070), must
be read in pari materia therewith and with 43 CFR 4130.2(e) (43 FR
29072) to be construed as a valid regulation and must be interpreted
not to apply where the present grazing user desires a new lease and
otherwise meets the statutory and regulatory criteria :-- 51

PREFERENCE RIGHT APPLICANTS

1. Where two preference right applicants file conflicting applications for a
grazing lease, sec. 402(c) of FLPMA, 43 U.S.C. § 1752(c) (1976),
mandates issuance of the new lease to the holder of the expiring lease
provided that the holder of the expiring lease maintains his or her
preference right qualifications and is otherwise in conformance with
the applicable rules and regulations- -____-__-_-____-______-__ 458

RENEWAL

1. Where two preference right applicants file conflicting applications for a
grazing lease, sec. 402(c) of FLPMA, 43 U.S.C. § 1752(c) (1976), man-
dates issuance of the new lease to the holder of the expiring lease
provided that the holder of the expiring lease maintains his or her
preference right qualifications and is otherwise in conformance with the
applicable rules and regulations - 458
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GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES

GENERALLY Page

1. Estoppel to preclude a charge of trespass is not invoked against BLM
where BLM's partially completed fences on Federal land do not re-
strain cattle and there is no evidence that BLM agreed to construct
and/or maintain said fences for the benefit of the grazier, and such
grazier was at all times aware of these facts-. 133

2. The grazing regulations (43 CFR 4140.1(b)(1), inter alia) (formerly 43
CFR 4112.3-1(a) and (b)) place the responsibility of controlling
cattle squarely on the grazier, and Government range management
policies as implemented under acts of Congress cannot be asserted to.
bar sanctions where trespasses have been proved, or to estop BLM
from alleging trespasses - 133

3. An administrative law judge's finding that trespasses were willful, grossly
negligent, and repeated will not be disturbed on appeal where the
record amply supports such finding --- 134

4. Where penalties imposed by two administrative law judges for trespasses
are supported by the records and comport with the proscriptions of
the regulations they will not be modified on appeal except insofar as
they conflict with respect to a particular grazier in a particular grazing
district -134

CANCELLATION OR REDUCTION

1. An administrative law judge's finding that trespasses were willful, grossly
negligent, and repeated will not be disturbed on appeal where the
record amply supports such finding -_- _-_ -_ ----- 134

2. Where penalties imposed by two administrative law judges for trespasses
are supported by the records and comport with the proscriptions of
the regulations they will not be modified on appeal except insofar as
they conflict with respect to a particular grazier in a particular grazing
district - 134

TRESPASS

1. Where the evidence as to specific trespass indicates that of a number of
cattle counted some were located on private intermingled land, but
there were no barriers, either natural-or artificial, which would have
prevented the cattle on private land from going onto the public land,
it is proper to find that all cattle counted would tend to consume forage
at a rate proportional to the ratio of forage available on private and
public lands - 133

2. An administrative law judge's finding that trespasses were willful, grossly
negligent, and repeated will not be disturbed on appeal where the
record amply supports such finding -- _- -- 134

3. Where penalties imposed by two administrative law judges for trespasses
are supported by the records and comport with the proscriptions of
the regulations they will not be modified on appeal except insofar as
they conflict with respect to a particular grazier in a particular grazing
district -134
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HEARINGS Page

(See also Administrative Procedure, Grazing Permits and Licenses, Indian
Probate, Mining Claims, Multiple Mineral Development Act, Rules of
Practice, Water Pollution Control.)

1. Where the Bureau of Land Management determines that an Alaska Native
allotment application should be rejected because the land was not
used and occupied by the applicant, the BLM shall issue a contest
complaint pursuant to 43 CFR 4.541 et seq. Upon receiving a timely
answer to the complaint, which answer raises a disputed issue of mate-
rial fact, the Bureau will forward the case file to the Hearings Division,
Office of Hearings and Appeals, Department of the Interior, for assign-
ment of an administrative law judge, who will proceed to schedule a
hearing, at which the applicant may produce evidence to establish
entitlement to his allotment -279

2. Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines that an
Alaska Native allotment application should be rejected in part because
the Native did not use all of the land applied for, the BLM shall
initiate a contest proceeding pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seq -_ 342

3. Where legal conclusions are reached in an appellate decision upon undis-
puted facts, and there has been no proffer of further facts which could
compel different legal conclusions, no useful purpose would be served
for a hearing, and a request therefor is properly denied -346

HOMESTEADS (ORDINARY)

GENERALLY

1. The Board lacks jurisdiction to adjudicate the validity of homestead
entries; the Board, rather, adjudicates the effect of ANCSA on such
entries - ---------------------------------------------- 664

INDIAN ALLOTMENTS ON PUBLIC DOMAIN

LANDS SUBJECT TO

1. Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject to a grazing lease issued
under the Alaska Grazing Act of Mar. 4, 1927, 43 U.S.C. §§ 316,
316a-316o (1976), does not create any rights by virtue of such settle-
ment under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1 to
270-3 (1970), repealed by 43 U.S.C. § 1617 (1976), since such land is
segregated from adverse appropriation at least until the Department
takes action to cancel the grazing lease pro tanto, but the grazing lease
does not preclude the filing of a State selection application which,
when filed, segregates the land from all appropriation based upon
settlement on location -_------_-- __--_--_--_-__ -_ 346

SETTLEMENT

1. Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject to a grazing lease issued
under the Alaska Grazing Act of Mar. 4, 1927, 43 U.S.C. §§ 316, 316a-
316o (1976), does not create any rights by virtue of such settlement
under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1 to 270-3
(1970), repealed by 43 U.S.C. § 1617 (1976), since such land is segre-
gated from adverse appropriation at least until the Department takes
action to cancel the grazing lease pro tanto, but the grazing lease does
not preclude the filing of a State selection application which, when
filed, segregates the land from all appropriation based upon settlement
or location -_------_ ----_------ 346
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INDIAN LANDS

(See also Indian Probate.)
GENERALLY Page

1. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished aboriginal oc-
cupancy claims of Alaska Natives; such claims cannot serve as a bar
to a State selection, nor preclude the State from challenging Native
allotment applications conflicting with its selection -- ___- - 361

2. Under the "functional" standard to determine administrative standing set
forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F. 2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978),
cert. denied, 99 S. Ct. 733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to
challenge Native allotment applications conflicting with its selection
applications even if the land is within a Native village selection area'
under the Alaska Native Claims- Settlement Act. The State has
standing under Departmental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotment applications -_-_-_-__-__ 361

ALLOTMENTS

Generally

1. Assuming, in the light most favorable to appellant, that the allotments
at issue were subject to the final proviso of sec. 9 of the Act of Mar. 2,
1889, 25 Stat. 888, 891, we find no language in this or other sections
of the Act evidencing an intention on the part of Congress that allot-
ments-to be valid-required approval by the Oglala Sioux Tribe- 425

2. Appellant's contention that under sec. 22 of the Act of June 30, 1834, 4
Stat. 729, 733 (25 U.S.C. § 194 (1976)), the burden of proof cannot
be assigned to the tribe is without merit. The issue framed by appellant
does not align "Indians" against "whites." The primary relief sought
by the tribe is the cancellation of trust patents which can only be
held by Indians- ---- 425

3. The issuance of a trust patent for an Indian allotment carries with it a
presumption of proper performance as well as the implied finding of
every fact made a prerequisite to the patent's issue -_-_ - 425

4. In addition to contravening rights bestowed by the tribe's own constitu-
tion, appellant's position that members of the tribe cannot obtain fee
patents to individually owned trust land violates express guarantees
contained in the General Allotment Act and the Indian Reorganiza-
tion Act, as amended -_- __-__-_ ---------------------- 425

CEDED LANDS

1. When interpreting Federal agreements and statutes pertaining to Indian
Affairs, one must consider the legislative history, as well as surrounding
circumstances and subsequent administrative practices to determine
what the parties intended, and in particular, what the Indians under-
stood the agreement to mean. Doubtful expressions are to be resolved
in the Indians' favor- _ __ _ _ _ _----------------------- 3

2. Congressional intent to modify or abrogate Indian property rights must
be clear and cannot be lightly inferred - _-____-_-_-____ - 3

3. The Agreement of Dec. 4, 1893, between the Yuma (now Quechan)
Indians and the United States, ratified in the Act of Aug. 15, 1894
(28 Stat. 286, 332) provided for a conditional cession of the non-
irrigable land of the Fort Yuma Reservation. The conditions which
included allotment and sale of surplus irrigable land and the opening
of nonirrigable lands to settlement and entry, did not occur during
the decade following the agreement and ratifying statute -__-_ 3
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INDIAN LANDS-Continued

IRRIGATION Page

1. Sec. 25 of the Act of Apr. 21, 1904 (33 Stat. 189, 224), which authorized
the application of the 1902 Reclamation Act to the Fort Yuma and
Colorado River Reservations, and which provided for the allotment
and sale of surplus irrigable lands on those reservations, was unrelated
to and was not intended to effect the conditional cession provided for
in the 1893 agreement and the 1894 ratifying statute- 3

LEASES AND PERMITS

Oil and Gas

1. Tribal royalties from leases of Jicarilla Apache tribal .lands cannot be
taxed by the State of New Mexico -181

PATENT IN FEE

Generally

1. Under regulations in effect before Apr. 24, 1973, issuance of a fee patent
to a competent. Indian applicant was considered by the Department
to be mandatory. On the foregoing date, however, 25 CFR Part 121 was
revised to reflect the authority derived from the authorizing Acts and
to allow the exercise of discretion in the issuance of fee patents - 425

TAXATION

1. The taxation proviso contained in 25 U.S.C. § 398c (1970). does not apply
to leases entered into under the 1938 Leasing Act (25 U.S.C. §§ 396a-
396f (1970)). States cannot tax tribal royalties from such leases - 181

INDIAN PROBATE

(See also Indian Lands, Indian Tribes.)

DIVORCE

Indian Custom

Generally

1. A divorce in accordance with Indian or tribal custom has long been rec-
ognized by the Congress, the courts, and the Department -213

2. The courts have recognized Indian-custom divorces so long as the Indians
continue in tribal relations -213

3; In recognizing the validity of Indian-custom divorces, no distinction is
made in the kind of marriage which such divorce dissolves so long as the
parties contracting the marriage and effecting the divorce are Indian
wards of the Government and living in tribal relations- .-__-_-_ 213

4. A divorce by Indian custom may be accomplished unilaterally by either of
the parties to the marriage -213

5. The validity of Indian-custom divorce depends on whether the parties
were living in tribal relations and whether it was an accepted and rec-
ognized custom of the tribe involved -213
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued

SECRETARY'S AUTHORITY

Generally Page

1. Proceedings for the determination of a deceased Indian's heirs in a case
over which the Department had no jurisdiction must be dismissed- 1

INDIAN TRIBES
(See also Indian Probate.)

GENERALLY

1. Title I of the Highway Beautification Act, 79 Stat. 1028, which applies
to all "public lands or reservations of the United States," does not
apply to Indian reservations -680

2. Public Law 280, 67 Stat. 588-90, did not grant to States general civil
regulatory powers over Indian reservations. Nor could this be accom-
plished by Department regulation, Secretarial Order or other directive 680

3. California's Outdoor Advertising Act, implementing the Highway Beauti-
fication Act, 79 Stat. 1028, may not be applied to non-Indian lessees
on the Morongo Indian Reservation -680

4. The Department's policy established in 1965 of requiring lessees of Indian
lands in California to comply with State standards regulating land
use and development can be achieved without subjecting developing
tribal governments to the full enforcement powers of the State, viz.,
through adding appropriate State standards to the provisions of any
lease -680

CONSTITUTION, BYLAWS AND ORDINANCES

1. The Department is not bound by a tribal ordinance regulating trust prop-
erty where such ordinance violates provisions of the tribal constitution
and bylaws which the Secretary has sworn to uphold -425

MINERAL LEASING ACT

(See also Coal Leases and Permits, Oil and Gas Leases, Phosphate Leases
and Permits.)

GENERALLY

1. The Secretary may, in computing the fair market value of coal to be
leased competitively under privately owned surface, assume a limited
surface owner consent cost, based on losses and costs to the surface
estate and operation and similar evaluations, regardless of the actual
price paid or the amount which a surface owner could otherwise
demand for consent -__--_----_--_----_------ ___-_-_-__ 28

2. Assumption of a limited surface owner consent cost to be used in place of
actual cost in the computation of fair market value of coal to be leased
competitively is necessary to ensure receipt of fair market value by
the public as required by 30 U.S.C. § 201(a) (1976) -_- ____-__ 28

3. In the exercise of his discretion to lease under the Mineral Leasing Act,
the Secretary has authority to decline to issue a coal lease where
surface owner consent costs prevent the public from realizing a fair
return on the value of the coal- 28

4. Oil and gas leases of Indian lands entered into under the 1938 Mineral
Leasing Act (25 U.S.C. §§ 396a-396f (1970)) are not subject to the
taxation proviso contained in 25 U.S.C. § 398c (1970) -__- ___ 181
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LANDS SUBJECT TO Page

1. A prospecting permit which embraces land which is not "unclaimed" and
"undeveloped" is a nullity and void as a conveyance of any interest
in that land. Land in a mining claim remains "unclaimed" land for
the purposes of M-36893 so long as the claim is not validated by
discovery of a valuable locatable mineral deposit at the date of permit
issuance. Surface disturbing mineral activities, associated with delin-
eation of a mineral ore body which could reasonably be expected to
disclose knowledge of an area's coal potential constitute development.
The bona fide purchaser provisions of sec. 27(h)(2) of the Mineral
Leasing Act do not apply to permits which embrace land that is
claimed or developed- - 627

MINING CLAIMS

(See also Multiple Mineral Development Act.)

GENERALLY

1. For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, an amended location is
one made in furtherance of an earlier valid location, while a relocation
is one which is adverse to the prior location -538

2. An amended location notice generally relates back, where no adverse
rights have intervened, to the date of the original location. To the
extent, however, that an amended location merely furthers rights
acquired by a valid subsisting location and does not embrace additional
or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing rights will not
prevent the amended location from relating back to the original
location -_ 539

3. Since an amended notice merges with the original notice, the filing of the
amended notice, for purposes of recordation under either see. 8 of the
Mining in the Parks Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. § 1907 (1976),
or sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), together with such other
information required by the applicable regulations, constitutes com-
pliance with the recording requirements of those Acts -539

4. Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1976), a failure to record a
mining claim as required by State law, coupled with a withdrawal of
the land prior to any curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus
precludes subsequent amendment of the claim -539

5. An oral transfer of a mining claim, though-contrary to the statute of frauds,
will not serve to invalidate the claim, and a person subsequently seek-
ing to record the claim will be afforded the opportunity to prove that
the transfer actually occurred -539

6. Where there are factual questions relating to whether action taken sub-
sequent to a withdrawal is in the nature of an amendment or whether
it constitutes a relocation, the mineral claimant will be granted the
opportunity to show that the subsequent action was a permissible
amendment -539
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CONTESTS Page

1. The BLM should presume the validity of mining claims or the develop-
ment of mineral leases disclosed by abstracts submitted by the pref-
erence right lease applicant, and allow the applicant to pursue the
remedy of private contests or, failing that, issue a notice of intent to
reject the lease application where claims or development are shown,
and allow the preference right lease applicant'the opportunity to
show, on the record; the invalidity of the claims, or lack of develop-
ment, or both -627

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY

1. For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, an amended location is one
made in furtherance of an earlier valid location, while a relocation is
one.which is adverse to the prior location- 538

2. An. amended location notice generally relates, back, where no adverse
rights have intervened, to the date of the original location. To the
extent, however, that an amended location merely furthers rights
acquired by a valid subsisting location and does not embrace additional
or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing rights will not
prevent the amended location from relating back to the original
location- -------------------------------- 539

3. Since an amended notice merges with the original notice, the filing of the
amended notice, for purposes of recordation under either sec. 8 of the
Mining in the Parks Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. § 1907 (1976),
or sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), together with such other
information required by the applicable regulations, constitutes com-
pliance with the recording requirements of those Acts -539

4. Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1976), a failure to record a
mining claim as required by State law, coupled with a withdrawal of the
land prior to any curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus pre-
cludes subsequent amendment of the claim - 539

5. An oral transfer of a mining claim, though contrary to the statute of frauds,
will not serve to invalidate the claim, and a person subsequently
seeking to record the claim will be afforded the opportunity to prove
that the transfer actually occurred - 539

6. Where there are factual questions relating to whether action taken subse-
quent to a withdrawal is in the nature of an amendment or whether it
constitutes a relocation, the mineral claimant will be granted the
opportunity to show that the subsequent action was a permissible
amendment - -__ _ --:-------_-_--__-_-_- 539

LOCATION

1. For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, an amended location is one
made in furtherance of an earlier valid location, while a relocation is
one which is adverse to the prior location - I ---------_ 538

2. An amended location notice generally relates back, where no adverse rights
have intervened, to the date of the original location. To the extent,
however, that an amended location merely furthers rights acquired by
a valid subsisting location and does not embrace additional or new
land, withdrawal of land subject to existing rights will not prevent the
amended location from relating back to the original location - .. 539
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3. Since an amended notice merges with the original notice, the filing of the
amended notice, for purposes of recordation under either sec. 8 of the
Mining in the Parks Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. § 1907 (1976),
or sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C.. § 1744 (1976), together with such
other information required by the applicable regulations, constitutes
compliance with the recording requirements of those Acts - _ 539

4. Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1976), a failure to record a
mining claim as required by State law, coupled with a withdrawal of
the land prior to any curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus
precludes subsequent amendment of the claim -___- __-__-__-__ 539

5. An oral transfer of a mining claim, though contrary to the statute of
frauds, will not serve to invalidate the claim, and a person subsequently
seeking to record the claim will be afforded the opportunity to prove
that the transfer actually occurred - __-_-___-_____-_-_ 539

6. Where there are factual questions relating to whether action taken subse-
quent to a withdrawal is in the nature of an amendment or whether it
constitutes a relocation, the mineral claimant will be granted the
opportunity to show that the subsequent action was a permissible
amendment - 539

RECORDATION

1. Since an amended notice merges with the original notice, the filing of the
amended notice, for purposes of recordation under either sec. 8 of the
Mining in the Parks Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.s.C. § 1907 (1976),
or sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), together with such other
information required by the applicable regulations, constitutes com-
pliance with the recording requirements of those Acts -539

RELOCATION

1. For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, an amended location is
one made in furtherance of an earlier valid location, while a relocatin
is one which is adverse to the prior location -538

2. An amended location notice generally relates back, where no adverse
rights have intervened, to the date of the original location. To the
extent, however, that an amended location merely furthers rights
acquired by a valid subsisting location and does not embrace addi-
tional or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing rights will
not prevent the amended location from relating back to the original
location -539

3. Since an amended notice merges with the original notice, the filing of the
amended notice, for purposes of recordation under either sec. 8 of the
Mining in the Parks Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. § 1907 (1976),
or sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, 90
Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), together with such other
information required by the applicable regulations, constitutes com-
pliance with the recording requirements of those Acts - - 539

4. Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1976), a failure to record a
mining claim as required by State law, coupled with a withdrawal of
the land prior to any curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus
precludes subsequent amendment of the claim ------------ 539
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5. An oral transfer of a mining claim, though contrary to the statute of
frauds, will not serve to invalidate the claim, and a person subse-
quently seeking to record the claim will be afforded the opportunity
to prove that the transfer actually occurred -539

6. Where there are factual questions relating to whether action taken sub-
sequent to a withdrawal is in the nature of an amendment or whether
it constitutes a relocation, the mineral claimant will be granted the
opportunity to show that the subsequent action was a permissible
amendment - 539

WITHDRAWN LAND

1. For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, an amended location is
one made in furtherance of an earlier valid location, while a relocation
is one which is adverse to the prior locati6n -538

2. An amended location notice generally relates back, where no adverse
rights have intervened, to the date of the original location. To the
extent, however, that an amended location merely furthers rights
acquired by a valid subsisting location and does not embrace additional
or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing rights will not pre-
vent the amended location from relating back to the original location 539

3. Since an amended notice merges with the original notice, the filing of the
amended notice, for purposes of recordation under either sec. 8 of the
Mining in the Parks Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. § 1907 (1976),
or sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), together with such other
information required by the applicable regulations, constitutes com-
pliance with the recording requirements of those Acts -539

4. Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1976), a failure to record a
mining claim as required by State law, coupled with a withdrawal of
the land prior to any curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus
precludes subsequent amendment of the claim -__-__-_-__---_ 539

5. An oral transfer of a mining claim, though contrary to the statute of frauds,
will not serve to invalidate the claim, and a person subsequently seek-
ing to record the claim will be afforded the opportunity to prove that
the transfer actually occurred - _ I -------- 539

6. Where there are factual questions relating to whether action taken sub-
sequent to a withdrawal is in the nature of an amendment or whether it
constitutes a relocation, the mineral claimant will be granted the
opportunity to show that the subsequent action was a permissible
amendment -___----_ ----___ --___ -------- __------ 539

MULTIPLE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT ACT
GENERALLY

1. A prospecting permit which embraces land which is not "unclaimed" and
"undeveloped" is a nullity and void as a conveyance of any interest
in that land. Land in a mining claim remains "unclaimed" land for the
purposes of M-36893 so long as the claim is not validated by discovery
of a valuable locatable mineral deposit at the date of permit issuance.
Surface disturbing mineral activities, associated with delineation of a
mineral ore body which could reasonably be expected to disclose
knowledge of an area's coal potential constitute development. The
bona fide purchaser provisions of sec. 27(h) (2) of the Mineral Leasing
Act do not apply to permits which embrace land that is claimed or
developed - I -------------------------------------- 627

309-485 0 - 80 - 8
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NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 1969

ENVIRON MENTAL STATEMENTS Page

1. To secure the exemption under sec. 404(r). of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act for projects described in an environmental statement,
compliance with seven specific conditions is required. The exemption.
does not apply to the maintenance of existing Federal projects, but
only to new construction. While the exemption provides an alternative
procedure to achieve compliance with sec. 404 of the Act for a limited
category of Federal projects under very specific conditions, it does not
lessen the substantive requirements that apply to the discharge of
dredged or fill material -401

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

GENERALLY

1. Since an amended notice merges with the original notice, the-filing of the
amended notice, for purposes of recordation under either sec. 8 of the
Mining in the Parks Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. § 1907 (1976),
or sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), together with such other
information required by the applicable regulations, constitutes com-
pliance with the recording requirements of those Acts -539

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AREAS

GENERALLY

1. The Act of Mar. 27, 1978, 92 Stat. 166, 16 U.S.C.A. § la-1 (West Supp.
1979), provides that actions taken in derogation of park values and
purposes shall not be authorized unless specifically provided by Con-
gress, in order to ensure that the resources and values of areas in the
National Park System are afforded the highest protection and care in
governmental decisions ----------------------------------------- _ 558

WATER RIGHTS

1. The pafticular reserved water rights for national park and national monu-
ment areas include water required for scenic, natural, and historic
conservation uses; wildlife conservation uses; sustained public enjoy-
ment uses; and National Park Service personnel uses; all of which
are intimately related to the fundamental purpose for park and monu-
ment reservation, as articulated in 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976) - _____ 558

2. Among other reserved water rights for national parks and national monu-
ments, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976) encompasses reserved water rights for
concession uses to provide sustained public enjoyment and re-
served water rights for water-borne public enjoyment and recreation- 558

3. Congress has taken no action subsequent to the National Park Service
Organic Act of Aug. 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976), to
negate the implied intent contained in the Organic Act that all unap-
propriated waters necessary to fulfill the purposes of park areas are
reserved as of the date of the enabling legislation -__-____-__-__ 558

4. The discretionary authority contained in the Act of Aug. 7, 1946, 60 Stat.
885, 16 U.S.C. § 17j-2(g) (1976), authorizing the National Park Serv-
ice to acquire water rights in accordance with local laws, is not incon-
sistent with the assertion of the reserved water rights principle and is
readily distinguishable from Acts requiring deference to State water
law - ------------------------ 558

770
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WATER RIGHTS-Continued Page

5. As a general rule, the above-developed reserved water rights apply to
components of the National Park System other than national parks
and national monuments, though the extent of particular reserved
water rights must be determined on a case-by-case basis, involving an
interpretation of 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976) and the establishing legislation 558

6. The National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Service may appropriate
water to fulfill any congressionally authorized function for areas under
their administration -_____________ --__----_ ---_-__ -__ 560

NAVIGABLE WATERS

1. The requirement for a permit under sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act applies-to the Bureau of Reclamation to the same
extent as any other person, and with certain exceptions the Bureau
must obtain a permit from the Corps of Engineers prior to any dis-
charge of dredged or fill material into the navigable waters - _ 400

2. Activities "affirmatively authorized by Congress," which are excepted
from sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, are not excepted
from sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Notwith-
standing the exception of a discharge of dredged or fill material under
sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, compliance with sec. 404 is
required - ____ __ I --------------_400

3. A permit under sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act is
required for the discharge of dredged or fill material whenever: (a) the
"discharge" constitutes any addition of any pollutant to navigable
waters from any discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, in-
cluding the placement of fill and the building of any structure or im-
poundment; and (b) the "dredged material" is dredged spoil that is
excavated or dredge from the waters of the United States; or (c) the
"fill material" includes any material used for the primary purpose of
replacing an aquatic area with dry land or of changing the bottom
elevation of a water body, including any structure which requires rock,
sand, dirt or other material for its construction; and (d) the discharge
is made into "waters of the United States," which extend beyond those
waters meeting the traditional tests of navigability to those encom-
passed by the broadest possible constitutional interpretation - 400

OFFICE OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS

1. The Board of Land Appeals, in its adjudication of appeals to determine
rights of parties to receive or preserve interests in Federal lands, has a
concomitant obligation to preserve the integrity of the process, and*
where it appears to the Board that the administrative-record of a case
contains strong evidence of multiple violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001
(1976), the Board will refer the matter with its recommendation that
an investigation be initiated to determine whether criminal charges
should be brought - _--------- ----- 81

OIL AND GAS LEASES

APPLICATIONS

Generally

1. Where an oil and gas lease offeror fails to respond within a prescribed
period of time to an order to submit specific information necessary to
determine whether his offer. is valid, it is appropriate to reject the
offer -___-------- _-- _-- ___-- _-- _--_--_----__--___ 81
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Generally-Continued Page

2. Where a protestant against the issuance of an oil and gas lease supports
his allegations that the lease offer is not qualified with sufficient evi-
dence to warrant further inquiry or investigation by BLM, the protest
should not be summarily dismissed for failure of the protestant to
make positive proof of his allegations. Instead, the protest should be
adjudicated on its merits after all available information has been
developed - 81

3. The essential requirement of the simultaneous oil and gas leasing system
is that all properly filed offers be afforded equal opportunity to obtain
a lease. Where a system effectively excludes a lease offer from consid-
eration, such a system is arbitrary and capricious -____-__-__ 234

4. Under the Departmental egulations an offeror in a simultaneous oil and
gas lease drawing must sign a statement that he is the sole party in
interest, or, if not, submit the statement required by 43 CFR 3102.7.
Failure to comply with the regulation requires rejection of the lease
offer - _-- _--____--_----__ --__ --_-__ ------ _---- 643

Drawings
1. Established and longstanding Departmental policy relating to the admin-

istration of the simultaneous oil and gas leasing system, premised upon
regulatory interpretation, is binding on all employees of the Bureau
of Land Management,.until such time as it is properly changed - 234

2. The essential requirement of the simultaneous oil and gas leasing system
is that all properly filed offers be afforded equal opportunity to obtain
a lease. Where a system effectively excludes a lease offer from con-
sideration, such a system is arbitrary and capricious -234

3. Where offers for the same parcel of land are filed by two corporations in
a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing, and where the directors of
the first corporation having authority to file offers and execute leases
are directors of the second with the same authority and the surrounding
circumstances suggest that the corporations are interrelated, the draw-
ing is inherently unfair and the offers are properly rejected as a pro-
hibited multiple filing. Collusion or intent to deceive the Department
need not be shown -374

4. "Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." If an oil and gas lease offeror
in an oral agreement gives another person "a claim or any prospective
or future claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease," there would
be an interest in the lease or lease offer which must be disclosed under
43 CFR 3102.7. That an offeror might raise a technical legal defense
against enforcement of such an agreement in atolrt does not militate
against there being a claim or avoid the consequence of the disclosure
regulation or 43 CFR 3112.5-2 prohibiting multiple filing in drawing
procedures- 643

5. "Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." Where affidavits submitted on
appeal by an oil and gas lease offeror disclose that prior to the filing
of an oil and gas lease offer the offeror orally agreed to give the person
filing the offer for him either the opportunity to refuse to purchase the
lease under terms and conditions that a third party would make (right
of first refusal), or the opportunity to make the first offer before any
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other offer would be accepted (first right to buy), the offeror has given
the person an interest in the offer as defined in the regulations to in-
clude a prospective claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease_-- 643

Filing

1. Where offers for the same parcel of land are filed by two corporations in
a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing, and where the directors of the
first corporation having authority to file offers and execute leases are
directors of the second with the same authority and the surrounding,
circumstances suggest that the corporations are interrelated, the draw-
ing is inherently unfair and the offers are properly rejected as a pro-
hibited multiple filing. Collusion or intent to deceive the Department
need not be shown -__--___----__--_----_--_ ----- __-_-_ 374.

Sole Party in Interest

1. Under the Departmental regulations an offeror in a simultaneous oil and
gas lease drawing must sign a statement that he is the sole party in
interest, or, if not, submit the statement required by 43 CFR 3102.7.
Failure to comply with the regulation requires rejection of the lease
offer -643

2. Where a protest, with accompanying supporting evidence, alleges that
the oil and gas lease offer drawn first in a simultaneous filing-drawing
procedure violated the regulations because a party in interest was not
disclosed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment should first afford the drawee an opportunity to respond to the
protest before rejecting the offer based on facts alleged in the protest.
The error, however, is rendered harmless where on appeal the offeror
has full opportunity to make factual submissions and respond to the
allegations -643

3. "Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." If an oil and gas lease offeror in an
oral agreement gives another person "a claim or any prospective or
future claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease," there would be
an interest in the lease or lease offer which must be disclosed under
43 CFR 3102.7. That an offeror might raise a technical legal defense
against enforcement of such an agreement in a court does not militate
against there being a claim of avoid the consequence of the disclo-
sure regulation or 43 CFR 3112.5-2 prohibiting multiple filing in
drawing procedures - -_-- - 643

4. "Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." Where affidavits submitted on
appeal by an oil and gas lease offeror disclose that prior to the filing
of an oil and gas lease offer the offeror orally agreed to give the person
filing the offer for him either the opportunity to refuse to purchase the'
lease under terms and conditions that a third party would make
(right of first refusal), or the opportunity to make the first offer
before any other offer would be accepted (first right to buy), the
offeror has given the person an interest in the offer as defined in the
regulations to include a prospective claim to an advantage or benefit
from a lease -643
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1. Where a protest, with accompanying supporting evidence, alleges that
the oil and gas lease offer drawn first in a simultaneous filing-drawing
procedure violated the regulations because a party in interest was
not disclosed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of Land
Management should first afford the drawee an opportunity to respond
to the protest before rejecting the offer based on facts alleged in the
protest. The error, however, is rendered harmless where on appeal
the offeror has full opportunity to make factual submissions and re-
spond to the allegations -__--__----__--__-_-____-_____-____ 643

OIL SHALE

WITHDRAWALS

1. Oil shale withdrawals administered by the Department of the Interior
have reserved water rights for the purposes of investigation, examina-
tion and classification of those lands. Water is not reserved for. actual
oil shale development - ____-- _____--___--_____-_____-__-__-_ 557

OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD AND RECONVEYED COOS BAY
GRANT LANDS

GENERALLY

1. There are no reserved water rights on the revested Oregon and California
Railroad lands and the Coos Bay Wagon Road lands, the "O&C"
lands - __-- ____-- ____-- ___-- __-- __-- _______--_--____-- 557

2. FLPMA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the O&C Act, and other statutes permit
the United States to appropriate water for the diverse purposes found
in the various statutes - _ 7 ___-_-__- ___- ____- 560

PHOSPHATE LEASES AND PERMITS

PERMITS

1. A prospecting permit which embraces land which is not "unclaimed" and
"undeveloped" is a nullity and void as a conveyance of any interest
in that land. Land in a mining claim remains "unclaimed" land for the
purposes of M-36893 so long as the claim is not validated by discovery
of a valuable locatable mineral deposit at the date of permit issuance.
Surface disturbing mineral activities, associated with delineation of
a mineral ore body which could reasonably be expected to disclose
knowledge of an area's coal potential constitute development. The
bona fide purchaser provisions of sec. 27(h) (2) of the Mineral Leasing
Act do not apply to permits which embrace land that is claimed or
developed - _------ __------ 627

2. The BLM should presume the validity of mining claims or the develop-
ment of mineral leases disclosed by abstracts submitted by the pref-
erence right lease applicant, and allow the applicant to pursue the
remedy of private contests or, failing that, issue a notice of intent to
reject the lease application where claims or development are shown,
and allow the preference right lease applicant the opportunity to show,
on the record, the invalidity of the claims, or lack of development,
or both -627
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PUBLIC LANDS

GENERALLY Page

1. Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land which has become
submerged under water is no longer subject to disposition under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may
have used, occupied, and filed an application for such land when it
was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal title to that land v
erosion. Neither the Alaska Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands
Act prevents the passage of title to such land to the State -342

RECLAMATION LANDS

GENERALLY

1. Sec. 8 of the 1902 Reclamation Act, 43 U.S.C. § 372 e seq. (1976), prohi-
bits the Bureau of Reclamation from claiming any reserved water
rights for any reclamation project unless the terms of any project
authorization subsequent to 1902 can fairly be read to provide for a
reservation of water- - I __ 558

REGULATIONS

(See also Administrative Procedure.)

GENERALLY

1. The Secretary could establish general policy in right-of-way regulations
which would provide specific guidelines for determining how much
uncertainty about use will prevent the processing of right-of-way
applications - _-- ________--___--____--___ ----__ --_--_ 293

2. In view of 43 U.S.C.A. § 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), which dictates that
in certain circumstances the present grazing user shall have a right of
first refusal for any new lease, 43 CFR 4110.5 (43 FR 29070), must
be read in pari materia therewith and with 43 CFR 4130.2(e) (43 FR
29072) to be construed as a valid regulation and must be interpreted
not to apply where the present grazing user desires a new lease and
otherwise meets the statutory and regulatory criteria -51

INTERPRETATION

1. In view of 43 U.S.C.A. § 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), which dictates that
in certain circumstances the present grazing user shall have a right
of first refusal for any new lease, 43 CFR 4110.5 (43 FR 29070), must
be read in pari materia therewith and with 43 CFR 4130.2(e) (43 FR
29072) to be construed as a valid regulation and must be interpreted
not to apply where the present grazing user desires a new lease and
otherwise meets the statutory and regulatory criteria -51

VALIDITY

1. In view of 43 U.S.C.A. § 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), which dictates that
in certain circumstances the present grazing user shall have a right of
first refusal for any new lease, 43 CFR 4110.5 (43 FR 29070), must
be read in pari materia therewith and with 43 CFR 4130.2(e) (43 FR
29072) to be construed as a valid regulation and must be interpreted
not to apply where the present grazing user desires a new lease and
otherwise meets the statutory and regulatory criteria -51
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1. Given the specific facts presented by the right-of-way application, where
the use of a large percentage (71 %-89 %) of the reservoir water is not
known, the Secretary cannot make an "informed decision" on the
application, as required by Title V of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 90 Stat. 2743 (Oct. 21, 1976), 43 U.S.C.
§ 1761 et seq. (1976) (FLPMA), and therefore may not proceed to
consider the application -- 293

2. The apparent discretion granted to the Secretary in sec. 1761 of FLPMA
which states that the Secretary shall require such information "which
he deems necessary" to grant a right-of-way must be interpreted in
light of sec. 1764's specific mandate to submit a plan of operation,
sec. 1765's specific mandate to include protective terms and conditions,
and Congress reference to "the use, or intended use" of the right-of-
way. Therefore, information about the intended use-as opposed to
possible uses-of the water is necessary to the Secretary's decision
whether to grant the application, under the circumstances presented
by this case ----------------------------- 293

3. The Secretary could establish general policy in right-of-way regulations
which would provide specific guidelines for determining how much
uncertainty about use will prevent the processing of right-of-way
applications ___--------- _____---- __- _ -- _ 293

CONDITIONS AND LIITATIONS

1. The Secretary could establish general policy in right-of-way regulations
which would provide specific guidelines for determining howimuch
uncertainty about use will prevent the processing of right-of-way
applications ______-- _---____----___- ___ 293

FEDERAL LAND POLICY AND MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1976

1. Given the specific facts presented by the right-of-way application, where
the use of a large percentage (71%0-89%) of the reservoir water is not
known, the Secretary cannot make an "informed decision" on the
application, as required by Title V of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 90 Stat. 2743 (Oct. 21, 1976), 43 U.S.C.
§ 1761 et seq. (1976) (FLPMA), and therefore may not proceed to
consider the application- - ___---- _--__-_-_-_____-___-_ 293

2. The apparent discretion granted to the Secretary in sec. 1761 of FLPMA
which states that the Secretary shall require such information "which
he deems necessary" to grant a right-of-way must be interpreted in
light of sec. 1764's specific mandate to submit a plan of operation,
sec. 1765's specific mandate to include protective terms and condi-
tions, and Congress reference to "the use, or intended use" of the
right-of-way. Therefore, information about the intended use-as op-
posed. to possible uses-of the water is necessary to the Secretary's
decisionwhether to grant the application, under the circumstances
presented by this case -293
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(See also Appeals, Contests and Protests, Contracts, Hearings, Indian
Probate.)

APPEALS

Burden of Proof Page

1. In review proceedings of notices of violation and cessation orders, the burden
of going forward to establish a prima facie case rests with OSM and
the ultimate burden of persuasion rests with the applicant for review - 437

2. An appellant will be held: to have failed to sustain its burden of proof and
the appeal will be deified where appellant's case is submitted on the
record without a hearing and the record consists only of claim letters
and pleadings alleging that the contracting officer's findings of fact and
decision are erroneous in certain respects. Disputed allegations do not
constitute evidence and cannot be accepted as proof of facts - ____- X475

Motions

1. A claim by a concessioner under a National Park Service Contract is dis-
missed as beyond the purview of the Board's jurisdiction where the
contract contains no disputes clause and by its express terms the Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1978 is not applicable to the claim asserted - _ 197

2. A contractor may not proceed under the provisions of the Contract Dis-
putes Act of 1978 where the appeal is from a final decision of the con-
tracting officer rendered and received by the appellant pior to the
effective date of the Act - 520

3. The appellant's motion for reconsideration provides no reason for over-
turning the Board's principal decision which dismissed the subject
appeals for lack of jurisdiction. The Board, having found significant
current precedents consistent with the view that the effective date
of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 was Mar. 1, 1979, and that claims
appealed to the Board prior to that date were not pending then before
the Contracting Officer, finds those precedents controlling without
analysis of all matters argued in appellant's brief -654

Reconsideration

1. When an appellant files a timely motion for reconsideration asking that
an equitable adjustment be increased, the effect is to prevent finality
from attaching to the original decision and the Board has jurisdiction
to consider a Government response asking that the equitable allow-
ance be reduced, even though the response was not filed within the
30-day period allowed for initial filing of a motion for reconsideration 125

2. When arguments advanced in a motion for reconsideration convince the
Board that the formula used in determining an equitable adjustment
was not the most accurate method but where neither party submits
a better method, the Board will vacate its original finding regarding
the equitable adjustment and make a recomputation based on the
evidence of record -------------------- 125

3. The appellant's motion for reconsideration provides no reason for over-
turning the Board's principal decision which dismissed the subject
appeals for lack of jurisdiction. The Board, having found significant
current precedents consistent with the view that the effective date
of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 was Mar. 1, 1979, and that
claims appealed to the Board prior to that date were not pending
then before the Contracting Officer, finds those precedents controlling
without analysis of all matters argued in appellant's brief - _ ____ 654
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Standing to Appeal Page

1. This Board approves the rule that a surety may prosecute and appeal in
its own name when it enters into a takeover agreement to complete
performance of a defaulted contract, but in the absence of such an
agreement, the surety may appeal under the defaulted contract only
in a representative capacity with the consent of its principal, the
principal contractor on the defaulted contract -__-__- ____-__-_ 206

Timely Filing

1. When an appellant files a timely motion for reconsideration asking that
an equitable adjustment be increased, the effect is to prevent finality
from attaching to the original decision and the Board has jurisdiction
to consider a Government response asking that the equitable allowance
be reduced, even though the response was not filed within the 30-day
period allowed for initial filing of a motion for reconsideration -125

EVIDENCE

1. Where the evidence as to specific trespass indicates that of a number of
cattle counted some were located on private intermingled land, but
there were no barriers, either natural or artificial, which would have
prevented the cattle on private land from going onto the public land,
it is proper to find that all cattle counted would tend to consume forage
at a rate proportional to the ratio of foreage available on private and
public lands - 133

2. An appellant will be held to have failed to sustain its burden of proof and
the appeal will be denied where appellant's case is submitted on the
record without a hearing and the record consists only of claim letters
and pleadings alleging that the contracting officer's findings of fact
and decision are erroneous in certain respects. Disputed allegations do
not constitute evidence and cannot be accepted as proof of facts- 475

GOVERNMENT CONTESTS

1. Where the Bureau of Land Management determines that an Alaska Native
allotment application should be rejected because the land was not used
and occupied by the applicant, the BLM shall issue a contest complaint
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seg. Upon receiving a timely answer to the
complaint, which answer raises a disputed issue of material fact, the
Bureau will forward the case file to the Hearings Division, Office of
Hearings and Appeals, Department of the Interior, for assignment
of an administrative law judge, who will proceed to schedule a hearing,
at which the applicant may produce evidence to establish entitlement
to his allotment - __-- _----_--_:--__------ _______-__ 279

2. Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines that an Alaska
Native allotment application should be rejected in part because the
Native did not use all of the land applied for, the BLM shall initiate a
contest proceeding pulsu'ant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seg --- _-_____342

3. Where there is a conflict between an application by the State of Alaska
to select land under the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act and an
application by an Alaska Native for allotment under the Act of May 17,
1906, and it appears to the Bureau of Land Management that the
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Native applicant has met the requirements for patent, upon notice of
this determination the State, if dissatisfied, has an election of remedies.
It may initiate private contest proceedings to prove lack of qualifica-
tion on the part of the Native, or it may appeal the determination to
the Board of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes that
the Native's application is deficient, it will order the institution of
Government contest proceedings. If, however, the Board affirms the
finding that the requirements of patent have been met, the State will
have no further administrative recourse. Where the State had not,
prior to its appeal, been afforded notice of the election, it should be
afforded an opportunity to make such election - 442

HEARINGS

1. Alaska Natives who allege substantial use and occupancy of vacant, un-
appropriated, and unreserved public land in Alaska for a period of
at least 5 years pursuant to the Act of May 17, 1906, as amended,
43 U.S.C. §§ 270-1 to 270-3 (1970) and the regulations at 43 CFR
Subpart 2561 are entitled to notice and an opportunity for a hearing
prior to rejection of their application. Such notice shall specify the
reasons for the proposed rejection. Claimant shall have an opportunity
to present evidence and testimony of favorable witnesses at a hearing
before the trier of fact prior to a decision - 279

PRIVATE CONTESTS

1. Under the "functional" standard to determine administrative standing
set forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F. 2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978),
cert. denied, 99 S. Ct. 733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to
challenge Native allotment applications conflicting with its selection
applications even if the land is within a Native village selection area
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The State has stand-
ing under Departmental regulations to initiate private contests against
such conflicting Native allotment applications - ___-_-_- __ 361

2. "Person." A State is a "person" within the meaning of the Department's
private contest regulations - _---_-_-_-__-__-_____-_-__ 361

3. Where there is a conflict between an application by the State of Alaska to
select land under the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act and an
application by an Alaska Native for allotment under the Act of
May 17, 1906, and it appears to the Bureau of Land Management
that the Native applicant has met the requirements for patent, upon
notice of this determination the State, if dissatisfied, has an election of
remedies. It may initiate private contest proceedings to prove lack of
qualification on the part of the Native, or it may appeal the determina-
tion to the Board of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes
that the Native's application is deficient, it will order the institution
of Government contest proceedings. If, however, the Board affirms
the finding that the requirements of patent have been met, the State
will have no further administrative recourse. Where the State had not,
prior to its appeal, been afforded notice of the election, it should be
afforded an opportunity to make such election -- 442
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1. Where a protest, with accompanying supporting evidence, alleges that the
oil and gas lease offer drawn first in a simultaneous filing-drawing pro-
cedure violated the regulations because a party in interest was not dis-
closed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment should first afford the drawee an opportunity to respond to the
protest before rejecting the offer based on facts alleged in the protest.
The error, however, is rendered harmless where on appeal the offeror
has full opportunity to make factual submissions and respond to the
allegations - 643

SETTLEMENTS ON PUBLIC LANDS

1. A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at the time when the
land was withdrawn from all forms of appropriation, is properly
deemed to be incapable as a matter of law of having exerted inde-
pendent use and occupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior
to the withdrawal and consequently the allotment application is
properly rejected ---------------------------------------------- _ 345

2. An allotment right is personal to one who has complied with the laws and
regulations. An applicant for a Native allotment may not rely or tack
on use and occupancy of the land by his ancestors to establish his
right- _ _ 346

STATE SELECTIONS

1. Where the State is a party to decisions by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment and the State's selection applications were rejected by those
decisions, under 43 CFR 4.410, the State has standing to appeal thpse
decisions to the Board of Land Appeals - ___-__-____-__-___ 361

2. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished aboriginal occu-
pancy claims of Alaska Natives; such claims cannot serve as a bar to
a State selection, nor preclude the State from challenging Native allot-
ment applications conflicting with its selection - _____ 361

3. Under the "functional" standard to determine administrative standing
set forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus, 580 F. 2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1878),
cert. denied, 99 S. Ct. 733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to
challenge Native allotment applications conflicting with its selection
applications even if the land is within a Native village selection area
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The State has
standing under Departmental regulations to initiate private con-
tests against such conflicting Native allotment applications - _ 361

STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION

GENERALLY

1. When interpreting Federal agreements and statutes pertaining to Indian
Affairs, one must consider the legislative history, as well as surrounding
circumstances and subsequent administrative practices to determine
what the parties intended, and in particular, what the Indians under-
stood the agreement to mean. Doubtful expressions aretoberesolvedin
the Indians' favor -_--_------_ ----------- 3

2. Congressional intent to modify or abrogate Indian property rights must
be clear and cannot be lightly inferred -_-__-_ -_ -_ - 3
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3. Sec. 25 of the Act of Apr. 21, 1904 (33 Stat. 189, 224), which authorized
the application of the 1902 Reclamation Act to the Fort Yuma and
Colorado River Reservations, and which provided for the allotment
and sale of surplus irrigable lands on those reservations, was unrelated
to and was not intended to effect the conditional cession provided
for in the 1893 agreement and the 1894 ratifying statute- - _ 3

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSTRUCTION

1. In determining whether interpretation of a statute should be given
prospective effect, some of the factors to be considered are whether
the statute is easily susceptible to more than one interpretation;
whether the interpretation being overruled has been followed since
enactment of the statute; the nature of the reliance placed on the
precedent by the parties; the purpose of the statute or rule in light of
public policy; the harm to the parties who have relied on the precedent
to their detriment; and the harm either to the Government or the
public purpose - ___------___-- ___-- _---- _----_--_-- 307

SUBMERGED LANDS

1. Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land which has become
submerged under water is no longer subject to disposition under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may
have used, occupied, and filed an application for such land when it
was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal title to that land by
erosion. Neither the Alaska Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands
Act prevents the passage of title to such land to the State -_-_-_ 342

SUBMERGED LANDS ACT

GENERALLY

1. Where submerged lands were included in a withdrawal order in Alaska,
which was in effect at the time the State entered the Union, even
though such submerged lands were not specifically described in the
withdrawal order, such submerged lands would not pass to the State
at statehood pursuant to sec. 5(a) of the Submerged Lands Act - 151

2. The subsequent revocation of a withdrawal of submerged lands which
prevented the State from acquiring title to such lands at statehood
pursuant to sec. 5(a) of the Submerged Lands Act, has no effect on
the ownership of the lands contained in the withdrawal - 151

3. Where the coastal submerged lands in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
were segregated by an application for a withdrawal filed by the Fish
and Wildlife Service in Jan. 1958, 1 year before Alaska statehood,
such application operated as an express retention of the lands at
statehood under the Submerged Lands Act, and prevented passage
of title of the coastal submerged lands to the State - ___-_-_- _ 151

4. Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land which has become
submerged under water is no longer subject to disposition under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may
have used, occupied, and filed an application for such land when it was
dry does not prevent the loss of Federal title to that land by erosion.
Neither the Alaska Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands Act pre-
vents the passage of title to such land to the State -342
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5. The Board adopts the Solicitor's conclusion that Public Land Order No. 82
(Jan. 22, 1943) (8 FR 1599 (Feb. 4, 1943)) constituted an express re-
tention for the United States of submerged lands when Alaska was
admitted to the Union, and title to the submerged lands withdrawn
by PLO No. 82 did not pass to the State of Alaska with statehood- 381

6. Regulations in 43 CFR 2650.5-l(b) deal explicitly with chargeability of
acreage and implicitly with land title, establishing two categories of
submerged lands not required to be selected and charged: those under-
lying navigable waters, and those underlying nonnavigable waters of
one-half section or more - - 381

7. Under regulations in 43 CFR 2650.5-1 (b), Federal ownership of submerged
lands does not require all such lands to be charged against a Native
corporation's acreage entitlement -381

SURFACE MINING CONTROL AND RECLAMATION ACT OF 1977

ABATEMEXT

1. A refusal to grant an extension of time for abatement is not necessarily
an abuse of discretion when the request for an extension was made
after the abatement time had expired - __ 675

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Generally

1. An administrative law judge may raise questions which go to the authority
of the Department under the Act even if the parties fail to raise those
questions - _--------__--__--_-321

2. If a party objects to any ruling of or action taken by an administrative
law judge it should do so in a manner that the administrative law
judge can reconsider his action in light of that objection -_-__-_-__ 321

3. It is imperative both to the just implementation of this Act and to the
proper functioning of administrative review within the Department
that parties cooperate with the administrative law judge's conduct of
the proceeding and with his requests -_-__-_-_-__- __- __ 322

4. In a case on appeal, the Board bases its deliberations on the record before
it - 369

5. Where the applicant for review bases his defense upon the assertion that
the amount of coal removed or to be removed is less than that provided
by law to constitute surface coal mining, he must prove such an as-
sertion -370

6. In review proceedings of notices of violation and cessation orders, the
burden of going forward to establish a prima facie case rests with OSM
and the ultimate burden of persuasion rests with the applicant for
review ------------------------------------ - 437

Findings

1. The administrative law judge may frame findings of f act in any of a number
of acceptable ways, but, however they are arrived at, findings must be
sufficiently comprehensive and pertinent to form a basis for decision
when measured against the evidence -201
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2. Except in cases governed by 43 CFR 4.1187(e) or 4.1266(b)(7)(ii), a
written decision or a written order confirming a ruling from the bench
constitutes the initial decision. The written decision or order incor-
porating the ruling from the bench must comply with 43 CFR 4.1127.
The only exception to this rule is when the administrative law judge
both specifically states that a ruling from the bench constitutes his
initial decision and fully complies with the requirements of 43 CFR
4.1127 in that oral ruling- ---------------------------------------- 321

3. In review proceedings of cessation orders issued pursuant to sec. 521(a) (2)
of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, theie
must be a determination whether the condition, practice, or violation
which is the basis for the order is one which creates an imminent
danger to the health or safety of the public, or is causing, or can reason-
ably be expected to cause significant, imminent environmental harm to
land, air, or water resources - _-- __I-----__-__-_-__-_-_- 486

APPLICABILITY

Generally

1. Where excavation work has taken place and coal exposed, but no coal
removed, and the landowner's intent is to create homesites and not to
remove coal unless permission to do so is received from the State, the
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement lacks juris-
diction over the land -_--_--__--__--_--_--_--_-__-___-_-__-_ 550

Enforcement Provisions

1. The enforcement provisions of the Act and the initial Federal regulatory
program are not avoided by the failure of a person to obtain a State
permit before conducting surface coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions regulated by a State - _-- _-- ____-- ___-___-_-_ 487

Postmining Land Use

1. Excavation for the purpose of obtaining coal is an activity which may be
subject to regulation under the Act, even though that activity may
be incidental to a postmining land use plan - ___- _- ___ 486

APPEALS

Effect of

1. Although, when a matter is appealed to the Board, OSM, cannot take
further action in the matter except to advise the Board whether the
requested relief should or should not be granted, OSM can at any
time move the Board to take what OSM feels is appropriate action 675

ATTORNEYS' FEES

Bad Faith

1. An award of costs and expenses including attorneys' fees may be awarded
- to a permittee from OSM only if the permittee establishes that OSM

took enforcement action in bad faith and for the purpose of harassing
or embarrassing the permittee - _-- _--- _-_- ___- _ 450
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1. The backfilling and grading requirements of 30 CFR 715.14 apply only to
lands which are used, disturbed, or redisturbed in connection with or
to facilitate mining or to comply with the requirements of the Act or
Federal interim regulations, and do not apply to previously mined
lands on which no adverse physical impact results from surface coal
mining and reclamation operations conducted after the effective date
of the Federal initial performance requirements - _ __-__251

CESSATION ORDERS

1. A cessation order is not properly issued under sec. 521(a)(2) of the Act
when there is no suggestion in the record that the cited violation was
creating an imminent danger to public health or safety or was causing
or could reasonably be expected to cause significant, imminent environ-
mental harm - _ --------_---_---------_-_-_- 675

CIVIL PENALTIES

Generally

1. During the initial regulatory program a person may be assessed a civil
penalty under 30 CFR 723.1 for violations of a permit condition, a
regulation, or a provision of Title V of the Act even though he does
not hold a permit from the State regulatory authority - 322

Hearings Procedure

1. The filing of an application for review of a notice of violation does not
suspend the running of the period within which a petition for review
of a proposed assessment of a civil penalty must be filed - __- ____ 221

ENVIRONXENTAL HARM

1. In review proceedings of cessation orders issued pursuant to sec. 521(a) (2)
of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, there
must be a determination whether the condition, practice, or violation
which is the bsis for the order is one which creates an imminent
danger to the health or safety of the public, or is causing, or can
reasonably be expected to cause significant, imminent environmental
harm to land, air, or water resources -____-_-____-___-____ 486

2. A cessation order is not properly issued under sec. 521(a) (2) of the Act
when there is no suggestion in the record that the cited violation was
creating an imminent danger to public health or safety or was caus-
ing or could reasonably be expected to cause significant, imminent
environmental harm - _---------- _----_-------_--_ 675

EVIDENCE

1. Where the evidence presented by OSM in support of a cited violation of
the initial regulatory program performance standards is that the in-
spector relied on representations made to him in writing the violation,
such evidence must be sufficient to withstand challenges to the sub-
stance of the representations made and to the authority to bind the
permittee of the individual making the representations - 724
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1. Any objections to the location of a minesite review hearing must be made
before or at the time of the minesite hearing _-_-_ -_-_ -_

INITIAL REGULATORY PROGRAM

Generally

1. The Secretary of the Interior has interpreted the Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act of 1977 through his duly promulgated interim
program regulations to exclude sec. 521(a) (1) of the Act from having
effect during the interim regulatory program- - _------ ___ 241

2. The definition of "permittee" adopted by the Secretary for the initial
regulatory program in 30 CFR 700.5 includes those persons who,
through ignorance or dishonesty fail to obtain a permit before engaging
in activities regulated by a state -8:---:- 322

3. When an interim regulatory provision is ambiguous when applied to a
particular operation, and its intended meaning is not clarified by refer-
ence to the interim regulatory provisions as a whole and other pertinent
interpretive materials, that provision may be construed in favor of
the entity seeking relief from its application -336

4. "Permittee." The definition of "permittee" adopted by, the Secretary for
the initial regulatory program in 30 CFR 700.5 includes those persons
who fail to obtain a State permit before conducting surface coal mining
and reclamation operations regulated by a State -486

Performance Requirements

Applicability

1. The extraction of coal as an incidental part of privately financed con-
struction is not an activity excluded, as such, from coverage by the
performance requirements of the initial regulatory program -370

State Regulation

1. Compliance with State mining permit conditions does not excuse non-
compliance with the initial Federal performance requirements -250

2. Regardless of whether a ermittee has a mining and reclamation plan
approved by the State regulatory authority before the interim regula-
tions became effective, that plan must meet the requirements of the
regulations- ------ ---------------- 446

State Regulation

1. The initial Federal regulatory program is not applicable to a surface coal
mining operation which is located on State land and which is not
subject to State regulation within the scope of any of the initial per-
formance standards - ------- ----------------- 266

INSPECTIONS

1. In the absence of extraordinary circumstances, the Board is unwilling to
consider an entry made without prior presentation of credentials by
an inspector to be in compliance with the requirements of 30 CR
721.12(a) -------------------------- 523

309-485 0 - 80 - 9
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1. A cessation order is not properly issued under sec. 521(a)(2) of the Act
when there is no suggestion in the record that the cited violation was
creating an imminent danger to public health or safety or was causing
or could reasonably be expected to cause significant, imminent environ-
mental harm -675

ROADS

Maintenance

1. Haul roads shall be maintained, in accordance with 30 CFR 717.17(j),
by means that will prevent additional contributions of suspended solids
to streamfilow, or to runoff outside the permit area, to the extent pos-
sible using the best technology currently available -624

2. In determining whether there is a violation of the haul road maintenance
requirements of 30 FR 717.17(j) (3)(i), the relevant inquiry is not
whether the road's condition constituted failure to maintain it in view
of its use, but whether its condition demonstrated a failure to main-
tain it in a manner that would prevent adverse impacts on the hydro-
logic balance in general and additional contributions of suspended
solids to streamfilow or to runoff outside the permit area in particular- 624

SIGNS AND MARKERS

1. While the initial Federal. regulatory program requires that the perimeter
of the permit area be clearly marked, there is no definition of permit
area applicable during such program; therefore, an interpretation of 30
CFR 715.12(c) that is consonant with the spirit and purposes of the
Act will be upheld -656

2. Signs and markers, whenever required, must be durable and easily recog-
nized ------------------------------------------ 656

SPOIL AND MINE WASTES

Valley and Head-of-Hollow Fills

1. The fact that an operator may have begun constructing a fill which ob-'
structed, interrupted, or encroached upon a natural drainage channel
or natural stream channel prior to May 3, 1978, may not excuse the
operator from complying with Federal requirements for a valley fill
when he subsequently continues construction of the valley fill 437

STATE REGULATION

1. Regardless of whether a permittee has a mining and reclamation plan
approved by the State regulatory authority before the interim regu-
lations became effective, that plan must meet the requirements of the
regulations- 446

2. In order for the regulatory authority's approval of a permittee's- use of
alternative materials in place of topsoil to be timely, it must be given
before alternative material is substituted for topsoil - -446

SURFACE OWNER CONSENT

1. The Secretary may, in computing the fair market value of coal to be
leased competitively under privately owned surface, assume a limited
surface owner consent cost, based on losses and costs to the surface
estate and operation and similar evaluations, regardless of the actual
price paid or the amount which a surface owner could otherwise
demand for consent --- 28
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2. Assumption of a limited surface owner consent cost to be used in place of
actual cost in the computation of fair market value of coal to be leased
competitively is necessary to ensure receipt of fair market value by
the public as required by 30 U.S.C. § 201(a) (1976)- 28

3. In the exercise of his discretion to lease under the Mineral Leasing Act,
the Secretary has authority to decline to issue a coal lease where surface
owner consent costs prevent the public from realizing a fair return on
the value of the coal -28

TOPSOIL

Generally

1. A showing of contamination is not a necessary requirement in establishing
a topsoil removal violation pursuant to 30 CFR 715.16. Protection
of topsoil from contamination is merely a reason for the removal re-
quirement, not a requirement itself -724

Alternative Materials

1. Even when the regulatory authority has approved the use of alternative
materials in place of topsoil, the alternative materials must be han-
dled in accordance with 30 CFR 715.16(a)(4) (iii) - 446

2. In order for the regulatory authority's approval of a permittee's use of
alternative materials in place of topsoil to be timely, it must be given
before alternative material is substituted f or topsoil -446

3. An operator must obtain approval from a State regulatory authority be-
fore using alternative materials instead of removing, segregating, and
redistributing topsoil -483

Handling

1. Absent express approval of an alternative plan by a regulatory authority
in the manner provided by law, 30 CFR 715.16 requires no less than
all the available topsoil to be salvaged -656

VARIANCES

1. Any exemption from the requirements of 30 CFR 715.17(a), concerning
sedimentation ponds, must be sought from the appropriate regulatory
authority - 675

WATER QUALITY STANDARDS AND EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS

Discharges from Disturbed Areas

1. Discharges from any portion of a permitted area that is disturbed in the
course of the permittee's mining operations must comply with the
effluent limitations contained in 30 CFR 715.17(a) of the Depart-
ment's initial regulatory program- 38

Disturbed Areas

Sedimentation Ponds

1. A sedimentation pond is a "disturbed area," as that term is defined for
the purpose of 30 GFR 715.17(a) of the Department's initial regula-
tory program when any portion of the permitted area which drains
into the sedimentation pond has been disturbed by the permittee
other than by the construction of other sedimentation ponds, roads
or diversion ditches ---- -------------- 38
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1. Any exemption from the requirements of 30 CFR 715.17(a), concerning
sedimentation ponds, must be sought from the appropriate regulatory
authority -675

WORDS AND PHRASES

1. "Permittee." The definition of "permittee" adopted by the Secretary for
the initial regulatory program in 30 CFR 700.5 includes those persons
who fail to obtain a State permit before conducting surface coal mining
and reclamation operations regulated by a State -486

2. "Topsoil." For purposes of the topsoil removal requirements of 30 CFR
715.16(a), topsoil is either all the A horizon or the A horizon plus un-
consolidated material to a depth of 6 inches or all unconsolidated ma-
terial where less than 6 inches of material exists -483

TAYLOR GRAZING ACT

GENERALLY

I. The Taylor Grazing Act created no reserved water rights -557
2. The management programs mandated by Congress in such Acts as the

Taylor Grazing Act and FLPMA require the appropriation of water
by the United States in order to assure the success of the programs
and carry out the objectives established by Congress -559

3. FLPMA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the O&C Act, and other statutes permit
the United States to appropriate water for the diverse purposes found
in the various statutes -560

TRESPASS

MEASURE OF DAMAGES

1. Where the evidence as to specific trespass indicates that of the number of
cattle counted some were located on private intermingled land, but
there were no barriers, either natural or artificial, which would have
prevented the cattle on private land from going onto the public land,
it is proper to find that all cattle counted would tend to consume
forage at a rate proportional to the ratio of forage available on private
and public lands -133

WATER AND WATER RIGHTS

GENERALLY

1. By acquisition of the lands now comprising the Western States, the
United States acquired all rights appurtenant to such lands, including
water rights -553

2. Under the Property Clause, Congress has the power to control the dispo-
sition and use of water on, under, or appurtenant to original public
domain lands, and it is not lightly inferred that this power has been
exercised --------------------------- 553

3. To the extent Congress has not clearly granted authority to the States
over waters which are in, on, under or appurtenant to Federal lands
comprising the public domain and reserved public domain, the Federal
Government maintains its sovereign rights in such waters and may
put them to use irrespective of State law - 553
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4. Federal control over the disposition and use of water in, on, under or
appurtenant to Federal land ultimately rests on the Supremacy
Clause, which permits the Federal Government to exercise its consti-
tutional prerogatives without regard to State law -553

5. The admission of a State into the Union and the "equal footing" doctrine
did not divest the United States of its plenary control over waters
which are in, on, under or appurtenant to Federal lands comprising the.
public domain and reserved public domain -553

6. Federal control over its needed water rights, unhampered by compliance
with procedural and substantive State law, is supported by the
Supremacy Clause and the doctrine that Federal activities are amuned
from State regulation unless there is specific congressionalaction pro-
viding for State control - _553

7. Originally, the common law riparian rules of naturre flow applied to the
public lands; these riparian rules could be changed by State leislatures
only if such changes did not impair the right of the United States to
the continued flow of water bordering its lands needed for the bene-
ficial use of Government property, or if the Congress expressly
consented -- --------------------------------- 553

8. Three Federal statutes provide the general basis for State regulatory
authority over water rights: Act of July 26, 1866, § 9, 14 Stat. 253;
Act of July 9, 1870, § 17, 16 Stat. 218, 43 U.S.C. § 661 (1976); and
the Desert Land Act of 1877, 19 Stat. 377, 43 U.S.C. § 321 et seg.
(1976) - _---------------------------------------------------_ 553

9. The Act of July 26, 1866 § 9, 14 Stat. 253, and the Act of July 9, 1870,
§ 17, 16 Stat. 218, 43oU.S.C. § 661 (1976), sanctioned private posses-
sory rights to water on the public lands asserted under local laws and
customs; Congress in effect waived its proprietary and riparian rights
to water on the public domain to the extent water is appropriated by
members of the public under State law in conformance with the grant
of authority found in these two Acts, and Congress thereby confined
the assertion of inchoate Federal water rights to unappropriated
waters that exist at any point in time- - 553

10. Supreme Court dicta concerning the effect of the Desert Land Act of 1877,
19 Stat. 377, 43 U.S.C. § 321 et seq. (1976), on Federal water rghts are
somewhat at war with each other; but Supreme Court decisions up-
holding Federal reserved water rights must mean that the Desert
Land Act of 1877 did not divest the United States of its authority,
as sovereign, to use the unappropriated waters on the public lands
for governmental purposes -_ _-_-_-__-_-___- -- ___-__- 554

11. Since the Federal Government has never granted away its right to make
use of unappropriated waters on Federal lands, the United States
retains the power to vest in itself water rights in unappropriated waters
on, in, under, or appurtenant to Federal lands, and it may exercise
such power independent of substantive State law -__-__-_____ 554

12 For purposes of the Executive Order of Apr. 17, 1926, the term "spring";
means a discrete natural flow of water emerging from the earth at a
reasonably distinct location, whether or not such flow constitutes a
source of or is tributary to a water course, pond, or other body of
surface water. The term "waterhole" means a dip or hole in the earth's
surface where surface or groundwater collects and which may serve as
a watering place for man or animals - 555
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13. The Executive Order withdrew, as of Apr. 17, 1926, all lands containing
important springs and waterholes that existed as of that date on un-
appropriated, unreserved public lands_- -___-_-_-___-_-_-__-_ 555

14. The Executive Order does not affect a valid, private right to use some or
all of the waters of such a source that vested under the applicable
State laws, custom or usage prior to Apr. 17, 1926 -___-_-_____-__ 555

15. The Executive Order does not withdraw artificially developed sources of
water or manmade structures for collection of water on the public
domain. However, any interest held in those artificially developed or
constructed: sources or structures passes to the United States upon
abandonment by the developer or his successor in interest by virtue
of the United States' ownership of the land -_-_-_____-_____-__ 555

16. The Executive Order withdraws, by operation of law, lands which become
of the character contemplated in the Order subsequent to the date of
the Order; i.e., vacant, unappropriated, unreserved public lands upon
which springs or waterholes come into existence after Apr. 17, 1926_ 556

17. The Executive Order withdraws, by operation of law, any vacant, un-
appropriated, unreserved public land upon which is located a spring
or waterhole and for which a private vested right to use all of such
water under applicable State law, custom and usage has previously
existed upon abandonment or forfeiture of that State water right under
the terms of the applicable State law, custom or usage -__-_-___ 556

18. The Executive Order withdraws all lands containing springs or waterholes
as defined and subject to the limitations set forth above, regardless of
whether the water source has been the subject of an official finding as
to its existence and location -_------____-_____ -___ -____ 556

19. The priority date for the public right to use the waters of a spring or
waterhole withdrawn under the Order is Apr. 17, 1926, for all public
springs and waterholes existing on that date. Those public springs
and waterholes that naturally come into existence at a later date are
withdrawn when they come into existence - - - -- 556

20. Any action taken by private party who did not have a vested State water
right prior to Apr. 17, 1926, or had not received appropriate permission
from the United States subsequent to that date to make use of the
public waterhole or spring withdrawn by the Order is a nullity and of
no force and effect. Any entry onto the reserved land for such purpose
constitutes a trespass -556

21. The purposes for which water is reserved under the 1926 Order are (a)
stockwatering, (b) human consumption, (c) agriculture and irrigation,
including sustaining fish, wildlife and plants as a food and forage
source, and (d) flood, soil, fire and erosion control - 556

22. Because the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, 43
U.S.C. § 1701 e seq. (1976), repealed both authorizing statutes under
which the Apr. 17, 1926, Order was issued, springs and waterholes on
the public domain coming into existence after Oct. 21, 1976, are not
withdrawn by the Apr. 17, 1926, Order but must be withdrawn under
other, still existing legislative authority to be effective -556
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23. Sec. 701(g) of FLPMA, 43 U.S.C. § 1701 notes (1976), maintains the
status quo in the relationship between the States and the Federal
Government on water, and allows for (a) the continued appropriation
of unappropriated nonnavigable waters on the public domain by private
persons pursuant to State law as authorized by the Desert Land Act;
(b) the right of the United States to use unappropriated water for the
congressionally recognized and mandated purposes set forth in legis-
lation providing for the management of the public domain; and (c)
application by the United States to secure water rights pursuant to
State law for these purposes -560

24. The National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Service may appropriate
water to fulfill any congressionally authorized function for areas under
their administration- -_--_----_--_--_----_---___ -_-__ 560

FEDERAL APPROPRIATION

1. The United States has the right to appropriate water on its own property
for congressionally authorized uses, which right arises from actual use
of unappropriated water by the United States to carry out congres-
sionally authorized management objectives on Federal lands, but
may not predate in priority the date action is taken leading to an
actual use, and it may not adversely affect other rights previously
established under State law - _ -___-___-___-_- 554

2. The appropriation of water by the Federal Government for authorized
Federal purposes cannot be strictly limited by State substantive law;
for example, by what State law says is a "diversion" of water or a
"beneficial use" for which water can be appropriated -__-_-____-_ 554

3. The management program mandated by Congress in such Acts as the
Taylor Grazing Act and FLPMA require the appropriation of water
by the United States in order to assure the success of the programs and
carry out the objectives established by Congress - __-_- ___-_-__ 559

4. FLPMA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the O&C Act, and other statutes permit
the United States to appropriate water for the diverse purposes found
in the various statutes - __----_------_-_-_-__-__-_-__-_-_-__- 560

5. FLPMA authorizes the BLM to appropriate water for such uses as fish and
wildlife maintenance and protection, scenic value preservation, and
human consumption, and protection of areas of critical environmental

.concern - ___-- _--__--------_ --_ --_ --_I-__----__ 560

FEDERALLY RESERVED WATER RIGHTS

1. When the Federal Government withdraws land from the public domain
and reserves it for a Federal purpose, by implication, it reserves ap-
purtenant water then unappropriated to the extent needed to accomp-
lish the purpose of the reservation, and the reserved water right vests
on the date of the reservation and is superior to the rights of future
appropriators -___--___--__------_--__ --_ ------_-_-_- 554

2. The intent to reserve water is inferred if previously unappropriated water
is necessary to accomplish the purposes for which the land reservation
is created, but where water is only valuable for a secondary use of the
reservation there arises a contrary inference that the United States
would acquire water in the same manner as other public or private
appropriators -_--_------ ___-- _---- _-- _----__--_--_ 557
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3. The priority date of the Federal reserved water right for purposes of
determining seniority of water rights relative to those obtained under
State or other Federal law is the date of the Federal reservation or
withdrawal action initiated toward a reservation- _ _555

4. The volume and scope of particular reserved water rights are Federal
questions calling for the application of Federal law; State law require-
ments such as notice of application to beneficial use and restrictions
on beneficial use are not applicable to reserved water rights - 555

5. Reserved water rights encompass both existing and reasonably foresee-
able future water uses necessary to fullill the purposes of the reserva-
tion -__ ____ ------------ 555

6. While pursuasive arguments can be made for and against the application
of reserved water rights on acquired lands, it is the policy of this
Department to obtain water rights for acquired lands through means
other than the assertion of a reserved water right - _ __-_-_- 555

7. The Act of June 16, 1934, 30 U.S.C. § 229a (1976), creates a reserved
right when an oil and gas prospecting permittee or lessee strikes water
"of such quality and quantity as to be valuable and usable at a
reasonable cost for agriculture, domestic, or other purposes" as found
by the Secretary -=------------------- 556

8. The withdrawals of lands for powersites under 43 U.S.C. § 141 (1970) do
not carry with them reserved water rights for purposes under the
administration of the Department of the Interior, simply because of
their reservation as a powersite - _-__-_--------- 557

9. Water sources located within stock driveways and reserved pursuant to
sec. 10 of the Act of Dec. 29, 1916, 43 U.S.C. § 300 (1970). are reserved
to the extent necessary to provide for stockwatering during the process
of moving livestock through these reserved access corridors - 557

10. Oil shale withdrawals administered by the Department of the Interior have
reserved water rights for the purposes of investigation, examination
and classification of those lands. Water is not reserved for actual oil
shale development -__--___ --__ ------------ 557

11. The Taylor Grazing Act created no reserved water rights- _ 557
12. There are no reserved water rights on the revested Oregon and California

Railroad lands and the Coos Bay Wagon Road lands, the "O&C"
lands - _-- _------------------------------------------ 557

13. Classification of lands under the Classification and Multiple Use Act of
1964, 43 U.S.C. § 1411 et seq. (1970), does not create reserved water
rights -_------__--_--------------------------------------- 557

14. Designation of lands as sanctuaries for wild, free-roaming horses and
burros under the Act of Dec. 15, 1971, 16 U.S.C. § 1333 et seq. (1976),
does not reserve water for the purposes of wild horse and burro
drinking -------------------------------- 557

15. Rivers administered by BLM that have been designated as components
of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System under 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271-1287
(1976) carry with them reserved water rights sufficient to fulfill the
purposes of the Act - _---- __--- _- __----------- 557

16. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act, 43 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq.
(1976), does not establish any reserved rights in BLM lands -557
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17. Sec. 8 of the 1902 Reclamation Act, 43 U.S.C. § 372 et seq. (1976) prohibits
the Bureau of Reclamation from claiming any reserved water rights
for any reclamation project unless the terms of any project authori-
zation subsequent to 1902 can fairly be read to provide for a reserva-
tion of water -___ _ --_----___---558

18. The particular reserved water rights for national park and national
monument areas include water required for scenic, natural, and his-
toric conservation uses; wildlife conservation uses; sustained public
enjoyment uses; and National Park Service personnel uses; all of
which are intimately related to the fundamental purpose for park and
monument reservation, as articulated in 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976) --558

19. Among other reserved water rights for national parks and national monu-
ments, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976) encompasses reserved water rights for
concession uses to provide sustained public enjoyment and reserved
water rights for water-borne public enjoyment and recreation -558

20. Congress has taken no action subsequent to the National Park Service
Organic Act of Aug. 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976), to
negate the implied intent contained in the Organic Act that all un-
appropriated waters necessary to fulfill the purposes of park areas are
reserved as of the date of the enabling legislation -558

21. The discretionary authority contained in the Act of Aug. 7, 1946, 60 Stat.
885, 16 U.S.C. § 17j-2(g) (1976), authorizing the National Park
Service to acquire water rights in accordance with local laws, is not
inconsistent with the assertion of the reserved water rights principle
and is readily distinguishable from Acts requiring deference to State
water law - -------------------------------------- 558

22. As a general rule, the above-developed reserved water rights apply to
components of the National Park System other than national parks
and national monuments, though the extent of particular reserved
water rights must be determined on a case-by-case basis, involving
an interpretation of 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976) and the establishing legisla-
tion - I - --------- 558

23. Executive branch reservations for native bird preserves, migratory bird
refuges, game ranges, fish h6Atheries, elk refugees and similar refuges
and preserves reserved sufficient water needed for the maintenance of
the species (e.g., ecosystem food supply, breeding habitat, fire pro-
tection, domestic needs of Fish and Wildlife Service personnel) men-
tidned in the executive orders establishing the individual reservations 558

24. Executive branch refuge reservations superimposed on areas previously
withdrawn for powersites, reclamation or other purposes obtain
reserved water rights necessary to fulfill the specific purposes for the
refuge reservations -------------------------- 559

25. Wildlife Refuge uses authorized by the Refuge Receipts Act of 1935, 49
Stat. 383, 16 U.S.C. § 715s(f) (1976); the Refuge Recreation Act of
1962, 76 Stat. 653, 16 U.S.C. §§ 460k-460k-4 (1976); and the National
Wildlife Refuge Administration Act of 1966, 80 Stat. 927, 16 U.S.C.
§§ 668dd-668ee (1976), such as public recreational uses, do not obtain
reserved water rights under existing precedent -559

26. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 82 Stat. 917, 16 U.S.C. § 1284(c) (1976),
contains an express, though negatively phrased, assertion of Federal
reserved water rights ------------------------ - 559
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27. The extent of the water reserved for wild and scenic rivers is the amount
of unappropriated water necessary to protect the particular aesthetic,
recreational, scientific, biotic or historical features which led to the
river's inclusion as a eomponent of the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System, and to provide public enjoyment of such values -559

28. Designation of wild and scenic rivers does not automatically reserve the
* entire unappropriated flow of the river and an examination of the
individual features which led to each component river's designation
must be conducted to determine the extent of the reserved water
right -559

29. Areas which are congressionally designated as wilderness under the Wilder-
ness Act of Sept. 3, 1964, 78 Stat. 890, 16 U.S.C. § 1131 et seq. (1976),
obtain reserved water rights for the maintenance of minimum stream
flows and lake levels (e.g., for science appreciation and primitive
water-borne recreation) and for ecological maintenance (e.g.,
evapotranspiration for natural communities, wildlife watering, fire-
fighting)-------------- - - - - - - -- - -- 559

STATE LAWS

1. Since Congress has not generally directed the Federal Government to
comply with State water law, such compliance is required only in
those specific instances where Congress has so provided, but in the
converse, Congress has not prohibited the United States from volun-
tarily complying with such State water laws -554

2. State law should be followed to the greatest practicable extent in acquiring
Federal water rights. This includes following State procedural law in
all cases involving appropriation of non-reserved water rights and
State substantive law where that law recognizes the Federal appro-
priative right in all pertinent respects -554

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT

Generally

1. The requirement for a permit under sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act applies to the Bureau of Reclamation to the same extent
as any other person, and with certain exceptions the Bureau must
obtain a permit from the Corps of Engineers prior to any discharge
of dredged or fill material into the navigable waters -__-__-__-__-__ 400

2. Activities "affirmatively authorized by Congress," which are excepted
from sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, are not excepted
from see. 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Notwith-
standing the exception of a discharge of dredged or fill material under
sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, compliance with sec. 404 is
required - I-------------------------------_ 400

3. A permit under sec. 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act is
required for the discharge of dredged or fill material whenever:
(a) the "discharge" constitutes any addition of any pollutant to
navigable waters from any discernible, confined and discrete conveyance,
including the placement of fill and the building of any structure or
impoundment; and (b) the "dredged material" is dredged spoil that
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is excavated or dredged from the waters of the United States; or (c)
the "fill material" includes any material used for the primary purpose
of replacing an aquatic area with dry land or of changing the bottom
elevation of a water body, including any structure which requires
rock, sand, dirt or other material for its construction; and (d) the
discharge is made into "waters of the United States," which extend
beyond those waters meeting the traditional tests of navigability to
those encompassed by the broadest possible constitutional interpre-
tation ___ _- - --_--_ 400

4. To secure the exemption under see. 404(r) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act for projects described in an environmental statement,
compliance with seven specific conditions is required. The exemption
does not apply to the maintenance of existing Federal projects, but
only to new construction. While the exemption provides an alternative
procedure to achieve compliance with sec. 404 of the Act for a limited
category of Federal projects, under very specific conditions, it does not
lessen the substantive requirements that apply to the discharge .of
dredged or fill material- 401

5. To secure the exemption under sec. 404(f (1) of the Federal Water Pollu-
tion: Control Act for the maintenance of currently serviceable strue-
tures, compliance with four specific conditions is required. The
exemption does not apply to the discharge of dredged material incident
to maintenance dredging, or to new construction - __-_-_-_- '401

WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS ACT

1. Rivers administered by BLM that have been designated as components
of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System under 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271-1287
(1976) carry with them reserved water rights sufficient to fulfill the
purposes of the Act -_ __ ----___ --__ ---____ I__-__-__ 557

2. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 82 Stat. 917, 16 U.S.C. § 1284(c) (1976),
contains an express, though negatively phrased, assertion of Federal
reserved water rights --_559

3. The extent of the water reserved for wild and scenic rivers is the amount
of unappropriated water necessary to protect the particular aesthetic,
recreational, scientific, biotic or historical features which led to the
river's inclusion as a component of the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System, and to provide public enjoyment of such values- 559

4. Designation of wild and scenic rivers does not automatically reserve the
entire unappropriated flow of the river and an examination of the in-
dividual features which led to each component river's designation must
be conducted to determine the extent of the reserved water right - _ 559

WILD FREE-ROAMING HORSES AND BURROS ACT

1. Designation of lands as sanctuaries for wild, free-roaming horses and burros
under the Act of Dec. 15, 1971, 16 U.S.C. § 1333 et seq. (1976), does
not reserve 'water for the purposes of wild horse and burro drinking- 557
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1. Areas which are congressionally designated as wilderness under the
Wilderness Act of Sept. 3, 1964, 78 Stat. 890, 16 U.S.C. § 1131 et seq.
(1976), obtain reserved water rights for the maintenance of minimum
stream flows and lake levels (e.g., for science appreciation and primitive
water-borne recreation) and for ecological maintenance (e.g., evapo-
transpiration for natural communities, wildlife watering, firefighting) 559

WILDLIFE REFUGES AND PROJECTS -

GENERALLY

1. The National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Service may appropriate
water to fulfill any congressionally authorized function for areas under
their administration ----------------- _ 560

RIPARIAN RIGHTS

1. Executive branch reservations for native bird preserves, migratory bird
refuges, game ranges, fish hatcheries, elk refuges and similar refuges
and preserves reserved sufficient water needed for the maintenance of
the species (e.g., ecosystem food supply, breeding habitat, fire pro-
tection, domestic needs of Fish and Wildlife Service personnel) men-
tioned in the executive orders establishing the individual reservations 558

2. Executive branch refuge reservations superimposed on areas previously
withdrawn for powersites, reclamation or other purposes 'obtain re-
served water rights necessary to fulfill the specific purposes for the
refuge reservations -- ----- 559

3. Wildlife Refuge uses authorized by the Refuge Receipts Act of 1935,
49 Stat. 383, 16 U.S.C. § 715s(f) (1976); the Refuge Recreation Act
of 1962, 76 Stat. 653, 16 U.S.C. §§ 460k-460k-4 (1976); and the
National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act of 1966, 80 Stat. 927,
16 U.S.C. §§ 668dd-668ee (1976), such as public recreational uses,
do not obtain reserved water rights under existing precedent - 559

WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS
GENERALLY

1. A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at the time when the
land was withdrawn from all forms of appropriation, is properly deemed
to be incapable as a matter of law of having exerted independent use
and occupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior to the with-
drawal and consequently the allotment application is properly re-
jected - ------ --------------------------------- 345

2. The Board adopts the Solicitor's conclusion that Public Land Order No.
82 (Jan. 22, 1943) (8 FR 1599 (Feb. 4, 1943)) constituted an express
retention for .the United States of submerged lands when Alaska was
admitted to the Union, and title to the submerged lands withdrawn
by PLO No. 82 did not pass to the State of Alaska with statehood- 381

EFFECT OF

1. Public Land Order 82, issued in 1943, which withdrew from "sale, loca-
tion, selection, and entry" certain described "public lands" in the
Territory of Alaska, could include coastal and inland submerged lands,
if such were the intent of the Order- 151

2. Where the language of a withdrawal order is unclear as to whether sub-
merged lands were included in the order which withdrew certain lands
in the Territory of Alaska from "sale, location, or entry," the with-
drawal should be construed to carry out its intent and purpose -151
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3. Where the description in the withdrawal order affecting lands in the
Territory of Alaska is ambiguous, but can be interpreted to exclude
coastal submerged lands, and where other evidence exists which tends
to indicate that coastal submerged lands were -not intended to be in-
cluded in the order, the order will be construed to exclude coastal sub-
mergedlands- -___ _ 151

4. Where evidence exists that a withdrawal of certain lands in the Territory
of Alaska intended to include inland submerged lands, and such sub-
merged lands are not specifically excepted from the wihdrawal, the
withdrawal will be construed to include inland submerged lands- 151

S. Where submerged lands were included in a withdrawal order in Alaska,
which was in effect at the time the State entered the Union, even
though such submerged lands were not specifically described in the
withdrawal order, such submerged lands would not pass to the State
at statehood pursuant to sec. 5(a) of the Submerged Lands Act - 151

6. The subsequent revocation of a withdrawal of submerged lands which
prevented the State from acquiring title to such lands at statehood
pursuant to sec. 5(a) of the Submerged Lands Act, has no effect on
the ownership of the lands contained in the withdrawal - 151

7. Where the coastal submerged lands in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
were segregated by an application for a withdrawal filed by the Fish
and Wildlife Service in Jan. 1958, 1 year before Alaska statehood, such
application operated as an express retention of the lands at statehood
under the Submerged Lands Act, and prevented passage of title of the
coastal submerged lands to the State - 151

8. A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at the time when the
land was withdrawn from all forms of appropriation, is properly
deemed to be incapable as a matter of law of having exerted independ-
ent use and occupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior to
the withdrawal and consequently the allotment application is properly
rejected - _ ---------------------------- ---------- 345

POWERSITES

1. The withdrawals of lands for powersites under 43 U.S.C. § 141 (1970) do
not carry with them reserved water rights for purposes under the ad-
ministration of the Department of the Interior, simply because of their
reservation as a powersite ---- --- _----------- 557

SPRING AND WATERHOLES

Generally

1. For purposes of the Executive Order of Apr. 17, 1926, the term "spring"
means a discrete natural flow of water emerging from the earth at a
reasonably distinct location, whether or not such flow constitutes a
source of or is tributary to a water course, pond, or other body of sur-
face water. The term "waterhole" means a dip or hole in the earth's
surface where surface or groundwater collects and which may serve as
a watering place for man or animals -_ I------------ - = 555

2. The Executive Order withdrew, as of Apr. 17, 1926, all lands containing
important springs and waterholes that existed as of that date on un-
appropriated, unreserved public lands --------- 555
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3. The Executive Order does not withdraw artificially developed sources of
water or manmade structures for collection of water on the public
domain. However, any interest held in those artificially developed o'
constructed sources or structures passes to the United States upon
abandonment by the developer or his successor in interest by virtue of
the United States' ownership of the land - _- __- _- _-_ 555

4. The Executive Order withdraws, by operation of law, lands which become
of the character contemplated in the Order subsequent to the date of
the Order; i.e., vacant, unappropriated, unreserved public lands upon
which-springs or waterholes come into existence after Apr. 17, 1926 556

5. The Executive Order withdraws all lands containing springs or waterholes
as defined and subject to the limitations set forth above, regardless of
whether the water source has been the subject of an official finding as
to its existence and location - __- - __---_-_-_ 556

6. The priority date for the public right to use the waters of a spring or
waterhole withdrawn under the Order is Apr. 17, 1926, for all public
springs and waterholes existing on that date. Those public springs and
waterholes that naturally come into existence at a later date are with-
drawn when they come into existence - _.-_ -_ -_ - _ 556

7. The purposes for which water is reserved under the 1926 Order are (a)
stockwatering, (b) human consumption, (c) agriculture and irrigation,
including sustaining fish, wildlife and plants as a food and forage
source, and (d) flood, soil, fire and erosion control -- _-_-____- 556

8. Because the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, 43 U.S.C.
§ 1701 et seq. (1976), repealed both authorizing statutes under which
the Apr. 17, 1926, Order was issued, springs and waterholes on the
public domain coming into existence after Oct. 21, 1976, are not with-
drawn by the Apr. 17, 1926, Order but must be withdrawn under other,
still existing legislative authority to be effective 556

Rights-of-Way

1. Any action taken by private party who did not have a vested State water
right prior to Apr. 17, 1926, or had not received appropriate permission
from the United States subsequent to that date to make use of the
public waterhole or spring withdrawn by the Order is a nullity and of
no force and effect. Any entry onto the reserved land for such purpose
constitutes a trespass ------------------------- 556

State Laws

1. The Executive Order does not affect a valid, private right to use some or
all of the waters of such a source that vested under the applicable
State laws, custom or usage prior to Apr. 17,1926 -_ - _ 555

2. The Executive. Order withdraws, by operation. of law, any vacant, unap-
propriated, unreserved public land upon which is located a spring or
waterhole and for which a private vested right to use all of such water
under applicable State law, custom and usage has previously existed
upon abandonment or forfeiture of that State water right under the
terms of the applicable State law, custom or usage -556
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1. Water sources located within stock driveways and reserved pursuant to
sec. 10 of the Act of Dec. 29, 1916, 43 U.S.C. § 300 (1970), are re-
served to the extent necessary to provide for stockwatering during the
process of moving livestock through these reserved access corridors-- 557

WORDS AND PHRASES

1. "Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." If an oil and gas lease offeror in
an oral agreement gives another person "a claim or any prospective
or future claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease," there would
be an interest in the lease or lease offer which must be disclosed under
43 CFR 3102.7. That an offeror might raise a technical legal defense
against enforcement of such an agreement in a court does not militate
against there being a claim or avoid the consequence of the disclosure
regulation or 43 CFR 3112.5-2 prohibiting multiple filing in drawing
procedures -_____ 643

2. "Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." Where affidavits submitted on
appeal by an oil and gas lease offeror disclose that prior to the filing
of an oil and gas lease offer the offeror orally agreed to give the person
filing the offer for him either the opportunity to refuse to purchase
the lease under terms and conditions that a third party would make
(right of first refusal), or the opportunity to make the first offer before
any other offer would be accepted (first right to buy), the offeror has
given the person an interest in the offer as defined in the regulations
to include a prospective claim to an advantage or benefit from a
lease -_----___------___ ------ _--__------____----_ 643

3. "Person." A State is a "person" within the meaning of the Department's
private contest regulations -_----------- _- _ 361
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